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hen Upstart and Flount

nailed down the account

Of SNARL, "The Top Canine Fare,"

We can crack the Midwest with

an Omaha test . . .

There's a station out there that's

Moral
EVERY GOOD TIME-BUYER

KNOWS KOWH HAS THE:

• Largest total audience of any Omaha station,

8 A.M. to 6 P.M. Monday through Saturday!

(Hooper, Oct., 1951, thru Nov., 1953.)

• Largest share of audience, of any independent

station in America! (Nov., 1953.)

Said Flount, "Here's a thought
that'll get the stuff bought—
The chance that we have's

really rare!

Our program needs tone— we'll buy
KOWH alone . . .

Every guy and his dog tunes to them!

KOWH
AVERAGE HOOPER

CHBJ

PAT WEAVER

A PROFILE

page 31

General Manager, Todd Storx; Represented Nationally By The BOILING CO.

How the CIO uses

radio to prove it

doesn't have horns

page 34

The tv panel show:

costs, audiences

page 36

Is radio being

sold too cheaply?

page 39

Cancer scare;

Is cigarette copy

making it worse?
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VITAPIX: A TV

REVOLUTION?
page 42

What's wrong with

printed media

rating services
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A.T.&T. has no wire for hire

but we ask you,

do you dig TD-2?

Ml live network programs now come to tele* ision W00D1 WD
\ia a brand-spankm1 new A.T.&T.

(

*TD-2" microwave relav

link from the main line at South Bend to Grand Rapids.

Iii case you re not hep on your n*la\ Bystems, t \ pe "TD-2

is the Cadilla< of them all much hetter than co-axial

cable and the more inexpensive ""ID"" links. That'-, especiall]

importanl now. with color at our front door—brother,
reall) important!

\\ I K )D- l'\ was tf 1 1 — t to order and Met this improved Ben i« <•

in these parts, jusl as it was first to go to full 1<MI0 foot

towel height last month and will he first to go to full power

next month (right now our interim KM).000 watts picture 18

greatest in all of television WOODLAND).

\\(M)D-T\ i> first with INS facsimile new> service in Michigan,

and first to take deliver] on color adapting equipment for

its transmitter. When you spend a buck on WOOD-TV, you get

lots more than that in advertising \alue and service.

Schedule \our advertising on \\()()D-T\. (irand Rapids' only

television station. The Western Michigan station with top

technical equipment, top local and network programming

—

and the top market to go with them.*

•Primarj service, too, to Western Michigan's mosl populated

area including Muskegon. Lansing, Rattle Creek and

Kalamazoo.

WOOD-TV
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

Reaches more people who have more and buy more



NBC Radio offers

weekenders

8 new programs

Yogurt sales rise

after air switch

Wine battle to be

fought in air

Cold Seal, Calgon,

Pan Am buy tv

New Lewis radio

show has 3 signed

NBC Radio's bid for weekend domination, begun with "Weekend" and "Big
Preview" in October, was hypoed this past weekend with 7 new shows,
including 3 "longies" : "Road Show," 4 hours Saturday, called first
coast-to-coast network program designed specifically for motoris'
"Never Walk Alone," 45 minutes Sunday, religious; "Collector's Item,"
2 hours Sunday, educational. Others include revived "Breakfast in
"Hollywood," "Heritage over the Land," "Show Tunes," "Sunday at Home."
Eighth show, "People," starts 23 January. For what else to expect
from NBC, s ee SPONSOR'S profile on Pat Weaver, starting page 31.

-SR-

Since Dannon Co. (makers of yogurt) dropped newspapers some 9 months
ago, switched 80% of budget to air media, sales have risen 30% over
previous year. WOR-AM-TV gets entire air slice for 8-10 radio com-
mercials, 20-25 tv announcements weekly. Zlowe is Dannon agency.

-SR-

1954 will see battle for leadership in sweet wine field fought mostly
in air. Monarch Wine (Manischewitz) , $2 million spender, will de-

vote 3/4ths 1954 budget to spot radio, tv through Emil Mogul Co.

Wine Corp. of America (Mogen David wine), whose 1953 budget totaled

$1.4 million, and Quality Importers, distributors of Welch Wine, on

which $1.2 million was spent, will put most of their 1954 budgets

into air media, network and spot. Mogen David's sponsoring "Dollar a

Second" (Du Mont via Weiss & Geller) ; Welch has "Dotty Mack Show,"

also on Du Mont, via Monroe Greenthal.

-SR-

Some new tv sp onsors: Gold Seal Co., makers of Glass Wax (which Arthur

Godfrey built up via radio) will sponsor Jo Stafford (through Camp-

bell-Mithun) in weekly 15-minute show on CBS TV, Tuesday, 7:45-8:00

p.m., starting 2 February. Calgon, Inc., Pittsburgh manufacturer of

Calgon water softeners, will finance 15-minute segment on Bob Crosby's

across-board daytime half-hour on CBS TV (3:30-4 p.m.) starting 10

February. Agency: Ketchum, McLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh. Pan American

Airways (JWT) has taken NBC TV's "Meet the Press" (Sunday, 6:00-6:30

p.m.) on alternate weeks. Revere Copper & Brass (St. Georges & Keyes)

shares sponsorship.

-SR-

Among active radio sponsors is Van Camp Sea Food Co., California.

Firm this month began alternate-week sponsorship of Edgar Bergen-

Charlie McCarthy, CBS Radio, Sundays 9:30-10:00 p.m. It also bank-

rolls 15-minute segment of new hour-long "Robert Q. Lewis Show" 11:00

a.m. -12 noon Saturday, CBS Radio. Agency: Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff,

San Francisco. Two other sponsors buying into this show: Milner

Products for Pine-Sol, via Gordon Best, Chicago; Mutual of Omaha,

through Bozell & Jacobs, Omaha.

SPONSOR. Volume 8. No. 1. 11 January. 1954. Published biweekly by SPONSOR PuWkitloMjnr
. .1 3110 Elm At. «£»"" ^ ^ZlJ- - , .

„' J.-
culation Offlcea 40 E. 48th St. New York 17. 18 a year In V. S. SO eUewhere. Entare4 as lecond clau matter 29 January 1949 at Baltimore. Md. poatofllre under Act I March 1879



ICI I'OKI TO SPONSORS fur II January 1951

NBC Radio "3

Plan" has 2

sponsors

SPONSOR looks

at cigarette ads

Hooper "duplex"

used for radio

Finding prizes

now an industry

19 tv stations

return C.P.'s

NBC Radio's "Three Plan" now has 2 sponsors: Hudnut Sales Co. (via

K&E) , using 4 participations weekly on "Fibber McGee & Molly,"

"Second Chance" and "It Pays to Be Married," all 15-minute across-

board shows, and Lewis-Howe Co. for Turns (Ruthrauff & Ryan).

-SR-

Few big industries have been put in position where their product is

as suspect as tobacco industry's is today. SPONSOR'S article, "The

cancer scare: is cigarette copy making it worse?" shows how this came

about, what $4 billion industry is doing about it. Air media con-

cerned because they got some $56 million from industry in '53.

-SR-

Hooper uses "duplex" phone coincidental for radio only, coincidental-
diary for tv. SPONSOR'S correction on this reached printer too late

to be made because of holiday rush. Article, "What's wrong with the

air-rating services," published 28 December 1953. "Duplex" means
respondents asked not only "What are you listening to now?" but also

"What were you listening to 15 minutes ago?" This gives some audi-
ence flow figures.

-SR-

Radio-tv giveaway prizes totaled $10 to $15 million last year and
are increasing, says Richard S. Robbins, who heads own New York firm
specializing in supplying stations, networks, producers with prizes.
Robbins says 4 firms dominate field. They get prizes from sponsors
whose "pay" is free mention on air as prize givers. Robbins empha-
sizes business has no connection with firms which charge sponsors fee

to obtain free plugs

—

a growing practice opposed by stations and
agencies a l ike. To supply $3 1/2 million worth of free prizes to his
clients last year, Robbins got $150,000 in fees. He "services" 9

network giveaway shows, 30 local tv shows, 500 local radio shows.

-SR-

During last quarter of 1953, 19 television station permitees returned
their construction permits to FCC. Three were vhf permits ; 16 were
for uhf operation. Most C.P. holders returned authorizations "for
economic reasons," but some were canceled by FCC. Commission told
grantees, in effect, to either build station within specified time (8

months from date of grant is allowed, but 30 to 90 day extensions
frequently are granted) or return C.P. (See list of C.P.'s relin-
quished on page 55.

)

l_

>«•!<• national spot radio and tv business

SPONSOR PRODUCT AGENCY STATIONS-MARKET CAMPAIGN, start, duration

Cener.il Electric Co.
Schenectady, NY

Marc.ilus Mfg Co. E.ist

Patcrson, NJ

Modqlin Co, LA
Norwich Ph.um.ic.il Co,

Norwich, Conn

S C (ohnson & Son.
Racine, Wis

Tv receivers

Marc.il Paper prod

Plastic household prods
Flavcttcs • pi II to cut
down tobacco, food
appetite i

Pride furniture wa«
and free dusting
cloth offer

Maxon. NY

Calkins, Holdcn. Car-
lock. MrClinton &
Smith. NY

Roy S Durstine. LA
Benton & Bowles. NY

Necdham, Louis &
Brorby, Chi

125 radio stns in mkts where
new tv stns arc opening

NY, Phila

23 tv mkts
20 radio mkts

20 top tv mkts

Radio: 60-sec anncts: 5 to 10 anncts a

wk per stn ; 18 Jan; 6 wks
Radio: 60-scc anncts, daytime partic

.

mid-Jan; 13 wks

Tv: 60-. 20-scc anncts; mid-Jan; 18 wks
Radio: 60-scc anncts. chn brks; March;

13 wks

Tv: 60-, 20-scc anncts; 19 Jan; 13 wks

SPONSOR



a half-hour of wholesome fun

for the young'uns

MONDAY thru FRIDAY 5*o

classic two-reel slapstick comedies

of the keystone era with narration

keyed to the kids.

"Jolly" Jack Gleason handles the narration,

the moppets, and the commercials.

Twenty-five children on set emphasize the commercial impact.

rating: 2.6 on first pulse mail: 3,214 in first 10 days

note: Follows "Junior Frolics" top local station show in Metropolitan New York market.

COST: $500 per program

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

WEED and Co.

wa tV ch n e I

11 JANUARY 1954



advertisers use

ARTICLES

SPONSOR talks to the new NBC president, discusses his plans and ideas for

the future, appraises his past accomplishments

Pal Hearer: a business profile

SPONSOR talks to the new NBC president, discu

the future, appraises his past accomplishments

t lit uses radio in prove it doesn't have horns

An analysis of why a labor union decided to reach the non-labor public as

well as its own members and how it went about planning its new public rela-

tions approach. Nearly $1 million will go into air media in 1954

The television panel show: costs, aadienees
Why are there so many panel shows on the air? SPONSOR studies the ques-

tion, presents a detailed picture of how different kinds of clients use panel shows

f.v radio foo elt«»ap?

Radio's cost is compared with that of other media in a provocative chart. A
full length report will follow in a subsequent issue

Cancer scare; is cigarette eopy making it worse?
Radio and tv's $70 million stake in cigarette advertising may be affected by
recent drop in cigarette sales. SPONSOR queries the tobacco industry to find

out what it will do about health copy

Vifapi.v pofetifiaf: Ir film revolution

The only station-owned film syndicator in tv may mean the beginning of film

networks and the end of Hollywood's hoarding of big-name films

II hat's u-rofir; with printer! media raf ittg services?
Part 15 of SPONSOR'S All-Media Evaluation Study discusses the differences

between broadcast ratings and print measurement services and covers in detail

what advertisers should know about the latter

ffou- radio-tv got foeaf tletergent distribution

Los Angeles firm used only air media to get beachhead in the supermarkets
with its new liquid detergent. Result: 50% distribution in 30 days

31

31

3H

3fi

40

42

44

47

COMING

Comparing air rating services market by market
The 16th article in SPONSOR'S All-Media study is based partly on a study by

Ward Dorrell, research director of John Blair & Co. The article will list markets _,

covered by rating services and cover supplementary services ••> Jan.

Film section: programing
SPONSOR presents the first part of a two-part series covering the tv film field

from A to Z. (The second part will deal with film commercials.) Film buyers

will find a complete listing of available tv films, a directory of producers and
sellers, tips on what to Icok for in tv film programs and how to buy, the 1953

developments and 1954 trends, the latest dope in color and re-runs, the mean- m,

:ng of competition between syndicators and tv networks, pricing formulas m9 Jan.

Volume 8 Number
II January 1954
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KWKH is first

by more

than 202.9%

in average

daily listeners!

AVERAGE DAILY LISTENERS

Any way you look at it, KWKH is the

Number 1 radio value in the big Arkansas-

Louisiana-Texas area.

KWKH gets 202.9', more Average Daily

Listeners than Shreveport's second station

yet costs only 60
f

< more dollars '.

These audience figures are from the new

Standard Station Audience Report the more

conservative of the two recent audience surveys

made in this area.

Write direct or ask your Branham man for all

the proof of KWKH's tremendous superiority.

KWKH
50,000 Watts • CBS Radio

A Shrcvepnrt Time Station

Texas

SHREVEPORTf LOUISIANA
The Branham Co.
Representatives V Arkan

Henrv Clav, General Manager

Fred Watkins, Commercial .Manager



TO THE

ADVERTISING

INDUSTRY:

On January I, 1954, KBIG rates Increased

an average of 12%.

KBIG Rate Card No. I was issued before

we went on the air in June 1952. We
believed then that our 10.000 watt-740 KC
signal from Catalina Island would saturate

all Southern California. We also believed

the Southern California community would

like our formula of "Music You Like, Just

Enough News and the Right Time, All Day

Long." We couldn t prove this then.

Now we can.

You advertisers made KBIG a commercial

success from its third month. The public

has responded to KBIG with ever-increasing

loyalty, indicated by constantly increasing

ratings, mail response and sales success stories.

For the last two months, KBIG commercia

time has been sold out. It is our policy

to keep one-fourth to one-fifth of our

time non-commercial, whatever the tempta-

tion to turn a quick dollar. Within the

commercial time allotment, advertising

content is restricted to a maximum of

three minutes in each quarter-hour period.

There is no multiple spotting in excess

of one minute.

This means that KBIG delivers an audience

of increasing QUALITY as well as quantity.

Isn't such advertising worth 12% more? We
think you'll agree that it is. Your sales

message reaches an audience in the right

mood, an audience unbored and unirritated

by over-commercialism.

For Coverage, Impact and Dollar Value,

KBIG a "The Giant Economy Package of

Southern California Radio."

10,000 WATTS

AT740 KBIG
STUDIOS IN AVALON
AND HOLLYWOOD

GIANT
ECONOMY

PACKAGE OF
SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA

RADIO

The Catalina Station

John Poole Broadcasting Co.

KBIC . KBIF . KBID TV . KBIC-TV

6540 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

HOIIywood 3-3205

Not. Rep. Robert Meeker Associates, Inc.

Joan Kufmciii. \ U . 4yer, Sew ) <>rh, says that

ruling* alone cunt tell the story of radio. "Take,

tor example, one ut our clients who's promoting

use oj a utility In housewives." Joan told SPONSOR.

"For him, I bought participations in a local daytime

rooking show with an outrageous cost-per-\.000.

However, as this advertiser will be first to show,

his mail response from the program has been five

times larger than the program's ratings would
seem to justify." Furthermore, says Joan, a time-

buyer must integrate radio into the over-all campaign
strategy cost-per-i.000 is no cure-all.

Alexander D. C'oan. Calkins & Holdert, Car-

lack. McClinton & Smith. New York, has been travel-

ing almost continuously since fall. The purpose: to

review and revise air schedules for Stokely-l an Camp.
"This is the largest single promotion in all media

on a local basis where canned foods are concerned,"

"Dud" explained. By visiting local markets. "Duif
has developed a personal contact with local brokers

as well as station personnel which assures the

sponsor of maximum dealer cooperation and station

merchandising for his client's advertising inieslment.

Iltiruld Dari.v. Erwin, Wasey & < <>. Veto York.

says that some clients have an arbitrary maximum
co\t-per-\.000 in mind when they decide to use

radio. "But that isn't the most efficient yard-

stick," Hal explains. "It doesn't take into account

such factors as audiem e < (imposition, the psycho-

logical factor of getting the right people at the right

time." And, he adds, when the\ do use a cost-per-

1.000 yardstick tor tv, these advertisers use it far

more liberally, on a market-by-market basis. "\o one

factor is enough to determine choice of a medium."

Hubert \\ nil hurst. Kenyon & Eckhardt, N<-»

York, bins time tor Welch Crape Juice. National

Brewing Co., (base Sational Hank. "About two-

thirds ol our ail budget tor ( hast goes into tv. one-

third into radio." he explains. His choice of local

\cu York programing tor the bank teas based not

nisi on cost-per-1,000, but upon the type of audience

rem luil. /v a commercial bank. Chase is interested

in attracting people to its services its commercials

are aimed primarily at men. Therefore, Hob placed

them during early morning hours.

SPONSOR



Impartial survey proves

JP@@JL.
is the

top radio personality

in the

GREENSBORO broadcasting area

Contact Hollingbery, our national

representative . . . get the facts from

"The Pulse of Greensboro" report. You wi

learn that day by day Bob Poole attracts

more listeners than any other local

personality every quarter hour he broadcasts

for WBIG. His high rating is maintained

even when he competes with two nationally

famous network shows in late afternoon.

In 28th Year ofBroadcasting

CBS AFFILIATE 5000 WATTS

11 JANUARY 1954



WMCT's new 1088 ft. towei
and 100,000 watts maximum poweij

Memphis' and the Mid- South s tallest TV tower



now delivers the . .

.

• highest grade signal service

• clearest picture in this flffffFlffl

from Memphis, Tennessee

With the operation of WMCT's new tower, on preferred "low-band" Chan
nel_5, a vast new area in the Mid-South will be afforded clearer pictures and

improved signal reception.

The previous "fringe" area has been pushed back from a 65 mile mark out to

a general radius of approximately 135 miles.

This represents a 100% or more increase in coverage for WMCT—and

means more people will see and hear your selling story better, with the highest

quality reception from Memphis provided by any other Mid-South station.

>. flCY.

*•/
TENN - SHADED AREA IK TERMS OF PEOPLE AND BUYING POWER

fmss.*h' \
( The figures to the right reflect only In I »• i o t x -wr\*\

' the shaded area as shown in the i£p J
Population 1,834,700

on the page to the left. They do not /

include population, retail sales, or ef- [ Retail sales $1,460,688,000
fective buying power of urban Mem- \

phis and the territory within 65 I ., .

miles of Memphis, all of which are I
trteCTIve

of course covered with high grade \ buying power $1,291,398,000
,

primary service by WMCT.

WMCT sssa
Memphis TV S.o.ion

W«C WMCF WMCT

Now 100,000 Watts
Also affiliated with ABC and DUMONT

Owned and operated by National Representatives

The Commercial Appeal The Branham Co.



Want to see
your sales

SKY HIGH?

x anchor
your

advertising

^CKAC

I . Huge coverage 2

out of '! French radio

homes in Quebec.

2. Hundreds of

thousands of

Faithful listeners da>

and night as

reported bj M H M.

3. Selling power

ond n> none

T 500 1 box tops

last year

CBS Outlet in Montreal

Key Station of the

TRANS-QUEBEC radio group

CKAC
MONTREAL

730 on the dial • 10 kilowatts

Representatives

Adam J. Young Jr. New York, Chicago

Omer Renaud & Co. Toronto

i

MADISON
sponsor im rt Ui fhi <<lttor.

Address 4" l 19 St., New York 17.

BANKS ON RADIO

We are a happ) Bubst riber of spon-

sor l»ut I would appreciate receiving

an extra < :op) <>f the article on the use

ul radio bv all 1 1 bank- in Kingston

\\ h\ all 1 1 bank- in Kingston use

radio," 30 November 1953, page 32].

H. I.. lb ( I ELLO

/(/i ertising Manager

Bank of Ameri< u

San Francisco 20

O \ limited ....... I.

<

November 1953 Usui
apiece.

r of extra copies <>f the 1"

are ..* ...I ..I. I. Price i- 50c

RADIO TV DIRECTORY

I found your New ^ ork director) so

hand) it occurs to mo that our travel-

ing staff members would also find it

extreme!) \aluable and am wondering

if you could spare a dozen copies.

Please accept my best wishes for the

continued success of the wonderful

work \ ou are doing.

Fr\\< es E. Riley

Manager of Information

NARTB, Washington, D. C.

\ ou put out a booklet. I believe,

covering agencies in New York. How
do I go about getting one? We'd sure

appreciate a copy.

W. C. >U vKTLKY

Station Manager

WBZ-TV
Boston 34

-'ONMW- Ka.lio and T\ Director* " i- free
jl.-eril.er-.

MEDIA STUDY

Would you please note m\ order for

a cop) of \«>ur 20-part Media Evalua-

tion series which, I understand, you
will be publishing in book form next

\ ear.

S. D. Rose

Supen isor of Media

) oung & Rubicam, Ltd.

Montreal

• SPONSOR i- publishing the complete Media
Evaluation Stud] it. l..><>k form ihia ..jr. ltv*er-

vajiona ..r. acceptable ....*. I.* arrhlna; to to i ....

I" St.

ly, in a two-installment article by Ray

Lapica on the methods of purchasing

media. These articles appeared in your

issues of June 1 and June 15 of this

year "How to choose media." I and II.

I wonder if you would be kind

t nougb to send us one cop) each of

those two i-sues.

I H \D HORTON
I)' Arc\ Advertising Co.

Atlanta 5

• V limited number of extra r«|iir. of the 1

June and I". June Issues are available at "><» carh.

\\ e are extreme!) interested, belated-

TV OVER-COMMERCIAL?
Having a considerable part of our

advertising budget in television, it is

quite natural for us to give more than

the average amount of attention to the

medium and its use. I would agree

with Mr. Sigurd l.armon that over-

< ommercialism is present, if not ram-

pant, in television '"I- t\ over-com-

mercialized?" 14 December L953, page

I would also Ba) that it i- the fault

of all three—broadcasters, agent ies

;ind advertisers. I don't blame an) of

the three groups for feeling the influ-

ence of the high cost of television on

their policies. Being neither a broad-

caster nor an agenov. I would not pre-

sume to offer solutions to their prob-

lems: but as an advertiser I can tell

you how I think television should be

used. First of all. let me offer the

reasons wh) I think all three groups

are at fault.

\ broadcaster has a substantial in-

vestment in a television station. Per-

sonnel requirements and. accordingly,

operating costs arc much higher than

those of radio stations. Revenues must

be high to produce profits which the

broadcaster rightful!) is entitled to.

Thus, there is a great deal of double-

spotting in addition to sponsored I.D.-

in man) station and < hainhreaks. Right

there, the result is a succession of five

commercials at ever) stationbreak. . . .

This is good for the station's pocket-

book but makes the audience vcrv tired

of commercials. Incidentally, it doesn't

help the advertiser. Commercials on

parade, like soldier-, lose identity. All

-mis of devices arc used b) stations to

permit tin- double spotting, lor ex-

ample, local programs arc "backed up"

..i -tatted 2<> seconds earlv so that 50

seconds ma) lie available after them

and still meet the network on time.

Some stations cul introductions ami

• redits on network and local programs

1.. -ell more stationbreak time. . . .

10 SPONSOR



1

LMISINO."

Ever/one

likes their

HOME
FOLKS!

htOW
-BUT IN ALBUQU^

IN BL t>teol"

Remember when, at that last convention you attended, the

conversation took its usual turn—ended up with all the

boys doing a little bragging about their home town?

It never fails, does it! Everyone likes their home folks

—

feels more comfortable when they're around them; shares

their interests, their likes and dislikes more closelv!

\\ ell. that's the reason w hj the 8W in;: hafl been to independ-

ent, local radio 100'
» of the time . . . why more and more

advertisers get tbe best results from using stations with

their finger on their home town- pulse. Sure. you can get

the same results . . . ju«t ;i»k anj one of the nation's leading

independents they're listed below for your convenience.

THESE STATIONS CATER TO THEIR HOME TOWNS TASTES:

WCUE — Akron, Ohio WMIL — Milwaukee, Wisconsin KREM — Spokane, Washington

WCOP — Boston, Mass. WKDA — Nashville, Tennessee WTXL — Springfield. Mass.

WDOK — Cleveland, Ohio WAVZ — New Haven, Conn. KSTN — Stockton, California

KMYR — Denver, Colorado WTIX — New Orleans, La. KSTL -— St. Louis. Missouri

KCBC — Des Moines, Iowa KBYE — Oklahoma City, Okla. WOLF — Syracuse, New York

WIKY — Evansville, Indiana KOWH — Omaha, Nebraska KFMJ — Tulsa. Oklahoma

KNUZ — Houston, Texas KXL — Portland. Oregon KWBB — Wichita. Kansas

WXLW — Indianapolis, Indiana KITE — San Antonio. Texas WNEB — W on ester. Mass.

WJXN — Jackson, Mississippi KSON — San Diego, California CKXL — Calgary. Alberta. Canada

KLMS — Lincoln, Nebraska KYA — San Francisco. California CKNW — \ ancouver. B. C, Canada

WKYW — Louisville, Kentucky KEAR — San Mateo, California CKY — \^ innipeg. Manitoba. Canada

WMIN — Minneapolis—St. Paul, Minn. KOL — Seattle, Washington
_ tiMlO* «

They are all members of AIMS— Association of Independent Metropolitan

Stations— each the outstanding independent station in a city.

Aim for BULL'S-EYE results...with the AIMS GROUP

*OllTA»» S



use all the

IMPACT of

UJVEC-

in the Great

Norfolk Area!

NORFOLK

HAMPTON
PORTSMOUTH

NEWPORT NEWS
VIRGINIA BEACH

WARWICK
WILLIAMSBURG

SMITHFIELD

selling power PLUS in ihe greol

Norfolk Metropoliton Areo where only

WVEC-TV is NBC . . . beaming ^r
soles message r.ght to the core of th.s

dynam ;
• .

only WVEC-TV
is a basic

O©0

It has been often said thai television

will price itself out of business. Never-

theless, while prices increase, cost-per-

1,000 of audience is <>n tin- decrease.

Ii i- far more likel) that television

misfit "commercial" itself oul <>f I usi-

. . . \\ hen people walk awa)

i i < n 1 1 < ommen ials, cost-per-sale will in-

crease and this will not be the fault of

the Btation rate- but <>f the commer-
cials.

Over-coi ercialism in television is

also parti) tin* fault <>f agencies, espe-

ciall) those who use hard sell in an

effort to produce quick results for ad-

vertisers. . . . Agencies should exer-

i ise restraint ami encourage it h itli

their < lients. . . . Hard pitching, hard

sell is more often than not offensive. . . .

\nain. the agenc) recognizes the fact

that its client is in an expensive me-

dium. It expends itself to make that

medium produce super results for him.

It ver) often results in "pulling the

strings too tight." It over-sells and
thus huilds sales resistance rather than

acceptance. . . .

Ihe advertiser's fault comes from

his realization, too. that he is in an

expensive medium. He demand- im-

mediate results, in excess of those he

would expect from less expensive me-

dia. Because television is a very pow-
erful medium, the advertiser is entitled

\>- superior results. He will get them.

too, if he doesn't force it too hard. . . .

Perhaps it all goes back to the

broadcaster. Other media reject ob-

jectionable copy. In some newspapers

reverse plates must be screened. Col-

umn widths are limited b\ height. Ex-

aggerated claims ma) not be published

nor is exaggeration permitted in the

manner in which reasonable claims are

presented. \\ e have a fair code of

ethics set out b) the INfARTB. It could

be improved, but first of all it should

be adhered to. Most broadcasters are

doing ver) well financially. The) can

eliminate- double-spotting and excess

i ommercial time and still do ver) nice-

1\. There is nothing that says the in-

vestor in a television station should get

his mone) back in the first year. \nd

a slow dime i- -till better than a fast

nickel.

Good programing with strong spon-

sor or product identification will hold

television audiences and ultimate!) sell

more g I- than good programing

with hard-sell techniques; and if you

make the < ommen ials -holt, the audi-

ence will be reluctant to go awa\ and

n-k the chance of missing part of the

program.

I.. Rudolf Gkce.nschatz

Public Relations & Business

Development

First Federal Savings X- Loan

of Miami

FARM ISSUE

In the- October I') i-sue of s|>o\sok

you ran a ver) fine article entitled

"Farm radio and t\ : l'J.~>.V

We would be \er\ appreciative if we

could obtain one or two copies. . . .

John F. BONSIB, Se<retary

Bonsib Advertising

Fort Wayne, hid.

• Mr. Bonsib refer* la SPONSOR*! annual farm
loone. No reprint! of the alticlqa arr available.

Extra eopiea of ih.- i--u«- eoal ."»<>« apiece).

TIMEBUYERS' XMAS
\ our article on "What timebuyers

want for Christmas" 14 December

1953. page 34] was interesting. It's

nice to receive Christmas presents; it's

also nice to give them.

\\ ill) that thought in mind don't you

think it's about time the timebuyers

started giving Christmas presents to

the salesmen?

Who ver\ often makes a "hero" out

of a timebuyer? The salesman.

Who can always be counted upon for

little inside bits of information so im-

portant to timebuyers? Ihe salesman.

Who is always there to service and

help in an) wa\ he can? The salesman.

Who is always there to act as an

agreeable, affable host? The salesman.

W ho can the timebuyer not do with-

out? The salesman!

keep up the good work. I hope the

new \ear will bring \ou continuing

success. Right now I ha\e to close this

letter. My men need my help in wrap-

ping presents for the timebuvers.

Lawrence L. Wynh
Sales Manager

If ABI). Xru York

TV BASICS
\\ e would appreciate receiving about

si\ more copies of "Tv Basics."' You
can probabl) understand that in

launching a new station such as

\\ \II\-T\ this type of material is ex-

IremeK welcome.

Frank \1. De\ inei

/ ice President

II Ml \ Broadcasting

St. Paul- Minneapolis
• 'l\ Boole**1 eaot .ici<- apleee. Qnaortitj price-
on r«*i|ur*t.

12 SPONSOR
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Another WOW-TV FIRST'

T^^^1

"**

SP°"Sl Edison 21. W53

SU*?*"" itted and
receivea

- TV
successfully televxsx ^

^^ 'first" «ltnJ^ember 22nd *° r
. DrBgPet"

color
• „ Tuesday,

UB
shov;ing

0I
qtation

reCeP
"n's

Greetings"
a-£ 5

24rt
Sta

"Tor ««» """frf aavrti"^ lsl

; trr^^ «^ u- «•
•. ».-•* and

o« set up sev
_-, uanage^ Wf

Director of f ^?' Nebraska

FIRST IN TELEVISION
FIRST with MAXIMUM POWER

FIRST with

TV OMAHA,
NEBRASKA

Rep. By BLAIR-TV . .. 100,000 WATTS • NBC • DUMONT
A Meredith Station
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THE
SWANEE
RIVER

BOYS
•

Nationally-known

SINGING

TALENT

HAVE NOW JOINED

THE STAFF OF

by Bob Foreman

Beauregard Bream, chairman of the Plans Board of Snook,

Crappie & Bream, Inc. the Madison Avenue advertising

agency, addressed the Adcrafters Club of Hohokus, N. J.,

last week and I was fortunate enough to have a transcript

smuggled to me through the Hudson Tubes. The title of this

phillippic was "Funn) As A Crutch." an expression I haven't

heard -ince George Earnshaw was winning them for Connie

Mack and one that effectively disguised his subject which

turned out to he—misplaced humor in advertising.

Since this topic i> dear to my own cold little heart. I -hall

endeavor to steal the best parts of Beau's talk and warp them

to my devices. I shall eliminate all hut one reference to print

advertising and discuss witticism as it applies to broadcast

copy.

Let's start out with the premise, however jaundiced it may
seem, that 99', of all the copywriters in the world can't

write humor. Maybe the percentage is even higher. Roving

down the centuries from Mark Twain to S. J. Perelman. I

find it difficult to recall more than one advertising campaign.

in any medium, in which the humor was even vaguely humor-

ous or the advertising even vaguely compelling.

The -ingle campaign that does stand out in my mind and

one that I constantly relish i> the Kd Zem fishing and hunting

-cries for Nash cars which runs in the sports magazines. Here

the wit is funny, the word- relevant, and the message which

results of intere-t to prospective car buyers.

Over on the -ide of radio and television, my only recollec-

tions are heavilv tinged with horror. The minor exceptions

to this are not campaigns per se but are one-shot commercials

adroitly integrated with the -how format and sandwiched in

between two other straight commercials as insurance la ) that

the public w ill actual!) get the sales message and I !> ) that the

public be fully aware that the sponsor is kidding but really

ha- something of value to offer. Outstanding among this last

categor) were land arc in the case ot J. Benny ) the fine mid-

dle commercials on the Fibber McGee -bow and the -killful

dual-media middle- in the Jack Benin programs. Here the

calibre of hninor i- on a par with the -bou itself which i-

praise indeed. One of the big reasons i- that these middle-

whimsies arc approached structurally from a -dipt >tand-

poinl rather than a- inserts. \nd. mosl important, of course,

{Please turn to ixipr 72 i
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Big Mike is the physical trademark of KFAB

Nebraska's most-listened-to-station

NEW
YEAR!

rtw Wholesaler
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TPA
sales-builder

^fr rollicking comedy / taut drama

jfr tender romance / exciting adventure

spine-tingling mystery and intrigue

A successful, tested program . .

.

first run in over 150 markets

Your* Star Showcase, with Edward Arnold as host, is a proved

program—with a fresh, audience-building format. Even in mar-

kets where it appeared as The General Electric Theatre, it is new

to more people than the number who saw the first run. And the

addition of Arnold assures even larger audiences.

Your* Star Showcase offers local and regional advertisers 52

different, top quality, network-calibre programs with a proved,

impressive audience record. The series boasts ratingsl of 20.3 in

Chicago . . . 30.5 in San Antonio . . . 22.9 in Cleveland . . . 32.6 in

Kalamazoo . . . 47.4 in Charlotte, etc.

Your* Star Showcase is a series to which the phrase "presents

with pride" truly applies. It is great drama. It is a weekly parade

of marquee names . . . sparkling scripts . . . tight direction . . .

lavish production.

On all counts, Your* Star Showcase can be th< showcase for your

product. Call, write or wire for the complete story.

'Advertiser or brand name. tl'idcodrr. Fchrunrv, ItSi

television programs of mmmerica, inc.

729 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 19, N. Y. • 1041 N. FORMOSA AVENUE, H0UYW00D 44, CAUf.



BU newscasts

make "big" advertisers

out of little ones!
Station KWBB at Wichita, Kansas, believes in drawing more flies with

a honey of a deal.

In an effort to sell three important 15-minute newscasts on a long-

range basis, the station offered sponsorship for all three to a trio of

non-competitive advertisers— at regular card rates.

KWBB credits each sponsor in the opening and closing, gives

each a commercial during each newscast.

Thus, for the price of one program alone, an advertiser can reach

two additional audiences.

Milt Hall, General Manager, thinks this is an effective answer for the

prospect who isn't content with a nibble but who can't otherwise afford

to take a big bite.

Manager Hall couples t li<- 3-for-l ap-

peal with qualit) of news. Be says:

"Fine AP coverage is a mighty important

factor in selling a newscast and keeping it

sold. When you offer AP, you use a power-

ful argument."

If your station is not vet using

Associated I'ress service, your A I'

Field Representative can give you

complete

information.

Or write—

Those who know famous brands...

know the most famous brand in news isJP

18 SPONSOR
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New and renew mmi
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1.
/Veil? on Radio IKetivorks

2.

SPONSOR

Assemblies of Cod,
Springfield, Mo

Brisfol-Myers, NY

Brisfol-Myers, NY

Carnation Co

Credit Union Natl Assn,
Madison, Wis

Ceneral Foods (Sanka), NY

Milner Prods (Pine-Sol)

Jackson. Miss.

Mutual of Omaha. Omaha,
Neb

Mutual of Omaha, Omaha.
Neb

Niagara Mfg & Distr Co,
Adamsville, Pa

Owens-Corning Fiberglas,

Toledo,
Van Camp Sea Food,

Terminal Island, Cal
Van Camp Sea Food Co,

Terminal Island, Cal

AGENCY STATIONS

W. F. Bennett. Chi

Doherty, Clifford. Steers
& Shenfield. NY

Doherty, Clifford, Steers
& Shenfield, NY

Erwin, Wasey, LA

JWT, Chi

Y&R, NY

Cordon Best, Chi

Bozell & Jacobs. Omaha

Bozell & Jacobs. Omaha

Olian & Bronner, Chi

Fuller & Smith & Ross,
Cleve

Brisacher, Wheeler &
Staff, SF

Brisacher, Wheeler &
Staff, SF

ABC 350

CBS 204

CBS 203

ABC 291

MBS 560

CBS 84

CBS 122

CBS

MBS 485

MBS 300

CBS 203

CBS 200

CBS

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Revival Time; Sun 10:30-11 pm; 20 Dec; 52 wks

Nora Drake; M-F 2:30-45 pm : alt days; 5 Jan; 52
wks

Arthur Godfrey Digest: Fri 9-9:15 pm seg; 15

Jan; no. wks not set

When a Cirl Marries; M-F 10:45-11 am; 4 |an;

52 wks
Lome Crecnc; Sun 4:55-5 pm; T 9:55-10 pm, 3

Jan; 52 wks
Robert Trout & the News; M, W 10 30-35 pm;

4 Jan; 52 wks
Robert Q Lewis Show; Sat 11 am-12 n; 15-min

seg; 2 Jan; no wks not set

Robert Q. Lewis Show; Sat 11 am-12 n: 15-min
seg; 2 Jan; no. wks not set

On the Line with Considine; Sun 6:30-45 pm; 24
Jan; 52 wks

Cabriel Heatter; T 7:30-45 pm; 5 Jan; 52 wks

Arthur Codfrey Digest: Fri 8:30-9 pm seg; 15
Jan; no. wks not set

Edgar Bergcn-Charlie McCarthy; alt Sun 9:30-10
pm; 10 Jan; no. wks not set

Robert Q. Lewis Show; Sat 11 am-12 n: 15-min
seg; 2 Jan; no. wks not set

Renewed on Radio Networks

SPONSOR I AGENCY STATIONS

Cities Service Petroleum,
NY

Ceneral Foods, NY

Liggett & Myers (Chester-
fields), NY

P. Lorillard, NY

P. Lorillard, NY
Metropolitan Life Ins, NY
Philco Corp, Phila

Stewart Warner Corp, Chi

Sun Oil Co, Phila

William Wrigley Jr Co, Chi

William Wrigley Jr Co, Chi

Ellington & Co. NY NBC 115

FC&B, NY CBS 123

Cunningham & Walsh, NY ABC 332

Y&R, NY ABC 332

Lennen & Newell, NY ABC 328
Y&R. NY CBS 32
Hutchins Adv. Phila ABC 330

Macfarland, Aveyard, Chi NBC 195

R&R, NY NBC 34

Arthur Meyerhoff, Chi CBS 195

R&R, NY CBS 196

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Cities Service Band of America: M 9:30-10 pm;
18 Jan; 52 wks

Renfro Valley Sunday Morning Cathcring; Sun
8:30-9:15 am; 3 Jan; 52 wks

Les Criffith & the News; M-F 7:55-8 pm; 4 Jan:
52 wks

Monday Morning Headlines; Sun 6-6:15 pm; 3

Jan; 52 wks
Taylor Grant News; Sun 9:15-30 pm; 3 Jan; 52 wks
Allen Jackson: M-F 6-5:15 pm; 1 Jan; 52 wks
Breakfast Club; M-F 9:45-10 am seg; 28 Dec:

52 wks
John Cameron Swayzc; T, Th. F 9:30-35 pm; 19

Jan; 13 wks
Sunoco 3-Star Extra: M-F 6:45-7 pm; 11 Jan;

52 wks
Yours Truly Johnny Dollar: T 9-9:30 pm; 5 Jan;

52 wks
Cene Autry; Sun 6-6:30 pm; 20 Dec; 52 wks

(See page 2 for New National Spot Radio and TV Businpss)

3.
\ational Rroadeast Sales Executives

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION

Charles C. Alsup
Frank Amy
Harry Arthur
W. H. "Bud" Averill

John H. Bachem
James Caleb Beach
Bryce Benedict
Jack Black
Doug Brown
John Burr

Kenneth B. Craig
John A. Davis
Earl C. Donegan Jr

Jack Duffield
William E. Ellwell
Irv Feld

Arrow Prodns, acct exec west of Mississippi

WPIX. NY, sis serv asst

WSMB. New Orleans, La. prog dir

KWK. St Louis, acct exec

Du Mont, NY, natl sis mgr
Tv Road Shows, pres

KFH, Wichita, acct exec
WTAR. Norfolk, Va, asst sis mgr
Biow Co. NY, acct exec
KCO-TV, SF, prom & mdsg exec

WBBM-TV, Chi, mgr opers

WETV, Macon, Ca, dir opers

Everywoman's Mag, NY, adv slsmn

KTTV, La, mdsg mgr
WTIX. New Orleans, gen mgr
MPTV, NY, eastern sis mgr

NEW AFFILIATION

MPTV. Hywd. acct exec
Same, sis serv mgr
KNOE. KNOE-TV, Monroe. La. prog dir

KSTM-TV. St Louis, acct exec

Same, gen mgr
ABC TV. LA. dir progs and prodn, western div

Same, gen sis mgr
Same, sis mgr
Headley-Reed. NY. sis stf

KIEM-TV. Eureka Cal; KBES-TV. Medford. Ore.

natl adv mgr
CBS. Hywd. dir bus affairs, net progs

MPTV Eastern Sis Div. Atlanta, acct exec
MPTV Eastern Sis Div. NY. acct exec
Same, acct exec
Headley-Reed. New Orleans, mgr
MPTV Feature Film Div. southwest sis mgr. hq in

Dallas

(Continued next page)

In next issue: ISetv and Renewed on Television (Network); Advertising Agency Personnel

Changes; Sponsor Personnel Changes; Station Changes (reps, neticork affiliation, po.cer incfpaspsJ^u

11 JANUARY 1954 GENERAL LIBRARY

10 ROCKEFELLER PLA2A, MEW YORK

Numbi ;ames

w and Re-
new category

Jack Shefrin (3)

Pete Rodgers (3)

Renedvt (3)

t\fo KaJmw. ' \i

N. Y
19
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Xeti ami renew
3, Motional Broadcast Sales Executives

NAME

Annette Francis

John E H.illorjn

John F H.)rdcsty

Cuy Herbert
Robert B Hoag
Robert E Holt

David I. Hopkins
Henry Howard
Erik Isgrig

Claude A |ohnstone

Wayne Kearl

Charles King
Ewald Kockntz
Edward L Kocnig |r

C |. Krcidler

David Laslcy

Stewart Lewis
Don Lilly

Stuart MacKay
Paul A. Maguire
Thomas McAvity
Roland McClure
Robert R Nelson
Frank O Donncll
Kenneth R. Ovendcn
John H. Pindcll

Charles Reeder
Phil A. Reilly

Roger Rice
Pete Rodgers
Marvin L. Rosene
Alex Rosenman
Carl Schuelc

|ohn E. Scott
John A. Shay
)ack Shefrin

Bob Shipley
Ed Simmel
Edgar C. Sisson

Emerson S. Smith

Carl M. Stanton
Alfred R. Stern
Robert B. Strickland
H. Malcolm Stuart
Irvin Paul Sulds
Robert ). Sullivan

Maurice Unger
Frederick von Hofen
Cordon M Wiggin
Frederic W. Wile )r

Mclvin B. Wright
Joseph A. Zulwin

FORMER AFFILIATION

Ziv Tv, Cinci, adv stf

NBC Radio. NY. adv. prom dept
BAB. NY. dir local prom

All-Canada Radio Facils Ltd. gen mgr
CBS Tv Spot Sis. NY, sis exec

WTVI. St Louis, prodn mgr
Emerson Radio b Phono. NY. dir sis & adv

CBS Radio. NY, bus affairs dept
Zenith Radio. Chi. dir adv
Ed Wolff & Assoc. Rochester, acct exec

KCMB-TV. Honolulu, asst gen mgr
WKAL. Rome. NY, gen mgr
WCBS. Miami. Fla. prog dir

Vitapix Corp, NY. gen sis mgr
Children's Activities mag. Chi. adv, mdsg mgr
Du Mont. Chi. central div sis mgr
WLW. Chi. acct exec
KOLE Port Arthur, Tex, sis stf

All-Canada Radio Facils. Ltd. asst gen mgr
Henry I. Christ.il. NY, radio acct exec

NBC TV Net, NY, natl prog dir

KERC. Eugene. Ore, prom stf

WARD. Johnstown, Pa, mgr
RCA Victor Custom Record Div, NY, publicity

WEEI. Boston, staff anncr
KINC. Seattle, acct exec
WCOL, Columbus, acting mgr
Own apparel business, Bellcvuc. Wash
KINC, Seattle, sis mgr
Atlas Tv, NY, dir sis

WLOL. Mpls. gen mgr
WCAN, WCAN-TV, Milw, gen mgr
Crant Co LA, acct exec

Elmer E. Scott Co, Louisville, pres

WTVJ, Miami, opers mgr
John Kaye Adv. Kans City, radio-tv dir. acct exec

Assoc Press. Shreveport. exec rep

KJEO. Fresno, sis mgr
N. W. Ayer, NY, chg radio-tv progs

Baker Assoc Adv. Salt Lake City, radio-tv dir

NBC Film Div, NY, dir

NBC, NY, staff asst to vp film div

Film exec, Atlanta, Ca
ABC Radio, NY, acct exec
AB-PT theatre tv consultant
WOR. NY, prom mgr
Ziv Tv. mgr West Coast opers
KINC, Seattle, acct exec
MPTV, Boston, sis rep
NBC. NY. vp for prodn
KCMB. Honolulu, mdsg dir

Zenith Radio, regl mgr Wash. Bait, Phila area

NEW AFFILIATION

WOR, WOR-TV, NY, asst prom mgr
NBC Film Div. NY, asst mgr adv & prom
Westinghousc Radio Stns. eastern sis mgr, hq ii

NY
Same, vp
KFMB-TV. San Diego, comml mgr of tv

WSTV. Steubcnville. 0, prog & prodn mgr
CBS-Columbia. NY. dir sis

Same, dir bus affairs

Same, vp chg adv
WBBF. Rochester, sis stf

Same, mgr
MBS. NY, stn rels contact rep

Storcr Bdcstg Co. dir prog

Same, vp chg sis & adv
KDYL. Salt Lake City, acct exec
CBS Radio Spot Sis. SF. acct exec
H-R Reps. Chi. acct exec
KREL Baytown Tex, asst mgr
Same, gen mgr
NBC Spot Sis, NY, radio acct exec
NBC Tv Net Progs Div. NY, head
KNX & CPRN, LA. prog prom mgr
WARD-TV. gen mgr
Same, adv & orom mgr
Same, dir progs
KHQ-TV. Spokane, tv comml mgr
Same, mgr
KOMO-TV, Seattle, acct exec
KING-TV, acct exec
Same, vp
KSTP. Mpls. radio sis mgr
WTVI. Belleville-St Louis. NY bus mgr
Western Radio Sis LA. head 'new offices, 15

N. Highland. Hywd>
WKLO. WKLO-TV. Louisville, gen sis mgr
Same, vp chg opers
WRNY. Rochester, gen mgr
KENT. Shreveport. La. acct exec

United Tv Progs, southern sis rep

NBC Film Div. NY, assoc dir

KALL & Intermtn Net, Salt Lake City, dir pron

& mdsg
Same, chg of div

Same, asst to exec vp 'Robert W. Sarnoffi

Guild Films. NY. southern sis rep

Du Mont. NY. acct exec
Theatre Net Tv. NY, exec

WOR, WOR-TV NY. sis prom mgr
Same, vp
Same, sis mgr
MPTV Eastern Sis Div. Boston area acct exec

Same. Hywd. vp chg tv net prog div

Same, mgr
Hoffman Radio Corp. district mgr Midwest state

!%etv Firms, JSetv Offices, Changes of Address

new Portland hq 937Blitz Adv, Portland & Seattle, Wash,
SW Jackson St

Clapp's Baby Fds, purch by Duffy-Mott Co from Amer Home
Fds

Diamond & Sherwood Advtg. new ad agency. 821 Market St,

SF; formed by Jim Diamond, who had own agency: and
Clint Sherwood, ex-prog dir. KSAN. SF

Dine and Kalmus. new public rels firm, hq NY. 4 W. 58th
St, branches Chi. Miami. Wash DC. Boston. Hywd: formed
by Josef C. Dine, ex-dir of public rels, Ziv; Allan H.
Kalmus. ex-dir Lever Bros press bureau

Henry Cerstenkorn Co. new address 4860 Wilshire Blvd. LA

Mitchell J. Hamilburg Agency, hq Hywd. new NY office

444 Madison Ave

Hutchins Adv, Toronto, new address 33-35 Haydcn St

KGTV. Des Moines, new address 223 Insurance Exch Bldg

Phillips H. Lord Inc purchased by Gen Tcleradio: Mr. Lor

to be retained as consultant by Gen Tcleradio

Havro Tv Co. new tv film prodn firm at 520 Fifth Ave. NY
formed by Arthur Rosenblum and Ruth Cade

Louis D. Straus, new public rels firm. Times Tower, Tim
Sq. NY. formed by Louis D. Straus, ex-public rels. public

ity dir, Amer Safety Razor Corp

Yambert, Inc, formerly Yambert-Prochnow, new address 663|
Sunset Blvd. Hywd

Vumbers niter names
trier to \ r» and Re-
new category

J. r\ Hardest)
llnrr\ trtfitir (3)
/ / . Koenig (3)
V. /.. Rosene

I I
|

Jose} ( . Dine
I I I

R<> he, I E. Holt (3)
John II. It,,, hew

I |)

John 1 Shay (3) ^
K. R. Ovenden (3) W
I). J. Hopkins (3)
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Du Mont-equipped stations have formed a habit of

making television history for coverage, low

operating costs and dependability. K-NUZ TV, Houston,

Texas, now joins the ranks of Du Mont-equipped stations

Power for power, K-NUZ TV will enjoy the finest performance

through Du Mont's superior UHF television transmitter design.

At the Du Mont plant it's full-speed ahead on the production of UHF

and VHF television transmitters and associated equipment- as fast

as quality production will permit. The demand for Du Mont quality

transmitting equipment is constantly increasing as engineers

everywhere acclaim the dependable performance

inherent in all Du Mont equipment.

TELEVISION TRANSMITTER DIVISION

ALLEN B. DUMONT LABORATORIES, INC.

Ctift " \ , /.
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pre-telecast promotion andU

the largest, livest,

local-beamed shows

in Houston...with top entertainers

and performers plus an array of Du Mont network programs
•

and $750,000 facilities to back up the know-how . . . offered to

advertisers on a fair and square basis!

number of UHF sets in market before telecasting of K-ISUZ TV test pattern

MAY. I 953 9,996 \

JULY ' 1953 17 '306
(

.

and still growing!
SEPTEMBER, 1953 30.168 ( ,e . . ^F^^mt , „ , « ,•!.„,„,. i

\ (Signed Strttements from Houston Distributors)

NOVEMBER, 1953 43,593
)

(after only 14 clays of Telecasting)

Buy now on the SQUARE DEAL RATE CARD
and be charged only rates that can

be justified by actual sets in the market.

3539 Cullen Blvd. / Houston



merchandising.

.
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AN AUDUNCE
...... > ......-,,,?,.

K-INEWS Backed by a newspaper-trained photographer and
the K-nuz TV Mobile Unit, dynamic BILL CRAWFORD presents

a live, action-packed newscast unparalleled in the Gulf Coast area.

(The K-nuz TV Mobile Unit — a complete TV studio on wheels-

—

also beams both video and audio to the station for general

telecasts.)

ALERT TIMEBIYERS NOTE: K-1NEWS with BILL CRAW-
FORD is available in either 5

or 10-minute slots, Monday thru

Friday.

RHYTHM ROUNDUP MGM and Decca recording arti-t-.

Laura Lee and Dickie McBride and the Ranch Hands; and the

"Billboard" top-rated Western personality, BIFF COLLIE, the

rip-roaringest air-salesman to ever hit Houston, give out with

music from the city and the saddle, Monday thru Friday. Turn
your product over to these cyclones of mirth and melody, then

watch the sales curve sweep up!

be a 39'er
ask for availabilities NOW

on these power-packed

local shows _

WHAT'S COOKIN'? A show with all the known element- f..r successful

selling — the time of day i- rif:ht ... the -citing i- right. The featured

personality i- a local woman with r i< li l\ background and preeminent

recognition as a Home Economist. W II. M \ RUTHERFORD has a re

m.H k.ilil.- record in Texas television nol onhj f'>r selling bnl also for mer-

chandising. Monday thru Friday. K-nuz TV i- cooking with \\ ilm.i Rather-

ford . . . HOW ABOUT YOU??.'

PAUL'S PLACE Talent . . . time . . . teenager- in one terrific package
— the strongest, livest local .-how in town. Paul Berlin is tops . . . rating-

wise and talent-wise. Jan Stewart was starred in Bollywood TV, and *

featured vocalist with Harry James and his orchestra. Paul and J. in offer

a potent one-two knockout for the hard-to-get teenager-. The] arc .1 "real

gone" team that can pull for yon in the nation's I3th market!

WINDOW SHOPPING Here is a distinctive, expressive friend Mitzi

Wayne visiting with Houston women, telling them oi the wonderful and

the curious to lie found in the -hop- around the city. The viewers' calls

light up the switchboard .ifter the show closes . . . wanting to know where

Mitzi found that lamp. etc. Let Mitzi Wayne throw light and life into

your Houston sales with "Window Shopping", Monday thru Friday!

TONIGHT Visiting -tar- of Hollywood, figure- from the -port- world

. . . whatever made the news today . . . that's the -tuff of "Tonight".

Monday thru Friday. BILL ANTHONY has hi- finger- right on the pulse

of this billion dollar market as proved by the complete -ell-out of lii-

radio time. No worry about tomorrow'- -,il>-- when Hill \nthony h.i-

your message on "Tonight"!

call, wire or write Forjoe TV
or Dave Morris^ vice pres.-gvn. mgr.

(3tartw£39
• Phone KE-6666
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IMete developments on SPONSOR stories

See: "Year-end report"

I.SSlie: 28 December 1953, page 27

Subject: What the tv film industry is doing
about color video

The tv film industry didn't wait for the 17 Decembei approval b)

the FCC of the present standards for color television. During I'

a number of clients, producers and syndicators took tin- plunge into

rainbow-hued film as a form of capital investment, hoping for a pay-

off in 1954 or 1955.

This fact came to light as the result of an industry-wide surve)

conducted by SPONSOR for its forthcoming (25 January) report on
television films.

Pall Mall, Colgate and M&M Candy—to name just a few—began
shooting part of their film commercials during 1953 in color s<, thai

they'd be ready when C-Day arrived. Other advertisers began build-

ing up a backlog of "stock" color footage of tv-sold products. Amer-
ican Tobacco, for example, commissioned Screen Gems last summei
to shoot nearly 47,000 feet of Technicolor at ATs southern fa< lories

for ultimate use in video commercials for Lucky Strike.

Program film producers and syndicators are still fairh cautious in

the main about color, since it calls for a heavy investment on their

part. But several program film makers took the plunge last year.

Color production has already started on Janet Dean, Duffy's Tavern

and Paris Precinct, three half-hour packages released through Mo-
tion Pictures for Television. Kling Studios' King Calico and Bert

& Elmer are in color, as are all of the episodes to date of United

Artists' Cowboy G-Men.

For awhile, many segments of the film industry were concerned

about how well existing color film processes—Technicolor, Ansco,

Eastman, DuPont—would look on color tv. However, the RCA "fast

pull-down" color film projector, according to most video experts,

does a good job of televising any of the present brands of color film.

This RCA projector, incidentally, will probably represent some 90 (

i

of the network and station color film telecasting installations in the

next couple of years. "Sponsors can shoot their films in any of the

standard brands of color and be assured that they can be televised,"

an RCA executive at the Camden equipment headquarters stated.

The biggest hurdle: color film costs. They're not cheap.

"Color adds anywhere from 25 to 40% on top of the regular

costs of the average black and white film commercial," Walter

Lowendahl. executive vice president of Transfilm, Inc., calculates.

"There aren't enough color transmitters or receivers to make this

anything more than experimental right now."

The cost problem is similar in tv film programs. Ed Madden. \ ire

president of MPTV. revealed: "The first 13 episodes of Janet Dean

were shot in black and white. The second 13 were in color. Outside

of that, the two series are similar. But color costs 25% more."

Nearly all of this cost increase is taken up in the price of color

negative stock, color developing, and color printing. An executive

of the Eastern Motion Picture Division of Eastman Kodak estimates

that tv color film will represent a per-foot cost—apart from produc-

tion, talent and other charges—that will run at the rate of three

times as much as black and white film. The actual figures: six d

a foot versus two cents, even in great quantitv.

The biggest question mark in the color tv film business, as film

men themselves see it, is RCA's recently revealed video tape recorder.

Oddly enough, few film men see RCA's gadget as supplanting black

and white film for a long time to come (except in making kine-

scopes), but most of them feel that the mere existence of the \ TR

will make film obsolescent in long-range color planning.

300-POUND SALES FORCE'

i f,i-l [iio\ ing f.it man Mfho I
.ill-

on 53,000 T\ homes ii linutes

five day- a week
. . . and In- sells with

the speed of light ' I hat'l why s
(

,,, n ^.rs

keep r»-ri.-w inr the I \< K McELROY
Mlott which sin ovei KNBH, Holly-

wood ... 12:15-1:00 p.m. Monday thru

r r ulay.

KEYS OPEN DOOR TO FOOD SALES!

A top-rated cooking show and an out-

standing TV food merchandisii ig

now give qualified sponsors a selling

combination that move- produi I- Fast

KEY TO NIK KIM HEN (the

t.ikr- youi Bales message into 30.000

Los \ngeles homes dailv. KNHH kh>
VALUE WEEK (the plan) provides

in-store displays, newspaper ads and
on-the-air promotion to 2,400,000
viewers. Food sponsors can"t mi-- on

KNBH!

WHAT A PARTY

BII.I. ST1 I I V'S "Parlor Party" really

pulls in the gals — a )

The 2:00-3 :00 p.m. Monday thru Friday-

program leads all other loral daytime
' KB cumula-

tive audience of 5.7 ... just $125 puts

Bill and his gang to work for your
product. For additional information on

this and other KMUI "best bays," con-

\ BH. Hollywood, or your nearest

NBC Spot Sales Office right now.

11 JANUARY 1954
25



What an opportunity: Radio's number-one salesman is now on New York's

first station—WABC. Martin Block is in a class by himself! And has been tor 18

long years! No other disc jockey can match his fanatical following, or phenomenal

sales successes; his afternoon program ranks consistently first or second in popular-

ity. Now he's bringing his unique appeal to a 64^0 larger audience . . . thanks to

WABC's impressive coverage (nearly 6,000,000 families in 89 counties). And you'll

be surprised to find out how little Block costs to buy! Get the facts, figures, full in-

formation. Call SUsquehanna 7-5000, right away.

26 SPONSOR



1

Monday thru Friday 2:35-6:45 p.m.

Saturday 10-12 noon, 6-7:30 p.m.

WABC-770
NEW YORK, N. Y

11 JANUARY 1954
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Laraen a ihr name and WEMP
is the station, Miluxmkeeana
know ilnit combination mentis

the l>rst in radio.

And so do these national advertisers:

Robert Hall, Oxydol, Bayer Aspirin,

Borden's, Omar, Household Finance,

Squirt, North American Airlines, Blue-

tone Oil and a dozen more.

Join them and find out how WEMP de-

livers up to twice the Milwaukee audi-

ence per dollar of Milwaukee network

stations.*

CALL HEADLEY-REED!
B.iscd on latest available Pulse ratings

and SR & DS rates

WEMPWEMP-FM
MILWAUKEE

HUGH IOICE. JR.. Gtn. Mqr.

HEADIEYREED. Nail. Rep.

HOURS OF MUSIC. NEWS, SPORTS

iWJlllW
Albert A. Cott

V.P. and Sales Manager

Cott Beverage Corp., New Haven, Conn.

li the Cott Beverage Corp. had not had 25 carloads of non-deposit

thiow-awa) hottles at its Manchester plant in 1951. the firm might

not have begun distributing dietetic beverages in New England. B\

1953 sugarless pop was responsible for two million cases out of the

firms total beverage sales of 15 million cases.

For 25 years a general soft drink manufacturer. Cott Beverage

Corp. int the market with its new sugarfree pop at the lime when tile

soft drink industry was discovering the untapped potential of diet-

conscious soft drink consumers.

"There's little if am overlap between sugarfree drink consumers

and the established soft drink public." Albert Cott. v. p. and sales

manager of the soft drink manufacturer, told sponsor. "Therefore,

we use the same slogan for general pop and the sugarfree in all

media: "Its Cott to be good/'

This slogan, developed b\ Cott's agency, Dowd, Redfield \ John-

stone, precedes distribution via newspaper ads and radio announce-

ments as the beverage firm moves into new territories. Once dis-

tribution in a particular area is established, the firm adds television

to its budget for stronger brand identification.

Cott s 8500,000 ad budget in 1953 broke down as follows between

the major media: 00' i in newspapers: 40' < in spot radio and tv.

with slight!) more than half of the monev in spot tv.

Cott's first advertising campaign for sugarfree pop in 1951 con-

centrated upon appeal to diabetics. However, consumer response

to the beverage showed that it could be sold to all diet-conscious

persons.

"In radio, for example," Cott told sponsor, "we stress both the

sugarfree qualities and the flavor. Above all, the air copj stresses

the good taste which takes sugarless pop out of the medicinal

i ategorj .

'
i See ""I he sugarless pop re\ olution," 2 No\ ember 1953. i

Vs one of the three brothers who own and operate the Cott Bever-

age ( nip.. \1 Cott is sales manager for the Id bottling plants that

produce both soft drinks and sugarless pop.

Al Cott is seriousl) thinking of switching from the >oft drink to

iIm sugarfree beverage for a brief diet. However, the bulk of bev-

erages stored in his refrigerator al his New Haven home are the

regular Cott Beverage bottles. His two boys, aged 12 and eight,

arc regular -oft drink consumers.

28 SPONSOR



How Are You Fixed For Sales?

Ginny Wood, gracious hostess <>•

WSPD-TVs "Woman's Window",
has the sparkling enthusiasm and
experience it takes to increase \<>ur

sales in the- WSPD-TV billion dol-

lar market.

"Woman's Window" is directed to

WSPD-TVs women \ iewers, featur-

ing interviews with interesting v.o-

men who make Toledo tick. Toledo

women know Ginny, and her fan

mail proves they are enthusiastic

about her.

Ginny Wood

Sales Increase With Proper Planning

Ginny carefully works out nuworld cheese pre-

sentation with Marion Mills of Arthur Towle
Agency.

Using props, Ginny actively demonstrates
sponsors' products—everything from loot) to

house paint.

Get your share of sales in WSPD-TVs billion dollar market.

Contact your nearest Katz agency or call ADams 3175 in Toledo.

Storer Broadcasting Company

TOM HARKER. NAT. SALES DIR . 118 E. 57th STREET. NEW YORK

11 JANUARY 1954

AM-TV
TOLEDO, OHIO

Represented Nationally

by KATZ

(&
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46% at 9:00 A.M.
for BOB BEAN and
"What's Cookin' ".

PHIL AGRESTA'S
"Carolina Newj"
ha» 59%.

Jimminy"

the offer-

or JIMMY
SON, "By

"Anything Goes" for

49% on Monday
nights with GIL
STAMPER.

35% for JEANNE
ALEXANDER and
"Jeanne's Journal"

Saturday AM's.

LEWIS MARTIN'S
HPL packs a 39% in

the afternoon and a

52% by "Starlite

Salute"

A 61% share for

ALAN NEWCOMB'S
Sunday evening
"Evensong".

DOUG MAYES gets

to 62% Saturdays

with "Farm Market
Reporter".

45% gather daily

at ARTHUR SMITH'S

"Corner Store".

GRADY COLE... for

22 years "Mr. Radio"

in the South with a

52% share of
audience.

CLYDE McLEAN'S
NEWS has 57% of

the 6:00 P.M. traffic.

Many on the street

and 51% at home for

FLETCHER AUSTIN'S
"Streetman".

BOB RAIFORD'S
"Robert D." race

plahers attract 38%.

Late in the evening

FRED KIRBY'S "Hill-

billy Star Time"
reaches 55%.

JACK KNELL whose
newscasts command
62% of the available

ears at 12:35 P.M.

Meet WBT's criteria, each with hit

own individual "take" of the

audience, according to The Pulse, Inc.,

March 1953 . . . from 35% to 62%
thares of audience, each personality

leading all other competition.

Each of WBT's Pulse-powerful personalities is a criterion

of excellence in nearly 400,000 North Carolina and

South Carolina radio homes. Creating a daily diversity of

broadcast banter, information, syncopation and public service,

they couple their individual personalities with the 31-year

personality of WBT's 50,000 watts— to provide unmatched

coverage and penetration in the Carolinas market

CHARLOTTE

EFFERSON OTANDARD Broadcasting Company
Represented Nationally by CBS Radio Spot Sales
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where ho\ boon

and tvhoro ho

wants in </o

New NBC president won '52 Sylvania Award t<>> "Today."

His i<li us also: "Slum <> Shows," tl>> magazhu concept

by Miles David

& ylvester Laflin "Pat"" Weaver Jr. is a Renaissance Man
of the electronic age. He gobbles up the implications of

electronic technology in the manner of a multi-faceted

i5th-centunite absorbing resurrected manuscripts from

old Greece. His interests, like those of the 15th-cen-

turyites who went from besieging cities to writing sonnets

in the course of an afternoon, are broad.

Weaver's sense of history—he says the study of classic

civilizations was his favorite college subject and he dipped

into history books to name his son after Roman emperor

Trajan—keeps him jumping back and forth in time as he

projects new uses of electronic technology.

For several vears Weaver has been talking about a vast

plan in which a thousand tv cameras might be stationed

permanently around the world at the crossroads of impor-

tant activity—feeding pictures back to a storage point

where an electronic brain would index and store them.

The pictures from a thousand cameras would go into con-

temporary programs and a historic file for the programing

of decades on.

During the period he was busy painting this picture.

Weaver was also at work building a television program

called Today. Today does everything in miniature that

Weaver envisions for his communications complex of the

future. It funnels news from a thousand sources, often

visually, to a central point in the R( \ I \hibit Hall. then

passes the facts on to a far-flung audience. \t the -ami'

time it is a flexible advertising bu) and a resounding < om-

mercial success. In two vears on the air Today has gone

from a pioneering curiosity to a program which last year

grossed over $5 million in billings for NBC and attracted

weeklv audiences of 14.o00.000 people who could have

been exposed to a total of 90 advertising products in the

course of the year.

Mingling of the prophetic with the pr» ti< al is i hara< ter>

istic of Weaver's projects.

He fought for the "magazine" concept of tv program-

ing as a means of giving the network • ontrol over it- own

shows and hence a better chance to program for the needs

of all population segments. But it also turned out to be a

wa\ of helping spread costs so that moi - sors could

afford tv: and. conversely a waj of broadening television's

base so that it was not as dependent on a few
I

spenders.

He developed the rotating -tar < om epl to attra< t < omica

who at a point in tv"- history did not want to be tied down

weeklv. But rotation has since proved a mean- of keeping

stars and their material fresh.

11 JANUARY 1954
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It was in recognition ol Weaver's qualities as a developei

of programs and programing concepts that Brig. General

I). is 1.1 Sarnoff, chairman of the board of RCA and NBC,

named him president ol NB( late last yeai (see statement

to sponsor bj Gen. Sarnoff, below •

.

Weaver is ahead) hard at work applying lii- Bense of

history, and practical programing, to administration "I the

radio and television networks which last yeai together

ssed about $100 million. Two of his major objectives

,iir in beat that 1100 million mark in 1954 and restore

ili. \i;i radio network (" number one ovei CBS.

"NBC must return t" preeminence in radio, he told

sponsor a few days ago. His method? NBC Radio will

continue to mold its format to the magazine style of NBC
l\. This would mean creation ol more -how- like If <•(/>

end, NBC Radio participation program whose sales plan

i- patterned aftei tv's Todaj

.

Weavei Feels the magazine or editorial format will sell

radio i" a widei range ol advertisers bv I i making avail-

Gen. Sarnoff, Weaver, Bob Sarnoff together on day new executive team was
named. It was new exec. v. p. Bob Sarnoff who persuaded Weaver to join NBC

M hat Gen. Sarnoff told SPONSOR about Pat Weaver:

"Pat Wt a happy combination oj the attitudes, talents,

and expt tin presidency of NBC. Il> has

youth, and he has breadth and depth of t cperience. Ht has

, i,
, utivt apat itu s in both radio

nml television, and he has created, written and produced

many oj tht most successful programs. II > has also worked

the oi '"•' with both sponsor and ad\

Pat has imagination and courage. Under his

direction NBC has already led the way in creating many of

the >i' w which ha I tht gt nt ral

pattern oj opt in tht broadcasting industry."

able short chunks of time for those who can onlv afford

short chunks; (2) allowing advertisers to get in and get

out quickl) il that's what the) need. Eliminating single

sponsorship ol shows isn't his intention, however.

"We have Keen trying to make television sensitive to the

needs of an\ advertiser in the country," he says. "Radio

never did this and it was a great mistake. Radio is set up

in terms "I a 'you do it our wax system which makes the

advertiser adjust to radio." Weaver now want- to see

radio adjust to the advertise] and become available an)

w a\ lie want- tO buj it.

Weavei realizes some NBC affiliates spit fire when the)

heai about the new sales approach but he feels he can gel

them on hi- -ide mice the) realize what the potential is in

billings.

"Radio and television," he says, "should have a much
larger share of the amount now spent on national advertis-

ing. Rroad< a-t media should be able to get 50'/< of the

seven billion- -pent annually for advertising." (Harold E.

Fellows, \ \R 1 1! president, predicts that together radio and

t\ will gross about one billion in 1954.)

Radio and television are complementary media which

must work together, rather than take a dog-eat-dog atti-

tude, says Weaver. When people tell him radio and tv are

as much competitors with one another as they are with

printed media, he fume-. This attitude has kept radio from

being handled as well a- it should, he says.

Weavei - view: 'The two media should be integrated in

planning. Popular -hows are popular in both media. Fan

magazines and newspapers all over the country talk about

television. It is the rage of the country— its stars and

show-. It - a disservice to radio not to make available the

same -how- on radio as on tv." The audio of mam t\

-how- should and will be on radio, he thinks.

Weaver turn- to technological prophecv to tell \<>u why.

"In the future no one will think of making a tv set that

does not have a knob which turns the video off. They don't

bother making that installation now because of the extra

cost. But it is inevitable that people will want to listen to

blind sets—even with variety programs like Berle. Once

you've wat< bed a show a lot you can tell what it looks like

and picture it in your own mind. People will want to play

their t\ sets like background music.'

Weaver has also predicted that people will come to listen

to the audio of t\ shows on radio to find out when the\

should turn their t\ sets on to net something visualb in-

teresting.

Thus W eaver feels that on the operating and programing

le\els radio and tv are essential!) the same medium—one

merelv adding sight to the characteristics of the other.

But he does not feel radio and tv should be sold together

as a package, he told sponsor, i He has stated in the past.

however, that he feels radio and tv eventualK will be sold

together. It's probable he thinks the same advertiser will

eventualK sponsor the same program in both radio and tv

at the same time. Example today : simulcasts like the

1 oice oj Firestone on NBC Radio and T\ . i

Weaver's belief in the strength of radio ties in with all

this. He has said and written [Variety, 16 July 19521

that if tv had been invented before radio, someone would

then ha\e gone ahead and invented radio. Reason: because

tv requires full attention and is so dominant that the owner

of a set wants to find a way of getting similar entertain-

ment and information benefits without having to devote his

full attention. That is. radio.

Radio has changed -ince t\ came along, he said, citing:

the movement from group listening in living rooms to per-

sonal -et listening; radio- lo s of place as the dominant

national medium. "We have to a>k." he says, "how much

even non-tv homes are affected b) t\. I he non-tv families

read about tv : the) see it in neighbors" homes."

Wound NBC headquarters it'- -aid that Weaver has

been spending 7095 of his time on radio problems -ince

In- took over the NBC presidency.

"Network radio must not be allowed to die."' he told

SPONSOR. If it dor-, radio will become "fragmentized"

into unit- not capable of providing reallv significant

programs.

"Fragmentized" i-. 1>\ the way, apparent!) a favorite

' Please turn to page 1<H) i
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WEAVER HAS GOOD SE\SE OF HUMOR, but he's up
against some stiff competition in this bunch. In addition to Bob Sar-

noff (pipe in hand) group comprises these comedians: Ed Wynn, Ken

Murray, Bob Hope, Sid Caesar. Weavers leading with his glasses at

far right. Bob Sarnoff, Pa* Weaver worked together frequently during

first years of big-star tv. This picture was taken on set of comedy show

iiiiliiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiNin iiiiii;iiiiiiiii!ii;i:!iiiiiiiiniii!' imiiiiiiiiiuillilllliniiiiiiniiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiliniillllllliiiillllinilllNl^

Under Weaver's administration basic pattern of NBC TV programing

was formed. Below: Weaver watches Joan Davis sign for film show

along with Carl Stanton who succeeds Sarnoff at Film Division

Pat Weaver leans over Sid Caesar's shoulder during break in first re-

hearsals for "Show of Shows." Writers and producer Hal Janis are

solving problem. Pat is production veteran, got into radio in '32
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How 010 uses

radio to prove "unions

don't have horns"

Network radio newscast is designed to hit

non-union audience as well as members.

Most of p.r. budget is going to radio, tv

M his year, the CIO has given its

public relations program a big hypo

—

to the tune of a SI,000,000 national ad

budget. It's the first time that the CIO
has had a national budget—and vir-

tually all of it will go into radio and tv.

Out of the total appropriation, about

$600,000 will be devoted to the organi-

zation's new five-a-week network radio

program, John W . \ undercook ami the

News, which was launched in Septem-

ber 1953 on ABC (Monday through

Friday, 7-7:15 p.m. EST).

Still in the planning stage is a half-

hour tv series slated to start early in

1954 for which the CIO has a projected

budget of $300,000 to $400,000 (prac-

tically the rest of the above-mentioned

million dollar budget). Also in the

news, public-affairs realm, the tv pro-

gram will probably run monthly or

every four weeks, or might wind up as

CIO President Walter P. Reuther urged start of national p.r. effort. He's shown with Vander-

cook who was chosen by group Henry C. Fleisher, ClO's p.r. director (right), headed up

34

''John W. Vandcraxik and the Xeir?" on abc radio

JOHN W. VANDEP.COOK SHAVED OFF HIS BEAP

an experimental 13-week series with

more funds to be allocated if it proves
successful.

The CIO feels tv is essentiallv a more
difficult medium to employ than radio

and therefore offers a greater challenge

to the union, especially in view of its

limited budget. It is. therefore, pro-

ceeding with great care, conducting ex-

tensive surveys and studies, exhaustive-

1\ discussing the matter with union offi-

cers, with an eye to developing the best

possible tv use for the money.
The CIO considers that the time has

come to "convince the public that we
don't have horns." in the words of a

CIO spokesman. It wants to dispel the

idea held by some that "all unions do
is go on strike" b\ informing people

of the functions and ser\ ices of the

union and how it aids the community.
/ andercook and the \eus is the

CIO s first venture into network ra-

dio on a regular basis. The CIO felt

that cultured, velvety-voiced \ ander-

cook. a liberal commentator who ex-

pounds in a quiet manner, was in just

the ke\ the) wanted. Commercials, too,

are pitched at a subdued level.

The program is aimed primarily at

SPONSOR
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'E CIO NEWSCASTER ON ABC RADIO. SUPPORT FOR PROGRAM BY CIO UNIONS IS SHOWN BY MERCHANDISING THEY HAVE GIVEN IT

the general public rather than the

CIO's own membership. Based on the

theme "what is good for America is

good for organized labor," the pro-

gram's general objectives as described

by President Walter P. Reuther are:

1. "To point out that CIO members
make progress only as the community
progresses and not at the community's

expense.

2. "To serve the public by keeping

it acquainted with the news of the da\

and how it affects the lives of each."

CIO members number approximately

6,000,000, belong to 35 international

unions, primarily mass production in-

dustries: steel, auto, clothing, electrical

workers among them.

I The other national union organiza-

tion. A.F. of L., boasts about 8,000,-

000 members. Its voice on the air is

Frank Edwards, who has been news-

casting for A.F. of L. on Mutual since

January 1950: see SPONSOR, 21 April

1952 issue. Edwards, in contrast to

Vandercook, does a hard-sell for labor

on current issues, lashes out like a cru-

sader. The AFL invests about $700,-

000 a year on the show.)

The \ undercook show has been on

the air only four months. But response

i- "highly satisfactory," according to

CIO agency, Henry J. Kaufman & As-

sociates in Washington, D. C. Vander-

cook's return to the air I he had not

been broadcasting regularly for several

years) produced a large and pleased

public reaction via mail. Requests for

copies of the broadcasts now pour in

regularly, reports the agency.

Owners and managers of stations

iiHmiHiiiffiinHmiiitiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiinuinii

case history

carrying the show have also voiced

their approval. At the outset, the CIO

ran into some reluctance on the part

of station managers here and there to

accept the program. One such manager

took the program only because he

didn't want to lose the revenue. This

same manager has since -aid he is

"proud" of airing the show due to fa-

vorable public reaction.

Pride in the show was also notice-

able among CIO members at the un-

ion's national convention in Cleveland

last November, reports Robert S. Mau-

rer, tv director at Kaufman. There

was the feeling that it is creating a

better climate for I l
() workers in the

community, he -aid. and a desire on

the part of members that it run on even

more stations.

Commercials are drafted to inform

the public about the CIO, it- attitudes

and objectives, fhej are written bj a

team comprised of Henrj C. Flasher,

CIO PubHcit) Director; Ubert Zack,

I leisher's assistant; Robert S. Maurer;

and Mired II. Edelson, I [0 act ounl

e\e. utive it Kaufman. Much < are and

thought i- expended t !>al-

.ni' ed diet" of mess - < !ommer< ials

fall within the follow i: -

1. Program commercials, explaining

w In the CIO i- "ii the air w ith a I

,c I Ii.- ( l< i simpl) believes it

i- • ontributing to a well-informed puh-

li< opinion the foundation of freedom

in a democra- \

2. Orgai ommercials, ex-

plaining how CIO or it- member unions

function.

Community tcriice commercials,
i Please turn to

/
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Programing profiles
1'iirt I of a continuing 1954 series

High visibility of sponsor name on panel box
or backdrop is one big plus panels offer, since

sponsor identification is aided. When Stopette
presents "What's My Line?" on CBS TV, spon-
sor is no secret. "Twenty Questions" on DTN
plumps for Curads. R. J. Reynolds highlights

Cavaliers on CBS TV's "I've Got a Secret"

36

The I v panel show
This programing profile and others

to follow in future issues will cover

Average program costs, costs of individual programs

Kind of audience this show type attracts

Results from sponsoring shows of the type

How clients handle commercials in the shows

Who are sponsors? How long on air?

by Lila Lederman

Casting an amused eye at the proliferating ranks of tv panel shows,

one wag recently quipped that there soon will be a shoiv called What's
Your Panel?

—

in which contestants guess what panel program various

Broadway names appear on.

But panel shows are an important form of programing for more
reasons than the numbers in ivhich they are found on the networks.

They are suitable for sponsorship by virtually every type ef client, for

one thing; for another they can be produced with a reasonable budget.

This report on panel shows is designed to fill you in on their char-

acteristics and costs. It should answer most of your questions if you're

an agency man considering recommendation of a panel show to a client;

or if you're an advertiser interested in comparative programing values.

It was prepared over a period of months through research embracing

dozens of firms, including agencies, sponsors, researchers.

_/Jt this writing there are 14 spon-

sored panel programs on network tv

I including one network co-op, Who
Said That?). A total of 17 network

sponsors bankroll the shows. Five of

the shows, or one-third, are sponsored

on an alternate-week basis. Of the 17

sponsors, seven came on the panel-

wagon in 1953, most of them just this

past fall.

("Panels."' as here defined, include

an) show with a panel outside the

realm of political discussion or news

forums. Thej embrace both the parlor-

game varierj and panel-discussions of

a light nature which ^t 1 1-- elements of

competition and humor. Most feature

well-known names as panelists.)

The number of panel shows coming

on in a short time gives rise to the

question: Are they just a fad which

will soon fade? One veteran program-

ing expert put it this way: "'Panels are

not likel) to die out in popularity be-

cause most of them not only have the

solid, lasting appeal of a quiz show,

but over and above that offer a real-

life drama of interplay between well-

known personalities." Most program-

ing men had this philosophy: "The
time to worry about an excess of panel

shows is when the public shows it is

tired of them by twisting their dials."

Cost and circulation

\\ hat is the attraction these pro-

SPONSOR



Some of the current tv panels originated on

radio. "Leave It to the Girls," ABC TV, and

"Juvenile Jury," CBS TV, are two examples;

"Twenty Questions," Du Mont, is another.

All three coincidentally have drug sponsors,

respectively Ex-Lax, Geritol, Bauer & Black

grams have for so many sponsors?

Briefly, they offer just what most spon-

sors want in a program—good circula-

tion at a low cost. As noted above they

are riding a high wave of viewer popu-

laritv that shows no sign of slackening.

The big names, glamour, humor, ex-

citement and intellectual badinage

carefully programed into most of the

panels no doubt have something to do

with this. (Panel-champ What's My
Line? on CBS TV won a 1953 Syl-

vania award because it affords such

"spontaneous amusement" and "is

blessed with an excellent moderator

and a literate group of panelists.")

The talent-and-production cost of a

dozen of the panel shows on this season

averages out to $7,700 each: individ-

ually, these shows range from $2,500

to $14,000 (see chart). Making the

whole thing easier on the budget, over

half of the panel show advertisers (8

out of 17) sponsor the programs on

an alternate-week basis.

As indicated, audiences are healthy,

too. According to Nielsen, "average

homes reached" for seven of the pan-

els* during the first two weeks of

April 1953 was 3.255,000 (top-rated

(Article continues next page)

The seven shows used by Nielsen for above

figures: The Name's the Same, Quick As A F'^J}-

ABC TV; Twenty Questions, Life Begins at 80,

Down You Go, Du Mont: What's My Line, lie

Got a Secret, CBS TV. These were selected as a

representative group of panels.

These 14 tv panel shows sponsored on networks
NAME. NETWORK. DAY.

AND TIME
8P0N80R AND

NCY PRODUCER l-TIOH

Down You Go
Du Mont. Fri 10:30-11 pm

Carter Prods vi.i

Ted Bat. v NY
Hclenc Curl

Ruthr.iuH Ry in

Chi
I co-sponsors!

low-. C Cowan $6,000

Word game quix Or Ber-

lin C»jn» moderator Pan-

I Tom Oilman Carmrlita
Pope. Fran Coughlm Rob
lit t '

I've Got a Secret
CBS TV, Wed 9:30-10 pm

R | Reynolds
tCavalltrs) via

William Esty. NY
Coodson (i Tod
man $8,000

Cuests with special iccom
pltshmints Or unu'.ual IJCtt

in past try to iturap panel
with Ih Cirry

Moore. M C fayne Mead-
ow Faye Emerson and guest

panelists

Judge for Yourself
NBC TV, Tu 10-10:30 pm

P. Lonllard via

Lcnnen & Newell.
NY

Coodson & Tod
man $22,500

Fred Allen hoi! Two pan
els one of showbiz ex

o!h< r of amateur
judges, rate vanity acts

Amateurs win prizes if rat

ingi coincide with experts

Juvenile Jury
CBS TV, Sun 4-4:30 pm

Pharmaceuticals,
Inc.. via

Edward Klcttcr.

NY

Barry. Enight &
Friendly $4,500

lack Barry moderates panel

of 5 youngstcri who dis-

cuss problems posed by

youthful cl

Leave It to the Girls

ABC TV, Sat 7:30-8 pm

Ex-Lax via

Warwick & Lcg-
Icr, NY

Rountree-Prcs-

J-jjQQ

Spirited discussion centered
around Battle of Sexes
Magg, McNellii femcee.
pinil Elois* McElhone.
Florence Pntchelt regulars

plus two female guests Al-

so one male to defend h,s

MX againit allack

Life Begins at 80
Du Mont, Fri 9-9:30 pm

Serutan Co. via

Edward Klettcr.

NY T8JST' $2,500

Five octagenanan panelists
air views on diverse sub
iccts fake part in a quiz

Jack Barry moderates Two
"foothght favorites' trt

guests each week

Pantomime Quiz
Du Mont, alt Tu 8:30-9 pm

Benson & Hedges
(Parliaments! via

Benton & Bowles
NY

Mike Stokcy $8,700

Charade game with two
teams of panelists •

i

a Quii Trophy Cup Pro-

ducer Mike Stokcy also em-
cees. Permanent team mem-
bers include |ohn Barry-
more Jr Robert Alda

Peter Potter Show
ABC TV, Sun 9:30-10:30 pm

Hazel Bishop via

Raymond Spector,

NY

D | Peter Potter plays pre-

P fl nnn released records panel of

Peter Potter OJiUUU 4 Hollywood ' names " votes
on whether record will be
a hit or not

Quick as a Flash

ABC TV, alt Th 8-8:30 pm

Thor Corp. via

Henri, Hurst &
McDonald. Chi

Moss & Lewis $8,500

Panel must identify drama-
tized events Bud Collyer

emcees Panel Faye Emer-
son |immy Nelson dum-
my, regulars: plus two
guests.

The Name's the Same
ABC TV, Tu 10:30-11 pm

C. A. Swanson &
Sons via

Tatham-Laird.
Chi

American Chicle via

Dancer-Fitzgcr-
ald-Sample. NY

'alternate week
sponsors)

Coodson (r Tod
man

Robert Q Lewis emcees as

panelists loan Alexander.
.- r-fin "'" Stern Ccne Raybu'n

SlibUl ,ry *° determine contest-
ants names which arc iden-

tical to those of famous
people

This is Show Business

CBS TV, Tu 9-9:30 pm

Carter Prods, via

Ted Bates. NY
Schick Inc. via

Kudner. NY
(alternate week

sponsors'

Irving Mans-
field $14000

Show business problems
come under erudite and
witty discussion by Sam
Levenson Ccorge S Ku<
man and female guest pan-
elist Clifton Fadiman mod-
crates.

Twenty Questions

Du Mont, Mon 8-8:30 pm

Bauer & Black

<Curads> via

Leo Burnett Chi

Gary Stevens $10,000

The old parlor game |av

Jackson emcees regulars

Florence Rinard. Fred Van
Deventer. Herb Polcsic. Dick

Harrison, plus gu

the questions

What's My Line?

CBS TV, Sun 10:30-11 pm

Jules Montcnier via

Earle Ludgin. Chi

Remington Rand via

Young & Rubi-

cam. NY
(alternate week

sponsors)

Coodson & Tod-
man $9,500

Occupat.on-gucssmg is the

chief occupation of intrepid

panelists Arlcnc Francis

Bennett Ccrf. Dorothy Kil-

esllen. Start Allen Host

is |ohn Daly.

Who Said That?

NBC TV, Mon 10:30-11 pm

Co-op in about 40
markets

Pure Oil (in 32 of

the 40) via

Leo Burnett

Ann Cillis $4,200

Moderator Walter •

asks 4 name' panelists to

identify quotations from
week s news Newsman Bill

Henry is anchor man Typi-

cal guests |une Lockhart
Croucho Marx H V. Kal-

tenborn.

Average cost: $8,528,57
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\«'i«- panels born Uist near

Proof that panels are a virile, mush-
rooming force is fact that several new
ones bowed on the tv networks during
1953. "I II Duy That" (I.J, at present
sustaining, went on CBS TV for See-
man Brothers in June. "Quick As A
Flash" (lower I.J, ABC TV, appeared in

March for Thor. "Peter Potter Show"
(bclowj turned up for Hazel Bishop
on ABC TV in October. It's aimed at

young audience of juke-box fanciers.

// lint's \l\ Line.'' reached about 7,-

I H N U)00 homes at that time) . The "av-

erage Nielsen rating" of these shows

for the same April period was 18.8.

As for "average cost-per-1,000

homes reached" of the seven panels in

the period referred to above, Nielsen

((.me- ii|i with S9. .")."> (ranging from a

Iom of $4.29 to a high of 120.37). At

the beginning of this past December
L953, U hat's My Lines cost per 1,000

homes was S5.34, according to Earle

Ludgin, Chicago.

* Sponsor identification

Sponsor identification is also fa-

vorable. Trendex in its June-Julv

L953 report records the following S.I.

Indexes for a representative five of the

panels: // hat's \l\ Line, ',',',.<>',
; I've

dot a Secret, 71.2'<: Twenty Ques-

tions. (h',.\'<: Name's the Sana'.

68.095 : n»un You Go, 65.091 . These

average oul to 71.8%. In the same re-

port, a representative group of eight

drama shows had an average S.I. Index

id 70.2 1
i . This, even though over half

of the dramas had the advantage of

lia\ in", the name ol the ad\ ei riser in

the title of the program: Ford Theatre,

(,/ Theatre, Kraft Theatre, Schlitz

Playhouse of Stars, l.u\ I ideo Theatre.

The panels, however, have a different

plus that is undoubtedlv a powerful

assist in name remembrance: continu-

ing or frequent visibility of sponsor

name on panel box or backdrop.

»- Panel history

Though it was way back in May

1938 that the granddadd\ of all pan-

< I-. Information Please, started titillat-

ing radio listeners on the old Blue Net-

work, it wasn't till 1950 that the tv

panel fever reall\ started to burn. True,

Buch radio pancl-cla-sies as Leave It to

the Girls and Juvenile Jury were al-

read) on t\ : also video had spawned
This Is Shou Business and Who Said

'Unity l!ut it was when What's My
Line? invaded the tv scene in April

1950 and started to pull down dazzling

ratings for sponsor Jules Montenier

that everybodj sat up and took notice.

What happens with an\ successful

-lion format (e.g.j the case of / Love
Lucy and the situation comedies) hap-

pened with the panels. The let's-get-a-

panel-too parade began.

01 course, not every show could gel

so redoubtable a combination as

What's My Line?'s John Daly, Dorothj

Kilgallen, Bennett Cerf, Arlene Frances

and Hal Block I since replaced bv Steve

Allen). But that didn't stop What's

1/v Line? creators Goodson & Todman
(champ panel-makers with five now to

their credit i and other producers from
toddling out every panel format thev

could think of; nor did it stop the birth

or resurrection on tv of almost even
old radio-originated panel that ever

hit the air.

Juvenile Jury, for instance, had had

a short run on NBC TV back in 1947;

off tv for four years, it was revived on

that network in June 1951 under spon-

sorship of Minnestoa Mining and Man-

i Please turn to page 80)

"Judge for Yourself" (NBC TV) stars Fred Allen, is actually atypical of panels. It combines
variety acts with panel and Allen's humor; costs much more than the average panel, too
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The chart at right is one

page from ItAlt's newest

radio presentation.

Developed for advertisers,

agencies, the presentation

was among last accom-

plishments of Bill Ryan

before he left ISA It 1 Jannarv

people reached

per dollar spent

1012

391
337

213

RADIO TV MAGAZINES* NEWSPAPERS*

Is radio too cheap?
Radio—media men agree—delivers the

biggest audience per dollar. Does this mean radio is too cheap?

M. he chart above poses a provocative media question: Is

radio too cheap?

Few media men question the fact—dramatically high-

lighted in the graph taken from a BAB presentation above

—that radio delivers more people proportionately than

other major national media.

This suggests two questions: Why is radio cheap, and

is radio too cheap?

An attempt to get answers to these questions will be

presented by sponsor in a report to be published in the

25 January issue.

Behind the answers will be the opinions of advertisers,

media men at agencies and radio industry veterans. SPON-

II JANUARY 1954

SOR is seeking the straightforward statist] al calculations

and information the) use in their own analysis <>f media.

sponsor found that everyone has In- own theorj ol why

radio is cheap. Some sa) radio suffers from some kind of

an inferiority complex and li.it>'- \<< boost rates a- mo li as

a timid worker hesitates to approach the boss for a r.ii-.-.

Others assert radio has too much competition within

radio. The quick rise in number of station- after World

Wai II from 1.000 to 2,500 is regarded by many as the

>n for much of the fiei npetition.

Historical background, the competitive picture and ( ost-

audience factors will figure in SPONSOR'S report in the

next issue.
* * *
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The cancer scare: Is

cigaretic copy making it worse?
Radio and tv's 870 million stake in cigarette advertising, more than all

other media combined, can be affected by downward sales trend

J f tli.- i igarette business has ever ap-

proached .* cross-roads—tin- i- it.

I ..i the first time in two decades,

irette -air- an- slanting downward.

According t" Business H cek's authori-

tative study, domestic Miles in 1953

uric 2'. below 1952 and some esti-

mates put tin- drop as high as .V , .

Considering the growth in U.S. popu-

lation, per capita smoking has gone

<iuw n even more.

Ordinarih a
2'

'< . or even 5%, drop

in an industry's -ales would not be

anything to worry about. But place

these figures against a background of

recent indications there may be some

connection between cigarette smoking

and lung cancer and you've got a pic-

ture of American smokers becoming

more health conscious.

Nobody, least of all the tohaccomen.

know- exactly what this health con-

sciousness will eventually do to the

(igarette business. But one thing is

sure: If it affects cigarettes, it affects

advertising; and if it affects advertis-

ing, it affects radio and tv.

Recent newspaper, magaiine headlines about research linking cancer

with cigarette smoking have given tobacco industry a fright, may be

the cause of first dip in cigarette sales in two decades. Industry

maintains link has not been proved, but will set up own research

Doctors Debate Effect of Cigarets on Cancer
hctherdga ret

!

attack, he said, and die before hejthat heavy cigaret smoking 1

Icould develo
been blarn

riii-:

ITOBACCO STOCKS HIT

BY CANCER REPORTS

Some Drop to Lows for Ye?r

After Medical WarYiings, but

Industry Spokesman Scoffs

Can the Poisons in Cigarettes*

Ke Jwded'SjfmB'B*^^
S ToLungCancer
Deaths Is Seen

LUNG CANCER TESTS

PLANNED BY STATE
Fatalities Go I p in Ratio

to Inrn-a-r in Smoking,

British Doctors V

1

Cigaret Makers Denounce Doctors'

Claim Linking Smoking to Cancer

i

-LUNG CANCER RISE

IS LAID TO SMOKING

By a W»t. I. Si lit .: j.
\olds

Four Medical Reports Agree
'

r
.That Cigarette^Also^ause^

^Syr-^-v
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The advertising investment of the

tobacco and allied industries is a hand-

some proportion of the total. In 1952,

according to PIB's gross time and

space figures, investment in national

media hit $61 million (excluding na-

tional spot radio and tv). This made
the "smoking materials" industry the

fourth largest advertiser in national

media, topped only by the food, toilet

goods and automotive industries. For

the first 10 months of this vear gross

space and time billings in national me-

dia has been running at the annual

rate of $68.5 million (excluding na-

tional spot radio and tv i

.

By far the greatest part of cigarette

advertising goes into the broadcast me-

dia. SPONSOR estimates that the top

six cigarette brands—which account

for about 85' '< of all cigarette sales in

the U.S.—spent about $80 million in

all consumer advertising last year.

Over 70% of this goes for radio and
television, both spot and network.

Since all cigarette brands spend

nearly $100 million in advertising, the

radio and tv stake in the cigarette busi-

ness is close to $70 million.

Despite this huge cash outlay for

problem

advertising, it averages out to less than

half a cent a pack, which is a graphic

measure of the size of the cigarette

business as well as an answer to those

who say that the heavy cigarette adver-

tising adds to the cost of smoking.

The dip in cigarette sales has

touched off a renewed wave of warn-

ings that the industry is cutting its

own throat by its advertising. In the

past many of the warnings have been

pious admonitions that it's not proper

to attack a competitor. For the most

part these slaps on the wrist have been

muffled by the slam-bang roar of cig-

arette advertising and ignored by the

hard-boiled practitioners of hard sell.

In the wake of recent statements by

medical researchers linking smoking

with some bodilv ills, however, a note

of urgency has crept into the warn-

ings. The gist of it is: By stressing

the health angle in cigarette advertis-

ing, the industry7 is only confirming

the public's fear that smoking is harm-

ful. And one of these days. John Q.

Public will go on the water wagon,

or whatever kind of wagon it is that

(Please turn to page 86)
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1. I . S. cigarette sales drop >»„ but rernnlmr si-.r

bears brunt of decrease with 13.3% dip

„„.. Billion* of Ciaaitttn

REGULAR SIZE:

< JlllM'l

I.uck v Strike . .

Chesterfield . . .

Philip Morris . . .

Old Gold 23.5

Kool

Raleigh |,i

TOTAI :tl |.» 273.0

M«« "I Ma/k.l

II.".

117.

14.9

17.0

0.0

1&6

II. I

2.]

16.8

liS

n. i

13.3% 70.7 70.:

£ n
Most of .77.1% Increase in l»iii</ size suit's tine

to conversions of 70 huh. brands to 115 mm.

Bill inns of Cigarettes
Brand | 952 |( Her Cent Change

KING SIZE:

Pall Mall 12.5 48.0 1J>

Herb Taroj Ion 12.5 14.0 12.0

Chesterfield ... 11.0 L3.5 18.2

Philip Morris. . . 7<>

Raleigh 6.0

Old Gold

Cavalier 1.5 2.5 66.7

I ;ii mil i 2.0 2.0 0.0

Dunhill 1.0 1.5 50.0

Embassy 7 1.0 42.9

Regent 8 .5

Wings .7 .5 —28.6

Marvel 6 .. 16.7

TOTAL 73.3 100..1 37.1 "„

Shar.- of Marfc.t

1953

2.8

.1

.'•

.;

.2

.1

.1

.1

12 V,

1.8

1.6

.9

.'.

.1

.3

.1

.1

.1

I8..> 25.9

Q m
Filter sales are up 132.5% but tire still a small

pereentaye of total cigarette market

Billions of Cigarttt- Share of Market
Brand 10,52 1953 Prr Cfnt Change

, 95 j |45j

FILTER TIP:

Viceroy 2.7 6.0 122

Parliament .... 1.9 3.0 57.9 ."> .8

Kent T 4 3.0 328.6< 2 .8

L & M .35 .1

TOTAL 5^ 12.3 132.1 "„ 1.1 3.2

All others L5 12 .4

TOTAL tax paid 39 1.« 3«7.0 2.0*;, 100.0 100.0

I. Went to kirn; 1 April 2 -iuced kinc

size 6 April. 4. Compa- ampirwl with 9 months
A eek

'
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Thesi' industry leaders comprise \ it itpix board and executive staff

Guiding Vitapix Corp.'s affairs are these members of the board

of directors (from I. to r., standing): John Williamson, partner

in Ditmar & Co., San Antonio, Tex. (investment bankers), a

newly-elected member of Vitapix' board who advises the or-

ganization on financial affairs; C. Howard Lane, president of

KOIN-TV, Portland, Ore.; Kenyon Brown, president of KWFT-

TV, Wichita Falls, Tex.; J. Leonard Reinsch, managing director

of WSB-TV, Atlanta, and WHIO-TV, Dayton, Ohio; Robert

H. Wormhoudt, executive vice president of Vitapix; Horace

L. Lohnes, partner in Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, Washington,

D. C. (law firm), and Richard A. Borel, director of WBNS-TV,

Columbus, Ohio. Seated (I. to r.): Paul A. O'Bryan, attorney

with Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, and assistant secretary and

treasurer of Vitapix; Edward L. Koenig Jr., vice president of

sales and advertising for Vitapix; John E. Fetier, president of

WKZO-TV, Kalamazoo, Mich., and chairman of the board for

Vitapix; Joseph E. Baudino, executive vice president of West-

inghouse Radio Stations, Inc., Washington (WBZ-TV, Boston,

and WPTZ, Philadelphia), and Frank E. Mullen, president of

Vitapix. To date, Vitapix has 32 station members, stockholders

hi

Will Vitapix create

I v film revolution

?

Station-owned svnilioator has 112 stations, socks

<»0. It mar ho lever tv oan uso to oraok

HolK wood's celluloid curtain, open film vaults

42

Mi operations <>f Vitapix Corporation,

i>nl\ station-owned film syndicator in

television, evei fulfill their complete

potential, big and little revolutions in

the t\ film business tnaj be the result.

I In' available evidence suggests that

V itapix is potentially

:

\ means of providing national ad-

vertisers with "'film networks" of 50

(ii umie stations <>n which lime has

been cleared, thus stimulating purchase

of tv film -how- on a national spot

basis I —or so SPONSOR infers from the

wax \ itapix is set up i

.

The lever which the television in-

dustry will use to crack Hollywood's

celluloid curtain, opening the vaults of

re 'lit top-x intage film-.

SPONSOR



The distribution approach which

major Hollywood producers would be

inclined to favor when they enter full-

scale tv production (because it is rem-

iniscent of the kind of producer-ex-

hibitor relationship which Hollywood

enjoyed in its heyday).

A force which will improve the

quality of film programing in televi-

sion while at the same time putting a

brake on high prices.

A force which will help standard-

ize tv film pricing practices.

That is the potential. Where does

Vitapix stand today?

As of the first of the year Vitapix

has 32 station members or stockhold-

ers—one to as many markets. It is

negotiating for 19 other memberships,

seeking 60 station members mainly

in the major U. S. markets.

The company's capital totals over

$850,000. It was raised both from sale

of membership stock to stations and

from the initial investment of the com-

pany's founders, a group including

well known broadcasters and members

of allied fields. Among them:

John E. Fetzer, president WKZO-TV,
Kalamazoo, Mich, and chairman of

the NARTB Tv Code Review Board;

Richard A. Borel, director WBNS-TV,
Columbus; J. Leonard Reinsch, man-

aging director, WSB-TV, Atlanta and

WHIO-TV, Dayton; Horace L. Lohnes,

partner, Dow, Lohnes & Albertson,

Washington, D. C, attorneys special-

izing in broadcast law.

As to properties, Vitapix has three:

1. A Hollywood Western series of

27 feature-length films starring Johnny-

Mack Brown which Vitapix bought

giiiiiiiililiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiuimi iiiniiiiiji

These 32 Stations Are Vitapix Stockholders

\m.mllM. ; m.\< l\

Atlanta, Ga \\-i;i\

Baltimore, Md. V. \l \i; I \

Birmingham, Ua. \\ \l\l

Boston. Mass. \\ I!/ I \

Charlotte, N. C. w III \

Columbus, Ohio w BNS-1 \

Dallas, Tex. \\ I \ \ I \

Dayton, Ohio WHIO-TV
Denver, Colo. k I / I \

Detroit, Mich. WWJ-T\
Fresno, Cal. KBID
Greenville, S.C. \\ I l!<

Houston, Tex. KPRC-TY
Kalamazoo, Midi. WKZ()-T\

Kansas City, Mo. k< \Hi|\

Lexii

Oklahe Okla.

Omaha, Neb.

idelphia, Pa

Phoenix, Vriz,

ii.l. Me.

Proi idem e, R. I

Rock Island, 111.

Si Paul, Minn.

Intonio, I i \

.

v .in I ' al.

ise, N. Y.

\\ ichita Falls, Tex.

Wl \l'

Ml \

HI I \

Wntt |\

\\ PTZ

KPHO T\

\\ ( , \ N

KOIN T\

\\ i \i; i\

u HB1 l\

KSTP
\\ii\n\

KRON l\

KING l\

WHIN
kttl I l\

= As of 1 Januarj r

itllllllllllllllllllilllllltllllllllllllllllltllllllllllll in iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniii iii.;,>

outright for $600,000-plus in 1952 and

syndicated mainly to defer overhead

while the lengthy process of organiza-

tion was in progress. (Vitapix was

founded in early 1952 but did not start

full-scale activity till 1953. It has

sold the Western series in over 80

markets.

)

2. A wrestling film series called

Vitapix Championship Wrestling which

is again mainly an overhead-deferring

venture and which Vitapix distribute-

for a percentage of the gross receipts.

3. A series of brand-new feature-

length films made to be shown on tele-

vision first and in movie theatres sec-

ond; this is Vitapix Feature Theatre

which Vitapix distributes on the basis

of a guarantee of full production cosl

Id the producer coming from syndi-

cation receipt-.

\ it;t|ii\ Feature Theatre is bj fax the

most important of tin- three and the

storj of how it was acquired tell- \ou a

lot about the waj \ itapix will operate.

Talks with the producer of the se-

ries. Princess Pictures, Inc., began last

summer, with two network film <li\i-

sions bidding against \ itapix. When

negotiations came to an impasse, awa\

from the conference table slipped \ ita-

pix executives to bit the phones t<> their

i Please im u to page 92

film

Features made for tV first, movie houses second are sold by Films qo on air January with 27 markets sold by year s end.

Vitapix. Below: Burt Balaban who produces films, Vitapix Pres. Mullen Vitapix sold $500,000 worth of films in few days to membe's over phone

11 JANUARY 1954
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by litiy Lapica

j he -• "',| of thought |
»«- 1 - i ~t

-

among -Dine broad* .1-1 and prinl me-

dia people thai measurement services

were designed t<> Bhow that most peo-

ple <lon i read, In ai m -,, tnosl ;nl>

whether in newspapers, magazines, on

radio >•< <>i\ tele^ ision.

sponsor hastens t<> assure them that

ilii- i- not so that the primarj aim of

air measurement sen ices is to measure

program audiences and that the pri-

marj aim of print services is to im-

prove ad effectiveness.

The air services are most!) quanti-

tative; the print, qualitative.

Air ratine services are not designed

What's wrong with prii
Pari 15 of SPONSOR'S 21-part All-Media Evaliiatt I

to acquire much data on \\h<> hears or

remembers your commercial, as com-

pared with the program itself.

Print's measuring services use three

differing techniques to uncover which

ads are best read or best rem< inhered;

onl) one of the three techniques simul-

taneous!) obtains data on the reader-

ship of editorial content.

sponsor's year-long Media Evalua-

tion Survej uncovered main mistaken

beliefs, a few facts about the air and

print measurement services. (See

"What's wrong with the air rating

services?" SPONSOR, 28 December 1953,

for an analysis of the six main research

organizations in the field, a table list-

ing the facta about each, another tabu-

lating th<- opinions of 77 advertisers

and agencies regarding information

sources and SPONSOR'S Ideal Rating

System and how the services compare.)

Here's what this arti< lc will cover:

1. Why knowing the facts about

readership services is important.

2. What they've uncovered.

3. The facts about the three com-

mercial organizations in the field

Starch. Gallup-Robinsou and Readex.

4. What the researchers think of

them.

THE FACTS ABOUT THE READERSHIP SERVICES: their sampling methods, methd

GALIAP & ItOM VSO\ (Princeton): Technique—aided
recall called "impact." Reports on ads in Life, Satevepost, McCalFs
"iil> to some "id advertiser-subscribers. Weeklies measured every 2

weeks; VcCairs every monthly issue. Personal interview used.

Interviewer finds qualified readers during first week magazine is

out: 100 for each magazine (200 men, 200 women) in 18 metro-

politan areas. Only one and two-page ads are measured. Three

Steps u-cd: (1) with magazine closed respondent must qualify as

reader of current issue; (2) he is shown list of ads on cards and

asked to describe those he remembers; (3) his "playback" or recall

of advertiser's message in these ads is taken down verbatim by inter-

viewer. Some ads rate as low as 1%; others go to 40 and 51

Subscribers get report in three week- showing "proved name regi--

traiion" -core of their own anil competitors' ads pin- verbatim play-

back of what respondents said. Additionally G&R holds "Impact

Advertising Clinic" in subscriber company's offices everj three

months nn what's been learned. \ study group is maintained in

Princeton to "distill out the meaning of our research data." Thi- is

then presented in one form or another to member firms at clinic-.

Fee f,, r reports varies by size of firm. G&R has 10 office employes

in Princeton pin- interviewers and supervisors in field. Impact

reporting service began fall of 1949. To date 12.000 ad- have been

checked Some big subscribers: Vrmco, Mcoa, Ballantine,, Bendix,

Hlii/. Bristol-Myers, Campbell Soup, Chevrolet, Chrysler, Colgate-

Palmolive, Corn Products, Firestone Tire & Rubber, General I

trie General Mill-. Goodrich, Kraft. Lipton, Westinghouse. Chief

advantage: tells ad\erti-er whether he got me.-age across. Chief

limitation: confusion in recalling specific ads. Firm's partners are

George Gallup, founder of American Institute of Public Opinion

(Gallup Poll) ami Vudienoe Research Institute, and Claude Robin-

son, organizer of Opinion Research Corp. and Public Opinion Index

for Industry.

READEX (Mahtomedi. tfinti.): Technique—recogni

issue is sent by mail to respondent 'no interview). Sample

scribed as "reasonably inadequate" by President Bob Pender

Regular reports provided on following magazine-: Christian lb

Popular Mechanics i monthly); farm papers: The Farmer o

Paul. Southern Planter (quarterly); trade papers: Constrl

Methods & Equipment < monthly) : small-town new-paper- in M
-oia. Kansas and Georgia Mini-monthly or monthly; company

lications—no regular schedule. Method originated by Pende

when he operated hi?- own ]- \ agency; Readex began 1 Jan

1949; 400 report- issued through November 1953. Method

copies of publication are mailed (or delivered b\ new -boys or *

i rn In ion on request) to cro—ection of subscribers who are f

to show what article- or ad- interested them and to return the

in postpaid envelope. Pencils are supplied—blue for men. rei

women. Respondent i- asked in letter to draw line through

news -ton or article, picture, per-onal item and ad that inter

them from front to last page. Those who haven't read i-*ui

a-ked to so state on cover and return. Reports i ontain percen

of men and women readers expressing interest in each item an

Main returns vary from 20 to 30'; for paid consumer publicat

10 to 1596 for paid trade papers. 60 to 701 for daily new-p.

distributed by newsboys (with 100$ recorded in four instance

le-s than V i and even a blank for free controlled and com

publications. Chief advantage: economy, lack of interviewer

simultaneous taling- on editorial content. Limitation-: Hal

liol relurn-. or to determine jusl what rating- mean, ^ome

ent or pa-i users: (advertisers) Allis-Charlmer-. Bell Telep

Chevrolet, Du Pont. Eastman, Ford. General Mill-. Goodrich,

-anto. Standard Oil of [nd.; ' Agencies) \\<r. BBDO. Leo Bl

Kudncr. Needham. I oui- & Brorbv.
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icasurement services?
•Iv shows how to uncover their limitaitions

5. What the Advertising Research

Foundation is tr\ing to find out ahout

readership techniques.

The A. C. Nielsen Co. has kept a

"box score" for many years on how
often executives are right in their de-

cisions on questions of marketing pol-

icy and strategy ( which includes ad-

vertising) .

The answer: 58% of the time.

This means, if the figure can be ac-

cepted, that 42 /f of the time executives

are wrong. And they are the experts

who spend their lives in making such

decisions.

If doctors were wrong 42% of the

time . . . or pilots . . . ...

But marketing and admen are, in

Nielsen's epinion.

No wonder so man} of them leap at

any research tool that will help them
trim the vast margin <>l error.

This ma\ explain wh\ there are six

major air rating services and three

print measurement organizations.

The wonder is why there aren't

JVEXT ISSUE: "How air rating services
compare market by market," based on study
by Ward Dorrell, research director of John
Blair & Co. Also list of markets the rating
services cover, frequency of coverage and
the various supplementary services offered.

ii * 'i i onvei Bel) . wh) nil m
Lint advertisers don't support >>r bu)

more measurement n~<-

those the) have more eff« tivel)

.

I In- question th< i
II"" a<

urate ire these measurement to li-

niques? Hom < an the) be made n

h i urate ? How d<> the) compare '

I \ Advertising Resean Ii I ounda-

lion's Printed Advertising Methods

Stud) Committee headed b) Sherwood

Dodge, \.|'.. Foote, Cone 8 Belding,

has spent the past year on this mjI>-

ject. Ih'- \l!l hopes t" finance a ma-

joi field test this Bpi ing. Some -
1 J~>.-

trticle continues next /»/.;:<•'

uestioning, and what they cost

CH (Mamaronech, IV. Y.): Technique—recognition:

shown reader by interviewer. Advertisement Readership

covers 33 consumer magazines (every issue), all 52 issues

ness Week; 8 business papers each month: Aviation Age,

Materials Handling, Steel, Factory, Power, Machinery,

ring News-Record, Machine Design; newspapers: Boston

-, Houston Post, Los Angeles Herald-Express, New York

Philadelphia Inquirer. Price: usually from $35 up per re-

ample: 200 men or women for magazines read by one sex;

i, 150 women for magazines read by both. Method: Inter-

finds qualified reader, takes him through magazine asking,

u see or read anything on this page?" with follow-up ques-

determine degree of reading, whether "noting." "seen-asso-

(recognized advertiser's name) and "read most" (read more

If). Report gives readership percentages for men and women

"readers per dollar" figure for ad based on "primary read-

lembers of family which bought or subscribed to publication,

of readers, readers per 100 copies and other data. Starch is

irm in business (started 1932). Has measured over 500.000

uce. Also has semi-annual consumer magazine report on

onomic characteristics (among other data) of readers based

XI households, product acceptance and purchase reports and

1 readership reports. Began to measure which ad made

lit impression" on readers in Life starting October 1952

idvantage: scope of data plus long record of success in field

limitation: measures readership in ad rather than how wel

nessage across. Staff: 110 office personnel. 190 field inter

Clients: over 200, including virtually every agency billing

1 it»ii or more.

Basic questions admen

raise about readership studies

(Advertising Research Foundation will seek to answer most

of these in field tests planned for this year)

1. What is thr hind anil tize of sample required

for opt i in urn results?

2. Is there a difference between readership 63

prospects and non-prospects?

3. How <an intensity of response i" an ml be mea-

sured more adequately ?

4. Do "fat" magazines receive Inner recognition

ratings than "thin" books because oj less attention to

the ads or to boredom during the intervieu ?

5. How long may the time lapse he between expo-

sure to an ad and the intervieu before memo

lies crucial?

6. Hon great is the confusion factor [readers confus-

ing same ad seen in different magazines or similar

ads in separate issues of same boot

7. How great is interviewer ami ad bias? " ill a

man tell a pretty woman interviewer he rend a I

ere or a panty ad? '

Broadcasters should also learn much from these

tests, for copy principles are much the same,

whether for print or for radio and television.

11 JANUARY 1954
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SPONSOR9* Werfia Study—Published to date:

1. K In evaluate media?

(20 April 1953).

2. Media Basil •. / newspapers,

direct mail, radio, magazines

(4 l/,n 1953).

.'J. Media Basics II Tv, business

papei s, miiiliidr. transit

i 18 May 1953).

f. Hon to choose media, \iarl I

I 1 June L953).

.1. //<)!<• to choose media, part II

I 15 June 1953).

0. ////<// you should I. now about

Life's l-mediu stmli (29 /one

1953). Supplementary article on

same topic. "Is Life's media

stud\ lair to radio and tv?" (a

debute i, 13 July 1953.

7. Beware of these media research

pitfalls, part I (27 July 1953).

8. Beware of these media research

pit fails, part II < 24 August 1953).

9. How 72 leading agencies evaluate

media (7 September 1953).

10. l/nu ')\ agencies euiluate

media • _j J September 1953).

1 1. //«!< HI1IX) evaluates media

(5 0< >"/,(/• L953).

12. How Emil Mogul tests media
weekly lor Rayco i 19 October 1953).

Jtl. W /i i tAese 31 /Jrnu i/i«i'/ //<.<

air media (16 A member 19531.

J 4. What's wrong with air rating

seniles (16 November 1953).

15. W hat's wrong with print measure
merit services (11 January 1954).

To be published:

16. How air rating services compare
b\ market. Also markets covered

and supplementary services offered.

1 7. How to set up an
ideal media sales test.

IS. Psychological aspects of media.

19. Sales impact of radio and tv.

20. New media evaluation and
research developments.

21. sponsor's conclusions.

iiuiinniiimii iiiiiiiii ilium minimi niiimiimmiinmimiiiiiiimimiiiiiimim

000 is needed, of which about $50,000

has been pledged bv SPONSOR press-

time. Alfred Politz Research, Inc..

which made the Life magazine Study

of Four Media and the Christal Sta-

tions' radio survey in 1953, has been

recommended to do the field work for

the print test.

\Yh\ should vou know all you can

about the print measurement services

—whether you're an advertiser or an

agencyman? There are three basic

reasons

:

• The major reason—to narrow your

margin of error so far as making mar-

keting land advertising) decisions is

concerned.

• So you can improve v our copy.

Most of the improvements in copy-

writing over the past 25 years—in-

cluding much of the air copv as well

—have been due to print copy re-

search. These improvements include

use of pictures, limited block text,

"use" or "reason why" copy, bold.

provocative heads and man) other fea-

ture-. Radio has incorporated some

of these into it- own copv sometimes

unwittingly. Television can use more.

• So that \ou ma\ understand the

limitations on your audience. Some
21 vears after Starch began his maga-

zine measurement ratings and 14 vears

after the Advertising Research Foun-

dation ran its first newspaper reader-

ship test, many advertisers still believe

that most people see and read their

ads—especially if they are full page

and particularly if the\ 're in color.

The chart on this page should disillu-

sion them.

And if you're a broadcaster who is

constantly having air ratings thrown

in your face by your print competitors

to show that \our audiences are mi-

nuscule, knowing the facts about the

print measurement services should fur-

nish vou with some explosive ammu-
nition for your own counter-ban age.

But beware of two things: I 1 i No

print measurement rating is project-

aide to the magazine's ABC circula-

tion, much less to its entire "audience"

all those who read it whether sub-

scribers or not. (2) Jusl as a program

rating is not necessaril) a pood indica-

tion of the -how- sales power, so

there is no ne< e--arv correlation be-

SPONSOR's All-Media Advisory Board

tween a high printed ad rating and its

-.ile- effectiveness I unless vou can first

separate the prospects from the non-

prospects I

.

\\ hat then have the readership serv-

ices uncovered that should interest ad-

vertisers?

Some of the most significant con-

<lu-ion- that can be drawn from the

mass of data accumulated bv these or-

ganizations follow :

From Starch mayuzinv surrvys

1. Readership of ads varies im-

mensely with product intere-t. Twice

as many men read auto ads. for ex-

ample, as read food ads. but twice as

many women read food ads as read

auto ads.

2. 1 remendous differences in read-

ership exist between ads. The same ad-

vertiser, u-ing the same size of space

and color, can double and triple the

number of people who see and read

his ads.

3. On the average, a half-page

STUDY IN BOOK FORM
SPONSOR'S All-Media Evaluation

Study will be published in book

form in the spring after the re-

maining articles in the 20-article

series appear. Price has not yet

been determined, but you may re-

serve a copy now.

black-and-white magazine ad is

"noted"' bv 16^5 of the readers of a

publication, a one-page black-and-white

ad is seen bv 2')'
< and a one-page four

color ad is seen bv 39' ! .

4. Readership measurements do

ascertain the amount of reading of ads

with "reasonable, practical accuracy."

Ibis is corroborated bv independent,

objective eve-camera records.

5. Memorv error or confusion is

approximate^ 3 to V ; under a thor-

ough component-parts interviewing

procedure. It can rise to 1(> to 19^i

under a loose interviewing procedure

without checking component parts.

(>. Inflation of readership percent-

i Please turn to page ( 'T >

George J. Abrams ad director, Block Drug Co., Jersey City

Vincent R. Bliss executive v. p., Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago

Arlyn E. Cole pres., Mac Wilkins, Cole & Weber, Portland, Ore.

Dr. Ernest Dichtcr pres., Inst, for Research in Mass Motivations

Stephens Dictz v. p., Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York

Ben R. Donaldson ad 4 sales promotion director, Ford, Dearborn
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Marion Harper Jr.

Ralph H. Harrington
Morris L. Hite

J. Ward Maurer
Raymond R. Morgan
Henry Schachte
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president, McCann-Erickson, Inc., New York

ad mgr., Gen. Tire & Rubber Co., Akron

president, Tracy-Locke Co., Dallas

ad director, Wildroot Co., Buffalo

pres., Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood

v.p., Sherman & Marquette, New Yo'k



How radio-tv helped local

detergent get distribution

S. California-brand cracked crowded liquid detergent market using

radio and tv only. . Dish-a-way was in half of L.A. stores in 30 days

WW ith the detergent field getting

more crowded, cracking it is no mean
feat. You've got to get in via the

super markets and they've got more

brands than they know what to do with.

The Deco Chemical Co. of Los An-

geles did it. however. Using only ra-

dio and tv, the firm achieved 50% dis-

tribution in the Los Angeles area with-

in 30 days. The product: a liquid de-

tergent dubbed Dish-a-way.

With Deco's ad agency. Jimmy Fritz

and Associates, calling the signals,

Deco shrewdly started off by buying

into tv shows which many supers run

in the Southern California area.

While Deco broke the ice with tv, a

saturation radio campaign quickly fol-

lowed and, at present, 75% of the

firm's monthly budget goes to am.

I The company has been ploughing

back into advertising 15% of gross

sales. After the first 30 days, Deco

was advertising at the rate of $3,000

a month—and going up fast.) The
agency expects that when the selling

settles down to a more routine job,

print advertising will be added and the

budget will be divided as follows: 40%
for radio, 30% for tv and 30% for

print. Radio has been and will con-

tinue to get the biggest slice of the

let. The firm sponsors the show Mod-

ern Romances on Tuesdays and Thurs-

days. ( Ex-Lax sponsors the show na-

tionally on Mondays, Wednesdays and

Fridays.) Deco recently bought the

show in San Diego (KCBQ) and fu-

ture plans include expanding the pro-

gram to other ABC Radio Pacific Net-

work stations.

Dish-a-way's initial success was no

flash in the pan. Business has been

growing rapidly despite the competi-

tion of other liquid detergents such

as Joy (P&G), Lux (Lever Bros.) and

Glim (B. T. Babbitt). John DeWitt,

president of Deco, is eyeing national

INITIAL BUY WAS IN TV SHOWS AIRED BY SUPER MARKETS. RADIO GETS MOST EMPHASIS (75%) TO REACH HOUSEWIFE

Supers like these tv shows since,

provided they are able to sell all the

participations to their suppliers, they

get their own tv advertising free. They
are usually an hour long and most of

the shows involve feature films. The
suppliers, in turn, receive a merchan-
dising package, which includes tv an-

nouncements, assurance of good shelf

position, special displays, other aids.

Starting 15 September, when their

product made its debut, Deco bought
into shows on KECA-TV, KLAC-TV
and KNXT. These participations are

still running.

11 JANUARY 1954

budget because Deco is primarily in-

terested in reaching the housewife and

the firm believes that daytime radio is

an efficient way to accomplish the job.

For its radio saturation campaign

the agency bought time on KBIG,

KFWB, KHJ and the Mutual-Don Lee

California Network, KLAC and KMPC.
Selling was done via 30-second tran-

scribed spots with local market tags at

the end added by the announcers. The

announcements run six times daily,

five times a week on each station.

Later, Deco bought a soap opera on

KECA. ABC Radio's Los Angeles out-

distribution and is now looking for a

Midwestern plant to back it up.

Dish-a-way is Deco's first stab at the

consumer market and DeWitt is pretty

happy with the results. The firm had

been concentrating on industrial and

medical detergents but had been ex-

perimenting with a consumer product

for some time. It was packaged under

a private label and the firm decided to

sell it themselves. * * *

case history
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Just as our mighty land is made up of varying

scenes . . . rolling plains, winding rivers, snow-capped mountains

... so Storer audiences are composed of varying elements . . .

differing in income, needs, habits, interests.

Storer stations plan their programming

with these differences in mind.

'>f

STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY
WSPD-TV WJBK-TV WAGA-TV KEYl-TV WBRC-TV

Toledo, Ohio Detroit, Mich. Atlanta, Ga. Son Antonio, Texas Birmingham, Ala.

WSPD WJBK WAGA | KABC WBRC WWVA WGBS

Toledo, Ohio Detroit, Mich. Atlanta, Ga. San Antonio, Texos Birmingham, Alo. Wheeling, W. Va. Miam., Flo.

NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS: ^k '

TOM HARKER, V. P., National Sales Director BOB WOOD, Midwest National Solos Mgr.

118 East 57 Street, New York 22, ELdorodo 5-7690 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, FRonklin 2-44M

W ti/mi



Pittsburgh's PIONEER

UHF television station!

IT'S GOOD
BUSINESS

TO SELL

THE RICH

PITTSBURGH

MARKET

THROUGH

(%utHe£5SI
PITTSBURGH M

Notional Representatives: WEED TELEVISION

New York Chicago Detroit Boston

Son Froncijco Atlanta Hollywood

agency profile Peter Hilton

President

Hilton and Riggio, New York

"The air media are vital in opening up markets for distributing

new products."" Peter Hilton, president of Hilton and Riggio. told

SPONSOR.

"As an agency specializing in launching new products, we've found
that tv is particularly efficient in providing advertising prestige neces-

sary to give a new item the support of distributors. Radio helps es-

tablish the brand name with consumers through frequent low-cost

impact."

In 1953 about 40 r
, of Hilton and Riggio's S3 million over-all

billing- were in radio and tv. with most new products using all media.

Lushus, a Canadian gelatin dessert made b\ Shirriffs Ltd.. was an

exception. Last April when Lushus was introduced in Columbus, the

product's first U. S. market, television bore the brunt of the cam-

paign, though all major media were used.

Lushus' move into Columbus was the culmination of two vears of

U. S. market re rear< h by the Canadian manufacturer. Sales and ad

strategy of Jell-O. the firm's No. 1 competitor, had been studied and

discussed and studied some more. Finally Columbus was chosen as

the test market.

Before the opening date of the campaign I 12 April i . agencv execu-

tives had acquired distribution for Lushus in the four major Colum-

bus food chains as well as in 85 ^f of the independent grocery stores.

But General Foods had learned about the projected campaign. Jell-0

invaded the market with an unprecedented advertising barrage to

nip the competition in the bud. For four weeks after Lushus' entr)

into the market all choice radio and tv time on all Columbus stations

was sold out. sa\s Peter Hilton.

Now that the Lushus campaign has been on the air in Columbus

for over nine months. Hilton and Riggio have tested consumer knowl-

edge of the product at the point-of-sale. \sked where thc\ had

noted Lushus advertising, housewives answered this way: 73', on

tv: 15', in newspapers: 12 r
« in other media.

Convinced of the efficac] of t\ in getting distribution and consumer

acceptance For Lushus, Hilton and Riggio expect to expand the cam-

paign into other markets in spring.

On the agenda for 9 Februarj is an agency-sponsored new product

introduction seminar. Says Hilton: "We feel that the better educated

businessmen are about the problems of introducing new- products,

the greater the potential growth of our services.'
1 • • •
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REDS A PANIC!

as the original
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CLEW
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,
Red's homespun humor

•

ls soper hilarious.
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A

5 HALF-HOURS

PER WEEK
means repeated

SALES

PORTUNITIES
for YOU!

260 half-hours

planned for 5-per-week . .

.

full of COMMERCIALS!

full of LAUGHS!

full of audience RESPONSE!

^-hours'

ACT FAST! WRITE, WIRE.

PHONE BEFORE YOUR

MARKET IS SOIOI
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VDAN-TV 'EKKf
NOW ON THE AIR

WITH A FULL SCHEDULE OF

ABC NETWORK PROGRAMS
CHANNEL

INTERCONNECTED

on dollar market depends on WDAN-TV exclusively

Television Network Shows. Inside this rich area no

be the local ABC Television outlet. The area in-

billion dollar project of the National Distillers Prod-

ucts Corporation, east of Tuscola, the throbbing U. S. Army Air-

Force center at Rantoul, the vibrant thousands at the University of

inois, the Du-Pont-DeNemours gigantic operation for the United

States Government at Newport, the expanding developments at the

Danville plants of General Motors and General Electric, the can-

ning centers of Milford, Hoopeston and Rossville

—

an area that has

long been famous on sales charts for its stability and ability to re-

spond to sales stimuli. Concentrating its picture TV coverage in

this small, rich area, WDAN-TV has many advantages to offer the

advertiser, the most important two being cost and productivity.

Phone or Wire for availabilities

around this ABC Television Audience

National Representative: EVERETT-McKINNEY ~ £^S^f^bSarT
WDAN-TV 1500 N. WASHINGTON ST. • PHONE 1700 • DANVILLE, ILLINOIS
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illii
f. Dleiv construction permits

CITY A STATE

DA, OKLA.

HID, OKLA.

3PLIN, MO.

IRKSVILLE, MO.

A CROSSE, WIS.

EWPORT, KY.

AN DIEGO, CAL.

HOMASVILLE, GA.

CALL
LETTERS

CHANNEL
NO

DATE OF
GRANT ON. AIR

TARGET

POWER IKWI-

VISUAL
I AURAL

STATIONS
ON AIH

SETS IN
M»"VI I-

10001

II I'M i tl 1 a, MANAGER

KEOK 10

5

KSWM-TV 12

KBIZ-TV 3

38

WNOP-TVi 74

21

6

16 Dec. 1 June 251 141 NFA

16 Dec. 100 50 NFA

23 Dec. 59 35 NFA

16 Dec. 15 June 100 50 NFA

16 Dec. 18 9 NFA

24 Dec. 18 9 3 450 vhf

23 Dec. 186 100 2 206 vhf

23 Dec. 6 3 NFA

F.U.rn Okta T» Co

Streett Electronic! In

Air Time Inc

KBIZ Inc
- Conroy. ten mgr

LaCretae Tv Corp

Tri City Belli. Co

Elliott L Cushmjn

E D R yrrt, 8r.

RADIO
REP1

Tit rh ~i Is allocated to Cincinnati. Ohio.

ff. V<«ir stations on air*

CITY & STATE
CALL

LETTERS
CHANNEL

NO.
ON-AIR
DATE

POWER (KW)"
NET STNS

AFFILIATION ' ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKFTt

'0001
PERMITEE & MANAGER

1 VISUAL AURAL REP

NDERSON, S. C. WAIM-TV 40 15 Dec. 16 8 CBS 1 NFA Wilton E Hill Burn Smlttl

ANVILLE, ILL. WDAN-T\f 24 1 Jan. 19 10 ABC 1 NFA Nftfihwe.ttrn Pub. Co
Robert 8uro«. gen mgr.

E».-
M ' K inn, y

•>AHO FALLS, IDAHO KID-TV 3 20 Dec. 6 3 CBS, NBC 1 NFA ld»><o R«-li» Corp.
C. N Liyne. gen mgr.

Glll-Poraa

ORTH ADAMS, MASS. WMGT 74 1-10 Jan. 300 150 Du M, WPIX 1 NFA Gr.ylook Onto Co.
Jor-n Partons. gen. mgr.

Walker

IREVEPORT, LA. KSLA 12 1 Jan. 12 6 ABC, CBS, 1

Du M, NBC
NFA Intrrlm Ty Corp.

Dcane Flett. gen mgr
Raymer

'ESLACO, TEX. KRGV-TV 5 1 Jan. 28 14 Du M, NBC 1 NFA KRGV TV Inc.

L Tiylor. prev
Byorn W Oglr. g-n mgr

Raymer

'ILMINGTON, N. C. WMFD-TVf 6 31 Dec. 54 27 NBC 1 NFA WMFO TV Inc

Richard Dun!ea. gen mgr.
Weed T»

Iff. Addenda to previous listings

Since

•levision

5 October 1953, the following stations have returned their and 27 uhf-

construction permits to FCC. To date, 35 stations—8 vhf on channels

BELOIT, Wis., WRBJ, ch. 57

BUFFALO, N. Y., WBES-TV, ch. 59

DAVENPORT, Iowa, KDIO, ch. 36

DENVER, Colo., KDEN, ch. 26

DENVER, Colo., KIRV, ch. 20

EL PASO, Tex., KEPO-TV, ch. 13

EUGENE, Ore., KTVF, ch. 20

FALL RIVER, Mass., WSEE-TV, ch. 46

FLINT, Mich., WCTV, ch. 28

FREDERICK, Md., WFMD-TV, ch. 62

GALVESTON, Tex., KTVR, ch. 41

HENDERTONVILLE, N. C, WHKP-TV,

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind., WNES, ch. 67

JACKSON, Mich., WIBM-TV, ch. 48

LAKELAND, Fla., WOTV. ch. 16

MILWAUKEE, Wis., WMIL-TV, ch. 31

OWENSBORO, Ky., WVJS-TV, ch. 14

RICHMOND, Ky., WBGT, ch. 60

ST. CLOUD, Minn., WJON-TV, ch. 7

SALINAS, Calif., WICU, ch. 28

SANTA FE, N. M., KTVK, ch. 2

YAKIMA, Wash., KIT-TV, ch. 23

have relinquished their ft c.p.'s. (Vhf stal

2 through 11: uhf stations, < hannels 1 \ through

:h. 27 .1 '/

I dn

nothing but »<

at /

upon the profit-making possibi

th unbrid In

turned to th* FCC altni the

number of new {/rants n
1

Total U.S. stations on air.

ind. Honolulu and Alaska (1

Jan. '54)

No. of markets covered

352
221

BOX SCORE
Vo. of post-freeze c.p.'s grant-

ed (excluding 28 educational

grants: 1 Jan.

\o. oi grantees on air..

aew c.p.'s and stations going on the air listed here are those which
«*>"™J £

Dec. and 1 Jan. or on whirl) information could be obtained In that period. Mat ion
;

r

insidered to be on the air when commercial operation starts. --Power of c.p. s is Ml ncoraeu

ftL applications and amenuuiems of imliri.iual grantees, rinforuiauun ™ ' h' n
' ^'I.. ' \'

h
"

markets where not designated as being from NBC Research, consists of estimates f om the

tloni or reps and must be deemed approximate. §Data from NBC Research and Planning

211

No. tv homes in I .S. il

fan. *54) 27. .-.OO.OOO:
Percent oi nil US. homes
with 00",,

Percentages rm

grantees. SPON-
been given the tv grant I.

oluran (when .

t.c on leu In market-

11 JANUARY 1954
55



Tv film shows recently made available for syndication
Programs issued since August 1953. Complete list of available film in next issue's film section

ill . . i, in:;: in u n . i;i ; mill : in niiiiniiiiiiiiiii I Mini I IDUUHMH :.,;!...::::...: 1 1 1 1 ... I ..::.: 1 1 ::. I H||aBaMaHBB|a||

Show name Syndicator Producer Length Price Range' No. in series Show name Syndicator Producer Length Price Range Nc

ADVENTURE

Adv»irtur» It My Lakeside TvM
Jungle Macabre Guild Film

Hal H. Harrlion I2yj mln. open

Radls & Tv IS min $50-400

Packages Inc.

CHILDREN'S

Animal Tina Sterling Tv

King C.lltt Kllng

The Cinnamon Bear Fltz A Assoc.

Terry and the Official Films
Pirates

Tim* far Beany Consolidated Tv Bob Clampett

Sales

Unci. Mistletoe Kllng Kllng ll'/j mln. $25-156

COMEDY

Oufly's Tavern 1 MPTv

Father Knows Best" Screen Gems

Lift with Elizabeth Guild

My Hero Official Films

Hal Roach Jr. 30 min.

Cavalier 30 min.

Guild 26': mln. on request

Ed Beloln 30 min.

DOCUMENTARY

Wild Life la

Action

Wanders of the

Wild

Lakeside Tv

Sterling Tv

Lakeside Tv 12'/, min. $25-500

Borden Prod. 15 min.

13

39

Sterling Tv 15 min. on request 104

Kllng 12 mln. $22-142 65

Gllwln Prod. 15 min. 50% of Class B 26

Dougfalr Prod 26 mln. 30

unlimited

39

25

39

39

26

MUSIC

Oklahoma Chuck- Lakeside Tv
wagon Boys

Lewis & Clark I2'i mln. $25-500

Opera & Ballet Lakeside Tv Transatlantic Tv lira mln. open

Operettas & Ballets Hoffberg Prod. Hoffberg Prod. 13 mln. open

Werner Janssen George Bagnall Janssen 15 mm. on request

Series &. Assoc.

NEWS

Drew Pearson's

Wa hlngton

Mtrry-Go-Rounds

Charles Curran 15 mln.

Fulton Lewis Jr. a United Tv Pro- United Tv Pro- 12 mln.

grams grains

United Press- United Press

Movietone Newt
Muvletone News 30 min.

15 mln.

on request

SPORTS

Boxing from Kllng

Rainbo

Madison Square Du Mont
Garden

Kllng 26'.
', mln. $40.50-675

= The Referee Kllng

Wlnlk Films 26' : mln. $55-500
1 2' | min.

Kllng

TRAVEL

DRAMA, MYSTERY

Colonel March Official Films Panda Produc-

tions

26' 2 mln. on request

Flash Gordon MPTv Inter- Continen-

tal Tv
30 mln.

General Electric Stuart Reynolds Sovereign Prod. 25 min. 100% Class A
Theatre

Janet Dean. Regis- MPTv Cornwall Prod. 30 min.

tered Nurte

On Stage with Dynamic Films. Dynamic Films. 15 min. on request

Monty Woolley Inc. Inc.

Joe Palooka Story Guild Guild 26' i min on request

Pulae rf tha City Teleteena Telescene I2' 2 mln. $50-750

Racket Squad ABC Film
Syndication

Hal Roach Jr. 30 mln.

Secret Chapter Guild Films Ron Ormond 15 min. $50-400

Sovereign Theatre Stuart Reynolds Sovereign Prod. 26 min. 100% Class A

The Playhouses ABC Film
Syndication

Meridian Corp. 30 mln.

Your Star Showcase TPA Various 30 mln. on request

39

'.'J

26

26

98

26

26

26

Hawaiian Paradise George Bagnall Franklin

& Assoc.

Safari Sterling Tv Sterling Tv

This Is Hawaii George Bagnall Franklin

& Assoc.

15 mln. on request

15 mln. on request

30 mln. on request

= This World of Ours Sterling Tv Dudley Pictures ll'j mln. on request

VARIETY

Interviews of the Academy Fllmt Academy Fllmt 15 mln. $50-400

Century

Old American
Barn Dance

Kling Kllng

Ray Forrest Show Sterling Tv Sterling Tv

26' i mln $50-675

30 min.

WESTERN

Annie Oakley- CBS Tv Film Annie Oakley 30 min.

Prod.

J

Where price range is not given, it has not yet been fixed, or syndicator prcf:rs to give price only on request. -Canada Dry is sponsoring this film in 80
markets semi-monthly. Separate series is available for local sponsors in these satic markets on alternate weeks. ''Available 8 January. 'Available early this year.

Run originally under another title, now being re-rclcascd. 'Available early in April. SPONSOR invites all tv film indicators to send information on new films

se SPONSOR



Mary, Mary-quite UN-CONTRARY

How to shoot it . . . show it . . . and be sure of it . .

again—and again . .

.

Trained technicians—directors, cameramen,

effects and laboratory men—have always been able

to accomplish tremendous things with film.

Today the tricks of their trades become more and more important.

For the show on film is the show that "lives" to be shown

without change, or quirks of temperament

—day after day—on-and-off network.

Difficult to film a show? No! It's easy

economical, too—when you SAVE IT ... on

Eastman Film.

\

I

4
«

VA I

I

IJ-

For complete information write to:

Motion Picture Film Department

Eastman Kodak Company
Rochester 4, N. Y.

East Const Division Midwest Division Wost Coast Division

342 Madison Ave. 137 North Wabash Avenue 6706 Santa Monica Blvd.

New York 17, NY. Chicago 2, Illinois Hollywood 38, California

Agents for Hie distribution and sale of Eastman Professional Motion Picture Film*

W. J. German, Inc.: Fort Lee, N. J.; Chicago, III.; Hollywood, Cahf.



100,000 watts . . . channel 3, Louisville

• first in Kentucky

• first in coverage

Effective January 1, joins the select list of

great television stations nationally represented by

TVBGl SPOT SALES
30 RockrMlrr Plata, .V. .<• York tO, N. V.

Chicago Detroit Cleveland Washington San Francisco

I.us Anijihs Charlotte' Atlanta' 'Bomor LurnmiK Aiiomln



The One

Best Radio Buy

in Kentucky

mm

Louisville

5,000 watts

Effective January 1, joins the distinguished list

of leading radio stations nationally represented by

B l SPOT SALES
l*^ km 30 Rockefeller Plaza, Xew York - . N. >'.

Chicago Detroit Cleveland Washington San Frane\sco

Los Angeles Charlotte' Atlanta' 'Bomar Lcmmct AttoeiaitM



checklist

for a busy

film-buyer

Seven keys to bigger TV

audiences with such sales-

making favorites as . .

.

]
ABBOTT & COSTELLO SHOW

52 sure-fire comedies that click with

kids and grownups alike in millions of

homes, made especially for TV.

]
BIFF BAKER, U.S. A.

Overseas intrigue in a fast-moving

family adventure series of highest

network quality.

I—I ROD CAMERON in

1—
' CITY DETECTIVE

Recently rated as the country's #1

local film for television— and sold to

Falstaff Beer in 118 markets for the

largest regional sale in TV film history.

]
FAMOUS PLAYHOUSE

A super-assortment of over 175 criginal

half-hour dramas with Hollywood

names and sure sales appeal.

]
FOLLOW THAT MAN

The exciting "Man Against Crime" films

(34.6 network Nielsen average)

starring Ralph Bellamy, retitled for

first-run in many TV cuies.

]
I'M THE LAW

Starring George Raft in the unique

adventures of a metropolitan police

inspector, packed with sales punch.

]
PLAYHOUSE 15

78 fifteen-minute dramas of highest

quality made for TV by the producer

of BIG STORY and T-MEN IN ACTION.

They ALL bear the same

MCA-TV stamp of quality!

For information, on these

or other MCA-TV Advertising

Showcases on Film, just clip

this advertisement to

your letterhead.

o n A

JJ

At,

IllMM

NEW YORK: 598 Madison Ave., PL 9-7500

60

There'll be less quantity, more
quality in '.II syntlieatetl films

/>Y Fred J. Mahlttrill. dirrrlar <>/ nprratii'ni.

t BS ; I r i/". iaUi

Iii ici ins of the film syndication in-

dustr) as a whole, the important things

to look for in the coming vear are the

following: a decrease in the quantity

of program production "stars" hut a

verj pronounced improvement in terms

,,l production quality; a clarification

of standards for color film and a grad-

ual approach to the filming of svndi-

cation television programs in color: a

. ontinuing upward trend in the num-

ber of film programs used locally on

television stations; an increasing reali-

zation 1>\ main more advertisers of the

real value of so-called second runs and

a mu.h greater use of these repeat

shows: more solid organizational set-

ups on the part of the major film dis-

ributors and far greater emphasis on

ervice, merchandising and sales pro-

motion.

All in all. 1954 should be the vear

in which film syndication as an indus-

Irv finally emerges from its growing

pains and gains its rightful place as an

important segment of the fast growing

and dramatic television business. And

he real benefit of this emergence will

be not only to the film distributors and

producers but even more importantlv.

to the advertisers, agencies, television

stations and the viewing audience.

CBS TV Film Sales in L953 had its

best year, saleswise. in its short and

exciting historv. This resulted from

I he combined effects of the Lifting ol

the television station construction

"freeze." a threefold sales staff in-

i rease, and the addition of four major

film properties: Amos V Andy. Art

Linkletter and the kid*. Gloria Swan-

son's Crown Theatre and Annie Oaldey

to the previousl} existing catalog ol

nine program scries. \ll present indi-

i ations are thai this w ill be a short

lived record and that 1954 will far ex-

I eed the sales mark (balked up for

1953.

Plans are well along for expansion

right down the line in terms oi in-

creased -ale- -taff. new major film

products and -tepped up sales promo-

tion and merchandising. * * *

SPONSOR survey slums tr films

are u SI2ZM00M00 business

For nearl) two month-. SPONSOB edi-

tors have been gathering and sifting

data of all types concerning the boom-

ing I .

v
. t\ film industry. Special sur-

veys have been conducted in which all

of the leading Byndicators, prodi*

and commercial film makers were con-

tacted. Admen, clients and film buv-

ers were interviewed. A tv film section.

based on this research, will appear in

the 25 Januarv issue.

Here's a preview of the main trends

unearthed by SPONSOR'S quizzing:

• Size—Several of the smaller film

companies have folded. Some, like

I'nited TV Productions and Gross-

Krasne. have merged. Generally speak-

ing, the big firms—in both the com-

mercial and program field—are get-

ting bigger, sponsor's estimate for the

1954 gross in the film industrv—all

types—is $125,000,000 based on the

combined forecasts of man) producers.

• Color \nw that t\ broadcasters

and set-builder- have the FCC's go-

ahead in color tv. the film industry is

ino\ ing from the realm of experimenta-

tion in t\ color films into the realm of

day-to-da) production. SPONSOR'S sur-

veys show that as much as a third of

the 1954 production of programs and

commercials ma\ be shot in color,

using principallv the still-new color

stocks developed by Eastman Kodak.

• Talent— Main a new star name is

being developed via tv films, and main

an established Hollywood st. r is seek-

ing new lustre through the route of

tv movies. More than ever before,

-tars are becoming active participants

in the financing and production of

video movies. However, the SAG con-

tracts—while causing a few well-estab-

lished commercial personalities to net

a lot of work—are tutting down dras-

tically on the amount of experimenta-

tion that film producers will do in

1954 with new. untried talent. [*00

expensive.

• Renins Repeat film -bow- have

definitelv established themselves as an

important factor in 1954 tv program

plan-. Typical: On a summer rerun

of Dragnet films. Mel-en < al ulates

that 45.it'; of people who watched the

second showing had also seen the first.

• • *

SPONSOR



102,200 FAMILIES IN OAK HILL, W. VA.?>?

NO, NOT IN OAK HILL,

BUT IN WOAY'S DAYTIME AUDIENCE!

YOURS FOR ONLY $2 7.60/
'/i-bour, 26-thnt ran-

STATION COVERAGE DETAIL BY NCS AREAS

Total

Radio Homes
in Area

STATE

NCS Area

County

No. of

Counties

DAYTIME

4-Week Cum. Weekly Averac e Day

NCS Circ. %* NCS Circ. %* NCS Circ. %*

WEST VIRGINIA

20,370 FAYETTE 1 18,490 90 18,220 89 10,150 49

18,190 GREENBRIER

MONROE

SUMMERS

3 15,490 85 15,130 83 6,720 36

66,940 KANAWHA 1 10,310 15 7,180 10 4,410 06

14,570 LEWIS

BRAXTON

DODDRIDGE

GILMER

4 3,110 21 2,280 15 1,680 11

18,260 LOGAN 1 2,780 15 1,960 10 1,020 05

19,440 MERCER 1 8,000 41 6,480 33 3,990 20

14,290 NICHOLAS

CLAY

WEBSTER

3 11,450 80 11,080 77 6,620 46

23,930 RALEIGH 1 20,220 84 19,610 81 8,540 35

12,290 ROANE

CALHOUN

JACKSON

WIRT

4 2,720 22 1,990 16 1,460 11

16,750 WYOMING

BOONE

2 9,630 57 8,610 51 6,730 40

225.030 10 TOTAL 21 102,200 "2 540 51 320

*

—

% of Radio Homes in Area

IF WOAY could offer you nothing more

than "Metropolitan Oak Hill", we'd harclh

bother you with details! But do you know

of any other 5000-watt daytime station that

delivers so many loyal listeners for so little

money — 102,200 daytime families for a

mere $21.60 per quarter hour! ? !

We don't even have a representative — but

even so, our national business is growing

b\ leaps and bounds. Let us give you

the WOAY story, including availabilities.

Address: Robert R. Thomas, Jr., Manager, at:

WOAY
OAK HILL, WEST VIRGINIA

10,000 Watts AM
20,000 Watts FM
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HI FI DO
WE prepared ourselves foi a New Experience. The host

revved up his test equipment, ducked roll-off, measured

gram pressure ol stylus, interpreted the cathode-ray oscillo

scope and various voltmeters, ohmeters, and a wave-distortion

analyzer. The tweeters, the middles, the woofers had iheii

impedance matched and re-matched in tin- crossover network;

the aii in the speaker-array's baffle was vacuum cleaned,

the needle brushed, the record brushed, the strobe disk read

for turntable speed. All was ready. The house lights dimmed

(and win not, with all that load?) . The guests, a little dim

themselves alter an hour of preparation, settled back among

the wires, coils, tubes and tools for a sound experience of in-

effable pleasure. The needle found the groove, there was an

expe< lain hush . . .

The dog started howling.

Oui host was playing his favorite record—at the equip

ment's maximum 20 watts. It was a frequency test record.

audible in part only to canines.

# # »

Today's hi-fi aficionados resemble radio fans of the early

20's, tearing down, rebuilding, getting neurotic about real or

imagined hook-up imperfections, often losing sight of the

purpose ol all the fooling around—the enjoyment ol sound.

What's this got to do with W.M I ? It lias to be dragged in

In the tail, but this is what it has to do with WMT. We have

a lot of fancy equipment, a lot of power (5,000 watts AM.

100,000 watts TV) but our eye is on the target: building

audiences that buy our sponsors' products.

The Rat/ Agencj will supply hi-fi proof.

WMT and WMT TV
CBS loi Eastern Iowa

Mail Address: < edai Rapids

ionall) bj / fir Katz in ". v



N i ghttime 11 January 1954 TV COMPARAGRAPH OF NETWORK PROGRAMS

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY | THURSDAY

N i ghttime 1 1 January

FRI DAY
W. VA. & OHIO WERE

"S(NO)W—MAN'S
LAND . .

. . . BUTNOW THEY BELONG TO

WTRF-TV!
Yes, since October 24 "snow" is a thing of the post in the rich tri-stote area
including W. Va. & Ohio. CHANNEL 7 now brings the finest of local programming
and the top NBC and A8C shows to the "television-fringe" fri-state area CHAN-
NEL 7 serves almost three million buyers in West Virginia. Ohio, and Pennsylvania
... and reaches 20 cities of more thon 10.000 population within its rich primary

48th U.S. MARKET . . . plus

A RICH . . . BUZZING . . . BOOMING PRIMARY AREA

With 445,192 VHF Sets

Primary Affiliate NBC

SECONDARY ABC

WTRF-TV
CHANNEL

7
FIRST STATION IN W. VA.'s FIRST MARKET

WHEELING. WEST VIRGINIA
Steubenville, Ohic

Martins Ferry, Bella, re Ohic

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: GEORGE P HOLLINGBERY CO
New York Chicago Atlonto Los Angeles San Fi



FEATURING
35mm THREE CHANNEL
INTERLOCK PROJECTION

and 35mm
TAPE INTERLOCK

MOVIELAB FILM LABORATORIES, INC

619 West 54th Street, New York 19, N. V



IN SAN FRANCISCO TELEVISION

HIGH KRON-TV, since February 14, 1953 has operated at
HIGHEST legal power on its favorable Channel 4.

HIGH KRON-TV telecasts from the HIGHEST antenna in the
San Francisco-Oakland area.

HIGH KRON-TV led all Bay Area stations with HIGHEST aver-
age quarter-hour ratings during KRON-TV's telecast-
ing periods, according to October 1953 Telepulse.

HIGH KRON-TV programs— NBC Network Local and Syndi-
cated are HIGHEST in October Telepulse ratings. Ten
of the "Top Fifteen" are KRON-TV features, double
the other two stations combined.

LOW KRON-TV, Channel 4, operates on the LOWEST fre-
quency in the Bay Area— insuring a stronger signal over
a greater area.

LOW It all adds up to the fact that KRON-TV gives the adver-
tiser the LOWEST overage cost per results.

SAN FRANCISCO H-i
FREE £ PETERS, INC. • Nolional Representatives
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LAWN GUIDE APPLIANCES

SPON^iK Seaboard Lawn Guide AGENCY: Gauge Vaeociate*

( UPS1 II I W HISTORY: The sponsor offered, as a

giveaway, the "Seaboard Lawn Guide." One announce'

merit mer nine rtn/io stations in mill around Philadelphia

was aired, with the best results according to the sponsor

—coming from ttl.Al. The single It CAT announce-

ment, a participation announcement during The Green

Thumb Club program, pulled in 532 requests for the

Utum guide, or 233'
i more than the next station. Cost of

the participation last fall was 145.

\\( \l
. Philadelphia PROGRAM: The Green Thumb Club

SPONSOR: Sears, Roebuck & Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASK HISTORY: The Albuquerque Sears

store had a large stock of trade-in appliances in its ware-

house last fail. The appliances—electric refrigerators,

ranges, vacuum cleaners and other devices—had been

traded in for netv appliances. The store bought 10 spots

in Spanish-only on KABQ; four between 8:00 and 9:00

p.m. on 26 October, and six between 5:00 and 6:00 a.m.

on 27 October. The total cost was $50

—

which, within 48

hours, sold $2,500 worth of reconditioned appliances.

KABQ, Albuquerque PROGRAM: Announcements

FLOOR WAX

results

SPONSOR: S. C. Johnson & Son AGENCY: Needham, Louis

& Brorby, Inc.

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The first year that S. C.

Johnson & Son. advertised over CHUB, using 10 an-

nouncements per week, business showed a 38 f
'< increase.

During the past five months, using the same continuous

advertising schedule of 10 announcements per week, the

increase has amounted to another 14.6%. For a total

advertising cost of about S950 during the five-month

period, the sponsor s sales have totalled about $60,000.

CHUB, Nanaimo PROGRAMS: Breakfast Book
Music for Milady

MAIL ORDER STORE HOUSES

SPONSOR: Sears, Roebuck 8 Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASK HISTORY: The Greenville Sears store

bought seven announcements on one day in order to get

local housewives to request a free Christmas catalogue.

More than 1.300 people called the Sears store, extra tele-

phone operators had to be put into service and 13 lines

into the local store were tied up throughout the day, the

store reported. Cost of the seven pre-Christmas announce-

ments u as 129.75. The Sears outlet said results were

tu ice as good as those obtained from the use of three

other media.

SPONSOR: W. H. Tolson &
Associates

AGENCY: Arc Advertising

Agency

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: With nine homes of a south-

east Los Angeles housing development remaining to be

sold, the sponsor bought two \5-minute segments of

Chico's Saturday morning program, which is beamed to

the English speaking Mexican-American market of Los

Angeles. The following Monday, the agency notified

KOWL that all the homes had been sold as a direct result

of the radio advertising I no other advertising was used).

Total cost of the two segments on the program was $60.

\\ ESC, ' rreenville PRO( . H \ M : \nnouncements KOWL. Santa Monica PROGRAM: Chico

AUTOMOBILES

-I'nN-ni; i entral ' hevn VGEN< 'i : Direct

I VPSUU < \Sl HISTORY: To headline the unveiling

of the L953 Chevrolet cars la^t year, the sponsor bought

a 11,000 saturation program on it (, \H. The program

featured Bill Mayer, it G IR's morning man. originating

a 2' 2-nour program from the auto slum rooms. it hen

In persons out oj a crowd of 5,000 persons—all drawn

to the auto showrooms through Miner's broadcast—
bought neu cars, the dealer bought more time on If (, [R

tor the next day. The next day, another lo units were

sold. Total cost of the special programs which resulted

in the sale of I '.I I neu cars lias less than $1,300.

WGAR I l.wland PRO(.K\M: Special broad.

SPONSOR: ' rump Vuto Home supply AGENCY: Direct

I \PM I 1. < VSE HISTORY : A few weeks ago the spon-

sor purchased the 1 :00 to 1 :30 p.m. Saturday portion of

WDIA's schedule. The aim: to reach a \egro audience

with sales massages on Raytheon tv sets, titer two weeks,

the advertiser reported a gross sales increase of s2.ni 1"

on weekends alone. On one Saturday the sponsor sched-

uled six one-minute announcements between 7:00 and

1:00 p.m. At the end of the day. the sponsor tallied up a

$500 increase in Kelvinator sales which he credits specifi-

cally to the radio advertising. He says he got $2,500

worth of weekend business for $77.10 invested.

WDIA, Memphis PROGRAM: Cool Train
Announcements



RADIO KING
carries more national spots

than other two leading Seattle

network stations combined*

Radio KING leads Network Station A

by 102% in Total National Spots

Radio KING leads Network Station B

by 157% in Total National Spots

RADIO KING also

wins with local spot advertisers

Radio KING leads Network Station A

by 59% in Total Local Spots

Radio KING leads Network Station B

by 68% in Total Local Spots

*Based on independent monitoring of Seattle's top three network stations, week of October 25-31

Radio KING ffZW. 50,000 Watts - ABC Seattle

LEADING NATIONAL AGENCIES-

N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc., New York
Young & Rubicam, Inc., New York
Young & Rubicam, Inc., Chicago
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc., New York
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc., Detroit

Needham, Louis & Brorby, Inc., Chicago
John F. Murray Advertising, New York
Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago
Foote, Cone & Belding, tos Angeles
Harvey-Massengale Co., Inc., Atlanta

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc., New York
Gardner Advertising Agency, St. Louis

Erwin, Wasey & Co., Inc., New York
Erwin, Wosey & Co., Inc., Los Angeles
Compton Advertising, Inc., New York
Campbell-Ewald Company, Detroit

Pollyea, Inc., Terre Haute, Indiana

The Biow Company, San Francisco

Street & Finney, Inc., New York
Sidney Garfield and Associates, San Francisco

Leo Burnett Co., Inc., Chicago
Doherty, Clifford, Steare & Shenfield, Inc., New York

H. B. Cohen Advertising Co., Inc., New York
Badger and Browning & Parcher, Inc., Boston

Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc., New York

Sherman & Marquette, Inc., New York

Ted Botes 8. Co., New York

J. Walter Thompson Company, New York

Donahue & Coe, Int., New York

Byron H. Brown & Staff, Los Angeles

The Nealey Associates, New York

Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, Inc., New York

Cunningham & Walsh, Inc., New York

Storm & Klein, Inc., New York

Benton & Bowles, Inc., New York

Raster, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford, New York

W. B. Doner & Co., Chicago

William Esty Co., Inc., New York

Lynn Baker, Inc., New York

Dan B. Miner Company, Los Angeles

Rockett-Louritien Company, Los Angeles

Campbell Mithun, Inc., Chicago

McCann-Erickson, Inc., Chicago

Raymond R. Morgan Compony, Hollywood

Morse International, Inc., New York

Knollin Advertising Agency, San Francisco

Geyer Advertising, Inc., New York

JOHN
BLAIR |

National Representatives

t ttmnn.

rLMtinu i nc3c i \J " m v v

ALL Detergent Cangendorf Bakery Products

Anatin Life Magazine
Armour's Star Franks and Sausage Lipton Soup
B. C. Headache Remedy Liquid Lux

Bayer Aspirin Monischewitr

Bromo Quinine and Manning's Coffee
4-Woy Cold Tablets MGM Pictures

Carnation Evaporated Milk Rub
Instant Chase & Sanborn Coffee Musterole

Chevrolet Trucks Nosh Automobiles

Clabber Girl Baking Powder M*-> i Old Sp.ce

Co-ets Pall Mall Cigarettes

Delrich Margarine Cosmetics, Perfumei and Tintex

Denntson's Food Products Pepto-Biimol

DeSoto Motor Cars Doctor Pierces Golden
Doan's Pills Medicol Discovery

Vano Dura Starch Prestone

Durkee Margarine Purex Liquid Bleach

Feen-a-mint and Chooi Puss-n Boots Cot Food

"Key Word" Game Bu-toy Raindrops

Glamorene Carpet Cleaner Skippy Pet Food
Halo and Vel Snowy Bleach

Hills Bros. Coffee SOS Magic Scouring Pads
Jack & Jill Cat Food Thoro Fed and (Col Kan
Swonsdown Cake Mixes Va-tra-«ol, Voporub,

Jello Vick's Cough Syrup

Kool C garettes Wadroof Cream-Oil
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WTVP
CHANNEL 17

. DECATUR, ILLINOIS +

SOLID COVERAGE
IN THE HEART OF

PROSPEROUS

CENTRAL ILLINOIS

WTVP
CHANNEL 17
DECATUR, ILLINOIS u

DELIVERS ONE OF THE
FASTEST GROWING

MARKETS IN AMERICA

SELL IN...
THE MARKET THAT
MARKETING FIGURES

CAN'T KEEP UP WITH!

WTVP
CHANNEL 17
DECATUR, ILLINOIS .

National Representative George W. Clark, Inc.

[Continued from page L4)

these examples of fun-selling are not copyw j i t«-i composed bul

are the works of the very same talent which prepares the rest

of the show.

However, one only has to turn his television set on and pa)

attention to the roster of chainbreaks and station identifica-

tions that roll hy during the course of a few hours to sample

the humor that is agency prepared these days.

Some of the subjects which are treated with the so-called

light touch, are as out of place as I would be in the Vassar

locker room between chuckers. One tooth paste laugh fe-t I

witnessed set me to thinking about a trip I'd made to the

dentist the other day. He greeted me with the fact- about the

number of cavities I'd have to waste scads of time and money

on and as he started drilling into one. I got to thinking about

what 1 might have done to him if he had presented the news

to me by singing a cute little jingle and winking. That— how

this tooth paste told its story.

The quality of the animation that passes for amu-ement

these days is not improving either. In fact, since agencies have

discovered how to save money by cheating in animation (as

well as by cheating in the selection of the people to whom
they assign their animation), this techni pie oi visual presen-

tation has taken a step backward. This is a shame because the

large screen folks have moved animation decidedly forward

from a rather cornball "out-of-the-inkwell" school into what

might even be deemed a modern art form ( I refer to such

wonderful styles as were seen in Gerald McBoing-Boing and

the art transitions in The Four Poster, etc.).

I also recall, with not much relish, a series oi car service

spots that clutter up the medium. If any form of human en-

deavor needs to be given prestige and provide the public

with a feeling of security, honesty and reliability. I'd say car

repairs are it. Ma\l e having fun with the subject is the way

to build this feeling in the minds of a dubious populace. Rut

I strongly doubt it. In fact. I'd go so far as to say that this

approach will serve to confirm the worst suspicions of car

owner- everywhere.

Mill before you gel the idea that Tin iu-t an old -our puss,

let me hasten to assure you Tin one ot the original fun loving

kid- whom \ou"ll find vokking it up even chance I get. It's

ju-t that I like my humor where I expect to find it and well

done at that. • • •
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POWER HEARING gives your advertising dollars a whopper
of a Hooper because your sales messages can reach out and attract all

of the vast Mountain West. However, to cover this rich

Mountain West market—and cover it best— you'll want to use the

one station that commands one-third of the entire listening audience

throughout the 58-county Salt Lake Wholesale Distribution area.

KSL Radio, and only KSL Radio, dominates so large an audience

in the Mountain West: 232,430 families during the week daytime

(more than the next two stations combined), and

327,050 families during the week at night (42,000 more than

the next four stations combined).

Use Power Hearing to steer
^Vrn i riOn

customers to your product. Contact your

nearest CBS Radio Spot Salesman today. ^Qi 116

JVlourrtain

West3est
Power Hearing, sometimes called Radio, is

optional equipment available at no extra cost in homes

and cars. 98% of all homes, and 92.4% of a"

postwar cars are so equipped.

Source: Ntelsen Coveroge Service, 8AB, Hooperaring.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

11 JANUARY 1954

CBS Radio Network . . . 50,000 Watts . .
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sale?
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a forum on questions of current inter**!

to air advertisers and their fi<j<>iu-i<>*

II hut clicf llic* IVetc York n c» ir.vp«per strike teueh

i/oii about tlepurttnent stove use of rcicfio find (r

Mr. Fleischl

I he great lesson

in come out of

the newspaper
strike is Bimply

the re-affirmation

nf an old sti>r\ :

"Business is not

dependent on any

one medium.
Ncicssit) still be-

ing the mother of

invention, many

a "newspaper-only" department store

executive turned to radio during the

publishers' blackout, and learned this

great lesson in the course of doing so.

In the words of one major depart-

ment store: "Generally we shun testi-

monials, but we cannot permit tradi-

tion to restrain us from telling you

that results to many of our item offer-

ings over the airwaves were most grati-

fying."

A second leading store is consider-

ing a 52-week campaign to supplement

newspapers, while still another is plan-

ning to use radio for specific store

sales.

Equally interesting were the figures

released by the Federal Reserve Bank

of Y ^ .. showing that during the week

immediately preceding the strike de-

partment store sales were down ~'<

against the corresponding week of

1952. Week of the -trike (November

30th—December 5th i they were down

while week of December 6th—De-

« ember 12th they were down 10

The strike was ovei December 8th!

Radio's success in proving itself a

valuable medium For direct traceable

sales durin" the strike was achieved in

spite of the fact that

:

1. It \\a~ used in a last minute

"desperation" operation, and

2. It was an uncertain, unplanned

da\ -io-da\ measure, bo thai

3. A- a result main buys were made

indiscriminate!) as inone\ became

available, and

4. Untested, unchecked cop\ was

tossed at broadcasters often just min-

utes before airtime.

All this on an expenditure of ap-

proximatel) 25'; of the normal depart-

ment store budget for the period.

Imagine what a little planning and a

set budget could have done!

It is interesting, too, to note that

people didn't bu\ radio-advertised mer-

chandise because the newspaper strike

drove them to radio as a temporary

substitute. A study of the Pulse of

New York for the period December 1st

thru December 7th, 1953 will show ex-

actly the same percentage of sets-in-

use as were tuned in for the corre-

sponding week in 1952 when the news-

papers were going full-blast. This was

not a period of "emergency listening"

or "emergency buying." This was just

radio acting like its normal effective

self. The enterprising, imaginative de-

partment store executive has learned

all this, and will use radio as a power-

ful adjunct to his usual advertising.

M. M. Fleischl

Vice President-General Manager

WMCA, New York

It confirmed my
opinion that de-

partment stores

are dead on their

feet in the use of

these two impor-

tant media. It

strengthened my
observation that.

outside Bernice

Fitzgibbons and

one or two oth-

ers, advertising managers and pub-

li< it\ director have little or nothing to

sai about their ad budgets.

Mr. Mirel

A department store is so set up that

the merchandise managers are the

most powerful people within its frame-

work. Following them are the divi-

sional merchandise men and then the

buyers. The feeling of these intrepid

merchandise men is that they know
more about even thing—including ad-

vertising—than any heads-in-the-clouds

advertising men. They change head-

lines, rewrite copy, insist on layouts

being made their way—and, of course

—they know (according to them I
—

what media are best.

And they get their way 90^c of the

time. Why? Because they—the buy-

ers and merchandise men—have the

direct responsibility I they claim) for

the volume of sales and for the profit

of their departments. It is traditional

in department stores that if the ad pulls

its the merchandise. If sales are down

it's the lousy ads.

What do the poor advertising men

do?

Some of the braver and younger

souls fight it—for a while—while their

bicarb of soda and their nembutal pills

hold out. But inevitably—and this is

heartbreaking to see—they give in and

concede that the assistant buyer in

linens knows more about headlines,

copy and media than they do.

So the first reason is this: Merchan-

dise men dominate in stores: they con-

trol media selection: they know noth-

ing about radio and tv; ergo no use of

these media.

Second reason: Tv stations and ra-

dio people either do not understand

the retailer's problems, or refuse to

do business on the local level when

thej can net national accounts. Ex-

ample: During the recent strike. I

called all the t\ stations for an account

of mine. Onl\ one. \\ AJBD, made a

determined effort to provide us with

an availability and programing that

74
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was intelligent. The others made the

same tired pitch they ordinarily do.

Of course, no sale.

Third reason: Fear of the unknown.

Everybody knows newspapers (so they

claim). When a newspaper ad fails,

as happens often, there are a million

exuses including the traditional one

quoted above. And after the excuses,

bingo—right back to the very same

newspapers. Millions of dollars a year

are spent newspaperwise— and some

say too much. But let the store run a

few spots without direct returns and

everybody and his brother roundly

condemns the air waves.

To sum up: Department stores

learned nothing from the strike—nor

will they until a few constructive things

happen—as follows:

1. Instruct the merchandise mana-
gers first. This can be done since they

have a better than average intelligence

(some are even as smart as their ad-

vertising men). By preparing and pre-

senting factual data, without exaggera-

tion or nonsense, these men can be

won over. They need sales and volume
too.

2. The stations need to hire com-
petent department store men to teach

them the tangible and intangible prob-

lems of the retailer. In this instance

the man, the right man, is vitally im-

portant. He serves as the connecting

link between the two. He must be will-

ing to set up a goal and fight for it, in

spite of the many disappointments and
early failures. He must work closely

with the store people and translate

their best-seller items into the proper

presentation for radio and tv. He must
not be easily discouraged. He cannot
be a Madison Avenue boy nor an

"idea" man alone: He must have a

good appreciation of the store's prob-

lems, be a good enough merchant to

discuss inventory, markup and mer-

chandise trends with the merchants,

and a conscientious advertising crafts-

man who is willing to try many dif-

ferent techniques to snare the elusive

customer's buck.

3. We must all of us—merchandise

people, radio and tv people and ad-

vertising people—we must all admit

that so far we have failed in pooling

our talents and using them most ef-

fectively. We should get together and
begin from scratch to use the most ef-

fective advertising tools available, to

help sell in a competitive market.

And last, but certainly not least,

{Please turn to page 97)
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1,749,245

PEOPLE
IN THE SOUTHEAST

Channel 4

WFBC-TY
Greenville, S. C.

Maximum Power

Began Operations Jan. 1,

1954

SERVING 60 COUNTIES
IN S.C., N.C., TENN., & GA.

LARGEST TV COVERAGE
BY FAR IN S.CAROLINA

135,480 TV SETS WITHIN

WFBC-TV COVERAGE AREA

RANKS WITH ATLANTA.

MIAMI, JACKSONVILLE,

NEW ORLEANS

HERE'S THE WFBC-TV MARKET

POPULATION 1,749,245 People

INCOME $1,892,961,000.

RETAIL SALES $1,187,300,000.

AREA SERVED 20,106 Squore Miles

Market Data from Solei Management

Survey of Buying Power, May 10, 1953

Most of these rich industrial counties had

oniy "fringe area" TV reception or none

at all until the advent of WFBC-TV.

WFBC-TV has far more TV Homes, Popu

lation, Income, and Retail Sales in its

market than any other television station

in South Carolina.

Most of these sets have low-band anten-

nas, tuned for VHF reception. Ideal for

WFBC-TV (Channel 4) VHF station

Outranking several of the former leaders,

the WFBC-TV Market is truly a great

new TV empire in the Southeast.

Write now for Rote Cord and Market Data

Brochure. Ask us or our Representatives for

information and assistance.

HIGHEST] VHF ANTENNA IN THE TWO CAROUNAS
Channel 4

1204 FEET ABOVE SURROUNDING TERRAIN

National Representatives

WEED TELEVISION CORP.

501 Madison Ave. New York 22

WFBC-TV
Greenville, S. C.

NBC NETWORK
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Crete «>» IT needed to produce Pull .Hull color coiiiitiprcicif

Now that < oloi t\ i- underway, in

earnest, ii is interesting to uotifi the cast

needed b) Pal] Mall a feu weeks ago

to produce one one-minute color t\

i igarette commercial:

Seven people to build the set (de-

Bcribed as a "rich, elegant ballroom
'

which took three days to construct I

and to tailor the costumes; two hair-

dressers; three makeup men ; one ward-

robe woman: two wardrobe men: two

comeramen; two assistant cameramen;

seven carpenters; three scenic artists:

three property men: the production

< rew men. and eight actors (featuring

Vlice Wallace and Bennett Grant with

narration bj Ernest Chappell).

Shooting started at 10:00 in the

morning and was finished at 6:00 p.m.,

with 3,000 feet of black and white and
~>.<iii() feet of color film being shot.

Production was handled bv Peter

Elgar Productions, Inc., for Film Coun-

sellors on behalf of Pall Malls agency,

Sullivan. Stauffer, Colwell & Bavles.

New York. * * *

Sharp increase noted in comedies, plays on netivorks

A sharp upswing in network tv and

radio situation comedies and dramatic

plays is disclosed in the current Radio-

Tv Factuary, published by Executives

Radio-Tv Sen ice, Larchmont, N. Y.

The Factuary Indicates there are 63

sponsored dramatic programs on tv.

Situation comedies jumped numerical-

ly from six to 21. dramatic plays from

16 to 22; mystery-detective dramas

are about the same—14 this year. 15

last. There are six juvenile and West-

ern dramas on tv's list.

In radio situation comedies rose

Color tv test devised
for packaged goods

\ '"-< reen test" for packages which

might be making a debut on color tele-

vision has been set up by Cascade Pic-

tures of California. Culver Citv.

The company will take test shots of

an advertiser's package using various

types of color film negatives suitable

for color tv transmission. Packages

are photographed under various light-

ing combinations, against different

complementary, color ba< kgrounds and

from all angle-. Foi companies adver-

tising more than one product, pack-

age- are tested singly, and in a group.

When changes in packaging design

are indicated, the proposed new pack-

age is again tested, both in color and

black and white to assure maximum
effectiveness over both systems. * * *

from five last year to 11 this year,

and dramatic plays rose from nine to

13. Mystery-detective dramas, how-

ever, dropped from 12 last year to

nine this year. Juvenile and Western

dramas this year total the same as

last year: seven.

The Factuary shows that food and

food products firms are the most ac-

tive in network sponsorship, with 32

such firms on the tv networks. 24 on

radio networks.

Radio leads among sponsors of cer-

tain classifications. There are 13 drug

and drug product firms with network

radio programs; only 12 drug firms

use network tv. There are 11 religious

groups on network radio, only one on

network tv. Four insurance companies

use network radio, only two use net-

work tv, and five gasoline or lubricant

producers use radio compared with

two on network tv. * * *

II IfO promotion piece
features moving wheel

Value of covering the entire state

of Iowa in advertising plans is pointed

out in a promotion device recently

mailed to advertisers and agencies 1>\

WHO. Des Moines.

The user, bj turning a wheel, can

see chart- and figures which show the

percentage of -ales of various products

which are made within metropolitan

areas, and the percentage of sales made

throughout '"the rest of Iowa."

The \\ HO device shows that more
than G5 r

\ of food sales, for example,

are made in ''the rest of Iowa." corn-

Buy WHO and Get

Iowa's Metropolitan Areas..

~
.,, the REMAINDER

of IOWA!

*

Turning the wheel brings up facts, figures

pared with Iowa's largest city which

accounts for less than 11% of the total.

WHO claims coverage of the whole

state, as well as the largest audience

of anv medi * * •

Briefly . . .

Phil Da\ is. whose Phil Davis Musi-

cal Enterprises. Inc.. has written radio

and tv jingles that are said to have

reached as large an audience as many
popular records, has entered the pop-

ular music field with records featur-

ing music and lyrics—but no commer-

cials. Davis' new record company sub-

sidiarv. Pavis Records, released its first

offering last month: "That's What a

Girl Appreciates" and "Whenever I'm

Near You." As an independent record

firm, the company plans to build up a

stable of vocalists and composers as

well as featuring some of its own origi-

nals, according to the company.

• • •

WNEW, New York, interviewed "lit-

erallv hundreds" of applicants before

selecting the new m.c. of the station's

Make Believe Ballroom—and then de-

cided on the station's own Jerry Mar-

shall who has conducted Music Hall

for the past seven years. On 1 Jan-

uarv. Mar-hall replaced Martin Block,

who left WNEW to join ABC.

• • •

During 1953. about 130 tv station-

in 7 (
> cities were added to the Bell

Telephone System's nationwide net-

work of tv facilities. A spokesman for
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AT&T told sponsor that during the

past year, the number of stations add-

ed to the tv system was double that of

all previous years. At the end of 1952,

there were 114 stations in 71 cities con-

nected with the Bell tv system. Total

stations now connected with Bell's tv

facilities is about 244, with the sta-

tions in about 150 cities.

"The Kansas Radio-Television Audi-

ence of 1953," a study by F. L. Whan
of Kansas State College, is being sent

to agencies by WIBW, Topeka. At-

tractively bound and printed, the 62-

page report covers not only various

types of listening breakdowns among
the various Kansas stations, but also

compares air media with other media.

The report, in three major sections,

consists of charts and graphs for quick

comparisons, results of the survey in

complete detail and an appendix dis-

cussing the techniques used by Dr.

Whan in the study and other informa-

tion.

* * *

Among significant findings in the

Whan study of Kansas radio and tv

audiences (see above) are these:

98.3^ of Kansas homes have radio

sets; 14.6% have tv sets, of which

11.5% are in farm homes, 15.3% in

village homes and 16.4% in urban

homes; 61.2% of Kansas cars are ra-

dio-equipped, and the radio is turned

on 71% of the time by women when

driving and 74.4%) of the time by men
when driving; time spent with radio by

women during the day averages 189

minutes daily, with tv, 33 minutes,

reading a newspaper, 38 minutes and

reading a magazine, 25 minutes; men
listen to the radio 146 minutes on an

average day, watch tv 25 minutes,

spend 41 minutes reading a newspaper

and 21 minutes reading a magazine.

* * *•

Revenue of WOV, New York, was

up 31% this year over the same pe-

riod a year ago, Joseph N. Curl, sales

manager, disclosed recently. The rev-

enue increase was figured before New
York's newspaper strike, which brought

the station still more business. WOV
has a single-rate policy, the same for

both local and national advertisers,

both day and evening. The outlet di-

vides its broadcast day between Eng-

lish and Italian, with the English por-

tions beamed primarily toward the

Negro market. * * *
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CIO ON RADIO
< Continued from page 35)

supporting worthy campaigns and

pointing up (-10 contributions to same.

Appeal- f<>r Communit) Chest, I nited

Fund, veterans' causes are common.

1. I iewpoint commercials, telling

how the CIO look- at various issues.

5. Amalgamated Clothing Workers'

commercials. This union has a secon-

der) sponsorship on the program, pre-

sents five commercials in each two-

week period. These pitches tell what

the Vmalgamated label stands for. and

how trade unions serve the communit)

generall)

.

All commercials are delivered by an-

nouncer Frank Harden.

Planning for the program began

earlv in L953 after President Reuther

instructed the CIO Publicity Depart-

ment to develop a national public re-

lations program. Many conferences

with CIO and advertising groups pro-

duced sentiment in favor of a daily

radio new- broadcast and a less fre-

quent t\ program. To determine more

specifically what type of program and

commentator would be best as well as

the general public relations approach,

Reuther appointed a special committee

of publicity experts from the various

unions headed by the CIO Publicity

Director, Henry C. Fleisher. The rec-

ommendations of tbe committee,

through Flei-her. were used as a guide

b) the Publicity Department, the CIO's

general counsel Arthur J. Goldberg,

and Henry J. Kaufman & Asso< iates.

\ andercook was picked for the job

from some 22 other commentators con-

sidered. He held liberal views, was

widely traveled, and offered over 20

years of experience as newsman, au-

thor and commentator, including a

stint as staff commentator for NBC
fro,,, 1939 to 1945.

At the very outset, Reuther stressed

that Vandercook would not act as a

"propaganda agent" for the CIO. He

would present the news as he saw it

and his views would be his own, pre-

sented by the CIO as a public service.

Public reaction to Vandercook is re-

flected in such written comments from

listeners as:

"We listen with infinite satisfaction

to your factual reporting and appre-

ciate vour ability to put the news into

perspective.
'

"Yours is a voice of reason inform-

SO CLOSE
AND YET

SO DIFFERENT!

Dallas and Ft. Worth ... one big market

with two different personalities! Reach the

listeners with the combination that
'
pro-

grams for both tastes. KLIF, Dallas, has

the ear of popular music fans . . . KXOL,
Fort Worth, wins the hillbillies ... and both

are strong on neics.

ASK ANY FORJOE MAN about the

KLIF - KXOL combination.

73

ing rather than inflaming your lis-

teners."

"It is good to realize that from you

one will receive a frank and fearless

expression of opinion on vital issues of

the day."

The one problem the CIO faced as

regarded Vandercook was his beard.

For many years and in many lands, a

mustache and a Vandyke beard had

graced the Vandercook visage. They

were his trademarks. But union offi-

cials, after long discussion, decided

that the beard might not be psychologi-

cally good in the eyes of the public.

So they approached Vandercook with

the idea of removing it. He proved to

be "most cooperative" about it and it

was a bare-faced Vandercook who ap-

peared in advance publicity photos for

the press. Newspapers joyfully trum-

peted the event with such headlines as

"Vandercook has close shave and

"Vandercook gives up beard for CIO."

Selection of ABC network stations

in keeping with CIO coverage aims and

the allotted S600.000 budget was not

easy, says Publicity Director Fleisher,

key figure in the broadcast planning.

They wanted outlets not only in areas

where the CIO has strong membership

distribution and needs a practical pub-

lic relations job I "the CIO is the guy

next door" I . but also in markets, es-

pecially rural and agricultural, where

they could reach new groups and make
new friends. For instance, they are us-

ing KXFL. Waterloo, Iowa (50.000

watts i, primarily to get to the farmers.

I Thev have slanted a number of com-

mercials at the farm audience, are par-

ticularly anxious to get across their

message to farmers. I Down South, the

CIO voice is heard in textile-producing

areas where the CIO is currently or-

ganizing and can use a pro-union influ-

ence. Other targets are teachers, busi-

nessmen, professional people—in fact

all non-labor groups.

A coast-to-coast network of 152 ABC
Radio stations was finally selected. The

CIO was satisfied since it estimated in

a "Progress Report" on the program

dated 1 November, that the 152 sta-

tions reached an area embracing ap-

proximately 33,866,950 U.S. families,

which comprise 75.7' < of all I .S. ra-

dio families. (The program is now

heard on 154 stations, i

Intensive promotion backed up the

Vandercook program from the start.

The Kaufman agency hired CIO staff

publicit) man Edward Lashman to

handle field promotion of the program.
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NOW—Increased to

MAXIMUM POWER!
HIGHER TOWER!

Imagine the increased effectiveness

of WKY-TVs weekly 115 hours of

popular programming . . . now
telecasting with maximum power
over Oklahoma's ideal flat terrain

using new 6 Bay Antenna from
a 975 foot tower.

FIRST IN OKLAHOMA WITH

MAXIMUM POWER IN LOW BAND VHF

Formula for Advertisers and Their Agents:

WKY-TVs Increased Radiated Power +
WKY-TVs Established Audience Leadership

_ INCREASED
—"SEllING POWER!

WKY-TV reaches

more than 244,759

TV homes (Dec. 1, 1953)

Owned and operated by

The Oklahoma Publishing Co.

The Daily Oklahoman

Oklahoma City Times

The Farmer-Stockman

WKY-Radio. Represented by

THE KATZ AGENCY
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He travel- about, stirring up interest

among local CIO groups in promoting

tti«' show.

That the councils and local n n i « «n

-

are enthusiastic in their support of tin

program is evidenced b) the amount of

promotional materials the) ordered

from the CIO Publicitj Department

and the agenc) between I September

and 1 November:

18,000 posters in three sizes

12") pictures of Vandercook
(ii in ad mats plus small slugs

2.(MI() miscellaneous items ranging

from handbills to convention displays

In the - u ii in kt of L953, the CIO.

through it- local unions in 20 mar-

kit-, sponsored a 13-week series of

quarter-hour tv shows, Issues of the

Day. This was a series of films pro-

duced at CIO headquarters whose pur-

pose was to document and clarif\ is-

sues in the face of the coming national

election.

Aside from this the CIO has spon-

sored onh occasional show-, as press-

ing situations warranted. By and large,

however, it has aired its views on sus-

taining news and discussion programs

made available to the CIO and other

has grown even faster

than one of America's

fastest growing

markets.

continues to be the

WAY OUT IN FRONT
favorite of successful

radio advertisers

LONG ISLAND'S AMAZING NASSAU COUNTY

POPULATION 888,998 121% increase since '40

BUYING INCOME

TOTAL $1 ,758,000,000 Greater than 13 states

PER FAMILY $ 8,071 4th among U.S. counties

RETAIL SALES $ 838,171,000 Greater than 12 states

FOOD STORE $ 264,005,000 17th among U.S. counties

AUTO STORE $ 137,187,000 25th among U.S. counties

HOUSEHOLD $ 50,474,000 21st among U.S. counties

Sales Management, May 1953

WHLI "THE VOICE OF LONG ISLAND" has a larger day-

time audience in the big booming major Long Island Market
than any network or combination of independents . . . (Conlan)

WHLI
HEMPSTEAD
LONG ISLAND. N. Y

Paul Godofsky, Pres.

Represented by Rambeau

AM 1100

FM 98.3

labor and business organizations by

the networks. One such program is

NBC Radio's Viewpoint U.S.A., an-

other is CBS Radio's Washington,

U.S.A. Newly elected president Reu-

ther appeared on a number of national

radio and tv programs during the first

half of 1953.

The CIO Publicity Department re-

ports that during the year it placed

the CIO's views on Taft-Hartley amend-

ments (a transcribed, 15-minute broad-

cast) on over 332 radio stations in 46

states.

So the CIO is no stranger to the air.

But for the first time, it is really "or-

ganizing" its efforts, buying time and
going all out to do a thorough public-

relations job via air media. * * *

TV PANELS
[Continued from page 38)

ufacturing Co. Radio's Twenty Ques-

tions went on Du Mont in July 1951

bankrolled by Mennen Products and

the same month, General Foods
>napped up Goodson & Todman's sec-

ond baby, It's News to Me, on CBS
T\ : Pantomime Quiz landed Lever

Brothers as a sponsor the summer of

1951 on CBS TV lit hadn't been able

tn get out of sustainer ranks the sum-

mer before). In September, P. Loril-

lard bought Down i ou Go on Du
Mont and in December, C. A. Swan-

son & Sons and Bendix Manufacturing

launched alternate-week sponsorship of

The Name's the Same, a third Goodson

& Todman opus.

Tie Got a Secret, G&T brainchild

No. 4, first saw light of day in June

1952 on CBS TV under sponsorship

of Carter Products and Toni. And in

September 1952, Cats Paw Rubber

bought Qui: Kids for alternate weeks

on the same network.

This year brought four new panel

entries. /"// Buy That, the first and

only daytime tv panel, went on CBS TV
for Seeman Brothers in June. Quirk-

As A Flash started for Thor Corp. on

ABC TV in March. Judge for Your-

Self, latest G&T creation with Fred

Allen, appeared on NBC T\ in August

sponsored by P. I.oiillard. And in Oc-

tober, Ha/el Bishop's hour-long Peter

Potter Show i formerlv Juke Box Jur\ t

made it- debut on ABC TV.

Type of atirfiwire?

What kind of audience watches tv"s

profusion of panel shows?
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Josef C. Dine and Allan H. Ii.il inns

announce the opening of the

PUBLIC RELATIONS FIRM

of

DIM and KALMIS
Public Relations Publicity

Promotion Sales Development

Eighteen years of public relations success

in television, TV films, radio, newspapers,

magazines, trade publications, and industry.

4 West 58 Street, New York

PLaza 3-1370

Washington • Chicago • Hollywood • Boston • Miami
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According t<> a recent SPONSOR arti-

- le | "How America's Bocial classes re-

act to tv," 5 Octobei L953 issue) quiz-

panel shows like W hut's )l\ Line?

tend to attract "sophisticated members

of the I ppei and I ppei Middle classes

who like tv shows which afford — i j 1 1 1

1

-

humor, satire and intellectual stimula-

Hon." This is oot to saj that the pan-

els tppeal onlj tu this upper socio-eco-

nomic group (which after all, com-

prises < ml \ about I")', of the popilla-

tion). Hut Beveral ad agenc) sources

told sponsor man] sponsors use the

panels in hopes of reaching this more

Belecl audience along with the rank-

and-file "Middle Majority" viewer.

One panel sponsor in particular

which has counted heavily on "class"

audience appeal is Benson & Hedges.

Im sell its Parliament cigarettes, it i<

using Pantomime Quiz on l)u Mont in

the Tuesday 8:30-9:00 p.m. slot, buck-

ing Berle on NBC TV and Bed Skelton

on CBS TV I though it does have the

advantage of following Bishop Sheen

on Dii Mont). This show is a video

charade game with two teams of pan-

»l i -t ^. who try to capture a Quiz Tro-

phv Cup. With it, B&H hopes to at-

SELL MORE IN THE

SOUTH'S No. 1 State!

tract viewers who are not intrigued bv

gaga and slapstick—but who prefer a

little more intellectually-stimulating

fun. As Tom McDermott, radio-tv di-

rector of Benson & Bowles, put it: "It's

the kind of show that reflects what Par-

liament is Irving to do: get itself across

as a 'class' product to the upper social

group that wants better entertainment

and qualitv products."

(This, incidentally, represents Ben-

son & Hedges' first venture into net-

work tv though the firm does make
heavj use of radio and t\ announce-

ments. I

Audience appeal, of course, \aries

somewhat with the nature of the in-

dividual show and who the sponsor

wants to reach. With Life Begins at 80,

for instance,, Serutan wants to—and
does—reach "mostlv people over 35"

(according to ARB, the show's audi-

ence is comprised of 81 '< adults).

\\ ith This Is Show Business, witty pan-

el-talent showcase moderated bv Infor-

mation Please's old host. Clifton ladi-

man, and featuring panelists Sam Lev -

enson and George S. Kaufman, both

Schick razors and Carter Products i al-

ternate-weeks I are interested in getting

to a wide average adult audience. Since

the show follows AW Skelton on CBS
TV, it is in a good position to inherit

just such an audience.

Hazel Bishop, on the other hand,

wants to tap the large, squirming au-

dience of "dig-that-crazy-clarinet" kids

with its Peter Potter Show on Sunday

nights to push cosmetic sales. Popular

W est Coast d.j. Peter Potter plays pre-

released records while a panel of four

Hollywood "names"' decide if it will be

a hit or a "miss.'* This is an entirely

different audience from the one Hazel

Bishop reaches on Wednesday nights

with its This Is Your Life program on

NBC TV (not a panel).

Insofar as audience composition

goes, women viewers seem to predomi-

nate. About 10' '< more women than

men watched nine panel shows listed

in the ARB October National Report:

average viewer percentages were

'A~ ] -_-'( men. 47 1 -.', women, and

159? children. Here is the breakdown

on the individual shows:

82

% % %
1 itie v netwoi

K

Mm Wom- Chil-
en dren

Name's the Same VIU 37 49 14

1 went] Questions Du M S5 46 19
I id Begins H BO !>u M 35 4ti 19

Down You <> Du M 34 51 13

fudge ("t Vounell
I
NB< 38 50 12

What's \lv 1 ine ( BS 49 12

I've Got .i So ret < BS 38 47 15
1 In- 1- Show Business ( lis 43 45 12

Who Viui 1 hat (NBC) 38 44 18
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Ask your national representative

You're on the verge of a decision,

and a problem.

What business papers to pick

for your station promotion?

It's no problem to kiss off,

for your choice can have a telling

effect on your national spot

income.

But where to get the facts?

The ansiver is simple. Ask your

national representative.

He knows. His salesmen get around

They learn which business papers

are appreciated, read and discussed

by buyers of broadcast time.

His is an expert opinion.

Don't overlook your national

representative.

s ponsor
the magazine

radio and TV

advertisers

use



"No, the weight

isn't EQUALLY distributed!"

Measure Kent icky's economic dimensions and you'll find the

big Louisville Trading Area alone accounts for 55.3' "i of the State's

total retail sales . . . 51.3% of its food sales . . . 59-8
r

( of

its drug sales!

5000-watt WAVE delivers this tremendous market intact—
covers it (plus a quarter-billion-dollar chunk of Southern Indiana)

thoroughly, without wash circulation. To reach the rest

of Kentucky, you need man) or the State's 50 other stations.

Let NBC Spot Sales give you all the facts on WAVE—the station that

really pays off in Kentucky.

5000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE

WAVE
LOUISVILLE

NBC Spot Sales, Exclusive National ReprescntatiM-<
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.Sponsors using panels

What types of sponsors use panel

Bhows? A wide variety of products

are pitched, ranging from big items

like washing machines I Bendix Appli-

ances, Thor Corp.) down to Chiclets

I
American Chicle Company I and Car-

i. r's Little Liver Pills.

Drug sponsors are especiall) well-

represented: Ex-Lax. Bauer & Black

i Curads plastic bandages), Serutan,

Pharmaceuticals Inc. i for Geritoll,

Carter Products.

Uso prominent are cosmetics and

toiletries advertiser-, cigarette firms

and household product sponsors.

In the "cosmetics and toiletries" cat-

egory are: Jules Montenier whose

What's My Line? has pushed chiefly

Stopette deodorant, now also sells Poof

Deodorant bod) powder and Fit:

shampoo: Hazel Bishop's cosmetics;

Helen Curtis' hair "Spraj Net"; Car-

ter- \rriil. Nair depilatory and Rise

shave lather.

Household product- include S. C.

Johnson waxes and polishes. Ekco

Products utensils. Seeman Brothers'

Air Wick and Nylast, home appliance

sponsors Bendix and Thor.

Cigarette sponsors are Benson &

Hedges for Parliaments: P. Lorillard

for Old Golds and Muriel cigars; and

R. J. Reynolds for king-size Cavaliers.

(For three years up till January 1953,

American Tobacco bankrolled This Is

Show Business on CBS TV.)

It may be noteworthy that of the 19

sponsors using panel shows currently,

there is onlv one food sponsor. C. \

Swanson, which has been selling its

frozen meat products via The Name's

the Same I ABC TV) since December

1951.

- Commercials

Sponsors using panel -how- general-

1\ have the advantage of continuing

or frequent visibility of the product

name—a commercial plus not to be

minimized. While Dorothy Kilgallen

is cleverly deducing that the man's

cupation must be matin cuffing, the

viewer ma) be glimpsing all or part of

the boldly lettered declaration "Stop-

ette presents " hat's \l\ Line'.-'" On a

backdrop above the head- of the Twen-

ty Questions panel appears "Curad

Plastic Bandages" with a light under

each of the 20 letter-: the bulb- light

up one by one as the number of ques-

tion- used up b) the panelists mounts.

In Pantomime Quiz, •'Parlaimcnt Cig-

arettes" is lettered above the score-

SPONSOR



board, while packages of Parliaments

are scattered everywhere.

Most commercials on panel shows

are done live, though there is frequent-

ly a combination of live and film se-

quences. There is better contact with

the audience in live commercials, P.

Lorillard feels, so they let announcer

Dennis James pitch for Old Golds in

this manner on Judge for Yourself.

Though panelists themselves rarely

get involved with the- commercial

I aside from possibly fingering an)

sponsor's product which may happen
to be in front of them on their table in

the course of the show ) . the show's

moderator or M.C. may also very like-

ly be the one to deliver the commercial

when it's done live. Host Jack Barry,

for instance, does the honors for Geri-

tol and Serutan on Life Begins at 80

and Juvenile Jury. Garry Moore, a per-

sonality identified with Cavaliers from

past commercial association, is both

m.c. and product salesman on I've Got

a Secret (though film pitches actually

predominate on this show) . Mike
Slokey, host on Pantomime Quiz, also

delivers the words of praise about Par-

liaments.

Carter Products prefers all-film com-
mercials on Doun You Go and This Is

Show Business. Bauer & Black gener-

ally exhibits one live, one film com-
mercial per show on Twenty Questions.

Ex-Lax on Leave It to the Girls runs

the gamut of animated-cartoon, film-

and-live action, and all-live pitches

with an announcer, informal-talk-

across-the-desk style.

Most of the commercials for Jules

Montenier on What's My Line? have

been film, with live ones inserted main-

ly for special promotions or appeals.

Agency Earle Ludgin reports that a

"spectacular success" has been scored

by one of the new commercials : a com-

ic ballet interpretation of a girl's ex-

periences with deodorants, done by TV
star Dorothy Jarnac.

Results

It is Montenier's experience with

What's My Line? that supplies the big-

gest result story of them all. Montenier

started to sponsor the show for Stop-

ette spray deodorant in April 1950.

It began on an every-other-week basis,

alternating in its time slot with a com-

pletely different program. The other

program failed to take hold and Stop-

ette began every-week sponsorship of

the show on 8 October 1950.

Stopette sales began to climb and

'>aw delighted .,,,,,. \ and sponsoi evei
since. What's \h Line? virtuall) made
Stopette what ii is today. Ii is prob-
abl) the biggesl single fa< toi in

cess of this spraj deodorant as a type
since it proved visuall) thai Bpraj de-

vices were eas) to use. Tin- Bnow has
also been the primar) advertising pow
er behind the introduction of I

Deodorant Bod) Powder ami Finesse,

the Flowing Cream Shampoo, a <l-

ing to Montgomer) Y McKinney,
Earle Ludgin v.p. ami account execu
tive for Montenier.

Here's one concrete instance, cited

to sponsor bj M< Kinne) . >>( mail r<

-uli- obtained from " /"// i l/> / i

i

V sample offei made onl) several time-

on tin- show pulled approximate!) I
"

000 requi

a i essful was " hat's 1/ » Line?
on is that ii neni on radio, to< I i i

luring tl personnel, the show
ran on NBt Radio foi 1 5 months. It

was sponsored b) Philip Morris

(Biow) from Maj through Novemba
\'> >2. ami bj Monteniei from Decern-

bet 19 <-'
ti [ul

I he h /' hat's l/i Line? b) thii

was reaching some 18,225,000 people

WDAY
(FARGO, N. D.)

IS ONE OF
THE NATION'S

MOST POPULAR

STATIONS!
An independent survev made by slu-

dents at North Dakota Agricultural

College among 3,969 farm families in

a 22-county area around Fargo proved

this: WDAY is a 17-to-l favorite over

the next station— i- a .'i'/i-to-l favorite

over all other stations COtnbinedl

NBC • 5000 WATTS

970 KILOCYCLES

FREE & PETERS, INC.

Exclusive National Representatives
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a week, Btates McKinney. Montenier

(ui down it- sponsorship in October

id ever) othei week, alternating with

Remington Rand (through Young &

Rllbi< am I

.

\- loi results Borne ol ih<- other pan-

el sponsors have a< li i< \ ed

:

Bauer <\ Black has been riding with

Twenty Questions since January 1953.

The firm's t\ advertising i- coordinat-

ed with othei m.dia and with point-

of-sale and merchandising material

(such as the Miss Curit) Comic Hook

Contest, a coloring contest f<>r \oung-

Blers currentl) running on the Bhow).

George \. Percy, Bauer \ Black ad

manager, pionts <»ut that the market

-liare of Curad Piasti* Bandages, the

ln-t bandages of tin- plastic type, has

increased 30095 in approximate!) two

years.

C. \. Swanson has been sponsoring

The Vamtts the Same for two years

on alternate weeks. So satisfactory has

the -how proven in helping push sales

of the firm's fro/en meat products that

Swanson has just renewed its contract

for a third year.

CBS
Radio

Network

National

You ride with the winner

when you ride with WGR...
the most listened-to station all

over Western New York, North-

western Pennsylvania and near-

by Ontario.

For example: WGR's vivid

broadcasts of baseball,

basketball, football, plus

all-around sports coverage

win top audiences through-

out the year.

BROADCASTING
CORPORATION

RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N. Y.

Free & Peters, Inc

\\ hen Lucky Strike was sponsoring

This Is Shou Business, Bert Wheeler

as a guest one night recited a poem

called -What is a Boy?" No offer of

copies was made, hut over .">().000 un-

expected, unsolicited requests for the

l>ic< e poured in. * * *

CANCER AND CIGARETTES
(Continued from page 41

1

ex-smokers go on.

This opinion comes Erom some of

the cigarette people themselves. Of

course, the) are nc\er talking ahout

their brand. It is always the other

fellow's. And the opinion is alwa\s

off-the-record. Tobaccomen are too jit-

terj these da\s to talk for publication

and some wish the whole prohlem

would just get up and go away.

The industry, of course, is not sit-

ting this one out. There's well over

$4 billion in retail sales at stake. After

meeting secrcth in New York Cit)

during the waning days of 1953, a

group of 14 major producers, growers

and distrihutors announced on 3 Jan-

uary the formation of a Tobacco In-

dustry Research Committee to dig into

"all phases of tobacco use and health."

Of the top cigarette firms, only Liggett

& M\ers was not represented in the

announcement.

The setting up of the new research

committee was heralded in newspaper

ads all over the country. Headed "

A

Frank Statement to Cigarette Smok-

ers." the ad took note of the cancer

talk and said that "distinguished au-

thorities point out" there is no agree-

ment among medical researchers re-

garding the cause of lung cancer and

no proof that cigarette smoking is one

of the causes. "We believe," the state-

ment said, "the products we make are

not injurious to health." The ad said

that a scientist of "unimpeachable in-

tegrity and national repute" will be

in charge of the research activities of

the new TIRC. There was, however,

no indication that there would be am
change in the current m\ -cigarette-is

healthier-than-y ours advertising.

Regarding health advertising, one of

the top cigarette company executiye-

told SPONSOR: "I ndoubtedl) some of

the advertising of cigarettes is adding

to peoples' fear- as to the possible

harmful effects of smoking. Cigarette

manufacturers using such advertising

should wake up to the fact that any-

temporary advantage they might gain

might well represent a decided disad-
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vantage for the long pull."

One of the most widely-known and

respected ad agency executives in the

business said: "Cigarette advertising

with its emphasis on health, nicotine,

tars and what-not is definitely driving

people from smoking. It drove me.

After reading the ads for years, I ju-l

decided one day it was safer to stop

smoking than keep coughing. I used

to put away 60 a day.

"In my opinion, most of the blame

for the current status of cigarette copy

lies with the advertiser, not the agency.

We carry out the orders of the adver-

tiser. We can recommend certain

courses of action but it still has to be

okayed by the client."

Statements along this line also have

come from a host of periodicals cover-

ing the cigarette-and-cancer story. The

Wall St. Journal recently delved into

the subject, came up with this quote

from Fred S. Royster, president of the

Bright Belt Warehouse Association:

"The country is being frightened away

from tobacco by outlandish medical

claims." And a president of one of

the major cigarette companies is

quoted as saying: "You can't spend

millions year after year implying that

your brand is healthy while all the

others will kill you without it having

some effect on the public."

The blunt fact remains, however,

that most of the people in cigarette ad-

vertising don't believe that health

themes hurt sales. They admit that the

consumer is worried at present because

of the publicity given to medical re-

search on cigarettes and cancer. But

the publicity would have worried them
just as much if there wasn't any health

advertising by cigarettes, the admen
say.

"Sure," said a research executive at

a leading agency, "some brands are

hit hard by this cancer stuff, but some
are helped by it. All advertising does

is channel smokers from one brand to

another. It doesn't really scare them
away from smoking. You can't duck
the fact that the smoker is health con-

scious."

This was echoed by an ex-account

executive on a cigarette account. "You
certainly can't get away from the fact

that the smoker is health conscious. I

think it would be more accurate to say-

that the smoker is more health con-

scious than ever. He's always been

health conscious. There's been talk

about health and tobacco since Sir

Walter Raleigh first began smoking

IN RADIO!

NOW

IN TV!

XMexas!
CBS AND DuMONT

TELEVISION NETWORKS

Wichita dfalls ^television, Sine.



che weed. Cigarette • ompanies have

been claiming 1 1 »
«

- i r brands are health-

ier than theii < ompetitors Bince the

20s.
"

I ake a liMik at the record. U-

though there have been exceptions,

during the past I" <u 15 years I"<l Ba)

thai ever) time .t health gimmick was

used in advertising, i igarette sales have

gom up; when the health gimmick was

removed from the copj Bales have gone

down. Some brands have been buill

on health copy. Philip Muni- i- a

good example.

"People ma) have different ideas

about the propriety of using health

advertising. But, brother, \ mi can t

tell me it doesn't sell cigarettes!"

I an\ cigarette people tin- argu-

ment is clinched 1>> the sales trends ol

the past Eevt years. In addition to

worrying about publicity on cancer,

the cigarette advertise] is facing a con-

vulsive change in cigarette lialiits.

Brand switching is going on incessant-

ly. The legions of cigarette smokers

(and there are still more than 60 mil-

lion of them) are wheeling into new

formations, rallying behind the kings

and the filters which, sa) the ails, re-

move irritant-, throat scratch, nicotine,

tar- and what-have-you.

Here is what happened to cigarette

sales last year, according to estimates

li\ Business It eeh \

I. While total cigarette sales went

down about -'
- . the regulai or 70 mm.

size reall) got it in the neck. Sales

we ff nearl) 12 billion units oi more

than 1395 from the year before. Ever)

one ol the important brands lost

ground except Kool, which remained

where it was. However, Kool, being

mentholated, should reall) be consid-

ered in a class 1>\ itself.

These figures do not take into ac-

1 ount that the three of the 70 mm.
brands (Chesterfield, Philip Morris

and Old Gold) have king size versions

and one of them I Raleigh i went king

size exclusive!) last year. However,

even combining regular and kinj: size

-ale- of these brands, their totals were

lower last year than in 1052.

Sales ranking of the six top brands

remain- in the same order as 1952.

Here they are in order, with regular

and king size sales combined. Camel,

99 billion, off 5.5 billion: Luck) Strike

1 which hit 103 billion in 1940 1. 65

billion, off 8.5 billion: Chesterfield. 02

billion, off six billion: Pall Mall (this

The Western Market is completely

clothed in KOA-Radio's outsize signa

Size: 302 counties in 12 states.

The Western Market is a big earner —

S5-billion last year. (Average farm in-

come exceeds the national average by

74.3%.)

A big spender, too. Last year, S4-billion

for consumer goods as well as for the

equipment and materials that are the

Western Market rancher-farmer's stock-

in-trade.

Big earner free spender, the Western

Market is covered by the KOA hat. Se

your product. . .buy KOA-Radio.

50,000 WATTS • 850 KC

CALL PETRY

DENVER
Covers The West Sett/

FOR FOOD ADVERTISERS: \ LEAGUE {AMERICA'S MOST FOOD-CONDITIONED AUDIENCE

kinji size brand -old 9.5 billion in

1946), 1-8 billion, up 5.5 billion: Philip

Morris, 55.5 billion, off 1.5 billion, and

Old Gold. 2.'-? billion, off .") billion.

2. \\ bile the 70 mm. share of the

market went down from 70.7 to 70.5'
[ .

the kinji - -hare of the market went up

from 18.5 to 25.0', . Gains were regis-

tered all along the line except for such

minor brands as Regent, W ings and

Marvel, each of which lost half a bil-

lion in Bales.

I he increased -hare of the market

for the kin^-. however, was niainlv

due to the fact that Philip Morris,

Raleigh and Old Gold went king size

last year. Sale- of these kings plus

Chesterfield kin^- account for about
50' , of all king size -ales. American

Tobacco's brace of 85 mm. entries,

Pall Mall and Herbert Tareyton, ac-

count for 02',. So, actually, the 1055

trend in kings i- not so much a marked
preference for the 85 mm. size as a

conversion of regular size cigarettes to

the longer length, plus a preference for

two established brand-.

II. The filter-tip cigarettes are still

a small part of the market but a grow-

ing one. Their share ( four top brand- I

i- 5.2',. compared to 1.4', in 1952.

I here is some crossing of categories

here since \ iceroy, which accounts for

nearly half of all filter sales, went kins:

size early last year. B) pushing the

filter-king size combination in its copy,

\ icero) went from 2.7 billion in 1052

to 6 billion last year. Other filters did

well. too. Parliament, now owned b)

Philip Morris and currently being te-t-

ed in a king size version, went from

1.9 to 3 billion. Kent, introduced in

about April. 1052. sold .7 billion that

year, jumped up to 3 billion last \ear.

The new Liggett \ Myers entry, I. \ M
Filters, bowed last October and it is

too earl\ to sa\ in what direction it i-

going. But if trends mean anything,

it can onl) go up.

4. Over-all domestic sale- ol cigar-

ettes in 1055 were 587 billion, down

nearl) 8 billion or 2', from the pre-

vious year. This estimate, like those

above, was made before the vear was

over and some cigarette sources Feel

that when the final figures are in. the

drop will be greater.

5. To the cigarette companies, the

important figure is their total share of

the market, rather than the ups and

downs of their various cigarette

brands, for all the companies are hedg-

ing against the future with kin::-, fil-

ler- or both.
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Because of this hedging, a companj

can make up with one brand what it

loses on another and so the competitive

positions of the large cigarette firms

are not as volatile as individual brands.

For example, the leading company,

American Tobacco, has watched Luck)

Strike, its top seller, slide downward

for vears with disconcerting regularity.

However. Pall Mall and Herbert Tar-

evton have compensated for this and

more. As a result, American Tobacco

corralled a slightly larger share of the

market in 1953 than in 1952. R. J.

Reynolds (Camel. Cavalier I and Lig-

gett & Myers ( Chesterfield. Fatima.

L & M Filters) lost a little; Philip Mor-

ris (Philip Morris. Dunhill, Parlia-

ment. Spud. Marlboro), P. Lorillard

( Old Gold. Embassy. Kent I and Brown

& Williamson ( Raleigh, Viceroy. Kool,

Avalon. Wings) went up a little.

These six firms control no less than

99.5' i of the cigarette sales.

With all this evidence painting a

clear picture to the agencies of a cigar-

ette-wary America, the tobacco com-

panies find themselves impaled at pres-

ent on the horns of dilemma. How
far can they go in boosting their own
brands as giving greater health protec-

tion? It would seem they cant overdo

such advertising lest health conscious-

ness of consumers leads to the final

step: giving up smoking altogether.

( The sensitivity of the tobacco firms

was illustrated recently by reports that

Brown & Y\ illiamson cancelled spon-

sorship of Orchid Award on ABC TV
because Walter Winchell. who pre-

cedes the show, broadcast newspaper

and magazine commentary on the

cigarette and cancer question, i

Some of the cigarette sources con-

tacted by SPONSOR felt that advertising

should be toned down somewhat.
There is some evidence that this is al-

ready happening. Philip Morris has

dropped, for the time being at least,

the line that it "takes the fear out of

smoking" by using Di-GL. I Di-GL is

Philip Morris" name for di-ethylene

glycol, used as a moistening agent.

Most other cigarettes use glycerine. I

Philip Morris is still hawking Di-GL

but with a softer line.

Viceroy opened up its campaign,

when it jumped to king size last year,

with a "double-barreled health protec-

tion"' theme but this was later changed

to a quieter "double filtering action

for double pleasure." However, recent

Viceroy tv commercials have been ask-

ing, "Which cigarette is better for your

11 JANUARY 1954

health than an) othei leading brand?"
I his is followed bj an impressive look-

ing machine which is said to tesl the

amount ol nicotine in i igarettes.

\ ic-ero\ - testing machine ma) have

been a rea< tion to the su< i ess P. Loril-

lard has had in putting a< ross its new

filter cigan tte, Kent. In a thre*

pronged selling-men liundising-advei

rising drive, Loi illard and its agew \

.

V oung and Rubicam, have i on< rx ted ;i

proof-of-difference campaign which

snowballed into a good yeai in 1953,

so good thai Kent caught up i" Parlia-

ment, an established filter, in Fell

swoo

Nol .ill i i_ arettet are yelling about

how health) the) are. Some of the top

To mm. brands are selling pleasure and

taste. < 'Id < !old "cures jusl one thing

the u "i Id's best loba< • os, and the

firm boasts il offers a "treat, not I

treatment. < amel and I >w k^ Sti ik--

the two leaders, are bearing down
Imm\ iK <>ii testimonials < amel also

brags about its sales leadership and

its "< ool and mild" taste. Lui kief are

"made bettei i" taste better" and it is

pointed out thai "smoking is .i mattei

of taste." I ven < amel's younger broth

This Kansas farm home—and thousands like it all across

the state—are islands of buying power in a sea of wheat,

corn, cattle and hogs.

What they buy . . . and the brand names they specify

... are tremendously influenced by WIBW. The reason's

simple. WIBW is the station Kansas farm families listen

to most—twice as much as the closest competing sta-

tion. Let WIBW sell your product in this big-buying

market with over $1.5 BILLION CASH INCOME.

Kansas Radio Audience. '53.

$«rviif ond Sellinf

'THE MAGIC CIRCLE'

t„ Cw t.«.«*»«, I«. • UN mi. 6~ «*•• WIIW • ICIK
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i 1 . king Bize < a\ alier, is being Bold in

.! low kr\ . [he consume! is urged to

"feel thai I lavaliei mildness; taste that

( avaliei flavor." (Cavaliei sales

jumped 1 1 < > 1 1 1 L.5 t" 2.5 billion lasl

\ car. i

\\ batevei tack cigarette companies

take in their future advertising ap-

proach thej all fare this problem:

Mosl people jusl < l< >n i believe cigar-

ette advertising. The cigarette < om-

panic- know this. In some cases, their

own agencies have established it in

secrel sui vey s.

This lack of believability plus an-

noyance at health advertising has been

pointed ii|i l>\ Btudies outside of the

agency field, too. Audience tests of

« igarette commercials by Schw< rin

Research Corporation disclosed thai

the range of belief ran in most cases

from 4 to <>' ! • Commercials for one

brand got 12' ', believabilirj and. in

.mother case. 20' < of the audience be-

Lieved that the cigarette's claims of

superiority were true.

Most commercials for other types of

products register a much higher per-

centage of believability. For example,

a series of refrigerator commercials

tested by Schwerin were believed by

25 to 30' ^ of the audience. And the

firm points out thai advertisers who

work particularly hard for credibilit)

the I "iii Co., for example do con-

siderably better.

Interestingly enough, the cigarettes

that did best in the Schwerin tests did

it without hard sell.

< onsumer annoyance at health

claims has Ik en -tressed recenth bv

the National Better Business Bureau,

which said in recommending stand-

ards for cigarette advertising:

"There i- growing evidence that the

general public bitterly resents the use

of deceptive 'health' claim- in cigar-

ette advertising and it i- significant

that advertising men themselves have

been as vocal in their criticism of this

type of claim as any other group.

"This resentment has been festering

for a long time. Cigarette advertising

has been a source of serious complaint

from both business and the public to

the National Better Business Bureau

and to local Better Business Bureaus

throughout the nation for many vears."

But the NBBB voiced its belief that

there has been a substantial improve-

ment in the believability of cigarette

advertising during the past year or

two. It also pointed out that cigarette

firms "against whom Federal Trade

W/BNS makes your sales pitch stick

Your sales pitch sticks on WBNS because our listeners

stick to WBNS . . through every rated period . . through

local talent and network shows. Proof? WBNS carries

the top 20 rated programs in Central Ohio . has more

listeners than any other station'.

CBS for CENTRAt OHIO

radio
COLUMBUS, OHIO

Commission orders have become final

have faithfulh observed the provisions

thereof." And the NBBB reports the

voluntary cooperation of several lead-

ing cigarette advertisers "in correct-

ing claims which were unfair or mis-

leading or otherwise unworthy of pub-

lic confidence.

The NBlil! has come up with an

eight-point program for bettering cig-

arette advertising. I he eight points

weie submitted to the cigarette people

and the NBBB reported that "no

cigarette advertiser . . . expressed any

criticism of . . . these standards."'

I be eight point- i in condensed

form l are as follow-:

1. Advertisers should be prepared

to Bubmit proof of all medical claim-.

2. Cigarette advertising should not

claim that cigarette smoking is bene-

ficial to health.

3. Cigarette advertising should not

claim that cigarette smoking will not

cause harmful effects "without quali-

fication as to the individual smoker

and the extent to which he smoke-."

4. Advertising which claims that a

particular brand has fewer harmful

substances should be supported bv

"impartial scientific test data which

conclusively prove that the claimed

difference does, in fact, exist to a sig-

nificant degree."

5. Advertising which claims that a

particular brand is less harmful to

bodilv organs should be based on im-

partial clinical test data and the differ-

ence should exist to a "physiologicallv

significant degree."

6. Testimonials should be genuine

and represent the sincere opinion of

the author.

7. Comparative sales claims should

be based upon "verified current sales

figure-.

8. Cigarettes should be sold on

their merits, without disparagement of

competitn e brands.

So far there are no indications that

cigarette advertising will radically

change. Taking recent cigarette adver-

tising as a whole, it looks like the to-

bacco fraternity is convinced that they

can't do anything about making the

consumer less health conscious so they

might as well float with the tide. Per-

haps the cancer scare w ill die out i they

hope I

.

\ more serious drop in cigarette

-ales might jolt the tobacco advertisers

into another approach. If they are

thinking of one now. they are certainly

keeping it well hidden. * * *
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Only a combination of stations

caqflpover Georgia \s

najor markets.

The Georgia Trio

5000 w
590 kc

CBS Radio

represented

individually and
as a group by

The KATZ AGENCY, INC.

NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT ATLANTA
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The TRIO
offers advertisers

at one low cost:

•

CONCENTRATED
COVERAGE

•

MERCHANDISING
ASSISTANCE

•

LISTENER LOYALTY
BUILT BY LOCAL
PROGRAMMING

•

DEALER LOYALTIES

In 3 major markets

DALLAS KANSAS CITY LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO
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NON-
COMPETITIVE
TV MARKET
Of 280,000 Homes

COVERED
EXCLUSIVELY

by

"The TV Link in the

Heart of the Nation"

Kearney, Nebraska

CBS-lV DUMONT
Represented by

MEEKER TV, Inc.
Duanc L Watts. Station Mgr.

Only the M
STAVSW

HOUSTON

EWS

NBC and TQN on the Gulf Coast
JACK HARRIS

Vice President and General Manager
Nationally Represented by

EDWARD RETRY A CO.

VITAPIX
{Continued from page 43)

station members. \ few days later the)

were back with approximate}) half a

million dollars worth of contracts from

22 member stations. I his allowed

Vitapix to outbid the network*, it*

executives Bay, on a Bafe and Bound

basis.

It- ability to sell $500,000 worth of

film on the phone BhoWS how the fun-

damental principle on which Vitapix

i- hased work-. The principle: It's

easier to sell a stockholder than a

strangei

.

Station members of Vitapix need

less personal selling hecause:

The) know their voting privileges as

stockholders give them control ovei

the verj Vitapix executives who sub-

mit films to them.

They know that all films selected for

syndication are passed on l>v a screen-

ing committe consisting of representa-

tives of six of their fellow member
stations.

Thev know, as stockholders, what

films actually cost Vitapix since thev

are sent confide ntial fact sheets on each

film as it is considered.

They know that the price of each

film is pro-rated according to the size

of their market and that the pricing

formula is the same in all markets.

Vitapix Feature Theatre is being

sold to individual stations for resale

to advertisers locally—basicallv the

wav most tv film is sold today I unless

it is sold to a local agencv or client I.

But it seems probable to SPONSOK that

\ itapix will not restrict itself to local

selling. Vitapix probabl) could utilize

its close relationship with stations for

making sales of film packages to single

national advertisers in 50 or more mar-

kets at a time. (Vitapix, bv the wav.

will not specialize in feature-length

films. It plans to acquire packages of

all lengths and t\ |i<--. I

Vitapix might be able to sell the

packages to national advertisers and
then clear time on 50 or so member
stations. It would then constitute a

*'fihu network"' television's first.

Main a brand-new film is pitched

firs! to a national advertiser for airing

in )(• markets, with remaining markets

in he syndicated locally. Hut syndica-

tors find it hard to sell films this wav.

National spol airing of tv film v ia a

""film network"' set up bv the client

has, however, found some favor. Some
advertisers who have been usini: this

approach, as opposed to putting a film

show on a network, are: Hamilton

watch with ) our Jeweler's Showcase;

20 Mule Team Borax with Death I al-

ley Days; Canada Drv with Terry and

the Pirates i for the past 12 months)

and Annie Oakley
I signed for the com-

ing war i

.

\mong the advantages of the Bpol

film approach are that it lets the ad-

vertiser pick his markets: vary his air

times to suit conditions in each mar-

ket; and the advertiser gets more co-

operation from each station when the

film is spot rather than network.

Reason: If its spot, the station gets

the whole price of the time, less com-
missions to its up. If it's network, the

station gets onlv about one-third of the

time rate, the network requiring most

of the rest for it* gales, operating and

line costs.

This additional cooperation from

stations is often in the form of pro-

gram promotion locallv and merchan-

dising to wholesalers and retail stores.

The hitch in buving film on a na-

tional spot basis is usuallv the liaison

work required to line up good time in

each of the 50 or more markets you

want. Most advertisers would rather

huv a network period and get clear-

ances automatically (except in one-

and two-station markets'.

It is sponsor's conclusion that \ ita-

pix might verj well move to help

clients solve the spot clearance prob-

lem.

\s for the other previously men-

tioned major potentialities of \ itapix

in the film firmament, let's take them
one at a time.

Cracking the celluloid curtain:

\ itapix has taken its first big step to-

ward making Hollywood loosen up it*

tv policies bv undertaking distribution

of \ itapix Feature Theatre. Vitapix

is in effect telling Hollywood that if it

does not speed up its entrv into pro-

duction of full-length film for tv. the

broadcasters may have to do the job

themselves. Said the president of Vita-

pix, Frank F. Mullen, when Vitapix

signed with Princess Pictures this fall

for distribution of its feature-length

films:

'The reluctance of some leaders in

the motion picture industrv to make

their top-quality product available to

television broadcasters, and the fail-

ure of the motion picture industrv to

grasp the importance of this new me-

dium of entertainment, is compelling

the broadcasters to enter the field of

motion picture production for initial
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television release. .

A major deterrent to Holhwood en-

tr\ into film production for television

has been the attitude of motion pic-

ture theatre owners. '"Don't bite the

hand that bu\s your product," the-

atres have warned in effect. Hollywood
majors, aware that theatres can still

outbid television stations for full-

length films, have confined their pro-

duction activities to shorter-length

films made on their lots by outside

independents or by subsidiaries they

have set up for tv only.

The example set by Princess Pic-

tures in producing full-length films in-

tended for first-run on television, and

by Vitapix in distributing them, ma\
have an important influence on pro-

ducers. It may provide them with the

argument they need to persuade their

exhibitors that production of features

for television is inevitable, namely: "If

we don't do it. somebody else will."

Princess Pictures is able to produce
feature-length motion pictures which
employ star-name talent, on a budget
low enough for profitable first-run sale

to television. This is accomplished by
shooting the majority of the films

abroad and through the use of time-

conserving multi - camera techniques

interested

in

Virginia?

we cover

WSLS-TV

ROANOKE

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY

AVERY-KNODEL, INC.

learned m i\ film production.
I he personnel ol Prim ess Pi< turea

comes out of both theatrii ..I and w
film ranks. Burl Balaban, pi.-nl.-iii of
the company, was head -I both pro
graming ami production foi Para
mount Television before organi
Princess Pictures. I'm.., to thai I..

;m executive ..I Paramount Pi< tures
whose president is his father, Barnej
Balaban.

Princess ha.
I completed foui ..I a

scheduled 26 film, b) presstime.
Stars used thus far include: Jeffre)
Lynn, Urira Tamiroff, Lee Bowman an. I

Pegg) Aim Garner. Vitapix had sold
the complete package ..I 26 films ii

markets bj (he first ..I the year. Of
the 27 sales. 22 were i,, it- member
stations. I Member stations •_,•! .M-daj
first refusal rights on properties dis-

tributed b) \ itapix; after that \ itapix
is free to sell its product to non-mem-
ber stations.) The series will be on
the air late in January.

Vitapix will distribute the 26 Prin-

cess features in theatres as mil as on
television, renting them t<. second-run
theatres at first in mm-h area- an. I.

much later, in t\ market- where the)

will alreadj have been run mi the air.

The fact that stations will have the
films first and theatre- second i-

pointed up bj \ itapix a- among the
most merchandisable facets of the

series.

The films are available in either ~>1-

minute or 70-minute lengths. The)
are being shot, Vitapix points mil.

with television aforethought and there-

fore utilize lighting designed to -how
up best on tv. Moreover the pruning
down to the 54-minute version from 70

minutes is accomplished without cut-

ting any of the bone. Vnd stations need
do no editing. Some of the film- will

be in color.

While it is undoubtedK the Imp.- .,|

\ itapix and its tv station owners that

Hollywood majors will gravitate more
toward tv if the) can he shown a suc-

cessful example, it should he pointed

out that Vitapix i- not in business to

set examples. Vitapix waul- t.. -ell.

It is a profit corporation ami it- m<

bers expect to ,^.'t Lark dividends on

their stock along with other member-

ship benefits.

The favored Hollywood distribut-

ing approach: Vitapix believe- that

when Holhwood is read) t" -ell t<> t\

on a grand scale—opening up both its

vaults of film from the past five or 10

years and all its productive facilities
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a company like \ itapix will he the pre-

ferred method of distribution. Vita-

pix reasons that Hollywood executives

were most successful in the days when
they were able to sell to theatres on a

block-booking basis. In that era prior

to court rulings which declared block

booking in restraint of trade. Holly-

wood producers had control over their

market through theatre ownership or

block-booking arrangements. Risk in

film production was minimized and the

producer had a predetermined floor

under his investment. \ itapix feels

Moll) wood would like to play it safe

somewhat the same way in entering

tclc\ ision.

Does that mean the wa\ \ itapix is

set up resembles block booking and is

therefore liable to be ruled illegal by

the government?

Vitapix founders spent several years

trying to make sure they had the an-

swer to that question. The important

step they took to be sure their organi-

zation was not in restraint of trade was

to make purchase of film b\ member
stations voluntary. Moreover stations

need not buy a minimum amount of

film during any given period. Thev
have first refusal rights on each film

series for 30 days in their own mar-

kets. After that if they do not wish to

buy, the film is up for sale to their

competitors. Block booking as prac-

ticed by Hollywood made it obligatory

for theatres to buy product of produc-

ers with whom they were allied.

Vitapix sought the opinion of the

well known Washington. D. C, law

firm of Arnold. Fortas & Porter as to

the legality of its structure. Said Paul

A. Porter, former chairman of the

F.C.C. and holder of several high ad-

ministrative posts in the Roosevelt and
Truman Administrations, in a letter

ast spring summarizing the firm's

opinion

:

".
. . it is clear that the basic con-

cepts of this project as outlined to us

are not prohibited by either the gen-

eral anti-monopoly statutes or the regu-

lations and policies of the Federal

Communications Commission. .

.""

Vitapix will seek to get some of the

advantages of block booking on a vol-

untas basis. It hopes that its member
stations will represent a stable market

to Hollywood producers—or produc-

ers Ironi anywhere—because it will be

to the best interests of station mem-
bers to buj from \ itapix. It can point

to the fact thai its members will have

more than usual trusl in \ itapix be-

cause of the ownership relationship

described previously. In addition there

are these powerful factors: Member
stations will ( 1 )

get special discounts

on Vitapix film not available to non-

members and (2l film costs will be

lower to start with, according to Vita-

pix plans.

\ itapix executives agree, if you ask,

that there will be room for more than

one distributor set up along station

membership lines. "But we will have

the best stations in the best markets

lined up." said Robert H. Wormhoudt,
executhe v. p. (For stations \ itapix

has thus far, see box on page 43.)

You'll note man) of the stations are

NBC or CBS primary affiliates and

most are in major markets. While

Vitapix executives say it is conceiv-

able membership might extend some

day to 200 markets, this is considered

unlikely.

When David 0. Selznicks library

of all his past films was rumored to be

up for sale some months ago. \ itapix

was in among the bidders. "You can

be sure when libraries like Selznick's

open up. we'll be likely prospects to

acquire them." said Vitapix president

Frank Mullen.

Vitapix has stated to its members
that it has received assurances from

major Hollywood producers that thev

will make better-quality film for tv. if

a film distributor owned by stations

gets into action.

Improving the quality of program-

ing for tv: If you ask Vitapix execu-

tives what the primary immediate aim
of the organization is. thev "11 tell you

it's to bring out improved film. " Vs

station operators," says Robert Worm-
houdt, "our members know how to

program for a broadcast audience bet-

ter than anv other kind of group could.

I heir know how will he reflected in the

choice of \ itapix programs."

Vitapix feels it can provide im-

proved tv film programing while main-

taining prices at a level below prevail-

ing rates in film selling. How ?

One answer is to be found in the re-

duced amount— and cosl of selling

Vitapix feel will be necessary. It

starts the 1954 year with a sales staff

of onlv four in as man) regional of-

fices. Expansion to 2o salesmen at the

vcrv outside is planned by Vitapix for

the distant future. The cost of selling,

Vitapix says, is as much as M)' ', of

the total film rental paid bv stations.

Another answer is in buying from

economical producers like Princess. A
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Vitapix executive pointed out that

Princess had done what many said was

impossible. The Princess - produced

Vitapix features are sold at a price

which is described as "higher than the

price of old Hollywood films but lower

than the cost of many of the half-hour

shows now being sold."

Implicit in Vitapix' objective of im-

proved programing at reasonable cost

is the throwing down of a challenge to

other syndicators. If \ itapix accom-

plishes what is hopes to do, others

would have to follow suit to some de-

gree to stay competitive.

Vitapix executives believe that cur-

rent tv film prices are frequently ex-

orbitant. One reason for this, they say,

is that tv films are often financed by

borrowing and therefore must pay a

high return to cover interest on loans.

Vitapix expects that productions it

syndicates will not be those burdened

with heavy financing costs.

Standardizing film pricing prac-

tices: It is the contention of Vitapix

that it is the only film syndication or-

ganization which has a pricing formula

"based upon a pure mathematical pro-

rate of the total television audience in

the United States."

This is Vitapix sales and advertising

v.p. Edward L. Koenig's description to

sponsor of the Vitapix pro-rate form-

ula:

"Obviously such a pro-rate must be

based upon some one consistent and

relatively stable factor—either number
of sets in a market, population or sta-

tion rate card. We elect to use the sta-

tion rate card because wre feel that it

most accurately represents a true ap-

praisal of the relative television value

of each market. Here is how it works:

"We take a total cost of a property,

add the sales cost and pro-rate this

against the entire countrv, expressing

our price for each propertv in each

market as a stipulated percent of the

markets average published one-time.

SMALL BUDGETS MAKE BIG SALES

IN THIS OVER-A-MILLION MARKET

Ask RAMBEAU about national adver-

tisers and their "Small Budget Success

Stories" on KEYD.

one-hour Class " V rate foi .ill

tions. This ma\ vary, depending upon
the propert) and the number of runs

contracted for, anywhere from Mi', m
one case to 1 1!!'

, in anothei i tsi

the one-time, one-hour rate i

."

Vitapix feels thai its formula puts

the pricing of film on a i onsistenl ba-

sis in keeping with the ni.uk.
I

pradin - of other industi ies. Strict

adherence to il- pricing polic) will

eliminate, charging what the traffic will

bear and horse trading, \ itapix feels.

While other film syndicators would

disagree that \ itapix i- alone in tak-

ing this tack, there's no quarrel ovei

the fact that consistent pricing bj \ ita-

pix—along with anyone else could

help add stability to film selling.

Vitapix' implications for the indus-

try are so broad and have so mam
facets that main \aried questions

about its operation suggest themselves.

Here, in brief, are question- and an-

swers which should help round out tin-

picture of its operations.

Q- Does I itapix resemble Broad-

cast Music Inc., the station-owned mu-

sic licensing body?
A. It does in that it is a broadcaster-

owned and controlled group which was

formed to help give stations some link

with production of material the\ need

for programing. But there similarity

ends. BMI is a non-profit corporation.

\ itapix is a conventional profit cor-

poration wherein dividends will be

paid regularly on both common and

preferred stock. Secondly. BMI is or-

ganized to incorporate wide member-

ship whereas it's Vitapix intent to lim-

it stockholders to one station per mar-

ket.

Q- W hat kind of new properties are

in the offing for Vitapix in 1954?

A. In February Vitapix will prob-

ablv announce plans to distribute four

programs which are currenth being

seen live on KTLA. Los Angeles. The

programs are: lna Ray Hutton Mi-

Girl Shou: Spade Cooler: Lawn

Welk: Frosty Frolics.

The shows have been on the air two

to four vears each and are described

as "never having been rated below a

10 with two of them currently up in

the 25 and 29 brackets respectively."

The program will be filmed by

KTLA—which is owned by Paramount

Pictures—in the Warner Bros, lot

Paramount recently bought for a re-

ported $850,000. In making the pur-
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chase Paramount executives made clear

the l"t would In- used to produce h

films for \ itapix.

\\ iili entr) oi KTLA Into full-scale

filming "I shows i it has in the past

syndicated kinescopes mainl) I, an im-

portanl milestone is pa— < d in t\ hi--

tor\. Foi Paramount thus becomes

tin- first of the Hollywood Big Three

to ruler production of film for tv. albeit

through it- station rather than directly.

K 1 1. \ is a \ itapix member and it's

important to point out that \ itapix re-

gards it- member stations everywhere

as important sources <>f properties.

<f- II hat is the background oi ex-

ecutives of I itapix.''

A. Frank E. Mullen. \ itapix pre-i-

dent, was with RC \ and NBC lor 26

years. His last eight years with NBC
he served as executive vice president.

Since then he has been president of

the three G. \. Richards radio sta-

tion-: president of Jerry Fairbank,

Inc.. t\ film producer who pioneered

main t\ film techniques, and a con-

sultant to a number of t\ stations.

Robert H. Wormhoudt. executive

vice president, is a veteran in tv film

selling. He was formerly general sales

manager of I nit) Television. Inc.

Edward L. Koenig. Jr.. \ ice presi-

dent in charge of sales and advertising,

was formerly an account executive

for Young and Rubicam and an ac-

count executive and director of radio

and television for BBDO. Los \ngeles.

<}• What is I itapix doing about

color and It lapcY

A- All contracts with producers will

provide for at least 25' ", of films to be

shot in color. In that way it's felt that

by the time color is important to sta-

tions Yitapix will have a full 13 weeks

in color for each of its series.

\ itapix regards this as a transition

period during which stations will di-

vide their hours between color and

black-and-white shows. It does not

feel the necessity, therefore, to shoot

in color exclusively. Ultimately it be-

lieves most film for tv will be shot in

colo]

.

The possibilities of tape are a matter

of serious concern to Yitapix. It rea-

sons that anv company which under-

take- to syndicate film properties

made with conventional cameras must

seriously study whether or not tape

will be a threat to value of these prop-

erties. "We might find, a \ itapix ex-

ecutive explained, "that on the fourth

run of a certain filmed property we

syndicated, the second run of a com-

peting taped series wa- priced lower

because of economies in tape produc-

tion."

Because it regards tape as so impor-

tant, \ itapix is exploring the possi-

bilities of acquiring a financial inter-

est in the tape field.

*£*• M /// / itapix seek to supplant the

station rep as a time broker for peri-

ods sold on its stations in this way?

A- \o. \ itapix will not seek to

compete with Btation representatives.

Bather it will seek to enlist them a- al-

lies in national spot -ale- of tv film

packages. Reps, a- a matter of fact,

have long advocated this type of huv

as one earning the maximum in co-

operation from stations. (See SPONSOR

K) March 1952.)

it- II ill I itapix sell films in mar-

Lets where it dors not have membt

A. Yes. \ itapix is in business to

make a profit and will sell film wher-

ever feasihle. Selling in non-member
market- i- regarded a- important.

'**• Are any of the stockholders of

I itapix non-broadcasters'.''

A-- There are non-broadcaster- who
own stock but majority of voting stock

i- in the hands of station-.

<t- It ill I itapix itself enter film pro-

duction?

A. No. \ itapix has no intention of

ever getting into production with cam-

eramen on its own payroll. Its felt

that if \ itapix ever gets into financing

of tv productions it will be done

through a separate subsidiary of the

company and it will be voluntarv as

to whether each station member need

participate in the financing venture.

Some means of financing film pro-

duction is regarded by \ itapix man-

agement as important to the future of

the operation because \ itapix feels

that manv profitable deals could re-

sult if it financed film-.

<}- Does \ itapix plan to broaden its

membership lines?

A. \ itapix reports that many small-

market stations have requested the

chance to work with \ itapix. Some
form of limited-participation member-

ship is being studied. Stations might

he given 30-day option rights to \ ita-

pix film without having voting -to< k.

\ itapix would gain by having a wider

circle of stations with whom it enjoys

a close working relationship. -k -k -k
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smart department store people watch-

ing the inroads of the supermarkets,

auto chains, drug stores and discount

houses, Ml 1ST find a way to sta\

ahead.

Let's give them the key to open the

door.

Jules Mirkl

Jules Mirel Advertising Agency

New York

Without being
presumptuous, I

think we can say

that New York
department stores

learned a little

about radios
speed and flexi-

bility during the

recent newspaper

strike. Here at

WCBS. in one in-

stance, we were able to get copy for a

leading Fifth Avenue specialty store on

the air 40 minutes after we started talk-

ing about availabilities. And we pro-

duced results—an impressive boost in

sales—within 24 hours. In other cases,

stores were able to phone in — or

change—copy just a few moments be-

fore air time. Accommodations like

this, made without cost, are very im-

portant with the merchandise changes

that are constant in the department

store business.

As far as WCBS is concerned, we

reaffirmed our confidence in the power

of good radio to move specific mer-

chandise off the shelves of specific re-

tail stores, and to bring the customer

into the store on a more general basis.

We also feel that we made some last-

ing friendships. But that depends . . .

because we learned that, in spite of

the wonderful work already done by

BAB, radio still has a tremendous edu-

cational job to do with department

store management. We encountered a

profound lack of basic knowledge as

to what radio can do and how it

WANT A DIFFERENT TV SHOW?
Popular, well rated, entertaining?

The Sportsman's Club
52 great 15 minute hunting, fishing and out-
door panel shows. Write for audition prints.

SYNDICATED FILMS
1022 Forbes Street Phone: EXpress 1-1355

Pittsburgh 19, Pa.

should bt used toi hi si effi< ien<
)

More than that, we found .1 hard 1

"I resistance to radio advertisin even
though 11 proved its power. I he stores

all had productive experieru ea u ith ra

dio; we were able to move men handise
for them. But, iiuu thai the strike is

over, sales prool notwithstanding

there still remains .1 deep 1 om iction

on the part of their ad dir» tors thai

newspapers are the onl) medium foi

retail advertising. How do we 1 ombal
(lii> discouraging condition? To saj

the least, it will require a con entrated

sales-educational campaign. \\ e'v<

to work on the problem from all known
angles, and then inv< nl a few more, to

prove thai radio, used alone oi with

newspaper^, can do a more effei tive

selling job than has ever Keen done up
to this point.

Carl \\ w;i>

General Manage)

WCHS. \,„ Yorh

In date, depart-

1'
jKmmL incut stores have

-hied awa) from

radio and i\ foi

M the simple reason

^f^ / that newspapers

have been Used as

their traditional

show -w i n d o w.

^^^^" Stores have been

Mr. Shaw afraid to experi-

ment because the)

would have to dig into an advertising

budget which has been appropriated

for newspapers only. They have used

radio and tv on various occasions foi

special campaigns, i.e.. mail order or

special services. Mail order items. too.

have been sold under the aegis of a

known department store name with

good results.

It is now said that the department

stores have an opportunity to compare

results obtained onl) from radio and

t\ during the recent New ^oik news-

paper strike. But the strike period was

a hectic one. Competition was so keen

for radio and tv time that special pro-

grams were organized b) the radio and

tv stations. Programs that had no

proven listenership. lime availabilities

that would have been by-passed under

normal circumstances were avidl)

seized b) main of the stores.

Recent surveys have compared 1953

sales figures with computations ol pre-

vious years and report that radio and

t\ held department stoic sales up to a

CBS
IN THE LAND

MILKandljpNEY

WBAY
GREEN BAY

5,000 WATTS
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pai with pasl years. I Iii> i- probabl)

an inaccurate conclusion because the

I

j i j r > J < - was on it* usual Christinas

Bhopping spree and people were in a

buying mood.

Our experience with our client,

I Irani Department Stores. Inc. dur-

ing the recent newspaper strike in New
\ "\k has confirmed our lon« standing

contention that department stores can

derive excellent Bales results from prop-

erty planned radio and t\ campaigns.

During the strike emergency, we

were forced to bu\ radio and t\ time

on a da) to da) hasi>. competing with

man) other newspaper-starved retail

outlets. When possible, we allocated

certain items to speeifir spots or pro-

grams and found thai we had a ver)

i <l public reaction and in man)

eases actual mail order results that

compared favorabl) with newspaper

-ales, based upon costs.

Today, we can sit down and operate

in a sensible and creative fashion. \\ e

can pick and choose our spots and we
can purchase time in bulk and therein

bring costs down to fit our budget.

The stores enjoy a retail rate with

newspapers because they bu) tremend-

ous amounts of lineage which the)

place on a 52-week schedule. If we
are given the opportunity to purchase

radio and tv time on a similar basis,

the stores can utilize these media to

better advantage. The costs of radio

and tv vs. results would thereby com-

pare favorabl) with newspapers when
purchased on a da\ in. da\ out con-

sistent schedule throughout the vear.

Let us simply sa\ that no one me-

dium can do a complete job. We be-

ieve newspaper advertising cannot be

replaced by radio and tv. but that de-

partment store selling can be supple-

mented with a good coordinated radio

campaign and with visual selling via tv.

\\ e look forward to greater use of

radio and tv by department stores who
have learned the value of radio and tv

during the newspaper strike and the

-ale- results than can be derived from

these two "new advertising media.

1.1 IN SlIVW

Radio and Tv Director

Hoffman- Manning. Inc.

\ at ) oil

Do you use SPONSOR'S index?

Each six months SPONSOR publishes

an index for the preceding period.

It s a valuable guide and copies arc

available to xou without cost.

RATING SERVICES
(Continued from page 40 i

ages due to memor) confusion appears

to be more than offset bj deflation due

to forgetting. "For ever) person who

mistakenl) states having seen an ad-

vertisement, there are possibi) two,

three or more who have seen the ad-

vertisement and forgotten it."' Ap-

proximate!) 24' '< of ads observed and

read 10 or more seconds are not rec-

ognized 14 da\s later. About 33^ <>f

ads observed and read five or more

seconds are not recognized 14 days

later.

7. In general, the more readers an

ad attracts, and the- more completely

it is read, the more sales are produced

b) that ad except as noted in point \o.

9. (This is disputed b\ such indepen-

dent researchers as Richard Manville.

who heads his own New ^ ork firm. I

!!. Eiighl) effective types of ads

produce three to five times as many
sales as weak, ineffective copv treat-

ment for the same product in the same

medium during the same period of

time.

9. Some types of cop) treatment

actually repel buyers. 1 he more read-

ing there is of such ads. the less buy-

ing there is.

10. Sample size: Point of diminish-

ing returns in readership measure-

ments sets in between 100 and 150

interviews per sex when they are well

conducted and distributed. Using 1.000

interx Lews would cost 10 times as much

but the increase in accuracv would

be onlv moderately greater, i Nielsen

makes the same point in explaining

why it is neither necessar) nor practi-

cal—from the standpoint of expense

—

to increase the size of his radio sample

—1.500 metered homes, i

11. Size of magazine (number of

ads i cuts readership per ad moderate-

1\. Fatigue I boredom I affects it also

but onlv one-sixth as much, in a care-

fully controlled procedure.

12. \-kiiiL: about component parts

of an ad or pointing at them increases

the aocurac) (and raises the ratings)

of the readership measurement of an

ad. The "What-did-you-see-on-this-

page?" technique, used alone, will miss

much reading, for readers tend to skip.

Starch cautions: "Readership rat-

ings clo not pretend, and ne\er have

pretended, to measure selling power.

Hut no matter bow potent an ad mav

be. it ~ sales influence is nil if no one
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reads it. So measuring readership is

the first step.

From ARF's newspaper studies

1. Men's readership of ads has in-

creased in the postwar years; women's

interest continues at a high level.

2. Advertising ''registers" more

heavily with skilled and unskilled oc-

cupation groups as compared with

buisness and professional.

3. Size of city seems to have litttle

significant effect on ad readership

—

except that it goes up for classified as

size of the city decreases.

4. Attention given to radio items

increases with the size of the city.

5. A very slight difference exists in

favor of left-hand as against right-

hand pages.

6. Front pages are best-read, pic-

ture pages rank second, sports pages

third among men and society pages

third among women.

7. Medians for the 138 studies show

that 54% of the men and 60% of the

women read national advertising.

8. Reader interest tends to increase

as the size of pictures increases.

9. Drew Pearson led the political

columnists among men readers; Elea-

nor Roosevelt among women. (138-

Study Summary was published in

1951.)

10. Highest-scoring comics among
men and women were Dick Tracy,

Nancy, Blondie, Gasoline Alley and

Henry.

4 Tips from Readex

1. Use more service information in

copy.

2. Use more space in individual in-

sertions.

3. Schedule service copy with suffi-

cient frequency to develop habitual

reading.

4. Use specialized or localized copy

in specialized or localized publications

to improve readership.

* J
,:- *

What are the facts about each of the

print measurement services? See box

pages 44-5 for a quick summary.
On the same pages is shown some of

the things the Advertising Research

Foundation hopes to find out in its

study of print, which parallels the air

ratings study mentioned in the last is-

sue.

Primarily the ARF wants to deter-

mine whether an "adequate and prac-

tical method" can be developed for

measuring ad readership.

Incidentally Aid- members, <>l which
sponsor is one, voted the print stud)

as the project they wanted to Bee undei
taken first (an examination of tin- au
ratings was second I

.

Basic criticism of all readership

techniques was summed up for SPON-

SOR by the research director of a ma-

jor agency as follows:

"What are their limitations'.'' No din-

is sure."

Most of the controversy is centered

on Starch. Back in 1946 he published

a booklet, Factors in Readership Mea-
surements, in which he defended his

technique against charges that reader-

ship measurements don't actually mea-

sure reading of ads, are too inaccurate

to be useful because of inflation or

deflation due to errors of memory, are

based on samples that are too small

and are guesses rather than accurate

measurements.

In 1951 Harold H. Webber, then

Chicago v.p in charge of media and

research, Foote, Cone & Belding, and

now Chicago general manager, made a

25-page speech before a closed meet-

ing of the American Association of Ad-

vertising Agencies in White Sulphur

Springs, W. Va., denouncing the

Starch Readrship Reports from pillar

to post. He centered his fire almost en-

tirely on Starch interviewers. His con-

clusion: Starch did not measure ad

readership.

In the same speech Webber also

spoke highly of the Gallup-Robinson

"impact" technique.

That fall (1951) Howard A. Stone,

Starch's v.p., answered Webber before

a 4A's regional meeting in Coronado,

Cal., with a 20-page speech, equally

buttressed with tables and statistics.

His conclusion: The level of produc-

tion of the reports was more uniform

than the uses to which they were put

by the uninformed.

"Daniel Starch and Staff stands

ready to adopt sound improvements

whenever it is established that thej

actually are sound and are economi-

cally feasible," he said.

Meantime Starch has launched his

relatively new-type Consumer Maga-

zine Report based on interviews with

25,000 families over the year to ob-

tain data on families, readers and use

of close to 100 products and to show

trends. The sampling is an area prob-

ability one.

And both Starch and Gallup-Robin-

son have entered the television com-

OMAHA
* *

NBC
590

inturonc* Bw>ld>ng

JOHN BLAIR t CO., Representative*

WANT TO SELL

CANADA?
One radio station

o o

covers 40% of

Canada's retail

- sales

CFRB
TORONTO

50,000 WATTS, 1010 K.C.
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That makes CFRB your No. 1 buy in

Canada's No. 1 market.
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Same old story

in Rochester . . .

WHEC WAY
OUT AHEAD!
Consistent audience rating

leader since 1943.

WHEC
ROCHESTER, N.Y. ///

5,000 WATTS \
ReprestntaHvet . . .

'*'

EVERETT-McKINNEY, Inc., New Ywk, Chicago

IEE f O'CONNELl CO . loi Angalat, San Francitca

SWVSnW

HOUSTON

RATINGS

menial measuring field Starch u-inji

the telephone recall technique, G-R em-

ploying the aided recall and the per-

BOnal interview. (For detail- -ee "Will

Starch's new t\ figures upset buying

strategy?" 16 November 1953, and

"Beware "I these misuses of Starch tv

figures," 30 November 1953. i

So far as readership ratings are

concerned, tin- outcome depends to a

large extent on the \.RF's recommen-
dations as does the conflict among
the air ratings.

In summary, what then can he -aid

i- wrong with the print services?

Readex's Boh Pendergasl summarized
it for SPONSOR as follow-:

"I he two major troubles with pres-

i ni rating services are that most adver-

tising people do not want am mea-

surement of anj kind on their creative

efforts and most of those who do want

the benefit of outside measurement-

fail to understand those that exist."

• • •

NBC and TQN on the Gulf Coast

JACK HARRIS

Vice President and General Manager
Nationally Represented by

EDWARD PETRY A CO.

PAT WEAVER
i Continued from page 32 i

Weaver word. He has heen quoted as

using it in several published inter-

views during the past few years. Some
of his other favorites are '"additive"

and "blueprint. Additive is his wa\

of describing the difference between ra-

dio and television. "The picture is

merel) additive." he savs. meaning the

picture doesn't change the basic nature

of radio, just adds to it.

Interviewers often find it hard to

understand \\ eaver because he uses

words which have special meaning- to

him without stopping for definition.

He's quoted bv This U eek writer John

Brooks as saving: ".
. . We feel we've

got to have showmanship because

vouve got to go easv on beamed pro-

grams when there is the possibility fur

saturation.
'

Brooks expressed bewilderment as to

the meaning of the sentence, but stu-

dent- of Weavers stvle within the in-

dustry have interpreted it as meaning:

"Showmanship should be used to give

most programs broad appeal, rather

than narrow l\ beamed appeal, other-

wi-e you won't have an audience."

Weaver himself sometimes has trou-

ble understanding what be meant when
he - -how n a t\ ped transcript of his re-

marks. But if he hears the same re-

mark- plaved back on a tape recorder,

then he"- all right.

I he next big Weaver programing
venture will be to launch Home, in the

middle of Februarv. Home is an af-

ternoon program which will be to tv

what the "shelter books" are to maga-
zines: it will extend the Today or

magazine concept of programing into

the women- field.

The first memo proposing Home was

written bv Weaver in August 1949.

W hat took all the time to get it going?

lor one thing Today was put on the

air first because a show devoted to

communications with the world was

more a novelt) than Home.

But after four and a half years of

rjela) it- prett) certain Home will

final!) go on in Februarv. Then later

ma) come another magazine form of

program—this one in late-night hours

—Tonight. It would be similar to To-

day, it- evening addition.

Weavers ideas have a way of com-

ing to fruition despite long delav . In-

like some idea men whose thoughts

rush out quickl) but are soon forgot-

t< n in a continuing flood of new ideas.

Weaver sticks with his original con-

cepts.

Some of the theme- which have re-

curred in Weaver's professional and

personal point of view since he joined

NBC in August 1949 are these:

1. In the face of the danger of aJorn-

ie bombs reducing civilization to rub-

ble, some intellectual preparation

should be made. He at one time assem-

bled books for his library which he

would have wanted his son to have if

atomic bombing destroyed other knowl-

edge. At another time he told column-

ist John Crosbv he felt it was tvs role

to bolster human philosophy so that if

it were necessarv for men to rise from

the rubble of an atomic war they would

be left with a strong philosophy.

2. Modern radio and television will

help future generations of nations ac-

cept their differences. In the 16 July

19.S2 issue of J arietv he put it this

wav : "Barring war. 1 believe that a

radio-television communications svs-

tem of the scope and dimensions that

we plan will create a iieneration of

youngsters whose great point of dif-

ference from us will be that they ac-

cept diversity, individuality, differ-

ences in belief ... a- wholly natural

and desirable."

Bv a vear later he had reshaped the

idea into this form for a This If eek

interviewer: "One of mv fav orite theses

is that as television grows, kids will

grow up \\ i I li exposure to a pluralistic
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world. They will be face-to-face ac-

quainted with Indians, Arabs, Chinese.

Therefore it will be more difficult for

the group that has control of the child

to discipline it to the We-Group formu-

la," i.e., to the "spirit of provincial

conformity."

These quotations show that Weaver

not only sticks to a theme but also that

he works variations on it as it rests in

his mind. For example, he has over the

past three or four years gone from tell-

ing people that he is a "communica-

tions optimist" to "information opti-

mist" to the most recent "working op-

timist."

It was David Sarnoff who quoted

Pat Weaver as calling himself a "work-

ing optimist." The occasion was Gen.

Sarnoff's statement on 4 December

naming Weaver NBC president.

The statement made clear Weaver
had been picked for his showmanlike

aptitudes. But it skirted one of the

most important missions Weaver has

undoubtedly been given by the gen-

eral: to put over color tv.

Weaver was hired as the showman-

ship brains of NBC's black-and-white

television in 1949. Through the ex-

citement he created with big-name,

big-budget programing like Your Show

of Shows, Weaver helped to build the

Iv set total from 2,000,000 to 10,000,-

000 in two years. It's clear that he in-

tends to try and stir up the same ex-

citement about color tv.

"The big need is to sell sets," he told

SPONSOR, "so show planning for color

will have to be hypoed over black-and-

white to create excitement. We are

going back to the days of 1950. I'd

like to see us sell every color set we

can make to a bar. Then the bartender

can hang out a sign saying 'color tv'

the way you used to see for black-and-

white." ||

Weaver says he doesn't know yel

what color will cost the advertiser or

what programs will be on the air regu-

larly in color by next fall. One thing

he does know is that he'd like to see

his Home show among the first to get

color because color would be of so

much value to its women's product ad-

vertisers. He expects the program to

attract plenty of clients, whether it's

black-and-white at first or color. The

women's market needs the power of

broadcasting, he'll tell you. "It is in-

conceivable to me, simply inconceiva-

ble, that all that advertising money

spent on women's products in the shel-

ter magazines has been allowed to es-
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cape the ah media

Weaver isn't concerned aboul i oloi

effect on programing. "Color will do
more to teleA ision as an industi \ than
it will do to programing. \\ e a< tuallj

do shows in color now. We are work-
ing with color because our e\es Bee

color. The onh problem i- lo make
sure the color we use make- foi d

compatible black-and-white pictures."

In Weaver's coming struggle to es

tablish public craving for coloi televi-

sion at one end of the broadcast spec-

trum and radio at the other, Robert

W. Sarnoff will play a big pari: Sar-

noff was named executive vice presi-

dent at the same time Weaver beeame
president. It was Sarnoff. sa\s \\ ea\er.

who helped persuade him to come over

to NBC from Young & Rubicam back

in August of '49.

Sarnoff is 35 years old (to Weaver's

45), has been with NBC since Januarj

1948. He's been serving as vice presi-

dent in charge of the NBC Film Divi-

sion and as Pat Weaver's executive offi-

cer. The two have worked lordlier

main times through the last four years

( see picture page 33 I

.

Weaver describes the division of la-

bor between the two as follows: "I'm

working on setting up policy and oper-

ating the divisions, cracking the whip

and getting everybody working. Bob-

bie works on administrative affairs

and budgets though he's kept in close

touch with planning."

In his time Pat Weaver has passed

through many waves of change in NBC
administrators and administrative

methods. I He is the fourth NBC pres-

ident in as many years.) When Weav-

er left Y&R (he was v. p., director of

radio-tv. member of the plans board

and executive committee), Niles Tram-

mell was NBC president.

By fall Joseph H. McConnell was

president with Trammell moved up to

chairman of the board. McConnell on

8 November announced that television

operations had been split from radio

under Weaver. Weaver now headed a

self-contained television network.

After two years with the network

during which he developed a roster ol

top talent and programs and built both

the magazine and rotating star con-

cepts, Weaver was elected to the NB<

board of directors on 2 November

1951.

Then on 18 June 1952 a new change

in administrative pattern. Weaver was

named vice president in charge of both

the radio and television network-. \t

'he -ame time I lank \\ bile, who bad
|oined the • ompanj a week pre> ioui

I

the president
j ol MBS,

I" ame \„ e presidi m nd
man the two networks. "\\,

oordinated m in i ;< merit,

-•'.I [oseph \b ( onnell, "to give new
1

1 men) i 1 1 radio prog i im ing b\

bi inging into radio mans of oui tele-

» ision -in - and attra tions."

Six months latei \l < onnell was out,

" signing to be. ome president oi thi

« olgate-Palmoliv< Pi el < o. I rank
V\ bite moved up to the president \.

John K. I lerbert, until then \ ice presi-

dent in charge of network Bales,

ceeded Weavei as vice president in

charge ol the radio and telei ision net-

works. \\ eavei was named to a newl)

created position, \ i< e chairman oi the

NBC board. It looked to man) as if

be bad been kicked up-Iaii-.

Some seven months latei in August

of 1953, While resigned, for health

reasons. Gen. Sarnofl stepped in as

acting president. In Septembei \\

ei - descent from the rice< ban manship
stratosphere to the N U< president \ be-

gan: he was relumed to active charge

of tv programing.

Behind all the >hift- at M!( ! i- one
main unsettling Ion.-: CBS. I * i j i ing

the \eai \\ ea\ n joined NBC I BS had

just completed it- talent raids which

culminated in lassoing ol Ja< k Benny.

From that point on I IBS kepi pulling

ahead of NBC iii radio and catching

up in television. CBS i\ billings, in

fact, were ahead "l NBI - al man)
point- in the j eai .

I
I he b"\ -• ore for

11 month- ol 1953, as reported b) Pub-

lishers Information Bureau: NBC Ra-

dio, $41,517,433, » BS Had.... 156,82 •

861; NBC TV, 186,615,046, I BS l\

187,106,365, or a h lead of almost

$500,000.)

Pat Weavei at 15 (his birthdaj was

22 December) has the stamina he'll

need to lock born- with < BS. He's six

foot three, a -kier. a sailor and a ten-

nis pla) er w ben be , an find the time.

\\ eavei was born in I .os Ingeles,

went to Dartmouth where he was grad-

uated magna cmn laude in L930 with a

Phi Beta kappa ke\ . For a while he

worked in his family's roofing manu-

facturing business in California. Then

he came to New V.ik and tried writ-

magazine fiction. No dice. I ' ther

unpublished work-: two novels.)

Later on Weaver did a little door-to-

door selling, wrote cop) and sold print-

1

- Angeles 1 efore he joined

i Please turn i<> pagt I
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KWJJ
Chief of Independents

Makum War on Slow Sales!

The Indians sold New York for a

string of beads. But KWJJ, big

chief of the Northwest Inde-

pendents, will sell you the whole

Oregon country for just a little

wampum. The chief can deliver,

too. "KWJJ plenty powerful . . .

cover much fine country

. . . givum advertiser

big bargain."

National

Representative

BURN-SMITH CO., INC.

KWJJ
1011 S.W. 6th Ave.

PORTLAND 5;

OREGON

WSYR-TV
Syracuse, N.Y.

Channel 3
100 kw

The Only Low-Band

V.H.F. Station in

Central New York

Headley-Reed

National Representatives

NBC Affiliate

WSYR-TV
102

John P. Blair is the first president

to be re-elected by the seven-year-old Station

Representatives Association. One oj his

most notable accomplishments with SRA last year

was the "Crusade for Spot Radio," a campaign

carried on uith minimum funds. Proof of his

enthusiasm for spot radio is shown in his John

Blair & Co. balance sheet for 1953 which

shows the biggest year since the company was

founded 21 years ago. Industry-wide, national

spot business for radio was up 8% last year.

Frank White, former NBC president,

lust fortnight was named board chairman of

McCann-Erickson Corp. (International) . In his

new post, White will supervise the agency's

17 overseas offices. It's White's first position

uith an agency, previous posts including that of AfiC

president the first seven months of 1953; three

years as Mutual president, and president of CBS-
Columbia Records, Inc. He had also served

earlier in his career as treasurer for two

publishing companies.

Phillips H. Lord recently sold his radio

and tv program firm, Phillips H. Lord, Inc.,

to General Teleradio for a reported $1 million.

Lord will be retained by General Teleradio

on a consultation basis for five years. Program
properties bought by General Teleradio

{which owns WOR-AM-TV, \ew York, and controls

Mutual) include Gangbusters, Counter-Spy, We the

People, Sky Blazer*. Policewoman, The Black

Robe, Treasury Agent and Mr. District Attorney.

Lord created Gangbusters in 1935.

D. L. (Tony) Provost late last month

was appointed to the board of directors of the

Hearst Corp. Provost, as tit t president and
general manager of the radio and television

division of the Heart Corp.. supervises the

operation of WBAL-AM-TV, Baltimore, and JT/5.Y,

Milwaukee. He was program manager of ITXBC,

New York, before joining Hearst. WBAL-TY.
on vhf channel 11, is an XBC affiliate as is WBAL.

SPONSOR
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PAT WEAVER
(Continued from page 101)

KHJ, the Don Lee outlet, as a writer

in 1932. By 1934, he was program

manager of Don Lee in San Francisco.

A year later he went to New York and

got a job with Young & Ruhicam

where he produced the Fred Allen

Show and even performed on it. He
became supervisor of programs for the

agency's radio division, later manager

of the division. That put him on the

plans board where he got a chance to

work on the marketing problems of

diverse Y&R accounts.

Then in 1938, before he hit 30,

Weaver was named advertising man-

ager of American Tobacco Co., work-

ing as a member of the top manage-

ment group under the late and famous

George Washington Hill. Weaver says

now of those days 16 years ago:

"Despite the legends Mr. Hill was a

very flexible man. I persuaded him to

change many of his basic advertising

policies within a year after I joined

American Tobacco.

"While Mr. Hill wanted repetition in

advertising he believed that people tire

of everything so he asked for some-

thing new every six months. Certain

themes, though, like our tobacco story,

were never changed."

In 1941 Weaver got a leave of ab-

sence from American Tobacco to head

radio for the Coordinator of Inter-

American Affairs. Later on he spent

two years in the Navy as skipper of

an escort vessel; then nine months pro-

ducing Command Performance, war-

time radio show for men overseas.

Weaver came back to American To-

bacco for a short time after the war
but in 1947 rejoined Y&R as vice presi-

dent in charge of radio and television;

he went on to NBC from there.

Weaver's interest in technology and

close attention to what goes on in the

RCA laboratories has led him to make
the following predictions over the past

few years:

• "The television screen will ... be

usable for showing material recorded

in the machine from transmission dur-

ing the night so that news, music,

weather, time and features are avail-

able by push button on arising."

• Pocket-sized tv sets which throw

an image on a wall will be available

as soon as scientists have been able to

develop a light amplifier (this latter

is one of the several major electronic

discoveries David Sarnoff has asked
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his research men to deliver for him).

Demonstration of a i\ tape recordei

by RCA has already brought Weaver's

prediction about 1 • ie. ording of t\

programs close to a possibility. Man)
of Weaver's other predictions about

electronic advances are less a ien< e fi<

tional than you might think. David

Sarnoll himself ha- mi urea-ion -poken

in similar terms of tomorrow's elec-

tronic living.

Weaver's interest in technology pi.. I,.

ably makes him all the more valuable

to RCA because the companj i- in an

era when encouragement of new de-

vices is getting top priority.

Weaver's Renaissance Man personal-

ity, whipping diversities togethei a- it

does, is best illustrated l>\ what he has

to say. He had this socially conscious

remark in the grand maimer to make
to NBC TV affiliates at Boca Raton in

the fall of 1951

:

"Used for good, used intelligently,

this medium |tv] can communicate an

upthrust to the mental level, the matur-

ity level, the knowledge level, the alert-

ness level of this nation that will bring

about almost a mutation in us."

In the spring of the next year some

remarks to a Newsweek reporter give

you a fair sample of his sense of hu-

mor:

"I'm a frustrated writer. 1 often

wonder, as my artists fawn on me and

I sit counting my monev, how I stand

it."

Another example of the amateur

Weaver humor (his brother Doodles

Weaver is a professional comedian)

dates to his early years in radio. Out

on the Coast all the radio directors

and producers papered their walls with

pictures of famous stars, complete with

the personal dedication. Weaver put

a picture of a man with a beard on his

wall which bore the following dedica-

tion: "To Pat from J. C."

Weaver has a reputation among his

friends for being stubborn and cour-

ageous. He gets loyalty amomj those

who work for him. A lot of his pasl

and present associates are waiting t"

see whether Weaver will drop hi- aver-

sion for wearing a hat now that lie -

NBC president.

"If he put on more of the stuffed-

shirt manner. he*d of been where he i-

before now," a man who worked with

him in years past commented to spon-

sor.

Weaver in the flesh is friendly, in-

formal. People who have watched his

rise it NBC OVet the past four years

saj In- ni. inn. i i- prett) neai tie- tame
t" all jllliioi . \.-. utivi mi ].i • |,i .,--

•ind pi, \ ei i onde* ending. Hi- spa
and the long memos he « i ite* to pro-

pose neu program ideas have been

compared to the efforts of a < ompi
ulio hag more in In- In-. id than he an
put mi tin' - ore. Ili- sentero -•- fre-

quentlj take "If f..i one place and ai

mm- Bomewhere else I" • bum • •! all the

ideas \\ eavej has gotten along the way.

Bj waj "I contrast In* letters to peo-

ple in the industr) are often hand
written and one-sentence long. But he

usuallj manages to squeeze some per-

sonalit] into even the one sent< n<

V\
' avei has a reputation .,-

,

team man. He believes the organiza-

tion should be able t" carr) out the

philosophy he comes up with. \\ hen
he gets mad at the team during work
on a projei t. he's likelj to say, "\\ hat

are we, a bun< b of morons?" rathei

than cracking the whip directl) at

subordinates.

Mingled with \\ eaver's own phrases

you re likelj to find show business and

advertising slang. ""I don't dig that,"

he'll -a\
.

i ii he'll put the suffiz "wise"

on weld- as in tlii- fragment from a

recent Weaver -ent.-n, .•:
. . speaking

i ommunications-wise. . .

.'"

Weavei was married in 1942 to Eliz-

abeth Inglis, a beautiful, dark-haired

British girl, foi merlj a Broadwaj a< -

tress. The) have two children, [rajan

Victor Charles Weaver, 8, and Susan

Alexandra, I. The Weavers live in

Manhattan, have a summer home in

Nmd- Point. I.inii: l-land.

W < -a\ ei told I e\ \|, ( rarj ovei the

air the other da) bow he went about

naming his bo) fra jan the program

was Weekend, participation-format ra-

dio -how based on \\ eaver's "wn think-

ing). \ Iran-. iipt of Weaver's expla-

nation goes this wa) :

"M\ wife and I decided we should

get a first name for him that would

give him identit\ on the telephone book

page and Trajan had always appealed

to me as the one unknown real!) great

figure of all times; the man who quite

probablv set the basi stabilk) which

carried the Roman Empire along for a

number of years and inaugurated the

centun that i- in all histoi

Said McCrary: "If he doesn't like

the name. \ on can call him TV.

In any case, t\ at NBC has

pretty much historian-showman-phraa

maker Weaver's baby. * * *
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Is your timebuyer an expert?

\\ here does your timebuyer stand in

the echelons of your advertising

agencj ?

Do you respect his advice and his

judgment? [s it possible that you en-

trust him with the selection <>f stations

fni major campaigns, yet consider him

as little more than a clerk at other

limes?

In it- Id November 1053 issue SPON-

SOR ran a profile on the expectations,

aspiration-, remuneration and condi-

tions of work of 85 timebuyers in all

parts of the U.S. Since that time many
timebuyers have come to us with added

information: some of which will be

treated in forthcoming issues. From
theii confidings one dominant thought

emerged: "If we're asked to do the

work of an expert, we want to be treat-

ed like one."

Young X Rubicam is one agem \

that doesn't downgrade the timebuyer.

\\ ilh the thought that both the time-

Inner and the spacebmer should know

the client's objectives, converse with

him when necessary, astute A. V. B.

Ceoghegan. vice president and director

of media, undertook two years ago to

convert them into media buyers.

The conversion has not been ea-\ :

nor i- it complete. Hut it is interesting

to note that at ^ \\\. with its s\stem of

four media supervisors, I!! media bu\-

ers and a -mall arm) of assistant me-

dia buyers ami estimators, everj ac-

i mint man seeks out the advice of the

media buyer, regards him as the expert.

\ii advertising has developed so

swiftl) that secretaries have become

timebuyers overnight. But whatever

the timebuyer was yesterday, todaj

Mm are asking him to do the work of

an expert.

If you want him to think like one.

you must treat him like one.

The hidden audience

Network daytime radio, faced with

the competition of strong davtime tv

programing, is in for some hard knocks

during 1954.

The nets are not unprepared. They're

cooking up new strategv. new pro-

gram forms, improved selling methods.

Too, there will be a considerable

push to get advertisers to recognize

and use the values of auto and other

out-of-home listening.

But will anyone during 1954 count

the hidden radio audience, the indi-

vidual set audience in den. kitchen,

basement, bedroom, bathroom and

porch? Will anyone count the hours

Junior spends halfway under the bed

listening to the Lone Ranger, or the

episodes of Hilltop House. Guiding

Light, and Second Mrs. Burton that

mother takes in as she bakes a pie?

The printed media count copies. Ra-

dio and t\ count onl\ what the rating

services record. And in our opinion

no rating service is set up to take the

full count of the hidden am audience.

For its failure to count its full audi-

t-in e. onl) the broadcasting industry is

tn blame. If the advertiser is guided

by a decline in listening as recorded by

inadequate ratin» systems, only the

broadcasting industry is to blame. The

advertiser has no axe to grind, he has

no vested interest in an\ single ad me-

dium.

He goes by the signs. And what the

rating services report happens to be

one that he uses most.

• • •

What every dept. store should know

sponsor's complete and factual story

on what happened to department store

business during the New York news-

paper strike in December (see 28 De-

cember 1953 issue i can profit any de-

partment store ad manager.

It doesn't prove that newspapers are

an unnecessary medium. To the con-

trary, broadcast salesmen have alwa\s

maintained that since a big segment of

the population is eye-minded news-

papers are the best way to reach these

millions. Too, there are other un-

duplicated values that newspapers offer

for department store advertising.

But should radio and television be

forgotten?

The results of the New ^ oik strike,

coupled with hundreds of accumulat-

ing case histories, reveal that as de-

partment stores fight for increased

business the air media must be more

effectively and frequently used.

Millions of shoppers are ear-minded.

Radio is their big medium. This point

has been frequently demonstrated bv

ARBI Studies and other research proj-

ects. During 1954 the alert depart-

ment store executive can't afford to ig-

nore the air opportunity.

Applause
They deserve it

In a problem-besel industry, the ten-

• bin \ in forget the achievements is

great. Here are onlj a lew for 1953:

1. Congratulations to VBC for Dan-

ny Thomas, Raj Bolger, George Jes-

sel, Paul I lai t

n

i.i ii ami a floi k of other

bright t\ -hows.

2. Congratulations to John Fetzer

and his industry-minded (ode com-

mittee for keeping t\ stations ami spon-

sors minded of their public obligations

in the matter of good taste.

3. Congratulations to several agen-

cies who resigned lucrative accounts

rather than do second-rate jobs.

1. Congratulations to General Sar-

in ill. Dr. Baker, and hundreds of oth-

ers who proved the ingenuit) of \mer-

i< an enterprise in the development of

t\ color standards.

5. Congratulations to countless sta-

tions who pitched in during 1953 with

generous allotments of time for the

public welfare.

(>. Congratulations to Kenvon i\

Eckhardt and its several clients who
stepped up their "adoption" of home-

less children.

7. Congratulations to national reps

Blair, NBC Spot. Katz. Christal, on

some L953 projects that helped all.

!'.. Congratulations to BMI. BAB.

and NARTB on their effective series

of L953 meetings and clinics.
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For Years, The KMBC-KFRM Team has

been the undisputed leader among the radio

stations in the great Kansas City primary

trade area. As the sixth oldest CBS radio

affiliate, KMBC has enjoyed the audience

that goes with the nation's number one

radio network. Arthur B. Church's 32 years

of radio know-how are the key to the

Team's leadership in local programming

and the finest of facilities.

In television, KMBC-TV is the "Big I" in

Kansas City— both literally and figuratively.

With the CBS Television Network (KMBC-TV

shares time with WHB-TV on Channel 9),

KMBC-TV immediately took the spotlight

and its fair share of audience. (A special

promotion tie-in with TV Preview Magazine

conducted before Channel 9 had been

on the air a month resulted in nearly 12,000

pieces of mail). KMBC-TV originates eight

live TV programs daily to add to the

station's popularity. More are to be added

in the near future

KMBC-TV, the big "I" of television in

Kansas City, and The KMBC-KFRM Team,

undisputed radio leader in the Heart of

America, belong on your sales force See

your nearest Free & Peters colonel now

KMBC TV
BASIC AFFILIATE CBS TELEVISION NETWORK . . . SHARING TIME WITH WHB-TV channel

KANSAS CITY, MO.

,f KMBC-KFRM
r CBS RADIO FOR THE HEART OF AMERICA
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I iflW If
"America's Most

Listened-To Independent

Station!"

M A

fT, HE largest total audience of any Omaha station . w.jhfi la ror si

share of audience, of any independent station irflAfeVrbi. v(]arU

there be any question what station is the top buy in the Omaha-
Council Bluffs area? Not according to media buvJ^ftjheO^tlQM
over! Ask our national representatives. The Boiling Company,

for proof . . . their files are bulging with it ! NgQ GENERAL LIBRARY

le "Gruesome Twosome ...to Competition!

In last place four months ago, WTIX now sports the top morning

New Orleans Hooper ( December, 1953) ! Hang on to your hats,

but not your budget bucks . . . this station is going places in a

hurry! Rates? A few bucks lands you a whale of a chunk of

New Orleans air!

Check with our newly appointed national representative. Adam J.

Young, Jr., for details. With these top ratings, your investment

today will pay tremendous listener-dividends tomorrow!

The Independent

with Mew Orleans3

Top Morning Hooper!

THE NEW

Wtixi
NEW ORLEANS 16, LA.

14

50< per copy • $8 per year

HOW BAB HELPS

THE ADVERTISER

page 21

Wheatena sells "tiot

breakfast
1

' habit

with spot radio

page 31

How much can

you rely on ratings?

page 34

Color tv: what

part does it play

in tv film picture?

page 54

How well do reruns

of tv film shows do?

page 56

II

Film programs cha

producers, syndica

tors, costs

page 67

•



WDVR
CHANNEL 6 RICHMOND, VA.

tvo vu

MAXIMUM POWER

100,000 Watts

MAXIMUM HEIGHT

1049 Foot Antenna

LOCATED IN THE GEOGRAPHICAL

CENTER OF THE CITY

Not a half station located on

the Atlantic Coast, but a whole Station

Located 100 miles from the Coast in th

State's Capitol, RICHMOND, VA.

Statewide Coverage

actual photo of the new 1049 ft.

Self - Supporting Tower

CHANNEL

WDVR
Service from all four Networks

Represented Nationally by Blair TV. Inc.

Wilbur M. Havens - Station Manager

Havens & Martin Inc. - Richmond, Va.



Do young women
tune soapers?

L&M has no

super filter

Nash can't find

tv show slot

Merger may spur

more air use

Tatham-Laird

billings jump

Air gets coffee

in stores

£P?f2

25

A9
5A

Big soap opera sponsor is studying audience composition figures or
its daytime radio strips. Company execs are mulling whether firm
has ^skipped a generation" by sticking to soap operas. Figures show
percentage of older women listening to radio tearjerkers is high with
many younger women preferring d.j. fare.

-SR-

Cunningham & Walsh upper echelon says story making rounds that Lig-
gett & Myers has new "chemical filter" cigarette has no basis. Story
about super filter was termed explanation for L&M's failure to join
Tobacco Council cancer research effort. C&W key men were surprised
when decision to drop Godfrey came suddenly from L&M after prolonged
discussion. Firm is shopping now for daytime and evening tv shows.

-SR-

Merger of Hudson with Nash-Kelvinator is not expected to have immedi-
ate impact on air advertising. N-K, which sells its refrigerators on
CBS TV's "Omnibus," still wants network tv show for Nash cars. But
it can't find satisfactory slot. Both Hudson and Nash are heavy users
of spot. Likelihood is Hudson cars will gradually drop out of picture.

-SR-

If Hudson account is lost by Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, effect
on agency won't be serious. Geyer, Nash-Kelvinator agency, would
suffer more by loss of account. Behind merger was drop in market
share of both cars last year. Hudson, particularly, has slipped bad-
ly. Firm ranked 15th in sales in '53, 9th in '46. Possibility other
mergers are coming among auto independents has personnel in their
agencies sitting on edge of chairs. Net result of multiple mergers
may be increase in air budgets all around as Big Three move to com-
bat stronger firms created by mergers.

-SR-

Tatham-Laird, Chicago, is moving up fast among agencies making heavy
use of radio, tv. Firm started placing business for 3 new air-spending
accounts first week in January: (1) Wander Co.'s Ovaltine, other
products; (2) Simoniz Co.'s Hilite and Body Guard; (3) Abbott Labs.

Sucaryl. Agency's billings have almost tripled in past 3 years, are

near $14 million with perhaps 2/3 of total from radio and tv.

-SR-

First 3 days of Chock Full o' Nuts coffee campaign in N.Y.C. you

couldn't buy brand. Restaurant chain started new coffee's heavy

air campaign early so consumers would ask for brand, help force dis-

tribution. Now spending at rate of 5250,000 on WNBC, WNBT, brand

got "95% distribution" quickly. Sponsor's wife is star of company's

tv show. Agency for Chock Full o' Nuts is Frederick Clinton Co.

SPONSOR. Volume 8, No. 2. 25 January. 1954. Published biweekly by SPONSOR Publications. Inc.. at 3110 Elm Are.. Ballim re. Ml I

mlatlon Offices 40 E. 49th St. New York 17. $8 a year In U. 8. *9 elaewhere. Entered *a second clan matter 29 January 1949 at Baltimore. Md poaiotSc* under Act t Marefe 1879



REPORT TO SPONSORS lor 25 January 1954

BAB, SRA go

direct to client

Admen hush

over Godfrey

Personal set

revolution grows

Local color tv

on its way

Who's New in

Film Syndication

Radio set sales

jump in tv cities

Job of selling radio is being taken on more and more directly by
trade groups. Both BAB (see page 27) and SRA are stepping up direct
bids to advertiser. BAB's long-planned campaign to make "big retail-
er" big radio customer got underway last week in 6-city offensive.
Kevin Sweeney, new BAB president, is in process of visiting San Fran-
cisco, Seattle, Portland, Salt Lake City, Denver, Baltimore to pre-
sent radio's new selling arguments to major retailers.

-SR-

Most executives at agencies with Godfrey clients scuttle for cover if

you ask whether latest Godfrey hassle worries them. But Y&R offi-
cial made this statement: "Godfrey ' s a grea t salesman. That's our
prime concern.

"

Y&R has bought morning Godfrey show, recently dropped
by Liggett & Myers, for Bristol-Myers.

-SR-

Radio's personal set listening trend, which has revolutionized nature
of medium, is getting added impetus from engineers. Emerson will put

out low-priced table model with personal listening attachment that's
light, attractive unlike old ear phones. Second attachment for per-
sonal listening slips under pillow. But biggest growth in personal
listening will come when printed circuits, transistors cut size so

that everyone can carry own set.

-SR-

Among first stations to get color cameras from RCA so they can origi -

nate colorc asts locally will be: WKY-TV, Oklahoma City; WBAP-TV, Ft.

Worth; WBEN-TV, Buffalo; WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee; WCCO-TV, Minneapolis;
KTLA, Los Angeles. These stations, says RCA, should have equipment in

first quarter 1954.

-SR-

Predictions tv film syndication business would wind up in lap of

Hollywood majors have not panned out. Most new firms today enter

field from 3 directions: (1) privately financed independent produc-
ers like Bernard Prockter's First National; (2) star talent investing

in tv like Ella Raines' Cornwall productions; (3) broadcasters get-

ting into film to insure good supply of product, like Vitapix operation

in which stations own stock, and General Teleradio's planned syndica-

tion operation. (For searching film report see section starting 51.)

-SR-

You can win bets on who pays for lunch with this question: Do people

buy many radio sets in mature television markets? Answer is that in

15 top U.S. markets populationwise 38.5" more radios were sold in

'53 than in '52 (first 39 weeks). See chart on page 30.

\«'ir national spot radio and tv business

SPONSOR PRODUCT AGENCY STATIONS-MARKET CAMPAIGN, start, duration

P Ballantine & Sons.

Newark. Nj
C.vtcr Prods. NY

Economics Labs. Min-
neapolis. Minn

McCormick & Co. Bal-
timore

Nestle Co. White
Plains NY

Beer

Am. I Rise. Carter's
Little Liver Pills

Soilax

Tea and spices

Cookie-Mix. Scmi-
Swcet

|. Walter Thompson.
NY

SSCB. NY

Schcidclcr. Beck &
Werner. NY

Cecil & Prcsbrcy. NY

Cecil & Prcsbrcy. NY

Eastern Seaboard radio and tv

mkts
Selected mkts. to expand to

20 major mkts
20 tv mkts all over the country

31 radio and tv mkts. Eastern

Seaboard and Southwest
25 Midwestern radio stns

Radio and tv: 20-scc. 60-sec anncts:

mid-Jan: 52 wks
Tv: ';-hr film prog: 1 Apr: 52 wks

Tv: 3 to 5 mm film anncts a wk: 1

Feb: 13 wks
Radio and Tv: 60-scc live dayti anncts:

18 |an: 13 wks
Radio: 60-scc dayti anncts: 8 Feb; 10

wks

SPONSOR
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They live on the Pacific Coast

They listen to Don Lee

V
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Don Lee /S Pacific Coast Radio

Of Ihe four major networks, only one has stations in the 45 important

Pacific Coast markets - DON LEE, the nation! greatest regional network.
RADIO

Don Lee Broadcasting S

Hollywood 28, California,

represented nationally by

H-R Representatives, Inc.



advertisers use

ARTICLES

Bo i/« ii yet l/i<' in os I out of BIB services?
Broadcast Advertising Bureau aids available to clients, agencies include presen-

tations tailored for your needs, cumulative audience studies, product information

It ml in set sales leatl ft* by 6*9% in big ft* markets
CBS Radio Spot Sales study shows radio set sales were 69% above tv set sales

for first 39 weeks of 1953. Study covers major U.S. markets

ffoir It ft cafe*n« makes 'em eat breakfast
Buying early-morning radio time in order to reach the whole family, especially

adults, is hot cereal firm's strategy. Wheatena uses about I 10 stations nationally

11 luii httppens irhen you write to the sponsor?
SPONSOR editor sent postcards to 25 tv sponsors praising their programs, ask-

ing for literature or tickets. You'll be interested to learn how many of the

group responded to this informal survey, and in what fashion

Batinys are here to stay, btif . . .

Ward Dorrell, veteran researchman, now Research Director at John Blair, shows
how ratings for the same program often vary widely

SPO\SOR index for second half of 1953
Articles and departments are indexed here under convenient headings. Extra

copies of this index are also available to subscribers without charge

27

:$o

31

32

34

109
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DEPARTMENTS

TIMEBUYERS AT WORK
AGENCY AD LIBS

49TH & MADISON

NEW AND RENEW
MR. SPONSOR, Henry Gellerman

P. S.

TV RESULTS

NEW TV STATIONS

FILM TOP 20

AGENCY PROFILE, L. T. Steele

SPONSOR ASKS

ROUND-UP

RADIO COMPARAGRAPH
NEWSMAKERS
SPONSOR SPEAKS

1M5-I TV FILM SECTION

Over-all look at ft* film proyram field
Major developments in the tv film field, including growth of the industry, sales

patterns, programing developments, merchandising, key trends 52

Color ft* ami film
Round-up of latest data on what film programs are being shot in color, what
the cost picture is, equipment and processing problems, advice to sponsors 5-f

I! i' runs of ft* HIm shims
Latest research on how well reruns do, what pricing formulas are, how reruns
figure in film industry financing Cfl

Costs of tv film shows
Charts, pictures give breakdown of exactly where the money goes 58
Tips on tv HI in proyram buyiny
10 tips from experts to would-be sponsors of tv film shows fJ2

Tr film proyrams listiny
14 pages of charts showing what film programs are available to sponsors, who
produces these programs, who syndicates them, how they range in cost 07
lr film syndictttors listiny
Directory of syndicates is arranged alphabetically, includes sales contacts and
phone numbers for easy reference «J*>

COMING
/ In- ft* film industry: commercials
SPONSOR covers all aspects of the film commercial field, including latest

developments, production problems, producers, costs, effect of color, tips H Feb.
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Things have changed

in ARKANSAS, too!

A,LONG with so many other States in the South,

Arkansas is a far better market than many old-timers

hink. One example : Effective Buying Income per

'amily is up 195.1% over ten years ago!'*

ifou can reach almost all of Arkansas, now, with one

adio station—50,000-watt KTHS in Little Rock,

}BS, and the only Class 1-B Clear Channel station

n the State. KTHS delivers primary daytime coverage

f 250,694 radio homes. Secondary, interference-free

daytime coverage includes 73 of the State's 75 counties

nd brings the number of radio homes up to a

vhopping 823,881

!

*Vrite direct or ask your Branham man for all the big

iCTHS facts, today.

;

Sales Management figures

50,000 Watts ... CBS Radio

Represented by The Branham Co.

Under Same Management As KWKH, Shreveport

Henry Clay, Executive Vice President

B. G. Robertson, General Manager KTHS
BROADCASTING FROM

LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
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PACIFIC COAST'S

2nd

LARGEST MARKET
"OAKLAND

SAN FRANCISCO
BAY AREA"

with KLX

The Bay Area's Dominant and

Only independent station

broadcasting

5000 WATTS

No. 1 in News • Sports • Music

THE TRIBUNE STATION
TRIBUNE TOWER

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

Represented Nationally by

Burns-Smith Company

ffcirioti E. ttt'utvr. ) mini; & Rubicam, Chicago,

buys time tor American Bakeries < «.. makers of

Grennan Cakes and Haystee Bread. "The main

problem in buying for this account is the fact that

distribution is in markets Mattered across the coun-

ts." Marion says. "Also, si rue ue want to be on

the housewife's mind year-round, I buy spot

announcements ami programing tar this sponsor

in four continuous 13-weeA cycles." This job keeps

Minimi constantly busy reviewing schedules and

availabilities on stations throughout the country.

Avail*? Auffi'. Lennen & \<i<<7/. New York,

leefs cOSt-per-1,000 should be used as a yardsluk

in buying radio, but must not lie the only

determining factor. "A low cost-per-1,000 in the

middle of a boxing match is line." she says, "but

not if you're selling baking flour." It's the com-

bination of various yardsticks that assures a time-

buyer of a good buy. a station's share of audiem e.

relative strength of the competing station's pro-

graming, type of audience reached, strategy of

competing product all as vital as cost-per-M.

Martin T. Kane Jr. .Hewitt. Ogilvy, Benson

X- Mather. New York, thinks that the more a

timebuyer I. nous about print media, the quicker

will he grasp over-all strategy lor a particular

client. "Also, he'll be able to strengthen his nun

position." Martin adds, "and explain his choice o\

stations and adjacencies better, it he can show

how they fit into the over-all plan." At his agency

timebuyers are invited to attend print presenta-

tions, and Martin does so whenever possible. His

accounts: Helena Rubinstein. Dunhill Cigarettes.

Saltan Taplinqer. dire, tor of rudio-tv,

Hirshon-Garfield, New York, feels combining power

stations and small independents is the ideal way of

covering a market tor a regional spot client. "Or

course." he adds, "some products just naturally

seem to lend themselves to advertising over local

stations predominantly. Take used COTS, tor example:

Local d.j. shows are one ot the most effective

Ways ot promoting used i ar sales." However, he

ises both wide coverage and local impact

lor a successful regional radio campaign.

SPONSOR



WHAM! WHAM

The new engineering reports now show

WHAM-land has grown. This rapidly

growing market packs a more than two

billion annual sales potential. Area loyalties

notwithstanding, people hear and shop

from WHAM Radio as far east as Utica,

west to Erie and south into Pennsylvania.

More than AV2 million people live, work

and buy in this area.

Put this 50,000 watt colossus to work

selling your product or service for you.

WHAM's market has everything—three of

New York State's major metropolitan areas,

highly profitable farms, twenty of the coun-

try's twenty-one principal industries, vaca-

tion playgrounds and homes.

Thousands and thousands of buyers

throughout this territory comment daily,

"We heard it on WHAM." It's a ready mar-

ket to buy anything you have to sell.

LET WHAM SELL FOR YOU • Write, Wire or

PhoneWHAM or

Hollingbery for

Availabilities.

The STROMBERG CARLSON Station, Rochester, N.Y. Basic NBC • 50,000 watts • clear channel • 1180 Ice

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY, National Representative

25 JANUARY 1954



Muster PLUS discloses

lively doings after dark on the

Mutual Radio Network

ICGE m ere:

TIME: January, 1952.

EVENT: MBS presents Multi-Message Plan.

SCOPE: Ten star shows added to evening lineup;

national participation provided in top five

(Monday-Friday, 8 pm) for unprecedented

cumulative-reach effectiveness.

RESULTS: First-year sponsors include General Mills.

R. ]. Reynolds Tobacco . . . total: 7.

•NirUpn Ratines. All tommmul BOmpttUiOD 8-8:30 p.m..

Mnn.-Fri., Jan. -Oct.
-S2 \, Jj.. Od [ul] •> \-l Main).

TIME: January, 1953

EVENT: MBS improves Multi-Message Plan.

SCOPE: Nighttime radio given additional boo;

by revamp of 8 pm lineup on MBS;

preceded by news and followed by st

drama and quiz programs at 8:30.

RESULTS: Ratings soar 17? on MBS (off 13%, 255

23* on other nets)*; 2nd-year sponsor

Rromo-Seltzer, General Mills. Lever h

P.L'G.. Reynolds Tobacco . . . total: 13



For immediate details on

remaining availabilities,

reach for yourphone now:

1

:

TIME: January, 1954.

SVENT: MBS improves Multi-Message further.

SCOPE: Three strongest shows in '53 lineup now aug-

mented by Squad Room and Madeleine Carroll;

Multi-Message array now preceded by

Perry Como and Eddie Fisher at 7:45 pm.

RESULTS: Still greater reach, economy, sales-profit

for still more clients; better entertainment

for more listeners; clearer proof of

vitality of nighttime radio for . .
.
you.

LO 4-8000 New York

WI1 4-5060 Chicago

HO 2-2133 Los Angeles



"TO

PUSH
A PRODUCT
YOU GOTTA PUT

STRENGTH
BEHIND IT"

And we've got the muscle . . .

FOUR TOP DISC JOCKEYS,

whose programs establish

KSDO as San Diego's first

station ... the one with most

listeners.''

May we show you how KSDO

can help yau muscle-in on this

billion dollar market.

HOOPER and

NIELSEN

KSDO
1130 KC 5000 WATTS

Representatives

Fred Slubbins - los Angeles

Daren McGovren - Son Fiancisco

John E. Peorson, Co. - New York

l>\ Hob / oreman

If in the following few paragraphs I sound like an expert

in retail advertising, you can chalk it up to the three months
in 1936 1 put in wrapping stationery for a large New York
department store. This experience gave me what is 50 often

referred to as the "retail feel,"* a <pialit\ that evidently is

lacking in so many advertising men and women these days

according to the folk- who work in the retail end of our

business.

As an old department store man. therefore, I watched the

recent retail rush to broadcast media which the New York

Citj newspaper -ti ike perpetrated. Bulwarking m\ own rich

experience with the interesting discussion of this situation in

this \<t\ magazine a few issues hack [28 December, page

30]. I have come up with some thoughtful conclusions. To
w it:

The copy used by most of the retailers during the strike

was as unsuited to either radio or television as a one-minute

radio spot would he running verbatim in newspapers. How-

ever, the reverse of this (running print copy over the air)

seems to be about what most stores did.

I realize that they were pressed for time and that the copy-

writers who labor within earshot of the sale- counters are

perfectionists as well as perhaps neophyte- when it come- to

radio and television. Hut there must have been some better

way to make up for this lack of experience and time espe-

cially at so crucial a period as just prior to the Christmas

season. One store did. I understand, engage the >ervice- ol

an agency which gave them access to writer- and production

people who could approach broadcasting a- an old and fa-

miliar friend rather than a fearsome new gimmick which

might darn well work and. if SO, cau-e upheaval in the Store's

ad department once management discovered the fact- about it.

Since I al-o -pent one summer ( 1933) a- a runner in Wall

Street, this. I believe, also gives me leave to analyze the finan-

cial overtones of the Strike a- they pertain to the retail -ale-

curve (how"- that for Wall Street phraseology?). However

after reading everything from the U all Street Journal to horo-

scopes 1 -till can't figure out if the absence of newspapers

helped or hurl department store sales. And I doubt if the

-tore- know thcm-cl\ es.

If -ale- were actually down and this fact could be directly

traced to the inability to put ad- in print, it >till doesn't mean

i Please turn to page 1-

10 SPONSOR



Now every other TV home in

Milwaukee enjoys top rated

CBS programming on WCAN-

TV. ( onversions continue to

soar! 235,000 UHF sets and

onl) \h weeks i hi the .ur

(Look lo 60% b) Vebruat) nth)

Write now for rate cards and

success stories

Milwaukee

*ARB Survey on
5:30 — 6:30 P.M. Monday — Friday

"Tales of the West" computed on bas

20 quarter hours. Basic Optiona

ReDresenred Nationally by

Ale« Roienmon • 347 Madiion Avenue

New York. New York

25 JANUARY 1954
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WHEN I SEENG

SENOR

THEY LEESTEN

HERE'S WHY . . .

KIFN, and only KIFN, reaches more than
85,000 Spanish-speaking people in Phoenix
and Central Arizona. This Spanish popula-
tion spent nearly $20,000,000 in retail sales
during 1952. They account for nearly 20%
of Arizona's population.

Remember, if you sell in Arizona . . .

you should sell in Spanish. And to reach
• his rich market, you must use KIFN,
Arizona's only full time Spanish Language
•tdtion.

<££$}p\MO BEANS? SI. SENOR,
>1| LOVE THEM!

I helped sell 10 tons of

them for Basha's Markets,
Phoenix, during a recent
week-end. Ask Mr. Ed Kearns
at Basha's.

AH, SENOR, WHAT AN
ANGLE FOR A SIESTA!

Using KIFN, Quality Furni-

ture Company increased sales

to Mexican people from 5%
of volume to over 40%

two years. Ask
Mr. Al Garcia, Pres-

&?*>
ident.

SENORA COW, SHE NEVER
GIVE MILK LIKE THEES!

In one year my listener

sent 187,500 labels to Bor-
den's Milk Company in return
for china plates. Check with
Mr. Sporleder at Borden's.

'Statistics from Valley
National Bank Survey.

Ask These Yanquis About Me!

IOS ANGELES, CALIF.

HARLAN G. OAKES
AND ASSOCIATES
672 S. LaFayette

Park Place

NEW YORK,
N. Y.

NATIONAL
TIME SALES
17 E 42nd St.

KlfN
"LA VOZ MEXICANA"

860 Kilocycles • 1000 Watts

REACHING PHOENIX, AND
ALL OF CENTRAL ARIZONA

&

ll.UIISIU
bponsob invites letters to the alitor.

Address 40 E. 19 St., New York 17.

ALL-MEDIA STUDY

Please reserve for us three copies <>f

sponsor's Mi-Media Evaluation Study.

sponsor's media studies an- the big

bai gain in research!

Joseph Katz
President

The Joseph Kutz Co.

Haitimore

o SPONSOR'! Ul-Medla Sm<l> «i:i !>.- published
in I ....k f.irni liit.-r in the >i-:ir. II c -c-r > :il loDl an
acceptable no* h> writlne. t» i» Eaal it St..

New fork 17-

READERS' SERVICE

My thanks to SPONSOR and Vugusla

Shearman for sending me additional

information in response to m\ letter

requesting data on the subject of re-

peating radio and tv commercials.

You ought to feel good about being

consulted so many times for the an-

swers to these main problems. In our

own case you are the only publication

we ever write in this regard, and you

always come up with the answers.

Thank you again for your fine co-

operation.

Ed La Grave Jr.

Account Executive

Lessing Advertising

Des Moines

NEWSPAPER STRIKE

Congratulations as usual on your

top-notch coverage of radio and tv in

the New York newspaper strike. In the

entertaining picture strip that accom-

panied the storj |
"What happened on

the air when N. Y. C. newspapers went

on strike." 28 December 1953, page

30 |. you quote WCBS as claiming a

record bj getting an announcement on

the air within 40 minutes after the

order was placed.

On November 21 the Harwood Mar-

tin \e.ene\ called ii- at 9:58 a.m. to

j

1; e an order for our mutual client.

the Woodward & Lothrop Department

Store. There had been a slip in placing

a new -paper ad announcing that Santa

( Ian- had arrived al the store that \ erj

Saturday morning. The first \\ ood-

v.inl \ Lothrop announcement of

Santa's arrival wa- read over WOMS

al 10:01 a.m. From copy taken over

the telephone and handed to our an-

nouncer just as he was completing the

newscast for another client the elapsed

time wa- -i\ and one-half minutes.

\1. Robkkt Rogers
I'resident

WGMS
Washington. I). C.

I'm sure all the New ^ ork stations

owe a great deal to both SPONSOR and

Broadcasting for your factual coverage

of the strike situation. You both did a

job for the industry that no single New

^ ork station could do.

Robert G. Pati

Advertising di: Sales

Promotion Mgr.

WCBS TV, W York

SPOT RADIO

I notice a small discrepanc) between

\oiir published estimates of spot radio

volume for 1953.

The sponsor estimate in the Decem-

ber 14 issue ['"12 big spot clients: bow

they use the medium." Part one, 14

December 1053. page 30]. is $130,-

000,000 spot radio time sales for 1053.

John Blair's estimate of sl35.non.nini

spot radio time sales for 1053 appears

in \our issue of December 28 ["12 big

spot clients: how the\ use the medi-

um," Part two. page 39].

Both vou and we will probably be

charged with being undub conserva-

tive. In any event, the consistent, sub-

stantial, ever increasing growth of na-

tional spot radio is a great tribute to

the sales power of the medium, to its

flexibiliu in meeting new conditions

and to the success of all of the promo-

tion and sales efforts of those far-seeing

radiomen whose imagination sets no

limit to the continuing growth of the

medium.

T. F. Flan lgan

Managing Director

Station Representatives

Association

Veto York

12

INDEPENDENT RADIO

Congratulation- on what we ((insider

one of the finest articles ever published

about the independent radio stations

["How to get the most out of an inde-

pendent station." 2!! December 1053.

page 12 . We feel the article printed

i Please turn to page 15 I

SPONSOR



A Real "Hooper-dooper"

FIRST TIME EVER

!

Coincidental Hooperatings . .

.

1 - HOMES
SEPTEMBER THRU DECEMBER 1953

2 -AUTOMOBILES
NOVEMBER 1953

3 -GROCERY STORES
OCTOBER-NOl EMBER 1953

COMPLETE RADIO LISTENING ANALYSIS
OF SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

W^ [^ W^ W*™ copies are available to all

1 il Ih Emm 1953 National Sponsors of

Syracuse Radio and their advertising agencies.

Reports contain all 3 authoritative studies grouped for easy comparison.

This offer expires Feb. 10, 7954

MAIL
THIS

COUPON*
MEMBER OF ASSOCIATION OF

DEPENDENT METROPOLITAN STATIONS

STATION WOLF—SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Without charge or obligation please send our free copy of the

3-Wcty Syracuse Hooperatin/g to:

Name

Sponsor or agent

Street Cr number

City and State

Account placed



Here, m 76 words, is the

Abilene story

KRBC-TV is the only television

service in the 1 8-county Abilene

trade territory

In that territory are 236,586

persons living in 78,073 house-

holds (1950 census) They

spent $312,772,000 over

retail counters in 1952,

$84,662,000 of that in Abilene

In the first 1 20 days of

KRBC-TV operation more than

one-fourth of those families

bought television sets.

Our rates are reasonable—

$150 basic hourly rate, $18.00

for one-minute announcements.*

May we serve you?

'Film rate only

Camera charge extra

ABILENE
TEXAS

NBC, ABC, and DuMont
Networks

Effective Radiated Power

Video 29.5 KW
Audio 14.7 KW

Hi prt si nil d Nationally by

JOHN E. PEARSON TV, INC.

Kces

New York • San Francisco

Chicago • Los Angeles • Minneapolis

'/'< tas Aram, its Only

AIRWAVES ASSOCIATES

Dallas—-,/ North Field Si

Room 76 •
: El . ~ RI-5612

Houston— $20 Loveit ltd., No.

1-D; II 16

14 SPONSOR
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in SPONSOR will give the independent

radio stations a great deal of assistance.

Please send us 300 reprints of this

story.

John A. Engelbrecht
President

W1KY and W1KY-FM
Evansville

• Reprinla <>f the article, "How to «et the most
out of an independent radio station," cost 25c
apiece. Quantity prices on request.

In nt\ book you've performed a real

service to independent operators 1>\

publishing your article on independent

stations ["How to get the most out of

an independent station," 28 December
1953, page 42]. Congratulations to

the sponsor staff for an excellent job!

We'd appreciate receiving 50 re-

prints of the article so that we can dis-

tribute them in our area.

Tim Elliott

President & General Manager
WCUE, Akron

TV BASICS

I greatly appreciate \our television

statistics.

"Tv Basics" is a very nice looking

report. We found the figures contained

therein to be not only useful but in-

teresting for our purposes.

If it has not come to your attention

before, you might be interested to know
that the Miami area now has three tv

outlets and is expected to have three

more within the next year.

Michael W. R. Davis

First Research Corp. of Florida

Miami

MESSAGE REPEATERS

A few months ago your "Report to

Sponsors" carried an article about my
newest aid to merchandising—namely,

message repeaters. At this time I am
pleased to report to you a couple of

case histories of the terrific impact

message repeaters have at point-of-sale.

In a 13-week spot campaign Sunny

Jim Syrup used message repeaters in

65 different locations for one week at

a time in each location. In all of these

stores sales of Sunny Jim Syrup went

up at lea?t 100% over any previous

week.

We have just started a campaign for

a new product—Ivar's Clam Chowder.

The Tradewell group of super markets

1 32 stores controlling 10^r of the

Greater Seattle grocer) business) al-

lowed us a test store w ith a I > < ase dis

play. \\ e pul this displa) up with a

message repeater on Fridaj noon, and

by Saturda) nighl had Bold I" cases.

I lie heads of Tradewell were bo pleased

that tbe\ gave us free rein to >ct up
mass displays in .ill 32 of their Btores.

Bill Simpson

KOL, Seattle I

WHO LISTENS

Thanks \er\ much Im the rep) ints of

the Politz article which appeared in

your December 14 issue ["Who li-tens

. . . were . . . when . . . whj . . .", page

36]. I think you did a \er\ fine job and

I am glad to hear that you haw- made
20,000 reprints of the storj for <li-tri-

bution.

\\ \ i. ri r Johnson
Asst. Gen. Mgr.

WT1C, Hartford

• Reprints of the article, "Who listem," are
available at 20u apiece Quantity prices on re.

truest.

WORKMANLIKE
I enjoy the workmanlike treatment,

the research and objectivity behind

your magazine.

Please send me your "Radio and Tv

Director}."

N. K. 1)dM)\ w
L5 Fast 48 St.

Sew ) ork

• SPONSORS "Radio ;md l> Directory" is

available free of charge.

FARM ISSUE

So much has been said about the

October 19 issue of sponsor in the

transcript of proceedings of the Na-

tional Association of Radio Farm Di-

rectors' New York meeting that I have

been looking everywhere for m\ copy.

I have failed to find it and I am afraid

that this issue landed on an unappreci-

ative desk here at \X ("MB.

Do you have another cop) for me?

I want to know where some of those

advertising dollars dwell in this period

of dropping agriculture prices and

markets. I enjoy our other issues but

of course the farm issue is vital to me.

John \. ->mith

Radio Farm Director

WCMB
Harrisburg-Lemovne. Pa.

I Please turn to page 127)

PERFECT1BALANCE
^"P^
0.

There's perfect balance with

KMPC's powerful 50,000
watts and Southern Califor-

nia's vasl territory and great

population. This means
profitable radio selling.

K\I PC is listened to and
heard BUY° more people
than could be reached I

stations.

"Yes, \vc mean BUY. Ask

some of our contented
clients who continuously sell

and SELL on Southern Cali-

fornia's "BIG TOP" indepen-

dent radio station.

Los Angeles, Calif.

50.000 WATTS DAYS
10.000 WATTS NIGHTS -

^

GENE AUTRY
President

R REYNOLDS.
Vice Pres &

Jen.Mgr.

Represented Nationally by

AM RADIO SALES COMPANY
New York Los Angeles Chicago

25 JANUARY 1954
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You're seeing double

in the daytime

Today your chances for making Bales in

daytime television have doubled...

Because the l<> stations represented by

CBS Television Spol Sales in two yean

have

:

...doubled their daytime audiences, today

attracting 14,500,000 different viewers

...doubled their gains in multi-station

markets, to win an average lead of 20'

...doubled in economy, with COStS-per-M

as low as 34 cents.

These 10 stations are the best way to

daytime television - and daytime television

is the best way to 28 million housewiv<

who spend over 204 million dollars

each shopping day.

In 1954 your sales picture will be brighter

all clay long-on these 1<> big-volume

television stations.

CBS Television Spot Sales
Representing wcbs-tv, New 'i .TV, Philadelphia;
wtop-tv, Wash :ngt< n .

wbtv. Charlotte; wmbk-tv. Jacksonville;
wamt. Birmingham; wbbm-tv, Chicago

in; K.--I.-TV. .- -v. kwt. Los Ancele* and
CTi'N. < us Television Pacific Network.



hp^c
^...ort's r^jtifi*!^&&.'jotf

\iWftfi-

NBC-ABC -VUMONT 276.ooo Waffs

CHANNEL 36



New and renew
25 JANUARY 1954

1.
]%eu> on Television Networks

2.

3.

SPONSOR AGENCY

Associated Prods, NY

Hazel Bishop, NY
Capital Airlines, Wash,
DC

Emerol Mfg Co, NY

Ceneral Motors, Detr
Cold Seal I Class Wax).

Bismarck, ND
Mutual of Omaha, Omaha

Mystic Adhesive Prods.

Chi
Quaker Oats, Chi

Revlon Prods, NY

SOS. Co, Chi
SOS. Co, Chi

S.O.S. Co, Chi

Grey Adv, NY

Raymond Spector, NY
Lewis Edwin Ryan, Wash,
DC

Hilton & Riggio, NY

Kudner, NY
Campbell-Mithun, Mpls

Bozell & Jacobs, Omaha

George H .Hartman, Chi

Sherman & Marquette,
Chi

William H. Weintraub.
NY

McCann-Erickson, Chi
McCann-Erickson, Chi

McCann-Erickson, Chi

STATIONS

NBC TV 50

ABC TV 78
NBC TV 51

ABC TV 31

CBS TV 84
CBS TV 70

ABC TV 33

CBS TV 61

CBS TV 51

NBC TV 19

NBC TV 80
NBC TV 36

NBC TV 51

PROGRAM, time, itarf. duration

Arthur Murray D.ince Party; M 7 30-45 pm: 18
J.in, no. wks not set

Dr. I. Q ; M 8:30-9 pm; 18 Jan. 52 wks
Today; M-F 7-9 am; 39 partic 18 |an. 13 wks

Tommy Hi nnch Sports Show; SjI 6-6 15 pm
16 fan; 52 wks

Motorama; W 10-10:45 pm; 20 |an only
Jo Stafford Show; T 7 45-8 pm ; 2 Feb; 52 wki

John Daly & the News; M. W 7 15-30 pm; 1

Feb; 13 wks ico-sponsor with Whitehall ph.irm
Carry Moore Show; F 1:45-2 pm seg; 15 Jjn.

52 wks
Contest Carnival; Sun 12:30-1 pm; 3 |.in. 52 wki

Mr. & Mrs. North; alt T 10 30-11 pm: 26 Jan
52 wks

Hawkins Falls; alt M 11-11 15 ,im: 4 Jan. 52 wks
Kate Smith Show; alt W 3.15-30 pm; half &»

scg; 13 Jan; 52 wks
Today; M-F 7-9 am; one partic per wk ; 7 Jan;

52 wks

Renewed on Television Networks

SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS

Bauer & Black, Chi
Bristol Myers, NY

Faith for Today Inc.

NY
Ford Motor Co, Dear-

born, Mich
Hall Brothers, Kansas

City, Mo
Kraft Foods, Chi

Lever Bros, NY

Liggett & Myers Tob,
NY

Lincoln-Mercury Dealers,

Detr
R. J. Reynolds Tob,

Winston-Salem, NC

Leo Burnett, Chi
DCSS, NY

Rockhill Co, NY

J. Walter Thompson,
Chi

FC&B, Chi

J. Walter Thompson,
Chi

McCann-Erickson, NY

Cunningham & Walsh,
NY

Kenyon & Eckhardt,
NY

William Esty, NY

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Du Mont 36 Twenty Questions: M 8-8:30 pm: 14 Dec: 55 wks
CBS TV 66 Man Behind the Badge; Sun 9:30-10 pm ; 10 Jin

52 wks
ABC TV 21 Faith for Today; Sun 12:30-1 pm; 3 Jan; 52 wks

NBC TV 53 Ford Theatre; Th 9:30-10 pm; 31 Dec; 52 wks

NBC TV 37 Hallmark Hall of Fame; Sun 5-6 pm; 3 Jan; 52

NBC TV 49 Kraft Tv Theatre; W 9-10 pm; 6 Jan; 52 wks

CBS TV 54 Arthur Codfrey Time; M, W 10:45-11 am; 4

Jan; 52 wks
NBC TV 89 Dragnet; Th 9-9:30 pm; 31 Dec; 52 wks

CBS TV 123 Toast of the Town; Sun 8-9 pm; 3 Jan; 52 wks

NBC TV 70 Camel News Caravan; M-F 7:45-8 pm; I Jan;
52 wks

(See page 2 for New National Spot Radio and TV Business)

Advertising Agency Personnel Changes

NAME I FORMER AFFILIATION

E. W. Berger
Crawford Blagden
William S. Blair

C. S. Blakeslee
Clifford E. Bolgard
Brown Bolte
Maria Carayas
Herbert A. Carlson
Cregory V. Drumm

Leslie Dunier
Charles F. Fleischmann
M. Peter Franceschi
W. A. Franchey

Ceorge Ciese
Dugald F. Gordon
Ted J. Crunewald
Joseph Cusky
A. Could Harrison

Kaiser-Frazer Sales Div,, Detr, vp

Benton & Bowles, NY, acct exec

Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, NY, res dir

Wallace-Lindeman, Crand Rapids, acct exec

Sherman & Marquette, Chi, media dir

Benton & Bowles, NY, vp & acct supvr

Roy S. Durstine, NY, timebuyer

Own public rels and adv firm, Seattle

Gibson Refrig Co, Greenville, Mich, mgr adv, sis

prom
Worth Stores, NY, adv dir

Penick & Ford, Ltd, NY, adv, sis prom mgr

FC&B Intl Div, pres

Wilhelm-Loughlin-Wilson, Houston, vp chg new

bus
McCann-Erickson, NY, vp, dir intl div

John Daniel Frey, Chi, acct exec

William Esty, NY, radio-tv exec

Lando Adv, Pittsb, dir consumer activities

Westinghouse Elec, Pittsb, eastern distr sis prom,

adv mgr

NEW AFFILIATION

Geyer Adv, Detr. vp
Same, vp
Same, vp
Same, vp
Same, vp
Same, bd of dir

Hilton & Riggio, NY. timebuyer
Crant Adv. Chi, vp
Wallace-Lindeman, Crand Rapids, vp

Emil Mogul. NY, radio, tv timebuyer
Y&R. NY, contact exec
Geyer Adv, NY, msr creative prodn
Piedmont Adv, Salisbury, NC, mng dir

Same, pres McCann-Erickson Intl Coip
Zimmer, Keller & Calvert. Detr. acct exec
Hicks & Crcist. NY, bus mgr tv-radio dept
Same, partner
Y&R. NY, contact exec

(Continued next page)

In next issue: New and Renetved on Radio Networks. Na-

tional Broadcast Sales Executives. New Agency Appointment*

Xumbers aitrr names
refer to Neu and Re-

I I .

s ' ::
'• ton

John B. Simpson 1 3 i

w. a: v- •
•"•

Alan Sidnam
Broun Bolte <3)
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\pit- and renew 3.

5,

6,

*T>\

Advertising Agency fVr.s-oini<*f Chanyes (continued)

M JMF

Judson H. Irish

Frank Kemp
Howard Kuhn
Robert Lansdon
H B LcQuattc
Muriel Mack
Charles E. Patrick

W H Poole
Cardncr Rcamcs
Roddy Rogers
Dan Rubin
Alan Sidnam
John B. Simpson
Edward Sonnenschein
Richard Stanton
Lawrence V. Stapleton
David F. Titus
Don E West

FORMER AFFILIATION

Hewitt. Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, NY, copy chief

Compton Adv, NY, asst media dir

Compton Adv, NY, asst res dir

N. W. Aycr, NY, acct exec
Prcs, own agency
Benton & Bowles. NY, timebuyer
Donahue & Coe, NY, acct exec
Y&R, Toronto, vp & mgr
Comcr-Reames Adv, Kans City, partner
WFIL-TV. Phila, exec prodr. dir

Fedway Stores, NY. prom-mdsg stf

Benton & Bowles. NY, vp & acct supvr
FC&B, Chi, dir radio-tv dept
Arthur Meyerhoff & Co, Chi, acct exec
John Stanton & Son, NY, pres
Crant Adv, NY, acct exec
CBS. prog dir

Standard Brands. NY, group brand mgr

NEW AFFILIATION

Same, vp
Same, vp
Same, vp
Y&R, NY. contact exec
Abbott Kimball, NY, vp. chmn pains bd
Mcldrum & Fewsmith, Clevc, tv, radio timebiq
Emil Mogul. NY, acct spvr Manischewitz Wine
Y&R, Montreal, vp & mgr
James R. Reese Adv, Kans City, exec
Ward Wheelock, NY, mgr radio-tv prodn
Huber Hoge & Sons, NY, acct supvr
Same, bd of dir

Same, vp
Olian & Bronncr. Chi, acct exec & copy chief
Ward Wheelock, Phila, creative exec
Same, vp
Mac Wilkins. Cole & Weber. Seattle, tv-radio I

Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, NY, dir mi

Sponsor E'ersonnet Changes

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

M. F. Blakcslce
Vincent P. Brunclli

Ceorge Cohen
Lawrence ). Cullen

F. Harry Fletcher
E. R. Glauber

Richard B. Moller
Norman Peterzcll
Fred B. Walrath

RCA. Camden, N|, dir distrib rels

Personal Prods Corp, Milltown, NJ, dir paper div

Emerson Radio & Phone Corp, NY, asst dir sis

Automatic Controls Corp, Ann Arbor, Mich, natl

sis mgr
Bristol-Myers, NY, asst to exec vp chg sis

Emerson Radio & Phono Corp, NY, dir Emerson
distrib cos

Pal Blade Co, NY, vp super mkt sis

Biow Co, NY, acct exec P&C
Landers, Frary & Clark, New Britain, Conn, dis-

trict mgr, elec hswares div

Emerson Radio & Phono Corp, NY, dir distrib r

Tek-Hughes, Watcrvliet, NY, dir adv, mdsg
Same, eastern sis mgr
Transparent Pkg Co, Chi, sis devel mgr

Same, natl field sis mgr, prods div

Same, also natl sis mgr for air-conditioning

Hudson Pulp & Paper, NY, field sis mgr, tissue i

Carter Prods, NY, prod mgr
Same, regl mgr southeastern div

Station Changes (reps, network affiliation, power increases)

KCTY, Kans City, Mo, purch by Du Mont Labs from Empire
Coil Co

K|BS, SF, new natl rep Avery-Knodel
WBEL, Beloit, Wis, new natl rep Hal Holman Co; power incr

to 5000 watts

WCHV. Charlottesville, Va. new natl rep Thomas F. Clark i

WFAI, Fayctteville. NC, new natl rep Thomas F. Clark
WTVU. Scranton. Pa, new natl rep Everett-McKinney
WWEZ. New Orleans, new natl rep Ceorge W. Clark;

rep Hollingbery

New Agency Appointments

SPONSOR

Amboy Milk Prods, Amboy, III

Amer Safety Razor Sorp, NY
Block Drug, jersey City, N)

Boyle-Midway, West Coast Div,

Cadence Distrib Co, NY
'Archie Bleyer, head)

Clamorene, NY

PRODUCT (or service) AGENCY

LA

Hearn Dept Stores, NY
Kiwi Polish Co, Phila
KMPC, LA
KSAN-TV, SF
MacArthur Prods, Indian Orchard, Mass
McDonald & Arneson, Vallejo, Cal
Mica-Seal Mfg, Berkeley, Cal
Monarch Wine Co, Brooklyn, NY
Peter Paul, Naugatuck, Conn
Pevely Dairy Co, St Louis
Smart & Final Iris Co, Cal

John Wanamaker, Phila, NY

Zotox Pharmacal Co, Stamford, Conn

Melody Whip (filled milk prod)

Cem razors & blades
Minipoo Dry Shampoo, Alkaid Antacid Tablets,

Poslam Ointment
Polishes, waxes, germicides
Phonograph records

Clamorene rug cleaner, foam upholstery

cleaner, paint brush cleaner
Department store i for radio-tv adv onlyi

Shoe polish

Radio station
New UHF tv station
Portable Porter luggage wheels
Telescopic Emergency Lights
Waterproofing paints
Manischewitz Wine
Mounds, Almond joy Candy
Milk, dairy, ice cream prods
Food prods, canned & pkgd

Dept store

Zotox medication for poison ivy. oak and
sumac

Calkins & Holden. Carlock.
McClinton & Smith, NY

McCann-Erickson, NY
Emil Mogul, NY

| Walter Thompson. LA
Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrnt
NY

Hicks & Creist, NY

Hoffman-Manning, NY
Ceyer Adv. NY
Yambcrt Inc. Hywd
Diamond & Sherwood, SF
Fred Cardner Co, NY
Ad Fried & Assoc. Oakland. Cal

Ad Fried & Assoc, Oakland. CM
Emil Mogul. NY
D-F-S. NY
Granville Rutlcdge Adv. St. Lou

Stromberger. LaVene, McKenzie.
LA

Dowd. Rcdfield & Johnstone. NY

John C. Dowd. Boston
Dowd. Redfield & Johnstone, NY

John C. Dowd. Boston

Vumbers after names
refer to New and Re-
new category

II I tar/son (3)
D. F. Gordon 1 3 I

/ .
/'. Brunelli

I 1

1

Crawford Blagden < 3

1

/'. II. Fletcher I I)

George Giese (3)

Jtidson II. Irish (3)

Gardner Rtames (3) ^
(3) ^

l( m. S. HIair (3)
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WHO
and Get Iowa's Metropolitan Areas..

PUu the Remainder of Iowa!

S.DJ

TAKE AUTOMOTIVE SALES, FOR INSTANCE!

4.9% CEDAR RAPIDS

10.7% TRI-CITIES - •

12.5% DES MOINES •

2.6% DUBUQUE- •

4.4% SIOUX CITY •

3.9% WATERLOO •

65.1% REMAINDER OF STATE

Figures add to more than 100%

because Rock island County, Illinois

is included in Tri-Cities.

»\H/'

i\v

MINNESOTA

ElEii

I S.A.M. D

L STATION

DAYTIME
AUDIENCE AREA

NEBRASKA

I53HHL
mKluuDIIBddqq

lHBB^BBBBg
IcBBSQBQBR
SBHBBBQSciVi

It' Ut^l M^T ISS3Fa— 1luDUIJUiJCllFt^i

9

Wisconsin

THE "REMAINDER OF IOWA" ACCOUNTS FOR THESE SALES:

(Which You MISS Unless You Cover the Entire State)

65.4% Food Stores

Eating and Drinking Places

General Merchandise Stores

Apparel Stores

Home Furnishings Stores

Automotive Dealers

Filling Stations

Building Material Groups

Drugstores

61.6%

44.8%

55.6%

60.7%

65.1%

73.2%

79.6%

60.4%

Source: 1952-53 Consumer Markets

ILLINOIS

KANSAS

MISSOURI

FREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives

BUY ALL of IOWA-
I'lus "Iowa Plus"—with

WIKI©
Des Moines ... 50,000 Walls

Col. B. J. Palmer, President

P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
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You oughta know this!

MONTREAL
is Canada's

largest city .

.

Population

. 1,500,000

k

And this, too!

CrCF has been

Montreal's big

English favorite

for 34 years

iMONTREA
IN U.S-WEED

IN CANADA-AIL CANADA

'hitaw

Gellerman (r.) confers with commentator Gladstone about Bache commercial

Henry (tellermun

Advertising Manager

Bache & Co., New York

No one expects a pitchman to go on the air with the following

high-pressure technique when Belling storks:

".
. . Write in toda\ while this offer holds. Vnd remember, folk-.

you can pay for your stocks in eas\ weekly installments.

Yet, Henry Gellerman. who masterminds advertising for Bache ^

Co., a conservative Wall Street investment hou>e. assured SPONSOR

that radio audiences in New ^ ork, Philadelphia, Chicago. Detroit.

Cleveland and Boston will be hearing a modified version of that mes-

sage some five to seven times weekly starting 24 January.

This new campaign begins the dav before the new monthly invest-

ment plan authorized by the Securities Kxchange Commission goes

into effect. This plan—a budget plan for buying securities on in-

stallments—will broaden the base of potential stock owners.

"Now we can take our message to the housewife." Cellerman

explained. "And that's precisely what we're doing with this new

campaign. We're no longer limiting our choice of programing and

adjacencies to male appeal. Our only motto is hard sell."

It's this hard-sell approach, combined with institutional and edu-

cational techniques, that have brought Bache more leads-per-S via

spot radio programing I see 27 July L953 SPONSOR, pane o(> i

.

On radio since 1948 at Gellermans instigation, Bache has gradu-

allv increased its air budget from a dead start to 4V , of the over-all

$500,000 budget in 1954.

"We started off easy with public service programing on WNYC,
New York,"' Gellerman told sponsor. "Then we tried minute an-

nouncement- on WU\I!. New Y>rk. with convincing success."

However, Gellerman was still not satisfied. "After all. everyone's

a prospect," he says, summarizing his business theory. " \ml it's m\

job to help broaden the base <>f -lock Inning."

\"w Bache commercials are heard daily on WOR's Today's Busi-

ness, a program of transcribed business news and comments bj

Henrj (dad-tone. This five-minute show, weekdays 7:15-7:20 p.m..

pulls lead- for Bache at the cost of $1.50 each, compared to a cost

ol v - per lead from Bache newspaper advertisements.

\nd to those skeptics who believe that ad managers of financial

houses spend their vacations in front of a ticker tape, Gellerman will

gladlv send postcards from hi< -ki trip to St. Moritz. * * *
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FACT

No. t

FACT

Mo. 2

FACT

No. 3

POWER
Farthest reaching TV signal in the Michigan
area . . . gigantic 1,057 foot tower with

maximum 100,000 watt E.R.P. . . . plus favored
Channel 2 dial position add up to

MAXIMUM CIRCULATION

PROGRAMMING
Daytime and nighttime, viewers customarily

turn to Channel 2 for the best in entertainment,

news and sports. And that means

MAXIMUM VIEWING

RATINGS
Consistently leading with high-rated CBS,

Dumont and local programs. For example, Pulse

ratings for December, '53, show 9 out of the

15 top shows on WJBK-TV. And that gives you

MAXIMUM IMPACT

WJBK-TV
CHANNEL 2

Eliminate guesswork when you're buying

TV time in the rich Great Lakes area.

Make your money go farther, literally

and figuratively, on WJBK-TV, Detroit's

only full power station. Look at the facts!

Prove to yourself that Channel 2 is the

place for you. Get maximum return for

your TV dollars on WJBK-TV.

m-i&t !/
Detroit

Represented

Naiionally by

THE KATZ AGENCY

BASIC CBS NETWORK & DUMONT
STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY • National Sales Director, TOM HARKER, 1 18 E. 57fh, New York 22, ELDORADO 5-7690
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ON THE SPOT
AT DEADLINE!

iVeu? developments on SPONSOR stories

• Salesmen want presentations

• Talent wants publicity

• Packagers want promotion

• Agencies want information

• AND NOW THERE ARE

1,734,582 TV SETS
reached by CHANNEL 4, Hollywood with

50 hours per week of local telecasting by

local personalities for locol sales results.

Contact KNBH or NBC Spot sales.

St'«': "Programing trends in spot radio"

Issue: 14 J ulv 1952, p. 74

Still iocl: Well-known radio and t\ personali-
ties ran be purchased on spot hasis

lii what ua> docribed b\ industrj observers as one of the biggest

radio deals in recenl years the Frederick W. Zi\ Co. recently signed

comedian Red Skelton for a three-year contract Among the unique

angles of the arrangements are these: Sponsors will be allowed to

buy the program series on a national, regional or local basis; the

show is one of the first which features big-name talent and which

will run 30 minutes daily, rather than the usual pre-tv radio program-

ing formula of one 30-minute show week I \
; Skelton will continue

the features on the transcribed Ziv series that he made famous on

his "live" radio and tv series I Willie Lump Lump, the Mean Widdle

Kid, Klem Kadiddlehopper, San Fernando Red, Cauliflower \I< -

Pugg I ; under a guarantee-againsl-percentage contract, Skelton is

expected to make at least $1.5 million: Ziv is spending S3 million

on the radio series, making it one of the costliest of recent radio

programing ventures.

A Ziv spokesman said the company had been negotiating with

Skelton for two years. He claimed the weekly budget of the show

will be the highest for any radio series on the air this \ear.

Cost of the program series for sponsors is to be based upon the

size of the market the advertiser wants to cover. At SPONSOR'S press-

time the price range still was undetermined. Present Ziv shows range

from $15 to as much as $750 weekly, depending upon the market.

Altogether, Ziv packages about two dozen transcribed show-.

John L. Sinn, executive vice president of Ziv. noted that the largest

single group of users of Ziv shows are brewers. He said they spend

over $10 million annually for Ziv programs.

Sinn pointed out the Skelton program is an indication of Ziv s

belief that radio is a thriving medium.

Skelton will participate in the promotion of the radio programs.

He remains free to engage in other activities. * * *

Herh Gordon. Ziv v. p., looks on while Skelton signs three-year contract with Ziv
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ABC
NBC
DuMONT

WSJV-TV. ELKHART, INDIANA. JOHN F. DILLE, JR., PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER

JOHN J. KEENAN, COMMERCIAL MANAGER

*ln Retail Sales £
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WDAY-TV»,c..,.
HOW ON FULL POWER

(UP FROM 13,000 TO 65,000 WATTS)

AND CARRYING PRACTICALLY

ALL TOP-RATED PROGRAMS
FROM ALL 4 NETWORKS

(AND LEADING FILM PRODUCERS)!

4jp-

Affiliated with NIC • CBS • ABC • DUMONT

FREE A PETERS, INC., Exclu*ive National Representatives
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BAD HELP:D SELL FISK ON RADIO: Fisk Tire will be big radio

client for first time, after detailed BAB-aided study. Above, Elliot

Detweiler, Fisk ad mgr., shakes hands with Ted Maxwell, of BAB.
Duncan Ross, a.c, F. D. Richards, Walter Klee, asst. ad mgr., look on

ire you getting Hie

most out of Uh
aids to advertisers ?

Radio's promotion arm will tailor-make

presentations, offer ideas and /or eopy help

—if there's radio billing in the offing

25 JANUARY 1954

by Alfred J. Jtiffe

M ou're an agency. You've got a

print-happ) client. \ou feel your

client needs radio and you've ^«>t a

problem of prying open his mind.

Maybe you have a few questions in

\ our nun mind. Maybe you'd like to

see what other advertisers making the

same product have done with radio.

\la\be you haven't got the resources

or time to make a full-scale presenta-

tion. Maybe you've got a radio mail

order campaign in mind and aren't

sure how to start the thing off.

To get the answers a few years ago

you'd have had to go to networks and

stations, who might have spent more
time boosting themselves than the)

would on radios basic ?tor\.

Toda\. you've got an over-all radio

ally, the Broadcast Advertising Bu-

reau. It's been of substantial help t"

a lot of agencies las well as adver-

tiser~ '

.

Take the risk Tire Division of the

27



I .S. Rubber Co. For the first time

in it- history, Fisk will make radio an

appreciable i>aii ol it- advertising cam-

paign. Elliot Detweiler, divisional

advertising manager, announced two

week- ago a radio campaign was de-

cided upon alter a detailed Btud) <>f

radio with I! \U.

15 \1> attacked Fisk's problem from

man) angles. It made presentations

<>n tin- tire replacement market (spe-

, ill. i a- will a- auto listening i gen-

eral I. It came up \\ itli a useful suc-

cess storj (specific) as well as the

comparative cost »>f radio and news-

papers I general • , not to mention a

three-point cop) formula (specific).

Naturally, the extent of BAB's help

depends a lot on the radio billings

potential. \ lot depends, too, on what

BAB's got in its pool of information.

However, in the three years since BAB

'fj radio loo cheap?'

.s«'/i<'((iit«>d for itt-xi Issue

Following the election of Kevin

Sweeney to the presidency of

BAB, SPONSOR moved up an

article on BAB which was being

prepared for a later issue, be-

cause of its topical interest. The
analytical story which evaluates

the cost of radio and other media,

called "Is radio too cheap?"
which originally was planned for

this issue, will appear 8 February

was set up this pool (which started as

a puddle) has been ever widening.

\nd advertisers and agencies ha\e

heen dipping into it more and more.

All indications point to BAB's heing

even more useful in 1954. hoth to the

Inner and seller of radio. Starting

late in radio's life. BAB. though a full-

scale am promotion arm now. i ? grow-

ing with the zestful energ) of \outh.

Here are some facts which delineate

thi- growth:

1. A 12', budget in< rease is in the

works. BAB's budget for this fiscal

year (ending 30 March 1954 I is $670,-

000. \ $750,000 budget will in all

likelihood be okayed bj the hoard of

directors for the next fiscal year. BAB
started out with a $168,000 budget,

ended up spending $313,000 during

it> fir-t \ eai

.

2. Subject to hoard approval of

the exact number, plans are heing

made to increase the sales force, the

men who do BAB's footwork—as dis-

tinct from the inside promotion men
who gather data and think up the most

convincing ways of presenting it. BAB
now has three sales missionaries, two

of whom were taken on in 1953. It is

In addition to direct presentations to agencies, clients BAB has full

roster of promotional activities including: tradepaper ads like one be-

low; research reports, such as auto radio listening study. Promotional

activities are separated to cover both national, retail advertisers
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possible there may be as many as seven

by next year. A year and a half ago

BAB was making 100 presentations a

month to agencies and advertisers.

This figure has been quadrupled.

3. On 1 April 1952, when BAB cele-

brated its first anniversary and knew

it was in business to stay, there were

544 stations plus the four networks as

members. At the end of 1953 the

station figure had jumped to 835, the

lour nets are still in, of course, and 11

station reps are now members.

BAB starts off the new year primed

with a new president, Kevin Sweeney,

formerly vice president and later ex-

ecutive vice president. He replaces

William B. Ryan, BAB's first president,

who resigned effective 1 January. In

another executive realignment, R.

David Kimble, former director of na-

tional promotion was made director of

local promotion, taking over from
Jack Hardesty, now Eastern sales man-
ager of Westinghouse Radio Stations.

The appointment of a new national

promotion director (which was immi-

nent at sponsor's press time) will

mark the beginning of intensified pro-

motional pressure on the national ad-

vertising side of the business. Na-

tional and local promotion will be com-
pletely separated. BAB's mailing piece,

Radio Salesman, will be split into two

separate parts with one part angled to

the local salesman and the other to the

national salesman. BAB's sales tools

will be aimed more precisely, too. In

the past some national promotion aids

were actually local promotion material

also applicable to national advertising.

Other appointments on the executive

level are being considered. It is not

certain whether a new vice president,

as such, will be named. Sweeney and

the BAB board are seeking to create

jobs, rather than fill them. For one

thing, with BAB's activity increasing

the work load has to be spread. For
another, BAB wants good men. Once
they're gotten, the problem of a title

can be quickly settled. For example:

BAB is looking for a man who will

head up the sales force but will he more
than just a sales manager. He must

be basically a promotion man, able to

create ideas and whip them into pre-

sentations with punch in them. Right

now this is the only other job that is

definitely looking for a man.

All this expansion means more ser-

\ ice to the advertiser and agency. Hare.

(Please turn to page 118)

Kevin Sweeney is new BAB president

The new president of radio's promotion arm, 37-year-old Ke\in

Sweeney, once worked for a—pardon the expression—newspaper.

He even put in a couple of years with a tv station. But most of

his career has been spent preaching the gospel of radio.

It should be pointed out that the newspaper was the daily paper

put out by the University of Southern California, Sweeney's alma

mater. He was business manager during his senior year and sold

$17,000 worth of ads. Which proves that Sweeney can sell what

he puts his mind to.

When Sweeney was graduated from U.S.C. in 1938, he an-

nounced open-mindedly that he was available for either news-

paper or radio work. It was radio's good fortune that K"\\ in

Los Angeles bent an ear his way. Donald W. Thornburgh. now
president of WCAU, Philadelphia, took on the young and en-

thusiastic Sweeney as a promotion writer.

In 1942 he went over to the Blue Network, and from there went

into service for two years.

After shedding his uniform, Sweeney went to work for Fletcher

Wvlie Productions, a vast nexus of business operations, one of

which was the Housewives' Protective League programs i later

sold to CBS). Sweeney took the HPL operation, which was then

in three markets and expanded it to eight, primarily by using the

theory that a show, once successful, should be copied and sold

in other markets.

He was introduced to tv in 1948, when he became general sales

manager of KFI and KFI-TV. Shortly after the tv station was sold

to Don Lee in 1951. Sweene) joined BAB as director of promo-

tion and sales. He was named vice president three weeks later.

Suecnev at BAB has shown a tremendous capacity for work

and an insatiable desire to get around the country to talk to both

buvers and sellers of radio. Here's a recent itinerary: Monday.

Chicago: Tuesday, Tulsa: Wednesday. Baltimore: Thursday, San

Francisco; Friday, Seattle; Monday. Los Angeles, etc.

The peripatetic Sweeney has another reason to travel. His wife

and three children (they range from two to eight) live 3,000 miles

from 270 Park Ave.—in Los Angeles. • • •
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Radio set sales lead I v by li!l"n

in big I v markets
And *."»:{ radio set salos wort*

up 38.5% compared with *52

#n heavil) saturated U.S. television markets radios are

being bought in numbers which will surprise many. A
study released this week by the sales promotion depart-

ment of CBS Radio Spot Sales shows that for the first

39 weeks of 1953 in 15 major U.S. markets:

• 69.4' i more radios were sold to dealers than tv sets.

• 38.5$ more radios were sold to dealers than in the

first 39 weeks of 1952.

• Increases for some of the markets were high enough
to be termed astounding; Chicago radio sets sales jumped
90.4% in '53 over '52; New York was up 45.5%.

The figures are this high despite the fact that they

do not include car radios, would be much higher if auto

radios were counted. Reason for the omission: It is

difficult to isolate car radio sales by markets whereas
county-by-county sale of other sets to dealers is recorded

bj RETMA (Radio-Electronics-Television Manufactur-

ers Assoc.). Set figures in chart below are for home
counties of market area; they are through 39 weeks of

year only because full year county figures were still being

compiled by RETM \.

Total year production figures for the whole U.S.

showed 13 million radios produced compared with 7.250,-

000 tv. Of the 13 million radios, five million were in cars.

The 15 markets selected for the stud] include 22% of

U.S. families and 25.5' , of Q.S. effective buying income

(Sales Management. '53
I . CBS Radio Spot Sales chose

these markets because it wanted to find out whether con-

sumer interest in buying radio sets is keen in big-city

areas most of which have long been exposed to tv.

Said Spot Sales Promotion Manager Sherril Taylor:

"Since consumers are spending good money to buy sets,

and doing so in increasing numbers, it's plain that they

actively want to listen." * * *

"."».'* radio sides up in 14 of 15 major marhets, more ratlios were sold than tv

15 major markets (home counties)*

Neu York < il>

Chicago

Los Angeles

Philadelphia

Detroit . . . .

Itoston

San Francisco

Pittsburgh

St. Louis

(lc\ eland

Washington. II. C.

IC.'ill iniui-c

RADIO
1952

296,203

147,468

127,675

111,169

79,418

51,630

39,912

44,485

53,504

>linncanolis-St. Paul

Ituffalo

60,787

48,637

1953

431,106

280,738

180,535

120,241

126,646

69,464

54,946

61,818

59,403

71,461

47,428

28. 150

39,920

Cincinnati

Total*

32,910

54,331

53.430

35.604

39391

36.131

±%

+45.5

+90.4

+41.4

+8.2

+ 59.5

+34.5

+37.7

+39.0

+ 11.0

+ 17.6

+ 11.7

12.7

^25.1

-1.3

9.8

TELEVISION
1952 1953 ±%

230,847 205,719 -10.9

116,190 151,149 +30.1

166,455 129,347 -22.3

64,609 76,716 + 18.7

51,764 71,612 +38.3

34,307 38,094 + 11.0

35,976 31,315 -13.0

45,072 43.058 -4.5

44,791 38,448 -14.2

46,817 47,044 +0.5

34,405 36.791 «.9

1 1.254 34,124 -17.3

32,382 34.217 B.7

28.575 28.544 -O.I

27,474 22,534 -18.0

/

•i more radio*

than tv told

(in 1953 only)

+ 109.6%

-85.7%

39.6%

+56.7%

-76.9%

82.:$%

+75.5%

+43.6%

+54.5%

+51.9%

17.7%

56.6%

1.1%

38.0%

60.3%

tat. i %
•Marked lilted in order < nombi .iitan area. 'Sale, Management." "'

:l S «M Set RETMA I
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uses spot

radio to make mom

took a hot breakfast

Spending $200,000 via 110 stations,

brand seeks to eoinbat eold eereal inroads

Wheatena wants to reach family at breakfast, likes early morning newscast. At left,

cast of "Hilda Hope, M.D.," one of Wheatena's network radio shows during the '30s

PP heatena is caught in a sociologi-

cal squeeze play.

Like a lot of other cereal manufac-

turers, the brand finds itself selling

to a far different market from that of a

generation ago.

As a hot cereal, Wheatena is faced

with the distressing fact that over the

past several decades cold cereals have

caught on in a big way. And people

every year seem to be in more of a

hurry at breakfast time.

To combat the trend away from hot

cereals, Wheatena has completely

changed its radio advertising approach.

In pre-war years Wheatena beamed

at children. Now it's after adults.

It used to buy late-afternoon or

evening network time. Now it buys

early-morning ( and sometimes after-

noon ) time on a spot basis. Spot

radio is the company's major medium
for the 1953-'54 season for the second

year in a row. sponsor estimates that

the radio budget is about $200,000 for

news programs in more than 100 mar-

kets. This is believed to be an increase

over last year; it's also a pretty good

sign that Wheatena is pleased with spot

radio. Its past advertising record

shows many types of campaigns were

dropped after 26 or 39 weeks. The

25 JANUARY 1954

fact it has gone back to spot radio this

year—and more heavily than last

—

seems to indicate that Wheatena has

experienced cash register results.

In using spot radio. Wheatena can

reach adults across the nation as the;,

crawl sleepily from bed or while

they're eating their inadequate break-

fast. Wheatena wants to make the

listener hungry for a hot breakfast—

and hungry for Wheatena. It wants

to reach him—and especially her—at

the right moment to sell a breakfast

food.

The copy stresses health, is colorful,

appetite stirring. More than that.

it's also helpful. It explains ways to

serve Wheatena and how to make

breakfasts more attractive.

As far as Wheatena is concerned,

1947 breakfasts were a lot more at-

tractive than 1952 breakfasts. In '47

hot cereal sales totaled S70 million.

By '52 they had dropped to $62 mil-

lion, according to Food Topics.

Cold cereal sales, on the other hand,

went up from $161 million in "47 to

8218 million in 1952. Food Topics

figures show.

Here's the way Wheatena's air copy

seeks to counteract this trend. It s

copy well worth study by any adver-

tiser—whether he's in the hot cereal

or the nuts and bolts field—who has

the problem of restimulating interest

in his type of product.

" \ lot of people do something

very odd every morning. Thc\ ve

just gone 12 or 13 hours between

meals and they think a nibble of

toast and a gulp of coffee is going

to hold them four or five hours to

lunch. But, of course, a skimp\

breakfast won't hold you until

lunch. It just leaves you feeling

tired and cranky. Now there's

no use lecturing \our family if

they eat skimpy breakfasts and

suffer these symptoms. ^ «u ve

got to make "em want the good

breakfast they need! Tempt them!

Tempt them with \\ heatena. the

golden brown cereal roasted and

toasted from choice wheat kernels.

If they haven't got an appetite in

the morning, the different, deli-

cious, nut-like flavor of Wheatena

will give them an appetite. And

l Please turn to page 123 i

urn
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': THE PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY

4 POSTCARD

LIKE THIS • • •

O'VklON Of »Uit'C IfLAT.ON

*re. F. David
^99 Henry Hudson Pkwy.
Rlverdale, New York.

Dear Mre. David:

We are very pleased to h»*ar from you concerning
"Beulah" program and to learn that you
enjoy this. Comments such as youre always
mean a great deal to \is.

It wae certainly kind of you to take the time to
write ue, Mrs. i>avld. We hope you will oontlnue
to tune In and enjoy "Beulah".

i. . , GOT QUICK

REPLY FROM P&G

Sincerely,

Winifred S. Carter

• • • but these 10 major advertisers never answered in

informal SPONSOR test ot the way clients handle audience mail

SHOW AND SPONSOR MESSAGE ON POSTCARD DATE MAILED

"Four Star Playhouse" Sing-

wing Machine
"Liked show. Do you have
booklet on your machines?"

16 Julv '53

"Blind Date," Toni and Hazel
Bishop i this summer)

"We met on a blind dale; we
never miss your show."

8 Sept. '53

"Super Cirius." Kellogg mm
flakes

"You hare a fine show. We'd
appreciate four tickets."

20 Oct. '53

'Hallmark Hall of Fame,"
Hall lims. greeting cards

"We enjoy the show. May we
have several tickets?"

20 Oct. '53

"Date With .huh." American
1 liii le ( O, i this summer i

"Swell show. Who plays the
part of the girl .huh '.-"

9 Sept. "53-

"My Little Margie," Philip
Morris i this summer

1

"/T« truh appreciate this

slum's line entertainment."
16 July '.") .'!

"liriile and Groom," General
Mills and Toni (diff. i/«ni

"We'd like to pet married on
your program soon."

20 Oct. '53

"Dennis Day" l\< t [they

suggested viewers write in)

\J c sent phone number for
<iuiz show uas conducting.*

22 Oct. '53

"Big Town," Lever's Shadov
Wave and Pepsodeni brands

"lie appreciate seeing this

line program every week."
16 July '53

"This Is Your I. He." Hazel
lUshiip lipstick anil makeup

") on are to he complimented
lor a fine program."

9 Sept. '53

•No Mkncm IMicuui '

i Mr program.

What happei
Postcards to 23 spoiisorej

by Miles David

g here is nothing anyone in the radio

and tele\ i-i«>n business is less likely to

do than write a fan letter to a program.

But for the past >ix months a sponsor

reporter and his wife have been busily

watching shows and sending off rave

notes on two-pennj postcards.

The purpose was to get a rough idea

of how advertisers are handling their

program mail these days. Notice the

word rough. This project is not meant

to "bust the town wide open," as thej

say on television. It is not a carefully

scientific cross-section based on calcu-

lus, sociology and atomic physics. It's

merely an informal way of finding out

what happens when a viewer sits down
and expresses his appreciation for tele-

vision entertainment.

The answer seems to be that nothing

much happens. Only six out of 25

sponsored network programs we wrote

to replied. Significantly or insignifi-

cantly (take your choice I the most

effective and public relations-minded

reply came from Procter & Gamble,

biggest client in radio and television

(see cut at left i

.

Postcards, which make up a good

portion of network mail, were used for

convenience. And to make sure the

cards got normal treatment it goes

without saying that the messages were

kept free of any indication that the

writer had any connection with radio

or television.

To avoid giving mail handlers the

impression this was some kind of a

claque for tv shows, only a few cards

were sent out at a time. And our card

writing extended over four months,

starting in July and ending in Octo-

ber. There was no significant variation

in number of replies as between sum-

mer and fall months.

Mostly people just didn't answer.

\\ c Vi rote to the Singer Sewing Ma-

chine Co. program Four Star Play-

house, for example, praising the show

and saying that we'd like to receive

some literature on their sewing ma-

chines. Nothing.

\\ e wrote to the American Chicle

SPONSOR



hen yon write to the sponsor
ws drew replies from only six. But two out of two sustainers answered

Co.'s summer show, Date With Judy,

saying we enjoyed it and asking who

played the part of Judy. No reply.

We fibbed to Blind Date (sponsored

Iternately during the summer by Toni

jnd Hazel Bishop), stating that we had

met on a blind date and never missed

their show. No reply.

We stretched the truth again and

asked Bride and Groom (sponsored on

different days by General Mills and

Toni) how we could make arrange-

ments to be married on their program.

Nothing.

We sent raves to My Little Margie

and Racket Squad (both on this sum-

mer for Philip Morris) and got no

reply.

We tried Lever Bros.' Big Town with

another rave and got no reply.

By way of contrast Procter & Gamble

answered our two-sentence postcard

about Beulah with a letter typed on

company stationery and signed by

someone from the public relations de-

partment. Our postcard was dated 8

September and mailed 9 September to

the station which carried the show

(WABC-TV). It could have arrived

in Cincinnati no sooner than a week

later, on say 16 September—or per-

haps even a week later than that. (We
haven't checked.) Yet the reply was

dated 29 September, only 20 days after

our card went in the mail.

Actually Procter & Gamble was in

process of dropping the show at the

time the notes were exchanged. Yet it

considered a courteous response to a

consumer worth the expense.

Another public relations-minded re-

ply came from Captain Video. We
wrote our praises to the Captain, simu-

lating a child's handwriting and giving

the name and address of a 10-year-old

of our acquaintance. The card went

out on 9 September and the youngster

was agreeably surprised to receive an

autographed picture three weeks later.

We wrote to Howdy Doody asking

for tickets and had a reply two weeks

later asking us to wait patiently until

tickets were available.

25 JANUARY 1954

We wrote to WCBS-TV for tickets

to Colgate's Strike It Rich on 20 Oc-

tober. Back from Walt Framer Pro-

ductions came the tickets three days

later. (We gave them to neighbors.

You didn't waste your postage, Walt. I

We wrote for tickets to Geritol's Ju-

venile Jury on the same day and had

tickets back from Barry, En right &
Friendly in 10 days.

Neither of the two packagers en-

closed a covering note or form.

The one form letter we received was
from Omnibus. Our postcard praised

the show and its commercials, went out

21 October. The note was in our hands

three days later. It was a cleanly mim-
eographed form with name typed in.

Two out of two cards we dispatched

to unsponsored network television

shows were answered quickly. We
wrote to CBS' Man of the Week on 8

September and had a typed and signed

letter in reply from CBS Producer Wil-

liam R. Workman back three days lat-

er. We wrote to NBC inquiring about

the name of a composition played on

the Recital Hall on 8 September. We
had the correct answer in the form of

a letter a week later.

So carried away were we l>\ all the

card writing thai we ended up calling

for one of those gadgets you see dem-
onstrated on tv by pitchmen. In re-

sponse to a WATV, Newark, pitch over

a feature movie show we rushed to the

phone and ordered an all-purpose tool

said to ( 1 1 cut glass and I 2 I sharpen

scissors, knives and cutlery of e\er\

kind. There was little waiting to make
the phone call and the girl who took

the order operated efficiently and in a

minimum of time. We phoned on 1 Oc-

tober, got our all-purpose tool 9 Oc-

tober.

The tool is advertised at $1.98 plus

C.O.D. charges which brings the w -

tual cost to $2.37. It arrived from

Video Mart. Inc.. in good condition

and we have been meaning to tr\ it

out ever since.

1 1'lease turn to page 125)

BIG MAIL HAULS ARE \ ILUABLE INDEX to opinions of audience. Many
clients make "box score" on mail reactions. Letters below went to Canadian town after Jack

Berch plea on NBC in '50. Even without emotional appeal many shows pull mail steadily

im/a& I c j""|S«?
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How the different rating servici

In Part 10 of SPONSOR'S All-Media Study research chief of Blair rep firm sfai

h\ W ard Dorrvll

Author of this report is Ward Dorrell, former

Hooper v. p. who is now research director of

John Blair 4 Co., and Blair TV Inc., station reps

00 tie of m\ first thoughts when asked

to prepare this article for sponsor was

to t<ll about the t\ salesman who reai-

Iv knew how to use ratings to work

both sides of the street.

When he was asked b\ an a<zt'in v

client to replace a low-rated t\ spot.

he readily complied. Then, he went to

see another agenc) who subscribed to

a different rating service. He offered

this agency the spot which he had just

cancelled out.

The second client quickly grabbed it.

His television audience service showed

it had a very high rating!

If you think this Btorj is exagger-

ated, just ask am t\ salesman. Hell

tell \ou it's a common practice.

We at Blair are especiall) aware of

the wide variation between rating ser-

vices, for the stations we represent sub-

scribe to practical!) ever) service. W «•

therefore have an opportunity to com-

pare and observe services not afforded

to most organizations which generally

get onl) one or two services.

W e draw up almost continuous com-

parative charts on the various services.

The purpose of these charts is to keep

our management and sales forces well

MHHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII! IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH

fv./l. It* ratings figures vary widely 2. Columbus tv sefs-iti-ii \<*. too, ean 9
t c

12;ib prvi, 5:45F?m, lO.'lSA.N/i. 6;iBr?rv

•';.,:" MSI
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in in the same market
$ researchers can be as far apart as 200% in local ratings

informed on trends and to show the

great variation in the findings of the

different services. Some of these charts

are reproduced below.

We have always tried to minimize

the use of television and radio ratings

as the sole means of determining ei-

ther the effectiveness of radio and tv

as media or the effectiveness of a sin-

gle station or program against another.

We feel ratings should be used as

they were originally intended: as a

guide and estimate of the total audi-

ence size and its distribution among
"TtW"various stations.

In our opinion, it will be a long time

before this rating controversy will be

resolved. In fast, it may never be re-

solved—short of a Divine Revelation.

How wonderful it would be if the heav-

ens could open up and a sets-in-use

figure appear therein for television and

radio as the Lord's Truth, against

which the various rating services could

be compared!

While I have great respect for the

divine powers, I do not anticipate such

an evangelical disclosure in the near

future. In the meantime, we will have

to fight along present lines. We will

probably have to live with ratings of

various kinds foi a long time to come,

rherefore, we Bhould try to lr.un to

use them as intelligently as possible.

Our company has taken active pari

in the controversy which has developed

around ratings. Two wars ago, we

produced our critical analysis of the

telephone coincidental service in tin

i Please turn to page 118)

FLTI'IIE ISSUE: "How to set up an

ideal Media sales test." Part 17 of SPON-
SOR's All-Media Study. Issue date later. En-

tire series will be reprinted in book form.

Illll!llll!lilllllllllllllllllll!lllllll!lllllllllllllllllll!lill!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliy

Columbus tv ratings often differ like this

llllllllllllllllllllllllllilij iwii'i limn mini! inn
'

:i:i:i
. i;

10:3O/\.rvi. 12:30 RM,

R.-lTI.\fiS; KTTV, Los Angeles chart shows how three diary services, one

roster recall service reported the ratings last month of an independent tv out-

let in a seven-station market. In some cases, such as at the 12:15 p.m. and 5:45

p.m. periods, differences of over 200% exist. Since these slots on KTTV are filled

by "Sheriff Joh*." a kid's show, Dorrell feels that differences may be due to

fact that children fill out diaries with enthusias-n for their favorite shows

2.
$ETS'Il%-l!SE: Columbus, Ohio sets-in-use figures vary widely between

services. Here, chart shows the sets-in-use calculations of three research firms

—

ARB, TelePulse, Hooper—in a three-station city during April 1953. Figures are

reasonably close only during the early morning (7:00 to 9:00 a.m.), early

evening (6:30 to 7:30 p.m.) and late at night (after 10:30 p.m.). During the

mid-morning, mid-afternoon and prime evening periods they are often way off

3.
R.4TI\fiS: Just as sets-in-use figures for the WBNS-TV, Columbus market

vary between researchers so do ratings. ARB, for example, gave the sta-

tion a Monday-through-Friday daytime average of 14.5 at 10:30 a.m., while

Hooper rates it at around 3.0. At 12:30 p.m., two hours later, ARB gave

WBNS-TV an average of around 4.5 while Hooper showed a figure of nearly 7.5.

And so it goes. Chart demonstrates why ratings shouldn't be over-emphasized

lllllil llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll I III! Illllllllllllllllll I Illlli II
Illlllllllllllllllllll! IIIIIIIHIIIIIIII iiiiiiiiiii I!
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AUTOMOBILES SUPER MARKET
SPONSOR: Worthington Motors \«-l NCY; \. J. Victor Co.

CAPSUL1 I \-i HISTORY On 25 Sovember 1953

Worthington Motors sponsored its first II ednesday night

10:00-11:00 pjn. movie ovei kill . Loi Ingeles. Iim

days later, it sponsored a Frida) evening movie, T : M< »-

8:30 p.m., "/( the same station. Ii\ the next day Worth-

ington Motors had said 83 automobiles as a direct result

t>t tv advertising, ('est of the tu<> programs was $2,200.

Salts ovei 1200,000. "These kill shows have been out

most successful advertising effort to date," savs Cal

Worthington. on ner of the auto firm.

kl l\. I .•- \nprle* PROGRAM: Evening movies

SPONSOR: Save-Waj Market AGENCY: Direct

< U>SULE CASE HISTORY : To test the pull oj tv adver-

tising Save-Way Market in Phoenix scheduled two par-

tidpations in Movie Matinee (KPHO-TV) offering sur-

prise gift packages. All shoppers had to do to get the

gifts uas to say, "I saw it on Channel 5." Response to

the first announcement was so overwhelming that the

store's owner had to revise the second announcement,

leaving out the offer. He had given aivay almost 500

packages within a few hours after the first offer was

made. The two participations cost a total of SCO.

kl'IIOTV, Phoenix PROGRAM: Movie Matinee

1 LIGHTING •

TV
results

SPONSOR: Sylvania Electric Products AGENCY: Cecil t

Presbre)

CAPSl IE CASE HISTORY: The superintendent of school

in Manitou, Colo., uas one of thousands of viewers natch

ing Beat the Clock over the CBS TV network recentl-

(Saturdays. 7:30-8:00 p.m.). He uas tuned to KKTI
Colorado Springs. During the commercial, he heard th-

announcer say, "A light expert is as near as your tele

phone." On the follouing Monday the superintenden

contacted the local Sylvania representative by phone, gav

him an order for S 10.000.

KKTY, Colorado Springs PROGRAM: Beat the Clocj

NAIL ENAMEL TOOLS

SPONSOR: Vikki Nail Enamel AGENCY: Michael Lippert

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Vikki Nail Enamel's tele-

vision program . hacked up by heavy merchandising,

resulted in almost a 10 f
v over-all sales increase for the

company. It telecasts Vikki Varieties Saturdays from
."):()() to 5:30 p.m. over WP1X. To tie in with the show,

it set up a contest, announced that entry blanks would
be available at \eu V ork-area drug stores. Five thousand

druggists put up window displays for the event; Vikki

sales jumped 'K~' , . Weekly cost of the show is $800

for talent and production, S450 for time.

WHY New York PROGR\M: Vikki Varieties

SPONSOR: Grant Tool AGENCY: Ratn .

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: This manufacturer of too

sponsored a single 10-minute film 26 September ox

II 1//.V-7T at a total cost of S278. The film featured (

assortment of tools suitable for use in home worksho]

As a result of its television sponsorship Grant receii

622 orders at $1.98 each, or a total oj $1,231. The cot

pony reports this result "far exceeded" its expectatioi

WMIM-TV, St. Paul-Minneapolis PROGRAM: 10-minute fi

PLANT FOOD FURNITURE

SPONSOR: RX LS IGENI 1 : Huber II.

CAPSl II CAS1 HISTORY : Dollar for dollar televisi

OUtpulled newspapers six to one for this manufacturer

plant food. The firm placed advertising for the Hon I

Department Store, distributor for the product, in ti

) ork. I'a.. newspapers and over II SB II 1 . The tv a

vertising consisted of one IS-minute film, Improve Vi
Garden, at a total cost of $100. The newspaper adverti

ments cost the sponsor $609.28. /-. B. Melhorn. inanau

of lion Ton's housewares department, reports that te

vision accounted for almost .")(!', of total sales.

WSBA-TV, York, Pa. PROGRAM: tmprove Your Gar,

on

of

on

1 o

d-

ur

te-

ei

te-

en

SPONSOR: Bekina Furniture Store VGENCY: Di

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Last December, Bekins F

niture Store showed the follouing 11 items over the I -

Go Christmas Shopping show on KVTI : a sofa, chair t

chair, tuo stej) tables, coffee table, rug. two lamps td

two pictures. Immediately after the show, a Sioux Cy

woman phoned the store to say. "Please send me onfj

each. I'll take the whole bundle of furnishings »

showed on kl TI a jew minutes ago."

K\ T\ . Sioux City PRO< \ \ M : 1 et's Go Christ*

Shopping



WDEL-TY
Wilmington

Delaware

o o

Channel 12

NBC
TV Affiliate

Viewers throughout the large, rich WDEL-TV

market—Delaware, parts of Pennsylvania, New

Jersey and Maryland—look to CHANNEL 12

for up-to-the-minute local, regional and national

news. In addition to NBC network news, this

loyal, growing, buying audience sees local on-

the-spot news stories filmed by WDEL-TV's

camera crews and processed in the station's

modern laboratories. Because they look, they

buy. Every year this audience spends:

$1,054,410,000 on retail items

263,997,000 on food

54,272,000 on general merchandise

29,268,000 on drug items

Reach them, sell them—profitably, economically

—on WDEL-TV, CHANNEL 12.

Represented by MEEKER
New York Chicago Los Angeles San Francisco

I
WDEL
AM TV FM
Steinman

Station
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Are you getting the most
out of this SPONSOR feature?

(hi this i>ul:<\ tn every issue of sponsor, you will find

a handy, up-to-date listing of neu ii station grants

(see belou i. Included is the name of the company

receix ing the c.p. the technical facilities granted

and other appropriate facts.

Beneath the compilation <>i those who hare received neu

c.p.'s is another important listing-—all the stations

which hare gone on the air iiith commercial programing

during the tiro weeks preceding each issue of sponsor.

Like the group of c.p.'s, the "new stations on air"

department includes all the basic facts about the station

a timebuyer wants to know. Its channel, power,

network affiliation, number of stations in its market,

set count I if one has been made by presstime). the

name of its general manager and the station's

national advertising representatU e.

The box score, at the bottom of the page, is a succinct

summary of television's status in the I nited States

today. Information includes the total number of stations

on the air and the number of I . S. ti homes.

I. \eic construction permits

CITY 4 STATE

ALEXANDRIA, LA.

CORPUS CHRISTI, TEX.

ERIE, PA.

CALL
IFTTERS

CHANNEL
NO

KALB-TV

22

66

DATE OF
GRANT

30 Dec.

6 Jan.

31 Dec.

ON- AIR
TARGET

POWER (KW)'
STATIONS
ON AIR

SETS I N
MARKET! IPERMITEE &. MANAGER

(000)

29

21

7

16

11

4

NFA

NFA

208 vhf

Alexandra Bcstg- Co.
Walter H. Allen, pre*.

Willard L. Cobb. gen.
mgr.

Coastal Bend Tv Co.

Commodore Perry Bestg,
Service. Inc.

Dr. Perry D. Cook, prev

RADIO
REP'

II. IX'ew stations on air*

CITY 4 STATE

CHARLOTTE, N. C.

GREENVILLE. S. C.

PENSACOLA, FLA.

POWER (KW)*
CALL CHANNEL ON-AIR

LETTERS NO. DATE

WAYS-TV 36

AURAL I AFFILIATION
STNS.
ON AIR

10 Jan.

SETS IN
MARKFTt PERMITEE 4 MANAGER

'000» '

24 12 ABC 2 274 vhf

WFBC-TV 4 1 Jan. 100 50 NBC 2 NFA

WEAR-TV 3 14 Jan. 10 5 CBS 2 NFA

WAYS-TV. Inc.

G. W. Dowdy, pres

James P. Poston. gen
mgr.

Ca'olina Tv. Inc.

Alcstcr G. Firman
pres.

Gulfpo't Bcstg. Co.
Mel Wheeler, pres.

gen. mgr.

Jr

Boiling

Hollingber

Since 29 June 1
<.>.">.'}. the following tele-

rision -t.iiii.n^ lia\e been granted assign-

ment of their construction permits or

licenses, or have been granted transfer of

control, to new parties. During the lasl

half of 1953 seven stations were sold.

Two others, Bold tlii* month, also are in-

cluded in the listing.

Iff. Addenda to previous listings

CLEVELAND, Ohio, WXEL, from Empire Coil Co.
to Storer Bcstg. Co. (Note: At SPONSOR
presstime, transfer had not yet been approved
by FCC.)

DES MOINES. Iowa, WHO-TV, from Central Bcstg.

Co. to WHO-TV.

HANNIBAL, Mo., KHOA-TV, from Courier Post

Publishing Co. to Lee Bcstg., Inc.

KANSAS CITY, Mo., KCTY, from Empire Coil Co.
to Allen B. Du Mont Labs., Inc.

LINCOLN, Neb., KOLN-TV, from Cornhusker Radio

& Television Corp. to Fetzer Bcstg. Co.

LITTLE ROCK. Arlc., KRTV, from Little Rock Tel

casters, Inc., to Rowley-Brown Bcstg. Co.

LOS ANGELES, Cal.. KLAC-TV, from Dorot

Schiff to Copley Press, Inc.

PORTLAND, Ore.. KPTV, from Empire Coil Co.

Storer Bcstg. Co. (Note: At SPONSOR pre

time, transfer had not yet been approved

FCC.)

SPOKANE, Wash.. KXLY-TV, from KXLY-TV
Northern Pacific Television Corp.

Tmnl IS. stations on air,

in' I. Honolulu and Alaska > 15

Jan. '.">
1

1

No. of markets covered

BOX SCORE
Wo. of post-freeze c.p.'s grant-

ed {excluding 28 educational
.'$.»."» grants; 15 Jan. '54)

221 ,\o. of grantees on air

No. tv homes in l.S. (1

Jan. St i 27..>00.0005
I'errent ol all l.S. homes
with tv sets (1 Jan. *54) 60 %§

193
217

"I: *h DOT i> s and jtatlont going on the air lilted h) B which occurred I

1 Jan. and i
| million could i btalned In thai period Btetla

red to be on the air when commercial operation start*. ••Tower of c.p.'s li that recorded
i I

' (InformalIon 01 the numbej
In mark< NJBC B itM from the
station- -\tmale SlUU fr.'ti, \ ': ll< n urrh an. I Planning

Percentages on homes with sets and hnmes in tv coverage areas are considered approximate,
ea, the representative of a radio statUm which Is granted a c.p. also represents tbe

tv operation Since at presstime it is generally too early to confirm tr representations of i

grantees. SPONSOR lists the reps of (he radio stations in this rolumn (when a radio station

been given the tv grant) MA No figures available at presstime on acta Id mai
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ONE SUN BEATS A HALF MOON

One average dollar invested in NBC daytime television delivers 621 advertising impres-

sions. The same dollar invested in the average nighttime television show makes only

303 advertising impressions—less than half as many. Clear as daylight itself is the

fact that Daytime Dollars Buy More . . . when they're placed on NBC TELEVISION
a service nf Radio Corporation of America

j:< es A. C. Nielsen Co. Jan.-Aprir.53. PIB Gross Time Cost Jan.-April "53. Variety Talent Est Nov. '52.
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Chart covers half-hour syndicated film pro

Part*
rink

J

Rank
•

Top 10 shows in 10 or more markets

Period: 1-7 December 7953
TITLE. 8YNDICAT0R. PRODUCER. SHOW TYPE

Averaga
rating

7-STATI0N
MARKET8 48TATI0N MARKETS 3STATI0N MARKETS

N.Y. L.A. Boston Chi. Mplt. St L. Wash Atlanta Bait. Buflalo Cine. CI

f I Favorite Story, Ziv (D) 23.9
7.8 J0.2

kttv

79.8 8.2
irbbm-ti

in SOdo 1 00pm

23.3 48.0 15.4
ti k"l t\ tvtop.ti

9:00pm B :80pm 10:30pm

72.8
wana-tv

79.5 7

wkre-tv 1
9:30pm 10

2 « I Led Throe Lives, Ziv |D) 22.2
T0.7 4.9

irnbl kr;i iv

( 00pm

76.0

: 00pm

7.8 52.0

wlw-a wben-tv
9:30pm

26.5 7

wlw-t w|
8:30pm 10 J

3 2 Cisco Kid, Ziv (W) 21.9
70.4 9.5

wnbt k" :i tv

6 :00pm T :00pm

74.5 76.6

wnac-lv wlikb
6:30pm 5:00pm

79.5 27.5 72.8

5:00pm 4:30pm 6:30pm

76.3 76.0 38.8

wapa-tv wbal-tv wben-tv
7:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pro

27.8 7

wrpo-tv »

6:00pm 6 1

4 3 C ill/ Deteetives MCA, Revue Prod. (D) 21.4
3.3 7.7

arpll knbh
7:30pm 10 30pm

5.8

Ul'-[i u

7.8 43.5

wrnar tv wben-tv
11:00pm 10:30pm

V

10 a

5 4 Foreign Intrigue, JWT, Shel. Reynolds (A) 19.9
78.0 75.4

wnbt knbh
10:30pm 10:30pra

77.8 72.2

m !»/ tv wnbq
10:30pm 9:30pm

79.0 79.5 758
kftp-tf ksd-tv wnbw
9:30pm 11:00pm 10:30pm

3.0

wbuf-tv
8:00pm

75.0 ;|
wepo-tv
8:30pm 10 I

6 3 Boston Blackie, Ziv (M) 19.4
4.4 6.0

wabc-tv knv
10:00pm 8:30pm

75.4

u $ n 1 v

9 :30pm

73.6

8:30pm

9.8 73.8

wlw-a wbal-tv
9:00pm 10:30pm

74.3

wlw-t
10:30pm

7 9 Kit Carson, MCA, Revue Prod. (W) 19.3
9.7 7 7.2

wnbt keca-tv
6:00pm 7:30pm

75.8

i; 00pm

27.3

1 nopm

75.8 7 7.3

wlw-a wmar-tv
6:00pm 6:00pm el

8 7 Range Riders, CBS Film, Flying "A" (W) 18.9
9.7
knxt

7 OOpm

25.8

wbz-tv
7 :00pm

8.3

weeo-tv
5:00pm

7 7.5

wsb-tv
6:00pm ;l

9 10 Superman, MPTV, R. Maxwell (K) I8.I
72.0 72.8

wnbt keca-tv
G :00pm 8:30pm

77.0 72.2

unac-tv wbkb
6:30pm 5:00pm

8.3 29.0 7.8

vrcoo-tr ksd-tv wmal-tv
5:00pm 5:30pra 6:00pm

77.3 76.0 39.0

wsb-tv wbal-tv wben-tv
7 :00pm 7 :00pm 7 :00pm

72.3 1
wkrr-tv ^B
6:30pm <

10 II Wild Bill Rickok, W. Broidy (W) 17.8
4.2 7 7.2

wor-tv ktla

5:30pm 6:00pm

8.3 73.0
wnac-tv wbkb
5:00pm 1:30pm

26.0 26.0 73.8
wcro-tv fcsd-tv wtop-tr
5:30pm 12:00n 1:00pm

72.3 74.0 24.3

mb-tf wbal-tv wben-tv
5:30pm 7:00pm 1:00pm

73.8

Rank
ow

Past'
rank Top 10 shows in 4 to 9 markets

I 3 Orient Express, PSI-TV, Inc. (A) 19.3
2.4 3.9

rabc-tv keca-tv
8:00pm 8:30pm

2 Hopalong Cassidy, NBC Film (W) 17.3
77.2 9.4

wnht kttv

6:30pm 7:00pm

8.3

wbkb
5:30pm

29.5 73.4

wrco-tv wnbw
6:00pm 7:00pm

74.3

wsb-tv

3 I Jeffrey Jones, L. Parsons (D) 16.7
5.9
kttv

8:00pm

2.5
wbuf-tv
9 :00pm

4 Gene Atltry, CBS Film, Flying "A" (W) 16.S
7 7.5

ktla

5:30pm

8.8

wbbm-tv
5 :30pm

5 4 Amos 'n' Andy. CBS Film (C) 14.8
8.2 75.2

webs-tv knxt
2:00pm 8:00pm

7 7.5 7.6
wbl tv wbbm-tv

11 :15pm 1 :30pm

6 2

3

Victory at Sea, NBC Film (Doc.) 13.6
6.7
wnbt

7 :00pm

72.3 9.8
wbz-tv wnbq
11:15pm 9:30pm

8.2
wnbw

7 :00pm

2.0
wbes-tv
8:00pm

7 Cowboy G-itfen, United Artists (W) 13.5

3.0

n ibe (v

1:30pm

10.5

Brbl rv

2:00pm

77.0 26.0

wcro-tv k- 1 tv

4:30pm 3:30pm

72.8

waga-tv
7 :00pm

75.3

m po tv

i sen

8 7 Reart of the City, United TV Programs (D) 12.0
8.0

kttv

10:30pm

7.3

wbs- tv

11:15pm

7.3

wlw-a
8:00pm

76.8

wkre-tv

9:00pn-

8 All .liner. Game of Week, Sportsvision (S) 11.0
8.6

BPgD-tf
9 :30pm

3.3

wtvl
9 :30pm

10 8 Abbott A Costello, TCA (C) 10.9
7 7.4 8.7

wnbt kttv
6:00pm 7:30pm

76.8 9.8

wnac-tv wnbq
6:00pm 6:00pm

70.2

irtop- tv

5.8

wm •

6 :30pm

Show type- symbols: (A) tdTtntari . (D) Arami locamenUrr; (Ki klil show;
\li mjlKty; tW] WmUm; (8) parti. Films listed are syndicated, half hour length, broadcast

In four or more markets. The average rating Is an unweighted average of Individual market

ratines listed above Ttlank space, in Urates film not broadcast In this market ll
ber 1953. While network shows are fairly stable from one month to another IV

tlicy arc run, this Is ttue 10 much ll with syndicated shows. B
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li Ans
i//y made tor TV

3-STATION MARKETS

[roit Milw'kee Phi la. S. Fran. Seattle

,.3 20.5

krun tv

S :00pm

30.3

king-tv
8 :00pm

.3 7 7.8
wcau-tv
7:00|>m

77.8
kron-tv
10:30pm

:.3 34.5 77.0 26.0 36.3

wtmj-tv
5 :00pra

wcau-tv
7 :00pm

kron-tv
7:00pm

king-tv
7:00pm

.0 20.0

wtmj-tv
11:00pm

20.3

kron-tv
10:00pm

.8 43.8 7 7.4 9.0 28.8
wtmj-tv
9:30pm

wcau - tv

10:30pm
kgo-tv
10:30pm

king-tv
9:3(i|mi

.5 30.3 72.3 74.3

* tv wtmj-tv
11:00pm

kgo-tv
8:30pm

ktnt-tv

10:30pm

3 32.0 74.4 77.8 27.3

wtmj-tv
4:30pm

vvptz

6:30pm
kron-tv
4:00pm

king-tv
5:U0pra

.3 8.3 78.2 23.8 29.8

wcan-tv
7:00pm

wptz
6:00pm

kpix
7:00pm

king-tv
7:00pm

.8 28.0 20.6 7 7.0 27.5
wtmj-tv
4:00pm

wcau-tv
7 :00pm

kgo-tv
6 :30pm

king-tv
5:00pm

2-STATION
MARKETS

Birm. New 0. Charlotte

50.5

vvdsu-tv

'J ::

27.3 27.0

win i tv

5:00pm
wdsu-tv
5 00pm

.5 79.8 78.6 77.5 20.8
wtmj tv

12:00n
wptz

6 :30pm
kgo-tv
6 :30pm

king-tv
5 :00pm

23.5 35.5

wabt
0:30pm

wdsu-tv
10:00pm

20.0
wbrc-tv
0:30pm

78.3 46.3

wbrc-tv
10 :00pm

wdsu tv

10:00pm

27.3 38.8

wabt
t; :00pm

wdsu-tv
4:00pm

42.3

wdsu-tv
6:00pm

22.8 25.3
wabt
6:00pm

wdsu-tv
5:00pm

26.0 24.8

wabt
6:00pm

wdsu-tv
12:30pm

l-STA.
MKT.

59.0

WbtV
0:00pm

59.5
wbtv

8:30pm

36.0

Wbtv
11:00am

56.5

wbtv
8:00pm

56.5
wbtv

9:00pm

59.5

wbtv
8:00pm

29.0

wbtv
3:30pm

26.0
wbtv

3:00pm

30.0

wbtv
3:30pm

73.5 36.0

kgo-tv
8:30pm

king-tv
8:30pm

72.5

kgo-tv
6:00pm

5.3

wcan-tv
8:30pm

5

' -tv

i pm

22.3

king-tv
5:00pm

37.5

king-tv
7 :30pm

.3

»-tv
i pm

s

Ijl-tv

78.3

kron-tv
7:00pm

7.0

kgo-tv
7:00pm

__ pro

75.0 2.3

kron-tv kmo-tv
10:30pm 9:00pm

23.3

wtmj-tv
10:30pm

73.4

wcau-tv
J 10:30pra

6.3 3.0

kgo-tv kmo-tv
10:00pm 8:00pm

45.5

wdsu-tv
9:30pm

79.8

wbrc-tv
6:00pm

53.0

wdsu-tv
7 :30pm

27.5

wabt
6:00pm

40.8

wdsu-tv
4:30pm

8.8 37.5

wbrc-tv wdsu-tv
10:45pm 10:00pm

37.5

wbtv
3:30pm

25.0

wbtv
1:30pm

mind when analyzing rating trends, from one month to another
art 'Refers to last month's chart. If blank, show was not

"I in last chart or was in other top 10.

60QD FOR A PROFITABLE

PASSAGE THROUGHOUT

THE MID-SOUTH S

FASTEST-GROWING MARKET

GREENSBORO,
N.C.

wfmy-tv

WHsmmtM,
H.S.
via

MrttW|-XN

DURHAM,

N.C.

via

wfmy-tv

fVSUEBORO,

H.C.
via

DANVILLE,

VA.

via

wfmy-tv

m&H P0\HI,

H.C.
via

MDSmLE,
N.C.

via

- wfmy-tv

via

BURLINGTON,

tiC.

via

wfmy-tv

H.fc. '

via

-

SALISBURY,

H.C.

via

wfmy-tv

Yr\.

>Nlm^-\M

this is

just

the

IICK61 to sell the real

North Carolina market.

If you want to go places in a profitable

way throughout the fastest-growing

area of the fast-growing mid-South . .

WFMY-TV is ready to cover a lot of

ground for you in a hurry.

Your itinerary, via Channel 2, includes

a market that's $1,500,000,000

strong in buying power, .home of

some of the biggest, best-known names

in American manufacturing . . rich with

payrolls that stem from a busy combina-

tion of industry and agriculture.

When your message travels via WFMY-TV,

you're sure of a warm and resultful

welcome in television homes all over

this progressive region. For more sales

in the heart of the mid-South, WFMY-TV

is just the ticket!

wfmy-tv
Basic CBS Affiliate -Channel 2

Greensboro, N. C.

Represented by

Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.

New York— Chicago — San Francisco
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ON

SALINAS, CALIF.

5000 WATTS

Saturate California's

Newest Metropolitan Area

with the

CLOVER LEAF

STATION
at half the cost of

using separate stations.

HERE'S THE STORY... LEAF BY LEAF

SALINAS $58 Million Retail Sales

MONTEREY $35 Million Retail Sales

SANTA CRUZ $42 Million Retail Sales

WATSONVILIE $27 Million Retail Sales

Put them all together for.

ONE STATION COVERAGE
of these four cities and the rest of

this Half-Billion Dollar Market

K
SALINAS
CALIFORNIA

REPRESENTED BY WEED & CO.

I Continued from page 10 I

that a sensible use of radio and television—which means well-

written copy and video that does more than holding up a print

advertisement—wouldn't have turned the tide in favor of the

stores, in any case.

In addition, I gather the stores got so di.-traught over the

newspaperless state of the city that they withheld most of their

advertising dollars. So, in effect, they were trying to make
up for their loss of the press with less dollars each of which

Hi ,1 Doeswas pulling only a small portion of its value.

this constitute a fair test for radio and tv?

As you can perhaps imagine by now, what I'm getting at

is that this mystic world of retail advertising which so few in

the national end of the picture seem to appreciate may not be

so different after all. What's more important, it may be sus-

ceptible to broadcast campaigns that are well conceived and

adroitly spotted (speaking of well "spotted," I gather also

that most adjacencies purchased by the stores were of the

genus which cause agency timebuyers to hold their noses;

another handicap!).

In fact, I daresay that stores with a plethora of talent on

their premises could quickly and easily adapt themselves and

their people to as wise a usage of radio and television as any

pill pusher on the national level. In fact, this seems to me to

be an area which opens tremendous possibilities for radio

and anything which does that, or gives a promise of so doing

these days, is well worth looking into.

Therefore I imagine the more aggressive station folk- arc

working right now to prove what the strike proved and to help

the store people make a more intelligent adjustment to broad-

cast advertising. By so doing, they'll add new and needed

revenue and once again prove that the human voice (radio)

and the human voice plus pix in motion (television) are pretty

effective sales instruments even if you can't tear the messages

out and pin them to hubby's shaving mirror. • • •

Letters to Bob Foreman are weleomed

Do you always agree with the opinions Bob Foreman ex-

presses in "Agency Ad Libs'? Hob and the editors of spon-

sor would be happy to receive and print comments from

renders. Address Hob Foreman, c'o SPONSOR, 40 F. 49 5/.
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Sarra's commercials are extremely
effective "visual selling"—they
make friends and motivate
buying action.

ATTENTION
Sarra's ingenious use of
audio-visual techniques
compels attention for the
product's complete story.

Sarra's commercials possess

DETENTION an unf°rgetable quality

—

RBI K™

'

tvn the impression lasts long
after the broadcast.

RECOGNITION
Sarra's advertising experts never
forget the primary importance of
strong product identification.

The advertiser gets results when
Sarra's team of creative
advertising men and expert
technicians apply their talents.

More than 2500 TV commercials al-

ready produced, and over 20 years'
experience as specialists in Visual
Selling give Sarra "know-how".
Find out how it can work for you.

VIDE-O-RIGINAL is

the name for a qual-
ity-controlled motion
picture print made in

Sarra's own photo-
graphic laboratory. And
whether you order one
—or one hundred—each
is custom-made for max-
imum fidelity.

OTHER SUCCESSFUL TV

ADVERTISERS SERVED BY SARRA

The STUDEBAKER Corp.-
Roche, Williams & Cleary, Inc.

NORTHERN TISSUE. Northern
Paper Mills-Young & Rubi-
cam. Inc. (Chicago).

JERGENS LOTION. Andrew
Jergens, Inc.—Robert W. Orr
& Associates, Inc.

SYLVANIA TV sets. Sylvania
Electric Products, Inc.—Roy S.

Durstine,. Inc.

The GREAT ATLANTIC & PA-
CIFIC TEA COMPANY-Paris
& Peart.

RAINBO. FAIR-MAID. COLON-
IAL breads, Campbell Taggart
Associated Bakeries.

CLIP BOARD OF

RECENT SARRA RELEASES

LUCKY STRIKE, American
Tobacco Co.—Batten, Barton,

Durstine & Osborn, Inc.

STOPETTE Deodorant. Jules
Montenier, Inc.— Earle Ludgin

& Company

PET Milk Co.-Gardner Adver-
tising Co. Awarded Chicago Art
Directors' Club Gold Medal.

Pabst "BLUE RIBBON" Beer.
Pabst Sales Co.-Warwick &

Legler, Inc.

SPECIALISTS IN VISUAl SEUING -^
NEW YORK: 200 East 56lh Street CHICAGO: 16 East Ontario Street

TELEVISION COMMERCIALS . PHOTOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATION • MOTION PICTURES . SOUND SLIDE FILMS

25 JANUARY 1954
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SATURATES

CENTRAL CALIFORNIA'S

RICH INLAND MARKET

Effective buying income

$942,044,000
in KJEO coverage area

81,850 sets Dec, 1953
(90 mile contour area)

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY

THE BRANHAM COMPANY
Offices in Leading Cities

EDEI
CHANNELST

agency profile L. T. Steele

Administrative V.P. for Tv & Radio

Benton & Bowles. New York

O'NEILL BROADCASTING CO.
FRESNO. CALIFORNIA

P. O. Bex 1708 Phone 7-8405

J. E. O'Neill. President

"'Although many tv programs today are either independently or

network packaged, the agency's role in an advertiser's air campaign

is no less important or complex." Ted Steele. Benton & Bowles" ex-

ecutive head of tv and radio, told sponsor. "To the familiar func-

tions of creating our own effective programs and commercials now
are added—increasingly-—problems of negotiating and administer-

ing most effectively for clients programs developed by packagers."

He went on to explain that creating or selecting a tv show has

become more than ever interlocked with media and time bu\ ing

strategies. "In tv. the closest collaboration between agency media

and program people is a must."

He feels the big problems which a new tv advertiser faces are two-

fold. "There's the problem of clearing a time franchise on a lineup

of stations adequate to meet his coverage need. Also, he must ac-

quire a program he can afford, which, when televised in such a

valuable time slot, will attract an audience large enough and lo\al

enough to make the whole investment in time and talent pay."

A related trend in tv advertising that Steele points to is the emerg-

ing of various forms of cost-sharing sponsorships: rotating, alter-

nating, participating. These, he feels, open up major-leagut t\

opportunities to products with smaller budgets or seasonal selling

problems.

SPONSOR estimates that 60 r
r of Benton & Bowles 1953 billings of

160 million, or $36 million, were in air media: $26 million in tv.

$10 million in radio. These figures give Benton & Bowles fourth

ranking among the top 20 agencies by 1953 air billings, i See

sponsor list of top 20 radio and tv agencies. 28 December 1953. i

Among t\ shows supervised by Steele's department for Benton &

Bowles clients are: Mama, the Red Buttons Show, Roy Rogers. Letter

to Loretta, Pantomime Quiz and the daxtime strip. On ) our Account

(agency-built). Network radio entries include such established pro-

grams as the B&B-built Railroad Hour. II endx U arren and the News
and about a dozen more daytime serials and participation shows.

The Steeles live in Manhattan, \sked if he'd made anv New
Year's resolutions, Ted Steele answered unhesitatingly: "Yes—to

move to the country!" \n\bodv got a house for sale in Locust

Valley, N. Y.? ***
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IN INLAND CALIFORNIA (AND WESTERN NEVADA)

DELIVERS MORE FOR THE MONE/

These five inland radio stations, purchased as a unit, give you
more listeners than any competitive combination of local

stations . . . and in Inland California more listeners than the

2 leading San Francisco stations and the 3 leading Los Angeles

stations combined . . . and at the lowest cost per thousand!

(SAMS and SR&D)

Ringed by mountains, this self-contained inland market is

90 miles from San Francisco and 113 miles from Los Angeles.

The Beeline taps a net effective buying income of almost 4

billion dollars.

(Sales Management's 1953 Copyrighted Survey)

WCLATCHY BROADCASTING COMPANY
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA • Paul H. Raymer Co., National Representative

KOH/© reno

KFBK ° SACRAMENTO

KWG O STOCKTON

r 1 \
KMJ © FRESNO

) \
KERN ° BAKERSFIELD
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n forum on questions of current interest

to air ailvertisers and their agencies

IJo i/on think thv audio portion of tv shows rhoutd

nittL-r up (in itnportttnt svynient of network rcufio

Gottlieb

THE PICKED PANEL ANSWERS

The answer to

whether <>r not

the audio portion

of a t\ show

should be used in

network radio de-

pends on the pro-

gram in\ olved. I n

some instances it

can work, such as

Meet the Press.

That pro" r a m
was originall) a radio show, then

moved to t\. and now the t\ sound

hack i- used on radio. In a case like

this, it's almost a question of which

came first, the chicken or the egg?

On more or less stationarx shows.

su h as CBS' Man of the Week, the t\

sound can be used on radio with sati>-

factor) results. The results, audiowise,

will not always be satisfactory, how-

ever, because tv audio is inferior to

radio audio.

\\ ith regard to certain musical pro-

grams, t\ audio could he used on radio

without undue loss ol audio quality.

The audio portion of tv corned]

shows would not be so successful on

radio be :ause much of i\ depends upon

sight. \ humorous t\ corned) sequence

in pantomime, foi instance, would ob-

viousl) be meaningless on radio.

Il is likel) thai ver) lew dramatic

programs could be simulcast. The

visual part ol a dramatic program

simpl) plays too great a pari to be

eliminated.

The exact answer to the question,

then, depends upon the nature ol the

l>i ogram.

When you arc looking at something,

as in i\. you're not quite so aware ol

the sound as you are when \ :annol

see the source ol thai sound.

In radio, the listenei must hear the

sound and all of it — so that his

imagination can operate properly. If

\ou roh a person of the audio, his

imagination is crippled.

If you turn off the video portion of

your t\ set and keep on the audio, you

won't hear certain words. The opera-

tor of the boom mike just cannot al-

v\a\s keep the mike over the speaker

or singer's head. If there's a great

deal of movement in a tv program,

it's even harder to manage the boom
mike. Not that perfect sound reproduc-

tion will result even if the boom mike

is direct!) over the speaker. It never

is as good as when the performer can

speak directl) into the mike, as in

radio.

Motion pictures circumvent this

problem l>\ dubbing in the sound track

after the picture has been shot. Except

for filmed programs, this cant he done

on tv.

For radio to use tv audio to a very

great extent would he suicidal. There

must be heller audio qualit) for an

audio medium— not second best.

Lester Gottlieb

Vice President in charge of

network programs

CBS Radio

Neu York

I n conside r i ng

t h e practicalit)

of using taped

versions of t \

^ shows on radio.

it is necessar) to

break down the

problem into pro-

gram i\ pes.

fi^ M§ Such programs

Mr. Hamilton as audience par-

ticipation, panel

ami musicals do lend themselves to this

type ol operation bo long as the pro-

gram does not require sight for its

continuity and pace. Participants in

an) such programs would be com-

pelled to abstain from an\ rcferen es

having to do with si<:ht for obvious

reasons. Variet) and dramatic shows

would not he practical since often the

basic conception of the program is

based on the audience's abilit) to see

what is occurring.

\\ ith regard to using a radio tape

for a t\ production. 1 would consider

this completer) unpractical. The prob-

lems of synchronizing movement with

pre-recorded sound would present

problems of staggering proportions.

1 he onl) plausible application of the

method that comes to mind would he

the use of a musical tape while pro-

jecting film locale shots compatible

with the music being plaved.

\\ i i.i.i \ m I). Hamilton
Eastern Program Director

ABC Radio Network

Sew York

\s the network

which pioneered

in this t\pe of

operation we < an

point to three
successful use- ol

this technique.

When the \d

miral Corp. re-

ceded complaints

from people that

the) were being

deprived of Bishop Fulton .1. Sheens

Life Is II orth Living program, the

compan) signed up for the entire Mu-

tual Broadcasting System's radio net.

W h\ Mutual'.'' Because of this web's

deep audience penetration, in both t\

and non-t\ area-.

\nd certainl) there are main fine

telex ision programs whose main ap-

Mr. Rice
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peal is aural rather than visual. Among
the "television" programs which the

Mutual radio network is now carrying

are The Eddie Fisher Show, Perry

Corno's Top Tunes, and Author Meets

the Critics.

With television production costs as

high as they are it seems a little ridicu-

lous not to get as much mileage out of

each program as possible. With sing-

ers such as Como and Fisher, and dis-

cussion shows such as Author Meets it

is only common sense to amortize the

cost of the program by disseminating

it over as large an audience as possible.

The network of more than 500 Mutual

radio stations which these advertisers

use assures them of reaching into every

nook and cranny in America at very

little additional cost, considering the

original investment in the tv program.

With advertisers becoming more
dollar-conscious every day it seems

likely that more and more of them will

turn to this method of stretching their

budgets. Despite the prophets of

doom, radio still has a vast audience.

And it always will have. Whether the

people turn to radio because they

don't have tv, or because it does a

better job in fields such as news and

music, or because they enjoy a "sort

of audible wallpaper" (as Alistair

Cooke calls radio), they will continue

to devote many hours per week to

radio listening. Just because people

are in the kitchen, bedroom, family

car, or on the beach is no reason for

ignoring their listening habits. And
there's no reason why a substantial

portion of this listening shouldn't be

to programs which are produced with

a combined listener-viewer audience

in mind.

Herbert C. Rice

Vice President in

Charge of Programs

MBS
New York

Any questions?

sponsor welcomes questions for

discussion from its readers. Ques-

tions are evaluated for their in-

terest to other readers and, if

found suitable, will be submitted

to the most appropriate authori-

ties for answering. Topic for dis-

cussion in the 8 February issue:

"Do sponsors need a well-known

star to attract large radio and tv

audiences?"

MAIL PULL
Ar««y KCEN-TV

covers ALL of the big
Temple-Waco market!
Engineers calculated a coverage radius of

75 miles for KCEN-TV, but mail reporting

good reception has been consistently re-

ceived from distant points in excess of 1 00

miles . . . proof of "plus" coverage in the

big market midway between Texas' four

largest cities where nearly a million peo-

ple reside.

THIS IS COVERAGE

For the first time, advertisers can reach

all of the Temple-Waco market with a

single medium —
100 KW
VHF

Cha nnel O

P. O. Box 1 88, Temple, Texas

George P. Hollingbery Company—Na»'/ Rep.

833-Foot Tower

830 Feet Above Average Terrain

(Tallest tower in Texas, south of Amarillo)

KCEN-TV
NBC Interconnected

Phone 3-6868
Clyde Melville Company—Texa* Rep.
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ItflV.I Interview* lick city's psyvholoyival depression

In l);ui\ ill*-. \ a., people were wear-

ing long l.i i
- just before < In istmas.

\ drought had liii tin- area's tobacco

crops. I In- large te tile mill, Dan

River, which supports mam oi the

city's residents, was not operating at

lull capacit) . \ml the weather w as too

warm to kindle any enthusiasm about

( In istmas shopping.

Ye l. a -tudv of Danville's hu-iness

Dick Campbe

indicated things were not as

almost everybody believed.

\\ D\ \ originated a plan to lick the

psychological depression. The gim-

raick: concentrate on telling people that

business is good in Danville, getting

specific firms and plants to report on

their current operating picture.

Program Director Dick Campbell

(see picture above i and News Direc-

Color telecasts planned
by ItS.lZ-TV for Unroll

WSAZ-TV, Huntington, W. Va..

plans lo transmit it- first color telecast

sometime in March, according to Law-

rence II. Rogers, vice president ami

genera] manager oJ WSAZ, [nc.

The station has already received

notice from l!( '. \ Laboratories that it-

color equipment i- on the way. The

equipment will convert the station to

network color t< l<-\ ision.

Rogers said it will be possible to

transmit color before March if the

Telephone Co. makes color circuits in

Dayton or Columbus available to the

station sooner than anticipated. * * *

toi Charlie Craig spent an afternoon

on the "beeper" telephone, tape record-

ing statements 1>\ various merchants.

I he next day. the tape-recorded tele-

phone interviews were aired on the sta-

tion's regular programs.

Station breaks incorporated the same

theme, with the message: "This is

\\ D\ \. Dam [He, \ irginia, where busi-

ness is good!"

Throughout the day the station re-

ceived calls from other merchants who
wanted to participate. The campaign
w;:s extended another da\ in order to

get all •")() statements on the air. * * *

! amities with ah I sets

ivateh tv more

—

\RB
Families which have tv sets equipped

to receive both uhf and vhf stations

spend 25% more time watching tv

than families which have a vhf-onlv

>et. This was one of the findings of a

survey completed recently by Ameri-

can Research Bureau for ABC.
ARB found that families with uhf-

\hf sets watch tv 34.96 hours weekly.

Those with vhf-only sets watch tv 27.83

hours weekly

.

* • *

lianh uses cartoons
to sell serious itleas

The Republic- National Bank of Dal-

las is using a humorous cartoon an-

nouncement campaign on television to

sell the serious idea of banking.

I he bank turned to cartoon- because

it believes this method of advertising

adds to audience retenth it\ of the com-

mercial message. It uses telops with

cartoon- produced bv Glenn Advertis-

ing Vgency in it- announcements.

In a -ample telop series, the first

Witch stirs cauldron bank commercial

slide shows a witch stirring a smoking

cauldron I see above), Audio for this

illustration: "In early times witch-

< rafters had developed secret recipes

for accumulating wealth—like boiling

leaves in a magic solution."

On another slide the cartoon shows

the results of a disastrous explosion.

I he witch's pot is smashed to smither-

eens, her clothes ripped to shreds.

Audio: "Today we know it's nonsense

—but a savings account can add up to

be a real nest poo"

Iht Mont unveils ttvo-proyrains-at-once tv receiver

In radio, its personal set listening

that solves family squabbles: in tele-

vision, it may well be the personal

earpiece.

The Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories

recently previewed its new Duoscopic

tv receiver which shows two programs

on one screen and permits two separ-

ate audiences to view each program

simultaneously (see picture below i

.

The Duoscopic receiver can tune in

any two tv programs from any stations

within range. Through the use of

polaroid glasses, personalized earpieces

and remote control audio units each

person viewing the screen ma\ tune

Called the Duoscopic tv receiver, Du Mont set receives two programs at the same time
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in and out of either program indepen-

dently of the other persons viewing ill

the same time.

The audio control unit has six

switches and two knobs. The switches

control the specific audio signals; the

knobs control the volume. The audio

control unit is so designed that the

viewer can easily watch one program

and listen to the audio content of

another.

If all persons desire to see the same

program the Duoscopic Receiver can

be viewed conventionally with only one

picture presented, Du Mont officials

said. The new receiver will be first

shown to the public in New York and

New Jersey. * * *

KGO, San Francisco, is awakening

childhood memories for many of its

listeners these days.

It has inaugurated a new station-

break campaign, consisting of rhymed
couplets a la Mother Goose. Here are

some samples:

"Tom, Tom, the piper's son

He learned to play ivhen he was

young
And now he tunes his radio

To Dance Time— heard on KGO,
San Francisco.''

"Where are you going, my pretty

maid?
With your rosy cheeks and your

golden hair?

I'm tuning my radio, she said

There's plenty of entertainment there—on KGO, San Francisco.'" * * *

Briefly . . .

When you get your meal checks in

various Syracuse restaurants, on the

back of the check—in place of the

usual "Thank you . . . please pay
cashier" or similar wording—is a pic-

lure of two sign painters at work on a

huge sign covering the height of a

building. The wording being painted
on the sign says, "Radio or tv—WSYR
—dial 570-^ihannel 3."

* * *

Weiss & Geller, Inc., Chicago ad
agency, has teamed up with social sci-

entists to conduct a creative workshop
for its employees. Purpose of the meet-
ings is to apply the knowledge of so-

cial scientists to advertising, accord-
ing to Edward H. Weiss, agency presi-

dent. Any member of the agency can
attend the sessions, and those attend-

ing are invited to submit copy ideas

for use in any medium, based on fac-

( Please turn to page 128)

The Whole Family Will Love
—

>

TV's Great New All-Star Show
. . . Aimed At The Heart Of America

BASED ON HAM FISHER'S DYNAMIC

ALL-AMERICAN CHARACTER , . , FOLLOWED

BY 70 MILLION DEVOTED READERS!

Nothing else like it on TV today! The first TV
series to be made available to local and regional

sponsors with ALL-FAMILY AUDIENCE APPEAL

Mom. Dad, Sister and Brother will all love

JOE PALOOKA! It's got everything . . . comedy.

action, romance, adventure'.

JOE KIRKWOOD
:i> Joe Palooka

CATHY DOWNS
as Joe's wife, Aim Howe

SID TOMACK
as Knobby, Joe's Manager

MAXIE

R0SENDL00M
as Clyde, Joe's Trainer

* * • •

26 SHOWS

NOW AVAILABLE

Another Great Half-Hour Winner From The Producers of
• THE LIBERACE SHOW • LIFE WITH ELIZABETH

\/vr ///c

420 MADISON AVENUE • NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK
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For the first time on any screen—even be-

fore your local theatres, TV will premiere
this outstanding series of feature length

motion pictures.

HERE is a programming idea so sound, so big, so

merchandisable, that 22 leading TV stations signed

for the series of 26 pictures from the first story board.

Today leading stations, advertisers and agencies in

30 cities are building advertising and merchandising

campaigns around this outstanding series produced for

Vitapix by Princess Pictures, Inc.

Films are ready for telecasting. 26 in the series cov-

ering drama, mystery, comedy and adventure. 70 or 5 l-

minnte running time. Black and white, or color. \ itapix

uniform national pricing formula. For availabilities and

prices phone collect today.

^ Watch VITAPIX— a corporation owned
by T\ stations, producing and distributing TV films.

VITAPIX CORPORATION
New York: 509 Moditon Avenue, Plan. 8-3013 • Chicago: 30 N. lo Salle St., AN 3-2950

lot Angclci: 8949 Sonict Blvd., CR 1-7191 • New Orleans: 3190DeSaix Blvd., Valley 1837

AW^ omir°H
4

Jackie Cooper

Martha Scott

Big Name Stars

50

Top Writers and Producers
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1. W FILM: $60 million business

/j\t\ -mi i |cii\ Fairbanks shot the

lir-i made-for-h him in 1946 -a low-

budget episode of Public Prosecutor

id \\\(. tin- t\ film program indus-

ti\ has grown so fast lew admen can

keep track of it.

M.inv a client todaj i- hew itched,

bothered and bewildered bj the ei^ht-

year-old marriage "I t\ and the movie

industry. Man) an agencj or station

film buyer lit- tried t<> look into the

future of the multi-million dollar film

syndication business and bas found it

as clouded as a London fog.

What's happening with color films?

What arc the trend- in multiple-market

spotting oi syndicated films? What's

the qualit] <>f the merchandising of-

fered bj film distributors? Are the

pricing formulas becoming stabilized?

Is the industr) basicall) sound? How
fast is it really growing? What about

reruns?

These were just a few of the ques-

tion- which SPONSOR editors discovered

were hot topics among clients and

agencic-. \nd these questions formed

the basis ol extensive questionnaires

used to survey all the leading film pro-

ducers and distributors.

Briefly, this i- the -ize and shape of

the syndicated tv film program busi-

ness as of now :

• Syndicated films are hip business.

Film producers and distributors were

asked in sponsor's questionnaires to

reveal their gross business during the

past year. On a confidential basis near-

l\ all gave answers. This total was

measured against the total of all tv

film companies with weighting to get

a projection, sponsor's guesstimate

for the 1954 business in tv program

films i not including feature-lengths or

commercials): over $60 million.

• The business is still grow ing. Some
more industry estimates: back in 1948.

between 7 and 10' r of the program

Bchedule of the average network-affili-

ated tv outlet was on film; today, the

figure is calculated to be about 35'
1 .

even though the total number of tele-

casting hours of the average tv outlet

has increased nearh four times. As
far as film production is concerned,

distributors estimate that the 1953 out-

put was 300' '< over that of 1952—and

still climbing.

These are highlights. In succeeding

pages, you will find detailed reports.

They include an up-to-the minute re-

port on film industry progress in color

television, a study of the rerun film

market, a report on tv film production

costs and an up-to-date list of film-.

Here, topic by topic, are other major

developments in the tv film syndica-

tion business which emerged in spon-

sor's stud\.

Color films:

There's no hotter topic in the video

Ziv TV is acknowledged leader in booming syndication field, currently

has eight tv film series before cameras. Below, executives of Carter

Products and SSCB agency meet with Ziv officials to discuss promotion

plans for Carter-sponsored film show, "Mr. District Attorney." L. to r.:

Russ Clancy, Ziv a.e.; Barrett Welch, SSCB a.e. for Carter's; M. J.

"Bud" Rif kin, Ziv tv sales manager; Alan Miller, ad manager of Carter
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Producers, syndieators see banner

film year. Here are latest trends

film business today than color tele-

vision and color tv films.

As the executive producer of one tv

film company explained the situation:

"By its very nature, the tv film in-

dustry must plan far ahead and stay

on top of every major color film de-

velopment and technique. In the field

of program production we are way

ahead of the live networks. We have

to lie."

How far ahead can be judged from

the following figures: of those pro-

ducers and syndicators replying to

sponsor's questionnaires— and they

represent a majority of the best-known

firms—more than 60% are actively en-

gaged now in shooting one or more

(and as many as four or five) program

series on color film, using either East-

man, Ansco or Technicolor stocks. The

capital investment easily runs into

millions.

(For complete report on color tv as

il applies to syndicated film programs,

see story on page 54.)

Sales patterns:

So fast has the tv film industry

grown that producers and distributors

find it difficult to define trends in sell-

ing. However, these facts are becom-

ing apparent:

1. Sales costs are a sizable item in

the tv film business. The smaller di>-

tributors or producer-syndicators usu-

ally have at least five salesmen spotted

across the country. The medium-sized

firms may have 10 or more and the

big firms over 20. Each salesman costs

the company $200 a week or more,

syndicators estimate. This, in turn,

means that a sales cost is tacked onto

tv film shows. On a film deal where

the client is spotting the show "nation-

ally'
7

(in at least 40 or 50 markets)

the sales cost may be 109? • On a long-

haul basis, where the selling is done

ft- I'thn Industry has grown

to huqe size, but is .still Im'sW

i*i; financing ami telling hassles

Sales: Then
'

thi numbi

muli

film hov !'
I b '

si ill i iii local sal* to t\

I inam-'ttta: \i,, i producers

still ini e a loss i oup

lati r, i r film

market-by-market, the sales cosl ma)

be as much as 10 <>r 50' < .

2. Sales of new shows, rerun shows

and show.- on a multi-market basis all

increased sizabl) (luring L953. I \ICA-

I \ . for instance, calculates thai it

made almost equal gains during L953

ii. each of these categories, i However,

most syndicators admit that the real

meat-and-potatoes end of the business

is not the multi-market deal. Instead,

it is the sale by a syndicator to tv sta-

tions who in turn sell the show locallj

{Please turn to paiir 96)

Reruns of shows which played originally on networks or in syndication

are now major part of the films-for-tv business. "Amos V Andy" show

of CBS Film Syndication gets good ratings in second showings

Newest trend: Stars, like Ella Raines shown with MPTV Vice President

Ed Madden, often produce or help finance new video film packages.

Her series, "Janet Dean," is being shot in color for future reruns
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Guild Films began shooting its highly successful "Liberace" Since 1950, "Cowboy G-Men," popular syndicated Western, has

show in color on 9 January with an eye to future tv reruns been filmed in color. Residual rights are currently for sale

2.

J lie average tv station in the U. S.

wont have the equipment to telecast

color video films locally, either 16 or

35 mm., before the early part of L955.

That > the consensus gathered by

SPONSOR from equipment manufactur-

ers like RCA, Telechrome. Du Mont.

Yet the advertiser or agencv who

Producers see ro.vu future

ahouil for color film rerun*,

are Inverting heavily now

Production: 1/ than 60<

the if film producers replying in

si'on vey said they had <""

or iif 'I imil on color

film linn fur first run 111 !

f </ui|>>iK'iif : Film telecasting gear
ami distr or tv s< I

behind \ in film

industry. Local sta , nut lun »

culnr film I ill '55.

asks tn(la\ "What is the syndicated

film industry doing about color?" may

well be in for a surprise.

As part of its extensive survev of the

made-for-tv film bu-iness, SPONSOR re-

ceived data on the color plans of some
60 film companies. Included in this

group: organizations like Ziv T\ . NBC
Film Division. Kling Studios, CBS
Film Syndication, Jerry Courneya Pro-

din tions, Vitapix, Motion Pictures for

television, Franklin Productions. Cor-

nell Productions and others. The re-

turn- represent a reasonable cross-

se lion o| the industry.

Here- how the situation stands in

earl} L954:

1. Despite the fact that color film

production calls for heavy invest nts

on the part of producers (or their

backers), the t\ film industry is heavil)

involved in all sort- of color plans.

More than 60$ of the firms replying

to sponsor's questionnaire indicated

and problen

that they had one or more tv program

film series now in production in color.

2. Some producers -how a ver\ cau-

tious attitude about color film (see be-

low 1. But others, confident that it's

onl) a matter of time before tv color

film projection equipment will be in-

stalled which will handle any standard

color film, are in color production to

the limit. Franklin Productions, for

example, has shot three different se-

ries and five pilot films in color

—

100$ of production. Others are rang-

ing anywhere from 30 to 75 r
< of pro-

duction in color.

3. Just as networks and stations are

absorbing nearl\ all of the color t\ con-

version cost- during 1954. se t\ film

maker- view color as an investment to

be recaptured at a later date, \atu-

rally, this adds to the hazards of fi-

nancing and producing a s\ndicated tv

film series. The producers who (li-

eu—ed their color plans with SPONSOB
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What will color add to a mystery show? Producer Hi Brown and
NBC have recently experimented with color on "Inner Sanctum"

Space adventures of United TV Programs' "Rocky Jones" may be

shot in color in near future. Producers plan a switch soon

Special SPONSOR survey got details on who is shooting

in color now . Some have used color for six years

indicated, on the average, that they

would be lucky to get 50% of their

costs back for a shot-in-color film se-

ries on the first run (in black-and-

white) today. One or two put the fig-

ure as low as 30%.
4. As never before, the color future

of the tv film industry is closely con-

nected with developments in the tech-

nical field. Producers, syndicators and
admen are all watching eagerly for new
color film developments to come from
the laboratories of film manufacturers,

like Eastman, and tv equipment firms.

So intense has this pressure become
that several film producers griped bit-

terly to SPONSOR editors that they felt

too much emphasis was being placed

on developing equipment and tech-

niques for live color video. (This isn't

necessarily so, tv technical firms say,

explaining that there are more compli-

cations to the proper telecasting of

color film than any other phase of

tinted video. To harassed producers,

however, this is sometimes small com-

fort.)

That's the situation on a once-over-

lightly basis. But what exactly is avail-

able now, or in the near future, in the

way of syndicated color tv films? What
do producers say about the relative

merits of various brands of color film

stock? What plans for color tv film

showings can advertisers make?

Here in question-and-answer form

are some of the major color develop-

ments, as well as some of the comments

of leading film men:

Question. What do producers them-

selves say about the color film situa-

tion?

Answer. For the most part, pro-

ducers are "bullish" on the subject.

Here are some of their opinions:

John Sinn, president of Ziv TV:

"Ziv was the first major tv producer

to shoot in color. As far back as 19 1!!.

we were shooting Cisco Kid on 16 mm.
Kodachrome. Last year, about 05' < of

our production footage was in color.

This year, the figure will be about

90%. We're confident that the present

color tv system is such that any good

L6 mm. color print will aive good color

pictures on a home color receh er.

Meanwhile, of course, we are deliver-

ing black-and-white prints made from
our color negatives at black-and-white

prices."

John Jay Franklin, producer, Frank-

lin Productions:

"I believe that color will be the im-

portant factor as soon as the general

public will be able to buy enough color

receivers to make it worthwhile for the

sponsor to contract for color produc-

tions. We have used color for the last

five years in all of our productions,

looking forward to the day when we
can distribute all of our pictures in

{Please turn to page 112)
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Edward Arnold is "host" on TPA's "Star Showcase," a rerun drama series fitted out with new
introductions and title. Here, he chats with Milton Gordon, president of TPA syndication firm

Original sponsor, Camel, is part-owner of "Follow That Man," originally aired on CBS TV as

"Man Against Crime.' Syndicated by MCA-TV, show is earning rerun profits in major markets

Tv webs have developed sizable syndication sidelines in past year. ABC, for example, is cur-

rently syndicating two rerun shows, "Racket Squad" (below) and "Playhouse," plans to add more

I RERUN
New research shows r

g i or the average t\ film syndicator

or producer todaj the "rerun" show

lias come to mean the difference be-

tween eating in Sardi's or Ciro's—or

not eating at all.

As Bud Austin, director of national

sales for Official Films, one of the

largest syndicators of rerun packages

{My Hero, Terry & The Pirates, Oh.

Baby! and others i . explained the situ-

ation to sponsor:

"Even if you sell a syndicated film

diow to a major client on a national

basis for the first run. you'll be luck\

to break even—or even recover TV,

—of your sales and production costs.

If you're Belling the first run on a mar-

ket-In -market basis. \ou rarely recover

more than 50'/ the first time. ^ <>ur

recovery is e\en less in either case if

you've shot in color as a long-term

investment.

Result: Although there are more

than 50 new tv film series in produc-

tion now. there are also over 35 rerun

series available to sponsors today i see

14-page list of available tv films, start-

ing page 67 I

.

Although the business in reruns is

booming because of economic pres-

sures on film producers and distribu-

tors, reruns are finding an important

place in the plans of many top clients.

That's because rerun shows, in the

past few years, have generally ex-

ploded the old radio notion that "once

a show's been on the air. brother, it's

dead!" K\ idence of this can be found

in endless rating case histories and in

such studies as the A.('. Nielsen report

i Bee box at right I

.

\\ here once film syndicators sheep-

ishly sold rerun series at the back

doors of agencies and advertisers, the

film industry today gives a good rerun

series the kind of ballyhoo once re-

served only for the first-run properties,

" \\ ithoul am doubt we have taken

the lead in the issue of reruns." Robert

\Y. Sarnofi (then v.p. in charge of

NBC's Film Division, now NBC execu-

tive v.p.) stated recently. "New Mill

statistics re\eal that syndicated runs

of network film programs—like our

/ irtory At Sea and Badge 714 I
Drap-
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i\v mean 20-50% of film nut
i ior of reruns is often as good as first run, is sometimes higher

net)—in local markets generally equal

their first-run network ratings when

their competition and time placement

is the same or similar. Because of the

constant increase in tv homes, second

runs often reach more homes than did

the original showings—even if the re-

runs show the same or slightly lower

ratings."

NBC Film Division, like other syn-

dicators, can indeed make a strong

point for the rerun show on the basis

of ratings. In New York, for example,

Victory got a first-run ARB rating of

5.2 back in November, 1952. In its

New York rerun, Victory got an 11.3

rating in October of last year—an in-

crease of 153% in the number of

homes reached. Some other increases

for Victory between first and second

showings: Chicago—57% ; Washing-

ton—180%; Cleveland—95%; San
Francisco—160%.

Not all reruns, of course, increase

their audiences at such an eye-opening

rate. But—as the Nielsen study makes
clear—many shows reach about the

same rating level in reruns that they

hit the first time around, usually with

one-third or more of the audience

composed of people watching for the

second time. This has put a definite

market value on the residuals of any
well-rated film program.

As George Shupert, head of ABC's
Film Syndication Division said:

"We would never have entered the

highly competitive film syndication

business with not one, but two top net-

work programs

—

Racket Squad and
The Playhouse (Schlitz Playhouse) if

we had not been absolutely confident

that reruns could make money for us

and for our clients. Our confidence

has been justified."

Since reruns approach (and some-
times pass) first runs in audience size,

what do they cost?

1. Depending on its original rating

behavior in most of the leading mar-

kets, the discount on the first-run price

can be anywhere from 20 to 40% off.

The higher the original rating, the

less the rerun price is reduced.

2. Dramatic anthologies seem to wear

25 JANUARY 1954

Do audU'ttees watch rerun

film shows? Yes, reports new

Nielsen study of repeats

With ABC, CBS and NBC paying

the bill, researcher A. C. Nielsen re-

cently made a study of the rating be-

havior of repeat film shows during the

summer of 1953 versus winter months.

A total of 103 telecasts on 13 pro-

gram series were checked to study re-

run behavior. A control group of 90

telecasts—similar shows, but not in-

cluding any repeats—was examined to

compare with reruns (see chart).

Nielsen's conclusion: "Analysis in-

dicates that the use of repeat 'films does

not significantly affect audience levels."

1. The average non-repeat show

lost 7.6 rating points during the sum-

mer. Repeat film shows lost only 5.9.

2. In the non-repeat group, the

average share of audience for the win-

ter was 48.4% ; for the summer,

50.2.' ! Repeating shows got a 52.1' -

share on first showings in winter: a

52.2' * share on summer reruns.

3. Audiences don't tune out of re-

run shows. Nielsen "Audience-heltl

Index" showed that non-repeat shows

had an AHI of 90 in winter: in sum-

mer, 88. For the film rerun shows:

90 on first showing; 89 on second.

4. Of those homes tuned to a repeat

film show, an average of 41% had

seen show before, but watched again.

FfiilllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUIIIIIIIIIIIIN

best in the rerun market. MCA-TVs
rerun Famous Playhouse, for instance,

is composed of episodes from Ar-

mour's Stars Over Hollywood and the

spot-placed Gruen Theatre. Some

shows, like CBS Film Syndication's

Crown Theatre (in which Gloria Swan-

son acts as the program "hostess"),

are replays of that most durable of all

general film dramas, Fireside Theater,

which has gone around as many as five

and six times.

3. Nobody has fully explored the

question of sponsor identification on

reruns, particularly on shows for

which the original sponsor built a

tremendous merchandising campaign.

Best bet: If you buy such a show, don't

expect it to do all the work for you.

Use as much merchandising as you

can to back it up. * * *

Official Films' "Terry & The Pirates" had its

first run last year on national basis for Can-

ada Dry, is one of many reruns now available
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Half-hour drama tv film programs (average cost)

C«l components High-priced show Average show Low show

SCEN MHO $3,000 (10%) $2,500 (10%) $2,000 ( 9%)

SI l»l IIMSION $2,500 ( 8%) $2,250 ( 8%) $1,950 ( 9%)

i>iki:< "roil $1,000 ( 3';

)

$ 850 ( 3%)

DIRECTOR'S STAFF $ 960 ( 3%) $ 900 ( 3%)

TOTALS $32,000 $27,000

i ili.'sc fiEurts in it ^ report to SPONSOR on a series of half-hour dramatic ihows on filn. which ii produced

$ 800 ( 4%)

$ 850 ( 4%)

CAMERAMEN i'2) $1,000 ( 3%) $ 900 ( 3%) $ 660 ( 3%)

CAST $8,340 (25%) $6,800 (25%) $5,415 '25
1

SKI'S {CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION, DESIGN,
PROPS, DRAPERIES, UT10\ PROPS, TRANSPORT
1 ITION, SPEt I \L EFFECTS)

$5,750 (18%) $4,000 (15%) $2,500 (11%)

1 M.IIIINC. $1,000 ( 3%) $1,000 ( 4%) $ 925 ( 4%)

WARDROBE (MAKEUP, HAIRDRESSING) $1,000 ( 3%) $ 800 ( 3%) $ 500 ( 2%)

FILM (PLUS PROCESSING IN LABORATORIES) $2,000 ( 6%) $1,900 ( 7%) $1,900 ( 97c)

SOUND RECORDING (AND DUBBING) $1,250 ( 4%) $1,200 ( 4%) $1,100 ( 5%)

FILM EDITING $1,200 ( 4%) $ 900 ( 3%) $ 900 ( 4%)

GENERAL STCDIO EXPENSES,
Insurance. >lis<*.

$3,000 (10%) $3,000 (12%) $2,500 (11%)

$22,000

,., ; .

:

: :„, . : UllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllM UHsRHHs

4. COSTS: $27,000 is average
You pay most for talent, script and sets though percent allotted to each

ff hat producers of syndicated films fare today in the

way of production costs and what advertisers get for

their t\ film dollars— is outlined above.

I hese cosl figures arc based on the experiences of Screen

(,cin-. video subsidiary of movieland's Columbia Pic-

tures, in shooting such film series as Ford Theatre and

the recently announced Father Knows Best.

[Ford Theatre is currently aired via the NBC TV web

in more than L35 markets; it's syndicated as first-run ) our

All-Star Theatre in others. Repeats of the original cycle

are beginning to appear a- Ill-Star in several of the pres-

ent lord market-.
|

The figures show graphically that the production of

half-hour films in the mosl common budget categories is

an expensive and complex process.

"Syndicated t\ films require a bigger capital investment

than any other phase of the broadcast entertainment busi-

ness," Ralph Colin, veteran film man and vice president of

58

Screen Gems, told SPONSOR in a recent interview.

"You need production know how. top talent, and an av-

erage of $27,000 per program to produce a good half-hour

film drama." Cohn added. "Probably, you'll have to show
proof of financing for the first 13-week series. And. \ ou'll

have to have a sound studio at \our disposal full time in

order to produce at the rate of one half-hour film per

week for a large-scale syndicated film deal.

1 [ere's why :

Sets: It takes about a day to put the sets up and a day

to take them down on the average half-hour film show.

Thus sets are an expensive item.

Rehearsals: At least two days of cast rehearsals are

mi, led. I sually, part of this is going on while the sets

are being built.

Shooting: It takes about three days on the set to shoot

the average half-hour film show. If location shots are

needed, thi> may take a bit longer.

SPONSOR
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Major component in cost of half-hour tv film drama is talent. Above,
Ted Post rehearses Patricia Medina, Ben Astar for "Ford Theatre" SETS

Some I8 r
c of show cost for high-priced drama (see chart at left)

is sets. Above, Tom Craycraft, one of Hollywood's top set designers

ill'-lioiir drama
I show's budget level (see chart)

Total elapsed time: At least a five-day week, plus over-

time. (Overtime, incidentally, is time-and-a-half.)

I

Admen will note in the cost data above that some per-

centages—whether in the low, middle or high price cate-

gory of typical half-hour production—stay relatively con-

stant, while some fluctuate.

Here are some of the reasons:

The price for talent items (cast, writers) is often scaled

to the production budget. High-priced shows will pay

more for actors, for example, to get top names.

Some production percentages—like camerawork—are al-

so relatively constant. More cameras are used on fancier

shows, and the cameramen paid over-scale in many cases,

as are the top sound men and film editors.

Directors and production supervisors, more often than

not, are paid a salary by the producing company which is

a fixed item, rather than a percentage. Sometimes, a

higher-priced director is used on a low-price show. * * *

25 JANUARY 1954

Cost components of tv film drama shows

SCENARIO
rights to story purchasee
scenario writers
stenographic and n'nneograph

SUPERVISION
supervisors and assistants

DIRECTOR
and associate
assistant directors
company grips

company property men
script clerks

CAMERAMEN
CASTS

stars or leads
supporting cast
day players
extra talent

commissions

set dressings purchased
rentals

draperies
operating costs & materials
drapers
set operators and animal

handlers
action props constructed
purchases
ti ansportation
rigging and striking
operating labor
electric current
wardrobe costs
company wardrobe men
costume rentals
wardrobe costs
company wardrobe women
makeup artists

hairdressers
negative raw stock (film)
positive raw Btock
film laboratory charges

OTHER COSTS still laboratory charges
set operating recording i

set handling sound equipment charges
set maintenance dubbing crews
shrubbery sound effect cutters

materials and supplies film editor, asst. cutters
construction labor projection'

striking laps and wipes
scaffolds titles

backings stock shots

construction materials director (of stock shots,

unit art directors special effects)

draftsmen operating labor

miscellaneous laboratory charge
set dressings construction social security taxes

set dressers compensation insurance
swing gangs sound royalties Fit A
set loss reserve for vacation

set damage reserve for retroactive salaries

•Screen Gems
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for film pick-up I opaque pick-up 1 2x2 gluss slidej

Finest reproduction of 16mm films

— either new or old. Film moves
through carrier silently, smoothly,

minimizing chances of film break-

age and wear.

Automatic carriers provide for 4"

x 5" glossy or matte finish prints.

Dual unit permits one carrier to

be loaded while other is used in

pickup.

Automatic slide changer carrie*|

standard 2" x 2" glass slides

Dual pickup feature permits blend

ing, or simultaneous pickup of tw<

signals at once when operating

from film, slides or opaques.

KOOL-TV
KWWL-TV



Multi-scanner

i complete Multi-Scanner

orporating film, opaque and slide

kup equipment.

The advanced method of film, opaque or slide pickup—ready now! ready for you

to use in your television broadcasting operations today!

The Du Mont Multi-Scanner offers a far more simple, more reliable and better method of electronic

reproduction than ever available before. Film reproduction assumes studio pickup quality with all

the original gray tones and elimination of edge flare inherent in other film pickup systems. The

same true pickup is attained when the Multi-Scanner is used on slides or opaques.

Performance is only one of the many outstanding advantages of the Multi-Scanner. Simplicity

of operation is such that the system is practically automatic. Thread the film in place, try it

out if you wish, reverse the mechanism and you're ready to put the system in

operation from a remote control panel.

Truly, the Du Mont Multi-Scanner has no equal

— it is the modern pickup system —ready for you today.

OPERATION: No shading adjustments

necessary. Picture free from edge flare

and shading. Completely automatic

operation from a remote panel.

DEPENDABILITY: Simple mechanism

carries film at continuous, smooth rate

of travel. No tearing, wearing stop and

go action.

PERFORMANCE: Gamma-corrected

signals from Multi-Scanner brings out

all gray tones of film, opaque or slides.

VERSATILITY: Reversing feature per-

mits "dry runs" by operator immedi-

ately before going on air, without

necessity of complete rewinding of film.

SHRINKAGE COMPENSATOR: Film

shrinkage compensator permits com-

plete control of allowances for shrink-

age. Pictures frame right with the

Multi-Scanner, whether new or old film.

COLOR: The Multi-Scanner is the only

film system presently available that

may be easily and quickly converted

to color pickup.

Exj/&ecfefftOhff

going aneaa at run speea to me

I

ever-increasing orders for this system of

tomorrow, today.

OUMONT
®

ALLENY DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC • TELEVISION TRANSMITTER DEPARTMENT • CLIFTON, N. J.



10 lips on buying film

1

one,

able

r\ en

f'imim-iuf guarantees: When buying a brand-new

syndicated Sim series, particularly in :i multi-market

deal, always check the producer's (or the syndicator

producer's financial responsibility. Producing tv film

Beries todaj sometimes involves ;i Long wail <>n the part

of the producer for a return on his initial investment.

It 's nut .it all impossible for n producer, even a good

to be caughl shorl on money, in which case he may not be

t<i deliver the remainder of the series. Some clients today

the producer to posl big bonds before signing.

£^ Time buying: Clients who are considering multi-

S™ market film deah on the scale of Canada Dry's sponsor-

M\ ship of Annie Oakley on a national basis, or regional

deals like Johnston Bakeries' sponsorship of QTP's
\j "Rocky .Inn's, should be careful in scheduling the starting

dates of their film campaigns. Season: The usual num-

ber of prints supplied for even a "national" tv film

deal (perhaps SO markets) without extra charge to the client

Lb around a do/en. These are shuttled between stations on a

"bicycling" basis. Day and date starts mean costly extra prints.

/~V i}ualltg control: Pilol films aren't always a good

|l _;c of of what a series will lie like. If a series is

W r i . . t completed when it is offered to you, you will have

/
I

to reh on the reputation of the producer or the syndi-

cator. Look at representative samples of his other series.

DonM take chances, either; they can prove to he very

COStly. Independent producers, and most syndicators who

also produce shows, are financed by hanks who charge full rates

of interest, and who have the producer in a corner. Therefore,

the average producer isn't likely to offer cancellation clauses.

Legal protections: .lust as the financial responsi-

I bility of a producer and/or syndicator should be investi

J gated before signing up for an important film program

M deal, so should the question of legal protection be ex-

W plored, veteran film buyen warn. There is, for example,

the (piestion of who, exactly, is responsible for the film

during its various stages of travel (agency, client, pro-

ducer, syndicator, shipper, station). Also, clients should check

on the protection they are offered against crank lawsuits, morals

questions with talent, retroactive union increases, and so forth.

OiMi (Million; Video clients should always check a

syndicator 's distribution facilities. Are the tv film prints

carefully inspected .' Are they cleaned and repaired?

hoes the syndicator have a reputation for delivering

prints to stations in time for play dates? Does he carry

insurance on the films while they are in his possession?

And so on. Reason: The handling of tv films can become

a huge problem. Big syndicators, like Ziv TV, NBC, CBS, Official,

TPA and others have to handle as many as 1,200 prints per

week. Clients who want commercials cut in should check cost.

8Keseareh: The same warnings that apply to the pur-

chase of live shows on the basis of broadcast research

apply to the buying of tv films, particularly reruns.

Ratings may be cited as being "typical." These should

be checked, if they are being used as a strong factor in

show purchase. The ratings may be old and made back

in the days when the show- had only minimum competi-

tion. Or they may have been made in one station markets, in

which case they do not reflect the ability of the show to attract

audience in multiple-station markets. Ratings are only a guide.

J Iter tuts of tv films: Today, reruns are so well ac-

Ci pii d bj clients and audiences alike that there is little

/H of the original stigma ("They'll never get an audi-

' B ence") surrounding them. However, there are price

_M_ differentials between firs) and subsequent runs on nearly

all film packages in syndication, with the price dropping

anywhere from 111 to P>',, depending on time slot, origi-

nal rating, number of sets and stations in the market, and such

like. It's wise for a client to Check carefully on whether a show-

ally a first run package, if it is offered for sale as such.

9
run

show

seen

Exclusivity: New tv stations have appeared with

great regularity across the face of the U. S. in the past

few months. Many of these new tv markets overlap with

old ones. Therefore, a sponsor who is buying a syndicated

film series should be careful that the same program will

not he seen in a serious overlap with his campaign. It's

possible today for a sponsor to buy a show as "first-

' in a new tv market only to find that the "second run"

in<; -perhaps by a leading business competitor —is being

by a sizable percentage of exactly the same audience.

5
licity

merch

Flush

Merchumllslng: Nearlj all of the syndicators con

tacted by sponsor in its survej of the made for tv film

industry oiler vai aerchandising assis

tance. The fanciest variety is offered by the top syndi

cators like Zi\ TV, and by the syndication "ii- 1

ts >>*

the major tv networks. Bowever, other syndicators and

producers have developed Borne audience attracting pub-

gimmicks, which can range all the way from the fram

andise deals made with shows like Cowboy 6 \!<n and

• •/i to personal appearances of Btai act

Station contracts: Although the number of

multiple-affiliate stations is dropping in the big tv

markets, it's still wise to check on preemptions and

"misses" in time contracts. Reason: Certain spe-

cial tv programs, like Presidential speeches, major

news and sports events, and suchlike can "bum))"

a locally slotted film advertiser out of his usual time.

Unless the time contract with the station spells out clearly that

the advertiser will get a "make good" in his regular time slot

sponsor may j;et one which does not reach the right audience.
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Fun's a-poppin' every m.nute
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SALES-HAPPIEST

SHOW ON

RADIO!

. . . Keeps listeners in stitches

...sponsors in riches!

5 n*ir hours PfR
rePeotedkB--" "*

SALES POP UP WITH RED SKELTON

:^^<

Radio's slap-happiest

most lovable clown

r#

'
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260 zany,

£L zingy
half-hours!

Bubbling over wi*

for. for everyone!
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S °nd
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•

^
Red Skelton gets the laughs

. . . you get the profits . . .

act fast! Write, wire, phone

before your market is sold!
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EVERYBODY SHOUTS

CAULIFLOWER

McPUGG,

punchy Champ who
leads with his head

\\

i vooD rr,
ZIV'S ROLUCKIN', ROARIN'

RADIO LAUGH-FEST

NOW . . . FOR THE FIRST TIME . . . AVAILABLE

LOCALLY TO STATIONS AND SPONSORS

//

<\

SHOW II

Complete Promotion

Back Up Plan includes

colorful, humorous

posters, ad mats, radio

announcements, pub-

licity stories and

photographs.

as the or

chuckle-head
j

. . . Red's homesi

humor is super hi

<r

"MEAN WID
A II

. . . Red keeps

•

in an uproar 1

Sponsors say

DOOD IT".



PROGRAMS: Syndicated shows arranged by length and subject matter
ONE HOUR FILMS

TYPE &. NAME OF SHOW RUNNING TIME
(MIN.) PRODUCER SALES AfiENT COST RANC.I

OMEDY

H

)LISH STAGE STARS 60 Victor Tv Victor Tv On I.

OCUMENTARY

\M & ECCES 53
J. S. Blackton

). A. Eiscnbach

ARCH OF THE MOVIES 53 J. S. Blackton

)LAND IN AMERICA 53 Victor Tv

I A. Eiscnbach

Victor Tv

On n nui .( |

'

On requ. -.1 |

$400-550 1'

RAMA, GENERAL

ON MIKE 54 Kagran Kagran

NC'S CROSS ROADS 60 Sterling Sterling

IC FILM FEATURES 54 Var. studios for NBC Film Div. NBC Film Features

RANGE ADVENTURES 54 C. F. Foley

On request

On request

104

26

C. F. Foley 45% class 'A'- Plm 26i
time rate

EATER U.S.A. 53 Normandie Prod., Inc. C. Bagnall & Asso. On request

TAPIX FEATURE THEATER 54 Princess Pictures, Inc. Vitapix Corp. On request

USICAL

LISH PARADE 53 Victor Tv Victor Tv

LISH PROGRAM, THE 53 Victor Tv Victor Tv

S300-475

$500-700

fl/G/OL/S

YHOOD OF MOSES 54 J. A. Eisenbach ). A. Eiscnbach

RDS FOOTSTEPS, THE 60 Library Lakeside Tv

On request

On request

ORTS

L-AMERICAN WRESTLINC 54 Crosley Kling On request

4CSIDE WITH RASSLERS 60 Fairbanks Consolidated On request

/ENTURE INTO SPACE 30 Nasser-Bien Nasser-Bien

vICHAIR ADVENTURE

t ICNMENT UNKNOWN

B CAME HUNT

26:30 Sterling Sterling

On request

On request

27 C. Lester C. Lester Open

26:20 Explorer's Pictures Specialty Tv $125-1000

EIDER PATROL 26:30 Clampett

C NA SMITH 26:20 Tableau PSI-TV i On request

CY DETECTIVE 26 Revue MCA Tv, Ltd. On request

CDE BEATTY SHOW** 26:20 Commodore Commodore On request

CftCKDOWN

UCEROUS ASSIGNMENT

26 David Hire Stuart Reynolds On request

26:30 Donlevy NBC Film Div. $75-2000 or.

K TRACY SERIES 25:40 Snader Combined Tv-Pictures, Inc. $25-250

FU MANCHU 26:30 Times Square Prod. Times Square $200-4000

f DOCTOR 30 Gene Roth Ceo. Bagnall & Assoc. On request

OSE 26:20 Commodore Commodore On request

I FIGHTING MAN 26 United World United World On request

F|L0W THAT MAN 26 Wm. Esty Co. MCA-Tv On request

F EICN INTRICUE 26:25 S. Reynolds J. W. Thompson On request

4TER, THE 30 Pathescope Producers William Esty Co. On request

'ID THREE LIVES 26:30 Ziv Ziv On request

F TNOTES: -Pilot •Color. tNew company National Telefilm Associates now syndicates all PSI-Tv properties mentioned In this ct

5 'Plan 26i

65

52

DCK CAR CHAMPIONS 52 Dagger Prod. Stock Car Film Co. On request 13

(AS RASSLIN' 54 Sportatorium Maurice Beck $50-300 82

APIX WRESTLING IN HALL STADIUM 54 G. S. Johnstone Vitapix Corp. On request 39

ESTLINC—HOLLYWOOD 60 Paramount Paramount $100-400 Continuous

[ESTLINC FOR TV Film Association Crosley 52

ESTLINC FROM INT'L AMPHITHEATER 54-6 I.W.F., Inc. Davis & Lukas On request Continuous

ESTLINC WITH THE CIRLS 54 Crosley Khng On request 13

ESTERN

PALONC CASSIDY 54 Wm. Boyd Prod., Inc. NBC Film Div. On request 54

CAS KID, THE Franklin Tv Ceo. Bagnall & Assoc. !•

APIX WESTERN THEATER 54 Monogram Vitapix Corp. On request 27

HALF HOUR FILMS

VENTURE
In prod

52

26

In prod

26

39

!• 'Plan 52>

39

39

i

Plan 26'

13

26

39 cont.

15

39



HALF HOUR FILMS—continued

TYPE & NAME OF SHOW
RUNNING TIME

(MIN.)
PRODUCER SALES AGENT COST RANGE

PHANTOM PIRATE

PULSE OF THE CITY

26:30 William Broidy William Broidy On request

26:30 M. Simon Condor On request

NO. COM-
PLETED

ADVENTURE—Continued
I'M THE LAW 26 Cosman MCA-Tv, Ltd. On request 26

INTERNATIONAL ADVENTURE 26:30 Cine-Tele Official On request 26

JACK LONDON ADVENTURE THEATER 26:20 Mutual Tv Stuart Reynolds On request 3 (Plan 521

|OE PALOOKA 26 Guild Films Cuild Films $100-2000 39

LAST MILE, THE 26 30 Victor Tv Victor Tv On request 52

OPERATION UNDERGROUND 26:30 Globe Tv (Plan 131

ORIENT EXPRESS 26:20 John Nash PSI-Tv On request 3 (Plan 491

2 i Plan 521

RAMAR OF THE JUNCLE 26:30 Arrow Television Prog, of America On request 52

RENFREW OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED 26 20 M&A Alexander M&A Alexander On request 13

ROBIN HOOD 26 30 Hal Roach Jr. Official Films On request 1» iPlan 26i

ROCKY JONES. SPACE RANCER 26 10 Roland Reed Prod. United Tv Programs, Inc. $51-1850 13 (Plan 26'

SECRIT FILE USA. 26:30 Dreifuss Official On request 26

SEVEN SEAS TO DANCER 26 30 Vcrschel Prod. Film Network, Inc. On request !• (Plan 39

TERRY & THE PIRATES 26:30 Dougfair Official On request 26

TREASURE OF THE BAHAMAS 27 30 Tolstoy-Kayfetz Sterling Open 1

WATERFRONT 26:10 Roland Reed United Tv On request 13 'Plan 39 t

CHILDREN'S

BED & BOARD

LIFE OF RILEY, THE

ARABELLA'S TALL TALES 30 J. J
Franklin Ceo. Bagnall & Assoc. On request 1 Plan 39 J

CAPTAIN BREEZE 26 Tressel 1*

C'LL OF THE EVERCLADES Ball Productions Ball Productions !•

COME TO THE CIRCUS 28 Library Lakeside Tv Co. On request 1*

THE GREAT FOODINI 24:30 Fletcher Smith Studios, Inc. Fletcher Smith Studios, Inc. $100-750 20

HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSON TALES 26:30 Interstate Tv Corp. Interstate Tv On request 26

IUNIOR CROSS ROADS 30 Sterling Sterling $50-200 52

LITTLE MATCH CIRL, THE 27 European Tv Corp. RCA Recorded & Tv Film Service On request !•

MYSTERY PRINCE 26 Kagran Kagran On request Plan 13)

FR!VATE LIFE OF A CAT 20 Alexander Hammid Outlook Prod., Inc. $25 1*

SLEEPY JOE 26:30 |. McCaughtry United Tv S35-375 13

TEXAS BLUEBONNET SERENADE >• 27 M. Riddick On request !•

THUNDERBOLT'' THE WONDER COLT 26:30 Clampett Open Open Weekly

COMEDY

ABBOTT & COSTELLO 26 TCA MCA-Tv, Ltd. On request "
AMOS 'N' ANDY 26:30 CBS CBS TV Film Sales $100-2000 65

ARCHIE—JOHNNY—CHARLIE 26:30 Victor Tv Victor Tv On request 26

26:30 Gale, Inc. $17,000 network 1* 'Plan

,

BOSS LADY 26:30 Wrather M&A Alexander On request 13

DECOY 25 L Helhena L. Helhena $6500 !•

FEARLESS FOSDICK 26:30 Times Tv Sterling On request 13

HANK McCUNE SHOW 26:30 Atlas Dist. Corp. On request 13

JACKSON AND JILL 30 Fairbanks Consolidated On request 13

JOE E. BROWN 26 30 Hal Roach Jr. Official Films On request

KATE & THE KIDS 27:30 Regency Sack Tv On request l«

LAZY BAYOU 26:30 Brinckcrhoff Prod. Brinckcrhoff Prod. On request 1» ' Plan

26:30 Hal Roach Jr. NBC Film Div. On request 26

LIFE WITH ELIZABETH

MEET CORLISS ARCHER

26 Cuild Films Cuild Films $75-1800

26 J. L. Saphicr J. L. Saphicr On request

39 '

-Plan 35

MY FAVORITE COUPLE 26 Tom Kclley On request 1- -Plan '

MY HERO

OLD TIME MOVIES

26:30 Don Sharpc Official On request 39

26:30
J. S. Blackton J. A. Eiscnbach On request 26

PlannedPRIVATE SECRETARY Chcrtok Chcrtok On request

RUCCLES. THE 26 Television Prod. Station Dist. 50°o "A" time 52

SADIE FERCUSON. Postmistress

SKIN DEEP

WARDEN DUFFY OF SAN QUENTIN

30 Cinccraft On request !• (?>

24:30

27

F. Smith

Swartz-Donigcr

Open !• (?)

On request 13

FOOTNOTES: •Hot nim.



HALF HOUR FILMS—continued
TYPE &. NAME OF SHOW RUNNING TIME

(MIN.) PRODUCER 8ALE8 AGENT COST .

OCUMENTARY & EDUCATIONAL

:

/VENTURES IN LIVINC

f IMALS OF THE WORLD

EfOND THE CALL

CREERS THAT CHANCE YOUR WORLD

CVALCADE OF THE CRAFTS

CILD AND HIS THUMB, THE

CRISTMAS DECORATIONS'"

[JSADE IN EUROPE

ZJSADE IN THE PACIFIC

MS FROM BRITAIN

HMD & SEAL

>DLINE HISTORY

H TOWER

.LAND. A MODERN COUNTRY

^V DOES YOUR GARDEN CROW

IV TO CET THE MOST OUT OF LIFE

DE TIBET

1CAN HAPPEN HERE

HHATTAN MONTAGE

ICH OF TIME

rftCH OF TIME THROUGH THE YEARS

lEL

) GERMANY

',TERN FOR SURVIVAL

'ITOCRAPHY IS FUN

"(ULAR SCIENCE

f WAR POLAND

tl)RT TO THE NATION

.t INC OF THE 7 SEAS

I RA JOURNEY

£TH AMERICAN TERRITORY

TtY OF MANKIND'

V3ET U.S.A.

I IS CANADA

'HLL OF YOUR LIFE, THE"

FvSURE OF COCOS ISLAND

H)RCIVEN CRIMES

'/.EY OF THE STANDING ROCKS

26:30 Sterling
Sterling

26:30
I- A. Eiscnbach

26:30 Globe Tv

30 Screen Gems

|. A. Eisenbach

Christophers

On request

On request

26

13

Times Square Prod., Inc. Times Square Prod., Inc.

20
39

J. Sillman Outlook Prod., Inc.

30

$50-300

Cine-Video Cine-Video

20

I'

20th Century Fox

26:30 March of Time

20th Century Fox

March of Time

On request 26

20 & 27 British Government British Information Services

26:20 Leslie Roush

15-30 Telenews Sterling

24:50 Dynamic Dynamic

18-19:30 Netherlands Information Service

$460

$15-100

On request

On request

On r.

Netherlands Information Service

26:30 John Ott International Film Bureau

30 Chertok Chertok

30 Kayfctz Association Films

30 C.E.C. Film Network, Inc.

30 Tv Snapshots Tv Snapshots

30 March of Time March of Time

30 March of Time March of Time

26 Tom Kelley

26:30 Maurice Blein
J. A. Eisenbach

20 Cornell Sterling

26:30 Irvin B. Levin Degner & Assoc.

30 T. Anguish T. Anguish

27 Victor Tv Victor Tv

26:30 B.C. Trading Zach Baym

26:30 J. A. Eisenbach
J. A. Eisenbach

18:45 Libra Films Libra Films

26:30 R. Emtone
J. A. Eisenbach

26:50 Times Square Times Square

19 Cornell Sterling

26:30 J. La Blanc J. A. Eisenbach

26 Thrills Unlimited L. Weiss

26:30 P. Parry P. Parry

26:30 Victor Tv Victor Tv

On request

26

400 includ

m)t I00">

> Plan 26i

13

1*

4

26 'Plan 52

1

Plmn, .)

$50-300

On request

SI 500

$50-2000

$50-1000

1'

uji 26i

13 cont

Continuous

26

On request 1* 'Plan 131

On request 48

r

On request

% Class "A"

Continuous

39

$250

On request 13

On request 13

$65-500 1«

On request 13

$250-4500 Scripts

I

On request 13

$55-1100 13 Plan 52

1

°o of time rate 1*

On request 26

'1 ORY AT SEA

24 T. J. Barbre T. J. Barbre

26:25 Henry Saloman for NBC Film Div. NBC Film Div.

On request

On request

1

26

'1, MEXICO 25 Dynamic American Air Lines On request

V RE DOES IT CET YOU? 16 Century Producers Outlook Prod., Inc. $25

V'LD CLOSEUP 26:30 Zach Baym Zach Baym S30-90 26

; \MA—General

« LINCOLN'S STORY 26:30 W. Schwimmer W. Schwimmer On request

VENTURES OF MR. WHIPPLE

^RICAN WIT & HUMOR

26 G. F. Foley C. F. Foley

30 March of Time March of Time

$12,500 network 2 i Plan ?>

$100-800

$50-1950 13

i'iYMORE, ETHEL, TV THEATER 26:30 Interstate Tv Corp. Interstate Tv On request 13

I BAKER 26 Revue Prod. MCA-Tv. Ltd. On request 26

SI TOWN 26:20 Cross-Krasne United Tv On request 78

3 (Mm* HISTORY 26:30 William Broidy William Broidy

ItVLCADE OF AMERICA 26 Sovereign Stuart Reynolds On request 10

C«ITERPOINT 26:10 Bing Crosby United Tv $51-1500 26

XiLAS FAIRBANKS PRESENTS

FO'NOTES: -Pilot film. "Color.

26:30 Dougfair Corp. NBC Film Div. On request 39

•-TRIC THEATER 26 Screen Televideo Screen Televideo On request 26

A3US PLAYHOUSE 26 Revue MCA-Tv, Ltd. On request 194

A 'RITE STORY*' 26:30 Ziv Tv Ziv Tv On request 39



TYPE & NAME OF SHOW

DRAMA—General

FEMALE OF THE SPECIES

FOUR STAR PLAYHOUSE

CENERAL ELECTRIC THEATER

CLORIA SWANSON SHOW

GREAT LOVES

HFART OF THE CITY

HOLLYWOOD AT WORK

HOLLYWOOD HALF HOUR

HOLLYWOOD STUDIO PLAYHOUSE

HOUSE ON THE HILL. THE

hOW TO GET A HUSBAND

IMPULSE

INTO THE UNKNOWN

)EWELERS SHOWCASE

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY

KINGS CROSS ROADS

LAKESIDE HALF-HOUR FEATURES

MARK TWAIN THEATER

MEN OF JUSTICE

MR NICHTINGALE

ONE MAN THEATER

PLAYHOUSE, THE

PLAY OF THE WEEK

ROYAL PLAYHOUSE

SICNET CIRCLE THEATER

SOVEREICN THEATER

STORY THEATER

STRAW HAT THEATER

TALES OF TOMORROW

TELEVIDEO THEATER

TRAIL BLAZERS

UNEXPECTED, THE

HALF HOUR FILMS—continued

RUNNING TIME
(MM.)

PRODUCER SALES AGENT

26 30

26:30

Hal Roach Jr.

Don Sharpc

Official Fi

Official

26 Sovereign Stuart Reynolds

26:30 Bing Crosby CBS TV Film Sales

26 20 V. Pahlcn PSI-Tv

26:10 Cross-Krasnc United Tv

30 Official

26:30 Fairbanks Consolidated

27 Simmcl-Meservcy Lakeside Tv

26 Cincscopc Sterling

30 All-Scope Pictures, Inc. All-Scope Pictures, Inc.

26:30 Don Sharpc Official

26 C. F. Foley C. F. Foley

26

24:30

Sovereign

L. Hammond Producers

Stuart Reynolds

30 Sterling Sterling

28 Lakeside Tv Lakeside Tv

30 Filmcraft Prod. Bob Marx

26:10 Roland Reed United Tv

26 Chertok Chertok

26 Tv Films of America J. Parker

26:30 Meridian Pictures ABC Film Synd.

26:10 Edward Lewis PSI-Tv

26:10 Bing Crosby United Tv

26:10 Andre Luotto United Tv

26 Sovereign Stuart Reynolds

26:30 Grant-Realm Ziv Tv

26 Wash. Photo Audio Video

26:30 C. F. Foley, Inc. C. F. Foley, Inc.

26 Screen Tclevideo Screen Televideo

26:30 Wm. Broidy Wm. Broidy

26:30 Ziv Tv Ziv Tv

COST RANGE

On request

S60-2500

On request

$51-1500

On request

Open

On request

Open

SI 5 000 network

S100-750

On request

On request

On request

On request

SI 5.000-25.000

On request

$70-1500

On request

S51-850

On request

On request

On request

On request

On request

NO. COM.
PLETED

Plan 26i

26

26

i Plan

104

26

13

!•

26

3 (Plan

19

!• (PI;

104

10

13 <F

Planned

'Plan

26

26

52

13 lPUa2

26

26

60^6 Class "A" Weekly

SI 2. 500 network 26
$100-750

39

2 I Plan 2

39

VILLAGE TALE. THE 26 Cinescope Sterling On request

WORLD THEATER

YOUR ALL STAR THEATER

YOUR TV THEATER

VISITOR. THE 26 Marion Parsonnet NBC Film Div. On request 44

WITCHCRAFT 26:30 C. H. Norton C. H. Norton On request 1* (Mm

WOMEN'S PRICON 26:30 Gale, Inc. On request (Plan 13

26:30 Cine-tele Official

26:30 Screen Cems Screen Gems

26:30 Frank Wisbar Ziv Tv

On request

On request

26

65

54

MUSICAL

FOOTNOTES:

ENCHANTED MUSIC United Tv Programs United Tv Programs 13

HAPPY HILLS 27 30 Regency Sack Tv l«

HOLIDAY IN PARIS 26 30 |ohn Nasht CBS TV $30-1200 13

HOLLYWOOD SPOTLIGHT REVIEW 26:30 Studio Films United Tv On request 26

LIBERACE 26 Louis D. Snader Cuild Films $100-2850 117

MAKING MUSIC 26 30 Victor Tv Victor Tv On request 13

MUSIC FOR EVERYBODY 27 Spaeth & Berman Sterling Tv Approx. $500 5

MUSIC MAN 26:30 Victor Tv Victor Tv On request 13

MUSIC TO REMEMBER varied Screen Gems Screen Cems S50-150 13

MUSIC U.S.A. 26 30 Victor Tv Victor Tv On request 52

OLD AMERICAN BARN DANCE 30 Kling Kling $40-450 26

PAN AMERICAN SHOWTIME Standard Television 13

PARADISE ISLAND 26:30 Fairbanks Consolidated Open 26

SAPPY 26:30 Victor Tv Victor Tv On request 13

THIS IS HAWAII 30 ). |. Franklin Ceo. Bagnall & Assoc. On request 26 (PU

VARSITY U S A. 26:30 Barney Ward CBS Film Sales Open !•



"top grade"
A top-grade cast headed by Jackie

Cooper, and the outstanding direction^

of Ted Post, form the blend ofjngj;

ents which make for

a network-proven series

you can now buy for local sponsorship

...first run in over 134 markets!

Joan Caulfield Jackie Cooper Prcuy Ann Garner John Ireland

You can't buy reviews like these, but you can buy the show
that won them ... 26 films from the current Schlitz Playhouse
of Stars series, sparkling with big box-office names, with
stories by such "greats" as Somerset Maugham, F. Scott

Fitzgerald. A prestige program with proven audience appeal

. . . here's a unique investment for smart TV advertisers!

LOOK AT THESE LOCAL RATINGS:

Boston 32.8 St. Louis 41.5

Dayton 30.5 Chicago 25.2

Minneapolis 29.5 Seattle 46.0

Rating source: Telepulse. Dec. 1952

ABC FILM SYNDICATIO
IN NEW YORK: DON L. KEARNEY. 7 WEST 66TH STREET. SU 7-5000
IN CHICAGO: JOHN BURNS, 20 NORTH WACKER DRIVE. ANDOVER 30800
IN LOS ANGELES: BILL CLARK, ABC TELEVISION CENTER. NORMANDY 3-3311

25 JANUARY 1954 71



TYPE & NAME OF SHOW

FKY & SUSPENSE

HALF HOUR FILMS—continued
RUNNING TIME

(MIN.)
PRODUCER SALES AGENT COST RANGE NO. COM-

PLETED

ANTHONY ABBOTT

BADCE 714

BOSTON BLACKIE"'

CAPTURED

26 30 Affiliated Artists Affiliated Artists

26 Phillips H. Lord NBC F.lm Div.

On request I
s (Plan 521

26 Dragnet Prod. Co. NBC Film Div. On request 48

26:30 Ziv Tv Ziv Tv On request 78

On request 26

CASE BOOK OF FEAR

CASES OF EDDIE DRAKE

TELENEWS WEEKLY

UNITED PRESS MOVIETONE NEWS

26:30 Howard C. Barnes

26:30 H. Strook

General Entertainment

CBS TV Film Sales

17

30

Telenews INS

Movietone United Press

< Plan 26)

$50-1250 13

COLONEL MARCH 26:30 Panda Prod., Ltd. Official Films On request 26

CRAIC KENNEDY. Criminologist 25:40 A Weiss L. Weiss $80-1600 26

CRIME CRUSADER 26 30 Times Square Times Square $125-2250 Scripts

CRIME RATE 26:30 Victor Tv Victor Tv On request 13

FILES OF JEFFREY JONES 26 30 L. Parsons CBS TV Film Saks $40-1500 39

FRONT PACE DETECTIVE 30 Fairbanks Consolidated On request 39

HOLLYWOOD OFF-BEAT 26 20 Parsonnet United Tv $51-600 13

INNER SANCTUM 26 Galahad Productions NBC Film Div. On request 39

INTO THE NIGHT 26 30 Sterling Sterling S35--150 26

INVITATION TO CRIME 27 Telecast Telecast $100-1000 1'

MAYFAIR MYSTERY HOUSE Edw. J. & H. L. Danziger Paramount Tv 7 (Plan ?)

LONE WOLF THE 26 Cross-Krasne United Tv On request ' Plan 26)

NEXT 3 MINUTES 27 C. Lester C. Lester Open 1* (Plan ?)

NICHT BEAT 26:30 Don Sharpe Official Films On request !•

RACKET SQUAD 26:30 Hal Roach Jr. ABC Film Synd. $75-1500 98

SCOTLAND YARD 26 30 P.M. Sales Co. Du Mont $30--t90 13

SECOND CHANCE 26:30 Times Square Times Square
$12,500 network
$125-2250 Scripts

SLEEP NO MORE 26:30 Times Square Times Square
$12,500 network
$125-2250 Scripts

WHO DUN IT? 26:30 V.ctor Tv Victor Tv On request 13

WRATH OF THE CODS 27 Telecast Telecast $100-1000 !•

NEWS

On request Weekly

On request Weekly

NEWS FEATURE

CANDID CAMERA 27 Funt Funt $125 100

FACTS FORUM 26:30 Byron, Inc. Facts Forum On request Continuous

MACIC LAMP 30 H.T.P. Dallas, Tex. H.T.P. $1500 26

SPECIAL DELIVERY SOP. 30 Hollywood Tv Prod. Hollywood Tv Prod. 35° of t.c.

QUIZ

CALL THE PLAY

CALL YOU

15 & 30 Leonard Key Prod. Tv Exploitation

26:30 Victor Tv Victor Tv

On request 156

On request 26

DO YOU KNOW WHO 26:30 Victor Tv Victor Tv On request 26

NAME THE STAR 26:30 Victor Tv Victor Tv On request 50

VISEO 26:30 Films for Tv, Inc. Films for Tv, Inc. % of station

rate

13 (Plan? I

WATCH CLOSELY 26:30 Coffman Film Co. Coffman Film Co. On request 1* (Plan 2

WHAT S YOUR EYE Q' 15 & 30 Lewis & Clark Lakeside Tv Co. $12.50-240 Continuous

WHO SAID IT? 26:30 Victor Tv Victor Tv On request 50

RELIGIOUS

CHILDREN'S CHURCH 26 A. Lang A. Lang Weekly

DOORWAYS TO DECISION 20 Scripture Films Film Studios $37.50

FRONTIER PARSON SERIES'* 26 Scripture Films Scripture Films On request 13

COD S ACRE OF DIAMONDS 20 Scripture Films Film Studios $37.50

CUIDINC STAR 26:30 Admiral Pictures Zach Baym On request l«

HOLY NICHT 26 30 Major Tv Producer Major Tv Producer On request 1*

LIVING BOOK, THE 26:30 Forest Lawn Ziv Tv On request 13

LIVING PACES FROM THE BOOK OF LIFE

STARS IN YOUR CROWN

27 G. L. Price C. L. Price

20 Scripture Films Film Studios

$100-1000 (Plan 52H
S37.50

SONS OF COD 22 Square Deal Square Deal On request I*

THRILLINC BIBLE DRAMAS 26:30 Cathedral Releasing Major Television Prod.. Inc. On request 26

YOU DO BELIEVE 25:30 Foundation Films Foundation Films On request Scries

FOOTNOTES: 'Pilot film "Cota



Why UHF stations

prefer the RCA "1-KW"
• UHF stations can get an RCA "IK

W

when they want it (shipments are being

made within 30 days after order).

• RCA UHF engineering experience
pays off for YOU. WBRE-TV writes:

"Not only are we getting the coverage

where we wanted it—WE ARE GETTING
COVERAGE FAR BEYOND OUR ORIG-
INAL EXPECTATIONS!"

• RCA UHF spells Reliability and Sim-

plified operation. WTPA-TV says: "Our

TTU-lB operates as reliably as any AM
transmitter. It's easy to n '<X3

—

just a routine weekly maintenance and

cleaning is all that's needed."

• RCA can supply every UHF acces-

sory you need. WSBT-TV reports: "Wc
like to get everything from one place, work

with ONE responsible supplier— RCA."

Your RCA Broadcast Sales Represent-

ative is at your service for technical help.

Let him get going on your UHF plans.



HALF HOUR FILMS—continued

TYPE & NAME OF SHOW RUNNING TIME
(MINI PRODUCER SALES AGENT COST RANGE NO. COM.

PLETEO

SPORTS

ALL AMERICAN CAME OF THE WEEK FOR 53 26 30 Sportsvision W
J

Parry jr. On request 13

BIC 10 FOOTBALL HILITES 30 Sport(vision W. J. Parry Jr. On request 3 1
BOXING MATCHES FROM RAINBO ARENA 30 Kling Kim;- S35-450 30

CALIENTE RACES 28 Cine-Tele Weekly

FAMOUS FICHTS FROM MADISON SQ. CARDEN 26:30 Winik Du Mont On request 13

FIFTH WINTER OLYMPICS 29 Cinc-Tcic Cine-Tele $30-75 Class
"A"

'*

CUNNINC THE FLYWAYS 30 MPO Prod., Inc. MPO Prod., Inc. !•

MADISON SQUARE CARDEN 26:30 Winik Du Mont On request 65

MAX BAERS SEARCH FOR CHAMPIONS 26 C. Bruce Knox SI 00- 1000 13

NATIONAL PRO HICHLICHTS 26 Tel Ra Tel Ra $75-1000 13 each fa

PCC FOOTBALL HILITES 30 Sportsvision W j. Pjrry Jr On request 13

PLAY VOLLEYBALL 20 Association Films Association Films S35-120 !•

RACINC CHAMPIONS 25 Dynamic Dynamic !•

ROLLER DERBY 15 & 30 Seltzer Tv Exploitation $50-700 52

SPEED CLASSICS" 15 & 30 Dynamic Dynamic $25-150 19

SPORTS THIRTY 30 Sportsvision W. J. Parry Jr. On request 52

SPORTS ON PARADE 30 Sterling Sterling On request 52

SPORTS SHOW 30 March of Time March ot Time S50-1750 26

STOCK CAR CHAMPIONS 26 Dagger Prod. Stock Car Film Co. On request 26

TELESPORTS DIGEST 26 Tel Ra United Artists • $70-850 Weekly

TOUCHDOWN 26 Tel Ra Tel Ra $75-1000 13 each fall

TV SPORTS CLASSIC 26 D. Ettelson D. Ettelson On request

WRESTLING—HOLLYWOOD 30 Paramount Paramount $100-400 Continuous

WRESTLING—INTERNATIONAL AMPHITHEATER 26 I.W.F., Inc. Davis & Lukas On request Continuous

WESTERNS

ANNIE OAKLEY 26:30 Flying "A" Pictures CBS TV Film Sales $40-1500 26

BUFFALO BILL 26:30 Interstate Tv Corp. I*

CISCO KID, THE" 26:30 Ziv Tv Ziv Tv On request 104

COWBOY-G-MEN" 26:30 Telemount United Artists On request 39

DALTON OUTLAWS 26 Dalton Film Co. $70-700 2 (Plan 156

DEATH VALLEY DAYS 30 Flying "A" McCann-Erickson 13

FRONTIER DETECTIVES 26 Murphy-Thomas J. L. Saphier On request (Plan 39)

CENE AUTRY SHOW 26:30 Flying "A" Pictures CBS TV Film Sales $60-2000 78

HOPALONG CASSIDY 26 Wm. Boyd Prod., Inc. NBC Film Div. On request 52

KIT CARSON 26:30 Revue MCA Tv, Ltd. 52

LONE RANGER, THE Chertok Chertok Planned

RANGE RIDER, THE 26:30 Flying "A" Pictures CBS TV Film Sales $40-1500 78

RAWHIDE RILEY 26 S. White Reynolds On request 1* (Plan i

SKY KING Chertok Chertok Planned

STEVE DONOVAN Chertok Chertok Planned

WILD BILL HICKOK 26:30 William Broidy William Broidy 48

WOMEN'S INTEREST

CAPITOL COOKINC 23 L. Hammond Producers $3500 1* (Plan 5 1

FEMININE TOUCH 30 Sterling Sterling 26

SEWING IS FUN 26:30 Dcmby Prod., Inc. Demby Prod., Inc. On request 2 (Plan 5:

26TV KITCHEN 30 Kling Kling $50-180

QUARTER HOUR FILMS

ADVENTURE

ADVENTURE IS MY JOB 12:30 Harrison Lakeside Tv $50-500 1
ADVENTURES OF NOAH BEERY JR." 12 Courncya Courncya -Hamclburg $20-500 *
ADVENTURE IN THE WEST 14 T. J. Barbrc T. J. Barbre On request (Plan 26

ARMCHAIR ADVENTURE 15 Sterling Sterling $20-150 104

BOY & SIMBA 15 Jack Goodwin Coodwin-lntl. On request 2 Fun 5

DR JEKYLL MR HYDE" 15 Franklin Tv Ceo. Bagnall & Assoc. 1* i Plan

FINALE FOR THREE STRANGERS 15 Cine-Video Cine-Video !•

(UNCLE MACABRE 12 Radio & Tv Packagers Cuild Films $40-400 39

rOOTNOTES: TIM Bin ••('It



T

"My eyes are my trademark!"
When you see Eddie Cantor's fa-

mous banjo eyes, you look for com-
edy, humor, a touch of pathos—

a

real virtuoso performance.
And when you see a familiar brand

name as you shop, you expect an
equally outstanding performance
— or you don't buy the product
again.

That's one big advantage about
living in a land where you enjoy free

25 JANUARY 1954

choice among many fine products,

each identified by its own brand

name.
Leading manufacturers, seeking to

win your favor for their brands, take

infinite pains and a great deal of

pride in bringing you wonderful

products, continuously improved,

representing unusual value for your

money.
As you leaf through the pages of

this magazine, note how many of the

products advertised here already

have satisfied you. And always re-

member that when you name your

brand, you better your brand of

living!

BRAND NAMES FOUNDATION
INCORPCo a

A Non-Profit Educational Foundation

37 West 57 Street, New York 19.N.Y.

75



QUARTER HOUR FILMS—continued

TYPE 4 NAME OF SHOW RUNNING TIME
(MIN )

PRODUCER SALES AGENT

ADVENTURE

NOAH AND FLYING ARK

OUR POLITICAL HERITAGE

PERSONS UNWANTED

12 30

12

13:30

ADVENTURERS. THE

ADVENTURES OF BLINKEY THE"

ADVENTURES OF BROWNIE PICTAILS"

ADVENTURES OF WILLIE THE KID

fnn.'ht & Friendly Barry Enright & Friendly

12 Tom Kilky

COST RANGE NO COM-
PLETED

Courneya Courneyj $50-500 52

Encyclopedia Britannic* Assoc Prog. $35-925 13

M Riddick On request !• (Plan 261

SECRET CHAPTER 12 30 Ron Ormond Guild Films $40-400 39

WORLDS OF ADVENTl 12 30 Courneya Courneya United Tv Prog. $20-500 13

CHILDREN'S

S8000

12 30 Blinkey Prod
,

Inc. Blinkey Prod
.

Inc $40-500 26

13 30 M. Riddick On request 1* (Plan 26)

On request Plan 131

BANKINC ON BOB 13 Coronet Coronet $15-120 1*

BEAR HUNT 13 Coronet Coronet $15-120 1«

BETSY AND THE MAGIC KEY" 12 Jamieson Film Co Sterling On request 13

CARTOON CAPERS 12 30 Z.ich Biym Zach Baym On request 13

CHILDREN S SERIES 13 Coronet Coronet $15-120 13

CHIMPS" 13 Jerry Courneya Courneya-United Tv $20-500 13

DANNY AND THE SNARK 12:30 Simmel-Mcscrvcy Covernor Tv On request 3 'Plan 26)

DON Q DICK AND ALADDIN 12 30 Stibra Lakeside Tv Co. On request 10

ELEMENTARY SERIES 15 Coronet Coronet $15-120 13

FIX MASTERS 12 30 Courneya Courneya $50-500 •Plan 52)

FUNNY BUNNIES" 15 & 30 Dynamic Motion Pics, for Tv On request 26

FUN WITH FELIX" 12:30 F Smith United Artists Tv On request 13

HOW TO BE A COWBOY 15 Dcmby Prod.. Inc. Sterling Tv

JERRY BARTELLS PLAYTIME 11 30 Bartcll Apollo

JUMP JUMP OF HOLIDAY HOUSE 12 Mary & Harry Hickox Harry S. Coodman

JUNIOR CROSS ROADS

JUNIOR SCIENCE

15 Sterling Sterling

12:30 Oho Olio

KID MAGIC 12:30 Aladdin Tv Prod. Aladdin Tv Prod.

KIDDIE SURPRISE

KINCAROO

13 Victor Tv Victor Tv

12:30 F. Smith

$35-150 Currently in

synd.

to $350 13

50% of air time

$25-65 (N.Y.) 104

On request

On request

13

13

On request 26

1 i Plan ?)

KING CALICO ' 15 CNC Productions Kling

LITTLE CIRL WHO DIDN T BELIEVE IN SANTA
CLAUS"

13:30 & 27 M. Riddick

LITTLEST ANCEL. THE 13 Coronet Coronet

MAN OF TOMORROW 13 Hour Glass

MOVIETONE CHILDREN S NEWSREEL

PAPA BAER NEWSREEL

PLATO THE PARROT

PUNCH & TRUDY

12 Movietone 20th Century Fox

13 F. Bacr Covernor Tv

12:30 Sid Stone

12 Riviera Prod. Riviera Prod.

SPACE RIDER 15 Philip Nasser Philip Nasser & Co.

STORYLAND

STREAMLINED FAIRY TALES

10-12

15

Encyclopedia Britannica

H S Coodman

Assoc. Prog.

H S. Coodman

$20-150 65

On request

$75-500 1'

On request 26 i Plan 52)

On request 52 'Yearly!

On request 26

On request 4 (Plan 1561

$30-250 (Plan 200*

On request (Plan 200)

On request

On request 13

SUPERMAN CARTOONS 11 National Comics Motion Pictures for Television. Inc On request 16

TALES FOR TOTS 12 30 Lewis & Clark Lewis & Clark $25-400 2 (Plan 52)

TELECOMICS 12 30 Princess Sterling On request 160

•THUNDERBOLT- THE WONDER COLT 12 30 Clampctt Open Open Weekly

TIME FOR BEANY 12 30 Bob Clampctt Paramount $125-500 Wc t kl>

TRICKS N' TREATS

UNCLE MISTLETOE. ADVENTURES OF

12

15

Fairfield Films

Kling

Station Dist. $50-200 13

Kling $20-150 26

UNK & ANDY

WILLIE WONDERFUL

15

12 30

Jack Kcnaston

Br.ickin

United Artists

Olf.cul

On request 26

65

COMEDY

BERT & ELMER -

CHRISTIE COMEDIES 12

HENRY MORCAN SHOW

JACK AND THE BOSS

PAUL KILLIAM SHOW

POOR CHARLIE

12 10

15

12 30

14

Calbri .ith

D Ettclson

Elbert Kapit

Cm. Video

Sterling

W Streech

Klinj

D Ettclson

S22-225 13

°o of time rate 64

United Tv On request 26

Cine-Video 1*

Sterling

Sterling

On request 26

2 i Plan 11)

FOOTNOTES •I'



A.T.&T. has no wire for hire

but we ask you,

do you dig TD-2?

All live network programs now come to television \\ 00 1)1. AM)
via a brand-spankin' new A.T.&T. "TD-2" microwave relay

link from the main line at South Bend to Grand Rapids.

In case you're not hep on your relay systems, type "TD-2"
is the Cadillac of them all—much better than co-axial

cable and the more inexpensive "TD" links. That's especially

important now, with color at our front door—brother,

really important!

WOOD-TV was first to order and get this improved service

in these parts, just as it was first to go to full 1000 foot

tower height last month and will be first to go to full power

next month (right now our interim 100,000 watts picture is

greatest in all of television WOODLAND).

WOOD-TV is first with INS facsimile news service in Michigan,

and first to take delivery on color adapting equipment for

its transmitter. When you spend a buck on WOOD-TV, you get

lots more than that in advertising value and service.

Schedule your advertising on WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids' only

television station. The Western Michigan station with top

technical equipment, top local and network programming

—

and the top market to go with them.*

*Primary service, too, to Western Michigan's most populated

area including Muskegon, Lansing, Battle Creek and

Kalamazoo.

WOOD-TV
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
Grandwood Broadcasting Company.

Reaches more people who have more and buy more

25 JANUARY 1954 77



QUARTER HOUR FILMS—continued

TYPE i. NAME OF SHOW RUNNING TIME
IMIN.I

PRODUCER SALES AGENT COST RANGE NO COM-
PLETED

COMEDY

SOCIAL BLUE BOOK 13 30 M T. rr B L. Pctroff On request 4 (Plan 13)

VAUDEVILLE CEMS 4 30 & 12 30 Ciruma Service Corp Cinema Service Corp. 13

DOCUMENTARY & EDUCATIONAL

AIRHEAD 12 30 Marathon Tv Marathon Tv On request 1
•

ALIVE FROM THE DEEP 12 30 Kayfetz Prod Sterling Tv On request !•

AROUND THE WORLD IN NEW YORK 13 Kayfetz pr0<J. Sterling On request I*

BRINGING UP PARENTS 15 Henry J Kaufman United Tv Programs

BUSINESS EDUCATION SERIES 15 Coronet Coronet $15-120 13

CANINE COMMENTS 12 D Wade L Weiss $40-800 13 'Plan 52)

CLEAR IRON 14 Marathon Tv Marathon Tv On request I*

DATE FESTIVAL 12 30 Libra Films Libra Films S35-350 !•

DR FIXUM'S—HOUSEHOLD HOSPITAL 15 Vogue Wright Vogue Wright $36-300 26

FEATURE ASSIGNMENT 11 >0 Hollywood Tv Prod. Hollywood Tv Prod. 25% of t.e. 13

FITZPATRCK TRAVELOGUES 15 J. Fitzpatrick Sterling On request 26

COINC PLACES 12 30 United World United World $15-125 39

CREAT AMERICANS 12 Encyclopedia Britannica Assoc. Prog. $30-800 26

HEALTHY LIVINC SERIES 15 Coronet Coronet $15-120 13

HOW TO DO IT SERIES 15 Coronet Coronet $15 120 13

HOW S-TO IN ARTS & CRAFTS 10:15 Encyclopedia Britannica Assoc. Prog. On request 13

INSIDE TIBET 12 30 Kayfetz Prod. Sterling Tv On request !•

ISLES OF MYSTERY & ROMANCE 12 30 Simmcl-Mcscrvcy Simmel-Meservey 5

ITALIAN RHAPSODY 11 Cordon-Stratford Radius Films, Inc. On request l« (Plan ?)

IOHN KIERANS KALEIDOSCOPE 12:30 International Tele-Film United Artists $45-400 104

JOURNEY TO AFRICA 12:30 Paul Hocflcr Zach Baym On request 26

KOREAN BACKGROUNDS 15 International Film Bureau International Film Bureau On request !•

KNOWHOW 195-1 12 30 Unifilms. Inc. Unifilms. Inc. S25-250 1*

KNOW YOUR LAND 12 Philip E. Cantonwine Sanford Ycager $30-225 13

MACIC VAULT 12 30 Lakeside Tv Lakeside Tv $25-400 8

MUMMIES REVEAL THEIR SECRETS 11 Cordon-Stratford Radius Films, Inc. On request 1» (Plan ?)

NATURE TIME 10 13 Encyclopedia Britannica Assoc. Prog. On request 33

OUR LIVINC LANCUACE 15 March of Time March of Time $75-975 Not yet
planned

OUT OF THE SEA 13 Tolstoy-Kayfetz Prod. Sterling Tv On request \*

PARADE OF NATIONS 12:30 Libra Films Libra Films On request (Plan 13)

SAFETY CAMPAIGN 10 12 Encyclopedia Britannica Assoc. Prog. On request 5
SAFETY IS NO ACCIDENT 13 Kayfetz Prod. Sterling On request r
SCIENCE FOR YOU 12 Motion Picture Service Motion Picture Service On request (Plan 52)

SHUTTERBUC. THE 11:30 Hollywood Tv Prod. Hollywood Tv Prod. 25% of t.c. 13

SOUTHWARD TO THE SUN 12 30 Cordon-Stratford Radius Films, Inc. On request 2 (Plan ?)

THIS LAND OF OURS 11 55 Dudley Sterling On request 26

THIS WORLD OF OURS 11:55 Dudley Tv Sterling $20-150 26

TRAVEL FILMS 12 D. Ettclson D Ettclson % of air time 13

VACATIONLAND AMERICA 11 55 Robt. Lawrence Prod., Inc. Robt. Lawrence Prod.. Inc. On request 13

VOICE OF EXPERIENCE 13 Tv Films of America
J. Parker (Plan 104)

WATCH THE WORLD 12 25 C Wallach for NBC Film D.v. NBC Film D.v. On request 26
WHAT CAUSES THE SEASONS 11 V Kayfetz Sterling On request !•

WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT YOU' 10 12 Encyclopedia Britannica Assoc. Prog. On request

25% of t.c.

9
WHATS IT LIKE? 11 30 Hollywood Tv Prod. Hollywood Tv Prod. 13

WILD LIFE IN ACTION 12:30 Lakeside Tv Lakeside Tv $50-500 26

WONDERS OF THE WORLD 12:30 Cordon-Stratford Radius Films. Inc. On request 13

WORLD OF THE ARTIST 10 15 Filmmakers Dcscina Intl. 3

YESTERDAY S NEWSREEL 11 55 Ziv Tv Ziv Tv On request 139

YESTERDAY S WORLD 12:30 Simmcl-Mcscrvcy Simmcl-Mescrvey

$35-150

13

YOUR FIREMAN 12 Riviera Riviera 1-

YOUR MACIC WORLD !;
'

Int, national Tele Film International Tclc-Film $60-750 104

DRAMA—General

AFRICAN VISIT 15 lick Goodwin Coodwin- International On request 4 Cont.

CARRIE WILLIAMS—JUSTICE OF THE PEACE 12 30 Pictwti Film Network. Inc. On request 2 (Serial)

1

FOOTNOTES: Tile* Dim



OU COULD BE WRITING US A LETTER LIKE THIS

/>£
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NEW YORK: 598 Madison Avenue - PLaza 9-7500

CHICAGO: 430 North Michigan Ave. - DEIaware 7-1 1 00

BEVERLY HILLS: 9370 Santa Monica Blvd. - CRestview 6-2001

SAN FRANCISCO: 105 Montgomery Street - EXbrook 2-8922

CLEVELAND: Union Commerce Bldg. - CHerry 1-6010

DALLAS: 2 1 02 North Akard Street - PROspect 7536

DETROIT: 1612 Book Tower - WOodward 2-2604

BOSTON: 45 Newbury Street - COpley 7-5830

MINNEAPOLIS: Northwestern Bank Bldg. - LINcoln 7863

ATLANTA: 61 1 Henry Grady Bldg. - LAmar 6750
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QUARTER HOUR FILMS—continued

TYPE I NAME OF SHOW
RUNNING TIME

IMIN ) PRODUCER SALES AGENT COST RANGE
NO. COM-
PLETED

DRAMA—Genera/

CONTINENTAL, THE 13 Dynamic Dynamic S25-325 13

DILEMMA 15 Calbruth Kling $40-240 13

DRAMATIC MONOLOGUES 12 30 Libra Films Libra Films On request 'Plan 13)

CET A HORSE 12 30 R. Monroe R. Rogers 1«

HUMAN STORY THE 12 30 Jack Coodwin Goodwin -International On request 1* (Plan 52)
|

IN FOCUS 12 Cale. Inc. On request !• (Plan 13)
J

INVITATION PLAYHOUSE 12 30 R Williams Guild S50-450 26

JONATHAN STORY 12 30 Wilkins Cooden Sterling $25-65 (N.Y.) 52

LITTLE THEATER 12 30 Teevee Teevee 52

NIGHT EDITOR 15 Mansfield Mansfield On request 26

OF LIGHT AND DARKNESS 13 Charter Oak Association Films S25-150 1»

ON STACE WITH MONTY WOOLLEY 15 Dynamic Dynamic On request 9

PLAYHOUSE 15 12 Bernard Procter MCA-Tv, Ltd. On request 78

PULSE OF THE CITY 12:30 Telcsccnc Tclescenc S50-750 26

STAR PERFORMANCE 14 Transtilm Transfilm $4500 each 14

STRANCE ADVENTURE 12 25 C LeVoy CBS TV Film SjIcs S30-650 52

THIS IS THE STORY 15 Morton Morton $36-314 52

THRILL SEEKER 12 R Monroe R. Rogers On request 26

YOU DECIDE 12 30 Films for Tv, Inc. Film for Tv, Inc. % of time rate 2 (Plan 39)

MUSICAL

BALLETS DE FRANCE 15 March of Time March of Time S35-850 26

BROADWAY RHYTHM ON ICE 13 Thundcrbird Sterling On request "

FOY WILLING 6 RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SACE 15 F Willing RCA On request 260

GREENWICH VILLACE 14:30 Medallion Sterling S20-75

1
GUEST BOOK 12 Studio Films United Tv On request " 1
HAWAIIAN PARADISE" 15 | |. Franklin C. Bagnall & Assoc. On request 26 Plan 52) |
HAWAIIAN PARADISE ON ICE 13 Thundcrbird Sterling On request !•

LETS ALL SINC 13 B. Creene B. Greene (Plan 52)

MOREY AMSTERDAM MUSICAL VARIETIES 12 Mort Sackett Mort Sackett 13

MUSIC FOR THE EYE SERIES 12 30 Cordon-Stratford Radius Films. Inc. On request 13

MUSICAL OPERETTA BALLETS 12 30 Video Interfilm Hoffberg On request 26

OOH! LA! LA' 12:30 Sterling Sterling On request 13

OKLAHOMA CHUCK WACON BOYS 12 30 Lewis & Clark Lakeside Tv $30-500 13

PIANO MACIC 12:30 Times Square Prod. Times Square Prod. $60-500 2

PUPPET PLAYHOUSE 12 30 Globe Tv Lakeside Tv (Plan 39)

STEPHEN FOSTER 12 30 Admiral Pictures Zach Baym S25-80 12

VIENNA PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA 13 Eugin Sharin Sterling On request " 1
WERNER (ANSSEN MUSIC BOX 12 30 Werner jansscn Geo. Bagnall & Assoc. On request 13 (Plan 26

YOUR COSPEL SINCER 15 Crosse-Krasne. Inc. United Tv Programs, Inc. 26

NEWS

ADVENTURES IN THE NEWS 15 Telenews Sterling On request 26

CBS NEWSFILM 12 CBS CBS Film Sales $80-1000 5 per week

CLETE ROBERTS WORLD REPORT 15 U. S. Tv United Artists On request 201

CLOSE UPS 13 American Ncwsrccl Cuild $25-250 13

DREW PEARSON WASH MERRY-CO-ROUND 12 50 Times Square Times Square On request 1 a week

NBC DAILY NEWS REPORT 12 NBC TV NBC Film Div. On request Daily

NBC NEWS REVIEW OF THE WEEK 12 30 NBC TV NBC Film Div. On request Weekly

NEWS FEATURETTES 12:30 Keystone Official 25

PATHE HY LICHTS 12 30 Cmetcl Corp. & Pathc Du Mont $19-250 26

SEE FOR YOURSELF 12 30 Films for Tv. Inc. Films for Tv, Inc. % of time rate (Plan 26)

TELENEWS DAILY 15 Tck news Prod.. Inc International News Service $150-10.000 Daily

TELENEWS WEEKLY 12 Tclcncws Prod . Inc. International News Service $50-350 Weekly

UNITED PRESS MOVIETONE NEWS 15 Movietone United Press On request Daily

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW 15 NBC News Dcpf NBC Film Div

FOOTNOTES: Til.* film



in Kansas City...

i YOUR SPOTS ARE
IN THE SPOTLI&M

John
Don Davis, President

T. Schilling, General Manager

When the spotlight swings on the

favorite stars of Kansas City's vast TV
audience—those stars are on Channel
9. A full schedule of top-rated CBS
Network TV programs and a wide
variety of talent-packed local shows
provide top entertainment. The Stars

Shine On Channel 9 in the nation's

rich 17th market, and that's why your

message makes a greater impression

—

and makes more sales per advertising

dollar—when you let WHB-TV sell

this billion dollar retail trade area

with 352,946* TV homes.

1,079 feet above average terrain—the

height of WHB-TV's new tower
(jointly owned by KMBC-TV). Max-
imum allowable power — 316 kw
visual, 158 kw audio.

Write, wire or call your nearest Blair-

TV representative for availabilities!

*Nov. 30 report of Kansas City Electric Assn.

-

FREE! Good Reading For
Agency Executives And
Advertisers! swing, vest-pocket
size magazine published monthly by WHB
and WHB-TV for time buyers, advertisers,
agencies, sales executives. Features articles
on advertising, research, marketing .

contains excerpts from John Crosby's
Radio and TV Column . . . pictures,
quizzes, jokes and cartoons. Request your
free copy on your company letterhead

\

WHB-TV
CHANNELQ BASIC CBS-TV
SHARING TIME TW Kansos City

WITH KM8CTY

WHB
710 KC

Represented Notionolly by

Kansas city s

OLDEST
CALL LETTERS

10,000 WATTS
MUTUAL NETWORK

ttepreitnttd

nationally by

JOHN BLAIR & CO.



QUARTER HOUR FILMS—continued

TYPE L NAME OF SHOW
RUNNING TIME

(MIN I
PRODUCER SALES AGENT

NEWS FEATURES

THEARTHUR SMITH SHOW

AS OTHERS SEE US

BROADWAY IN REVIEW

CAPITOL CONFIDENTIAL

CAPITOL REPORT

CAPITOL TIDBITS

BOB ELSON S INTERVIEWS OF THE CENTURY

FULTON LEWIS |R SHOW

CAYLORD HAUSER SHOW

HOLLYWOOD CLOSE UPS

12 30

12

13

Blue Ridge

Wash Photo

Tv Films of America

Lakeside Tv

Audio-Video

|. Parker

12 30

12:30

12 30

Capitol Films

Wash. Photo

W.ish Photo

Audio Video

Audio Video

12 Academy 'Chicago) Academy (Chicago)

12

15

Wm B Dolph

PSI Tv

United Tv Prog.

PSI Tv

Ccnc Lester C. Lester

HOLLYWOOD ON THE LINE

HOLLYWOOD REEL

IDEAS ON PARADE

12 Ccne Lester

12 30

12 30

E. Johnson & C Watson

CBS TV Film Sales

Paramount

Tel Ra Tel Ra

KIERNANS KALEIDOSCOPE

KNOW YOUR CONGRESS

15 International Tele-Films Prods. United Artists Tv

12:30 Capitol Films

THIS WEEK AROUND THE WORLD

WASHINCTON SPOTLIGHT

13 Victor Tv Victor Tv

12 M. Hammer Washington Spotlight, Inc.

WASHINCTON PROMENADE 15 Wash. Photo. Audio Video

WHATS NEW THIS WEEK 12 Wash. Photo Audio Video

COST RANGE
NO COM-
PLETED

On request 13

Class "A" time

'Plan 13)

I
s

On request Weekly

$75-200

$50-400 17

$34-575 52

On request 26

°o of time rate 13 (Plan ?)

S22-440 26

$25-200 52

$40-200 26

On request 104
:

LILLI PALMER SHOW 13:30 Charles Kebbc NBC Film Div. On request 26

LINKLETTER 6 THE KIDS 12 30 John Cuedel CBS TV Film Sales $50-650 52

MEET MISS HUBBARD 12 Motion Picture Scrv. Motion Picture Serv. On request (Plan 52)

NTC'S STORIES OF THE STARS 13 30 Commodore Commodore On request 'Plan 39)

ROVINC REPORTER 12 Colson Colson 40% of time
rate

• Plan 26)

TELEVISITS 13 Ceo. Logan Price Ceo. Logan Price $25-250 26

On request

$25-275

52

76

40° Class "A"
time rate

Weekly

50% Class "A"
time rate

WHAT S PLAYINC

YOUR WASHINCTON AMBASSADOR

15

12 30

Dcmby Prods. Inc. Demby Prods. Inc.

Wash. Photo Audio Video

$50-300 Unlimited

$125-400

QUIZ

BEAT THE EXPERTS

HEADLINES ON PARADE

5 & 15

12 30

Sterling

United World United World

On request 52

$25-225 26

MOVIE QUICK QUIZ

PHOTOQUIZ

15 W Schwimmer W. Schwimmer

12:30 Telcnews Sterling

$50-800 IN.Y.) 260

On request Daily

PROFESSOR YES N' NO 12 Lalley & Love Screen Cems $75-500 26

SEEIN- IS BELIEVIN- 12:30 Films for Tv. Inc. Films for Tv, Inc. °o of time rate Unlimited

THREE CUESSES 12 Movietone 20th Century Fox On request 26

VIEW THE CLUE 15 N. Coldstonc United Artists

WHATS WRONC WITH THIS PICTURE'

WHAT S YOUR EYE-Q?

12 Morton Morton

12:30 & 26 Lewis & Clark, Inc. Lakeside Tv

AND IT CAME TO PASS XMAS STORY* 14 Edmund B Ccrard Masters Prod., Inc.

CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY 12 30 D C Hartzcll

COSPEL SINCER THE 12 10 Dundee Prod.

Zach Baym

United Tv

HYMNS OF ALL CHURCHES

LORDS FOOTSTEPS, THE

M Victor Tv Victor Tv

10 Library Lakeside Tv

MIRACLE OF CHRISTMAS"

PASTOR CALLS THE

PSALMODY"

13 Square Deal Square Deal

14 Coffman Film Co. Natl Council of Churches

Square Deal Square Deal

READINC THE BIBLE SERIES 13 Foundation Foundation- Sack -Tv

RELIGION IN THE FAMILY

RELICIOUS FILMS

Square Deal Square Deal

12 D Ettclson

SEARCH FOR CHRIST 12 30 Illustrate

STORY OF THE BIBLE 14 V.ctor Tv

TELEVESPERS

WAY TO ETERNITY

12 30 Youth Films Official

12 30 Youth Fi Official

FOOTNOTES: Til.* dim. i' : i

On request 13

$25-185 260

On request 65

WHO S BEHIND THE MASK' 15 Chas. Bruce Knox $235 13

YOU BE THE |UDCE 12 30 Wash. Photo Audio Video $30-200 13

RELIGIOUS

50°o of Class

"A"

On request

S34-500 26

On request

Open

On request

13

On request

On request 13

On request

D Ettclson % of time rate 13

Sterling srs-iso 13 (Plan 2(1

Victor Tv On request 52

26

26 1,



3 TOP-QUALITY, STAR-STUDDED SHOWS

FOR THE BUDGET-CONSCIOUS ADVERTISER
BORIS

MYSTERY

As Scotland Yard's COLONEL MARCH

A fascinating, BRAND NEW half-hour film series of scientific crime

detection based on material provided by America's best-selling

mystery writer JOHN DICKSON CARR.

Let "COLONEL MARCH" sell for you on a regional or syndicated

basis at amazingly low costs! 26 weeks of programming available.

************************

COMEDY
ROBERT

CDNMINGS
Starring in "MY HERO"

JOHN CROSBY, NOTED TV CRITIC, says "The'dialogue, the stag-

ing and the production are of a very high order indeed and I see

no reason why "MY HERO" can't eventually give "I LOVE LUCY7'

QUITE A RUN FOR ITS MONEY."
EXCITING RATINGS: Playing opposite a top budget hour variety

show extravaganza, "MY HERO" did a spectacular |ob for DUN-
HILL CIGARETTES.

39 WEEKS OF HALF-HOUR PROGRAMMING AVAILABLE.

Second run in most major markets; first run throughout

rest of country.

**********

ADVENTURE

********* **********

**••••••••

OFFICIAL FILMS' fabulously successful, faithful reproduction of the

beloved comic strip that appears regularly in over 220 newspapers
with a combined circulation of more than 25,000,000 readers!

This half-hour show pulled ratings like these for Canada Dry in

56 different markets: ATLANTA- 23.5; BUFFALO -33.3; CLEVE-
LAND-20.8; ROCHESTER- 37.3; ST. LOUIS-35.0

NOW AVAILABLE FOR LOCAL OR REGIONAL SPONSORSHIP.
26 Weeks of programming available.

FFICIAL FILMS, INC.

•
•
•
*
•
*
•
*
•
*
*
*
*
•
*
•
*
*
*
*
*
*
•
*

25W.45thSt. / N.Y.36 • PL 7-01 00

AMEI ICA'S LEADING BUTO OF QUALITY TV FILMS •*•••••*•*



QUARTER HOUR FILMS—continued
NO. COM-

TYPE 1 NAME OF SHOW ' " ' " »

RUNNING TIME ...„„,„ SALES AGENT COST RANGE PLETED

SPORTS

ADVENTURES IN SPORT

ADVENTURE OUT OF DOORS

ALL AMERICAN SPORTS

—
Telen.ws Sterling 0n requeSt 26

12 30 lack Van Cocvering Cornell Film Co. 40% "A" time 13

Courneya $10-200 26_

PSI t v On request 13

12 30 Courneya

12 20 H. Sheets
AMERICAN SPORTS '±f^ _ — — " 7

~
.. I iL«;ii> T« On reauest

ii

-
Hypenm Lakeside Tv 0n "«"«»»

BIG CAME FISHINC

BIC PLAYBACK. THE

"
Screen Gems-Te.enews, .nc. fcree^Cern, 26_

CRU.SINC THE KEYS
~^ZZL "»" KayMzProd^ SteHing ~^~ ~^

DOUBLE PLAY «« — ^^T^ _J30-4O0_ _39_

DICK DUNKELS FOOTBALL RATINGS -2 30 TURa Unite,. Features $50-400 13_<eack_

CofdonS, ' a^_ R,d,us F,lms ,nc

-°.V^-
FAMOUS FIGHTS FROM MADISON SQ. CARDEN" 12:30 Winik Du Mont $55-600 39

v *"•«"' 2=!5 °^^-
FISHINC IN THE MEDITERRANEAN

COINC PLACES WITH CADABOUT CADDIS 12 30

GRANTLAND RICE SPORTS LIGHTS. THE 12 30 Atlas

12 30 Karlen Karlen

Beacon Tv Features Sterling $25-150 26^

Atlas On request 13

., v Kavfetz Sterling On request !•

HOLIDAY AFLOAT
V^Rayretz ^ »

_ _

Cornell F.lm Co. Cornell Film Co. <ln prod.)

Franklin Tv Ceo. Bagnall & Ass.c. On request !•
|IMMY DEMARET COLF PROCRAM

__

1230

LITTLE CHAMP -3 YR OLD SWIM WONDER 1 2 30

,- „„u ,.. U10&26 Win.k Winik-Du Mont S30-150 13

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN # !•• 12 30 & 26 win.K

-
., .. ' ,,.,«,, ,6 u/.mk Winik-Du Mont S30-150 26

MADISON SQUARE CARDEN # 2*»

MADISON SQUARE CARDEN # 3"

OUTDOORS

PADDOCK PARADE

POLICE |U -J1TSU

REFEREE. THE 15 Kling Kling On request

ROLLER DERBY

SEA FEVER

SKIING IN THE ALPS

SPORTS ALBUM

SPORTSCHOLAR

SPORTS HISTORY

13 or 13 Sclccta-Film On request

SPORTSMAN'S CLUB

SPORTS' MIRROR

SPORTS ON PARADE

SFORTS PACE

ANSWER MAN. THE 12:30 B Chapman B. Chapman On request

1230 & 26 Winik Winik-Du Mont __$30-150 26

MADISON SQUARE CARDEN ., " 12:30*26 W,n,k W,nik-Du Mont ^55-600 26_

NORMAN SPERS FOOTBALL THIS WEEK 15 Norman »-• Sper ™™ DiSt ' -
12:30 Byron. Inc. Byron, Inc. No t decided 13

)2 30 Tc | Ra Tel Ra S50-350 Continuous

15 Frankcl Association Films S20-100 I*

15 & 30 Station Dist. Station Dist. $50-700 52

13 v. Kayfetz Sterling On request !•

15 Ziv Tv Ziv Tv On request 26

12 30 United World United World S20-225 52

13 Vnrtor Tv Victor Tv On request 26

12 Mode Art Pictures Syndicate Films $60-400 52

12 30 Wickham Films Ceo. Bagnall & Assoc. On request 13

15 Sterling Sterling S25-85 <N.Y.) 104

12:30 Official Official 13

SHORTS SPOTLIGHT U*0 Tel Ra Tel Ra $35-650 Weekly

STOCK CAR CHAMPIONS 12 30 Dagger Prod. Stock Car Film Co. On request 52

THIS WEEK IN SPORTS '2 30 Tclenews Intl. News Serv. $50-350 Weekly

TV S BASEBALL HALL OF FAME 12:30 lames B. Harris Motion Pictures for Television, Inc. On request 77

UNITED PRESS MOVIETONE 15- Movietone United Press On request Weekly

WATER WORLD ,3 v K3 YTC,r Sterling On request 4 (Plan
|

WHAT MAKES A CHAMPION 10 & 12 Encyclopedia Britannica Assoc. Prog. On request 13

WHITE MAGIC 12:30 Cordon-Stratford Radius Films, Inc. On request 1 (Planj

WONDERS OF THE WILD 1230 Borden Prod. Sterling 26

WORLDS GREATEST FICHTERS, THE 11:55 Creatcst Fights. Inc. Greatest Fights, Inc. 52

WRESTLING INTERNATIONAL AMPHITHEATER 12 I.W.F. Davis & Lukas On request Continu

VARIOUS TYPES

ALL AMERICAN GIRL. THE" 12:30 ) ). Franklin Ceo. Bagnall & Assoc. On request I*

CAMERA S EYE THE 12:30 Teevee Teevee Open 39

CAMERAS & MODELS IN ACTION 12 30 P. Parry P Parry % of time rate 3 Pla

DUNNINCER 13 Affiliated Artists Affiliated Artists On request (Plan

ITS IN THE CARDS IS Cine-Video Cine-Video On request Series i

MR. FIXIT" 11 30 HTP H. T. P. 25° time cost 9

ODDITIES BEYOND BELIEF 12 30 Telecast Telecast S50-500 13

POPULAR SCIENCE 15 T. Anguish T. Anguish % Class "A" 78
rate

rOOTNOTES: »P



WJAR-TV
CHANNEL 10
Providence • Rhode Island

FIRST IN SIGHT
In Southern New England

I'm the live bird in the hand that's

worth two in the bush—televising

17 local live shows a day. Ask the

alert advertisers why they buy

more time on more of my top

rated local live shows than on any

other station in New England!

In our over-all viewing area 88

out of 100 families own television

sets.

National Sales Representatives:

WEED TELEVISION



QUARTER HOUR FILMS—continued

TYPE I NAME OF SHOW
RUNNING TIME

(MIN
|

PRODUCER SALES AGENT COST RANGE
NO. COM-
PLETED

VARIOUS TYPES

STRANCER THAN FICTION 12 30 United World United World 515-150 65

TV CAMERA ANCLES 12 30 C Lester C Lester % of time rate 13 (Plan '1

VICTOR LINDLAHR SHOW 15 Vidicam Pictures Scrutan 3

WFSTFRNS

CHOST TOWNS OF THE WEST 12 55 Simmel-Meservey Simmel-Meservcy S35-105 13

LASH OF THE WEST 12 30 Western Adventure Prod. Cuild Films $40-400 39

TALES OF THE OLD WEST 12 Bengal Bengal 13

WOMEN'S INTEREST

BE YOURSELF 12 30 Hartley Hartley % of time rate 'Plan 13»

CAPITAL CONVERSATION 12 30 Byron

CROSSWINCS 'DAYTIME SERIAL' 12:30 R Monroe R. Rogers 3

DO IT YOURSELF 12 30 Hartley Hartley % of time rate 'Plan 13)

FASHIONS IN HOME SEWINC" 12 30 Times Square Times Square S60-500 1*

FEMININE ANCLE. THE 15 E. Vclaico United Artists On request 13

FEMININE TOUCH 15 Sterling Sterling On request 52

FOR WOMEN ONLY 12 30 Telenews Telenews On request 1 (Plan 52i

GARDEN SHOW. THE - 12 Milton Hammer Milton Hammer $20-200 26

HERE S LOOKINC AT YOU 15 Vidicam Pictures Crey Adv. 3

HOME IS HAPPINESS 12 30 Packaged Programs Packaged Programs On request 195

HOME MAKINC SERIES 10 6 12 Encyclopedia Britannica Assoc. Prog. On request 13

INSIDE DECORATION 12:30 Hartley Hartley On request 3

LEISURE HOUSE 13 C. Logan Price C. Logan Price S25-250 26

PARISAN MOODS 12 30 Video Drama Video Drama On request 1*

SEWINC IS FUN 12 Dcmby Productions, Inc. Demby Productions. Inc. $75-200 !• (Plan 26>

WIFESAVER. THE 13 Affiliated Artists Affiliated Artists On request !• (Plan 521

WOMAN AROUND THE HOUSE 13 30 John H Battison Prods. $25-100 13

YOUR BEAUTY CLINIC 15 Dynamic S. Weintraub On request 26

SHORTS & 7-70 MINUTE SEGMENTS

ADVENTURE

COINC PLACES WITH UNCLE CEORCE 10 Fairbanks Consolidated On request 26

PARADOX 5 Kling Kling $9.50-15 26

CHILDREN'S

CHILDREN'S LIBRARY 10 Sterling Sterling On request 104

CRUSADER RABBIT 5 Fairbanks Consolidated On request 195

CLOOM DOOMERS. THE 5 Philip Nasser Philip Nasser On request !• (Plan 20

JIM & JUDY IN TELE-LAND 3 25 Tv Screen L. Weiss $10-250 39

MACIC LADY 5 & 10 Tclcmount Official Films Open 13

MR RUMBLE BUMBLE 3 Packaged Programs Packaged Programs On request 30

OUT OF THE HEART 10 United Spec. Outlook Prod., Inc. $25-150 !•

TELA FUNNIES 13 30 M Riddick Prod. On request Scrics-indet

COMEDY
MANNY OPPER TUNITIES 2 50 MAC Studios MAC Studios On request 65

NOTHINC BUT THE TRUTH 3 30 Lewis & Clark Lakeside Tv $20-185 52

PAT & MIKE 10 Cinccraft 1 Plan '

DOCUMENTARY & EDUCATIONAL

ANIMAL LIBRARY 3 & 12 l.ikcsidc Tv Lakeside Tv On request Unlimited

ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION 6 Seminar Association On request 1*

BEHIND THE SCENES IN INDUSTRY 6 Hollywood Tv Hollywood Tv $35 each 70

BROKENSHIRE. THE HANDYMAN 3 29 Princeton United Artists On request 52

BURTON HOLMES TRAVELOCUES 3 30 & 5 Maior Tv Prods- Maior Tv Prods On request 25

DO YOU KNOW 3 Bengal Pictures Bengal Pictures On request 1* (Plan |
ETIQUETTE 5 33 & 24 Simmcl-Mcservey Simmcl-Mcservey S

FAMOUS RESORTS" 5 & 10 Hollywood Tv Hollywood Tv 25% of t.c. 20

FINLAND 10 Cmc Video Cine-Video l«

HERE'S HOWE 30 Calbrcath H S Goodman On request 65

FOOTNOTtS



HEIGHT
COUNTS MOST!

WAVE-TV Delivers:

66.7% GREATER COVERAGE AREA
than any other television station

in Kentucky and Southern Indiana!

19.8% GREATER CIRCULATION
than the area's leading

According to FCC curves, WAVE-TV
now effectively reaches 85.5% more
square miles than previously . . .

54.6% more people . . . 51.5%

I

more Effective Buying Income —

•

gives you far greater coverage than

any other TV station in this area!

NEWSPAPER!

627.3% GREATER CIRCULATION
than the areo's leading

NATIONAL MAGAZINE!

You of course know that in determining a

VHF station's effective coverage -— particularly

in fringe areas— Tower Height is most impor-

tant, Low Channel is next and Power is third.

WAVE-TV's tower is on top the highest hill

in this area— is actually 419 feet higher than

Louisville's other VHF station!

WAVE-TV's Channel is 3 — the lowest in

the area!

WAVE-TV's 100,000 watts of radiated power

is the maximum permitted by the FCC for

Channel 3

—

is equivalent to 600,000 watts from

our old downtown tower, on Channel 5/

Ask your local dealers and distributors about

the big new WAVE-TV market and the cov-

erage you get with WAVE-TV.

LOUISVILLE'S

WAVE-TV
FIRST IN KENTUCKY

Affiliated with NBC, ABC, DUMONT
NBC Spot Sales, National Representatives
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SHORTS & 1-10 MINUTE SEGMENTS-^Continued

TYPE 4 NAME OF SHOW
RUNNING TIME

(MINI PRODUCER SALES AGENT

DOCUMENTARY & EDUCATIONAL

COST RANGE
NO COM.
PLETED

MEET YOUR NEIGHBOR 10 Association Films Association Films 6

OBERAMMERCAU 10 Cordon -Stratford Radius Films, Inc. On request !• (Plan N

ONE WORLD OR NONE 9 P Ragan Outlook Prod., Inc. $25-150 !•

OPERATION OOORSTEP 10 Byron, Inc. Byron, Inc. On request 1*

SCIENCE WONDERLAND 10 Sterling Sterling On request 26

SCREEN STORY THE 7:30 Marathon Tv Marathon Tv On request 1»

SYDENHAM PLAN. THE 8 World Today. Inc. Outlook Prod., Inc. S25-150 1*

THIS LAND OF OURS 10 Dudley Sterling Tv $20-100 26 cont.

TOWN SILVER OF LUENEBERC. THE 9 30 Cordon-Stratford Radius Films, Inc. On request !• Plan ?)

UNDERWATER ADVENTURE 9 Kayfetz Prod Sterling Tv On request !•

VISITINC NURSE 5 Vogue Wright Tv Productions $25-75 3 Plan 261

VARIETY SHORTS 8 & 10 Educational Films Lion Tv On request 26

WOLF & COATS 'PUPPET SHOWS' 10 & 12 J. Pashow J. A. Eisenbach On request 2 Plan 26)

WORTH REMEMBERINC 4 Lewis & Martin Films, Inc. $20-125 2 Plan 52)

DRAMA—General

HIGHLIGHTS OF FAMOUS DIAMONDS 30 sec. Michclson Michclson $10-15 26

POSTMAN R.NCS THE 4 ARA Productions Sterling On request 13

STRANCE EXPERIENCES 3:30 R. Hubbcll. D. Williams Mansfield On request 28 'Plan 23.

WHY WE DO IT 3:15 Morton Morton On request !•

MUSICAL

ADRIAN ROLLINI TRIO 3:30 Video Pictures Sterling $20-200 9

CHRISTMAS CAROLS'* 1 15 & 3 47 Dynamic Dynamic On request 12

DELTA RHYTHM BOYS & OTHERS 3:30 Covernor Tv On request 13

DUKE OF IRON (Calypso) 3 30 Video Pictures Sterling $20-200 8

H LLBILLY |AMBOREE 3 Sack Tv Sack Tv 13

KINCDOM CHOIR 3 30 & 5 Cinema Service Corp. Cinema Service Corp. $15-25 13

MUSIC HALL VARIETIES 3 Official Films Official Films On request 1,000

MUSICALS 3 & 6 Cinecraft 1* (Plan ?

POPULAIRES 3 30 Video Pictures Sterling $20-200 9

SNADER TELESCRIPTIONS 3 Snader Telcscriptions Corp. Snader Releases, Inc. On request 400

STUDIO TELESCRIPTIONS 1:30 & 3:30 Studio Films, Inc. United Tv On request 1120

TELETUNES 3 Riviera Productions Riviera Productions $15-50 10

TV DISK |OCKEY FILMS 3 Screen Corns Screen Cems S15-50 60

VIGNETTES IN RHYTHM 2 30 & 3:30 Clyde Brown Studios Clyde Brown Studios On request 5

MYSTERY & SUSPENSE

CAPSULE MYSTERIES Michclson Michclson $17-50-98.25 39

NEWS

IINCLE DINGLE WEATHER FORECAST LIBRARY 15 sec.

REWICK REPORTINC 8:30

Jason Comic Art. Inc. Du Mont

Recla Films WTV)

STORY OF THE WEEK. THE Movietone 20th Century Fox

UNITED PRESS MOVIETONE NEWS

WEATHER FORECAST JINCLES

WEATHER REPORTS

I & 10 Movietone United Press

30 sec. H S Coodman H S. Coodman

20 sec. Mansfield Mai.sficld

$7.50-25 perwk 31

$25 per day Daily

On request

On request Daily

On request

On request 20

QUIZ

BEAT THE EXPERTS

EYE WITNESS

MINI MACIC

3 15

30 sec.

Tclcnews

Hurwiti

Sterling

H S Coodman

30 sec. Apollo

MINI TRIX

VIZ QUIZ

30 se

4 30 Vidcopix

Apollo

Vidcopix

RELIGIOUS

LORD S PRAYER. THE

OUR LADY S JUCCLER

3 30

10

| A Eisenbach
I

A Eisenbach

PASTORALE 10

RAYMOND MASSEY READS THE BIBLE 3 20

Illustrate. Inc.

Square Deal

IWF. Inc

Sterling Tv

Square Deal

IWF. Inc

FOOTNOTES: Tllut Ul

$15-75 65

On request 130

$35 weekly 26

$35 weekly

$10-100

26

500

On request

$15-100

On request

On request 65



YOU MIGHT CATCH A 247-IB. TARPON *

KIT

WKZO-TV AREA PULSE

(27 COUNTIES)

SHARE OF AUDIENCE — MON.-FRI. — APRIL, 1953

8 a.m.-12 noon 12 noon-6 p.m.
6 p.m.-

12 midnight

WKZO-TV 62% (a) 52% 52% (a)

STATION "B" 26% 25% 25% (a)

OTHERS 2 23% 2
3'

(a) Does not telecast for complete period and the share of

audience is unadjusted for this situation.

Me S>e6fei fetation*
WKZO— KALAMAZOO
WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WJEF — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

Associated with

WMBD— PEORIA. ILLINOIS

YOU NEED WKZO-TV

FOR BEST TELEVISION RESULTS

IN WESTERN MICHIGAN!

Latest Pulse figures show that WKZO-TV gets more than twice

as many Western Michigan and Northern Indiana viewers as

the next station, morning, afternoon and night!

Latest Hooper figures show that WKZO-TV dominates the area

around Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids, too—actually delivers 55%
more evening viewers than the next station, twice as many
morning viewers, four times as many afternoon viewers!

WKZO-TV is looked-at, listened-to most in over 315,000 tele-

vision homes.

(80,000 WATTS VIDEO — 40,000 AUDIO)

WKZO-TV
25 JANUARY 1954

OFFICIAL BASIC CBS FOR WESTERN MICHIGAN

Avery- Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

*ln March, 1938, H. W. Sedgwick caught a tarpon this size in Mexico's Panuco River.
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QUARTER HOUR FILMS—continued

TYPE 4 NAME OF SHOW
RUNNING TIME

IMIN |
PRODUCER SALES AGENT COST RANGE

SPORTS

FOOTBALL EXTRAS S United World United World $5-75 10

FOOTBALL HI LITES 10 Atlas Tv Corp. Atlas Tv Corp. On request 5

GREAT CUYS & COATS OF BASEBALL 3 Zach Baym Zach Baym On request 18

PIRATES OF THE WOODS 10 30 Karlen Karlen 1

SPORTS ALBUM

SPORTSCIRL

SPORTS LIBRARY

ONSHIP BASKETBALL 10 Association Films Association Films S20-100 6

< 5 Ziv T» Ziv Tv On request 104

10 Libra Films Libra Films $35-350 !•

tY 30 sec. American Newsrcel Cuild On request 510

SPORTS SHOW 6 Hollywood Tv Prod Hollywood Tv Prod. S35 each 70

UNITED PRESS MOVIETONE 3 4 Movietone United Press On request Daily

WEST POINT CHAMPIONSHIP FOOTBALL 10 Association Films Association Films 6

WHAT S THE RECORD 5 Ludlum 6 Hayncs Sterling $10-35 (N.Y.I 52

WINTER S MAGIC SPELL IN AUSTRIA 10 Gordon-Stratford Radius Films. Inc. On request 1 (Plan 'i

VARIOUS TYPES

CHRISTMAS SHOPPING IINCLES 15 H S Goodman H. S Coodman On request 45

FIVE FOOT FILM SHELF varies Ccncral Film Prod. United Tv $200-350 • Stock shots,

2000 feet)

CUILD STOCK SHOT LIBRARY 30 sec Lippcrt & Todd Cuild On request 400

HOW IT ALL BECAN 3:30 Tclevista Prod. Texas Film Ent. $17 up 65

NOTHINC NEW UNDER THE SUN 3:30 M Certi M. Certz SI 0-1 00 13 < Plan 130)

OH BABY! 5 Barry. Enright & Friendly Barry. Enright & Friendly On request

REALITEASE 10 Libra Films Prod. Libra Films Dist. $35-350 1*

TALKINC PICTURES LETTER THE 6 Hollywood Tv Prod. Hollywood Tv Prod. $8000 26

TV-CLOSEUPS 5 Fairbanks Consolidated On request 26

TV-ETTES 1-6 Atlas Tv Atlas Tv On request 100 (Plan
3001

VARIETY REVUE 3 24 Wash. Photo Audio-Video 75% Class A Weekly

WHAT'S YOUR PROBLEM 4 Milton Hammer $15-75 100

WOMEN'S INTEREST

BE HAPPY & HEALTHY Capitol Films On request 10

FILE FACTS 3 30 Kling Kling $7.50-12.50 10

HOMEMAKER SERIES

IN THE FASHION SPOTLIGHT

LEATHER IS FASHION

WOMAN SPEAKS

4-4 50

3:30

Simmcl-Mcscrvcy

Couscns

Simmel-Mcservcy

Couscns S12 40

3:30-4 Dynamic Dynamic On request

10 Film Studios Film Studios $10-100 13

WOMEN IN THE NEWS

WOMEN OF TODAY

10-12 Film Studios

10-12 Film Studios

Film Studios

Film Studios

$10-100 26

$10-100 26

FOOTNOTES: 'Pilot film

For list of /Win |»roi;roin oi;n<f i color.

s

ii if/i IMIIIK'.O Of sales COIlKlCfV mill

telephttne ii ii in Imt.v inrii fo puge H'2

\ tlirectoru of |irm/iiicrv of film <-o»iiiii<»r<-idl.o

irill «i|i|M'«ir in (fee ni'.vl iMtM of

.srOVNOIC. oiu H I fortiori;

Every month SPONSOR carries ratings of

i/t«» Top 20 si; tiffi«nred film shows. See

list this issue on pages 10. II

Reprints of this fiftn section uill he

available on ortler. (faantitg prices

u-ill he sent to t;on on request

90 SPONSOR
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SYNDICATORS: Alphabetical list of distributors, contacts, phone number:

ABC FILM SYNDICATION
7 West 66th St

New York 23. N Y
N YC : Don I Kearney. Sutaurhuino 7-5000

Chicago: John B Burnt. Andovrr s C800
Hollywood: Earl Hudson. Normandy 3-331

1

ACADEMY FILM PROD. INC
123 W. Chestnut St

Chicago 10. III.

Chicago: Bernard Howard. Michigan 2 0128

ALADDIN TELEVISION PROD . INC
165 North La Brca Ave.

Los Angeles 36. Cal
Lo* Angeles: Jullui F Tuchlrr. Wcbjler 3-9437

TOBY ANGUISH MOTION PICTURE PROD
8470 Melrose Ave.

Los Angeles 46. Cal
Lo* Angeles: Toby Angul>h. Wrbstrr 3-8301

APOLLO PICTURES
Empire Building

Milwaukee 3. Wis.
Milwaukee: R. E. Evans. Empire 1-8428

ASSOCIATED PROGRAM SERVICE
237 West 54th St

New York 19. N. Y.

N Y C : Ed Hochhauser Jr. Plaza 7-7700

ASSOCIATION FILMS, INC.
3*47 Mjdison Ave.
New York 17. N. Y.

NYC: Robert Finrhout. Murray Hill 5-8573
San Francisco: W Slier. Prospect 5-2800
Chicago: M. G. Wetland. Harrison 7-4399
Dallas: Carl Stahl. Kandolph 3144
Ridgehcld IN I.): Ralph Del Coro. Morsemcre
8-8200

ATLAS TELEVISION CORP.
15 West 44th St.

New York. N. Y.

NYC: Henry Brown. Murray HIM 7-5535

CEO. BACNALL & ASSOC. INC
109 North La Cicnega Blvd.

Beverly Hills. Cal.
Beverly Hills: J. J. OLoughlln. Crestview 1-5133
NYC.: Anthony Azzato. Regent 4-8389
Chicago: Ben Barry. Victory 2-5454

THOMAS
J BARBRE PROD

1215 E. Virginia Ave.
Ccnver, Colo.
Denver: Thomas J. Barbre. Race 4605

2ACH BAYM FILMS
13 E. 37th St.

New York 16, N. Y.

NYC Zach Baym. Murray Hill 9-4175

BENGAL PICTURES
3102 Qumcy St., N E.

Albuquerque, N. M
Albuquerque: Phil E. Cantonwlnc
NYC: Sanford Ycager. 550 Fifth Ave.
Los Angeles: Oellra Corp., 1140 Crenshaw Blvd.

BLINKEY PROD. INC.

106 West End Ave.

New York. N Y
NYC: Murray King. Sutguehaano 7-4429

CLYDE BROWN STUDIOS
6211 Arroya Clcn

Los Angeles 42, Cal.

Los Angeles: Clyde Brown

BYRON. INC.

1226 Wisconsin Ave N. W
Washington. D C.

N Y S : John H Wan. Circle 5-8188

Washington: Byron Roudabush. Dupont 7-1600

S W. CALDWELL. LTD.

Simcoc House

150 Simcoe St.

Toronto. Ontario

Toronto: S W. Caldwell. Empire 6-8727

CBS TELEVISION FILM SALES
485 Madison Ave

New York 22, N Y

NYC: Fred J Mahlttrdt. Plaza 1-2345

Holl>»ood: Tom Moore. Hollywood 9-1212

San Francisco: Glenn Ticer Yukon 2 7000

Atlanta: Jim Orchard. El. 0727

Chicago Wm PaTklMM, WMtrliall 4-6000

Dallas: Carter Rlnglep. St 4996

Tuioi.lu i Out
I

S W Caldwell. Kmgsdale 2103

JACK CHERTOK PROD . INC
1040 N. Las Palmas Ave

Los Angeles 38. Cal

Lo* Angeles: Paul MacNamara. Hempstead 5106

CINEMA SERVICE CORP.
106 West End Ave.

New York 17, N Y.

NY C : Joseph Selden. Trafalgar 3-141

1

CINE TELE PROD
6327 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood. Cal
Hollywood: Harry J. Lehman. Gladstone 3376

CINE VIDEO PROD
Milford. Conn.
Mlllord: Capt Garo W

INC

Ray. 2-6590

COMBINED TELEVISION-PICTURES
241 S. Beverly Dr

Beverly Hills. Cal

U- v r l> Hills: John A. Bycrs. Cristvlew 5-1114

COMMODORE PROD & ARTISTS, INC.

971 No. La Ciencga Blvd.

Hollywood. Cal.

Hollywood: Bill Heath. Br. 2-4701

Lo* Angeles: Walter Whit* Jr., Crestview 1-7106

Torv.,to (Ont.K S W. Caldwell. Kmgsdale 2103

CONDOR PICTURES. INC
1536 Viewsite Ter.

Hollywood 38 Cal
Hollywood: Milton Simon. Crestview 6-0033

CONSOLIDATED TELEVISION SALES
Sunset at Van Ness
Hollywood 28. Cal.

Hollywood: William Whiting. Hollywood 9-6369
Chicago: Stuart V. Dawson. Michigan 2-5231
Houston: Wade Barnes

CORNELL FILM CO.
1501 Broadway
New York 36. N. Y.

N YC.: David B. Dash. Wisconsin 7-6650

CORONET INSTRUCTIONAL FILMS
65 East Southwatcr

Chicago 1. III.

Chicago: Ellsworth C. Dent. Dearborn 2-7676

COURNEYA PROD.
633 North Almont Dr.

West Hollywood 46. Cal.

Hollywood: Jerry Courneya. Crestview 4-5621

CLAYTON W COUSENS PROD
333 West 78th St

New York 24. N. Y.

NYC: C W. Cousens. Trafalgar 3-5870

DENCER & ASSOC
2925 West Eighth St

Los Angeles 5. Cal.

La* Angeles: Irvln Levin. Dunkirk 7-2273

DEMBY PROD , INC.

34 East 51s St

New York 22. N. Y.

N Y C : Emanuel Demby. Plata 9-2495

DU MONT FILM SYNDICATION DEPT.

515 Madison Ave

N.w York 22. N Y

NYC: Mtrrlmin H Holtz Jr Lehigh 5-1000

Hollywood: John Prltrhard .Hollywood 2-2721

Chicago: Bernard Miller Whitehall 4-2370

Baltimore: Harm Wright

Detroit ehat J wheppard

Cincinnati: Grorg* Brrngel

Portland lOre l; Mernman H Holtz Sr Mur-
dock 4255

Dallas: Bill Butz. Sterling 2306

Toronto iCan I: Telepli Movlos. Ltd

DYNAMIC FILMS. INC.

112 W. 89th St

New York 24, N. Y.

NYC: Margaret Pfeifler. Trafalgar 3-6221

JACK A. EISENBACH PROD.
658 S Mansfield Ave.

Hollywood 36. Cal.

Hollywood: J. A. Elsenbarh. Webster 1-8345

FILMCRAFT PROD.
8451 Melrose Ave.

Los Angeles 46. Cal.

Los Angeles: Bob Marx. Webster 3-9281

FILM NETWORK, INC
853 Seventh Ave.

New York 19, N. Y.

NYC. : Wesl Hooker. Judson 2-3026

FILMS FOR TELEVISION, INC.

Harbor Ave.

Marblchcad Neck. Mass.
Marblthtad Neck: Charles W. Phelan, Marble-

head 2020

FLYING A PICTURES, INC
6920 Sunset Blvd.

Hollywood 28. Cal.

Hollywood: Armand Schaefer. Hollywood 9-1425

GEORGE F. FOLEY. INC.

625 Madison Ave.

New York 22, N. Y.

NYC: Geo. F. Foley. Plaza 1-1860

Hollywood: Klngsley F. Horton

FOUNDATION FILMS CORP.
Citizens Bank Building

Pasadena, Calif.

Pasadena: Rid ard Pearsall. Sy 2-6476

ALLEN A. FUNT PROD
100 Central Park S.

New York. N. Y.

NYC: Allen A. Funt, Judson 6-5227

MITCHELL CERTZ ACENCY, INC.
240 South Beverly Dr.

Beverly Hills. Cal.

Beverly Hills: Mitchell Gert?. Crestview 4-4591

HARRY S GOODMAN PROD.
19 East 53rd St.

New York. N. Y.

NYC: Daniel Goodman, Plaza 5-6131
Two. to (Ont.l: S. W. Caldwell. Kingsdale 2103

GOODWIN INTL.
P. 0. Box 4801

Johannesburg. Africa
Johannesburg: E. J. Lowe. 23-2548

COVERNER T. V ATTRACTIONS. INC.
151 West 46th St.

New York. N. Y.

N Y C : Arthur Kerman. Judson 6-4221
Hollywood: Tom Corradlne. Hudson 2-4448
Cleveland: John Barden

GREATEST FIGHTS, INC.

9 East 40th St

New York 16. N. Y.

NYC: BUI Bryan. Lexington 2-1717

GUILD FILMS CO.. INC.
420 Madison Ave.

New York 36. N. Y.

NYC: Reub Kaufman. Murray Hill 8-5365
Hollywood: Will Lane. Hollywood 9-5456
Chicago: Bob DeVinny. Wa. 2-4148
Kansas City (Mo.l: Vic Peck. Armour 4310
Cleveland: George Fisher. Garfield 1-2520
Portland (Or*.): MeiTlman Holtz. Murdock 4255
Toronto lOnt : S W Caldwell. Kingsdale 2103

LESLIE HOLHENA
932 N La Brea Ave.

Hollywood 38. Cal.

Hollywood: Leslie Holhrna. Granite 3174

HOFFBERC PROD.. INC.

362 West 44th St

New York 36. N Y
NYC: Jack H Hoffberg. Circle 6-9031

HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION PROD.

515 Fifth Ave.

New York, N. Y.

NYC: Jack McGowan. Murray Hill 2-0328

Jersey City (N. J ): Hal Kleree. Journal Sua
3-2034

IMPERIAL WORLD FILMS
49 East Oak St.

Chicago, III.

Chicago: Russ Davit, Michigan 2-6200

INTERNATIONAL FILM BUREAU
57 East Jackson Blvd.

Chicago 4. III.

Chicago: Wesley H. Green, Wabash 21648

INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE
235 East 45th St.

New York. N. Y.

NYC: Robert H. Reld. Murray Hill 7-M
Chicago: Gene Roguski. Andover 3-1234

Los Angeles: Lee Ferrero. Richmond 7-4213

St. Louis: Jack Estell, Garfield 0859
Dallas: Ray Baumgardner. Riverside 342

Des Moines: Martin Miller, Dcs Moines 3

INTERNATIONAL TELE-FILM PROD
331 Madison Ave.

New York 28, N. Y.

NYC: Paul F. Moss. Murray Hill 791

1

INTERSTATE TELEVISION CORP.
1560 Broadway
New York, N. Y.

NYC : Lloyd Llnd. Plaza 7-3070
Hollywood: G. Ralph Branton. No 2-9181

Dallas: Thomas L. Milana. Prospect 1658

IWF, INC.

49 East Oak St.

Chicago 11, III.

Chicago: Michigan 2-6200

KACRAN FILMS, INC.
4 West 58th St.

New York 19, N. Y.

N YC: Joe Clair, Murray Hill 8-0585

BERNARD E. KARLEN PROD.
270 Park Ave.

New York 17, N. Y.

N.Y.C.: B. E. Karlen. Plaza 9-3107

KLINC STUDIOS. INC.

601 N. Fairbanks Court

Chicago 11. III.

Chicago: Chris Petersen Jr.. Delaware 7

Hollywood: Lee Blevins. Gladstone 8878
San Francisco: Richard Downey. Yukon
St. Louis: Bert Somson. Rosedale 3500
N.Y.C.: Seymour Thompson
Seattle: D. D. Fairbanks. Main 3860
Detroit: Stanley Jack

LAKESIDE TELEVISION CO., INC.

1465 Broadway
New York 36. N. Y.

NYC: Bernard Schulman. Longacre 5-1

Los Angeles: Sam Weis., 951 N La Cuel

ALBERT LANC PROD., INC.

5746 Sunset Blvd.

Los Angeles 26, Cal.

Los Angeles: Albert Lang. Hu 2-71 1

1

ROBERT LAWRENCE PROD . INC.

418 West 54th St.

New York 19. N. Y.

NYC: Robert L. Lawrence. Judson 2-5:1

GENE LESTER PROD.
1487 North Vine St.

Hollywood 28. Cal.

Hollywood: G. Lester. Hillside 7287

LIBRA FILMS PRODUCERS-DISTRIB
6525 Sunset Blvd.

Hollywood 28. Cal.

Hollywood: Charles M. McCoy. Gladstoc?**

M & A ALEXANDER PROD., INC.

6040 Sunset Blvd.

Hollywood 28, Cal.

Hollywood: Max Alexander. Hollywood *»

I Lit! eon tin*n i pa



Hundred-and-forty-three

percenter

Individual as a gold inlay, E.

Gilbert Forbes is news editor of

WFBM and the number one news-

caster in Indiana. He spends 80%
of his time preparing broadcasts

and telecasts, 5% of his time on

radio (20 quarter-hours a week),

3% of his time on rv (16 fifteen-

minute or five-minute newscasts),

25% of his time in outside activities,

and 30% with home and family. If

the total is 143%, it's about right.

This is a busy fellow.

Now in his sixteenth year as news

editor hereabouts, E.G.F. was col-

lege trained in journalism, entered

radio in St. Louis, moved to WFBM
in 1937, and spent 1944 as a war

correspondent in Europe interpret-

ing the ETO for our listeners.

His technique is simple: He

studies world affairs and delivers

the news. Much in demand for per-

sonal appearances, and practically

unable to say no, Gilbert Forbes

once discovered that he was ex-

pected to address three different

groups at practically the same time.

His resolution of this difficulty was

a masterpiece of tact and timing.

Forbes is seen six days a week on

television; heard seven days a week

on radio; viewed with fellow-mem-

bers of the Indianapolis Literary

Club, the Press Club, the Artists'

Society and the Meridian Heights

Presbyterian Church, a few of the

organizations in which he is active.

When a Hoosier host wants to hit

an arguing guest over the head with

a piece of inflexible logic, all he has

to say is "Gil Forbes said so." If

Forbes said it, it's true, correlated,

analyzed, evaluated, put in proper

perspective and well expressed.

Year after year, Hoosiers listen

to Gilbert Forbes and the news.

There may be a better framework

for commercials selling items with

general appeal, but not in these

parts. Check the Katz man for

availabilities.

WFBM WFBM-TV
INDIANAPOLIS • CBS

Represented by the Kati Agency

Affiliated with WEOA, Evansville; WFDF, Flint; WOOD AM & TV, Crand Rapids



SYNDICATORS: Alphabetical list of distributors, contacts,

MAC STUDIOS
Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel

Hollywood. CjI

Hollywood: Howard Grafman

MA|OR TELEVISION PROD INC
1270 Avenue of Amincji
New York 20. N Y

NYC. Irving Letter. Plua 7 6990

MANSFIELD ENTERPRISES INC
49 East 53rd St

New York 22. N Y.

NYC: Harry Trennrr Plua 1-0927

MARATHON TV NEWSREEL
125 East 50th St

Nfl York 22. N Y

NYC: Konttantln Kaiser Murray Hill 8 0985

MARCH OF TIME
369 Lexington Ave
New York 17. N. Y.

NYC: Frank J. Shea. Judson 6.

THE MASTERS PROD INC
515 Madison Ave.

New York 22. N Y
NYC : Irving Sachs. Eldorado 5-6620

MCA TV. LTD
598 Madison Ave.

New York. N Y.

NYC: David Sutton. Pla/a 9-7500
Bivcrly Hills: Bob Greenbrrg. Crestvlew. 6-2001
San Francisco: Kirk Torney. Exbrook 2-8922
Chicago: M B Llpsry. Drlaware 7-1100
Boston: Dave Abbott. Copley 7 5830
Detroit: Vrrle Boejue Woodward 2-2604
Minneapolis: Charles Riehter. Lincoln 7863
Cleveland: De Arv Barton. Cherry 6010
Dallas: Edwin Greene. Prospect 7536
Atlanta: 611 Henry Grady Bldg . Lamar 6750

CHARLES MICHELSON. INC
15 West 47th St

New York 36. N. Y.

NYC: Charles Mlchelson. Pla/a 70695
Los Angeles: Bob Relchenbach. Hollywood 9-4580

MORTON TELEVISION PROD . INC
64 East Lake St

Chicago I. III.

Chicago: Morton Jacobson. Central 6-4144

MOTION PICTURES FOR TELEVISION
655 Madison Ave
New York 21. N Y
N Y C : Sy Wcintraub. Templeton 8-2000
Hollywood Liw Kcrner Crrstvlrw I -6101
Chicago: Richard F. Felner. Whitehall 3-0786
Boston: Fred Yardley. Hancock 6-0897
Detroit: Arthur Ka'man
Dallas: Kenneth Roswell. Logan 2628

MPO PRODUCTIONS, INC.

15 East 53rd St

New York. N. Y.

NYC : Judd L Pollock. Murray Hill 8-7830

NBC TV FILM DIVISION
30 Rockefeller Plaza

New York 20. N Y

NYC Leonard Warager. Circle 7-8300
Hollywood: Clifford Ogden. Hollywood 2-2721
Chicago: H. Weller K—lul , Superior 7-8300

NATIONAL TELEFILM ASSOCIATES
101 West 55th St

New York. N Y

NYC David Wolper. Columbus 5-8646

LH Ang.li-, Birnard Tabakln. Crrstvltw 4-5135

Di troll: Moe Dudilson. Woodward 3-5925

Dallas Krn Ro well Elmhurst G380

St Louis: Grorge Phillips Jrflrrton 6397

NETHERLANDS INFORMATION SERVICE
Holland. Mich
Holland (Mirhi: Wlllard C Wlchrri. 3174

OFFICIAL FILMS. INC
25 West 45th St

New York 36 N Y

NYC' Herman Rush Plua 7 0100

OLIO VIDEO TELEVISION PROD
20 East 42nd St

New York 17. N Y

Milton Subotsky Murray Hill 2-3218

OUTLOOK PROD . INC

25 Broad St

N«W Yoik 4 N Y

NYC: Sally L Llndover. Hanover 2-5688

PACKAGED PROGRAMS. INC.

634 Pcnn Avi

Pittsburgh 22 Pa

Pittsburgh M f F lerst. Grant 1-4756

PARAMOUNT TELEVISION PROD. INC.

1501 Broadway
N,w York 36 N Y

NYC: John F Howell. Bryant 9-8700

Lot Angiles: Gordon Wright. Hollywood 9-6363

CEORCE LOCAN PRICE

20828 Pacific Coast Highway
Malibu. Cal

Mallbu: George L. Price. Globe 6-2135

RADIUS FILMS. INC
310 West 53rd St

New York 19. N. Y.

NYC Alt lander S Gordon. Judson 6-6438

RCA RECORDED b TV FILM SALES
630 Fifth Ave.

New York 20. N. Y.

N Y C : A B Sambrook. Judson 2-5011

Hollywood: Wm Gartland. Hillside 5171

Atlanta: Wallach Cochran. Walnut 5948

Chicago: W Reily. Whitehall 4-3530

Dallas: Robert Finder. Riverside 1317

REYNOLDS PROD
7324 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood. Cal.

Hollywood Stuart Riynolds. Crestvlew 1-6155

NYC: Bill Gernannt. PI 7-1638

RIVIERA PROD
1713 Via El Prado

Rcdondo Beach. Cal.

Rcdcndo Beach: F W Zens. Frontier 5-4592

RICHARD H. ROCCRS CO.
14 East 62nd St

New York 21. N. Y.

NYC: Richard H Rogers. Templeton 8-5112

SACK TELEVISION ENTERPRISES
358 West 44th St

New York. N. Y.

NYC: Julius Sack. Judson 6-2258

Dallas: Alfred N Sack. Sterling 3069

WALTER SCHWIMMER PROD. INC
75 E Wackcr Dr.

Chicago. III.

Chicago: Walter Sehwlmmrr. Franklin 2 4392

NYC: Jack Ardrn. Lexington 2-1791

SCREEN CEMS. INC.

233 West 49th St

New York. N Y.

NYC John H Mitchell. Circle 5-5044

San Francisco: Richard Dinsmorr. Lobard 6-5238

Atlanta: Henry Gill, spir Main 6413

Chicago: Jo'.n McCormlck. Franklin 2-3696

Dallas: John Wilson. Randolph 5076

nd: William Croley. Cherry 1-2264

Holywood: Irving Brlskin. Hudson 2-31 1 I

SCREEN TELEVIDEO FROD.
333 S Beverly Dr.

Beverly Hills. Cal

WITt) Hills Ruby E Abel Crestvlew I -6131

SIMMEL-MESERVEY INC

8826 Olympic Blvd

Beverly Hills. Cal
li.w.ly Hills: Louis C Simrarl

SNADER RELEASES INC
177 S Beverly Dr

Beverly Hills Cal

Binrl) Hills: Louis O. Snadir. Crrttview 5-4451

SPORTAT0R1UM <EDW McLEMORE
Cadiz & Industrial Blvds

Dallas T.i

Dallas. Maurice Berk Sterling 217)

SQUARE DEAL PICTURES CORP.
Pines Bridge Road

Ossining. N Y

Ossining: Donn Marvin. Ossining 2-2617

STANDARD TELEVISION
1203 West Seventh St.

Los Angeles, Cal.

Los Angeles: Pearl Adelman. Madison 2192

STATION DISTRIBUTORS. INC.

40 East 51st St

New York. N Y

NYC: J. Williams. Plua 9-4953

STERLING TELEVISION CO . INC

205 East 43rd St

New York 17. N Y.

NYC: Richard Carlton. Oxford 7-2520

Hollywood: Lee Orgcl. Hollywood 4-61 1

1

STOCK CAR FILM CO.
540 N Michigan Ave.

Chicago. III.

Chicago: Gerald Presson. Superior 7-9160

SYNDICATED FILMS
1022 Forbes St

Pittsburgh 19. Pa.

Pittsburgh: H. John Kemerer. Express 1-1355

THE TEEVEE CO.

211 South Beverly Dr.

Beverly Hills. Cal.

Beverly Hills: Marc Frederic. Crestvlew 5-I07C

NYC: Saul Reiss. Pla/a 9-8000

TELECAST FILMS. INC.

112 West 48th St.

New York 36. N. Y.

NYC: Gordon W. Hedwlg. Judson 6-5480

TELESCENE FILM PROD. CO.

237 First Ave.

New York 3. N. Y.

NYC: Robert D. Tobias. Algonquin 4-8470

TELEVISION PROCRAMS OF AMERICA, INC.

729 Seventh Ave.

New York 19, N. Y.

NYC: Michael M. Silverman. Plua 7-2765

TELEVISION SCREEN PROD.
17 East 45th St.

New York 19. N. Y.

NYC: Charles J Basch Jr.. Murray Hill 2-8877

Los Angeles: Adrian Weiss. Webster 8-5287

TELEVISION SNAPSHOTS. INC.

50 Park Ave.

New York 16. N. Y.

N Y C : Babette J. Doniger. Murray Hill 9-6874

TEL RA PROD
1518 Walnut St.

Philadelphia 2. Pa.

Philadelphia: Wally Orr Kingsley 6-4140

| WALTER THOMPSON CO.
420 Lexington Ave.

New York 19. N Y.

NYC: Howard Rellly. Murray Hill 3-2000

TIMES SQUARE PROD.. INC.

145 West 45th St

New York 36. N Y

NYC: Charles W. Curran. Circle 6-4443

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX TELEVISION
PRODS . INC.

444 West 56th St

New York 19. N. Y.

NYC: Clatton Bond. Columbus 5-3320

UNIFILMS. INC
146 East 47th St

New York N Y

N V f Charles E Gallagher. Murray HIM 8-9325
Philadelphia. Jack Stewart. Kingsley 5-8013

phone numbers
T

UNITED ARTISTS TELEVISION CORP.
729 Seventh Ave.

New York 19. N. Y.

NYC: Bob Gaertner. Circle 5-6000

Charlotte (N. C): Bomar Lowrance, 2-5IN
Atlanta: Freeman R Jones. Walnut 6-386

Chicago: Pat Brian. Harrison 7-6310

Los Angeles: John Ettlmger. Republic t-IIH

UNITED PRESS MOVIETONE
220 East 42nd St.

New York. N. Y.

NYC: William C. Payette. Murray HIM 2 -to

Albany: Robert T. Sheeran. Albany 5-7311

Atlanta: Stanley Whltaker. Walnut 5577

Boston: Bert Masterson. Capitol 7-4000

Chicago: Edmund Steeves. Randolph 6-0041

Dallas: Fred McCabe. Riverside 4085
Denver: Samuel H. Pew. Alpine 1428

Hollywood: Joseph Qulnn
Kansas City (Mo.): Samuel D. Hales. Grant) It

Los Angeles: Joseph Quinn. Richmond 6565

Louisville: R. L. Dugan. Wabash 1217

Mii.m apoiis: H. C. Thornton. Lincoln 7547

Omaha: W. C Wilson. Webster 6868

PittsLurgh: Gerald J. Rock. Court 1-4033

Portland (Ore): Henry E. Mmard. Bratta 71

Salt Lake City: Murray H. Moler. Salt U
City 5-3502

San Francisco: Fred J. Green. Yukon 6-61

Seattle: David F. Belnap. Main 2505

London (Eng ): George H. Pipal, Central Z
Mexico City (Mex.J: Robert Present!. 3542

133301

Montreal (Can.): Philip R. Curran. Plateau*/

Paris ( France) : Jean de Gandt. Taltbout 615

UNITED TV PROCRAMS. INC.

650 North Bronson Ave.

Hollywood. Cal.

Hollywood: Wynn Nathan. Hollywood 9-8321

Chicago: Carl Waters. Ce. 6-0041

Dallas: Ray Wild
Memphis: Tel.. 5-9986

NYC: Aaron Beckwith. Plua 3-4620

Pittsburgh: Eugene Adams. Electric 12325

St. Louis: Herb Miller. Chestnut 4568

UNITED WORLD FILMS
445 Park Ave.

New York. N. Y.

NYC: Norman Gluek. Plua 9-8000

Atlanta: Leonard Berth, Cypress 6201

Chicago: Carl Water!. State 2-3840

Dallas: Alan Roberts. Sterling 4277

Portland (Ore): L. J. McGlnley. Garfield I

Universal City (Cal): Geo. Bole. Stanley 7

VICTOR RADIO & TV ENTERPRISES
Post Office Box 485

Passaic, N. J.

Passaic: John Nowak, Preseott 7-7013

Detroit: E. Bromlnski

VIDEOPIX, INC.

717 Liberty Ave.

Pittsburgh. Pa.

Pittsburgh: William Phillips. Court I-

VITAPIX CORP.
509 Madison Ave.

New York. N. Y.

NYC: Robert H. Wormhoudt. Plua 8-30

Chicago: Carl A. Russell. Andover 3-2950

New Orleans: BUI McDonald. Canal 67IS

Hollywood: Crestview 1-7191

VOCUE WRIGHT STUDIOS
469 East Ohio St.

Chicago 11. III.

Chicago: (Jorge- T. Becker. Mohawk 4-SS

NYC: Robert Shea. Algonquin 4-3400

WASHINGTON SPOTLIGHT
9^1 Washington Bldg.

Washington. D. C.

Washington: Milton Hammer. Sterling 3-

LOUIS WEISS & CO.

655 N Fairfax Ave.

Los Angeles. Cal.

Los Angeles: Adrian Weiss. Webster 8-5

Pittsburgh: Bernard Tendel. Grant l-29»

Chicago: Ben Barry. Victory 2-5454

Baltimore. Harry Wright. Valley 5-0469

S.in Francisco: Videofllm Assoc.. Exbrook

WINIK FILM CORP.
625 Madison Ave

New York 22. N. Y.

NYC: Leslie Wlnlk. Plua 3-0684

ZIV TV PROCRAMS. INC.

488 Madison Ave.

New York 22. N. Y.

NYC: M J Rifkln. Murray Hill 8-47

Cincinnati: Edward Broman. Plua 1323

Los Angeles: Walter I. Kingsley. H



Ask your national representative

You're on the verge of a decision,

and a problem.

What business papers to pick

for your station promotion?

It's no problem to kiss off,

for your choice can have a telling

effect on your national spot

income.

But where to get the facts?

The answer is simple. Ask your

national representative.

He knows. His salesmen get around.

They learn which business papers

are appreciated, read and discussed

by buyers of broadcast time.

His is an expert opinion.

Don't overlook your national

representative.

s ponsor
the magazine

radio and TV
advertisers

use



3 GOOD REASONS
why you should act promptly

to buy

"BOSS

LADY"
starring

LYNN BARI

13 half-hour films made

especially for television

1. Top Rating

Started with a 17,,7 Neilsen

and rosi rapidly to

2. Top Quality

Film) <I with tasti . know-how

and showmanship in all depart-

in i nls

:

CASTINC • WRITINC • PRODUCTION

3. Priced Right Too!

Seeing is belies ing, for com-

j>h 1 1 information

contact

M & A Alexander Productions.

Inc.

6040 Sunset Blvd.

Hollywood 28. Calif.

Phone—Hollywood 4-3414

FILM BUSINESS
{Continued from page 53)

to la al ' lienta and agencies; <>r the

sale to local clients directly. \ lot of

new shows Bold and the majority of

rerun Bhows fall into this class, and

represenl an estimated 75' < of the total

business. < hiel la al clients, according

to the Bales re« ords of -\ ndicators arc

in order: auto dealers and dealer

groups (notabl) Ford and Chevrolet),

beei companies (local and regional),

bakeries, dairies, appliance retailers

and hank-.

3. N<-\\ t\ Btations one of the chief

Bales targets of the -\ ndicators—sel-

dom bave large Bums of capital with

which to contract for tv film packages.

However, most of them indie ate a great

need for good tv film Bhows. Accord-

ingly, man) film syndicators have set

up Bpet ial contractual arrangements

with short-term cancellation clauses so

that stations can have various types of

"starter packages."

Mtilti'inarki't (leafs

Because it simplifies hilling, assures

them an income, and affords a certain

amount of prestige, syndicators toda\

generally approach big national tv spot

advertisers first when a brand-new film

package is being launched in syndica-

tion, or when a top-rated film show.

formerly on a network, moves over

into s) ndication.

This kind of selling is very competi-

tive The vice president of a large film

distributor in New York told sponsob

that he kept close tabs on the expira-

tion dates of his competitors
9

multi-

market deals and often planned release

dates on bis new properties accord-

ingly. \Ian\ others do the same.

Some of the multi-market deals are

indeed ripe contractual plum-. I sually,

the sponsor places it in at least a do/en

markets with the distributor offering ii

nri a syndicated basis in the remainder
"I I

v
. markets. Here arc a few of

the larger spot deal-:

Interstate Bakeries, now going into

its fifth year of sponsorship with Zn
I \ - Cisco KkL televises the Western

film series on a spot basis in 18 mar-
ket-. I--,, has recent!) been sponsor-

ing v
- reen Gems1

Big Playback in some
15 markets virtuall) its entire mar-
keting ana. Canada Drj achieved

near-national t\ coverage in 1953 with

it- sponsorship of Official Films' 7Vm
<///</ the Pirates in some 56 market-,

and plans a -iiuilai deal i alternating

RELIEF THROUGH MODERN'S

3-point film traffic and library

service especially designed for

agencies, syndicators, producers

and distributors.

1. Process control that gives you exact

information on every program from
scheduling to return of the film after

showing.

2. Editing and film maintenance con-
trol that keeps your prints in optimum
condition.

3. Shipping control that places your
prints — programs or commercials — in

the hands of TV stations on time every

time.

These plus many other features
constitute our complete television film
traffic service.

MODERN
TALKING
PICTURE
SERVICE

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.

TV' Division
45 Rockefeller Plaza
New York 20, New York

EXCHANGES IN

Chicago • Los Angeles • New York

96 s:o\sor



every other week with a local adver-

tiser) on CBS TV Film's Annie Oakley.

Spotting by regional advertisers on

a multi-market basis is proportionately

as large. Phillips Petroleum sponsors

Ziv TV's / Led Three Lives in 38 tv

markets. Pure Oil has bought NBC
Film Division's Badge 714 (formerly

Dragnet) for spotting in 30 markets

from Duluth to Miami. Standard Oil

of California has signed for Roland

Reed Productions' new Walerjront se-

ries and will spot it on 14 stations in

seven Western >tates. Johnston Bakeries,

since late fall, has been spending vir-

tually all of its ad budget (and covers

virtually all of its sales area) with

United Television Programs' Rocky

Jones, Space Ranger, spotting the show

on some eight north-central-U.S. out-

lets. There are many others.

However, as mentioned earlier, such

deals only represent perhaps the upper

25% of the whole film syndication

business.

Business stability

A few members of the tv film syn-

dication business have grown like

Jack's fabled beanstalk. Here are a

few examples:

Guild Films, organized only 15

months ago by Reub Kaufman, stated

last month that it did a gross of some
$2 million last year, and expects to do
some $5 million, according to Kauf-

man, in 1954. Guild's first big pack-

age, The Liberace Show, was launched

only a year ago but is now scheduled

(over 90% sponsored) on over 150
tv stations.

NBC launched its Film Division last

March as one of that network's three

major operating divisions. Since then.

NBC's syndication offshoot has boosted

its inventory from two to 14 packages

and its annual gross billings into the

$10 million class. In addition, NBC
has enlarged its services to include

complete research, promotion and mer-

chandising facilities for syndicated

films, and is now participating finan-

cially in production of new packages.

Ziv TV, organized in 1948 as a side-

line to radio syndicator Fred Ziv's vet-

eran organization. Today, Ziv TV sells

{Please turn to page 106)

TV COSTS GOT YOU DOWN?

The Sportsman's Club
52 popular, well rated, 15 minute hunting, fish-
ing and outdoor shows featuring Dave Newell
and panel of experts. Write for audition prints.

SYNDICATED FILMS
1022 Forbes Street Phone: EXpress 1-1355

Pittsburgh 19, Pa.

-•

Pnecisiou

Mnts
YOUR PRODUCTIONS
BEST REPRESENTATIVE

fe* • *

j

-*•

CLOSE CHECK ON
PROCESSING

Picture ana sound results are held
to the closest limits hy automatic
temperature regulation, spray devel-

opment, electronically filtered and
humidity controlled air in the dry-
ing cabinets, circulating filtered

baths, Thymatrol motor drive, film

waxing and others. The exacting
requirements of sound track devel-

opment are met in PRECISION'S
special developing machinery.

YOUR ASSURANCE OF
BETTER 16mm PRINTS

16 Years Research and Specialization in every phase of 16mm processing,

visual and aural. So organized and equipped that all Precision jobs are of the

highest quality.

Individual Attention is given each film, each reel, each scene, each frame —
through every phase of the complex business of processing — assuring you of

the very best results.

Our Advanced Methods and our constant checking and adoption of up-to-

the-minute techniques, plus new engineering principles and special machinery
enable us to offer service unequalled anywhere!

Newest Facilities in the 16mm field are available to customers of Precision,

including the most modern applications of electronics, chemistry, physics, optics,

sensitometry and densitometry — including exclusive Maurer-designed equip-

ment—your guarantee that only the best is yours at Precision!

Precision Film Laboratories — a di-

vision of J. A. Maurer, Inc., has 16

years of specialization in the 16mm
field,consistently meets the latest de-

mands for higher quality and speed.
PRECISION
FILM LABORATORIES, INC.

21 West 46th St.,

New York 36, N.Y.

JU 2-3970
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WKY Radio
thoroughly saturates one

important southwestern

market. It is powered and

programmed exclusively

for Oklahoma--you need

not buy waste circulation.

w: •

I
Tl
*580khhom

" Unties

Remember, when planning art advertising

schedule for Oklahoma that WKY, the third

oldest radio station in the nation, serves

more Ok'ihoma homes and covers more

Oklahoma buying power from Oklahoma's

largest city . . . than any other station!

fez*"**-
»ffe Are

tontai

.

*m INCOME

'""^ce.. 10,,

WKYRadio Oklahoma City, Okla.

930 KC 5000 W NBC

98

Owned and operated by The Oklahoma Publiihing Componyi Tne

Doily Oklahomon — Oklahoma City Timet — The Former-Stockman —
WKY-TV . . . Repreienled by KATZ AGENCY

SPONSOR



ry 1954 RADIO COMPARAGRAPH OF NETWORK I

^ONDA

ey* 90 mtn
irk, Mogul:
ek, Burnett

05 ill das

Crop. Mxn:
Cellucotton

J alt das

•Klst Tuna
,w. alt f

0:30-45

II lies & D avis

|r: pepsodent
i.w. alt f

10:45-11

i mn-Erickson

Cecil Brown news
co-op

N m-f L

|i-ey (cont'd)

Pibury Mills
n. w, alt f

I
ett

i f 11:15-30

i> up yr Mnd
; mental Bkg

m-f L
s $2875

lesemary
: Ivory snow

m-f L
I $2700

ndy Warren
Fds: mai hst

m-f L
$3250

int
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B

Jenny
: spry

m-f L
$3000

•len Trent
Home Prodt

m-f L
ay $2800

Curt Massey time
Miles: alka-sltzr

473H m-f T

Wade $1200

Capitol comment.
S C Johnson

frIL&B m -f"
Guest time

N L&T

gal Sunday
ehl: anaolnt

• m-f L
sv $2300

ad of Life
1: Ivorv soan
I m-f L
pton $3250

Cedrle Foster
news co-op

Boat m-f L

la Perkins
*G: oiydol
I m-r L
-S $3250

ig Dr Malone
5: crlsco. Jov
I m-f L
oton $2850

Idlng light
«: duz. Ivory
f m-f L
Stun $3000

N

Mrs Burton
': comfettl
* m-f L
? $3000
erry Mason
'&0: tide

« m-f L
1 $3500

oca Drake:
Istol-Mvers,
CSS: Toni
G $3000

Ighter day
&G : cheer
» m-f L
I $2850

itltop house
»: alka-sltzr
1 r4-4:15 L
e m-f $2800

ouse party
ever- surf
I r3:30-45 T
»0 m.w.f

tan: fliurt

I rl3:45-4 T
$6000

te-hrs m-th

rard of odds
Tonl Co
I m.w.alt f T

shr $3200

I »w :

s 1 i n-

Fds: 85N-T
I m- f $1500

nshine Sue
t\ Products
ich m-r I,

«r $2000

o rtetwork

service

lews 4:55-5
m-f L

^'o network
•ervlce

m-f

Faith In our Time
N 10:15-30 L

F Sinqiser news
S O Johnson on
4B6N 10:30-35 L
NL&B m sat

Johnny Olsen
Show

N L
m-f 10:35-11

Wonderful City
N in f L

$3000

H Engle news
S C Johnson ivcs

512C 11:25-30 I,

NL&B m-sa

Queen for a day
P Lorillard:
old gold rigs

454H m-f T
sp 11:45-12

L&N ihare $5500

No network
service

m-f 12:30-1

Here's to My
Lady

f m-f T

Welcome travelers

P&G: splc&span.
joy, prell. white

cheer, zest

1G3C m-f L
rH6-6:30 pm

Blow $4000

Bob Hope
On Kds: jell-ot

162H in f T
Y&R $8,000

Break the Bank
Miles Labs

162H m-f T
Wade $4200

Strike it rich
Colgate: halo, col

gate dental enn
palmolive. fab
184N m-f T

rl:30-2 pm

Esty $3500

Phrase that pays
CPP: ajax. velt
191N rl:15-30 L
Esty m-f $2500

Second Chance
N m-f • L
The Three Plan!!

Pauline Frederick
co-op

N m-f L

No network
service

m-f

Luncheon with
Lopez
m-f L

Fred Robbins
m-f 2-2:25

N
Singlser news

R C Johnson in
505N 2:25-30 L
NL&B m-saf*

Ladles Fair
m-f L

$3500 wk

network
Ice

No network
service
m-f

Jane Pickens
[ m-f L
News 2:55-3 m-f

Life beautiful

r'&G:
tide, zest

77N m-f L
B&B $2750

TUESDAY

My trin' story

Sterling lung
m-f I" 10:25
(sec mon)

D-F-S
Whlspr'g streets

Tonl: prom
home perm

tu.th 10:25-45
LB share $4500

When girl marrie:

Carnation Co
in i (see mon)
Finn. Wasey

Grand Central
Station

Campbell Soup
in i 11-11:25

Ward Wh eelock

Modern Romances
Ex Lax: ex- lax

jests 11:25-40
335N tu-f L
W&L $3000

Ever Since Eve
N m-f L

11:40-5;

White Hs Report
\V 11:55-12 X.

Don Gardiner

Oklahoma

Wranglers
N 12:15-25 T

Jack Berth
Prudential Ins
m-f 12:25-30

C&H (see mon)

Godfrey* In 11 ::<0

Knomark, Mogul
Kellogg, Burnett
10-1 0:15 al t da

Snow Crop, Mxn
lnt'1 Cellucotton

FC&B alt das

Gen Motors
Frigidaire Div

tu.th. alt f

FC&B
Toni Co
tu.th. alt f

10:45-11

Weiss & Geller

Godfrey (cont'd)
Nat'l Biscuit

tu.th alt f

McCann-Er lckson

Pillsbury Mills
tu.th 11:15-30

Leo Burnett

Make up yr Mnd
Continental Bkg
m-f (see mon)

Bates

Rosemary
P&G: Ivory snow
m-f (see mon)
B&B

Wendy Warren
Gen Fds

m-f (see mon)
B&B

Aunt Jenny
Lever: spry

m-f (see mon)
FC&B

Bill Ring Trio
Gen Mills

m-f (see mon)
Knox-Reeves

Helen Trent
Am Home Prods
m-f (see mon)
Murray

No network
service

Paul Harvey news
co-op
m-f

Ted Malone
co-op

153N m-f L

No network
service
m-f

Our gal Sunday
Whitehall Phar
m-f (see mon)
Murray

Road of life

P&G: ivory soap
m-f (see mon)

Com pton

Ma Perkins
P&G. oxydol
m-f (see mon)
D-F-S
Young Dr Malone
P&G: crisco. joy

m-f (see mon)
Compton, Biow

Guiding light

{P&G: duz. iv'y S

I
m-f (see mon)
Compton

Mary Margaret
McBrlde

2nd Mrs Burton
Gen Fds

? m-f (see mon)
B&B. Y&R

Dorese Bell

N 2:30-35 T
tu.th

Martin Block
Show

m-f 2:35-4

Brighter day
P&G: cheer

L&T y1 f

R
(see mon)

dm B Gambling
m-f

4 L

: Road of life

: PaG: cr scot
I72N in f T
Comptor $2750

: Peppei Young
P&G: camayt

175N m- f L
3&B $2700

Fit to happiness
\\-G: dreft tidet
I66N m- f L
D-F-S $3000

Joe Emerson
Gen Mills
f (SE stns)

Knox- Reeves

Afternoon News
,'ash L
m-f 4-4:15

Backstage wife
IP&G: cheer, zest

ISSN m-f L
Y&R $2500

Mutual Music
Show

N m-f T

Stella Dallas
Sterling Drugt
157N m-f L
D-F-S $2800

Welcome Ranch
iVare.

\fass cn-op T

Widder Brown
Sterling Drugt
lfi2N m-f L
D-F-S $2800

Songs of the

B-Bar B
Bobby Benson I

|W L

3 shows

:

$1500

Wild Bill Hickok
Kellogg Co

100H m.w.f T
LB $5500

Cecil Brown news
C Johnson wis

i 151IN

Martin Block
(cont'd)

ick Owens
m-f

4-4:25

Perry Mason
P&G: tide

m-f (see mon)
B&B

WEDNESDAY

Cecil Brown news
co-op

N m-f

Faith In our Time
N 10:15-30 L

F Singlser news
S C Johnson

m-sat 10:30-35
NL& B

Johnny Olsen
Show

N L
in f 10:35-11

Wonderful City
N m-f I.

H Engle news
S C Johnson

m-sat 11:25-30
NL&B
Queen for a day

Quaker Oats
539H tu.th T
S& M share $5500

P Lorillard:
old golds

m-f (see mon)
L&N

Second Chance
N m-f L
The Three PlanH

Curt Massey time
Miles Labs

m-f (see mon)
Wade
Capitol comment
S C Johnson m-f
NL&B 12:15-20

Guest time
N 12:20-30 L&T

auline Frederick
co-op

IN m-f h

No network
service m-f

C Foster news
co-op

Bost m-f L

Here's to My
Lady

N m-f T

Luncheon with
Lopez

N m-f L

Fred Robbins
m-f 2-2:25

N L

F Singlser news
i S C Johnson
s m-sat 2:25-30
NL&B

Nora Drake
Bristol-Myers,
DCSS alt ds

Toni Co, W&G

Hilltop house
Miles Labs

• m-f (see mon)
Wade

House party
Kellogg Co

191H tu.f L

Ladies Fair
C m-f L

Welcome travelers
P&G

m-f (see mon)

Blow

Bob Hope
Gen Fds: jell-o
m-f (see mon)
Y&R
Break the Bank

Miles Labs
m-f (see mon)
Wade

Strike it rich
Colgate

m-f (see mon)

Esty

Phrase that pays
Colgate

m-f (see mon)
Esty

N

No network
service
m-f

No network
service
m-f

No network
service
m-f

Jane Pickens
N m-f !•

New* 2:55-3 m-f

Life Beautiful
P&G: tide, zest
m-f (see mon)
B&B

John

LB share' $6000 N
Pillsbury Mills
m-th 3:30-45 seg
LB (see mon)

B Gambling
m-f L

Road of life

} P&G: crlscot

! m-f (see mon)
Compton

Wizard of odds
Manhattan Soap
P79H t.th.f T
SB&W shr $3200

Robt Q
|Gen Fds
Y&R_

Dorese Bell
4:25-30
tu.th

•Sun Sue 4:15-30
Corn Prods m-f
C L Miller

"Woman in house
Manhattan soap
195H m-f L
SB&W $2500

i Music in the
afternoon

(Tar m-f L

Just Plain Bill

iVhitehl: anacint
Murray; Carter.
Bates $2800

Tr Page Farrell

Pharmaeo: DCSS
Am Home Prndst
14SN alt das L
Murray $2750

Lorenzo Jones
CPP: fab. tthpst

186N m-f L
Esty $2750

:55-« L ITT

Pays br Mar. icil

n-f I.

Austin Kiplinger
Wash m-f L

Art & Dotty
Todd

H m-f L

Lum 'n' Abner
H co-op L

Musical Express
X m-f

Lewis
4-4:05

m-f

No network
service

News 4:55-5
N m-f L

No network
service
m-f

Curt Massey time
Miles Labs

m-f (see mon)

Pepper Young
P&G : camay. duzt
| m-f (see mon)
B&B

My true story

Sterling lung
m-f 10-10 25

(see mon)

D-F-S
Whlspr'g streets

Gen Mills
m.w.f 10:25-45
Knox-Reeves

When g rl matries
Carnal i<"i I !o

m-f (set- I

Li win Wasey

T
Godfrey' 10-11 .ill

Knomark. Mogul:
Kellogg, Burnett
10-10:15 alt das

Snow Crop. Mxn:
lnt'1 Cellucotton
FC&B
10: 15-30 alt das

Star-Klst Tuna
m.w.alt f

10:30-45
Rhoades & Davis

Cecil Brown newt
co-op

N m-f 1

Faith In our Time
N 10:15-30 t

Grand Central
Station

Campbell Soup
in i 11-11:25

Ward Wheelock

Lever: pepsodent
m.w.alt f

10:45-11
McCann-Erickson

Godfrey (cont'd)
Pillsbury Mills

in.w. alt f

Burnett

Modern Romances
Ex -Lax

ii-i 11 :25- Hi

Warwick & Leg'r

Ever Since Eve
N m-f L

ll:lu 55

Bristol-Myers
m.w.f 11:15-30
DCSS

F Singiser newt
S C Johnson

m-sat 10:30-35
NL&B__
Johnny Olsen

Show
N I

m-f 10:35-11

Wonderful
N m - f

City

U

Welcome travelers

P&G
m-f (see mon)

Cm
Bob Hope

Gen Fds: jell-0
m-f (see mon)
Y&R
Break the Bank

Miles Labs
m-f (see mon)
Wade

H Engle news
S C Johnson

m-sat 11:25-30...
NL&B Est>

Strike it rich
Colgate

m-f (see mom

Grand (

Stat
i ampbi
hi t 11

Ward Wh

,

Make up yr Mnd
Continental Bftgj
m-f (see mon) I

Bates

White Hs Report
\V 11:55-12 L

Don Gardiner
N m-f L

Oklahoma
Wranglers
12:15-25 T

Rosemary
P&G: Ivory snow
m-f (see mon)
B&B.

Wendy Warren
Gen Fds

m-f (see mon)
B&B

Queen for a

P Lorillard:
old golds

m-f (see mon)
sp 11:45-12

Phrase that pays
day! Colgate

m-f (see mon)

L&N

Esty

Second Chance
N m-f L
The Three Plant

Modern R
lA I

I II I II

Warwick

Ever Sil

N in

11 :H .

White Hs
W 11 v

Jack Berch
Prudential Ins
m-f 12:25-30

C&H (see mon)

Curt Massey time Pauline Frederick

Miles Labs I <»-op

m-f (see mon) '^' m-f L
Wade I

Aunt Jenny
Lever: BPry

I m-f (see mon)
JFC&B
I Helen Trent
lAm Home Prods
Tm-f (see mon)
JMurray

Jour gal Sunday
: Whitehall Phar
! m-f (see mon)
Murray .___

J

aul Harvey news p^",^; 1^
^"y m-f (see mon)

Compton

Capitol comment
?S C Johnson : m-f

-

NL&B 12:15-20

Bill Ring trio
Gen Mills

m-f (see mon)
Knox- Reeves

Guest time
N 12:20-30 L&T

No nelwoik
service
m-f

No network
service

No network
service m-f

C Foster news
co-op

Post m-f L

Ted Malone Ma Perkins
co-op ! P&G : oxydol

153N m-f L J m-f (see mon)
jD-F-S

\ Here's to My
Lady

IN m-f T

No network
service

m-f

Young Dr Malone
(P&G: crisco. joy

: m-f (see mon)
Compton, Blow

Mary Margaret
McBrlde
co-op

97N m-f L&T

Guiding light

P&G; duz, iVy fl

m-f (see mon)
Compton

2nd Mrs Burton
Gen Fds

• m-f (see mon)
jB&B. Y&R
i Perry Mason

P&G: tide
m-f (see mon)
B&B

Luncheon with
Lopez

N m-f L

Fred Robbins
m-f 2-2:25

IN L
F Singlser news
S C Johnson

I m-sat 2:25-30
NL&B

No network
service
m-f

Betty Crocker
Gen Mills

m.w.f 2:30-35
D-F-S
Martin Block

Show
m-f 2:35-4

N L&T

Joe Emerson
Gen Mills

m-f (SE stns)
Knox- Reeves

Martin Block
(cont'd)

|Rt to happiness
IP&G: dreft. tidet

3 m-f (see man)
n-r-s

Afternoon News
Wash L Backstage wife

IP&G: cheer, zest

|m-f (see mon)
;Y&R

Mutual Music
Show

N m-f T

1 Stella Dallas
Sterling Drug

I m-f (see mon)
D-F-S

Jack Owens -

R°b * ?
m-f L Gen Fds

4-4:25 Y&R
Sun Sue 4:15-30
Corn Prods m-fBetty Crocker

Gen Mis 4:25-30
m.w.f (see mon)
D-F-S

!

Widder Brown
Sterling Drug
m-f (see mon)

iD-F-SWelcome Ranch
co-op

Ware. Woman In

Mass m-f T Manhattan
house
Soap

m-f (see mon)
SB&W

Sgt Preston
of the Yukon
Quaker Oats

450Detr L
tu.th

S&M $4250

Sky King
Derby Fds:

peter pan prods
450C tu.th L
NL&B $3200

Cecil Brown news
S C Johnson
m-f 5:65-6

Just Plain Bill

Whitehall Phar
alt tu.th

Murray

Fr Page Farrell

Pharmaeo: DCSS
Am Home Prods
Murray alt-das

Lorenzo Jones
Colgate

m-f (see mon)
Esty

It Pays to be
Married

Nora Drake
Toni Co

ln-f (see mon)
Weiss & Geller

Brighter day
P&G: cheer

I m-f (see mon)
)Y&R

Hilltop house
Miles Labs

' m-f (see mon)
Wade

House Party
Lever: surf

m.w.th (see mon)
sAyer

j Pillsbury Mills
im-th 3:30-45 seg

(see mon)
L Burnett

Ladies Fair
C m-f L

No network
service
m-f

Jane Pickens
N m-f L
News 2:55-3 m-f

My trui

Sterling
in r 10

see i

D-F-S
Whlspr'g

Tonl
tu.th K
Leo Burr

Whenoln

Erwm, v>

Don Ga
N in

Oklah
Wrani

S 12J

"

Jack E

Prudentii
m-f 12:

C&H (s.

Bill Rln
Gen Ji

m-f (see
<nox-Ree

No net
servi

Paul Han
co-<

Ted M
co-c

133N c

No nel

serv J

Mary M
McBi
co-i

»7N m-

Dorese
(J 2:30

tu,t

Martin
She

m-f 2

N

Life beautiful jM £
P&G: tide, zest I Qen ;

m-f (see mon) } m .f (SB
B&B Knox-Ree

John B GamblingN m-f L

Wizard of odds
Toni Co
m.w, alt f

Burnett

Road of life

P&G: crisco
m-f (see mon)

Compton

Pepper Young
P&G: camay, duzt
| m-f (see mon)
B&B
Rt to happiness
ip&G : dreft, tidet

jm-f (see mon)
D-F-S

Lewis
4-4:05

m-f

C L Miller

Music In the
afternoon

far m-f L

News 4:55-5
N m-f L

Austin Kiplinger
Wash m-f L

Art & Dotty
Todd

II m-f L

Lum 'n' Abner
H co-op L

No network
service

No network
service
m-f

Musical Express Curt Massey time

N m-f T Miles Labs
m-f (see mon)

Afternoon News Backstage wife

Wash Lfc*&G: cheer, zest

m-f 4-4:15 m-f (see mon)
Y&R

Mutual Music
Show

N m-f T

Welcome Ranch
co-op

Ware.
Mass m-f T

Songs of the
B-Bar-B

(Bobby Benson)
W Lp

Stella Dallas
Sterling Drug
m-f (see mon)
D-F-S
Widder Brown
Sterling Drug
m-f (see mon)
D-F-S

Jack C

Dorese
S 1:25

tu.

Woman in house
Manhattan Soap
m-f (see moo)
SB&W

Just Plain Bill

Whitehall Phar lAustin K
alt m,w,f IWasb.

Murray

Fr Page Farrell
harmaro: DCSS
Am Hi-me Prods
Murray alt das

Lorenzo Jones
Colgate

m-f (see mon)
Esty

Wild Bill Hickok
Kellogg Co

m.w.f 5:30-55
Burnett

Cecil Brown news It Pays to be
f,

I S C Johnson Married x-

m-f 5:55-6 |H m-f ' Lf

Martin
(con I

Music
after

i

Var ir

Art i
To,

1! m

Lum V
" CO-

..
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Godfrey
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lu III. all f

McCann-Erlckton
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lu.Ui 11

Lro Burnett

Make up yr Mnd
Ul like.
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in f licr muni
BAB

WenJy Wirnn
licit l-'oalt

m f lire man)
B4B

Aunt Jrnny
I'M

f ( ice mon I

FC&B
Helen Trent

A in Il'iine Prodi
in f (see nii'iil

Murray

Jur oil Sunday
Whitehall Phar
in f lire mon)
Murray

Road of life

iry aoap
m-f (tee mon)
Compton

Ma Perklni
f.u;

m-f (aee mon)
DFS

Cacll Brawn newt
eo- op

N m • I.

Faith la aur Time
H 11:1

F. Slnglser news

in ill

NLiB
Johnny lll-.n

Show

m-f 10 3'. 11

Wonderful City

H I nglr m»l
S C J

Nl KB
Uiie- n tor a day
Quake

SIM
P 1

LAN

Curt M .i

I l.aha

Wade
Capitol tommrnt

.<on: m-f
vAAB 12:15 M

Guett time

No network
senrlce m-f

C Fotter newt
co-op

Boat m f I.

Here's to My
Lady

S" m-f T

Young Dr Malone
PAG Tiico. Joy

f lata mon)
Compton. li.o.

Guiding light
/.. Ir'y fl

m-f (tea mon)
Compten

Luncheon with
Lopez

N m f I

argaret
Ida

2nd Mrs Burton
Oen lis

m-f (see mon)
BAB. YAR

Bell

h

Black
w
:35-4
L4T

I'.rry Mason
r.vi; tliie

m-f (see mon)
BAB

Nara Drake
Tonl Co

m-f (aee mon)
W. lis «. Gi Her

Brighter day
I'M! rheer

m f (see mon)
VAR

.mis
ttna)

»et

Hilltop house
Miles I-ahi

m-f (see mon)
v.

Block
d)

Ladles Fair
•

'

m-f I.

House party
Jreen Giant Co:
73H I

. Burnett_th onl

m th 3-30 15 i>r
(sea mon)

L Burnett

Wizard of odds
Manhattan Soap

i.th. alt f

BBAW

Fred Robblns
m-f I

Singlscr news
S C Johnson
m-«at 2:25-30
LAB

Welcome travelers
I'M.

u ...

Bab Hope
jell o

in r i». -

Break tho Bank
Labs

in r nee mon)

ttidi

,t rich

/ate

Esty

Phras- that pays
/ale

m f (ai

Second Chance
N m f I.

The Three Plant

Grand Central
Station

'ard Whrrloek

Modern Romances

• A Leg'r

nee Eye

White Hi Report
tA

Pauline Frederick
co-op

N m-f L

N . i.elu.Hk
teirlce

m-f

No network
serrlre
m-f

Jana Pickens
N m-f I.

•. . .,V3 m-f

lohn B Gamblinq
in f I.

lit to happiness
PaVO di

at m..n)

DFS

No network
serrlca

m-f

My true story

m-f 1"

(tea mon)

DFS
Whltpr'g ttreett

w.f II

Knoi-Rccvot

When glri marries

ttMi. UUat.

riadlrcy' 1" 11 M
Knomark. Mogul:
Kellnu Burnett

alt dat

Mm:
Int'l Ccilurotton

FCAB

Bur-K tat Tuna
Rhoadet A Oavlt

','. alt f

I-everT M r

WAG
II alt f

Godfrey
lllsbury. LB:

Vail I'.

m » f 1

BCSS

Make up yr Mnd
•nl like

m f i '
lat-s

Don G-ii iiin. i

in f I

Oklahoma
Wranui

Jack Berch
Prudential Ins
in f 11

2AH (see mon I

BUI Ring trio

Gen Mills
m-f (see mon)
K nox- Reevet

No network
lerrlre

Paul Haryey news

m-f (tee mon)

Ted Malone
ro-op

f r.

No network
lerrice

m f

Marv Marqaret
MeBrlde

•.i:v

Betty Crnekrr
Oen Mills

m nl 2:30-35
DFS
M.irt.n Block

Show
m-f 235-t

I.AT

Cecil Brown news
co-op

alth la our Time

H I la newt

m (at II

NLAB

Rotrmary

BAB

Bueen for a day
r l.orlllard

tp 11:45 II

M
Wendy Warren

Fill

m-f (see mnn)
BAB

Aunt Jenny
T-ecer

m-f (*•

FCAB
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m-f Is-

Wade

Helm Tr. nt

B I'rmls
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Murray

)ur gal Sunday
Whitehall Pliar

I mon)
Murray
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m-f (tee mon)
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Ma Perklni
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m-f 'see mnn)
1-F-S
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... mon)
Compton. Blow

Guiding light

ix, Ir'y fl

m-f Isee mon)
Compton

2nd Mrs. Burton
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m-f (see mon)
".nmntnn

Perry Mason

ea mon)

Nora Drake
T^nl On

_ m-f (tee mon)
W»i<< ». Geller

Life beautiful

la. zeat
in f (tee mon)
BAB

Road of life

PfcO rrlicot

in f (see mon)
Compton

Joe Emerson
Oen Mills
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Knoi-Reeves

Pepper Young
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f (tee mon)
BAB

Martin Block
,'pmr

Home party
Lever: surf

i-e mon)
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tn f (<ee tu)

L Burnett
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I'vi: rheer
l-f (tee mon)

YAR
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Welcome travelers
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in nl II
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Show
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in f (tee mon)
jtYlfll
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f I.
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Second Chance
: m ( I.
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apltol comment

LAB 12:15-20

Guett time
v , jo

' -.1 ork
tervire m-f

C Foster newi
co-op

tost m-f I.

Here's to My
Lady

I

Luncheon with
Lopez

K m-f I.

Fred Robbins

N ''

Singlscr news
8 C Johnson
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NLAB

Ladles Fair
3 m-f I

lohn B Gambling
S m-f L
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L
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Life beautiful
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BAB
Road of life
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Compton

Pepper Young
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BAB
Rt to happiness
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m-f (see mon)
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L
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Vash L
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2-5

Cudner $15,000
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(coi
'

Galen Drake

Robt Q Lewis
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iiiiu.ii
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Sad $iooo

Man on the farm
Quaker Oalt
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Ill T
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201H LA-T

Ifth Army ban-i

13 I.

EW $4000

City Hospital
Cartel

Johnny Singer's
Orth

Clere L

Bates $2500

Music with the
Hortnel girls
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!24Var T

BBDO S3C00

Let's Pretend
I.

Report from
Overseas

Adventures
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TYUb I^cT

Farm News
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World
Assignment
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pecker Show
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pecker Shew

(cont'd)

Helen Hall
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-

Steaks
' N L
DiNuoscio $500

H Enq . nrm

m sat 11:30-35
IL&B
US Military

Academy Band

^-. St $750

Symphonies for

Youth
31 I.

Symphonies for

Youth
(cont'd)

F Singiser news
s C l.'hnjon

NLAB

101 Ranch Boys
Harrisburs I.

Bandstand USA
N

Sports Parade
Phila L

Breakfast in
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I
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My Secret Stor
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In the
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'
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Music In the
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No network
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'
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Show
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co-op
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CAR
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D-F-S
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L
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(cont'-|.
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Burnett

Ceril Brown news
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Paulena Carter
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WGY-Land is Vacationland

AND RADIO GOES WHERE VACATIONERS GO
From the first winter snow until the Spring thaw, winter sports

fans from all over the country flock to upper New York State and New
England. As in the summer WGY-Land again becomes vacationland for

millions of people. From Lake Placid to the Catskills, from the Finger

Lakes to the Green Mountains, wherever people ski or sled or skate,

WGY reaches an increased audience all through the winter season.

:,.

WGY
25 JANUARY 1954

GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION, SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK
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FILM BUSINESS
[Continued from page ''.

I

nine majoi film p» kages and expei ts

to launch more al the rate ol foui each

»ear. I ateal guesstimate ol Zh I \ -

annual gross: 125 million.

However, bu< h rags-to-ri< hes stories

are u misleading .1- the stories "I

fabled El Dorado when you • onsidei

,l„. fibn syndication business as a

whole. Film buyers, large and small,

must -till investigate the final* ial

soundness and reaponsibilirj of film

prodw ers Bnd men bants.

La»l year, foi example, I nited tele-

vision Programs sold out to Gross-

Krasne and ^rrow Prodi* tions sold

out to the newly-formed Television

Programs ol America. It wasn't that

these companies were marketing .1 se>

riea of 1 linkers; theii films were good

and theii planning sound. \- industr)

reports have it. these 1 ompanies and

others like them were 1 aught in the

squeeze between production budgets

and syndii ation income.

I Kis is how the squeeze works.

^ ou are, let's say, an independenl

prodw ei about to start work on a 13-

week, half-hour dramatic Bhow the

most popular type ol fibn pa< kage. II

youi reputation is g I and youi pasl

successes obvious, a bank nr an inves-

1111111111
1 $1,547,648.16 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

YES SI,547.648 dollars in

additional radio-TV time

was sold through Song-Ads
musical-commercial pack-

ages in 1953.

• Increased s "/< a of Prod-

uct

• Increased Igency Billing

• / n C r e a v e d Rodio-1 I

Spot Sales

We Can Help You

OUR CLIENTS USE THE
SONG ADS S75.00 AUDI

TION RECORD

It Works

> * 1 :

Sum* Blvd

gi^" Hollywood 28. Calif.

HOIIy»Md 1-6181

1

1

1

1
rl

1

1

1

1

U>i ma) I". in \ . . ii the 130,000 \<>u are

likelj to ueed foi .1 - I pilot film.

This doesn't solve your problem.

Now, you need a syndicatoi t<» sell it

f,,r you. \'kI- since no -\ ndw atoi

wants i" I"- ' aught Bhort and fon ed

to bail "iii a prodw er, the b) ndicatoi

1- Ukel) i" insist that you -how proof

of al leasl 1250,000 financing to make

the initial 13-week package. Reason:

( In ni- .nid stations insist that the Byn-

dicatoi guarantee deliver) <>r assume

the financial burden E01 the -cries.

I a,-h ii \ ou're completer) financed

this kind of ii-k venture involves siz-

able interest on tin- loans. So, now

you've gol to gel it all back ami that's

the big problem. Here's what your

, han< es l""k like:

Producers and syndicators replying

to sponsor's Burve) indicated, with few

exceptions, thai the) < ould hope to re-

, ovei ii" more than 75' • of their pro-

duction costs on the firsl run of a new

package. Most pul the figure al 50%.
\ikI. a few indicated thai a series shot

in color as a long-term investment

might mean a recapture <>l onl) 30-

1(1'
I on the first round.

In simple terms, this means that pro-

ducers inii-t be able to turn oul top-

qualit) films while nol making a nickel

<>ii them fur a year 01 more. True.

somi sei ies like G< u iutr$ and / ire-

side Theatre have played as often as

five times in some markets and have

reaped a fabulous harvest <>f dollars.

\nd. it's true that the success of rerun

properties has generall) put a solid

floor under good films.

Hut it -till mean- thai some pro-

ducers and syndicators are often peril-

ousl) close to the margin even though

the) arc making sizable grosses on

well-rated films. W hat's the answer for

admen? I>c~t bet: Uways read film

contracts carefull) and investigate pro-

du< er and or s) ndi< ator final

Programing Irciid.v

Lasl month, ll<>llvw<>od tv consul-

tant Gordon Levo) completed his sixth

annual poll of over 200 tv admen and

film producers. These were his kev

findings:

1. Filmed programs for television

are preferred to live shows by a ma-

joritv of advertising agency men and

tv < lients.

2. Admen look upon the tv film n,-

dustr) as a "more creative source' of

programing, as compared with t\ net-

works.

3. Half-hour dramatic shows of the

"antholog) t\pe 1 Fireside Theatre i-

a good example, as are packages like

Screen Gems' ) our All-Star Theatre or

MCA-TVs Regal Theatre) are mosl

favored hv film-minded admen.

Certainlv. the tv film syndication in-

. In-: r \ tries to <-'ive advertisers what

the) want.

\t latest <ount. something like 50

major film packages are currently in

production, including all types and

lengths. As man) more arc well out of

the planning stages, hut are not as yel

in full production. Several producer-

told SPONSOR that as main as 500 dif-

ferent program film -eric- are now in

various stages of production, syndica-

tion or i reation.

\\ here does il all come from? Chief-

|\ . from two primary soui

1. Producer.-. The majoritv of the

newest tv film series are still being

developed l>v independenl producers

backed l>v hanks or financial houses,

even though there's a definite trend on

toward big producer-distributor mer-

- Sometimes, a tv client will invest

in a film propert) (network or spot

in order to share in the residual rights

in syndicated rerun-. Examples of

tin- are the financial interests of P&G
in Fireside 'Theatre. Ballantine in For-

eign Intrigue and Camel cigarettes in

Follow That Man I originally Man
{gainst Crime), among other-.

One interesting trend here is that

several important star names have

turned independent producer or have

stop ^"onT^up^^^^ *"'*ATlQl

TV FILMS off all KINDS
FILMACK STUDIOS

1111111111

g* 7 3395
1

SPONSOR



invested in tv film series with an eye

to the long-term returns in residual

rights. Often, the stars appear (some-

times at scale) in the productions.

These personalities include names like

Dick Powell, Ella Raines, Eve Arden,

Ring Crosby, and—of course—Lucille

Rail of / Love Lucy.

In either case—investment by client

or by talent to share in profits and

residuals—the trend is virtually unique

to tv films. There have certainly not

been as many examples of it in radio

or in Hollywood's theatrical films.

2. Syndicators. In the past couple

of seasons producers like Screen Gems
and Gross-Krasne have moved over

into the sales end (and even into the

business of making tv commercials) of

syndication and often handle film pack-

ages in addition to those they actually

produce. Others, like Ziv TV and MCA-
TV have been producer-syndicators

from the start. And, some out-and-out

syndicators have recently been edging

into the production picture by financ-

ing independent producers, as in the

case of NBC with Inner Sanctum and

Dangerous Assignment; CBS with

Range Rider and Amos V Andy, and

MPTV with Flash Gordon and Janet

Dean.

Of course, a lot of the film products

that syndicators handle — from ABC
Film Syndication's Racket Squad to

Consolidated's Front-Rage Detective—

are rerun network series. Most of these

play with no changes in the series ex-

cept an occasional switch in general

title.

But lately there's been a trend to-

ward the refurbished dramatic show,
which is often a series of dramas that

represent the pick of the crop from
several available rerun packages. One
example of this is TPA's Your Star

Showcase—a "new" film series of some
52 half-hour shows.

TPA picked 45 shows from a total

(according to TPA) of nearly 350
available, made by five different pro-

ducers. Much of Your Star Showcase

is actually reruns of Jeweler's Show-
case and General Electric Theatre.

However, it is first run in 150 markets.

In its current form a new introductory

sequence (featuring Edward Arnold)

is being shot, and seven new half-hour

dramas (some of which, in turn, will

be TPA pilot films) will be added.

Another example is NBC's Paragon

Playhouse, which is actually 39 epi-

sodes of Douglas Fairbanks Presents.

NBC has added new introductions, a

la Showcase, Featuring Waltei VJsel.

\\ iih new t\ stations popping up all

over the map. mk h pa<'kaj.'e- an- often

Strong first-i um liet- ainl are < I I

rerun properties in othei mai \

Tfcrr/KiMi/isitiff

Practicall) all the distributors ol t\

films offer publicity and merchandising

services to clients, in varying degrees.

The iiioM ii-n.il form of promotional

help is a movie-type press book, com-

plete with glossy photos, some promo-

tional material, and advertising blurbs.

A few of the larf:e-t syndicators like

Ziv TV, CBS Film Syndication — go

further and offer an extensive crop of

merchandising aids. These include

items like counter cards, truck posters,

window stickers, display material, -helf

talkers and even premiums. Other 3) n-

dicators—like MPTV and United Ar-

tists— have developed merchandising

angles in connection with franchised

merchandise (cowboy suits, space hel-

mets, rocket pistols, sweaters and such-

like I . all of it tied into a syndicator-

distrihuted show.

A complete list of merchandising ser-

vices available to advertisers from film

syndicators is impossible in this brief

i Please turn to page 112 l

Fum*
11

otfM

>L

BUT T//E PEOPLE Of
NEW ORLEANS LOi/E

OUR CKAIG KENNEDY,
CRIMINOLOGIST

BETTER,,. JUST
LOOK AT THIS
TELEPULSE
RATING/

TELEPULSE November, 1953.

New Orleans, Louisiana

CRAIG KENNEDY, CRIMINOLOGIST 50.5

I Love Lucy 48.5

These TOP MARKETS on this outstanding y^-hour mystery-

adventure TV film series still open for FIRST RUN SPON-

SORSHIP*

NEW YORK PITTSBURGH
BALTIMORE MILWAUKEE
ST. LOUIS BUFFALO
WASHINGTON, D. C. MINNEAPOLIS
BOSTON CINCINNATI

"Contact us TODAY for MORE success stories and other available

markets

LOUIS WEISS AND CO.
655 N. Fairfax • Phone WEbster 8-5287 • Los Angeles 36. Calif
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KQV now tops even its own

top rating in program "Firsts"

In the List Pulse ratings. KQV broke all previous records

in program "firsts" in Pittsburgh. And now, the new
( k toher-No\ ember ratings shou v. e'\ e climbed e\ en higher!

Monday through Friday. 6:30 A.M. to 11:00 P.M.. KQV
now has almost three times as many top rated shows as its

nearest competitor. In the Sunday through Saturday ratings

we more than double the second station. And more and
more of KQV s nighttime ratings have climbed up to

6.0's and 7.0's! Here are the latest Pulse report ratings

for Pittsburgh:

Number of Program Firsts by Quarter-Hours*
6:30 A.M. to 11 P.M.

Station Firsts

KQV 143
Station "B" 56
Station "C" 55
Station "D" 26

It's just another way of saying— if you want to sell the

dynamic NEW Pittsburgh market, your key is KQV.

Total V* hours measured— 330, Monday through Friday

CBS Radiol I in Pittsburgh

National Representatives: WEED & CO. New York • Boston • Chicago • Detroit • San Francisco • Los Angeles

108 SPONSOR
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Advertising Agencies
Showalter "Biul" Lynch. Showaltei Lynch Adv., 13 July p. 60

Eric Eisner. Maury, Lee & Marshall, profile 27 July p. 62

T. Ralph Hart. Spitzer & Mills, Toronto, profile. 10 Aug. p. 43
Eugene Lessere, Win. H. Weintraub Co.. profile 24 Aug. p. 56

Edward H. Weiss, Weiss & Geller. profile . 7 Sep. p. 68
Agencv part in tv entertainment creation 21 Sep. p. 8

Roger ' Pryor, FC&B. profile 21 Sep. p. 68
Duane Jones. Duane Jones Co., profile . 5 Oct. p. 48

J. Scheideler. Scheideler, Beck & Werner, profile 19 Oct. p. 62
Is the 15% agency commission system outmoded? 2 Nov. p. 32

J. C. Dowd, bond. Redfield & Johnstone, profile 2 Nov. p. 62
Should air media recognize agencies? 16 Nov. p. 29
What admen put on bulletin boards 16 Nov. p. 32
George Wolf, Geyer Adv., profile 16 Nov. p. 64
Louis W. Munro. Doremus & Co., profile 30 Nov. p. 50
Michael Levin. Envin. Wasey & Co., profile 14 Dec. p. 57
Top 20 agencies by '53 radio-tv billings 28 Dec. p. 28
Alfred J. Scalpone. McCann-Erickson, profile _ 28 Dec. p. 51

Appliances
Has sponsoring Bishop Sheen sold for Admiral?- 24 Aug. p. 31

How Lewyt gets dealers to up radio-tv use 30 Nov. p. 36

Automotive and Lubricants
Liqui-Moly. car oil supplement, goes national with

aid of radio-tv spot

Ford one-day sales crackle via saturation radio..

Emil Mogul tests media weekly for Rayco
Automobiles on the air

Donald C. Marschner, Shell Oil, profile

Firestone gets maximum yardage from simulcast

Broadcast Advertising Proble
Developments

Hot radio and tv trends for fall '53

Forum: what trends should air advertisers watch?
Network radio : outlook, audience, tandem plans,

merchandising, flexibility .

Out-of-home listening, national status

Spot radio: outlook, availabilities, rates

FM radio: status and outlook

Transit radio: status and outlook

Is era of spot radio rate "deals"' ending?
Moving day on Madison Ave. .

Advice to tv job-seekers

Twelve fallacies about nishttime radio

Ex-magazine man, Ed Lethen, looks at radio

How ABC will compete with other nets

Agency recommends nighttime spot radio to client

NBC invests S5 million in network radio comeback
The network radio ferment
Forum: To what extent do you use rating services

to measure media effectiveness?

Why new clients are buying radio

Should a tradepaper boost nighttime radio?
TV becomes tv in sponsor .

Free & Peters clinics mull spot problems
How 12 big spot clients use the medium. Part I:

Six spot radio case histories: Life. Pall Mall.

Esso, Mennen, Shell Chemical, American Air-

lines

Year-end report on major '53 radio-tv topics

N. Y. newspaper strike: role of radio-tv

Radio-tv resolutions suggested for admen, reps
How 12 big spot clients use the medium: Part II:

Six spot tv case histories: Nabisco, Anahist,

Bulova, Ronson, Borax, Kools .

How to get the most out of an independent station

Forum: How can advertisers and agencies use in-

dependent radio stations to best advantage?-
Top 10 radio and tv advertisers, '53

Clothing and Accessories
National Shoes: radio and tv push sales up 500^0
Brown Shoe gets tv show on 203 radio stations

7 Sep. P- 36
19 Oct. P. 30
19 Oct. P- 36
16 Nov. P- 43

30 Nov. P- 20

14 Dec. P- 14

tits anil

13 July P- 31

13 July P- 52

13 July P- 68
13 July P- 69
13 July P- 102

13 July P- 134

13 July P- 138

27 July P- 33
27 July P- 41

10 Aug. P- 8

10 Aug. P. 30
24 Aug. P- 38
21 Sep. P- 32
21 Sep. P- 34
5 Oct. P- 30
19 Oct. P- 27

19 Oct. P- 64
2 Nov. P 27
2 Nov. P- 36

30 Nov. P- 34
30 Nov. P- 44

14 Dec. P- 30
28 Dec. P- 27
28 Dec. P- 30
28 Dec. P- 33

28 Dec. P- 39
28 Dec. P- 42

28 Dec. P- 62

28 Dec. P- 99

"S

21 Sep. P- 42

14 Dec P- 40

Commercials and Sales Aids
Film commercial talent, SAG rati si de 13 July
Status of t\ 1.1). commeri 13 juK
S arch for new t\ commercial announoi- July
Forum: Are jingles irritating? 27 July
What do viewers think oi your tv commercial? 10. !

1- ive ways to cut tv commercial costs
Commercial approach used bj Galen Drake 21 -

Starch reveals new tv commercial noting figures 16Nov.
Forum: Should sex appeal be used in air com-

mercials? |,

Modern art comes to tv film commercial- 14 Dec.
Dichter outlines features of effective commercials 1 1 Dec.

Costs
Transcribed radio program cost-

Cost-per-1000 homes of net radio shows by type
Typical talent-production costs for net radio shows
"ft hat can typical budget- buy in spot radio?
Tv network cost trends, fall '53

1 Dions and tv costs: status and outlook
S V.G rate scale for film commercial talent
Rate structure of new tv stations

1 o-t-per-1000 homes of net tv programs by type
Typical talent-production costs for net tv shows—
Five ways to cut tv commercial costs
1\ show costs leveling off, sponsor survey shows

13 July

13 July
13 July
13 July
13 July

13 July
13 July
13 July
13 July
13 July
21 Vug.

21 Sep.

Block Drug redi-

Drags cnicl Cosmetics
rs radi

Joel Y. Lund, Lambert Pharmacal, profile
Anti-enzyme war on the air

Norman Jay, Hazel Bishop, profile

Farm Railio and Tv
Farm radio and tv: 1953

\^ hat advertisers, agencies say about farm air

Farm radio listening increasing ___.

Farm tv reaches every fifth rural home
Farm market: four key facts for admen
Farm radio results

19 Oct.

19 Oct.

19 Oct.

19 Oct.

19 Oct.

19 Oct.

Foods and Beverages
Ruppert broadens air use via radio-tv spot

Morton Salt likes nighttime spot radio .

James Bergman Jr.. River Brand Rice Mills, pro-
file _

.

Kraft adds second hour-long show to tv schedule .

Rubel Baking builds public relations via radio
show

Dr. Pepper wins with radio giveaway show _
The sugarless pop revolution

How big Baltimore bakery uses radio and tv

Vi h> Pan American Coffee Bureau uses spot radio
How GF gets most out of tv for Minute Rice

7 Sep.

21 Sep.

5 Oct.

5. Oct.

J Nov.

2 Nov.

16 Nov.

30 Nov.

p. 200

p. 5 i

Foreign and International
Foreign language radio: status and outlook

Forum: Why is Canadian radio a good buy?
Canadian radio and tv, 1953:

Canadian market : more money to spend
Canadian radio leads in penetration, gets results

Canadian tv makes bid for big league

How U. S. sponsors use radio in Canada .

Canadian Basics: charts and statistics on scope

of the market including listings of all Cana-
dian radio stations and reps, U. S. advertisers,

agencies in Canada radio and tv

A rep goes to Alaska, gives market lowdown
Rating muddle in Australia

32

40

p. 58

p. 42

p. 62

p. 110

p. 167

p. 167

p. 169

182

188

193

195

230
232
36
29

Si p. p. 34
21 Sep. p. 18
21 Sep. p. 38
16 Nov. p. 23

p. 69

p. 70

p. 72

p. 76

p. 82

p. 84

27 Julv p. 28
10 Aug. p. 28

p. 16

p. 20

p. 33

p. S4

p. 30

p. 43

p. 36

p. 40

13 Julv

10 Aug.
10 Aug.
10 Aug.
10 Aug.
10 Aug.
10 Aug.

10 Aug.
5 Oct.

30 Nov.

130

54

59
60
62
66
68

70

37
58

insurance and Finance
Milton Fox-Martin, Kidder, Peabody & Co., profile 27 July

Bache & Co. gets leads via radio 27 July-

Why all 11 banks in Kingston use radio 30 Nov.

Arizona bank uses tv to reach youngsters 28 Dec.

22

36
32
24
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Ji'tvt'lrti and Watches
Sp i.l.l spends 100* oi budg< i on h
Joseph Robots, Jacques Kreislei Co., j p r . .f 1 1

«- 2Noi

>f<»r<'li«iit(fisiii(; (ind Promotion
Men bandising •*

I

ins •
.
il • • r 7 Sep i

Portabli i\ "•'!-" merchandi * ibowi

fUseeUmneomt Products inul Service*
Movii companiei • .

. 1 1 1 1 r >
u »• promotion! vi In p. 24

Elliot) Plowe, Petei Paul Inc., profile il) p. 26

W li\ American Machine & Foundr) uaa rt I J) p. 1-

Bernard Dwortzan, Ronaon \n Metal, profile In tug p. Il

Morehead Patterson, M an Machini I Food
dry, profile • t, p. 16

Clayton llul-h. Glamorene In... profile 19 Oct p

l>. Im discovers radio and i\ <an -.11 2 Nov,

Magea iporl itorea up udea $2 million w ith t\ 16 Nov. p, U
Howard Dietz, M-G-M Pictures, profili 14 Dec, p. _'l

Ned Pines, Pines Publications, profile p 22

Programing. General
\\ li.ii happens to summei ail "tryouts?*

1

13 July p
Top 10 availalil'- programs on each radio network 13 Jul} p. 85
I se "I same program formal on both radio and ft In Vug. p. -'1

I 1^' minute network radio shows largelj new* tats 24 Vi

Forum: What should advertisers know about N<

pro audit i" i radio
'

21 \ug. p. 58

WOR buys 11,000,000 worth of radio drama Bhows 24 lug. p 62
\. .mi Radio Vi

i lion fa< t-. figures on the market,

buying habits, brand preferences, Negro lis-

tening, -in,... stories, tips on selling 21 Vug, p. 65

Football nil ill. 5< |). p. 40
\i. children's programs harmful? S p. p. 42
Homemaking shows most populai with ladies Sep. p. 66
VBC program strateg) in network competition 21 Sep. p

Di ike: radio's highest paid copywriter 21 Sep. p. 36

Negro-appeal soap opera intrigues adverlis I L p. 18

Wh.it sponsors can learn fruin I. MI clinics 2 Nov. p. 40
ii ideas re. pp. jr.mi n ilities 10 Nov. p. 10

sponsor station program guide to aid timebuyers l4Dec. p. 11

P rituruiui :}<;. Television
aing trends, t.ill

'.">',
I 1 .1 nly p.

18~>

W l()l'-T\ t..i -how -mash lnt in one week 27 Jul] p. 6 1

Humor group develops corned] talent L>r t\ 7 Sep. p. 66

Hour-long t\ dramas gel results for Kraft 21 Sep. p. 20

Progi anting to hit sj >1 class* - let, p. 10

Behind-scenes Btorj ..I i t\ drama (The Web) 190ct. p.

Western should be noisj to l» success 2 Nov. p. 50

raining aids ad message reception 28 Dec. p. II

Research
I- Life's media stud) fair t.. radio and tv? 13 July p

Multiple-eel radio listening, latest research 13 July p. 82

Radio Basics: charts and statistics on radio's cir-

culation, audience, listening, costs, billings 13 Jul) p.
1">7

\\ Basics: charts an. I statistics on dimensions ol

t\. viewing halut-. audience composition, r»

membrance impact, costs, billings 13 July p. 219

Media research pitfall-, in trap-: Part 7. All-

Media Stud) -'7 Jul) p. 38
I . ii basii findings oi new Christal radio stud) 10 Vug. p,

Media research pitfalls, In." t<. gel your research

money's worth; Part B, ill-Media Stud) 24 Vug. p. 35

Hon 72 advertisers evaluati media; Pari 9, A 1 1
-

Media Stud) 7 Si p. p. 27

II..U 94 agencies evaluate media; Part 10, All-

Media Stud] 21 -. p. p i :

Hon BBDO evaluates media; Pari 11, VU-Media
Stud) I

D.ptli research pi. I.. ial lion to in Ocl

How t.> teal media weekly; Pari 12. Ml M
Stud) 190 i.

Don'l make ibia mistake in ranking tv markets \

Facta on the youth market for admen 2 Nov. p

\\ i,\ ;i advertisers don'l tuv the air: Pari 1 ..

Ml Media Stud) 16 Nov. ,

Will Starch ti figures upael buying strati 16 Nov. p. 10

\N \ lurvej shows new ad expenditure trends p. 12

Beware .>t misuses oi Starch t\ figures NBI \ p. \2

Radio "indiapenaable'' medium, Politz atudj shows 14 Dec.
i

What"- wrong with the rating servtcee? Pan 14,

Vll-Media Stud)

110

Retail
Storecasting status ami developments 13 July p. 136

;! store uses own talent to pare tv costs . 21 Sep. p. 66
Forum: Why don't department stores use more

radio an.! t v V 30 Nov. p. 56

Radio and tv sell for department stores during

N. "\ newspaper strike 28 Dec. p. 30

Soups ci ii cf Cleansers
Hon Lifebuo] cured it* own B.O.

Jr., B. T. Babbitt, profile

13 Jul) p.

24 An-, p.

34

26

Television
Network tv trends: one-station market problem,

network size ami t\ set growth projections,

ulif. cosl trends, programs, audiences, mer-
. bandising, color t\. unions

I hf: status and outlook

^p..i tv: availabilities, rates, color t\. I.D.'s, syn-

dicati

l\ stations in 225 metropolitan county markets
l\ Basics: charts, statistics on dimensions of w.

viewing habits, t\ \-. railio. audience compo-
sition, remembrance impact, costs, billings

How ti stop- brand-switching: NBC T\ -tu.l>

KING-TA meets a.l emergenc) in newspaper strike

I hf: one yeai later

Vlternate-week ami split sponsorships in tv

Forum: Hon can uhf sel conversion be stimu-

lated?

tv: a. Kami lips to admen
Forum: How can a. limn prepare for color tv?
Il..w Vmerii t's social classes read to t\

\ ill.-. . tape i- t\ H-bomb
I • - handicap: inflezibilit)

Forum: Who should do tv set census? _

I hf facts brought "P to date

d-circuit tv meetings on the increa-e

Should there 1" i Tr Vdvertising Bureau?
Video tape recorder: meaning to sponsors
I- tv over-commercialized?

Television Film

SPONSOR-TelePulse ratings of top spot film shows:
chart

W h\ advertisers use spot tv him program cam-
paigns

13Julv p. 171

13 July p. 180

lv f 1
1 lit -how- available for syndication: listinj

ll'.w to get the most out of -lock tv film

Time Buying
Market differences timebuyers should watch
Peril- i time salesman
Pit) the gal timebuyer

j n commends nighttime spot radio to client
Mi' - n. w radio sales plans

Electronic spot buying: NBC Spot Sales new
"audition" buying method for timebuyers
m: How does \..iir agency train timebuyers?

rimebuyers love t.. see station manager-, but . . .

tnebuyers: a job profile

What timebuyers want for Christinas _
ition program guide will aid timebuyi rs

Tobacco
Porti ow ing i igarette controvers)
W ill ( lamels go king-size?

Transcriptions
rranacribed radio shows: Btatus, costs, trends

librar) -. r \ i. • developments

13 July p- 192

13 July p- 205

13 July p- 219

27 July p- 44
24 Aug. p- 62
7 Sep. p- 32

7 Sep. p- 56

7 Sep. p- 61

21 Sep. p- 40
21 Sep. p- 60

p- 40
19 Oct. p- 52
2 Nov. p- 10

2 Nov. p- 56

16 Nov. p- 21

16 Nov. p- 60
30 Nov. p- 29
30 Nov. p- 38
11 Dec p- 27

13 Jul) p- 12

27 July p- 52

21 Aus;. p- 46
21 Sep, p- 50

19 Oct. p- 50
30 Nov. p- 52
28 Dec. p- 52

13 July p- 203

10 Aug. p- 46
7-. p. p- 48
5 Oct. p- H
2 Nov. p- 48

16 Nov. p- 50
14 Dec. p- 50

14 Dec p- 38

10 Aug. p 36
21 Aug. p- 48

7 Sep. p- 37
21 Sep. p- 34

5 Oct. p- 30

5 Oct. p- 38
5 Oct. p- 58
19 Oct. p- 34

N p- 38
11 Dec p- 31

14 Dec p- 11

7 Sep. p- 10

•

v
' I'- p- 18

13 Jul) p 106

13 July p- 110
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top service ^^l£, ...top selling ability on KCMO Farm Rad 10

and how it grows in Mid-America

The KCMO Community Corn Club Contest

is just a single example of Jack Jackson's

stature among Mid-America farm groups.

Jack, who is KCMO's Director of Agriculture,

organized the first contest of its kind in

Mid-America three years ago.

Since then, scores of rural and small-town civic

groups have sponsored thousands of farmer-

contestants in the competition to grow

more and better corn.

This kind of progressive farm radio service has

brought Jack numerous honors, including the

current presidency of the National Association

of Television and Radio Farm Directors.

Jack and his staff are either on the air or on the

road the year round, serving the Mid-America

farmer . . . and making sales grow for

a number of sponsors.

His associates, Bruce Davies, Market Reporter

and George Stephens, Farm Reporter,

constitute an active, completely coordinated

department operating full-time on KCMO-Radio.

Call KCMO or your Kntz man for the full story on

KCMO Farm Radio.

KCMOradio
50,000 watts at 810 Kc.

125 East 31st Street, Kansas City, Mo.

or The Katz Agency.

"It's a Meredith station'
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spa< e. Sponsors interested in merchan-

dising should discuss the mattei with

disti ibutora and "i stations.

S< mi.iI admen, however, sounded •«

familiar warning. Said one New ^"ik

film buyei at a top ad agenc) : "Mo^ ie

merchandising i- like thai ol radio.

Some "I it is '.'"'"I and some "I ii is

lous] . Men handising ma) mean 20

different things to 20 different syndi-

. ators. I" anj < ase, you're supposed

lo l»- buj ing a good film propertj and

not shopping t"i tree point-of-sale

material.

'

There's plentj of talk about RCA -

new video tape rei order in the t\ film

indust] j . Most prodm ers plan to use

it i n some form oi othei when it be-

comes available. V tually, more pro-

du< ei - see it as a possible threat to the

|ono esiduals "I « olor films than

,,.. a , ompetitoi in the near future to

black-and-white film production.

But, at the moment, then- are no

majoi ( banges in tin- industry's pat-

terns ol produ< tion oi Belling as a re-

sult of the VTR. * • •

now!
WICHITA AREA PULSE

<32J
TOP 15 NIGHT SHOWS

*To assure on occurote

KTVH area survey. Tele

pulse Report was made
in Wichita, Hutchinson,

and Winfield.

TOP 10 MULTI- WEEKLY
KTVH . .

STATION X
KTVH . .

STATION X

Wind), the bright spirit ol TV in Central Kansas, is jump-
ing with joj over the first Kansas Telepulse Report. He's

mutiny sales-wise advertisers to chart a rising curve with

Kl\ H . .Nighttime ratings of 53.6 to 35.5 and multi-

weekly ratings of 29.7 to 14.3. KTVH sales offices . . .

Wichita and Hutchinson; studios in Hutchinson, Howard
Peterson, General Manager.

KTVH
HUTCHINSON -WICHITA

CBS BASIC -DU MONT -ABC
REPRESENTED BY H-R TELEVISION, INC.

COVERS CENTRAL KANSAS

FILM COLOR
(Continued jrom page 55)

color. Color will have the same effect

..ii television that Technicolor has had

on the movie-going public. Color will

enhance the value of '•>•">', of all pro-

grams and the COSt will he little more

than black-and-white as far as the actu-

al productions arc concerned."

Not all producers, however, are as

enthusiastic ahout the rainbow-hued

future of television. Here, for example,

are the thoughtful comments <»f Her-

schell (• Leu is. top producer of Chi-

cago's Lewis \ Martin Film-. Inc.

Lewis, who produces film commercials

a- well a- BUch film -cries as Oklahoma

Chuck Wagon Boys and What's Your

Eye-Q? warned:

"Color has ^<me backward in the last

three months. For ahout a year, we

experimented with color, at the insis-

tence of clients who were afraid that

color tv would make their spots obso-

lete. Then, with the realization that

color tv for practical, commercial pur-

poses has largely faded out as an im-

mediate, imminent development — at

best two vears away—the demand for

color has slacked off to almost nothing.

Everyone is waiting for a new develop-

ment that will either tone up the color

film in existence or evolve a new color

film especially for tv use. Many of us

in the producing end are annoved with

the cloak-and-dagger approach taken

in color film. We'd like to know exact-

K where we stand."'

Q. What does shooting in color

add to the costs of syndicated produc-

tion?

\. It all depends. Some producers

have literally spent a fortune on color

for experimental purposes.

Ziv TV. for example, has shot sev-

eral episodes of Favorite Story in color

and black-and-white at the same time,

with the cameras side-by-side. Object:

to determine whether black-and-white

prints made from the color negatives

looked as well on t\ closed circuits as

black-and-white prints made from the

regular panchromatic stock. Naturally,

this isn't a cheap test

However, some color figures can be

evolved today. SPONSOR discussed the

question of color costs with a number

of different producer-. These were the

averages:

1. If a producer shoots a normally

budgeted (about 827.(11)0 per episode)

half-hour dramatic show in color, the

additional price on top of his budget

112 SPONSOR



just to get a finished color negative

(no prints) will be about 25%. From
this, a black-and-white negative can be

made, and regular prints made in the

usual way. The color negative can be

stored in the vault pending the day

when color prints will be needed. (Inci-

dentally, the color stock used in the

example above must be one of the

simpler color stocks, like the new East-

man Negative-Positive Type 5248, or

Kodachrome, or Ansco. Technicolor

—

a three-color process—would jack the

price to about 33% over normal bud-

get.)

2. If a producer wants to go whole

hog and make 35 mm. color prints of

his show as well—which can be tele-

vised very successfully in monochrome
(black-and-white) on the standard sys-

tems of tv projection today—his costs

will really jump. Don McClure, asso-

ciate producer of Owen Murphy Pro-

ductions, estimated for SPONSOR that

to shoot a tv film on color stock, and

then to make 35 mm. color prints

(since the reproduction quality of 16

mm. color prints today is often erratic)

will jump the costs by 50%.
At this point, it should be clear to

any adman that tv program film pro-

duction in color involves heavy invest-

ment—and perhaps a long wait for a

return.

Q. Why are color film stocks and
color prints so expensive?

A. Color film involves the most care-

ful laboratory control during manu-
facture. The materials which go to

make up the color dyes and color emul-

sions cost several times what they do
in black-and-white films.

To process color film, too, is expen-

sive. Even in great quantity, color

prints cost about three times as much
per foot as do black-and-white prints.

The actual figures—and this is an in-

dustry average—are about six cents

per foot for color, vs. two cents for

monochrome.

Producers find it nearly impossible

to beat those prices, either, since they

represent the standard prices of ma-
terial and union labor. They may drop

somewhat in the future when color tv

production really hits full output, and
possibly when RCA's new color tv tape

recorder represents a serious competi-

tive threat to the standard methods of

filming in color.

Q. What is being done to develop

new color film for tv?

A. The laboratories of even major
film manufacturer have latelv been

tackling this problem. Eastman, Ansco,
duPont, Technicolor and the foreign

film manufacturers have been involved.

So far, the research has developed
along two lines:

1
.
Faster, cheaper films: The biggesl

single step lately taken in the develop-

ment of a better color film stock was
the development by Eastman of its new
Eastman Color Negative-Positive, Tung-
sten Type 5248. This film stock, first

released about eight monhts ago, has
begun to find wide use in both the tv

and Hollywood movie industries, i 20th
Century-Fox's The Robe, for example,
was shot on this stock.) Developed

primal il) foi indooi work undei ni ir«

normal film lighting
| its speed is .il-

most that of a fine-grain black-and-

white), it can be used outdoors with

• "i reel filters. Excellenl black-and-

white prints can ultimatelj be made
from it, as well a- color prints. Prob-

lems oi makeup, costuming and l<.< ale

are simplified with its use.

2. Bettei rotor prints: This i^ a real

bottleneck. For years, the industry has

been able to turn out good 35 nun.

prints in color, since the film has bet-

ter definition because of il> larger size

and because the chemical nature of the

stock is more stable. Making good "re-

Channel 5
BISMARCK, NO. DAK
Add KFYR-TV to your list of "impact" stations
in key market areas. Telecasting from the heart of
the oil-rich Wiitiston Basin into the wealthy
Midwest farm belt, KFYR-TV combines the top-rated
programs from three networks with superior
local shows— your unconditional sales guarantee
of a large, loyal and profitable audience for
your sales story.

* NBC CBS

DUMONT

KFYRtv BISMARCK, NO. DAK.
Gficuutml 5

Represented Nationally by JOHN BLAIR
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You'll find thenP

P-
;

.

.Ljocal station newscasters, sporl

casters, disc jockeys, women coi •

mentators, etc., etc., — a great m
selling force at work today across t

nation. This force has grown up
gradually that you have perhaps n
realized the strength of its influen<

It is the power of the local personalil

The men and women in each comm
nity whose voice on the radio has w '

a loyal following and whose selli

suggestions cany the influence of

known and trusted friend.

Lao

::

ferry Marshall, master of ceremonies on WNEW's Make Believe Balhv
•ids of local station personalities u ho make Spot Radio succeju-



every town The Station Advisory Board
of the Crusade will consist of:

'his local influence, among other

igs, is what has made Spot Radio
powerful force it is today. This is

r Spot Radio is shooting up year

;r year.

jid because this selling force is so

e understood, the radio stations of

erica and their station represen-

ves a year ago organized The
\ isade for Spot Radio to tell the

j >t Story to advertisers and their

i ncies. The Crusade carries its mes-
19 directly to the top executives —
l he people who decide what media

1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953

: 000,000

: 000,000

000,000

,000,000

,000,000

,000,000

194

194

195

195

195

B
$

9

104,800,000

108,300,000

D 118,800,000

1 119,600,000

2 124,400.000

195 3 135.00C1,000, e: t.

Spot Radio time sales have grown in volume

consistently for 18 years.

will be used. It supplies the factual

data on which the agency can prepare
a nation-wide spot program. The Cru-
sade isn't selling any one station or

group of stations — it is an industry-

wide service. It is designed to stretch

the advertiser's dollar by helping him
make the most effective use of this

powerful selling force.

In its first year, supported by 318
of the more forward-looking radio

stations, The Crusade has been most
successful in winning many new con-

verts to the national spot medium —
more advertisers; more markets;
more saturation campaigns on more
stations.

With more stations backing its pro-

gram, The Crusade can do an even
more effective job. For the advertiser

and his agency, The Crusade can help
in the effective use of this great, new
selling force. For the station, The
Crusade can serve in the broadest
possible sense in industry-wide pro-

motion of this medium. Remember,
The Crusade is the only organization

selling national spot radio on an in-

dustry-wide basis.

Based on the outstanding success

of The Crusade in its first year of

operation, the newly appointed Sta-

tion Advisory Board, comprised of

the prominent men pictured, has al-

ready met in New York to plan and
launch a vigorous expansion program
for 1954.

^ ^ru£ade
FOB SPOT RADIO

Sponsored by

The Station Representatives Association, Inc.

101 PARK AVENUE • NEW YORK CITY 17, N. Y.

Robert B. Jones, Jr.,

WFBR
Baltimore

Leslie L. Kennon, KWTO
Springfield, Mo.

Richard H. Mason, WPTF
Raleigh

Philip Merryman, WICC
Bridgeport

William B. McGrath,
WHDH
Boston

Charles F. Phillips,

WFBL
Syracuse

Odin S. Ramsland, KOAL
Duluth

Ben Strouse, WWDC
Washington, D. C.
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Your Best

Buy to Sell

The Rich

Pittsburgh

Market

Every day more and
more advertisers are

learning it's >;ood
business t o sell
America's eighth
largest trading area

through W K.J1-TV—
Pittsburgh's pioneer
I II 1 teles ision sta-

tion, lb. it's because

WKJi-TV offers its

ever-growing audi-

ence outstanding net-

work shows plus
strong local pro-
gramming.

In case you're look-

ing for a way to get

more than your share

of the 2 '
| billion dol-

lar Pittsburgh market,

you'll find it pass to

use W KJI TV. Want
proof.' Contact our

national representa-

tives, Weed Televi-

sion, or w r i t e us

todaj

.

WKJF-TV
(fyatuteC 53
PITTSBURGH

\\ .

Nat. Rep. WEED TELEVISION

OUTSTANDING
NBC PROGRAMS

• In- tion prints" ' 35 mm. down to 16

nun. i i- another matter. Eastman, as

yet, baa nol pei fet ted a L6 mm. color

I
nint BtOt k which i- a- good a- it- I s pe

5248 negative mentioned above, al-

though a spokesman in tin- I asl Coast

Division ol Eastman kodak told spon-

Milt that a good L6 nun. i oloi print

stock "will !»< available in tin- near

luiiii-

Uthough this ma) sound like -•

much tei hnical folderol to admen, the

quest l"t good H> nun. coloi is ex-

tremel) importanl to tin- future of color

video films. Onl) the network origi-

nation < entei - and a handful ol t\ sta-

tions in major cities like New York,

( In. ago, I Detroit, Los Angeles and

Philadelphia ' perhaps a dozen in all i

have 35 nun. projection equipment for

black-and-white. Most stations have 1''

nun. equipment.

No individual station, a- set. has

projection equipment for color in an)

size.

Officials ol RCA and IVIc limine

—

two equipment firms currentl) supply-

ing nearl) all of tin- color conversion

equipment for t\ stations told spon-

sor that the emphasis initial!) in man-

ufacturing < "lor film projection gear

would be in H> mm., apart from special

orders lor network origination equip-

ment.

In other words, the film industr)

must have a good H> mm. color print

-toik that will look consistent!) good
on color i\. and which can stand the

wear and tear of normal ts film use. in

ordei to become a major factor in the

development of color s ideo soon.

Q. \\ hat will the pricing formula
he for syndicated color t\ film shows?

\. sponsor put this question to sev-

eral leading film distributors, found:

1. Nobod) in the film business has

yet worked out a rate caul, either for

advertisers ami agencies or 1 .
. i sta-

tions, based on color film -hew-.

'2. \\ hen a tale card comes, ii ma)
look something like this:

/ oi //en $hou •>.'
'I he same |>i i< ling

Formulas will appl) a- the) have in

black-and-white. That i-. a considera-

tion will he made based on (a) the

show - total "-t-. plus i "-I- ul selling,

' h i the number of color sets in a mar-

ket, (< ' the time charges of the station.

Don't forget that color shows will be

seen in black-and-white under the < om-
patible bj stem now in force, -<> an ad-

vertist i - audien e i- not limited to

those who have i oloi sets. \ prodw er,

therefore, will price hi- show at least

at the level of a black-and-white film

in a market, and try to pro-rate his

color costs as best he can.

For rerun shows: This problem has

set to he encountered, hut it soon will

be. Ziv I \ . for instance, is shooting

/ LetI Three Lives, Boston Blackie,

ClSCO r\it/ and Favorite Story in color.

\ll of the episodes of United Artists

Television's (tut boy G-Men (plus the

26 now in production i an- originally

on color stocks, i United Artists has

recentls -one out of business. This

and other I \ properties are up for

sale, i Guild Films, earlier this month,

-witched production of its Liberace

shoss to color, and plans to make Life

with Elizabeth and Joe Palooka in

color. \- mentioned earlier, the Frank-

lin Productions series are all in color.

Dynamic Film-' Speed Classics, Winik
Films' Famous Fights, Ml' I \ -s ndi-

cated Janet Dean and Paris Precinct—
among many others (see list page 67)

—are in color.

\\ hat happens if these shows eventu-

ally rerun in color in some markets?
Is this a rerun, to he priced according-

ly? Or, will it he considered a first

run? So far. nobody know-. Best bet:

Like the shoss which is first run on
both hlack-and-white and color sets in

a market, rerun color shows will prob-

abl) he priced on the basis of a normal
rerun scale for the black-and-white por-

tion of the market, plus an added cost

to oner color prints land to help the

producer recapture his original color

investment) based on the number of

color receivers in the area.

Q. What effect is the color Video
rape Recorder likely to have on the

ts film industry?

\. I llimatels. perhaps, a great effect.

As SPON-oK went to press, there was

a great deal of speculation in the film

industr) surrounding RCA's recently-

released \ TR. But. so far. nothing has

changed, and nobody has anv definite

plans concerning it.

One producer, who declined to be

named, visualized a great deal of fu-

ture color ts production on tape. As
he sass it. production studios would be

equipped \sith "some version of a tv

camera chain" which fed into the VTR.
Then, production would take place

—

with the costs of film stocks dra-tically

reduced — in a manner familiar to

mos ie men.

"'Don't think." he said, "that we're

going to let the creation of syndicated

color packages slip out of our hands

because of the VTR." * * *
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In Washington, D. C, WTOP Radio's

Eddie Gallaher is a man of monu-

mental influence, with a record of

astronomical popularity. Morning,

afternoon and night, he occupies top

)
position: his programs command a

30.1% greater average audience than

any other local programs during the

same periods.* In fact, Gallaher is the

most listened-to local radio personal ity

in the area . . . and has been for years.

On the Washington scene—

His influence is

monumental

He's right up there when it comes to

results, too. In a recent premium offer

pushed by eight local radio and tele-

vision personalities, Gallaher out-

pulled his nearest competitor by five

to one ... all competitors combined by

two to one!

Your place on any of Eddie Gallaher's

programs — Sundial, Moondial or

Moondial Matinee — will put your

product head and shoulders above the

rest. For details call CBS Radio Spot

Sales or WTOP, Washington's only

50,000-watt radio station.

"I'ulse, Sc/iti win r-< •

WTOP RADIO
The Washington Post-CBS Radio Station



SCRANTON, PA.
ABC TELEVISION NETWORK

Antenna: 1244 Ft. Above Averoge Terrain

333 Madison Ave., Scranton, Pa.

Hotel Sterling, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Represented Nationally by
GEORGE P. HOU/NGBFRY CO.

Footi .Cone&Belding
American Chicle Co
( I 1 I H IDVF.MTISINC I M

Earl M. Richards. Foot*.

Cone & Belding

".
. . our sincere thanks for

the wonderful cooperation

. . . R. L. Harris Advertising

Manager. American Chicle

Company.

"Once again I want to en-

press our appreciation for

the excellent manner in

which you have followed
through . .

." Wright Nodine,

Geyer Advertising, Inc.

"Effective Promotion in-

cludes:

• 24 Sheet Posters • Te«as

Size Post Cards • Newspa-

per Publicit> and Ads • P.

O. P. Displays • Courtesy

Announcements • Sales

Meetings • Promotion Reports

jfectiie promotion

KROD-TV
CHANNEL 4 • EL PASO. TIXAS

RODERICK BROADCASTING CORP.
Dorranc* D. Roderick Val Lovo-r*nc» Dick Walli

Chrm. ol Board Pr»». 4 G»n. Mgr. Sale. Mgr.

THE BRAHHAM CO NAT I REPRESENTATIVE

RATINGS
I

< ontinued it<"i< page 35 >

bra dure, "Are 'i ou Looking oi Listen-

ing?" Following that, a Bel of n-li.i-

liilii\ charts \\ .1 ~ produced, showing

thai the ridiculousl) low Bamples i j —
t

-
.

1

bj \ irtuall] everj resean hei produced

ratings without significant differences

in most i ases.

The charts appearing with this arti-

cli .praphit all\ illustrate some of the

variations between the measurements

prodw ed bj different Ben i< es. Thej

appl) equall) to l'<'tli radio ami televi-

sion, a- the problem is not < onfined

in i iili.i medium. In the radio indus-

try the b1 ting is just about over:

I be majoritj of Btations Btibst tibe to

tli*- Pulse radii, reports. I rendex, Inc.,

produces telephone coincidental radio

ratings in Borne of the larger markets

tlii- i- primai ilj part of their agemrj

service), and Hooper does the same.

in television, however, there are

more national rat inu services than in

• •If the qualitj of agency service i- to

In- improved a> maefa a- we think it

should hi- to meet today's competitive
conditions, advertising media will have
.ii important part to plaj in recognis-
ing onlj qnalified agencies. A qualified
advertising agency i» independently
owned, -mindly operated, adequately
staffed and financial!) solid."

FREDERIC R. GAMBLE
PresidentMM

radio. We have access to \I!I'.. Hoop-

er, Telepulse, \ ideodex and Conlon.

i on uill note that at h'ast four of these

services are compared in one of the

accompany ing charts.

Despite these problems with ratings,

during the past two years, I've heen

impressed with the fact that I'm deal-

ing with happy people. The t\ spot

salesman is a happy guj today with

I reason: Business is good. Every-

one wants to get into the t\ act. Every-

one knows about the tremendous sue-

- of main tv advertisers.

But what of the radio salesman?
\\ hj is he -u« h a happj gu) ?

Speaking only for our own organi-

zation (though I believe the same ap-

plies in ever] other radio rep firm, as

well), it's because business is good.

\- a matter of fact, the billings for

our ladio i ompanj rea bed an all-

time high durin- the pasl year. \ud

this happened in Bpite of all tin- proph-

ets "f gloom who were expounding
their own dire predictions thai radio

was dead back in 1948 and 1949.

What does all this have to do with

latings?

Simpl) this. Both radio and televi-

sion produce tremendous results for

the advertiser.

Radio, in Bpite of ratings that have

declined over a period of \ears from

previous standards, continues to do a

magnificent job for the advertiser who

u-e- it at all properly. Any spot radio

-all-man can give \ou innumerable

success -lories for radio. Many radio

— Stories appear in SPONSOB reg-

ularl)

.

We do not believe that am rating

service yet devised ran show the user

or prospective u-er of the medium it-

full sales effectiveness. Even the "ideal

rating system" mentioned in the De-

cember 28 SPONSOB is. in my humble
opinion, far from ideal in this respect.

No rating s\-tem can approach an

ideal unless it contains some element

exposing the medium's sales effective-

ness. \nd this is the main reason why

advertisers should use ratings as onlv

one of many, many yardsticks in mak-

ing wise program bins. * • •

BAB SERVICES
i Continued from page 29 I

specifically, is what this service con-

-i-i- of:

I!AB supplies almost any kind of in-

formation about radio and selling

goods on radio. This service can be

generally divided into two categories:

ready-made and tailor-made informa-

tion. The categories sometimes cross.

Information gathered for a specific

advertiser's use is usually made public,

though not until the client has had a

decent chance to capitalize on it.

During the fiscal year ending last

March B \l! made 860 major presenta-

tion- to advertisers and agencies. In

addition, it filled 1,650 requests for in-

formation from advertisers and agen-

( ies. [his does not take into account

information sought bv BAB members.

much of which is passed along to sta-

tion and network clients.

The read\-made information for ad-

vertisers consists of a long list of re-

sean h studies, success stories, presen-

tation-, digests, a newsletter, reprints,

product information sheets and so

forth. The 1953 index to BAB ma-

terial li-t- almost 6,000 reports on

ever] aspect of radio's audience and

radio'- abilitv to sell.
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STORM COM1NC" BY CLYDE BROUN

efe. yjUL^B^OLrLTrijirL

|ffL RAmJlajjilLikA.

lODAY, at the beginning of another year,

thousands of farm families are ready to

turn to the advertiser . . . for the products

their well-earned money will buy.

How can the advertiser most effectively

send his sales message directly to the work-

ing families in the Midwest? Naturally,

through the media that has helped build this

market by serving its people. That media is

. . . WLS! It has given these working fami-

lies the kind of entertainment, news, mar-

kets and other services that have won their

complete confidence and loyalty.

Yes, it's time for the advertiser to reap

the harvest that awaits him when he con-

centrates his sales message in the Midwest

. . . through the powerful selling of WLS!

7
£%£^£%wa>ee^SfcZ%ri

CHICAGO 71

"890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, AMERICAN AFFILIATE REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR AND COMPANY.
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Some examples

:

• ( Cumulative audiem e studii
l!\l! has gathered r^t < I i > > circulation

figures f«>r man) kind- ol programs
.mil situations. [Tie) show what size

audience you can ge! with di-k j .< k»-

\

shows, soap operas and news aats

a pei iod "f weeks. I he) show the

total audience foi .1 national spot cam-

paign > onsisting ol five annoum ements

.1 week "i _' I announcements per week

in i\ markets only. ["he) show radio's

total cumulative audience ' 11.2 mil-

linn home- during an average week)

or the < umulath e audien< e 01 the

dominant station in a market
• Prodw t information sheets :

These are one-page summaries of the

salient facts .il">ut products Buch as

dentifrices, »
- J * -« 1 1 i « blankets. While

the) are made up to ji\«- Btation sales-

men .1 five-minute !>iu-li-ii|> 1 ourse,

in u business departments oi agencies

have also found them useful.

• Radio's bonus audience: Working

hard in ii. rease the advertisers aware-

ness "I the changing nature of radio

listening, BAB has gathered and put

together in easily-understandable form

the broad facts about auto (27 million

radio-equipped tarsi and extra set

'two-thirds of all radio homes are

multi-set homes) listening. I he re-

search has been done 1>\ Pulse.

The tailor-made information runs

the gamut from a two-minute library

job to THE TREATMENT. \ recent

example <>f the latter 1 in this case the

client asked BAB in 1 is described by

Sweene) :

"While we ua\e tin- gu) the works,

this treatment isn't going to be ex-

ceptional in the future. We expect to

do more of this. Of course, were not

going to spend a lot of time and money
unless there's some radio business in

the offing.

*'In this case we prepared an origi-

nal transcribed presentation, complete

with professional actors, which took

60 man-hours to create and put to-

gether. It was a half hour long. We
spent $600 to buy research from

March. We analyzed the client- t\

advertising. We spent time checking

his dealer organization. We surveyed

radio stations to find out the attitudes

of his dealers to radio."

Some of the most important tailor-

made information gathered by BAB
has developed out of its media effec-

tiveness tests. They involve compari-

sons of radio, tv and newspapers. More
than 00 markets have been tested, all

of them b) ARBI. By the end of March
BAB will have plunked down $30,000

for them.

BAB has learned a lot about media

evaluation from these tests. It knows
enough, for one thing, to realize that

comparing media effectiveness is no

simple proposition. There are lots of

complications aad results are not al-

ways conclusive. But BAB feels that

sales effectiveness is the best measure-

ment of what an advertising medium
can do and it is determined to get more

saw) on this central question.

Most of the media effectiveness tests

have been doue locally for large retail-

er-. They include the Kroger super-

market chain and Block and Kuhl. a

chain of 10 department and junior

department -tores in Iowa and Illinois.

Ml the local studies compared news-

papers and radio. In addition. BAB
financed four separate tests for two

national advertisers of packaged prod-

i" I-. In these tests t\ was -tudied as

well as radio and newspapers. Total

cost for the four tests: $12,000.

Much of the media effectiveness in-
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formation has already been published

and eventually all of it will be. Besides

the studies which BAB has financed,

it has published a media effectiveness

study run for Sears, Roebuck, which

the retail chain paid for itself.

So far BAB has not come across

any advertiser who insisted that the

media effectiveness material never be

made public. The client, however,

usually specifies the length of time

the study be kept secret so that no

competitors will benefit from the con-

clusions before it does.

As an example of how BAB sets up

more opportunities for radio business

while serving the advertiser and agen-

cy, take the case of the airlines. Until

BAB looked into the situation at the

request of an airline agency, there

wasn't any material around listing

reasons why airlines should use radio.

BAB found that ( 1 I because airlines

depend primarily on passenger revenue

they are bigger advertisers than rail-

roads, (2) airlines and their agencies

need some knowhow in the field of

airline radio advertising and (3) little

is known about the listening habits of

businessmen, the airlines' best custom-

ers, since they make up 75% of stand-

ard fare passengers.

BAB has already filled in two of

these gaps and sometime next month
will send out to its members a study

of businessmen's listening habits.

The survey was made at nine major
airports across the country and is

based on interviews of passengers get-

ting on and off airliners.

All these services comprise a steady

operation at BAB. They are not in-

termittent. At the end of 1953 BAB
had in its shop 51 assignments from
advertisers for various kinds of data

and advice.

Examples : An advertiser who spends

$600,000 a year in radio co-op ( and
$6 million in national non-broadcast-

ing media) wants BAB to take a look-

see at its co-op copy and recommend a

way it can check on whether its dealers

actually run the radio advertising they

say they do.

Another advertiser, a radio in-and-

outer, wants to know how to run a

contest properly on the air. It tried

once, didn't have much success, is now
convinced there's a right and wrong
way to do it.

After servicing the advertiser for

three years, BAB has some pretty defi-

nite ideas about him. BAB, you might

say, has psychoanalyzed the attitudes

of advertisers toward radio.

Says Sweeney: "There air two kinds

of advertisers we meet fairly often.

There's Advertiser A who thinks radio

is dead or else says, 'Yeah, radio's

great for some people but not me. I

couldn't get any use out of it in a mil-

lion years.' Advertiser A I if he'll

listen) gets a complete treatment, start-

ing with spoon feeding and going up

through kindergarten and then the

advanced course.

"Advertiser B is the guy who feels

he can make sales from radio adver-

tising but doesn't know where to start.

Sometimes In- 8 < ompletel) new to ra-

dio. Sometimes he's used radio I"

but it didn't work OUl Well and he

think- he did something wrong. We're

prepared t" be more specific with bim
than with Advertise] \. We either

pi) him with information already made
up which In- can use or, il the billings

potential is big enough, we'll finaiu e

a specific resean li anil analysis job.

"One tiling often strikes me. '1 line-

are so man) guys in advertising who
know absoluti'U nothing about radio."

Because BAH has learnt a lot about

advertisers' reactions to radio and

CRACK
THE EASTERN

KANSAS MARKET J

More listeners, more hours than any other station in

Topeka .... and a go-getting merchandising plan that's

won national honors. Add 'em up and it spells sales for

you in Eastern Kansas. (We're talking about our better

half, incidentally)

TOPEKA, KANSAS

5000 Watts—ABC Weed & Co.
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\- hat ilic\ want to know ii - developed

all kind- of presentation approaches.

Most of the prepared presentations

are in the form of slides. B\B now

has a fellow \s 1 1.
. does nothing else

but work "ii tin- t\ pe of \ isual pit

tation. I here - even a presentation

for the big -li"t ex« utive who doesn't

have time i" learn about the in- ami

outs <>f media.

( tvei ami above tin spe ific educa-

tional lai k- I! \l! takes I" m in ..\ ei

individual types "f advertisers to radio

.in tin- broad outlines of B\B- cam-

paign to -piead tin- ^o-pel of radio and

attract those groups who are, bj tra-

dition, no) radio users.

The objectives foi f i
—

< ;i 1 1953-54

are: I . [*o sell more nighttime radio.

I ii develop more ei iden< e of the

tei sales effectiveness of radio. A.

To influence the national advertisers'

distribution organizations, through a

concerted campaign involving local

Btation solicitation. I. To convince the

ki\ retailers of the country that radio

desei ves a mm Ii Lai gei Bhare of then

budget. 5. To make more presenta-

dffltk
has grown even faster

than one of America's

fastest growing

markets.

continues to be the

WAY OUT IN FRONT
favorite of successful

radio advertisers

IN LONG ISLAND'S BIG BOOMING

NASSAU COUNTY

RETAIL SALES $838,171,000

(Sales Management)

Greater than 12 states

WHLI "THE VOICE OF LONG ISLAND" has a larger day-

time audience in the big booming major Long Island Market
than any network or combination of independents . . . (Conlan)

WHLI
HEMPSTEAD
LONG ISLAND. N. Y

Paul Godofsky. Pres.

Represented by Rambeau

AM 1100

F M 98 3

tions to national advertisers by sub-

slantialK increasing the size of BAB's
-ales force. 6. To increase the sta-

tion membership in B\B to more than

1.000 station- 1>\ spring 10.i4.

Woven through these objectives are

the minor and major -trands of BAB's

Btrategy. If there is one big st«.r\

BAB i- telling, it's the story about

radio listening outside the living room.

the clock radio stor\. the bedroom and

kitchen Listening story, the l>i;j radio

production Btorj i 13 million radio sets

in 1953, more than in 1952 I. In other

words, extra sets.

BAB is also selling the virtues of

seasonal advertising on radio. It

want- to be Bpecific in it- promotional

selling and that means that some ad-

\t-iti-i -r- just can't he approached with

the usual stor\ about the tangible bene-

fit- of using radio .~>2 weeks a year.

I! \li also reali/c- that in the past some

52-week radio advertisers spent more

mone) on other media with Beasonal

peak advertising than the) did in ra-

dio. And \er\ often radio, satisfied

with a 52-week client, didn't go after

the seasonal monc\

.

As to the above stated objectives,

Sweenej feels that the BAB has be-

gun to dent the large retailer—radios

big holdout.

"Of the 10 largest department stores

in the country, jn\e or take one or

two," he said, "four are now working

with BAB on specific radio proposals.

Now, that may not sound like a spe-

< ifi< advance, hut it is. It'- big. It's

like Noahs Ark or the Chicago Fire.

\nd that's not all. The AMC stores

a-ked us to appear liefore the annual

promotion managers meeting January
1"). Thej asked us. We've been trying

for two years to .net just one WI('

store to listen to us.

The J. C. Penne) organization.

which concluded a radio test in more
than 100 markets la*t month after

being outside radio's pale for almost a

decade, was brought into the test

through BAB.
BAB- drive to influence the national

advertisers' distribution organizations

has been helped by the local sales com-

mittees made up of BAB member- in

various markets. There are commit-

tee- in 21 major markets at present

and Sweene) hopes to extend this to

(•5 market-.

The committees were not set up

specificall) to influence national ad-

vertisers' distribution organizations.

I he\ will function as general local
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radio sales committees. BAB headquar- I

ters expects them to be especially use-

ful in keeping up pressure on adver-

tisers who have been given presenta-

tions by BAB itself.

The kindling of local dealer en-

thusiasm for radio is considered vital

by BAB, which has come up against

advertisers who are keen for radio

themselves but hold back because the

dealers either show a lack of interest

or direct hostility. Of course, it works

both ways. If BAB can sell the dealer,

the national advertiser will be im-

pressed. If BAB can sell the national

advertiser, the local co-op radio bud-

get will be affected.

While national and local promotion

needs often run parallel and are some-

times indistinguishable from one

another, BAB retains the distinction.

In its outgo budget, for example, direct

expenses for local and national promo-

tion each account for about one quar-

ter of the total. (Another 10% is for

selling activity. More than 30% is for

overhead and administration. The rest

goes for membership activity, adver-

tising and to the bank.)

While little has been said about the

services BAB provides its members,
they are legion. In the year ending

last March, 622 sales tools were sent

to each member, 3.228 requests filled

for individual stations, BAB personnel

toted up 92,000 miles of travel to speak

at clinics and sales meetings. Judging
by BAB's growth, all this suits the

members fine. * * *

WHEATENA ON RADIO
{Continued from page 31)

the extra energy of Wheatena lasts

the whole morning, too. Remem-
ber, if you want your family to

eat a good, hot breakfast, make
breakfast good! Serve 'em
Wheatena. Wheatena tastes good."
Other Wheatena commercials tell

about the ways you can eat the cereal

—with honey or berries or raisins.

Most of the commercials are designed
to whet the appetite and accomplish in

words what a recipe spread in a wo-
man's service magazine does with

photographs.

The Wheatena verbal pictures are

painted on between 100 and 110 radio

stations. The company is buying two
regional networks—45 Don Lee net-

work stations, on the West Coast, and
29 Yankee network stations, in New

HON**"""

WBE/v
Mike Mearian
TOPICAL SATIRE 4 MUSIC

Break!***
Audience

x *e Sheraton

you*, ^biane
RELAXING SLUMBER TUNES

'Clint BuefiU

*'<&<

R«lf>b Hubbell
10c^ Po Rtcast dean

Vw K t l\ '
,as Persona '' nes—plus. They add personal punch to

your sales message. Buffalo-area audiences believe WBEN personalities.

Call or Write any CHRISTAL Office in New York,

Chicago, San Francisco, Boston or Detroit.

EVENING NEWS STATION

\e£
TEXAS' LARGEST SPANISH-

LANGUAGE MARKET!

PASSPORT
( time on KCOR. San

Antonio, lex*,
q{ 69i,493 9V

vr(VBi Texas'
. aps County

market on KCO K,

th£
f This Passport is S^/fJ^ge station.

Pe°P /'ost powerful
Spamsh-langu g

first and most p
JJ0t^

KCOR* 1NC -

Write for New Belden Survey

of San Antonio Market
>,ot,s

or contact

Raoul A. Cortez, President

San Anotonio, Texas

Richard O'Connell
Nat'!. Adv. Dir.

40 E. 49th St. Plaza 5-9140

New York, N. Y.

Harlan J. Oakes & Associates

Los Angeles, San Francisco & Chicago
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I ngland as well as single stations in

in.uiv df the nation's largest < ities.

Right now it- schedule includes the

following majoi markets: New ^ < »i k

(Wl BS, \\ NBC); Chicago (WBBM,
WLS); Philadelphia (WCAl . \\ I II..

WIP) : Los tngelee (KHJ, KNX)

;

Detroil «\\\\J. WXYZ) ; Baltimore

<W BAL, \\( \n,
: ( leveland (WG Mi.

W UK. \\ I Wl i
: Washington, D. '

,

V\ \l \l . \\ R( : Boston (WEEI,
\\ 111)11. \\ \ \( . WVDA); San Fran-

i i K( BS, Kl IK k\i:<
i

: Buffalo

(WEBR, WGR) : ( olumbus (WBNS
Providence (WEAN, \\ I \l«. WPRO)

j

Syracuse (WSYR) j Ubanj (WPTR)

;

S. ranton (WGB1 I ; Tro) (WTR'i I,

and Hartford (WDR(
The r> <

' u 1 1 1 currentl) does not figure

in Wheatena's spot ra<li<i plans because

sale of 1 1
• • t i ereals lags there.

Wheatena's agenc) is Brisacher,

Wheelei & Staff.

\\ beatena usu ill\ buys "grasscutter''

schedules. "Grasscutter" means a

program >>i Bpol schedule on one sta-

tion three days a week Monday,

Wednesday and Friday and another

- bedule, often on anothei station—on

[uesda) and Thursday. In "lirass-

for quick, easy reference

to your copies of

SPONSOR
get the durable new

Sponsor binder

look* likr a million

costs only

$4_

SPONSOR
40 E. 49th St.

New York 17

G 54 one binder

] S7 two binders

Please send mc Binder holding li issues ami bill me later.

Same

Firm

Address

( ity '/.one State

cutting" an advertiser reaches more
homes 1>\ rotating his audiences. I

There are exceptions, but most fre-

quentl) \\ beatena buys 26- to 39-week

schedules which usuall) begin in late

\nj.'ii-t or September. The company
i- especiall) partial to five-minute

new-, asts.

Women.- programs are used by
\\ beatena in San Francisco and Chi-

cago. One veteran industry observer

told SPONSOR the cereal company was
probabl] aiming for wider distribu-

tion in those cities. He pointed out

that many advertisers use women's
Bhows B£ part of their initial effort

because they have a loyal following.

On the West Coast Wheatena uses a

"grasscutter" schedule on the Don Lee
stations in this wa\ : On Monday, Wed-
nesday and Friday of one week.

\\ beatena suonsors Bob Green I news-

caster I at 8:15-8:20 a.m. The follow-

ing week it sponsors the same program,
l.ut on Tuesday and Thursday. The
Don Lee schedule started in September
and will run through April. This is

the usual \\ beatena schedule—again,

with exceptions. In New York, for

example. Wheatena was on WCBS" Bill

Leonard program I This Is New York i

>'):(H) a.m. i as early as August.

One radio industrvite told SPONSOR
it was his understanding that ''if

\\ beatena gets a five-minute news show
in the morning, they get 25 r

r more in

sales in the particular market than

with other time periods and program
types. I suppose the over-all idea of

their campaign is that mamma and
poppa are looking at the kiddies while

the announcer is talking about how
healthy Wheatena is."

The sales rank of hot cereal firm- is

generally hard to determine. But. in-

formally, sources in the food industry

li-t cereal manufacturers in this or-

der: Quaker Oats Co. (Quick Quaker
Oats. Quaker Oats. Mother's Oats.

Quick Mother's Oats i : Cream of

W heat Corp. I Cream of Wheat ' :

Ralston Purina i Instant Ralston Cereal.

Hot Ralston \\ heat i : Best Foods I H-0
Oats, H-0 Cream Farina i : Wheatena
Corp. (Wheatena); Campbell Cereal

Co.
I Malt-O-Meal) ; and Maltex Co.

(Maltez, Mayp] Oats'. Interestingly

Maypl Oats is also using morning ra-

dio and most other- use air. too.

\\ beatena is a Eamily-owned corn-

pan) with it- plant in Rahway. N. J..

almost under the shadow of New York
-k\ -< rapers.
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Wheatena used spot television in a

small campaign hack during the 1951-

'52 season hut hasn't bought tv since.

Reason? The company's budget is

small and it probably feels that circu-

lation is more important to it than

visual impact.

Back in Wheatena's network radio

days, the firm tried a great variety

of programs.

In 1931 and '32 Wheatena sponsored

Raising Junior, a thrice-weekly show

on NBC. The next year, also on NBC,
the firm had another thrice-weekly

program. Wheatenaville.

During 1933 and '34 the company
sponsored a daily program, Billy

Bachelor, and the 15-minute Ye Happy
Minstrel.

The next year Wheatena stayed with

Billy Bachelor, dropped Ye Happy
Minstrel.

From September to March in 1935-

'36, the firm sponsored Popeye the

Sailor three nights a week on NBC.
The next year Popeye moved to CBS,

where Wheatena continued sponsor-

ship (from August through February)

on Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

During the 1937-'38 season, Whea-
tena was on Mutual three times week-

ly, from 5:45 to 6:00 p.m. It spon-

sored Mutual 's Children's Corner from

September to March of 1938-'39 (5:45-

6:00 p.m.).

The 1939-40 season saw a change

in Wheatena's strategy. Switching

from children's programs, the company
sponsored Hilda Hope, M. D., a half-

hour Saturday morning program on

NBC. Schedule ran from October

through March and the program was
the beginning of Wheatena's shift from
seeking juvenile audiences to mostly-

adult audiences.

Since World War II, Wheatena has

used general magazines and newspaper

supplements from time to time.

In 1946 it spent $4,200 in general

magazines; the following year, $17,-

300, according to PIB.

During 1948 and '49, Wheatena used

both newspaper supplements and gen-

eral magazines; $6,400 for newspaper
supplements in '48, $66,670 in '49;

$4,700 for general magazines in '48.

$10,996 in '49.

Newspaper supplements were used

in 1950, getting a $25,535 appropria-

tion. Newspapers do not figure heavily

in Wheatena's recent activitv, under-

scoring the importance to it of spot

radio. • • •

PROGRAM MAIL
(Continued from page 33)

A mail offer on WPIX, New York,
caught attention, too, and the card
went out 1 October. The offer, a book-
let on how to change a fuse, was made
on an evening news show sponsored by
Consolidated Edison. Our booklet ar-

rived in a week accompanied by a

printed form note.

Obviously it's not possible to come
to any sweeping conclusions about the

handling of viewer mail from the 30-

odd cards in this informal test mailing.

It could be, for example, ili.it Bome of

the mail handlers pa) less attention to

postcards than the) do to letters. Ii

may be, also that in the summei months
mail is not handled as carefull) a- dm
ing the other three Beasons. I lour of

the postcards unit oul in mid-July, -i\

during the first week ul September.)

The fact that few major clients

seemed to make it a policy to repl) to

fan mail does, however, suggest a few

questions.

• Are the clients who ignore fan

mail aware as a matter of polic) that

D0NT BE FOOLED

ABOUT ROCHESTER
IN ROCHESTER Pulse surveys and rates the 427 week-

ly quarter-hour periods that WHEC is on the air. Here's

the latest score:

STATION STATION STATION STATION STATION STATION

WHEC B C D E F

FIRSTS 274 ...112 6 n

TIES 34 ... 34 2 n
Station on

'til sunset only

WHEC carries ALL of the "top ten" daytime shows!

LATEST PULSE REPORT BEFORE CLOSING TIME

BUY WHERE THEY'RE LISTENING:-

WHEC
Ktpr*ttntativt%: EVERETT- McKINNEY, Inc. Ntw York, Cfccogo, IEE F. OCONNELL CO., lot Ange/es, Son Fronc.ic

NEW YORK

5,000 WATTS
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...BIG CHANGE
AT WVET

,
l < I, tin xl.lt Kill Willi llli il e lill ,ll

at i ounts than an) oth< i I 1 1 Rl I

R.o( Ik -i< i stations pin togi tha
has join* il Ym< i i< as livt -i in i

work I K( miIi ini|iiii\ i (I
|

> i • •

gramming evei ini reasing

audience . . . bettei than < v< i

Ihi\s loi advi nisi h in the 1 i<

h

Rot hi --ii i \\ i -n i ii New York
in. it k< tl

. . 5000 WATTS • 1280 KC

Change^

~ UTXbc
IN ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Represented Nationally by

THE BOILING COMPANY

W t»

""Mill

| Reasras Why
^^ The foremost national and local ad

^0 vertisers use WEVO year after

WgM year to reach the vast

2 Jewish M.iikel
^^ of >lc( i <i|miI i ( i ii Nch ^iiil,

I. Top adult programming

^

I

2. Strong audience impact

^g^m 3. Inherent listener loyalty

H^S0 4- Potential buying power

Send for a copy at

"WHO'S WHO ON WEVO
'

HENRY GREENFIELD

117*119 1 <•< I'uli Bi

M>na|ln| IHrrrlor

tin- i- being done? <>i baa the ques-

tion "I what i" 'I" ivith mail been cub-

byholed in the press "f other activities

ami let go b) default?

• Do those clients who fail t<> an-

swei viewei mail also fail to keep a

box w ore on rea< lions tn then pro-

gram as Bhown in mail? (Such a box

score has value as a guide in keeping

the show sensitive t'> public taste, i

• \n those < lients \% 1 1 <
< have made

a . I. in-, hi .Ii- ision mil in answer new-

er mail i'ia< tii ing false econom) ?

( ouldn'l ii I"- argued thai anj \ iewer

who writes in i<> -a\ In-"- seen 1 1><- show

i- more than usuall) i ipe to I"- favora-

liK influent ed toward the product b)

a note in replj ?

sponsor has no pat answers t<> these

questions but they're ones well worth

stud) b) agent \ and advertising fii m
executives.

For \iiur guidance, then, in taking

lip tin- question of audience mail, here's

some added background on the ma-

chiner) of handling mail.

At the networks: Mail that comes

into New York Cit) stations of the net-

works is sorted on the premises l/\ net-

work employees; mail that comes t"

outside New York affiliates is usuall)

trans-shipped to N<\s York or to Hol-

lywood. Mail i- then routed to agen-

ies "i in some cases directl) to the

client "i- I" a mailing service hired to

handle the client - mail. It's up to the

client, the agenc) and the pa< kager be-

tween (lifin as to \\ li< > gets the mail.

/.'
: Handling of mail \ ai ies

between agencies and within an) given

agi n \ it h ill \ar\ with the account.

Most agero ies i ha. ge clients a fee if

ih<-\ answei mail or send <>ut pictures

i.l the - ast. It's up to the client wheth-

<! be want- this public relations serv-

ice oi not.

In addition to filling requests for

pictures <>r information about ili<- show,

the agenc) will often make up a box
-i ore "ii mail n-a limi. Letters and

cards deemed important will be passed

tip the line in account executives and
then to the < lient.

Sometimes mail resj se to an air

• ampaign serves as a valuable guide to

the i lient in avoiding publi relations

mi-take-. Ii. I . ll.ii i ig, advertising

manage] of Vmei it an < ln< le Co., tells

a Btoi \ about how a prayei b) the late

President Roosevelt was followed up
ovei the ail b) an announcement foi

\hk r K an < hit le. Letters < oming to

the ompan) pointed out that the juxta-

position was in had taste and Harris

unite tu stations reminding them not

to place commercials for the company

next to material of a religious nature.

Harris Bays that his arrangement

with Chicle's agency, Dancer-Fitzger-

ald-Sample, i- that routine letters and

< aid- i oncerning the firm's -hows need

not he passed on to him for reply. He
take- up onl) those few letters which

have direct relation to the company and

usually these come in addressed direct-

K to Chicle.

Thus SPONSOR'S card to the Date

U nli Imlx program, mentioned pre-

viously, would not normally be an-

-wired.

Singer Sewing Machine Co.. which

sponsors another of the programs from

which no answer was received, does

have a procedure for answering all

mail. Young t\ Rubicam, it- agency, is

paid on a fee basis to answer and keep

a record of letters. Personnel at the

agei C) -aid that letters or card- of a

special nature i such as SPONSOR'S card

requesting literature about the Sil

machine) are passed on to the client

for handling. The advertising depart-

ment of Singer said that its procedure

ordinaril) i- to answer all Biich re-

quests as the one we sent to them.

The agenc) for another client whose

-how had been written to without re-

OMAHA

Insurance Building

JOHN BLAIR & CO., Representatives
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ply said: "Maybe the network still has

the mail." If this were so, it would

mean that deliveries of mail from the

network to this agency were running

six months behind. While the four net-

works between them get about 35.000

pieces of mail daily I radio and tv to-

gether! it's doubtful there are six-

month backlogs.

If \ou want to delve further into the

matter of mail, here are dates when

sponsor did previous reports on lis-

tener mail:

On the subject of pressure groups

and what you should know about mail

from them, see the 13 August 1951 is-

sue, page 30.

On mail handling and what organi-

zations will do it for advertisers, see

11 March 1949 issue, page 25.

And if you want to have some fun

and get a personal look at the subject.

go out and buy yourself some post-

cards. * * *

49TH & MADISON
[Continued from page 15)

CIGARETTE STORY

Your story. "The cancer scare: Is

cigarette copy making it worse?" [11

January 1954, page 40], in my opin-

ion, was a very clear and complete

summary of the present picture in the

industry. I think the most effective

thing was the emphasis put on the dual

dilemma that faces the business. The
first dilemma is that the health claims

in advertising obviously have a bad

effect on the industrv as a whole

although they have also obviously

brought sales success to some of the

users. Second is the dilemma that faces

the business due to the fact that few

people evidently believe any type of

cigarette advertising.

On the one hand you may conclude

that most cigarette advertising, includ-

ing health advertising, is not believed

and that perhaps health advertising is

the greatest cause for this. The other

side of the picture is that health claims

must be believed due to sales.

When someone solves this paradox

which the article delineated so well, the

industry will be in a much saner

position.

Name Withheld on Request

Executive in agency with

cigarette account

I Please turn to page 131

1
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SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA'S /SKMte&l RADIO STATION

Them that has . . .

GITS.'
There's an extra punch in your advertising dollar

on WDBJ! To demonstrate, look at these Promo-

tion figures for the Fall Campaign (Aug. 30-Nov.

30):

Newspaper ad Lineage 31,195
Newspaper Publicity Lineage 7,057

Spot Announcements 545
Downtown Display Windows 14

plus stationbreak trailers, dealer cards and letters, and
"Drug Briefs" and "Grocery Briefs" published monthly
for the area drug and grocery stores!

Established 1924 • CBS Since 1929

AM . 5000 WATTS . 960 KC
FM . 41,000 WATTS • 94.9 MC

ROANOKE, VA.
Owned and Operated by the TIMES-WORLD CORPORATION

FREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives

WHBF
+CBS

I

I

I

I

I

I

Adds up to—
BETTER QUAD-CITY
COVERAGE AT NO
INCREASE IN COST!

Les Johnson, V.P. and Gen. Mgr.

t>^'»

WHBF
TEICO BUILDING, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS

Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

BMI
MILESTONES

BMI introduce* a new

...ri,.* of 1951 program

continuities entitled "Mile-

stones" . . • complete halt-

hour shows—ready for im-

mediate u«<—smooth, well

written continuity for a

variety of uses.

"Milestones" is serviced to

ail BMI-licensed nations

once each month, four to

-ix weeks in advance of

program date.

"Milestones" for January:

"The First Civilized American"

Benjamin Franklin

•Our Friends Across the River"

Robert E. Lee

"Milestones" for Fehrnar? :

A Few Remarks at Gettysburg"

Abraham Lincoln

"St. Valentines Day"

"Washington at Yorktown

George Washington

•Milettonu" ;- avaOabU far com-

mercial sponsorship see your

loral station for details

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

TORONTO • MONTREAL
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* t

in California ....
there are more than 2

BIG MARKETS!
Save 20% . . . Buy the Keyline

K5JO San Jose

KBOX Modesto

KGS I Fresno

KHUB Watsonville
Prpretenfeo* by

R A M B E A U
New York • ' Chicago • San Francisco

Lot Angeles • Minneapolis

KEYLINE

Write, wire or call

for complete information

KWJJ
"Oregon Country

Happy Hunting Ground
for Smart Advertiser."

Take it from KWJJ — Chief of

the Northwest Independents —
there s good hunting for adver-

tisers who want buyers with

"plenty wampum '. Advertisers

plenty smart who use KWJJ tor

spot announcements with "big

sell" in "big" country. Cv\

National

Representative

BURN SMITH CO. INC.

KWJJ
1011 S.W. 6th Ave. gs

PORTLAND 5,

OREGON

ROUND UP

I
( ontinued ii<>m page 19 >

tora disi ussed \>\ the social st ientisl

and a panel <>i the agent \ - i restive

-ulf. Weiss said copj approaches sub-

mitted ai the opening meeting includ-

ed some very productive ideas, al-

though the agencj was -<-<-kiii'j creative

thinking more than ideas pei te.

• • •

I In- iii • and out of farm radio were

covered in New ^ork recentlj at a

meeting "I the National Association "f

Radio Farm Dire tors. Among the

successful u~«-i - of farm radio adver-

tising i- iIk- Ralston Purina Co., which

Iii- . harts showing whj it uses radio.

Show inn the picture looking ovei Bome

of these charts are H to r.) Phil

Vlampi, past per idenl of NARFD;
Bill Brown. Purina radio-tv, Gardner

Advertising Co., St. Louis: Harold E.

Fellows, president of National \--..-

ciation of Radio \ IVlevision Broad-

casters; Norman R. Glenn, editor and

president of sponsor, and Mai Hansen,

president, \ \RI-'I>.

• » •

Fen reasons whj advertisers and

agent ies w ill want to sei ure rights to

show the / Uapix Feature Theatre are

outlined in a coloi lul promotion piece

whit li when opened is about three feet

wide. I lie reasons are listed, with ap-

propriate cartoon-type illustrations, on
.t Bep rate at i ordion-folded strip. I he

\ itapix ( orp., New ^ ml will -end

copies ot tin' folder to anyone request-

ing a copy.
• • •

Is a sidelight to it- uhf promotion
preparatory to going on the air,

WROW-TV, Ubany, conducted a

- mi. li in the Capitol Distrit t area Foi

people whose initials were '"ulif.'" I r-

Bula llartnett Fitzgerald, I rban Henr)
loiitain and I rsula Houle Forth, who
responded to the Bean h, were each
aw. iid. -.1 the title <d Btation mascot Ml
three partit ipated in the opening da\

ceremonies and received a gift from

the station.

\ii views of eight cities covered bv

WREX-TV, Rockford, III., have been

sent to advertisers and agencies by the

Btation. The cities are pictured in a

booklet labeled. "St imething new un-

der the sun. ' Cop) explains that the

new \ hf Channel 13 station serves one

million people "iii the first lug market

west of Chicago." Market data facts

are included.

• • •

\\ II H. Baltimore, announces it has

signed one of the largest department

-tore schedules yet run in Baltimore.

The Ma\ Co. recentl) signed for 3.000

announcements for a 52-week period.

I sing a saturation technique, the an-

nouncements are being allocated dur-

ing the week to the best selling days

based on \olume percentage. Kauf-

man-Strouse is the agency.

» * «

WION. Ionia. Mich., today hauled

out the "S.R.O.' sign for its Opera-

lion Sunda\ Punch following the sign-

ing of Fran Warren Sings by the C H.

Gladding Food Co. of Saranac. Oper-

ation Sunday Punch is built around

sponsorship of transcribed shows on

Sundays plus announcements during

weekda) -how-. The Sunday shows run

from 12 noon to 5:00 p.m. The plan

allows advertisers to tailor schedules

to their needs, provides for weekday

on-air promotions of the sponsor's

Sunday feature.

• • •

When the National Association of

Secretaries of State held its 36th an-

nual convention in Seattle recently 23

of the secretaries wanted to send re-

ports of the convention to radio sta-

tions in their home states. The Wash-

ington State Association of Broadcast-

ers pro\ ided the equipment and free

transcriptions were made. On each of

the 23 transcriptions, interviewing of

the secretary was conducted by Carl

Downing, manager of Washington's

Radio News Bureau.

Salesmen of the "XL" stations

—

KNIA. Spokane, KNI.. Portland and

other affiliates of the Pacific North-

wesl Broadcasters - leave a booklet

with new prospects after making sales

- alls. The booklet sums up how ad-

vertising polic) "dire, t- a great pow-
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er" -the power to generate sales and

profits. The XL stations, according to

the booklet, want the advertiser "to

receive the most for his advertising

dollar" anil have published the book-

let as a service to advertisers.

« * *

WNAX, Yankton, S. D.. is sending

to advertisers 20 letter heads. They're

the letter heads of companies which

have advertised over WNAX and

"show loyalty—not blind loyalty but

loyalty fostered by real measurable re-

sults over a period of at least 14 years

of continuous use . . .

* * *

In keeping with Hollywood's motif,

the White Advertising Agency, Tulsa.

Okla., used what looked like a giant

strip of motion picture film to an-

nounce the opening of its Hollywood

office. In black with white lettering,

the "film strio" announced that Miss

Betty Newell would be secretary-man-

ager of the office, located at 6351 Sel-

ma, Hollywood 28.

* *

Wendy Barrie, motion picture ac-

tress since 1932 and pioneer television

star, left New York to star in her

la

RING AROUND A ROSY
A pocket full of posies

Last one down's o cry-babyl

The KMBC-KFRM Team has

welded a ring around the

"rosy" Heart of America. And
the pockets full of posies are

the nice green-backed kind that

always look good in the

pockets and purses of

advertisers who use The Team.

If your sales are down and
you feel just a little like

weeping, call KMBC-KFRM,
Kansas City, or your nearest

Free & Peters office, for time

availabilities on The Team.

The folks who can fill

your pocket with posies in the

great Kansas City Trade Area
aren't crying—they're too

busy buying the things

they hear about on
the radio station they

listen to most . . .

own program over three Midwestern t\

stations. The program made debut

11 January, i> being seen on WHIO-
TV. Dayton; WKRC-T\ Cincinnati;

WTNV-TV, Columbus. \li» Barrie

signed a long-term $250,000 contract

with the three stations for the program.

« * *

Walter R. Hennessey, a member of

the Craftsman In.-urance Co. board of

directors, stopped by the firm's ad

agency one day recently to watch the

filming of some new tv commercials.

There was a delay in the shooting,

however, because one of the actors

failed to show up. Finally Ramon H.

KFRM

Silton. tv director of Silton Bros., Inc.,

the insurance company's agency, pre-

vailed uDon Hennessey to play the part

of the insurance expert. Hennessey

consented, and now viewers of Pleasure

Playhouse, aired over WBZ-TV, Bos-

ton, see the sponsor himself deliver

the sales message.

* * *

Celebrating the 28th anniversary of

Grand Ole Opry program, originating

on WSM, Nashville, the station held

the Second National Disk Jockey Fes-

tival. About 400 disk jockeys from

40 states took part in the festival,

along with 100 representatives from

publishing and recording companies

and music publications.

* « *

The second annual sales promotion

meeting for advertisers was held by

WTRY, Albany-Schenectady-Troy, ear-

ly this month. The station showed the

film, It's Time for Everybody, heard

R. David Kimble, director of national

promotion of BAB, give a radio pitch

and then deliverd WTRY's own sales

story.

* * *

KGUL-TV advertisers soon will have

their choice of origination points for

programs they sponsor. The station is

building a new studio on the top floor

of the 19-story Prudential building in

Houston. Main studios will remain in

Galveston. * *

j Within l5Mil*

i ofthfe tower

v/
p"

lives ihe greatest

W»9 powerserved
bYWYSWle!*atiw

anywhere/

-Ask

•Hal ttolwaw Co.

•for -toe pi
100*

•*** ,„

A "° sr UDll

JANESVILLE

• BELOIT

ILL.

• ROCKFORD

-5000 WATTS AT 7380

"BASIC

INDEPENDENT"

GODFREY
Not tor Sale

in KC

but
you can buy

KUDL

The Top No. 1

ndependent sta-

tion in KC

\ top programming

\ bottom pricing

-Forjoe

for details

Town to Town
local Coverage

KDKD

GREATER KANSAS
CITY TRADE AREA

KOKO

UDl—KANSAS CITY
KOKO—WARRENSBURG
KDKD—CLINTON
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WTVP
CHANNIl 17
DECATUR. ILLINOIS .

SOLID COVERAGE
IN THE HEART OF

PROSPEROUS

CENTRAL ILLINOIS

WTVP
CHANNEL 17
DECATUR. ILLINOIS *

DELIVERS ONE OF THE

FASTEST GROWING
MARKETS IN AMERICA

SELL IN...
THE MARKET THAT
MARKETING FIGURES

CAN'T KEEP UP WITH!

WTVP
CHANNEL 17
DECATUR, ILLINOIS m

National ftepreientative George W. Clork, Inc.

(icori/c B. Storer. / resident of Storei Broad-

easting ( a., hi sponsor's presstime was preparing

in assume control ni WXEL, Cleveland, and KI'Tl

Portland, Ore., about 1 Mart h pending FCi
I'll. Storer bought Empire Coil Co., which

Owned the stations and also makes electronic parts,

lot u/miil SID inMinn . Storer will Sell One ill I

outlet in meet FCC multiple ownership rules,

(f hen still in college Storer began nun gas station

business; sut i essfid use ol radio advertising led to

purchase <•< WSPD, Toledo.

fliiriiif Join's, following action ol Ve« York

State's ( mill nt Appeals in sustaining a jury

award nt $300,000 i-sued in 1
(
J.">2 against eight

former employees ut Junes, now is starting equity

action against Scheideler, Beck & Werner. Inc.,

ml agency formed b\ some of the tanner employees.

Jones' suit against SB&ff was separated from

the suit again si the individuals b\ court order. In

the neu. separate action against SB&W, Jones'

attorneys will seek a court order compelling an

account nt profits on business taken trom Jones.

V. ill id in H. If rutin is a newly-elected vice

i'ii sident o) Free & Peters, radio and ti repre-

sentation firm. Bryan has been manager of the

Detroit office of F&P lor the past 10 years.

II. Preston Peters, president of F&P, in announc-

ing Bryan's election following a Veil Year's

meeting of the hoard of directors, said. "This

recognizes the im reused importance ol the Detroit

urea as n major center lor national snot broad-

casting business, and reflects our confidence in

the continued prosperity of Midwest advertisers."

Eugene %«•<•«*•. formerly director of network

radio evelopment tor ABC, last month
uas appointed head of the neul\ i (instituted sale*

promotion department lor HU Radio. Shortly

iSuming his neu post, iccas told sponsor:
till Radio is a flexible network. If e change

- to attract \iu\d\'~ audience. I[ ,

ahange sales patterns to nltrmt large and smiill

:is,rs. . . . 4BC Radio is a liam operation.

Ill work in synchronization to produce an efficient.

network. This is no change."
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49TH & MADISON
I Continued from page 127 I

RATING SERVICES

I appreciated very much your

"What's wrong with the rating ser-

vices?" article in the December 28

issue
|

page 34 1

.

Would you be good enough to send

me 25 reprints of the article? Thank

you. and keep up the good work.

Joseph L. Tully
Radio and Tv Director

John C. Doud, Inc.

Boston

• IVo reprints of. "^'hat'-. wrong with the rating
services?" are available. A limited number of

extra copies of the 28 December issue can be bad
at 50c apiece.

PROGRAM GUIDE

We have noticed with interest in

your December 14 issue of sponsor the

notification about your new program

guide | "New sponsor program guide

will be tool for timebuyers," page 44].

We are very interested in receiving

five copies of this "1954 sponsor Guide

to Station Programing" as soon as it

is available.

At present we are only taking two

subscriptions to SPONSOR, so that if the

additional three copies cannot be sent

free of charge, will you please inform

us how we might obtain them.

Duane R. Day
Librarian

Campbell-Mithun , Inc.

Minneapolis

• Every subscriber to SPONSOR will receive a
copy of the "1954 SPONSOR Guide to Station
Programing" free of charge. Additional copies
cost $2 each.

TVAB

Your article. "Should there be a

Television Advertising Bureau?" [30
November 1953, page 29], is very in-

teresting.

There is no question in my opinion

that the television industry must have

its advertising bureau, if it expects to

do a good, un wasteful job for adver-

tisers and agencies.

If a TVAB can do as good a job

with this medium as Kevin Sweeney
has done for Broadcast Advertising

Bureau it will be a highly successful

operation.

Don Searle

Executive Vice President

KOA, Denver

pmii ii

LOOK what a single year of SPONSOR brings you . .

.

55

14

12

13

91

91

26

26

13

carefully-researched case histories containinq the dollars-and-ccnts

values of radio and tv advertising.

articles on media evaluation—how advertisers select media and
markets; testing methods used; relative merits of each ad medium;
which media give you the most in relation to cost.

major stories on radio and tv research.

feature stories dealing with programs, costs, talent, trends.

capsule tv case histories

capsule radio case histories

network comparagraphs (13 tv and 13 radio) showing the complete

log of network programs, time segments, costs of shows, sponsor and
agency of each.

sparkling comments on radio and tv commercials by Bob Foreman

who also reviews commercials for SPONSOR readers.

SPONSOR- Telepulse ratings of syndicated films in markets ranging

from one tv station to seven.

AND <t dozen other important tools and sen-ices to

Jielp you use and understand radio and Ir better.

Make sure you own your own copy of SPONSOR
even/ issue. It is your best guarantee to slay ahead

in the fastest-paced business in America today.

Simply fill in and mail the order card below.

SPONSOR 40 E. 49 St., New York 17, N. Y.

I'Ikisi send mt tin next 26 issues of SPONSOR and
bill no lull r.

NAME

FIRM TITLE

ADDRESS

CITY .... ZONE STATE

check one: D $8 one year (26 issues) $15 three years

Illllllliiillllllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin'ii 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!.'
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Dcpt. stores and tv

If everyone followed the logic ol

Bernice Fitz-Gibbon, recentl) resigned

advertising director <>f Gimbela New

101k. television would be a medium

without advertisers. Instead, television

can l<>"k back on a 1953 in which it-

billings < ame close to half a billion.

Said Miss Fitz-Gibbon in speaking

<>f a medium which has reached this

billings figure in little more than five

years "I commercial operation:

"The commercials are an intrusion,

an outrageous interruption in the en-

tertainment which i- the primarj busi-

ness of television. The commercial is

a grim penalty.

Mi-- Fitz-Gibbon made ilii- scathing

observation while telling tin- 13rd an-

nual convention "f the National Retail

I)r\ Goods Association that depart-

ment stores Bhould avoid "dipping a

tentative toe into television." Stick to

newspapers, she advised, for they are

"the best advertising medium on earth

or in the air."

Admen long experienced in radio

and television would be inclined to

throw up their hands at Miss Fitz-

Gibbon's attitude. She is speaking

more I i k •- a retiring academician than

.1 retiring veteran of hard-sell retail

advertising.

v ln- 1- projecting her own dislike for

commen ials as an "interruption" into

hei judgment of television as an ad-

vertising medium. This i- the most

fundamental mistake \ou can make

about radio or television. Miss Fitz-

< > i
I >1 >• 1 r i should j

u;|o e the medium on

the basis of what it has done for ad-

\erti-ers not on the basis of her per-

gonal viewing tastes.

To sa\ that department stores make

a mistake when they dip a "tentative

toe" into television is to condemn ex-

periment. This is hardly a point of

view which goes in keeping with Miss

Fitz-Gibbon's own personal back-

ground as an innovator and experi-

menter of renown in the field of re-

tail copy.
• • •

Crusade for Spot Radio

After nearU one year of existence

the accomplishments of the Crusade

for Spot Radio were revealed to a

nine-man station advisory hoard meet-

ing in New York in mid-January.

The report was presented b) Reg

Rollinson of the Station Representa-

tives Association, sponsors of the Cru-

sade. The resu!i was the decision to

attempt to raise 860.000 by volunteer

radio station subscription, approxi-

mate!) three times as much as the

122,000 1953 budget.

In his crisp factual report Mr. Roll-

inson presented a number of case his-

toric- involving a soap product, a

farm product, a food product and

others which were shown the wa\ to

a l>i«i«zer and better use of Spot Radio

as the re-ult of Crusade activity.

He also pointed to the effectiveness

of the Spot Radio clinics which helped

account executives, ad managers, and

heads of large firms to explore the

possibilities of Spot Radio. As another

facet of Crusade accomplishment

numerous service assistance to agent tea

and advertisers, including 12 such

examples to a single large agencj in

one week were revealed.

All this convinced the station reps

who are back of the Crusade, and the

newly appointed Advisory Hoard, that

the growth of Spot Radio from about

$105 million in 1943 to $135 million

in 1953 is just the beginning. Crusade

proponents believe that BAB, despite

its outstanding efforts on behalf of the

radio medium, can not do a pin-pointed

job for Spot Radio. The Crusade was

created to fill the gap, and BAB has

helped it materially.

Radio is not yet fully geared to its

top selling job. But indications are

that because of the BAB. the Crusade

and outstanding individual efforts by

reps and stations, this deficiency is

fast fading.

Applause
Film is $60 million business

In ju-t eight -lioit years, the h film

syndication industry bas grown from

absolutely nothing to become a major

entertainment bu-inc--.

\fier rounding up the business fore-

casts of dozens of major producers and

syndicators in a two-month stud) of

video films, sponsor predi< ts that the

gross business in t\ film (nol counting

film commen ials I during 195 1 will

bit an all-time high of $60 million.

Main problem- have been ta« kled

and solved. \ whole new pattern of

film selling has developed. New prop-

erties, new companies and new stai

nam.- have appeared on the scene.

(Sec -e<lion On t\ films, page 51.)

Producers have faith in their film

products, and in the future of t\ . Manx

have invested heavily in color film

production, and are waiting for the

da) when the number of color-equipped

Btations and t\ homes will catch up

with them. Others are looking into

the possibilit) of producing tape-re-

corded -how- fur s\ndication.

Syndicated films are now an integral

part of the national advertising scene.

too. \ number of leading national

and regional clients arc now basing

sizable percentages of their broad, a-t

advertising plan- on the use of first-

run non-netWOrk t\ film. Others are

buying well-known rerun packages for

multi-market spotting.

Creative research on the part of

sellers of syndicated tv films has done

a lot to establish tv films and to help

ad agencies in their planning. The
big business in reruns todav, for ex-

ample, stems largely from the uphill

selling job the film industry tackled

in order to prove to clients that a pre-

sponsored show was often a good bu\

.

Creative sales planning, such as the

""-tarter package" evolved by some

syndicators, is helping many a new tv

station to gel on the air with top-qual-

it\ shows and a sponsored schedule.

SPONSOR is happy to salute in thi-

i-siie the main pioneers who have

helped build this still-growing seg-

ment of the U.S. film industry.
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It's the physicist's yardstick for a unit of

energy or work. A single erg is pretty

small. It would take many trillions of them

to measure the amount of money-making

work that goes on here in the

industrial heart of America.

Within the 114 counties that WSAZ-TV
(and only WSAZ-TV) covers, you'll find a

prodigious concentration of the nation's

busiest manufacturers. Their steady

payrolls swell the buying power of this

area to over four billion dollars — a happy

hunting ground for all kinds of advertisers.

More and more of these advertisers are

putting extra ergs into their budgets by

enlisting WSAZ-TV to reach the

prosperous families of this wealthy region.

Why don't you do the same?

TELEVISION
Huntington-Charleston, West Virginia

Channel 3—100,000 watts ERP—NBC-CBS-DuMont-ABC
Affiliated with Radio Station WSAZ.
Lawrence H. Rogers, Vice President <£ General Manager, WSAZ, Inc.

Represented nationally by The Katz Agency



You've got to

1/2 sponsorship of Washington Senators

Baseball Games on radio now available!

This is the hottest buy in Washington, D. C. It's

going to be snapped up in no time. You'd better

act fast. Call your nearest John Blair man—listed

below ... or HERMAN PARIS, collect, STerling

3-3800, Washington, D.C., for details. Don't dilly-

dally. This can't last long!

The sports station in the nation's capital

WWDC
Represented nationally by John Blair & Co.

BOSTON— Statler Office Building, 20 Providence Street, Boston 16, Massachusetts Phone— Hubbard 2-3163

CHICAGO— 520 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1 1, Illinois Phone— Superior 7-8659

DALLAS— Rio Grande National Building, Field and Elm Streets, Dallas, Texas Phone— Randolph 7955

DETROIT— 524 Book Building, Detroit 26, Michigan Phone— Woodward 1 -6030

LOS ANGELES— 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Los Angeles 28, California Phone— Granite 6103

NEW YORK— Chrysler Building, East, 150 East 43rd Street, New York 17, New York Phone— Murray Hill 2-6900

ST. LOUIS— 1037 Paul Brown Building, St. Louis 1, Missouri Phone Chestnut 5688

SAN FRANCISCO— 30 1 2 Russ Building, San Francisco 4, California Phone— Douglas 2-3 1 88
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Baltimore

different!
. . . atul smart radio

time-buying is different

in this compact market!

Baltimore's big population is packed mostly right inside the city

limits. The number of Baltimoreans who live outside the city in the

metropolitan area is unusually small. \\That's this mean to the people

w ho use and buy radio advertising? Just this:

^Af~l~T"H covers this highly concentrated market

efficiently! You don't need— you don't have to pay for— a big,

powerful, expensive radio station to reach the people of this rich

market effectively. W-I-T-H will do the whole job for you— at a

traction of the cost! Overlapping coverage of network stations

from their own affiliates limits their effective coverage to just about

the area W-I-T-H itself completely serves.

Nielsen proves !Af-|"T"H'S superiority in the

Baltimore market! The latest Nielsen (overage Service shows

that W-I-T-H leads every other radio and television station in

town— regardless of power or network affiliation— in weekly day-

time circulation in Baltimore City and Baltimore County. That's

only one big fact that came out of this amazing survey. Get the

whole story. Let your Forjoe man prove to you that the best buy

in Baltimore is W-I-T-H.

TOM TINSLEY, PRESIDENT REPRESENTED BY FORJOE AND COMPANY



Nielsen plans

local ratings

Why did Nielsen

enter field?

Anti-commercials

gadget buys ads

One-bill system

for spot buys?

Arthur Nielsen has thrown his hat into local ratings ring. Proposed
Nielsen ratings for local markets would get started late summer or
early fall—if industry buys them. Nielsen will use diary method
essentially in local ratings. To (1) make sure people fill in diaries
on time and (2) check on whether they had set on as long as diary
claims, Nielsen has new device called Recordimeter. Diary reports
will be quality-controlled by Audimeters in national sample as well as
Recordimeter.

-SR-

What prompted A. C. Nielsen Co. to enter local ratings field when it

is now serviced by 5 other firms? Here are some of Nielsen's answers:

(1) Demand from his clients has been insistent over period of years.

(2) Need seems to exist because 5 services disagree frequently, do not
measure whole coverage area of radio and tv stations. (See article
page 34.

)

-SR-

Gadget which turns off commercials, called Blab-Off, plans advertis-
ing expenditure of $75,000 for first 6 months 1954. Firm says that
in addition to "professional people," many of its customers are ad-
men. Blab-Off was even in one advertising trade paper, with ad placed
right next to ad for tv s t ation.

-SR-

With spot radio billings running currently at estimated $135 million
and tv spot at $110 million, anything that can make buying spot easier

for agencies gets keen attention. SRA's Reg Rollinson had rapt audi-

ence recently when he told Advertising Agency Financial Management

Group about his plan for spot "clearing house." Under plan agency

would get one bill from clearing house for campaign, pay by one check.

Clearing house would pay stations. Plan is in talking stages only

with someone needed to poll stations, agencies for willingness to

finance operation. Plan could increase spot billings by making it

easier, cheaper for agencies to buy spot.

Tv talent costs of network shows range from $1,160 to $70,000

Leave It to the Girls, ABC TV

Dollar a Second, Du Mont. . ..

Suspense, CBS TV

Roy Rogers, NBC TV

My Friend Irma, CBS TV

Your Hit Parade, NBC TV

Lowest cost daytime network television show listed in SPONSOR'S Corn-

paragraph is "Ding Dong School" on NBC TV at $1,160 per half hour.

Lowest cost nighttime show is "Life Begins at 80," Du Mont, at $2,500.

Highest cost shows are "Colgate Comedy Hour," "Milton Berle Show"

and "Bob Hope Show," all hour-long stanzas on NBC TV, at $70,000 each.

For some typical talent costs (excluding time) of network tv shows, see

selection at right. Complete roster of tv show talent costs with name of

sponsor, agency, network, time, number of stations carrying show, ap-

pears in Comparagraph located this issue page 99.

$ 4,500

$10,500

$13,500

$22,000

$28,000

$32,000

_J
SPONSOR. Volume 8, No. 3. 8 February 1951 Published biweekly by SPONSOR Publications. Inc.. a! 3110 Elm Ave.. Baltimore. Md. Executive. Editorial

culatlon Offices 40 E. 48th 8t.. New York 17. $8 a year In V. S. $9 elsewhere. Entered as second class matter 29 January 1949 at Baltimore. Md postofflce under

Advertising. Clr-

Act I March 1878
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Texaco buying

spot radio

Texaco, which had bought little new on air after dropping Berle show

on tv at end of last season, has lately begun spending in spot radio

at current rate of about 510,000 weekly. Firm is buying nighttime
news- and sportscasts to reach men. Texaco is looking for tv show

but meanwhile may increase spot radio spending. Among Texaco buys

since December: 27 stations of Columbia Pacific Network; KMOX, St.

Louis; WTAM, Cleveland; VYMAQ, Chicago. Agency is Kudner.

-SR-

Film commercials

big business

Film commercials will be $18 million business in 1954. That's SPON-

SOR estimate after close study of field and survey of leading produc-

ers, service firms. Hectic pace of commercial production is less

ulcerous than in day when Hollywood-fresh personnel crossed swords

with film-green admen. But you still hear tales of admen who want

impossible last-minute changes and filmers who play "artiste." (See

film commercials section, page 43.)

-SR-

Filmer converts Novel filmmaker is Caldwell Audio-Video Productions of Toronto. Cald-

pitch for Canada well's specialty: "Canadianizing" U.S. film commercials. He converts
English dialogue to French-Canadian; inserts Canadian price; substi-
tutes Canadian version of U.S. brand's label.

-SR-

Tv circulation

study delayed

Future of NARTB's proposed tv circulation study is just as foggy as

ever. Television Board decision in Phoenix to create 2 committees
(one to mull over pilot study of complicated "Cawl formula," another
to study ways of raising money for pilot) may well push off study un-
til next year. Delay points up lack of unity among tv broadcasters on

circulation study. Decision to finance pilot study outside NARTB in-
dicates many operators are opposed to study. Pilot study, if done,

might take 3-4 months, is expected to test workability of Cawl formula
as well as indicate cost.

-SR-

Tv set count

out in few days

While tv circulation issue remains unresolved, complete up-to-date tv
set count w ill be released by CBS in about week or 10 days. Count was
done by Nielsen, whose proposed NCS No. 2 has been pushed farther in
future. Delay in NCS No. 2 is linked with NARTB's study in that many
broadcasters want own circulation counting body, don't want to buy
figures from outside industry.

JVetc national spot radio and tv business

SPONSOR PRODUCT AGENCY STATIONS-MARKET CAMPAIGN, start, duration

Triangle Publications. Seventeen Mjg
NY

Whitehall Pharmacol Bcncfax
Co. NY

Bristol-Myers. NY Butfcrin

White Sewing Machine White All Stitch Z.g.

Co. Clevc lag Sewing Machine
American Homo Foods, Clapp t Baby Food
NY

Al Paul Lcfton. NY

Harry B Cohen. NY

Y6R. NY
BBDO. NY

Y&R. NY

10 metropolitan mkts

Mc. NC

8 maior cities

31 tv mkts covering 77 cities

>5 radio mkts

Radio one. 5-. 10-. 15-min partic on
dj shows; mid-Feb; 3 mos

Radio: mm anncts; 1 Feb; test wk by wfc

Radio: min anncts: 29 Jan; 3 wks
Tv mm partic in dayti women's shows;

15 Feb: 8 to 10 wks
Radio: min partic on women's and cook-

ing shows: 25 (an; 13 wks

SPONSOR



you

participation

as ow as

^r

A per thousand*

on

am

for prices

and packages

can now

fm

N.Y.

BArclay 7-3260
N.J.

Mitchell 2-6400

1020 Broad Street, Newark, N. J.

*based on N.Y Pulse-December-52 week contract

National Representatives WEED and Co.
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ARTICLES DEPARTMENTS

HIiij are ratlin rates low?
Radio lost its chance to raise rates after World War II, now has lowest cost-per-

1,000 of any major medium. Here's history of radio rates — •'

If on to aet i In- mo.vf out of baseball sponsorship
National Brewing Co. got one million ballots in its contest to name favorite

Washington Nationals player. Story gives valuable tips to sports sponsors •> —

Vielsen expunda into loctil rofciiu .s«*«*n<*

A. C. Nielsen is considering expansion of service in fall to embrace local rating

picture. Here's what this development would mean to sponsors, agencies •>*

How to launch u coffee that costs .><• i»ior<*

Chock full o Nuts restaurant chain pegged ad drive for its new coffee on fact

restaurant coffee is "superior," got 95% N. Y. distribution in two months •JO

21-article media series hook to he published
SPONSOR is now taking orders for book containing its 21-part All Media
Evaluation Study. Volume will be out later this year -tit

TIMEBUYERS AT WORK
49TH & MADISON

AGENCY AD LIBS

NEW AND RENEW

MR. SPONSOR, Irving Gottheimer

P. S.

NEW TV FILM SHOWS

NEW TV STATIONS

ROUND-UP

AGENCY PROFILE, Howard Connell

RADIO RESULTS

FILM NOTES

SPONSOR ASKS

TV COMPARAGRAPH
NEWSMAKERS
SPONSOR SPEAKS

lf>.Vl TV FILM < Q>l>ll IU I \l S SECTION

\> I sphish in tv iilm <*oiiiiti<'r<*inf.v: .S'f.> milium
Producers SPONSOR surveyed predict 20% business increase this year over

1953, more emphasis on "visual sell," fewer new faces t-t

10 tips on ftou* to aet alona with producers
How to save money, improve quality of tv film commercials / (,'

11 li«( i/oii shoultl hnotv about film service firms
Specialty organizations can help speed production, distribution fff

Tv film commercial producers listina

Eleven-page directory includes addresses, phone numbers, some accounts .'jfj

Tr i if in service firms list

Geographical list of labs, sound recording studios, title services, others JJ2

COM I NC

itattle of couuh syrups
Pertussin, only national cough syrup till 1952. upped radio budget last year to

meet competition from Vicks, well-heeled newcomer U2 f\>().

Tips for beginners on maliinu tv cinnmercials
This article is designed to help novices cross the two most difficult hurdles in tv.

inexperience and high production costs '*'* heb.
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IvNViVii reaches 223% more people than

ill other Shreveport

stations combined!

AVERAGE DAILY LISTENERS

More people listen regularly to KWKH than

to all other Shreveport stations put together.

In fact, KWKH delivers a 22.3% bigger Average

Daily Audience than all other Shreveport

stations combined

—

yet costs 44.2% less than

that four-station competitive group!

These audience figures are from the new

Standard Station Audience Report—the more

conservative of the two recent audience surveys

made in this area.

Ask your Branham representative for the

whole KWKH story.

KWKH
50,000 Watts • CBS Radio

A Shreveport Times Station

lexas
~^

SHREVEPORT f LOUISIANA
The Branham Co., I ArScAHSAS
Representatives ^BKS^E

Henry Clay, General Manager

Fred Watkins, Commercial Manager



It was a Happy New Year!

Only the second fur XBIG, bat It fore-

oasts a big '54. Here's a salute to this

peak list of 137 sponsors, already con-

tracted to cover the stlll-expandlng' South-
ern California Community radio-wise In

1954 via The Catallna Station.

A
Ai-

.1 Chtm i b
of si.

BUti
Bra hbUl Co. Oalifon
Pop ,

John Clm
lonial

II,..,

Trad Dean Van Unas, I
•

Downtown Baslni isn f
Ft-li\ i !.--. relet .i H I Ini

I

Foreman a. Clark Po tnighl Magazine
Gallen Km

| l.„ ail ,

Go igb indnetrl
OledhiD l>o<l/p. Greet n Sand]
Hi Una Bal ktaid Bit ,,i

Mix. lliiuBP nf Nine, Hub .\ Ret Pun
Hunt Trail l

J'fl'- Pn .lai Alai G
Janus Bales K
Pord Kennln Foods, Kern Foods, Day's Fnrni-

'.!.. n Kini;. &angendorf Baking I u
P» r » i B Hair On, !.n a] Loan, Loa

Label, Lyon Van \

M ii thy Llnro P A McKensie
Ford, Ma millan Oil, M.i

Brew. opolitan Savinzs &
Loan, M <. i .

Lonii Milan! Pooda, MiraHar Beetanranl Mis-
sion Pak sTorthrop Air. rift. Ok-
ritt i > im.'r I ,

.

I mT. Owl Dm P
Oitrna Pn d Pai Luc Soan, Pa
Papennate Pens, Pavo Turkeys, Pep Boyi Pico

Loan. Pine View Lodge Po
Papei Prod R
Rende/. mis Ballroom, Republic Van & Bti

Bheem Mfg Bohr Ail S
San 1,. ,kcr. Seaboard Finance, Security
Paint. Bimple
Pies. Shedd Bartnach F Is, Bkycoach, \v ,\ ,i

Sloan, Sn.. r Rac .

ing Assn., Speedwriting, Sturdy
Young Sc Brown. T
Tillamook Cheese. Raj Thomas, Thriftimart-Fita-
slnimon^ Stores, Town Talk. Trailer Coach
Th- Tralbj Restaurant Union Mortgage, ;

oil, rjnion Pacific, United Western Disti ii.utors,
Ton's Grocery, Wallich'a Mum.- City, W
L'i.i tronii i, A. 0. Wei
ment, WeaUnghouse, Weal Ooaal Packing
ern Holly. WUdroot, WrjJard Tablet, Williams
Chevrolet, atowiiaii Clothing

Tor Coverage, Impact and Dollar Value,
KBIG is The Giant Economy Package of

Southern California Radio.

10,000 WATTS

AT740 KBIG
STUDIOS IN AVALON
AND HOLLYWOOD

GIANT
ECONOMY

PACKAGE OF
SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA

RADIO

The Catalina Station

John Poole Broadcasting Co.

KBIC . KBIF . KBID TV . KBIC-TV

6540 Suntat Blvd.. Hollywood 28, Calif.

HOIIywood 3-3205

Not. Rep. Robert Meeker Associates, Inc.

H iffittiii T. Tieman, Atherton & Currier,

Veil York, feels standardization of station rate

i urds for both radio and tv would cut a timebuyer's

work considerably, "As it is" he explains, "some

stations have same rate day and night, others three

or more rates. Some guarantee their rates for a

year, others don't. Now if radio stations standardized

their rate cards, a national spot radio campaign

would be both easier to set up and easier to

sell to a sponsor." Among his accounts: Eno's

Fruit Salts, Scott's Emulsion, Cuti'ura.

\«»rim» Freeman, media director of Yambert,
rs, says that minute participations in

tinmen's programs do the most effective job jor her

Gallencamp Shoes account, since most of the sales

volume is in women's and children's shoes. "Besides

90 announcements a month over various California

stations" Vorine explains, "we also use daily

Vi-minute Segro and Spanish shows on KOWL
to cover the Los Angeles area." On the air since

I September, the client has been so satisfied

i-newed schedules through 1954

F.tlu-ard A. Fonte. Ruthrauff & Ryan. Hem
) ork, says that the combination of early-morning

and late-afternoon radio announcements during

dted months plus year-round 20-second tv

films in Class A time gets top results for Sun Oil Co.

"II ith our radio announcements we reach the

i nr an ners on their nay to or from work," Ed
explains. "Our top tv program adjacencies in 60
mar Lets assure us the maximum viewing audience.

"se adjacencies ranging from strictly male-

appeal to family-type programing"

Frances \ elthuxis. WcCann-Erickson, Nam
nighttime lv l.D.'s as a means of

getting more clients into choice tv time. "But,"

says she, "the use of these shorter commercials

lor creative and production

problems due to varying lor mats, even though
much progress has been made in standardization of

mechanical requirements for these 'quickies.' " On
the other hand, she adds, there's still room for

improvement in eliminating lonlusion and high

production costs. Among her accounts is Pertussin.

SPONSOR
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(( THE PULSE OF GREENSBORO" REPORT

Previous opinions now proven facts in this survey

Bob Poole is established as the top radio personality in Greens-

boro. "Poole's Paradise" is the favorite locally produced early morning

show by a wide margin.

WBIG is the station local listeners tune in most ... morning,

afternoon and evening ... to hear a carefully balanced program of

our own plus network shows.

In popularity, WBIG is a 2 to 1 favorite when its rating is com-

pared to the combined average of all Greensboro competition.

We will never be satisfied with less than the No. 1 spot.

GREENSBORO, N.C.

Contact Hollingbery, our national repre-

sentative . . . get the revealing facts front

"The Pulse of Greensboro" report.

In 28tk Year ofBroadcasting

CBS AFFILIATE 5000 WATTS

8 FEBRUARY 1954





Busy Market . .

.

If you want a picture of the business going on in the front

of the store, glance at the cartons out back. By and large,

they'll be these, the brands you've heard about most.

They're all on CBS Radio.* And they've been there, on the

average, eight years . . . ivhere America listens most:

THE CBS RADIO NETWORK

'January SI, 1951



NOW
10,000

M&xhtjan and

f/l&xhtm bmniim

mwikriA 4
Soutf^/m Cali\fywxa

- - mow tfutn

1000.000 bui|cwl

e^

"An even smarter

buy in '54!"

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY:

George W. Clark. Chicago, N. Y.

Daren F. McGavren, San Franciico

Dora-Clayton, Atlanta.

OR WRITE

KOWL, Pico at the Ocean

Santa Monica, Calif.

TE»i 0-SI52: Dunkirk l»0t

fill!

MADISON
bponbor Invite* letter* to the editor.

Addreu iO E. 49 St., New York 17.

FILM REVOLUTION?

\\ .• are greatl) indebted to \<>u f<.i

the wonderful stor) on \ itapix in your

January II issue, "Will Vitapix create

n film revolution?" page 42], and,

on behalf of the company, I want to

express our appreciation foi tli<* most

complete and accurate rtorj on the

compan) that haa been published to

date. We espe iallj appreciate the fac-

tual manner which the writer used and

youi taking the editorial responsibility

on yourself for Borne conjectures as

to our future operations.

We have had m> manj requests for

information about Vitapix that this

;uti< le answers that we arc sending it

to a great main of our friends who

have wanted to know more about the

company. I am sure that the article

will do \ ita|ii\ a great deal of good,

and Boh Wormhoudl and I thank you

foi an excellent job.

Frank E. Mullen
President

I iIn
J
>i v Corp.

New York

RADIO PROMOTION

I can't resist writing \ ou a note to

compliment you on the fine job that

SPONSOR is doing in promoting radio.
,

1 our pa cut editorial, "1954 can be

radio's biggest," [28 December 1953,

page 100], and \our comment* in the

January 1 1 issue. "The hidden audi-

ence,"
|

page 104 1 . were parti<ularl\

outstanding.

We certainl) appreciate this kind of

BUpporl and thought you would like to

know it.

John Karol
/ tee President in < harge

Network Sales

CBS Ratlin

Once again you have done a most

interesting report on the results of the

I'olil/ -link for 11 Christal stations

"\\ ho listens . . . where . . . when. . .

why," 11 December 1953, page 36].

as well as the report on how six clients

use spot radio "112 big spot clients:

how they use the medium," Part one,

14 December L953, page 30].

I ha\e read both of these with a

great deal of interest and would again

like to distribute these to some of our

prominent advertising men in the city

Will \ou please send along 100 of

each?

I am sure if we continue to feed

tlii- sort of literature to advertising

people they will realize that radio is

far from dead.

Frank G. Revoir

President

WAGE, Inc.

Syracuse

• It. print, of Who li.l.n." and "12 biff »pat

elfmtSI ho* ill., u-. ih.- in.-ilium." Part one. are
2t>e apie<-e. Quantity prior* on nqueit.

PROVED CIRCULATION

The popularity of sponsor was rather

forcefully called to my attention by

your January 11 issue.

Under your "New and Renew" de-

partment, my former affiliation is listed

as WCAN, WCAN -TV. Milwaukee, and

in\ new affiliation as New York busi-

ness manager of WTVT, Belleville-St.

Louis. This has created considerable

embarrassment as I am still very much
associated with WCAN and WCAN-
TV. I nder my new setup I am acting

as national rep for the Milwaukee sta-

tions and, in addition, I am handling

New York business matters for WTVT,
Belleville-St. Louis.

I would suggest that you personally

call up every timehuyer in New York
advising them of your error, or. now
that you have proved your circulation,

maybe an insertion in your next issue

will serve the same purpose.

Alex Rosen m\n
New York

NEWSPAPER STRIKE

The article on, "What happened on
the air when N. Y.C. newspapers went

on strike," is a fine thing [28 Decem-

ber 1953, page 30].

Please quote price on reprints for

100, 2(10 or 600. That's what I like

about sponsor—you go to work and
come ui' very quickly with a story that

i- -till news. Keep it up.

Joe Milsop

WCPA
Clearfield. Pa.

• No rr print- of the -trikc story are available.
l\tra ropic* of the 28 Drcrmbrr bjBM ro»t 50c
pi«-<-c. C—I for 10<> rop,c* would he 23c apiece.

10 SPONSOR



KNX RADIO
IS RAISING
ITS DAYTIME

And high time. Since the last increase in KNX daytime rates

(March 1946), the number of radio homes in the Los Angeles area

has increased by 38.8% . . . and the daytime audience actually

delivered by KNX has more than doubled (up 108.2%).

Small wonder, then, that KNX is raising its daytime rates

effective January 31, 1954. A new rate card, number 13, will be

mailed shortly to advertisers and agencies from coast to

coast. Meantime, you're invited to call KNX or the nearest CBS

Radio Spot Sales office for complete details.

And remember, KNX daytime is better-than-ever time today.

For KNX daytime audiences have increased seven

times faster than rates!

CBS OWNED • LOS ANGELES • 50,000 WATTSKNX

8 FEBRUARY 1954 n
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TV BILLINGS

Would you be kind enough to lei

me have a record of the tv hillings of

the 10 major U. S. agencies for 1953?

1 1 you also have available hillings

for these agencies outside of the United

States proper, i.e. in Hawaii, Canada.

South America, I should he grateful to

receive details on these figures, as well.

Copies of sponsor on our renewal

subscription are just beginning to

reach us and we find the magazine as

interesting as ever.

J. W. Jackson

Managing Director

Jackson, Wain & Co., Ltd.

Sydney, Australia

• SPONSOR'S "Year-end report" in the 28 Dp.
ccinbcr 1053 issue, page 27, includes a list of
the Top 20 U. S. agencies by 1953 radio-tv bill-

ings. No information on activity ouside the V. S.

is available, however.

POSITIVE SELL

I have devoted man) \ears to ad-

vertising and promotion—both news-

paper and radio—so am quite familiar

with workings and results accomplished

by each. A letter to the editor by Carl

W. Vandagrift. general manager of

WOWO, Fort Wayne, in your Decem-

ber 14 issue motivates this letter.

His final sentence was: "Natural

curiosity, however, demands an answer

to the question: Why Starch reports

for tv I and maybe radio ) but not for

newspapers?" I wonder how many ra-

dio folks missed the full impact ol

these words! It began long ago and

has continued over the years while

newspapers sat back and laughed—and

profited. I mean the silly idea of audi-

ence surveys and research. The radio

industry as a whole is guilty.

Did you ever learn of any newspaper

conducting a survey to learn how many
readers saw or acted as the result of

reading the ad or ads of any one store

or concern in a newspaper? Absolute-

ly not. Newspapers are too wise to call

attention to. or accent, any weakness.

Yet, radio continues to do so. A news-

paper points to the fact that everybody

reads a newspaper, their many features

not on radio, etc.. and if need be, men-
tions their ABC circulation figures. But

they make no effort to pinpoint the

number of readers of any one ad or

series of ads.

They know I as radio should know
by now) that regardless of sincere ef-

fort expended, no such figures portrav

the true story. With all respect to

Hooper. Pulse. Nielsen and Starch. I.

8 FEBRUARY 1954

for one believe no survej can give a

true picture: so whj does radio con-

tinue to use such poor, weak selliim

points which onl\ place an\ salesman

on the defensive and make potential

buyers skeptical as in value received

for dollars expended?

We in radio have placed ourselves

on a most unpleasant spot. Let's get

off by forgetting surveys. Everyone is

exposed to radio daily, same as news-
papers. Radio is the best buy, so let's

sell positive. Let newspapers make the

surveys.

I \\\ii; \\ ii iiini.i)

• While it is true that newspapers are far lc*
research-conscious than other media, reports on
newspaper readership of ads are available. Daniel
Starch & Staff, for example, has a newspaper
advertising noting service.

REPRINT PERMISSION

Our editorial committee would like

to consider using two tables as pub-
lished in a recent copy of "Radio Bas-

ics" (14 July 1953, page 157]. They
are tables one and two under the title,

"Dimensions of radio's audience."

Could you grant permission to use the

diagram material, adapting some of

the explanation to meet our needs? We
would be glad to use a credit line.

Mildred Grandbois

Associate Editor

The Voice of Prophecy

Los Angeles

• SPONSOR is happy to grant permission to
reprint material from the magazine providing
credit is given and permission is requested in
w riting.

TV STATION BREAKDOWN
We are interested in knowing what

percent of the television stations in the

country have kitchen shows; what per-

cent of the kitchen shows are done by
women; and what percent of them are

commercially successful.

I know this is a tall order but, for

all I know, you may have this in your

files or know where to get it.

I would be grateful if you could have

someone send me this information or

any part of it that might be available.

Vincent A. Francis

General Manager

KGO-TV
San Francisco

• 62% of the nation's television stations have
local kitchen shows, almost all of them conducted
by women. 23% have none. The rest have plans.

Facts like this are recorded in the forthcoming
1954 SPONSOR GUIDE TO RADIO & TV STA-
TION PROGRAMING. Other categories: Farm
programing, Negro. Foreign. Sports. Tv film ei:

slide specs, and many more listed station-by-

station. The GUIDE will be available free to

subscribers.

(Please turn to page 110)
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men

home will be the most practical television

program ever designed for women. True to

its name, HOME will deal with everything of

importance to every woman who has or hopes

to have a home (as well as to her husband >

.

Beginning March 1—from 11 a.m. to 12 noon,

NYT, every Monday through Friday on NBC
Television, HOME will present the new, the

good, the useful in fashions, beauty, interior

decoration, architecture, food, family affairs,

child care, leisure entertainment, gardening
and anything else that interests women. Just

as in "Your Show of Shows" and "Today,"
NBC has created a totally new pattern for

television.

home's editors are outstanding authorities

in their fields. And behind the scenes will be

batteries of sub-editors ferreting out and
testing HOME'S subject matter. HOME's
performing editors make up a Who's Who of

women's service experience.

poppy CANNON, HOME's food editor, has

been food editor of House Beautiful and
Living. She wrote "The Bride's Cookbook"
and "The Canopener Cookbook." rose franz-
blau, psychologist and human relations col-

umnist in the Neiv York Post, will edit the

family affairs and child care department.

eve hunter, HOME's editor of fashion and
beauty, comes with plentiful radio and tele-

vision experience in San Francisco and New
York. For HOME's department of interior

decoration, the editor is SYDNEY smith, TV
star of the "Swift Home Service Club" and
"Ask Miss Smith." estelle parsons, a grad-

uate of "Today" is roving reporter and "new
brides editor." (She was married in Decem-
ber). At a later date the editor-in-chief will

be named.

handle a pack of cigarettes. It will even gen-
tly ripple drapes and curtains if rippling is

in the script. HOME can even make its own
weather. At will in a special effects area, it

can produce rain, fog, sleet, snow or hail-
perhaps even sunshine. Some of those gad-
gets may sound a trifle strange, but they are
designed to allow HOME's staff the greatest
creative latitude for imaginative staging.

TO ADVERTISERS:
home's products star in every program.
The basic concept of HOME is that commer-
cial presentation and program content are
woven in the same fabric. HOME's spectacu-
lar new staging has a very special advantage
for you. It means that you don't have to have
special announcers, film commercials or ex-

pensive commercial sets. HOME's facilities

are at your service. HOME provides the per-

fect mood and setting for selling your
product.

home's audience will be a screened audi-
ence. Every woman who watches will watch
because she's interested in improving her
home, her family life and herself. It stands
to reason, then, that HOME's audience is

made up almost exclusively of prospects.

And those prospects will see your product
at the best time, in the best setting.

home's economy is evident in its sponsor-
ship plan. HOME offers eight one-minute
participations per program. As with "To-
day" you may buy one participation or as

many as you want. HOME, then, is a perfect

place for young products, and for limited

budget advertisers who want big time tele-

vision.

home's home is a machine for selling.

It's a 60-foot rotunda surrounded on its

perimeter by a translucent plastic skin for

front and rear projection or special lighting

and color effects. In its center are two con-

centric, revolving turntables. In its various

stages are a kitchen, a testing laboratory, a

how-to-do-it workshop which can accommo-
date everything from a crochet hook to a

compound lathe, a small garden (with the

richest earth in television.) On the floor will

be three regular television cameras, but high

in the ceiling is NBC's aerial camera, a re-

mote control camera mounted on a telescop-

ing arm which can cover any position in the

rotunda, giving camera flexibility never seen

before in television.

For displaying HOME's editorial matter and
advertiser's products in new ways, some new-

devices are needed; like the "tumbler." The
"tumbler" is a mechanism for handling

heavy objects : for example, to show the con-

struction of an easy chair, the "tumbler" will

whip it upside down, tilt it or spin it effort-

lessly and quickly. Then there is a "picker-

upper," a mechanical arm which can lift and
unroll a rug or bolt of cloth as easily as you

home's charter client plan gives you a

full hour program without extra cost. This
special "merchandising program" can be

scheduled to correspond with the launching

of a new product, a new line or a new pro-

motion. All eight commercials on the Charter
Client's "merchandising program" are de-

voted to his product. Charter Clients also re-

ceive two more invaluable assets: (1)

exclusivity in their product category in all

HOME programs for the rest of the year

(2) a color franchise in HOME. To become
a HOME Charter Client, you buy 52 partici-

pations, non-cancellable, between March 1

and December 31, 1954.

Your NBC representative has all the details

of sponsorship including the participation

price. He can also tell you more about

HOME's plans. Suggest you call him today.

TELEVISION

ice of Radio Corporation of America



^ <•>. iii Pennsylvania, 1 buy
covers 3 . . . when that one bin

is WJAC-TV, Johnstown.

Based on October '53 Hooper
Btandings, WJAC-TV is . . .

FIRST in ]ohnstoun
i a 2-station market I

SECOND in Pittsburgh

ia 4station market
I

FIRST in Altoona
I a 2-Station market I

If you want to blanket the rich

southwestern Pennsylvania mar-

ket . . . and do it for the mini-

mum amount <>f wampum . . .

Inn the I that covers 3. . . .

Send up m •mokr •inr

(,rl full clrl.ll. fr..li.

by Bob Foreman

Let's have a chat about money.

Perhaps you"\e heard: Money i- the root of all evil. You
can'l take it with you. \Ione\ won't buy happiness.

The foregoing saws, however, achieved their eminence in

the world ot cliches before television. Television, by com-

ing up with a thing called series-on-film, has made it neces-

sary to rewrite these axiom-: to wit:

Money i- the root of all tv films. You can't take it with

you but you can leave it with your heirs via residuals. Fur-

thermore, money will buy happiness as I will endeavor to

prove right now.

In other words, the drachma is the prime requisite of all tv

film operations and comes in way ahead of aesthetic and dra-

matic values. Let us examine some cases in point.

You come to me with a pilot film, saying you will provide

me with 38 more films in a series of equal quality. Your
negative cost per film, you whisper, is $30,000. But if I

purchase a firm 39 shows for use on a network of 60 stations

or for spot buys in 60 markets, you will deliver this series to

me at a cost of only $25,000 per episode. (You are still

whispering.)

Being new in the business, inquisitive as well as naive, I

say: "How come you are doing me this favor, chum? I have

never met you before and had no idea of the depth of my
charm. Your pilot film is terrific—just what I need and it has

s name player, Toodles DuFeur. whom I never hoped to be

able to afford. How come?" I stammer blushingly.

^ ou put your arm around me and order another brandy.

Not domestic stuff. The real old liquid direct from la belle

France. "Feller.** you say. "don't worry about my problem-:

I'll come out all right on the markets you don't use and on

reruns. I wanna do you a favor. It's as simple as that."

It is as simple as that and. being as simple as I am, I shake

hand- on the deal.

Then thing- happen. First. I discover you made this $30.-

000 pilot film at an out-of-pocket cost of $8,000. most of

which you borrowed from your mother-in-law. The remain-

ing costs were deferred -lab costs, talent costs, director's

fee ( over -cab- 1. etc

It might be worth mentioning here that even if you had

paid all these charges, they wouldn't have added up to $30.-

()()() but closer to $25,000. The last $5,000 i- a mythologi-

i /'lease turn to page 68 I
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YOU GET

WhenYou Buy KRNT, Des Moines

HOOPER LEADER MORNING, AFTERNOON, EVENING

75 Firsts, 11 Seconds out of 87 Periods

(Including 3 ties for first and 1 for second)

• KRNT-CBS does it again . . . delivers the BIG audience, according to the latest

Hooper report for Des Moines, Iowa (October, 1953).

• KRNT is first in all 23 morning periods. KRNT has

23 firsts, I second out of 24 afternoon periods. KRNT

has 13 firsts (3 ties) and 6 seconds (one tie) out of 20

evening periods. KRNT has 16 firsts and 4 seconds

out of the 20 rated Saturday daytime periods.

• Talk to a Katz man about KRNT, the only Des Moines

station that can talk Hoopers!

8 FEBRUARY 1954
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In its 15th year—

and STILL GROWING!

from

16 KW

832 feet above

average terrain

channel 4

Very

High

Frequency

to

93 KW

1020 feet above

average terrain

channel 6

Very

High

Frequency

On January 4, 1954, WRGB increased its power from 16KWto

93 KW; its antenna height from 832 feet to 1020 feet above aver-

age terrain, and, at the direction of the FCC, switched from

channel 4 to channel 6. Now transmitting with the maximum

signal permitted by the FCC, WRGB still sells the rich capital

district, as it has tor more than 14 years, plus Northeastern New

York and Western New England. The more powerful signal adds

some 10,000 square miles and more than 500,000 people to the

old coverage area thai previousl) delivered $01, "50 sets.

The General Electric Station

Schenectady, N. Y.
WRGB
CHANNEL 6

Represented Nationally by

NBC Spot Sales

18 SPONSOR



New and renew
8 FEBRUARY 1954

1

2.

Sew on Radio Networks

SPONSOR AGENCY

Campana Sales, Batavia, II!

Dodge Div, Chrysler Corp.
Detroit

Ex-Lax, Inc. Brooklyn

Minnesota Mining & Mfg,
St Paul, Minn

Mutual Benefit Health &
Accident Assoc, Omaha

Pharmaco, Inc, Kenilworth,
Nj

STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Wallace-Ferry-Hanly, Chi
Crant Adv, Detroit

Warwick & Legler, NY

BBDO, NY & Mpls

Bozell & Jacobs, Omaha

DCSS, NY

CBS 174
NBC 201

ABC 335

CBS 202

CBS 207

NBC 148

Julius La Rosa; M 7:35-45 pm; 18 Jan; 52 wks
Roy Rogers Show; Th 8-8:30 pm; 28 Jan; 52 wks

Modern Romances; Tu-F 11:25-40 am; 19 Jan; in-

creased sponsorship from 3 to 4 days a wk; also

new time slot

Arthur Godfrey Time; M, W, alt F 10-10:15 am;
22 Feb; 52 wks

Robert Q. Lewis; M-F 4-4:05 pm; 20 Jan; 52 wks

Front Page Farrell; M-F 5:15-30 pm; alt days;
11 Jan; 13 wks (alt with Amer Amer Homo
Prods!

Renewed on Radio Networks

SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS

Campana Sales Co, Ba- Wallace-Ferry-Hanly, Chi CBS 195
tavia, III.

Christian Science Publ Walton-Butterfield, NY ABC 30
Society, Boston

Church of Christ, Abilene, Martin Co, Chi ABC 250
Tex

Ceneral Foods, NY FC&B, NY CBS 100
Cruen Watch Co, Cinci McCann-Erickson, NY ABC 325
Lever Bros, NY J. Walter Thompson, NY CBS 187

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Shadel & News; Sat 12-12:05 pm; 23 Jan; 52 wks

Christian Science Monitor Views the News; Tu
9:45-10 pm; 23 Feb; 52 wks

Herald of Truth; Sun 1-1:30 pm; 7 Feb; 52 wks

Robert Q. Lewis; M-F 4-4:05 pm; 20 Jan; 52 wks
Walter Winchell; alt Sun 9-9:15 pm; 3 Jan; 52 wks
Lux Radio Theater; M 9-10 pm; 4 Jan; 52 wks

i See page 2 for New National Spot Radio and Tv Business)

National Rroadcast Sales Executives

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Samuel 1. Abelow CBS, NY, adv, sis prom dept BAB. NY, asst dir local prom
Howard Anderson WFAA-TV, Dallas, film dir MPTV Feature Film Div, Dallas office acct exec
Addison Armor Lang-Worth Feature Progs, NY, regl sis mgr ABC Radio, NY, dir prog sis

Ralph M. Baruch Consolidated Tv Sis, NY, acct exec Same, eastern sis mgr
Elisabeth Beckjorden O. L. Taylor, NY, chg publicity, prom & research MPTV, NY, publicity-publ rels stf

Chester T. Behrman WEHT, Henderson, Ky, prog dir Same, dir tv opers

Ceorge A. Bernstein WOL, Wash, DC, station mgr WLIB, NY, sis mgr
Charles W. Besosa A. C. Nielsen, NY, client serv exec Same, acct exec NTRI
John H. Bone WLW-TV, Cinci, sis mgr WNEM-TV, Flint, Mich, gen mgr
Richard P. Buch Consolidated Tv Sis, Atlanta, southeastern sis mgr CBS TV Film Sis, mgr Atlanta office

Lawrence H. Buck Du Mont, NY, sis stf WABD, NY, acct exec
Robert P. Canavan MCA, NY, sis rep tv synd dept ABC TV Sis Dept, NY, mkt coverage specialist

W. Richard Carlson WLYC, Williamsport, Pa, gen mgr Same, vp
Lindell Christell CE Supply Corp, Omaha, adv, sis prom mgr May Bdcstg Co, Omaha (KMTV, KMA), natl sis stf

Edward Codel Katz Agency, NY, tv dir Same, bd of dir

Bruce Collier WMAL-TV, Wash, DC, sis acct exec MPTV Film Synd Div, Dallas, sis mgr
A. H. Constant KONA, Honolulu, mgr KAFY, KAFY-TV, Bakersield, Cal, mgr
William N. Davidson NBC Radio Spot Sis, NY, natl mgr NBC-owned Cleve stns (WTAM, WTAM-FM,

WNBK), asst gen mgr, dir radio-tv sis

Mitchell DeCroot ABC, NY, chg adv, prom ABC TV Net, NY, dir adv, prom

Jack Denninger Blair-Tv, NY, acct exec Same, eastern sis mgr
Ceorge Dietrich NBC Spot Sales, NY, eastern radio sis mgr Same, natl radio mgr
William P. Dix WTAM, Cleve, sis mgr WOR, NY, sis mgr
Jack Dubberley KLMO, Longmont, Colo, pres, gen mrg KLZ, Denver, sis rep

Eldon Durand WNOE, New Orleans, prodn, mdsg dept Same, prodn, mdsg mgr
Neal J. Edwards WTTC, Wash, DC, sis mgr WMAL-TV, Wash, DC, sis mgr
Joseph B. Elliott RCA, NY, vp Same, exec vp chg new Consumer Prods Div

Leonard Evans Negro market consultant Natl Negro Net, NY, pres (40 E 51 St)

Louis Faust H-R Reps, NY, acct exec John Blair, NY, sis stf

Robert Feiner 20th Century-Fox, stf member MPTV Feature Film Div, Dallas office acct exec

Donald F. Fischer vVQAM, Miami, prog dir WCBS, Miami, prog mgr
Alvin C. Flanagan XETV, Tijuana-San Diego, Cal, prog, sis dir KCOP, LA, asst mgr
Bob Franklin KCW, Portland, Ore, prodn mgr Same, prom mgr
Ceorge H. Frey NBC TV Net, NY, vp, dir sis Same, vp chg tv net sis

Don Frink Shupe Food Brokerage Co, Honolulu, exec KCMB, KCMB-TV, Honolulu, mdsg coordinator

Jack Fritz Lever Bros, Pepsodent Div, NY, prod mgr, Shadow Biair-Tv, NY, acct exec

David Froh
Wave

WILS, Lansing, Mich, prog dir Same, stn mgr
John Ceddes Edward Petry, NY, acct exec WNEW, NY, acct exec
H. J. Crenthot Katz Agency, NY, asst treas Same, bd of dir

Mark Criffin ASCAP, Northwest branch mgr KCMB, Honolulu, acct exec

William D. Hamilton ABC Radio, NY, eastern prodn mgr Same, eastern prog mgr
Jerome B. Harrison ABC TV, NY, acct exec Same, eastern sis mgr
Edward E. Hewitt Movie Adv Bureau, United Film Service, west coast

mgr

MPTV Film Synd Div, SF, sis mgr

(Continued next page)

In next issue: New and Renetved on Television (JSeticork) ; Advertising Agency Personnel

Changes; Sponsor Personnel Changes; Station Changes (reps, network affiliation, power increases)

tXumbers after names
refer to New and Re-

new category

nle! (3)

H. J. Grenthot (3)

A. P. Jaeger (3)

George Frey (3)

1. Flanagan (3)
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Xea- and renew 3. \utiotml Broadcast Stiles Executives (cont'd.)

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION

|jy H •

R C H:

WjIIki Hutchinson
Wallil S Ivy

Frederick (acobi |r

- P |acgcr

|uli.ln M Kaufm.in

lohn | Kchoc
R David Kimble
Willwd L Kline

Willi im M Koblenzcr
flm. i W Lower
William Z McDonald
|ohn McPartlin
Monroe Mendelsohn
Don P Molony
Hinild L. Morgan |r

Fred Morrison
W Moss

No rr.in Nelson
i im. s M Orchard
|ohn W. Owen
Chirks Philips

John Reed Porterficld
St. -ling C Quintan
Willum H Quinn
Wiltnm Rimblc
Fdward L Saxe

I Schuebel
Fr. d D Shavor
Clcnn Sh.iw

Birr Sheets
Jimmy Simpson
St inky S Simpson
Edgar T. <Tcd> Sisson

Earl Snuffer
Larry Stevens
Donald A Stewart

Robert C Walker
Theo H Walworth |r

W. Walter Watts
Joseph Woltman
Harry Woodworth
|ohn M. Wyatt

WICC, WICC-TV. Bridgeport, Conn, sis prom dir

KHO El Paso, acct exec
|ohn Poole Bdcstg Co Cal, tv prom mgr

| Writer Thompson. NY acct exec
NBC Film D.v NY future writer

Prockter Synd Intl. NY vp chg sis

KPHO-TV. Phoenix acct exec
KCRA. Sacramento, sis mgr
BAB NY. dir natl prom
KEFO El Paso, stn mgr. sis dir

Du Mont, NY acei

CBS TV Wish DC. dir news
WDSU, WDSU-TV, New Orleans, sis rep
WNBQ, Chi, sis mgr
UTP NY. sis prom mgr
WEHT Henderson Ky, asst gen mgr
ABC. NY vp cln> tv prodn services dept
Chicago Bears, pro football player

WVBC-TV. NY. prom stf

bCBA. Hywd, mng dir

CBS TV Film Sis. Atlanta office acct exec
Edward Pctry. NY. prom dept
WNBK, Clove, dir sis

WSEE TV Fall River. Mass. gen mgr
WENR. WBKB. Chi, pen mgr
A C. Nielsen NY. client serv exec
KLAC-TV LA, natl sis mgr
CBS Inc. NY, controller

Wvatt & Schuebel. NY. partner
WO'-TV. Ames. Iowa, asst dir prog devel
KCCC-TV, Sacramento, asst mgr
KNXT Hvwd. exec
WNAO, WNAO-TV. Raleigh, sports dir, slsman
KCOK. Tulare, Cal. sis mgr
NBC Film Div, NY, assoc dir

D'imond Match Co. NY, mdsg stf

KGMB. Honolulu, stf ann:r
Du Mont L.-'bs, East Patcrson, N). natl mgr new
mkt devel

W^EB Mobi'c. Ala, prog dir

NBC Spot Sales, NY, sis exec
rtCA. NY. vp
WOKY. Milw. sis mgr
ABC Ra-iio Net. NY. acct exec
Wyatt & Schuebel. NY. partner

NEW AFFILIATION

WJAR WJAR-TV. Bridgeport, prom mgr
Same, gen sis mgr
Same, also sis rep KBID-TV, Fresno
Katz Agency. Dallas office sis stf

Same, press mgr
Screen Corns, dir NY sis

XETV. Tijuana-San Diego. Cal. gen mgr
KCCC-TV. Sacramento, sis mgr
Same, dir local prom
KLYN, Amarillo. gen mgr
Same, eastern sis mgr
Same dir news & public affairs

Vitaplx Corp, southeastern sis rep. hq New
MPTV. Chi. acct exec
Guild Films. NY. sis prom dir

WTSK-TV. Knoxville. Tenn. vp

Same, vp & comptroller

WTVN, Columbus. 0. sis stf

CBS TV Film Sales. NY, asst sis prom mgr
KFWB. Hywd. natl sis mgr
Same, acct exec NY office

Avery-Knodel, NY. mgr sis prom
WOR-TV. NY. sis mgr
WNET. Providence. Rl. vp. gen mgr
WBKB. Chi. vp in chg
Same, acct exec NTRI
Vitapix Corp, LA. western sis mgr
CBS TV, NY. vp. asst to pres

Also Natl Negro Net. NY, vp
WTRI (TV), Schenectady, prog dir. prodn
KDYL Salt Lake City, sis mgr
CBS TV Film Sis. acct exec Chi office

WNAO. comml mgr
KCOK-TV. mgr
Same, dir

KMOX, St Louis, mdsg mgr
KCMB-TV, sect exec
KCTY. Kans City, gen mgr

WNOE New Orleans, prog dir

WNBK, Cleve, tv sis mgr
Same, exec vp chg new Electronic Prods Div

Same, exec vp
ABC TV Net. NY, acct exec
Also Natl Negro Net, NY, exec vp

20
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Xeu- Agency Appointments

SPONSOR PRODUCT (or service) AGENCY
B.-ownell & Field, Providence, Rl

Eastern Venetian Blind Co, Baltimore
KPTV Portland. Ore

Manhattan Soap Co. NY
Parker Pharmaceutical, Chi
Pollard Bros Chi
Prepared Prods Co. Pasadena

Trade Winds Co. Thunderbolt, Ca
Waterman Pen Co, Seymour, Conn
WJAR-TV. Providence, Rl

Autocrat coffee, tea, coffee syrup

Curtain, drapery hardware div
Program, adv promotion

Sweetheart Cosmetics line

Nitocin tablets 'to relieve tobacco cravingsl
Steel factory equipment
Dixie Fry, Inglchoffer Mustard; also new

type cereal to be introduced
Trade Winds. Pan-Redi frozen shrimp
Pens, domestic advertising
Station promotion

Kastor. Farrell. Chesley &
ford, NY

Joseph Katz. Baltimore
Pacific Natl Adv Agency

land Ore
Dowd. Redfield & |ohnstor

Bozell & Jacobs, Chi
Bozell & Jacobs. Chi
Ross Roy, Hywd

Blame-Thompson Co. NY
Fletcher D. Richards. NY
Ceorge T. Metcalf Co. Pre

dence. Rl

\ew Firms, \ew Offices, Changes of Address
Alan's Advertising Agency. Tulare. Cal. new agency formed

by
| Alan Rmehart. ex-asst to gen mgr KCOK-TV

B own Adv. Columbia. Mo. new address. Miller Bldg- new
dir radio-tv, Fred M Mullen

I M Hickc.scn Inc. 2021 Crand Ave. Des Moines, new ad
a3ency formed by consolidation of Blakemore Co Walter
E. Battenfield Co. of Des Moines, and |. M. Hickcrson NY

KCCC-TV. Sacamento. new LA office, 1610 N Argyle Ave
Hywd. mgr George E. Ledell |r

KSTM-TV. St Louis, new address 5915 Berthold Ave
M.ira,hon Newsrcel, NY. new address 10 E 49th St

• I Adv Agency. Chi. new offices 8 S. Michigan Ave
Esc ett A Mitchell Adv. Terminal Sis Bldg. Portland Ore

n * agency

Irwin N. Roscc Co. NY. new address 510 Madison Ave
rels. tv prodn firm'

Stars Natl, radio-tv reos. NY, new branch offices a'

Beverly Blvd. LA: 681 Market St. SF
Stromberger. La Vene. McKenzie Adv. new address

Lafayette Park PI. LA 57
Venard Inc. 444 Madison Ave, NY. new radio-tv station

firm formed by Lloyd Ceorge Venard. ex-pres of (

Taylor; Chi office. 35 E. Wacker Dr. mgr How
Meyers; West Coast offices. Mills Bldg. SF and 297
shire Blvd. LA; mgr Duncan A. Scott

Western Adv. LA. new address 4848-60 Wilshirc Blvc

is adding Henry Gerstenkorn Co. mdsg. fd spccialis

White Adv. Tulsa, new address 2010 S. Utica St. Tu

Numbers after minus
I AY

Wallis S. Ivy

Don /'. Molony
1 s /lr/!<

Fred )
i 1 Behrman

Ihin truth

.Im 1. 1 >

li Hut '

\1 I'll

J,n II



1954 is a year-long Birthday Party in the Midwest

Empire. This year is the 100th birthday of Omaha,
and the 100th anniversary of the organization of

Nebraska as a territory. Everybody in the nation

has been invited to the party, and thousands are

expected in Omaha for the many colorful pageants,

sports events, cultural programs and historical dis-

plays. Naturally Big Mike and KPAB are playing

an important part in the Centennial activities, just

as they always play a big part in farming, industry,

commerce and transportation in the vast Midwest

Empire. Of course you are invited to visit the 1954
Centennial, to meet Big Mike, and to learn first

hand more about one of the nation's great markets.

Or you can get the Big Mike-KFAB story from
General Manager Harry Burke or Free and Peters.

Big Mike is the physical trademark of KFAB —
Nebraska's most listened-to-station



MEET ROBB
(Two Bs, It You Please)

THOMAS
He might offer you another
explanation, but to his spon-

sors thoso two "B's" moan
Big fuslnoss.

Popular miurie, personality interviews)

frequent news and sports reports and

pleasant chatter about Milwaukee

event thai*- the "R.T.*' formula on

Rolil»'« mid-morning "Record Shop"

and late afternoon "1340 ( luh."' Mil-

waukee loves it. loves WEMP*s round-

the-clock disc-jockey personalities.

And so do these national advertisers:

Oxydol. Swan's Down, Omar

Baking, Maut: Paint, Robert

Hall, Wonder Bread. Household

Finance, Halo Shampoo. Nesbitt,

Howard Johnson's. Mustcrolc,

Bluctonc Fuel Oil and others.

Join them and find out liow WEMP
delivers up to twice the Milwaukee- au-

dienee per dollar of Milwaukee net-

work stations.' (all Beadley-Reedl

'Bised on latest available Pulse ratmo

ard SROS rati s

WEMPwEMP-FM
MILWAUKEE

HU6H IOICE, JR.. 6m. Mgr.

HEADIEY-REED. Nstl. R«p.

HOURS OF MUSIC. NRWS. SPORTS

firing fiottheimer

Director of Advertising

Vitamin Corp. of America, Newark, N. J.

The Vitamin Corp. of America has quadrupled its annual sales

in three years. What boosted sales of vitamins from some S2 to S3

million in L950 to 110 million in 1953?

"Advertising," says lr\ing Gottheimer, VGA's advertising strate-

gist. "Advertising carried through 1>\ point-of-sale merchandising.*
1

Gottheimer stresses that merchandising clinches the sale. VCA
usi a radio and tv to educate the consumer to the need for vitamins

iI\\l)iitol and Juvenal i. "But its the druggist who actually puts

lJ\!nitol in the customer's hand," he adds. "Of course, it works

Loth ways. The druggist is more likely to push a product that's

hacked with heavy national advertising."

\\ itfa the consumer education angle in mind, VCA's been increas-

ing its national advertising budget steadily from S1.2 million in

L951 i fir-t bin \ear in national media) to over S2 million in 1954.

Here's how this budget breaks down: 60% into tv, 20 r
r into

radio. 20'
< into newspapers. But \ CA follows no fixed or rigid

rules in allocating money to the various media. "We spend for a

promotion when we feel the time's right, and the campaign is keyed

to our national market. -a\> Gottheimer.

VCA's market? The women, particularly housewives in the mid-

thirties and older. Not that the product is designed for only wo-

men « use, I'Ut because women are main buyers of drug products.

VCA doesn t believe in waste circulation. Emphasis in tv and radio

; like is on women- or famil\ -appeal shows.

On 23 January VCA's new tv show went on the air: On Your
Way. MJC IA. Saturday 7:00-7:30 p.m., starring Kathy Godfrey

1

\ i.i BBDO). [his is a quiz show built around contestants' need for

funds to make urgent trips.

In L951, when VCA first came out with Juvenal, a vitamin prod-

net for youngsters between two and 1(> years of age, VCA launched

the new product with Junior Frolics, a W VIA. Newark show. Hcaw
merchandising backing and i\ programing aimed at developing the

youngsters' own demand fo] Juvenal helped soar the product's sales

.
t "in modest national beginnings to 984,000 in the New i ork metro-

politan area alone l'\ it- second season.

Gottheimer's own formula for stopping "that four o'clock let-

down"? Rybutol, of course, * * *
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When it's time to sell it's

time

Lola, Lloyd, Barbara

Here's a Monday through Friday parti-

cipating program that offers hard hitting,

daytime selling.

Teletuue Time highlights music played

by Toledo's popular Lola Smith at the

console organ and sung by the lovely

and talented Barbara Krall. Novelty

touches are supplied by Lloyd Thaxton

and Sanford, Lloyd's talking parakeet.

"The Mail Bag", a regular feature of

Teletune Time, gives a personal touch

which brings the hundreds of viewers

closer to the inner workings of

WSPD-TV.

Teletune Time is an action packed show in a market

now boasting 279,029 television sets. Contact your

nearest Katz agency or call ADams 3175 in Toledo.

AM-TV
TOLEDO, OHIO

Represented Nationally by Katz
TOM HARKER, NAT. SALES DIR.. 118 E. 57th STREET, NEW YORK
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"AN

INVESTMENT

IN

KNOWLEDGE

PAYS THE

BEST

INTEREST"...

Benjamin Franklin

is of January 16, l
(>.~>t

we have invested

65,331,060 TV SECONDS

in the business "f television broad-

casting. Eai h "[ these sei onda bas

iin reased out knowledge. I his we

share »itli out i lients for ilu- benefit

of .ill . oni ei ned.

This knowledge has been built only

through pioneering. The results?

Some i:r<';it. most good, a few bad

\ii«l each result bas contributed to .1

battel over-all operation.

Your investment in KNIU1 1- an

investment in knowledge .

.

. pays "IT

in sudieni < interest .""I produi 1 Bales.

Contact KMIII. Holrri I 01 NBC

SPOT SALES.

Vc»ir developments on SPONSOR stories

S<»<»: "The video tape recorder: *hat it

means i<> - 1><» n~«»r~"

"I In- r;i<li" station of the future"

Issue: 30 November 1953, p. 38
21 ipril 1952, p. 23

Still

j

«'*•!: The use of tape recording in

programing

I in- semi-automatii radio station requiring onlj one man to oper-

ate 1- now a reality, according to Stephen I'. Temmer, vice president

and • liii-l engineer ol Gotham Recording Corp., New York.

In 1I1-1 1 il.iiiL' the i'1'iiaiioii of KEAR, San Francisco, Temmer
says the station operates with a full staff during regular office hours.

Bui al five o'clock everybodj goes home, leaving onlj one engineer

to keep watch ovei two tape machines and apparatus for operating

the transmittei b) remote control. Actually, said Temmer, the engi-

mil could go home, too, but he hangs around to make sure the

lape machines don't break down and to meel FCC regulations which

require an engineer on dutj

.

During the daj the KEAR staff records the nighttime programing

;

en one reel of tape th< • record music, and on the second announce-

ments, station breaks and commercials. \ high-pitched tone, which

the human eai can'l hear, is recorded on the firs! tape at certain

intervals. \\ hen the tunc is reached, it automatically stops the music,

tarts the second tape with it- commercials. The same principle

operates in reverse to starl the music again.

During L953, Temmer said, almost 90$ of all I . S. radio shows

were recorded in advance, in whole or in part. He predicts that an

even greater percentage of programs will be tape recorded this year.

He added that tape programs will be placed on stations on a spot

rather than network basis. * * *

"Negro Market Section""

"P. S."

2 1 iugusl 1933. ]». 65
3 October 1933. p. 18

Negro programing on a syndicated,
network lia«i«

I wo weeks ago the National Negro Network began broadcasting

it- first dail) program. It was a good beginning; Pet Milk and

Philip Mot 1 is have signed t" sponsor the -how. Story of Ruin J (den-

tine, and have one-year contracts. The first program series to be

aimed at a Negro audience on a national basis, Ruby I alentine is

being broadcast over in stations which specialize in full-time or

part-time Negro programing. Two-third- of the stations are in the

South, l>ut the major Northern Negro markets Washington, Balti-

more, Philadelphia, New York, Detroit and other big cities—are

al- \ ele, I.

The new network, which uses transcriptions rather than telephone

lines (as doe- the Keystone Broadcasting System), is headed b\

President Leonard Evans, Negro market consultant: Jack \\\att

executive vice president, and Reggie SchuebeL vice president 'part-

ner- in Wyatl S Schuebel). Evans said t\ had little effect on "the

radio-minded Negro audience. Now. with NNN. the average Ni

no longer will be confined to bebop music and quartets singing spirit-

ual-. We will give him the best in radio programing on a national

scale, and emphasize realism, informativeness and artistic and tech-

nil al pel fei lion."

Evans reported two other programs will soon be released: Cathy
Stewart starring Hilda Simms (set to debut in mid-March) and
lis (i Mystery, Man. with Cab Calloway. Other programs planned
•••i 13 million Negro listeners include news, sports, drama, panel.

• jui/. variety, musii and 1 ommentary. Ruin Valentine is a 15-minute
Bve-day-a-week soap opera starring Juanita Hall. • ••
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Now grown to full power

and coverage . .

.

,-«q»l»

MICHIGAN \XS*$&\

"^VW*

FT. WAYNE

INDIANA
OW\0

INDIANAPOLIS

wowo
FORT WAYNE

INDIANA'S ONLY FULL-TIME 50,000-WATT RADIO STATION

COVERS 20 ADDITIONAL COUNTIES

1,700,000 MORE PEOPLE

Here's complete coverage of 69 counties in one
of the Midwest's richest farming areas. With
a 5 -fold increase in power, WOWO's new
quarter-million-dollar transmitter now reaches

3,701,600 people— including those in Indian-

apolis, Ind., and Toledo, Ohio. This dominant
coverage— with greater intensity and clarity

than ever before— is yours for audience action.

Another great example of Westinghouse's con-

tinuing faith in radio!

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, Inc.

WBZ • WBZA • KYW • KDKA . WOWO • KEX . WBZTV • WPTZ
|

National Representatives: Free & Peters
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No coverage is more complete than a blanket

of snow. And many advertisers say the closest

thing to it in broadcasting is the coverage

Storer stations provide in Detroit, Toledo,

Birmingham, Wheeling, Miami, Atlanta and San Antonio.

STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY
WSPD-TV WJBK-TV WAGA-TV KEYl-TV WBRC-TV

Toledo, Ohio Detroit, Mich. Atlanta, Ga. San Antonio, Texas Birmingham, Ala.

WSPD WJBK WAGA KABC WBRC WWVA WGBS
Toledo, Ohio Detroit, Mich. Atlanta, Ga. San Antonio, Texas Birmingham, Ala. Wheeling, W. Va. Miami. Fla.

NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS:

TOM HARKER, V. P., National Sales Director BOB WOOD, Midwest National Soles Mgr.

118 East 57 Street, New York 22, Eldorado 5-7690 * 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, FRanklin 2-6498
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Gao&uufe to- Malclt live. MaAJzet
Represented Nationally by CBS Radio and Television Spot Sales

WBT-WBTV
CHARLOTTE, N. C

The Radio-TV Services

of the Jefferion Standard

Life Insurance Company

The signs of Charlotte are signs of a market

bigger by far than city population indicates.

Take air traffic, for example:

In air passengers per thousand population, Charlotte

ranks fourth in the nation, surpassed only by Miami, Dalla

and Atlanta— surpassing such air travel centers as

Washington, Kansas City and San Francisco-Oakland.

Charlotte's bulging, pre-war air terminal gives way

to a plush, new $1,500,000 terminal building due for

dedication this spring.

Such busy-ness cannot be accounted for alone by the fact

that there is no rival commercial airport for 60 miles

in any direction but only by the additional fact that

this 60-mile area is densely populated with prosperous

people who depend upon Charlotte for air travel

and myriad other services, including—
— Radio and television. Charlotte's great area stations

WBT and WBTV unite hundreds of populous textile

communities into one integrated market ranking

in the first 25markets of the nation.
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RADIO DELIVERS 1,012 people per $ spent

TV DELIVERS 391 people per $ spent . .

.

i MAGAZINES DELIVER 337 people per $ spent

.

And NEWSPAPERS DELIVER 213 people

Source: BAB, CBS Radio

Why are radio rates low ?

Broadcasters feel they let opportunity to raise rates slip through

their fingers after World War II. The reason? Too many fears

il recent story on advertising expenditures in the ad-

vertising column of The New York Times noted that ra-

dio's dollar volume was "unexpectedly" up 4.3% in 1953

over the year before.

Just why this increase was unexpected was not explained.

It was certainly not unexpected to the radio industry and
those close to it.

But the increase, obviously, was a surprise to those con-

vinced that radio is on the way out.

This radio-is-dying psychology has been the despair of

broadcasters during the past few years. They believe it

has not only scared away advertisers who could put radio

to good use but has been a powerful factor in either forc-

ing rates down or preventing them from going up when
economic logic dictated increases.

8 FEBRUARY 1954

In this article, based on weeks of conversations with

both buyers and sellers of radio, sponsor takes a broad

look at the reasons why broadcasters, as well as advertisers,

feel radio is an unparalleled buy. But more than that it

reveals for the record what the slings and arrows of out-

rageous fortune have done to radio's rate card, especially

the networks' prices.

In discussing the logic (or lack of itj in radio rates,

broadcasters often start off on this tack:

Advertisers might now be paying 10 to 20^ more for

radio—and accepting this higher level without complaint

—were it not for a series of historical developments after,

and before. World War II which made the radio industry-

slow to raise its rates when it should have done so.

Why didn't it?
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4 AGES OF RADIO AND HOW THEY OPERATED TO KEEP THE RATE CARD LOW

1
EASY-SALES KitA (1SS7-4S)
The halcyon days of radio. Stations were relatively few; there

was business enough for everybody and relatively little concern

about rates. Anti-trust atmosphere tended to dampen rate hikes

3
TV-SCARE EllA (STARTING 1918)
Advent of commercial video shattered radio's faith in future

temporarily. Aggressive selling attitude faded, radio failed to

capitalize on the extra-set and out-of-home listening trends

Right after the war product-starved consumers were in

a big buying mood. Radio was booming. Not onlv were

consumer- replacing old. w urn-out radios in record volume,

hut the number of new radio home- was growing at a

fast pace.

The cost of everything was rising. The boom led to in-

flation. New-papers and magazines openly raised rates

on the basis of increased co-ts. Radio pushed through

moderate increases but. 1>\ and large, held itself in check.

\\ hx ?

There were main reasons. One of the most important

was a new FCC concept The government agem \ was ap-

proving new stations b) the hundred-. Radio stations on

the air went from 940 in l'Mo to about 2,500 today.

I hi- new FCC polk] called for radio service t>> everj

commnnit) in the land without regard ti> it- ability to sup-

port the Dumber <>f stations the FCC granted. Those who
attended FCC hearing- both before and after the war were

struck b) the new emphasis in FCC thinking. During the

2
MANY-STATION ERA (STARTING 1946)
Liberal FCC policy toward new stations raised total from 940

in 1946 to 2,500 today. Fear of competition, as well as fear

of economic slump, held rates down though radio was growing

H

4
NET RATE-CIT ERA (STARTING 1951)
Spearheaded by ANA and such clients as P&G, advertisers

forced network rate cuts in '51, '52. Local rates affected also

though spot growth made stations resist announcement rate cut

30's the FCC was concerned with practical economics.
W ould the market's purchasing power be able to support
another station? If not, the would-be broadcaster was
turned dow n.

But by 1946 the FCC's greater concern was to provide

competitive programing in the public interest.

The established stations, not sure what this new com-
petition would mean, acted cautiously on the rate issue.

Main felt no pressing need to raise rates, anyway. The\
had been making a lot of money. They could afford to

make a little less. I nlike newspapers and magazines, radio

was nol -addled with heavy plant and equipment charges
and it- operating costs were Largelj kept under control.

Besides, radio's customers were not accustomed to being
told that rates would have to be raised because wage in-

i reases or the cosl of coal made it necessary. Radio adver-

ti-er- were asked to understand only rate increases based
on bigger audience or increased power.

I he fear of competition was reinforced bv other fears.
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Broadcasters are ashamed to admit il now but some of

them were afraid of a depression, or were waiting for main

of the new stations to fold. Dire predictions of impending

failures for hundreds of new stations (or old ones unable

to meet the challenge) were frequent.

Then there were fears of new technical developments

—

even before these developments matured into full-scale com-

petition. Some of them, like facsimile and fm, never did.

Tv eventually did. of course, but broadcasters emphasize

that video acted as a brake on rising radio rates even

before it became a commercial fact. When the prophetic

voice of RCA's David Sarnoff advised NBC's affiliates in

1947 that now was the time to get into tv, it seemed to some

that the knell of doom had indeed struck for radio.

Some of the factors acting as a deterrent to increased

radio rates are not easily definable. A rep executive with

long experience in the radio business told sponsor:

"Take the case of a good-sized market with a dominant

newspaper which owns a dominant radio station. The

market has the usual complement of network stations plus

one or two independents. Naturally, the newspaper is the

chief consideration of the publisher. It grosses more than

the station, has a more impressive tradition and has great-

er meaning in his life.

"Being dominant, the newspaper-owned station sets the

rate pattern in the market. But its rates may have been

held back because it was doing well anyway, because the

ad department of the newspaper so requested, and for other

such reasons. The other stations obviously find it hard to

raise rates if the dominant station keeps rates pegged at

the same level.

''This situation, though not too widespread, was a factor

in helping keep rates down after the war."

One analyst long familiar with radio told a sponsor

editor: "I find an inferiority complex among radio people.

It may have something to do with the backgrounds of

station managers. Or maybe radio people don't consider

themselves as big business. Or maybe it's because they

don't have that long continuity of tradition that newspapers

have."

The sum of all these factors appears to have dulled ra-

dio's selling and promotion in the crucial postwar years.

Radio was hampered by the lack of network unity as well

as station unity. The webs and stations sold themselves,

but thev didn't sell radio. There was nothing to compare

with the general media presentations put out by news-

papers and magazines.

This situation is being remedied by the growing aggres-

siveness of such groups as BAB and SRA. But there is still

fertile ground to plough and there is still much that indi-

vidual stations can do. One medium-sized Pennsylvania

agency complained to sponsor that it has been almost

begging for a genuine radio presentation for almost a year.

And it still hasn't gotten one.

As an example of weak promotion and selling, broadcast-

ers pinpoint this fact: Radio was slow to capitalize on the

discovery that, even before tv, listening in and outside the

home was spreading out. There were plenty of secondary

bedroom and kitchen sets in the late 40's (as sponsor.

probably the first to do so, persistently pointed out dur-

ing that time). And when America's increasingly prosper-

ous family bought an automobile after the war. nine times

out of 10 it bought a radio with it.

Radio knew, in a rough way, whal was happening. Bui

it told its advertiser- with a generous wave ol the hand thai

secondary and auto set- were jusl velvet, Qiey'ri

gratis, no charge. Actually, radio didn't know much aboul
listening on these "bonus" sets. \lin all. if radio wasn'l

charging for them, whj should it paj to measure them,
or be concerned how the) wen- measured':'

\ml so radio's chance for a higher rate base wenl down
the drain. When the rale cuts did come, saj the i idiomen,

the) were thus cut from a level that had been too low in

the pre-tv era to start with.

In evaluating rates toda\ one of radio's strong argu-

ments is that it can reach the consumer more cheapl) than

any other major medium. While comparing media < osts

can lead to treacherous mathematical shoals, the advertise]

who wants or needs such a comparison will usuall) be told

by his researchers that radio will deliver his message at a

rock bottom cost-per-1,000.

A research executive at one of the top 10 agencies told

sponsor: "There is no question in my mind that, among
the major media, radio is still the cheapest \va\ to reach

people."

A media analyst at another top 10 agency said: "In

terms of a good workhorse medium, able to reach people

at low cost, radio has always been a good bu\ . I don't

think there's any dispute about that." While the agencies,

(Please turn to page 122 I

EDITORIAL
WH Y A R E RADIO UA 7 E S L W .'

How much should an ad mi ilium chargi .'

That's a question thai won't find a ready

answer at even the largest ad agencies, for

the value of one medium vs. anolhi r is

immeasurable. That radio is considered

the "cheapest" of the major ad m< din is

both a compliment and an insult. A com-

plimt nt because it represents a bargain

bun: an insult because radio rate levels

have been too long based on sloppy selling,

soft business tactics, and fears. In tin

article <>n these pages sponsor uncovers

the cycles and triads that havi com-

bined over llu past 1.") years to depress

radio rates. The study is useful fal-

si n rat reasons : (1) It explains factually

mini radio, generally speaking is a bargain

bail for tin advertiser; (2) it gives n

litlli -known history of radio rating phi-

losophy. To every sponsor and his ag

we say. Read tliis one carefully.
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How In get the most out of basebi
National Itoh puis 350 ",, of ail budget in Iv. radio. Contests and othor promo

PP . I ~ 1 l I I I
—

I < ill. I ). ( - l.|||\ |l>< ,ll l||-. •

linn last m;ii was conducted bj a beei

• ompan) and ii pulled more than .1

million ballots.

I In- elo tion \\ as in name the ia\ oi

ill- player mi the W ashington Nationals

ball club .iihI (In- winner, .1- an) \\.t»li-

ington fan can tell you, was center-

fielder Jim Busby. But the real prize

wenl to the Bponsoi of the Washington

Nationals baseball broadcasts and the

favorite player election, National Brew-

ing Co.

For a relativelj small expenditure,

National Brew ing got

:

• lin reased interest in the team and

hence in it^ broadcasts due to the pro-

fessional!) dynamic hoopla attending

Norman A'mony, Boh's

dd mgr., has seen firm

grow rapidly under im-

pe!us of effective sporf

sponsorship year round

the favorite player election.

• Point-of-sale impact oi tin- most

attention-catching kind through ballot

boxes placed in taverns and retail

stores.

I he vsliole promotion added up to

intelligent use of radio and television

baseball sponsorship a- the keystone

tin an advertising-merchandising-pro-

motion parla\. National's approach i-

one to do some thinking about if you
now Bponsor or are considering buying

baseball—minor league or major.

Promotion. ho\\e\er, is not the enl)

wa) in which National Brewing

squeezes the most out of baseball spon-

-orsbip. The compan) also takes these

two important steps:

1. It expands outward from the

market in which it sponsors baseball

to cover surrounding territory as much
as several hundred miles awav with the

radio ballcasts—and does it without

spending an extra cent.

2. It maintains the continuit) of ad-

vertising pressure and fan interest b>

earning awav-from-home as well as

One million people voted Boh's election to name Nats' favorite player. Below, ballots brought on field before name M



lonsiirship

Kite extra fan excitement

home games, and on a live basis.

Though National Brewing uses every

means of adding to the punch of radio

and tv. it's not one of those companies

putting a limited sum into the medium

and trying to spread the dollars with

gimmicks. National actually is one of

the major spenders proportionately

among U. S. brewers. It puts about

80 r
/c of its budget into radio and tele-

vision and traces much of its rapid

growth in the past five years to results

from heavy tv sponsorship year 'round.

The company has shot up at least one-

third in sales over the five years since

it has had tv.

National Brewing's advertising man-

ager during recent years has been Nor-

man S. Almoin. \\- agencj is Kenyon
& Eckhardt, New York.

Although National Brewing's 1953

baseball approach shows the experi-

ence of a veteran, the coinpam never

had actually sponsored baseball broad-

casts until last season. Wrestling, local

variety shows and packaged I re had

been its previous programing.

The company has been bottling beer

since 1885 from headquarters in Balti-

more. It has two brands, National

Bohemian and National Premium. Pre-

mium has a limited ad budget and cur-

rently is using newspapers and maga-

zines. It just started sponsorship of

/ Led Three Lives, WBAL-TV, Balti-

more. It's a higher-priced brand

which has distribution in markets as

far away from Baltimore as Los An-

geles and Chicago. Bohemian, on the

other hand, is a popular-priced beer

sold regionally in Maryland, Pennsyl-

vania, Virginia, West Virginia, North

Carolina, Delaware. Florida and the

District of Columbia.

It's National Bohemian that is the

heavy advertiser. Bohemian — better

{Please turn to page 1161

IBS BEAT MILWAUKEE!

MMMl ATTENDANCE

1.826,397

•

Wm tanar Umi 10%. t* <**.• Mt>l

Bi>krw«MfclmitM-<w

NATIONAL BOHEMIAN
"O/i boy- what o 6««a"

Bill Veeck, former Browns owner, says Jerold

Hoffberger, National Brewing president, is one

of three men most responsible for bringing

team to Baltimore. Even in wintertime brewer

is active on radio, tv, in newspapers. Ad above

is part of Boh's current campaign to excite

fans, sell season tickets to Orioles' games

|| Wint16r! thC SpOnSOri National Brewing credits tie-ins with baseball sponsorship as having big part in making fans Boh enthusiasts
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lew Nielsen local ratings plai

l siii» diary technique and aew automatic* control device, Nielsen hoj

Ma ist week, veteran researchei \\

thin C. Nielsen told tin- radio-h Indus-

tr\ thai In- could come up with a new

U> il area i ating -<-i \ u e !"i radio-t\

one thai would give timebuycrs every-

thing ex< epl tin- kitchen -ml. il the

indii-li \ w.i- H tiling t" y v l"i it.

\\ th tlii- announcement, Nielsen

dropped anotl ei r< Bear< li blockbustei

.

\iti-i measuring national radio and

t\ listening for man) years with the

automatic, patented Vudimeter acost-

K ele ti"ni' measuring de\ ice Niel-

sen revealed that In- proposed new lo-

< .il sei \ i< es would be based pi imai ilj

nil the use "I resean li dial ies i ailed

"Audilogs. rhese would be f 1 1 1

«
-• 1 out

l>\ listenei 3 or \ iewei -
I one diary per

set measured I . I bej would then be

"qualit) controlled" b) Vudii tetei data

and by data from a new Nielsen device

called the !>'• :ordimetei .1 sorl "I jun-

ior-grade ludimeter,

Nielsen thus tossed his Homburg in-

to the In. ,il resean li 1 ing w bere such

1I1 oi ganizations as Mil'.. Hoop-

er, Pulse I rendex and \ ideodex have

pro* ided their often < onflicting rat-

in:- He also joined Mil!. Hooper and

\ ideodex in the use of diaries—a re-

- 11 h method the Ni< Isen organization

li 1- nol v iewed h itli Favor in the past,

baving often claimed that diaries are

subject t" "considerable human error."

Nielsen's main reason for a partial

about-face on the subject of diaries i-

1

research
llllllllllllllll

apparently a matter ol costs. \\ ith a

I... al human panel keeping a diary re -

ord (d radio-t\ shows, the costs are

much lower than those with a local

Uidinieter sample. \nd, unlike the \u-

dimeter, a diary < an pro> ide data on

audience composition, Ion
;

a useful

time! uying tool in pinpointing air au-

diences. Moreover, with his new Re-

cordimetei Nielsen feels he has found

;i waj oi compensating for some of the

shortcomings of the diary method.

Niel-en 's proposed local ratimi-

would i;i\e admen:

1. \ service to measure both radio

and t\ u-im_' similar diaries and re-

search techniques. The diaries would

|, f . cross-checked for accuracy with the

existing ludimeter sample. And the

new Recordimeter, which acts a* a

"prompter" will also help to make sure

the diary i- nol filled in falsely (see

explanation next to picture at right).

2. Report- covering at least 30 of

the country's top radio-tv market-, to

be issued on a minimum basis of four

times a year (more, if the industry is

willing to pay the costs). Each report

would cover around-the-cloek listening

and viewing in a probability sample

thai would include the correct propor-

tion of single and multiple-set homes

(by Nielsen's reckoning I. Reports

would cover eight weeks of listening

and viewing.

3. Research methods designed to

NATIONAL Nielsen ratings use the Audimeter

only, with no human measurements needed

Advantages: ludimeter is mechanical device attached to

It automatically records length oi time listened and to what sta-

This reduces human error to minimum. Person with Audi-

meter in his home need only mail tape rerun! of listening to com-

l*in\ bi-weekly. Minute-by-minute, 2A-hour record 0) tuning is

provided. Panel •< hi< h is - establishing long-term

With availability of minute-by-minuti .ning.

ludimeter fit thou flou oj audience into and out

of shows. I irtually all chance of human error is ruled nut.

warn

LOCAL Nielsen ratings will use diary filled

in by panel members plus new Recordimeter

Advantages: Recordimeter is simple, cheap. It gives warning to

panel member that it is time to make entry in diary: For tv light

flashes on; ior radio liaht flashes on and buzzer sounds. This

warning comes ei >ery half hour set is on. Re< ordimeter purpose is

to help see that diar\ is filled out simultaneous with use of set,

not long alter. Device also measures total time set is on. This

provides check. 1 1 diary and Recordimeter differ, diary is thrown

out. Thus false listening records can be weeded out. Melsen

diary, like other diaries, yields valuable audience composition.

Disadvantage*: ludimeter measures tuning only, not whether

people iiere actually listl [though studies have

shou n set tuned in generally indicates attention to set). H
ol dei -ample and has kept

ratings except in feu major markets. Out-of-hom*

not me,, Mued uith Audimetei I 'lumber of

multiple-set homes is -till underplayed in • en sample.

-•r of multiple-set >

01 1 r to '"» bnal rating service using Reno,

34

Disadvantages: Veu \ etsi method -nil does not entirely elimi-

nate human element. Panel members may be inaccurate in giving

audience composition figures. Or they may feel so curious about

presence in hon 'dimeter device and diary that they tune

radio and tv set more than is their usual custom. < Melsen has

g this tendency, however.) Since Recordimeter

does not record what station is tuned, it can't give minute-by-

minute audience flou figures as in completely automatic -ludimeter

system. Audimeters will l»- used to check new local ratings.

SPONSOR



hat you should know about it

provide area ratings that measure all local clialiii"

Latest Nielsen electronic gadget, RecorrJimeter, is key to new diary study t

st like something"It looks ju

dreamed up for George Orwell's

book 1984," said an agency research

chief last week as he ivas shown

the small grey gadget pictured

at right. It ivas Nielsen's new
"Recordimeter," a device which

will be used, along ivith existing

Audimeters, to cj'oss-check the accu-

racy of diaries submitted by mem-
bers of local Nielsen rating

panels. Gadget is actually a sort

of Audimeter Jr. It has an on-off

switch (which panelist turns "On"
at start of week of diary record-

ing), a Veeder counter (which

records the total amount of time

set is actually on), a flashing light

and buzzer (to remind panelist every

half hour to fill in Audilog diary).

Diary is seen hanging from set.

avoid "short-changing" stations that

reach out beyond the metropolitan

areas in which most of the local rating

services (like Pulse and Hooper) now
do the bulk of their measurements.

Thus, local Nielsen ratings would be

good for a station's whole coverage

area and give a count on all the homes

reached by a particular program on a

particular station. This would be done,

said Nielsen, by selecting large areas

around metropolitan centers—an av-

erage of 10,000 square miles—in which

to plant the Nielsen diaries.

4. A report which would give time-

buyers a wide range of data, including

audience size and composition, cumu-

lative audience, station shares, both

the metropolitan-only and whole cov-

erage area audiences. Nielsen feels

his data will enable timebuyers to cal-

culate accurate cost-per-1,000 figures,

avoiding the pitfalls of such popular-

but-inaccurate methods as the "half-of-

home-countv" and "509c formula" in

which arbitrary cut-offs are used in

projecting local ratings against cover-

age information. His radio figures may,

by the way, include out-of-home listen-

ing in cars as an "optional" feature.

5. Local research data which, in

many ways, will be an extension of the

network-level NRI and NTI services.

Admen, for example, would be able to

get a picture of how a network show

behaves at the local level in some 30

leading markets, and how these local

raitngs compare with the national av-

erages. Nielsen feels that his local ser-

vices will be generally compatible

with the national Audimeter data since

the research methods I fixed sample of

homes on probability basis, etc.) are

similar.

Those are the highlights of Nielsens

proposals. The new Nielsen local rat-

ings will start late this summer, or

early this fall—if enough agencies and

stations buy them. Nielsen has field-

tested his new diary technique and

has detailed plans for putting local rat-

ings in operation, but the go-ahead

time depends on industry reaction.

Nielsen may well modify some details

of the local ratings plan in response

to suggestions, after the industry has

had a chance to study his plans.

As Nielsen sees it. his main cus-

tomers for the lo«'al ratings will be

agencies, who will use this service in

(Please turn to page 125)

.\ielsen joins 5 others
in local rating" race

At the moment, no less than five

ratings firms are providing local

radio and/or tv research data.

They are: American Research Bu-

reau, Hooper, Pulse, Trendex and

Videodex. (For details see "What's

wrong with the rating services? ",

SPONSOR, 28 Dec. 1953 issue.)
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Restaurant firm's ad strategy:

1. IS'eu Chock full o'.Xuts coffee is same you get

in its eating places. Peg for entire advertising cam-

paign: restaurant coffee is "superior" coffee.

2. To hit potential customers with utmost frequency

firm narrowed air drive to single radio and tv

station in tlie New York area, used them often.

3. Catchy jingle, repetition of "heavenly coffee"

theme hastened brand identification, got coffee
( >.V

J
distribution in A. ) . area in just two months.

How In launch a coffee

that costs .")i more
\.Y.C'. chain stressed air. made asset of price

by Jonn Murks

j 4
,,r the lii-i three days "I < !h<x k

full o'Nuts coffee's advertising drive

you < ouldn't buj the brand am n here

in tin- New ^ ork market.

The New \ <<ik < it\ restaurant firm

purposel) -tailed advertising it- new

< offee earl) i" help fon e disti ibution

I{ca-un: Tli ffee industry - highb

competitive, baa plentj of well estab-

lished l-i. iikI-. IT- tough for tin- new-

comer i" liii super market shelves un-

less a lot i«f ' u-tomera are ai tivel) a-k-

ing for the particular brand.

36

Chock full o'Nuts coflFee created this

demand from consumers with a hard-

hitting radio and t\ campaign backed

up bj newspaper and car card adver-

tising. It's new spending over half of

it- estimated $500,000-plus annual

budget on the air media.

Results? According to the firm, it

achieved '''> distribution in the New
"*»

« i k area in just two months. ' \ll

major chains except \\l\ which

pushes it- ow n brands of coffe

Now tli.it it'- on the gn> <i \ store

shelves the new coffee seems to be well

on the way to reaching its second goal:

making enough sales to stay there. This

quick headway has come despite the

fad that the new brand costs five cents

Mini,- than most other coffees.

Chock full o'Nuts is a chain of 25

snack bars (the firm calls them "res-

taurettes") in the New York area spe-

cializing in hurry-up meals. V\ illiam

Black, owner of the chain, had long

felt the success of the restaurettes was
iluc large!] to their coffee. This past

SPONSOR



fall he decided to gamble with pack-

aged coffee identical to that served by

the restaurettes.

Black faced two main problems:

1. It's virtually impossible for a new
coffee brand to survive unless it has

some distinctive feature which the old.

established brands lack.

2. In this era of can-opener cook-

ing, speed is replacing other considera-

tions in meal planning. Housewives

are turning to the instant coffees. That

hurts the chances of a new regular

coffee.

Chock full o'Nuts coffee got the fla-

vor of newness by building on an old

established notion: to stay in business

a restaurant's got to serve good coffee.

Here are the main points used by the

new brand's agency, Frederick Clinton

Co., in air and print advertising:

1. A restaurant's reputation is as

bad or as good as the cup of coffee

it serves. The finest meal goes unap-

preciated when topped off by an in-

ferior cup of coffee. The average res-

taurant, therefore, serves a much better

cup of coffee than the average house-

wife.

2. To make this better cup of coffee

restaurants buy a better grade of coffee

than can be purchased in a grocery.

Chock full o'Nuts packaged coffee is

the same coffee that is served in its

restaurettes. Because of its superior

quality its costs a few cents more than

regular coffee.

3. To insure home consumers of

getting the same cup of coffee as is

served in the restaurettes every tin con-

tains a plastic coffee measure and in-

structions.

The brand's advertising drive—in-

cluding radio, tv, newspapers and car

cards—was designed to put over these

selling points as quickly and as effec-

tively as possible. The agency wrote

an easy-to-hum jingle for its air drive;

used attention-catching colors and bold

type faces in its newspaper and sub-

way ads.

Incidentally, the coffee's over-all bud-

get—over $500,000—is a much bigger

chunk than is usually spent to adver-

tise a new product in its initial year of

distribution in a single market. Rea-

soning behind the expenditure may be
that the restaurant chain, in advertis-

ing its packaged coffee, is also adver-

case history

in iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiimi!

Restaurant chain

got start during

depression days

William Black Harold Rieff

Chain was born in L920 when William Black (1.) opened nut stand. When
depression hit lie converted in stands into low-priced snack liars Today.

25 restaurettes gross $10 million annually. Black now plots ail strategy

for new coffee with Harold Rieff (r.), exec. vvp., Frederick Clinton agencj

IlllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllM

tising its 25 restaurettes.

Although the plugs for the restau-

rant are always indirect, they are,

nonetheless, strong facets of the copy.

The announcer never says, "Come to

any of Chock full o'Nuts 25 restau-

rettes and you'll get delicious meals as

well as the coffee that made the chain

famous." But the continuous mention

of the fact that the restaurettes' coffee

is superior coffee is almost as pointed

as a direct pitch.

The ad budget, therefore, is serving

a dual function: launching the new

coffee, and getting more business for

the restaurettes.

Here's how Harold Rieff, executive

vice president of the Frederick Clinton

Co. and account executive for the

coffee, and William Black, owner ol

the restaurant chain, approached the

radio-tv campaign:

• To get the coffee into stores fast

Rieff and Black wanted to make a hard

corps of consumers actively demand
the brand. The best way of achieving

product identification is through repe-

t il ion. For this reason they decided to

concentrate fire on a single radio sta-

tion and a single tv station, hitting the

audience of each as many times as the

budget would allow.

• To get the most yardage out of the

radio ad outlay within the limits of

the single station Rieff selected an-

nouncements and participations instead

of confining the schedule to a single

i Please turn to page 110)

In addition to announcements firm sponsors tv show, "Jerry Lester's Late Date" (WNBT) which

reaches adults (Sat., 11:15 to midnight). Jean Martin, singing star (below), is sponsor's wife
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MI-MI III \ l\ tf.I \IIO\ IIOMtn MEMBERS read

articles before publication, give suggestions. Top, from left: George

Abrams, ad dir., Block D r ug, Jersey City; Vincent Bliss, exec. v. p.,

Earle Ludgin, Chicago; Arlyn Cole, pres., Mac Wilkins. Cole &

Weber, Portland; Dr. Ernest Dichter, pres., Inst, for Research in Mass

Motivations. Middle, from left: Stephens Dieh, v. p., Hewitt, Ogilvy,

Benson & Mather, N. Y.; Ben Donaldson, ad & sales prom, dir., Ford,

Dearborn; Marion Harper Jr., pres., McCann-Erickson, N. Y.; Ralph

Harrington, ad mgr., General Tire & Rubber, Akron. Bottom, from

left: Morris Hite, pres., Tracy-Locke Co., Dallas; J. Ward Maurer,

ad dir., Wildroot, Buffalo; Raymond Morgan, pres.. Raymond R. Mor-

gan, Hollywood; Henry Schachte, v. p., Sherman & Marquette, N. Y.

21-artMe media series:

Itoff f/off can use it in your tvork

J^ vei since sponsor began publishing it- 21-articl< series

evaluating media, demand l"t reprints bas poured in. Thi

Mi-Media Evaluation series has proved "I keen interest to

executives in ever) cornel "I .iii advertising: account men;

.id managers; timebuyers; research men: Btation and net-

work executives .ill have written "i phoned to a-k Eot

back copies oi reprints. Vctuall) no reprints are available

iuse when the series is completed it will be published

in book Form. (Man) orders foi the book have already

been recei\ ed. I

The Ul-Media series has had -if h will'- acceptance be-

cause it does a job thai had never previous!) been done

anywhere. Is boils <l>>\\n the characteristics of each ma-

38

jor medium; probes the methods bj which admen select

media; takes apart the research tools used in picking

media. It- virtually a refresher course for advertising

men ami media people on ever) level. \t the same time

it provides analysis which main have found stimulat-

ing and helpful in understanding day-to-day media prob-

lems. Part IT in series will appear 22 February.

Perhaps in the pre-- ,,f events you have missed one or

more of the 1(> Ul-Media articles published to date. Or
you ma\ have tead one of the articles and forgotten tin

issue date. \« help you in continuing to use the series

in your work you'll find a summary of each part with
i--ue dale stai tinu al right

SPONSOR



PART 1. "'Why evaluate ad media?" Ten pages of

charts including 30 tips to advertisers, agencies and media

on evaluation. Two-page chart spells out how typical agen-

cy analyzes each major market. Another chart gives figures

through years to show how all major media complement

each other after initial period of competition (all prosper

or show revenue declines simultaneously). Article shows

why media selection still is in "cave man stage," cites ex-

amples of various yardsticks (20 April 1953 issue I

.

rft fift *ft

PART 2. "Media Basics I." Two pages, including one

full page of charts and figures, are devoted to each of the

following media: newspapers, direct mail, radio and maga-

zines. Advantages, limitations, biggest clients and growth

charts are given for each medium. Spokesmen for each

medium tell why advertisers should include their particu-

lar media in total advertising schedule. (4 May 1953 issue)

.

* ¥ *

PART 3. "Media Basics II." Two pages, including one

full page of charts and figures, are devoted to: television,

business papers, outdoor and transit. Advantages, limita-

tions, biggest clients and growth charts are again given for

each medium and media spokesmen tell why advertisers

should include their particular media in total advertising

schedule (18 May 1953 issue).

PART 4. "I. How to choose media." Different agencies

use different yardsticks in selecting media for ad campaigns.

The various techniques are discussed here. Tips from spon-

sor's All-Media Advisory Board and executives of research

organizations are given on setting up research, choosing

objectives. Chart comparing billings of magazines and air

media rebuts Life's claim that it leads media parade in an-

nual billings (1 June 1953 issue).

Wp. rfr •}»

PART 5. "II. How to choose media." Debate on wheth-

er some advertisers' newspaper backgrounds and complex-

ity of air media create bias in favor of print. Twenty-six

advertisers, agencymen and researchers discuss factors they

personally consider most important in selecting and rec-

ommending media 1 15 June 1953 issue).

•T* V V

PART 6. "What sponsors should know about Life's new

4-media study." Article debates whether Life's study is

really impartial, reprints charts from study to show mis-

use of statistical data. Network researchers' and agency-

men's opinions on the study are quoted. Highlights of the

report are given with comments by air and print experts

on various points I 29 June 1953 issue).

«g« ^r* 2$

PART 7. "Beware of these media research pitfalls!"

Why both the print and air media are guilty of over-

reaching in their research. Various media sales tests

—

including tests made by radio networks—are examined to

show validity or non-validity. Four principal methods of

measuring sales effectiveness are given, with their weak-

nesses. Chart points up 10 media research traps for the

unwary (27 July 1953 issue). m

Here are excerpts from letters

to SPONSOR on Media Study

COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH DIRECTOR. Albert

A. Shea, director, Communications Research, Toronto:

"The tremendous mass of facts on all media is being

presented in clear and highly digestible fashion. The

layouts are excellent. The articles are full of meaty
pieces of highly valuable material. I am certain that

there has never been so complete, thorough, objective

and highly useful a collection of information

about media in America . . . Congratulations!"

ADVERTISER. E. S. Schulman, sales promotion, Shell

Oil Co., New York: "The chart giving facts about

the ratirg services is, in my opinion, the most

concise and informative reference I have ever seen.

I would like permission to reproduce it for

distribution among various people in Shell Oil. . ."

MEDIA DIRECTOR. R. F. Hussey, vice president and

media director, Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago:

"Sincerest congratulations on a lively and remarkably

impartial handling of the highly competitive American
media scene. You do full justice to broadcasting

but you also recognize newspapers, outdoor and

magazines as features of the scenery. This is

remarkable broadmindedness. . ."

NETWORK EXECUTIVE. John Burr, assistant manager

of advertising and publicity, ABC, San Francisco:

"Your article on the Emil Mogul weekly media tests is

packed with the facts and figures—and clear thinking

—

we need to sell San Francisco Bay Area retailers.

Therefore, I was wondering if you are planning

to have reprints made of this one article. . ."

COLLEGE PROFESSOR. Herb True, assistant professor

at the University of Notre Dame: "Your All-Media

Evaluation Study looks like the greatest thing you, or any

other publication, for that matter, ever attempted. .
."

RADIO-TV DIRECTOR. Miss Dee Freiday, radio-tv

director of Gibbons Advertising Agency, Tulsa:

"Your current series on Media Basics is, in our

opinion, one of the finest yet—congratulations!"

BUSINESS PAPERS EXPERT. John B. Babcock, manager

of information service, The Associated Business

Publications: "We were quite impressed with your

series of media evaluation articles. You did an

especially good job on business papers in the small

space that you were allotted. I'm wondering in what

shape the entire study might be reprinted later on. .
."

TRANSPORTATION EXPERT. George B. MacGlennon,
managing director of the Natl. Association of Transpor-

tation Advertising: "I realize there must have been a

tremendous amount of work that went into this series

and I think you have made a real contribution. .
."
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I*MIT ii. "II. Beware of these media research pitfalls!"

Entire text of Advertising Research Foundation's criteria

foi advertising and marketing research is reprinted. Dis

< ii— ion of "Mediamatics" (attempt i<> reduce media selec-

tion to a mathematic formula). Twenty-one researchers

ocymen, advertisers and .iii experts tell how thej Bel up

tests and use media research (24 Vugusl 1953 issue).

jf. if. jf,

I* HIT it. "Hon 72 advertisers evaluate media.'
1

Foui

pages of charts tabulate answers each of 72 advertisers

gave to sponsor's L6-parl questionnaire on media evalua-

tion. These advertisers spend total "I J137 million annu

all) on advertising. Questions are explained and sponsor's

conclusions given. Includes information on advertisers

Sources foi media data: methods of di-l.-iinii.iiiL: media ef-

fectiveness; which medium advertiser consider- -i ef-

fective. Includes list of II mosl important fa< t- learned

in Burvej of 2,000 advertisers '7 September 1953 issue).

2ft 2f 2ft

I*.HIT 10. "How ''I agencies evaluate media." Foui

pages of charts tabulate answers each <>f oj agencymen

gave to sponsor's L6-parl questionnaire on media evalua-

tion. Includes information on agent ies' Bources for media

.lata: methods of determining media effectiveness; which

medium agenc) considers mosl effective. Background of

admen answering questionnaire is also given. List of 10

mosl important facts learned in this survej of 1,000 agency-

men 1 21 Septembei 1953 issue).

2ft 2ft 2f

riKTII. "How BBDO evaluates media." Bernard C.

Duffy, president ol Batten, Barton, Durstine ^ Osborn, one

of world's largest agencies, gives personal opinions on the

various media, tells what in- agencj want- t>. know about

media before planning an advertising campaign. Included

are specific examples of which media are best to fill special

needs ol certain products (5 October 1953 issue)

2ft 2ft 2ft

P.1KT 12. "How l-.mil Mogul tests media weekl) for

Rayco." Customers till out cards while the) wait t>> get

their auto seat covers fitted. These cards indicate what

mad.- customer come to Rayco for -eat covers and in what

m.-.lia they've noticed Rayco ads. Article gives results oi

such tests, with detailed explanation of how a<iencj can lm>

about Betting up Bimilar system for it- own clients. Full

page of charts -how- how you can profit |.\ being aide to

check media on weekl] basis '10 October 1053 issue).

I» HIT IS. "Whj these 31 advertisers DON'T use air

media." Results of inail-and-phone survey of 199 advertis-

ers win. are non-users of the air media. Easy-to-read chart

li-t- name of company, product it manufactures or dis-

tributes, agency, 1953 advertising budget and the reasons

it gave for not u-ini! air media. Among reasons most

commonl) cited: product "unsuitable'
9
for air advertising:

radio and 01 t\ are "too expensive"; radio <iives too much
coverage where product isn't being sold: radio and/or tv

"flopped" in past, firm hasn't tried them since. C 10 No
vembei 1953 issue).

2ft 2ft 2ft

I*. HIT II. "What- wrong with the ratine services."

Comprehensive reference (hart gives point-by-point com
parison of the rating services from the standpoints of basic

data Bupplied; techniques; sample bases: limitations, and

advantages. Includes sponsor's own ideal rating system

and how the -i\ existing services compare from aspect of

-ample -i/e. breakdown of figures given, and so on. In-

cludes -even important DONT'S in using ratings 1 28 De-

cember 107)3 issue).

2ft 2ft 2ft

PART 15. "What- wrong with print measurement ser-

vices?" Facts about the three readership services includ-

ing their sampling methods, questioning procedures and
how much each one costs. List of basic questions adver-

tisers raise about readership services. Article includes

opinions of researchers on the services, explains why know-

ing the fa<ts; about each one is vital to advertisers and

agencies Ml January 1034 issue i

.

2ft 2ft 2ft

I*.HIT l(i. "How different rating services varv in the

same market." Ward Dorrell, research director of John

Blair & Co. and Blair Tv. station rep organization, points

out the fact that different services often come up with

widelj divergent ratings and sets-in-use figures for the

same market. Dorrell underscores importance of usin<:

other criteria besides ratings when planning advertisinc

campaign. Three easy-to-read bar charts give examples of

variation in same markets i 23 Januarv 1054 issue i

.

2ft 2ft 2ft

COMING: Part 17. "How to set up an ideal media sales

test." Part 18, "Psychological aspects of media." Part 19,

"Sales impact of radio and tv." Part 20. "New media
evaluation and research developments." Part 21. "spon-
sor's conclusions on media evaluation."

in!iiiiiimii:!!ii;:iii!iiiii

STI l>V TO HT PI BUSHED IV BOOK TOIMI later on this

. in responsi to many requests by readers. No singU articles

will b< reprinted separately. Book will contain entirt 21 articles which
comprisi tin All-Media Evaluation Study originally printed in

spons 20 April 1953. including all graphs, charts and
pici tmpanying tin articles. Volunu will bi invaluabU source

ol for advertisers and agencymen. You may reservi

your copy now by writing to sponsor, 10 East 4!' St., New York 17.
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NEWS
makes

NAMES

WFBR

WrDRi
Yes, indeed! While the reverse is still true, it's a fact that WFBR's
skillful news-handling is rapidly building the good names of our

local and national news sponsors!

At WFBR in Baltimore, we know that hot news cools fast and,

like explosives, must be handled expertly with a sure, deft touch.

Our full-time news director works on nothing else but news. Our

handling of on-the-spot news has become a "buy-word" in Balti-

more. Advertisers, fully aware of the commercial value of this

kind of effort, are buying WFBR newscasts in increasing numbers.

We are now happy to announce the most comprehensive sponsor-

ship of newscasts in WFBR history.

CURRENT WFBR NEWS ADVERTISERS

MOBILGAS— 24 Newscasts Weekly

ESSO — 24 Newscasts Weekly

ARROW OIL— 1 Newscast Weekly

BETHOLINE-SINCLAIR — 6 Newscasts Weekly

DAVIDSON TRANSFER & STORAGE CO. — 3 Newscasts Weekly

FIDELITY STORAGE CO.— 3 Newscasts Weekly

J. NORMAN GEIPE— 6 Newscasts Weekly

S. & N. KATZ— 3 Newscasts Weekly

SAVINGS BANK OF BALTIMORE — 6 Newscasts Weekly

PARTICIPATING SPONSORS

FORD MOTOR CO.— 14 Participations Weekly

MUSTEROLE— 5 Participations Weekly

The station that has EVERYTHING!

5,000 WATTS IN BALTIMORE, MD

ABC BASIC NETWORK • REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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SCREEN GEMS
Producers of

Film Commercials

for TV for

AMERICAN TOBACCO
COMPANY

AMOCO GAS
BORDEN'S

CAMELS
CAMPBELL'S PORK
AND BEANS

CARLINGS ALE

CHEVROLET

CHESTERFIELDS

CHRYSLER

COCA-COLA
CROSLEY

DUMONT
ELGIN WATCH
ETHYL CORP.

FORD MOTOR CO.

FORD FOUNDATION
GENERAL MOTORS
GERBER'S BABY FOODS

GORHAM SILVER

HELENA RUBINSTEIN

IMPERIAL OIL

IPANA

JERGENS LOTION

LEES CARPETS

LIGGETT & MYERS

LUCKY STRIKE

MOTOROLA
OLDSMOBILE

PALL MALL

PEPSI-COLA

PIEL'S BEER

PLYMOUTH
PROCTER & GAMBLE

PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE

SCHAEFER BEER

U. S. STEEL CORP.

CHRYSLER

SECOND

YEAR ,N
-

**c%M*

W ** Tf£*»
poU

CAMNGS
Ud Cop A).

Bt TELEVISION



index Project editor:

Charles .Sinclair

Over-all looh: Latest sponsor survey of film commercial

producers and film service firms reveals an $18 million tv

film outlook for 1954, up some 20% front last year. Latest

commercial trends are analyzed in this extensive report.

page II

10 tips from producers: Want to cut down your tv

film commercial costs? Want to improve the quality of your

filmed video selling t Here, many of America's top tv film

producers reveal tricks of the trade, give practical hints.

page 40

Service firms: A sponsor's film commercial operations

can run a lot more smoothly if he {and, his agency) know
their way around the tv film service firms. Hen 's a report

on how such firms provide everything from lab work to music.

page 48

Directories: Results of a two-month survey of the video

film industry. Eleven pages list producers, facilities,

and production credits, as well as service firms and the

film specialties these firms provide agencies and clients.

page 50

This section covers tv film commercials. Last issue: film programs
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INDUSTRY HAS MASTERED TEAMWORK. CAN TOSS OFF COMPLEX COMMERCIALS LIKE TRANSFILM BATH TUB SCENE FOR PSGS ZEST

1D54 splash in Iv film commercial
Producers see 20% business Increase this year over 1953 levels, but small fit

gi
oui words summarize tin- Btatua of

i< >da\ 'a t\ tilin i ommercial industry :

L. Bigger.

2. Slit ker.

3. Progressive.

I. ( H--I-. on* ious.

I hat's the adman's eye-^ iev emerg-

ing f i < • 1 1 1 ;i three-month SPONSOR study

of filmed tt-|.-\ ision commen i.d~.

To gathei its fa t-. sponsor surveyed

nr interviewed more than I- 11 video

commercial producers, fi<>m industry

toppers i" regional film makers. In

44

addition, sponsor contacted the lead-

in- film service companies, from film

laboratories I" Btock shot libraries.

The results of the survey appear in

this over-all report and in the two « 1
«

-
-

tailed articles you'll find later in this

section. In addition, there are two sets

of directoi j listings: i I i Produce] -

in mi names, sen i es, < redits • starting

on page >n
: (2) sen u e < ompj nies

I names Bpei ialties, 1cm ations i starting

on page 92.

I "i .i report on the booming busi-

ness in syndicated film programs, see

section in the 25 January issue of spon-

sor, i

Here are the highlights of SPONSOR'S

film commercial study :

• T\ film commercials, like filmed

programs, are a big-time business. In

questionnaires sent out by sponsor

producers of film commercials were

asked to reveal in confidence their

L953 grosses derived from video as-

signments.

Some l( npanies 'representing

SPONSOR



nID color problems still bedevil producers

15 million

ii find the going tough

about a third of the industry and about

half of those replying to the survey)

gave answers. Their total: $8,432,000.

A projection to the whole industry,

based on the size of the reporting com-

panies, industry growth rates in the

past two years and other factors, re-

sults in a 1954 guesstimate for all tv

commercial producers of about $15

million. Adding in the estimates of

the tv work done by service firms, the

grand total comes to nearly $18 mil-

lion for the present year.

8 FEBRUARY 1954

• Nearly all tv sponsor?- use film

commercials of one form <>r another.

A recent study of 1953 tv films b\ Ross
Reports on Television showed that 1.

750 film commercials were made last

\ear for 750 products of 543 sponsors

local and national, through some 215
ad agencies. This represented "more
products for a greater number of spon-

sors represented by a larger group of

agencies than reported in pre\i<m-

years." said Ross Reports.

• The 1954 business outlook in t\

film commercials is good, producers

and service firms feel. Nearly seven

out of 10 firms replying to sponsor's

survey said they anticipated a husi

ness increase this year as against last.

Estimates ranged from 10 to 50% in-

crease. Consensus: Tv film commer
cial business activity, spurred on by

the emergence of many new tv markets

in recent weeks, is likely to be up as

much as 20% this year.

That's the broad picture at the mo-
ment.

Here is a topic-by-topic report on

other key trends and developments in

the multi-million dollar tv commercial

industry

.

» Main trends: These trends, among
many others, were cited most frequent-

and to make more oi them. Both trends

stem from the SAG code, linn'- also

a trend toward originality and Fresh

ness."

—

Harry W. McMahan, presi-

dent, Five Stat Productions.

"The trend in t\ film commercial*
is for greater production value pin-

immediate eye appeal, with a tendency

to establish advertised product as Boon

.i- possible .mil maintain ilii- identity

throughout the entire commercial."

Charles Michelson, president. Charles

Ylicliclson. Inc.

"Another noticeable trend is toward

good qualitx tv commercials. Sponsors

and agencies have learned that tin i

simply are no short cuts to making
good tv spot commercials. It takes

time, effort and money. The fooling

around with cheap, single-system

sound-on-film spots and the effort to

get something for nothing are gradu-

ally disappearing. In their place there

is a growing realization that good t\

film commercials are worth more than

the money they cost."

—

A. E. Wright

Jr.. president. Condor Films.

"We predict that sponsors, particu-

larly local and regional sponsors, will

become critical of the quality of the

commercials they used during 1953.

These advertisers have gone through

their educational period and will now
ly by producers:

be searchi ng for film commercials that
1. More visual "sell," with fewer combine qua i itv witn economy."—J.

commercials that could be described Du„ Alexander, president. Uexander
as "radio with pictures." Film Co

2. Fewer actors and fewer unfamil- ..The mogt not iceable trend in tele-

jar faces in tv commercials, since vision commercials on film is that feu-
Screen Actors Guild (SAG) re-use pay- (Please turn to page 94 I

ments are a major cost factor today.

3. A high interest, if not a high pro-

duction level, in tv color film commer-

cials for the near future.

4. More concentration of tv com-

mercials in the hands of fewer tv film

producers, with many firms switching

back to production of business films

and not seeking new tv activity.

5. More imaginative use of the tech-

nical tricks of the film trade (wipes,

opticals, animation
)

, although some

commercials are becoming gimmicky.

These were some of the comments

from film producers:

"There are actually two trends evi-

dent now in our tv commercial work.

In spot commercials (for non-program-

ing use) the tendency is to make the

films more costly and more complex

and to make fewer commercials do

the job. In program commercials, the

tendency is to make them simpler

I such as the simple 'personality' pitch
!

45

Fewer "new Saws" among tv

commercial talent, more aiirf

more emphasis on "visual sell"

Trends: Product rs and aditu » today

are striving to keep film costs

dud production quality up. Not all

succeed. SAG scales have meant that

in w tali nl seldom i/it.. a break. On
most occasions "substitutes" art

Outlook: More production of '

sion film commercials is likely to b-

done by fewer firms



10 lips to agencies on

lion to got along with producers
Money mil ht» saved it' .i«Iiih*ii work <•. > i<io.n l\ w iih film makers

^ff osl i\ admen today have hari

plenty ft bask training in the prob-

lems of putting commercials thai ><-ll

nil Illlll.

But film producers -till i un into sit-

uations like t f U-~f :

• \ produce] in a large Southern

<ii\ recently received a film commer-

cial —
« i • | • t f i €.111 ,i meat packer's ad

agency. According to the Bcript, the

commercial was to open with a shol

of hundreds «>f hams hanging in a huge

smokehouse. Laboriously, the produc-

er had to talk the agency into a simpler

shot. "To build and lijmt this smoke

house scene," he later t » 1 * 1 sponsor,

"would have thrown the sponsor's en-

tin- t\ budget way out of line."

• In \i u York a large commercial

producer recently received a call from

the ihw I \ appointed film executive of a

medium-sized ad agen<\. Without hat-

tin- an eyelash, the agencyman asked

the produce] if he would be willing to

make *a couple of minute commercials

with synchronous dialogue and stop

motion for v (>m» apiece." The produc-

er— who normally charges around

15,000 each for good minute commer-

cials of this sort declined with no at-

tempt at politeness.

In it- extensive survey of leading

film commercial producers, sponsor

asked film executives for their advice

to t\ agencymen and sponsors on get-

ting the best in tv film commercials.

A wide variety of answers were re-

ceived, ranging from the ABC's of the

hu-iness to valuable, money-saving tips

concerning the latest film techniques.

SPONSOR presents below a round-up of

10 of these tips from men who mako

films to the men who buy them.

1 . Do business with reliable, estah-

lished producers. This bit of basic ad-

vice ran through nearly all of the com-

ments of the film producers responding

Pre-production conferences are the key to smooth agency-producer

liaison, producers feel. At this stage, changes are relatively simple

Later, a change can cost thousands. Here, Biow tv commercial super-

visor Sol Dworkow discusses Joy commercial with Eira Baker of IMPS



Color film commercials will require new techniques, close co-

operation of film makers and admen. Above (I. to r.) Peter

Elgar, producer; Joseph Noble, Film Counsellors; Abbott Spen-

cer, Tom Vietor of SSCB discuss commercial for Pall MjII

Explaining the complexities of film commercial production to admen is a

necessity for smooth operation, say producers. Telepix Corp. (L.A.) recently

built a cut-away model of their firm's floor plan to :how advertisers and

agencies the step-by-step processes involved in making commercial tv films

to sponsor's questionnaires.

This remark from L. P. Mominee,

vice president of Atlas Film Corp., was

typical: "Carefully check a producer's

facilities and experience and make sure

you are dealing with a reputable or-

ganization."

This sounds on the surface like pa-

tronizing advice and perhaps a knock

at the smaller producers. Not so. All

of the producers—including Atlas

—

were quick to praise others in the busi-

ness, large and small, who are doing

a good, creative job.

2. Producers can be judged to some

extent by their credit lists—that is, the

commercials they've made.

Such a checkup at least shows the

caliber of the clients served. (See list

of producers and commercial credits,

starting on page 50.

1

Several producers also suggested to

sponsor that a tv client about to make

some tv commercials would do well to

scan through credit lists to look for a

film producer who has done several

commercials for accounts that are in

the same business as he is. In other

words, a bakery client should look for

producers who have made bread and

cake commercials.

Reason: Although a client would

never dream of having his ad account

handled by an agency that already had

a competing advertiser in the shop, this

philosophy does not necessarily apply

to tv film commercials. Producers who

have done several commercials for a

specific product category—cigarettes

or beer, for instance—have usually

worked out all the minor production

headaches that go with handling any

cigarette or beer film. Such problems

might include everything from prepar-

ing a list of models with attractive

hands (to hold the cigarette) to know-

ing how much light you can use on a

glass of beer I before the "head" col-

lapses) .

Knowledge like this on the produc-

er's part enables him to advise agency

and client in the planning stages re-

garding certain general production

problems with particular product types.

Also, it enables him occasionally to

l Please turn to page 97 I

11 fin* producers say about agencies

Chief gripe of producers is that they are "always

being rushed " by ad agencies who want top-quality

film work on a "disaster basis." This, film makers

say, invariably results in upped budgets and tempers.

Some agencies try to get around the sizable costs

of tv film production by shopping for bargains in tv

film work. Losses must be made up eventually by the

producer, or else the sponsor will get poor quality.

Admen witli little film knowhow are sometimes placed

in high authority at agencies, producers complain. This

can result in exasperating and costly experiments while

high-priced camera crews and talent stand around idle.

How agencies reply to producer gripes

Advertising business moves a lot faster than the

usual pace of movie business, admen state. Sometimes,

fast deadlines are necessary when a new television cam

paign is breaking. Producers are compelled to adjust.

Producer bids on film jobs sometimes have no rhyme

or reason, some agencies complain. Even the most

detailed storyboard can bring a dozen or so different

bids from a dozen or so different producers, admen say.

>- Film' executives occasionally tend to make a "big

mystery" out of the normal processes of tv film job,

making it most difficult for admen to learn all the

routine steps of commercial television film making.

8 FEBRUARY 1954
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What vim should

know about film

service firms

.\c»i»il release priii Is in ;i hurry?

Waul a Stock shot? Titles? This

report will show you whoro to look

DEVELOPING:
Firms like Movielab are geared to handle all

of iaborator^ work, from negatives to finishe

#* ew admen will recognize mosl oJ

the names i>l lilm Bervice companies

listed in the director] which -tart- on

page 92 of tlii- issue.

Fewer -till bave seen with their own
e\es the extensive, often complex ma-

chinery and equipmenl used b) these

Bervice firms, Bome of which is illus-

trated in the pictures on these pages.

^i ft film Bervice organizations arc

an integral, important cart of the busi-

ness of making t\ film commercials.

\< cording t<> estimates of Beveral

exet utives in this field, these linns will

do about - t, nun WOrth of business

in handling filmed video fare for pro-

ilu< era, agent ies and sponsors this year.

\\ hat exactl) is a t\ film Ben ice

In m?
Roughl) Bpeaking, these specialties

bear about the same relationship to the

i\ film industry that painl Bhops, body*

and-fendei repair, motor tune-up, parts

shops and Beat-covei installers bear ti>

the automotive industry, these film

Bpei ialties are Listed and di* ussed

brief!) above and in tin- box al right.

For the mosl part, the) duplicate

mam of the sen i< es thai the majoi

commen i.il film prodw ers alread) bave

in their studios. Or else the) dupli< al

t<> some extent, t> film art departments

and shipping Facilities of the leading

ad agencies.

Big commercial producers and big

.id agencies of course save some mone)

in the long run by handling most,

though not all. production and ship-

ping details themselves, since sendee

firms are in business to make a normal

profit on their work. And. a self-con-

tained producer can exercise complete

control, step-by-step, in his film com-

mercials something which you can'l

always do if the work is parceled mil

all over tow n.

But not all producers are giants, and

not all ad agencies have the space (oi

the t\ billings) to set up their own
large-scale film operations.

That's where the film service com
panies come in.

\ small producer with limited fa

cilities can b) having his animation.

Bound recording, titles, lab work and

othei details handled l>\ independent

contractors turn oul some prett) fan-

i \ i ommen ials. Medium-sized agen

cies can move quickl) in setting up

big multi-markel t\ spol < ampaigns
with filmed programs and commercials.

I ven big organizations, caught in an

isional rush job or needinj

unique spe ialty, call on service firms.

Here are just a few recent examples

of how film service companies aid tv

producers, ageneies and sponsors:

• Last December, the Ford Motoi

Compan) began work on a huge spo".

t\ campaign to plug its 1954 models.

So main commercials had to he routed.

packed, shipped and stored that the

agenc\—J. Walter Thompson—turned

to a firm that specializes in distributing

film. Modern Talking Picture Sendee.

\i < ording to Alex Leslie. N.V. man-

ager of MIPS. "Six thousand Ford

film commercials were shipped to over

300 tv stations in two weeks." The

campaign started right on schedule.

MTPS, incidentally, handles man]

big i\ shipping jobs for ad agencies

which include: Y&R, McCann-Erickson,

Y \\ . \\er. Leo Burnett. Compton,

Benton S Howie-. Weintraub and FCB.

Services include inserting commercials

in filmed programs, inspecting, ship-

ping and film storage.

• Main a film commercial and/oi

program has been damaged 1>\ inex-

perienced handling at agencies and tv

-i.it on-, or 1»\ being projected and

wound on faulty, dim equipment. V

cordingly, film treatment firms—lik-;

Peerless, Comprehensive, and Vacuum-
ate are toda\ doing a sizable tv film

48
list of fi/in gervlee firms starts on pane ft'J
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lATING:
Video films last longer when toughened by special high-

vacuum process of Peerless Corp., New York, Hollywood SHIPPING:
Modern Talking Picture Service can store and route as many
as 6,000 tv commercials in two weeks for a sinale tv client

business in addition to their business

film and theatrical contracts.

Such "treatments" are primarily

processing steps applied to the final re-

lease prints, and often to original nega-

tives. They range from high-vacuum

vapor processes that toughen and elas-

ticize the film emulsion to scratch re-

moval and cleaning. Results: Tv film

prints last longer and can be "bicycled'
-

between tv station? with less chance of

disrupted schedules due to damaged
films. This actually cuts down replace-

ment costs, and often pays for itself.

Several commercial producers—like

Jam Handy, Wilding, Sarra. Reid H.

Ray, Fordel and Byron—have been

licensed by the film treatment firms to

process tv film commercials right in

the producer's own shop. And, severa'

program svndicators— including Ziv-

Tv, UTP, NBC and Guild Films—have
program prints treated before ship-

ment to stations.

• Late last season, P. Ballantine &

Sons placed an order for tv commer-
cials with Caravel Films, a New York
producer. Theme of the commercials:

"It's always winter in your refrigerator

where you store your beer. But Ballan-

tine is deep-brewed for flavor—flavor

(Please turn to page 108)

SOUND:
Firms like Cinesound, RCA Victor, Sound Masters maintain

elaborate sound studios where producers and agencies can

add music, narration, dialogue to films and tapes of all varieties. Such firms

aid film men greatly in adding extra production polish to tv commercials.

ADTIOAI Q« Only the largest commercial film producers have com-

Ul I IVnLOi plete facilities for fancy opticals—special effects, laps,

wipes, miniatures, trick shots, etc.—which have become a fairly standard

ingredient of hard-hitting tv spots. Many producers sub-contract opticals.

ANIMATION:
Like opticals, limited and full animation often adds

sock to tv film commercials when a client is trying

to establish a brand name or trademark. An expensive specialty, animation

is often done on sub-contract by firms like Cineffects, Cartoonists, Kleidon.

TITI CO» ^° create tiile effects, "crawlers," brand name slugs and he

I LLiOi like, firms such as Graphic Arts Workshop and QQ Motion

Picture Titles maintain shops equipped with artists, printing presses who can

work on all backgrounds, from acetate to formica, for video commercials.

STOCK SHOTS:
Need a few feet of bathing beauties, busy high-

ways or the Eiffel Tower for a tv commercial?

You can find almost anything you can think of at nominal prices in the libraries

of NBC TV Film, Telenews, others where 157 million "stock" footaqe exists.

RJI||0|/V Mood and bridge music of all types for all kinds of tv com-

IiIUOIwb mercials can be located quickly and purchased by producers

and agencies in the libraries of firms like Audio-Master Corp., Columbia Tran-

scriptions, Thomas J. Valentino. Catalogues range from fanfare to endings.

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!!
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TV FILM COMMERCIAL PRODUCERS: includes list of their 1952-53 accoun

NAME OF FIRM. LOCATION AN (J SAL E S CON TACT FACILITUs INCLUDE:
Anifrillon Color S ilpplnc

AMONG THEIR ACCOUNTS OURING 1952-53 SEASON

ACADEMY FILM PRODUCTIONS INC

cmcAoo hi.
BERN \HH HOW Mill Mil IIIGAN

ALEXANDER FILM CO
kVDEH I MM l:i ILD

coum Mm BPRINOg i hi ii

J mis M i \ win i: Ml I HOSI

ALL vCOPE PICTURES INC
I \ BIA ll

HOIXTV) i CAL
GORDON - Mill III II WYOMING

Holsum Bread, Melody Hill Wine, Chesty Potato Chips, Col-R-Com Pop-Corn, Cunningh

Drug Stores, Hannah & Hogg Wine, Chuckles Candy, Kayo Chocolate Drink, Pfeiffer's E

Un on Pacific Railroad, Hudson Cars, Continental Airlines, Seven Up, Walter Kendall ll

Food, Mrs. Baird's Bakeries, Bowman Biscuit Co., Duffy's Drink, Feature Ring Co.,

Audograph, Morton Foods, Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph Co., Pfaff Sewing /

chines, Prince Dog Food, Ardcn-Sunf rcze Creameries, Calgon, Inc., Central Nebraska Pack

Co., Lindcman & Hovcrson Co., Budweiser. Frigidaire, Maytag, Elgin National Watch Co.

X •":'- X S.O.S., Tuffy, Louis Milani's Salad Dressing, Rancho Soup, Goebel Beer

AMENIC TELEVISION AGENCY
TllU II! I III

SPRING] II I I. Mil

AMERICAN FILM CO
INI B

l-IIll ll'l I I " 1 1 1 \ PI
HICK P W'EINI R u '

AMERICAN FILM PRODUCERS
'in M>U \V

OROSti P] \ \

CLYDE ANDERSON
33 1 \

B M I L MM. CITi I T Ml

LEONARD ANDERSON
IIS WEST I 1 II ST
\K« rORB \ ^

l.i ONARD kNDI RSOX, I'l. \/.\ : 1162

ANIMATED PRODUCTIONS. INC
l"i' BROADWAY.
M u YORK N ^

M. BTAH1 i hi. i Ml.
i
- J953

H- %• H- S. E. Dobbs, Holsum Bread, C. Meek Lumber Co., Mono Mfg. Co., Springfield Grocers Ccj

XXX (Not reported)

XXX Marcal Paper Products, National Guard Recruiting, Stokely & Van Camp Foods, Arm
WAC Recruiting, Prudential Insurance Co., U. S. Army Nurse Corps, Sylvania Electric

%. # %. Country Club Potato Chips, Fisher Baking Co.

X X Coro Jewelry, Buitoni Macaroni, Vaseline, Flit, C-N, Geritol, Serutan, Nunn-Bush Shoes

XXX Listcrine, Canada Dry Ginger Ale, Hazel Bishop Lipstick, Cannon Towels, Roosevelt Rac>

ATLAS FILM CORP
1111 SHI Til r.lll l.l.\ Mtl>

OAK PARK II. I-

LAN ( I.IMh.I l-l M STIN

AUDIO PRODUCTIONS. INC
Mil \\K

mh VORK n ^

\l 1 i in I UB -

Sunbeam Appliances, Greyhound Buses, Budweiser Beer, Pure Oil Co., Kellogg Cereals,

Washers & Dryers

Campbell's Catsup, Mott's Apple Products & Prunes, Birdseye Products, International :

Co., Singer Sewing Machine

BALL PRODUCTIONS A TELEVISION FILMS. INC.

5 u THIRD w I.

MIAMI. II \

II - IOS1 IH -.

*
Cities Service Gasoline, P&O Steamship Cruises, Pabst Beer, Maule Concrete Products, <

Cola

GEORGE BLAKE ENTERPRISES. INC
ITfl I' IRK \\ i:

NEW l'ORK 17, N »

DICK DONNER ' II. i I
I

X X Necchi Sewing Machines, Prestone Anti-Freeze, Ben-Gay

THOMAS I. BARBRE PRODUCTIONS
ISIS E 1ST VIRGINIA IV]

, in i,

TH08 i BARBRI R M I

JOHN H BATTISON PRODUCTIONS
nil

BETHESDA MU
lulls II BATTT80N

X X Colonial Fuel & iron Corp., Gates Rubber Co., Publix Cab Co., C.F.&I. Co.

X X i Not reported)

BEACON TELEVISION FEATURES. INC.
DN - r

M[|| - VXDI II.SIIN .

BENSON PRODUCTIONS
BROADW 11

K \\- \- i IT! Mil

A \ Bl SSON v v

BLINKEY PRODUCTIONS
In. WEST END '

rORK N I

\II RR \<i KING • SN \

Marshmallow Fluff, Salada Tea, Lewis Candy Grandmother's Mince Meat, Barbo's FurrB'

Pontiac Dealers Ass'n, Glcnwood Range, Avon Soles

3f> %• Kraft Foods, Rusco Windows, Majc.tic Steak House

X X Amazo Instont Dessert, Scvcn-Up, Tv Time Popcorn, Jr. League of Arkansas

M WBOLS X '/"> avaik --
, y . • -, ort mailable on facilities.
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FIRST WEEK
ANDARD OIL

' WESTERN STATES

SALTEST ICE CREAM
I MARKETS

UL CITY BEER
I MARKETS

AVAILABLE-in

any markets

UTP Proudly Presents... A distinctly New and

Authentic I
s * RUN Family-Situation Adventure

Series. . .with a Salty Tang!

starring

PRESTON FOSTER as Cap'n John of the good tug Cheryl Ann

ATERFRONT* with its authentic locale really lives. The people

the docks, the tugs, the gulls, the noises, and the smells

the wharf all come alive as you work, fight, worry and

ve with the men and women who are all part of this

jlorful WATERFRONT.

•TERFRONT—The only TV film series today that
Id not possibly be done live. (It was shot on
;tion at picturesque Los Angeles Harbor, San
ro, California.)

jH

TERFRONT—with the largest running cast of
Jrring characters of any TV series, live or
led.

TERFRONT—where every foot of film was shot
ecially for this production.

TERFRONT—the only TV series available whose
le and characters develop an endless supply
ction-adventure and family-situation plots.

TERFRONT-IS A PRESTIGE BUILDER FOR THE
OLE FAMILY. A NEW SERIES, STARTING WITH
FIRST RUN 1/2 HOURS, FRESH AND ALIVE
H REAL PEOPLE.

HOME OFFICE

650 NORTH BRONSON • HOLLYWOOD
HO. 9-8321 • TWX-LA 1432

NEW YORK-444 MADISON • PLAZA 3-4620

CHICAGO-360 N. MICHIGAN • CENTRAL 6-0041

VATERFRONT is a ROLAND REED PRODUCTION
'RODUCERS OF: My Little Margie, Beulah, The Stu Erwin Show, Rocky Jon es, Space Ranger



Tv film shows recently made available for syndication
(

Programs issued since October 1953. For complete list see 25 January 7954 issue. Next chart will appear 8 March

,nMMM>M|||M||,MM^

Show name Syndicator Producer Length Price Range' No. in series Show name Syndicator Producer Length Price Range 1 No.

luagle Macabre

ADVENTURE

Guild Film. Radio & Tv
Packages Inc.

s WW

CHILDREN S

Animal Time

Junior Science

Sterling Tv

MPTv

The Cinnamon Bear Fit/ 4 Auoc.

Terry and tho OtTltlal Filmi
Plrate»

The Birth of the Foundation
Sandman' Film.

Sterllnt Tv

Junior Science, 15 mln.
Inc.

Gllwln Prod. 15 mln

Dougtalr Prod. 2G mln.

on regueit

Telorana Prod.

Tlato for Beany Consolidated Tv Boh Clamper!

Sale*

15 mln.

30 mln.

COMEDY

Duffy's Tavern MPTv Hal Roach Jr. 30 mln.

Father Knows BesM Screen Gems Cavalier 30 mln.

My Hero Official Films Ed Beloln 30 mln.

104

39

50°. of Class B 26

30

on recjurst 13

unlimited

39

26

39

MUSIC

Werner Janisen

Series

George Bagnall

A Assoc.

Janssen 15 mln. on request

NEWS

Drew Pearson's

Washington
Merry- Go- Round

Fulton Lewis Jr "

MPTv

United Tv Pro-

grams

Charles Curran

United Tv Pro-

grams

15 min.

12 min.

SPORTS

= Tho Reteree K ling Kllng

Vitapix Champion. Vitapix Corp. Val. 1. Llnd- 60 min
ship Wrestling berg 30 min

DOCUMENTARY

Health & Happl- Tv Exploitation

ncss Co.

Tv Exploitation
Co.

Wonders It tho Sterling Tv
Wild

Jack Sch»artr 4 mln.

5 mln.

15 mln.

Natl. Video
Prod.

Borden Prod.

DRAMA. MYSTERY

Capsule Mysteries Charles Michel
son

Charlis Michel- 5 mln.

Colonel March Official Films Panda Produc-

tions

26', ml

Damon Runyon
Theatre*

Screen Gems B n n Gems 30 min.

Ellery Queen TPA Norvln Prod. 30 mln.

Flaah Gordon MPTv Inter. Continen-

tal Tv

30 mln.

Janet Dean. Regis MPTv Cornwall Prod. 30 min

tered Nurse

Joe Palooka Story Guild

Mr. D.A.i j|» Tv

Paragon Playhou.r NBC TV Film

Racket Squad ABC Film
Syndication

Secret Chapter

Tho Playhouse-'

Guild Films

ABC Film
Syndication

Guild 2C' .. mm

Phillips H. Lard 30 mln.

Sound Masters .1" mli

Hal Roach Jr. 30 mln.

Ron Ormond 15 mln.

Meridian Corp. 30 mm

IS MO

130

26

39

26

26

52

39

U

M

N

18

H

TRAVEL

Hawaiian Paradise George Bagnall Franklin
4. Assoc.

Holiday

Safari

Tv Exploitation Filmakers
Co.

This Is Hawaii George Bagnall Franklin
& Assoc.

15 mln. wi request

30 mln.

Sterling Tv Sterling Tv 15 mln. on request

30 mln. on request

This World of Ours Sterling Tv Dudley Pictures 11'/, min. on request

VARIETY

Your Star Showcase TPA

Ray Forrest Show Sterling Tv Sterling Tv 30 mln. on request

WESTERN

Annie Oakleys CBS Tv Film Annie Oakley 30 min.
Prod.

The Tim McCoy MPTv
Show

Where price range is not given, it has not vet been fixed, of syndicator prcf-rs to give price only on request Canada Dry is sponsoring this film in 80

markets semi-monthly. Separate scries is available for local sponsors in these vi-nc markets on alternate weeks Available in color. 'Available in lunc. 'Run
onginilly under another title now being re released Available early in April Carter Products has 20 markets. Samsonitc Luggage has 35 markets. Rest avail-

able for local sponsors SPONSOR invites all tv film syndic.itors to send information on new films

52 film /,.>: SPONSOR



he's taking lessons

from 15 champs...

STARRING:

Sam Snead

Julius Boros

Lloyd Mangrum

Lew Worsham

Cary Middlecoff

Jackie Burke, Jr.

Al Besselink

Jim Ferrier

Earl Stewart, Jr.

E. J. "Dutch"
Harrison

Ted Kroll

Johnny Palmer

Tommy Bolt

Doug Ford

Ed "Porky" Oliver

Right now, comfortable and relaxed in his own living room, he's getting a tip from Champion
* Sam Snead on how to improve his swing. Next week Lloyd Mangrum shows him the secret of long iron

play. Then "Doc" Middlecoff gives him pointers on fairway woods. It's expert,

entertaining instruction he couldn't buy at any price. He loves every minute of it

!

PLAY GOLFTCHAMPIONS
* is a unique series of thirteen 15-minute TV film programs with powerful appeal for the growing

millions of golf fans, both men and women. They're in black-and-white or color, with music

and narration. Comedy sequences alternate with instruction to hold the "fringe" audience.

* Produced by SPORTSVISION, INC., makers of the popular football series, All-American

4 Game of the Week. For prices, availabilities, write, wire or phone . .

.

SPORTSVISION, INC.

Dept. S , 233 Sansome St., Sati Francisco, Calif. • EXbrook 2-3837

Hollywood: Dept.S. 1161 No. Highland • Hollywood 1,-9205

Chicago: Dept. S, 20 No. Wacker Dr. • CEntral6-8955
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Are you getting the most

out of this SPONSOR feature?

On this page, in evei \ issue oj sponsor, you will find

a handy, up-to-date listing oj neu ii station grants

[see belou i. Included is the name of the company
receiving the < ./*. the technical facilities granted

and othei appropriate facts.

Beneath the compilation of those who have received netq

c.p.'s is another important listing -all the stations

which have gone on the air with commercial programing^

during the tn<> weeks preceding cadi issue of sponsor.

The box score, at the bottom of the page, is a succinct

summary of television's status in the I nited States

today. Information includes the total number of stations

on the air ami the number of I . S. tr homes.

HI III HJKI11K Tf 1T1TIII

I. \etr construction permits

CITY & STATE

ALCANY, GA.

DURHAM, N. C.

HIBBING, MINN.

HOT SPRINGS, ARK.

SIOUX CITY, IOWA

CALL CHANNEL
LETTERS NO

DATE OF
GRANT

ON-AIR
TARGET

POWER IKWI'
STATIONS

VISUAL AURALl

SETS IN
MARKETt

<000>
PERMITEE 4, MANAGER

WALB-TV 10

WTIK-TV 11

12 Jon.

21 Jan.

1 June 50

316

25

170

10 13 Jan.

9 20 Jan.

KCOM-TV 4 21 Jan.

10 5

12 6

100 50 1

NFA

NFA

NFA

NFA

80 vhf

Herald Publishing Co.
James H. Grey, pn s

Durham Bc-lg. Enter-
prises. Inc.

Harmon L Duncan, pres
Floyd Fletcher, v. p.

North Star Ty Co.
O. J. David, pres.

Southern Newspapers Inc.

Clyde E. Palmer, pres

KCOM Bcstg. Co.
Diitrich Dirks, pres.

RADIO
REP'

II. Xeiv Millions on air*

CITY 4. STATE

BAY CITY, M/CH.i

FRESNO, CAL.

NEENAH, WIS.-

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.*

CALL CHANNEL ON-AIR
LETTERS NO DATE

POWER (KW)'

VISUAL AUR
NET

AFFILIATION
STNS.
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKETt

I 000

1

PERMITEE &. MANAGER

WNEM-TV 5

KBID-TV 53

24 Jan.

13 Feb.

WNAM-TV 42 27 Jan.

WTRI 35 15 Feb.

24 12

470 235

16 8

214 112

Du M, NBC

CBS

69 vhf

80 uhf

NFA

53 uhf

North Easfrn Mich. Corp Hcadley-
James Genty. Jr.. pres. Reed
John Bone, mgr.

John Poole Bcstg. Co. Mtekcr
Jo n Poolr. pres.

Rcbirt H. Weison. mgr.

Ncemah-MtRasha Bcstg. Gee Clark
Co.

Srmuel N. Pickard. pres.

Don C. Wlrth v p -gen
mgr.

Van Curler Bcstg. Corp. Headlty-
Col. Harry C. Wilder. Reed

pres.

Richard B. Wheeler, gen.

mgr.
Paul Jaconson. trcas.-a$st.

mgr.

ill. Irlffctifla to previous listings

Since sponsor's II [anuarj 1954 issue »i\ more television >ta- the number of stations which have returned c.p.'s to the FCC to 4|

lidii grantees relinquished theii construction permits, fhis raises Nine were for vhf outlets, 32 were for uhf stations. The deletion?

CHARLOTTESVILLE, V a ., WCHV-TV, uhf eh. 64

GREAT FALLS, Mont.. KMON-TV. vhf ch. 3

GULFPORT, Miss., WGCM-TV, uhf ch. 56

MARION, Ind.. WMRI-TV, uhf ch. 29

MT. AIRY, N. C, WPAQ-TV, uhf ch. 55

ST. PAUL, Minn., WCOW-TV, uhf ch. 17

BOX SCORE
Tiilnl I .

s stations on air.

incl. Honolulu and Alaska (29

Jan. '54)

Vi of marketi

:tr,u

grant-

ed {excluding 28 educational

grants; 29 Jan. '.">
1

1

' grantees on air

No. tv homes in L'.S. (1

fan. >h 27.500.000$
188 Percent oj all l.S. homes
2.1

1

with tv sets <1 Jan. '54) 60",,$

Mti.th Mil cp.'l and iiatl>>n« colnr on the air II

IM air when romn
I ' '

In marl
in<l Vlannlns

' a radio station which Is granted a c.p. also represents the n
. utions of mi

stranter- BPONSOB - the reps of the radio stations in Ihls ,-olumn (when • radio station t

SFA S Hgnrei available al presstime <-r sets In mark
\

s ^



New RCA single-unit Sync Generator tales less than

one-third the rack space needed by other sync systems

Smallest, finest Studio Sync Generator ever built!

RCA Type TG-2A
Only RCA's TG-2A has these features

U U I

cyOMPLETELY NEW THROUGHOUT— and in-

corporating a revolutionary new multivibrator

circuit—TypeTG-2A is, we believe, the ultimate

in synchronizing generators. It combines all

synchronizing functions into a single chassis (includes a

Genlock, a Dot Generator, a grating generator, and a regulated

power supply). It takes only 21 inches of rack space (one-third

that required by other sync generators)— is so compact you
can easily install two of these units (one a stand-by) and an
RCA changeover Switch MI-26289 in a single rack. It uses

fewer tubes than other sync generators (38 miniatures, 2

rectifiers). And, of course, the TG-2A can be operated in

conjunction with a Color Frequency Standard.

RCA Type TG-2A's are now available for all TV stations

—

VHF and UHF. For technical details and delivery information,

talk to your RCA Broadcast Sales Representative.

• In a SINGLE standard

chassis it includes:

— a synchronizing generator,

Genlock, dot generator,

grating generator,

regulated power supply

• Entire unit takes only 21

inches of rack space

• Only 4 operating controls

• Adjustable pulse output

voltages

• Pulse outputs have sending

end-terminations

• Adjustable "front porch"

width

• Operates with Color

Frequency Standard

• Can be remotely-switched

to Genlock operation

• Provides Dot Convergence

Pattern

• Fewest tubes of any sync

generator (38 miniatures,

2 rectifiers)

• Test jacks for circuit

checking

• Pulse widths and delays

STABILIZED against

tube aging

• Choice of 5 ways to control

basic frequencies

• Characteristics more than

meet FCC and RETMA
standards

RADtO CORPORATION ofAMERICA
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT CAMDEN. N.J.



Fitz-tiihhon ami i'ul'l' tlisaarve on ratlia. tv value

I wo answei - to the old question

"Win don'l department stores use

more radio and television advertia

ing ? were .n en to the nation - n--

tailers last month. Hie first answei

< ame from Bei ni< e I it/-< ribbon who

told wh) -In- personally < I
i -I

i

kt< 1 radio

;uul tv during .1 session i»f tin- National

Retail I >i \ I foods \— >>< iation • onven-

ii<m. II. 1 answei 1 ame "in- da) before

Ihi resignation a- advertising director

of Gimbels department Btore, New
York.

I In- Becond answei was provided 1»\

Sam Cu£F, radio and television consul- mentspei item to hit weekend shoppers,

tant fin Ulied Stores. He sought to It also buys announcements for Btore

clarifj the reasons whj department wide sales held periodically throughout

stores fail to utilize air media In-fore a tin- year and runs them for four days

-air- promotion meeting of the Vrk preceding t lie -air.

don't know how to use ail media.

Louis fannenbaum, Ma< \ b advertis-

ing manager, replaces \Ii-- Kilz-Gib

bori .1- advertising director at Gimbels

1 n I March,

SPONSOR'S I Ma\ 1953 issue, page

22, reported on Macy's use of rmlio

ami t\ under Tannenbaum. The store,

on radio \ irtuall) ever) Fi idaj -in< e

lu e I''")!', used one-minute announce-

ments ovei WOK and or \\ NBC, with

\\ VBC on Bome weekends. Macy's

typicall) selects one or two good items

foi plugging and uses 15 announce-

wrighl Merchandising Corp. The \rk-

wright meeting was held tin- daj fol-

lowing tin- conclusion of the Nl!l)<;\

convention.

Mi— Fitz-Gibbon described tele-

vision commercials a- "an intrusion,

an outrageous interruption in the en-

tertainment, which is the primary busi-

iii'-> of t\. The commen ial i- the mini

penalt) one pays to hear Luc) 01 Fred

During New York's newspaper strike

la-t December, Macy's was one of tie

heaviest department store air users.

(SPONSOR, 28 December 1953, page

30.) Si\ radio and one tv station were

utilized with from 40 to 150 announce-

ments aired dailj on the seven outlets.

Gimbels used little air advertising. Be-

fore the -trike Mai v '- had signed with
1 i< oh for Santa Clous at Macy's

H \f-JW vheers parents
up for 2:00 a.m. feetlina

I hat totally ignored audience of par-

1 nl- awakened at 2 a.m. ever) morning
to gjve their new-born infants the post-

midnight bottle has been recognized.

Starting la-t week. Beven sponsors of

bab) accessories began sponsorship of

the 12:00-1:15 a.m. portion of Milk-

man's Mutincr on \\\l.\\. New York.

The sponsors-—Clapp's Baby Foods,

Mennen Babj Products, Borden Prod-

in t-. Q-Tips, Lullaby-Lite, Electronic-

Baby Sitter and the Continental Insur-

ance Co. each has the program one

night a week.

The show. m.c.'d b) Art Ford 1 who,

incidentally, is a bachelor 1. starts off

with fairly hrijdit music to help wake

up the parents.

I'art wav through the show he read-

hints for parents from Parents Maga-

zine, and toward the programs end

starts playing lullaby music to sooth

the bahy back to sleep.

I v pica] commercial starts off this

wa\ :

"Gosh all hemlock. That milk really

goes down, doesn't it. And look at

him. He's been putting on weight

hasn t he. No diet for that little man
of vour life; no siree. Bottle at 2:00

a.m.. and come tomorrow that wonder-

ful menu for a growing little fellow

—

Clapps Bab) Food ..." * * *

Waring. Imagine how distressing it ;' daii) 15-minute pre-Christmas pro- <
For -i'On-or's opinions on Miss Fitz-

Gibbon s statement on television, see

25 January 1954 issue, page 132.

would l>e to have \ our N '» ) ork

Times snatched awa) by, -.i\. Gulden's

mustard, who would say, "Now you

can't read Meyer Berger 01 Vrthur

kioi k unle-- you listen to a mustard

commercial f"r three minute-. Sup-

pose VOU had just Bettled down with i

Walter Kerr dramatic review when 1

-hrill 'Better bu) Birds Eye' would

beat in on vour ear drums? Tell me,

would that he a g I climate in which

to -end out \011r Belling messa

\t the Vrkwrighl meeting, Cuff told

the group:

"Berni< e Fitz-Gibbon's remark- yes-

terday, at the NHI)()\ convention,

were most interesting for what was

omitted. Hei statement i- interesting

for what it didn t -a\

.

"Mi— Fitz-Gibbon didn't gel up and

say, 'Radio and television don't -ell.

Cuff -aid department stores don'l

use radio and l\ niainU \<f< .111-e th--\

* • •gram telecast over W \BD.

Memphis depart meni store finds tr outpulls Santa

Not even Santa ( llaus 1 an < ompete
w 1 1 1 1 a telrv ision -in

.

Fred Goldsmith, director of J. C.old-

-niith & Sons Co. department -tore,

told W lllin |\ he would consider a

t\ advertising schedule if it could be

proved to him that tv could pull in

-tore traffic.

\ good te-t case, the station decided.

would involve the appearance of one
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of WHBQ-TV's children's programs
stars at the department store.

The star selected for the test, "Wink"
Marlindale, conducts Mars Patrol, a

program which includes studio inter-

views with children on a "space ship."

Two announcements about Martin-

dale's appearance at the store were

made on his show. Between 10:00

a.m. and noon on the first Saturday in

December, more than 400 children

came to see him. The station reported

no signs had been erected in Gold-

smith's pointing the way to Martin-

dale. In spite of this the line of youngs-

ters waiting to see him was much
longer than the line in front of Santa.

The following week, with more time

for preparations, announcements about

Martindale's appearance were made on

the Mars Patrol program daily. On
the second Saturday, the line of

children waiting to see Martindale was

more than 200 feet long when he ar-

rived at the store. In the two-hour pre-

noon period, he talked to more than

1,300 youngsters. • • •

Free & Peters personnel
visit WPTZ, WBZ-TV

Messrs. Griffin, Witting, Baudino, Swartley

Free & Peters men are speaking from

first-hand experience when they give

agencies information on WPTZ, Phila-

delphia, and WBZ-TV, Boston.

Before F&P assumed national rep-

resentation of the two Westinghouse

stations on 1 February the rep firm's

top personnel were taken on an exten-

sive tour of the two stations.

Programing, talent, facilities, opera-

tion and sales policies of both stations

were covered in meetings held in

the studios. Rolland Tooke. WPTZ
manager, presided at the Philadelphia

meeting, aided by A. Q. ("Bink") Dan-

nenbaum, sales mgr. ; John ("Chick")

Kelly, prom, mgr.; Stan Lee Broza.

prog, mgr.; Raymond Bowley, chief

engineer; Sam Stewart, sales service

{Please turn to page 128)
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WSLS-TV
bridging your product

to 223,945 TV sets in

63 counties

Virginia North Carolina West Virginia

296,000 WATTS
CHANNEL 10

Roanoke, Virginia

AFFILIATE |M

INTERCONNECTED

TELEVISION

ABC

Shenandoah Life Stations, "
"

WSLS AM FM TV
Represented Nationally by Avery-Knodel. Inc.



CHANNEL 36

The South f s

Finest

UHF Station

agency profile ffoirarrl Council
V.P., Dir. of Radio and Tv

Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York

^' .11 it- of the mos! provocative print ads in years have come out

of the Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson ^ Mather shop. To wit: the man with

the eye-patch who wears a Hathawa) Shirt: the iiirl in the ditto shirt

who smokes cigars; the man with the beard who came to New ^ ork

to -'II Schweppes quinine water.

\ Former college pro! I no 1 eard i in a pink Hathaway, who smokes

cigarettes while twirling the remote control knobs of his office tv set.

i- the man wlm'- been assigned to give HOBM - air advertising the

same touch. He is Howard Connell, v.p. in charge of radio and tv.

"The agency's known for the famous print ads—hut. b) mid-

Man h. we estimate 5095 of our billings will be in radio and tv,"

says Connell. (Last year's birjings total: $11 million, i

Vmong the agenc) - top radio-u accounts are Rinso, Good Luck

Margarine, Dunhill, Helena Rubinstein, the British Travel Associa-

tion. Schweppes Quinine W ater.

Connell s theories on producing effective t\ commercials are nu-

merous. Imong them: "The indispensable prop

—

that's part of

IK MINI print advertising I
like beards and cigars and things)—and

there's no reason to think it wouldn't he effe tive on tv.

"lake a mobile, For example. Thai could he an interesting prop

around which to build a tv commercial.

"Now it the art directoi bas a pel mobile or painting that gives

him ideas for a commercial, lei him suggest it. \fter all. there's

no inflexible rule thai says the initial idea for a commercial must

originate with the writer. The art director's a creative man too.

So's the lighting man or a chap in production. Let them contribute

their ideas."

To help carr) out his own idea* Connell bas recruited a iiroup of

young radio-t\ people who, he feels, will be able to cut through the

"pal. cliche-ridden formula- of t\ selling." \nd when he says

"young," he mean- it: \i II. he's the second-oldest man on the

staff of HOBM.
Says he: "Youngsters are the mosl critical segment of the tv

audience. Iliey're quick to spot a phony."
I onnell carries his respect for youth home to Scarsdale with him

ever) night. His own juvenile jur) consists of his 11-year-old daugh-
ter, and hi- -on. age -even. * * *
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tiest Over Puget Sound!

Z

£

o

a,

h
©

BREMERTON

t

EVERETT

SEATTLE

TACOMA

OLYMPIA

Don't buy PART when you can get it ALL

KTNT-TV
Covering Seattle, Tacoma and the Puget Sound Area

125,000 WATTS • CHANNEL II

AFFILIATED WITH CBS and DUMONT TELEVISION NETWORKS • CONTACT WEED TELEVISION
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//f///f>/?j/6V SPOT RADIO I

1 EAST, SOUTHEAST 1

1WHZWBZA Boston-Springfield NBC 51,000

WGR Buffalo CBS 5,000

KYW Philadelphia NBC 50,000 1

p KDKA Pittsburgh NBC 50,000 |
I WFBL

WCSC

Syracuse CBS 5,000 1
i

Charleston, S. C.
1

CBS 5,000

WIST Charlotte MBS 5,000

WIS Columbia, S. C. NBC 5,000 1
WGH Norfolk-Newport News ABC 5,000

\\ PTF Raleigh-Durham NBC 50,000

WDBJ Roanoke CBS 5,000

|

MIDWEST, SOUTHWEST |

WHO Des Moines NBC 50,000

woe Davenport NBC 5,000

WDSM Duluth-Superior ABC 5,000

WDAY Fargo NBC 5,000

WOWO Fort Wayne NBC 50,000

WIRE Indianapolis NBC 5,000 1
| KMBC-KFRM Kansas City CBS 5,000 I
1 W AVE Louisville NBC 5,000 I
I KFAB Omaha CBS 50,000 i

WMBD

KFDM

Peoria CBS 5,000 |

Beaumont ABC 5,000

KRIS Corpus Christi NBC 1,000

WBAP Ft. Worth-Dallas NBC-ABC 50,000

KXYZ Houston ABC 5,000 1
| KTSA San Antonio CBS 5,000 1

MOUNTAIN AND WEST
|

KDSH Boise CBS 5,000

KVOD Denver ABC 5,000

KGMB-KHBC Honolulu-Hilo CBS 5,000

i

ki \ Portland ABC 50,000 1
KIRO Seattle CBS *>" nr, ~ 1

:i?wwwrrt7T!!»7TTb7wrfi^^



ADIO
"Choice of Audiences-

The Ones You Want"
by JAMES M. WADE

Manager, Atlanta Office

We have no doubt (and you probably don't, either)

that some men do buy foods, soaps, etc. — that some

women buy pipe tobacco— that some city men buy

farm implements. Etc. But if you were selling tractors

(say) we'll bet you'd want a really rural audience for

your advertising efforts, and a male audience at that.

"Choice of audience" is certainly the most funda-

mental requirement in any selling effort.

Spot Broadcasting, more than any other mass medium,

permits you to select your audience— to reach the

people you want most to reach, with a minimum of

waste. You select the markets, the time, the pro-

grams, the stations that are logical for- your prospects.

Spot Radio is "beamed radio" as contrasted with

"umbrella radio". It is efficient radio, and it costs

less than any other mass medium you can use.

^TEW YORK

REE & Jr ETER
INC.

Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1932

CHICAGO ATLANTA DETROIT FT. WORTH HOLLYWOOD SAN FRANCISCC



At newscasts give station

GOOD
PROFIT
MARGIN

...sponsor buys more

Everybody agrees that if a deal is profitable to both

buyer and seller, the relationship will be a long and

happy one.

At Pleasantville. N. J., Station WOND proposed

a package of 4 daily newscasts to the Atlantic

Cadillac & Pontiac Company, for used car specials.

Price of the cars was reduced slightly each day until

sold. So effective has been the program that the

sponsor repeatedly has renewed the schedule and,

in addition, has bought a one-hour Sunday show

plugging new Pontiacs.

Says John (r. Struckell, general and sales

manager for WOND:

"Program ideas come and go, but with AP news

in our station, we feel we always have a salable

feature. And, too, the cost per program of AP
news is so low, in comparison with other program
material, that the station can realize a profit

from newscasts with little effort."

and from still another station

—

Station KOCA in Kilgore, Tex., reports the

following experience with AP news—

O In 1953, AP news consumed only 11% of

station's broadcast time.

^J In same year, AP news accounted for

28% of total station revenue.

© All of the stations special AP features

have been sponsored since February, 1953.

Says the station manager: "Our advice to

any sister station having revenue trouble is to

just dig into their goldmine— AP."

•I

If your station is mil yet usinii Associated

/Visv service, your II' Field Representative

can give you complete information. Or write—

m*®OCMBPffSSA

Those who know famous brands . .

.

know the most famous brand in news is JP
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EMPLOYMENT AGENCY OFFICE EQUIPMENT
SPONSOR: Frietsch Employment AGENCY: Standart-O'Hern

Services

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The Frietsch Employment

agency ran a series of 17 announcements over KUDL,
Kansas City, during three consecutive days. The an-

nouncements asked listeners to call BABE-24* for informa-

tion about the agency. Schedule cost the sponsor $5. The

first day, Frietsch reports it received a total of 431 calls;

the day after that, an additional 582 calls were recorded

and on the final day the agency got 597 calls requesting

information. It gives KUDL a large share of the credit

for attracting the total of 1,610 queries.

KUDL, Kansas City PROGRAM: Announcements

SPONSOR: National Servici \'.l A< -> K

I \l--i l.K « VSE HISTORY : 11 hen the Seaboard Oil (

opened its new office in Billings, Man/., they needed

office equipment badly l>ut didn't Ln<m which were tin

best local dealers to buy from, iftet hearing an institu

tional announcement ovei KGHL foi the Sational Set

vice Co., Seaborn d\ representative placed an ordei i<n a

$560 calculator and a $92 portable typewriter. s a\s the

National Service Co.: "These two sales would more than

pay for our year's ml schedule on KGHL." Sational uses

one announcement a week.

KGHL, Billings, Mont. PROGRAM: \ ncements

results

W$Mir
:

- i >

DEPARTMENT STORE

SPONSOR: T. Eaton Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Last winter, the T. Eaton

Co. bought a daily 15-minute program to sell specific

merchandise throughout its various departments. When
the contract reached its expiration date and it was

planned to drop the program for the summer, department

managers said they would prefer to see the money neces-

sary to keep the shoiv on the air cut from their news-

paper budgets because they had gotten "definite sales

results" whenever they had advertised on the program.

Daily cost of the program is $20.

CJVI, Victoria, B. C. PROGRAM: Let's Go To Eaton's

PIANOS
SPONSOR: Lester Piano Co. AGENCY: Dittman & Kan<

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Nine years ago the Lester

Piano Co. scheduled a quarter hour of live piano music

at 10:00 a.m. over WIP, five days a week. A year later

the sponsor added a second series of across-the-board

programs (1:00-1:15 pm.) . They next increased the

morning show to 30 minutes. The broadcasts have con-

tinued for the past seven years. Says the sponsor: "More
than a third of our business comes directly from WIP.

A piano is a high-priced unit, and careful records are

kept to show what kinds of advertising pay off. WIP has

sold more than its share." Cost of the radio schedule is

under 3% of the firm's total budget.

WIP, Philadelphia PROGRAM: Keys to Happiness

•

:

f\ I

PARAKEETS

SPONSOR: B&I Sales Co VGEN< 1 : Dire<

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The B&l Sales Co. sponsoi >

a 15-minute program Friday nights on K \l() called

Jungle Macabre. On 27 November one of tin 1 three < om-

mercials in the program was used to advertise parakeets

which were being placed on sale at $4.95 each. Within

three days 805 parakeets were sold. The sponsor figures

that since the whole program costs $244. one commi-n ial

on it is worth about §81.33. This single commercial pro-

duced a gross return of S3.984.75.

KMO, Tacoma PROGRAM: Jungle Macabn

AUCTION
SPONSOR: AUentown Sales V-uction \(,i:\n : Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Six days before AUentown

Sales had scheduled an auction in the Lehigh Valley area

it began advertising on WAEB. The firm bought four five-

minute participations daily in disk jockey shows, plus

announcements: total cost was $155. Radio was the only

advertising used except for tuo newspaper ads (one tin-

day before opening; one on opening day). Despite <>

heavy storm which hit the area on the day the auction

opened, a crowd of nearly 10,000 people was present.

The sponsor attributes 9(Y/c of the crowd to WAEB.

WAEB, AUentown PROGRAM: Participations

Announcements

HANDLE BAGS
SPONSOR: Von's Grocery Co. AGENCY: Mogge-Privett, Inc.

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Twenty-five thousand "trick-

or-treat" handle bags were used by this sponsor to test

the pull of radio. Von's, a chain of 19 super markets in

Greater Los Angeles, made two announcements on il<

news show stating the bags were available at all its stores.

Within 24 hours after the newscast the entire stock was

gone. Says X. H. Bolstad. of Von's: "The greatest share

of the response to our offer came from the radio an-

nouncements." Von's sponsors Homemakers' Edition ot

the News Monday through Friday at 10:25 a.m. U eekly

cost of the program is $U<

KBIG, Los Angeles PROGRVM: Homemakers' Edition ol

the News
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/A/tftf^/AI-READY SOLD

/flf/CfC// IN 14 MARKETS!
'

52 weeks firm in NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, CHICAGO,

SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGELES, CINCINNATI. CLEVE-

LAND, MINNEAPOLIS, KANSAS CITY. DALLAS, DETROIT,

HOUSTON, BALTIMORE, AND WASHINGTON!

Hurry} A q* vr market!

1 OUTSHINES

THEM ALL FOR DRAMA, ACTION, REALISM!

Inside a real INTERROGATION ROOM

Inside a real SHOW-UP ROOM
Inside a real COURTROOM

Inside a real CRIME-LAB



\ SALES-MINDED ADVERTISERS!

*

,-n£*r,%?

IB

Champion of

the people,

llnHt-i I!•M«•!

truth, guard-

|ian of our

fundamental

rights to life,

liberty and
fhe pursuit

of happiness

HOLLYWOOD'S DYNAMIC
Meet Mr. D. A. Himself

Technical supervision

thru the cooperation of

the Los Angeles law

enforcement agencies.

He looks, he acts, he IS MR. D. A.

r

a
iTELEVISION PROGRAMS, INC.

MADISON ROAD, CINCINNATI, OHIO

* .YORK HOUYWOOO



WTVP
CHANNIl 17
DECATUR. ILLINOIS -

SOLID COVERAGE
IN THE HEART OF

f

A

PROSPEROUS

CENTRAL ILLINOIS

WTVP
CHANNIL 17
DECATUR, ILLINOIS ^

DELIVERS ONE OF THE

FASTEST GROWING
MARKETS IN AMERICA

SELL IN...
THE MARKET THAT
MARKETING FIGURES

CAN'T KEEP UP WITH!

WTVP
CHANNEL 17
DECATUR, ILLINOIS a

Nofiono/ Repreienlo'ive George W. Clark, Inc.

1MO
911 Mill

Mr. Sillerman

>

-„"',.
i

" 1 1

muni! mis

Kisc itf lr film xi/mf icniioii

•tmiitirulh'lt'tl' in l'..S. lii*lori#

(.•, \l,,l,.,.i M Slllrrmam, ....i./n. vlt* pretUanl,
I.I, i m, in l'ni-jriim» ill tniiriin

["here ia universal

i< • ognition of the

importance tele

\ ision baa as the

most Bpectacular

method <>f enter-

tainment and
Bales in I h«* his-

tor) "f American

life and industn

Analysts, poll-

takers, survej ors,

Boothsayers—all have combined in

celebrating television's development
and growth as the most phenomenal
mas- medium and most intimate con-

tact between producer and consumer,

[his year will inaugurate the com
ing into it* nun of the decisive instru-

ment of television programing: film

syndication. 1954 will he a \ear of

ever-increasing demands for the syndi-

cated product, for better program qual-

it\ and fni vital inarket-hv -market sales

and merchandising techniques.

I iicre are now over 350 t\ stations

on the air and over 200 additional

station- have construction permits. At
present, there are 350 television film

distributing companies and Tim film

production companies.

The phenomenal spurt of distribu

lion and production organizations in-

volved in film syndication for tele-

vision is most significant. Never be-

fore in t lie ln-torv of \meri<an busi-

ness has there been the spectacular

rise of a segmenl of an industry to

compare with the development of tele-

vision film production and syndication.

One hundred million viewer- each

lav mean- one hundred million po-

tential customers daily. Film syndica-

tion supplies that exclusive and incom-

parable requirement for American

business: It can intimate!) dramatize

properties of specific products for the

ustomer.

Film syndication enables local and

regional sponsors to obtain top caliber

programs equal and often superior to

—national network programs. And all

this i- in prime time period-.

Uready, production plans for '54 in

the t\ film syndication field point to

further advances at the Bame fast pace

in the realms of quantiu and quality.

Television Programs of America's film

production budget for this year calls

for a five million dollar net investment

in our forthcoming properties.

In previous rears television produc-

tion and sales syndication firms pre-

Bented sprawling and sometimes cha-

otic organizations. Today, as the re-

quirement- of American business de-

mand more effective solutions to re-

gional and local advertising problem-,

and as the machinerv of live network

television falters in the fulfillment of

these basic mi— ions of the medium
film syndication and production are

emerging as the decisive factors in

idcv ision. • • *

First film manual: The \ \IM B is

helping l\ stations eliminate trial-and-

cii or tactics in telecasting film pro-

graming.

Its first annual Television Station

Film Manual, recently mailed to all

active \ \RTB t\ station members, re-

flects lessons learned by pioneers in

the use of film on television.

There is information on film pro-

graming hours and costs, case histories

and do's and don'ts of film practi' •
-.

The hours and costs data were based

on a sur\e\ of tv stations grouped ac-

cording to the number of television

families in area. One result of BUrve) :

disclosure film programing hours ex-

ceed live in all categories of stations

reporting. Film shows cost more than

live programing: The average live costs

for one hour in all groups came to

for film. S126.

Case histories on film policies and

operations of si\ tv stations selected

according to size and geographical lo-

cation include information on film

purchasing, personnel, equipment, l.D.

specifications, engineering techniques

and programing. There are diagrams

of the six -tations" floor plans as well

as drawings of forms used in schedul-

ing, routing, and filing films. I he

-i\ stations reported on are K.GNC-TV,

\marillo: KKTV, Colorado Springs;

KRON-TV, San Francisco; \\ \ KM,

Baltimore; WBTY. Charlotte, and

\\( \l -TV, Philadelphia. * * *
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Leaning Over Backwards Department

It appears to us that, all things considered, there

are probably fewer tv viewers in our audience

at a given time than there are in, say WCBS-TV's.

But we'll match 'em, audience for audien«e and

no holds barred and throw in the New Yorker's

too, for ferocity.

WMT-TV
Channel 2 - CBS for Eastern Iowa

Mail address: Cedar Ha /nils

S'ational Kepi: The Katl Agency, which see lor bared fangs
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Every day more and
more advertisers are

learning it's good
business to sell
America's eighth
largest trading area

through WKJF-TV—
Pittsburgh's pioneer

UHF television sta-

tion. That's because

WKJF-TV offers its

ever-growing audi-

ence outstanding net-

work shows plus
strong local pro-
gramming.

In case you're look-

ing for a way to get

more than your share

of the 2 1

i
billion dol-

lar Pittsburgh market,

you'll find it pays to

use VC'KJF-TV. Want
proof? Contact our
national representa-
ti\es, Weed Televi-

sion, or write us
today.

WKJF-TV
&ui*i*ejt 53
PITTSBURGH

Not. Rep. WEED TELEVISION
\

OUTSTANDING
NBC PROGRAMS

[Continued from page loi

cal sum obtained by including personal expenses such as I us-

iness overhead, -alary to your mother-in-law, etc.

It might also be worth mentioning that as each successive

film come- out of the lab, the negative co-t has become pro-

gressively lower due to a finagle known a> production savings

which really mean- (heating on what you deliver.

But I don't worry—yet. Things don't really look as black

as all this implies. I've got a pretty darn good show featur-

ing Toodles, that great star of the silver screen, as narrator

and sometimes participant. I'm happy with the ratings which

are -tailing to come in and are better than I dared to expect.

So now I am a big man in my league and the people at the

Welatka Country Club in Rolling Ridge, N. J., knowing that

I am a tv entrepreneur ask me questions about the medium.

Now / buy the brandy.

Then it happens. I get a letter from a California lawyer,

saying that film number 17 in "my series" will be the last.

The corporation 1 have been dealing with is bankrupt. The

negatives already existent have been attached. The corpora-

tion I was dealing with discovered the hard way (and at my
expense) that the cost of selling to the other markets add-

almost 50' ! to the cost of each negative. Reruns are difficult

if not impossible to market. Unions ask increases. Bank-

want their money back. Etc.! Etc.! All thanks to the simple

arithmetical fact that by going out of pocket several thousands

of dollar- each film, you have already accumulated a tidy

debt of 17 times that sum.

\nd here I am with time bought in the middle of a cycle

of 13. The crushing blow, however, i- this: I understand

from a friend who was out on the Coast recently that you

were seen driving around in a new Chrysler Imperial. Hmm!
In conclusion may I -a\ I hate you and may I paraphrase

once more;—money i- the root of all happiness. • • •

Matters to Bob Foreman are weleomed
Do you always agree with the opinions Bob Foreman ex-

presses in "Agency Ad Libs"? Bob and the editors of spon-

sor would be happy to receive and print comments from

readers. Address Rob Foreman, c o sponsor. 40 E. 1
(
) St
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T. f. story board
A column sponsored by one of the leading film producers in television

SARBA
NEW YORK: 200 EAST 56TH STREET
CHICACO: 16 EAST ONTARIO STREET

1
3**

;Sr>*T|^S

"Whispering Power" is the theme of new one-minute TV spots for Evinrude's
Fleetwin outboard motor. Gay, informal outdoor shots invite carefree boat-
ing fun. You hear the difference as the sound track picks up the quiel flew "I

power from Evinrude's Fleetwin, and the voice-over tells a hard-hitting sales

story backed up by close-ups of the motor's mechanical advantages. A smooth
blend of happy promise and convincing demonstration planned by SARRA
with Evinrude Motors and its agency, The Cramer-Crassett Company.

SARRA, Inc.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

TV spots created by SARRA for Bell & Howell's movie camera have every-

thing it takes to clinch a sale: a featured price and strong product identifica-

tion ... a demonstration in close-ups of exclusive advantages . . . and emo-
tional appeal through such human interest sequences as baby's first steps

which dramatize the message
—

"Don't let moments like this pass you b\."

Created for Bell & Howell Co., through McCann-Krickson, Inc. Another ex-

ample of how SARRA "shoots to sell."

SARRA, Inc.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

In a new one-minute commercial for Jergen's Lotion SARRA merges anima-
tion with live action for effective selling. In an animated sequence winsome
fingers prance to the household tasks they do with detergents and a parade of

laundry, dishes, pots and pans ties in with the theme of Jergen's magazine
campaign. In live action lovely hands smooth on the lotion, give a close-up of

the bottle. A final romantic flash shows hands meeting as the voice-over

underlines the message: "Don't let your hands let him know you use deter-

gents." Produced by SARRA for Andrew Jergens Co., through Robert W.
Orr 8c Associates, Inc. SARRA Inc

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

VIDE-O-RIGINAL is Sana's name for a quality-controlled motion picture

print made in SARRA's own photographic laboratory. This print is the pay-

off on your entire investment. Whether you order one—or one hundred

—

each VIDE-O-RIGINAL of your Sarra-produced TV commercial is custom-

made to give maximum fidelity whenever, wherever your message appears on
the home TV screen.

SARRA, Inc.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street
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PLENTY!
In this second television market of the nation, one of the

four major radio stations—AND ONLY ONE— has in-

creased its audience since 1950 . . . the period of greatest

TV growth.

The average daily Monday -through -Friday rating for

Station WMAQ (Pulse, Sept. -Oct. 1953) is 13 per cent

GREATER than it was during the same period in 1950.

Meanwhile, Station A has DECLINED seven per cent,

Station B 11 per cent and Station C is unchanged.

In addition, Station WMAQ is the ONLY station of the

four to register average rating gains in each of the three

periods of the day— morning, afternoon and night.

Once again, proof that more and more Midwest radio

homes — now 12 per cent greater in number than four

years ago — turn to

'4
e
QuAl\Ji STATION f u

'
*'/,

Quality Programs

Quality Services

Quality Audience

Represented by NBC Spot Sales



I o o o

(i forum oti i/iH-sf iona of current interest

fo m'r advertisers and their agencies

Uo sponsors need « well-known star to attract large

ratlio and tr audience* and sell effectively

THE PICKED PANEL ANSWERS

Mr. McNe

This i- a< luallv

two questions, bo

let's treal it as

-in h. First, the

need for a well

known stai per-

sonalit) to gather

a large radio or

tv audience.

\n\ star will

be a failure with-

out the proper

showcase, yet a good show can Btand

without a big name personality!

\\ itli or without star talent, the spon-

sor must have a show guided h\ •

sound format. pood writing and e\-

ceptionall) one talent i not necessarily

big stars i. Since the question posed

deals with that which the sponsor

"need-." then I musl opine that those

elements I've mentioned are the most

needed.

You can attract a large radio or t\

audience with or without a Btar. Man)

of our better-known radio and l\ -how

properties have made the talent into

Btars, while there are jusl as mam
othei programs which have been made

famous b) the big-name personalities

|)la\ ing in them.

In television, there i- another, and

newer, element to consider: Promo-

tion! Not -how promotion as we've

known it in the past, but well planned

campaigns. Network and independent

stations alike are alloting n d ad

vertjaing and promotion budgets t"

capture audience as intensel] competi-

tive programing realrj gets underway.

Naturally, the use id a stai name i-

going to be an aid in such a promo

tion. hut not a necessit)

,

So, the sponsor does not need a well-

known -tai. If the tv pe of show in-

quire- the talents "f a big name: if

Mm want the little extra push in pro-

nation that a star name affords, then

bj all means use them. But, they're

not needed a- long as the sponsor has

the benefil of a good creative staff who

can give the public a show the) want

to see or hear in their homes.

As for effective selling, hip-time per-

Bonalities are much less a factor for

effective -ale- in radio and television.

I he product should be the star. Unless

Muii current campaign actually in-

vokes a copy theme about star en-

dorsements, there i< no need to detract

from the package. This is particularly

true on tv where everv wide shot you
take of a person not involved in dem-

onstration is a picture wasted. Build

up the product and not the person

talking about it

!

1 believe a show can do well with

or without big-name personalities. Tv
make- it- own stars, just as radio ha-

th me for vears. And while v nu're en-

tertaining the audience, make sure

your product is so interesting in its

presentation that it will be remembered
favorahlv in connection with the -how

—a star in its own right.

Edw \mi) H. M< Xkii.i.y

Enterprise Advertising

Los Angeles

\\ ithout a doubt,

no lame ma-- t\

or radio audience

can he dev eloped

without a top

name -tar a- the

main attraction

I hat i-. of course,

unless the -pon

-•I i- willing to

wait out an al-

mo-t unbearable

period during which time the veiv ex-

cellence of the -how it-elf can he felt

Mr. Yambert

On radio this frequently can be done.

On tv. due to the size of budget re-

quired, it is almost impossible.

For the local or regional advertiser.

it is therefore better to sponsor a pack-

aged or participation show in which

he can afford the lustre of a top-name

-tar. This will almost insure an im

mediate audience for his show.

Size of audience, however, is no sure

indicator of a show's sales ability, in

my opinion. Here in Los Angeles there

are numberless examples of the low-

budget shows on both tv and radio,

which have paid off rather handsomely.

Some of these are on stations which

sometimes fail to show up stronglv on

the rating charts.

The reason fer such results, it seems

to me. is that the sponsor has con-

sistently stuck to his guns, and has

accomplished a good selling job to hi;>

smaller-sized audience.

It's great to have a big audience.

But that alone is no substitute for good

salesmanship.

Ralph Yambert
President

) amhert, Inc., Advertising

Los Angeles

Show business

provides a few

generalizations,

but the question

can only he an-

-wered if applied

to specific < - -

\ "well-known

star" is just one

element of a pro-

Mr. Cavallo -ram. The need

for such a star

will \ar\ according to the strength of

the other elements. Obviously, the

-trouper each link in the chain of at-

traction values, the better. If an im-
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mediate success is demanded of an

unknown show, however, performers

with high puhlic acceptance are neces-

sary. On the other hand, a well-known

show may be cast with unknowns who
will then gain stature by appearing in

a popular vehicle.

When Rogers and Hammerstein in-

troduced South Pacific, they cast two

stars, Pinza and Martin, as leads. The

show proved to be so good that these

stars gained in stature by playing in

it. When thev left the cast, performers

of much less importance replaced them

but the show continued to sell out. And
the replacements enjoyed much greater

prestige as a result of appearing in the

show.

It stands to reason that a tv and/or

radio audience likes the star of a show

that it watches continually; the star is

an important element of attraction.

Therefore, a sales message delivered

by that star surely gets more attention;

personal endorsement by the star has

more weight.

The use of a star, however, does not

eliminate the need for a sound sales

message properly presented. The star

is just one element in the commercial,

and as such, is needed in varying de-

grees according to the strength of the

other available means of persuasion.

Peter A. Cavallo Jr.

/. Walter Thompson Co.

Chicago

There is ample

evidence that a

sponsor does not

"need" well-

known stars to

attract a large

enough audience

to make his in-

vestment in ra-

dio or television

profitable. The

use of a name star should not be a

pre-determined requirement. A sponsor

can enjoy large audiences with a vehi-

cle utilizing the talents of a little-known

performer. Such performers are fre

quently skyrocketed to stardom. For

example, many people have for years

been enchanted by the stories of Wallv

Cox. Yet his nightclub performances

and occasional guest appearances on

radio and tv shows would not alone

bring millions of people to their tele-

vision sets each week to watch him

{Please turn to page 127)

impson

WFBG-TV
Channel 10 .i 1 6,000 watts

Covers Central and

Western Pennsylvania

You Need No Other Station Betiveen Pittsburgh

and Harrisburg to Cover This Important Market

Here Is Selling Power PLUS

SET COUNT 418.798 as of January 1, 1954, and it's sols thai

count

TOWER HEIGHT 2727 feet above sea level, 990 feet above aver-

age terrain on Wopsononock Mountain

RADIATED POWER 316,000 watts on Channel 10, the maximum al-

lowed by FCC on any VHP' Channel

RICH MARKET 640.000 families spending over SI.9 billion in

retail sales

SUCCESS STORY 6115 pieces of mail in response to 4 Santa
Claus programs

CABLE BROADCASTING CO.

ABC
NBC

__
DU MONT

Altoona, Pa.

Channel 10. 316.OOO walls 13 40 kc. NBC

Represented Exclusively by H-R Television, Inc.
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TV FILM COMMERCIAL PRODUCERS: continued from page 50

NAME LF FIRM LOCATION AND SALES CONTACT » » C I L I Tl I - I r.CLUDE :

Animation Color Shipping
AMONG THEIR ACCOUNTS DURING I952-53 SEASON

If I

WM F BROIDY PRODUCTIONS
I

i
i HLVD

inn I 1 WOOD U, CAJ
WM I BBOIDI HOLLYWOOD

LOU BUNIN FILM PRODUCTIONS
MM

sht\ rOBK 19 s i

BYRON. INC.
. [8< us-i\ \ \ I.

\\ L8IIING I UN I. I

Dl I'll \ — I -it i II i

CALDWELL AUDIO VIDEO PRODUCTIONS

CAN IDA
s KHEPARD KIM. >!• II I

X Kcllogg's Sugar Corn Pops, Lux Flakes, Meister Brau Beer

Franco-American Spaghetti, Doeskin Products, Howdy Doody Ice Cream

DuBois Beer, Jenny Gasoline, Briggs Pork Products, Capital Airlines, Hals Beer, Tipon

U S. Treasury Savings Bonds, Gunther Beer, Esskay Meats, Motorists Mutual Insuranc
I

'

Robin Hood Flour, Borden Co. of Canada (Starlac, Ice Cream, etc.), Wcstinghouse Pre

Kolynos, Aero-Shave, Post Cereals, Anacin, Dentyne, Chiclets

,

I

S W CALDWELL LTD
1 i;\ i- ~r

TORONTO ON I LBIO C UfADA
(. \ MACKENZIE KIN08DA

LARS CALONIUS
hi-i m> BT

M« YORK 19, N. 1

LABS i LLON11 9 < lit' I I

X Wcstinghouse, Consumer's Gas Co., Government of Canada (Postal Dept.), Remingtoi

XXX Borden's Buttermilk, Sal Hepatica, Mott's Apple Sauce & Prune Juice

CAMERA CRAFT
EXINOTON w I

BOLLYWOOD - CAI
ROB1 li r i K \u I OBD, Ml MS II Mi 6856

CAMPBELLCAHILL STUDIO
rs EAS1 WA< KKB DK
i ii n LOO : III.

JERRI i LMPBELL I'll

CAPITOL FILMS (SUBSIDIARY OF TCAl
CONNECTICUT IVI

u 18IIINOTON Hi

.;•..•;••-':'. Temco Products Skeeter, Relaxicisor, Clapps Foods, Apex Magic Wand

rf* wf» *f.

Fould's Macaroni, Kosto-Pudding & Mixes, Rand Shoes, Hartman Luggage, Manor

Coffee

X X (Not reported)

CARAVEL FILMS. INC.
I I 1 1 \ \ B

\iw rOBB N 1

< M inn \ \l' Ki \\ rim LI 7-6110

CARLA PRODUCTION INC
N FHOHLANTJ \\K

BOLLYWOOD - I \1.

ill LBLES LABBAIN, \\ CBS .
I .

CASCADE PICTURES OF CALIFORNIA. INC
-i MOTON BLVD

i I l.\ I R i m i M.

K \ r.K<>\\ N \ I. » -!>"

XXX Ballantine Beer, Borden Co., Bufferin, Coca Cola, Fab, E. I. duPont de Nemours, Gi

Kent Cigarettes, Ivory Flakes, Ivory Soap, Mobilgas

.":'. •':' .';'. Faygo Beverages, Sunbeam Bread, Peter Pan Bread, Kelly Kar Co., Bluhill Products

Hallmark Greeting Cards, Toni's White Rain, Dial Shampoo, Liquinette, Kellogg'sCeXXX flakes, Pamper, Grand Prize Beer, Frigidaire, Roma Wine, Post Toasties, Cresta an

Oldsmobile, Sunnybank Margarine, Clorox, Hi-Lite

CENTRAL TELEFILMS. INC
OB ) B SHERIDAN KH

PEOB1 \ II- 1.

II U Ml I II J 161]

CHARTER OAK TELE PICTURES
-

. ~i \ I \l II \\ I

M « YOBB 19. N. 1

I m is c \\ HI ' mi I.K •

LEW CHATHAM ASSOCIATES
I II MM \\l I

n Mil KOBE «'KI. \

I. \ « II \ I II Wl

JACK CHERTOK PRODUCTIONS. INC
..mi II LAS I- M.M v- \\ I

ilui 11 WOOD I M-

PAUL lfcNAMABA HEMP8EAD 5106

FRANK CHRISTL A ASSOCIATES
511 LA CIENEQA Bl I D
LOfl INOELE8 II C M.

1 it \NK i ni^ri. CBB8T1 n w

CINECRAFT PRODUCTIONS. INC.

, it \nm.in w I

OHIO
BAY < I l.l.M si l-Htliilt 1 :

"

XXX Manbeck Baking Co.

X X Liqui-Molly, Socony Mobilgas

*fm rf. wft

'V Hr 3r

Oklahoma Tire & Supply Co., Oklahoma Roads for Oklahoma, Gov. Johnson Murrt R

Turner Bond Program

Merita Bread & Cakes, Gillette, Phillips Petroleum, Nat Buring Packing Co., Sa^on

Luggage, Peter Pan Peanut Butter

%•%•*(• Silvcrwood Dept. Store, Roper Range

XXX Stondard Oil Gas, Oil & Service, Leisy Beer, White Sewing Machines, Seiberling Tirefub

General Tire Tubes

S3 MIIOI S * mean* COmpaH} has this facility mailalilr. — nt> not hute this facility, ¥ means no report ami/able on facilities.



VIDEO PRODUCTIONS. INC.
Mill CONN
GARO \V RAY, 2-6590

J
ro

';tm

OF FIRM. LOCATION AND SALES CONTACT FACILITIES INCLUDE:
Animation

|
Color

|
Shipping

AMONG THEIR ACCOUNTS DURING 1952-53 SEASON

TELE PRODUCTIONS
iANTA MONICA BL1 D.

YWOOP, CAL.
Y LEHMAN, BOLLYWOOD 5-3376

LAMPETT
MtTII BKONSON
Y\V > 38, CAL.
OCERINE, GRANITE 0522

:,m MAN FILM CO.
V " IAPLE AVE,
.•,nc \s tux

SHAPAItn. JUSTIN 3692

GE W. COLBURN LABORATORY. INC.
JRTll WACKER DR.
LGO 6. ILL.

I UslII.ll.MA. STATE 2-7316

IERCE PICTURES
)YDRAS ST.
ORLEANS 3. LA.
RT WIEGAND, MA 5026

State of California, Air National Guard, Helms Bakeries, California National Guard, Calo
Dog Food, Drumstic, Optimists Club

^ (Not reported)

* * ¥ Bell Foods, Nehi Beverages, M. P. Hood Dairy, Leigh Foods Orange Juice, Sunbeam Bread

* * Chill Chest, York

XXX Red Band Flour, Sterling Beer, Try-Ade, Wheaties

Jahncke Service, Home Finance Service, Southern Tailoring Co., Surc-Klcan, Progrcsso Foods,

Barth Appliances, Louisiana Insurance Co., Surcpine, Welsh's Baton Rouge, Fair Grounds Corp.

IODORE PRODUCTIONS. INC.
)RTH LA C1KNEGA BLVD.
YWOOD 46. CAL.
'ER WHITE. JR., CRESTVIEW 1-7106

X (Not reported)

OR FILMS. INC.
•LIVE ST.
.vuis 1, MO.
WRIGHT JR.. MAIN 8876

Budweiser, Michelob Draft Beer, Wabash Railroad, Stag Beer, Griescdieck Beer, U. S. Air

X X Force, Phelan Paints, Red Goose Shoes, Golden Dipt Breading, Old Crown Beer, Modular

Homes

TON W. COUSENS PRODUCTIONS
EST 78TH ST.
YORK 24, N. Y.

TON W. COUSENS, TRAFALGAR 3-5870

Lustre Cream, Dorothy Gray, Canada Dry (Spur), Cutex Lipstick, Desert Flower, Kiss Me Katn,XXX Cameo Hosiery, Ad. Fed. of America, Gunther Ale, Tussy Cosmetics, Colgate, Imperial

Wallpaper

RION FILMS. INC
fLE. WASH ¥ *£ # Portland General Electric Co.

Gu
'ICTURES
TEUBEN ST.
NT, N. Y.

U. x. x. Fitzgerald Brothers Brewing Co., Saratoga Harness Racing Association

IUS CULHANE PRODUCTIONS, INC.
iST 37TH ST.
YORK 16. N. Y.

(US CULHANE, MURRAY HILL 2-8243

DM E

Bab-O, Barbasol Co., BC Remedy, Buckingham Cigarettes, Campbell Soups, Vaseline Hair

Tonic, Ajax, Zerone, Zerex, duPont Sponge, Esso Standard Oil, Genesee Brewing Co., Holland

House Coffee, Jack's Tasty Snack Corp., Chesterfield Cigarettes, Colonial Stores, Lipton's

Tea, Martinson's Coffee, Masland Carpets, Mennen Skin Bracer & Spray, Omar Bread, Crisco,

Duz, Quaker Rice, Quaker Wheat, Schlitz Beer, Wm. Schluderberg Meats, Tenderleaf Tea,

Thor Appliances, Muriel Cigars, Halo

IS PRODUCTIONS
\RK AYE.
YORK 17, N. Y.
tENCE R. CURTIS, PLAZA 5-6333

XXX Save By Tv (Broiler), Surgitube, National Brands, Waite-Less

I. PRODUCTIONS. INC.
5ST 45TH ST.
YORK 36. N. Y.
RICE T. GROEN, MURRAY' HILL 2-0040

* ¥ # (Not reported)

Mum

ENES'. INC.
A BUTTONWOOD STS.
ADELPHIA. PA.

%.}{.%. Sani-Flush, Lee Tire & Rubber Co... Jacob Reed's Clothing

ion

CTO FILMS. INC.
T.ST ".1TH ST.
YORK 19, N. Y.

i HANDS. COLUMBUS 5-7620

Tin

X X Puss 'n' Boots Cat Food, Clearasil, Coronet Magazine, Minute Rice, Piel Brothers

IEAN DUROIS CO.
WENTY-FIRST ST.
ER 2, COLO.
P. DUBOIS, EAST 8122

X (Not reported)

DUNN STUDIOS
CHICAGO AVE. -,

AGO. IT,L. X
DUNN, WH 3 2424

X X Coolerator Refrigerators & Ranges, Bendix Washers, Canadian Ace Beer

I'BULS X means company has this facility available. — means company does not have this facility. >(• means no report available on facilities.



NAME OF FIRM LOCATION AND SALES CONTACT
FACILITIES INCLUDE :

Animation Color Shipping
AMONG THEIR ACCOUNTS DURING I952-'S3 SEASON

DYNAMIC FILMS. INC
. ui --i -.ni -r

M W ^ >IIK N \

S Mil IS /.I c 1.1 It I 11 M M...

PI II « ILGAR PRODUCTIONS. INC
-

» \ - I RD BT
\ s

I UO Ml Ml llll KV Hill

ELLIOT. UNGER i ELLIOT. INC
a 8T

M.w YORK N \

HEN I I l.lul n. DBOM

Arrid, Flexees, Anacin, Dolly Madison, Westfield Trojan, Jumping Jack Shoes, Charles

Formula 9, Fastabs, Lanolin Shampoo, Bardahl Top Oil, Shawmut National Bank, B

Perfume, Nash Cars, Chicago Pneumatic Jack

Bosco Co., Glance, Palmolive Chloro., Gulf Oil Co., Jergen's Lotion, Woodbury Shampoo,

tenne, Life & Viceroy Cigarettes, Remington Rand, inc., Samsonite Luggage, Hills

Coffee, Zippo Lighters, Good Luck Margarine, Colgate Dental Cream, Minute Maid Or

Juice, Super Coola, Royal Instant Pudding, Pall Mall, Phillip's 66, Bayer Aspirin, I

Army, American Radiator

Ponds, Tide, Colgate Shaving Cream, Hinds Hand Cream, Pan American, Vicks, Scott P

Florida Citrus, Revlon, Helena Rubinstein, Spry, Pall Mall, Chesterfield, Drene, Good

Margarine, Lilt, Chlorodent

FAMOUS STUDIOS
- \M.-~i ; ni - r

Ml R i"iu> • s i

PAUL J FENNELL CO
104 SOUTH LA (II M ., \ i:i.\ I.

LOS LNQELES II C u.
I'M I. I I INN] [J , ID .1 \ || U

XXX 5-Doy Deodorant Pads

Campbell's Soup, V-8 Vegetable Juices, Schmidt's Beer, Cheerios, Palmolive Shave Ci

Oxydol Detergent, Campbell's Ketchup, Ked's Shoes, Rice Krispies, Valley Forge Beer, C

Spray Cranberry Sauce

FILM ASSOCIATES INC
-"i I'll DIXIE Ml

DAYTON ' oiiiii

EDW \ui, LANG w LLN1

X X Jergens Shaving Cream, Gem Commercial Building & Loan

FILMACK STUDIOS
-"I I'll u IB \-ll M K
I'. II II. 1.

DON M ICE 11 UUUBOK

Manor House Coffee, Swift's Ice Cream, Rival Dog Food, Oshko.h B'Gosh Overalls,XXX Wip, Toni, Scaly Mattress, Helene Curtis, Deep Magic, Quaker Noodles, Bright P

Swift's Franks

FILM CREATIONS. INC
(VEST I'll b r

m n yobb is. n. i
IOSEFB M n mini 'rr n DBOI

FILMWRIGHT PRODUCTIONS. INC.
BAST : I'll BI

NEW YOBB N i

M \ \ OLANBABD ELDOB MX) 5-6038

FIVE STAR PRODUCTIONS. INC
91 N'BET I'.I.X |i

HOLLYWOOD CAL
H u mmwiw HOLLYWOOD

DON FLAGG PRODUCTIONS
B Mtll|NU\ ST

MN I II LNC18I i) ( M.
I >< 'N 1 I. \i.r, \ l Mis

Amoco Gas, Permalube Oil, Roi-Tan Cigar, Amm-i-dent, Electric Auto-Lite, Atlas

X Luden's Cough Drops, Eskimo Anti-Freeze, Omega Watches, Ronson Lighters, Sa

Medaglia D'Oro, Sylvania Electric Products, Willys-Overland Motors

Prell Shampoo, Prell Packets, Ivory Snow, Tide, Log Cabin Syrup, Sure-Jell, Crosley P

Crosley Refrigerator, Crosley Washer, Crosley Freezer, Better School Campaign, Elna S

Machines, Maxwell House Coffee, Sugar Crisp, Nucoa, American Association for th

National Conference of Christians and Jews

McGlaughlin's Instant Manor House Coffee, Uncle Ben's Rice, Raleigh Cigarettes,

Scouring Pads, Pet Milk, Kellogg's, Stopette, Parker Pen, Schaefer's Snorkel Pen, Che

Helene Curtis, Standard Oil, Pacific Coast Borax, Dodge, Ralston, Pabst Blue Ribbon, in

tion Milk, Budweiscr, Baron Syrup, Old Style Beer

Belfast Root Beer, Tintair, Cardinet Candy Co., Vano Starch, Bleach & Cleaner, </|ti

Creamery, Cresta Blanca Wine, Emporium Dept. Store, Ford Motor Co., Kay Jewelr Ct

Nulaid Eggs, Oral B Co., Lucerne Milk, Lucerne Frozen Juices, Miss Saylor's Choc it«

White Star Tuna

FOCAL POINT FILM PRODUCTIONS
U IDI80N WK

NEW fOB N 1

Joliv STRANG Ml lilt w llll. I.

* * * (Not reported)

GEORGE F. FOLEY. INC.
' IDIBON M I

NKU Ml UK N 1

I> J \ II. Mini PLAZA 1 IMO
XXX Prudential Life Insurance Co., Mosland Carpets, U. S. Coast Guard Recruiting, Listerinei

Paste, Phillips "66" Oil & Gas

GENERAL DISPLAY PRODUCTS CO
-; hi: i ii -i.\ i \ i ii

ST I hi In ] Mn
ROBERT " -i OTT >; Mill!

I

¥ ¥ H- (Specializes in beer commercials)

GENERAL ENTERTAINMENT CORP
BAST in - r

NEW YORK N J

lliiw vim i. BARNES I I iHiu Mm
¥ %• ¥ A. S. Beck Shoes, Picturesque Stockings, Lady Hampshire He

GLOBAL TELEFILMS. INC
. R

NEW YORE N ^

WILLI \M -si in u . me l.i

X Block Drug, Nat.onal Shoes, Colgate, General Electric

M MBOLS X meant company has this facilit) available. — mean* company hate this facility, f- means no report atailable on facilities.



JAM HANDY ORGANIZATION
lAST CHAM) BLVD.
OIT 11, MICH.
<;i; B FINCH, TRINITY 5-2150

:OF FIRM. LOCATION AND SALESCONTACT An^t'lon'
7 ' ES INCLUDE:

Color
| Shipping

AMONG THEIR ACCOUNTS DURING I9S2-'S3 8EASON

Y S. GOODMAN PRODUCTIONS
ST 58RD ST.
YORK, N. Y
3L GOODMAN. PLAZA 5-3520

X (Open-end commercials for various retail categories.)

DuPont Cellophane & Nylon, Detroit Firemen's Fund Association, General Electric Fan, Gillette

X X
Safety Razor, Hotpoint Appliances, Krctschmcr Wheat Germ, Narragon:ctt Brewing Co.,
Oldsmobile, Chevrolet, Packard Cars, Pfeiffer Brewing Co., RCA Estate Appliances (Gas &
Electric Ranges), Schoenling Brewing Co., Trico Windshield Washers & Wipers

.INSON STUDIO
:ST 16TH ST.

YOUK. N. Y.

HANKINSON, JUDSON G-0133

X X
Wesson 0il

' Je " ' Arnold. Tide, Nestles, Mcnnen, Silex, Magic Maid Toaster, Kreml Sham-
poo, Pertussin, Surin, Q-T Snow Whip, Snowdrift

IS-TUCHMAN PRODUCTIONS
OKTH HIGHLAND
YWOOD 38. CAL.
U TUCHMAN. YORK 7189

* *
MD Toilet Tissue, Procter & Gamble, Louis Milani's Foods, Kochlcr's Beer, Shipstads &
Johnson Ice Follies

HARRISON PRODUCTIONS. INC.
EST 89TH ST
YORK 21. X. Y.

HARRISON. SUSQUEHANNA 7-1657

# #
Phillies Cigars, Cashmere Bouquet Soap, Esquire Boot Polish, Rayco Seat Covers & Convertible

Tops, "TOT'' 50 Stapler, Old Rabbinical Brand Wine

LEY PRODUCTIONS, INC.
•:ST 17TH ST.
YORK 3(5. N. Y.

HARTLEY, JUDSON 2-3960

La France Bluing, Sweetheart Soap, Kreisler Watchband, Surf, G. E. Tv Sets and Clock Radios,

American Red Cross, Dreem Paint, open-end beer commercials

Y PHOTOGRAPHS
DSWORTH ST.

ALO, N. Y.

ff- %• ¥ Weber's Horseradish Mustard, Old Friar Brand Wine, H. Seeberg, Inc. (Men's Clothing)

PNHND-WEGLAND PRODUCTIONS
L>RTH ST.

ALO, N. Y.

^ %• # Buffalo Bisons, Pilsener Beer, India Pale Ale

So

YWOOD TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS
IFTH AVE.
YORK. N. Y.

MAC GOWAN, MURRAY HILL 2-0326-7-

X X

Ship 'n' Shore Blouses, Coty, International Silk, New Jersey Young Democrats Meyner for

Governor, Hudson County Reg. Democrats Kenny for Mayor, March of Dimes, Colonial Air

Lines, National Air Lines, Merrimac Hats, A&P Fruits & Veg., Underwood Portable, Kay-

woodie Merschaum Pipe

II

SjYWOOD TELEVISION SERVICE. INC.
CARPENTER ST.

ike U HOLLYWOOD, CAL.
ON W. SCOTT. SUNSET 3-8807

%• y & Quaker Oats, Halo Shampoo, Nescafe, Cavalier Cigarettes

IES SOUND FILMS
}ER, COLO.

%• * Gates Rubber Co.

he>

^GE HURRELL PRODUCTIONS
INVEST ALAMEDA
ANK. CAL.

I"u

0«

X X Birdseye Products, Band-Aid Plastic Strip, Piel's Beer

INC.
D1SON AVE.
YORK 22. N. T.

R. BAKER JR., ELDORADO 5-0620

A&P Fruits & Veg., Campbell Soups, Window Wonder, Lysol, Mennen Baby Products,

Dunhill Cigarettes, Ipana Toothpaste, Mum, Prince Albert Tobacco, Joy Liquid Soap, Angel

Skin, Lady Esther Cream, Borden's Instant Coffee, Arrid, Eversharp Pens, Ex-Lax, Lilt, Vitalis

Knickerbocker Beer, Franco-American Spaghetti Sauce, Rise, Simoniz, Bulova Watch

RIAL WORLD FILMS, INC.
VST OAK ST. v
AGO, ILL. *
DAVIS OR GENE LUKAS, MICHIGAN 2-6200

X X Griesedieck Brothers Brewery, Nutrena Foods, Pearl Brewery, Esslinger Beer

RNATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
LCORN AVE.

i'N'TO. ONTARIO, CANADA
ITY 5-2150

% # # Imperial Tobacco Co., O'Keefe Brewing Co.

RNATIONAL TELE-FILM PROD.
IADISOX AVE.
YORK 28, N. T.
F. MOSS

# ¥ * Camden Trust Co., Bank of America, Minneapolis Savings & Trust

INC.

iST OAK ST.
AGO 11, ILL.
; DAVIS. MICHIGAN 2-6200

if. # # Perko-Lite, Nutrena Foods, Griesedieck Beer, Pearl Beer

H AND HERNDON
BELMONT
-AS. TEX.
HERNDON JR.. TAYLOR 5168

# # #
Dearborn Stoves, Mrs. Tucker's Shortening, Fritos & Chitos, Gebhardt's Chili, Wichita

Federal Savings & Loan

MBOLS X means company has this facility available. - means company does not have this facility. * means no report available on facilities.

(Please turn to page 80)



what's up?

a-\\
-



network television is up. Set circulation is

up to 28 million . . . viewing time to 132 million hours a day

...advertising investment to 227 million dollars— each

with a year's gain of more than 25 per cent!

cbs television is up. PIB figures, just released,

confirm that advertisers invested more of their 1953

budgets on CBS Television than on any network for any

year of broadcasting history.

They expressed this confidence in CBS Television because

its program schedule won the greatest network popularity*

(with a 19 per cent lead at night and a 29 per cent lead

during the day) . . . because CBS Television brought this

popularity into more and more markets (up from 7U to 156

stations in one year) . . . and because they were enabled to

sell their products in American homes at the lowest cost

per thousand in all television. CBS television

*Trendex: Jan.-Dec, 1953



NAME OF FIRM. LOCATION AND SALESCONTACT FACILITIES INCLUDE:
Animation Color S'.lppino

AMONG THEIR ACCOUNTS DURING 1952-53 SEASON

TOM KELLEV PRODUCTIONS
hi in 8EW Mil'

BOLL1 WOOD - C U
TOM Kl I.I 1 * '.11 WI IK 0831

Carolina
* * * Blender

Swim Suits, North American Airwoys, Regal Pale Beer, Bishop's Fund, Waril

LOUIS W KELLMAN PRODUCTIONS
SANSON

I'HILADI I. rill \ f\
\ Kl l.l M i\ Rl

HERBFHT KFHKOW. INC
U LEXINGTON \\ I.

M» YORE S \

llllllil III" l.l RKOW PLAZ \

if if if (Not reported)

X -- Tclcchron Clocks, Conoco, Hires Root Beer, Hills Bros. Coffee

JERRY KLEIMAN PRODUCTION STUOIO

I |s Mil
St. Louis Independent Packing Co.

KLING STUDIOS
Willi \\K -

'.ci ILL
I in i' \ Mil- DELAWARE

Motorola Radios and Tv Sets, Standard Oil Products, Angel Soft Tissue, Restonic Mattress*

Rcardon Paint, Hallicrafters Tv Sets, Carnu, Oh Henry, Armour Frankfurters, General Elt

trie Ranges, Refrigerators, Air Conditioners, Cat's Paw, Serta Mattresses, Sealy Mattress.

Carlmg's Beer, Raleigh Cigarettes, Sunbeam Products, Admiral Tv Sets, Admiral Refrigi

ators, Chuckles, Oii Additive, Electrical Information Publications, Post Cornfetti, Godcha

Sugars, Gunnison Homes, "Chevy" Ale, Ideal Dog Food, O'Cedar Corp., American Fam

flakes, Schaeffer Pen Co., Story Brewing Co., Toni. Also syndicated spots for bank coi

mercials, beer, food, bread, potato chips and ice cream

LALLEV A LOVE. INC.
EA8T ill BT

M « rORB N V
JAMBS \ LOVE ELDORADO
PITTSBURGH i \ mil in win' 1-0508

KENT LANE. INC.
ROl ill 1 BIRD BT

I HI l-\ II l.l. | KV
KENT LANE MAGNOLIA 8569

Gunthcr Beer, Guinness Ale, Scazo Oil, Good & Plenty Candy, Climalene, Riviera Fan (We

inghouse), Pertus in, Nabisco 100 Bran, Chrysler Autos, Stork Club Show Opening (Chr

ler), Studio One Show Opening (Westinghouse), Philip Morris Cigarettes, Etiquet Sti

Soh!o Motor Oil

XXX More Per Mile for State of Kentucky, Honey Krust Bread, Red Owl Stores, Delmonico Foi

ROBERT LAWRENCE PRODUCTIONS. INC.
in -- r

\'i:\v TORE IS. N. 1
BOBEB1 I. 1 \\\ HENCE rUDSON

GENE LESTER PRODUCTIONS
WORTH VTN1 B t

HOLL1 ' CAL
R UILLSID

X X
Vel, Eastern Air Lines, Superstick, Cut Quick, Cheer, Oxydol, Cavalier Cigarettes, Hide

Bed, Beautyrest, Shell Gasoline, Plymouth Cars, Betty Crocker Cake Mixes

if if Chevron Gas, Squirt, Studebaker, Union 76—Gasoline, Triton Oil, Schlitz Beer

LEWIS A MARTIN FILMS. INC.
H M: \ — 1 1 \\ E

CHICAGO I II. I.

BELL C LEW I* WEBS

JACK LEWIS STUDIOS
wr MAIN
OXD \ \

Johnston's Candy, Christian Reform Church, Alka-Seltzer, Angel Soft Tissues, Bro-Can-

X Manor House Coffee, Wrigley's Gum, Shampoo Whip, Florsheim Shoe Co., Grant Kitch

wares, Robert A. Johnson Toys, Rotosphere, Enterprise Paint, Picture-Craft

Dow Chemical

VERNON LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
:: u EST ISTH BT
NEW rORB N v
VERNON LEW 1- LUXEMBURG

American Heart Association, ASR Ascot Lighters, Viceroy Cigarettes, Chrysler Cars, Po

olive After Shave, Druggist Supply Co., Bromo-Selfzer, Glamorene Rug Cleaner, Robert I

Clothes, Hi-V Orange Juice, Hood Rubber Co. (Beach Shoes, "P-F" Canvas Shoes), Kai
Frazer Corp., Hind's Honey and Almond Cream, Nash Cars, Polaroid Land Camera, Shil

Creme Shampoo, Schaefer Beer, Irish Cream Ale, Serutan, Geritol, Newsweek Magaz
Westclox Div. of General Time, Wildroot Shampoo, Zippo Lighters

LOU LILLY PRODUCTIONS
-i SSET 1:1 \ 1

1

HOLLYWOOD CA1
if Sugar Jets, Camel Cigarettes

LOTT VIDEO PRODUCTIONS
linn u>w w a i ' i v i nth st
mvti MONICA CAL
li N LOTT EXBROOB

* Paul Trousdale Homes, Malibu Land Property, Borrego Springs Desert Property

LOUCKS A NORLING STUDIOS. INC

\1» rORR II N 1

\\ll. M IRCI - ' "I UMB -

X General Electric Refrigerators

MAC STUDIOS
Boosen 1 1 t li"'

HOLLYWOOD CAL
II QB MM *\ Hull HI I 7111

Protcct-O-Scal Point Co.

MPO PRODUCTIONS. INC
EAR uii BT

NEW mirk N 1

JUDD I 'Hi "' K Ml ItUW BILL -

X Horton's Ice Cream, Ford Cars, Lincoln-Mercury, Borden Co., Remington Arms

SI WHO/ S X earn company hat thit facility available. - meant company \ hate this facility, if means no report available on facilities.



the

thrift

peddlers

rely on

WSM-TV
CHANNEL 4 • NASHVILLE

That's the gist of a message from Thad

Crandell, executive vice president of Fidelity

Federal Savings and Loan Association of

Nashville, who says:

"In the 1^4 years we've used WSM-TV
our total assets have groivti from 13 mil-

lion to over 20 million dollars. We inter-

view every new customer who opens a

savings account, and we've learned that

WSM-TV has produced more of our new
business than any other advertising

medium we've used."

For similar success, why not hook your

product to WSM-TV's selling power? See

Irving Waugh or any Petry Man for details.

8 FEBRUARY 1954 81



NAME OF FIRM LOC AT ION AN D SALES CONTACT FACILITIES INCLUDE:
Animation Color Snipping

AMONG THEIR ACCOUNTS DURING 1952-53 SEASON

MARCH OF TIME

M.u YORK S \

CHARLES MICHELSON INC
! . Ml -

M U M.ltK N \

« II Mil I H Mil IIKLKON II ,

MILNER S PHOTOGRAPHY
i " .' - I P IIIK V\ I.

Mli

EKVIN M Mil. Mil MAGNOI

MOTION PICTURE ADVERTISING CO
-

I

NI.U null VN- l.v

MOTION PICTURE SERVICE CO

B \N I IC \\l [81 ii . \|.

-.1162

OWEN MURPHY PRODUTIONs INC
i \ I \ I II 111

\1 H MUCK • \ \

HUI.N Ml ICIIU PLAZA 7 Mil

NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
1001 CONNECTICUT \\ I

WASHINGTON D I

. I. FRIEND - !

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE CORP
!;ii\!>\\ \Y

NEW TORE I \ 1

Ml l.N IN 1 GOLD i III* I.I. ii 5*00

.v. Nosh-Kelvinator Electrical Equipment

Opcn-cnd film spots for: used car dealers, retail jewelers, appliance stores, banks, bake

brewers, weather jingles

.v. .
:

'. .". Esskay Meats, Luzianne Coffee, B&O Railroad

•':'• First National Bank of Atlanta, Orkin Exterminating Co.

Italian Swiss Colony Wine, Acme Beer, Sick's and Rainier Beer, Fisher Flour Mills, Co

Dog and Cat Food, Fab-Spray, Craftsmen's Insurance Agency, Pacific Guano Co., Fo

Wheel Brake Co., California State Fair, Bay Meadows Race Track, Girard French Dressin

Coffee Vendor

American Tel & Tel Co., Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Philco Tv sets, National Biscuit G
New Holland

Dictograph Acousticon Hearing Aids, Modern Compact Vacuum, George's Radio & Tv A

pliances, Bamberger's Department Store, Schultz Wallpaper

Aeroshave, Autobrite, Prudential, Gemex Watch Bands, Alumaroll Awnings, Croft Ale,

eral Mills, National Bohemian Beer

G,

NATIONWIDE PICTURES
LI K-nN

i. u . IE I I \

STANLEY NEAL PRODUCTIONS
0CKEF1 l.l.l It 1-I.AZA

NEW TORE N I

DON Ml' i LANE ' <n I Ml-' -

.v.
.";'• •':' Fred-Bell Food Products, Vaporette

X X Armour & Co.

TED NEMETH STUDIOS
-i \ I N I II kVE

\i u TORE It. N. "S

• Ml I II i [R< II

NEWS REEL LABORATORY
w-ii\| ST

PHILADELPHIA PA
i W KELLMAN III I

NICHOLLS ENTERPRISES. INC.
BI I.MIINT ST

LND ORE
< II viu 1^ Mi .1 - \ ERMONT 13*2

Rise, Schick Electric Shaver, Arrid Spray Deodorant, Coty Cream Powder Compact, Read

Anthracite Coal, Pan American Airways, Old Dutch Cleanser, Goodyear Tires, Ronson Light

Sprcd Satin Paints, Noxzema Shave Cream, Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co., G
den Paints

¥ X X (Not reported)

¥ ¥ *£ (Not reported)

JOHN NORMAN PRODUCTIONS
ru BO

i i \

UHIN MlllM VN l.Y 733«

X X X (Not reported)

NORTHWEST MOTION PICTURES
ill \ \ 1

u \-ll

RA1 PAI LSI N ': uuii I D

X X X Pacific Power & Light Co.

OLYMPIC FILMS
1 IN' INN \TI OHIO * * * Bisquick, Whcatics

PACKAGED PROGRAMS. INC
' NS \\ I

PITTSBl BOH . PA
M E I IERST i. Ii \N|

PARAGON PICTURES. INC
\- rwooD n i

I \ VN^IIIN ll.l.

i wn ~ i i mill, DAVI

8

Johnston Co. (printing), Tcrmito! Rcstonic (mattress), Farm Bureau (insurance), Duwi
Fryrife, Black Angus Rotisseric, Serta (mattress). Florist Association, Savings & Loan Cou il,

X Oswald & Hess Meat Products, Regent Bottling, Carlton Hous, Commonwealth Sanitcon

Co., Insured Savings & Loan Association, King's Men Clothes, Nolla Shops, RCA E«ite

Appliance Co., Sweet Clean Laundry

Johnson Outboard Motors, West Bend Aluminum, Hinckley & Schmitt Water, Blue C tr"

Spark Plugs

>') WBOLS X means company hat this facility avaUai not haw this facility. ¥ means no report available on facilities.



Sioux City Sue-land
--the KVTV Market

31 farm-rich counties in Iowa, Nebraska and South Dakota

with 556,500 population, $653 million in '52 retail sales,

and approximately 85,000 television sets as of January, 1954.

Reach Sioux City Sue-land via Channel 9 at minimal rates, maximal

interest. See our national sales reps, The Katz Agency,

for complete data.

:o«

CBS, NBC, ABC & DuMont

Represented by The Katz Agency

SIOUX CITY, IOWA
KVTV, a Cowles Station, is under the same management
as WNAX-570, the radio station that tor 30 years has

successiuHy served one of the world's major agricultural

regions, the live-state area known as Big Aggie Land.

8 FEBRUARY 1954
83



NAME OF FIRM LOCATION ANO SALESCONTACT FACILITIES INCLUDE:
Aalmallm C*4ar S.iipmt

AMONG THEIR ACCOUNTS DURING I952'i3 SEASON

PARROT FILMS STUOIO
Kl t>- M ijl \ AT KTII
|.|.- MOINI - m\\ \

EDWARD li OOLDUAK
X (Not reported)

PAUL PARRY PRODUCTIONS
SI N-l I lll.\ li

BOLLTWOOD I IL
PA1 I. p miii\ i.lusii •

%• Colcinotor

LINDSLEY PARSONS PRODUCTIONS. INC
:.\ D

BOLLTWOOD H CAL
I.IMi-l.i > I'ARHONB 111 D*0> Mil

* # Dawson's Beer, Crawford's Clothes, Floyd Rice, Ford Dealers, Daw Drug Stores

PATHCSC0P1 M OF AMERICA INC

IFTH w>
\i.\\ miiik N ^

h|i\\ LRD I
LAMM PLAZA : J300

Carting's Black Label, Carrier Air Conditioner, Pink Foam, Linit Starch, Kara, East

Gos Co., Fisher Brothers Food Chain, Flako, Flakhorn, Junket Rennet Powder, No

Shredded Wheat, Q-T Instant Frosting, Rybutol, Westinghouse Laundromat, Coca-

G. Washington Coffee, Sno-Whip Frosting

RAY PATIN
N-l. I 111 \ D

BOLL1 WOOD M
¥ ¥ Bromo Quinine Cold Tablets

TONY PETRI
in Westminster st

PBO\ hum t: K I

PHOTO ART COMMERCIAL STUDIOS
| M v\ \sllIM;r<iN

POBTLAND i

i LAI DI PALACES UK nil

* * * Autocrat Coffee Products, Columbia Bicycles

X Standard Oil of California

POLARIS PICTURES. INC
MM WEST TII1KI' sT
1 1>- vm.i.i BB I CAL
PBRR1 KIM. WEBSTER MM UUIK S05I

PREMIER HAROCASTLE TELEVISION PROD
3033 UX 1ST ST
ST W>l 1- Mil

NLW -I I. LD

THE PRINCETON FILM CENTER. INC

PRINCETON. N J

-III !|M \N I'lUi I PBJNI I TON -

N 1 C PLAI I

X Holly Ranges, Lucky Lager Beer, Studebaker Dealers, Studebaker, Standard Oil of Te

Budwciser Beer, Rice Chex, Wheat Chex, Southwestern Bell Telephone Co., Don
Opener, Old Judge Coffee, Knapp-Monarch Chefster & Cornpopper

(Public service tv films), duPont Paint Div., Stanley Works, Blue-Cross, Blue-Shield,

X French Co., RCA (service), Black & Decker

PRODUCTIONS ON FILM. INC
Mil Kivi.il> w i.

CLEVELAND ! OHIO
Ml lll-m M IIKNIO si 1'UtllHI

Hood Tires, Cleveland Transit System, Finco Antennas, Brick Industry, Old Dutch

x UHF Converters (Alliance Mfg.), Ohio Milk Producers, Iron City Beer, P.O.C. Beer,

ard Oil of Ohio

PYRAMIO PICTURES
JPR1NG ST N W

iTLANl \ OA

¥ Holsum Bread, Redfern Sausage Co.

REIO H RAY FILM INDUSTRIES. INC
IMS IX>BD PARCH \\

SI I'M I. I MINN
i i - m.i.i .- r CHIC M.n ii.i.

Studebaker Cars, Robin Hood Flour, Grain Belt Beer, Ballard Biscuits, Anderson W
X National Safety Council, Cream of Wheat, Land O'Lokes Butter, G. E. Electric B

Jacob Beer, Hormel, International Harvester

ROLAND REED PRODUCTIONS
- 1:1 \ I HI V DB

BEVERL1 1111.1> cm
CREST! [EW 6-1101

X Bisquick, Gruen Watch Co.

REELA FILMS. INC
U Tlllllli ST

MIAMI II \

PRANK BRODERICK
>f- ¥• * Cities Service Gasoline, Coca-Cola, Fab-Spray, Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer

REGENCY PRODUCTIONS. INC
111 WEST i -XII ST
Nl.u rORR N 1

081 I'll -. li M I I I u n |.-,,\ .

X
J. C. Penney Shoes, Grand Union Stores, Old Briar Tobacco, Chunk-E-Nut Peanut «•

Cook & Dunn Paint, Olympic Tv

REPUBLIC PICTURES
HOI.I.! WOOD I M ¥ General Electric Major Appliances, Cavalier Cigarettes

RKOPATHE. INC

\h\\ XORK U v ^

m PBoston Gas Co., Johnson's Pride, Car Plate, Hard Gloss Glo Coat, Beautiflor am
Monsanto Soap Products, National Education Association, National Foundation for Ifw

Paralysis, National Multiple Sclerosis Society, Scott Paper Products, Super Kemton P«

Trans World Airlines

FREDERICK K ROCKETT CO
«0«3 SI Nsl.T lll.VIi

BOLLTW04 M
I Itf |i K Kin UiTTT II

X X ft Richfield Oil, Ncsbitt Orangeade, Rio Grande Oil, Pabco Paint & Linoleum

Si YlBOLS * meat I • ,
..-

. •
.-- tkii facility available. -- nu not have this iacilit\. ¥ means no report available on facilities



66 Wise public debt management

with its goal of sound money

is ofprime concern

to every American.

MUNDY I. PEALE
President

Republic Aviation Corporation

"Wise public debt management with its goal of sound money is of prime
concern to every American. Regular purchase of U. S. Savings Bonds con-

tributes importantly to the achievement of this objective and, at the same
time, helps assure our future security, individually and as a nation. We at

Republic Aviation feel a deep sense of pride in the knowledge that 94% °f
all our employees became investors as a result of our most recent campaign
and that $631,000 in bonds are purchased each month on our automatic
Payroll Savings Plan."

Perhaps the importance of U. S. Savings Bonds and the

Payroll Savings Plan as factors in wise debt management
and the achievement of sound money may not have oc-

curred to you.

Here are a few facts and figures:

• For every dollar of public debt held by a commercial

bank, about five new dollars may be created in the form of

credit. Obviously, the larger the amount of the public debt

held by individuals, the greater the check on inflationary

tendencies.

• At the end of 1953, the cash value of Series E and H
Bonds held by individuals was more than 36 billion dollars.

This total is growing steadily, thanks largely to the month
after month purchases of Series E Bonds by more than

8,000,000 Payroll Savers.

• Sales of E and H Bonds in 1953—23% higher than in

1952— provided cash for all E and H Bond maturities and

redemptions and still left over S210.000.00ft net for the

reduction of bank-held debt.

• The ownership of more than $36,000,000,000 in Savings

Bonds by millions of Americans constitutes a reservoir of

future purchasing power—an asset to industry and business

as well as to the individuals who built it by their Bond-

conscious thrift.

Why not team up with Mr. Peale and other leaders of indus-

try in their efforts to help America reach its goal of wise

public debt management and sound money? All you have

to do is (1) show a personal interest in your Payroll Sav-

ings Plan. Get the figures on the percentage of employee

participation and the amount of monthly savings by your

employees. (2) Wire, phone or write to Savings Bond
Division, U. S. Treasury Department. Washington, D. C.

You'll get all the help you need to build up or install a

Payroll Savings Plan that will reflect your company and its

interest in America.

The United States Government does not pay for this advertising. The Treasury Department

thanks, for their patriotic donation, the Advertising Council and

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS, INC.
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NAME OF FIRM LOCATION AND SALESCONTACT FACILITIES INCLUDE:
Anuritlm Celar Shlp»lnt

AMONG THEIR ACCOUNTS DURING !952-'53 SEASON

ROCKET PICTURES. INC
,\1\ MONICA HLVD.

BOLLTWOOD - ' LL
I lilt 'It villi VVE8TEN i.inMTE 7131

ROLAB STUDIOS A PHlll N I IABS
BAND1 BOOK ' iiw
II uiMii.it IBD1

MAX ROTHSTEIN
N in i\ I

si w rOBK N \

m w ao mi.' -

LEM.II ROU8H l-HODUCTIONS. INC

M.u rOBK 11 N V

JOHN I OX i 01 I Ml'.' -

GEORGE MILES RYAN STUDIOS
\II\M viol [g MISS

X X

X X

Prudential Insurance Co., Santa Barbara Chamber of Commerce

X Special effects on subcontract bosis for New York producers

X X Ckarasil

American Telephone & Telegraph, Benrus Watch Co., Canada Dry Ginger Ale, Ply

X Cars, Eskimo Pie Ice Cream, Goodyear Tires, Nabisco Bisquits and Shredded Wheat, V

Rose Coffee

•¥ Bisquik, Betty Crocker Piecrust Mix

SARRA. INC .NEW YORK CHICAGO)

MU rOBE N V

llUIN III SIH.H-.uS III Ml
II EAB1 ONTARIO
CHICAGO 11 II. 1.

jii-i rii Bl i '.I u u ii

Lucky Strike, Chesterfield, Encore Cigarettes, Philco, Sylvania Television, Pet Milk, i

Blue Ribbon Beer, A&P Food Products, Chase National Bank, Sunoco, Virginia Dare >

Salada Tea, B. C. Headache Tablets & Powders, Cunard Cruises, Jergens Lotion, M
Rice, Swans Down, Nabisco Sugar Honey Grahams, Ritz Crackers, Northern Tissue, Stop

Ballantinc Beer & Ale, Palmolive Soap, Dyanshinc Shoe Polish, Dress Parade Shoe P|

Bromo-Quininc Cold Tablets, Manor House Coffee, Poof, Finesse

SCREEN GEMS. INC
33 WEST 'I II ST
Sl.u rOBB N 1

JOHN II \r n ill I I CIRI '

Esso, Ford Motor Cars, Gerber Baby Foods, Coca-Cola, Prudential Insurance Co.,

Beer, Campbell's Pork & Beans, American Tobacco Color Library, Camels, Motorol

Ford Foundation, Schaefer Beer, Pall Mall Cigarettes, Spring Step, Anacin, General M
Oldsmobile, BVD Corp., Crosley Tv, National TB Assn., Chevrolet, Hamilton Watches,

wciser Beer, Lucky Strike, Helena Rubinstein, U. S. Steel, British American Oil, J

Lotion, Kool Cigarettes, Johnson's Wax

FLETCHER SMITH STUDIOS. INC.
ill ST

M.u rOBK IT, N 1

FLETCHER SMITH MtllllW llll.I, 5-66S6

X Esso, Ponds, Westinghouse, Oldsmobile, Lucky Strike

SOUND MASTERS. INC
i
-

I ;• I ii

m:u rOKE • N i

j i.Kinn i.ir.-uN I'l.izi :

Atlantic Refining Co., M & M Candies, Chef Boy-Ar-Dee, Bordens' Products, Cotts'

X ages, Ehlers' Coffee, Plymouth Cars. Bufferin, Public Service Co., Lava Soap, Dunhill

rettes, De Beers Diamonds (editorial)

SOUTHWEST FILM PRODUCTIONS. INC.

POST Ik BO
inn rton rex
mils PA1 I. GOODWIN

¥ (Not reported)

WILBUR STREECH PRODS.
lin LBWA1

M.u rOBB 19. N. 1
UII.IU B i BTB1 I ' II 'i Ii-iin I 3816

Cities Service Gas & Oil, Thorn McAn Shoes, Sinclair Gas & Oil, Groves 4-Wa>

Tablets, Celanese Acetate Rayon

BILL STURM STUDIOS. INC
SEVENTH HI.

M u rOBK N >

\ i> iii. ii r ' I'-i'S e-icso

Greenmint Mouthwash, Louis Burk Summer Cold Cuts, Hi-Test Gasoline, Preen Floo

X Classified Telephone Book (N. Y.), Hydrox Cookies, Hi-Ho Crackers, Krispy Krackers,

Strike, Saturday Evening Post

SUN DIAL FILMS. INC.

si n MiKK IT, S i

CHAB1 - Ml mill Mil. I. 1 2016

SWIFT-CHAPLIN PRODUCTIONS
;-uS 111. Yli

I ii- is. .1 l l
- • \l.

The Burger Brewing Co., Cincinnati Reds, Loew's Theatres, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer P'

Paramount Pictures, Philco, Schonbrunn Coffee Co.

* Drcwry's Ltd.

TRANSFILM. 1ST

sin Mink 18. N. 1
\v I I.I.I IM MIE8I I MOO

American Cancer Society, Pall Mall Cigarettes, Amazo Instant Dessert, Hellman's)"

ings, Bulova Watches, Crabbc Clipper, Franco-American Spaghetti, Arrid, Vaselin H

Tonic, Vaseline Cream Hair Tonic, Cashmere Bouquet, Cue Shompoo, Fab, Florient it»

Palmolive Soap, Rapid Shave, Veto Spray Deodorant, Cue Magazine, Scratch-Ex, Pos So

Crisp, Buick, Cadillac, Pontiac, Gilbert Trains & Accessories, Gillette Safety Razor, «e

Brewing Co., Griffin Shoe Polish, Golden Crescent Watch Bands, Ben-Gay, Rheingol fc

Lux Flakes, Lux Soap, Frostce Sherbet, Nash Motors, Prestone Anti-Freeze, Nescaf F>

quin Hand Cream, Silk & Safin Lotion, My-T-Fine, Obay, Heed, Ivory Snow, Cama 2l

Tide, Ivory Soap, Drcnc Shampoo, Crisco, Camels, Scrvel Refrigerators, Chase & a\t

Coffee, FFV Cookies & Crackers, Rcelshav

SI l//»n/.> X meant ompenj hat this vaUable. -- this facility. & means no report available on facilities.



"Py-Co-Pay, Py-Co-Pay Tooth

Brush . . . Free-moving pup-

pets make the commercial a

feature in itself.

(Cecil & Presbrey

Advertising Agency)

"National Shoes ring the bell

. . . one of the three dancing

singing bells that visualize the

jingle of this active, regional

advertiser. (Emil Mogul

Advertising Agency)

THAT TALK AND ACT LIKE LIFE ITSELF
• They talk with perfect Up synchronization.

• Amazing lifelike movements with the

unequalled appeal of fantasy.

• Specially created and produced from

Wo hands, no strings, no gadgets . . . your story

board comes to life with these new custom made,
moving and talking puppets.

These attention-compelling, lifelike figures bring a
new era of glorious fantasy to TV commercials that

assures program interest for your selling message.

your own story board.

• Successor to the flat animated cartoon at

a price well within the reach of the local

or regional advertiser.

Commercials already produced for prominent ad-

vertisers are available for demonstration. Created

in Europe under the experienced supervision of

Ralph N. Weil, Wm. L. Snyder, Arnold Hartley

and Richard E. O'Dea. Write, wire or phone

for details.

GLOBAL TELEFILMS, Inc.
35 West 53rd Street, New York Phone: Circle 5-7991
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NAME OF FIRM. LOCATION AND SALES CONTACT

TEMPO PRODUCTIONS
-- i irni \\ I
M w rOBH H N T
I B1C 1 nMHi iNil. PXAI v

FACILITIES INCLUDE:
Amm.llon Color Shipping

AMONG THEIR ACCOUNTS DURING 1952-W SEASON

Chiclets, G. Woshington Instant Coffee, Kools, Campbell Soups, V-8 Juice, CBS-Col

Television Receivers, Plymouth Cars, Cashmere Bouquet, Colgate Shaving Cream, Ci

Auto-Lite Battery, Flit, Bakers Instant Cocoa Mix, Maxwell House Coffee & Instant C

Post-Tens, Post Cereals, General Motors Trucks, Household Finance Corp., Quick

Starch, Esso Gas & Oil, Johnson's Car Plote Wax, Players Cigorettes, Tide, Seabrook

Vegetables, Old Spice Products, Royal Pudding, Whitman's Candy, Derby Foods

TELEFILM. INC
... | ^ \\IM«|l ill.\ 1>

imi.i x w C LL
BOLL! WOOD I :3W

Nash Motors

TELFMATED CARTOONS
ro I Lfl I ! Ill sT
M.n rOBB N Y.

- \i i. - r.\i n.T mi ilk \ v "in. -•

Sincloir Gasoline, Sinclair Fuel Oil, Longines-Wittnauer Watches, Nedicks, Richfiel

troleum Products, Aeromist

TELEMOUNT PICTURES. INC

l.(i- \s..ll.l- .'. I'M.

Ill NK\ H |.(>Mi\ \N

# ¥ # (Not reported)

TELENEWS PRODUCTIONS. INC.
\ in w i:

KBw FOBI N, H I

illUU.KS N 111 Kills. JIl.-ciS I !4M>

TELEVISION GRAPHICS. INC

M \\ I BT '.Til ST
M u rOBB N I

i.l I BLAIB M DOOM «1K!

TELEVISION SCREEN PRODUCTIONS. INC.

i: BAST r.Tii BT
NBW FOBS ' •

s 1

CHARLES i BABCB IB Ml BBA1 mi
I

TELEVISION SNAPSHOTS, INC.

M PARK AVK
\h\\ rOBB U s 1

BABBTTI i DONIOBB MI' 9 6874

X X Wheaties, Esso, Jackson Brewing Co.

TEL RA PRODUCTIONS
- w W.\l T ST

riiii.xi'Ki.i'iii \ i-\

hi S-41M

TIMES SQUARE PRODUCTIONS. INC.

... i>r '.tii st
\K\\ rOBB M, N I
i II \» v\ i i BRAN, C1RCI.E 6-4443

TRESSEL STUDIO
It u III BB \IU> ST.

i mi- \i;o i" iij.

GEORGE 1
'. T-l»7

TV. SPOTS. INC
SI \-IT lll.\ I>

HOLIiTWOOD -'• i.U.

Pepsodent, Philip Morris, General Electric Radios, Tv tubes, Kem-Tone, Spic & Spar

Mall, Ammens Powder, Kolynos, Universal Appliances, Alcoa aluminum utensils and

num foil, 1954 Nosh Airflytes, Pure Gas & Oil, U. S. Industrial Chemicals

XXX American Legion Aux., Arthritis & Rheumatism Foundation, Bonified Floor, Flips Dist|

Filter, Benrus Watches, Pequot Sheets & Pillowcases

X X
(Editorial, non-commercial films), Coty, Inc., Ship '' Shore Blouses, McCall's Magazi

Council of USA, Douglas Fir Plywood Assn., US Brewers' Foundation, Fragrance Fou>

.'.•..'.•. .v. Chrysler Corp., Ford Motor Cars, Miller Brewing Co.

Chevrolet, Nash-Kelvinotor, Servel

^ Norge

Mission Bell Wine, Ken-L-Ration Dog Food, Milky Way Candy Bar, Lemon Growers <|

Board, Lucky Lager Beer, American Trust Co., Thore-Fed Dog Food, Buchan's Bread,

Oil, Speedway Gasoline, Michigan Bank, Faygo Beverages, Kingan Meats, Wisco C-1

Johnstons Candy, Kasco Dog Food, Rainier Beer, Pontiac Dealers, Helms Bread, Bel

Bread, Pacific Telephone, Associated Oil, Western Airlines, White Magic Soap, MissM

Brew 102, Farmers Insurance, Santa Fe Wine, Mars Candy

UNIFILMS. INC
I
; SIR ITTB sr
M.u rOBB n *

CHARLB9 i OALLAOHBB, MiliKW nil. I. I-S

Chase National Bank, PIO Wines, White Ash Cigar, Stroehmann's Bread, Sun

Helena Rubinstein

UNITED FILM A RECORDING STU0I0S
i.\ST KIIIK ST

CHICAGO Hi.
V\M I M.I IN B1 PBRIOB

* Holsum Bokery, Alka Seltzer, Py-O-My, Cat's Paw, Boke Rite, Studebaker

UNITED WORLD FILMS. INC.

H PARI AVK
m:u TORS N 1

miiim \s r. i.ii i'K i-i. \/.\ :• "

VAN PRAAG PRODUCTIONS
1600 BBOADV) \>

nkw rOBB N I
1I-AZ \

Pepi-Cola, Coca-Cola, Lustre Creme, De Soto-Plymouth, Bulova Watches, Marlbor
cttcs, Camels, Motorola Tv, Lux Flakes

Bank of Manhattan, Bulova Watch Co., Continental Baking Co., Ford Motor Co.
Sales Co., Kellogg Co., Peppcridgc Farms, Rubel Baking Co., J. B. Williams Co.

'

6} MHOLS X means company has this facility available. - means company does not have this facility. •¥ means no report available on facilitieM]

I



A la carte
Think of the range of choice film offers, for with film

you can select clips from libraries containing millions of feet. And film clips

wisely inserted, help change pace, set new scenes without expensive

location shots . . . thereby help spark "live" shows, help cut

costs everywhere. They are available on nearly every

conceivable subject through commercial film libraries

. . . and mode on EASTMAN FILM.

% S t

For complete information, write to:

Motion Picture Film Department

Eastman Kodak Company
Rochester 4, N.Y.

East Coast Division

342 Madison Avenue

» New York U. N.Y.

West Coast Division

6706 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood 38, California

Midwest Division

137 North Wabash Avenue

Chicago 2, Illinois

Agents for the distribution and sale of

Eastman Professional Motion Picture

Films

W. J. German, Inc.

Fort Lee, N. J.; Chicago, III.;

Hollywood, Calif.



FACILITIES INCLUDE:
NAME OF MPM LOCATION AND SALES CONTACT Anln,„ 1(w Ctl„ Shlppln,

AMONG THEIR ACCOUNTS DURING l»52-'53 SEASON

VICTOR RADIO AND TELEVISION ENT
T.(P\

PAS8AIC N J

i EH

Sunrise Embroidery Co., Variola Herb Tea, Syrena Recording Co., Magnatape, Redmont I

Co., Pol-Tone Film Corp., Barker Corp., Prebol Drug Mfg. Co., Mountainside Farms Co

Arntrr Corp., Coldair Corp., Dctmall Corp., Varimex Co., Ltd., Zemal Mfg. Corp.

VIDEART. INC
n - r

Nl u \.iiil> N \

I IMS.
* H- Rinso, Spry

VIDEO FILMS
I I B80N \\ B

DBTHOIT : lill n
i-l.n 1 OBD Mi\\\ WO

Argus Cameras, The Detroit News, Frankenmuth Beer, Kasco Mills, Mini-Breaker, Vei

Ginger Ale, Detroit Edison Co., Dodge Dealers of Greater Detroit, Stroh Brewery Co., Mi

Power, Big Bear Markets, Candy Creme Wine, Lincoln-Mercury, Mel-O-Dry Beer, Chev

Leader Carpet Cleaning Co., Salito Headache Tablets, Nash Motors, National Va

Cleaners, Schmidt's Pie Crust, Pfeiffer Beer, Roman Bleach, Republican State Central

mittee, Rose Jewelers, Shafer's Bakeries, Keyko Margarine, "79" Gasoline & Oil,

munity Torch Drive

VIDEO PICTURES. INC.
l II ST

M.u rOBK \ 1

I- Ull.l.l WIv Ml •

Burnett Products, Armstrong Cork, Benrus Watches, Poslam, Omega Oil, Alkaids, Mi

Dry Shampoo, Wizard Aerosol, Black Flag Autobrite, Aeroshave, Tintair, Hytron Roi

Tv Corp., Cliquot Club, Dannon Yogurt, Falstaff Brewing Co., Mrs. Filbert's Oleomarg

White Owl Cigars, Birdseye Chicken Pie, Griffin Shoe Polish, Vanity Fair Tissue,

Bleach, E-Z Starch, Moonshine Bleach, Bexel Special Formula, Neo Aqua Drin, Noma L

Noxzema, Old Reading Beer, Remington Shaver, Simoniz, Conti Shampoo, Aerowax

VIDICAM PICTURE CORP.
LST in BT

M.u TORS N >

AI. Jl si iv Ml lilt \1 1111. 1. 6 3310

Swansdown Cake Mix, General Electric Major Appliances, Lucky Strike, Hoover Vac

General Electric Tv Sets, Standard Oil, Halo Shampoo, Atlas Batteries, Cashmere Bo

Soap, Birdseye Beefpie, Rybutol, Juvenal, R.D.X., Westfield Watches, Philip Morris,

eye Fish-sticks, Bufferin, Uncle Ben's Rice, Good Humor

VOGUE-WRIGHT STUDIOS
ONI villi'

CHICAGO II. I.

...I i Bl i EBB uiim.HM.i

WBAP-TV
MlNhTT ST

1 mil WOB1 II II \

Do It Shop, Drewry's, Ltd., Hamm's Beer, Casite Mfg., Texize Household Cleaner, V

mann Brewing Co., Bendix Washers & Dryers, Dari-Rich Chocolate Drink, Kellogg';

Flakes

¥ 3f* H" Magnolia Petroleum Co.

WPTZ MOTION PICTURE UNIT
: - lil.l'i;

PHILADELPHIA PA
LOCTJB1 • '500

:{.:•;.:•, Pyrene Mfg. Co.'s Fire Extinguishers

ROGER WADE PRODUCTIONS
1 . u K8T '-in
M u rOBB N ^

XXX American Telephone & Telegraph, Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co., Sealtest Fla

WASHINGTON PHOTO 4 SOUND
B - 1 N. W

u \-.iiiM.n>N .. D. C
Jims CONVI li\

%- ¥ %• (Not reported)

WELGOT TRAILER SERVICE
STH Wl.

NKH JOBS N \

< II \ HI->..-~ I. WELBB i III' LB 6-8450

XXX Hammer Beverages, Inkograph Co., Profocel Plastic Floor Polish, Columbia Tru-Fit D
Ring, General Driving School

RUPE WERLING
llll'I'KN II \V I.N

i || Ml us I Bl CKfi ' "i NTJ I- \

WILDING PICTURE PRODUCTIONS INC

U M'lsi'N \

M.w rOBK N ^

I'l.K.

Write commercials to order

XXX Shelby Bikes, Bendix Washers, Dryers, Ranges, Freezers & Refrigerators, De Sot

Ford Cars, Alcoa

WILLARD PICTURES. INC.

M.u YOBS 19. N. 1

IOHN \i sq i
;

X X X Nash-Kclvinator, Peter Paul Mounds, Medico Filterettes, American Institute of Accc

WINIK FILMS CORP
U LD1SON \\ I

M.U M'llK N ^

W1XIK PLAZA 3 068t

X X X Mademoiselle, Blue Bell Wranglers Jeans

RAPHAEL G. WOLFF STUDIOS
. 1 \ 1

1

HOLLYWOOD - 1 M.

QRAN1 1
I

X X X ' Institutional advertising features)

GORDON YODER
BOAJD

DALLAS II \

Mercantile Bank

SI WlldlS X man • -- means com\ not have this facility. * means no report available on jacilities.



INDIANA BASKETBALL FANS have
been defined as Hoosiers who see,

hear and count by twos. They are

among the first to double-cheer

Tom Carnegie, WFBM's ubiqui-

tous sportscaster who is seen and
heard by double-counting Hoosiers

every night of the week. His is an
intense, though demanding, audi-

ence. When Tom recently broad-

cast five high school basketball

games in a single day, his tour de
force was greeted with a roar of

silence. Not that his listeners were
struck dumb: they simply didn't

want to miss his late sports broad-

cast.

People have been hanging on
Tom Carnegie's words ever since

he placed 4th in his high school

oratorical contest. By the time of

his graduation from William Jewell

College (where he was silenced mo-
mentarily when elected President
of the Student Body) our Tom had
talked his way into the Collegiate

Oratorical Championship of Mis-
souri. Never at a loss for wind, his

lung power propelled him through
74 inter-collegiate debates in 18
states.

In rapid-fire sports announc-
ing, Carnegie's leather lungs are
vital, especially when he finds time
to breathe. Breathless example

:

Indianapolis Speedway Classic.

Chief Announcer of the 500-mile
Memorial Day race since 1946,
Carnegie has yet to be lapped. Nor
does he expend his wind talking in
circles. Leather Lungs Carnegie
has play-by-played more than 100
Big Ten and Notre Dame football

contests, has lost count of the bas-

ketball games.
Mass-producing words may be

Tom's specialty, but his word

Old Leather Lungs

quality is what sells listeners. Car-

negie's oratorical experience is an
undebatable asset behind the mike.

Journalistically speaking, the man
can write : a member of Sigma
Delta Chi, he held down a sports

column on the Indianapolis Star

for four years.

WFBM WFBM-TV
INDIANAPOLIS • CBS

Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency

Affiliated with WEOA, Evansville; WFDF, Flint; WOOD AM & TV, Grand Rapids

Tom was born in Connecticut
and attended school and college in

Missouri. Hoosiers have adopted
him, however, and his voice has
been heard on Indiana radios since

1942. Almost a native son by now,
Carnegie has been entrusted—for

the past five years—with the sacro-

sanct ritual of narrating Indiana's
official high school track and bas-

ketball films.

As one of the most popular

after-dinner speakers in Indiana,

Tom personally meets hundreds of

his listeners every year. Be -peaks

to thousands more on radio and tv,

as loyal a group of sportsmen and
women as ever heard a commercial.

Tennis, anvone?
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FILM SERVICES: includes laboratories, treatment and handling servic

LABORATORIES

FAST

BAY STATE FILM PRODUCTIONS INC

Bo. 129

Springfield. Mass
Morton H Rral

BYRON INC
1226 Wisconsin Ave
Washington, D C.

Byron Roudabuih. Dupont 7-IBOO

CIRCLE fILM LABORATORIES INC

33 Wni 60th St

New York 23. N Y
H.rbrrt R Pilier. Ce 5-2180

COLOR SERVICE CO INC
115 West 45«h St

New York 19. N. Y
Robert Crane. Judstm 6 08SJ

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES
Main St

Fort Lee. N |.

Arthur J. Miller. F» 8 3400

DE LUXE LABORATORIES INC
850 Tenth Ave
New York 19. N. Y.

Alan E Freedman. Circle 7-3220

DU ART FILM LABORATORIES. INC AND
TRI ART COLOR CORP

245 West 55th St

New York 19. N. Y.

Al Young. Plara 7-4580

FILMLAB. INC.

130 West 46th St.

New York 36. N. Y

Joseph H. Bunch. Judveo 2-2863

FORDEL FILM LABS
1 187 University Ave.

Bronx. N. Y.

Clifford F. Potta. Ludlow 8-5100

CUFFANTI FILM LABORATORIES. INC.

630 Ninth Ave.

New York 36. N. Y.

Paul Guffanti. Columbut 5-5530

MAJOR FILM LABORATORIES
'Subsid of Consolidated Labs'

653 Eleventh Ave.

New York 19. N. Y.

K-nnrth Colman. Circle 6-6950

MANHATTAN COLOR LABORATORY. INC.
254 West 54th St.

New York 19. N. Y.

Ray OeRoberts. Judwn 6-6282

MASTER MOTION PICTURE CO
50 Piedmont St.

Boston 16. Mass
Maurice Master

McCEARY-SMITH LABORATORIES. INC.
1905 Fairvicw Ave N. E

Washington 2. D. C.

Garland Smith. Lawrence 6-4634

MECCA FILM LABORATORIES. INC
630 Ninth Ave
New York 36. N. Y.

Harry Gllckman. Circle 6-5289

MERCURY FILM LABORATORIES. INC.

723 Seventh Ave.

New York N Y

Nat Saland. Circle 5-4930

MOVIELAB FILM LABORATORIES. INC
619 West 54th St

New York 19. N. Y

Saul Jaflee. Judton 6-0360

NATIONAL CINE LABORATORIES
Hyattsvillc. Md

NEWS REEL LABORATORY
1733 Sansom St

Philadelphia 3. Pa

L W Kellma/i

PATHE LABORATORIES. INC

105 East 106th St

New York 29 N Y

1 I Wolcott Trafalgar 6- 1 120

PRECISION FILM LABORATORIES INC

21 West 46th St

New York 36. N Y

Russell C Holilag. Judwn 2 3970

C LAWRENCE WALSH
801 Brighton Rd.

Pittsburgh 12. Pa

C Lawrence Walsh

SOUTH
STRICKLAND FILM CO
220 Pharr Rd N E

Atlanta. Ca
Robert Strickland

MIDWEST
THE CALVIN CO
1105 Truman Rd.

Kansas City 7, Mo.
Forrest 0. Calvin

CEORCE W COLBURN LABORATORY. INC.

164 N Wackcr Dr.

Chicago 6. III.

George W. Coburn State 2-7316

CRESCENT FILM LABORATORIES, INC.

7510 N. Ashland Ave.

Chicago 26. III.

Myron L. Freedman. Am 2-5000

ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE. INC.

7315 Carnegie Ave.

Cleveland 3. Ohio
Ernest C Carpenter. Endicott 1-2707

FILM ASSOCIATES
440 East Schantz Ave.

Dayton. Ohio
E. Raymond Am

FISCHER PHOTOCRAPHIC LABORATORIES
1731 N. Mobile Ave.

Chicago 39. III.

Eugene J. Fischer. Merrlmac 7-5316

GENERAL FILM LABS
66 Sibley St

Detroit. Mich
E B. Busley

CENERAL PICTURES PRODUCTIONS
Kcmpton Rd.

Dcs Moines. Iowa

LAKESIDE LABORATORY
Dunes Highway
Gary. Ind.

Paul Ireland

SOUTHWEST
JAMIESON FILM CO
3825 Bryant St.

Dallas. Tex.

Hugh B. Jamlewn

SOUTHWEST FILM LABORATORY, INC.

2015 Young St.

Dallas 2. Texas
Irvln Ganv Riverside 6782

TEXAS INDUSTRIAL FILM CO
919 M M Bldg

Houston 2. Tex
N. Don Macon

ROCKIES

WESTERN CINE SERVICE
11 1 East Eighth Ave.

Denver 3. Colo.

Herman Urvchcl

PACIFIC COAST
ACME FILM LABORATORIES INC
1161 N Highland Ave
Hollywood 36. Cal.

..risen. Ho 4 Wl
ASSOCIATED FILM LABORATORIES
5631 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood 28. Cal
WIIim Leahy Ho 4 8195

CINEMA RESEARCH CORP
7000 Romaine St.

Hollywood 38, Cal.

Harold A. Schelb. Ho 2-7464-65

COLOR CORP OF AMERICA
2800 West Olive Ave.

Burbank, Cal

COLOR REPRODUCTION CO
7936 Santa Monica Blvd

Hollywood 46, Cal.

Larry E. Laym. Ho 4-8225

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES
959 Seward St.

Hollywood 38. Cal.

Sidney P Solow. Ho 9-1441

EMMETT-VAIL ENTERPRISES. INC.

6926 Melrose Ave.

Hollywood 38, Cal.

T H. Emmetl. We 8-5171

FILMEFFECTS OF HOLLYWOOD
1153 N Highland Ave.

Hollywood 38. Cal.

Charles S. Leeds. Ho 9-5808-09

CENERAL FILM LABORATORIES CORP.
1546 N. Argyle Ave.

Hollywood 28. Cal.

G. Carleton Hunt, Ho 9-6391

HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.

6060 Sunset Blvd.

Hollywood 28. Cal.

Mickey Kaplan. Ho 4-2181

FRANK HOLMES LABORATORIES. INC.
7619 Sunset Blvd.

Los Angeles 46, Cal.

Frank Holmes. Ho 7-6333

HOUSTON COLOR FILM LABS
230 West Olive St

Burbank. Cal.

Robert Burns

MULTICHROME LABORATORIES
760 Cough St.

San Francisco 2, Cal.

Robert B McKenney. Hemlock 1-6567

PATHE LABORATORIES. INC.

6823 Santa Monica Blvd.

Los Angeles. Cal.

Charles Amory. Ho 9-3961

TECHNICOLOR MOTION PICTURE CORP
6311 Romaine St.

Los Angeles 38. Cal.

Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus

TELEFILM. INC.

6039 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood. Cal.

Joseph A. Thomas

CANADA
ASSOC SCREEN NEWS. LTD.

7000 Northcliffe Ave.

Montreal. Que.
Maurice Metzger

CRAWLEY FILMS. LTD
19 Firmount Ave
Ottawa Ont.
F. R. Crawley

FILM LAB OF CANADA
310 Lakcshorc Rd.

Toronto 14. Ont.
Arthur Gottlieb

SHELLY FILMS. LTD
156 King St., W.
Toronto 14. Ont.
Leon Shelly

SOUND RECORDING

EAST

RCA FILM RECORDINC STUDIOS
411 Fifth Ave.

New York 16. N Y
Everett Miller. Mu 3-7611

REEVES SOUND STUDIOS, INC.

304 East 44th St.

New York 17, N. Y.

Chester L. Stewart. Oregon 9-3550

SOUND MASTERS. INC.

165 West 46th St.

New York 36, N. Y.

Charles Bellante. Plua 7-6600

EMIL VELAZCO, INC.
723 Seventh Ave.

New York 19. N. Y.

Erail Velueo. Plua 7-8530

MIDWEST
SONIC FILM RECORDINC, INC.

548 Lake Shore Dr.

Chicago 11, III.

Jack H Lleb. Whitehall 3- IO40

PACIFIC COAST
CINESOUND CO.
5968 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood 38. Cal.

Walter F. Soul. Ho 5-7103

RCA VICTOR DIVISION, RADIO C
AMERICA

1016 North Sycamore Ave.

Hollywood, Cal.

I. Watson Jones. Hillside 5171

SOUND SERVICES, INC.
1021 Seward St.

Hollywood 38. Cal.

R. E. Warn. Hempstead 1136

OPTICAL EFFECTS

EAST
CINEFFECTS, INC.

115 West 45th St.

New York 36, N. Y.

FILM-ART ANIMATION SERVICE
1587 Broadway

New York 36, N. Y.

Nell Sessa. Circle 6-2426

FRANCIS LEE STUDIOS
479 Sixth Ave.

New York 11, N. Y.

Francis Lae. Chelsea 3-8914

VIDEART, INC.

240 East 39th St.

New York 16, N. Y.

Albert Zuekerman. Le 2-7378-9

MIDWEST
THE CARTOONISTS
100 East Ohio St.

Chicago 11. III.

William Langdon. Su 7-2755

SPINN & ASSOCIATES
623 South Wabash
Chicago, III.

Mrs. Louis Spinn. We 9-7334

PACIFIC COAST
HOLLYWOOD FILM CO.

946 N. Seward St.

Hollywood 38. Cal.

Ben Teitelbaum. Ho 4-7191

RAY MERCER & CO.

4241 Normal Ave.

Hollywood 29. Cal.

Morton Stein. Olympia 8436

TITLE SERVICES

EAST

KNICHT TITLE SERVICE
524 West 25th St.

New York 1. N. Y.

Robert B. Knight. Watklns 4-6688
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TITLE SERVICES

TITLE SERVICE

East 47th St.

York 17, N. Y.

|«s D. Murray. Plaza 9-3074

MOTION PICTURE TITLES

Sixth Ave.

York 19, N. Y.

7-2(26

#)WEST
INC.I'HIC ARTS WORKSHOP,

tEast Ontario St.

|igo, III.

Wirtz. Su 7-2422

HT STUDIO
East Chicago Ave.

igo 11, lit.

F. Krohn, Superior 7-5069

MUSIC FOR FILMS

O-MASTER CORP.
Madison Ave.

York 17, N. Y.

rt Rosen, Murray Hill 3-3881

vlAS J. VALENTINO, INC.

Vest 46th St.

York 36, N. Y.

a J. Valentino, Circle 6-4673

; WORTH PRODUCTIONS, INC.

West 57th St.

I York 19, N. Y.

Laughlln Jr., Judson 6-5700

PACIFIC COAST
ASSOCIATED MUSIC.
9032 Burton Way
Beverly Hills, Cal.

INC.

CAIN-SCHUMANN MUSIC SERVICE
4606 North Radford Ave.

North Hollywood, Cal.

STOCK LIBRARIES

EAST
ADVANCE FILM LIBRARIES
729 Seventh Ave.

New York 19, N. Y.

Circle 5-6873

CBS TV FILM LIBRARY
421 West 54th St.

New York, N. Y.

Clay Adams, PI 1-2345

FILMS OF THE NATIONS DIST

62 West 45th St.

New York 36, N. Y.

Maurice T. Groen, Murray HIM 20040

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS, INC.

460 West 54th St.

New York, N. Y.

Frank Barry, Co 5-7200

LLOYDS FILM CO.
729 Seventh Ave.

New York, N. Y.

Columbus 5-5400

MARCH OF TIME
1270 Avenue of Americas

New York 20, N. Y.

Bill Mead. Ju 6-1212

INC.

NBC TV FILM LIBRARY
105 East 106th St.

New York, N. Y.

Ted Markovlc, CI 7-8300

STOCK SHOTS UNLIMITED
1600 Broadway
New York. N. Y.

Plaza 8-0878

TELENEWS PRODUCTIONS, INC.

630 Ninth Ave.
New York 36, N. Y.

Virginia Olllard, Judson 6-2450

PACIFIC COAST
FILM CLASSIC EXCHANCE
1611 N. La Brea Ave.

Hollywood 28, Cal.

Charles H. Tarbox, Ho 7-4255

FILM TREATMENT

VACUUMATE CORP
446 West 43rd St.

New York 36, N. Y.

Lucille H. Fleck. Longacre 4- 1886

PACIFIC COAST
PEERLESS FILM PROCESSING CORP
959 Seward St

Hollywood. Cal
Victor C Krupa. Hollywood 7-9223

DISTRIBUTION

EAST

COMPREHENSIVE SERVICE CORP.
245 West 55th St.

New York 19, N. Y.

Michael Freedman, Co 5-6767

PEERLESS FILM PROCESSINC CORP.
165 West 46th St.

New York 36, N. Y.

Louis J. Mikulka. Judson 2-0052

RAPID FILM TECHNIQUE, INC.

21 West 46th St.

New York 36, N. Y.

Jack Bernard. Judson 2-2446

STANDARD FILM PROCESSINC CO.

723 Seventh Ave.

New York 19, N. Y.

Albert Beck. Circle 5-4997

EAST

BARNETT INTERNATIONAL FORWARDERS.
INC.

723 Seventh Ave.

New York 19, N. Y.

William Barnett. Circle 5-6080

BONDED FILM STORACE CO., INC.

630 Ninth Ave.

New York 36, N. Y.

Chester M. Ross. Judson 6-1030

MODERN TALKINC PICTURE SERVICE
45 Rockefeller Plaza

New York 20, N. Y.

Alex Leslie. Ci 6-0292

MIDWEST
MODERN TALKINC PICTURE SERVICE

140 East Ontario St.

Chicago, III.

Peter Markovlch. Delaware 7-3572

PACIFIC COAST
MODERN TALKINC PICTURE SERVICE

612 South Flower St.

Los Angeles, Cal.

John Lipsky. Dunkerque 4-2511

TOOLS OF YOUR TRADE
Newly Published—for Everyday Reference

TV FACTBOOK No. 18
Semi-annual Edition of January 15, 1954 (374-pp.)

Contains basic data on all TV stations & networks (including

rates); complete list of applications & CPs granted, with re-

ported starting dates; directories of station reps & major ad

agencies; directories of TV set & tube manufacturers, transmitter

& studio equipment makers, film & live program suppliers, com-

munity antenna systems, FCC personnel, legal & engineering

consultants; plus many other features—some 50 in all.

$3.00 per copy

1954 AM-FM STATION DIRECTORY

Listing all North American stations by states

and cities, with company names, addresses,

frequencies, powers, FM antenna heights, net-

work affiliations. Directory also includes AM
& FM stations by frequencies, AM & FM ap-

plications by states & frequencies as of

Jan. 1; AM & FM stations by call letters.

Printed in convenient loose-leaf form with

space for your own notes. $7.50 per copy.

FCC COLOR DECISION

Full text of FCC's decision adopted

Dec. 17, 1953, including Appendix

describing operation of new system.

Report (15 printed pages) also

contains full text of FCC's technical

standards amended to incorporate

color. $2.00 per copy.

TELEVISION MAP
(43x29-in.)

Showing all stations in operation as of Jan-

uary 1, 1954 (U.S., Territories, Canada and

Mexican border); all cities with TV applications

pending or CPs granted; all cities over 10,000

population; present and projected microwave

and coaxial circuits (accurately drawn byAT&T

engineers). $1.00 per copy.

Address orders to.- Television Digest, Wyatt Bldg., Washington 5, D.C.
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UJVEC-TV

NORFOLK

HAMPTON

PORTSMOUTH^

NEWPORT NEWS

.elling power PLUS in the great

Norfolk Metropolitan Area where only

WVEC-TV is NBC . . . beaming your

soles message right to the core of this

dynamic multi-city market

only WVEC-TV
is a basic

©o©
Television Affiliate

rcprctcntcJ !••> RAMBE II
'

NEW YORK • CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO • MINNEAPOLIS

IOS ANGELES "

FILM OVER-ALL
( ontinued l><>"i i><iur 1~>

I

.•I ,i. tors are used. I be & reen Vctora

( ,uii,| in ms have bo in< reaeed the i osl

,,l using live a< tors on or "If < amera

thai producers, agencies and advertis

era til devote a certain part <>f theii

efforts tn eliminating live a< tors from

the - op) .
\- a result, .1 chosen few

1 tors gel more monej foi less work.

while the majoi ii\ gel both less work

and less money." Ralph Culm, vice

president, >< reen Gems.

( me veteran film makei I ransfilm's

\\ ilh I Lowendahl, executive vice pres-

ident summed up the trend situation

u hen he told sponsor:

•
I he i\ lilni commercial business is

I ing mm li more solid and stable

than ii was a few years ago. The little

guys, both clients and producers, are

dropping out. There's more agency-

clienl knowledge, which in turn has led

to more experimenting, better produc-

tion quality, fewer 'cheap commei
rial-." better planning, more emphasis

..11 visual selling, and a better blend-

ing id 1 ommercials w iili programs."

\««ir developments: \\ ith coloi

video clue to become increasing!) im-

portanl in I')") I and 1955, a greal deal

"I h film thinking i- natural!) taking

(in rainbow hues.

So far, however, there have been

more brainstorms and hull sessions

than there have been commercial pro-

duction orders. Bui .1 few major steps

lia\r lieen taken.

Last November, Petei Elgar produc-

tions completed what is general!) con-

ceded to be the fir-t made-expressly-

for-t\ color commercial, a minute an-

nouncement for Pall Mall, via Sulli-

van, Stauffer, Colwell & Baj les. Some
5,000 feel of color film (Eastman Neg-

ative-Positive 5,2 18) were shot, as well

as some 3,000 feel of black-and-white.

Cosl guesstimate: Nearlj 115,000 for

the whole work-. Pall Mall intends to

use it spai ingl) in black-and-white h

.

meanwhile waiting for (\ color to be-

come w idespread.

I Igar, im identall) . i- current!) pre

paring a color documentar) foi Pabsl

Beer, rhe big brewer, one of the few

"national " beers, plans to use footagi

from this film in future t\ color com-

mercials. I In- is similar to a step

taken lasl summer b) American 1

bat in. w In. h ordered some 47,000 feet

of Technicoloi t" be shol b) S< reen

Gems in and around I.mk\ Strike fac-

tories, also with an eye to future tv use.

On the program side of the commer-

cial t\ fence, some producers have ex-

perimented with >hot-in-color commer-

cial lead-ins to syndicated tv film

shows. \ notable example is the color

experimentation done recently by Ziv

T\ lor one of its Favorite Story cli-

ent-. Schaefer Brewing. Tests have

been made, during the color filming of

the syndicated drama series, in which

-tn \dolphe Menjou hoists a stein of

Schaefer and invites viewers to watch

another of bis favorite yarns. Schaefer

ma) ultimate!) use such color footage

in program telecasts. 1 1"or a report on

color film program activity, and a run-

down on color film problems and costs,

see sponsor, 25 Januar\ . 1

•-ime coloi film has been a factor

in theatrical commercial advertising

1
1 -nine 28 \ears now. it's no surprise

that man) advertisers have a sizable

stockpile of commercial color footage

-lured away. Such advertisers include:

I nited Fruit. Pel Milk. S.O.S., Reed's

Candv. Folger's Coffee. Alka-Seltzer.

"Production in color serves to build

up a librar) of material that may be

useful when color telecasting becomes

a dail) reality. Meanwhile, color film

can he used with greater success than

black-and-white for theatrical screen-

'111-- «il commercials," pointed out Per-

w kin^. vice president of Polaris Pic-

tures.

Other producers warned, however,

that shooting a color tv commercial

toda\ Mill conies under the heading of

experimentation. \ stockpile of color

footage is no guarantee that a sponsor

will be geared-up and rarin' to go when

a -i/.able percentage of I . S. video

homes have color receivers, they said.

"Color i- becoming a factor in our

tv film planning, but in a reverse sort

of way. We recommend \erv strongly

against making t\ spots in color now,

B\ the time color t\ is in popular use,

the products now being advertised will

undoubted!) undergo a great change

themselves. In addition, packages and

labels will probably be different, copy

themes and campaigns will be so differ-

ent that it i- foolish to think the com-

mercials being made today will be used

a year or two or three from now. " said

the president of a Midwestern commer-

cial film production firm.

Bui despite such cautions, main ad-

vertisers and agencies want to know the

basic cost facta and production hur-

dle- fat ing them toda) in making color

film commercial-.
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As gathered by sponsor editors from

producers, agencies, stations, equip-

ment makers and film companies, here

are the facts:

1. Networks are adding color film

equipment now, and there will be a

limited, rotating schedule of colorcasts

during 1954. Advertisers on this color

schedule will need a certain amount of

color film commercials; or they will

have to do their commercials live.

NBC TV for example, plans to air all

of its network shows at least once in

color during the year.

2. The average U. S. tv station, ac-

cording to station and equipment sup-

plier estimates, won't have local color

film equipment (for spot use) before

early 1955, which puts the starting

date of spot color video a year away.

3. There's still a lot of work to be

done in the 16 mm. field to resolve the

problems of finding a good, stable,

durable color film print stock for tinted

tv. The 35 mm. color print stocks look

much better on color video—but few

stations have 35 mm. equipment for

black-and-white: fewer still will have

it for color.

4. Color experimentation is expen-

sive. Just to shoot a minute announce-

ment in color inste-ad of black-and-

white, according to Transfilm Execu-
tive V.P. Walter Lowendahl, will add
anywhere "from 25 to 40% or more
to the cost of a finished color nega-

tive." Thereafter, color prints cost

about three times as much per foot.

5. The big question mark is RCA's
Video Tape Recorder. If this gadget

conies into widespread use in the next

two years, it will make present color

film commercials, on a processing basis,

over-priced. Color may be cheaper, in

other words, if you wait.

Industry problems: In recent

months, the business in tv film com-
mercials has boomed along—but for

the most part the boom has benefited

the larger film producers.

The smaller independent producers

—those who do most of their business

with local and regional accounts—cited

two financial headaches to sponsor:

1. A narrowing margin between

production costs and production profits

has put the squeeze on the smaller film

companies.

2. A general lack of film knowledge

at the regional and local advertiser

level makes life tough for small pro-

ducers.

As a result, several of the smaller

16mm Film Achievements

wThe Look off Things"
It is a truism that the most perfect printing and projection in the world can-

not make up for uninteresting subject matter in a film. But the opposite also

holds true. The finer the subject, the more it deserves — and needs — perfect

laboratory duplication to set it forth.

This is why we feel that the finest combination of every factor won for the

notable 16mm film subject THE LOOK OF THINGS the first prize in the

Public Relations Category of the recent Cleveland Film Festival. The compe-
tition was keen, but this winner was outstanding. Every producer, every film

man and, indeed, every individual with an interest in viewing a superior

motion picture should make it his business to see this film. The producer

would be pleased to arrange for screenings through inquiries directed to us.

Precision Film Laboratories doffs its hat to this unusual example of a fine

industrial 16mm color and sound production.

Precision Film Laboratories — a division

of J. A. Manrer, Inc., has 16 years of

specialization in the 16rnm field, con-

sistently meets the latest demands for

higher quality and speed.
PRECISION
FILM LABORATORIES, INC.

21 West 46th St.,

New York 36, N.Y. .

JU 2-3970
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WHBF-TV
ROCK ISLAND, ILL

is favored by location

in a 4-city metropol-

itan area, surrounded

by 10 of the most pro-

ductive rural counties

in the nation. Over
95% of all families in

this area now have TV
sets. (250,000)

Les Johnson, V.P. and Gen. Mgr.

whbf ;:
TEIC0 BUILDING, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS

leprmnted by Aver y-Knodel. lie.

The ONLY
single medium

to reach 280,000

homes in the

rich Agricultural

Industrial

"Heart of the

Nation"

Kearney, Nebraska

CBS-TV DUMONT
Represented by

MEEKER TV, Inc.
Du.ini L. W.itlv Sl.ition Mjnjgcr

commercial producers told sponsor

thai the) viewed the near future of tv

Mm commen ials aa anything bul gold-

en. I [ere are two t\ pi< al comments

:

"The -iii-ill producer is finding it

more and more difficult t>> keep his

head above water in producing t\ com-

mercials. lie i- being forced into in-

ilu-tii.il and educational films where

he finds i onditions more profitable.

\\ i- have cut wir t\ production down
considerablj over last year and. while

not turning an) business away, are not

activel) seeking tv film commercial

business." Bet nurd Howard, presi-

dent, icademj Film Prod., Chicago.

"Among \\ e-t Coast accounts the

trend is -till to buj production of film

< ommercials on a cost basis instead of

considering the more important fac-

iei- id ideas, qualit) and effectiveness.

The outlook locally for 1954 shows

absolutel) do improvement. Our sell-

ing and sen ice costs for one or a series

of t\ commercials, usually obtained at

ridiculous prices, are as large as those

involved in selling and servicing con-

tracts for longer pictures at fair prices.

Consequently, it is not in our interest

to solicit tv commercial business."

—

Perry King, v.p., Polaris Pictures, Los
Angeles.

In addition to fighting a sometimes
losing battle with overhead, the smaller

film firms frequently run into some
diplomatic problems with sponsors.

Here's how a regional film producer
in the South summed up the situation:

"We have produced nothing but
routine commercials for the following

reasons: i 1 i Agencies in this part of
the country have no conception of tv

commercials or any other phase of
motion pictures. (2) The client's bud-
gel is usually so limited than any devi-

ation from routine, or anything else

that would lift up a commercial from
the routine class increases the cost. I 3 I

W e seldom work from shooting scripts.

Ml we get is what might be termed a

'radio commercial' to which some pic-

tun- ideas are added in a haphazard
way.' Jack Lewis, president. Jack
Lewis Studios, Richmond.

Similarly, a Midwestern independent
producer, who asked thai his name be
withheld, cited the problems that come
when new t\ markets are created:

"Station sales -tall- are primarily

interested in selling air time, which
the) pursue with great vigor. Since
most of these people are carry-oven
from radio, with little or no t\ experi
ence, the) are complete!) oblivious to

the need for good visuals. They get

as man) advertisers on the air as pos-

sible, in the shortest length of time,

and as cheaply as possible, usually

u»ing slides and balops prepared by

their -taff artist. This condition usually

exists for 60 to 90 days until some of

the more aggressive advertisers he-

roine disgruntled with the handling of

their pitches and suddenly become con-

scious of the need for good film."

Small producers, for the most part,

saw no immediate solution to such

problems. Only time, larger local/re-

gional ad budgets for tv and better

understanding of film methods by

-mailer advertisers are likely to ease

the strain on these film makers.

At the other end of the scale the

problems facing the big film producers

are similar, although not as acute.

Ben Gradus. president of Interna-

tional Movie Producers' Service, sum-

marized them thusl\ :

"After three or four years of inten

sive work in making film commercials,

the big agencies and the leading film

producers have learned a lot.

"However, sponsors don't always

realize what the problems are today

in budgeting a good film commercial.

Quality work is available—but it costs

money, and not all advertisers can see

the value of top work. And, we still

have our problems with agencies and

clients who want commercials made

on a super-rush basis, which usually

cost the client more money and which

reduce the margin of profit for the

producer.

"There's still room for more film

education at advertising agencies, par-

ticularly at the account executive level.

Account men will sometimes promise

a client almost overnight service on

film commercials: then, we have to

break our necks to back them up. Or

else, timebiners will snap up a whole

series of good time slots in spot tv

without checking to see if there's a

supply of film commercials ready to

be slotted in them. Again, we're caught

in the rush.'"

(For a round-up of money-and-time-

saving tips from producers to adver-

tisers, see story page 46. '

• * *
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52 SHOWS READY FOR YOU

Sportsman's Club
15 minutes hunting, fishing and outdoors with
Dave Newell. High class panel type entertain-
ment. Write for audition prints.

SYNDICATED FILMS
1022 Forbe« Slreer Phone: EXpreij 1-1355

Pimburon 19, Po.
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FILM TIPS
(Continued from page 47)

steer an agency away from a commer-

cial approach which may be an unin-

tentional carbon copy of a competitor's.

3. Dont rush producers on job es-

timates.

Agencies, producers told sponsor,

have learned a good deal about the

time element in the actual production

of tv film commercials. But they still

have the habit of asking for rush serv-

ice on job estimates.

Producer consensus: It takes a pro-

ducer anywhere from one to two days

to prepare an accurate estimate on a

single film commercial or commercial

series. And, if the estimate is carried

through to an actual production bud-

get, it takes at least another half day.

A valuable piece of advice regarding

job estimates was cited by Transfilm's

Executive V.P. Walter Lowendahl:

"Agencies should try to have a meet-

ing with commercial film producers be-

fore the job estimate is made, at which

time the agency should give the pro-

ducer a clear idea of just what the com-

mercial is supposed to be. If you don't,

and you want rush estimates, the pro-

ducer must interpret the storyboarcb

for himself. Bids can vary all over the

lot because of different interpretations.

Later, a low bid might have to be re-

vised upward, thus doing away with

any 'saving' the agency may have felt

it was making for its client."

4. Plan far enough in advance so

that the producer has enough time to

do a good job on film commercials.

Almost from the beginning of the

upward surge in film commercial busi-

ness, the production pace has been hec-

tic. And this hectic pace is often costly.

"We feel that the most important

problem facing the tv film commercial
producer today is that of accelerating

his production rate," Robert Gross, ex-

ecutive producer of American Film
Producers, told SPONSOR. "Most agen-

cies and sponsors, after recovering

from the initial shock of discovery that

filmed commercials could not be de-

livered within 24 hours like radio com-
mercials, have extended their thinking

to provide 30-, 60- and 90-day sched-

ules."

How long should an agency allow

for the making of a tv film commer-
cial?

(Please turn to page 106)

KcWoxv

and PROCESSED BY

MOVIELAB

FOR THE FINEST FILM PROCESSING IH

THE EAST -um MEN WHO KNOW

SAY "IT'S MOVIELAB"

Here—at MOVIELAB . . . efficiency and perfec-

tion are the rule. Producers, directors and tech-

nicians have at their fingertips the very best

in up-to-the-minute equipment necessary to

modern FILM PROCESSING techniques.

ROUND THE CLOCK SERVICES

Negative Developing • First Print Department

Ultra Violet & Flash Patch Track Printing

16mm & 35mm Release Printing

• Quality Control • Title Department

22 Cutting & Editing Rooms.

~ V. J FOR COLOR

i&[0 fe*.

MOVIELAB FILM LABORATORIES, INC

619 West 54th Street, New York 19, N. Y. JUdson 6-0360
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Top-Rated NBC Show -56.1 <m) Top-Rated CBS Show--50.4 (au>

We doubt if there's on availability adjacent te these ratings, BUT there
ARE some adjacent to these TOP-RATED KBTV and ABC-TV features:

ABC-TV DENVER ARB

The Name's the Same 44.2

Make Room for Daddy 41.5

You Asked for It 36.6

Stu Erwin 33.7

Kraft Theater 28.0

Motorola TV Hour 24.9

Ozzie & Harriet 23.4

Pepsi-Cola Playhouse 22.8

Peter Porter Show 21.9

Super Circus 20.0

Walter Winchell 194

KBTV-DENVER
Superman

City Detective

Amos 'n' Andy

Liberace

Johnny Mack Brown

AR B

37.7

32.0

29.1

27.4

25.1

Abbott & Costello 23.4

Hopalong Cassidy 22.8

Kit Carson 21.7

Rocky Mtn. Barn Dance 20.4

KBTV Live Wrestling 20.0

Captain Midnight 19.4

• KBTV Tops in 10:00 P. M. News •
ARB

KBTV— Bill Michelsen Mon. thru Fri. 18.0

Station "B" Mon. thru Fri. 10.3

Station "C" Mon. thru Fri. 8.7

* KBTV Tops in Weather Reporting 10:15 P.M. *
AR B

KBTV-Vmce Monforte Mon. thru Fri. 13.7

Station "B" Mon. thru Fri. 10.3

Station "C" Mon. thru Fri. 8.7

Source:
ARB Denver Television
Audience
Reports,
Nov. 27-Dec. 3

<o

BETTER PROGRAMS

So,

ATop

«//
KBTV

JOE HEROLD, Manager
JERRY LEE, Commercial Manager
STUDIOS AND OFFICES: 1089 BANNOCK STREET

DENVER, COLORADO

CHANNEL
ABC-TV

DENVER
ABC-TV

Contact Your Nearest Free 32223 epresenranve
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. Ellington: ABC Rll 9 9

Nlir

I A \\il,h.
I ID Hi..- Eaii. Soui

. EST; Lhe Tint

>nn<-n & N

Chry.l.r, BBIlO: CMS, Sit 10

Congoleu

Converttd

Be*1 Food*, Earl. , W 1:45- 1 nm
. Sun 10.30-41 pm
W 10 10.30 pm;

., BBDO: CBS, Sun
; YAK: NBC. W 8-

, TAB: CBS.

..._ Mill*. D F S. Kr
ABC, Th 7:30-8 pro;
12-12:15 did; CB3. W, F

General Motor*. Oldtmobil*. D
M. \V. P 7:35-45 pro:

s, Mnon: NBC.
Gold Seal, Ciiiiipipi-M .Mlilmn CBS, Til 7:45-8
B f Goodrich. HHlm CltM tit M B-Kau i

Roodyaar: TAR: NBC >H Sun O-IO nm
Gr»n Glint, Leo
Greyhound Corp.,

; CBS. Th I

CunpbeU-Mithun: CBS. Tu 1:49-1 pm
UMtplRat, mount CHS. M 'V, F 11-11.15 pin

P. Lorlllard. YAK i'IiS. S„„ 10-10 311 pm; LAN:
NBC, Tu Id- 10:30 du; ABC. Th 8:30-9 pm

Luden's. Inc. 1 \l M„M.<.* MIC. FS 30-45 pm pm; M-P 315-4 pm : MP 4-4:30 pm; Sun

Minnesota Mining. CAP CHS, M W 10 10:15 sm Prudcnllal Int.. Cilfclm A HolJen. Culock. Me-
J. Montenler. l.g.klr. CHS Sun 10 30-11 pm Cllnton ft Smith CBS. ill Sun 6:30-7 pm
Philip Morrli, Blow CBS. M 9 30 pin; (It Th

Quaker Oat*. SAM CM* s,m 1^ 30-1 pm
Motor Prod*.. Daep'rcaie Appllanta. Roche, Wll-

RCA, JWT NBC. M 9-9 30 pm
Real Lemon s. :,,, „„ r\s--,.u \HC, MP 7 13-30 pm

Johnson 4 fohmon, YAH MIC .-.., in-in.30 pm Remington Rand, VAR CBS. all Sun 10:30-11

Myitlk T«0*. Llaitm.n: CBS. F 1:45-2 pm

Nat'l Dairy Prodi.. Atoc CBS Sal i;-t nm

Kratt Food*. JWT: NBC. W 10 pm; ABC, Th
;i ,111-iu 30 pm

Norga, J Wajt« ThoopitHl 1 us li. 1 45-3 pm

Owe n»- Corn In g. is Ft Cits \l Th 1(1 15-30
ABC, Sun 7-1:30 pm

Ui.il.-ri. Fury & Clark. O-vUl A Tlerne y
: NBC.

Irhi.U e'rewlnV LAN*" CBS* VS -s'so
8*™* * *""

Pan-Am. Airway*. J\VT: NBC, alt Sun 0-8:30 pm Stotl Paper. JWT NBC. W 630 B pm; CBS. Sun

Pepil-Cala Co., llltiw ABC. P H 3" 9 pm
P.t Milk, (l.-.lnrr NBC f.t 8 30 9 pm

II im: Iver CHS M IV V I SIMS r>m

Lloflett & Myrr*. itiiinlntl nm A Wihrr CBS. M,
pm; DTN. Sjn 0-0:30 pro

(all dul
i A Hold™ CBS Th 1:45-3 l

MIC. Sat 7
-"

"

on, Lu.lBln ABC. HI Tu in 30-|| j

v Co. Mm .ill,. A Ei:.-n ABC, Sun 7

JWT CBS. W, Tb. 1:3 "

: CBS. Stl_ 1

; OII.'T A N: DTN,

. 10 30-11 pm; Tu, Th 1313:15 pm
BBDO: ABC. all Tu

U.S. To6ai«#, Kudnpr' NBC. Th 1

Vitamin Corp.. KFCAC: ABC. r
-

BIG MARKET FACTS.

WTRFh
WHEELING

CHANNEL

Serving . .

.

and

SELLING
¥ 1st Market in West Virginia

* 48th Market in United States

* i'II cities nl more than 10,000

population

* Plus a RICH... buzzing...BOOMING
primary area

Primary Market Data
Population: 1,413.200

Families: 403,700

TV Families: 248,123

Buying Income: : tl.877,921.000

Relail Sale,: SU12.266.000

MNTERCONNECTED
Primary Affiliate IVBC

Secondary Affiliate ABC
National Representatives: George P. Hollingbery

Co.

New York. Chicago. Atlanta. Los Angeles, San
Francisco

WTRF-TV
WHECIING, W. VA.

Channe!

Stettbenville, Ohio . . . Weirton. W. Ya.

Martins Ferry, Bellnire, Ohio

Robert W. Ferguson, Vice President & General Man
II Needhani Smith, Sales Manager

Phone Wheeling 1177
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YEAR-END REPORT ON

BELL SYSTEM NETWORK TELEVISION SERVICE

In 1953 the Bell System added some 17,000 channel

miles to radio relay and coaxial cable routes for video

transmission. About 50,000 channel miles of coast-to-coast and

border-to-border network now connects some 240 stations

in 150 cities with a potential audience for a

single program of 100,000.000 people.

1953 moved ahead with—

—a record number of stations added to the Bell System

television network

—an international video link with the connection of

television facilities extending into Canada

—the first coast-to-coast color television transmission.

More television "firsts" and new developments

can be expected in the year to come. The Bell System

will continue to keep in step with the

industry's requirements for network service.

A BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
PROVIDING TRANSMISSION CHANNELS FOR INTERCITY

RADIO AND TELEVISION TODAY AND TOMORROW



FILM TIPS
' iniiril limn

Here's one large Eastern prodw 1

1

1 1 1 1 < < • I
- 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 >

:

• li takes about five weeks t.. — I « *« -

1

iod, typk al film i ommeri ial one

whi( h might tain lo<- » tion, ani-

mation and some opti< als from the

time ili<- finished storyboard is deliv-

ered. Working at a brisk pace, a-

man) as tw< e-minute I
<>i minute-

;iiiil-.ili.:lt
|
commen iala can be turned

out bj the produce] in tin- five-week

period f «
• r the client.

• I ,i. I, .uMition.il paii "I i ommer-

, iaJj i,,[ the same product, and done

in approximate!) the Bame manner <>f

prodw ii squires at least another

week.

• To deliver 100 prints of the cora-

men ials, the producer needs another

couple o! days to allow for laboratory

|,n>. i Bsirj

• ( ommercials that require more

than the usual amounts of animation

,,i stop motion need up to eight weeks

ol preparation, Bince the complicated

pro* esses involved here cannot be has-

t. ii.-. 1 without getting into great ex-

HERE COMES THE BONUS!
(WICHITA AND MORE)

Windy, the bright spirit of TV in Central Kansas, is

rushing in with your KTVH BONUS ... that's yours for the

asking' That is... asking for time on the one TV station

that not onl) blankets the important Wiehita-Hutchinson

market but gives you a vast, exclusive Central Kansas

BONUS CO\ erage . . . BONUS sales . . . BONUS profits! KTVH
business offices in Wichita and Hutchinson; studios in

Hutchinson. Howard Peterson. General Manager

KTVH
HUTCHINSON -WICHITA

CBS BASIC -DU MONT -ABC
REPRESENTED BY H-R TELEVISION, INC.

COVERS CENTRAL KANSAS
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penae and overtime payments.

.">. // you must have an occasional

rush job, don't try to create "new"

commercials.

Producers, who have gotten to know

a lot about agency problems in the

past four or five \ears, are aware that

there are times when an agency must

order commercials on a "disaster" ba-

sis to meet sudden deadlines. For such

emergencies, producers recommended

that the agenc] tr\ first to remake

some old commercials, salvaging as

much original footage as possible. This

is not a money-saver in most cases.

But it does frequently save on time and

tempers.

6. Don't fail to consult your produc-

er frequently. He usually knows more

about tv film production and short cuts

than you do.

The vice president of a Hollywood

commercial production firm told spon-

sor recently:

"The most important advice that can

be given to advertising agencies and

sponsors concerning film commercials

is to confide in the producers of their

choice and to regard them as key mem-
bers of their creative and policy-mak-

ing groups. Qualified producers know

the visual medium and have used it

successfully for more than 40 vears.

Television is only another means of

reaching an audience, although it is

the greatest. With the proper agency-

sponsor-producer relationship, the ef-

fectiveness of film commercials will

multiply/'

Such cooperation can save money.

Not long ago, a leading drug firm

—

one that spends sizable amounts of

money in both tv program and spot

announcement campaigns—met with a

|

top New York commercial producer.

The drug firm wanted to order a batch

of filmed program commercials of min-

ute-and-a-half length, and some minute

announcements.

The producer, after seeing that the

same product was to be sold in both

cases, suggested a money-saving pro-

cedure which the client followed. This

was how it worked out.

The program commercials were

filmed at a cost of about S5.500 apiece.

Then, for an additional S100 to $150,

the negatives were trimmed down to

minute length and announcements of

standard length prepared. The spon-

sor, in effect, got two items for the

price of one.

SPONSOR



The point: by working closely with

the agency, the producer helped plan

the program commercials from the very

beginning so that they could be cut

easily to minute length without sacrific-

ing any production values or selling

impact. If the consultation had not

been made, the two sets of commercials

would have cost the client twice as

much as he spent.

7. Try to keep admen with little

film experience from tampering with

commercials during production.

The inexperienced advertising exec-

utive or ad manager who "takes over"
at the last minute has become a grim
joke in the film commercial business.

Reason: He usually manages to run
the costs up before he's through.

"I've seen account supervisors and
advertising managers who didn't know
an 'answer print' from their elbow
show up on the set during shooting
and louse up everything," one New
York producer confided.

"Few of them are aware of the costs

involved in making changes at a late

stage of production," the producer add-
ed. "For example, 'camera time' costs
perhaps $500 an hour within the nor-
mal working day—and this doesn't
include the charges for talent. If you
go into overtime—as we have on some
occasions when admen have held crea-
tive bull sessions on the set—it will

cost you $750 an hour; again that is

plus talent charges. You can see what
this does to production budgets if noth-
ing is being accomplished.

"My advice to tv clients is to work
out all the details of their tv objective
before the cameras start to roll, assign
a supervisor to the job who knows film
technique and then keep hands off."

sponsor heard many other com-
ments on this topic from film execu-
tives, all of whom seemed to feel about
the same way. Some producers reiter-
ated^ the "don't rehearse on camera
time" warning; others warned against
letting inexperienced executives see
processed film in the pre-final stages
since narration, sound, music or opti-
cals may be missing and only an expert
could visualize a good final result.

As Charles W. Curran of New York's
Times Square Productions sums it up

:

"The most important advice is to let

professionals do the job and not the

amateurs."

8. Try to learn (or have your ad-

men learn) as much as possible about

8 FEBRUARY 1954

the techniques, problems ami trends of

tv commercial film production.

Several producers advised tv spon-

sors and their staffs to pay close at-

tention to what's being done today in

the way of new film commercials. As
Gerald L. Karski, president of San

Francisco's Motion Picture Service Co.,

stated

:

"The trend in tv film commercials is

back to the old proven principle of

more picture and less talk. Watch the

ingenious new screen tricks on your
television screen. Study the commer-
cials. Producers are lying awake nights

to dream them up and many of them

contain valuable pointers foi ou I!'

member thai t\ i- for the eye"

9. At the same time, beware lest

your tv admen get so immersed in tech-

nique that your film commercials be-

come "gimmicky."

This is the othe] side of the coin.

Film producers frequent!) warned that

fane) film techniques, like too much
of any good thing, can spoil a commer-
cial's effectiveness.

"As I can see it, the trend todaj i-

toward a growing complexity of techni-

cal structure, with agencies placing

more emphasis on wipes, superimposi-
tions, and special effects than on actual

A Message of interest to:

Motion Picture Producers,

Distributors, Advertising Agencies,

Sponsors, Film Libraries,

TV Film Producers and Distributors

Peerless Protective and

Preservative Film

Treatments

Release Prints, Trailers,

Television Shows on Film,

Kinescopes. TV Commercials,

Theatre Screen Advertising,

Prints for Continuous Projection

Negatives. Masters. Originals,

Filmstrips. Transparency Slides,

Microfilm

Film Rejuvenation

Shrinkage Reduction

Scratch Removal

Rehumidification

Cleaning and Repairs

Film Library Servicing

Shipments, Inspection,

Cleaning. Repairs. Inventory

and Booking Records. Storage

Servicing TV Shows on Film

Insertion of Commercials. Shipments

to Stations. Booking Records,

Follow-up. Inspection on Return.

Cleaning. Repairs. Replacements,

Storage, Substitution of

Commercials. Reshipments

Film Distribution Servicing

Storage pending orders.

Inventory Records,

Shipments to Purchasers

Filmstrip Packaging

Breakdown of rolls into strips,

Packaging in cans, Labeling.

Boxing of Sets. Storage

pending orders. Shipments

Without exception,

ALL film should be treated,

if you are to get maximum results

m terms of good projection and number

of showings. Without treatment, your film -

from initial release to the last booking — is much
more susceptible to damage. And damaged

film can result in an indifferent audience.

Peerless Treatment is the finishing touch and the

least expensive item in the whole process of picture-

making. Yet it safeguards millions of dollars

invested in finished prints.

Peerless Treatment assures: seasoned, toughened,

smoothly projecting prints. Peerless-treated prints

start off right and keep in good condition longer.

So when you order prints, don't forget to include

"PEERLESS TREATMENT" in every purchase order.

JEERLESS
FILM PROCESSING CORPORATION
165 WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

_959 SEWARD STREET, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.

) YEARS EXPERIENCE IN SAFEGUARDING FILM

PEERLESS TREATMENT available also through Official Licensees in

ATLANTA • CHICAGO • CLEVELAND • DALLAS • DAYTON •

HOLLYWOOD • KANSAS CITY • NEW YORK • PORTLAND • SAN FRANCI

ST. PAUL • WASHINGTON Into • Mulct City I
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content "I the Bpot, said Hera hell (..

I..w i~ ..! Lew i- .in.l Martin Films, < hi-

"li ia as though we are trying

to pi ..\<- to ourselves h hat .i degree oi

ii-< linn .il i\. ellem e we < an poui i nt < >

i. h bethei thai spot m ai rants d iz-

zling treatment "i not. I he question,

1. 1 com se, is this: I foi - .ill this -iii\

-

!..i \ isual effei t add an) powei i"

the i ommeri ial messa

Similai l\ . \ eteran film exe uth e \l is

Glandbard, president "I New York's

I ilmwi ighl Productions, told sponsor:
" \ question thai Bponsoi - Bhould

a-k Minn- frequentl) todaj is: \i>- m\

tv commercials using the propel tech-

nique l"i tin- particulai result I want?

"In tin- > mile— sear< li lor variety

ami novelty, agencies and clients have

utilized .1 profusion "I techniques in

theii commercials, such a- animation.

live a. 1 1
> > 1 1 . -plii »i in 11. Up -\ nr. off-

- i, en 11.11 ration, and bo forth. Too

often though, these an- lumped to-

pi i< iousl) with a little anima-

tion Inn', some off-» reen narration

there and the like.

"I ake animation, fiw example. Ani-

mation i- .in eye-catchei ; it always

evokes high interest. \s .1 visual de-

\ 1, e it i- probablj unexcelled in its

ability i" reate humoi and liveliness.

When Conr\\e Cook Throws a Cookie Contest!

lo get across certain technical explana-

tions, and to implant a brand name in

tin- viewer's mind. If that i^ the pur-

ine- of your campaign, then you need

nothing else. But if you want the view-

er to feel he must go out and bu\ \our

product, then animation alone cannot

do the job; it cannot deliver an emo-
tional impact."

It). Don't try to beat the costs of ti

film commercials by constant shopping
in on ml among the fringe producers.

) on' II neatly always get poor films.

Costs adinittedl\ are up in tv film

commercials. The same commercial

you made last year will cost you, sev-

eral producers estimated recently,

about UV't more. The commercial you
made two years ago will cost you about
_'h

I more todav.

But cost-cutting is not a matter of

kugain-basement tactics. Good pre-

production planning and frequent hud-

dles between sponsor, agencj and film

producer are the secret.

It - true that one producer may un-

derbid another just to land a well-

known account. But. eventually, the

producer's loss must be made up if he
wants to stay in husiness and if he

wants to produce a quality film prod-

uct. The sponsor, in the end, pays

—

either in extra charges or in poor film-

in nearlj even case.

\- one of the largest t\ film produc-

ers told sponsor:

'"True professionalism has come to

the tv film industry. But sponsors must
remember that professionalism has a

price." • • •

HERE'S WHAT HAPPENED!

October 26th — Connie Cook threw a Christmas Cookie Contest on

her afternoon Connie s Kitchen program over WOW-TV. Mail piled up

. . . kept piling . . . 14,000 entries by the November 25th deadline . . .

and more were still coming in! Entries came from as far away as Florida

and California! That s a real vote of confidence for Connie, who began

her Connies Kitchen show on WOW-TV less than 6 months ago.

You can get this response for your product in the Omaha and Missouri

Valley Market which yielded 42,000,000* Drug sales and 290,800,000

Food sales in 1952.

Ask your Blair TV man about "Connie's Kitchen," or write Fred

Ebener, Sales Mgr.

W
•1953 Sales Management Survey of Buying Power

W TV
BLAIR TV... 100,000 WATTS • NBC-DUMONT

A MEREDITH STATION — NBC-TV AND DUMONT AFFILIATE

FILM SERVICES
'Continue,! from page 49)

that chill can't kill." To make the point

visually, Caravel needed some action

-hots of skiing, ice boating and other

winter sports, which would be blended
with the Ballantine "sell" through some
trick optica] wipe-.

Solution: Caravel got in touch with
M'>< film Div ision's stock shot library,

ordered about 60 seconds' worth of

sports footage 1 enough to make the

whole Ballantine series when snipped
up 1 at a cost of about S2.50 per foot.

plus lab fees of around 15c a foot.

rhese shots would have cost Carayel

land Ballantine I many times more if

thev had to be speciallv shot instead

of coming from the 157 million feet of

stock footage available today in the

108 SPONSOR



various stork shot libraries which sell

to tv.

I For a complete report on the uses

and prices of stock film shots in tv, see

"157 million feet of stock tv film: Are

you getting the most out of it?", SPON-

SOR 14 December 1953, page 38.)

There are other categories of film

service of interest to admen, such as:

Laboratories: A number of the larg-

er producers of tv film commercials

are equipped with full laboratory fa-

cilities, and thus handle all the lab

work in connection with tv film com-

mercial orders. But most producers

have limited lab facilities, or no facili-

ties at all.

In such cases, the ad agency must

order prints through the producer

(who farms the work out I . Or else the

agency is supplied with a finished nega-

tive by the producer and must then

order the work done.

The laboratories listed in the direc-

tory on page 92 are all equipped to

handle virtually all of the routine prob-

lems of 16 and 35 mm. developing and

printing, both of picture and sound.

Some are further equipped to make
"blowups" 1 16 to 35 mm. ) and "re-

duction prints" (35 to 16 mm.). A
few—like Precision Film Laboratories,

Byron, Color Service Co.. and Tri-Art

Color Corp.—are equipped to turn out

color prints when the tv need arises.

Sound: Producers and agencies

sometimes need sound recording facili-

ties when narration is being dubbed
over filmed action, when "lip synchro-

nization" is being shot or when music

is being scored.

sponsor's directory of service firms

lists several of the top LI. S. sound
specialists. Nearly all arc equipped
with sound recording and dubbing fa-

cilities for 16 and IT 1 - mm. I mag-
netic ) film. A lew have facilities for

complete 35 mm. recording (as main
as three tracks ) ; transcriptions; sound
stages; re-recording theatres; sound
negative development; cutting and edit-

ing facilities; mobile units.

Agencies who anticipate special

sound problems in tv commercials will

do well to discuss them prior to pro-

duction with a film service company.
Opticals, animation: With the SAG

scales now in effect, live action in film

commercials is sometimes quite costly.

One of the best substitutes—and a use-

ful film commercial tool in its own
right—is animation. A few big pro-

ducers have their own animation facili-

ties, but agencies will find (see 11-page

cli. ii i ol commercial film produi ei -.

starting page 50 1 thai mosl produ
tnusl shop outside foi tin- work. Simi-

lar!) . fancj opti< als whi< h are pro-

duced in much the same waj a- anil

tion arc mosl "lien done b) inde-

pendenl spi cialtj linn-.

\ -i in. sen i< e In ma re ommend thai

agencies planning to use such tech-

niques extensivel) in film i ommer< ials

discuss their problems u ith the spa ial

ists. Most have had years "I experi-

ence in the field, and can guide agen-

cies and clients in linn < reative think-

ing, help save them monej

.

Titles, music: For the ,,io-l pail.

firms specializing in these item- work
directly for film producers, function-

ing more or less a- commercial art con-

cerns and music libraries. Occasional-

ly, agencies and sponsors ma\ have a

special problem in titling—such as a

particular type lace in which a super-

imposed slogan is to be printed; or a

musical headache—such as the type of

trumpet fanfare needed in a l\ com-

mercial's sound track to introduce a

new product.

Pre-production meetings between

agencies and these specialh firms ma\

solve many minor problems of artwork

and music backgrounds. * * *

OPERATION BIG VOICE
ON THE AIR FEBRUARY 15 WLIB

NEW TRANSMITTER IN THE

HEART OF NEW YORK CITY!

(in East River opposite 86th Street)

1.8 miles from Harlem

3.0 miles from East Bronx

4.8 miles from Bedford-Stuyvesant

4.9 miles from Jamaica

50% CLEARER

50% STRONGER

RECEPTION EQUAL TO

ANY NEW YORK STATION

THE ONLY STATION WITH

STUDIOS IN HARLEM . .

.

the City within a City

WLIB
207 East 30th Street

New York 16, N.Y.

Oregon 9-2720

ARCHITECT: Joseph and Vladeck . ENGINEERS : Seelye, Stevenson. Value and Knecht, N.Y.; Weidon & Carr, Wash., 0. C.

CONSTRUCTION: Merritt-Cbapman & Scott Corp.; Walter M. Bordeman & Sons, Inc.



Clearance

Nation's

31st
Retail
Market

WTRT
., SERVING _-,

^flBANY-SCHENECTADY-fROl

See your
HEADLEY-REED Man
for Prime Availabilities

49TH b MADISON
( ontinued from page L3)

RADIOS BIGGEST YEAR

To '"ii oborate mj ow n opinions on

s «
• i j i editorial in the December 28 is-

Bue, "1954 < ;m be radio's biggest,
1

page I 11" . I consulted with our radio

program manager. \< eonlingh . I di--

i o\ ered he feels vei \ strongl) thai

nighttime radio is verj far from dead.

Acting on this belief he recently in-

Btituted a program entitled This is

Youi Turn-, a record program whereb)

people <ill in tin* requests and have

them played within minutes.

Tin- program was scheduled for Sat-

urda) evenings from 8:30 to 11:00

p.m. So far it has been on two times.

and. on only one telephone, 177 calls

urn' recorded on the first program and

249 calls were recorded on the second

program. In addition, a lot of favor-

able commenl and letters have been re-

i eived in praise of this idea.

\\ i' feci tins is blatant proof of ra-

dio"- strength.

Jay Hoffer
Promotion Manager

WJAR, Providence

1 agree with the opinions expressed

in \our editorial, "1954 can be radio's

biggest," that the battle of rating ser-

vices should end before it ruins radio

entirely. Everj time someone gets a

new idea for a survey, radio jumps

headlong into the trap

—

and buys it.

They still want to convince the radio

"suspect" that Mrs. Jones on Elm St.

is listening at 10:29 a.m. Let's get

wise!

Radio is still the greatest medium

for reaching the housewife (»the real

buyer). If we would all just show our

true coverage area, we could all do a

better job for clients.

The year 1954 can be the year to

separate the men from the l>o\s in ra-

dio. Those in radio who still don't

knew the potency of their medium had

better tr\ a different field.

1 believe L954 will bring more super

market food accounts than ever before.

\\ r have received more inquiries in

the past month than an\ previous year.

\ "ii , an'l beat the flexibility of ra-

>li". I \ < an i. .mil certain!) the news-

paper can't. Here's a verj good ex-

ample ol radio al work at it- 1 est. \\ e

had enjoyed a warm winter uo -now

temperatures 15 to 55 degrees. Everj

-hoc Btore and department store was

loaded with unsold rubbers and over-

shoes. Snow started coming down at

a fast pace on Friday, Januarv 14 at

2:00 p.m. One of our shoe stores (off

radio for a few months) called for

help on overshoes, etc At 2:30 p.m.

bis ad- were on the air. Result: Stock

a us sold out by 10:30 the following

morning! Yes, he's back on a regular

radio schedule. His newspaper ad
would have taken two days to even be

placed.

The only thing wrong with radio is

radio itself. After almost three decades,

I believe most everyone thinks it is

here to stay. Radio only has to fight

harder for its share of the advertiser's

dollar sell harder—make more calls

on the unfriendly accounts.

Yes, 1954 can, and will be radio-

biggest \ear. So, if you have been do-

ing something the same way for the

last 10 to 15 years it's evident it's being

done wrong. Let's make the change.

Pat O'Hallora.n

Sales Manager
KPQ
Wenatchee, Wash

.

CHOCK FULLO' NUTS
( Continued from page 37)

program. On television he combined

the advantages of frequency with the

prestige value of program sponsorship

by scheduling station breaks in addi-

tion to a weekly comedy show.

• Since the lady of the house usually

buys the family coffee Rieff planned

the radio and tv announcements and

participations to complement each

other, at times when each medium has

the highest potential housewife audi-

ence. Participations were bought in

even \\ NBC daytime personality

show, and one late-evening personality

show. The tv program. Jerry Lester's

Late Date, with singer Jean Martin

i Saturday. 11:15 p.m. to 12:00 mid-

night i . is scheduled to reach adults.

I he restaurant chains previous air

efforts were confined to one 15-minute

weeklj radio show. The Jean Martin

Show, which ran o\er \\ M< \. New

York, for one month and then switched

o\er to WNBC July through October

1052. i Jean Martin has more than

the performer's usual interest in the

-u < ess ol her sponsor; she"- the spon-

sor's wife.)

SPONSOR



SALES RINGER IN nTLflllTn

BS

UJERD delivers a vast, scarcely tapped

market-Atlanta's great Negro audience!

UJERD stimulates sales. Its listeners go out and

BUY! They have confidence in their station -the only

Negro owned and operated radio outlet in the U.S.

-ym&g&a
UJERD wants the opportunity to sell for you. Write for ^'"t^ra
our "Proof of Performance." We're loaded with success

stories! Surprising-WERD is your most economical

radio buy in Atlanta. Call or write for details.

m
Sri '

m wmsm?li^&t*

™'.-'*ttraiE&t??'"\'<$? '•'.

\

\

RADIO DIVISION \

Interstate United Newspapers, Inc. \

Represented nationally by \

joe uioouon
8 FEBRUARY 1954

HOTS r

UJERD ATLANTA

1000 WATTS • 860 ON EVERY ATLANTA DIAL

J. B. Blnyton, Jr., Gen M gr .
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I he In in s present all a< ti\ ities rep

resent "iln- ri^hi formula to reach the

largest numbei ol prospective custom*

ei g through seta live, >•< onomii .il n-<

..I radio and teta ision, the %s ;i

%

II.imld Riefi expresses it.

He explains: "In analyzing listening

and viewing habits "I housewives we

li- overed that the early-morning t i i
>-

.mil I. iir afternoons were best to use

radio; that television \w.ik- best to

reach the housewife in the earlj after*

noons and evenings.*
1

Vboul iO one-minute annourn ements

and participations are used week!) on

\\ \BC. Participations are -u< h shows

.1- Wake I \> Eos1

) (Allyn Edwards),

the fim C&) Show, the Stan Freeman

Show, Herb Sheldon Shou Faye Emer-

son Shou and / Man and II i^ Music

I
^kii< li I [enderson t

.

\ll are "I the i hatter-and-music, in-

formal varietj with definite adult ap-

peal. In addition i" attra i ing the right

audienci these shows have two char-

.1- tei isti< - important fur a new prod-

uct: loyal audiences and personal-type

salesmanship.

On i\ the agenc) buys all available

In. and 20-second station breaks ovei

WDAY
(FARGO, N. O.)

IS ONE OF THE NATION'S
MOST POPULAR STATIONS!

Despite local competition from three other

major network-. \\I)\V consistently gets

a greater share of Vudience — Morning,

Afternoon and Evening— than all other

stations combined, in Fargo-Moorhead!

NBC • 5000 WATTS

970 KILOCYCLES

FREE & PETERS, INC.

Exclusive National

Representatives

\\\HI to shou a film produced by
Depicto Films. The commercial is

based around a jingle, also used on
radio, which goes like this:

"Now anyone can male thai

hem enlj coffee,

Heavenly coffee, heavenly coffee—
(hoi I. full o'Nuta u that heavenly

coffee

At your local chain or grocery
store."

The jingle, composed by the agency,
has a melodious tunc combined with

repetition of ultra-simple, easy-to-re-

member words. Its main theme

—

"heavenl) coffee"— is carried out in

all radio and t\ commercials and print

advertising and also appears on the
can itself.

In addition to the repetition of the

"heavenl) coffee" idea in all phases of
il- ad drive the theme of higher price
for higher quality also is used con-
stantly.

Uthough this emphasis on price i-

patentlj an appeal to the higher-income
'•iiiMjiner who doesn't worn ahout
overloading the budget b) adding a
feu cents here and there. Harold Rieff

points out that most coffee Lovers re-

gardless of income, are willing to sacri-

fice price to flavor.

At sponsor's presstime the price of
the Top Three coffees in the New York
area — Maxwell House, Savarin and
Ehlers. not necessarily in that order

—

ranged between 99c and $1.04 "> New
York super markets. Chock full o'Nuta
coffee was selling at ahout $1.09.

All coffee- were recently affected In

the hike in the price of green coffee to
the roaster from about 58c to 72c a
pound. Before the rise in green coffee.

retail prices wen- five to 10c lower on
all brand-.

\ second increase of 10c a pound
was foreseen late last month by coffee

industrj leaders. The*, predicted that

the second round ol price increases will

be felt In the consumer in February.
The average price for all brands was
expected to climb to about $1.15.

In the event of such an additional

in- rease, Chock full o'Nuts coffee

would maintain the 5c differential be
tween itself and most other brands, a

spokesman for the firm told sponsor
It- higher price—about S1.20—would
remain an important factor in adver-

tising copy, the spokesman added.

Chock full o'Nuts' premium price

has figured in it- advertising from the

verj beginning. In making a point of

price, rather than hiding the fact thai

12 SPONSOR
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Boston's biggest attraction

!

Throughout 1953—again, as always—WEE I led all

other Boston radio stations, with tlie highest average ratings

and the biggest average share of audience—33.3% bigger

than any other station's . . . and the most quarter-hour wins-

63.8% more than all other stations' combined.

Proving once again that more people listen (and listen

regularly) toWEEI than to any other Boston radio

station. If you'd like more proof—or availabilities—call

CBS Radio Spot Sales or \XTT? Tp J

Source: Pulse, Jan.-Dec. 1953; total week



ii was more expensive than most othei

brands, the i offee i- attempting to turn

.in obvious dram bai k into a Bales argu-

ment. The firsl radio and h announce-

ment- asked the < onsumei "to gamble

m to make the most heai enlj < offee

you ever drank. .

." The cop) also tied

in with the restaurettes, with phrases

like this: '*.
. . I In- same luxui j blend

of the world's fni<~t coffees thai has

made out restaurettes famous. .

."

< hi rent ail < op) -till uses i fi»- res-

taurettes as a peg l"i mention of pi u e

Here - a sample of the i\ cop) used mi

the Jei i \ Lestei show. I bis mer-

cial also indicates \\<<w advertisin

used to Force disti i] ution oi the brand:

"The Chock full o'Nuts restaurettes

serve ever tlm-.- million cups "I coffee

a month. That's a l"t of coffee in any-

body's language. Ml these people

wouldn't keep coming back if the cof-

fee wasn't something Bpe< ial. I oi

years, customers have been asking if

thej couldn't bu) some of tlii- coffee

to make it at borne, Bui I II VI isn't

the reason whj Chock full o'Nuts final-

l\ (In :ided to package their coffee for

sale in gnx ei j stores. I he) tried all

the regulai brands ol coffee. \ n< I the)

found that Horn- of them are in the

same class with an) good restaurant

, offee. I be reason is simple. Most

regulai packaged coffees have to -'-II

,i ,i fixed price. The) have to compete

with each other. The) keep <»n chang-

ing theii blends l>\ mixing in more 01

less of cheaper coffees, bo the) can hold

theii lowei price. That's wh) the same

brand will often taste different to you

from week to week. Chock full o'Nuts

can't afford to fool around with their

coffee like this. The) do not buy and

do not use ONE GR \l\ of the cheaper

coffees that ma) cost as much as 20c

less i pound. The coffee the) j>ut in

tlii- < an is tin- same a- the coffee the)

serve in their restaurants — the best

that mone) can buy. Look for it at

youi grocer's next week. If you don't

Bee it. please ask for it. It costs a few

cents more than regular brands. But

you never made coffee before that

tastes bo good!"

Other commercials incorporate such

themes as the benefits of coffee drink-

ing, per se, during the winter months

and the advantages of regular coffee

over instant brands. Chock full o'Nuts

feels it's important to sell the idea of

drinking regular coffee as well as it-

own brand. It figures the brand will

Billie O'Day, our Women's Commentator for six years, and Bill Ross,

our early A. M. Disc Jockey, combine their talents in a 45-minute

show — 9:15- 10:00 A. M. Mondays thru Fridays. Though only a few

months old, the show pulls 2,000 pieces of mail a month and plenty

of results for its advertisers. Cost of participation is low. Ask

your Hollingbery Man about putting your minute spots

on the Billie and Bill Show — in Miami . . . one

of the Souths whopping Key Markets!

Jame

5,000 WATTS-610 KC-NBC Affiliate

Notional R*p
,
George P. Hollingbery Co.

benefit direct!) from institutional sell-

ing combined with the more hard-sell

approach.

In addition to these general themes

the coffee's air commercials are likely

to merchandise another special feature

of the brand: the plastic coffee measure

included in ever) tin. Commercials

point out it's important to have exact

measurements for each cup to make

reall) good coffee. Directions are giv-

en to use one level measure of the cof-

fee for each eight-ounce cup of water.

The can itself repeats many of the

same themes used in the advertising,

such as the reason for the brand's

higher price. Imprinted on top of the

can is the message: "You have paid

a premium for the finest pound of cof-

fee mone) can buy. If you brew it

correctly, you will make the same cup

of coffee that made our chain of eating

places famous."

Also on the can is a reproduction of

the cartoon drawing of a house which

symbolizes Chock full o'Nuts restau-

rettes. This "house" also appears in

all brand print advertising and on res-

taurette menus. Chock full o'Nuts cof-

fee deliver) trucks are exact replicas

of the "houses." An outline of the

house will also be used in an animated

electric sign to be located on Broadwav
and 47th St. The sign will be in the

form of a one-minute film showing a

man drinking coffee at a restaurette.

then going home and getting the same
coffee there. The sign was due to begin

operation this month for a year's time.

Car cards merchandise the coffee's

weekly television show. These card?

are a good example of how the firm

uses repetition to build brand identi-

fication and consumer demand. Harold

Kieff signed for a year's schedule on

New ^ oik subways to achieve continu-

al impact over that period. All sub-

wax cards include the house drawing,

the price factor and the "heavenly cof-

fee" slogan; all use the same blue and

orange colors which appear on the

package itself. In addition to car

cards the coffee is advertised in all

New York new-papers and in coffee

trade publications.

The firm's air advertising is slated to

get additional merchandising support

this month via WNBC's "Chain Light-

ning" plan. I nder the plan, a WNB(
advertiser must spend $1,500 a week

on time on the station. Once eligible,

the advertiser gets merchandising aid-

in any or all of 12 chains covered by

the plan in which it has distribution.

114 SPONSOR



ANNUAL REPORT TO
OUR ADVERTISERS

Since we make daily reports to our listeners on the business we

carry, and the programs we feature, it seems only fair that we

make an annual report to our advertisers who make possible this

fine broadcasting fare.

First, KVOO listeners have continued to increase in number during

1953. They have made more money than ever before; they have

spent more money for KVOO advertised products.

Second, during 1953, every recognized broadcast measurement

service has again proved KVOO to have more listeners all of

the time than any other station in Oklahoma's No. 1 market.

This means your advertising dollars spent on KVOO again bought

more listeners at lowest cost per listener.

Third, you'll be interested to know, too, that in 1953 KVOO had

one of it's greatest dollar volume years in history.

WHAT'S AHEAD FOR 1954?

Every indication points to another year of expansion and growth

in the KVOO market. Construction booms. Population growth

is on a steady march. New industry builds new payrolls!

It's a year of opportunity in every field of business in Oklahoma's

No. 1 Market, blanketed only by KVOO, Oklahoma's Greatest

Station!

To get your share of this prime market, call, wire or write KVOO

or your nearest Edward Petry & Company office for availabilities.

You'll be glad you did!

RADIO STATION KVOO
N8C AFFILIATE

EDWARD PETRY AND CO., INC. NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

50 000 WATTS -^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^~^ TULSA. OKLA.
' OKLAHOMA'S GREATEST STATION

8 FEBRUARY 1954 H5



i bo k full o'Nuts . offee it to I"-

men handised bj aisle and dump dis-

plays one week this month.

\ sponsor, spot < heck of l>r.mi he*

of 1" large New York < hains and theii

pun basing agents revealed Bales "I t li<-

new coffee have been I •! i-k . Managers

replied "good" and "very good" when

asked how the brand's sales had been

running. \ !<-u estimated il »ffec

currently ranked fourth <<i lilili in i<>-

tal coffee Bales foi theii stores. \ml

il mtral buying offices foi three

large chains reported a large number
< » f phone inquiries about whether their

Btores were Btocking the brand. \l!

said thej were planning to reorder.

Although the company would not

release anj Bales figures l"i the prod-

uct Harold l!i<IT reports the firm i-

"very pleased with initial Bales re-

sults.

However, an executive <>f one of the

leading New i<>ik coffee brands in

business over a Long period of time,

told sponsor:

"We feel Chock full o'Nuts is wast-

ing their money . We don't think thev're

going about it in the ri-iht way.

"The company thinks it can take a

certain amount of mone\ and Bet the

< offee market on fire. That's not the

way, at all. You have to gel into the

coffee business s1o\nI\ and huild vour

way up o\er mam years.

"In tlic beginning, a few people- tried

the coffee out of curiosity. Now, it's

Bleeping on grocers' shelves."

William Black, owner of the Chock
full o Nut- chain, is used to tough com-
petition. He launched his restaurettes

in the depression years.

It all started back in 1
(J2U when he

noticed a vacant space under a stair

way on 43rd St. and Broadway, near

Leblang's Drug Store. Joe Leblang,

owner of the property, said Black could
rent the space providing be didn't set

himself up in competition.

Black took $200 he had saved and
stocked the stand with 12 kinds of

nuts. By 1930 the business had devel-

oped into a chain of 20 stores. Durin^
that same \ear. however, nut sales be-

gan dropping fast due to the depres-

sion. Black decided to revamp his nut
stands into low-priced snack bars to

fit shrinking purses of New Yorkers.

Today, the 25 restaurettes gross an
estimated $10,000,000 annually, serv-

ing about 125.000 meals daily at an
average 35<f per meal. Specialties of

the house: sandwiches, homemade
breads, pies and doughnuts—and. of

course, the same coffee that's now be-

ing marketed bv grocers. • • •

BOHEMIAN BEER
'Continued from page 33)

known as Boh—had a budget of well

over SI million.

\\ hen Boh turned to baseball spon-

sorship last year, it had to go into the

neighboring city of Washington to find

a major league team. This was fine for

Boh since its distribution pattern in-

cludes the entire Washington Nation-

als' baseball area. But this year with

the coming of a major league team to

Baltimore, the Orioles. Boh will be

I > u \ i 1 1 u baseball and will be on about

50 stations, \s it did last \ear. Boh
will sponsor 4% innings of every game
over WW DC. Washington, and WCBM,
Baltimore.

116 SPONSOR



YOU MIGHT CATCH A 247-LB. TARPON*—

BUT

CONLAN RADIO REPORT

METROPOLITAN CRAND RAPIDS—NOVEMBER, 1953

Share of

Morning
Audience

Share of

Afternoon
Audience

Share of

Evening

Audience

WJEF 29.6% 30.8% 33.1%

B 26.3 22.8 28.6

C 18.8 24.6 30.2

D 10.6 9.1

E 9.1 7.3

F 2.5 1.2 2.7

Other 3.1 4.2 5.4

3/ie &*efeet SPtatkmb
j

WKZO— KALAMAZOO
WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WJEF — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA

Associated with

WMBD — PEORIA. ILLINOIS

YOU NEED WJEF RADIO

TO LAND SALES

IN GRAND RAPIDS!
Morning, afternoon and night, WJEF is the Number 1

radio station in Western Michigan's Number 1 market

—

Metropolitan Grand Rapids.

Study the Conlan figures, left. On a quarter-hour, 52-time

basis, WJEF gets:

12.6% more morning listeners than the next

station (but costs 11.1% less)

25.2% more afternoon listeners (for 31.1%
less)

9.6% more evening listeners (for 3.1% less)

There are 116,870 radio homes within WJEF's Metro-

politan Grand Rapids Area—yet a daytime quarter-hour

costs less than 25c per-thousand-radio-homes!

CBS RADIO FOR GRAND RAPIDS AND KENT COUNTY

Avery- Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

*In March, 1938, H. W. Sedgwick caught a tarpon this size in Mexico's Panuco River.



\ good iiuIk .ition of the promotion

-a\-. j tactics Boh will use tin- yeai can

be found in it- 1953 ' ampaign.

The pib bei bad no more than start-

ed In- wind up f<>r tin- -tart of the '53

season when Boh tossed up its first

promotion.

It was tin- I avoi it>- ri.i- .1 i ontesl

and it not Onlj gOl h<a\\ 1 »u

i

l«l- u | •- OD

tin- baseball broadcasts but Boh also

bought fuli-page newspaper ad- in

Washington, I). ('.. dailies, i It's buj ing

lull-page newspaper ads in Baltimore

tfii- year to stimulate interest in tin-

Orioles.)

The contest, open to everyone oi

legal beer-drinking age in Washington,

offered ">
1 prizes, four of which were

I . S -a\ ings bonds. I be I a\ orite

Player was to gel a new Packard auto-

mobile.

Here, in Borne detail, i- a picture ol

what Boh did to make the promotion

work

:

1. Boh's df. dci- were given ballots,

ballot boxes and other point-of-pur-

chase displays tying in \\itli the con-

test The brewerj arranged for fre-

quent collection of the ballots bo dealers

weren't inconvenienced.

2. Publi< it\ aids and announcements

wen- made at the ball park and the

players, in cooperation with the brew-

ii \ and Packard dealers, made many

p. i onal appearances.

3. Packard auto dealers put up show-

room displays, bumper cards and other

publicity, as vsell as donating the car

itself all in return for the publicity

tie-in.

4. Radio and tv announcements em-

phasized the contest deadline, 6 June,

and Favorite Player night at Griffith

Stadium in Washington on 26 June.

"). Foi Favorite Player night Boh in-

creased excitement by announcing it

would double the first four prizes to

an) winners who either were at Grif-

fith Stadium or could appear at the ball

team- office within half an hour after

the game. The stadium, needless to

-a\ was jammed to capacity.

6. Before game time, representatives

of National Boh drove around the field

in the new Packard with ("lark Griffith,

president of the ball club. Then news

of second, third and fourth place win-

ners were called out from a specially

TEXANS
ARE

CLANNISH!

do the trick, tho, if you use our low

combination rates . . . and get

more buyers for less money.

constructed Boh platform on the field.

As the crowd leaned forward, Clark

Griffith announced that Jim Busby,

eenterfielder, had been elected Favorite

Player and winner of the Packard.

Busby himself announced the name of

the fir<-t prize winner. Even the stadium

band got into the act by playing, as

the dignitaries left the field, the Na-
tional Brewing jingle. "Cheerv-Beery-

Boh."

So much for the first half of the

season.

With -till a lot of baseball to go
National Brewing and Kenyon & Eck-

hardt s promotion department decided

to j^et started on another promotion.

The brewery was primarily interest-

ed in getting people to buy more of

its beer but it al-o wanted to keep

the interest in baseball at a high level.

Boh thought, too. that because the

Nats had a couple of losing streaks it

was important to keep promoting base-

ball.

Packard cars and government sav-

ings bonds were out of the question

for prizes, but Boh offered something

far le.-s costly that real ball fans would

like about as much: An all-expense

trip for two to the 1953 World Series

games. Other prizes were 10 SI 00

bonds.

To enter contestants had to get entry

blanks from their dealers and tell, in

10 words or less, "W h\ Boh's a hit."

Then ever) time a hit was made dur-

ing games, an entry blank would be

picked from a barrel and the fan would

be awarded a set of beer glasses. The

(I aib hit winners were then eligible

for the grand prizes.

From past experience. Boh did not

expect to get a mountain of entries.

But when the totals for the season were

added up the company was surprised

to find more than 40.000 fans had en-

tered the contest. The contest failed

to raise Washington from fifth place

in tho American League, but resulting

high interest in beer and baseball ac-

complished Boh's objective.

In the meantime Boh did every-

thing possible to enable baseball fans

throughout its five-State territory to

hear the games on radio, though it

could not arrange t\ coverage as well.

The problem- Boh fated in spread-

ing coverage were ill cost of tele-

phone lines for a baseball network, and

(21 the fact that to buy time outright

118 SPONSOR
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I'D NEVER HEARD OF OAK HILL, W. VAJ

STATE'S SECOND LARGEST STATION

SURPRISES MANY TIME BUYERS!

STATION COVERAGE DETAIL BY NCS AREAS

Total

adio Homes
in Area

STATE

NCS Area

County

No. of

Counties

DAYTIME

4-Week Cum. Weekly Averag e Day

NCS Circ. %* NCS Circ. %* NCS Circ. %*

WEST VIRGINIA

20,370 FAYETTE 18,490 90 18,220 89 10,150 49

18,190 GREENBRIER

MONROE

SUMMERS

15,490 85 15,130 83 6,720 36

66,940 KANAWHA 10,310 15 7,180 10 4,410 06

14,570 LEWIS

BRAXTON

DODDRIDGE

GILMER

3,110 21 2,280 15 1,680 11

18,260 LOGAN 2,780 15 1,960 10 1,020 05

19,440 MERCER 8,000 41 6,480 33 3,990 20

14,290 NICHOLAS

CLAY

WEBSTER

11,450 80 11,080 77 6,620 46

23,930 RALEIGH 20,220 84 19,610 81 8,540 35

12,290 ROANE

CALHOUN

JACKSON

WIRT

2,720 22 1,990 16 1,460 11

16,750 WYOMING

BOONE

9,630 57 8,610 51 6,730 40

225,030 10 TOTAL 21 102,200 92,540 51,320

Pardon us if we give you a jolt, but li'l ole

Oak Hill does contain WOAY — the second

most - powerful radio station in West

Virginia! Matter of fact, we think you'll

have a tough time finding another radio

station, anywhere, that gives you 102,200

daytime families for a mere S21.60 per

quarter hour (26-time rate).

Our national business shows steady gains,

month after month. How about joining the

parade? Address Robert R. Thomas, Man-

ager, at:

'-% of Radio Homes in Area WOAY
OAK HILL, WEST VIRGINIA

10,000 Watts AM
20,000 Watts FM



<ti .ill the radio stations ii wanted

would take .1 big slice "f it- advertis-

ing budget in proportion '" sales ex-

po 1 in. \

.

Boh oven ame both obsta< les. In-

stead "i 1 1
- 1 1

1 u- network lines, Boh -im-

plj .11 1 anged t"i \\ Win . tin- radio

station h hi< Ii 1 .11 1 ied the game in

Washington, t" rebroadcasl it ovei it-

fin outlet : the nearesl station in .1 near-

1>\ < itj would |>i< k n|> the fin broadcasl

and simultaneously rebroad 1-1 1 1
1>-

game on to the station next in line. I m
was 11 — «

- « I bo .in-'- it i- .1 iaii< -free

transmission method.

The stations which were delighted

to gel iIm ;ames \% < >ul<l ji\e Boh 1
' 2

i 1 1 1 1 i 1 1
•_ - Foi its commercials. Ihe\ were

free to Bell th<- othei I ' 2 innings to anj

non-competitive sponsor. Stations car-

rying ili>- games lasl season are expect-

ed i< agree i" th<- same arrangemenl

tin- \ i-.ii .

In the meantime, Baltimore parti)

through the considerable efforts ol

Boh's president, Jerold Hoffberger

—

has gotten its own major league club.

Natural!) Boh has Btepped up to spon-

soi the Baltimore Orioles games tlii-

season.

PUZZLE: Find the kitchen eink
The kitchen sink is in the load of corn . . .

made possible by today's attractive cash prices.

In fact, there's a whole new steel cabinet

kitchen on the way for still another Kansas farm

home.

The decision to make this 'and countless

similar major purchases 1 was stimulated by

WIBW ... a fact that alert advertisers have

known for years.

The reason's simple. WIBW is the station

listened to most by Kansas farm families/ Use
WIBW to influence decisions in favor of your

brand.

Kansas Radio Audience. 1953.

W I B W=
•1 mt Mfa«

"THE MAGIC CIRCLE"
!•» Ca»»« hiUutan l~ -UN IUDY Gm Nfr WIIW-ICIN

Last year's Boh radio coverage of

Nats games marked the fir-t time there

had lieen a telecast from even Ameri-
can League <it\. The u coverage ex-

truded to 53 games, a selection of

home and a record 3W awaj names.

Games lasl year were telecast on
W I I <- Washington. Radio coverage
originated from \\ \\ DC, Washington,
and fed to the 33 Btations carrying the

broadcasts on the trade basis.

This season'- baseball coverage "will
be the most intensive in the bistorj of
Washington and Baltimore/' says Id
Manager Umony.

Because neither one could clear time
for the complete 1954 schedule, two t\

stations are sharing the 26 home and
30 awaj -ame- of the Orioles to be
telecast to Baltimoreans. The Btations
W \W! and WMAR-TV, also will

share in telecasting to Baltimore 30
Washington Nationals' games.

Radio coverage in Baltimore will he
handled b) \\CB\I. uhi<h will broad-
casl ever) Oriole game 1 154- in all 1

live this year. Baily Goss. Ernie Har-
well and Howie Williams will handle
the play-by-play, color and commer-
cials on both am and tv.

In Washington, WTTG will telecast
-'1 home and 30 aua\ games of the
Nat-. \\ WDC, Washington, will broad-
cast the Nats full schedule on radio.
Mosl of the 154 radio games will be
carried live, but there will be a few
recreations. Sound effects are used w ith

the recreated games to add realism.

For the second \ear in a row for

National Bohemian. Bob Wolff and
\nh MacDonald will cover the Nats
games on radio.

I ho separate networks will be set

up for the "54 >eason. Almony savs.

I li«' Orioles
9

radio and t\ network will

cover Maryland and Central Pennsvl-

vania. The Nationals" names will be
on stations in the District. Virginia,

Wesl Virginia and North Carolina.

Umonj noted that games again \M»uld

be telecast from ever) American League
< it\ during the '54 season.

Out-of-town coverage is handled en-

tirelj b\ National Boh. If a city doesn't

have baseball originations. Boh sets

up it- own microphones, t\ cameras
and other equipment.

Some of the awa) telecast games, al-

though sponsored 1" National Boh in

Baltimore and Washington, are spon-

sored b\ other advertisers in different

cities, lo let two or more sponsors

-hare the -ame picture when it's time

120 SPONSOR



VICDIEHM Says:

fto5 ike Greatest

jer since?aul Revere!

Rod MacLeish, News Chief ofWVDA would have been a great help

to Paul Revere. Rod's the kind of reporter who knows the news

before its news. With a colorful background, from minor news-

paper jobs to covering a revolution for American and Foreign

newspapers, WVDA's Rod MacLeish rates with the best in radio

news reporting. Rod became prominent on the Boston radio news

scene when sent to Holland to cover the flood disaster of 1953.

Several of his shows on this disaster were used by ABC on News of

Tomorrow and Headline Edition. Today Rod averages 2 to 3

feeds a week to ABC.

On the scene radio reporting of the USS Leyte explosion by

MacLeish over WVDA was a national scoop. Shortly thereafter,

a merchant ship exploded in the harbor. Rod talked the compe-

tition into leaving the scene before the real news was available,

thus WVDA-ABC had it exclusively. Rod was radio's outstanding

news coverage voice at Senator McCarthy's communist hearings

in Boston. He scooped the "earways" on the CIO convention held

here recently. Highlights of Rod's interviews with the 'big wheels"

were used on Taylor Grant's Headline Edition.

WVDA gives 3 times the news coverage of any other Boston station,

and the high calibre reporting of Rod MacLeish is

reflected in all the stations in the Vic Diehm group.

So, if your client wants a news audience we'll

deliver the tops in radio.

WAZL
HAZLETON, PA. NBC-MBS

I Represented by Robert Meeker Associates!

WHOL
ALLENTOWN, PA. CBS

I Represented by Robert Meeker Associates)

WHLN
BLOOMSBURG, PA. INDEPENDENT

(Represented by Paul H. Raymer Company)

WIDE
BIDDEFORD-SACO, ME. MBS-YANKEE

(Represented by Paul H. Raymer Company)

WVDA
BOSTON, MASS. ABC

(Represented by Paul H. Raymer Company)
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900 KC • 1000 WATTS
FULTON, MISSOURI

W
Same old story

in Rochester . . .

WHEC WAY
OUT AHEAD!
Consistent audience rating

leader since 1943.

WHEC
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

5,000 WATTS
ff«pr*M«rari<r*t . . .

*
IVMITT-WUKINNIY. tnc. Now Y»r». Ou.»«*

IN » O'CONMIU CO lM*»nlti,J..»n.<ii«

fin the ' ommercial, Boh dei bed a

"< lean feed" s\-tem. When sommercial

time rolls around the originating sta-

tion on <in-. feeds a picture without

commen iala or commentary to the n«*t-

work Views of the playing field, the

. rowd in the Btands and othei \ Lstas

iliu- .in -cut over the cable while the

originating Btation "inserts" it- com-
• il ovei it- own Btation, eithei

from the downtown studios or the

transmitter. In network cities ihe spon-

boi eithei can take the pictures and

icad audio commercials while the ball

|iaik Bcenes are shown to L'i\e an il-

lusion of commercials rifdit from the

Btadium or can insert its own video

commen ials.

Huh. incidentally, has separate am
and tv descriptions of the game.

Boh's wintertime air advertising is

extensive. To keep in touch with sports

fans, Boh sponsors tv wrestling pro-

grams. They originate from WMAR-
TV, Baltimore, and are picked up by

WITC. Washington, WSVA-TV, Har-

risonburg, \ a.. WCHA-TV, Chambers-

burg, Pa. and WSBA-TV, York, Pa.

I ul ike the baseball broadcasts, Boh
pays the time costs of the wrestling

programs on each station.

Betides wrestling, Boh winter pro-

grams include a varietv of -ports, dra-

matic and news shows. This winter it

sponsored a numher of transcribed,

syndicated programs through January,

then -witched to other programs. Prin-

cipal wintertime air activit) is in Bal-

timore and \\ ashington.

From 7.") to !!()'; of Boh's million

dollar-plus budget goes into television

and radio. The rest of the money is

divided among point-of-sale, outdoor,

newspapers and other media.

Norman Almony says he doesn't

know of an) brewerj using tv and ra-

dio as much as Boh. "Of all the media

Boh has used, none has been more
outstanding than television," he told

SPONSOR. "If I had to sa\ what has

been more important to us than any-

thing else in our fairly explosive ex-

pansion of recenl years, it would be

television. We're always looking for

good t\ availabilities. W herever there's

t\ in our marketing ana. we'll be on

it.

"Television and radio have per-

mitted visualization and personal sell-

ing that no other medium bas offered,"

according to Almoin. "We bought t\

a few years ago at a time no one else

would. It's paid off from the start."

* • *

WHY ARE RADIO RATES LOW?
{Continued from page 31)

as I uyers of media, usuallv won't ad-

mit that any space or time is too cheap,

one of the radio-tv brass at another top

10 agenc) confided, "Don't use my
name hut I think radio has always been

underpriced. The) certainly did lo-e a

chance to raise rat'- rijdit after the

war.

Cost-per-1,000 comparisons among
media are legion. The BAB figures

used at the head of this article sum up

the inter-media picture as well as any.

The figures show that for $] radio

\\ill deliver 1,012 people, tv will de-

liver .391, magazines 337 and newspa-

pers 213. These figures were derived

from the CBS Radio sales promotion

film It's Time for Everybody. The

peoples-reached figure for CBS Radio

(1.207l was extended by BAB to cov-

er all four networks. Here are the

sources:

For radio: More than nine out of 10 of

every sponsored network show whose ratings

and estimated time and production costs

were listed by Nielsen in November and
December 1952. A 1951 ARB nationwide

study is the source for number of listeners

per home.

For tv: More than nine out oj 10 of every

sponsored network show whose ratings and
estimated time and production costs were

listed by Nielsen lor four weeks ending 13

December 1952. The December 1952 tv re-

port of ARB is the source for the number of

listeners per home.

For magazines: Cost is for the average,

full-page black-and-white ad in eight lead-

ing publications. Page costs are one-time

rate, January 1953. Circulation is ABC as

of 30 June 1952. Readers per copy from

"1949 Magazine Audience Group Study."

Percent ad noters from Starch, 1951 and

1952.

For newspapers: Cost is for average 500-

line ad in largest morning and evening news-

papers in 50 largest VS. cities. Circulation

is ABC as of 30 September 1952. Readers

per copy estimated at 2.5. Percent of ad

noters from "Continuing Study of Newt-

paper Readership. Nos. 1-125." Space costs

are one-time flat line rate in effect January

1953.

It's been pointed out that the radio

figures were compiled before the Niel-

sen multi-set sample was increased to

allow the radio medium advantage of

the larger number of personal sets in

LOUISE FLETCHER
SELLS THE

NEGRO
HOUSEWIFE

VIA

WSOK
NASHVILLE, TENN.
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the home. Moreover the figures do not

include auto listening and, as one

broadcaster commented grimly, do not

take into account under-the-counter

deals.

Many broadcasters feel strongly, by

the way, that deals are one of the most

potent factors in keeping rates down.

They regard them as an admission by

their own side that radio is not worth

what the card says it is. While they

may sympathize with the station oper-

ator hungry for business, a goodly

number of broadcasters who practice

strict adherence to card rates will tell

you that more backbone, more promo-

tion, more imaginative selling and pro-

graming are what is often needed. Rate

cutting, the broadcasters warn, is not

only dangerous to the station that prac-

tices it but also tends to affect the rate

structure of competitive stations.

While the large agencies contacted

by SPONSOR generally agree that ra-

dio's cost-per- 1,000 is lower than the

other three media mentioned above,

they tend to be wary of using broad

comparisons. Many prefer to measure

specific buys for specific advertisers.

Some feel that it is impossible to com-

pare media. Others feel that the cost

of reaching people is only one of the

many ways of comparing media—im-

pact isn't taken into account, for exam-

ple. Other arguments against cost-per-

1,000 comparisons are (1) comparing

a program with a full-page magazine

ad or a 500-line newspaper ad is ar-

bitrary, and (2) there is no indication

that the number of people who hear a

program is the same as the number
who hear the commercial.

However, a research executive said:

"Of course, there are dangers in com-

paring apples and oranges. But if a

client wants some way of knowing how
much it cost him to reach prospects

through different media, we must an-

swer him the best way we can. The ar-

gument that cost-per-1,000 comparisons

don't measure impact is no argument

at all. Such comparisons weren't meant

to."

In defense of the BAB figures given

above, it was held that they bend over

backward in comparing the impact of

a complete show with its sponsor iden-

tification and all its commercials as

against a black-and-white page and a

500-line newspaper ad (which is about

five columns times seven inches).

As for the argument that the pro-

gram audience is not the commercial

audience, radio refers such doubters to
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there's a new look in Memphis radio

to make listening better than ever

It's WMC's new
half-wave radio tower

producing65% more efficiency

over the typical quarter-wave

antennas operated by other stations

in Memphis

CAPE GIRARDEAU •

MO.*
SIKESTON »

POPLAR BLUFF

KY.
MAYFIELD

WALNUT RIDGE 1

JONESBORO * *

NEWPORT

• UNION CITY

CARUTHERSVILU

DYERSBURG
• PARIS

BLYTHEVILLE TENN.
• JACKSON

BROWNSVILLE

ARK.
WMC
MEMPHIS • SAVANNAH

FORREST CITY£/ CORINTH

LITTLE ROCK 3 •
• SENATOBIA • NEW ALBANY

HELENA

4 . MISS.
fS CLARKSDAll

TUp

*

lQ
•
PINE BLUFF \ CLEVELAND • GRENADA

> * ''

£ • GREENWOOD

N« GREENVILLE

FM day and night. Now 300,000 watts effective power, serving

exclusively from Memphis over 70,000 FM sets in the Mid-

South area with clear, high fidelity reception.

WU if MEMPHIS
wl ^1 NBC - 5000 Watts - 790 K. C.

National representatives, The Branham Company
WMCF 260 KW Simultaneously Duplicating AM Schedule

WMCT First TV Station in Memphis and the Mid-South

Owned and Operated by The Commercial Appeal

The station that "sets the standard" for

finer radio reception in the Mid-South.
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Nielsen, which regularlj measured the

commercial audience to sponsored pro-

grams before 1950. (At pre-ent these

figures are given on special request.)

\- a matter of faet. one of the reason-

regulai measurement was abandoned

was thai the program audience and

commercial audience ratings were so

similar. \ stud) of the \iel-en figures

showed that the si\-ininute audience

and the commercial audience to a pro-

gram were \ irtuall) identical.

Tlie broadcasters do nol rest their

case on radios ahilitx to roach people

cheaply. What makes radio also stand

out, contend the broadcasters, is ra-

dio- abilit) to reach people— period.

\ lot of people. Nearly everybody.

Radio - potential audience is the a< e

in the hole, the industry feels. No other

medium offers the opportunity to blan-

ket everj section of the country, everj

pari of everj income group, almost

everj spot where a person might be

—

in the kitchen, in bed, in an auto, on

the beach, while working, while fishing,

while doing almost anything, while do-

in^ nothing.

The storj that radio-is-everywhere
is not exactlj new. Radio saturation.

so far as homes are concerned, has
her,

i pushing close to the 100
I < eil-

ing for some years now. Last year's

figure was more than <)',',',
. However,

the continuing heavj sale of radio sets

i more than 13 million were produced
last year) has been underscoring the
spread of new places to listen. These
new places are in the home outside the

living room and in autos.

The mounting number of extra sets

in the home has brought about an im-
portant change in the Nielsen radio
-ample. I mil hist fall. Nielsen mea-
sured multi-set listening in 28.6$ of
the NR1 sample. This figure has been
raised to 43.7%. It is based on the
large-scale Nielsen coverage study of
\pril 1952, and covers radios which
are listened to once a month or more.

Radio people are firmlj convinced
that the Nielsen multi-home sample is

alreadj outdated. Moreover, it is

pointed out thai the extra-sel trend is

even more pronounced in areas where
there is t\ which had a lot to do with

spreading out radio listening in the
fii-t place.

I! \l ; figures on extra sets in metro-
politan area-

|
whi. h are usualh t\

areas, too) -how that there are twice

a- manj multi-sel homes a- single-set

homes. I bese figures, gathered for

BAB bj Pulse in 1953 also show that
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I 1 I more than two-thirds of the radio

sets are outside the living room, (2)

more than half of the radio homes have

bedroom radios—up 12% from 1952,

(3) nearly half the radio homes have

kitchen radios—up 5% from 1952.

(4) during the average day over four-

fifths of the kitchen radio are in use

at one time or another and (5) during

the average day nearly three-quarters

of the bedroom radios are in use at

one time or another.

Listening outside the home is con-

sidered in some quarters just as impor-

tant I if not more important) as extra-

set listening in the home.

While special studies by Pulse. Niel-

sen, ARB and others have taken some

of the guesswork out of the amount of

out-of-home listening, there is no regu-

lar measurement of such listening. This

means that radio cannot present any

specific cost-per- 1.000 figures for its

programs which include such listening.

In an effort to do something about this

the networks are discussing with Niel-

sen the possibility of measuring auto

listening, which is the most important

part of non-home listening. The ques-

tion of the cost of such a service is

one of the most important matters un-

der discussion. (See story page 34.)

While the complete picture of radio

listening may never be measured there

is little doubt left that radio listening

today is far different than it was 10

years ago. Radios job. therefore, say

the broadcasters, is one of dramatizing

all the aspects and selling strength of

radio's new look. With its confidence

returned and led by such groups as

BAB and SRA radio is telling this

story with a new aggressiveness. * * *

NIELSEN RATING
[Continued from page 35)

conjunction with other Nielsen radio-

tv measurements like the national rat-

ing data and Nielsen Coverage Service.

However, stations Avill be asked to pay

part of the costs by subscribing to the

local Nielsen ratings, entitling them to

use the ratings in their selling. (Also

—as in NCS—there will be more ex-

tensive data provided in reports on

subscribing stations than there will be

on non-subscribers.)

How local Nielsen ratings will be

made: One of the pet gripes about lo-

cal ratings is that they seldom reflect

accurately all of the listening or view-

ing (particularl) in families with sev-

eral receivers scattered around the

house I and don't measure the tune-in

l>i< t ure over a station's entire (overage

area.

The proposed local Nielsen measure-

ments include two techniques to cor-

rect this situation :

Tecliiiit/itc 1 : To measure all of the

dialing done l>\ a family, the Nielsen

"Audilog" diaries will be planted so

that they cover all of the basic radio-

l\ receiver locations in a home, in-

cluding extra-set and out-of-home I au-

loi tuning. Thus Nielsen may measure

out-of-home listening on a regular l>a>i»

for the first time. I But this will be an

"optional," extra-cost feature. I

In each major market, about 400

diarv homes will be established on an

area probability basis. This will mean,

roughly, that some 12,000 or more
diary homes will provide the basic local

research data in the U. S. In turn, these

data will be '"quality controlled" by the

established Audimeter homes and 1>\

the Recordiineter. The number of Au-

dimeters may be increased in some

areas and on the average 40 r r of data

used for local ratings will come from

Audimeters.

The new Recordimetei i- .i small

gadget whose George Orwell-type func-

tion is to remind diarj keepers ever)

half hour i bj mean- of a flashing light

and. in radio installations, a buzzei as

well l that S it's 1 ime to make an eiiti \

in the Audilog.

Uso, the Recordimetei ha- a built-

in electric detective to che< k on the

general accurac) of the filled-in diaries

—a special Veeder Counter, which, like

,i speedometer logging mileage, logs the

total amount of time the Recordimeter-

connected set has been turned on. I bis

liiMiie will be cross-checked against tin-

total volume of listening/viewing as

shown in the diarv. Diaries showing

serious deviation will be dropped.

The entire diar\ panel for an area

will not report all at once. Each

diary-equipped home will record some
six week- per year, and never more
than one week in any month, thus ro-

tating the report within an area diary

sample.

The cross-checks between the diaries

and Recordimeters, and between di-

aries and the Audimeter homes in an

area, Nielsen feels, will greatl) im-

prove the accurac) of his form of diar\

research.

WHY HORSE AROUND?

NO

BLIND SPOTS

ON WBNS!
Got a campaign needing

strategically selected spots?

WBNS is a solid choice. Covers

the rich Central Ohio market

area completely, blankets the dial

with more steady listeners

than any other station. Spots

reach a big audience which stays

tuned for the 20 top-rated

(Pulse) programs.

CBS for CENTRAL OHIO

radio
COLUMBUS, OHIO
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WTVR Blair TV Inc.
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Technique 2: To injure that the lo-

.il Nielsen ratings will lie valid for a

! ii . .in a. and not just foi the central

metropolitan ma. Nielsen plans to

plan) the diaries in Buch a way that

the) will cover virtually all of the tv

viewing done to stations telecasting

from tin- central city and most of the

radio listening done to the Larger sta-

tions.

Tin- Bample will include what Niel-

-rii dew ribefl as a true probability sam-

ple i»f the area, including metropolitan,

Farm telephone, non-telephone, and

multiple and single-set home- This will

In- in accordance with the findings of

Nielsen Coverage Service.

What admen will find in the local

\ielsen reports: Five basic types of in-

formation will be supplied to timebuy-

ers i.-i each radio-ti report. (Subscrib-

ing stations will have all their data

shown; non-subscribers only the high-

light- i.

Here i- what admen will find on a

typical page in the local Nielsen radio

I video reports:

"Homes-l sinp-Radio/Tv"— This is

actualK more commonh known as

"sets-in-use." The local reports will

cover each quarter hour round the

clock, showing station call letters and

program name. For each !5-minute

period, data will include: (a) the num-

ber of homes tuned to all stations

which can be heard within the broad

outlines of the whole Nielsen-measured

market area; (b) the number of homes
within the Nielsen area tuned to the

local market stations.

"I'rr-broadcast audience"— This is

the figure timebuyers will probably use

most often because it represents a "lo-

cal air rating" already projected au-

tomatically to a station's coverage area.

I For a report on pitfalls in getting

a total audience figure without a local

ratiru <»f this type, see "Needed: a way
lo project ratings." sponsor, 18 May
1953, puL'e 37. i

In the local Nielsen reports, audience

will lie expressed in terms of. hundreds
of homes reached throughout "NRI-
NT1 Vrea" which i- the coverage

.in-. i "f most station- broadcasting

from the centra] metropolitan point of

• i major market.

I oi those timebuyers who need to

know how much audience a station col-

le i- during a quarter-hour -lot in the

metropolitan area only, Nielsen pro-

\ ides an extra n-e.n. h gimmick - a set

of Nielsen-computed figures called

"Mi ii" !.!• tors." To use them, you

multiply the total number of homes
reached b\ the correct "Morning,"
" \fternoon," or "Evening" Metro Fac-

tor of a station. Result: Per-broadcast

audience in the metropolitan area only.

(The Metro Factors are listed for sub-

scribing -tations onl\ . I

In the radio reports, an additional

homes-reached figure is shown—that

of "Iotal." This represents the num-

ber of homes anywliere that are

reached by a single show on a single

station. Purpose: to show the true

picture of "powerhouse." other stations

which often reach out well beyond the

10.000 square miles of the average

NRI-NT1 market area, garnering audi-

ence in nearby states.

Thus, timebuyers will be able to see

a station's per-show audience for every

quarter hour on three levels: (al met-

ropolitan, (bl the NRI-NTI Area and

(c) anywhere the station reaches.

As mentioned above, these figures

are in terms of "homes." To get the

usual "rating" percentages, the per-

broadcast audience is divided by the

total number of radio or tv homes in

the area, either NRI-NTI or metropoli-

tan.

"Four-week cumulative'' audience—
In the local NRI-NTI reports, the num-

ber of homes in the Nielsen area who
have seen or heard a show at least once

in four weeks is shown. (For radio, a

figure is also given for a "total.'" which

is the number of homes inside and out-

side the Nielsen area who have caught

the show in four weeks.) Additionally,

a figure is shown for "times heard" or

"seen." which is the average number

of times the show was dialed by the

average household in four weeks.

"Such data."' said a Nielsen execu-

tive, "is extremely valuable to a time-

buyei who is looking for a local show

with a high 'loyalty factor.' In other

words, if the number of "times heard'

is high, the show has a loval audience."

"Share"—Again, this is a familiar

figure. The new Nielsen reports will

show the "share" I i.e.. percentage) of

"Homes-using-radio t\" in the Nielsen

area that are tuned to a particular pro-

gram in a particular 15-minute time

segment. It answers the timebuyer's

question. "What percentage of the

homes that actually have their sets

turned on are tuned to this show on

this station?"

ludience composition—For adver-

li-er- who wish to pinpoint exactly

their audience in spot radio and tv,

this has long been a useful research
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nugget. At the moment, ARB, Hooper

(for tv only), Pulse, Trendex and Vid-

eodex supply these data for local

shows.

The planned Nielsen reports will

show the percentages of men, women
and children (8-18 years) in the au-

dience of a particular quarter-hour

time slot. Additionally, the Nielsen

reports will give a figure on "listeners

(or viewers) per home." This repre-

sents "the average number of persons

over seven years of age per home
reached tuning in six minutes or more
during each quarter hour," according

to Nielsen. • • •

MR. SPONSOR ASKS
(Continued from page 73)

But now, through his exposure to the

public as Mr. Peepers, Wally Cox ranks

as a well-known star.

Without the gift of clairvoyance the

sponsor first investing in such a pro-

gram should seek some insurance other

than the hope of making a star. The

vehicle should promise the listener en-

tertainment values sufficient to warrant

the time he spends at his television or

radio set. The selection of the time

period that promises the maximum
number of sets in use is a must con-

sideration. The competition to be

challenged will have a bearing on the

type of vehicle selected, but also re-

quires an evaluation of the division of

available audience which might be ex-

pected. From such an operation may
come a star, but, if not, it should re-

turn an audience sufficient to make the

expenditure profitable to the sponsor.

The January 11 issue of SPONSOR

lists 14 panel shows, the average cost

of which is approximately $8,500. The
same issue of sponsor tells us that

Toast of the Town costs $30,000; Col-

gate Comedy Hour, $70,000; Philco

Playhouse, $32,000; Letter to Loretta,

$30,000—to mention only a few utiliz-

ing well-known stars.

It would seem reasonable for the

sponsor paying $30,000 to expect to

have twice the audience of the sponsor

paying half that amount for his pro-

gram. This is not necessarily the case.

Compare Letter to Loretta, quoted at

a cost of $30,000, with a rating of 24.6,

as against a show without any names
costing $9,000 and getting ratings of

12.0 to 15.0.

It's true that the highest-rated pro-

grams for the most part use well-known

"Or is (his one

a little TOO big?"

You can cook up a mighty big radio splurge in Kentucky—
with one medium-sized "stove":

The Louisville Trading Area alone accounts for 55.3% of Kentucky's

total retail sales! 5000-watt WAVE covers this compact market

thoroughly— delivers it plus a big quarter-billion-dollar slice

of Southern Indiana, at amazingly low cost, and without

ivaste circulation!

Enough said. Let NBC Spot Sales fill in the details.

5000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE

WAVE
LOUISVILLE

NBC Spot Sales, Exclusive National Representatives
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WANT TO SELL

CANADA?
One radio station

covers 40% of

Canada's retail

• sales

CFRB
TORONTO

50,000 WATTS, 1010 K.C.

CFRB covers over 1 5 the homes in

Canada, covers the market area that

accounts for 40^ of the retail sales.

That makes CFRB your No. 1 buy in

Canada's No. 1 market.

REPRESFNTATIVES
Uniltd Stales: Adam J. Young Jr., Incorporated

Canoda: All-Canada Radio Facilities, Limited

KWJJ
Chief of N. W. Independents

Help um Scalp Competitors!

You make friend with this

mighty warrior and before many
moon you much richer paleface.

Chief KWJJ help you capture

Oregon country, plenty big hunt-

ing ground. Send smoke signal

now—and chief tell you secrets

of him powerful

strength.

National

Representative

BURN SMITH CO, INC.

KWJJ
1011 S.W. 6th Ave.

PORTLAND Spkja?'
°REG0N

-Jf%'

stars, bul the budget required to pro-

du< e bw li Bhowa is i onsiderabl) higher

Therefore, it Beema logical for an ad-

vertise] to invest in a vehicle and time

pei iod w itli promise.

1 1 1 1 < » 1
1

•_• 1 1 the means of alternate-week

Bponsorships and the Bharing "I "big"

programs, the Bponsor with the Bmaller

budget has an opportunity to 1"- associ-

ated v\ ith name ~iar ~. In this case the

audience is usuall) larger, bul because

,,l tin- reduced numbei of commercial

minutes it's a question of spreading tli<'

el thinner. Su< h .1 sponsoi mighl

rea< li a greatei numbei "I people, bul

not with the same impact he would

rea< li Fewei people with if he Bpon-

Bored his own program each week with-

out the benefit of a Btar.

I here are values to a produt 1 lieing

associated with a staj that can make

the greatei expenditure more economi-

cal, or the purchase ol a Larger audi-

ence with less impact advisable. As-

suming competing products arc well

established with prestige shows, the

new Bponsor should consider what a

known star can il<> for his product. A
stai who is held in esteem h\ the pub-

an bring prestige to the sponsoring

product. The advertiser will reach

more people more quickly. It is many
times a fast road to more sales.

This association with a well-known

star can he a valuable tool in merchan-

dising and publicity. The added at

traction of a picture of Sid Caesar and

Imogene Coca, for example, in a gro-

cer) store, is more important than a

banner on a window saying that such

and such a program is sponsored by

a product sold within.

Well-known stars can stimulate deal-

ers, jobbers and the sponsor's own
sales organization. Salesmen, like all

of us, enjo) being associated with suc-

cess. Hie buying public accepts well-

known stars .1- persons in that cate-

gory. It"- .1 tool placed in the hands of

a sales organization that can increase

distribution and build sales.

It is assumed thai "to sell effectively

in these media" mean- utilization of

well-known stars to deliver the com
mercial. Let's have the star personally

assot Late himself with the product, but

let the "nuts and bolts" of the sales

message rest in the hand- of an experi-

enced sales person. This should be

particular!) true when the star is 1 ar>

i\ Lng the load of entertainment It's

impossible to make all people believe

iliat a well-known stai i- an expert on
the product of an) advertiser who

might he picking up the check for In-

-how

.

Ver) Buccessful is a straight testi-

monial commercial where the star's in-

terest in the product results from his

or her own experience in using the

product. In this instance there should

be a compatible relation-hip between

the -tar and the product \ ridiculous

hut vivid example might be to picture

Tallulah Bankhead personals) advocat-

ing the use of a -oap powder for wash-

ing heavy-dut) work clothes.

Yes, the well-known stai in the cor-

rect vehicle will delivei larger audi-

ences more rapidly. At the same time

the popularity of the star can wane

equall) fast It isn't always possible

for the Bponsor to "get OUt from un-

der before some budget suffering is

endured.

A large audience is the ultimate de-

sire of ever) sponsor, but not at any

price.

Jack Simpson

Vice President Radio & Television

Foote. Cone & Belding, Chicago

ROUND-UP
l Continued from page 57 1

mgr.. and other WPTZ staffers. High-

lights included a special color trans-

mission.

In Boston the Free & Peters contin-

gent heard William Swartley, WBZ-TV

z| Reasons Why
m- The foremost national and local ad-

(M vertisers use WEVD year after

^0 year to reach the vast

im Jewish Market
aa of Metropolitan New it «»rk

I. Top adult programming

^^ 2. Strong audience impact9 3. Inherent listener loyalty

IIWiW 4. Potential buying power

Send tor a copy ot

•WHO'S WHO ON WEVD"

HENRY GREENFIELD

WEVD 117-119 Tm 46th Ss.

»w York 19

Managing Director
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manager, and C. Herbert Masse, sales

mgr., discuss the station operation.

Assisting were W. H. Hauserj assistant

m^r. and chief engineer; W. Gordon

Swan. prog. mgr.; Richard Farnharm,

promotion nigr.. and Robert Duffield,

fd in and traffic mgr.

The Free & Peters group included

H. Preston Peters, pres.; Lloyd Grif-

fin, v.p. and dir. of tv; William Bryan,

v.p.. Detroit; J. Webster Goodhue, con-

troller; Jack Brooke, Eastern sales

mgr. for tv; George Stanton. Midwest

sales mgr.. and Lorin Myers, prom,

mgr.

Also, tv account execs Robert Bailey.

Robert McNamara. Elliott Reed, Ar-

thur Muth and Otis Williams, N. Y.,

and Joseph Fisher. William Tynan and

Sam Eadie, Chicago. Other F&P ac-

count execs attending were Lon King,

Detroit; Dean Milburn. Fort Worth;

William Stubbs. Atlanta; John Serrao,

Hollywood, and Richard Rothlin. San

Francisco.

Representing Westinghouse Radio

Stations at the two-city meeting were

Chris Witting, pres.; Joseph Baudino.

exec. v. p. and gen. mgr.: Eldon Camp-

OMAHA
NBC
590

5ooo man
^^^^^ Insuronce Building

JOHN BLAIR & CO., Representatives

bell, gefT sales mgr.; George Tons,

Midwest sales mgr.: David Partridge,

adv. & sales prom. mgr.. and Jack

Haradesty, Eastern sales mgr. * * *

Briefly . . .

The American Research Bureau will

expand its tv audience measurement

service to 60 individual markets ac-

cording to James W. Seiler, director

of ARB. He said all city coverage

studies use the same format so com-
parative data are made available among
all 00 markets. He noted that the twice-

monthly ARB Tv-National report also

can be used on a comparative basis

with individual city surveys. Informa-

tion includes ratings, viewer specifica-

tions by men, women and children,

viewers-per-set, total sets-in-use per

quarter hour and cumulative ratings

on multi-weekly daytime shows. Some
markets also report total number of

individual viewers.

KFRO, Longview, Tex., is now plac-

ing heavy emphasis on personalis

shows, according to James R. Curtis,

president. Among those featured on

daily KFRO programs are "Uncle

John" Allen, former professional singer

and musician, who conducts a break-

fast program; Jim Elamon, sports di

rector and chief announcer who has

covered football games for network

broadcasts; Jack Wandell, station news

editor, who is a former AP, UP and

INS reporter, and Sammy Lillibridge,

well-known folk and countrv disk

jockey, who conducts KFRO's Hillbilly

Jamboree.

In a booklet recently mailed to its

members BAB reports credit jewelers

spend an average of 7.099c of net

sales on advertising—a higher percent-

age than any classification of retail

business. Other businesses which allo-

cate more than 3 r
c of total net sales

for advertising include fur shops,

furniture stores, nurseries, music stores

and cash jewelers. Companies devot-

ing the smallest percentage of their

sales to advertising include farm sup-

ply companies, packaged liquor, ser-

vice stations, monument dealers and

insurance companies. The approximate

ad expenditures of the average retailers

in 53 different lines are listed in the

booklet. * * *

California Valleys are

RICH!
Save 20%. Buy 4 giant farm

areas in one low cost package

KSJO San Jose

KBOX Modesto

Kwbl Fresno

KHUB Watsonville
Represented by

RAM BEAU
New York •

' Chicago • San Francisco
Los Angeles • Minneapolis

KEY LINE
Radio Group

Write, wire or call

for complete information

Another Reason Why
Morning Radio PAYS OFF

for WSYR Advertisers

"This is the

Deacon Speakin'

'

By all odds the top farm-program per

sonality in Centra] New York, Bob
Doublcday. the RFD Deacon, mixes

wisdom and wit to hold the enthusiasm

of his huge farm audience. City slickers

listen, too. Participating Monday
through Saturday

.

5 to 7 a.m.

Headley-Reed, Sational Representatives

ACUSE
570 KC

NBC AFFILIATE
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/ / \ll S M. CECIL

President

Cecil & Pretbrey, Inc.

LIKE MOST

"Newsworthy"

ADVERTISING

EXECUTIVES

MR. CECIL'S

LATEST

BUSINESS

PORTRAIT

IS BY...

Photographers to the Business Exet utive

565 Fifth Avenue, New York 17—PL 31832

Louis I". 11 cifdiirf. executive a<e president oj

the Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co., re-

cently announced that 31/ will sponsor part of

Arthur Godfrey Time starting 22 February. The
<(iifiji(in\ bought the 10:00-10:]") a.m. Monday
and If ednesday segment of the program which is

simulcast over 43 CBS TV stations and 202 CBS
Radio outlets. The firm also bought radio par-

ticipations in the 10:00-10:15 a.m. alternate Friday

ment which is not simulcast, Weyand said price

ci the one-year contract was nearly $2 million.

I.'djjnr ft. (Tvd) Simeon, formed} associate

dire tor, was named director of the NBC Film

Division late lust month. Sissons administrative

responsibilities in his netc post include the safe

of nearly a score of syndicated film series, adier-

tising and sales promotion, kinescope operations and
the NBC film library. He reports to Carl Stanton,

VBt V.p. in charge of the fdm division. Stanton

replaced Robert Sarnoff as head of the division.

Before joining SRC. Sisson was director of

programing for N. IT. Ayer & Son, Inc.

Kftni.v Latiilsbi'rtj. vice president and general

manage) oj KTLA, Los Angeles tv station owned
by Paramount Television Productions, recently

announced Paramount has bought the \0-acre Warner
Bros, studio property on Sunset Blvd. He said

structural changes will be made "to giie KTLA
the most modern facilities for programing in black

and white and color." In addition to originating

KTLA programs, the lot will be used in making
films for syndication by I itapix ( orp. Purchase

I rice was reported to exceed $850,000.

John Cory. Chicago vice president of Free &
Peters, was elected president of the Broadcast

Executives Club oj Chicago last month. The new

organization succeeds the Chicago Radio \lanagemcnt

(lub. "The Broadcast Executives Club." said Cory,

"is dedicated to tpiality oi standards and
purposes as an industry organization, and will

pass all broadcast media in meeting these

fives." First nee president of the club is

Art Hare. If L\R general manager. Gale Blocki of

BAB ucis elected second vice president.
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k*By using KOWH you know,
we'll end up in the dough,

That they'll sell, I've nairy a doubt
with that Hooper of theirs,

Only Omaha ehairs near
the radio sets are worn out."

itoral
EVERY GOOD TIME-BUYER
KNOWS KOWH HAS THE:

• Largest total audience of any
Omaha station, 8 A.M. to 6
P.M. Monday thru Saturday!
(Hooper, December, 1951,
thru December, 1953.)

• Largest share of audience, of
any independent station in
America! (Dec, 1953.)

AVERAGE
HOOPER

KOWH
34.9%j

'America's Most Listened-t

General Monoger, Todd Storx; Repreiented Nationally By The BOILING CO.



sromoR
SPEAKS

Let's sell optimism

F. C. Sowell, alert general manager

mI WLAC Nasrn tile ret ently Bent a

lettei t<> Hal Fellows, president ol the

\ \l! I B. w it h copies to Kevin Sweeney,

president of the I! VB, and in sponsor.

He urged thai radio and t\ stations

take tin- lead, through their industry

assot lations, in selling optimism about

the nation's economic future.

This is a j < > 1 » thai hundreds "I sta-

tions, mam of them under the leader-

ship ill F. ('. (then president of the

lYnne—ee \--o. iatinn <>f Broadcast-

ers), performed some -i\ years ago

when pessimism was rampant. Hie

TAB oiln'i state issociations and nu-

merous individual stations picked up

the "Let's Sell Optimism" theme sug-

gested li\ sponsor and proved radio's

ability to sell a positive idea.

The BAB already has responded to

Sowell's lettei with this statement:

"Youi 'Sell Optimism idea i- an im-

portant < We will urge it on our

-tat ion membership because it is im-

portant that stations work for and not

against the creation of a • limate "I

justified optimism. . . .

* » #

One-bill system for spot

Spot radio and television have long

been acknowledged a- the most flexi-

ble anion- national advertising media.

Spol gets there fast. \nd \mi • an

Applause

change tie- emphasis with the market.

Miii the Bpot medium requires detail

work in buying and added detail work

h Inn it < omes to pay ing the hill.

\n agency with heavy Bpot radio-tt

billings will have rooms full of clerks

win. i hnk. then pay spot hills. This

Bystem is costly * I i in terms of den-

ial womanhours and i2i in terms of

tin- time ami Bweal ol exe< utives need-

ed t" din-, t the clerical armies.

Now a proposal ha- been made

which would help to reduce the cost

and difficulty "I paying -pot hill-. Reg

Rollinson of the Station Representa-

tives Association ha- suggested that a

"clearing house he set up to eliminate

i ah- billing by ea< h station used 1>\

an agency in a campaign. The clearing

Iioii-i would -end the ageni \ one hill:

the agency would -end back one (heck.

It would he thi- function of the clear-

ing house, using up-to-date machine

method-, to -end checks to individual

stations.

I hi- i- an idea which would benefit

the industry and agencies if practical

operating procedures could he worked
out al low cost. But there's danger

that the idea will he passed over or

put on the shelf for study at some fu-

ture unspecified date. No matter how

busy everyone i- with day-to-day ac-

tivities, the idea deserves immediate

attention.

If nothing else, thorough studv of

tin- problem l>> an industry-agency

committee might lead to simplification

and standardization of station bills.

I he diversity of forms used by sta-

tion- ha- Ion- heen a headache in

agem ies.

Veterans of the business who have

grown jaundiced with memory of how

slowly most industry problem commit-

tees function can take comfort from

mil- aspect ol the spot hill- question:

It isn't controversial lew stations,

rep- or agencies would he inclined to

feel a -ingle hill system could damage
them in am way. By contrast the old

BMB discussions and recent studies

of ratings methods were dogged by

the knowledge that someone could be

hurt h\ the committee decision. If a

practical method can be found for a

single-bill Bystem, advertisers, agencies,

stations and rep- w ill gain.

Blab-Off

Blab-Off i- a simple device "that lets

you fli< k off annoying t\ -ound from

any w here in the room."

Recently one of our worthy contem-

poraries in the general advertising field

-aw fit to accept a Blab-Off ad. It cre-

ated quite a bit of comment and com-

mendation- especially among tin-print-

ed media reader-.

\\ hat created the -tir was not only

the anti-commercial emphasis 1>\ Blab-

Off, but the interesting fact that on

nearhv pages t\ stations whose mes-

sages Blah-Off was out to eliminate

were advertising their .van-.

We don't exactly know whether one

ad canceled out another. But this we

know: Blab-Off doesn't belong on the

ad pages of an advertising publication

interested in television.

The Nashville situation

The big < it\ papers all noted, recent-

ly, the unique action of the Nashville

newspaper monopoly in withdrawing

its tv and radio programing listings.

Henceforth, was the edict, all listings

must be in the form of paid space 1>\

the tv and radio stations.

Undoubtedly the Nashville Banner

and the Nashv ille Temtessean. operat-

ing under a joint advertising agree-

ment were goaded into the action hv

the advent of WLAC-T\ and \VSI\-T\

into the market, joining pioneer out-

let WSM-TV.
It's reminiscent of the earlier days

of radio, when newspapers took simi-

lar action in drove-. But one 1>\ one

the editorial listings came back.

The Nashville blackout won't last.

either. The readers won't -land for it.

They came up smiling

We can't help but admin- such hard-

ies a- o. L. i Ted i Tay lor, owner of

KRGV-TV, \\ < -la< o. Tex., and his gen-

eral manager. Barney Ogle.

On Wednesday morning, 27 Janu- Bv mid-afternoon they had two pho-

ary, their almost-erei ted 791-foot tower to contests going. One offered S100 for

snapped a guy-wire and the 135,000 the best still photos of the accident; the

antenna dropped 660 feet, burying it- other $100 for the best amateur movies,

self 2"> feet in the ground. That's enterprise—with a smile!
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|:::jjp:j: Bed Johnson

ISfflfflj ACCOMPLISHED
MIRACLES
to win

the coveted

1953

McCall Golden Mike
Bea Johnson, Women's Director, KMBC-KFRM
and KMBC -TV, "accomplished miracles" to win
the 1953 McCall Magazine Golden Mike Award
for service to her community. Bea's campaign
in the interest of home and traffic safety has
brought another great honor to the Heart of
America and to Arthur B. Church's radio and
television operation. Thanks to McCall's and
congratulations to Bea Johnson!

The awards committee, in making the Golden
Mike citation for Bea's outstanding crusade,
aptly put into quotes, "accomplished miracles,"
which is the very essence of the outstanding
performance that has kept KMBC the top sta-

tion in the Kansas City primary trade area for

almost 33 years. The same performance has put
KFRM in its enviable position and now is

rapidly elevating KMBC* TV to the top spot.

The McCall Golden Mike Award is probably the

greatest recognition a woman in broadcasting

can achieve. Midland Broadcasting Company is

mighty proud of Bea Johnson, and proud to add
this honor to a host of others — all concrete

evidence of the ability of KMBC-KFRM and
KMBC-TV literally to "accomplish miracles" in

the public interest and for its advertisers.

Write, wire or phone KMBC-KFRM or
KMBC «TV, Kansas City (or your nearest Free

& Peters colonel) if your heart is set on selling

the whole Heart of America.

KMBCTV
BASIC AFFILIATE CBS TELEVISION NETWORK . . SHARING TIME WITH WHB TV channel

KANSAS CITY, MO

^KMBC-KFRM «

CBS RADIO FOR THE HEART OF AMERICA
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! magazine radio and tv advertisers use
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50< per copy* $8 per year

What's

outside

WITHtown?

EIVEO

WITHtown is what we call the area cov-
ered by W-I-T-H. It's Baltimore City and
the heavily populated parts of the sur-

rounding counties.

Outside WITHtown is some of the most
beautiful farm land in America. But mighty
few people. Mighty few prospective cus-

tomers.

Inside WITHtown are 375,000 radio

homes. No other station in Baltimore
regardless of power or network affiliation—

can offer you substantially more than that,

because network affiliates overlap each other

in coverage.

At W-I-T-H's low rates, you get more

listeners-per-dollar than from any other

station in town.

We'd like you to hear the whole story

about W-I-T-H and its dominant position

in the rich market of Baltimore. Just ask

your Forjoe man.

IN BALTIMORE WIT *»w»i

TOM TINSLEY, PRESIDENT-REPRESENTED BY FORJOE & COMPANY

WHO SHOULD

COUNT TV SETS?

P»J«27

Cough syrip battle:

how Pertussin ised

radio to hold market

page 30

AN "IDEAL"

(MEDIA TEST?

page 32

"Why don't radio sales-

men come to sell me?"

asks agencyman

page 35

elene Pessl

cosmetics to little

girls via tv kid show

ge36

fides to

\
u( bail point

pen market with spot

page 40
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GROVE LABORATORIES INC. does a complete job

SO DO HAVENS AND MARTIN, Inc. STATIONS
WMBG
WCOD
WTVR

Maximum power

—

100,000 wafts at Maximum Hcight-

1049 feet

Grove Laboratories, Inc., in a modern new
plant with the latest in manufacturing and

laboratory facilities, employs continuous

research to maintain the high quality of its

products and retain its brands' position as

the largest selling cold tablets in America.

The Havens & Martin, Inc. Stations

recognize the importance of continuous

effort toward maintenance of a high

quality of entertainment and public service.

The result of that effort shows itself in

the large and loyal audiences for WMBG, WCOD,
and WTVR. Join the other advertisers using the

First Stations of Virginia.

WMBG am WCOD - WTVR
FIRST STATIONS OF VIRGINIA

Havens & Martin Inc. Stations are the only

complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.

Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.

WTVR represented nationally by Blair TV, Inc.

WMBG represented nationally by The Boiling Co.



Test pinpoints

tv's effect

Why Bufferin

bought Godfrey

No one counts

tv sets regularly

Marilyn Monroe
selling time

Kid's cosmetics

sold on tv

One of mo st carefully cont ro lle d media^tests in television history
kicks off today in Midwest city. With university marketing special-
ists in control and field work done by well known research firm, new
product is being studied with conditions set up to test tv's effect
on buying of product, a baking item. Series of SPONSOR articles will
cover campaign from inception through test results.

-SR-

Story behind recent Bristol-Myers purchase of Arthur Godfrey morning
segment on CBS Radio and TV said to go like this: When Godfrey was in

pain from operation he told his auiience aspirin had not given re-
lief. But, said Godfrey, Bufferin worked twice as well. Bristol-
Myers no t ed sharp rise thereafter in Bufferin sales, determined to
buy Godfrey as soon as spot opened up.

-SR-

You can get up-to-date ratings of many varieties. But when it comes
to most basic figure of all, number of tv sets in each market, no
up-to-date statistics are available. As its contribution to industry
problem, CBS TV is making available results of $50,000 set census
conducted for it by A. C. Nielsen Co. last fall. But, as CBS TV is

first to point out, availability of figures on one-time basis won't
solve continuing problem. CBS TV hopes others in industry will join
with it in periodic set census. Article on problem appears page 27.

-SR-

Among eye-catchingest promotions received by timebuyers in long time

is woman-sized full-color calendar sent out by WBZ-WBZA, Boston-
Springfield which features Marilyn Monroe in Bikini bathing suit.

Another radio station is said to be using famous nude Marilyn Monroe
picture in color with headline: "All I had on was the radio."

-SR-

Cosmetics for children is lusty adolescent industry. Only 10 years

after Helene Pessl, Inc., made start 50 companies are in field. Pessl

is way out in front, spends 35% of budget now for tv. Next year tv

wil l probably have 85%. (See complete story page 36.)

Radio talent costs of network shows range from $350 to $28,900

L

Lowest cost (talent only) net radio show listed in SPONSOR'S Compara-

graph is "Radio Bible Class" on MBS at $350 per halt hour; the same

amount can buy a five-minute newscast by Cecil Brown, also MBS, or

five minutes of Galen Drake, CB3. Highest cost show is the hour-long

"NBC Symphony Orchestra," which averages $28,900 per broadcast.

For a sampling of talent costs (excluding time) of network radio shows,

see selection at right. Complete roster of radio show talent costs with

name of sponsor, agency, network, time, number of stations carrying

program, appears in Comparagraph located this issue starting page 67.

Mystery Theatre, ABC $ 2,000

Walk a Mile, NBC $ 3,500

My Friend Irma, CBS $ 5,000

Telephone Hour, NBC $ 8,000

Lux Radio Theatre, CBS $12,000

Jack Benny, CBS $16,000

SPONSOR, Volume 8, No. 4. 22 February 1954. Published biweekly by SPONSOR Publications. Inc.. at 3110 Elm Ave.. Baltimore. Md Executive. Editorial. Advertising. Cir-

culation Offices 40 E. 49th St.. New York 17. %S a year in U. S. $9 elsewhere. Entered as second class matter 29 January 1949 at Baltimore. Md postofflce under Act 3 March 1879
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Radio listeners

have "third ear"

Radio's "constant

companion" role

Three reps

plan partnership

How long to keep

same commercial?

Here's next

research rumor

Grey Advertising Agency says 20th century living may be giving Ameri-

cans "a third ear." That's agency's way of phrasing capacity of audi-

ence to absorb radio commercials while doing other things. Grey de-

votes its entire mid-February newsletter to analysis of "The Coming

Second Age of Radio." Grey, which is among top contenders for big

chunk of RCA billings, says many advertisers feel audience's divided

attention is peculiar to radio. Not so, says Grey, since few people,

for example, can read print media without constant digression.

-SR-

Grey's confidence listeners absorb radio messages while working or

playing runs counter to theory you need total attention to make im-

pression. A. C. Nielsen, for example, says 5% of radio listening

taking place in out-of-home locations other than cars may not be

worth measuring. His reason: Messages aren't well absorbed when heard

in factories, stores. Grey, however, says radio in "distraction lo-

cations" does get through. Pocket radio, wrist-watch radio are sure

to come in few years, agency predicts. "Radio is destined to become

the constant companion of our masses." In this Grey seconds predic-
tions made frequently by RCA's David Sarnoff.

-SR-

Soon to be announced will be radio and tv rep partnership including
3 veteran and highly respected rep personalities.

-SR-

How long should you ke ep sam e commercial or jingle runn ing on air?
That's question admen frequently ask each other (and SPONSOR'S Read-
er's Service Dept.). One answer veterans give: You get tired of com-
mercial long before your audience has really absorbed it. Company
which believes in longevity of jingles on air is Paper-Mate. It has
kept same jingle in constant spot radio-tv circulation for 3 years
without change. Paper-Mate rose to Number 1 ball point in this
period. (See complete story page 30.)

-SR-

Laugh it off if you hear rumor A. C. Nielsen will use telephone rat-
ings. Actually Nielsen did use phone as part of CBS TV set census
last fall. Posing as voice from non-existing rating service, Nielsen
staffers spot-checked honesty of people queried in tv set ownership
census. Only 1.8% of sample, however, said they owned tv sets when
they didn't.

\<>u- national spot radio and tv business

SPONSOR PRODUCT AGENCY STATIONS-MARKET CAMPAIGN, start, duration

L

Continental Oil Co, Conoco Benton & Bowles,

NY NY
Continental Oil Co, Conoco Benton & Bowles,

NY NY
Dorothy Cray, NY CclloRcn Hormone

Cream. Salon Cleans-

ing Cream. Liquify -

ins; Cleansing Cream,
Dry Skin Cream,
Super-Stay lipstick

Lcnncn & Newell, NY

General Motors. Buick 1954 Kudner. NY
Detroit, Mich

Standard Unbreakable Rocket Cylinder Un- Friend, Rciss. McClonc,
Watch Crystal Co, breakable crystals NY
NY

Wiic Potato Chip Wise Potato Chips Lynn-Ficldhousc.

Co, Berwick, Pa Wilkcs-Barrc. Pa

20 Midwestern radio mkts

12 Midwestern tv mkts

10 top tv mkts

Radio: 60-sec .inncts in early morning
and evening; 15 Feb to end of 1954

Tv: 20-sec anncts in Class A; 1 March
to end of 1954

Tv 60-sec film anncts: end of March;
13 wks

465 radio stns throughout the Radio: 15-. 60-sec anncts. 4-6 per stn:

country 31 March: 3 da
Detroit, Cinci. Calvcston, Tv: live 60-sec anncts. 4 a wk; 21 Feb;

Dallas 13 wks

Radio stns in Northeast, e.g.

Pittsburgh, Providence. Phila

Radio: 60-sec anncts. 3 a wk per stn;

March; 26 wks

SPONSOR
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prosperous Pennsylvania me.ropoh.an-^
'

dreds of smal.er cities and .owns .nduded the

WGAL.TV iarge, rich indus.ria! and arm area An

enthusiastic buying aud.ence - spends each year

$1,723,599,000 for retail merchand.se.

years budding loyal viewing audtencc *ro»^.«-»-

Wng looal-interes, and public servtce programs top

„„s from four networks. A consistent record of sue

eessful selling for nattona. and local adversers,

way to increase sales for >our pr

WGAL
AM TV FM

resented by EKER New York

Chicago

Los Ang_.

San Francisco
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ARTICLES DEPARTMENTS

Hi
I ft" |)roltlcin: rotni f i >i<; I In- sets

Although agencies and advertisers need up-to-date information on the number
of U.S. tv homes, county by county, there is as yet no industry-supported organi-

zation to provide these data. Here's a round-up of what is available 27

Kattle of i hr €*ouyh syrups
When the advent of Vicks Meditrated Cough Syrup in 1952 threatened to topple

sales of Pertussin, Pertussin-maker Seeck & Kade upped radio spot budget to

revitalize hold on market. Now in second place, S&K firm spends $650,000 on air ,"{0

{'cm you set up au "ideal93 tnetlia test?
Part 17 of SPONSOR'S All-Media series details requirements for media testing.

presents opinions of leading research experts and agencymen *J2

Why don't radio salesmen ever eotne to sell me?
That's what one agency man would like to know as he airs some personal gripes
about what seems to him like lack of sales knowhow. He feels poor selling may
keep clients from using radio who could do so to advantage /{;>

lion it* sells cosmetics to little yirls
Helene Pessl, pioneer in children's cosmetic products, spends $75,000 on a tv

kid show in five major markets, grossed $2 million last year ,*{#»

Tips for heyinners on tnakiny tv eomtnereials
Agencywoman Daphne June King tells in straight-from-the-shoulder style how
to get the finest professional production into tv pitches on a skin-and-bones
budget. Specially aimed at local level agencies which make live commercials ,"{#

Iloir spot helped make Paper-Hate Vo. I ball point
In 1949 despite poor reputation of ball point pens, Paper-Mate entered its own
variety on the market. Singing commercial via spot radio and tv helped boost
firm to top place. Of $4.5 million ad budget, air gets $2.8 million .JO.

Don't jinx your jinyle
Robert Sande, president of Song Ads, Hollywood jingle producers for radio
and tv, gives do's and don ts of creating effective singing commercials |*>

COMING

Smiiiumt Selliny. !.*>.> I

SPONSOR'S sixth annual Summer Selling Section will cover all aspects of hot-

weather air selling including special summer advertising techniques, both net-

work and spot, out-of-home audience, research highlights, success stories f[ Vfot*.

Suyyested: a spot huyiny eleuriity-house
The Station Representatives' Association has come up with an idea for a special

organization which would issue a single bill to the advertising agency for each
spot campaign and get paid with one chock

TIMEBUYERS AT WORK
49TH & MADISON

AGENCY AD LIBS

NEW AND RENEW

MR. SPONSOR, Max Steinbook

P. S.

FILM TOP 20

NEW TV STATIONS

AGENCY PROFILE, Wickliffe Crider

TV RESULTS

ROUND-UP

SPONSOR ASKS

RADIO COMPARAGRAPH
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Things have changed

in ARKANSAS, too!

1 HERE'S nothing blue sky about comparing Arkansas'

economic growth with that of the aluminum industry.

Aluminum is made from bauxite — and Arkansas is

lithe world's leading bauxite producer. This is only

one of many new economic facts. And Arkansas Retail

Sales are now running 251.7% ahead of ten years ago!*

There's a tremendous new radio value to deliver the

new Arkansas, too. It's KTHS in Little Rock, 50,000

watts, and the State's only Class 1-B Clear Channel

radio station. KTHS gives interference-free daytime

coverage of more than 3^4 million people

—

primary

daytime coverage of more than a million people!

Ask your Branham man for the whole KTHS story.

*Sales Management figures

50,000 Watts CBS Radio

Represented by The Branham Co.

Under Same Management As KWKH, Shreveport

Henry Clay, Executive Vice President

B. G. Robertson, General Manager KTHS
BROADCASTING FROM

LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS



YOU MAY BE

OVERLOOKING

ONE OF THE

BIGGEST

MARKETS

IN

CALIFORNIA!

KLX
Located in the Largest

Population Center in

Northern California
(Oakland-San Francisco Section I

Completely Covers
This Tremendous Area

WRITE TODAY FOR MARKET

DATA MATERIAL AND

INFORMATION CONCERNING

THIS OUTSTANDING

INDEPENDENT STATION

KLX and KLX-FM
No. 1 in News • Sports • Music

THE TRIBUNE STATION
TRIBUNE TOWER

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

Represented Nationally by

Burns-Smith Company

nn^Ti

1:

J

W)

KLX

TRIBUNE TOWER
OAKLAND 12. CALIFORNIA

Please send me material on KLX and

this "SLEEPER" Market.

Name

Firm

Address

If (fill Black, ('.(it, ton, New York, places the

agency ]ito<1u( ed 15-minute film, Greate-t Fifiht-

cif the Century, on 40 tv stations to supplement

Chesebrough Vaseline products' XBC TV lineup.

"Our biggest problem," says Al, "is that of persuad-

ing stations to sell us a ]r>-minute slot during

Class A nighttime, especially in single-station mar-

kets. They're reluctant to sell less than 30 minutes.

We've gotten around this by buying on a

52-week basis and by suggesting other clients'

\h-minute films to the station or rep."

Robert lAddel, Compton, .\eu- York, feels that

time Inning, as a profession, needs more publicizing.

"More people could make time buying a goal in itself,

like being an account executive or copywriter,"

Bob points out. "There is no specific training pro-

gram for the job, yet it is one of the most technical

jobs at an agency. There are people in other fields,

such as engineering or sales, who would have made
good time buyers had they known what the pro-

fession had to offer." Bob's accounts include

P&G and Campbell products.

Yicki Gundell, Sherman & Marquette, Xew
York, says too many research tools can be as bad

as too few—to wit: the "confused rating situation."

Says Vicki: "Eliminating variation between rating

services woutd make it a lot easier for timebuyers

to evaluate one local show against another, or one

station against its competitor. As it is. often the

same station that pays for a particular survey

is only too glad to show that service's ratings for

its competitor. The competitor's rating figures,

of course, tell another story."

Jack White, Blow Co.. Xew York, thinks that

standardization of radio and tv rate cards would
not only make it easier to buy time, but would

simplify the problem of explaining costs to adver-

tisers. "The intricacy of present rate cards," he adds,

"tends to breed deals. Advertisers and agencymen
don't always completely understand the time classi-

fications and resulting discounts. And a time-

Inner ollen spends hours applying discounts and
figuring out final costs. SRA could do a great

deal toward promoting standardization^"

SPONSOR



Success follows success as WHAM Radio rolls

along building a record of sales for its advertisers. WHAM's magnetic

call draws hundreds of people from all over its area to Kelly

Brothers Nursery in Dansville 44 miles away from Rochester. Their

improved drive-in business plus a flood of write-in orders by mail

are laid directly at WHAM's door.

A healthy increase in all Kelly Brothers' business has resulted from

their use of "Country Fare" early morning time and spot schedules. The

Kelly's say, "Persistence of George Haefner's advertising pays off for us."

Don't puzzle over how best to reach all

of Western New York—use low cost per listener

WHAM Radio to sell for you.

LET WHAM RADIO SELL FOR YOU

The STROMBERG- CARLSON Station, Rochester, N. Y. Basic NBC • 50,000 watts • clear channel • 1180 kc

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY, National Representative

22 FEBRUARY 1954
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IT'S THE PEOPLE WHO COUNT ....

. . . and you can count on the people at WDSU-TV whose combined

radio, television and theatre backgrounds provide New Orleans with

the finest in local television entertainment. Typical are the eight

members of the WDSU-TV production staff pictured here in a meeting

in one of the station's conference rooms. Their combined network,

station, agency and theatre work in key production centers throughout

the country totals over 79 years of valuable programming and pro-

duction experience. It's the skill and know-how of people like these

plus the finest of facilities that makes Louisiana's firsi television station

one of the nation's best.

J*fr





Your Best

Buy to Sell

The Rich

Pittsburgh

Market

Every day more and
more advertisers are

learning it's good
business to sell
America's eighth
largest trading area

through WKJF-TV—
Pittsburgh's pioneer

UHF television sta-

tion. That's because

WKJF-TV offers its

ever-growing audi-

ence outstanding net-

work shows plus
strong local pro-
gramming.

In case you're look-

ing for a way to get

more than your share

of the 2 1
! billion dol-

lar Pittsburgh market,

you'll find it pays to

use \X'KJF-TV. Want
proof? Contact our

national representa-

tives, Weed Televi-

sion, or write us
today.

WKJF-TV
(^iaMHci 53
PITTSBURGH

\\ .

Not. Rep. WEED TELEVISION

OUTSTANDING
NBC PROGRAMS

MADISON
sponsor invites letters to the editor.

Address 40 E. 49 St., New York 17.

RATING SERVICES

In your December 28 issue you car-

ried a very informative article on rat-

ing services "W bat's wrong with the

rating services?" page 34]. Enclosed

with the editorial matter was a chart

outlining the various services, entitled,

"The facts about the rating services."

This, in tnj opinion, was the most

concise and informative reference I

have ever seen and I would like your

permission to reproduce this (hart for

distribution among the various people

in Shell Oil Co. responsible for our

radio and television advertising. The

reproduction would be used strictly for

office consumption and would not be

distributed outside our organization.

E. S. SCHULMAN
Sales Promotion & Advertising

Shell Oil Co.

New York
• SPONSOR will eladly prant permi-- i..n to re-

produce information contained Id the magazine
provided it rerrnr. :i rcquc-t in writings,

is credited as being the source.

id it

STOCK FILM FOOTAGE

I would greatly appreciate receiving

three or four copies of the reprint of.

"157 million feet of stock film: are

you getting the most out of it?" [14

December 1953, page 38].

Tli is article is in great demand and

I have been shuttling it from one agen-

cy to another. As a result, my one re-

print is worn mighty thin and is in

clanger of being lost.

Erwin Needles

Sales Manager

WKNB-TV, Neto Britain

• It. print- <>f the itoel. film story cost 20c
piece. Quantity price* on request.

WRITE TO THE SPONSOR

That article, "What happens when

you write to the sponsor" [25 Janu-

ary 1051. page 32 , was a pippin! Ex-

actl) the same as niv own experience.

Why, oh why, do these sponsors kick

good will out the window? Thai letter

u-t'il as an illustration was hardly bet-

ter than none!

Which is why we're organized here,

and have been operating for some time.

We're a company to provide a service

of form letters that don't sound like

form letters and a simple, low-price

method of procedure that practically

welds the letter- or card-writing indi-

\ idual to the product.

Apparently very few people have the

knack of composing a form letter that

breathes individual friendship to the

recipient But that knack can be

taught.

We've handled letters from product

users since 1030 and never had a com-

plaint.

Horace Mitchell
President

Sparhawk Co.

Kittery, Me.

LINK WITH WORLD

This is to inform you that my ad-

dress has been changed.

While I'm in the service sponsor

is the only link I have with rv and the

outside world. It's pretty easy to fall

behind but thanks to sponsor I feel

I'm able to keep up pretty well. Please

inform me when my subscription is

about to expire as nothing could keep

me from renewing.

Ens. Bernard T. Wiser
Com Phib Gru Four

FPO New York, N. Y.

ALL-MEDIA BOOK

Please reserve a copy of sponsor's

All-Media Evaluation Study, which is

to be published in book form. . . .

This is to be a personal copy for me,

and I will be glad to send you a perso-

nal check when you determine the price

of the book.

SPONSOR is certainly to be congrat-

ulated on this excellent study.

Sam Cooke Digges

General Sales Manager

CBS TV Spot Sales

New York

As I know i- the case with all your

other subscribers. I enjoy sponsor a

great deal and find it gives me a good

jump on some of those I work witb

not fortunate enough to have a sub-

scription to the magazine.

10
SPONSOR



Now See

WJAR-TV
CHANNEL 10
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

First in Sight

In Southern New England

National Sales Representatives - WEED TELEVISION

21 FEBRUARY 1954

I'm wired

for SALES

!

No other TV station in New

England matches my rooster

of LIVE LOCAL SHOWS

(Seventeen of 'em—Monday

through Friday!) — and I'm

POWERFUL-225,000 watts!

Ill do the CROWING

-

You'll do the SELLING!

NBC -basic

ABC - supplementary

11



MY IDEAL REP"
SAYS JIM LUCE OF

J. WALTER THOMPSON

"strives for automatic improvement of my

client's schedules. He works with his

stations to give me a better spot as

they become available,"

John E. Pearson Company

practices its belief

that the client using

the station deserves

preferential treatment,

Jim Luce, and many

another buyer of time-, knows

that this is basic at

Pearson's six offices

JOHN E. PEARSON COMPN
ikflt

radio and television station JHi represents

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • MINNEAPOLIS • DALLAS • LOS ANGELES SAN FRAM



So, I'd appreciate it if you would

note my change of address and, also,

please put me on the list of the All-

Media Evaluation Study hook coming

up.

Cecil Webb Jr.

1271 Pine St., No. 2

San Francisco

Please reserve four copies of the

hook containing all of sponsor's All-

Media Evaluation Study articles. I

think they are very good.

John Cleghorn
General Manager

WHBQ
Memphis

• SPONSOR'S All-Media Study will be published
in buck form later un tbis year. Reservations can
be made by writing to SPONSOR, 40 E. 49 St.,

New York 17.

TV FILM SECTION

I had the pleasure of reading the

film section in the January 25 issue

of SPONSOR recently and should like to

congratulate you on a job well done.

SPONSOR performs a service of great

value to the television industry in pro-

viding such excellent coverage of its

past activities and future prospects,

and we in the film syndication section

at Du Mont shall always be most anx-

ious to cooperate with you in the prep-

aration of any future projects.

Merriman H. Holtz Jr.

Supervisor, Film Syndication

Du Mont Television Network

New York

I enjoyed reading your color story

on page 54 of the January 25 issue of

sponsor ["COLOR: production—and

problems—aplenty"]

.

While it is true that the average tv

station won't have 16 mm. or 35 mm.
equipment to telecast color video films

locally before 1955, I think it should be

pointed out that we have been televis-

ing color slides every week day since

December 30.

Also, we are on the air every day

with a color test pattern made especial-

ly for WMAR-TV.
E. K. Jett

Vice President

WMAR-TV, Baltimore

ary]. May I, as a consultant to sta-

tions, producers and sponsors for 20

years and now also a film produv ei

for tv, stick out my neck with a cou-

ple of generalizations, as true perhaps

as any such?

1. If your pu! lished film-series costs

|

page 67 | are closely analyzed, it will

be found that sponsor price can be

double producer cost. National adver-

lisers, therefore, must consider owner-

ship of their own properties in the

foreseeable future when time clearance

is not such a consideration.

Experience proves the cost of every-

thing from finance to film stock can

be scaled down considerably. Produc-

ers and technicians can be shown that

a half-hour film series offers a highly

profitable work year—more than many
of them can expect from the majors,

and higher production values come
along as a bonus. It is not unduK op-

timistic to suggest that national adver-

tisers can provide public tv entertain-

ment at a profit

!

Of course, such a millenium includes

the admittedly more arduous task of

the agency in making market-by-mar-

ket contacts, and in merchandising.

But the trend to super-market selling

makes that a must, anyway.

2. Obviously, producers not famil-

iar with color must experiment. But

the national advertiser is well advised

to spend no more for color than is

needed to learn its possibilities and

limitations, e.g., for commercials. By

the time color film has a significant

tv market, projection will have ad-

vanced to such a point that present

standards will be unacceptable to the

national sponsor. . . .

Guy Bolam
Guy Bolam Associates, Inc.

New York

Congratulations on your splendid

'1954 report on tv film" [25 Janu-

INDEPENDENT STATIONS

Just a note to thank you for youi

recent story, "How to get the most out

of an independent station," which fea-

tured the AIMS group [28 December

1953, page 44]. I have already had

several comments from our advertisers

on the story, and I'm sure it will prove

to be very valuable to advertisers and

independent stations alike. The story-

was certainly well done in your

thorough and complete manner.

Todd Storz

General Manager

KOWH, Omaha

CKNW
ANNOUNCES

15% HATE

INCREASE

With an audience

gain of more than

20% in the last 12

months, CKNW
announces a 15%
rate increase ef-

fective Jan. 1
,

1954.

CKNW
TOP DDG
ON THE

PACIFIC COAST
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LOADED?

XJZSB&E*

Hooper

"If you've got some-

thing to sell, we can

make a leetle room for

you to reach the tenth

largest agricultural

market in the U. S. . . .

a market larger than

10 states combined.

^*»
i 3\, ut q'tfng us a jj^l

Let us jhow you why

we're NUMBER ONE
in San Diego.

KSDO
1130 KC 5000 WATTS

Representatives

Fred Stubbms los Angeles

Doren McGovren Son Fianctsco

John I Pearson, Co New York

14

by Bob Foreman

In any gathering of think-type boys it would readily be

agreed upon thai Ordwa) lead. Dr. Pitirim Sorokin and Dr.

Keinhold Niehuhr would be considered among the class of

the League. Therefore. I suppose it is sheer madness for a

bush Leaguer like myself to try to take on these old pros.

Dementia, however, has always been one of my long suits

and so let me state flatly that these guys arc damp behind the

ears. I refer to some fairly caustic remarks about the low-

down condition of tv commercials made by them (and asso-

ciate-) in which they saw fit to describe the barm that com-

mercials supposedly were doing to the medium itself and the

welfare of the tv audience in general. This minor tempest

was -tii red up by a questionnaire containing four of the most

loaded questions ever sent out by Edward Bernays.

Excessive repetition and "obtrusiveness" were among the

outstanding boo-boos as far as one member of the panel was

concerned. By obtrusiveness I guess he meant we shout too

loud, interrupt too often, and aren't very subtle. Others stated

that tv commercials "infuriate, bore, irritate and deceive the

public." To which I say—sez who?

I suppose even the folks doing the condemning who work

for competitive media (like Edwin Friendly of the New York

Sun-Telegram ) will recognize the fact that television is a

sales vehicle which, as far as anyone can tell, is a far sound-

er way of underwriting the medium than any other that's

been developed here or abroad—sounder from the standpoint

of aesthetics as well as economics and politics.

Granting the above, 1 would like to see Ordway, Pitirim.

Ed, et al put on paper their thought- on how we might handle

tv copy. Ju-t a storyboard or two on any item they might

want to -elect, and when they've accomplished this. I'd then

like to see just what sales results would be obtained from

their infrequent, unobtrusive and re-trained approach to

sales.

< >.K.—so I'm begging the question. But before trying to

argue it is vital that we recognize the commercial goal of tv

copy. Then we can walk up to the next argument—is it neces-

-ai\ or even good business to use the present-day method- of

selling via t\ ? Well. gent*. I personally have seen little or

no evidence to prove thai repetition is a detriment to our

i Please turn to page 58)

SPONSOR



DO YOU LIKE MONEY?
So do people here in this industrial center of

America— a five-state area of 114 bountiful

counties blanketed day-&-night by powerful WSAZ-TV.

Many things are made in the thousands of plants,

big and small, located all across this rich region . .

.

steel and shoes, rubber goods, railway cars,

and almost everything else needful you can name.

But the one universal product of all this activity

is a prodigious payroll that helps give people

of this vast market over four billion dollars

a year to spend.

If you (along with them) like money, there's

no more efficient way to tap your share than

via WSAZ-TV— only television station serving

this whole area. WSAZ-TV is helping more advertisers

than ever make more money than ever in this

industrial heart of the nation. Any Katz office has the

profitable facts for you.

WSAZ

Huntington-Charleston, West Virginia
Channel 3-100,000 watts ERP-NBC-CBS-DuMont-ABC
Affiliated with Radio Station WSAZ.
Lawrence H. Rogers. Vice President & General Manager, WSAZ, Inc.

Represented nationally by The Katz Agency

Representative of the diversified industry in WSAZ-TV's area is The Selby Shoe Company of Portsmouth,

manufacturer of many of the best-known brands of women's footwear since 1877.

Ohio,

22 FEBRUARY 1954 15



The binder is a precious implement to the farmer

—

doing the immense job of cutting and binding the grain.

WLS is just as important to the Midwest farmer-

It supplements many of his needs.

It teaches him the latest developments in farming.

It gives him up-to-the-minute market reports and

weather.

It gives him the kind of entertainment he likes best.

Thus, the best binder between the advertiser and the

Midwest farmer is—

WLS— Leading Agricultural Station in the Midwest

^^^i^^^a^^ee^O^^^t
890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, AMERICAN AFFILIATE. REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR AND COMPANY.
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JVew and renew
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1.

2.

3.

I%ew on Television Networks

SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS

Beltone Hearing Aid Co,
Chi

Bissell Carpet Sweeper,

Olian & Bronner, Chi ABC TV 34

N. W. Ayer, NY NBC TV 49
Grand Rapids, Mich

Bourjois, NY FC&B, NY NBC TV 49
Boyle-Midway, NY Ceyer, NY CBS TV 43

Bristol-Myers, NY DCSS, NY CBS TV 74
Carter Prods, NY SSCB, NY CBS TV

CBS-Columbia, NY Ted Bates, NY CBS TV 56

Dodge Div, Chrysler Grant, Detr ABC TV 112
Corp, Detr

Dodge Div, Chrysler Grant, Detr ABC TV 110
Corp, Detr

Economics Lab (Soilax), Scheideler, Beck & Werner CBS TV
St Paul, Minn

Cen Electric, Electronics Maxon, NY NBC TV 49
Div, Syracuse

Ceneral Mills, Mpls BBDO. Mpls CBS TV 44
Int'l Silver, Holmes & McCann-Erickson, NY NBC TV 45

Edwards Div, Meriden,
Conn

Jacques Kreisler, No Ber- FC&B, NY NBC TV 49
gen, N)

Magic Chef, St Louis Krupnick & Assoc, St Louis NBC TV 49
Maytag Co, Newton, la McCann-Erickson, Chi NBC TV 49
Minnesota Mining & Mfg, BBDO, NY CBS TV 46

St Paul, Minn
Mutual of Omaha, Omaha Bozell & Jacobs, Omaha NBC TV 49
Nestle Co, White Plains, Cecil & Presbrey, NY ABC TV 51

NY
Vitamin Corp, Newark, NJ BBDO, NY ABC TV 24
Whitehall Pharm, NY Biow, NY CBS TV 43

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

|ohn Daly & News; co-sponsor F 7:15-30 pm; 29
Jan; no wks not set

Today; M-F 7-9 am; 11 partic; 5 Apr-27 May

Today; M-F 7-9 am; 12 paitic; start 5 April
The Secret Storm; M. W, F 4:15-30 pm; 1 Feb;

52 wks
Garry Moore; T 2-2:15 pm; 2 Feb; 26 wks
Meet Millie; T 9-9:30 pm; first wk in April; no
wks not available

Arthur Godfrey & Friends; alt W 8-8:30 pm; 27
Jan; no wks not set

Break the- Bank; Sun 10-10:30 pm; 31 Jan; 52 wks

Make Room for Daddy; alt T 9-9:30 pm; 26 Jan-
35 wks

Carry Moore; T 2:15-30 pm; 2 Mar; no wks not
available

Today; M-F 7-9 am; 21 partic; 2 Mar-29 Apr

Bob Crosby; W 3:45-4 pm; 24 Mar; 10 wks
Show of Shows; Sat 10-10:30 pm; 10-min seg; 6

Feb; 11 telecasts

Today; M-F 7-9 am; 11 partic; 30 Mar-8 June

Today; M-F 7-9 am; 12 partic; 22 Mar-7 June
Today; M-F 7-9 am; 52 partic; start 1 Mar
Arthur Godfrey Time; M, W 10-10:15 am; 22

Feb; 52 wks
Today; M-F 7-9 am: 39 partic; 25 Jan-23 Apr
Space Patrol; alt Sat 11-11 :30 am; 16 Jan; 25 wks

On Your Way; Sat 7-7:30 pm; 23 Jan; 52 wks
The Secret Storm; M, W, F 4:15-30 pm; 1 Feb-

52 wks

Renewed on Television Networks

SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS

Helene Curtis, Chi
Electric Auto-Lite, Toledo
Cruen Watch, Cinci

M & R Dietetic Labs, Co-
lumbus, O (Pream)

Oldsmobile Div, Cen Mtrs,
Detr

Tetley Tea, NY
Wander Co, Chi (Ovaltine)

R&R, Chi
Cecil & Presbrey, NY
McCann-Erickson, NY

B&B, NY

D. P. Brother, Detr

Geyer, NY
Grant, Chi

Du Mont 24
CBS TV 54
ABC TV 36

NBC TV 49

CBS TV 70

NBC TV 49
NBC TV 49

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Down You Co: F 10:30-11 pm; 5 Feb: 52 wks
Suspense; T 9:30-10 pm: 23 Feb; 52 wks
Walter Winchell; alt Sun 9-9:15 pm: simul; 3

Jan; 52 wks
Today; M-F 7-9 am; 79 partic; thru 2 Jul

Douglas Edwards & News; M, W. F 7:30-45 pm;
22 Feb; 52 wks

Today; M-F 7-9 am; 2 Apr; 13 partic

Today; M-F 7-9 am; 51 partic thru 30 Apr

(See page 2 for New National Spot Radio and Tv Business)

Advertising Agency Personnel Changes

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION

W. H. Alexander Grant Adv, Chi, acct exec
Victor Armstrong

J. Walter Thompson, Detr, acct exec

Elias B. (Bud) Baker Lever Bros, NY, brand adv mgr, Rinso, Spry

Eileen Burns Ambro Agcy, Cedar Rapids, la, media dir

Jack Creamer ABC Net Sales. NY, acct exec
Barbara DeMott Cen Fds, NY, chg publicity, prom "Renfro Valley 1

Sunday Gatherin'
"

Ed Feldman Biow Co, Hywd, radio dir

S. E. Frohock Kraft Fds, Chi, asst gen sis mgr
T. Robert Garry Fletcher D. Richards, NY, asst dir mdsg 6 sis prom
James C. Cibson Al Paul Lefton, Phila, acct exec
Robert Given Ted Bates, NY, exec
Thomas L. Creer Harry B. Cohen, NY, vp chg creative depts
Remus A. Harris Biow, NY, acct supvr
David E. Henderson Al Paul Lefton, Phila, prodr-dir
Juano Hernandez Producer, actor, tv dir

NEW AFFILIATION

Roberts, MacAvinche & Sonne, Chi, vp
Kenyon & Eckhardt, Detr, vp, acct exec Ford

Motor instl acct
Cunningham & Walsh, NY, acct exec Colgate-

Palmolive-Pcet
W. D. Lyon, Cedar Rapids, chief timebuyer
Y&R. NY, radio-tv acct exec Cen Fds

Doolcy Adv. Louisville, acct exec, supvr pub rels

Same, hd prodn, prog & commls
Sherman & Maqruette, NY. mdsg dept
Emil Mogul, NY, ast mktg & mdsg dir

Same, vp
Erwin, Wasey, NY, dir res

Biow, NY, vp creative dept
Same, vp
Gray & Rogers. Phila. radio-tv dept
Publicidad Badillo. San Juan, PR, tv dir. memb

plans bd

(Continued next page)

In next issue: New and Renewed on Radio Networks. Na-

tional Broadcast Sales Executives. New Agency Appointments

Numbers after names

refer to New and Re-

new category

Remus A. Harr

Frank A. Yahm
Elias B. Raker

B. Middleton (3)

C. E. Patrick
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.Xeir and renew

3.

4.

5.

Advertising Igeney Personnel Changes (cont'd)

NAME

Clin |ocelyn

Theodore Kaufman
Kl vm K*. nnedy
Sydney Locwenbcrg

t T Lum
Arch M.icdonjld
Otto T Mjimr
CjI ] McCarthy |r

| Paul McKinncy
Brooks Middlcton
Edward S Ncidtrkorn
Spencer Nilson
Samuel H. Northcross
Charles E. Patrick

R ) Potts
Robert M Prentice
Leonard F. Thornton
Harry Torp

Bradley A. Walker
Esther Robinson Wiley
Irwin W Solomon
I B. Woodbury
Frank A. Yahncr

FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

FC&B, LA, copy-contact exec

Crey Adv. NY. acct exec
BBDO. NY. acct exec

L C Cumbmntr. NY, acct exec

Ekco Prods, Chi, eastern sis mgr
Leo Bum It Chi creative dir, Pillsbury acct

Campbcll-Ewald, NY, prodn mgr
R&R. NY, vp
White Kma Soap. LA. sis prom, adv mgr
Clcnn-Jordan-Stoetzel, Chi. creative dir

Ross Adv. Portland, Ore, acct exec
Ki rr Class Mfg, LA. adv mgr
William Esty NY, vp, mgr tv prodn
Donahue & Coe, NY, acct exec

R. I. Potts, Calkins & Holdcn. Kans City, pres

DCSS, NY. acct exec
Henry I. Christal, Chi. spot sis rep

Ccycr, NY, media dir

Fletcher D Richards. NY, vp
Dorland Intl. NY. copywriter, contact stf

Al Paul Letton. Phila. dir copy
R. |. Potts. Calkins & Holden. Kans City, sr vp

Biow, NY, acct supvr

Mogge-Privctt. LA. vp. bd memb, creative dir

Same vp, supvr of accts
Kenyon & Eckhardt, NY. acct exec Natl Brcwi
loseph Katz. Bait, acct exec
Sherman & Marquette, NY. mdsg dept
John W Show Adv. Chi. vp. creative dir

Erwin, Wasey, NY, prodn mgr
David | Mahoncy, NY, vp
Raymond R. Morgan, Hywd. vp
Adv Counselors of Ariz, Phoenix, creative dept
Blitz Adv. Portland, acct exec
Western Adv, LA, acct exec
Same, dir tv

Emil Mogul. NY, acct supvr Mamschcwitz Wine
Same, chmn of bd
Compton. NY. acct exec P&C
Y&R, Chi, media buyer
Dowd. R;dfield & Johnstone. NY; John C. Do

Boston, media dir both agencies hq in NY
Same, vp & gen mgr
Emil Mogul. NY, acct serv stf

Same, vp
Same, pres
Same, vp

Sponsor Personnel Changes

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

E H Anderson
Bob Burbidge

lohn M Cooney
Jimcs S Fish

William B. Forsythe
Walter M. Furlow
Morgan Crcenwood
Fred Crcgg

Larry F. Hardy
Arnold Henderson
Harold C Kavalans
I. Newton Kimsey
David Klcgcr
Harold L. Larson
William L. Moran )r

John M. Otter
Edward M Raynolds

Raymond A Rich
H. C. Roark
Tom Ryan
Henry M. Winter
James Woodman

Cen Mills, Mpls. mdsg mgr groc prods

Sylvania Elec Prods, Pittsb district sis mgr radio-

tv div

B. F. Coodrich. mgr Akron sis district

Cen Mills. Mpls. mdsg mgr home appliance dept
Pepsi-Cola. NY, sr vp, dir, memb exec comm
Pepsi-Cola, NY. mgr new mkt dcvel. export div

Philco Corp, Phila, adv mgr tv-radio div

Crosley Bdcstg, Cinci, dir prom

Philco Corp. Phila, pres tv-radio div

Emerson Radio & Phono, NY, asst to dir sis & adv
Cen Mills, Mpls, groc prod sis prom mgr
B. F. Coodrich. Akron. O, Western div mgr
Sis prom exec
B. F Coodrich. Akron sis district sis rep
Pepsi-Cola, NY, mgr sis opers, export div

Philco Corp. Phila, vp, gen mgr refrig div
DCSS. NY, vp, res dir

Philco Corp. Phila. vp refrig div
Cen Mills. SW rcgl sis mgr, hq in Okla City
Sylvania Elec Prods, Chi district sis mgr radio-tv
Pepsi-Cola. NY. asst mgr export div
Roche. Williams & Cleary Chi, acct exec

Studcbaker

Same, dir groc prod sis

Same. West Coast rcgl sis mgr

Same, Western zone mgr
Same, asst dir adv
Also Pepsi-Cola Intl, NY, pres. chmn of bd

Pepsi-Cola Intl, NY, vp chg new mkt devel

Same, gen adv mgr
Crosley Div, Avco, Cinci, dir adv, sis prom

radio-tv

Same, vp chg piod devel

Sabe. asst to vp chg sis

Same, sis mgr, Phila groc prods district

Same, sis devel mgr
Lcwyt Corp. Bklyn. admin asst to dir sis prom
Same, mgr Akron sis district

Pepsi-Cola Intl, NY, mgr sis oper

Same, vp chg consumer prod divs

Lambert Pharm. Jersey City. NJ. dir mkt res. bi

gets, media
Same, vp. gen mgr refrig div

Same. Southern groc prods sis mgr, hq in Mpl
Same, Midwest rcgl sis mgr
Pepsi-Cola Intl. NY. vy chg comml opers

Kenyon & Eckhardt. Detr, vp, acct exec Lmco
Mercury

Station Changes (reps, network affiliation, power increases)

KABC. KABC-TV, Hywd, call letters changed from KECA.
KECA-TV

KBAK. KBAK-TV, Bakcrsfield, call letters change from KAFY.
KAFY-TV

KDMS, El Dorado, Ark, new natl rcD Forjoe
KPOA. Honolulu, sold to Radio Hawaii by J. Elroy McCaw
and John D. Keating

KSKY. Dallas. Tex. new natl rep Ceorge W. Clark
KSPR Casper. Wyo new CBS Radio affil off 15 Feb; former-

ly Intcrmtn Net affil

KTFS. Toxarkana. Tex, new natl rep Forjoe
KTSA, San Antonio, to be ABC Radio affil eff 1 Mar
KVOC, Casper, Wyo. new Intcrmtn Net. MBS. ABC affil

WACE. Syracuse. NY. purch by Meredith Bdcstg Dcs Moine
WCVM. Greenville. Miss, new natl rep Forjoe

WITY. Danville. III. new natl rep Burn-Smith

WLS. Chi. new full-time stn resulting from merger of

WLS and WENR. Chi; to be ABC affil

WONS. Hartford. Conn, new ABC Radio affil eff 14 Fel

WOWO. Ft Wayne, Ind. power incr to 50.000 watts '67th

power stn in US)

WPTZ. Phila. new natl rep Free & Peters

WQAN. Scranton, Pa. new natl rep Robert Meeker Assoc

WSBA. WSBA-TV, York, Pa, new natl rep Adam J. Young

WSTV 'Radiol. Steubenville, 0. new natl rep Avcry-Knodd

Numbers after names
rrlrr In \ ,u and l<<

ill' 'i'l'M

Kevin Kenned)
I. M. U oodman
i i

I

Thomas I C

t al J. \l<( arthj

ll B Forsythe I L)

Barbara DeMotl I ^
Fred < W

<ln
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WHO Farm Director

HERB PLAMBECK
Receives Top Farm Award!

The American Farm Bureau Federation award
is given annually to the radio Farm Director who

has done the most outstanding work in interpreting

agriculture to the American public. It is the "Pulitzer

Prize" of its field — is the greatest honor that can

come to a radio farm director.

Last November 30, the Farm Bureau Federation

award was made to Herb Plambeck of WHO,
for the year ending October 31, 1953.

In the year covered, Herb Plambeck was responsible

for nearly 1000 specialized WHO farm news and

service broadcasts, of which three series were pre-

sented especially to interpret agriculture to the

American public — "Meet the Farmers", "Evening

Farm Round-Up", and "Agriculture, U.S.A." (which

is produced by the Clear Channel Broadcasting Serv-

ice in Washington, D. C).

Also during this period, Herb delivered 75 in-

person addresses, to audiences totaling 129,380

people. His Department appealed to listeners for

money for Holland flood victims—and collected

more than the other 22 stations working on the

campaign, combined. He headed a friendship

tour to South America. He represented the

United States at the World Plowing Match in

Canada. He represented the National Associa-

tion of Television and Radio Farm Directors

(NATRFD) at a 1953 seminar for foreign radio

men and women. The Department produced

special farm broadcasts throughout the year, for

Voice of America transmission throughout the

world.

Herb Plambeck's Farm Department is one of the

many reasons why Station WHO is listened-to-most

in Iowa, by people on farms, in towns and in cities

alike. Ask Free & Peters, Inc. for all the facts.

1 •

' American Farm Bureau 3

Award to the Radio Farm Editor
Doing Most Outstanding Work in
Interpreting Agriculture to the

General Public in 1953
WON BY

Herb Plambeck. WHO

WIKI©
+/©r Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts

Col. B. J. Palmer, President

P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

FREE & PETERS, INC.

National Representatives

22 FEBRUARY 1954
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In Canada it's

MONTREAL

In Montreal it's

CFCF

In the Heart of this

great city CFCF gives

you complete blanket

coverage of Canada's

No. 1 Spot.

Hd.v SteinbooL
President

Broil-Quik, New York

Anyone with a network t\ cooking show for -ale might do well

to contact Max Steinbook, president of Broil-Quik. Number One
manufacturer ol infra-red broilers and rotisseries.

Though Steinbook isn't limiting his plans for network tv to a

cooking -Imu. he does feel that this type of format would he an ideal

vehicle for the $69.95 Broil-Quik rotisserie. "The main thing," he

explains, "is to make women feel that the) can't keep uj> with the

Joneses unless the) have a Broil-Quik."

In 1953 Broil-Quik's air strateg) was demonstration of the prod-

uct via t\ participations in major markets during the daj and eve-

ning. Purpose: to reach the broadest possible audience with it*

1150,000 t\ budget. In New N
, ork, for example, the firm sponsors

four local programs: the first half of the Jerry Lester Show, \\ ABC-
l\. 2:00-2:30 p.m.. across the board: Susan Adams Kitchen Fare.

\\ \BD. Wednesdays and Fridays. 11:30-12:00 noon; newscaster

\i Inn Van Horn on \\ \B(M\. LI :00-l1:10 p.m., across the board;

Ted >tedr Show, WIMV Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Fridays, 4:55-5:00

p.m. The remainder of the firm's $750,000 ad budget for 1953 broke

down as follows: !<•'. magazines; .'>n'
. newspapers.

Steinbook is planning to juit a more sizable chunk of his $1.5

million ad budget in 1954 into t\ when he finds a network -how that

provides the right niche for Broil-Quik.

Says Steinbook: "Our advertising strateg) to date has had much to

do \\ itli oui quick su i ess."

Quick it was. Broil-Quik Co. -tailed manufacturing infra-red

appliances i:i 1950. B\ 1953 the firm grossed over $10 million.

nsl over-all rotisserie industr) sales of $72 million (according

to latest industr) figures published b\ Electrical Merchandising*.

I he age of gadgets and apartment living is on the side of Broil-

Quik and oilier member- of the li\ e-\ rar-ol I rotisserie industry.

I leven infra-red applian < manufacturers make it possible toda) for

the modern housewife I k everything from ham and eggs to

broiled pheasant right on the dining room table.

Steinbook, who spent several months in Pari- some 25 years ago

as an art student, re ommends Broil-Quik for his own favorite din-

ner. "Snails," he says. "And Broil-Quik doe- everything but chill

the wine for the dinner." • * •
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Mighty

Michigan
served by

Mighty

WJBK-TV
Channel 2, Detroit

Farthest reaching signal in the Great

Lakes area with WJBK-TV's new 100,000
watt power and 1,057 ft. tower.
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Represented Nationally

by THE KATZ AGENCY National Sales Director, TOM HARKER, 118 E. 57th, New York 22, ELDORADO 5-7690



some spots are bett4
To be top man at the trading posts, beat your sales drums with a

5-minute across-the-board Radio news franchise.

In any market, more people turn to Radio for news than to any

other medium . . . and more people listen to Radio news than to any other

type of programming. 5-minute news programs on the eight Radio

stations represented by NBC Spot Sales all feature well-known local

personalities who integrate your sales messages into news strips of

For the best spot, at the right time, at the right pla(W\\



han others
representing

RADIO STATIONS:

iportant world and local events. This kind of selling has put

athers in the caps of many big sales chiefs.

doesn't take a wad of wampum to pre-sell your products or

r rvices with Radio news programs. Highly productive 5-minute shows

these markets can be bought for the average low, low cost of

)$ per thousand listeners.

Call your NBC Spot Salesman for a powwow and see.

Source: Pulse

SPOT SALES
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.

Chicago Detroit Cleveland Washington San Francisco

Los Angeles Charlotte* Atlanta* *Bomar Lowrance Associates

WRC
KGU

KSO

WNBC
WMAQ
WTAM
KNBC
WAVE

Washinpton

Honolulu. Hawaii

St. Louis

New York

Ch icaqo

Cleveland

San Francisco

Louisville

representing

TELEVISION STATIONS:

©WNBK
KONA
KSD-TV

WNBW
KPTV

WRGE

WNBT
WNBQ
KNBH

Cleveland

Honolulu. Hawaii

St. Louis

Washington

Portland, Ore.

Schenectady-
Albany-Troy

New York

Ch icago

Los Angeles

WAVE-TV Louisville



Saludes

to the Garcias . . . the Gonzales

. . . the Hernandez . . . and to all

other Spanish-speaking people

who make up 20°o of Arizona's

population !

85,000 Spanish-speaking people who
spent $20,000,000 in retail sales in

Arizona last year! 85,000 of my
amigos who could buy YOUR product,

Senor Businessman, if you would only

tell them about it on KIFN, Arizona's

only full-time Spanish language
station!

Profit-wise businessmen
use KIFN to sell every-
thing from beans to

bank accounts . . . from
refrigerators to ranch-
houses . . . from tamales
to TV sets. KIFN can sell

for YOU, too, amigo! 4»/u>»»n)ii\<*«

Get your fair share of

this $20,000,000 mar-
ket, Senor Businessman!
Tell YOUR sales story to

the Garcias . . . the Gon-
zales . . . and the Her-
nandez ... on KIFN.
Then, watch your sales

grow HOT like chili!

ASK THESE YANQUIS ABOUT KIFN!
NATIONAL TIME

SALES
17 E 42nd Si

New York,
New York

HARLAN G OAKES
AND ASSOCIATES

672 Lafayette
Park Place

Loi Angeles, Calif.

KIFH
860 Kilocycles • 1 000 Watts

REACHING PHOENIX AND
ALL OF CENTRAL ARIZONA

Y«*ir developments on SPONSOR stovles

Sec: "1954 tv film -i-ction"

ISSIIO: 2.1 January 19.14, page 51

SlllljOC't : Major l\ film planned for '54

Ralph M. Cohn, vice president and general manager of Screen

Gems, announces three major new l\ film series will be produced

ilii- year in addition to the firm"- current tord Theatre. Further-

more, sa\- Cohn, Screen Gems has four additional programs in the

pilot stage. He predicts the new production will "skyrocket Screen

Gems to top producer of t\ film program- 1>\ the end of 1954."

The company's investment in the new production is "close to S5

million.' sa\s Cohn.

The new productions scheduled for release this year include

Father Knows Best, starring Roltert Young: The Damon Runyon

Theatre; Adventures of Rin-Tin-Titu

"Vertical" is the word which describes Screen Gems Television.

subsidiary of Columbia Pictures. Inc. says John Mitchell, vice presi-

dent and sales manager. "To keep alive in television film,'" says

Mil-licll. "you've got to he completely \erti«al.'"

Bv "vertical" Mitchell means that the film company has com-

plete facilities for production of programs and commercials, distri-

bution and syndication of programs, and that it owns a large pro-

portion of the film it sells. Mitchell predicts that in time there will

be onl\ five or six big film firms: some minor companies will re-

main, he feels, but there won't be today's multiplicity of filmers.

First experiment- in the use of color t\ commercials were started

by Screen Gems the first of this month. Ralph Cohn says. Produc-

tion crews are filming commercials in Eastman, Kodachrome and

Technicolor now being transmitted over a closed circuit.

According to Cohn, Screen Gems is the worlds largest producer

of tv film commercials. Clients include: American Tobacco Co..

Ford Motor Co., I . S. Steel, Oldsmobile, Gerber's Bab) Food. Helena

Rubinstein Cosmetics. Jergens Lotion and Piels Beer. * * *

See: "^ hat happened on the air when
LV.Y.C. new-paper- went on Strike*

1

Issue; 28 December 19.11. page 30

Subject! Media -witches in newspaper >trike

One ston of the New "t ork City newspaper strike that turned up

recentl) i> about a new product which was set to break in newspa-

per but had to switch to tv on the day of its planned debut.

It had taken months to set up the new -paper campaign. \\ hen the

-Hike came, Joseph Stein, president of Ozo Sales (makers of Beauty

Breeze), several executives and Ted Gravenson, account executive

for Ren Sackheim, Inc., huddled and decided to switch to tv.

"So at the last minute," Stein says, "we alerted distributors and

stores tied in on co-op promotion: made hundreds of phone calls:

turned out voluminous copy, letters and directives, and took care of

all the other detailed but important work necessary before the

wheel- can start turning on a new advertising campaign.

"The complete job was done in only 12 hours—something of a

record. But I wouldn't want to go through that again."

The next day Beauty Breeze la beauty appliance which acts as a

-kin conditioner, hair dryer and room disinfector) made its debut,

on Eloise McElhone's program over WPIV New "\orlc.

Results? "Eloise sold Beauty Breeze," says Stein. '"In fact, onr

Last-minute television campaign actually did better saleswise than we

had hoped the well-planned new-paper campaign would do. * * *

SPONSOR



lake out a map of Pennsylvania, and measure

the vast area covered by WBRE-TV as indi-

cated by the cities shown above, and you begin

to realize how important it is to you, the time

buyer, to select WBRE-TV in this, more than

1,100,000 population area of Manufacturing,

Mining, Farming and Wholesale distribution

payrolls. WBRE-TV serves most of these

people most of the time.

There are many reasons why the TV viewers in

this Colossal Coverage turn more frequently

to WBRE-TV ... we have the most and the

best day and night programming, both local

and network ... we have the best quality

signal, because we have one of the best tech-

nical staffs in the country . . . WBRE is the

pioneer station of N.E. Pennsylvania ... 1st

in Radio, 1st in TV and now, 1st in Color TV.

-TV Ch. 28 Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

C3 C3 V9 NalionaI Representative The Headley-Reed Co.
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Post-freeze research logjam brohen

in set-count field by CBS TV, Nielsen

Fresh from one of A. C. Nielsen's electronic

tabulators, the completed county-by-county fr

set census made for CBS TV sprawls across the

office of Research Director Oscar Katz {riff lit

)

uhile pipe-smoking Dr. Philip Eisenberg, CBS
researcher in charge of the project, and Katz

discuss the findings. The CBS figures {for

highlights, see page 29) ivill serve as the

most important check point in post-freeze tv

for evaluating projections of county video set

growth or market-by-market penetration of tv.

CBS figures are for 1 November '53.

22 FEBRUARY 1954

Big tv problem:

counting the sets

Everybody—agencies, networks,

stations, publications—is in the act,

but there's no unified effort

^Advertisers have bought millions of dollars' worth of tv

network and spot campaigns during the past two years

guided only by a conflicting mountain of "projections" of

the number of tv sets that represent the sponsor's target

in every market.

But admen last week got their first post-freeze look at

the set dimensions of U.S. television.

It came in the form of a thick booklet of figures from
CBS TV Research, the final result of a $50,000 county-by-

county survey by A. C. Nielsen for which CBS paid the

bills. In the booklet admen found the 1 November 1953

figures for total homes, tv homes and uhf sets.

"The whole industry's been confused lately. Everybody's

been making projections of tv's set growth. Everybody's

been estimating the number of tv homes in video markets,"

Oscar Katz, CBS TV research director, told sponsor. "In

this current growth period of television the longer you wait

between national surveys the more wild the projections

become and the more misleading they are in making time

buying decisions. You've got to come back to reality now
and then. That's what we've tried to accomplish with the

release of these figures."

Most admen lost little time in putting CBS TV's figures

to realistic use:

• Agencies are now using the Nielsen-compiled figures

on tv homes to correct their post-freeze estimates of tv

growth, particularly in the new uhf areas.

• Advertisers are using them as a basis for estimating

everything from next fall's tv ad budgets to sales quotas in

television areas. Several of the leading soap, cigarette and

drug firms, for example, have already started to apply the

county-by-county tv home totals to their sales districts to

determine what combinations of radio and television will

do the most effective job.

• Networks and stations are using the home counts and

uhf data to check against their coverage estimates and rate

structures, particularly in post-freeze areas where pricing

has been determined largely on the basis of estimates of

tv homes by manufacturers, dealers and local stations.

• Film syndicators, whose pricing formulas are tied di-

rectlv to station rates and the number of video homes in

27
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How set counts by 3 trade magazines compaire in 10 markets*

MARKET MAGAZINE A MAGAZINE B MAGAZINE Q HI-LOW
DIFFERENCE

BALTIMORE 670,973 516,505 502,863 15.0%

BUFFALO 374,524 365,004 384,734 5.5%

DENVER 151,317 180,825 164,750 20.0%

ERIE, PA. 145,575 198,500 198,500 36.5%

KANSAS CITY 319,358 338,699 338,699 6.0%

LOS ANGELES 1,711,512 1,707,420 1 ,928,000 13.5%

NEW YORK 4,186,397 4,101,000 4,101,000 2.0%

OKLAHOMA CITY 159,031 232,310 232,310 46.0%

PORTLAND, ORE. 112,022 125,000 160,000 43.0%

| PROVIDENCE 515,244 1,080,413 1,073,000 110.0%

f\ Veteran monthly magazine calcu-

lates tv sets according to its own re-

search formula with RETMA shipments,

local research as a tv base. Issue sur-

veyed: December 1953.

D Weekly magazine stick,

estimates of stations, whi

"sworn affidavits. " Maga
all questions to stations.

November 1953.

w areas: rhf-uhf areas. These include
s caused by fact that trade publloatit
the like—vary considerably. 1

i closely to

:h provide

zine refers

Issue: 30

c
lar

dra

par

Issu

This monthly uses a process simi-

to that of Magazine "B," but also

ws on station rep figures in pre-

ing monthly video set count,

e: December 1953.

• rit, hut mc»t are typical. Point of
h methods, different market defl-

ith estimate* hjr leadiruc a* rks.

• re choaen lo represent old Iv areas : ne
SPONSOR i con -i'* irounK admen
nltlons. different .jp" areas, and

some of worst cases of dis
in figures—due to differen

:Ter sharply v

,

major markets, arc reviewing their price schedules for pro-

jr.nn film- (see "' I \ film section, Part I. " sponsor, i2~>

irj 1954 i on the basis of the CBS TV figures.

But arc the industry's set count worries solved? Nol

yet. CBS l\ researchers are the first to point out that

what's Deeded l"i a permanent solution i- a continuing

~t u«l\ which would yield figures periodically. The CBS TV
stud) shows the county-by-count] penetration of tv as of

1 November 1953. That's nearly four months ago. The

figure- will he five months old before they will be fully

integrated into day-to-daj time buying practices.

The two main problems concerning tv home counts

the tremendous work load of making projections to fill

the vacuum of actual field surveys and the questionable

accuracy <»f moat of tin- common Bources of projectahle

data -till fa<i- advertiser and their agencies.

In the near future, unless something dra-ti<- happens to

change it. the picture will gel worse instead of better.

Where, for Instance, will advertisers turn lor data in the

mar future on the market-by-markel picture ol color video

installations?

I HIS \l I I I <• II I I O It

Among SPONSOR'S continuing campaigns, we fight for

the prompt establishment of an industry-supported, indus-

try-accepted tv research group to finance an official

count of tv sets which buyers and selle r s can use.

\ related problem is that of coverage. Where can
timebuyers look for up-to-date data which show the

changes in coverage caused by post-freeze adjustments of

power and antenna height among many old tv stations, and
the competitive changes caused by the appearance of new
stations all over the U.S. map? The last coverage studies,

bj S UV1S and NTS, are way out of date, i

There are no simple answers at the moment to such
puzzlers.

CBS TV, under the terms of its contract with A. C.

Nielsen for the 1 November 1953 study, has an option

whereby it < an subsidize another similar census in 1954.

But CBS T\ , although its stake in tv is a major one, feels

it cannot plaj indefinitely, and alone, the role of a periodic

Delphic Oracle of tv research wisdom. That job, CBS TV
feels, is up to the industry

.

Just what is the tv industry doing to provide advertisers

with accurate set count data and coverage information?

\t the present time there's plenty of individual research
effort but \er\ little on a unified ban-.

There is no such thing as a centralized, industry-sup-

ported organization whose job it i> to count t\ homes and
figure t\ coverage periodically . And there are onlj the

most tentative plans for such an organization, even though
the next couple <>f years are regarded bj tv experts as be-

in^ critical one- in shaping tv's final growth.

\. t . Nielsen, whose Nielsen Coverage Service data in

28 I or i ieuv on n/ii; iiuftislri/ iiccrlv tr srt coiuif. *«»«» ptujv .Ifi. SPONSOR



late 1952 was the first big mapping of tv sets for admen,

has indicated that he is willing to measure tv set pene-

tration and coverage any time the industry I meaning, ap-

parently, agencies and broadcasters) are willing to pay

for it. But no industry contracts have been signed and

Nielsen would hardly be likely to undertake the huge

problems of an NCS-type study on a speculative basis.

Nielsen feels, as its public relations director, Murry Har-

ris, recently stated in sponsor's "49th & Madison" letters

column (28 December 19531, that counting tv sets and

mapping coverage calls for "a large, specialized research

organization, with extensive facilities and highly trained

personnel." Added Harris: "It appears fairly logical that

we are that kind of organization . . . to provide both buy-

ers and seller- of time witb continuing bases "l accurate

facts about set ownership."

Elsewhere within the tv industry, the MARTB broad-

caster trade group and a logical guiding force in an)

industry-supported tv research scheme—has a project in

the works, too.

This is the oft-rumored "Caul Project," discussed at

NARTB's recent conclave in Phoenix. Uthough NARTB
officials in Washington declined to make anj public com-

ments to sponsor regarding the "Caul Project," the fol-

lowing items concerning it have been gleaned from indus-

I Please turn to page 91)

CBS TV-Nielsen census of U.S. video families involved $50,000 nationwide mail survey

Last May, CBS TV issued a booklet which consisted of county-by-

county projections, on a purely statistical basis, of the number of video

homes in the county. Admen pounced on it, and in the next few months

the study found widespread use. CBS TV decided that the combined

values of prestige and industry service were worth underwriting a full-

scale national set census by A. C. Nielsen, at a cost of over $50,000.

Here's how the study was done during the fall of 1953:

The basis of the study was Nielsen's 100,000-home probability sam-

ple of the U.S. set up tor the 1952 Nielsen Coverage study.

Questionnaires were mailed to the whole sample, since many new

tv areas have appeared since 1952. Then, a follow-up mailing was

sent out without even waiting for the initial reply.

AREA AND STATE TOTAL FAMILIES TV FAMILIES

New England 2,829,500 1,985,130 70%
Connecticut....- 630,300 479,210 76

maixe 260,000 67,970 26

Massachusetts 1,424,300 1,109,610 78

new Hampshire... __ 162,600 84,690 52

rhode island.. 243,800 217,720 89

Vermont..- 108,500 25,930 24

Middle Atlantic 9,470,400 7,364,050 78%
new jerset 1,568,100 1,374,790 88

new york 4,800,100 3,712,620 77

Pennsylvania 3,102,200 2,276,640 73

East North Central 9,709,700 6,556,390 68%
Illinois -- 2,828,700 1,862,390 66

Indiana 1,294,700 799,700 62

Michigan....... 2,023,500 1,417,930 70

ohio 2,517,800 1,957,490 78

Wisconsin 1,045,000 518,880 50

West North Central 4,472,900 1,935,170 43%
iowa _ — 826,700 399,770 48

Kansas 662,400 212,600 32

Minnesota 900,000 437,020 49

Missouri 1,306,300 677,160 52

Nebraska 427,300 177,410 42

north Dakota 161,200 13,320 8

south Dakota 189,000 17,890 9

South Atlantic 6,065,100 2,919,200 48%
DELAWARE _ 101,600 75,110 74

district of Columbia... 246,900 197,710 80

Florida --... 968,800 337,350 35

Georgia 955,500 3S9,720 41

SOURCE: '%". S. Television Ownership By Counties—November

Finally a random sample of the non-respondents (about one in every

10 families that didn't reply) was made, and this checkup was fol-

lowed with further questionnaires, phone calls, checkups in the field.

All told, about 70% of the Nielsen sample actually responded to

the CBS-Nielsen survey.

A number of quality control techniques, a typical feature of Nielsen

research practices, were employed. For instance, CBS TV felt that some

respondents who didn't actually own tv sets might say they did, just to

keep up with the Joneses. Exaggeration in a large sample was studied,

by means of phone calls from a mythical rating service. Result: CBS

and Nielsen learned 1.8% of the sample wasn't telling the truth about

tv ownership. Figures below are region-by-region highlights of study.

AREA AND STATE TOTAL FAMILIES TV FAMILIES

South Atlantic (Continued)

Maryland 732,600 588,650 80

north Carolina 1,056,400 395,960 37

SOUTH CAROLINA f)f)4,600 19 1. HO 35

Virginia _ _ 919,100 510,970 56

west Virginia 529,600 229,320 43

East South Central 3,158,100 1,135,140 36%
Alabama 824,700 280,470 .34

Kentucky 830,100 354,110 43

Mississippi 587,400 119,370 20

tf.nnessee 915,900 381,190 42

West South Central 4,430,700 1,761,350 40%
Arkansas 535,500 102,020 19

Louisiana 790,100 278,770 35

Oklahoma 092.300 312,040 45

texas _ 2,412,800 1,068,520 11

Mountain 1,650,300 521,050 32%
Arizona ! 253,100 107,570 43

Colorado 456,100 190.790 43

ii.aiio 180,100 24,820 14

MONTANA 197,700 9,100 .")

NEVADA 60,600 11,930 20

new mexico 202.000 43.770 22

itah 207,600 120,320 58

Wyoming 93,100 6.750 7

Pacific 5,404,800 3,329,020 62%
California 4.029,500 2,809,640 70

Oregon 546,500 132.320 24

WASHINGTON 828,800 060 17

U.S. TOTAL 47,191,500 27,506,500 58%
1. 1953." Published by CBS Television Research Department.



Crisis: How could Pertussin maintain sales against heavy-spending new

Viclts Cough Syrup? Until 1952 Pertussins sales rose steadily through spot

radio. Then Viclts came along with twice its budget. Pertussin increased

budget from 30' c to 40'r of sales, put 65 r
r of it into radio. Result:

Pertussin sales rose substantially in 1953 over 1952 despite stiff competition

"Newcomer: Vick Chemical Co. entered its contender for Number
cough syrup with heavy radio-tv schedules. In 1952 Vicks ran neck-and

with Pertussin. By 1953 Vicks sales had raced ahead by some 260^, <

advertising cost of $1.5 million. Vicks had capitalized on a long-establ

distribution with ready-made radio-tv time franchises and retail o

The battle of the cough syrups
Stcpped-up advertising, with 65% of budget in spot radio, helped Pertussin

keep rising sales curve against heavy-spending newcomer

J^roblem fur an advertising man-

You] -mall drug compain has been

advertising its one product for close to

three decade*. After years of conserva-

tive sales cliinl>- and stead) advertising

increases, \<>u are Number One in the

nation.

Then in 1T>2 a big national firm

with a long line of drug prodw t-

launches its own brand to compete

with \uur-.

The lar^e firm has ready-made dis-

tribution entree bei ause it- other prod-

ucts are retailed in drug stores

30

by Evelyn Konrad

throughout the entire I nited States.

The large firm can afford an ad

budget for the new product more than

twice the size of yours.

The question:

How can \ou. with \our single prod-

uct, fiuht the giant newcomer in the

field?

Pertussin, a 50-year-old cough -\rup.

found the answer in sustained and

11IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM

case history

heavy spot radio advertising.

Even after Vick Chemical Co. in-

troduced its Vicks Medi-trating Cough
S\ rup in 1952. Pertussin's sales kept

climbing. Seeck & Kade. makers of

Pertussin, can point to a good increase

in 1952 over 1951. a continuing rise

in 1953 over 1952. an increase achieved

in the face of the advertising and mer-

chandising onslaught of the new Virks

Cough S) ruj). Pertussin's sales in-

creases, however, have been costing

more advertising dollars than before

the arrival of Vicks Cough Syrup.

Prior to Vicks' bid for space on

SPONSOR



druggists' shelves, Seeck & Katie, pro-

ducers of Pertussin, put approximately

30% of a previous year's sales into

advertising. In 1952, when Vicks

Cough Syrup went national, Seeck &

Kade stepped up their advertising al-

location to 40' ', of their 1951 sales

—

that is, over $600,000. By 1953 this

budget was an estimated $650,000.

Pertussin—which originated in Ger-

many at the turn of the century-

has been sold nationally to consumers

since 1925. Until the arrival of Vicks

Cough Syrup in July 1952, Pertussin

was the only nationally advertised and

nationally distributed U. S. cough syr-

up. Suddenly it was facing a competi-

tor who could afford to oppose Per-

tussin^ $600,000 with a $1.5 million

budget.

Max Kade, president of Seeck &

Kade, and F. E. Loes, v.p. in charge

of advertising and treasurer of the

firm, were up against some of the

roughest going in company history.

Seeck & Kade was formed in 1911 to

act as U.S. export agency for the prod-

uct, and incorporated in 1922 to manu-

facture the German-originated product.

Until 1952 Seeck & Kade's problem was

one of combating local druggists'

brands throughout the country and of

selling against several hundred regional

cough syrups. After a quarter century

of national advertising. Pertussin had

built a loyal following among consum-

ers. But it had no sister products.

Vick Chemical Co., on the other

band, has a long line of established

pharmaceuticals. The firm's name on

its new cough s\ rup meant the product

was assured of relatively quick accep-

tance by druggists and consumers.

Further, the company was able to

advertise economically by tying ad-

vertising for Vicks Cough Syrup in

with radio-tv commercials and prinl

ads for other Vicks products.

In print media this meant that Vicks

Cough Syrup might get a mention and

space allotted to it within a full-page

ad for other products. On the air spots

allocated to other products in warm
weather could be used for the cough

syrup in winter. This actually acted to

preserve time franchises on valuable

adjacencies.

Pertussin entered national advertis-

ing in 1927 through J. Walter Thomp-
son. During its 14 years with this

agency, Pertussin was primarih a print

media advertiser.

"Any early experiments with ra-

dio?" sponsor asked F. E. Loes.

He informed SPONSOR that Pertussin

did sponsor a local 15-minute show in

1931 on New York's WABC i now

WCBS). "We stayed on radio for 26

weeks, but then Mr. Kade and I decid-

ed that it was too expensive for u~.

Pertussin buys announcements in cold season, likes station merchandising plans. Picture below

shows in-store displays Pertussin got in New York State drugstores through participation in

WNBC's operation "Chain Lightning." New York State sales rose 'way over expectations

I'roHi l family's drug

to $1.5 million btuineMB
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(Reliable sources have it that never

once in 30 years of close business rela-

tions have either Loes or Kade broken

the Old World formality that reigns

in Seeck & Kade's Washington Street

office "Mr. Kade" and "Mr. Loes"

it is.)

Over the past decade Pertussin has

become an increasingly important spot

radio user. When Pertussin came to

Frwin, Wasey in 1941, the product had

a $250,000-a-year ad budget, primarily

intended for print media. By 1953

some 65% of Pertussin's $650,000 bud-

get went into spot radio.

Between 1941 and 1953 Pertussin

grew steadily at an approximate rate of

15% per year. The reasons for Per-

tussin's growth were two-fold :
I 1 » a

hard-sell spot radio announcement

strategy brought the Pertussin name

into homes throughout the country sev-

eral times a day during the cold sea-

son; (2) a larger percentage of each

previous year's sales was devoted to

advertising than in early days.

The pattern for use of spot radio

that the agency recommended to Per-

tussin in 1941 was maintained, with

substantial increases, through 1953.

Here's how it worked:

A seasonal advertiser, Pertussin went

into various regions of the country on

a market-by-market basis. In the

Northeast. New England and the cold

Midwestern states, Pertussin's spot ra-

dio campaign started in September and

lasted through April. This 30-week

schedule would open, for example, with

five announcements per week per sta-

tion and build to as many as 30 an-

nouncements a week during the peak

of cold weather. In the Middle and

Southern states Pertussin usually con-

I Please turn to ]mge 86)
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Dan yon set up an Ideal"

g here are no hopeless situations;

there are only hopeless men," an un-

named diplomat told Clare Boothe

Luce in 1940.

1
1 this i- ti in-, then most of the re>

-'ii. hers in the I nited States have

grown prett) hopeless bo far as accu-

rate inter-media testing i- concerned.

Mention the subjecl of Betting up a

"fool-proof" media test, or an "ideal"

one, i>r even a practicable one and

most throw up their hands.

SPONSOR 1ms dis< ussed I lit- subject

with more than L50 admen in the past

\i\ii in the course i>f it- Media Evalua-

tion Study. Here are a few comments:
Research directoi of a $35 million

by Ruy Lapicu

agency: "We have worked on tlii-

problem intermittentl) for more than

20 years ami we -till don t know how

to Bel i

i

| » a Eool-prool inter-media test.

• tin ..iil\ consolation i-* that from

what we hear nobod) else has one."

General Mills: "This is a subjecl on

which we have Bpenl a lot of time,

thought and mone\ but have never

come up with anything which even

closeh resembles a fool-proof method.'

Procter & Gamble: "I am sorr\ to

hi n

YK.YT MSSVEl Concluding portion of,

"Can you set up an ideal media test?" will

give some practical suggestions for testing

media, list firms which test, quote a dozen
researchers on the problem.

-a\ that we have no fool-proof wa\ of

doing anything, much less testing

media.'"

President of large independent re-

search organization: "I would feel that

if we knew how to set up a "fool-proof

inter-media test" we would be inclined

to treat it as a trade secret."

Media director, large Chicago agen-

c\ :
"\\ ish I did know how to comment

on 'How to set up a fool-proof media

test." If I did. I would want about a

dollar a word for it.

And the research chief of one of the

over SlOO-million agencies summed it

up with: "Ain't no such animal!'"

Win is testing media so hard?

The "ideal" inter-media test may not be a dream

Most researchers assert it's impossible to set up a fool-proof or "ideal" inter-media

test. But they're quite willing to talk about what such a test should do. Hoc are

some points based on sponsor's inti rviews with over 150 media experts:

It should be based on sales results, or at least on prospects, rather than on number of people reached.

In other words it should give you the advertising ratio per medium—the amount you sold divided by the

amount you spent.

It should be continuous. This enables you to spot trends, eliminates seasonal, other fluctuations.

It should enable you to determine sales by specific media (newspaper or station) as well by media group in

general (newspapers or air).

If should be economical or pay for itself by being built into the advertiser's regular marketing and sales

setup. Careful planning helps cut cost.

It should be based on the company's normal operations and not require laboratory-type or abnormal market
conditions. Test must be realistic to be of value.

It should enable you to test national media on the same basis as local, i.e., networks and magazines as
well as stations and newspapers.

It should contain some check on what the competition is doing—sales and media.

It should be useful for testing copy, position and or program and announcer as well as the medium itself.

Impossible? Ont agency has incorporated most of above into its media test for
a car seat-cover manufacturer. s>

, "How Emit Mogul tests media weekly for
Rayco, ' 19 October L953. Problem is how to apply technique to national media.
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Part 17 of SPONSOR'S All-Media Study reveals most

researchers say no, but some agencies have found solutions

Aren't there any principles to guide

you? Hasn't anybody solved the prob-

lem ?

This two-section article will sum-

marize the latest thinking on the sub-

ject. The first section in this issue tells

you why media testing is vital even

though difficult. It describes the three

types of agency attitudes toward test-

ing, explains why testing is so for-

midable and quotes some experts on

the pitfalls to watch out for. The three

tables below and on left describe the

"ideal" inter-media test, list 10 tips in

setting up a test and show some vari-

ables that make testing difficult.

The concluding part of this article

in the next issue will contain practical

advice from a dozen experts on testing.

Four basic methods of media analyses

and two types of tests will be de-

scribed. You'll also find the names of

organizations that will test media for

you, a list of advertisers who have

tested media and whether or not

they've established a correlation be-

tween sales and media. One agency-

man will tell you what he would do.

step by step, to set up a good test if

he had unlimited time and monev.

A. C. Nielsen Co."s 10-point check list

on setting up test will be published.

For previous discussions of some of

the problems in testing media and

markets in sponsor see "Beware of

these media research pitfalls. Part I

and Tail II."" 27 Jul) L953 an. I J

I

Vugusl L953; "New Irmoui target:

$250 million detergenl market," 2)

March L952, describing tin- testing ami

launching of a new product, ami "How
sponsors chart sales expectanc) in mar-

ket tests," 24 September 1951.

Why testing is important: You
spend $1 million a year on advertising.

If you want to step up sales land who
doesn't? |, you as ad manager or agen-

cy executive have onl\ four ways of

doing it: i I i increasing the appropria-

tion; (2) buying media cheaper: <

'•

using media more efficiently b) im-

proving your techniques and your

copy; (4) switching lo the most clli-

10 "do's" in media testing

1. Use a good product—one that's in demand and can be sold.

2. Use more than one market or area for the test and a similar

number for control, or weather conditions or a strike may wreck test.

3. For local tests spend the same amount of money in the different

media simultaneously for same item. Then interview buyers (ARBI

technique).

4. For a national test try alternating your cities across the country,

using radio in one, newspapers in a second, tv in a third.

5. For testing national media try a consumer panel—a fixed number

of families whom you interview periodically.

6. Try a panel when you can't or don't want to measure sales but

do want to determine which medium gets your ideas across best.

7. Whether using panels or store outlets, always be sure to measure

sales for a long enough period before and after the test. The first

gives you a base against which to compare your test results. The sec-

ond gives you an idea of what lasting results your test may have.

8. Always check your sales against those of your chief competitors.

Two ways of doing this: ( I
)
pantry inventories of homes, preferably

of those on your panel; (2) store inventories.

9. Always keep in mind that no media sell, that each medium can

be used effectively to transmit a message that will sell and that in

essence all media tests are price tests: which medium is best for this

product at a particular price.

10. Remember that the big advertisers use all media. It's the com-

bination that counts, not which particular medium you use. So try

to work combinations into your media test, if at all possible. (Most

tests SPONSOR has seen or heard about indicate that two media

are better than one, all other things being equal. So don't use just

newspapers or magazines; try air— it might boost print results.)

Why testing media is hard

These are only a few of the variables that can affect your media

test. To have any meaning at all, your test has to hold all but one

variable constant—in this case, the media used. Yet some are com-

pletely out of your hands, i.e., competition, weather, economic con-

ditions. Besides those listed below, admen have listed as many as

150 variables that can affect sales. These are the ones SPONSOR
considers most important when you sales-test air vs. print media.

A I R PRINT

J. Station or network

2. Program or spot

3. Day and time of day

4. Duration of program

5. Sales points

6. Length of commercial

7. Speed of commercial

8. Sound or optical effects

9. Frequency

10. Duration of campaign

7 7. Announcer

72. Market or area

73. Industry trend

14. Competition's advertising

15.

7. Paper or magazine

2. Position and section

3. Date or edition

4. Size of paper or magazine

5. Sales points

6. Size of ad

7. Length of copy

8. Illustrations

9. Frequency

10. Duration of campaign

1 1 . Testimonials

72. Market or area

13. Industry trend

14. Competition's advertising

15. Color

NOTE: One solution to problem of matching variables is to discard

the attempt altogether and set up at least one of your products on

a mail-order or coupon basis. This then gives you a continuous

check. Weakness: what's best for one item may be worst for another.
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STUDY IN BOOK FORM

SPONSOR'S All-Media Evaluation

Study will be published in book
form in the spring after the re-

maining articles in the 22-article

series appear. Price has not yet

been determined, but you may re-

serve a copy now. Just send a card.

< ient media for youi product. Ordi-

nal ilj onlj the last two items are i om-

pletel) in your band-. II you're

in- do effort i<> learn what medium or

media i ombination is most • 1 1
1

< ient,

> beapesl and most effective l"i youi

product, then you're just giving some
"I youi ad iiiciiic\ in \ urn c ompetition.

Wiliur C. Nielsen, who heads the

\. C. Nielsen Co., recently examined

the fate of 100 food brands which led

the field in 1942. B) L948 30 had losl

their leadership, and l>\ 1953, 13 "I

these 30 new leaders were themselves

out. Hi* does not blame it solel) on

lack "I media testing. He docs con-

clude with tin- Brookings Institution,

which made a stud) of leading Ameri

can corporations o\ er a 10-j ear pei i-

od, that to sta\ on <>r near the top you

have to keep an open mind and have

an aggressive polic) toward innova-

tion in produi t. in production meth-

ods and in marketing methods. \ml

this last includes advertising, which in

turn should mean media testing.

Dr. Lyndon 0. Brown, director of

media, merchandising and research of

the Dancer-Fitzgei aid-Sample agem \

.

emphasizes that with distribution costs

making up an average of <''»' of the

final cost of commodities, their reduc-

tion "offers management the greatesl

oppoi tunities for set in ing competitive

advantages. Advertising is one of the

distribution costs. In some cases, cos-

metics, for example, it can run to half

<>r more of the total. \n\ techniques

ili.it can trim these costs should be wel-

comed bj the advertiser. Media testing

i- one of these techniques.

Igency attitude* toward testing:

If the above is true, then whj isn t

• \ en agency in America n i
> to it- eai

-

in intei -media tests toda) /

I here seem t<> be three Bchools "I

thought "ii tin- Bubject oi Betting up

— i j « h tests whether "fool-proof,

"ideal" "i "prat ti< able." I hej are:

/. It-can't'be-done-so-the-hell-u ith-ii

school. Some of the biggest agen ies

with multi-million dollar accounts an

in tin- categoi j . I he) argue that at

tin- stage "I adverti ing development

media testing is for the I irds be-

. ause oi the immense numbei "I vari-

ables.

_'. It-can-be-done-but-it s-too-hard-

and-too-expensive school. Again you'll

find some of the biggest agent ies shar-

ing tin- opinion. I he) also -a\ that

bet ause "I the vai iables it would take

too long and < '>-t tOO mu< Ii and the

results would be indications only, so

better spend your effort and monej on

more profitable t\pes of research,

namel) : (a) product, i b i markel test-

ing; (c) copj testing; (d) intra-

media testing which specific newspa-

per, station or magazine is best?

;. U-can-be-done-and-u e re-doing-it-

or-experimenting school. Includes some

of the smaller agencies, u > u a 1 1 \ with a

produi t in one oi a limited group ol

market-. Examples: The Emil Mogul

Cm., which measures -air- weekh ac-

cording to media for Rayco (car seat

covers), (see "How Emil Mogul tests

media weeklj for Rayco," sponsor 1
(
>

Octobei 1953), and the Raymond R.

Morgan Co., Hollywood, which origi-

nated a "Doorbell Ringing Plan"" foi

J. A. Folger X Co. (coffee), San Fran-

cisco, in 1948. (Morgan recently won
a -nit against (General Foods and Be'i-

ton Si Howie- for using the idea. He
licenses the plan to other advertisers

throughout the countrj .
i

Adverti-er- fall into much the same

three groups.

You'll find the lea Councils and the

institutional advertisers in tin- lasl

group advertisers who arc inainh

concerned in tbeir inter-media test

with determining which medium gets

the sales points a ross best, i I he I
i

Council later tested one medium, t\.

for sales eff< ctiveness as a ->

1 Please turn to / age 95 I

Some oi expert* SPONSOR consulted

These are few of 158 experts SPONSOR interviewed f«

All-Media Study. L to R, top to bottom: Oliver Trey:

ABC Radio Network director; Harper Carraine. CB
Radio research director; Dick Puff, MBS research director

Hugh M. Beville, NBC research & planning director; ft

Thomas E. Coffin, NBC research manager; Sam Bartor

president, Market Research Corp. of America; Archibat

Crossley, president, Crossley, Inc.; Dr. Darrell B. Luca'

N.Y.U., ARF technical director; Richard Manville, pres

dent, Richard Manville Research; Alfred Politi, preside*'

Alfred Politi Research.

SPONSOR'S All-Media Advisory Board

George J. Abrams
Vincent R. Bliss

Arlyn E. Cole
Dr. Ernest Dichter

ad director, Block Drug Co., Jersey City

executive v. p., Earle Ludgin 4 Co.. Chicago
president, Cole 4 Weber, Portland, Ore.

pres., Inst, for Research in Mass Motivations

Stephens Dictx v. p., Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York

Sen R. Donaldson ad 4 sales promotion director, Ford, Dearborn

Marion Harper Jr. president, McCann-Erickson, Inc., New York
Ralph H. Harrington ad mgr., Gen. Tire & Rubber Co., Akron
Morris L. Hite president, Tracy-Locke Co., Dallas

J. Ward Maurer ad director, Wildroot Co., Buffalo

Raymond R. Morgan pres., Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood
Henry Schachte v. p., Sherman 4 Marquette, New Yo'k
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don't radio salesmen

ever come to sell me
£><#-

Adman in big market says radio is missing chance lo persuade him

Anonymous author of articlt below is veteran radio-tv

executive of medium-sized agency in a major V. S.

market. lie told sponsor that in years past his ag( ncy

had been quick lo recommend radio where it seemed to

fit client needs. "We think only of tv now," he says,

"but perhaps this is to the detriment of clients who

might be best served by radio. Why don't the radio

stations ever come to try and sell me?"
* * #

I his is a personal gripe, written in both sadness and

anger, about some old friends of mine—radio stations.

As a group, with some notable exceptions, they have proved

to be the world's worst merchandisers of their own wares.

As you know, we are a medium-sized agency in a large-

sized city. We have been completely sold on television and

the radio stations have sat idly by while we have become

unsold on radio. These radio executives here have not

forgotten how to sell—they never knew how to sell. For

years, prior to tv, the line formed to the right for agency

men to buy radio time. That line has just moved over to

the next window marked television, while the radio sta-

tions are still asking, "Would you like to buy some nice

spots today?"

As the man says, let me give you some for instances:

An old friend of mine is the program director of a local

station here. I had lunch with him on a purely personal

basis recently and I challenged him with the tired, old

cliche that nobody is listening to the radio anymore, par-

ticularlv nighttime radio. He thereupon told me that on

one of their unsponsored nighttime detective stories, they

ran a contest with a few very small prizes for best letters.

They got a phenomenal mail response. And he broke the

mail down to show that 85% of it came from the city

itself, not from the non-tv fringe area, covered by radio

and out of the range of tv. It was a truly impressive story.

The point I make is that their salesman had never told it

to us. He calls regularly to ask if we have any business.

All right, you say, so one station has a bum for a sales-

man. Is this reason to blast them all? Leave us proceed:

We represent a large department store here. After six

years of representation, finally, one radio salesman came in

with a constructive suggestion concerning the use of radio.

Up to this point, the only contact this department store

had with radio was continuous calls from salesmen offer-

ing special events for sale or transcribed programs which

were, in their words, "terrific."
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I have the impression that, until The Thing came along,

radio stations made a lot of money. It would seem to me
that they ought to spend some of that money to educate

guys like me and my clients about the present power of

radio to move merchandise. The stations are in a mighty

peculiar position—they tell their customers to promote and

advertise their merchandise, but the stations are extremely

reluctant to promote and advertise their own merchandise.

Not alone do they fail, in this town at least, to sell me on

the power of radio, but also they make no attempt to at-

tract listeners to their programs. I guess they aren't in-

terested in new customers for their own products.

I remember the old days when any agency man could

run down the list of nighttime programs from memory and

tell you the name of every show and its sponsor. Who's
on Columbia at 8:00 p.m. Thursdays? What is NBC
programing at 9:00 p.m. Monday? Are Amos 'n Andy
still on—for whom? How many agency men know the

answers? And whose fault is it that they don't?
I
1!\

the way, what about the listeners? Are radio networks and

stations doing enough in telling them when to listen?)

Radios present condition might be highlighted by a re-

cent personal experience. An interviewer for a research

company called at my house recently. She asked me what

tv programs I had listened to during certain hours. When
I answered, she made certain marks on her paper and pre-

pared to leave. I asked her if she wasn't interested in my
radio listening habits. Her reply was that she noted that

we weren't then listening to the radio, which she had al-

ready noted on her paper. I invited her into our kitchen

where my wife had the radio on. I told her my youngster

was up in the bedroom glued to the radio up there. She

couldn't hear either of them from her position at the front

door, so I was marked down as a non-radio listening home.

Alas, poor radio. I knew him well. * * *

Whu ave radio rates low?

Article last issui (8 February, pagi 29) '•

low rates in radio hack to poor selling, among

other factors. 'Report on this page shov

luster selling still impedes radio's prog"

keep clients who could ust it to advantage from

doing so. Anther used to buy radio heavily.

mill]
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How Iv sells to little girl;

^f^ ll«k lc»no IVssl. originator <>!' children's cosmetics, toclav is

7)
sponsoring lv kill show in 5 major mo I ropolilan market

Psychology: use a littlo girl to soil a little- girl

M^\fi\ week two little girla Bil down

at a dressing table before a television

camera i" put on lipstick and Bpra)

themselves with cologne. I <-n years

ago little girls playing with cosmetics

would have gotten scowls from thei]

mammas and thorough soapings. Hut

toda\ their mothers look on lia|>|>il\

and theii sponsor, rlelene Pessl, Inc.,

i- simpl) delighted.

rlelene Pessl, a New Vuk firm, pio-

neered the revolutionar) concept ol

cosmetics for children a decade ago.

Toda) the Pessl company manufac-

tures 40 different items l"i children

and is undisputed leader among the

sleadih increasing number of firms

which concentrate exclusively on chil-

« 1 i<mi - toiletries. Last year it grossed

$2 million and it - now spciuliiiiz s7x-

000 on television 30*
i of it- budget

—to sell it- line of Little Lad) i os-

metics. Next fall the budget is expect-

ed to increase and the percentage going

to iilc-\ ision ma) be as high as 35%.
Uthough children's toiletries are

grouped under the general classifica-

tion of "cosraetii s, the) 're a far i i

j

from the lotions, formula- and rouges

mothei uses. Toilet articles manufac-

tmed for the beauty-conscious young-

ei rowd consist mainl) of useful items

like -oaps. manicure sets and talcum

powdei as well as harmless llulT i bub-

ble baths, toilet water, natural lipstick).

\\ hen Vxnold Pel Iman, president of

tlie Pessl company, -at down to | * 1 « >

t

the firm's t\ strategy, he had these

factors t" consider:

I . I here - something almost sacri-

legious t" mam people about the idea

of selling youngsters cosmetics. Man)

mothers might be opposed, on princi-

ple, to the i "ii epl i)f toilet arti< les •

peciall) designed foi theii offspring.

2. Just as important as selling moth-

ei i- the problem of creating demand

among the youngsters. Most members
.it the young set are far more preoccu-

pied with dolls than beaut) rituals.

3. There's no such thing as build-

ing up a permanent loyal following for

your product when you re appealing to

children. The customers are continu-

ally outgrowing the merchandise.

Hence it- important to follow a con-

sistent polk) of hard sell de-igned to

gel more and more new customers.

Arnold Perlman (I.), president, inspects lab

where products are tested. Emphasis is on

soaps, other grooming aids, not adult rouges

I. Children's cosmetics don't prop-

erl) belong to an) specific counter in a

department store. The) aren't in the

same < lassification as adult cosmetics.

\nd the) don t I elong in the children's

clothing section either. It's harder to

gel department store distribution for a

product if the item doesn't fall into

some general grouping.

Perlman and lii- advertising mana-
ger, Paul I). Blackman. got together

with their agency, Keystone Advertis-

ing, and mastered these obstacles 1>\

building an advertising campaign with

dual appeal: The) stressed good groom-
ing (with mother in mind) and made
a point of fane) packaging in soft

pa-tels i to appeal to daughter I

.

Other manufacturers of products for

children can get valuable pointers on

how to set up an advertising drive from

the Little Lady television campaign.

Perlman decided to experiment with

television in September 1952 because

he felt it was the ideal attention-catch-

ing medium for youngsters. He knew

that the junior miss—like her mother

—is quick to imitate her contempo-

raries. The formula: show a little girl

on the television screen applxing cos-

metics.

I he compan) decided to sponsor a

-how instead of merelv using announce-

ments because of the greater impact

a program affords. The longer period

for commercials, the company felt.

gives the opportunity to hammer home
the selling points—and to demonstrate

a variet) of products, instead of just

one at a time.

Perlman went to Ra\ Nelson, of Nel-

son Productions, with his problem, and

asked him to produce a special chil-

dren s -how for television. The first

t\ program to sell children's cosmetics

was telecast in September of 1952 over

W \l!('-l\. New York. The shows were

variet) acts starring youngsters. Inter-

spersed with the acts were one or two

short stories in the form of mono-
logues 1>\ freene Wicker, veteran radio

-ton teller for children.

\t the end of the first 13-week cycle

the format was changed to a single

long fair) tale for each program. The

stories would be narrated b) Miss

i Please turn to fiape 76 i

case i s t o r y
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SHOW IS FOR 4-15 AGE GROUP, IS LIVE IN NEW YORK, KINE ELSEWHERE. STAR: VETERAN KIDS' STORYTELLER IREENE WICKER

Camera is on young saleswoman demonstrating products while Miss Cast of 25 dances, pantomimes stories to provide action, variety, pre-

Wicker gives sales points. Audience's desire to imitate helps make sales vent young audience from growing bored by viewing single performer
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Tips for beginners on how to ma(
WIh'iImt you're veteran or novice in tv you'll enjoy ag'cncyivoiiian'.s aneed

£V:v-

38

by Dnjihiir June King

J I \(iu're an Old Master at television

writing and production, working on

nice plump budgets, please turn the

page. 1 his is not for you.

This is purely for those brave spirits

now making their maiden venture into

t\. and those with skin-and-bone bud-

gets.

The two grisliest problems that agen-

cies and (Merit- face in tv today are

inexperience and seemingly prohihi-

tive production costs. What follow- i-

a simple primer of do's and dont's

—

designed to help \ou <:et the finest pro-

fessional production at the lowest pos-

sible cost.

\\ hat is a good television commer-
cial'.' It's one that produces the de-

siTed results. There is no other vard-

-tick.

How ilo \ iiu produce a commercial

that will insure the desired results?

Hule One is so basic, we blush to men-
tion it. You start with a sound basic

selling concept. Just as you would

with any other type of ad. Excuse our

mentioning that, please. But without

a good basic selling storv, vou're

doomed before you start. Lack of a

good bask selling message is the most

frequent offense against good selling

in television.

Granted \ ou have The Message mas-

tered, then the problem is hoiv to de-

liver it. Hule Two: Be sure you choose

the riuht t\pe of production. Will it

be live, or film?

Live production has two great ad-

vantages over film production. First.

you can change your copy as often as

you wish. Second, it can cost much
[( ss than film.

Live production, however, has many
disadvantages. If you've ever stood

helpless on the sidelines, watching vour

If f .ST.lfif-J; Don't load down announcer
(portrayed by Miss King at top) with many
props if you want a relaxed performance

GOOD Til*: Use ingenuity to increase

visual interest. Toy cars look like real thing

to tv viewers, add motion to commercial

SPONSOR



nod Iv commercials
ted article on how to get most for the least

)<>iuiu Miss hinu i- radio, n "veteran"

Daphnt B

for Garfield & • I rancisco,

Ihi i,,,,,

with four olhrr agencies as copy <
I

and ra o ntly

4 I
>

• SCO.

carefully coached talent flub up your

carefully prepared copy, no one has to

tell you its most important drawback.

Talent, being human, errs. Televi-

sion announcers will usually work their

hearts out to do a good job. They want

to make a good showing as much as

you want them to. But they are human.

Occasionally, you may find an an-

nouncer you can turn loose with a skel-

eton list of basic product information,

and he may come up with commercials

that will launch your sales curve into

the wild blue yonder. Your chance of

finding this type of announcer is about

the same as your chance of finding

Arthur Godfrey collecting unemploy-

ment insurance.

One pitfall of casting is "announcer-

itis." No other medium shows up the

stuffing in a stuffed shirt so painfully

as television does. The radio announc-

er's pear-shaped tones, flawless diction

and enunciation can sound cold, un-

friendly and utterly false in your view-

er's living room. So long as he makes
himself clearly understood, let your

announcer relax and be people. He
can forget to dot his i's and cross his

t's—and film or live, your commercial

will benefit from it.

Close attention to yet another detail

will pay off handsomely in better re-

sults. Even more important than your

announcer's voice and appearance is

his ability to actually absorb your sales

message and its meaning. He must
think about, grasp, understand, react

to—in other words, know your mes-

sage. It must mean something to him.

He may memorize your story perfect-

ly, and recite it as faithfully as a pho-

nograph record. But if he fails to ab-

sorb your message himself, your view-

er will also fail to absorb its meaning!
Here are six more simple, but im-

portant rules:

1. Keep production as simple as it's

humanly possible to keep it. You can't

expect a relaxed, letter-perfect per-

formance from an announcer who has

to keep one eye on an array of props,

one eye on the camera, and one on
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commercials
sible, and he alone musl be boss.

One ua\ h. ease the load on talent,

and make sure your copj will be re id

as originall) written, is to put pari ol

your commercial (or even all of it)

into cards, slides, telops, etc. This is

fine—with one big IF. You must have
highly interesting artwork. It musl

have personality. Without this visual

clement you're paying television rates

and getting onl\ radio for your money!
Sometimes, live commercials can be

lifted from the purely pedestrian b\

combining live production with film.

A musical jingle, on film, with visual

animation, for example, can give vou

fine identification and add extra in-

terest to the message.

We strongly recommend that vou

(Please turn to page 60

i

the copy. It doesn't add up, does it?

2. When working with a television

beginner expect him to be terror-stric k-

en. His first plunge is sure to unnerve

him. Talent builds confidence very rap-

idly, however, and after several com-

mercials, you'll be dealing with a sea-

soned veteran.

3. Try to allow as much time as pos-

sible for your talent to learn your

scripts. It's good insurance against

mistakes, and protects you when things

go wrong.

4. Try to be present when all your

live commercials are telecast, unless

they're so routine your staff could go

through them in their sleep.

5. When you leave props at tv stu-

dios resign yourself to the fact that

they may be lost or damaged. Studios

try hard to care for these things, but

they're not always successful.

6. When working with a studio pro-

ducer, remember he alone is respon-

l!l!!!l!l!il!illllllllllllllllll!llllll!!llll!ll[||

Here ave 6 of Miss King's tips for beginners:

1. Viewers aren't rooted to their seats. They often go into next room
during commercials. Good tv commercials. ih< refort . should be capable of
selling through audio portion alone, without any video accompaniment.

2. Cleverly turned phrases, vividly colored speech is jv.it the ticket

for radio but won't work on television. If announcer, otht

commercial don't talk like ordinary people, message loses sinci

3. Only experience can develop a good sense of timing in plat

length of scenes. But most common mistakes ore cramming too many
scenes into brief time span a>><! learning static shots on screen too long.

4. If your budget is limited, you can still get lively artwork
motion. Drawn characters with simph moving parts can produce life-

like effect at negligible cost, thereby eliminating the need for live talent.
<

5. If your brand embodies definite imp "t over old-style product.

you can use clips of old Hollywood movies to i<a<i into sales points. Vo
nominal cost you can red.ua 35 """. prints to 1'i mm. in commercial.

6. Standard musical libraries offer as many as 300 recordings for as

loir as $10 per use, run the gamut from musical backgrounds to dramatic

bridges. Film producer or tv station can probably supply this service.

II
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How spot helped Imi

In ' I!) l'a|ior->latck couldn't give its pens

away. \ou it sells 2 million a month.

Spot radio and tv were major factors

in success. Air budget now: 82.8 million

Copj approach: Like boy goes with girl

—

that's the way Paper Mate ink goes with

paper. Eearl Bhaped trademark and boy «irl duo an- used year 'round in tv spot

§n L949 25-year-old Patrick J. Fraw-

ley Jr. had trouble giving away his

Paper-Mate pens. Executives in stores

didn't even want them a- i:ifts because

ball points had developed a reputation

as {independable novelties in the post-

war years.

B\ 1954 Frawlej and hi- pen had

made thi- headwa) :

• Sales were running at the rate of

67,000 pens a dav

.

• Paper-Mate had an advertising

budget of t !•"' million.

• The pen was acknowledged by

man) of it- competitors as Number
One in -ale- among ball point- and

probably the largest selling pen in the

I'.S. in term- of number sold (though

the higher-cost fountain pen lines -till

lead in dollar v olume I

.

Fraw lev's advertising and sales

strategy in building Paper-Mate lias no

startling innovation at it- core. Fraw-

ley simpl) stepped into an industry

which seemed i" be rapidly killing it-

-elf off with one-shot, novelty promo-

tion and started to -ell bis pen as if

it were .1 Boap oi a cigarette.

\\ here other- dunked their pens tm-

dei water and wrote with them or flew

tlirin around the world in record time.

Frawley began steady advertising pres-

sure, increased it with hi- sales growth,

pounded home the -ame message.

Spot radio and t< 1<\ ision have been

Paper-Mate's major media in follow-

ing this simple path to the top. Of the

$4.5 million budget this war, $2.8 mil-

lion or more will go into spot. I The
• ompany was started on a $40,000 loan

from Frawley's father, i

Fraw lev- approach is so tightly ori-

ented to repetition of a basic theme

that the jingle used in the past three

years of selling on the air has not been

changed. Uav after dav its simple

words-and-music message is drummed
into memories of listeners and viewer-:

Paper- Male pen is Irak-proof.

I se a Paper- Male pen.

Paper- Male pen is smear-proof

I \e a Paper-Mate pen. . .

case history

Actually the tv and radio appropria-

tion probably will get an even bigger

slice of the Paper-Mate budget than

the nearly two-thirds it has now. Pa-

per-Mate spends an additional $1.7

million on four special campaigns:

Christmas, Valentine's Dav. spring

(Father's Dav and graduation) and
hack-to--, hool. It's likelv a big pari

of money for these special cam-

paigns will go into air. Just before last

< hi istmas, foi example. Paper-Mate
bought a network radio -how. Fibber

\icd < & W,-//v on NBC
I
part of the

Three Plan I.

All Paper-Mate advertising, from ra-

dio and tv announcements to point-of-

purchase display, is handled by Foote.

Cone & Belding. Paper-Mate likes to

integrate every part of its campaigns

and feels this is done best when left to

a single agency. A Philadelphia agen-

cv man is retained who helps provide

FC&B and Paper-Mate with ideas and

merchandising help, however.

The pen company's advertising ex-

penditure is divided 70-30 between

Paper-Mate Eastern (every state east

and four state- west of the Mississippi)

and the Paper-Mate Co. I the Western

division), with the Eastern firm get-

ting the larger share. Both companies

are sales organizations. The pen itself

i- made l>v another Frawley enter-

prise, the Frawley Manufacturing Co.:

the smear-proof ink is produced by

Fraw lev Industries.

Advertising strategy used bv David

Kittredge, Eastern's advertising mana-

ger, and Jim Beam, the West Coast ad

manager, is the same.

"Repetition plays a big part in help-

in- people remember the name Paper-

Mate."' -av- Kittredge. "^ et the wav

it'- handled, the repetition doesn't hoth-

ei people. Most listeners wouldn't be-

lieve it. hut Paper-Mate is mentioned

about 12 times in the jingle. In radio

this i- more important than in tv. But

in cither medium, the product name has
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iper-Mate to k 1 ball point

to be woven into the commercial in a

smooth way." (See article on do's and

don't's of jingles starting page 42 by

owner of firm which produced the

Paper-Mate jingle.)

Also important to Paper-Mate's suc-

cess is its time buying approach.

When Paper-Mate buys television, it

wants Class "A" time. When buying

radio, it wants early-morning periods,

sports shows and disk jockey pro-

grams.

"We like evening television and

morning radio." Kittredge says. "That

combination has worked best for us."

He notes that there's no summer hi-

atus for Paper-Mate. "My $2.8 million

'base' is spent evenly the year-'round."

"Briefly," says Kittredge, "we buy
spot television strictly on a basis of

cost-per-1,000 homes actually reached.

We'll deviate from this policy, though,

if we find what looks like an especially

good buy."

In theory Paper-Mate's time buying

formula is something like this, Kitt-

redge told SPONSOR.

First Foote, Cone & Belding lists

Sales Management's 165 top markets.

Next to each market is placed the num-
ber of tv homes in each market.

Then the percentage of total U. S. tele-

vision homes contained in each market

is worked out.

For example, if Citj \ has 1.3

million tv homes, stations in thai mar-

ket have a potential audience * » t aboul

r>% of all U. S. tv homes. Therefore

about 5% of Paper-Mate's l\ appropri-

ation would go to tv stations in City

A. It doesn't make any difference if

the population of City A represents

1% or 2.V; of the 1 . S. total; it's the

percentage of the nation's tv homes in

the market that counts.

In practice the time bu\ ing formula

sometimes is adjusted in particular

markets. New York has 12.14% of all

the U. S. t\ sets, but Paper-Mate East-

I Please turn to page 89)

Paper-Mate ad executives say repetition of product name in jingle and

continuing radio, tv spot schedule over past three years had big part

in making pen top seller. Present at jingle's original recording ses-

sion in '51 were (I. to r.): Tal Johns, ad exec; Ernie Newton, singer;

Ed Ettinger, exec v. p. of Paper-Mate; Patrick J. Frawley Jr., Paper-

Mate pres.; Tudy Williams, singer; Del Porter, creative dir. of Song

Ads, jingle producers; Bob Sande, pres. and production dir. of Song

Ads; King Jackson, trombone; Red Nichols, trumpet; Matty Matlock,

clarinet; Rollie Culver, drums; Larry Greene, music dir. of Song Ads.

For full-length article giving tips on jingles from company
which did the Paper-Mate singing commercial, see next page
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JIIX

your

Tips iioin veteran i i -

$»i<k-iiiaktk i* will hHp von

avoid pitfalls in planning'

s infill" commercials It takes 10 days from time order is placed to make the audition record. Above, Song Ads'
President Sande (left), composes musical arrangement with Larry Green (center), Del Porter

//,,. J, |( based this • his

./ and pro

rlea for products o <uf.
ll. j /" ridU ni of Song Ada <".. S

. k product </. among ma
Papt r l/.i - on

pagi - ''/'.'/.

^i happened in the well-appointed

dlli' ea of a regional manufacturer in

,i majoi Southwestei ii ( ii\ .
( )n a 1 • u — i

-

aesa ti ip through the area, I li.nl met

hi- advertising manager who wanted

tii sell his boss "ii the idea of doing a

Song \d f"i iIh' companj - product.

"He's planning to use a singing i om-

menial he lia- on record now, the

;nl manager told me, "bul it's nut a

professional job. I think we can d<>

better if you can -''II tin- boss f'>r inc.

I'll make an appointment.

I be manufacturer pul on a i rd

and we listened attentively. He wa9

serenel) Bmoking a > igai ami beaming

over everj One, between puffs. When

it was ovei be asked if I liked it.

"Frankly, no," I said, preparing to

start m\ standard pitch to convince

him how much better he could do with

i Song \d.

He frowned, shuffled a lew papers

in a gesture to let me know I might as

well leave right now, and informed me
he had w ritten it himself.

Before I left his office a short time

later, we had a contract in prepare a

new singing commercial for bis com-

pany, but the salesman who deserved

i redil for it was logic the logic of

what I considei the most important tip

i" anj prospective advertiser:

I se a specialist

It - basic economy

.

Hiis same executive would not hire

a furniture designer and put him to

m ork can ing table legs.

Basi< e ( onomj \>u>\ ides an even

'I reason for the use of a special-

ist than the matter of qualit) it-elf. I

won't debate the- point of quality, as

a matter of fact. I trust we can all

assume thai a specialist will do a better

job for the advertiser.

But it's worth pointing out that the

specialist will do a far more economi-

cal job.

I he do-it-yourself attitude of this

executive was costing him money. He
told me with a certain amount of

pride that he had spent at least two

week- preparing his hrics and finding

the right public domain melod) to go

with it.

Assuming hi- own time as an execu-

tive wa- worth some $10 an hour or

more, he w.i- paying a rather steep

price for hi- elTorts as a 1\ ricist And

when he had added production costs

which are considerably higher for a

one-shot operator, he was setting some
soil of record for over-charging him-

self for a service he could have ob-

tained more efficientlj and effectively,

and at half the co-t.

His total production cost, including

i Please turn to />r;ce 80 '
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In less than five years, WCCO-TV has become firmly established as "the other

member of the family" in more than 400,000 homes in the 62 counties WCCO-TV serves

best. Already, throughout the Northwest, WCCO-TV is a tradition: "The other member
of the family"— influencing the work and play; the eating, entertainment, and buying

habits of these people . . . the eighth largest market in the United States.

Here's proof:*

1. First by far in community service.

2. 10 of the top 15 shows are on WCCO-TV.

3. More daytime viewers of WCCO-TV than all other Twin City television

stations combined.

4. WCCO-TV commands more than 60% of all quarter-hours of TV pro-

gramming in the area.

It's more than a mere coincidence. It's sheer leadership.

WCCO-TV is "the other member of the' family" in the

Northwest. Ask Messrs. Free and Peters to show how
WCCO-TV leadership can work for you.

The other member of the family

Minneapolis—St. Paul
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Past -

rank
MM Top 70 s/iows in 10 or more markets

Period 7-7 December 1953
TITLE. SYNDICATOR. PRODUCER. SHOW TYPE

Average
rating

7-STATION
MARKETS 4. STATION MARKETS (STATION MARKETS

N.Y. L.A. Benton Chi. Mpli St L Wash Atlanta Bait. Buffalo Cine. Clen

I 1

6

Favorite Story, Ziv (D) 23.9
7.8 70.2

«mbl kttv

10:30pm 8:00pm

79.8

10:30pm

8.2 23.3 48.0 15.4
wbbm-tv weeo-tv ksd tv wtop-tv
2:00pm 9:00pm 9:30pm 10:30pm

72.8 79.5
waca-tv ukre-tv
7:00pm 9:30pm

78.

Mt/
10:30

2 1 Led Three lives, Ziv |D) 22.2
70.7 4.9

nmbl keca-lr
10:30pm 1

76.0

wnac-tv

7.8 52.0 26.5

wlw-a wben-tv wlw-t
10:30pm 9:30pm 8:30pm

79.

<xem
10:30a

3 •> CUeo Kid. Ziv (W) 21.9
70.4 9.5

(ttlbl

6 :00pm 7:00pm

74.5

wnac-tv
6 :30pm

76.6 79.5 27.5 72.8

wbkb weeo-tv ksd tv wntm
5:00pm 5:00pm 4:30pm 6:30pm

76.3 76.0 38.8 27.8

uaga-tv wbal-tv wben-tv
7:00pm 7 :0npm 7:00pm 6:00pm

77.

wnb
6:00,

4 3 Ciiu Defective, mca, Revue Prod. (D) 21.4
3.3 7.7

wpli knbh
7:30pm

5.8

Wtop-tV

7.8 43.5

wmar-tv wben-tv
11:00pm 10:30pm

76.

»nb
10:3%

5 f Foreign Intrigue, JWT, She). Reynolds (A) 19.9
78.0 75.4

knbh
10:30pm 10:30pm

7 7.8

wbz-tv
10:30pm

72.2 79.0 79.5 75.8

wnbq kstp tv ksd tv irnba
9:30pm 9:30pni 11:00pm 10:30pm

3.0 75.0

wbuf-tv wepo-tv
8:00pm 8:30pm

23.

we»
io-oo

6 .1 Boston Blacliii*. Ziv (M) 19.4
4.4 6.0

kttv

B :30pm

75.4 73.6

utn-tr wtop-tv
9:30pm 8:30pm

9.8 73.8 74.3

H lu -a uhal-tv wlw-t
9 :00pm 10 :30pm 10 :30pm

7 9 Kit Carson, MCA, Revue Prod. (W) 19.3
9.7 7 7.2

wnbl kera-tv
fi :00pm 7:30pm

75.8
wnac-tv
6:00pm

27.3

4:00pm

75.8 7 7.3

wlw a wmar-tv
6:00pm

74

wnt
6.00.

8 7 Range Riders, CBS Film, Flying "A" (W) 18.9
9.7

knxt
7:00pm

25.8

IV 1,/ tv

8.3

mxo-tT
5:00pm

77.5

orib-tf

6:00pm

23

;

W
oo

9 JO Superman, mptv, r. Maxwell (K) 18.

1

72.0 72.8

kera-tv
6 :00pm 8 :30pm

77.0

wnac-tv
6:30pm

72.2 8.3 29.0 7.8

wbkb weeo-tr kstl-tv wmal-tv
5:00pm 5:00pm 5:30pm 6:00pm

77.3 76.0 39.0 72.3

wsb-tv wbal-tv wben-tv wkre-tv
7:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 6:30pm

17

wnl
6:0(

10 II Wild Kill HicfeolE, W. Broidy (W) 17.8
4.2 7 7.2

nor-tv ktla

5:30pm 6:00pm

8.3
wnac-tv
5:00pm

73.0 26.0 26.0 73.8
wbkb wcro-tv ksd tv wtop-tv
1:30pm 5:30pm 12:00n 1:00pm

72.3 74.0 24.3 73.8

mb-tv wbal-tv wben-tv irfcrc-tv

5 :30pm 7 :00pm 1 :00pm 6 :30pm

14

wn
6:01

Rink
ao»

Past*
rank Top 70 shows in 4 to 9 markets

I 3 Orient Express, PSI-TV, inc. (a) 19.3
2.4 3.9

kvabr-tv keca-tv
8:00pm 8:30pm

2 Hopalong Cassidy, NBC Film (W) 17.3
77.2 9.4

wnbl kttv

6:30pm 7:00pm

8.3 29.5 73 4

wbkb wrco-tv wnbw
5:30pm 6:00pm 7:00pm

74.3

wsb-tv
pm

3 i Jeffrey Jones, L Parsons (D) 16.7
5.9
kttv

8:00pm

2.5

wbuf-tv
9 :00pm

4 6 C'cmu' \ntry, CBS Film, Flying "A" (W) 10..^

77.5

ktla

5:30pm

8.8

wbbm-tv
5:30pm

5 4 linos 'n" Andy, CBS Film (C) 14.8
8.2 75.2

knst
2 nnpiu 8:00pm

77.5

11:15pm

7.6

1 :30pm

6 2 Victory at Sea, NBC Film (Doc.) 13.6

6.7
U 1:1.1

7 00pm

72.3
Whz-tv
11:15pm

9.8 8.2
wnbq «nlw

9:30pm 7:00pm

2.0
wbes-tv
8:00pm

7 .1 Cowboy G-Men, United Artists (W) 13.5

3.0

wabc-tv
4 :30pm

70.5 77.0 26.0

WrCO-tv kl

4:30pm 3:30pm

72.8 75.3

waga-tv wepo-tv
7 :00pm 1 :30pm

i

8 7 Heart of (fie Till/. United TV Programs (D) 12.0
80
kttr

7.3

•rbi-tt

11:15pm

7.3 76.8

wlw-a wkre-tv
S :00pm 9:00pm

9 Ml Inter. Game of H eelc, Sportsvision (S) 1 1.0

10.9

8.6 3.3

wen-tv wtvi
9 :30pm 9 :30pm

10 8 Abbott A iostello. TCA (C)
77.4 8.7

•

76.8 9.8 70.2

wnbq
6:00pm

5.8

wm.r
"pm

re. Blank spare Indicates film not broadcast In this market as of I
" "' ' - Helled, half-hour length. bro.dc.il ber 19 « rk shows .re fairly stable from one month to another in th.#

r or more markets. Th« average r.tlng Is an unweighted «rerage of Individual market which they are mn. this is true I. ThlB

44 \Chart to covet January will appeal 22 March ssue. Ibove chart previously appeared II January SPONSOR



I Ail
nally made for TV

3-STATION MARKETS

troit Milw'kee Phila. S. Fran. Seattle

5.3 20.5 30.3

kron-tv
8:00pm

king-tv
8:00pm

7.3 7 7.8 17.8
wcau-tv
7 :00pm

kron-tv
10:30pm

J.3 34.5 77.0 26.0 36.3

wtmj-tv
5:00pm

wcau-tv
7 :00pm

kron-tv
7:00pm

king-tv
7:00pm

7.0 20.0

*>k-tv wtmj-tv
liOpm 11:00pm

20.3

kron-tv
10:00pm

7.8 43.8 11.4 9.0 28.8
wtmj-tv
9:30pm

wcau-tv
10:30pm

kgo-tv
10:30pm

king-tv
9:30pm

3.5 30.3 72.3 74.3

PI-tV

Opm
wtmj-tv
11:00pm

kgo-tv
8:30pm

ktnt-tv
10:30pm

7.3 32.0 74.4 77.8 27.3

wtmj-tv
4:30pm

wptz
6:30pm

kron-tv
4:00pm

king-tv
5:00pm

1.3 8.3 78.2 23.8 29.8

wcan-tv
7:00pm

wptz
6:00pm

kpix
7:00pm

king-tv
7:00pm

1.8 28.0 20.6 11.0 27.5
z-tv

0pm
wtmj-tv
4:00pm

wcau-tv
7:00pm

kgo-tv
6:30pm

king-tv
5:00pm

3.5

2-tV

lOpm

79.8 78.6 77.5 20.8

wtmj-tv
12:00n

wptz
6:30pm

kgo-tv
6:50pm

king-tv
5:00pm

2-STATION
MARKETS

Birm. New 0.

50.5

wdsu-tv
9:30pm

27.3 27.0

wbrc-tv
5:00pm

wdsu-tv
5:00pm

23.5 35.5

wabt
9:30pm

wdsu-tv
10:00pm

20.0
wbrc-tv
9:30pm

78.3 46.3

wbrc-tv
10:00pm

wdsu-tv
10:00pm

27.3 38.8

wabt
6:00pm

wdsu-tv
4:00pm

42.3

wdsu-tv
6:00pm

22.8 25.3
wabt
6:00pm

wdsu-tv
5:00pm

26.0 24.8

wabt
6:00pm

wdsu-tv
12:30pm

l-STA.
MKT.

59.0

wbtv
9 :00pm

59.5
wbtv

8:30pm

36.0

wbtv
11:00am

56.5

wbtv
8:00pm

56.5
wbtv

9:00pm

59.5

wbtv
8:00pm

29.0

wbtv
3:30pm

26.0
wbtv

3:00pm

30.0

wbtv
3:30pm

73.5 36.0

kgo-tv
8:30pm

king-tv
8:30pm

72.5

kgo-tv
6:00pm

5.3

wcan-tv
8:30pm

2.5 22.3

•>k-tv

'0pm
king-tv
5:00pm

37.5

king-tv
7:30pm

7.3 78.3

j-tv

'0pm
kron-tv
7:00pm

).5 7.0

Dk-tv

0pm
kgo-tv
7:00pm

3.8 75.0 2.3

?z-tv

Opm
kron-tv
10:30pm

kmo-tv
9:00pm

- 23.3 6.3 3.0

wtmj-tv
10:30pm

kgo-tv
10:00pm

kmo-tv
S :00pm

73.4

wcau-tv
10:30pm

45.5

wdsu-tv
9:30pm

79.8

wbrc-tv
6:00pm

53.0

wdsu-tv
7:30pm

27.5

wabt
6:00pm

40.8

wdsu-tv
4:30pm

8.8 37.5

wbrc-tv wdsu-tv
10:45pm 10:00pm

37.5

wbtv
3:30pm

25.0

wbtv
1:30pm

mind when analyzing rating trends from one month to another
I chart. 'Refers to last month's chart. If blank, show was not

all in last chart or was in other top 10.
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inserted on your
tv commercials for

complete service in

prints and mailing

incorporated

66 Fifth Avenue
New York City • Plaza 1-0712

6087 Sunset Boulevard

Hollywood • Hollywood 4-0101
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Monday

through

Friday

share of

TV audience

*

ANYONE
FOR

CHARTS?
This one shows how KPIX

is increasing its daytime

lead in San Francisco TV <^__Jfr

This chart is based on the December, 1 953, Telepulse Report. The statistical-minded

time buyer will find it an interesting study in superiority.

Talk it over with your Katzman .

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

. .
. affiliated with CBS and TinWont Televhion Setuorks

. . . rtprt ji nli d In the K.ilz Agi nc\
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I ways you can use this

Valuable SPONSOR feature

In every issue of SPONSOR you will find the handy,
p-to-date listing of new tr station grants which appears
elow. Here's how this compilation can help you.

1. You can plan campaigns far in adranee by check-

ing on-aii target dates given in chart.

2. Names of permitee, manage) and rep foi each
neu c.p. and station make it easy to get additional data.

.'i. List of all stations newl) on aii with commercial
programing during two weeks preceding issue is handy
reference list to update timebuyers.

'•_ Boa score at bottom oj page is succinct summary
of tv's status. Includes total numbei o) I ,S. stations.

I. New construction permits

CITY & STATE

; ATON ROUGE, LA.

!
AMDEN. N. J.

: HATTANOOGA, TENN.

IDIANAPOLIS, IND.

iARON, PA.

ULSA, OKLA.

YLER, TEX.

CALL CHANNEL DATE OF
LETTERS NO. GRANT ON-AIR

TARGET

POWER <KWr

VISUAL
STATIONS

AURAL ON AIR
SETS IN
MARKET!

(000)
PERMITEE A MANAGER

WJBO-TV 2 28 Jan. Sept.

WKDN-TV 171 28 Jan.

WDEF-TV 12 28 Jan. May

WISH-TV 8 28 Jan. 1 June

39 27 Jan.

17 4 Feb.

KGKB-TV 7 27 Jan.

100

24

105

316

50 1

13 0-

63

158 1

44 uhf

NFA

NFA

423 vhf

2 1 NFA

215 116 1 200 vhf

20 10 1 8 vhf

Louisiana Tv Brstg Corp.
Douglas L. Manship. pres.
Charles P. Manship Jr

.

sec.-trcas.

C. V. Porter, v p
J. Roy Dabadie. v p.-

gen. Mgr.

South Jersey Bcstg. Co.
Ranulf Compton. pres.
Florence J. Compton. v. p.

True C. GifTen sec.

Gordon Glffen. v p -mgr.

WDEF Bcstg. Co.
Carter M Branham. pres.
John P. Gaither. v.p.

Edward Finley Jr..

Edw. Finley Jr.. sec. -tres.

Ken Flenniken. gen. mc-r

Universal Bcstg. Co.
Bruce McConnell. pres.
Robert McConnell.

v.p. -gen. mgr.
Frank E. McKinney. tre».

William H. Spencer, mgr.

Leonard J. Shaht/ (Mr.
Shafitz is sole owner)

Arthur R. Olson (Mr.
Olson is sole owner)

Lucille Ross Lansing.
sole owner

Gerry Lansing, gen. mgr.

RADIO
REP1

Holllngbery

Robert S.
Keller

Boiling

ff. Xeic stations on air*

CITY & STATE

DAMS, MASS.

ONOLULU, HAWAII

EVIDENCE, R. I.

>ARTANBURG, S. C.

CALL CHANNEL ON-AIR
LETTERS NO. DATE

POWER (KW)*
NET

AFFILIATION
STNS.
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKETt

1000)
PERMITEE & MANAGER

WMGT 74 21 Feb.

KULA-TV 4 21 Feb.

WNET

WORD-TV

16 21 Feb.

21 Feb.

300 155

26 14

22 11

5 3

Du M

ABC, Du M

KIP A Greylock Bcstg. Co.r,r ** Leon Podolsky. pres.

John T. Parsons, mgr.
Edward Pearson, pgm. dir.

Ai VL£ Pacific Frontier Bcstg.m * T "* Herbert L. Pettey. pres.

Jack A. Burnet, exec. v.p.

Hugh Ben La Rue. sis v.p.

2 1,080 vhf Channel 16 of Rhode
Island Inc.

George Gerber. pres.
Samuel Hamin. v.p.

John Dunne, tres.

John R. Porterfleld, v.p-
gen. mgr.

NFA Spartan Radiocasting Co.
Walter J. Brown, pres.
D. S. Burnside. sec. -tres.
John Kirkpatrick.gen.mgr.

Headley-
Reed

Raymer

Total U.S. stations on air, No. of post-freeze c.p.'s grant- No. tv homes in U.S. (1
inct. Honolulu and Alaska (12 ed (excluding 28 educational Jan. '54) 27.500.0001
Feb. '54) 363 grants: 12 Feb. '54) SOS Percent of all U.S. homes
No. of markets covered 224 Xo. of grantees on air 255 with tv sets (1 Jan. '54) 60"

oth new c.p.'s and stations going on the air listed here are those which occurred between
Jan. and 12 Feb. or on which information could be obtained In that period. Stations are

isidered to be on the air when commercial operation starts. "Power of c.p.'s is that recorded
FCC applications and amendments of individual grantees, flnformation on the number of sets

( markets where not designated as being from NBC Research, consists of estimates from the
Itlons or reps and must be deemed approximate. sData from NBC Research and Planning
rcentages on homes with sets and homes in tv coverage areas are considered approximate, tfln

22 FEBRUARY 1954

most cases, the representative of a radio station which Is granted a c.p. also represents tbo new
tv operation. Since at presstime it Is generally too early to confirm tv representation* of most
grantees. SPONSOR lists the reps of the radio stations In this :o!umn when a ra i.o station hu
been given the tv grant). NFA: No figures available at presstime en seta In market.

^Channel Is assigned to Philadelphia. =Camden is served by three Philadelphia vhf station!.

Vhf sets in area estimated to be in excess of 1.5 million.
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"• <m*Mqy#.

A

T

bought e;r
WXYZ
WCPO
KDKA

WNAC
WGY
KPRC

WrYIIE

KOOL

WXLW
WVLK
WDWS
WBBC
WNOW
WCOS
WCBA
WCYB
KDMS

KXO

Detroit, Michig

Cincinnati, Ohi

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Boston, Mass.

Schenectady, r

Houston, Texa

Miami, Fla.

Phoenix, Ariz.

Indianapolis,

Lexington Ky.

Champaign, II

Flint, Mich.

York, Pa.

Columbia, S. '

Corning, N. Y

Bristol, Va.

El Dorado, Art

El Centro, Cal

MEMO 10 MBJ

RED GETS THE LAUGll

YOU GET A LAUGH
OF SALES OPPORTUNI

4h

\*~ >"
U- / >«-

RED'S A RIOT \^
as the a

-MEAN WIDDLE KID" \S
. . . Red keeps tons in an >
uproar . . . Sponsors soy

"1 DOOD IT."



J I I

ESE STATIONS (AND MANY MORE) HAVE

HE RIGHTS TO, AND ARE NOW OFFERING
KOLD Yuma, Arizona

i WBRW Welch, W. Va.

KXIC Iowa City, Iowa

WCSS Amsterdam, N. Y.

KROS Clinton, Iowa

WAGM Presque Isle, Me.

KBBA Benton, Ark.

WARE Ware, Mass.

WOAY Oak Hill, W. Va.

IWVOW Logan, W. Va.

WAJR Morgantown, W. Va.

WNRV Narrows, Va.

WRUM Rumford, Me.

WTWN St. Johnsbury, Vt.

KOLE Port Arthur, Texas

KGMO Cape Girardeau, Mo.
WDOG Marine City, Mich.

WCNR Bloomsburg, Pa.

WLBK DeKalb, III.

WATO Oak Ridge, Tenn.

KWPC Muscatine, Iowa

KFJI Klamath Falls, Ore.

WGGH Marion, III.

WBKV West Bend, Wise.

WDLP Panama City, Fla.

WSKI Montpelier, Vt.

WMTM Moultrie, Ga.

KBTA Batesville, Ark.

KPBM Carlsbad, N. M.

WHVF Wausau, Wise.

WGET Gettysburg, Pa.

WOKW Sturgeon Bay, Wise.

WGUY Bangor, Maine

KSPI Stillwater, Okla.

WMOG Brunswick, Ga.

WCHN Norwich, N. Y.

It's crazy, man, crazy.

Everybody wants the

sales-happiest show

on radio. Stations,

sponsors, agencies in

market after market

are scrambling to

sign up.

260 zany, 2lng

)T AVAILABILITIES ARE BEING GRABBED UP FAST!

IT IN TOUCH WITH YOUR LOCAL STATION AND
IT IN ON THE PROFITABLE SKELTON ACT!

L-^^&asssr.
f *UD1^

MEMO TO

STATIONS

hours

!

±M^
STILL BE AVAILABLE!
Better say "I dood it"

by wire or phone today.
Tomorrow may be too late .

.

so hurry, hurry, hurry!

S'S A PANIOVV^
f?Tiginal chuckle-head

IKADIDDLEHOPPER
Tl's homespun humor
i.uper hilarious.

HIS ANTICS ARE
FRANTIC

. . . as

CAULIFLOWER McPUGG
punchy Champ who leads

with his head.

t /BBTf
emm

newyok a**W « 0H,0
HXtyWooo

m



Better than a honking goose

I he plains used to be lull ol weather-beaten

prognosticators who. I>\ the snap ol .1 twig or

the wa\ a clod crumbled, by the creak of an

arthritic joint 01 the honk o! a goose, by the

haze around the setting sun or the timbre ol a

cock's ( lowing, would authoritatively translate

assorted phenomena into "fair and warmer,"

01 just plain "lain by midnight."

No more. WNAX-570 has 1 (placed gi

honks as a source ol weather reports. Aired

throughout the day, weather data are part of

the service \V\A\-570 renders Big Aggie

I.,md. the five-state (Minn., the Dakotas, Xebr.

and Iowa) area* with S3 billion in effective

buying income and a habit of listening** to

WNAX-570.

•Radio homes: 631,930, per sWh STUDY NO. 1

* * Din \ S[ik1\ 5 gavi \\\\\ 570 a 10 to 1 advantage

over the second station in the area—top rating ia

186i/4 (97.3%) of the r>00 quarter-hour segments sur-

w yed

1

1

1

4lt& WNAX-570
^
at*'- Yankton-Sioux City

I
«^

sv
CBS

*» „>

^
Represented by The Kotz Agency

1

s»3M^- r WNAX-570 a Cowlcs Station 15 under the same manage- 1

ment as KVTV—Channil 9 Siouk City, the tv station

react)

with

ing 31 farm-rich counties in Iowa Nebr and S Dak.

556.500 population. S653 million in 52 retail sales. |

*s #& <L

)..M ^canStfHB^?BiMk^3iMiHHaMMH»
|



agency profile Wickliffe W. Cridev
V.p., Radio & Tv Director

Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York

Wick Crider had never been to Paris.

At 8:33 a.m., Friday, 12 June 1953, he received a call from Bing

Crosby, who was in Paris at the time. At 1:30 p.m., on the same

day, Crider's plane left Idlewild. At 7:00 p.m., Saturday, 13 June

1953, he reboarded the plane in Paris, headed for New York.

The occasion of Crider's fruslratingly short introduction to Paris?

Bing Crosby was ready to O.K. making of a film in which he was

to appear on the Ford 50th Anniversary Show, Monday, 15 June

1953, over NBC TV and CBS TV. This $500,000 Leland Hayward
extravaganza was the culmination of Ford's 1953 advertising cam-

paign revolving about the anniversary theme. Though Henry Ford

II did not want a single Ford commercial to be aired during the two-

hour production, Ford received thousands of letters and telegrams

thanking it for sponsoring the program.

"Of course, you can do that sort of institutional job on special

occasions only,"' Crider told sponsor. "Our emphasis at K&E is

actually on hard-sell commercials featuring strong personalities."

Among K&E accounts using this approach to tv are the Lincoln-

Mercury Division of Ford with Ed Sullivan on Toast of the Town
and Pepperidge Farm with Mrs. Margaret Rudkin in 60-second spot

announcements. The latter commercial is interesting in that Mrs.

Rudkin, as owner of Pepperidge Farm, tells her viewers how she

first came to bake the bread for her sick boy.

"In this instance, the sponsor herself has a confidence-inspiring tv

personality that produces top sales results,'' Crider said.

For another account K&E used a dramatic, subjective camera

technique: Mennen Co.'s after-shave lotion. During this commer-

cial, the viewer sees a man's hands pouring after-shave lotion into

the palms and presumably putting it on his face (the camera). His

wife calls him for breakfast, remarks upon the fresh smell of the

lotion and approaches, asking him to kiss her.

K&E accounts include such categories as automotive, package

foods, cosmetics, clothing manufacturers and a bank. In 1953 the

agency's air billings totaled S16 million—with Sll million in t\ $5

million in radio—that is, 40% of its over-all 1953 billings.

Wick Crider's resolution for 1954: another jaunt to Paris, this

time for longer than a 12-hour stav. * * *

Where do

Los Angelinos

go for their

vacations?

To San Francisco, of course.

Big things happen in San Francisco — you

can have the time of your life, or the

time-buy of your life.

Cover the ten San Francisco Bay Area

Counties with KYA, the independent station

of influence. Life, Halo, Carnation, Lipton's

and twenty other top national accounts

use KYA— how about you?

Here's a

Morning Availability:

George Ruge's Koffee Klub

6 to 9 a.m. Daily,

11 to 12 Noon Daily

Leads all San Francisco-

Oakland Independents

"(Pulse- Sept.- Oct.'53)

George W. Clark. Inc.. New York and Chicago

Adam Young. Inc., Los Angeles

22 FEBRUARY 1954 51



AUTO WAX AUTOMOBILES

SPONSOR: 1 1 • j i . hinson ( hemii al < t>. \(.l Nl 'i Roberts,

Mai Avini he \ V|

I APSl II CAS] HISTORY This advertiser bought a

[0-minule Saturday night program ovei II < s < -I I at a

< lass "/)'" time • osl oj 190.00. Is a result of the program,

the chemical company re< ei\ ed more than 600 mail orders

foi its cm ii ax. I In- advertising managei oj Hutchinson

Chemical Co. wrote the station', "II < s < II outdreu any

othei simian in a in our. ami 68 stations were used.

It tin- time of the campaign last fall, WCSC-Tl hud been

telecasting less than eight weeks.

\\i -i l\. ( barleston PRoi.R AM: LO-minute %\\ow

DEPARTMENT STORE

SPONSOR: Nulla]]- Departmenl Ston AGENCY: Direct

CAPS! II. < ASE HISTORY: To advertise a sale in its

suburban store, VuttalFs used just two announcements on

kl'IIO-l I the day previous to the start oj the sale. Those

were the only prior announcements made. "By 9:00 the

next morning" Ruth Wuttall unite the station, "we faced

lines oj Customers almost tuo blocks long waiting lor our

doors to open. In 30 minutes our stocks were depleted

on our special items. By the end oj the day we tallied

more sales than retarded for the previous month." Cost

of the ('lass C announcement mis $30; the Class B, $45.

kl'IIO-rV. Phoenix PROOR Wl : Announcements

SHOES

SPONSOR: Motor Twins AGENCY: Direct

< APSl I I. < W. HISTORY : The manager of this auto-

mobile company at lust was skeptical about the value oj

television advertising. Nevertheless, a WBRE-TV sales-

man eventually sold the manager on the idea of using a

[5-minute news program Sunday evenings. 10:30-10:45.

Is ii result oj the first program last summer. Motor Twins
—a Ford dealei sold one neu car and four used cars.

\ou. the station sins, the auto dealer is a tv enthusiast.

Cost of the program WOS >114.

WBRE-TV, \\ ilk— Barre PROOR AM: Motor Twins Mem

CANDY

SPONSOR: Fannie Maj Kitchen
Fr—li Candies

AGENCY: Wendell-Muennl

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: This candy manufacturer

appealed to Washington's sweet tooth through participa-

tions on Marl, hums' Housewives' Protective League

which started in May of 1952. "Since that time we have

hud approximately a 0J!' < increase in sales . . . ue have

done little or no advertising other than [Mark Ev*

tv show in Washington . .
." says H. H. Simpson, presi-

dent of Fannie May. Cost of each participation is SI 75.

WTOP-TV, Washington PROGRAM: Housewives' ProtectivJ

League

TIRE SEALER

SPONSOR: Ev.-rla-t Laboratories AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: This company, with 200 re\

tail outlets in Los Angeles, recently decided to try a test

oj tv's effectiveness, pinpointing its advertising for one

dealer on one tv program. The product, a $12.95 bottle

of tire sealer, was advertised in an announcement on

Jackson's Theatre one night. The next day the Fverlast

dealer sold 26 cases of the sealer and had to call the fac-

tory for 25 more cases in order to handle the demand. It

was estimated that the $100 announcement resulted in

$800 in sales for the advertiser.

k ITS . Los Angeles PROGRAM: Jackson's Theatre

HOUSEHOLD HINTS

SPONSOR: Higgins Shoe -tore AGENI Y: Direct

< APSl II CAS1 HISTORI
: Right alter II ROM-Tl went

on the air last iugust, the Higgins Shoe Store bought al-

ternate weeks oj Strange Adventure on Tuesdays, 8:15-

f5:3ii p.m. In the end of the first L3 uccl.s. the program

had pulled customers from every COUnty in the Rome trad-

ing ana. plus customers from us fat us 95 mUes away.

One commercial on one of the programs for u child's slum

"practically sold out Higgins' entire quarterly inventory

within the next two dins." Id McKay, II ROM-TV man-

ager, reported. The program cost is -,". I [time and film \.

WROM-TV, Rome, Ga. PROGRAM: Strange Adventure

SPONSOR: Deepfreeze Appliance Div.

Motor Products ( !orp.

AG1 N( Y: Rod
liam- & Clearj

i APSl I I < ASE HISTORY : The sponsor was buying a

quarter-hour segment of CBS II 's Garry Moore Show

on Thursdays i 1 :30-l :45 p.m.). During one of the pro-

grams, Moore offered viewers a book of 1.003 Household

Hints to am one who uould write in for it. According

to Bob Gilruth, advertising manager of Deepfreeze, more

than 10,000 homemakers within range of the 58-statiom

network requested the book. The quarter-hour portion of

the Curry Moore shou has a talent and production cost

of $2,038 for the lull network; time cost was $10,194.

t li> T\ Network PROGRAM: Garry Moore Show



* VITAPIX DIDN'T WAIT FOR HOLLYWOOD

TO MAKE UP ITS MIND... NEITHER DID MORE

THAN 30 LEADING TV STATIONS...

Only Feature Pictures ever Filmed for
TODAY, TV viewers are enjoying these full

length motion pictures even before theatre

audiences. Vitapix has proved that the
television industry, by combining the best

of TV and motion picture techniques, and
utilizing Hollywood star talent, lias a

formula that answers the viewers' de-

mands for new Motion Pictures as well
as the sponsors' demand for film value.

NO WEAK WEEKS. Here's a film series main-
taining a uniformly high level. Top Holly-
wood production and direction, plus

names like these — Peggy Ann Garner,
Akim Tamiroff, Martha Scott, Arleen
Whelan, Jeffrey Lynn, Lee Bowman, Ann
Rutherford, Jackie Cooper, Don Ameche
— assure top ratings every week.

TOP BOX OFFICE AT THE CASH REGISTER.

Because Vitapix Feature Motion Pictures

22 FEBRUARY 1954

provide the station with a TV FIRST,
it has outstanding advertising and mer-

chandising value. Hollywood knows the

box office of a "Prevue" and a ""Premiere."

So does the sponsor.

Tbe current series of 26 pictures pre-

sents drama, mystery, comedy and adven-

ture. 70 or 54 minute running time, black

and white or color. Vitapix Uniform
National Pricing Formula Applies. For
availabilities and prices, phone collect.

TV
Watch VITAPIX

The STATION-OWNED Producers and Distributors of TV Films

VITAPIX CORPORATION: New York: 509 Modison Ave., PLaia 8-3013 • Chicago: 30 N. La Solle St.,

AN 3-2950 'Los Angeles: 8949 Sunset Blvd.,CR 1-7191 • New Orleans: 3190 De Saix Blvd., Valley 1837
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•XL' stations prepare advertising primer for r«**«il€»rs

\ p in I"! retailers w nli ad\ ice on

hoM to plan theii year-'round advertis-

ing l"i best results has been published

!>\ the "XL" stations in the Pa< ifi<

Northwe-t.

A foreword bj Ed Craney, presi-

denl of the "XL" Btations, first dis-

cusses the basics oi advertising. Ex-

ample: "I se multi-media in todaj s

fast-moving world ao single medium
lei. hes all ilir people. . .

."

Stores which can't afford t<> adver-

tise dail) should plan their advertis-

ing l"i less frequent schedules. But

the) should -i.i\ on through the year,

setting a-idr enough monej for spe-

< ial promotions, the book points out.

"Radio and newspapers are your

chief advertising media, the hook tells

it- retailei readers. "When your bud-

gel is large, spend equal amounts in

each. When van budget i- small, lean

h<-a\ il) "ii radio. Listeners comprise

a larger market than reader- and can

be reached for a lower cost-per-1,000."

The ln.dk advises retailers to make

I'all Hull offers trip to

'most ingenious' promoter

lluw ingenious are station promo-

tion managers?

Pall Mall, sponsor of Big Story, ra-

dio and tv program, will award a

week- vacation in Bermuda for two to

the radio or t\ station promotion man-

age] doing the "best, most original,

unique and effective promotion job ol

either or both programs during the

first quartei of 1954."

Man t
. Garratt, ad\ ertising man-

ager of Pall Mall, said -i/e of the sta-

tion and facilities at hand will be taken

into consideration in judging entries

Judges for the contest include Nor-

man Glenn, editor and president oi

sponsor, < Jeoi _•<• Rosen oi ' arietj

.

Frank Burke of Radio Dai/3 and Flor-

ence Small of Broadcasting'Telecasting.
* * *

up a 1 hart o| iheii ou n adverri ing

expenditure bj months "and see il it

slight!) precedes the curve on your

'monthl) percent of business chart."

\. 1 ording to this hook, advertising ex-

penditure should Ik- in direct correla-

tion to anticipated sales. * * *

Food Ftiir signs SZO.OOO

26-tceek deal with UVBW
( Ine ol \\ a hington, D. C.'s majoi

super-market chains, Food Fair, has

1 d an estimated $30,000 26-week

. ontracl with \\ \MW . \\ ashington.

NBC 0&0 t\ station. The super-mar-

ket chain v. ill - onsi 1 / o, a on°

il\ Fridays, 7:00-7:30 p.m. The e>ti-

mated contract price does not include

• osl of tie-in promotion. I he merchan-

dising campaign includes 250,000 bag

stuffers, in-store displays, truck signs,

bumper strips on 1"<) Food Fair cars

Super market Pres. Siegel signs contract

and more than 20,000 mailing pieces

to new customers. In addition, ad-

will be rim in newspapers, T) Guide
and on the air. Shown signing the con-

tract (above) is Irving L. Siegel, presi-

dent ol the L3-store Food Fair chain.

Looking on are (1. to r.) Seymour Se-

leznow, directoi of merchandising for

I I Fair; \K in Epstein, president of

the Epstein advertising agen< j : Ruth

Graze, account exec, at Uvin Epstein

) : Robert 1 i\ ingston, \\ M'.W .

II II IPC pens poetie salute to

rival. WTOP's new 'house'

WWDC, Washington, recently sa-

luted the opening of WTOP-AM-TV,
\\ ashington - new "Broadcast House"
with three -pe< ial broadcasts. Featured

during each oi the W W DC salutes waa

a poem written bj WWDCs program

director, Norman Reed, "the poet lau-

reate of Washington's radio row," ac-

cording to the station. Literarv critics

-a\ Heed s efforts compare favorably

with anything Macy'e has said about

Gimbels. WWDC was the first rival

station to salute WTOP's new head-

beadquarters. Part of Reed's poem
follows

:

Ladies and Gentlemen: Please lend an

cdi

!

) an mm be surprised at what you note

hear!

It's really quite strange when a radio

station

Starts praising a rival organization.

It's something a listener hardh expi

I Does Macy's tell Gimbels? Does

Woodward' s tell IIedit's?)

Hut regardless of custom. II II I

X

Is pening this tribute to IVTOP.

February is planned as a "Month of

Dedication"

Making their move to a bigger loca-

tion.

Their new "Broadcast House'' is one

of the best.

Its at 40//i and lirandywine Streets.

^ orthwest.

In this grand modern building [the

only one of its kind 1

Latest tv and radio facilities are com-

bined.

They've spent "millions of dollars' as

part of their plans

To give fine entertainment to "mil-

lions' of fans.

The poem goes on to offer best

wishes for the success oi the new op-

eration from WW DC. • • •

II ecd vails program logs

public service' feature

Arguments newspaper- use in trying

to make stations pay for program

listings are "tried and untrue. 1 hat -

the wa\ Joseph .1. Weed, president oi

Weed v\ Co. and Weed Television

Corp., put- it. Weed is one of several

industry representatives who have dis-

1 ussed the newspaper listing problem

in recent week-.

Weed says that with newspapers in
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some cities again dropping Eree list-

ings, publishers should be reminded

that printing the listings is not "ex-

tending aid to an enemy. Radio and

i\ have proven friends indeed to news-

papers in terms of being responsible

for sizable lineage in tune-in display

ads
"

In terms of public interest, Weed

said. "Radio and tv logs are as much

a public service as printing the weath-

er. And. in areas where such listings

are not published, the field is opened

wide for independent program weeklies

which obtain paid circulation and ad-

vertising revenue that probably could

have gone to the newspapers. (See

sponsor editorial. 8 Februarv issue. I

• • •

Briefly . . .

The Will Rogers Memorial Hospital.

Saranac Lake, N. Y., currently is con-

ducting a fund-raising campaign among
people in radio and tv. The hospital,

which admits onlv patients from show

business, is said to be "universally rec-

ognized for its notable contributions

to research and cure of tuberculosis."

The hospital makes TB treatment free

to its show business patients. Sam
Blake, who is handling radio and tv

public relations for the hospital, said

he is appealing to radio and tv people

because, although many of them are

in the hospital, few have contributed.

Aim of the compaign is contribution

of an hour's pay from every person in

show business. Contributions may be

sent to the Variety Clubs-Will Rogers

Memorial Hospital. 1501 Broadway.
New York 36, N. Y.

* * *

In recognition of "outstanding per-

sonal growth and performance during
1953" Free & Peters, station rep firm,

recently awarded two of its employees

""Colonel of the Year" citations. John
A. Thompson, radio account executive

in the New York office, and William

1 5 nan, tv account executive in the Chi-

cago office, were selected from the sev-

en F&P offices across the countrv. In

1949 award went to Jones Scovern of

New York for "out-of-the-ordinarv

work for national spot advertisine."

in "50 to W. W. Bryan of Detroit. Hal

Hoag of Hollywood got the citation in

1952. No individual qualified in 1951

so the award was given to the F&P
Midwest office as a group. This is the

first time two men—one in radio, the

other in tv—have won. * * *

Subscribe to SPONSOR today

and receive FREE a copy of the 1954

PROGRAM GUIDE. The Program Guide

will be off the presses early in March.

J

SPONSOR 40 E, 49 St., New York 17, N. Y,

Please send me the next 26 issues of SPONSOR and

j include FREE the 1954 PROGRAM GUIDE.

' NAME

FIRM . TITLE

> ADDRESS

CITY .—ZONE STATE _

bs) $15 threecheck one: Q $8 one year (26 issu years

Clearance

Mid-February

Nation!?

31st
Retail
Market

SCRANTON, PA.
ABC TELEVISION NETWORK

Antenna: 1244 Ft. Above Average Terrain

333 Madison Ave., Scranton, Pa.

Hotel Sterling, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Represented Nationally by

GEORGE P. HOUINGBERY CO.

WTR1
SERVING

*fBANY-SCHENECTADY-TR°L

See your
HEADLEY-REED Man
for Prime Availabilities
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viv I o o o

«i forum oh questions of current interest

to air ttdvertisers and their ugeneies

II III/ i\ it important to have tin ciff itulustvij count i/-oj/-

vountif for marHet-bu-marUet) tv set count

Mr. Coen

THE PICKED PANEL ANSWERS

^^^ I In- absen< e ol .1

^j PlW -tandaid -i-t 1

1- fell in vary big

degrees depend-

ing upon the com-

plexity and im-

portance "I the

questions posed

for solution. 1 11-

di\ idual market

and station set

estimates are

needed l»\ anyone involved in deci-

-ii>n- related to television. The lack ol

complete data on a uniform basis

causes unwarranted expense and con-

fusion.

Currentl) there are a number of dif-

ferent sources of set count data which

are helpful in arriving at final deci-

sions. However, all of these soui es

contain some limitation. We devote a

considerable amount of work merely

to the process of collecting these data.

It i- necessary for us to combine infor-

mation from different sources in addi-

tion to apply ing adjustments based on

hi own research. The absence of

completeness and uniformity has there-

fore necessitated a large amount ol

extra effort in order to convert avail-

able data into a Useful form.

This expense is increa-ed when the

data i- put into use. Part of a recom-

mendation or report max be developed

with one set of basi< sour* e material

while another portion is derived on the

basis "I another sel "I data. Revision

oi adjustment of plans introduces ad-

ditional complexity which must be con-

tinually lie ked in order to maintain

parability. I he problems are mul-

tiplied as time goes by. ["his situation

increases the amount of work needed

to arrive at ili<- best decisions while

making it difficult to pi < >\ iil>- the < lient

quickly and clearly with the reasonable

explanation- he -hould get for our hav-

ing made such decisions.

The current situation i- mainly of

an annoyance nature which di?erts

much effort that we at McCann-Erick-

son could put to better use. On the

other hand the smaller agency may not

be able to afford the time and efforts

ol the -killer) personnel needed for ade-

quate treatment of these available sta-

tistics.

As time passes the limitations of the

data now in use will increase while

their accuracy and usefulness decline.

\ uniform set of statistics for all

stations would greatly aid in the solu-

tion of some of the many problem- cre-

ated by llii- grow ing medium.

Robert .1. Coepj

McCann-Erickson, Inc.

Vea ) orh

I In- is a tough

question to an-

swer simply be-

cause there are

too m a n \ a n -

-»< 1-: many dif-

ferent people
make many dif-

ferent uses of

county -by -county

television set

h nership fig-

ures. By getting the smallest unit of

measurement, the county . all users can

then combine data in any groupings

that they desire depending on the par-

ticular problem they I

I "i the industry as a whole, county

figures provide a measure of tele-

\ ision - grow ih : it- penetration and

geographical spread. But differenl

groups within the industry have special

interests in the data.

Vetworks can use the information to

Kati

provide a detailed picture of their net-

works and see where they need affilia-

tions to fill \ital gaps. Stations can
u-e the data to assess televisions

growth in their particular coverage

areas. A<li ertisers and agencies seek

this information to work out networks

that match their distribution areas and
to determine advertising budgets for

each of their sales districts. Manufac-

turers of television receivers need these

figures to establish sales quotas for

specific areas.

Over and above these uses, research-

ers need such data for all kinds of spe-

cial analyses of television growth and

as a bench mark for the future.

Oscar Katz
CBS TV Research Director

Vew York

Television cover-

age and set esti-

mates today are

almost back to the

horse and buggy

days of radio.

Coverage claims

may be based on

NCS, mail maps,

Grade A and B
service areas.

millivolt con-

tours, decibel contours, engineering re-

port- to the FCC (prior to initial

filings), topographical contour maps.

and circles of \ miles. Set estimates

may include NBC T\ estimate- for the

unduplicated coverage areas of their

affiliates, CBS TV set counts for their

affiliates, and estimates from the sta-

tion- based on RETMA figures, dealer

shipments, retail sale- of cooperating

outlets, warranty cards, utility com-
panies meter readings, post card sur-

veys, telephone surveys or liouse-to-

bouse sun e\ -.

Miss Brown
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These surveys may have been made

in a small but well saturated part of

the station's claimed coverage area and

projected to the entire area, measured

against the entire area, or be a com-

pilation of set figures which include

homes definitely located outside of the

station's effective coverage area.

In almost any multi-station market,

we get conflicting reports from the

competing stations. Hardly any of

these can be justified by differences in

power or antenna heights, but merely

by the fact that the stations are trying

to do a selling job with the aid of the

most exaggerated claims which they

feel can be believed.

What we need desperately is a peri-

odic county-by-county set count of vhf

and uhf television homes and an up-

to-date coverage survey (such as NCS
or SAMS), showing the areas in which

tv homes can and do view individual

television stations. This would then

provide us with uniform coverage

measurements for every television sta-

tion in the country.

Julia B. Brown
Director of Media Research

Compton Advertising

New York

Television's accel-

eration has been

at a rate few of

us had originally

anticipated, but

its very rapid

^JL growth seems to

have prevented
14' the industry from

establishing a

Mr. Tillmanns firm foundation

for organized de-

velopment. Good tv set estimates are

as important to the industry as pro-

grams, transmitters and antennas, yet

sellers and buyers of national spot tele-

vision have no common meeting ground
when the subject comes around to set

statistics.

All of us are at fault, for although

there have been efforts individually to

supply the vital information, there has

been no collective support for establish-

ing complete and accurate set data.

To utilize all the knowledge we have

gained about television as a medium
we need industry-sponsored, county-by-

county tv set measurements at regular

{Please turn to page 97)

Yes, it's got the gals going . going to the Channel
5 Club, WMCT's sensational new audience participating

show Prizes, gags, spontaneous on'the-spot humor, and
interviews with Gene Perkins and Bob Smith doing

the emceeing.

Participatin g s pots arc now available , and they are

going fast See your nearest Branham office.

WMCT
CHANNEL 5 • MEMPHIS

NOW 100,000 WATTS
Memphis' first

TV Station
WMC WMCF WMCT

National Representatives

The Branham Company

NBC-TV-BASIC
Also affiliated with ABC

and DUMONT
Owned and Operated by

The Commercial Appeal
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COME N GET IT

WHILE IT'S

HOT

A 5 course spread of

Ratings

to whet the appetite

lQl6m very rare

Promotions we// done

Merchandising

with all the trimmings

Sales on ice.

MIKE ROY, chef de TV,

moves into the KNBH

kitchen at 1 :30 p.m.

Monday through Friday

starting February 22nd.

For reservations on

Mike Roy's "Key to the

Kitchen "... contact

KNBH, Hollywood or

NBC SPOT SALES.

( onlinued from page I i I

business and that lack of subtler) isn't just about the most

effective mode oi attack.

Whether you (Ordwa\ and friends) know it or not. people

arc not just waiting around to catch the advertising messages

that sponsors spend their multitudes of program dollars to

i chance to broadcast. To penetrate the public's normal

and understandable indifference and it- natural sales resis-

tance, we've got to hit 'em often and without pulling our

punches. Furthermore, it the) were so bored or irritated

with our efforts the) wouldn't respond as overwhelmingl) to

tv-advertised products a- t!ic\ have.

It's long been my rather jaundiced and very prejudiced

contention that the whiz kid- of thinkdom such as educators,

philosophers and jusl plain school manib are all wet when

it come- to any anal) -is of the public's appreciation ( oi lack

of it ) of broadcast advertising. In my Limited experience I

find that the great majority of tv-viewers think the) get plenty

of good entertainment for free (they spend an average oi

five* hours a day with their sets) and hence feel an obliga-

tion to the advertiser to pa) attention to hi- message; having

done so, the) go further—they tend to act upon these mes-

sages a- prescribed.

And. finally, it i- m\ puerile opinion that purchase ot

( K\' , of tv-advertised products serves a good purpose a- far

a- the purchaser i- concerned. I say tin- aware of the fact

that we live in an acquisitive, materialistic civilization which

seems rather pleasant to me but may turn out to be less than

pei 'e i in the light of history's definition of it. say 10 or 12

centuries hence.

Coming lack to the original thesis, I feel it is especially

unfair of newspaper moguls to keep tearing into tv on the

ground- they do. since their own printed -licet- are replete

with axe murder- and comic strips a- well a- ec/ema—alve

advertisements. In fact, the only difference between the me-

dia i- that an advertiser can't be as obtrusive in print a- he

• an in t\ which i- one of the advertising weaknesses of news-

papers. \- toi repetition, a newspaper advertiser can ob-

tain it i i an) degree he want-. All he has to do i- pay for it.

• * *

Nielsen \ 1953.

/)'()/) Foreman and the editors of SPONSOR would be happy to

rei en e and print comments, iddress 10 Fast 49 5/.
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TIPS TO BEGINNERS
i ( ontinued from page 39 •

< all in your ait • li !<• t >i . ami pick his

bi .liit. Mi- II help a lol to sparkle up

\ mil live produi Lion at -mall < i. -I.

I I'M - a f"i in-tam e. < 'lie oi OUT • "in-

iiii-n ials had a i artoon "I a guitai

player. It was ilull and stati , Oui art

director solved the problem l>\ ill iw

ing the same cartoon charactei minus

lii- string-pickin' arm. Then he cut

out an aim. attached a I'l ni papei clip

tu the back <>f it. and ran the paper clip

through the guitar player's shoulder,

leaving a metal handle behind the car-

toon card. The studio personnel were

ii <- 1 1 \ a- mice, moving the arm iii time

with a recorded jingle, and everyone

was happ] . I he cost: practii all) noth-

ing at all.

On another commercial, we wanted

the girdle "I a diamond to li^ht up.

Obviously, a job fur film- til we
i ailed in the art directoi . He cut oul

the girdle, placed a light behind the

i ut-outs, and added a magic fair\ with

real wings, who flew across the ilia-

mond, lighting it un. To achieve the

-Ifi-i t of lights ' oming on, we Bimpl)

ONE

• CHARLESTON

and only ONE

television station

effectively covers

CHARLESTON,

West Virginia!

WKNA-TV
Charleston's OWN
Television Station

"Bated on actual survey made
by a leading radio engineering

firm, (noma sent on requesl )

PilfiMMf In* til UC • OUMONT

III CIS TELEVISION NETWORKS

WKNA-TV
the personality

station

No matter how you try, you

can't cover West Virginia's first

market with any television

but Charleston's OWN station!

Only WKNA-TV has the

"power"* to do it . . . with

strong signal, three network

tie-ins and choice local

programming "slanted" to and

for the Charleston market.

Get the facts today on how
easy it is for you to share in

over $620,000,000 a year

this market has to spend.

Joe L. Smith, Jr. Incorporated

Represented nationally by
WEED TELEVISION

pulled a shade stretched across the

back of our card, coordinating it with

the magic fairy.

\b a substitute for a blackboard and

flip cards, the art department furnished

a plain felt panel, and signs mounted
•ii sandpapei backs. Touch them to

the felt, and the) -ta\ there until you
take them down.

For a used car dealer the Boys in

the Hack Room came up with a mini-

ature used car lot. stocked with toy

cars. For motion they found an old

tO) lord in perfect scale, with a dust-

ered and goggled dri\er. It glided,

swanlike, across ihe set under its own
power, adding a flock of extra color

and drama to the sequence.

The fact that \ou may he limited to

artwork doesn't mean you're limited

to "tie dimension, or that \ou're neces-

sariN hamstrung without motion.

Vrtwork characters with simple mov-
able parts can tip their hats. eat. drink,

roll their e\es. switch their tails and
dazzle \ou with a host of other accom-
plishments.

You can add a second dimension to

artwork with solid objects. Real hair

on a cartoon dog—real wood for a

man's cane—a toy tree standing next

to a cartooned house—your only limi-

tation is \our own imagination. Your
local toy shop is a gold mine of these

small-scale objects.

Producing live tv commercials may
appeal to those who like life Wild and

Gay. The first commercial we ever

produced was interesting chiefly for

the fact that a full-.-ize electric refrig-

erator was dropped on two actors.

They emerged intact, and the floor man
who dropped it on them is now a full-

fledged producer. We recall a live au-

tomobile commercial where the car

i door was opened with a noise rivaling

Inner Sanctum's sound effects. We
' once produced a live cereal commercial

whose memory lingers on in frequent

nightmares. The announcer ogled his

bowl of cereal, gave it the customary

taste test, smacked his lips, and choked.

There is a once-a-week beer commer-

cial we wouldn't miss for love nor

money. Some da) some day, that an-

nouncer is going to produce a sonorous

burp. We've -ecu it coming on for

weeks and waiting for it is like wait-

ing Eor the second shoe to drop, in the

room overhead.

Let's ta e it. l mi cannot, and never

will, achieve real control of live pro-

din tion. But, with a great deal of in-

genuity and effort, and enouch cam-
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A Bird

from our Sponsor

This is a story about the gang-

in our merchandising department

—a smart flock of birds who went

turkey wild recently.

C. A. Swanson & Co. markets

frozen foods—a hot selling item in

any grocer's deep freeze. WFBM-
TV made it even hotter. Swanson
co-sponsors "The Name's The
Same." a show which flew its regu-

lar network coop to roost with us in

Indianapolis. In Swanson 's nation-

wide promotion contest, we strutted

off with first prize right under the

network's beak.

Indiana's retail grocers were

our first concern : our boys thawed

them out with a month-long survey

of their frozen food inventories,

noted their comments on the Swan-

son product, and distributed point-

of-sale posters tying in the same

name with "The Name's The
Same." Thirteen hundred grocers

received "News From WFBM-TV"
bulletins, complete with photos oi

Roberl Q. Lewis plugging Swan-
son's Fro/en Foods.

The tv editor of an [ndian-

apolis paper reviewed "The
Name |s The Same. " Our own pub-

lication, -'The Merchandiser. '' (cir-

culated monthly to 1700 retail out-

lets) featured a two-column lead

story on the producl and the pro-

gram. "Cinderella Weekend,"
WFBM-TV's after i quiz show,

presented free samples of Swan-

son's Beef, Turkey and Chicken

Pies to contestants.

Retailers and consumers gob-

bled ii]) the publicity, feathered

their dec]) freeze units with Swan-

son products. I WFBM-TV covers

38 Central Indiana counties with

annual food sales totaling $370

million.) When we incubated that

kind of potential with intensive

merchandising, sales hatched, our

sponsor strutted, and prize turkeys

practically took over our studios.

Clarke Swanson personally flew in

to see WFBM-TV in action, pre-

sented our staff with a silver plaque

and two dozen prize birds.

Merchandising follow-thru is

just one feather in our cap. With

423.000 tv sets in a coverage area

earning $2% billion in annual in-

come, WFBM-TV offers a bird-in-

the-hand to advertisers weary of

bush-beating.

See the Katz man. etc.

WFBM WFBM-TV
INDIANAPOLIS • CBS

Represented Nationally by the Katz Agenc/

Affiliated with WEOA, Evansville; WFDF, Flint WOOD AM O TV, Grand Rapids
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.1.1-. .mil talent, and rehearsal and

. areful Bhepherding, there's nothing i"

prevent mum producing extreme!] ei-

fe tive live commercials. It a tough,

I. ui ii can be done and done well!

( me thing's i>. i Bure you'll nevei find

it .lull!

( me factor t" considei in settling the

"live vs. film" question is talent costs.

Il the time you buj includes talent

thru \(>u nave no problem. If. how-

evei . you must pa) talent, alu a} - beai

in mind thai talent i- ;i recurring < ost,

throughout 5 our schedule. In the long

run live production might well prove

I. ii more costlj than film.

taothei rule l"i good t\ commer-

cials is thai < '< Ii 1 1 1 u~t be, in addition

i,, a n . • • 1 1

1

i 1
1«- 1

• ial, a radio commer-

. ial .i- welL \ I lind person listening

in Mini storj should receive your en-

tire sales message! We think of view-

era as we think "I movie audiences.

\\ e tliink nf them as firml) rooted t<>

their chairs, once tln-> turn on the

j. Imi\. I nfortunately, 1 1 1
«

> take

intermissions. Most unfortunately,

these often coincide with the commer-

cials, ^"ui complete Bales message

must follow your prospect into the

100% WICHITA COVERAGE!

The ONLY station—KTVH—that puts your product

before the whole city of Wichita as well as fifteen

additional large communities of potential buyers. Join

the parade of impressive names now using this pow-

erful media. KTVH business offices in Wichita and

Hutchinson; studios in Hutchinson; Howard O. Peter-

son, General Manager.

CHANNEL

12 KTVH
HUTCHINSON -WICHITA

VHF
240,000
WATTS

CBS BASIC -DU MONT -ABC
REPRESENTED BY H-R TELEVISION, INC.

COVERS CENTRAL KANSAS
62

kitchen, or wherever else he stretches

his legs. \ surprising number uf peo-

ple listen to, hut do not watch, tele-

\ ision

!

\iid while we're on the subject uf

what goes on in the "audio" column

of \cur commercial here - a paradox.

Most television writers, producers and

performers are far more experienced

in radio than thej arc ill t\. In Bpite

nl this, Bound in television is the most

neglected production detail. You can

often make live commercials far more

dramatic and colorful with a tasteful

touch of -'Hind effects to complete an

illusion. The neglect of sound detail-

in film is enough to stand your hair on

end. Some film producers seem to

work in a strangelj silent, underwater

world of their own. You see a wash-

ing machine turned on. But you don't

hear it running. Faucets run. hut pro-

duce no splashing. Ice tinkles in a

glass. We see it. but we don't hear

il. Television can stay, hut this eerie

practice has got to go!

Clc\erl\ turned phrases, "cute"'

phraseology and vividlj colored speech,

radio-style, don't hold up in television.

If >our people don't talk the way or-

dinary. a\erage people talk, you l<--e

the sincerity of your message. How-
ever, although tv lacks the excitement

and entertainment of deftlv polished

language, radio-style, it should not

abandon the authenticity of reaMife

sound; as radio perfected it. The view-

er is usuallv not even aware when
sound is missing, but his subconscious

knows that something doesn't ring

true and may reject \our entire mes-

sage!

Here- one of the thorniest rule- of

all. Make sure your commercial is

truly a t\ commercial, ft mav he a

radio commercial in sheep's clothing.

Try giving it the acid test—seeing how
\ncI1 your visual story stands up by it-

self, without sound or spoken words.

I i \ writing your commercial in panto-

mime. When you're stuck and must

relj on sound, keep digging awaj at

the spot where you're stuck until you

( an make your point visually. This

isn't easv. But if you can bring it off

successfully, vour tv commercial will

leave your competitors in the du-t.

picking through their old radio

awards!

Don't let the high cost of film fright-

en you. Vbove all don't frighten cli-

ent- or prospective clients with produc-

tion budgets that would stagger the

SPONSOR
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Ask your national representative

You're on the verge of a decision,

and a problem.

What business papers to pick

for your station promotion?

It's no problem to kiss of],

for your choice can have a telling

effect on your national spot

income.

But where to get the facts?

The answer is simple. Ask your

national representative.

He knows. His salesmen get around

They learn which business papers

are appreciated, read and discussed

by buyers of broadcast time.

His is an expert opinion.

Don't overlook your national

representative.

s ponsor
the magazine

radio and TV

advertisers

iuse



I "nI I oundation. Condition your mind
\i tin- la< i that lilmt'il i ommen ials

need not be expensive. I bere are more

ways ill. in one i" 'ut budgets, ami

these < uts ma\ strengthen, rathei than

weaken, the effei tiveness i>f the fin-

ished produ< i.

Here an- a few tvaj b to cut < osts on

film production

:

I ostead "l hav ing youi sound on

dim. in mil \ mil — • • i j 1 1 • I 111, an ai etate

disk. You'll In- surprised bow w *-
1 1 it

Wolk- OUt.

Substitute -iati< i ai toons w i'li band-

moved parts ii'i expensive animation.

I i I \ mil ail due. I'U i mi riot, ami he'll

save \i>ii a lull-full of money. These

"animated" devices an- gloriousl) in-

expensive to photograph.

Gel cag) with your lip-synchroniza-

tion sequences. II \<>u have a demon-

stration sequence, f<u example, you

maj Btarl j
mil -i ene w iili J

i
| >-

^ > no.

Once you establish youi speaker, he

ii, a\ continue with the demonstration,

following his actions with the Bound

Btoi \ . "If » reen. Finish "If with lip-

-\n< mi \oiir testimonial, perhaps

—

ami "If drops a I > i ^ Blice "f vmn COm-

mercial budget.

When Connie Cook Throws a Cookie Contest!

HERE'S WHAT HAPPENED!

October 26th — Connie Cook threw a Christmas Cookie Contest on

her afternoon Connie s Kitchen" program over WOW-TV. Mail piled up

. . . kept piling . . . 14,000 entries by the November 25th deadline . . .

and more were still coming in! Entries came from as far away as Florida

and California! That's a real vote of confidence for Connie, who began
her "Connie s Kitchen show on WOW-TV less than 6 months ago.

You can get this response for your product in the Omaha and Missouri

Valley Market which yielded 42,000,000* Drug sales and 290,800,000

Food sales in 1952.

Ask your Blair TV man about "Connie's Kitchen," or write Fred

Ebener, Sales Mgr.

•1953 Sales Management Survey of Buying Power

W W TV
BLAIR TV... 100, OOO WATTS* NBC -DUMONT

A MEREDITH STATION — NBC-TV AND DUMONT AFFILIATE

Instead of making vour full commer-
cial a motion picture, spot in slides

where the) can be used effectively.

Remember that talent fees make the

sighl of an entire human being a lux-

ury. If all you can afford are hand- in

view uiihI the) often do a fine job I

then Bettle for hands alone, and make
the most of 'em !

\i this point, a kind!) word of warn-
ing. Don'l cut '"-I- b) hedging on
union rules and fee.-. Charges mav
seem unjust, I ill bite on a nail and pay
up. Conflicts with VFTRA, SAG or the

Musicians' I nion can put v ou out of

commission overnight.

^ mir over-all -ton mav be changed
to cut co-is. Perhaps \<>u don't need

a full-dre s commercial am how. \ few

simple scene-, in logical sequence, may
do the job every bit as well.

If \ou're using music, you save 1100
at the outset 1>\ not using instruments.

Plus the $100 fee which you mu-t pay
the Musicians' Union, \ou must also

pa) a double fee to vour leader, plus

paying \our musicians, plus rehearsal

time. plus. . . Hey, had enough?

**We have never written a rule book of
"inu-l-" for our commercials. Hut I sup-
pose thai if we did. our first rule Mould
be: keep it interesting. And tied right
in with that one Mould be: keep it

timple—keep it clear. The very nature
ol the television medium rails for dem-
onstration, whenever possible."

JOHN H. BOYLE
Director of Radio and Tr

Reynolds Metals Co.
Richmond

Imagine getting a full symphon) or-

chestra for 110! Another musical aid.

not nearly well enough known, is the

standard musical library.

Such libraries are cleared for use

on television, and cost as low as

810 per spot. One such library offer-

about 300 recordings, offering a com-

plete spectrum of musical backgrounds,

dramatic bridges and sound effects.

^ our film producer or T\ station can

probably suppl) library service.

Don't let special camera effects run

up vour budget unless thcv're vitally

necessarv to your story. If they're sim-

plv put in to make vmir commercial a

wee dab fancier, or showcase vour new

familiaritv w i'li phrases like "double

wipe lap dissolve extreme close-up

montage"— out the) go!

Limit the number of voices as much
as possible. Perhaps v ou can rewrite

i Please turn to page 7 1

1
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65.000
WATTS

7*W/
Latest Conlan Survey (Nov., '53) gives

WDAY-TV the following Share-of-
Audience in Metropolitan Fargo:

TOTAL AFTERNOON 98.8%
TOTAL NIGHTTIME 99.1%

WDAY-TV
FARGO, N. D.

NOWON
FULL POWER
(UP FROM 13,000 TO 65,000 WATTS)

AND CARRYING PRACTICALLY

ALL TOP-RATED PROGRAMS

FROM ALL 4 NETWORKS
(AND LEADING FILM PRODUCERS)!

Affiliated with NBC • CBS • ABC • DUMOKT

FREE & PETERS, INC., Exclusive National Representative!



GO YANKEE

GONOMETOWN

WNAC
BOSTON—LAWRENCE

jL%5 Home Town

fe(u& Radio Stations

OF THE YANKEE NETWORK
AND THE

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
ON THE

DIAL50,000 WATTS 680

'PlcU MANY OUTSTANDING PROGRAMS

YANKEE HOME TOWN
FOOD SHOW

Greater Network Coverage

than any other

New England Food Show

Monday thru Friday 1:15 - 1:45 P.M.

INCLUDING

*
*
*
*
*

YANKEE NETWORK
NEWS SERVICE

New England's Oldest and Largest

Independent Radio News Service

8 A.M. 9 A.M. 10 A.M.

1 P.M. 6 P.M. 11 P.M.

Plus Promotional and Merchandising Aids

Ask the Man from
f|_R REPRESENTATIVES, INC.

The Yankee Network
DIVISION OF GENERAL TELERADIO, INC.

21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS.

f

I
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SUND

me 22 February 1954

DAY MONDAY

I BSN LAT

- Mm Breo«i

|

a lat

SDO tis.000

NBC Symphony

(Toatariln!)

Amnion SW.O'

I «wi from NBC

RADIO COMPARAGRAPH OF NETWORK PROGRAMS Nighttime 22 February 1954

JESDAY
| WEDNESDAY THURSDAY | FRIDAY SATURDAY

Arty SIOOO L

Audltloni

Jamel Caravan

'AR $1500

"aoe S3SM

leem* Taylor

Modoe*. eporl*

OBM
m

$1800

Telephone hour

^ Family Skeleton

V Bennett drill:

Turner Calling

Edwin C Hill
I'hllco Corp
m-f 10:30-35
utihlB*

Detr m-r L

fwi ll:55-12m

4eyerhoff (3400

Carter Prods
lata* 15 ml

Robert Trout

Jrttim-MiriTllle

: rank Edward i

Co George Hlcki

>hn C. Swayze

SHOO
Rocky Fortuna
™ ink Sinatra)

Vandertook
r*mlly

,,
ske

]

e 'on

yitery Theatra

en Fd» ra.w.f

Danca band) \ ir

Hodge*, iporti

I man'i family

Walk a Mil.

F sport from the

•wi of World

101 WUIji

Wrlntr'au'b

laufman SB*.

Robert Trout

Dance Orch

10:35-11

lew> A nnely.lt
.o-ej>

ml L

Crime Fighter*

Put it to Pat

Roy Rogeri

>»• A Harriett'" w* ponton:

Gcneril Fill

m,™.f 7;15-3C
FCA8

Take a Number

Drehaatra

aont explanations to help you use this chart

: C. Chicago; Clot

I Huuhlnt; Swift. JUT; Tun I,

1" U Jti im. umulrait M.
Piu* Ulaii' 11.100 000 inn

-r <rer.lt per advert latr. Entire

hit fli.nt weekly. Boom (o

mmtary orULnalea Waihlnelon 1*1 i

' i!500 per i)i,.,clpau..n per i[.r.nii<

•In: Swmiij chama. M-F n

Sponsors listed alphabetically

AFolL, Furmen.
Atlli.Chalm.-rs.

Amor. Clg & I

III. 1.1 f'rlr l.nri 1; H. Hollywood:
St L. St. Loula,

ilfht; n

af'S rh.rn \''l*

-win. coat: 14000.
:3Q tin- T. Th 10-11:15 am.

Frl.ley

e and War. Meet MIDI*. Mr.
Ic •ponton. Family Skeleton.

I. Gllllai: NBC. Sat 1-1:30 I

SSCB; NBC. W 9:30-10 |

Dairy Attn.. Campbell -Miihun: NBC.

'rod... Mm CBS.

0:15
i

China*, 11.860:
9 Lewla-Howo, R.

•
!
ii i loo to tboH moo

PW

. nrlp 1

Pay* to be Married. M-F S

Amer, Oil Co.. Joa. Kali: CBS. M-F 7 f,-9 oiu

Amer. Tob, Co.. BBIiO: CBS. Sun 7-7:30 pm;
Anheuear-Buteh. D'Arcy: ABC, M-F 6:30-45 pro

Auembllfi of God, W F. Bonnelt: ABC, Sun

A«-n ot Amer RR. BAB: NBC. 51 8-8:30 pm
Bill Telephone. Aver

: NBC. 51 9-9:30 pm
Beitone, (linn .v. Itronnt'r: ABC. Sun 8.15-30 pm
Billy Graham. YV F Rer-nett \RC. Sun 3 30-4 pro

Campbell Soup Co..

Carttr Prod*.. Bate* : NBC. 1

Oil wkl; CBS BU 1 I SO
ABC. oil Sun B (i 1J pm

tctth agency and time on air

Chevrolet Motori Oompbell-Eweld: NBC. Tu. F

Chun*. Glenn Jordan- Sloetwl

n S«. Monitor. Walloo-lluUerflcld: ABC

ot Ctirlit Martin A Co : ABC. Sun 1-130

MBS,

Clllei Service. Ellli

AHC. M-F 7-7:

NBC. H 9 30-1

IB), Miivm: CBS,

Colgate-Palm. -Port,

MBS,

; LAN: CBS. Tu
Marquette: CBS.

Continental Bkg.. Batea: CBS. M-F 11:

Corn Prodi.. C. L Miller: CBS, M-F 4
Cream of Wheal: BBDO CBS. Hit 12

Dawn Bible Student*. Km Qleuon. J

Derby Fooda. Needham, Louli A Bror
Tu. Tb 5:S0-&5 pm

DoSota Motor, BBDO: NBC.

« Tire A Rubber, Sweeney A Jamaa: NBC.

CBS, 1* 9-8:80 pm;

Frlgldalro. FC&B; CBS. Tu, Th. alt F 10:30-

Glllotto Safety Razor. Maim: ABC, F 10 pm to

Goodyear, Kudner: ABC. Sun 530-0 pm
Gotpel adnata. R FJ. Alber ABC. Bun 4-6 pm
Grand Ducheit Sloaki. DlNuoarlo: MBS, Sat

Groon Giant 1*0 Bunjoll: CBS. r I 10 16 pm

McCa/in-Erlckion: ABC,

l-Ulthun: CDS.

ABC. Sun

Hotpolnt. Maxon: ABC. alt

Inl'l ColliKotlon. FCAB : CO

Int'l HarvBitar, TAR: NBC.
Andrew Jergani Co., Robert

MBS, SIP 0-B
i A Son. Neodliai

; CBS, M-F 10-

IS pm; 6:55-0 pm; Sat

: CBS. M-F t):«-7 pn.

15 am (alt dayi) : MBS.

Kraft Fooda Co.. Neadham, Loula A Brorby: NBC.

Lambert Pharm . Lambert A Foaaley: ABC alt

Lavor Br«., JWX: CBS, M 9-10 pm: MrCaim

Wal.h: ABC, M-F 7:55-8 pm; ^^B8.
F 7:40-8 pm; NBC. Tu 9-9 30 nm

Thaa. ). Upton. TAR: CBS. Mon 1:80-9

Longlnea-Wlttnauer Walch Co., Vltitof A

P. Lorllinrd. l^N: ABC. Sun 6:15-30 i

Laymen i Leaflua, GoUianj: MBS. Sun

i Soap (Swtetheart), Schelilcler, Bi*k A

I Blicult. Bunieir CTlfl.

ol*.-. Fullor A i

Orehattra

11:15-95

QuWhlnt: ABC. M-F 9-10 am; M-

l A Co.. Blow: CBS. Sun 8:30-9 pm;
li 9:30-10 pm; M-F U.05-15 pm
III, Leo Burnett: CBS, M-Th 3:30-15

Esl> liOOl)

ter A Gamble. BA1I: Comnttm. D-F-S
CHS M-|- 11 15-12 n; 12 pm. 2 If.

2 I'.-n piu Hi; du-sl; NBC. M-F 3-4

llum- CDS, \V Tli, F H-« :Ki pm: NB

Radio Church of God,

: Ilolden. Car lock.

Unley G. Boynton: MBS.

Huntlnaton Farmeleo: ABC.

Serutan, Klelter: NBC, M-F 8:15-30 am
Skally Oil, Heart. Hunt A McDonald: NBC, U-

Sat 8-8:15 am: Sat 9-9-30 am
Soeony-Vacuum. Ctnptan; NBC. Sun 8.30-7:30 pm

State Farm M

Swift A Co
Toiat Co. K
Tonl Co.. W(

Th 9- 10

I, Noedham. Loula A Brorby:

Drug. U-F-S ABC. M F 10-10:36 am;

Warner Corp.. MacFerland, Areyard: NBC.
Tb. F 0:30-35 pm
Co.. Hewitt. Ovtlry, Beaioa A Mather

- "1-T pm

ABC. Sat 3-5

t£d l>«os"'
o*e

wus'^

'

Mike Mearian
'ICAl SATIRE 1 MUSIC

W8E/V P9rade

iftudA. ^bione.

Cli"t BuoHman

1°^^.

"!pb Hubbe

WBEN has Person slilies— plus. They add personal punch to

your sales mess age BuHalo area audiences brlieve WBEN personal;' es.

Call or

CI,

V r,

Son

(HHIST1L Offer ,

Francneo. Boilort or

• JVeu fori,

Detroit.

BUFFALO EVENING NEWS STATION

SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA'S I'UMtee/k RADIO STATION 1

Most people in Western Virginia listen to

WDBJ NEWSCASTS because we employ:

• Two competent, full-time News Editors

• Direct AP AND UP presswire services

• Tape recorders, police and fire department monitors, tele-

phone "beep" system, etc.

• Full reportorial services of both morning and evening

Roanoke newspapers (including some 50 string corre-

spondents in our coverage area)

• 46 complete, locally-produced, practically spaced news-

casts weekly

• 1 1 complete farm shows weekly

AND, we've been steadily serving, steadily improving,

steadily promoting these services for almost 30 years.

ABC. Tu.

I Camp Sea Food, Hrli

ee ot Propli«y, Weett

UeyorbofT: CBS. Tu (



LITTLE ROCK
TELECASTERS, INC

K«nyon Brown, Pi
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4 D A Y TUESDAY
1 WEDNESDAY 1 THURSDAY 1 FRIDAY 1 SATURDAY

Q^Q N. other

Var LAT
Beynton 135!

N I
!fl(IN

' m-r 1

D-F-S _ 1420'

K*.R stir 1450

Stlin m-f
EW 1285

N m'T I

163C m-f I

Blow S400I

My true ttory

WMspr'g ttroct

LB' iharo 1450

Ketlogf, Bump!

Inl'l Cellurotln

Frlfldilre Die

Wens A Geller

PAG
Faith In our Tlmi ™"' l'** n"«il

N 10:16-30 I

Kf^Jg
Sedlray 10-1!:3(

Int'l Cellucotloi

10:15-30 all das

Cecil Brawn new

Faith In our Tim «•' "« "<"" "Vee'm'nl
25

N 10.1530
1

Godfrey lo-ii
Kellncr. Burnett

N m-f L ":::
My true story

Godfrey' 10-11 30

KgllOU, Burnit

Cecil Brawn new

W.1..1, IrtnUr. KfT^
„„„„«.

t

Weedy Weed

H loTl

F Slnglitr nta

Woody Wow
packer Shn

/'•I Hiit

N 10 15 30 I Faith In our Tim*
N 10:15-30 I ?",

,!"ir„"":

'l Weekly tDace-Ntgrs college

",'I^'i,
1

S!f' Wade 14201

S C Johninn

Show

Geo Fds: jell-, "o°\1im"

vfe !

VAR
rH£'5

'

4:%r
Wl

'ffi'
,
, 1 m.'"' n..„

B
';,„

H
';o

-

..-o BlUUD Purln*

Gardner BSHI
E^'wr;;"" Wad* ErwIn'liValey"' %£&

Erwlll. Wasry

Break the Bank
"SSSBTol"

H Uhih
1LJ wuh I

Silt LfJu City

Tihmuli
Glecion 1750

Colleetor's Hem

Grand Central

.i.MIN ml I

Godfrey ( cont'd
Wonderful City

Eity 13501

N n.-r I

W 11 B5-U )

S^taS
NLAB Etty

Grand Central

Wan) Whceloc"k

Warwick A Leg'

Godfray (cont'd)
Lmvr i>i'|i;i>,leii Wonderful City

m.w. alt f N m-f Strike it rich
McCann-Ericksor Collate

#il#

McCann^'rlckion

Wonderful City

±;M ?|^,f
Wonderful City

H Engle new*
:?;:<<£ N I.AT

Ultt
Beit IIOOO

But

ssw;q„™«u, .'S
N 11:33-40 I

'£L "lam Queen for a da; I91N rl:16-30 I

Esty m-r 12501 slft'iXj
Colgate

D*y

Queen for a da em tin

N m-l L

Make no yr Mnd Queen tor day
Qu.ker Oats

SAM "
"gSUfr

NLAB

Esty

Second Chance

, SBBS T

Ever Since Eva
S ml I

W ti:GS-ll i

Roiemar>

HON m-f I

BA8 12701 N m-f I

The Th-eo Plant!

P*°
trn'mZT

Second Chance Rosemary wSsr Pill'Tro'rV.liow

mil n°

w'>Sr',
V.r I..VT teoni'd)

lack Berch

-'.ii.N i; .*r.-.,n t

K-R
m

11350

BAB 13251

IT8N m-r I
FCAB S300C

Paulino Frederick
^Don Mtar

s

!H,?aZ"
W>de

7~u

:

Jack Berth

r,
s
',LH"

Curt Maisey tlmi Pauline Frederick

Wade "* m0
" ni "

n
D«,W Wendy Warren

Mile. "Ubi™
H m-f Ii

IS 12 r. r. T

Prudential In*

CAH (*"ee mnnt

ITrJiC r"\T"i
:.anraiter.

Pa L

Sill Shadel News

BBDO ' S40.H

C

N 13-15-25 1

p-istiPiJ
NL
Gu^T^e

f
" »-„sr-

FCAB "* C NLAB 1I:1B-S(

Gueit -time
N 12 20-30 LAT

Jrr,y£i,
Guest time

N 12 20 30 1AT

FCftB

N 11:20-30 LAT
-jar

n,

[

r;',„zz, itLAB ""iTis'-ac

Quest time
* 12:20-30 LAT

"•,.s:sr1 Tomorrow

of Qod The eternal light

N L

&""z.r"'i Bill Ring Trio m
m

f *%: m^t
Bill Ring trl*
Oan m li-

h,i,,.H..., ,

•z^ss'
C1H 1... .nr.nl

KnW-RMV..""

rrr •*figSg-
war •-;.

201 II LAT"-" '• """L""°
1 T8N m-f L
Murray 13300

n-r 13 30-1
""nltehall

8
!'!?" Our gal Sunday No network

Whitehall Ph.r ;

N
crrlM

1™^
Ti'zfS sura

"VtJI!!**
"v

'.,';;!.T
k

°ierTlee
0r

^H Church of

" Martin 1'500

Man's Right

N T

XI, >

(Documentary

Paul Hvv» newt
15W m-f L

DM* m-f^'T,

No network

p * ul

li^S"
""'

cimiton"
m°'

nl D

c

».

F

""i
nr"

K

"-«?r

"«""" Road of lift

PAO: iTorj io*p
C Foster news

Boit m-f Lj

-..ssr

P.UI H.™ .... Pftof'lw'iMD
IJ-K",,

sr

p;"syjgs C Foster news

No netitork

Navy hour

'Z^Z
Cltto "

[

H

,.

N I.

ToU MaJono

HON m f I,

Here's to My
Lady

IB8N m-f L
dTf'.s"*

n"M,>
Lady

Ted Malone
PAO oirydol

Hera'* to My
Lady

';'„"•" |jpSi Lady
N m-f T

"«n
p
v,V"T.d^M.1...

i Syncopation
Piatt

SI Louli L

Luther!" L.y-

Golh.m 1700

University el

roundtabl*
C L

No network 1DSN m-f' L
r>rnnt<.n t3B>n i-sa,*»

N0

»Sr
V^uno Pr Mslnne
PAO: erlico. |oy

r"„ No network »r,:H'JF r", -',.sr
S'.HIr

r?,'"
1

'.,.

PH',:H3;

Loner

*"Sr*PAO- dm. li'y f
Guiding tight

Compton" cSiif""
"'

LH white HMO

N T ""flf*
1

Mary Margaret

0TN m-r LA-T45 l"-^1«
~JS*

97N m-f LAT

?n<j Mrs Burton

BAB, VAR
1" N ' t

97N ^T-f
P

I.AT

Den Fds Fred Robblm

N I

3 C John*™

NLAB ""•Br

M-O-- .1.

Tonl Co

^IM 4* Gn^sp

Frvd rt.,hhin,

m-f 2-2-25

N I

K

»".r wTwC
f.fX.'E" n r,

. . m Hi,,. »Jf
Teias to,

<udner JI5.00,)

Symphonlrs la

Symphony

M I

1 Wlngi of

^J I5TH I t*^ American Forum
ot the Air

Wash I

Betty Crockerl

OFS M.W.I 12900

Martin Block
Show

m-F J.JiV-t

N LAT

DCS8; Tonl'

YAH S2B5D*

C m-f L

n
m

"
' t*r

Brtil'l-ilyera,

Tonl Co. WAG
c "":,'-,

Gen Mill*
m.w.f 2:30-36

Martin Block

Nora Drake

Ladles Fair
C m-f I Show

N
m

*
" L*T

c
L
"S,

F'"
t

Betty Crocker

m.w.r a ao-'ss

N
m " r

LAT

"%i°ai"

C m-f L

N.W.-TST mi

Brighter day
PAO' cheer

YAR

N m-f L
ifC-S, N m-f L

Newt 3 55-3 ml „?*'?ra*S5.l

Jan* Pickens

»?£;£„,
H '"'m-f ""l.

ftfl Hour of detlilon

|H JSGVar

f) w Bennett 12000

Ni - York

Sympohny

U S Marino
Tha Golden

She* Tunes
N 1

r, r

J

"M^'
r

Zrt
Hilltop hout

;-.«;•;"-

BAB 12750 m-f'fBB^ta.) Wade

trsr»

P& %S"& Oen Mill) "ass iia-
BAB

'atnMilT JilS

fc-W-ffl

f,H3' "rrl/E,

!f S.fSBl

Life beautiful
P*AO: tide, re.l

"ST

-as-
B.|n,1

:

-&s-

181N rfl:S0-45 T

LB* ' " 16000

Wizard of"odd*"

Soniplon 12750

BAB 12700

»*fJ: draft, tldet

D-F-S 13000

Martin Block

House party
Kello™ Co

1BIB tu.f I
LB .hare 1600C

Road of life

Martin Block

House Party

Compton

«"»:,T>
LwS°l

n'.'-, ,.4"Zn',

"las-

.' Burnett

PAil «lic?l
In "sclcn"

Waih LAT

Wuh L

Popper Young

BAB B™^ "" m™"
Author Meet*
the Critic*

N L
H ooo

T^rZr
Pepper Young

SBAW ihr 13200

Tonl Co

Burnett'
"

o"f-s"* d'"f.s"

Wizard of odd*
PAO dreft. tide World

t -, R H Albrr HMO

Contort Hall

N T

Counterspy

,r

12106

(Sunday' °"ncw*-

Vor LAT

llrlr.etloni (See-
olio Tho Big

^s-

R Lewli 1-4:0!

wffi,™""
""1

YAR '" 12500

H m-f * t

Doreie Bell
Co™ Pr°odi m-f
C L Miller

Afternoon Nrn Backstage wife lack Owens

Betty Crocker

Robt Q Lewis

Sun Su* 4:15-30

Antrim New. Backitage wife

Music In th*

Var m-f L

Robt Lewis

FOB
Sun Sue 415-30

*X""
n

"""l ";l"Si,".'.':,
n m-l L

Bttty Crorker

Mutual Mmlc

Backitage wife

"*,sr

N 1

Operation Music
'*$£ lhl

Mutual Mu.lo
Show

N to-' T O-F-S 12800

Mutual Muile

N ~m " T

Stella Dallas

O^F-s"*
m(

Mutual m.ii.i:

Show
N m-f 1

O
m
F-s'

efl

Mutual Mutl*
Show

N m-f T d"f-s""
""""

Thl world today
Up™ llollenbeck.HI

N T
11(50

^•sr',
-,;„ , ;„,,

D-F-S 12B0O
Muilc In tho

Vir m f I

I":. b^t,
Ste'mnf

B
Dn,B

m„,i, ,„ n.
H-^rk

~r:
SrS. SS!

Mtialg In th* "-
N m-f T

ttarltas
B
,1m.

Saturday at

th* Chase
,,iI

M""
1

«... ».» T

SBAW 12500*

VfllThVltan
h

S«"e B

"'
Wer•.

CO"0,'

SBAw"" sbI'iJ""
"""

1

H "'o"-'"

Singe Struck
N S-« I.

M.ni..ri ft Bwlai

Wm Esty

Par pwtle: latM

12000

Tar LAT

12250

Austin Klpllnger

No network

,:ErlL
Bates ' 12S0O

Austin Klnllngcr

-..sir

Sot Preston
of the Yukon
Outker Oils

SAM 14250

Jul Plain Bill « ws Song* of tha
B-Bar-B

W °
I

Just Plain Bill

Fr Page Farrell

Austin Kipllnger

Todd

m"''",.'^.

Sgt Preston

tx**"j& Autlln Klpllngei

N

""i
:r

Songs ot the

rVaah "
""*'"'

L

iVIld Bill H Ickok

m.w.f 5:30-55

> Page Farrell
Martha Lou

1 L

Lai Hlgbi* N..i

NLAB"
Art A Dotty

Todd
11 m-f L Pluiriiu.o DCSS Art A DottyLH r>nnw

n"
1

™?""",. ';„;„'„;, "Jh*"™?™*,

u
Lm 2.',."%

Sky Klnq
Derby Fds: r^i

„..=»
Enr Told

J.
GowlTe*r tiro* £Sf CTP?"b.

J
|S,"l
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it won't help you if it's not available

^~ ^r- N
Ni^-

s

A rating is good for you only if you can buy it . .

.

In Los Angeles, San Francisco or San Diego there's

plenty of cream available on your Don Lee station.

When Don Lee quotes ratings, they're not just

claims based on averages, or the elusive top rating

you can't buy because the other guy already has it.

KHJ, KFRC and KGB have availabilities that will

really nurture your sales effort.

Remember . . . low, low daytime rates apply to

nighttime too, on Don Lee ... to deliver sales im-

pressions at the lowest cost per thousand of any

sales medium.

Call your Don Lee or H-R Representative when-

ever you want consistently good ratings in Los

Angeles, San Francisco and San Diego . . . ratings

that are available ... to YOU.

KEY STATIONS OF

mk tit
RADIO

Represented Nationally by H-R REPRESENTATIVES, Inc.
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WTVP
CHANNEL 17
DECATUR. ILLINOIS .

SOLID COVERAGE
IN THE HEART OF

PROSPEROUS

CENTRAL ILLINOIS

WTVP
CHANNEL 17
DECATUR, ILLINOIS ^

DELIVERS ONE OF THE

FASTEST GROWING
MARKETS IN AMERICA

SELL IN...
THE MARKET THAT
MARKETING FIGURES

CAN'T KEEP UP WITH!

WTVP
CHANNEL 17
DECATUR, ILLINOIS .

National Representative George W. Clork, Inc.

TIPS TO BEGINNERS
[Continued from \><i£e 64)

your Bound track (<> eliminate a voice

oi two. Check and make >nic whether

ii - iic< essai j for each Bpeaking charac-

ter i" appear on camera. The more

[aces you keep nil the film, the more
\cui < lit costs!

If vou need a location shot a pic-

ture "I a Btore <>r the like—save l>\

shooting a big Mill and panning across

it. Gives you almost the same effect,

and costs a whale of a lot less.

If your product embodies a definite

improvement over some "old-style"

product or technique, and if you wish

to demonstrate the difference between

the old way and your new and better

way, here's where you really strike

pay dirt. Remember the old silent mov-

ies you used to watch? Dozens of

them are still around, in good fine-

jzrain 35 mm. prints. For a nominal

cost, you can use clips of these old

movies. Simply clip out the sequence

you want, reduce it to 16 mm., and

make it part of your commercial. If

you wish to show an old-fashioned

kitchen, baking in a wood range, old

cars, old homes, you couldn't ask for

finer footage. You'll get them com-
plete with your characters dressed and
made up with absolute old-time authen-

ticity, if your tv producer can't help

you here, ask your local movie distrib-

utor, and you'll end up with a com-
mercial that'll knock their hats off!

\\ hen \our client requires more than

one film commercial, your opportuni-

ties to cut costs multiply in direct ratio

to the number of commercials needed.

If you need a one-minute spot, plus

a 30-second and 20-second spot, you
need pay for only one commercial.

Here's how you do it. Write and pro-

duce your one-minute spot so that vou
can lift 30 seconds out of it intact.

I here are no talent costs on shorter

versions, so long as they're lifted out

without change. Your only expense for

shorter commercials is your print cost.

If you need a number of one-minute

spots, trv to standardize as much of

your footage as possible. Thus, the

same film can be used throughout the

series. For example, one demonstra-

tion sequence could serve for all your

spots.

Another money-saver on series of

commercials is blocking off \ our com-

mercial- into two or three sections,

and interchanging the various sections

of the -et. Thus, if \oii write three

commercial-. with interchangeable

parts of three each (three lead-in's,

three demonstrations, three lead-out's,

for example) you can end up with 28

oi bo different commercials!

The foregoing onlj scratches the sur-

face df cost-cutting methods.

\ie you troubled about camera di-

rections? Don't jiive it a second

thought. In live production \our pro-

ducer will usuall) know far better than

vou what -Imt to ;i-k lor. In film pro-

duction you can ea-ilv work out your

camera effects with \our producer.

And bow about setting scenes?

\uain. keep it simple. If you want a

rural scone, an old-fashioned H.F.D.

mailbox with the flag up may be a

far more effective background than a

drop showing a complete farm.

You II give both live and film pro-

ducers a great helping hand if vou 11

always bear in mind that lar«e blocks

of small print, and very tin \ objects,

don't project as well on a tv screen

as they do at the corner movie.

Remember, too, a grain of rice can

look big as a mattress on a tv set. If

you need a second object to appear,

for size comparison, be sure to include

one.

Onlj experience can give you a well-

developed sense of timing that will tell

vou how long to leave any given visual

sequence on the srcen. Some scenes

establish rapidly . . . others take long-

er. Fay attention to your timing, and

you'll soon know automaticallv how
long a scene should take. Most fre-

quent beginners' errors:

1. Trying to < ram too manv scenes

in too short a time, thus not establish-

ing any one of them well.

2. Letting the eye tire, and the mind
wander by leaving a dull, static shot

on too long. I Watch this when adver-

tising appliances, especially!)

If you're in the beginning phases of

television remember you probably

know as much about it as anyone else.

Mull your problems around in your

mind, solve them as best vou can. and

don't let anyone shake your faith in

\our own natural sense of iiood show-

manship.

YouTl find tv a tremendous chal-

lenge. It's a headache, a heartache,

and a pain 'most anv place \ ou could

name. But as Mehitabel the cat said

to Archv the cockroach, "whatthehefl

kid whatthehell exclamation point."

^ ou're a pioneer, and no pioneer

ever had it ea-v !
• • •
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According to FCC curves, WAVE-TV
now effectively reaches 85.5 To more
square miles than previously . . .

54.6% more people . . . 5i.5%
more Effective Buying Income — ,

jj
gives you far greater coverage than

'<} any other TV station in this area!

HEIGHT
COUNTS MOST!

- WA VE-TV Delivers:

66.7% GREATER COVERAGE AREA
than any other television station

^_ in Kentucky and Southern Indiana!

^ 36.1% GREATER CIRCULATION
— thon the area's leading

NEWSPAPER!

761.0% GREATER CIRCULATION
than the area's leading

NATIONAL MAGAZINE!

WAVE-TV's tower is 419 feet higher than

Louisville's other VHF station! WAVE-TV is

Channel 3 — the lowest in this area! And
WAVE-TV's 100,000 watts of radiated power

is the maximum permitted by the FCC for

Channel 3 — is equivalent to 600,000 watts

from our old downtown tower on Channel 5

!

That's why WAVE-TV covers more homes, with

a better, clearer picture than any other TV
station in this area. Add WAVE-TV's top-notch

local programming, plus the best from the NBC,
ABC and Du Mont Television Networks, and

you've obviously got THE winner.

Let NBC Spot Sales give you the whole

WAVE-TV story, soon.

LOUISVILLE'S

WAVE-TV
FIRST IN KENTUCKY

Affiliated with NBC, ABC, DUMONT
NBC Spot Sales, Exclusive National Representatives
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ONE MORE REASON WHY
NO SCHEDULE IS COMPLETE
WITHOUT EL PASO!

( i torn itw 1 1 i'jw Times)

EP Spending Jumped
12 Per Cent In 1953
Austin. (AP) — TexaiM spent 4

per cent more money I ist year than
In 1952. the University of Texas
said Friday. The figure was based
on bank withdrawals in the 20 larg-

est cities. Debits totalled $66.9 bil-

lion in 1953. compared to $64.4 bil-

lion in 1952.

Houston led the increase, up 18

per cent. Dallas and El Paso each
recorded 12 per cent gains

KROD TV
CHANNCl 4 • ft **«>. TIXAS

CBS..DUMONT..ABC
YOU'LL SELL MORE
ON CHANNEL 4

KROD-TV is affiliated with

KROD-600-CBS-5000 watti

and the El Paso Timet

The BRANHAM Co., National

Representative
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Your Jingle Must

Sound Right to

Sell Right

THIS MEANS:
• Cast the right singers—ac-

tors—announcers for under-

standable copy

• Select the right musical

treatment with the best mu-

sicians

• Supervise the recording for

the right sound to make sales

story clear

• Use the right visual treat-

ment and effectively use TV

to sell the product

• Use a producer of specialized

packages and he will create

the right package for you.

For a Complete R-TV Musical
Commercial Package Call

Song Ads . . . Ask About Our
$75.00 Audition Record— It

Really Works.

S""""-'\

.,. and II

6000 Sunset Blvd.,
Suilr 203
Hi.ll*»cod 28 Calif.
Hollywood 5-6181

tit /nu-.i. fur

1111111111

CHILDREN'S COSMETICS
i Continued from page 37)

\\ ii kri who can alter her voice to -u i

t

the different part-. Simultaneously, a

corps "I about 2"> youngsters would

dance and pantomime appropriate ac-

tions <>r moods.

"\\ e think we found a wondei Eul

solution to tin' programing problem

with this formal.'" Perlman told SPON-

SOR. "It pre\ent- \oungsters from be-

coming bored through watching the

same person all the time. There's plen-

ty oi movementj varierj and colorful

action. But at the same time \ou have

a Bingle, unified stor\ to hold interest

and create suspense."

The half-hour show. Little Lady

Story Time, was telecast in the New
York market alone for one year. Dur-

ing the Christmas season, metropoli-

tan stores carrying the Helene Pessl

line reported a 60% sales increase over

same period of the previous year on

all Pessl products.

To furnish conclusive proof of tele-

vision's drawing power, the firm sched-

uled just one announcement on the

-how last year offering a free minia-

ture sample of Little Lad\ toilet water

to anyone writing in. The company re-

ceived a total of 4,000 requests from

the single announcement.

"The results of this test < o n -need us

to expand our television schedule into

other markets." Perlman said.

This past fall kinescopes of the pro-

gram were scheduled in four kev met-

ropolitan markets: W XYZ-TV. Detroit

(Sunday at 12:00 noon I ; WBKB.
Chicaso (Saturday, 11:30 a.m. I

;

KABC-TV, Los Angeles (Sunday. 3:00

p.m.); KGO-TV. San Francisco (Sat-

urday, 11:30 a.m.). The show origi-

nates over W \BC-TY. New York (Sun-

das. 11:30 a.m.1.

Ad Manager Blackmail wanted the

program in major cities because selling

is briskest in the large metropolitan

;iii-;i». although Pessl products have

national distribution. The show is

-lolled o\er the weekends and in the

daytime in each market because that's

the best time to reach a young audi-

ence.

Mthough Perlman feels it's '"to,.

early" to have reall) tangible results

from the expanded schedule, all sii:n-

point to tv's success as a -ale- vehicle,

and the lineup lor next fall w ill prob-

ablj be lai ger.

Helene Pessl's onh other excui -

into air sponsorship before starting

s/cn Time consisted of announcements

used Bporadicall) during 1951 over

\\ \II( :-T\.

One of the reasons for television's

significance in the sales picture is the

opportunity il presents to show the

product. All of Pessl's 40 products

created for 3- to 15-year-olds are

dei ked out in boxes and containers

with special appeal for the young.

There arc carousels with paper horses,

cardboard cottages and soap cut out

in the shape of dolls. Item- for little

girls aged 3 to 9 are packaged in pink

and liluc and have the Little Lady

trademark (a little girl holding up a

mirror). Items designed to appeal to

the 10- to 15-year-olds are packaged in

green and yellow with dai-\ emblems.

Perlman. who designed all the packag-

ing himself, went I eyond pure eye-

appeal: The daisies on all Little Lady
Deb toiletries (for the older group)

are filled with solid perfume. The flow-

er- are detachable for use as dress or

hair ornaments.

Each of the three one-minute com-

mercials on Little Lady Story Time

is written to include at least four or

five different products. One product

is spotlighted, but a few others abo

are shown and described in each com-

mercial. All stress the good grooming

factor. Yliss Wicker does the narra-

tion while two young models actually

demonstrate and hold up the different

products. Here's a sample:

(Wicker on camera i Gifts for the

groicing-up young lady are no prob-

lem. Not when you give her Little

Lady Deb toiletries. I Model on cam-

era demonstrating bath >et i Here's one

suggestion, and the budding deb her-

self will tell you it's a good one—some-

thing she really wants. It's the Little

Lady bath set. It contains toilet water,

the just-right fragrance; liquid bubble

bath, enough for shining mountains of

.shimmering bubbles, and a large soap

mit. chock full of purest castile soap.

The Little Lady Deb hath set. for use-

ful and glamorous giving, costs only

13.25. i Closeup of talcum power pack-

age) in ideal, inexpensive gift. Little

I.adv Deb talcum ponder. . .

."

The commercial noes on to mention

three other products— a total of five

products plugged in just one minute's

time.

Miss W icker doe- the commercials

herself because the companj feel- she s

an expert on the techniques of talking
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to children and making them wan! to

listen. Her careei .1- an actress dates

back to L930 when she appeared with

a Chicago drama company. \s a child

-he was heard on children's Bhows <>\.i

Ni;< and CBS Radio. She originated,

wrote and performed the Singing Lady

radio -how in L932. She has received

numerous awards and citations l«>r the

show, has done man] songs and re -

ords and i- the authoi ol various books

and plays foi children. Miss Wicker

currentl) does all her own resean li and

writing foi the Stor) Time program.

To cut rehearsal costs Ka\ Nelson,

producer <>f the Bhow, devised this

s) stem

:

Miss Wicker runs through the nar-

ration for an entire program, which is

put on tape. The music for the dance

sequences i- put on another tape. Then

the t\\<> tapes arc combined and taken

to the rehearsal studio. The children

who enact the stor) i an rehearse trick)

dance -t«|»- and pantomime sequences

without ever seeing the -tar till the

date of the live performance. Nelson

estimates he saves one-third of rehear-

sal time bj this mean-.

Casting directoi for the show is Dr.

Marie Moser, and Hunnv Rosselli is

choreographer.

When Perlman first started taking

his new children's product- around to

stores 10 years ago, il didn't seem as

il the) d rv er hit cosmetic 1 ounters.

"They're not reall) cosmetics," he was
told. Stores didn't w. nl in loa I adull

cosmetic counters w ith children's prod-

ucts. So the llelene Pessl line moved
in upstairs w ith the children's clothi

Gradually, through the past few

years, children's cosmetics have come
to he more and more accepted, and to-

day. Pessl products are sold at depart-

ment -lore cosmetic counters, in the

children'- clothing departments, in

drug -ton- and children's specials

-lores.

lo help insure good department

store displav of his product- and huild

consumer demand Perlman originated

"Little Lad) Birthday Parties" a few

years. Today, these parties also serve

a- a merchandising vehicle for the tele-

vision programs. The) are held in de-

partment Btore auditorium- or tea

rooms, sponsored jointl) l>\ the stores

and llelene Pessl. Hen'- how the plan

works:

\ given store notifies the company

that it want- to hold such a part) in a

few week-" time. It gives the seating

Capacit) ol the place where the part)

will he held, llelene Pe-sl supplies dis-

pla\ material, decorations, refresh-

ment and a Little Lad) costume, to

he worn hv a local child model. It

-end- the store a kinescope of one of

the Story Time programs to he fea-

tured entertainment at the partv. The
1 osmetic firm also conti ibutes $25 for a

local master of ceremonies and a maxi-

mum of $25 for a musician (generall)

an accordian player in clown's cos-

tume 1. In addition. Helene Pes- 1 do-

nates Little Lad) toilet water samples

to he distributed 1>\ the model in the

Little Lad) costume, and door prizes.

In return lor the part) the -tore must

run two new-paper advertisements of

300 lines each t<> announce the occa-

sion. The company suggests that these

parties be scheduled tor earl) Saturday

a 1 wioou- to insure the largest poten-

tial mother-and-daughter attendance.

I..:-! year, Perlman reports, 7(> stores

perated in the plan.

In addition to using kine copes of

it- television show at the parties Pessl

m rch tndises the show - 1>\ store d s-

pla) s and pictures.

Moselle \ Li-en handles all print a
'-

\ ertising lor the 1 ompair . including

new paper, consumer magazine and di-

rect mail advertising.

Arnold Perlman, originator of chil-

dren's cosmetics, was an architect in

Roumania before migrating to this

country in 1
(M(>. Shortly after his ar-

TV FILMS of all KINDS
FILMACK STUDIOS

rival here he designed an unusual lip-

Btick container for a cosmetic company,

and then became associated with Hel-

ene Pessl, specialist in adult cosmetics.

Perlman soon recognized the possi-

bility of a profitable market for chil-

dren- cosmetics. I he fact that little

girls wen- always imitating their moth-

ers in applying cosmetics convinced

him that products suited to the needs

of youngsters would find read) cus-

tomers. Hi- first children's product

wa- hath powder.

Toda) Pessl products are manufac-

tured in a new $300,000 factory in

New Rochelle, Y ">
. Over 5,000 de-

partment and specialty stores carry

them. Newest addition to the ever-ex-

panding line is "Young Lad Hair

Trainer po--ihl\ the forerunner of

a whole new line of products I'M hoys.

(Perlman today can use his own five

expert- on children - (osmetics to test

new product- hi- five children, aged

11.7. .">. 3 and 2.i

The success of Helene Pessl prodiN t-

has stimulated other firms to enter the

children's toiletry line. Last year, in-

dustry sources estimate, children's toi-

letry -ale- reached the $10 million

mark. One of Pessl s competitors told

SPONSOR, "There will he at least .SO

firms specializing exclusively in chil-

dren's toiletries by the end of this

year."

\t the moment, however, there are

only a handful of firm- with national

distribution which manufacture chil-

dren- cosmetics exclusively, ^mong
I''--!- chief competitors arc the Tom
Fields toilet preparations firm, manu-

facturer of Tinker Bell produ<t-:

W right & Glenn Co.. makers of Miss

I winkle toiletries; the Parfait Co.,

which puts out Sweet \ Lovely cos-

metics, and the Mem Co.. specializing

in children's novelty soaps. All are

New ^ ork organizations except the

Parfait Co. (Chicago). All—taking the

< u<' from Pessl stre-s novelty packag-

ing and grooming aids.

In addition to these linns many well-

known adult cosmetic companies are

now packaging special i>
rodu: ts— like

manicure sets for children, \mong
them are the top-no'ch Elizabeth \rden

and Revlon Co. Other leading adult

1 osmetic firm- arc also considering ex-

pansion into the children's line.

\\ right & Glenn poradically uses ra-

dio announcements throughout the

Midwest and Fouth to sell the Miss
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RUSSIAN
INVENTIONSW

The Lightning Rod . . . The Airplane . . . Penicillin

The Incandescent Lamp . . . The Combine and Harvester

FACT AND FANCY

I

Benjamin Franklin invented the light-

• ning rod. But on September 27, 1947,

Radio Moscow credited a Comrade
Professor Lomonosov with the in-

vention.

| The Wright Brothers invented the

'• airplane. But on January 16, 1949,

Russia claimed one Comrade Moz-
haisky invented it 25 years earlier.

[Sir Arthur Fleming, an Englishman,
• discovered penicillin. But on January

7, 1947, Radio Moscow said that an

unidentified Comrade invented it 50

years earlier.

i

Thomas Edison invented the incan-

• descent lamp. But in 1945 Moscow
contradicted its own Great Soviet

Encyclopedia, which credits Edison,

and named Comrade Ladygin as the

inventor of the lamp.

Cyrus H. McCormick invented the

'• reaper for harvesting. But Pravda

said on June 7, 1953, that a Comrade
Vlasenko invented one "twenty times

better eleven years earlier."

22 FEBRUARY 1954

Sure, next thing they'll tell us they invented

the "hot dog"!

Just how absurd can you get?

Yet those phony inventions are typical of

what 70,000,000 captive people in Central and
Eastern Europe have to hear every day over

Moscow's airwaves.

Every day the people of Red-controlled na-

tions behind the Iron Curtain hear Radio

Moscow shriek its lies and boasts. And all the

time, beside their radios, they wait and hunger

for the TRUTH.
Their Truth is Radio Free Europe.

RFE's 21 powerful transmitters beam a daily

message of Truth and Hope -and humor to

counteract Moscow's lies and "inventions."

RFE, operated as an independent American

enterprise by a committee of private citizens

like yourself, fights Communism in its own
back yard—and fights it so effectively that the

Reds have their hands full trying to control

and calm these restless, hope-inspired millions.

RFE needs a dollar from you, and every

American—to build new transmitters to keep

the spirits of these captive peoples alive, to

keep Russia off balance and to help stop World

War III before it starts.

Isn't that a mighty big return on one dollar?

Send your Truth Dollar to Crusade for Free-

dom, c/o your local postmaster.

RADIO FREE EUROPE
supported by

CRUSADE FOR FREEDOM
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I winkle line. None <>l the other chil-

«1 r«'n- spei ialists reported use of the

air media at the present time.

From the fact thai Helene I'essl,

Number One in the new industry, bas

been buo essful on the air, it seems

probable that other children's cosmetic

companies may be using radio and tv

when Bales permit Buch advertising ex-

penditures. Pasl and present success

>il adult cosmetics on the air (Hazel

Bishop is currentl) the outstanding ex-

ample) lends furthei Bupporl to this

prediction. * * *

DON'T JINX YOUR JINGLE
{Continued from fxige 42)

time, was Sl.iMO. We would have been

able t<> draw upon our past experience

from other accounts like his. and cre-

ate for him a much more effective com-

mercial for a total of $976. This was

proven later 1>\ the commercial that

we ili<l for him at that figure—a sa\ ing

.,1 $864.

The advertiser who is unfamiliar

w ith what goes into a good commercial,

or how much it should cost, is often

guilt\ of more money wasting than in

the case just mentioned. The horrible

truth is that he usually doesn't have a

commercial production comparable to

the mone\ spent, when he's through

experimenting.

The same principle applies, I think,

to the practice of some agency heads

and account executives in attempting

to ser\ ice their clients with singing

commercials. They can hire a special-

ized organization to do the job for

them for less money than they are ex-

pending with their own time, and get

a better job.

In hiring the specialist the account

executive falls heir to the past experi-

ence with which no amateur can com-

pete. The specialist has become fa-

miliar with innumerable recording

devices, sounds, gimmicks, singing

combinations and musical combina-

tions. He has probably produced many
spots for each type of product result-

ing in a ready approach to your proj-

ect. For example, we have created

different commercials for 12 different

beers over the country. The account

executive gets the advantages of top

talent and recording artists who are

available to the organization that uses

them regularly and frequently for far

less money than for a random job.

How does the specialist go about

making a singing commercial?

Our answer is an easy one. and usu-

ally goes something like this: "Mr.

Client, give us the five most important

points, in order of importance, about

your product. Give us the theme of

your ad campaign and the product

slogan. Give us an) tear-sheets or ad-

proofs from printed media, and any

straight announcement radio or tv copy.

'"From this material we will prepare

se\eral original lyric-melodic song
ideas, and put them on record in sim-

ple audition form with voice and piano.

The length of time from the date of

our receipt of your copy material to

\our receipt of an audition record will

be onlv about 10 days. We will send

suggestions for treatment of the final

production along with your audition

record.

"Now. Mr. Client, when you have

selected the Song Ad idea you wish

produced, we will send you a complete

production cost estimate. With your

O.K. of the estimate, we will produce

the commercial in to]) Hollywood

fashion and have a reference disk in

your hand- a week to 10 days hence.

\\ e can also pros hundreds of trans-
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YOU MIGHT RUN 100 YARUS IN 9.3 SECONDS
HI |

WKZO-TV Area PULSE

(27 COUNTIES)

SHARE OF AUDIENCE — MON.-FRI. — APRiL, 1953

8 a.m.- 12 noon 12 noon-6 p.m.
6 p.m.-

12 midnight

WKZO-TV 62% (a) 52% 52% (a)

STATION "B" 26% 25% 25% (a)

OTHERS 12% 23 23%

(a) Does not telecast for complete period and the share of
audience is unadjusted for this situation.

8fa> ,
J
J<>f>et ffta(i<)t.>

WKZO— KALAMAZOO
WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WJEF — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA

Associated with

WMBD — PEORIA. ILLINOIS

YOU NEED WKZO-TV
TO SPEED UP SALES
IN WESTERN MICHIGAN!
WKZO-TV, Channel 3, serves more than 315,000 TV homes in

27 Western Michigan and Northern Indiana counties (see Pulse

figures at lefl
I

.

October 1953 Hooperatings for the 4-countj area around
Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids credit WKZO-TV with 55.6% more
evening viewers, 100' y more morning \ iewers and lull', ninn-

afternoon viewers, than the next Western Michigan television

station ! Enough said ?

(80,000 WATTS VIDEO— 40,000 AUDIO)

OFFICIAL BASIC CBS FOR WESTERN MICHIGAN

Avery- Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

*This world's record was set by Melvin l'atton on May 15, 1948, in Fresno, California.



NOW SEWING- OVER.

251,742" TV HOMES

IN OKLAHOMA!

'January I, 1931

Affiliated with

THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.

The Daily Oklohomon
Oklahoma City Times

The Former-Stockman

WKY Radio

Represented b/ KATZ AGENCY. INC.

— • i i|»tir,fi— id you within another few

days .iimI ship them as per your ship-

ping list.

"Furthermore, we are licensed, on

your behalf, with \ITT!\. American

Federation "I Musicians (for radio

and t\ i and S \.G.

"We lake care of all the complex

talent union problems and reports that

you are unfamiliar with a- a matter

• I dail) routine.

"We are also licensed with Broad-

cast Music. Inc. to clear the music we
< reate l"t you, for broadcast purposes.

\nd last of all. but mosl important,

Mr. Client, we carrj a $100,000 insur-

ance polic) with Lloyd's of London

that insures your music for originality.

This is how we go about creating a

commercial for \ ou."

Kxpert-. however, do differ on the

advisability of using public domain

tunes to cut costs. It may indeed be

slijdith cheaper to find a popular rnelo-

d) such as "Old Mat Donald Had a

Farm" or "London Bridge" to set Ur-

ic- to, but our firm is dead set against

it. Your sales potential is doing a lot

more falling down than the bridge is,

in our estimation.

The primary purpose of a singing

commercial is in subconscious selling.

The listener doesn't really listen to it,

but its sales message is retained as a

result of its rhythm, rhyme and repe-

tition in the kind of subconscious

learning curve that psychologists write

books about. A melody, then, must be

newlv identified with the product, not

with some childhood memory or en-

tirely separate association.

If you were a Chevrolet dealer, you

wouldn't think of setting a Chewie
commercial to the music of "In M\
Mern Oldsmobile," but to a degree.

it - the same principle when an adver-

tiser uses a melod) with some previ-

ous association to sell a new product.

W itli public domain music, there's

also the risk that other advertisers in

allied fields will use the -ante music.

In one major citv alone there arc -even

different firms using the melod; ol

" \imie Laurie" to sell seven different

articles.

\n original tune builds product

identification. Can you hear the dis-

tinctivc melod] without lyrics —of
"Be Happy, <.o Lucky" without think-

ing of the cigarette?

Speaking of the Luck] Strike com-

mercial one ol the mosl effei ii\ «• sing-

ing commercials evei done it i- dis-

tinguished for a third effei t i v < element

:

Bricking to one major thought An
overloaded message -ell- notion 1 - and

loses the value of repetition that is a

majoi selling device in a Song \il.

Too man) advertisers treat singing

commercials like the) do a display ad

—loaded with -ale- points forgetting

that the listener can't go back and re-

read it to hear what thev missed.

\\ hether 20 seconds or a full minute

the Binging commercial should have

onl) one major point, and a possible

secondarv theme. Ideallv. it should

contain the product name, repeated

several time-, a slogan or a campaign
theme, and an extra Belling point.

An example might be the Paper-

Mate pen commercial -written to an

original melody, I might add (see story

on Paper-Mate, page 1"
I :

Paper-Mate pen is leak-proof,

I se a Paper-Male pen.

Paper-Mate pen u smear-proof,

I se a Paper- Mate pen.

Bankers approve the Paper-Mate,

I sed in 8,000 banks every day.

Paper-Mate in I: is transfer-proof,

So sign your checks the Paper-Mate

nay.

\o more ink-stained hands mm.
With a Paper-Mate pen.

No more ink-stained clothes now
II itli a Paper-Mate pen.

I p to 70. (100 nords without refilling.

The gleaming new Paper-Mate pen

is thrilling.

Buy a Paper-Male, you'll sax it's

great

When you n rite with a Paper-Mate

pen.

Repetition for the product name

—

12 times campaign slogan of "Bank-
ers approve" and selling points made
as easv to remember b\ rhyming as

the famous 30-days-hath-September

jingle.

Our Song-Ad for BB Rol-Rite pen

contains another element that helps

build product recognition, an attention-

getting gimmick, in this case a wolf

whistle used alter the campaign slogan,

"Look for the Redhead." Our gimmick
in the Paper-Mate Pen Son- \d was

the Dixieland treatment of the melod)

which in itself was an attention setter.
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1953

682 Pages 889 Pages 951 Pages 1254 Pages 1357 Pages 1608 Pages

V P j| M V (1 O The magazine radio cimf tv advertisers use

SPONSOR builds on a soli,/ basis. Our policy: turn out useful issues and the

advertising will follow. This common-sense approach to tv and radio trade

pilfer publishing has appealed to station advertisers increasingly s

our first issue in November 1946. Our promise lor 1954: new, improved

use departments, more use articles tor timers of radio and television.



Foi the Sears, Roebuck Binging com-

mercial, we used a hand-clapping gim-

mick. Gillette uses a Blightlj different

gimmu k the fight bells between lines.

v
iii h ilc\ i< es help penetrate the Biib-

i onscious of the listener, as the chances

are he'll notice the device first and

then i at li on i" the melod] itseli later,

finall) digesting the entire message.

Because your hearers become con-

st :ious of \niii melod] before the) do
the lyrics, primary attention should be

paid to the choice of music. Be sure

t<> make the melody distinctive in it-

self -D that 1 1 1
«

- lyrics can be changed

and it will Mill be identifiable. Gillette.

foi example, uses more than 50 Bets

ol lyrics to it- own readily-identifiable

melod) and keeps rotating them.

Some advertisers tend to overload

theii cop) b) cramming too much into

one measure "I music. Simplicity is

one <>l the most effective advantages of

a Song \<l. and this can be completer)

destroyed l>\ tning to put too mam
words in a line. You want \our prod-

uct name and copy to come out clear

and Btrong, and gingerbread \erbiage

ON THE AIR

EVERYONE
KNOWS WHEC
IS WAY OUT
IN FRONT IN

THE OVERALL
RATINGS, BUT

HOW ABOUT LOCAL SHOWS AGAINST

LOCAL SHOWS IN ROCHESTER?

STATION STATION STATION STATION STATION STATION

FIRSTS

TIES .

WHEC

.95

...17.

B

27

17.

C

.0

D

.0

.0.

E F

.0

In the ratings of the 427 weekly quarter hours WHEC is on the air

it outstrips the nearest other station by 250r
'

f . . . and on locally

created programs, as you see above, the margin is even wider ! . . .

There are some availabilities in these high-rated local WHEC pro-

grams! Why not find out if we haven't got just the spot to get you

off the spot in Rochester/

•LATEST PULSE REPORT BEFORE CLOSING TIME

BU Y WHERE THEY RE LISTENING:-

WHEC
••prcMnhXimi: EVERETT- McKINNEY. Inc. N.w York, Cnkaoo, IEE F O'CONNEIL CO.. tot Ann,!,. Sam Franc

NEW YORK
5,000 WATTS

prohibits this. \ good rule of thumb,
I think, is to limit \<>ui cop) to eight

measures (four lines of verse) per 10

second-, or Id measures (eight Hues of

\ <!-«•
i in 20 second-. H< .

If you an- buying eight-second com-
mercials, don't ir\ to chisel hy cram-
ming 20-seconds' worth of material

into it. l ou'll only chisel \ourself if

\ou do, because your message will be

lost.

Nor should you trv to chisel on pro-

duction. No matter what your time

buying budget may be, keep in mind
that the spot itself is the actual seller.

\ ou may have a million dollars' worth

of time slots in mind, but vour time

is pretty well wasted if you're using a

-loppv salesman.

But most important of all, the use

of the best artists and the best record-

ing facilities makes for a better sound-

ing spot.

The average clothier would rather

pa) S100 a week to a salesman who
sells SI.000 worth of business a week
than $30 to a man who sells $200
worth. The principle applies when you
regard your singing commercial spot

as your salesman.

Make sure he's a good one.

For this reason we also recommend
that radio and television time be

bought after production, not before.

Sponsors should buy time to fit the

message, not vice versa. Otherwise, it's

something like saying. "Get me a man
to fit this suit." Or like buying a Rem-
brandt and then cutting a foot off the

bottom to fit that space over the divan.

For proper penetration of the Song

Ad you select, it is tremendously im-

portant to plan for sufficient plugging

to make your audience conscious of

the message. Singing commercials

should be plugged like popular songs:

that's how they become popular.

We estimate that am gi\en Song

Ad should be assured at least 50 spots

per week in one medium in any given

market in order to get good listener

attention. In our experience just at the

point where the sponsor or client be-

gins to get tired of the Song Ad. that's

the exact time when the public begins

to like it!

Broadcasl repetition is as important

to the singing commercial's effect on

the public as il is as ail ingredient of

he commercial itself.

\ good over-all campaign will pro-

vide lor both radio and television, but

if \ ou are only set up to budget for

50 or 60 spots, confine them to the
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WJ Coverage

Market Means

WWJ Primary Listening Area covers 1,490,000 radio homes, and

5,330,000 people who spend $6,031,000 annually in retail stores.

WWJ today covers 425,000 more people than in 1951 . . . 227,500 more

radio homes . . . and an area that does $1,257,000 more retail business.

WWJ covers 69% of Michigan's total population and total retail

sales . . . and centers its sales efforts on a market that is first among the

nation's major markets in retail sales per family, in factory wage rates,

in drug and automotive sales per family.

WfWJ covers the world's greatest car-radio audience . . . nearly one

million passenger cars that are driven a total of 15 million miles, to and

from work EACH DAY, within Metropolitan Detroit.

]N]NM covers 33 years of broadcasting, during which it has received radio's

highest merit awards. Its programming leadership and community prestige make

WWJ the ACCEPTED station of the nation's selective advertisers, in the

richest market concentration of family buying power.

The time to sell Detroit is now . .

the station is . .

Associate Television Station WWJTV

Basic N8C Affiliate

AM-950 KILOCYCLES-MOO WATTS

FM-CHANNEL 246-97.1 MEGACYCLES

WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION • Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS • National Representatives: THE GEORGE P. HOIL/NGBERY CO.

22 FEBRUARY 1954 85
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gels into

iXieact!

Profitable radio selling

on Southern California's

TOP independent

station attracts

everybody — but

everybody — with goods

or services to sell.

Big and little clients

and agencies* know

that on KMPC
they can reach

more people

in more places

than could be reached

by 38 stations.

* We'll send you a list

if you like.

1

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

50,000 WATTS DAYS
10,000 WATTS NIGHTS

GENE AUTRY, Pftidant

R. O. REYNOLDS, Vic* Prat. « Can. Mgr.

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY

A. M. RADIO SALES COMPANY
NEW YORK • IOS ANGELES • CHICAGO

Bingle medium for best results.

If you're contemplating only a radio

budget, however, or only television,

plan nevertheless for the use of both

media. Recorded productions for either

medium can be adapted to the other

without additional production costs for

recording facilities. And you're pre-

pared with an over-all campaign if the

client decide- that the Song Ad you

bought for radio would be doubly ef-

fective if he bought time on tv as well.

Some of the maris commercial-; we

have created for both media, produc-

ing for radio first, are: Paper-Mate

Pen, Listerine, BB Kol-Hite Pen, Sea-

board Finance Co., Carnation Milk.

Parade Soap Suds, Santa Fe Wine, Ar-

den Dairies, High-Low Cottage Cheese,

Local Loan, S.O.S. Scouring Pads.

When we make transcriptions for a

radio campaign of 10-second spots, for

example, we do additional "takes" of

eight seconds, because a television com-

mercial has to allow a two-second lee-

way when coupled with film. * * *

COUCH SYRUPS
{Continued from page 31)

traded for an average of 26 weeks,

whereas Florida's Pertussin campaign

would start even later in the year and

last only for 17 weeks.

Though Erwin, Wasey bought some

five-minute newscasts for Pertussin in

such top sales markets as the New Eng-

land area covered by the Yankee Net-

work, the pattern was usually one of

60-second announcements scattered

throughout the day, over one or more

local stations per market. Five-minute

newscasts were also used in a few

Eastern metropolitan areas (e.g. New
York and Philadelphia) , but these were

scheduled during early daytime hours

when they would reach a predominant-

ly female audience.

The major portion of Pertussins ad-

vertising expenditure has consistently

been aimed at women. In radio this

meant daytime announcements with

cop) stressing the medicinal benefits

and safety of using tin- cough remedj

for tin- children as well as the adults

in the family. Here's part of a typical

60-second announcement

:

Announcer: U hen a doctor recom-

mends a product . . . it musl be good!
And when thousands of doctors hare

prescribed Pertussin for coughs of

colds . . . isn't that the one cough syrup

you should use? Yes, when you use

Pertussin, you're using a cough syrup

that has been the favorite prescription

of thousands of doctors for over 30

years.

Pertussin does far more than just

relieve coughs of colds . . . far more

than just soothe your throat.

In newspapers a- well as in radio

the major points Pertussin stresses are

i 1 i thousands of doctors have pre-

Bcribed Pertussin, hence it must be

good: (2
1 it tastes good. Pertussin

circulates this message via 28-line ads

placed in various parts of the news-

paper, rather than on the women's

pages exclusively. "Everyone in the

family is a good prospect," Loes told

SPONSOR.

In 1052. when Yicks came into the

market as first national contender for

Pertussin's No. One spot in sales, 60%
of Pertussin's $600,000 budget, or close

to $400,000, went into spot radio.

Some 30%, or $195,265, went into

28-line and larger newspaper ads.

Both Vicks and Pertussin are popu-

lar-priced medicines ($.60 for a four-

ounce bottle) . Both appeal to a mass

market. Both are advertised as family

cough remedies, and are bought more

byr women than by men. Also, both

products have a seasonal sales curve,

and concentrate advertising during cold

seasons.

It was in December 1951 that Vicks

Cough Syrup was introduced in an 18-

state test area. By July Kirby Peake,

president of the Vicks Products Divi-

sion, announced that Vicks Cough

Svrup was ready to go national. In

fall 1952 Vicks Cough Syrup bought

heavv radio announcement schedules

in every major and secondary market

in the U. S.. supplemented with 20-

second film announcements in 20 top

tv markets.

To tie Vicks Cough Syrup in with

one of the established cold remedies in

its line. Vick Chemical Co. launched

the fall campaign by attaching close

to two million samples of the cough

syrup to jars of Vicks VapoRub. and

offering them jointly to druggists at a

ial price. Radio announcements in

SENIOR ANALYST AND STATISTICIAN for

national Ind -i:ani7.atlon.

Capable of investigating, creating, developing,

elecuting and administering research assign-

ment*. University decree Ir. statistics necessary.

Location Toronto. Canada. Salary according to

qualifications. Boi No OS Sponsor. 40 E. 49.
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Music is Big Business

in Nashville . . . and

rano it

[o
N
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22 FEBRUARY 1954

Where is Music City, U.S.A. today?

In the 20s— it was New York, pouring out Broadway tunes.

In the 30s— it was Hollywood, grinding out cinema musicals.

In the 40s— it was neck-and-neck between New York and Hollywood as the twin music
capitals of America.

But today, the musical center of gravity has shifted to Nashville, Tennessee-the modern Music
City, U.S. A.— thanks to Station WSM's formidable, unequaled talent pool.

You needn't take our word for it; we admit to a flair for colorful tall tales. So we'll spare

you the typical Tin Pan Valley exaggeration, and refer you instead to a few conservative,

highly respected journals whose reputation for impaling stark facts is unquestioned.

Farm and Ranch .... "It is a well known fact thai the balance of power in the present day music
industry has shifted from New York and Hollywood to Nashville. Term."

Nation's Business .... "What brought this music into great popularity nationally, and now inter-

nationally, was . . . Station WSM. It's country music glamour boys are as

big — sometimes bigger— in record sales and juke box popularity as Bing
Crosby or Frank Sinatra ..."

Collier's ....... "Nashville is the focal point . . . For years this form of show business flour-

ished apart from the Hollywood New York axis, but recently the balance has
been suddenly and violently disrupted. The Nashville muse has won the en-

tire nation ... if the rest of the radio industry is in the doldrums. WSM
has more business than it can handle . . .

Pathfinder ...... "Not all Ihe gold in the South is in the vaults at Fort Knox. A sizeable chunk
of it is found in Radio Station WSM. Nashville. Tennessee, capital of folk

music . . . The reason is Grand Ole Opry, owned outright by WSM. the show-
case of American folk music . . . All the major record companies do a land-

office business in Nashville."

Coronet ....... "Events occurring today in Nashville comprise a sociological phenomenon.
'Will it ever stop growing?' the newly-rich song publishers, record firms and
performers keep asking."

American ...... "This year income (is) prophesied to reach S3S million. The top counlry
singers, expected to gross at least $7,500,000 from records, personal appear-

ances. radio, and sheet music sales . . . give thanks to Radio Station WSM.
a powerful clearchanneler which blankets 30 odd slates."

New York Times Magazine "There's a revolution brewing in the music business . . . (and) the center of

this activity is Nashville, home of the fabulous radio program called Crand
Ole Opry."

I
Similar reports have appeared in Time. Look. Billboard. Variety. Redbook. Wall

I Street Journal, Newsweek, Saturday Evening Post, and many other publications. I
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(0 Btatea < all the states hut those 18

iii which tin- original test had been car-

ried OUl a yeai earlier l plumed this

i ombination package. The regular

spot radio and t\ announcement cam-

paign continued throughout the coun-

try.

\ i< k>' heav) advertising and mer-

chandising efforts (a L952 budget of

81.5 million) made \ irks Medi-trating

Cough n
\ ni

i
> a nationally known brand

in -j\ months. W ithin a tevt weeks of

initial national distribution, heavy ra-

dio and h advertising had fired con-

sumer demand. Before the season was

in full suing, "rush" and "sold out

reorder telegrams poured in. sponsor

estimates that Vicks Cough Syrup sale-

had climbed to S4 million hy 1953,

that is. more than two times Pertussin's

estimated $1 .7 million.

Pertussin's answer to this advertis-

ing onslaught was to increase its ad-

vertising hudget but continue its strat-

egy as before.

In summer 1953 Seeck & Kade took

Pertussin to M< Cann-Erickson. Specu-

lation ran rampant in the trade about

the switch. It had been rumored that

Pertussin was to be bought out b\

bmi:;
Product and Service
each a New High

W I I II each succeeding year BMI's products and services attain new

highs in volume and value.

The large and growing catalog of BMI-licensed music in all classes—popu-

lar, folk, standard, symphonic, operatic, educational—gives continuing evi-

dence of the quality and ability of the composers and publishers affiliated

with BMI.

BMI Service, too, is reaching new highs. BMI not only serves its broadcast

licensees—AM, FM and TV—with a steady flow of practical program aids,

but provides its repertoire and facilities to every user of music . . . ballrooms,

night clubs, motion pictures, hotels, restaurants, skating rinks, amusement

parks, wired music, industrial plants, symphony orchestras, chamber music

groups, choirs and choruses, motion picture exhibitors using intermission

music and many others.

BMI-licensed pop song hits are maintaining leading positions in all of the

music trade popularity charts—the Hit Parade, the Variety scoreboard, Bill-

board charts, Downbeat polls, the everyday best-seller lists—and for the past

four consecutive years, were voted Number One in all categories by the na-

tion's juke box operators in the Annual Cash Box Popularity Poll.

In the field of Concert Music, BMI continues to foster composition and

encourage public interest through its annual Student Composers Radio

Awards, its support of the American Composers Alliance, and the extensive

publication of Concert Music through its wholly owned subsidiary, Asso-

ciated Music Publishers, Inc.

Similar BMI services and efforts m the entire held of music are being con-

ducted throughout the Provinces <>l Canada l>\ I'.MI Canada Limited.

BROADCAST MUSIC, IXC
NEW YORK

580 Fifth Avenue, New fork 36, N. Y.

CHICACO HOLLYWOOD TORONTO MONTREAL

Chesehrough Mfg. Co., another M<-

Cann - Erickson account. However,

Seeck & Kade denied this.

Fall L953 indicated no major change

in Pertussin's advertising formula:

65% of the firms budget continued

in daytime radio announcements, some

20% in newspaper ads, but 15% now
went into GO-second tv film announce-

ments for the company.

The firm had done occasional ex-

perimenting with tv at Erwin, Was
suggestion, but the budget did not per-

mit national use of the medium. On
7 October 1952 Erwin, Wasej had

bought participations for Pertussin on

The Merry \hiiluuin. Mondax through

Friday, 5:00-6:00 p.m.. \\ OR T\ . New
^ ork. Hie firm stayed on the program

through the New York cold season,

until 4 April 1953.

McCann-Erickson is now showing it-

60-second Pertussin filing in five t\

markets. In radio the agency's major

change in strategy has been a swil h
from "-trip buying'' to scattering Per-

tussin"* 00-second announcements

through the day to reach the widest

possible audience. Also McCann-Frick-

son buys into station merchandising

plan-.

On 5 October 1953. for example,

Pertussin signed on New ^ ork - \\ NB(

for a 20-week station break campaign.

Their advertising investment in this

special merchandising "Chain Light-

ning" operation was approximateh

$1,000 a week. \\ NBC sent postcards

and presentations to druggists through-

out W NBC's coverage area to invite

them to participate in this promotion.

Peter Schaffer. McCann-Erickson's

a/e for Pertussin, said: ''Of interest,

of course, was the sales payoff. The

gain in New ^ ork State was apprecia-

bly above the national average."

Vicks Products Division, in the

meantime, was capitalizing upon the

time franchises carved out hv its oth-

er products, e.g. Sofskin Hand Cream.

VapoRub, \ icks Cough Drops, to get

choice time strips for \ icks Cough

Syrup. The firms time buying pat-

tern i- to take a certain minute across

the board and then rotate commercials

for it- products in that minute.

In L953 \ i< k- Cough Sj rup spent

approximateh the same in radio as in

tv according to various trade sources.

B\ mid-January 1954 however, a sharp

reversal of pohcj took place in the

\ i( ks Products Division, and its agen-

cy, Morse International. Other Yick
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Chemical Co. products were being

shifted into Vicks Cough Syrup's ra-

dio time, whereas the cough syrup went

into tv exclusively.

With Vicks buying in bulk for its

various products, advertising expendi-

tures for an isolated Vicks product are

difficult to pin down. And, in the com-

petitive race between Vicks and Pertus-

sin, Vicks executives are loathe to dis-

cuss strategy or figures. However, on

one large metropolitan tv station alone.

Vick Chemical Co. will spend between

$10,000 end $12,000 a month for time

for all it3 products. During the winter

Vicks Cough Syrup, on a rotating

schedule with other Vick products, ma\

get as much as 25/r of this time.

At sponsor's presstime Vicks Cough

Syrup's sudden switch from radio to

tv had not yet had any repercussions

in Seeck & Kade's offices on Washing-

ton Street. Loes, who's been with Kade

for three decades as his advertising

strategist, told sponsor:

"Mr. Kade and I work out our ad-

vertising strategy with our agency. If

it produces sales, it's good advertising.

If it doesn't, it isn't.''

With the cough syrup advertising

season for 1953-1954 halfway over,

it is unlikely that major changes in

strategy will be considered before Sep-

tember 1954, when the battle between

Pertussin and Vicks Cough Syrup takes

to the air once again. * * *

PAPER-MATE PEN
(Continued from page 41

1

em is giving New York 25% of its spot

tv appropriation. Interestingly instead

of racking up 25% of its sales in New
York— which is what the company

aimed for—it gets a whopping 34%.
In this case obviously the extra expen-

diture pays off.

"We'll consider using a tv network

show," says Kittredge, "when we have

enough products to justify a national

show."

There is no sure way of correlating

sales to advertising, Kittredge says,

but he states that in three different sur-

veys 42% of the people interviewed

said they recalled Paper-Mate's tv

pitches over all other ads.

When Paper-Mate buys spot radio it

wants "sock and originality." Kitt-

redge says he particularly likes disk

jockeys who "cooperate by being fresh

in their delivery of Paper-Mate an-

nouncements." On radio Paper-Mate

uses the 20-sccond jingle follourd |,\ a

40-second li\e commercial. '"It it's ad-

libbed right, so much the better," says

Kittredge.

Referring to the $1.2 million he

spends during the Christmas, Valen-

tine's Day, late spring and back-to-

school "peaks," Kittredfje sa\^ li<- ma\

buy anything from network to maga-

zines.

"When we go into a full page in the

Saturday Evening Post or Life," he

says, "Paper-Mate Eastern pays 70$
of the cost, and the West Coast com-

pany pays the other 30%. Same waj

with oetwoi k radio and t\ . Foi thi

weeks before Christina* we bought /

bet \icGee & Molh one of the M'.<

rhree Plan programs. Winn the nexl

peak comes along, we ma) buj network

radio, oi we maj go into another me-

dium. I will -a\ thai \\<- were ret)

pleased w itli the cooperation given iu

by NBC."
Kittredge believes that its advertis-

ing has done more than "pul Paper-

Mate I. ii into the lead.
1

"I be campaign," states Kittredge,

"has revitalized the entire ball poinl

pen industry

.

I'aper-Mate's biggest problem really

NEW "TV Capitol of
the Midwest*

"

(*.\'o idle boast — read copy below
for proof positive)

V D

TELECASTING
ON CHANNEL 5

BISMARCK, NO. DAK.

Telecasting from atop the Stofo Capitol building,

KFYR-TV delivers unrivalled coverage in the

wealthy. Midwest farm bell—and throughout

the heart of the oil-rich Willislon Basin.

KFYR-TV guarantees a ready-made,

responsive buying audience, built up through

years of top-flight radio programming.

NBC • DUMONT • CBS
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:

PEASE PORRIDGE HOT,
PEASE PORRIDGE COLD

Peose porridge in the pot
nine days old.

Some like it hot,

some like it cold;

Some like it in the pot
Nine doys old.

The people who live in the

rich Kansas City primary trade

area, too, have a variety of

tastes and opinions. There is

one thing, though, that they

are agreed upon — their favorite

radio station. It's The
KMBC-KFRAA Team.

Not only do they listen to

KMBC-KFRM, but they believe

what The Team has to say. So —
write, wire or phone KMBC-
KFRM, Kansas City, or Free &
Peters, for availabilities now.

There are a host of buyers in

the Heart of America
for your "porridge" and
they WILL buy it if

they hear about it on
the station they listen

to most . . .

KFRM
°8c^^^^^^^^^^^^^^T.\0

RADIO FOR THE HEART OF AM**'

IN EVERY

MARKET ONE

\ RADIO STATION

ITS

TOPS
n KANSAS
CITY

KUDL
For Example:

News Every Hour on

the Half Hour—Exclu-

sive in KC!

Call Forjoe

For Details

KUDL*. GREATER KANSAS
CITY TRADE AREA

Town to Town Tfci'*'l.

Local Coverage wj
J^t KOKO

KDKD*
1

KUDl—KANSAS CITY
KOKO—WARRENSBURG
KDKO—CLINTON

is a happ) one. The company's supply

i ant keep up with demand. Not onl)

has iln' company built a second plant

in it> home town df Culver City, CaL,

I'lit it i nt I \ completed a plant in

Puerto l!i' i>. Ihin^> have changed

since Pat Frawle) tried to sell his first

bat< h of 10,000 pen. back in L949.

I he first Paper-Mates were made in

a small Culver Cit) machine shop

Frawle) had rented. The pens were

made to sell for 97C. Hut the) didn't.

I raw lev first tried San Francisco be-

cause he knew it best. I He owned an

import-export business there.) He re-

calls thai the most frequent inconveni-

ence he suffered was beinu thrown out

of stores. Some store detectives, in

l.< I. had orders to eject him.

Frawle) concluded that a less pre-

carious wa\ to achieve distribution

would be to give the pens away. That

proved to be nearly as hard as selling

them. Nevertheless he got rid of the

first 10.000 and returned to Culver

City to make more.

.Meantime Frawley began to get a

few letters from bankers to whom he

had given the pens. "They're swell

pens," the bankers said, in effect, add-

ing that the ink dried instantly, pre-

venting signatures from transferring to

another sheet of paper—a forger's

trick. Transfer had been one of the

faults they found with previous pens.

These letters gave Frawley an idea

for another copy point
—

"bankers ap-

prove." It's been used in Paper-Mate's

advertising ever since.

Stimulated by the bankers' testi-

monials Frawley returned to San Fran-

cisco with more pens. He told dealers

that if they'd take two dozen on con-

signment, he'd pay their profits in ad-

vance. If the dealer said "O.K.," Fraw-

ley gave him a generous advertising

allowance. Thus Frawley's first Paper-

Mate advertising was on a co-op basis,

mostly in newspapers. By the end of

1949 he had sold $15,000 worth of

Paper-Mates.

In May of '50 he moved into a big-

ger building, boosted his advertising

and hired an engineer to redesign the

pen.

He told the engineer he wanted a

pen that would look like $5, write like

|5 and sell for less than $2.

As n as the engineer started to

work. Frawle) bought his first air

time: Radio announcements in San
Francisco, television announcements in

I os Vngeles. During 1050 Paper-Mate
chalked up $350,000 in sales.

90

In Ma) of 1951 the newl) designer!

Paper-Mate with a retractable point

was ready. It was priced at $1.69
i -till is i and four million of them were
sold the (ii-t \ ear.

\e\i target on Frawley's li-t was the

New "> oik market. Then he planned
io expand to the rest of the I. S.

Foi the New 'i ork push Paper-Mate
bought full-page newspaper ads and
heav) t\ and radio -pot - hedules and
provided all kinds of point-of-punhase

material.

Frawley hired 22 salesmen who
called on 2.1011 -tore- in a -i\-week

period, leaving >i\ free pens with every

dealer. He gave away about 10%
of his 1052 output but got nearlv 100%
distribution in New York.

"At the same time," Frawley recalls,

"we spread the rumor that we were
broke—to discourage competition."

In recent months Paper-Mate has

added pens in different colors and now
offers writers a choice of ink color.

The company also has brought out an

executive's desk pen set and sets for

use in banks. National distribution is

\ irtually complete.

Paper-Mate claims 80 r
r of the ball

point pen market—which is about 30%
of the entire ink-writing market.

Since the $350,000 sales during

1950, Paper-Mate's volume has soared

like this: 1951—$2 million: 1052—$7
million: 1053—819.6 million. Foreign

sales come to roughlv $3 million. Fraw-

ley estimates that this year's sales will

top $30 million.

Although fountain pen sales have

dropped since ball points have come on

the market, the big companies say their

sales nevertheless have gone up, indi-

cating that the smaller firms must have

been hurt.

The Fountain Pen & Mechanical

Pencil Manufacturers Assn. in Wash-

ington Teports that fountain pen ship-

ments dropped from 36.9 million in

1947 to 28 million in 1952. Mechani-

cal pencils went from 70.4 million in

"47 to 42.5 million in '52.

B. B. Rol-Rite. which also claims first

place in the ball point field, sponsors-

Georgie Jessel on ABC TV, alternate-

Sundays from 6:30 to 7:00 p.m. Tal-

ent and production charges run about

$15,000 a show.

Jack Wright, the B. B. Rol-Rite ac-

count executive at Hilton & Riggio,

says the company will spend an addi-

tional $2 million this year in advertis-

ing. "Quite a bit of this will go into

spot tv and radio," said W right. * * *"

SPONSOR



TV SET COUNT
{Continued from page 29 I

try sources:

1. The plan calls for a periodic

study of tv set counts and circulation,

patterned loosely on the lines of the

Audit Bureau of Circulations hut not

on the old BMB (which many stations

didn't like, feeling it short-changed

them). It might cost as much as $2.-

000,000 a year to support.

2. The plan is largely the brain-

child of Dr. Franklin R. Cawl, for-

merly the research director of the

Kudner Agency who is now an inde-

pendent research consultant with an

office in New York's RCA Building.

3. Networks and a few leading sta-

tions have been consulted by NARTB
concerning the project, since they

would have to provide the chief finan-

cial support for the NARTB plan, with

part of funds coming from agencies.

4. The "Cawl Project" would use

"tested, accepted methods," according

to NARTB officials, although probably

not a mail sample of the U.S. Final

details of a pilot study are being ham-

mered out by an NARTB research

committee, with a report expected in

June.

Both projects—Nielsen's pitch and

Cawl's proposals—are very much up

in the air. Nielsen may, or may not,

find the industry support he says he

needs in order to do another set census

or another Nielsen Coverage Service

study. And NARTB — since it must

first reconcile the various factions of

the broadcast industry who are often

at odds on audience research—isn't

likely to provide national home counts

much before mid-1955.

NARTB has clamped a tight secur-

ity lid on its "Cawl Project." Few of

the industry's top agency or network

researchers know much about it. Rea-

son: NARTB, from an organizational

point of view, probably fears to dis-

cuss it until such time as the reactions

of member stations can be fully ex-

plored.

What will admen do for set counts

and market-by-market coverage data in

the meantime?

Best bet: They'll have to go back to

the stop-gap methods used during the

past couple of seasons—even though

one agency research chief estimated

for sponsor that agencies are current-

ly spending "over $250,000 annually

just to compile data that are often in-

21 FEBRUARY 1954

accurate and to make projections from

these data."

The reason for this is apparent in

the remarks of the tv research direc-

tor of one of the leading P&G agencies

who said:

"We know our projections of set

growth and station coverage—the two

basic tools of timebuying in tv—are at

best a series of 'guesstimates.' But

even these projections are better than

no updated research at all. You just

can't go into every tv market for a

client.

"You've got to make decisions

among networks and stations and be-

tween markets. You've got to have

-dine- basis In which sou judge wheth-

er price- are right <>r wrong. So, we'll

continue i<> make estimates a- l<<--t we

can even though it means a Lot oi

tra time and efforl until Bomething

hitler comes alon^."

Sinn- "something better" ma\ not

come fol <|mte. awhile SPONSOR made a

-riic- of <lir< kiip- among agencyim-n

and network executives in New York

and among kej stations in various

parts of the country to survey the

methods presently used to determine

tv set counts and coverage data. In

addition sponsor surveyed the most

common sources of "industry" infor-

mation in llii- field.

A SIMPLE SELL-HOUETTE

!

WREN
reaches its

Market
Every recognized survey for the last 5 years

shows WREN has more listeners more hours

than any other station in Topeka!

WREN has a good Market
WREN delivers you both Topeka—with

big, money-producing industry like Good-

year, Santa Fe, Forbes Air Force Base

—

and a rich Eastern Kansas market that

ranks high in the nation for per capita

WREN works that Market
WREN works that market with a full-time

merchandising department to make sure your

product is stocked and displayed. A good mar-

ket, good coverage and first-class merchandis-

ing. They all add up to SALES.

5000 WATTS TOPEKA, KANSAS
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CAPITAL (MUf

imrrrrvl
-r.t i in in

Capitalize on the finest loca-

tion in Washington b> making
the Raleigh your headquarters
for business and pleasure t.n-

lertain your associates — Pall

Mall Restaurant, Raleigh Cock-
tail Lounge, Old I nglish Tav
ern. Be nc.it to Government
Buildings, downtown store-.

Special Courtesies to

HONEYMOONERS!

OTHER MASSAGLIA HOTELS:
SENATOR. Sacramento, Calif.

MIRAMAR, Santa Monica, Calif

EL RANCHO. Callup. N. M

SHOTH RALEIGH
'WASHINGTON 4. D. C.

On Famous IVnnwtv.inta

Ave. at 12th Street N.W.

Now . . . buy the Keyline!

SAVE 20 o ON
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

COVERAGE
Four booming California

markets (2,200,000 buyers)

with one low < osi buy!

KSJO San Jose

KBOX Modesto

Kwbl Fresno

KHUB Watsonville
Rtpresenftd by

RAM BEAU
N»w York • ' Chicago • San Francisco

Loi Angeles * Minneapolis

KEYLINE
Radio Group

Writ*, wire or call

for complete information

Briefly this is what SPONSOR learned:

1. Although there i> a profusion of

Bet estimates mutinied by stations,

trade publications and networks, agen-

cies prefer to rely on their own meth-

ods.

2. I here is quite a lot ol variation

between the Bel estimates as Bhown in

tin- most readily accessible informa-

tion sources.

3. The whole thing is a big head-

at be to admen who wish that Borne so-

lution could be found but who don't

want to paj a fortune for finding it.

Here is a round-up of the most com-

mon Bources of tv Bet-count data as

well as some idea of the research tech-

niques involved:

• iiicncy research: Since agencies

are faced with the problem of piecing

the t\ picture together from often-

conflicting sources and odd scraps of

information, some fancy calculating

has been evolved. All of the P&G agen-

i ies, for example, use a standardized

method of estimating Bel counts and

.overage (in order to maintain some

buying uniformity ) which is the result

of the accumulated statistical brain-

power of the half-dozen agencies in-

\ o|\ed.

\t the agency level the most com-

i method for "projecting" the num-

bei of U.S. video homes, county-by-

county or market-In -market, goes ap-

proximately like this:

Let"s sav an agency started to plot

a growth curve (a continually rising

indication of the number, or level of

penetration, of t\ sets) for \lfalfa

County, I .S.A. 'way hack at the time

the county was first receiving tv serv-

ice.

Along the way the curve has been

checked against such important "bench

marks''—a surveyor's term for check

points of known accuracy—as the 1 5.

( ensus of 1
*>-">(

> and the Nielsen Cover-

age Service data of late 1952. Since

the last "bench mark the agency's

curve or guess has been heading up-

ward like a plane without an altimeter,

proceeding—as one adman termed it

"h\ guess and by gosh.''

Now. armed with the CBS TV fig-

ures, the agency can look at the chart

for Ufalfa County to Bee how the agen-

cy's guesstimate for 1 November 1953

compares with CBS TVs facts.

I- the curve too high? Too low?

\n adjustment will be made, and the

curve put hack on course.

• Tv networks: l'oth CBS and

NBC prepare estimates of the number
ol (\ sets in the U.S. tv markets for in-

ternal use. Primarily these are a mat-

ter of measuring the known (or esti-

mated i number of tv-equipped homes

in a specific area, with adjustments

made (on the basis ol Bignal strengths

tot the most part) in cases where two

video areas overlap.

These figures are not released to

the trade anv mote. Chief reason:

\ou that tv is covering the most dense-

ly populated areas like an electronic

blanket, these figures are good only

for calculations involving a specific

network.

For one thing network estimates of

the number of tv homes in a market

are for the number of video homes

which researchers estimate are actually

"covered" by the network's affiliate in

that market. With the largest markets

filling up with two. three or more tv

stations, these figures can no longer be

applied to anv station in the market,

networks say. There are too many

differences between signal strength-,

signal patterns, antenna heights and

positions and other engineering fac-

tors.

There is currently a brisk trade go-

"RESULTS"
STATION

in Washington

Represented Nationally by John Blair A Co.
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ing on in pirated network figures. Usu-

ally the leak is through the network's

sales department. An agency, for in-

stance, will call up and say that a net-

work client is "thinking of adding" a

new network affiliate, and can they

please have the network's market pene-

tration figures? In most cases, they

get them.

• Stations, reps: Since they are

badgered for tv home-count 'and cov-

erage data by both national and local

advertisers, stations make every effort

to provide buyers and station reps with

such information.

Station surveys for the most part

follow definite patterns and have defi-

nite limitations. Set counts are usu-

ally made by rounding up monthly

estimates of the number of tv sets in-

stalled in the station's coverage area

from the local power company, local

radio-tv retailers and servicemen and

by mail pull gimmicks initiated by the

stations. Coverage reports for post-

freeze stations (where coverage was

not mapped by the Nielsen Coverage

Service) is usually determined by esti-

mating (but not always field-checking)

the station's signal area. In a few of

the larger cities several stations have

banded together to form a local tv re-

search council in order to provide one

set of market figures, instead of sev-

eral.

Among those who try hard to give

admen accurate local set count are tv

stations in Phoenix, Ariz. Recently

after sounding out top network re-

searchers and others on survey meth-

ods, they completed a 1,000-interview

cross-section study of their tv area,

working with Arizona State College.

Generally speaking agencies seldom

put much faith in station checkups

since they are primarily a matter of

estimates of number of sets sold with-

in an area and seldom measure how

many of the purchased sets are being

used by owners as replacements in old-

er markets, how many are being pur-

chased for use in other tv areas, how

many are going into multiple-set tv

homes and other factors.

At the moment, this complicates life

considerably, since stations (and reps)

do most of their selling on the basis of

station estimates and agencies do most

of the buying on the basis of agency

estimates.

• Trade publications: In an at-

WBNS-TV
the nation's

Again and again WBNS-TV's Aunt Fran and Her Playmates set sales

records with varied product promotions. The Strietmann-Felber Biscuit

Co. recently reported a "quick turnover and fast sell out" of their Jumbo

Size Circus Animal Cookies promoted on Aunt Fran.

This WBNS-TV popular, locally produced children's program appears

each week day at 4 P.M.

All of this show's commercial successes reflect childrens' vast sales influence

in the home. This is further proven by the fact that Aunt Fran has main-

tained a high "top ten" rating for the past year (Telepulse 1953-54), and

an established reputation as one of Central Ohio's most powerful sales

builders.

You can cash in on Aunt Fran's winning way with children by offering

your products to her audiences who hold complete confidence in her

recommendations.

For peak sales results, use WBNS-TV, the nation's leading test market

station.

WBNS-TV
COLUMBUS, OHIO CHANNEL 10

CBS-TV NETWORK — Affiliated with Columbus Dispatch

and WBNS-AM • General Sales Office: 33 North High St.

REPRESENTED BY BLAIR TV
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of the

San Francisco Bay Area's

3,000,000 people are

Foreign Language Speaking!

They multiply, add, subtract and
divide; THEY THINK! THEY BUY!
in their own language! Sell them
with KLOK, the station that reaches

them all. KLOK's specialized pro-

gramming guarantees your message
attention-getting IMPACT!

* SACRAMENTO

5000 WATTS — 1170 KC
San Jove Studios San Francisco Studios

P. O. Boi 967 Hotel lankershim
San Jose. Calif. San Francisco, Calif.

Represented by John E. Pearson Co

"KOWL is the most

POWER PACKED
station of its kind*

in Amenca

Serving the Negro, Mexican and Mexican-
American markets of Crcater Los Angeles
and Southern California—more than 1 000 -

000 buyers!

\ 10,000WATTS
\ AH M* SMARTER BWm'& f

Rcprrvntatlvrs
Georgr W Clark. Inc..

Chicago. New York
Daren F. McGavrrn.
Sai Franclwo

Dora C ayton. Atlanta

4128 Wilshirc Blvd., Los Angeles 17. Calif.

TE. 0-5152

san y I
FRANCISCO ttl\

<f SAN JOSE

FRESNO •
[ i

•". Vi}

tempi to fill the tv data vacuum, three

of the broadcasting trade publications

print market-by-markel estimates of

the Dumber of tv homes in the nation.

One of these publications uses a for-

mula method, with RETMA sel esti-

mates as a base.

The other two prefer to print sta-

tion or rep estimates of the number of

t\ homes in t\ markets.

Sponsor, found that no major agen-

- \ u^ed set estimates by trade publica-

tions as anything more than a casual

reference for their research depart-

ment or timebuyers- although plent\

"I reps and stations use them widel) in

sales promotion work.

". . . Tin- problems of :ul\ «-rti~infi man-
agement ha\«' now clearly become ><>

significant anil mi ^ari<•<^ that they need
to be subjected increasingly to th<- same
kiml of scientific analysis which ha»
been found mi effective in factory man-
agement; yet with the need to devise
special techniques appropriate to this
particular managerial work, full) rccog-
nizing both its special characteristics
and it* differences from factory or other
functional management ta»k-.**

HAROLD F. SMIDDY
I 'ice President

General Electric Co.

(sponsor, incidentally, has stayed

away from publishing its own post-

freeze estimates, market-by-market or

county-by-county, of the number of

U.S. video homes. SPONSOR feels that

only a full-scale industry-supported

study will give data on which buyers

and sellers can agree completely. More-

over a fourth set of figures would only

confuse an already-confused situation.

See chart page 28.)

What do admen say they really want

in the way of set count data?

This is the consensus:

1. An industry-wide monthly esti-

mate of tv-equipped homes—including

data on vhf and uhf. and later, color

tv.

2. A quarterly field census of tv

homes so that the monthly estimates

do not have to be projected too far.

3. An annual, full-scale coverage

stud\. similar to NCS.

\\ ill agencies -el this dream pack-

age from Nielsen, N \RTB, or some
other source? Only time will tell. \nd

time, for even the most recent nation-

wide Burveys, is running out. * * *

Channel 52
• ABC

INTERCONNECTED • NBC
• DU MONT

IS GOING ON THE AIR'

AN EXCLUSIVE U H F MARKET

Already (118,000

More than TV SETShb ( IN OPERATION

O o

The South Bend-EJkhart Market is

iOIAAA'S FIRST MARKET in RETAIL SALES

FOOD SALES

AUTOMOTIVE SALES

HOUSEHOLD FURJUTURE

...RADIO SALES

Second to DRUG SALES

.....GENERAL MERCHANDISE

Annual Retail Sales $1,194,000,00

POPULATION 750,013

Soiree:

Families. .230.000

May, 1953 Silts Minagemenl Surrey ol Buying POWER

WSJV-TV Channel 52
SOUTH BEND • ELKHART

JOHN J III NAM —QM MMUOH

REPRESENTED BY H-R TELEVISION, INC.

«IW 'Oil • C«iCaCO • UN HanCICO • lOt AMCIlf t

* Hmtxk 1 1tS4.
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-IDEAL' MEDIA TEST
(Continued from page 34)

stage in media testing.)

Which group are you in?

SPONSOR believes you can test. But

several steps are necessary. You have

to do it with one or a small group of

products. You have to trim the multi-

tude of variables by limiting your sales

effort to advertising only. (Vacation

your salesmen for this one!) And you
should run the test on a continuous

basis to enable you to take advantage

of what you learn from time to time.

Obviously you have to change your ad-

vertising to sell something. Much ad-

vertising doesn't. Typical example:

Those glossy insurance ads (color of

course) in national magazines.

"Why testing is luirrf; There's no

use denying that the two hardest things

to determine in advertising are: (1)

Why people buy your product, and

(2) which medium gives you the best

results (on an inter-media basis —
newspapers vs. stations, for example).

Compared with the latter, copy testing

is child's play. You split-run the same
ad with different heads in the same

edition of the New York Times, for

example, and, if it's a mail-order or

coupon-type test, you sit back and

wait till the returns are in.

Basically the problem stems from

ignorance. The average national ad-

vertiser:

1. Doesn't know what his sales to

consumers are; only to wholesalers,

distributors or retailers.

2. Doesn't know, as a result, what

percentage of his sales to the consumer

are due to salesmen, direct mail, over-

the-transom orders, point of sale mer-

chandising, advertising or other influ-

ences.

3. And not knowing points 1 and 2,

he can't possibly slice up his advertis-

ing and determine what sales are due

to use of each medium.

What's the solution?

For the national advertiser, it might

lie in:

1. Setting up a system for determin-

ing the sales of his product to con-

sumers on a periodic basis— either

through store audits or via consumer

panels.

2. Keeping careful check of which

activities contribute to sales. This can

be approximated by rotating the vari-

ous sales methods by areas or markets

and holding all variables constant

while testing one (displays, for exam-
ple).

3. Keeping a careful record <>l the

use of different media an. I trying to

establish a correlation between expo-
sure to advertising and use of product.
This can be determined in a limited

fashion by the panel method or inter-

viewing purchasers in the -lore.

4. For national media, network ra-

dio and tv and magazines, the national
advertiser can use two techniques for

determining advertising effectiveness:

(a) coupon, premium or sale of a spe-

cial item direct to the consumer; (b)

interviewing samples or panels as to

how effectively the message got across.

Local advertisers have no problem.

Whether you sell in one outlet, your
own, or many, you can run a simple

inter-media test involving newspapers,

radio and television by spending equal

amounts of money in each medium to

advertise the same product at the same
time. Then you station an interviewer

in one or more stores to ask the buyers

what brought them in. This is the tech-

nique invented by Joseph Ward of the

Advertising Research Bureau, Inc.

i ARBI I of Seattle. It is so simple that

most newspaper-conditioned adver-

tisers are afraid to try it. Yet it has

been used successfully, more or less,

in over 240 tests to date. Basic weak-

ness: How do you apply it nationally?

(At first glance, it seems you could

advertise a product in one magazine

and on one network program, then use

interviewers in several markets at key

outlets to question purchasers as to

where they saw or heard the ad. The

technique should work for such dur-

ables as carpets, sewing machines, ap-

pliances, tires or items of relatively

higher cost sold in a few outlets per

market. The ideal would be a single-

outlet-per-market product. Rayco car

seat covers, for example, which actu-

ally uses a somewhat similar tech-

nique. But this solution bogs down

when you try to apply it to cigarettes,

soaps, foods and the usual mass-con-

sumer products of low cost sold in

hundreds of stores per market.)

Media testing pitfalls: What spe-

cifically is so hard about inter-media

testing? In this section the views of

four experts are summarized to show

the difficulties involved. And in the

next section, six other experts will offer

some concrete, if highly idealistic or

theoretical, suggestions or solutions.

WMRY^
ALL COMPETITIVE NEGRO PROGRAMMING

* 29 out of 38 quarter hours

AIL NEW ORLEANS INDEPENDENT STATIONS

* 36 out of 46 quarter hours

ONE OR MORE NETWORK STATIONS

* 39 out of 46 quarter hours

TWO OR MORE NETWORK STATIONS

* 23 out of 46 quarter hours

THREE NETWORK STATIONS

* 9 ouf of 46 quarter hours

With the addition of feature programs
of the National Negro Network, WMRY
stretches its leadership as a MUST BUY
to thoroughly cover the great and
growing New Orleans Market!

High Ratingsl

Top Notch Merchandising!
Low Rates!

* Pulse of N. 0. (Sept -Oct )

OMAHA

Imuronte Build.ng

JOHN BLAIR & CO., Representatives
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...BIG CHANGE
AT WVET

Vet, the station with more local

accounts than any other THREE
Rochester stations put together
has joined America's lives! net-

work! Result:—improved pro-

gramming . . . ever increasing

audience , . . bettcr-than-cver-

buys for advertisers in the ri<h

Rochester - Western New York
market!

___ 5000 WATTS • 1280 KC.

IN ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Represented Nationally by
THE BOLLING COMPANY

^| Reasons Why
The foremost national and local ad

^g vertisers use WEVD year after0 year to reach the vast

S Jewish Market
ay^ of Metropolitan New York

I. Top adult programming
^S 2. Strong audience impact

faaaaaj 3. Inherent listener loyalty

001 4. Potential buying power

Send tor a copy of

"WHO'S WHO ON WEVD''

HENRY GREENFIELD
Managing Olrfclor

WFVI1 117-119 Wr.l »olh St.

Not York 19

lii' haul Manvilie, president of

Richard Manvilie Research, New York,

puts it thi- wav :

"lli.- more fool-prooi jrou make
youi inter-media test, the more con-

trolled the conditions must become;

the more controlled you make the con-

ditions, the more \<>u must take your

actual tesl from the market place and

put it into the college Laboratory,

"\\ bile the relative media strength

can thru be evaluated in the labora-

tory, the pragmatic business man will

therefore increasingly distrust its com-

hick ial application, and I can't blame

him. It maj actually then turn out to

be X media in a laboratory, but \ in

the market place.

"I was, however, very impressed

with Hans Zeisel's tea panel job [see

"How to choose media, part II," SPON-

SOR, 15 June 1953]; also with various

tests I have witnessed, not measuring

sales (unfortunately i but rather test-

ing keyed offers of premiums, books,

etc., in various media. Spending the

same amount of money in different

media and evaluating their 'pull' on a

cost-per-inquiry basis. It isn't as good

as a sales test, but it's a darn sight

better than guessing!"

Carl H. Henrikson Jr., v.p. and gen-

eral manager of S-D Surveys, said that

if he had a design for an ideal inter-

media test that could be sold as a

service, "I could shortly become quite

wealthy and, of course, would be thor-

oughly hated by all media."

\\ hat >hould such a test achieve?
" \n unrefutable statistical caliper

for measuring the net profit return on

each dollar of advertising invested in

different media," Henrikson savs. "It

would be even more ideal if such mea-

surements could be made not onlv on

the individual medium but more spe-

cifically for such factors as seasons of

the year, days of the week and even

time of the day. size and shape of

space or amount of time emplo\ed.

residual returns on overlapping cover-

age with use of multiple media, color

or black and white, position by page or

adjacency to reading matter or pro-

gram, rrequenc) of insertions and

main other factors.

'1 ou can see thai measurements to

be ideal would have to be based not

onlj on the number of dollar- Bpent

but how those dollars were spent with-

in each medium ox combinations of

media.

"The advertising profession has

gone a long wav in using research

techniques as a basis for judgment and

making dollar- work more efficiently.

I he ideal, which fortunate!) for all of

US will never be reached. i> to have

statistics make the decisions. There

will always be plenty of room for

honest differences of opinion in media

selection. There are always many vari-

ables involved and an infinite numlicr

of possible combinations in planning a

media program and, luckily, a great

deal of data to prove the wisdom of

the plan.

"Wtll-eonducted surveys and tests

can he exceedingly useful as a basis

for judgment, but we're a long, long

wa\ from a fool-proof statistical cali-

per that will come up with all the

answers."

H. 1). I Del i Everett Jr.. director of

market research for the Ford Motor

Co., concurs so far as cars are con-

cerned. He cited three basic problems

for sponsor in setting up a fool-proof

or ideal inter-media test:

1. The problem of inter-media selec-

tion probabl) varies for every prod-

uct. "In the case of some products.

the very nature of the product may

be such that the answer is self-

evident. For instance, if the prospects

for a product aren't exposed to a cer-

tain t\pe of medium, such as Eskimos

to billboards, you obviously don't use

it. But in the case of a product that is

widely used by pretty nearly all kinds

of people—such as an automobile—the

answer is aw fully hard to come by. As

a matter of fact, as far as passenger

car advertising is concerned. I just

don't know how to set up a fool-proof

inter-media te-t.

2. The "almost impossible" problem

of segregating the effects of the mes-

sage from the effects of the medium

itself. Everett calls the main difficulty

in testing. "Most tests that might

be set up can. at best, measure only

the over-all effect of the combined

factors of medium and message." he

savs. "If the over-all effect for one

medium is relatively good and rela-

tively poor for the other, is the differ-

ence due to the inherent difference of

the media, or is the important variable

the message? Bv stabilizing the mes-

sage—that is. by using the same theme,

vou don't necessarily solve the problem

because perhaps a type of message

which is ideal for one medium is not

the best type for the other medium."

In the case of cars, for example.
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Everett feels it is easier to sell a car's

styling advantages through magazines

where you can show pictures. On the

other hand, it could conceivably be

considerably easier to sell a car's safe-

ty advantages over radio "where you

can more easily harness the tremen-

dous power of the imagination tban

through magazines."

"In view of all this," Everett says,

"it seems to me that in the case of a

product like a passenger car the inter-

media allocation of the ad budget will

for a long time have to be based pretty-

largely on judgment. Any medium
which can reach large numbers of

people at reasonable cost has potential

value to the passenger car advertiser.

After the budget has been allocated, I

think research can play an effective

role in showing how to spend the

money allocated to each medium with

optimum effectiveness because I think

research can help to determine which

types of message are more or most

effective for each medium.

'"Gradually over a considerable peri-

od of time and through trial and error

reinforced with careful research test-

ing, it may be possible to reach fairly

definite conclusions as to the relative

effectiveness of various media for a

given product. But I think it will be a

long time before researchers will know
how to set up a fool-proof inter-media

test for a product like an automobile."

3, The competitive situation is the

third reason Everett offers for feeling

the sure-fire media test is far in the

future. "If the products and adver-

tising efforts of one's competitors were

static and never changed in any re-

spect, it would be easier to set up such

a test," he says. "But they are ex-

tremely dynamic and force continual

revision and changes in your own
advertising strategy and techniques.

These continual revisions and changes

often dictate changes in the relative

emphasis given to the different media."

Summing it up, Everett believes that

most advertisers, particularly of passen-

ger cars, will have to resign themselves

to struggling with the problem indefi-

nitely, meantime attempting to reach

decisions on the basis of their best pos-

sible judgment.

To Harold S. (Rusty) Barnes, direc-

tor of the ANPA's famed Bureau of

Advertising, learning how to use each

medium more effectively is more profit-

able than trying to determine which

one to use. He says he never saw a

conclusive media test in 20 years in t In-

advertising agency business. Since

then he's seen quite a feu others with

similar negative results.

"I think that careful analysis will

demonstrate why this is so often (lie

fact," he says. "There are three factors

that offer serious difficult) : First, In

be able to measure retail sales with

sufficient precision; second, to set up

control areas that aretruK comparal le,

and, finally, to isolate the effects ol

any one single medium. This is I lie

primary area, in my opinion, where

inter-media tests bog down.

"On top of that there are a number
of variables which cannot be con-

trolled. The results can easily be

upset by such factors as competitive

activity— the degree of sales effort

exerted— and such local factors as

strikes and weather. On top of that

there is a still greater variable— the

effectiveness with which each medium
is used.

"I could be wrong — and often have

been — but it is my considered belief

that if all the time and money that has

been spent on inter-media te^ts were

concentrated on learning how to use

each medium more effectively, adver-

tising would be much farther along

the road than it is today."

There are a number of experts who
disagree with Barnes, sponsor will

quote a few of them next issue. * * *

SPONSOR ASKS
{Continued from page 57)

intervals of time commensurate with

the changes in the growth of sets.

We need accuracy in the figures, too,

not statistics made unwieldy by survey

techniques not fully understood or by

invalid projections. We should not be

handicapped by the possible bias of tv

manufacturers and dealers. We need
|

accuracy7 in relation to all stations and !

all markets, figures unhampered by

network arbitrary allocation of sets ac-

cording to the importance of an affili-

ate of the network.

The biggest project of all, and just

as important, will be setting up a S} --

tern for keeping the figures up to date

—and finding a way to finance it.

Carl Tillmanns

Manager. Research & Promotion

Paul H. Raymer Co.

New York

jWMinl5Mil*

$ ef+Hfetower

"re*"tine greatest

PUyfag powerserved

^ywhere/

-Ask .

•Hal Uelmaw Co.

°'"Cf. C

-5000 WATTS AT 1380

"BASIC
• ROCKFORD INDEPENDENT"

KWJJ
CIVIUM ADVERTISER
BIG BARGAIN
"How" you say to KWJJ, Chief of

Northwest Independents . . . and

he tell you "how". He trade you

whole Oregon country for little

wampum . . . with plenty strong

smoke signals. He show you how to

scalp competitors . . . with no reser-

vation! Join Chief KWJJ s tribe of

happy warriors. ^ y

National \\ ^
Representative

BURN-SMITH CO.. INC.

KWJJ
1011 S.W. ilk Ave. iSsi'l <*.

PORTLAND sykj??'

ORiGOH

Ml
-
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SALINAS, CALIF.

5000 WATTS*
THE

CLOVER LEAF

STATION

COVERS
SALINAS • MONTEREY

WATSONVILLE • SANTA CRUZ

at half the cost of using

separate stations. One Sta-

tion Coverage of 74,428

Radio Homes in California's

newest Metropolitan Area

\
/ SALINAS

CALIFORNIA

REPRESENTED BY WEED & CO.

F.dwin Ebel, director of advertising and merchan-

dising. General Foods (orp., is (hairman of the

program committee for the 1954 spring meeting of

the Association of Motional Advertisers. The group

will meet 17 March through 20 March at The Home-
stead, Hot Springs, la. "It will be a highly prof-

itable meeting for members to attend," Ebel told

SPONSOR. "The four-day program will present in one

'concentrated package' a wrap-up of the latest

ideas, techniques and activities to help advertis-

ing go further and get greatest results in 19~>}.*'

.Samuel H. \orthcross, new director of tele-

vision for William Esty Co., will supervise tv activities

of such clients as R. J. Reynolds Tobacco, Colgate-

Palmolive, General Mills, Coca-Cola Bottling of Mew
York. A native of Asheville, \ . ('.., he has been v.p.

and tv production manager for Esty for the past

five years. His past associations include five years

with George Gallup and two with Young & Rubicam.

He is a former newspaper reporter and country

editor for the Washington, D. C. Times Herald. He
was a captain in the Air Force during World War II.

Ralph Danziger, new director of advertising

and promotion, Toy Guidance Council of America,

is asking tv stations in more than 40 major markets to

submit local programing suggestions. The council,

using television for the first time this year, is allot-

ing over $500,000 to the medium through Friend,

Reiss, McGlone. "Television is the most perfect

medium for the demonstration and proper presenta-

tion of toys." Danziger told sponsor. Aim: to make
parents more aware of toys as aids to child's

mental, physical development. Danziger was for-

merly art director of .\orman D. Waters.

A. iW. Martinez, new executive vice president of

the Caribbean Network, foresees "great enthusiasm"

among American advertisers this tear for the use

hi tv in Latin America, "(u'a and Mexico al-

ready have television firmly established." he told

SPONSOR. "And. this tear Puerto Rico will develop

very fast as a tv country. San Juan will have two

stations operating this month. And the people there

are so enthusiastic that I counted 50 antennas in

San Juan last April, before tv was even a near possi-

bility." Martinez is former v.p. of Melchor Guzman.
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More music
In almost seven years of operation the people of

Colorado have thanked and spanked, praised and scolded
KTLN with many thousands of letters and post cards. We
wouldn't even venture a guess at the number of phone calls.

But whatever they wrote or called about, they agreed on one
thing. ".

. . we love your music, more please".

We're answering those letters and calls beginning
the 15th of March. More music, more news, more sports
NIGHT AND DAY . . . 5000 watts, five times our old power'

KT L
5 000 WATTS

Why it's a buy...
KTLN'S SIGNAL REACHES

more than 391,800 homes ^qljpf
nearly 5,000,000 cars annually ._.

KTLN MERCHANDISES
Our job only begins when you buy a schedule on KTLN.

We'll work with you and for you, day and night in any way
possible. And we've got the marketing and merchandising know-
how to SELL your product. Ask time buyers who use KTLN.

KTLN COSTS LESS PER THOUSAND
The June, 1953, Conlan (when we were a 1-kw daytime)

showed about 73c per thousand, average cost— making KTLN
the best dollar buy in the Denver radio market. Now it's five

times the buy, Day and Nite.

KTLN IS INDEPENDENT
If you want one 20-second spot or a two-hour block three

times a week we'll come mighty close to putting you right where

you want to be . . ."the difficult we do instantly, the impossible

takes a little longer." We stay independent to SERVE YOU
BETTER.

KT L

JOE FLOOD:
Denver's "Dean of Radio". When

you want to sell the people of Col-

orado, get hold of Joe. Address:

KTLN, 5000 Watts.

RICH FROEMKE:
"Old Dependable"

If it's broadcasting Rich does it . . .

and well . . . For 5 years his daily

feature has been "Million Dollar

Ballroom".

CHUCK COLLINS:
Denver's pianist, poet and philos-

opher. "I love to talk to people,

that's all, and they buy the things

I tell them about". With Chuck your

merchandise moves—you buy a spot

—you gel a salesman.

KAYTEE ELLEN:
Gracious hostess, gal about town.

Houses or hosiery, she'll sell 'em for

you and make you a million friends

in the bargain. That's what ICaytee's

show is, a bargain.

RADIO DENVER
CALL: RADIO REPS., INC.

NEW YORK, CHICAGO, LOS ANGELES
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Test your media

1
1 you accept the argument <>f most

researchers that media can't be tested

on an inter-media basis, you may be

making one of the biggest mistakes of

your life.

No one ha- vet come up with a sim-

ple test of national media, except the

coupon or premium type, which has

its (laws, and it ma\ he some time be-

fore anyone doc-. Yet at least one

major network is working <ni this prob-

lem right now.

But on a local market basis, several

methods have been developed recenth.

The ARBI technique is getting better

known all the time; you spend the

same amount of money in each me-

dium advertising the same product at

the same time, then station an inter-

\ iewer in the store and ask the buver

of the product what brought him in.

Another important test is the one

devised by the Emil Mogul Co. for

Rayco, car seat-cover manufacturer.

Purchasers of car seats or tops fill out

a card while wailing for installation.

The agency tabulates the card- weekly

for each market and know- to a dollar

what each medium brought in.

Newspapers and magazines always

resisted inter-media teats, especiall) in

competition with air media. Can it be

thai under the leader-hip of air media

resear< hers the "ideal" test, or at least

i practicable one on a national basis,

will yel be devised? (For SPONSOR')

examination of tlie problem, see article

page 32. i

# #

Who counts the sets?

No medium lias more research than

television. Five rating services will

count sour audience. Qualitathe

-Indies will tell \ou whether your com-

mercial antagonizes the customers.

There's only one thing the industry

can't tell the sponsor-— how many sets

I here are per market. (See article page

27.i

This most basic of statistics is not

made available by the industry in am
official, regular form. The result is

that advertising agencies spend thou-

sands of dollars monthly attempting to

calculate set growth.

CBS TV has stepped into the breach

with its $50,000 A. C. Nielsen census

of sets. The network hopes that others

in the industry will join with it to

make the census regular. Occasional

-Indies provide relief but thev don't

solve this important prohlem.
• # *

Tools for advertisers

This business publication, which has

(In Heated itself to giving tv and radio

advertisers tools they can put to prac-

tical use, is presently working on sev-

eral which deserve more than passing

notice.

Summer Selling I the sixth annual

analysis of how advertisers can best

use the summer air) will appear 8

March. Always published heretofore

in April or May, the Summer Selling

Section appears earlier this \ear. .Nu-

merous agencies and advertisers have

advised US that this unique stud\ — the

onl) one on summer radio and tv out-

look, problems, programing, tips, mer-

chandising, results—will he of maxi-

mum use in late winter.

During March all SPONSOR subscrib-

ers will receive the sponsor si i;\k i -.

i\< . Btud] of radio and t\ station pro-

graming titled 1954 Program Guide.

Some ldii directory-style pages will

pinpoint the programing content of

nearl\ 2.000 stations
| all which an-

swered four repeated questionnaires

over a period of nine months i cate-

gor) bj category, with number of

weekl) hours devoted to each category.

By checking a station's master listing

you can promptly discover the station-

specialties; by checking the category

directory (e.g., farm stations) \ou

have in one listing the key farm sta-

tions of the U.S. and Canada.

The 19 April issue will feature a

fascinating and factual progress report

on all pioneer tv stations. This exten-

sive report, based on data secured from

all tv outlets five or more years old in

1954, will have these values ( 1 1 in one

impressive section commemorate the tv

pioneers, (2 I give vital growth factors

on big tv stations and markets useful

to advertisers, agencies, broadcasters.

In a soon-to-appear issue SPONSOR

will begin its dream project—the full

inside stor\ I including results) of an

air advertising campaign from birth to

completion as it unfolds. After seek-

ing a suitable subject for several years,

SPONSOR has now completed arrange-

ments to do such a continuing storv.

SPONSOR'S All - Media Evaluation

Study, now on Part 17. is aearing it-

conclusion. This unique project is

used by virtually all major agencies;

will be reproduced in book form.

Applause
Rediscovering a medium

It has taken a few years, but now the

advertising fraternity at large (includ-

ing some forthright magazines and

newspapers l are coming to the con-

clusion that radio i- a potent medium
even in the strongest u markets.

Last week, idl) picking up a leftover

copy of Kiplinger's Changing Times in

a hotel room, we -polled an article on

radio's vitality in l\ ana-. Back in

New \ oik a few days later we ran

across similarly strong editorial com-

ment-, including one in Grey Matter.

published 1>\ Gre) Advertising.

Everyone -rem-, all at once, to have

decided that \<>u cant laugh oil a me-

dium found in over 98% of the na-

tion's homes: that the annual sale of

twice as main radio a- t\ sets has -onie

significance; that all radio has been

underrated and poor!) counted.

To top it off. the advertising gentry

have suddenly discovered that though

network radio may not he quite as big,

national -pot and local are approach-

ing king size.

Sometimes the truth dawns slowly.

SPONSOR takes pride in its editorial

stand, its main article- and editorials

over the past five or sis years [minting

to one kev fact: that, actually. RADIO
dike tv i IS GETTING BIGGER.
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|^2 WOyS topresent your commercial

ow— with RCA's new Special Effects Equipment—you can

ave these 12 attention-getting effects right at your fingertips.

You push the button for the effect you want. You swing the

"control stick" (rotatable 360°) and put the selected effect in the

picture wherever you want it. It's simple, inexpensive—requires

no complicated equipment or extra cameras.

RCA's Special Effects Equipment consists of just two separate

units; (1) a TG-15A control panel (shown below) and generator,

(2) and a TA-15A amplifier. The Special Effects Panel can be

inserted in any RCA Console housing. The other units can be

mounted in your video racks. Installation couldn't be easier.

For quick delivery, order your RCA Special Effects

Equipment direct from your RCA Broadcast Sales

Representative.

RCA Special Effects Control Panel— with 12 push-

button selection and 360' rotatable stick control.

RADtO CORPORATION of AMERICA
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT CAMDEN N.J.



IN KANSAS CITY ... I

CASH REGISTERS RINGCASH REGISTERS RING

4£ig*.%

Here's a good strip story . . .

Now that the headline has gotten you into this

paragraph, we have to confess that we're talking

ahout key strips from Hutter-Nut Coffee cans. During
Butter-Nut's I9^s Christmas Club campaign, the

coffee people used WHB-TVs popular weatherman,
Shelby Storck. to request key strip mailings from
viewers. WHB-TV promotion and merchandising
brought in a total of 106,470 ke\ strips — rriort th.m

three times tin- amount received from the previous

year's campaign on .mother Kansas ( n\ 1 V station

. . . at that time the onl> television Outlet in the

market. Talent and format were unchanged for the
'52 and '5

J i amp.ngns.

Don Dasis, President

John T. Schilling, General Manager

Cash registers in the great Kansas City market ring u{
well over one-billion dollars worth of retail sales ar.l

nually! The best way to make them ring for you is t

swing your national spot schedule to WHB-TV! That
because WHB-TV offers viewers a complete lineup c]

star-studded CBS Network TV programs backed by
j

variety of sparkling, new, smartly-produced local shov. I

featuring top talent. More eyes are on Channel 9 in thT
365,480 TV homes* of the nation's 17th market— an|

this means greater impact and more sales for yovl

advertising dollar when you swing to WHB-TV!
WHB-TVs new transmitter tower (jointly owned wit

|

KMBC-TV) is 1,079 feet above average terrain. Maximu
allowable power— 316 kw visual, 158 kw aural.

Contact your nearest Blair-TV representative for choi>

spot availabilities.

*Dcc. )l report of Kmtmi O/t Electric .\i\

WHBI
710 KC. 10,000 WATTS

MUTUAL NETWORI,

KANSAS CTYs

OLDEST
CALL LETTERS
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ABC - DUMONT NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES BLAIR-TV

SPOT CARRIERS':

PROS AND CONS
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Greyhound's approach:

network for prestige,

spot for specifics

page 32

"Ideal" media test

possible, is consensus

of experts interviewed

page 34
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Hiatus-takers risk

sales slump,

brand-switching

page 40

Is radio winning

the no-hiatus
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radio and ti
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You wouldn't harness an elephant
to a lawnmower, would you?

You don't need 50,000 watts—or 10,000 or

even 5000 to cover the compact Baltimore

market!

W-I-T-H will do the job for you

—

without

waste! Network stations overlap areas covered

by their own affiliates . . . their effective coverage

is limited to just about the area W-I-T-H itself

covers.

NIELSEN SHOWS W-I-T-H IN LEAD!

In Baltimore City and Baltimore County

W-I-T-H leads every other radio and television

station network or independent in weekly

daytime circulation.

Let your Forjoe man give you all the facts in

this amazing Nielsen Coverage Service Survey.

IN BALTIMORE

TOM TINSLEY, PRESIDENT REPRESENTED BY FORJOE & CO:

.



SPONSOR editor

works at C&W

'Show of Shows"
to continue

SPONSOR'S 6th

Summer section

Auto sponsors

active in radio

"Man from SPONSOR" at Cunningham & Walsh's swank Madison Ave. offices
last week was Senior Editor Charles Sinclair. He spent week "work-
ing" for agency to learn how $39 million house with third of its bill-
ings in air media operates. Story next issue. Idea came from C&W

s

ad series, "The Man from Cunningham & Walsh," showing agency person-
nel at work selling clients' products in stores. This will be first
of SPONSOR'S new "Inside great American agencies" series.

-SR-

Plans for next season's "Your Show of Shows" minus Sid Caesar-Imogene
Coca combine envisage use of fresh, young talent. That's only thing
definite about Max Liebman's plans following breakup of Caesar-Coca
team, one of tv's most long-lived combos. New talent policy means
lower price for NBC TV's Saturday night 90-minute showcase. Despite
Miss Coca's statement she doesn't know whether NBC will take up
option NBC says she'll definitely be on network in fall.

-SR-

"Home," NBC TV's late morning magazine-insertion type show, began
1 March with 5 advertisers who will continue during summer: Alcoa,
James Lees & Sons, Sunbeam, General Mills, Avoset Corp. Two clients

—

Dow Corning, American Greetings Corp.—have no plans to go through
summer. Additional pair, not yet signed up, may do so. High pro-
portion of no-hiatus clients bodes healthy tv business this summer.
For facts about summer air see 6th Summer Selling Section page 39.

-SR-

Auto sponsors flocking into network radio lately: Dodg e (Grant) bought
"Roy Rogers," half-hour weekly on NBC, 5-minute stanza with Titus
Moody 3 mornings weekly on MBS, participations in Mutual *s Sunday
Multi-Message Plan in "Counterspy," "Bulldog Drummond" shows at $2,100
per participation. Oldsmobile (D. P. Brother) will sponsor 26th

Annual Academy Awards (Oscars) Presentation 25 March on NBC. Ford

(JWT) just started (1 March) sponsorship of 15-minute "Edward R.

Murrow and the News" on 121 CBS stations in Central, Mountain, Pacific

Time zones, 3 nights weekly. Chevro l et (Campbell-Ewald) has also

bought into MBS' across-board 8:00-8:30 p.m. Multi-Message Plan.

Talent costs of tv network drama shows

There are about 20 sponsored evening tv drama shows (excluding crime-

detection species). Costs for half-hour dramas range from $10,000 for

"Danger" on CBS TV, to $30,000 for "The Loretta Young Show" on

NBC TV. Lowest hour-long drama cost is "Kraft Theatre's" $20,000

(on both ABC TV and NBC TV); highest is "Robert Montgomery Pre-

sents" (NBC TV) at $35,000. Ninety-minute "Omnibus" on CBS TV

costs $70,000 per production.

For sampling of talent costs (excluding time) of other tv network drama

shows, see selection at right. Complete roster of all tv shows on four

networks with costs and other information appears in Comparagraph,

page 99. Radio Comparagraph appears in alternate issues.

range from $10,000 to $70,000

Suspense, CBS TV $13,500

Armstrong Circle Theatre, NBC TV $16,000

Lux Video Theatre, CBS TV $20,000

Pepsi-Cola Playhouse, ABC TV... $23,500

Goodyear Tv Playhouse, NBC TV $28,000

Studio One, CBS TV $30,000

SPONSOR. Volume 8. No. !>. 8 March 1954. Published biweekly by SPONSOR Publications. Inc.. at 3110 Elm Ave . Baltimore. Ml Executive. Editorial. Advertising. Ctr-

culation Offices 40 E. 49th St.. New York 17. $8 a year in TJ. S. $9 elsewhere. Entered aa second class matter 29 January 1949 at Baltimore. Md postofflce under Act 3 March 187J



ici i»oim TO SPONSORS for « March !!»."> 1

Encyclopedia is

sold by air

Greyhound uses Greyhound Lines, including operating divisions, spends SI million of
net, spot media estimated $5 million ad budget for network tv, some $425,000 for

spot radio, tv. For details of this 2-pronged approach, see page 32.

-SR-

Novel book promotion campaign: J. J. Little & Ives Co., publishers,"
spending $125,000 to $150,000 through Wexton Co. (agency) on 5-

week test campaign, now running, to sell Twentieth Century Encyclo-
pedia through 10,000 retail outlets in Greater New York at 790 per
volume per week (20 vols, in all). Two-thirds of air funds (about

$100,000) is for tv, one-third for radio, with 20-25 announcements
daily on WABC-TV, WOR-TV, WNBT, WABD, WPIX, WNBC. Newspaper ads and
merchandising stress "tune-in" theme. Campaign tied in with WNBC-
WNBT "scholarship contest." May go national later.

-SR-

American Air American Airlines, pleased with results of $200,000 radio campaign
plans tv entry in 1953 (mainly "Music till Dawn" on 6 CBS stations), plans to expand

into spot tv soon. Ruthrauff & Ryan is agency. Radio drive continues,

How big should

test sample be?

Dichter memo for

sponsors, admen

-SR-

How big should your media test sample be? Depends on accuracy you
want

,

according to Dr. Lyndon 0. Brown, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample's
marketing research expert. For example, in radio vs. newspaper test,

if you wanted 2% maximum percentage of error either way and you
expected 1/3 of customers to come in through radio and about same for
newspapers, you'd need sample of 1,421. But if you were satisfied
with a 10% maximum error either way, then 57 would be enough to ques-
tion. For SPONSOR'S examination of other testing problems see "II.

Can you set up an 'ideal' media test?" page 34.

-SR-

Institute for Research in Mass Motivation, Montrose, N.Y. , now issu-

ing monthly memo for advertisers, agencies. Dr. Ernest Dichter,
Institute president, says bulletin can be used as checklist on psy-
chological findings, observations of direct value to industry. March
memo covers: (1) Does advertiser show he really l ikes his product (as

seen in his commercials); (2) conclusions of Institute's beer study;

( 3 ) sugges t ions for another approach t o tv commercials.

><•!(• national spot radio and tv business

SPONSOR

B T. Babbitt Co. NY

Carter Prods. NY

Colgate-Palmolive.
|crscy City

Colgate-Palmolive.
Jersey City

Ccrtcral Foods. NY

U S Steel.

Philadelphia

PRODUCT AGENCY STATIONS-MARKET CAMPAIGN, start, duration

Clim detergent Harry B. Cohen. NY 12 major cities

Arrid Spray Deodorant Ted Bates. NY 6-8 Southwestern mkts

Super Suds Detergent Cunningham (j Walsh. 40 East. Southeastern mkts
NY

Super Suds Detergent Cunningham & Walsh. 12 East. Southeastern mkts
NY

Maxwell House Instant Benton & Bowles. NY 25 mkts all over country
Coffee

ammonium sulfate

fertilizer

BBDO NY 20 mkts

Tv: 20-sec. min film anncts. 6-10 a wk
per stn: 15 Feb: 18 wks

Tv. min anncts in dayti and late night.

1-2 a stn per wk: 15 Mar: 26 wks

Radio: min anncts. 5 a wk per mkt. 1

March: 13 wks

Tv: min dayti anncts. 6 a wk per mkt: 1

March: 13 wks

Radio: dayti min. chnbrks. from 5-10 a

wk to 50 a wk per stn. 8 March: •»

wks

Radio RFD prog adjacencies, mm anncts:
1 March : 16 wks

SPONSOR
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ARTICLES DEPARTMENTS

Network "spot carriers": pros and cons
Both sides of the story on the question of network "spot-carrier shows" in

radio and tv. Gives point of view of networks, stations, reps mm

Greyhound's network and spot approach
"Omnibus" on tv serves as national prestige vehicle for bus line, spot radio-tv

is used to meet local competition, promote seasonal fares and services *»^

Can you set np an "Uleal" matin test? Part 2
Having presented requirements for media testing as set forth by research

experts and agencymen, SPONSOR concludes that it is possible to set up an

"ideal" media test. Part 18 of All-Media Evaluation Study •*"«

You can't sell a protlnct yon tlon't know
Veteran radio and tv announcer feels that many commercials could be more
effective, cost less, if the performers had the chance to contribute their

experience-based viewpoints on the pitches •*/

SI'.VDfEft SELLI\G SECTION: 1054

What it costs you to take a hiatus

Brand-switching does not stop in the summer and advertisers who let up ad
efforts at that time risk sales slump, may put brands in jeopardy **Cf

In radio u'inning the no-hiatus battle?
Expectation is that summer radio billings and out-of-home listening will both
reach new peaks this year 4£

Summer 1.951: Ir's biggest yet
Advertisers will hold tightly to time franchises through the hot season to

retain prime program slots as well as choice announcement adjacencies **4

\nswers to 7 basic questions on summer air
Research facts on hot-weather radio and tv appear in seven pages of charts

and analysis, presented for quick advertiser perspective on topic "»/

TIMEBUYERS AT WORK
49TH & MADISON

AGENCY AD LIBS

NEW AND RENEW

COMING

Psyi'hological aspects of media
Part 19 of SPONSOR'S All-Media Evaluation Study presents an analysis of

what psychologists have discovered about advertising in different media

The man from SPONSOR
A SPONSOR editor will work for a week in the radio-tv department of Cun-

ningham & Walsh, then tell first-hand inside story of the operation as he saw it ££ .TIOI*.

MR. SPONSOR, Austin Daly

P.S.

NEW TV FILM SHOWS
NEW TV STATIONS

FILM NOTES

RADIO RESULTS

SPONSOR ASKS

AGENCY PROFILE, F. C. Barton Jr.

ROUND-UP

TV COMPARAGRAPH
NEWSMAKERS
SPONSOR SPEAKS
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KWKH

ALL OTHER STATIONS COMBINED

AVERAGE DAILY LISTENERS

50,000 Watts • CBS Radio

KWKH
is heard

by 223%
more families

than all other

Shreveport

stations

combined!

KWKH gets 22.3% more Average Daily

Listeners than all other Shreveport stations

put together—yet costs 44.2^0 less.

Result: KWKH delivers 119.1
r

; more

listeners-per-dollar than Shreveport's

four other stations combined!

These audience figures are from the new

Standard Station Audience Report

—

the

more conservative of the two recent audience

surveys made in this area.

Ask your Branham man for the whole

50,000-watt KWKH story.

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station

Texas ft

SHREVEPORT f LOUISIANA
The Branham Co., Al*l
Representativei

Henry Clay, General Manager

Fred Watkins, Commercial Manager





Mister Plus, our foot-loose mascot, has often scaled high places to explore

the towering advantages of network radio. Especially Mutual's. He now

plunges into the question of COSt-per-ihousand performance and lakes

some deep-sea soundings which sound just fine. Very especialh Mutual's.

On the over-all record for '53 (as logged by Nielsen, Jan. -Nov.. that is

the average cost-per-thousand of all evening commercials on all radio

networks is low. . .deep-down proof of the economy which no other

medium can match.

And which network hits bottom in this year-round, low-man tourney?

Well, the diver on the right is Mister Plus, with a score for Mutual

that is 19% lower than the average for the other three networks, and

12% to 24% lower than any one of them!

You will observe that Mister Plus works with a different sort of gear—

just as the Mutual Network itself differs from the others. We differ in

coverage patterns, for instance, with nearly twice as many stations

as anybody else. We also differ in program ideas for listeners, and in

profit ideas for sponsors.

These facts explain why more clients than ever are now enjoying

lower costs than ever in Mutual waters—actual audience-delivery

costs as low as $1.24* per thousand homes! (And that $1.24

includes time and talent, of course.) True, we are virtually sold

out from 7:30 to 9:15 pm, but there's prime time available

for your nets, day or night.

Why not set vour course plusward?
LO 4-8000 NEW YORK

WH 4-5060 CHICAGO

HO 2-2 133... LOS ANGELES

*Nielsen Rating Basis

Typical Sjxm.sors

Using MBS at Night

AMEBIC \\ HoMl lidUUCTS

< III \ IIOLET

< l)( A-C 01 \

IN MX. I

JOHNS-MANA II.LE

I \( t.»l I -. Kid IM.ER

I l(.(.l I I .\ \n I l:»

Dl 1 l'KREEZE

Mill 1 li Hill \\ INC.

Ml ll \I BEN] I I I

PRO* [ERA (. WIBLE

R. J. HI "i Nl

STATE I \!.\l INS! I IN< I

I INION PHABM \< M II' W



afatKSW
140 ADVERTISERS through

80 ADVERTISING ACENCIES
have given their opinion

of KBIC in the most potent

of all testimonials — their

signatures on 7954 contracts!

We quote a few of their reasons.

"KBIG has meant more to us than any type

of advertising that we have used, including

several Los Angeles papers."

"We need a medium as big as Southern

California because that's our territory. KBIG
gives us what we want so we bought it."

"I have found our musical programs effective

in selling almost every major item handled by

our stores. The fact that I have steadily in-

creased my billing with you should prove

what I think of KBIG."

"Not overloaded with multiple spotting of '

announcements."

"KBIG has delivered more orders per dollar

spent than any other U.S. radio station."

"We are drawing travelers from all over

Southern California through KBIG. You are

still our only medium of advertising."

"Best signal while driving—comes in clear

when other stations fade away."

"Dollar for dollar, KBIG has been responsible

for a tremendous volume of our business, out-

pulling all other media used, including metro-

politan newspapers."

Any KBIG representative or Robert Meeker

man will be glad to show you the complete

testimonial file.

10,000 WATTS

AT740 KBIG
STUDIOS IN AVALON
AND HOLLYWOOD

GIANT
ECONOMY

PACKAGE OF
SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA

RADIO

The Catalina Station

John Poole Broadcasting Co.

KBIC . KBIF . KBID-TV . KBIC-TV

6540 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

HOIIywood 3-3205

Nat. Rep. Robert Meeker Associates, Inc

Tiielipi
<5J1

Oil

j.

I)

Hop*' >I<ir!iii«'z. HHDO, \eu York, says there

are two ways of using nighttime tv. "Class A time,"

she explains, "is excellent jor selling a known or

established product, a brand name that is aimed

at a maximum family audience. Its reminder copy

and even l.D.'s do a good selling job here. But

for a product that needs to have an educational

job done, late nighttime participations and movie

adjacencies are more suitable because longer

time slots, suck as minutes can be cleared then."

Hope's buying heavily for Vitamin Corp. of America.

Lee (iaynor, Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shen-

field, New York, buys time for Borden's Instant

Coffee, Vitalis and Ipana. He feels that there is a

dire need for a rating service that will measure a

station's complete coverage area by 15-minute

segments. "The rating services today just don't

give a complete picture of a station's total audience

within \h-minute segments. These ratings now
are comparable only in a metropolitan area. But,"

he adds hopeiulh. "maybe the new Nielsen

measuring local dialing will take care of that."

Charles J. Ilelfrich, Cunningham & Walsh,

Neu York, worked on the campaign that introduced

the Super Suds Detergent. "An introductory cam-

paign.'' he explains, "is completely different from a

regular air push. For one thing, you've got a big

product story to tell, so Class A tv is virtually out

of the question, because of the problem of clearing

minutes in prime time. We used minutes, usually

daytime, both on radio and tv. This solves the

availability problem, and enables us to reach the

housewife at an economical cost."

Carol Sleeper. Qeyer Advertising, New York.

thinks it would help timebuyers if they could see

film commercials before buying tv time for them.

She told SPONSOR, "Now, we just get to know the

product, talk to the account man about sales

strategy and specific needs, and we know the

pitch. But all of this could be greatly supplemented

//\ seeing a finished commercial. Then we could really

I. now its appeal and better judge the right type of

adjacencies for it." Among her accounts: Kelvinatcr,

American Home Products, National Paper Co.

8 SPONSOR



BIG
BOB POOLE

of "Poole's Paradise'

ADD PENFIELD
Sports Director & Newscaster

•.

.'

JOE TEW
Farm Director

onWBIG

GREENSBORQN.C.

To do a top coverage job of one of the South's major

markets, call on Poole, Penfield or Tew. They all

have huge followings in the WBIG market area—an area

containing more than 1,000,000 population with

over $575,000,000 retail sales in 1952.

WBIG's "Big Three" are supported by an

excellent staff of artists and announcers with

a variety of radio talents.

Represented nationally by Hollingbery

In 27th Year ofBroadcasting

CBS AFFILIATE I 5000 WATTS

8 MARCH 1954



The Importance of Good Connections..
m
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In radio, any microphone will do. The difference is where

it's plugged in. For the important thing with a microphone

is who's standing hehind it. And on the other side, who's

listening.

Final reports for 1953 show that for the fifth consecu-

tive year the most popular performers continued to gather at

CBS Radio. And the higgest audiences were again out front.

CBS Radio has three times as many of America's fa\ oi

ite programs as all other networks comhined. And 22 per

cent more listeners than anywhere else.

Which i- win CBS Radio baa tin- lowest coal pei thousand

in all radio. \\ h\ it attracts more oi America's Top Hundred

advertisers than an) othei network.

In fact, advertisers bought more timi >>u CBS Radio in

L953 than the yeai before ... giving the network .1 billings

lead ovei it- nearest competitor that - nevei been equalled:

38 pei (fiit.

In a medium that reaches (
K'> pei cent <>f the I .S. -and

last year added L2.5 million new outlets— the leadei 111

every connection is..
.JHE

Qgc; p^jQ NETWORK



the BIG VHF STATION

in Western Corolinas'

Market of

1,749,245

... a market with

INCOMES. ,.,$1,892,961,000,

RETAIL SALES $1,187,300,0130.

TV SETS , , More than 287,266

UP WITH THE
SOUTH'S LEADERS

Ahead of Jacksonville, Miami, New Or-

leans, and Atlanta in size of its total

market, WFBC-TV likewise far outranks

any other television station in South

Carolina. Operating on maximum power,

WFBC-TV has the Carolina's highest an-

tenna—2204 ft. above sea level.

Write now for Market Data Brochure and

Rate Card. Ask us or our Representa-

tives for information and assistance.

f]

Channel 4

WFBC-TV
Greenville, S. C.

NBC NETWORK
Represented Nationally by

WEED TELEVISION CORP.

M.tiiism
sponsor invites letters to the editor.

Address 40 S. 49 St., New York 17.

FILM SECTION

Thank you for the January 25 issue

ni sponsor with the film section in-

sert which is probably the finest and

most comprehensive job of its kind to

come "in In a long while, \\ hal 's good

in know about sponsor i- the fact that

you know anything in the magazine is

well researched. I can \<>uch for that

because I have I een queried more than

a dozen times b) sponsor representa-

li\c- doing research for various sto-

ne*. I know from their penetrating

questions thai the) are after the basics.

Vgain, congratulations on the ex-

ceptionally fine issue.

George F. Foley

Preside/) 1

George F. Foley, Inc.

New York

• Kxlra ropir. of SPONSOR'S 25 January 1954
lasne containing the second annual tv film sec-

tion are available at 50c apiece.

dream has a hard time getting under

way.

Clalde Barrere

BMI, New York

SHOULD THERE BE A TVAB?

\\ Idle at lunch with a mutual friend

my attention was called to the SPONSOR

issue of November 30 which I had not

seen. I was most interested in your

comments about a TVAB ["Should

there he a TVAB?" page 29].

The answer has obviously been yes

from a way hack. I hope it doesn't

lake some new advertising medium

—

or an old one— to give television a

scare before a TVAB is established.

I was particularly interested in the

article because during the winter of

L951-'52 I presented the idea of organ-

izing a TAB 1 1 did not know about the

Traffic Audit Bureau but hesitated on

using TAB because of the old Televi-

sion Broadcasters Association and the

possibilirj of confusion) and sent my
presentation to such people as Hal

Fellows and a few other good friends

in the iii(lu>li\. My arguments were

prettj much those which are brought

forth in the article 1>\ Miles David.

One of in\ arguments was thai eVen if

the organization was minute for the

time being, it would at least be in

existence. \n army in being even

though small can go into action — a

CHOCK FULL NUTS

\Ian\ thanks for the story on Chock

full o'.Nuls coffee ["How to launch a

( offee that costs 5<t more," 8 February

L954, page 36].

I think you did a perfectly wonder-

ful job of reporting the facts and I

would like to take this opportunity of

thanking you for your kindness and

cooperation.

Harold S. Riefi

/ ecutive Vice President

The Frederick Clinton Co.

New York

HOW RATINGS VARY

On pages 34 and 35 of your January

25, 1954 issue, appears a chart. No. 3

in the article ["How the different rat-

ing services vary in the same market"],

which quotes a figure of "about 3.0"

from a tv Hooperatings report. It com-

pares this figure with ratings on the

same program from other rating serv-

ices. The figure used is a misquotation.

It should read 14.8. Were the proper

figure used, the chart would fail to sup-

port the main contention of the article.

C. E. Hooper
C. E. Hooper, Inc.

New York
• Ward Dorrell, who wrote the article referred
to above, replied to Mr. Hooper's letter as fol-

lows : "An error was made in cop> ing figures for
the chart and Mr. Hooper is correct that in this

one instance the figure for Hooper is wrong. Fig-
ure- for the five other examples in this same chart
of serious discrepancy between the ratings are
correct, however, and therefore the main conten-
tion of the article is in no way altered. More-
iimt there are many other instances where dis-

crepancies running into hundreds of percentiles
occur."

12

ANY CONNECTION?
Is Bob Foreman who writes "Agen-

C) \d Libs" any relation to the Bob
Foreman who used to do the SPONSOR

column. "... and now a message from

our sponsor"/

\\ hat prompts this question is the

delightful column in your February 8

issue where the "agency-ad-libs" Fore-

man relates his harrowing experience

with a film producer who went bank-

rupt in the middle of a cycle of 13.

Mr. Foreman attributes the bankrupt-

cy and his own ensuing (and I hope

fictitious) problems to the fact that the

[Please turn to page 12 ( )i
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ONCE IS WONDERFUL
TWICE IS TERRIFIC//

***** Kit
tRs Most »

rv
thi* tone

In November, 1953, Telepulse reported

that KLZ-TV . . . with less than 30 days on the

air... had overwhelming audience

leadership among Denver's three channels.

In January, with all FOUR TV channels

on the air, Telepulse again rated KLZ-TV

Denver's most

*i,h t0<" <hanne,s
°" *• .,>/

See your KATZ man for This consistent dominance of the Denver TV scene is conclusive evidence of

the Denver TV BUY viewer preference for Channel 7's strong program combination... top local presentations

and CBS Television shows.

Z-TV channel7DENVER
AFFILIATE

Owned and Operated by Aladdin Radio & Television, Inc.

Since the above survey, KLZ-TV has doubled its power to 110,000 waits, and will soon go to 316,000 wottsl

S MARCH 1954 13



In SUMMER
Some are SELLING!

2£W/USE RADIO and TELEVISION

•••«

WOW, John Blair & Co. ; WOW-TV, Blair TV, ln<. ;WH E N & WHEN - TV • KPHO & KPHO-TV • KCMO & KCMO-TV, Kati Agency



Some are SLUMPING!

ALL SUMMER LONG!
IN OMAHA, SYRACUSE, PHOENIX, KANSAS CITY

9& Qood to. fCtUHUi "M a

MEREDITH STATION
WOW & WOW-TV, Omaha . . .WHEN & WHEN-TV, Syracuse

KPHO & KPHO-TV, Phoenix . . . KCMO & KCMO-TV, Kansas City

AFFILIATED WITH BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS and SUCCESSFUL FARMING MAGAZINES



use all the

IMPACT of

mvEC-

in the Great

Norfolk Area!

NORFOLK

HAMPTON
PORTSMOUTH
NEWPORT NEWS
VIRGINIA BEACH

WARWICK
WILLIAMSBURG

SMITHFIELD

Here's selling power PLUS
in the great Metropolitan

Area where only WVEC-
TV is NBC . . . beaming
your sales message right

to the core of this dy-

namic multi-city market.

WVEC-TV
is a basic

©o©

16

by Bob Foreman

( )nc of the great luxiu ies readil) available to tin* folks who
work in print advertising and most unavailable to those in

tele\i-ion i- the opportunity to presenl advertising in a rough

state that closel) approximate- the finished advertisement

The very opposite i- tin- sad case in t\. A storyboard, how-

ever skillfully illustrated and comprehensively detailed, i- a

far cry indeed from the finished copy whether that copy i- the

simplest of straight live commercials or calls for intricate

animation plus an involved musical sound track.

Just compare the storyboard approach with even the rough-

est of tissue layouts for a print ad and von recognize at once

the I urden placed upon the folk- who must talk tv copy over

w ith account men and clients before the job is O.K.'d for pro-

duction. This is decidedly the toughe-t row to hoe which tv

copywriters, account representative- and advertiser personnel

have had to tackle to date in the new medium.

Many of us have had the unnerving experience of showing

our storyboards to a client directly after the print group has

displayed beautiful full-color rendition- with the type all set

and leaving little if anything to the imagination. Next come
the tv boys holding up their large page- of impossible-to-read

verbiage under a dozen or so pencil sketches. One would

hardly think the money to he invested in finalizing this work is

comparable I usually greater) to what will be >pent on the

-lick magazine comprehen-ive-.

The gap between the tv copy a- presented and the final copy

on film (or live) i- so wide that the entire agency could fall

into it. In fact if- almost as if the rough and the fmi-hed had

nothing in common. And so what do we do next time? Try

hard to make our Storyboards even more graphic and much
closer to what the final job will be like—a sen ice we certainly

owe to the folks who must foot the bill.

\\ e -hoot >till pictures with a Polaroid Camera or we have

real snazzy looking drawing- done which we then place on

single-frame slide film- and project them on the wall in the

client'- office (with the Animatic contraption or any other).

Mien to our dismay we discover that our attempt to approxi-

mate more clo-elv what the final commercials will he like 1 ha-

led u- into another trap: Our client, and you can't blame him.

-ee- the pi\ on hi- wall which simulates a t\ screen and he

take- most Literal!) what i- revealed to him. So as we jump
from one frame to the next covering in a fraction of a -econd

what take- 10 or I 2 of smoothly How ing action and transition.

' Please turn to \<<;^c 8 1 '
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June , but

we've
GRADUATED

AUDIENCE

z

Tel

Award

Voice
OF

Democracy

I'asl promotion did il.

Six months is a tender age—but we've gradu-

ated to the big leagues in our first six months

of existence . . . graduated will: honors, we

might add.

W i' doll oiii mortarboard to the Billboard Eoi

capping our first half-\ear with first place in

the 16th Annual Audience Promotion Contest.

~"^-i. Other achievements include the Zenith Tele-

M f^ f" ^va-XvXvV vision Ward for Public Service, to Miriam

i- - / it^\'"'£v| Murphy for her Harrisburg Hostess program,

and the selection of Joe Gerdes, the Harris-

burg entry, as one of the four national w inners

in the "Voice of Democracy".

D II D I IP Incidentally, we don't specialize in plaque-

grabbing. Promotion and public sen ice are

\ P R y I P r extra-curricular with us . . . Our "major is in

sales achievement, for local, regional and net-

work television advertisers.

WTPH
HARRISBURG
PENNSYLVANIA
represented nationally

by HEADLEY - REED TV

8 MARCH 1954 17



IN NEWS, Bruce Palmer is the choice of

Oklahoma City. A graduate of Missouri Uni-

versity and a veteran newsman who was

formerly press attache to the American Em-

bassy in Colombo, Ceylon, Bruce has built

a vast, loyal audience during 24 years as

a newspaper reporter, radio newscaster and

TV news director in Oklahoma. Yes, Bruce

Palmer is one of the winners who have made
KWTV-9 the choice of Oklahoma City!

EDGAR T. BELL, E«ecutive Vice Preiidenl

FRED I. VANCE. Solei Monoger

KWTV goat to 316.000 wolti ERP wtl* a 1 572 fool lo»tr In lot* ivmmtr 19541

18



New and renew

/Veti? on Railio Networks

SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Carter Prods, NY Ted Bates, NY NBC 200 Second Chance; M 11-45-12 n; Fibber McC
Molly; W 10-10:15 pm ; It Pays to be M
5:45-6 pm; Three Plan partic; start 1 Mar

D Con Co, Chi Marfree Adv, Chi NBC 127 Country Tine Parade Musical; Sat 10-10:15 pm

:

6 Mar; 13 wks
Dodge Div, Chrysler, Detr Grant, Detr MBS 560 Bulldog Drummond; Sun 6-6:30 pm; 7 Feb; Sun

Multi-Message Plan
Dodge Div, Chrysler, Detr Crant, Detr MBS 560 Counle.spy; Sun 4-4:30 pm ; 7 Feb; Sun Multi

Mcssige Plan
Dodge Div, Chrysler, Detr Grant, Detr MBS 560 Titus Moody; M, W. F 8:55-9 am; 8 Feb; 52 wks
Doeskin Prods, NY Grey, NY CBS 206 Robert O. Lewis; Sat 10:45-11 am; 3 Apr; 52 wks
Falstaff Brewing Corp, D-F-S, NY MBS Came of the Day; 3 days per wk, half of game

St Louis, Mo each day lother half co-opl ; 29 Mar; thru
end of major league baseball season

Ferry-Morse Seed Co, Detr MacManus, |ohn & Adams,
Detr

JWT, Chi

CBS 204 Garden Catc; Sat 9:45-10 am; 20 Feb; 14 wks

Ford Motor Co, Dearborn, CBS 121 Edward R. Murrow; M, W, F 7:45-8 pm ; 1 Mar.
Mich 52 wks

Miller Brewing, Milw Mathisson & Assoc, Milw MBS 561 Robert f. Hurlcigh; M, W. F 9:25-30 pm; 1

Mar; 13 wks
Miller Brewing, Milw Mathisson & Assoc, Milw MBS 561 Hazel Markel; Tu. Th 12:20-30 pm; 1 Mar; 13

wks
Robert Q. Lewis; Sat 11-11:15 am; 3 Apr; 52 wksNehi Corp, Columbus, Ca BBDO, NY CBS 161

Nestle Co, White Palins, Cecil & Presbrey, NY ABC 350 Sparc Patrol; alt Sat 10:30-11 am; 3 Apr; 26 alt
NY wks

Oldsmobile Div, CM, D. P. Brother, Detr NBC 200 26th Annual Academy Awards Presentation; Th
Lansing, Mich 10:30 pm-12 midn; 25 Mar only

/ fCoiicMccf! on Radio Networks

SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Thomas Nelson & Sons, BBDO, NY ABC 200 The Evening Comes; Sun 5:05-30 pm; 28 Feb;
NY 13 wks

Texas Co, NY Kudner, NY ABC 375 Metropolitan Opera; Sat 2-5 pm; 2 addl bdests,

10 & 17 April

(See page 2 for New Nationa 1 Spot Radio and T / Business)

\ National Broadcast Sales Exec utives

NAME FORMER AFFILI/\TION NEW AFFILIATION

Byron E. Anderson Deering, Milliken & Co, NY sis prom Milium KSTP, Mpls, acct exec

William Anderson WOR-TV NY, press ed WNBC, WNBT. NY. mgr publicity dept
Murray Arnold WIP, Phila, orog dir WPEN, Phila. asst stn dir

Albert Auclair WFEA, Manchester, NH. acct exec Same, sis mgr
Joseph L. Avesian WXYZ, WXYZ-TV, Detr, adii, sis prom dept Same, dir of publicity

Raymond C. Barnett Jr W. S. Grant, LA, office mg • Katz Agency. LA. sis stf

Frank Beasley KPIX. SF, acct exec KAFY-TV. Bakersfield. Cal. hd sis dept
Cliff Bennett KSWI, Council Bluffs, la, sis acct exec KMTV. Omaha, sis acct exec
Myron |. Bennett Radio commentator & dj KSTM-TV. St Louis, prog mgr
John ). Bergen Jr Film Daily, Radio-Tv Daily, L ft, vp, treas Michael Myerbcrg Prodns, NY, vp chg tv, indl.

comml films

Robert F. Blake NBC Spot Sis, NY, dir public ity Also publicity dir. WNBC. WNBT
Henry Boren KSL, KSL-TV, Salt Lake City mdsg coordinator KSL-TV, mdsg dir

Walter L. Braeger WILS-TV, Lansing, Mich, ad\ ,
prom mgr WNAM-TV, Necnah-Monasha, Wis, stn mgr

Raymond Brown Jr WSBA-TV, York, Pa, sis mgr WTRI. Schenectady, sis mgr
Emerson Burnett KULA, Honolulu, acct exec KCMB. Honolulu, acct exec

William Carpenter Peerless Co, Troy, NY, sis e cec WTRI Schenectady, sis stf

Dave Cassidy ABC, NY, supvr tv coop prog sis John E. Pearson. NY, sis stf

Harold C. Christian WXYZ, Detr, comml, mdsg rngr Same, vp chg radio

Norman Cissna WTTS-TV, Bloomington, Ind, sis mgr Same, asst stn mgr
Howard C. Clark Cunningham & Walsh, NY, ; sst acct & creative WSOK, Nashville, Tenn, continuity, sis prom dir

E. Burt Close
exec

Patterson Prodns, Phila, exec Same, vp, creative oir

Roger M. Coelos WTTC, Wash, DC. asst stn mgr KONA, Honolulu, stn mgr
Copp Collins MBS, NY, press, proml rep Same, mgr pub tels

Lionel Colton Radio stn rep, own business, NY Walker Co. NY, vp. acct exec

|. Robert Covington WBT, Charlotte, NC, asst vp chg sis & prom Jefferson Standard Bdcstg, Charlotte iWBT.
WBTVl, vp

William T. Croley NBC, Cleve district mdsg m gr Screen Cems, Cleve inew office*, central sis mgr
Scribner C. Dailey N. W. Ayer, Phila, acct exe c Patte-son Prodns, Phila, vp chg sis

Charles Davies Everett-McKinney, NY, sis st H-R Reps, NY, sis stf

Ralph Dawson WXYZ-TV, Detr, asst sis mg r Same, dir tv sis

Walt Dennis Lansing Bdcstg, ansing, Micr , comml mgr WILS-TV, Lansing, gen mgr
Harry Diner MCA, Boston, head of office KPIX. SF. acct exec

B. P. Fineman Film prcdr, Hywd Screen Cems. NY. acct exec tv comml dept

William Finkeldey Consol Tv Sis, NY, acct exe c CBS Tv Film Sis. NY. acct exec

(Continued ne xt page)

^ In next issue: ISeto and Renetved on Television (TVcttcork) ; Advertising Agency Personnel

Y Changes; Sponsor Personnel Changes; Stiition Changes (reps, neticork affiliation, potcer increases)
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Xumbers after names

refer to Mew and Re-

new category

James A. Stabi •

k i /

P. Pump)
M. Membrado
]. R. Covington
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\<i(ioitfif Kroadvast Suit's Executive* (continued)

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Harry C Folts

riuviy L Cl.iscock |r

Willi lrn Glimrt
Richard H Courlcy
Crorgc L Gricsbaucr
)im Haini s

Seymour Handy
William R Hight
Hc-bcrt W Hoblcr
Robert Hoffman
C?o:?,c C Huntington
Willum E Huston
tdwin T Jameson
Kenneth Johnson
Ir-nk N Jones
Dick J. Kastcn
Co-don Lai'ghcad Jr

Richard Krolik

Boyd W Lawlor
| ick Lemmon
Don Lilly

Nick Madonna
Robert Mandcville
Joseph R Matthews
Thomas C. McCray
Michael Membrado
Robert Mcskill

Harold L. Ncal
John H. Norton Jr

Milton E. Olin

Wade S. Patterson

Charles Payne
Frank Peddle
Edwin W Pfciffer

John Pival

P-eston Pumphrcy
Wes Quinn
W.llum Rambo
R^y Rcisingcr

James E. Rennic
Earl Rettig

C Lud Richards
William B. Rohn
E. |. Rosenberg
Michael Rjppe
Dale Sheets
Hen-y A. Soulie Jr

C. Kenneth Soicer
James A. Stabile
How.ird Stahlnecker
Finest E. Stern
Charles Stone
Fred J. Stratmann

Michael Sweeney
Harry E. Travis
Kenneth I. Tredwell
Norton Virgien
Hirold W. Waddell
Ralph Wallace

Barbara B. Whigham
Cordon Williamson

WINS. NY, mgr
WMAL-TV, Wash. DC. sis mgr
Consol Tv Progs. NY. acct exec
WSPD. Toledo, prom m?r
Paul H. Raymtr. NY, tv acct exec
WHIO. Dayton, engr
MBS. NY. asst comptroller
WKRC-FM Cinci, sis rep

CBS Tv Sis. NY. acct exec
Tv Progs of Amcr. NY, sis stf

ABC. NY. net radio sis prom writer
Air Music Div, Muzak, NY, sis mgr
KBC Spot Sis, NY. acct exec
JWT NY. timebuycr
WBNS-TV. Columbus. 0. sis dept
KSTL. St Louis, asst mgr
KCRI. Cedar Rapids, la. acct exec
Life Mag. NY. tv dir

WENR. Chi, acct exec
Heinn Co, NY state district mgr
KREL. Biytown, Tex. asst mgr
WABC. NY. acct exec
Everett-McKinncy. Chi. mgr office

A. C. Nielsen. SF, western sis mgr
NBC. West Coast dir radio net opers
Cunningham & Walsh, NY, timebuyer

L. Taylor, acct exec
WXYZ, Detr, asst sis mgr radio
ABC. Chi. vp chg central div
United Artists Tv. NY. div sis mgr
Cedar Rapids Bdcstg. la. mgr radio

K'XL, K'XL-FM Dallas, asst mgr
KMTV, Omaha, sis stf

WDEL-TV, Wilmington. Del, sis rep
WXYZ-TV, Detr, mgr tv

Maxon, NY, acct exec for CE
WTRY, Troy. NY. sis stf

KLAC-TV. LA sis reo
WBNS-TV, Columbus, 0. acct exec
Tv Pro's of Amer, acct exec
NBC. NY, rhg orodn & bus affairs, tv net progs
WBZ, WBZA. Boston, adv, sis prom mgr
WINS. NY, sis mgr
Transamer Bdcstg & Tv Corp, NY, exec vp
WILS, Lansing, Mich, continuity stf

UPT, NY. acct exec
Wesson Oil. Snowd'ift Sis, New Orleans, adv dept
WBT. Charlotte. NC, bus mgr
ABC TV. NY, admin mgr network prog dept
Meredith Publ, Des Moines, asst to dir radio & tv
ABC. NY, acting publicity mgr
WMBR, Jacksonville. Fla, sis mgr
Oregon. Wash-Cal Pear Bureau. LA, gen mgr, adv,

mdsg dir

WPAT. Paterson. NJ. natl sis dir

WBKZ-TV. Battle Creek. Mich, gen mgr
WBT. Charlotte. NC. asst vp chg progs 6 pub rel

W"ed C- Co, Bost. acct exec
WJW. Cleve. vp chg sis

WABI, Bangor, Me, mgr

Sfn in Jacksonville. Fla, asst prom mgr
Ver Standig Adv, Wash. DC, radio-tv dir

ABC Ridio, NY, acct exec
WWDC, Wash, DC. acct exec
UTP. St Louis hq, acct exec
Edwa-d Lamb Enterprises. Toledo, dir pub rel, a
WTTC. Wash. DC, sis mgr
W'NC. Dayton, acct exec
WOR. WOR-TV. NY. exec asst to vp chg sfns

WTVN, Columbus, sis reo

Telc-PrompTer Natl Sis. NY, gen sis mgr
Same. Chi sis mgr
Same, mgr radio sis devel
Screen Cems. NY. acct exec tv comml dept
Same. Eastern radio mgr
Everett-McKinncy. NY, acct exec
Same, local sis mgr
S.-me. pres, gen mgr
WNAX, Yankton, SD. sis prom mgr
Nasht Intl Prodns. NY, mgr
Wm. C. Rambcau. Chi office, mgr
Transfilm. NY. acct exec
Same, gen mgr
Edw Petry. NY, radio sis stf

Same, NY, vp chg eastern sis

Same. Chi, vp
KNBH, LA, gen mgr
Katz Agency. NY, tv sis stf

Everett-McKinncy. Chi, mgr office

Same, sis mgr radio

Mt Washington Tv. NH, gen mgr
WABC-TV, NY, acct exec

Cedar Rapids Tv Co 'KCRI, KCRI-TV). la,
i

mgr
Same, gen mgr
Same, regl sis mgr
Edw Petry, NY, tv sis stf

Same, vp chg tv

CBS Radio. NY. bus affairs dept exec
WTRI. Schenectady, sis stf

Vitapix Corp, LA, acct exec. Pacific Coast
Same, asst mdsg mgr
Louis Weiss, Atlanta hq. Southern sis rep

Same, vp
Same, sis serv mgr
Edw Petry. NY. tv sis stf

Du Mont Tv Net. NY. dir sis devel

WILS, WILS-TV. Lansing, sis prom & publicity

Same, asst natl sis mgr
WNOE. New Orleans, acct exec radio

Jefferson Std Bdcstg. Charlotte 'WBT. WBTV)
ABC. NY. dir new bus affairs dept
KPHO. Phoenix, comml mgr
Same, publicity mgr
Same, vp chg sis radio & tv

ABC Film Synd Div, Hywd, acct exec

Hcad'ey-Rec-d Tv, NY. acct exec

WNEM-TV. Flint, Mirh. admin asst to gen

Jefferson Std Bdcstg, Charlotte <WBT. WBTV
W^EA, Manchestc-. NH. stn mgr
WTAM. Cleve. sis mgr
WHAM. WHAM-TV, Rochester, NY, dir pror

publicity

WJHP, W|HP-TV, |arksonville, dir sis pron

WISE-TV. Asheville, NC. gen mgr

New Firms, New Offices, Changes of Address
Assoc P.og Service 'Muzak), new address 221 4th Ave. NY

3; phone Orchard 4-7400
Ay:cs. Swcnson & Assoc, new name for Ayres & Assoc,

Lincoln, Neb; Warren M. Swanson, new exec vp
BBDO. new southwest office. Mercantile Commerce Bldg,

Dallas, Tex
CBS Intl, 488 Madison Ave, NYC; new div CBS to handle

export prod sis: Lewis Cordon, pres
D'Arcy Adv. NY. new address 430 Park Ave; previously 515

Madison
Phil Dean Enternrises, NY, new public rels, publicity firm

fo mod by cx-publicity dir WNBC-WNBT
Derrick Dyatt. 3811 Van Ness St NW. Washington. DC. new

consultant firm for tv stn applicants, others with tv
problems

Richa:d P Coherty Tv-Radio Mgmt Co., Wash, DC. new
mgmt consultant firm for bdeste; industry: Dohcrty is ex-vp
chg employee-employer rels, NARTB

Robert M. Marks & Co, new agency at 32 E. 57th St, I

owner is ex-member pl3ns bd Silberstein & Goldsmith

Peck-Heekin, new ad agency. 410 Mercantile Library

Cinci 2. 0: formed by Richard F. Peck (ex-P&C
buveri and James R. Heekin Jr

Ccne Peters Assoc, new tv art & prodn co, 127 Montgc

St. SF; principals: Peter Del Negro: Claud E. Marcus

Pritchard, Daniels & Dreher, new agency at 15 RittenH

Place. Ardmore. Pa- formed by W. Benjamin Pritcl

Joseoh W. Daniels and Ernest W. Dreher I

Rutledge & Lilicnfcld. new agency at 317 N. Uth StI

Louis, Mo: incorporates Granville Rutledge Adv AgJ
Rutledge, pres: other exec team members: C. H. LI

fold: Andrew H. (esscn

Song-Ads. Hywd. new add'ess 60C0 Sunset Blvd. Suite

Stark-Layton, new addess 270 Park Ave, NY; prev|

4 W. 58th St

B II Sturm Studios, new offices at 723 7th Ave. NYC

Numbers alter names
rt '• r to \ eu and Re-

new category

I .
I Rosenberg I I)

C. K. Sp\ (3)

R. (,. Harnett J

R. II. Gourlej (3)

S. ( . DaUey

II Stahlnecker (3)

// m. R. High! I I)

< it.'., sbaui i
' 1 1

Charles Stone I
i

I

R, Hoffman

wy rP iz

Lffr'ftK
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They live on

the Pacific Coast . .

.

they listen to

DON LEE RADIO

N * * t * m % * v

%• > ***** o*\

Don Lee /S Pacific Coast Radio
Gear to /oca/ impact in local markets . . . buy the 45

local stations of the nation s greatest regional network.
BON fell

RADIO

Don Lee Broadcasting System,

Hollywood 28, California,

represented nationally by

H-R Representatives, Inc.
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Do you require

"single-direction" coverage?

If so, RCA has UHF Pylons that can produce

horizontal field patterns shaped like a Car-

dioid. Figure 1 shows the calculated pattern,

and a measured model pattern, of a "Cardioid

directional" Pylon. Operating frequency,

532 Mc.

Do you require "elongated" coverage?

If so, RCA has UHF Pylons that produce a

horizontal field pattern shaped like a peanut.

Figure 2 shows the calculated pattern, and a

measured model pattern, of this type of di-

rectional Pylon antenna.

Do you require "circular" coverage?

If so, RCA has a wide selection of UHF
Pylons that produce equal signals in all

directions.

Do you want BETTER overall coverage-
lower signal losses?

All RCA UHF Pylons (directional and cir-

cular patterns) have built-in "Beam Tilt."

Easily adjusted at your station by moving the

inner conductor of the antenna up and down,

this feature assures best possible coverage,

with minimum power loss in verticallypolarized

radiation.

Do you need BETTER
"close-in" coverage?

New, advanced null fill-in system, used in

conjunction with beam-tilting, offers ex-

cellent close-in coverage—even for the "diffi-

cult" sites. Figure 4 is a typical measured

vertical field pattern of an RCA UHF Pylon.

Figure 3 is a nearly ideal field-distance curve-

produced by a "contour-engineered" UHF
Pylon (actual record of a commercial TV
station now "ON-AIR").

How much UHF gain do you need?

RCA UHF Pylons (standard circulars and
directionals) can be furnished with gains in

the order of 3, 6, 9, 12, 21, 24 and 27 (see

table). No tuning compromises in RCA UHF
Pylons— with resultant loss of gain (such as

caused by cross-polarized components). The
gain that 's published is the gain you get!

RCA UHF Pylon design is simplicity—plus!

Just one feedpoint for the line input

You find no protruding elements on RCA
UHF Pylons. The smooth surface of the metal

cylinder is the antenna itself. No physical

connections on the antenna. Nothing to

bend or break under ice or wind load. Signal

loss in rain or heavy icing is negligible.

Typical installation

RCA Adjustable B
High-Gain UHF Pylol

I



ignal where the population is

— tfce an RCA "tontour-engineered"
UHF Pylon Antenna

Power input ratings up to 50 KW*
Select the RCA UHF Pylon to meet your requirements

TV Power

Channel Type No. of

Sections

Gain in

Db

Power

Gain

Rating**

KW DBK

14-83 TFU-24C* 16 13.8 24 50.0 17.0

14-30 TFU-21DL 14 13.22 21 10.0 10.0

14-30 TFU-24DL 16 13.8 24 10.0 10.0

31-50 TFU-24DM 16 13.8 24 10.0 10.0

51-83 TFU-270H 18 14.31 27 10.0 10.0

14-30 TFU-21DAL 14

(Custom) \ Directional Types: Horiiontal pattern

14-30 TFU-24DAL 16 , shapes, RMS and maximum power gains

(Custom) depend on channel. Beam-tilting and

31-50 TFU-24DAM 16 V
) null fill-in features are included. All

(Custom)
(

directional antennas ore custom-built

51-83 TFU-27DAH 18 and specifications are subject to in-

(Custom)
; dividual study and application.

•Preliminary data. **Power ratings given are maximum visual power

to input of antenna and assume aural carrier of one-holf peak of visual

sync. -rating. For other values of aurol carrier the total averaqe power is

1.1 X TV power rating listed obove.

No picture deterioration with an RCA- UHF
Pylon -Transmitter Combination, even when
the antenna is covered with four inches of ice.

RCA-UHF Pylons are shipped complete in

one unit
— "custom-tuned" for your frequency

at the RCA factory—and tested by the most
modern methods known to the television in-

dustry. You can put up a Pylon, connect the

line, and throw the switch. Timing is not re-

quired at your station!

4 NEW BOOKS ON UHF

RCA supplies specially matched
UHF transmission lines

No UHF antenna functions properlv un-

less your transmission line matches
your antenna closely. RCA-designccI
line, not available anywhere else, has
measured performance (VSWR) that

is better than 1.05 to 1.0.

RCA UHF TV Waveguide

RCA supplies complete UHF accessories

Only when everything in \our
transmitting system is matched—
from transmitter to antenna— can
you be sure of maximum perform-
ance. In this respect, RCA can

supply each and every accessory required to

complete a UHF antenna installation, including
the tower, mitered elbows, line transformers,
spring hangers, dummy loads, wattmeters,
frequency and modulation monitors, filter-

plexers, and hardware—down to the very last

bolt. Everything is designed specifically to

work with the UHF Pylon. And remember,
everything is available from ONE responsible
equipment manufacturer—RCA!
For planning help, call your RCA Broad-

cast Sales RepresentatiM.-.

• 12-page brochure on RCA-UHF
TV Pylon Antennas

• 12-page brochure on RCA's
12.5 Kw UHF Transmitter

• 12-page brochure on RCA-UHF
TV Waveguides

• 28-page brochure on RCA-UHF
Transmission lines and fittings

Ask your RCA Broadcast Sales Representative for copies.

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT CAMDEN, N.J.



BILL BRAMHALL, one of WEMP'S
famous air salesmen, emcees two great

shows daily. His homespun style is all

his own, yet fits like a glove in the

WEMP family. One thing is sure, if Bill

says it's good, they buy it. Some of his

national advertisers are:

Coca-Cola, Oxydol, Omar, Simonize,

Robert Hall, Household Finance,

Miller Brewing Co., Halo Shampoo,

Musterole, Howard Johnson, Blu-

tone Fuel Oil, Nesbitt.

WEMP delivers up to twice the

Milwaukee audience per dollar

of Milwaukee network stations.*

Call Headley-Reed!

*Based on latest available Pulse ratings and

SRDS rates.

WEMP WEMP FM
MILWAUKEE

HUGH BOICE, JR.. Gen. Mgr.

HEADLEY-REED, Natl. Rep.

HOURS OF MUSIC. NEWS, SPORTS

IrJpur
Austin Daly
Advertising Manager

Lederle Laboratories, New York

Some of your best customers are sick cows, pigs and chickens.

How are you going to advertise your products?

"Radio." says Austin Daly, ad manager of Lederle Laboratories.

"Farm radio, in fact. And that's why we went on the air on 1 Janu-

ary with RFD programs over 32 radio stations in the farm area.'"

For Lederle Laboratories, division of the American Cyanamid

Co., this entry into farm radio on a regular basis represents a de-

parture from tradition. Over almost five decades the firm advertised

its line of veterinary products primarily in farm magazines, regional

and state publications. In 1954, however, Lederle's budget breaks

down as follows: 12% in radio, 60% in magazines. 28% for point-

of-sale and direct mail.

Daly explains Lederle's venture into radio this way: "Farm radio

is a natural medium for our veterinary line, partly because it reaches

the farmers, our potential customers, partly because of its flexibility.

Subnet, a drug against 'pink-eye,' may have a high January sales

curve in Texas, but might also be needed unexpectedly during a

'pink-eye' epidemic in Minnesota. The point is that the RFD is

aware of the changing conditions and rotates copy for our line of

veterinary products according to seasonal and market conditions."

The campaign, placed through Lederle's agency, Conklin Mann,

consists of five-. 10-, 15-minute RFD programs including: weather-

casts, crop prices, farm newscasts, musical shows. The 32 stations

over which Lederle's hard-sell copv is being broadcast cover 80%
of the U.S. farm area. In short the radio strategy is devised for the

least possible waste coverage, with copy keyed entirely to the poten-

tial buyers of Lederle veterinary products: farmers, cattle raisers.

Daly has long been in close contact w ith radio farm directors, who
use Lederle research laboratories as sources for their own news and

information programs. Because of the RFD's knowledge of agri-

culture, the firm and its agency can rely upon them to advise Lederle

of local market conditions that might suggest a change of copy.

\n these commercials Lederle stresses that only a veterinary can

properly diagnose the animals' disease. But. adds the RFD, if it is a

particular disease, e.g. "pink-eye," this Lederle product is the best

drug to use.

Says Daly : "If farm radio pulls as seems indicated, 1955 may be

a bigger radio year for Lederle." * * *
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] Top Talent + Top Market =

Top Sales

Lee Knight, as hostess of Homemaker's
Institute, has been serving the interests and
needs of Toledo area housewives since

1940. Her program is a nicely balanced

combination of sprightly music, household
hints, tips on fashions and stories of women
in the news.

Lee's years of experience give

clients the benefit of top talent for top

sales. Minute participation may be

either transcribed or live, and com-
mercials are cleverly worked right in

as part of the script.

If you need a top participation

show in a top market, better inves-

tigate this proven morning sales

medium.

Lee King*

Homemaker's Institute will sell your product in

the billion dollar Toledo market. Call your near-

est Katz representative orADams 3175 in Toledo.

AM-TV
TOLEDO, OHIO

Represented Nationally by Katz
TOM HARKER, NAT. SALES DIR., 118 E. 57th STREET, NEW YORK

8 MARCH 1954 25



FOR

SALE
475,000
OWLS!

In Los Angeles

Owls are wonderful

people — they eat well,

dress well and enjoy the

niceties of good living.

Late each night 475,000

of them watch television

(15.0 average tune-in

Pul-c I ><l. through Jan. )

To Bell this late audience

plus some early birds,

check the KNBH "Bonus

Plan"! KNBH- I Holly-

wood • NBC Spot Sales

\ew development* on SPONSOR stories

"1954 tv film section"
"1954 tv film commercials"

23 January 1934, page 51
8 February 1934, page 43

SubJGCt" Syndicated film programs for tv

T\ film commercial producers

Since publication of sponsor's list of 738 syndicated film programs

for television, it has been found that <! programs of Motion Pictures

for Television, Inc., were inadvertentl) omitted. Four of the programs
are half hour in length (26:30 minute- running time). They are:

Children's Flash (Gordon, produced by Inter-Continental Tv
Films, 39 completed.

Corned) Duffy's Tavern, produced bj Hal Roach Jr.. 39 com-

pleted.

Drama

—

Janet Dean, Registered Nurse, produced by Cornwall

Productions, 39 completed; Flash Gordon, produced by Inter-Con-

tinental Tv Films, 39 completed.

Four others are quarter-hour films i 12:30, except as noted) :

Children's

—

Junior Science, produced by Junior Science, Inc.,

39 completed.

News and commentary

—

Drew Pearson's Washington Merry-Go-

Roumi. produced by MPTV, 26 completed (12:00 in length i

.

Variety

—

Junior Science (see Children- 1

.

Western

—

Tim McCoy, produced by MPTV, 39 completed.

\IPT\s Film Syndication Division. New York, includes the fol-

lowing executives: Matthew Fox, chairman of the board; Edward

D. Madden, vice president and general manager; Lewis F. Blumberg.

administrative assistant to the vice president: Herb Jaffe. Eastern

division sales manager; Verne Behnke, Earl Donegan and Bill Mer-

ritt, account executives: Guy Cunningham, advertising and sales

promotion director; Michael OShea. publicity and public relations

director. Executives of MPTV's Feature Film Division include E.

H. Ezzes, vice president and general manager. Richard Morros and

Herb Richek, each assistant to the vice president.

The Los Angeles office of MPTV includes Lew Kerner, vice

president in charge of production; Maurie Gresham. Western division

sales manager; Charles Alsup. Bruce Collier i Dallas i and Ed Hewitt

(San Francisco), account executives. In Chicago, Central division

sales manager is Jack McGuire. Account executives include John

McPartlin and Al Morey. East-Central division sales manager, with

offices in Detroit, is Frank O'Driscoll. Other MPT\ account execu-

tives include Gordon Wiggin I Boston I and Jeff Davis I Atlanta I.

In Canada, general manager of MPTV. Ltd.. c/o Sovereign Film

Distributors. Ltd.. i- \le\ Metcalfe, with offices in Toronto.

In its Listing of television film commercial producers, SPONSOR

carried 192 companies. Four firms in this category have written to

sponsor for inclusion in future lists. Thev are:

II. \\ illiam Moore Productions, Box 388, Eureka Springs.

Ark., and 1027 Swarthmore, Pacific Palisades, Cal.; facilities include

color, shipping; accounts—Ozark Playgrounds Association.

Photo-Arts Productions. Inc., 2330 Market Street. Philadel-

phia; facilities include color, shipping; accounts—Disston Saw.

Abbott- [ce Cream, RPM-Power Mowers, Downs Carpets. Sitting

Judges, Red Cross, Pio Wine, Fire Ball.

VI Simon Productions. 1010 \. Las Palma- \\e.. Hollywood;

accounts General Electric, B. F. Goodrich. Chevrolet, Carnation

Co., Friskies, Vdolph's Meat Tenderizer, Dawson Beer. Frankenmuth
Beer. Frosty Fruit Pie. Wedgewood Range. Sof-Foam Baby Oil

Shampoo.

Soundac Productions. Inc.. 701 Elmwood Ave.. Buffalo. \. Y.:

facilities include animation, color, shipping: accounts .SO local and

regional advertisers, plus animation for several film companies.
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WKRC RADIO
reigns in Cincinnati in

Quarter Hours Monday
through Friday*

All top ten daytime and nine of the

ten top nighttime shows are heard

over WKRC Radio.*

*Nov.—Dec. Pulse

Kenneth W. Church

National Sales Manager

Radio Cincinnati, Inc.

CINCINNATI
REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY-CBS RADIO NETWORK



S1WNS OF CHABLOTTI

****
%

The signs of Charlotte are signs of a market

more important by far than city size indicates.

Take wholesaling, for example:

So populous and so rich is the area Charlotte serves

that the city's wholesale sales barrel up to a

$334,000,000 total*— 36th among the nation's cities.

Charlotte's wholesale sales are almost triple those of any other

Carolina city— surpass Toledo, Rochester and Providence— exceed

the individual totals of fifteen sovereign states.

Also wholesalers (of your advertising message) are Charlotte's

two great area stations— 50,000 watt WBT and top power

WBTV, 100,000 watts on Channel 3. Charlotte's wholesalers,

with the help of Charlotte's two wholesale advertising

media, will do a wonderful job for your product.

•"Merchont Wholeiolers" only— Sotei Monagement, 1953

Caoe^ta^e to. McUck the, MarJzet
Represented Nationally by CBS Rodia and Television Spot Sales WBT-WBTV

CHARLOTTE, N. C

The Radio-TV Services

of the Jefferson Standard

Life Insurance Company

J
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C# ne of the most basic controversies among mem-
bers of the radio and television industry is the "spot

carrier" dispute. Many stations and their reps over

the past four years have charged that the networks

are "encroaching" on national spot preserves by de-

veloping programs and plans which allow the spon-

sor to insert his message flexibly a la participations

in a d. j. show. (Hence the term "spot-carrier.")

Operation Tandem on NBC Radio was among the

first, though not the first, episodes in the dispute.

Since then the controversy has erupted periodically

as the radio networks each introduced a form of

participation plan. On ABC it was the Pyramid

Plan; on CBS the Power Plan; on MBS the Multi-

Message Plan.

The battle zone has spread to television, too.

Some station executives feel that the multiple spon-

sorship of television shows, as in the big-star pack-

ages and the daytime participation-type formats,

puts the television networks into competition with

them for the national spot dollar.

Recent highlights of the controversy have been the

ABC Radio plan to sell Martin Block in participa-

tion style during station time; the rejected MBS
plan in which affiliates would have traded airtime

without compensation in return for free co-op shows

—a plan which some MBS affiliates felt would be

accompanied by increased sale of participations.

8 MARCH 1954

Developments which were brewing at sponsor's

presstime were (1) announcement of an extension

of the "spot-carrier" principle to more NBC Radio

programs and (2) the imminent launching of CBS
TV's new Morning Show to be sold flexibly like

NBC TV's Today.

Because the dispute has raged frequently on im-

pulse rather than as a measured debate, sponsor

will seek to air both sides of the matter in these

pages so as to help provide a calmer perspective. It

is sponsor's belief that brickbat publicity blasts

which characterize the controversy help no one.

sponsor went about gathering material for its

debate-on-paper in this manner: Statements were

prepared summarizing the station-rep criticism of

"spot carriers," the network defense of these pro-

grams and plans. Mimeographed copies of tlie~;-

opposing viewpoints were sent to a cross-section of

executives on both sides. Thev were asked to add

their rebuttal, anonymously if they wished.

From the replies and the original statements have

come the summaries of both points of view which

you will find on the next two pages. In addition

you will find measured expressions of the opposing

viewpoints by two industry leaders. For the -pol

point of view. John Blair, president of the Station

Representatives Association; for the network view-

point, Adrian Murphy, president of CBS Radio.

29
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Why affiliates, reps object to "spot carriers"

1

Networks arc entering into competition with affili-

ates via radio ami tv shows which are a "carrier"

Cor spots. Thej arc attempting to siphon off dollars

which would ordinarily go to Bpot. This hurts the

station and its ability to serve the advertiser because
from network time it derives only about 30% of the

rate where spot pays the stations 60 or 707c. The
-pot carrier, moreover, is often a poor adjacency.

2

What the networks arc doing is attempting to imi-

tate on the national level the successful pattern sta-

tions have evolved to provide advertisers with flexi-

ble participation buys. Instead of imitating the

station's programing and sales approach, networks

should become more creative in developing new
programs of their own. The networks have resotu

to spend on developing shows through experiment.

The ".spot-carrier" programs arc said to provide

flexibility which the advertiser needs nowadays.

Yet they are not at all as flexible as buying national

spot. They don't allow you to vary your advertis-

ing pressure with the market. The advertiser who
has different problems across the country is not

going to solve them with a "spot-carrier" show
which spreads messages uniformly by a network.

The networks contend that by establishing "flexi-

bility" they are allowing new advertisers to come
on who could not otherwise afford to. But there

seem to be few cases where new advertisers were

attracted to radio by "spot carriers." Instead net-

works are cannibalizing the industry where they
ought to be selling radio creatively. .Many of their

participation clients an- the existing big spenders.

The networks are using their various plans and
participations as a device to cut rates without stat-

in", clearly that they have done so. Iii the phrase

of one spokesman, they are "rate cuts tainted with

plausibility.
'

' Moreover some of the network show a

are designed to go into station time, thus extending
network control over a station's time while at the

same time cut t ing down a station's potential revenue.

Unless affiliates recognize what is happening and

find ways to assure station independence, the net-

works will have even greater power to jettison tv

rates someday than the radio networks had when

they sacrificed their radio affiliates on the altar of

competitive expediency. The "spot carriers" are

part of a process of creeping encroachment over
affiliates' rates and time that has been taking place.

John Blair, Station Reps. Assoc, president, says nets mnst become creative

Those who have been in radio for a good many
years and have lived through the days of network

prosperity and program dominance must feel a con-

siderable regret for the situation in which the radio

networks now find themselves.

The truth is that the radio networks have lost their

classic function and are not now able to provide a

fully adequate service to radio stations. The historic

function of a radio network lias been to provide radio

stations with program service of a type and quality

which the radio station could not provide for itself.

In the process of fulfilling this function the radio net-

works created a completely new entertainment medium

with its own stars, its own formats, in t :i <t a com-

pletely unique system of home entertainment. Because

of the importance and desirability of this new form

of entertainment, network programing, to a largi

tent, became the dominant influence in determining

the audience to a radio station.

All of this was true until 1948. At that time tele-

vision presented to the public another device for en-

tertainment in the home, which to some extent sup-

planted radio in the field of pure entertainment.

Since 1948, however, it has become more and more
apparent that radio itself has a continuing function

of listener service which it alone can provide. This

function is to provide music, news and information

about local events, such as sports, for a listening audi-

ence which has become accustomed to being provided

with this sort of entertainment and service on virtu-

ally a •ontinuous hasis. It is this type of service

which radio can perform better and at lower cost

than television, and it is tor this reason that then

been a siihstantial growth in listening to radios out-

side the living room or. for that matter, outside the

house. The network has no place in this sort of pat-

tern. First, it cannot provide local service; second.

i Please turn to page 127)
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1

To sonic extent networks have always been in

petition with affiliates, jusl as thej compete with

other media. Stations have a ureal advantage in

this competition : they can sell to local ami regional

as well ;ts national clients. All of tie- ie-t participa-

tion plans invoke lull or near-full net lineups

which means onlj national firms are pros

The kind of competition, therefore, is unchanged.

2

The plans are designed to attract clients to net

radio who could never afford it ami bought other

national media, mainly magazines. Over-reliance of

net radio on million-dollar spmisurs is dramatically

illustrated by fad that in 1952 88$ ofnetworktime
billings were from this group compared t.. 50*

newspapers, !'»'. for magazines. Switching to tv and
Spo1 radio of big clients |,-t t networks In trouble.

Network plans can not only attract new clients to

net radio but will also win hack some of the million-

aires. They are designed to substitute for conven-

tional shows rather than to supplant national spot.

In net tv participations are a necessity be

there aren't enough big advertisers to supporl it on

a program hasis. especially with elm-, more sta-

tions, higher rates. The magazine concepl is a must.

No one can question the fact that network program-

ing was responsible for the development of radio

audiences all over the U.S. A major share of affi-

liates' spot revenue is derived from sale of adja-

cencies around ne1 shows. Network sustaining

shows save Sta1 ions t he cost of building pro-rains or

buying from packagers. Networks need the revenue

from participations s,, tley can furnish programs.

5

Clients buying three minutes of commercial time

within a program should not pay more for time and

talent than would three advertisers each buying

only one-third of the commercial time. Participa-

tion plans ha\e generally been priced so that the

advertiser buying an entire program will pay less

for his "wholesale" purchase. There are no grounds,

therefore, for terming participations a rati' cut.

Stations have always attempted to sell both pro-

grams and announcements. They do so today.

Networks have never objected to station sale of pro-

grams. Moreover the nets won 't relent in selling full

shows to those who prefer them. Many of the radio

operators have newspaper interests involving a na-

tional Sunday supplement. Supplements sell same

space units as the papers and no one questions it.

Adrian Murphy, CBS Radio president, answers erities of "spot carriers"

Although you offered us the privilege of anonymity

I am glad both to give our frank views on "spot-car-

rier" programs and to sign our network's name to

them.

At the outset let me say that we feel your printed

forum on this topic can perform a highly useful serv-

ice for the industry. For the current unfortunate con-

troversy does no one any good—unless it is our com-

petitors in other media who may find new sales am-

munition in our disputes.

At the center of our misunderstanding, it seems to

me, is the old familiar 30-60% ratio: the point that

stations get about 60 c
'

( of the national spot dollar

(after quantity discounts) and only 30% of the net-

work advertising dollar. Most of us recognize, I

think, that this ratio is superficial and misleading.

Yet through constant repetition the 30-60 propor-

tion has done damage.

What wc all know, when we allow ourselves to think

about it. is that along with the 30 r
r (or more) dollar,

the network also scuds along much additional value in

programs, sales help, promotion and public service.

Actually there are some nine distinct values that a

network provides for it- stations:

1. The network provides revenue to the -tat ions

free of station sales expense.

2. Network programs (both commercial and sus-

taining) reduce station program and production ex-

pense. The actual dollar income from a network is

the increment of paragraphs one and two.

.:. Network programs bring big audiences to sta-

tions and help keep these audiences tuned to I

tioiis in local program time.

4. Network audiences make it eas 11 adja-

cent spot< and other station time at highi

lied by additional circulation.

5. Networks provide, for 1 cooperative

(Phase turi' pa<
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Greyhound's approach: networf
"Omnibus" serves sis national advertising umbrella lor bus lino, spot raclio-tv

ml world travelei Richard rlallibur-

tun had lived to see television, Grey-

hound Lines would have taught him

that tin' "romance of travel" i- not on-

fined t<i moonlight baths in the lil\

pond of the Taj Mahal nor to Bwim-

ming across the Hellespont.

Greyhound Corp., through it~ agen-

cy, Beaumont & Hohman in Chicago,

s|icni close ii> SI million foi network

television in I';").'! to show people the

romance <>f travel i> to be found with-

in the I .S. and ( lanada.

Such hemispheric prejudice is un-

(lci>tanilalilt' since the Greyhound
Corp.- 6,500 buses traveled 553,645,-

(HID miles during 1953 from th<' tip of

Florida i" Prince George, B.C., Canada.

Greyhound's problem in advertising

thcii inter-cit) buses was manifold:

• Thej wanted to reach a maximum
audience. \s Henr) \. Hohman, Beau-

mont & Hohman's president, puts it:

"Since Greyhound carries approxi-

mately 170 million passengers a vear,

we do not have a limited market. We
feel that everybod) is a prospect for

a < rrej hound trip."

• The) were selling a service, not a

product, and therefore had to sell the

intangibles of emotional appeal as well

as price and convenience advantages.

• This service is one with a different

seasonal curve in the various regions

—that i«. bus travel mav be at a peak

in Florida during the same time it is

slack in Minnesota. Also the reasons

people travel hv l>u- vary with the

region.

Grev hound Corp.'s solution to the-e

problems is to operate on two levels.

i 1 i They have a national advertising

campaign, institutional in nature,

which is keyed to the advantages of

Greyhound Bus travel anv where in the

I .S. or Canada. i2| Thev have set up

local advertising programs, planned

and paid for hv the regional Grey-

hound hus companies.

(The corporate structure of Grey-

hound Lines includes eight separate

DDLyTIPLi Greyhound spends 20% of budget for quality programing like Respighi's "Sleeping Beauty" (picture below) on

ll[_w I lULi "Omnibus," to put over national ad theme
—

"romance of travel"—by Greyhound bus anywhere in U.S., Canada
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r prestige, spot for specifics

l»d to meet local competition, promote seasonal fares and services

operating divisions and 12 operating

subsidiaries, each with its own local

advertising budget over and above the

contribution the division or subsidi-

ary makes to the over-all national

budget.)

Greyhound's total advertising bud-

get for 1953, both national and local,

is estimated at about $5 million.

Nearly $1 million, or about 20% of

the total, went into network tv. Local

radio and tv used by the regional divi-

sions, both program and announcement

schedules, cost approximately $425,-

000. or 9% of the over-all budget.

With its network tv advertising Grey-

hound sought to reach a maximum au-

dience. The problem, then, was one of

selecting the t\pc <>l network program-

ing that would both reach a good cross-

section <il i\ viewers and bespeak pres-

tige for the advertiser.

Greyhound's choice: Omnibus, CBS
TV, Sundays 5:00-6:30 p.m. EST.

Greyhound started on the Ford

Foundation program 4 January L953

for an 18-week run through 3 May
1953 when the show went off for the

summer. For SI 3.0()0-|>er-show in pro-

duction and talent costs alone Grey-

hound got a two-minute commercial

each week and four five-minute docu-

mentaries produced b\ the Ford Foun-

dation on subjects related to the Grey-

hound Corp. I he four films diu

Greyhound's firsl cycle as Omnibus

sponsor included: a travelog showing

& enic routes; histoi i< pla< es covered

bj ' rrej hound buses; a (dm on * 1 h ei

training; anothei aboul the new air-

suspension system that replaced metal

springs, and one on highwa\ engineer-

ing technique.

Greyhound's se< ond Beason on Omni-

bus, at |17,500-per-show foi produc-

tion and talent, extends from I 0< tober

L953 through 28 March 1954 I
when

Omnibus goes o(T the air). During

this 26-week period Greyhound again

has four five-minute documentaries.

i Please turn to page 115)

SPECIFICS:
l] Greyhound has eight regional divisions with own ad budgets to sell specific trips, fare specials, fight competition.

Below, "Omnibus" announcer Nelson Case visits one of local lines to make film commercial with realistic backdrops

8 MARCH 1954
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A. C. Nielsen (Jo's 10-point check list on running tests applies to

media as well as market testing. It should prove useful to anyone plan-

ning a media test. For Nielsen a test is NOT a valid test when:

1. The test market fails to be representative.

2. There is no adequate base period against which to measure trends.

3. There is any variable introduced other than the one being tested.

4. Sales are measured for your brand but not for competitors.

5. Sales are measured without regard for all possible sales influencing factors

(of which advertising is but one).

6. The test markets are not carefully balanced against control markets.

7. The test results are not subdivided according to the variable being mea-

sured. (Example: In a tv test, for heavy vs. light exposure.)

8. There is not enough time allowed for customers to buy and rebuy follow-

ing the original promotion by the advertiser.

9. The statistical probable error (the 50-50 chance) of the measurement of

the test is anywhere near as large as the change which might be expected to

result from the test operation.

10. The responsibility for measuring, evaluating the result is not in expert hands.

II. Canp set up the

Ideal" media test?

Part 18 of SPONSOR'S 22-artiele

All-McMlia Evaluation Soricvs quolcs sonic of 158

experts cmhishHcmI on how it miulil he* tlono

34

by Ray Lapica

II hat should the ''ideal" inter-media

test include? Why is testing, media so

hard? II hat are 10 "do's'' in setting

up an inter-media test? These are

some of the questions answered in

Part 17 of SPONSOR'S All-Media Evalu-

ation Series published in the 22 Feb-

ruary L954 issue. In addition six ex-

perts uere quoted as saying that an

"ideal" test couldn't he made but gave

no reason: jour others went into detail.

The concluding portion of this tuo-

section article details the problems of

setting up a national media test. Seven

authorities on media offer some good

advice on solving the media-testing

SPONSOR



problem. The four methods of market

analysis one independent researcher

recommends are examined. Youll also

find the names of some organizations

that will run tests for you plus a list

of advertisers who have tested media

{see box page 36). One agency re-

searcher details his "ideal'' media test

of radio vs. tv step by step. Finally

SPONSOR draws a few conclusions.

I he experts said "no" in the previ-

ous issue of sponsor to the question

headlining this article.

Undaunted, sponsor took the prob-

lem of setting up a crystal-clear inter-

media test on a national basis to a lead-

ing media researcher. Instead of

a solution he offered seven important

questions which he said needed "com-

plete resolution" before such a test

could be conducted.

And in any case, he says: "Overzeal-

ous preoccupation with cost-per-M

sales effectiveness comparisons (one

major advertising medium vs. another)

seems to me to deny that each medi-

um has unique characteristics, special

areas of strength and cost efficiency,

which have caused it to continue to exist

and prosper in its own right. At the

very least, it is to de-emphasize what

I believe may be the most important

area of advertising truth—that for al-

most every type of product and service

there is a particular optimum combi-

national use of the major advertising

media. This, when discovered and put

to work, will produce a catalytic sales-

effectiveness-plus greater than any cost-

per-M effectiveness differences which

can be genuinely proved among the

media."

Seven questions: The seven ques-

tions offered by this veteran researcher

regarding media tests are as penetra-

ting an analysis of the problems be-

setting every media tester as sponsor

has seen. Here they are:

"1. How can I be sure I'm testing

'media' rather than 'copy' in a major

inter-media test? I'm not even sure

I know how to set aside the wide

intra-media range in 'copy' effective-

ness within a single medium while I

then proceed to assess the absolute and

relative cost-per-M effectiveness of the

particular medium itself.

COMING: Part 19 of SPONSOR'S All-

Media Evaluation Study, "Psychological as-

pects of media," details latest theories on

which medium transmits your message best.

8 MARCH 1954

I i minium II

ItAltlOVS I STEPS

Sam G. Barton, president of Market Research
Corp. of America, suggests these four steps

in testing and measuring your marketing
tactics and strategy. They can be narrowed
down quite easily to testing or analyzing

media alone. Note that two steps involve

little more than use of a pencil and lots of

hard thinking to avoid usual pitfalls.

1. Thoroughly analyze all available past rei

2. Plan geared in testa i l regular pari

'.i. Tr\ small and inexpensive controlled experiment

I. As l:ist resort, pensive, time-conaum

Barton's advice: Always as! Btt What bippeni
ii you can fiml tin an you know marketing research"

iillllllllllilllliiliiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii inn mum lllllllllllllllliilllll Ill Illlillll I i Illllllllllilllll ii mi

"2. Suppose I use the conventional

method of simply comparing purchase

of product among advertising-exposed

persons with purchase among a

'matched sample' of non-exposed per-

sons. How can I be sure I'm not fall-

ing into the 'chicken-vs.-egg' dilem-

ma? Even within any one medium

how do I separate the extent to which

advertising exposure causes purchase

from the extent to which purchase or

usage causes greater awareness of the

product's advertising? And if I use

the same sample and recheck it at two

different times, this quc-tinn >till needs

answering.

"3. Another question on the use of

the conventional 'matched '-ample'

technique: H<>\\ can I be Bure that I

have matched m\ two samples on all

factors other than advertising exposure

which influence buying?

"I can prove quite easilv after the

study has been completed that I prob-

ably have not matched the samples on

all pertinent factors. If my study has

£liiminiiiiii mini u until

148 of 166 agencies and advertisers "test" media

Nearly all 148 agencies and advertisers responding to SPONSOR'S media

questionnaire said they tested media effectiveness in some way. Their methods:

•Testing" Method

Ad Agency*

No. %

Advertiser!

No. '.

Sales results

Test markets

Coupons

Rating services

Use different media in different cities

Surveys

Keyed response

Public response

Don't test or no ansicer

73
55
51
29
25
8
7

3
5

82
62
57
33
28
9
8
3
6

46
27
25
16
11

4

1

13

78
46
42
27
19
7

2
22

*Based on 89 agency respondents. tBased on 59 advertiser respondents.

Total answers in each case exceeds number respond of multiple

answers. Of 2.000 aseneies. advi Bried on media 166 responded.

Above indicates most agencies and advertisers are concerned with de-

termining media effectiveness, but the methods vary almost with the number

of respondents. Chief one used and not shown above: "experience,' which

means rule of thumb. Table shows that a simple, reliable means of testing

media is badly needed. Figures also indicate that agencies "test" more than

single advertisers. Top answer, "Sales results," is a catch-all, of course,

since most media tests are designed to measure sales results.

Timiiiiiimiimiiimiimmiimmiiiiii
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.11 FIRMS WHICH TESTED >IM>I\ (Only I0—those with dagger—found correlation between media and sales)

American Chicle

Anahist

Archrr D.inivli Mnll.inJ farm

feeds I

Atlantic City i resort adv.)

Atlantic Refining

Bank of America

C. | Bates Son 'toilet requi-

sites)

'Bauer f> Black 'first aid products)

Bell & Howell

l Block Drug

1 Borden Co.

Brewing Corp. of America

Bristol-Myers

• Brown & Williamson Tobacco

Continental Oil

Cory Corp. 'appliances'

Deepfreeze

'Detroit Edison

Drackett Co. icleanscrs)

Thomas A. Edison, Inc

Firestone Tire & Rubber

Ceneral Tire & Rubber

Criggs, Cooper & Co. 'food prod.i

Hamilton Watch Co.

Higgins, Inc. ( ships, flooring)

Hudson Pulp & Paper

Illinois Watch Cases

1 Kraft Foods

Libby, McNeil. Libby

Clenn L. Martin Co.

1 Medico Pipes

Merck & Co.

Mid-Continent Petroleum Corp.

New York Central System

Olin Industries

Pal Blade

Pan-American-Crace Airways

Dr. Pepper Co-

Pennsylvania Salt Mfg. Co.

(chemicals)

Peter Paul

Peoples First National Bank &
Trust 'Pittsburgh!

Prudential Insurance

Ralston Purina 'farm feeds)

Roseficld Packing

Scott Paper Co.

iTea Council

Tide Water Assoc. Oil

VCA Labs, (vitamins)

Washington State Apple Comm.
Webster-Chicago Corp. 'phono-

graphs, recorders)

White Sewing Machine

•Based on SPONSOR survey. List is sample only and not supposed to be complete fEstablished correlation between sales and medium used.

taken the trouble to check both samples

on purchase of all brands competing

with the advertised brand under analy-

sis, exhaustive cross-tabulation will

usuallv prove prett) quickly and em-

barrassingly that the claimed effective-

ness-plus for the advertised brand in

point is not sufficiently counterbalanced

by effectiveness-minuses among the

other brands in competition."

To anyone who has ever seriously

reached the stage of actually attempt-

ing to plan a genuine inter-media test,

one thing very quicklv becomes ob-

vious, this veteran researcher says.

For reasons of cost as well as for many

other technical considerations any such

study can at best encompass only one

or more pairs of specific "matched"

markets.

"It may be elenientarv but I think

it is important to remember that the

four major advertising media do have

different characteristics." he explain-.

"Magazines are essentially a national

medium; newspapers are essentially a

local medium; radio and television

are national media if used on a net-

work basis and local or regional media

if used on a 'spot' basis."

If the test is to be limited to specific

markets, then here are some more

basic questions which need answers,

according to this media researcher:

"4. How specifically do I set up

a genuine relative cost-per-M effective-

ness tesl between national magazines

on the one hand and local newspapers

on the other?

"5. How do I avoid a charge of

unfairlv favoring newspapers and spot

radio and television if my test has to

be conducted in a universe matching

the basic characteristics of these par-

ticular media as opposed to the basic

characteristics of magazines, network

radio and network television?

"For example, with local media the

advertiser can more often direct peo-

ple to specific stores, make special sale

STUDY IN BOOK FORM

SPONSOR'S All-Media Evaluation

Study will be published in book
form in the spring after the re-

maining articles in the 22-article

series appear. Price has not yet

been determined, but you may re-

serve a copy now. Just send a card.

offers and set the in-town value of

heavy local media coverage. The ad-

vertiser in national media, on the other

hand, has the prestige and merchandis-

ing values of a broadcast program or

national magazine, and he also gets

more even coverage in all areas in-

town and out-of-town.

"6. Just how practical is it to ex-

pect that, even with the maximum co-

operation of an advertiser introducing

a new product, adequate distribution

could first be assured in, sav. four

separate 'matched' markets and that

we could then go from absolutelv 'no

advertising
1

in an) of them and pro-

ceed to measure comparative sales ef-

fectiveness as achieved by using a dif-

ferent one of the four major media in

each market? If I'm wrong, and this

i- practical, how do I know that the

same results could be achieved with

long-established produ< ts?

"In other words how would I know-

that one particular medium may not

be best for launching a new product

and another medium best for main-

taining or increasing an advertiser's

share of the market for an alreadv

established product?"

Regarding the seemingly most sim-

ple test method of all—cost-per-M com-

parison of 'premium-pull' achieved l>v

the several media this researcher

raised his seventh and final question:

"7. Having seen such widelv diver-

gent results for all kinds of 'offers'

within each medium, how can I be sure

that this approach will truly test the

relative strength and cost efficiency of

the various media or whether it will

merely be measuring the degree to

which I am utilizing each medium to

its own maximum advantage?"

Lest anyone hasten to charge this

media researcher with doubting the

value of usiiiii major media, he str< ss -

that two "fool-proof" tests can be made
quite easilv to determine their effec-

i Please turn to page 95 i

SPONSOR'S All-Media Advisory Board

George J. Abrams ad director, Block Drug Co., Jersey City

Vincent R. Bliss executive v. p., Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago
Arlyn E. Cole president, Cole & Weber, Portland, Ore.

Dr. Ernest Dichtcr pres., Inst, for Research in Mass Motivations

Stephens Dictx v. p., Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York

Ben R. Donaldson ad 4 sales promotion director, Ford, Dearborn

Marion Harper Jr. president, McCann-Erickson, Inc., New York

Ralph H. Harrington ad mgr., Gen. Tire & Rubber Co., Akron
Morris L. Hite president, Tracy-Locke Co., Dallas

J. Ward Maurer ad director, Wildroot Co., Buffalo

Raymond R. Morgan
Henry Schachte

pres., Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood
v.p., Sherman & Marquette, New Yo p k
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I You can't sell a

productyou don't know

Almost anyone can road sentences clearly. Ilnl

od announcer is one who's taken time to learn sales

points of product and can relax during commercial

It's seldom—if ever—that an advertiser or agencyman gets the perforrm r's

point of view on his show or commercials. But many a comnu rcial could &<

more effective if performers got the chance to pass on their opinions.

In this article sponsor gives one veteran radio and tv announcer

the opportunity to tell advertisers and agencies how to improve their com-

nu rcial messages. Ed Cooper has developed strong views on announcing

during his many years of varied experience in different places. Other talent,

as well as advertisers and agencymen will doubtless find points of agreenn ni

and disagreement with his analysis, sponsor invites additional comment.

i I -
I .1 n ii< -II ii< ei i- more than jusl

.1 word-mouthing mat hine h itli a pi i

petual smile.

He s a -.ili-m. in who < an understand

the In reads and • an make
others understand it.

I li.ii - Im.u lil Cooper, radio and

h .minimi, ei with I 5 years' expei ien< e

in broadi asting, sums up the pi imai \

requisite foi lii- profession.

"\ ou*ve got to know u li.it \ ..up

Belling before you • an Bel] it." he told

si onsor. "Some advertisers tell tln-ir

announi ers. "Don't won*) about what

we -a\ . boy, j ou're jusl here to saj it'

I ln-\ 're making a big mistake.

"" Mm..-! anj one can read a few hun-

dred words i learl) h ith the pro] ei pro-

nunciation, lint if you aren't familial

w ith tin- |.i mill. t. Iinu it'- made, h li.it

it- unusual features are— then, \ ou're

•roirifj to wind up sounding like a high

-I liool orator delivering tin- valedictorj

address.
"' \niioiunini:. like acting, -Imuld be

approached w itli a . reative spirit."

Cooper has a varied background. Il<-

la- lieen o\ ei -all anii.iiin. er and com-

mentator for Midwest radio -tations,

radio and tv announce! on live com-

mercials as well as for filmed an-

ED COOPER IS A VETERAN RADIO, TV ANNOUNCER ON SUCH ACCOUNTS AS MILLER BEER (BELOW), ADMIRAL, SEALY MATTRESS

8 MARCH 1954
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nouncements. While at tin- stations

Cooper had the chance t<> Bee commer-

cials through from star! to Finish : He

worked with program directors on de-

veloping nc-u shows; planned commer-

cials with continuity directors; belped

Balesmen Ben ice accounts.

This inan\->i(l«'(l experieiu e pound-

ed this lesson home to aim: ^ ou've j:ot

to live w itli a product t<> Bell it.

Ideally, he Bays, the announcer

Bhould spend "one day a week" in the

sponsor's manufacturing plant or at

Bales merlins to urt training just like

the firm's regular salesmen do. He
Bhould take notes on various products

and processes, stud) and digesl them.

"I make il a rule to follow llii- pro-

(((hire whenever possible," he told

sponsor. "\1\ most intensive 'sales

training' course took place in the sum-

mer of 1952 ju-i before the political

conventions.

"I had been hired b) Vdmiral to do
all the commercials for the Republican

and Democratic conventions over ABC
TV during the two wick- the) would

be telecast. Early in the game I got

together with Ed Sherwood, Admiral's

i\ promotion man, and Russ Young.
television director for the agency, Rus-

sell Seeds. We all decided that it would

be nearly impossible to memorize all

the commercials for that length of time

on the air. And I don"t like using

prompting devices.

"In addition man) times a commer-
cial would he thrown in unexpected I \

during a lull in the proceedings, or, a

pitch would be cut short when some-
thing exciting was happening on the

floor. The messages had to be flexible."

According!) it was decided that

lllllll

Cooper's early years in broadcasting as announcer, commentator for Midwest stations, gave him

picture of commercial's place in total scheme. Above, he interviews Satchel Paige for WGN-TV

Cooper would put in a full working

day for two weeks' time either at the

agency or at the Admiral plant, work-

ing with the appliance firm's ad direc-

tor, home economist and promotion de-

partment as well as with agency princi-

pals and the account executive.

During this time Cooper took more

notes than the average college fresh-

man does during an entire semester.

Admiral had 10 products in all that it

wanted plugged; Cooper filled in with

vital information on each one.

When the Republican convention

opened Cooper appeared on the scene

Here are I of Ed Cooper's tips on annoutii'ing:

1. You've got to know what you're setting befort you eon sell it. Unless

announcer is familiar with the product, how it's madt . he's going to

si, mill unconvincing. He should spend turn at sponsor's plant to ham.

2. Avoid attempting to mimic delivery of " nam* "announcer. Each per-

son has <"iii style, abilities. Sponsors should capitalist! on them instead

of m ii/,,/ a poor iiniiuiion of one particular successful type of del

!t. Announcer has thorough knowledgt of how to getmeesagt over success

fully, knows when certain copy approach is right or wrong. Givi h m
leeway to maJet slight changes in copy, when necessary, to suit style.

•I. Providt relaxed atmospheri for announcer whilt working. It'll help

a i iil> way out

of fn al. accidents which on apt to occur during livi commt

with notes in hand. Then, when he'd

get instructions that the next commer-

cial was to be on a refrigerator, or spe-

cific tv model, he'd take a quick glance

at the notes and meet with the director.

After a few minutes all the camera di-

rections would be worked out and

Cooper would ad lib the commercial

accordingly.

Cooper, who spends much of his

time today on tv commercials, still

uses the note-taking device as a mem-
ory aid. "The first time I used a me-

chanical prompter." he told SPONSOR,

"the thing jammed and I had to ad lib

the rest. Ever since then. I've been

leery of mechanical devices.

"I've found it's much safer to get the

message down pat. then take a few

notes on a card and keep it just out of

camera range. Then, if you ever pull

a blank, you can take a quick glance at

the key words on the card and the

whole message comes back to you.
'

Another reason Cooper dislikes re-

King on prompters is because of the

tendenc) for the performer to stiffen

up when reading a message. "Infor-

malit) is the set ret of good salesman-

ship," Cooper says. "An ad-libbed

message gives just about the most re-

laxed effect you can get But if you're

pitching a commercial that's in print,

reading the message kills it."

Most sponsors don't go in for the

i Please turn to page 12")
|
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Summer Selling

Battle against summer air hiatus has made

great strides. Hero's outlook for '54,

review of '53 plus facts and charts

Produced by Alfred J. Jaffe

What it costs to tahe a hiatus

Introduction to sponsor's sixth Summer Selling Issue dis-

cusses importance of advertising during the hot months,

points up the economic, advertising outlook for summer
of 1954. sponsor's missionary role in gathering facts to

fight hiatus habit has long history 1****1*' 40

Ms radio winning the summer battle?

A review of network and spot radio last summer plus

look at the coming season indicates radio has been hold-

ing its own and even inching ahead despite the competi-

tion of tv. Summer, out-of-home listening trends are

disclosed. Economies of radio selling during the sum-

mer are shown 1****1*' 42

Video looks to its greatest summer

Television's continued growth bodes well for network

and spot this summer. Video's dimensions and the prob-

able total of interconnected stations and cities are esti-

mated. The importance of time franchises is covered and

so is hiatus protection. A look at last summer's high-

lights is included 1****1*' 44

This

We Fight

For

As it has for the past seven years SPONSOR,
in this 1954 Summer Selling Issue, fights for

a greater understanding among advertisers

and agencies of the importance of remain-

ing on the air during the summer months.

7 pages of research facts on summer

This report to advertisers includes facts on consumer
income and spending, availability of radio-tv audi'

summer sets-in-use starts page 17

1. For the most part, the U.S. economy does not hai e a

summertime slump. Income levels are virtually the same

as winter: sales are healthy /'"</«' IS

2. More than 90% of the regular wintertime audience is

available during the summer months, three major re-

search studies report •»"</' 50

3. In-home radio listening, as measured by A. C. Niel-

sen, holds up strongly during the mornings and after-

noons in summertime page 54

4. Pulse figures show that summertime out-of-home radio

listening is higher in 14 out of 15 major U.S. markets

than winter levels po0<* 57

5. More than half of the out-of-home air audience is in

the 20-44 age bracket: more than 60% of the o-o-h listen-

ing is in cars 1****1*' 00

0. In 1953, summertime tv vieuing held up well during

the day. fell behind only at night due to the quality of

hiatus-filling shows putir 03

7 . Exiting from radio-tv during the summertime invites

a sales slump; brands that remain on the air increase

their leads 1****f*' 67



What it costs you
'Ml
# he argument for air advertising during the summer is

basicallj the Bame as the argument for advertising at any

time of the vear.

II you stop advertising, you stop selling.

The truth of tins axiom should require no elaboration.

1
1 is, after all. the keystone of the advertising business,

[ndeed an) adman will tell \ou that it is the keystone of

U.S. prosperity

.

To extend this axiom to summer selling on the air is

no great mental feat. It has been obvious to a great num-
ber of advertise)- and it is significant that the blue chip

sponsors are prominent among them. The fact remains,

however, that main advertisers became converts to hot

weather selling on radio and tv after World War II only

after the most earnest missionary efforts by agencies,

broadcasters and others.

SPONSOR is proud to have been among the missionaries.

When sponsor- first complete issue on summer selling

appeared in 1949, it discussed the problem during its first

spring. (See "The case for and against summer replace-

ment-.'" June 1947.)

I he advocates of summer selling have made great strides

but thev have not won a complete victory—yet. The battle

will undoubtedly continue along the same lines which have

pm\ed the most fruitful. In this battle the emphasis has

been more and more on facts and figures and less and less

on feeling and emotion.

Many of the facts come from special studies. Others

come from case histories. They show not only that sum-

mer air advertising can generate sales but the reverse of

the coin: The sponsor who takes a hiatus can lose sales.

Some of the studies have provided further confirmation

of a concept that was onh dimly appreciated a few decades

ago but which is basic to advertising. This concept does

not apply to summer selling only but it has a striking

relevance to summer selling. It is: Brand switching has

become lor. perhaps, it always was) an irresistible force

in \merican selling, a restless phenomenon that must be

countered bv constant advertising pressure.

\\ hether modern advertising spawned the brand switcher

or whether brand switching is just part of the orneryness

of human nature, the fact remains that the advertiser who
coasts on his advertising laurels or who lets up even for

a few short months stands in peril of being unceremonious-

lv dumped from whatever sales position he may have

clawed his way to bv previous hard selling.

Pinpointing the need for facts about summer selling is

something SPONSOR will go along with heartily. Its five

previous selling issues have been full of facts. They have

been of different breeds and varieties but they have had

one purpose: to upset the notion still popular in some

quarters that it's proper for air advertising to take a nap

when the mercury climbs. These facts have pointed out:

This picture is BAB s way of pointing out that radio stays close to

its audience during the summer, whether it goes to beach or mountain

40 I or tips on summer air ndvi'rtising sev paqv 78 SPONSOR



tke a hiatus
Itraml switching never slops. II can lose sales

for you in the mi minor as uell as any oilier season

1. The consumer spends just about as much money
during the summer as during any other season. This has
been brought out in various ways in every summer selling

issue. A special look at products for the home in the 1949
summer selling section brought out the fact that "They
buy in the fall, but decide in the summer."

2. The dip in listening and viewing is less than is com-
monly supposed and, anyhow, with discounts and low-

cost replacement shows the advertiser's cost-per-1,000 is

not any higher than during the winter. It can even be
less, sponsor has shown the actual facts, ma'am, about
summer listening and viewing through charts and stories

and, in two of the sections (1949 and 1951), traced the

extent to which soap operas hold up in ratings during the

hot months.

3. The dip in radio ratings is partly counter-balanced

by out-of-home listening. The importance of out-of-home

listening as well as summer cottage listening was brought

out in sponsor's first summer selling issue.

4. The dip in listening and viewing is partly due to

the hiatus of big-name shows. While advertisers often

use cheaper summer shows for budget reasons the lessening

of program competition offers an advertiser willing to

spend the money a fancy opportunity to grab a fancy

share of the broadcast audience as well as attract an audi-

ence which might not otherwise tune in.

5. The available audience is actually not much less

than during the winter despite vacation taking, sponsoh's

firsl sentence oi ii- first paragraph of it- first rtorj in it-

first summer Belling issue pointed out there are plenty ol

people home during tin- summer.

These facts have been driven home bj experience Btories

oJ advertisers i otlx-r than tin- < >t »\ i <
>
u- Bummer-onl) type)

who have mounted successful summer campaigns <m tin-

ait and leveled off their sawtooth sale- curves.

In this issue sponsor brings these facts up to date-, -um-

up the meaning of last summer's radio and t\ experiences

and take- a look at the coming hot weathei |>i< tUTe. W bile

there's nothing revolutionary to say about Bummei ad-

vertising in 1954 and while summer plans are not jrel

firm, some factors already seem obvious:

1. The economic outlook for this summer foreshadows

some of the hardest selling since the depression of the

30's. For the reasons, see box below.

2. Summer radio billings will hit a new high in 1954.

3. Tv advertisers will keep a white-knuckled »rip on

their time franchises. This applies to spot as well as net-

work clients.

4. Out-of-home audiences will reach a new peak this

summer. Auto listening is the most important factor.

5. There will probably be more use of film reruns on

network tv.

The background for these factors will be discussed in

detail in the stories and research that follow. * * *

J^jn? Economic outlook for radio-tv advertising promising

While economists foresee continuation of recession during

summer, broadcast advertising, as in '48-'49 recession,

will not be affected. Basic reason is that a small slide

downward in business does not usually bring cut in ad

budgets but rather intensified selling by manufacturers. Because of

fixed costs a 5% drop in sales means more than 5^ drop in profits. Hence

advertisers try hard to keep volume up. It is serious economic down-

turns that cause drop in ad budgets. Sidney S. Alexander, economic ad-

visor for CBS, Inc., feels summer business in '54 will be worse than '53

but explains that is only saying summer of '54 will be second bes t summer

in history of U.S. Alexander points out radio-tv would weather serious

economic storm better than other media since tv is still growing and lo-

cal radio hasn't reached maturity. Low cost of radio would also help.

8 MARCH 1954
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Is radio finally

winning the

no-hiatus battle!

Last summer's business lopped the

previous year's hot season and 1954

billings expeeted to top them all Eft If I IN" Amana bought reruns of CBS Radio's "People Are FuM t'

IiLjIiUIIb last summer at one-third of winter's production liM

jffadio has made a lot of progress

in curing some advertisers of that

Strange, slct'|i\ feeling that used to

come over them during the summer.

This year, as it looks toward summer

1954 radio has hopes of reaching new-

heights in hot weather billings.

As vet there are few figures to tote

up. It's too earl) for that. But there

are indications to bolster this opti-

mism.

Summer spot hillings have been

climbing in recent years. SRA, as well

as a number of individual reps, re-

ported that summer business last year

was better than 1952. The reps see no

reason to assume that an increase won t

be chalked up again.

There was certainly no e\idence of

that nervous twitch that used to ap-

pear whenever anyone mentioned the

word "television."

The networks have suffered more
from television than the stations, but

thej can point out that while total

gross billings clipped a little last year.

billings from June through September

actually inched up over 1952. (The

network billings picture was not uni-

formly happy, however. CBS and Mu-
tual registered gains while ABC and

NBC showed a hot weather decline.)

Billing trends are not the only har-

bingers of what the coming summer
will bring. Audience figures have been

turning up some indisputable trends

about summer radio.

For example, ABC Radio will incor-

porate in its summer presentation Niel-

sen data showing that per-home radio

listening in tv homes declines less in

the summer than 1 1 1 tv \ iew ing or (2)

radio listening in all homes or I 3 I ra-

dio listening in radio-only homes.

These figures are from last vear but

they are a glimpse into coming sum-

mers, too. For the lesson will not be

lost on advertisers that radio listening

in tv homes is the pattern of the future.

In making its radio-tv comparison,

the ABC Radio research staff assigned

January an index of 100 and showed

that in July the tv viewing index went

to 64 la decline of 3(/ \ > while listen-

ing in tv homes only went down to 85

(a decline of 15%). The indices for

all radio homes and radio-onh homes

in Jul\ were a little over 70.

These figures, of course, do not in-

clude out-of-home listening, which

Spot rutlio figures for selected (/roup of clients show 20*%, summer decline during 1953

Chart below with figures taken from "Spot Radio Report," while not

a complete picture of spot radio activity (about 50 reporting ad

agencies are involved), gives fairly accurate cross-section of what

happens during the hot months. The decline, about 20%, is about

double that indicated by SPONSOR'S check of some of the larger reps.

The latter say they expect more summer business this year than last

JAN FEB. MAR. APR. MAY |UNE |ULY AUC. SEPT OCT. NOV. DEC.

TOTAL NO.

OF STATIONS

USED

3578 3759 4390 4615 4928 4942 4081 3802 4446 4471 4292 4274

NO. OF

SCHEDULES 198 199 213 199 207 1S9 161 174 194 200 203 198
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LES PLAN:
MBS' Multi-Message Plan attracted
many clients during summer of 1953 AUTO SHOW:

NBC Radios "Roadshow" is new bid for auto
listeners, underlines import of out-of-home

peaks in the summer time. Out-of-

home listening is not only greater in

the summer than in the winter but is

growing summer by summer. This has

been shown in Pulse winter and sum-
mer out-of-home studies in metropoli-

tan markets (where television has made
its greatest inroads).

The increase in summer over winter

out-of-home listening and in one sum-
mer over the previous summer is not

tremendous but it is noticeable in prac-

tically every market studied by Pulse.

Take Detroit. The percent added to

in-home listening by out-of-home lis-

tening in January 1953 was 16.2. Last

August it was 21.5. The percent of

homes reporting out-of-home listening

came to 3.8 in the Motor City during
August. The previous summer the fig-

ure was 3.0 for the same month.

The growing importance of out-of-

home listening led to an effort at NBC
to bring Nielsen's April 1952 out-of-

home listening percentages up to date

in relation to in-home. The network's

Research and Planning Dept. came up
with data indicating that by October

1953 the percent of out-of-home to in-

home listening had increased over the

year before by 50% and more during

some time period-. \BC does not re-

gard these figures as the last word but

they are considered provocative, to

say the least.

While NBC didn't measure summer
there is no doubt among research peo-

ple that the increase shown bv NBC
would have been topped if it had

measured, say, August of last summer.

Noi i- there much doubt that an even

greater figure will be turned up if \u-

gust of this coming summer is mea-
sured.

\\ aether it will be measured is an-

other question. There is no monthlj

measurement of out-of-home listening.

The nearest thing to a regular measure-

ment is Pulse's twice yearlj stud) and
this has been done in no more than

two dozen markets. (Pulse measures

out-of-home listening in the New ^ ork

area four times a year.)

Another question is what to measure.

Out-of-home listening is made up of a

large, diffuse audience widening out of

the hard core of in-home audiences like

concentric ripples which gradually dis-

appear into the water.

Please turn to page 881

Auto listening, largest segment of out-of-home listening, is higher
in summer than winter. Car audiences have been and still are

growing. In metropolitan markets nine out of 10 postwar autos have
radios, while average for all cars is 70%, according to BAB study
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Summer '54: best yet for tv

Medium's coiil imicMl growth, competition for time franchises and now

clavtimo prog[ranting intlic*«itc healthy hiisintvss for hot weather

,^ ummer telev ision look-; good.

That's sponsor's firm conclusion

from a pre-spring survej of hoi weath-

ei v ideo for 195 1.

\\ hile most advertisers' plans for the

summer bave nol yet hardened there

appears little doubt that tv will enjoj

its best summer. Vside from the fact

that t\ lias long since proved its potent

Belling abilities there are three power-

ful factors that will work to boost sum-

mer \ideo billings to new heights.

They are:

1. The medium will continue to grow

lustily. Advertisers are now well aware

from previous summers" experiences

that despite the decline in per-hoine lis-

tening as the mercur) rises, tv's growth

provides them with summer audiences

that are just as large, if not larger,

than the previous fall-winter-spring

season.

2. Advertisers who fall into a sum-

mer t\ siesta take a chance on losing

valuable time franchises unless they

sponsor the top network shows. Even

where the network provides hiatus pro-

tection, there is the danger that certain

ke\ markets ma) be lost to other cli-

ents panting for a chance to flex their

vide, muscles. The competition for

video time applies also to Bpot clients.

Advertisers with choice announcement

Blots will think twice—assuming the)

think about it at all—before giving

them up for the summer.

3. 1 here will probably be more da)

-

time network programing this summer
than ever before. NBC's battle to catch

up to CBS during the day will not flag

this summer and there's evidence of

more a< tiv itv at ABC also.

Here's what an advertiser can expect

in terms of tv's dimensions by this

summer: 30 million homes sometime

between 1 July and 1 August and more
than 400 stations by the same time.

SPONSOR'S Fall Fads Issue last year

(13 July) reported a total of 188 tv

stations as of 2 July: the number of tv

homes as of 1 July was reported at

24.") million.

The complex job of linking up sta-

tions via coaxial cable and microwave

relax is keeping pace with tv's expan-

sion. By the middle of last month. 278

stations in 174 cities were tied together

b) AT&T and a few private links. Firm
orders at AT&T indicate that this total

will rise to 310 stations in 195 cities by

1 Julv this year. There may be addi-

tional orders before the summer but

IIIIIIOJ

ftfii<'-t-/iip spot tv clients don't join third-quarter dip

While over-all spot tv activity in 1953 slowed a little in third quarter, top 25
clients actually increased their buys as figures below from "Rorabaugh Reports"
show. Important factor in this increase was advertisers' efforts to sew up time
franchises. Stations reporting jumped from 120 in first quarter to 195 in last

FIR»T SECOND THIRD FOURThlt

TOTAL MARKETS
BOUGHT (TOP 251 1,786 2,053 2,234 2,928

TOTAL SCHEDULES
BOUGHT (TOP 25i 116 144 148 158

SCHEDULES BOUGHT
BY ALL ADVERTISERS 8,294 10,962 10,088 15,215

TOTAL NO OF
SPOT TV USERS 1,260 1,876 1,772 2,153

-jtlu»rter» of the yetr
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this will be offset to a certain extent

by broadcasters turning back construc-

tion permits to the FCC.

The extent to which tv's growth has

bolstered summer audiences despite the

drop in average viewing has been docu-

mented in detail by the networks. For

example:

CBS has made a study of its year-

'round shows together with ARB rat-

ings to prove this point. During 1951

there were 11 CBS TV shows which ran

intact through the summer. They

reached on the average 8.9^c more
viewers during July and August than

the) did during the preceding winter

season. In 1952 there were 14 shows

which took no hiatus. They reached

11% more viewers in August than dur-

ing the preceding season. I July was

not included in this measurement be-

cause of the political conventions, i

Last summer CBS TV had 12 no-hi-

atus programs. Not only were ratings

during the summer months practically

identical to previous winter ratings but

hot weather audiences were 25 r
"r great-

er. The summer programs averaged

14,769,000 viewers during Julv and

August 1953 compared with 11.819.000

during the previous October-April

period.

NBC has brought out somewhat

similar figures for daytime tv. In its

presentation on summer davtime tv

which will be shown to advertisers this

-pring NBC points out that in a four-

week period last summer the average

daytime network show reached practi-

cally the same number of homes as it

did in a four-week winter period.

I sing Nielsen cumulative audience fig-

ure-. NBC -hows that the average day-

time program in March and April 1953

reached 7,398,000 homes while during

Julv and Vugusl the cumulative figure

was 7,355,000.

Summer davtime advertisers can fig-

ure on the same thing happening this

vear. NBC. -Vs. The network assumes

three things: i 1 » there will be 30 mil-

SPONSOR



lion tv homes by the summer, (2) the

coverage of the average daytime show

will be the same as it is now—about

80% and (3) the average summer day-

time rating in 1954 will be the same as

it was last summer—10.3.

If these things come to pass—and

there seems to be no reason why they

shouldn't— the average daytime tv

show this summer will reach 2,472.000

homes. This compares with the aver-

age daytime homes-reached figure in

December 1953 of 2,456,000.

The CBS figures discussed above are

actually two arguments in one. They

not only point up the husky size of

summer audiences but suggest strongly

that one of the biggest reasons for the

dip in average tv summer viewing that

does take place is the fact that mam
top shows go off the air. This is indi-

cated by the fact that the ratings (

a

measurement of relative popularity)

of the 12 no-hiatus shows were about

the same as in the previous winter.

The networks have been arguing

with advertisers for years that summer
ratings would hold up if sponsors

would only keep their regular shows

on. They have made somewhat of a

dent but there are still advertisers who
can come back with : "The talent wants

a vacation," or "I can't afford it."

A way out of this dilemma is indi-

cated by Nielsen's recent comprehen-

sive study of tv film reruns. The studv

showed that summer film reruns did

just as well as a representative group

of non-rerun summer shows. (For de-

tails see "Reruns: they mean 20-50%
of film nut" sponsor, 25 Januarv

1954.)

The film rerun solves the problem

of vacations for the talent and partly

solves the problem of cost. While there

is a certain amount of money that must

be put out for reruns in the form of

re-use payments as well as extra com-

pensation for the star, reruns are still

a good deal cheaper than first-runs.

Of course advertisers have been at-

tacking the cost problem by using

cheaper replacement shows for many
summers now. Here are some examples

{Please turn to page 120)

Among sponsored shows continuing through

summer: "Name's the Same" (ABC TV), top

Growing film tv rerun trend last summer <s

typified by "Burns & Allen" (CBS TV), center

NBC TV's low-cost "Saturday Night Revue^

with H. Carmichael replaced "Show of Shows"

8 MARCH 1954
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YOU MIGHT SCORE 100 POINTS ;'-

III I

PULSE REPORT— 100% YARDSTICK

KALAMAZOO TRADING AREA — FEBRUARY, 1953

MONDAY-FRIDAY
ioon-6 p.m. 6 p.m.-midnight

WKZO 59% (a) 48%
B 21 14 23

C 5 (a) 4 6

D 4 4 4

E 3 4 ' 7

MISC. 14 12

(a) Does not broadcast jor complete six-hour period and the

share of audience is unadjusted for this situation.

Me gPefae* ff/a/icm
/

WKZO— KALAMAZOO
WKZOTV _ GRAND RAPIDSKALAMAZOO
WJEF — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEFFM — GRAND RAPIDSKALAMAZOO
KOLN — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA
KOLNTV — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA

Anoca^d with

WMBD — PEORIA ILLINOIS

• . YOU NEED WKZO RADIO
TO PILE UP SALES
IN WESTERN MICHIGAN!
WKZO, Kalamazoo, i- Western Michigan's first station on

almost ever) count. First in programming, first in listeners-

per-dollar, first in Pulse ratings (left i !

Take the WKZO news operation. According to Pulse, \\ KZO
newscasts get an average rating of 12.5%, as against /.. '

<

for the next-best station! In 1953, W KZO Radio News won
J

the annual Michigan Associated Press radio award, for the

second year in a ron!

No newscast availabilities at present, hut \our Avery-Knodd
man will be glad to steer jrou onto 90me other equallv good 1

WKZO buys.

WIQ
CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO

AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN

Avery- Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

'Frank Se/wj of Furman srt /Ins \< I 1 rem,! in <i 1954 game against Newberry College.
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Summer queationn

I

Answers to 7

basic questions

I on summer

radio and tv

Up-to-date charts cover every

major phase of summer air plans.

from economics to sales results

J[ he summer of 1954 presents both opportunity and

challenge to American agencies and clients.

It's an opportunity because economists now feel that

the corner may be turning in the current downward trend

of business and farm incomes and that the nations econ-

omy this summer should he healthy even if below '53 peaks.

It's a challenge because the late.-t radio and television

research shows clearly that more than 90% of U. S. fam-

ilies are home—and available for air advertising—in the

summertime. Even when away from home they represent

a large potential audience. Some 70% of the cars in the

U. S. now have radios, auto industry experts estimate,

and out-of-home listening is at an all-time high. And al-

most all vacation areas are now tv-covered.

SPONSOR editors have carefully culled the mo t meaning-

ful and up-to-date research concerning summertime radio

and tv, and present seven pages of charts and editorial

analysis as a guide to summer air selling. Each of the

major topics—economics, audience measurement, out-of-

home listening, and so on—is covered on a single page.

1. Is it true that sales for most items

go to pot in the summer? 'page 48)

2. Are the people at home to listen

and watch in summer months? ' page 50

»

3 Does radio listening take a sharp

dip during summer months? 'page 54)

4- What will out-of-home audience

add to radio in summertime? 'page 57)

J. H(low does out-of-home audience

break down qualitatively? 'page 60

1

6. Does tv viewing decline sharply

during the summer months? 'page 63

)

I What proof i

the air in summe

is there that going off S I)

r hurts sales? ' page 67'

8 MARCH 1954

Headlines state the topi< : charts present the latest facts.

Special editorial text accompanies each chart to analyze

the facts for admen.

\- in the past, certain broad conclusion- emerge from

this research about summer radio-ft :

1. With the exception of the specialized seasonal prod-

ucts (cold remedies, vitamins, winter clothing), the sales

curves of most major categories ol retail activit) are now

virtual!) stable the year "round.

2. W ith less than 10$ of the air audience awa) on

vacation on the average at am point in the summer, those

who remain represent a near-normal audience potential—

and a consumer market that will tend to switch brands

aide-- held h\ near-normal air selling.

3. With the development of auto radios to a point of

perfection in price and performance, with sales of porta-

bles at record highs and with t\ now having moved in to

cover most of the former "holes" in the television map

the I . S. audience can be reached during the -ummer

months even when they're awai on vacation.
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/ ' ' Summer questions

Is it true that sales for most items go to pot in the summer?

INCOMES: Pergonal, iarm incomes are sternly during summer, government surveys show
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov.

1. |b5taJd£Mi *m* S281.0 S283.6 S282.7 S284.7 S286.3 S287.5 S287.0 S286.3 $287.2 S285.9 $!

2.
Farm income
( millions) S2.834 $1,949 $2,100 S2.Q01 S 2.010 $2,193 $2,456 $2,494 S3,197 $3,693 $3,491 S!

1.

I V1I,1 .SIS'; \- iii ihe previous postwai years the na-

tion - persona] and farm incomes held up strongl) and

even increased slightlj during the summer of L953. \i

vai - end, incomes nosed down from predicted levels as

businessmen started to reduce big inventor] stockpiles.

Bui Washington experts and business leaders now feel thai

the I . S. economj ma) 1"- set for an upswing and that

persona] and farm incomes may approach 1953 levels, the

best year in business history. Monthl) personal income

figures above arc from the DepL of Commerce, and arc

adjusted for the theoretical annual rate. Farm income,

from the same source is actual cash receipts to fanner-.

S lf.ES ~bh; three*
Jan. Feb.

': Summertime sales are better for retail, food, drug eategories

Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov

'

Retail trade
$13,054 $12,329 $13,956 $14,167 $14,665 $14,578 $14,385 $14,476 $14,082 $14,951 $13,955 $1

2 Food store

(millions) $3,395 $3,095 $3,301 $3,395 $3,485 $3,377 $3,478 $3,425 $3,350 $3,567 $3,291 \

3. tmolT $392 $387 $381 $383 $397 $396 $392 $390 $377 $394 $384

ANALYSES: I . S. retail trade figures above, barome-

ter of consumer purchasing, were noticeably higher in

1953 than in 1952. and again showed the standard I . S.

pattern: Retail sales, on the whole, are as good in the sum-

mer as they are in winter; often, they are better. Food

and drug products, two of air advertising's biggest client

categories, show similar sales strength in the summer,

and are likely to repeat the performance in 1954. For

many food and drug products summer is a peak sea-

son. According to A. C. Nielsen's Food and Drug indices

summer sales top winter levels for packaged Boaps, -piced

meats, cold cereals, dentifrices, shampoos, wave sets.

nMMmniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii [Himiimiimiitiiiiii iiinim iimmiiiiiiiiiiii imiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin hiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iw 11 11

«

i
iimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii hi

"
iii::i:i

•

riiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiHi rnmmi t iiiiMi;:; iui"uii:!ii!r :
wv

OTHER SALES CATEGORIES: fiasoline sales rise in summer, home furnishings hold up

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov.

1.
Gasoline stations

$779 $752 $810 $826 $888 $916 $971 $960 $908 $914 $898

2 Furniture, appliance

stores (millions) $676 $656 $676 $676 $752 $796 $741 $785 $724 $830 $813 $

ANAEsYSiS: Summertime is traditionall) the season

when Americans use their cars most of which arc toda)

equipped with radios much more than in winter. Thus

the month-by-month Dept. of Commerce sales figures

above for gas stations, in which the peak comes in August,

will be no surprise to admen. Other purchases in the auto-

motive field (tire-, accessories) hold up equall) well dur-

ing the ummei months, government figures show. Ihe

other set of figures, however. ma\ surprise many. In

L953, retail sales of furniture and appliance products

not onlv held up stronglv during the July-AugUSt-Sep-

tember period hut passed the levels which had been set

earlier in the year. Reason: higher consumer incomes

and greater sales pressure b\ manufacturers and stores.
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an EXTRA AUDIENCE OF THOUSANDS
IS ON THE MOVEe^c a ^^^

All summer long, cars loaded with

prospects for your products roll on in an

unending procession along the new New
York State Thruway and other thousands

of miles of WHAM-covered highways.

More than 70% of these cars are radio

equipped thus creating a tremendous plus

or extra audience.

The strongest radio station signal heard

at all points along the new super highway

and byways between Syracuse and Buffalo

is WHAM.

The WHAM coverage area embraces

26 counties. In these counties there is a vast,

permanent audience riding in nearly a half

million automobiles. In addition there is an

annual influx of thousands of visitors.

These listeners are ready to buy and shop

anywhere along the route, motivated by

your sales message on WHAM.
People succumb to the call of the open

road, get out of the house during the sum-

mer months . . . reach them in their auto-

mobiles, on the move, with a program or

spots on WHAM.

WHAM
SELLS WESTERN NEW YORK

NOT JUST ROCHESTER!

fiF

The STROMBERG-CARLSON Station, Rochester, N. Y. Basic NBC • 50,000 watts • clear channel • 1180 kc

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY, National Representative
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Summer question*

Are the people at home to listen and watch in summer months?

1 \ lf-l SIS: Audience research in the last few years con-

Bistentl) reveala the same — t < » i v
: There are almost .1- main

people available t<> tune radio-tt in the summer as in winter.

I luce charts <>n this page beai out tlii- 1 ontention. The

first, al liulit. is the result "I a stud) made 1>\ \dvertesl

Research during the first week "I Vugusl L953 in the New
^"ik ana. The second, in tin- (inter of the page, was

made in two Midwestern markets in l'JU! 1>\ l's\<:holugical

Corp. The third, at bottom oi page, i- an NBC IA Btu I)

made in \r\\ 1 ork in 1951.

\ll tell virtuallj the same >t «»r\ . with onl) minor differ-

ences. According to Vdvertest, 70.')' ', of the radio-ft

homes are available the average hour daj or night, and

on am given summer day 91.1$ of the families have one

or more members at home. According to Psychological

< "i|>. about 92% of the mid-summer audience te at home.

NBC TV's over-all figure -how- that 94.8$ of radio-t\

families are at home, on the average, during the summer
months, with the n-st on vacation. It's obvious that the

I 5. pattern changes onl) slightl) over the years, since part

ol the differences was caused by samples, techniques and

locations of the three summertime research studies. * * *

Hon- iikiiii/ homes available during day?

EASE: 751

Period: Aug. 6-17. 1 953

SOURCE: ADVERTEST

/ 7- 9 a m. 828%
9-11 a.m. 72.8%
11-1 p.m. 61.9%
1- 3 p.m. 49.5%
3- 5 p.m. 51.9%
5- 7 p m 69.1%
7- 9 p.m. 82.5%
9-11 p.m. 84.5%
11- 1 a.m. 83.2%

-AVERAGE 709%

PERCENT TAKING VACATIONS (BY. WEEKS)

64$ take vacations May 2 - Oct. 1

SOURCE

took no vacation or spent

their vacations at home

went away on vacation with

all members of the family

out of town at same time

went away on vacation, but

had left one or more mem-
bers of the fomily at home

fit nNRMer averaae (t- family

is present 94.9% of the time

Only about a third (30.7%) of the radio-tv

families in New York actually take an away-
from-home vacation at some point in the sum-
mer, a 1951 NBC TV study shows. The others
either took no vacation, spent vacations at

home, or left some part of their family at
home. Averaged against the entire tv group,
94.8% of tv families were available.
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WHO
and Get Iowa's Metropolitan Areas..

Ptu& the Remainder of Iowa!

TAKE AUTOMOTIVE SALES, FOR INSTANCE!

5.4% CEDAR RAPIDS

4.5% TRI-CITIES-

13.3% DES MOINES

2.6% DUBUQUE'

4.3% SIOUX CITY

4.0% WATERLOO

65.9% REMAINDER OF STATE

S.OJ MINNESOTA
I S.A.M. D

V. STATION

raarN

DAYTIME
AUDIENCE AREA

T
IBIDlBBBiAc TunlilUDBJuPajLiPli
BBBBBBBfiSs
DBBBBBB^^n,
IHBB^SHEiBgf

/ISCONSIN

NEBRASKA

KANSAS

IBBaBHBBgl.

MISSOURI

THE "REMAINDER OF IOWA" ACCOUNTS FOR THESE SALES :

(Which You MISS Unless You Cover the Entire State)

67.2% Food Stores

63.2% Eating and Drinking Places

47.9% General Merchandise Stores

57.5% Apparel Stores

61.4% Home Furnishings Stores

65.9% Automotive Dealers

• 74.9% Filling Stations

80.8% Building Material Groups

62.0% Drugstores

Source: l953-'54 Consumer Markets

BUY ALL of IOWA-
i'lus "Iowa Plus"—with

WHO
FREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives

Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts

Col. B. J. Palmer, President

P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
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1st 1954

remember this date.

In the future it will

be known as the day

that H©M E had

its premiere

a service of Radio Corporation of America

10:00 A.M. DING DONG SCHOOL 10:30 A.M. ONE MAN'S FAMILY 10:45 A.M. THREE STEPS TO HEAVEN ILOO A.M. HOME
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Summer </ii<'.\f iou.v

Does radio listening take a sharp dip during the summer months?

.4 V1L1 .SIS': In the Nielsen < bar! below radio Bets-in-use

• <>n a borne basis) for the I .S. are compared, December
\-. J nl \ 1953. Hour-by-hour different es in radio levels are

noted below the curves al each major time Begment.

Generally Bpeaking the Bummertime radio curve of the

I ,S. Iia~ a pattern similar to the winter radio curve. Sum-
mertime's daytime peak, like winter's, comes in the 1:00-

2:00 p.m. period. I In- nighttime peak in summertime lis-

tening, like winter's, i- in the period between 6:00 p.m.

.ind ;;:()ii p.m. Morning radio, as il does in the winter,

shows a rapid and continual rise between 6:00 a.m. and

DOOn. I he two curves arc onlj a point or two awav from

each other during the entire afternoon with the average

difference amounting to 3.7.

Vdmen should not assume that daytime radio is "bigger"

than nighttime radio, both summer and winter, on the basis

of the figures shown above. Reason: the number of listen-

ers-per-sel differs between da) and night According to

American Research Bureau, there are 1.6 persons listening

to each radio during the daytime; 2.4 at night. In other

words a daytime radio show that reaches a million homes

is being listened to by some 1.600.000 people. At night, a

million homes represents about 2,400,000 people -an in-

crease of 50 ' '<

.

The figures for December 1953 in the <hart below were

corrected by Nielsen to reflect the listening in multiple-set

U.S. homes. The July figures were not corrected thusly.

Julv therefore was a bit closer to the December level than

was charted. The up-grading to allow for multiple-set

homes should be around 595 of the sets-in-USe. • • •

20

16

12

%
Homes

7AM 8 9 10 11 12N 1PM 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

SOURCE: \ C N
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'This is the Deacon Speakin

By all odds the top farm-program personality

in Central New York, Hob Doubleday, the

RID Deacon, mixes wisdom and wit to hold

the enthusiasm ol his huge farm audieno

City slnkcis listen, too. Participating, Monday
through Saturday,

5 to 7 a.m.

WSYR Timekeeper, Elliott Gove

Central New York's most popular timekeepa

on Central New York's top-rated local morning

program. At least five years' continuous spon-

sorship by more than half of the present

sponsors. Participating, Monday through Satur-

day,

7:05-9:15 a.m.

Jim Define and the Gang

After 16 years, the Jim Deline show is still the

top radio variety show of Central New York.

Sponsors' sales figures prove it. Participating,

Monday through Saturday,

9:15-9:55 a.m.

(Also 1:00-2:00 p.m.)

I

Reasons Why
Morning Radio PAYS OFF

for WSYR Advertisers
Any way you want to look at it— Nielsen, SAMS, Pulse —

WSYR is FIRST in rich Central New York

ACUSE
570 KC

Write, Wire, Phone or Ask Headley-Reed

WSYR-AM-FM-TV— the Only Complete Broadcast Institution

in Central New York. NBC Affiliate



THEY KNEW IT IN VAUDEVILLE!

Every act on the boards knew there were certain cities

that responded hetter to their performance. A typical

performer's reaction was, "You should have caught th"

act in Oskaloosa . . . they loved me there!"

Things haven't changed a hit; regions, areas and locali-

ties still differ in their tastes—tastes better evaluated
and met by those right on the spot.

That's why independent radio is scoring so many out-

standing successes . . . why independent radio has

thrived in the face of competition! If you want to put

your product over in Home Town, America, be inde-

pendent . . . think independent! Contact any of the

top independents listed below !

These Top Independents Sell the Home Folks Best!

WCUE —Akron, Ohio WMIL
WCOP — Boston, Mass. WKDA
WDOK — Cleveland, Ohio WAVZ
KMYR — Denver, Colorado WTIX
KCBC — Des Moines, Iowa KBYE
WIKY — Evansville, Indiana KOWH
KNUZ — Houston, Texas KXL
WXLW — Indianapolis, Indiana KITE

WJXN — Jackson, Mississippi KSON
KLMS — Lincoln, Nebraska KYA
WKYW — Louisville, Kentucky KEAR
WMIN — Minneapolis—St. Paul, Minn. KOL

Milwaukee, Wisconsin KREM
Nashville, Tennessee WTXL
New Haven, Conn. KSTN
New Orleans, La. KSTL
Oklahoma City, Okla. WOLF
Omaha, Nebraska KFMJ
Portland, Oregon KWBB

• San Antonio. Texas WNEB
San Diego, California CKXL
San Francisco. California CKNW
San Mateo, California CKY
Seattle, Washington

Spokane, Washington
- Springfield, Mass.

Stockton, California

St. Louis, Missouri

Syracuse, New York
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Wichita, Kansas
Worcester, Mass.

Calgary, Alberta, Canada
Vancouver, B. C, Canada
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

They are all members of AIMS— Association of Independent Metropolitan

Stations— each the outstanding independent station in a city.

Aim for BULL'S-EYE results...with the AIMS GROUP

°»Ol„n«*
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Summer question*

What will the out-of-home audience add to radio in summer months?

ANALYSIS: Out-of-home radio listening, the Pulse

chart below makes clear, is not a summertime exclusive.

But the amount of radio listening that takes place outside

the home is noticeably larger in the hot weather months

as compared with winter. Indeed percentages added b\ sum-

mertime out-of-home audiences are larger in every one of

the 15 major markets represented in the chart, with the

usual jump being about three or four percentage points.

Admen will notice another interesting trend as revealed

by these Pulse figures. Out-of-home radio listening, as a

plus value of radio advertising, is increasing steadily in

value. In every case but one ( Detroit, where winter '52

and winter '53 levels were tied
)

, the cold-weather figures

on away-from-home listening were higher last year as com-

pared with the year before.

Summertime out-of-home listening is making equally

impressive gains. In almost every market surveyed (excep-

tion: Washington, which also reached a tie between the

summertime out-of-home levels of ">^ and '53) the gains

between the two summers were jusl as good as the gains

between the two winters. Average '52-'53 winter gain:

about 0.3 percentage points. Average '52 '53 BUmmertime
gain: about 0.25 percentage point-.

The percentage added to radio Bets-in-use levels |,\ the

out-of-home audience varies somewhat according to the

geographical location of the market. In cities like Minne-

apolis-St. Paul and Seattle, the ".">.'5 summertime out-of-home

audience added some 17.8'v and 15.7% respectively due
perhaps to cooler climates. But warm Southern < -itie-. like

Birmingham, don't gain much more, due to an even, year-

'round climate. The biggest gain- appear to be made in

cities like New York, Philadelphia. Chicago and Boston

where the winters are cold and summers are fairl) hot,

driving millions to the beaches and outdoors.

'I;:

1

:

WINTER '52 AND '53

Homes using

radio in

Jan. '53

0-o-h liste Ting homes % added by

MARKET Winter
'53

Winter
'52 o-o-h

ATLANTA 18.6 3.3 3.1 17.7

BALTIMORE 16.7 3.2

BIRMINGHAM 22.3 3.2

BOSTON 19.2 3.8

CHICAGO 18.5 3.1

CINCINNATI 17.7 3.1

DALLAS ..... 20.1 3.3

DETROIT 18.5 3.0

WASHINGTON, D. C. 19.8 3.2

If).

2

3.0 14.3

3.3 19.8

2.6 16.8

2.6 17.5

16.4

3.0 16.2

LOS ANGELES 21.3 4.2
* * 19.7

MINN.-ST. PAUL 20.3 3.1 2.9 15.3

NEW YORK CITY 19.3 4.0 3.5 20.7

PHILADELPHIA 16.1 3.5 3.3 21.7

SAN FRANCISCO 20.9 3.9
*# 18.7

SEATTLE 22.8 2.8 2.6 12.3

3.1 16.2

SUMMER '52 AND '53

MARKET
Homes using

radio July

Aug. '53

0-o-h listen

Summer
•53

ing homes

Summer
'52

°o added by
'53 summer

o-o-h

ATLANTA 16.1 3.6
» 22.4

BALTIMORE 15.8 3.5 3.2 22.2

BIRMINGHAM _ 20.1 3.5 3.3 17.1

BOSTON 18.6 4.2 4.1 22.6

CHICAGO _ 17.8 3.7 3.2 20.8

CINCINNATI _ 16.3 3.6 3.1 22.1

DALLAS

.

_ 19.3 3.9
#» 20.2

DETROIT 17.7 3.8 3.0 21.5

LOS ANGELES _ 19.6 1.1 4.3 22.4

MINN.-ST. PAUL... _ 19.1 3.4 3.3 17.8

\ EW YORK CITY- _ 17.9 4.4 4.3 24.6

PHILADELPHIA 14.3 3.8 3.7 26.6

SAN FRANCISCO 20.1 4.4 4.3 21.9

SEATTLE 20.4 3.2 3.1 15.7

WASHINGTON, D. C. 18.1 3.6 3.6 1 9.9

Man 1953 except NY in Feb. 1953. tJuly-Aug. 1953. except NY. in Aug only. Dallas in June-Julj 1953. "Not surveyed. NOTE: Figures in chart .bore show percentage of

homes listening during average quarter hour, from 6:00 a.m. to midnight, seven days a week, sot RCE Pulie, it.

Next chart appears page 60



CYCLES

New York

TIDE WATER
ASSOCIATED
OIL COMPANY
Tulsa San Francisco

OLDSMOBILE

The Saturday Bnalaf

LAN LAV

it

FORD
^TFT:

Minestrone

HILL

AMimtft s

1ADGEST
CIOIMINO
CHAIN

,oo'» il '

Mffif
liter's

M6^,.

Here are great names in

American marketing, all users

of KSFO, San Francisco.

COVERED WAGON

§s.

LV^Vfe Wonder •

><^\

m*
ENRi

' •*V* BREAD
•f

HfVBu<lrfSlrOT,U.IM^ 4]



j Tillamookhalo handlery hotel

HOIIANDER BREAD R°MA «"* -
-NORTH AMERICAN AIRLINES

- -«t General Motors *;"_ c 'DRlTONl

iiUMONT^iB^i^H^^ " |)i;S
Motorola Radio

Uli

SAN FRANCISCO

ONE OF AMERICA'S

GREAT INDEPENDENT STATIONS

Sound reasoning, seasoned judgment, mark their choice of San

Francisco radio stations. In KSFO they find the widest coverage

of any Northern California independent, realistic rates that

combine with consistently high ratings to give lowest cost per

thousand listeners of any San Francisco station, network or

independent, and splendid merchandising service that ties

together advertiser, distributor, retailer and listener.

IEAD

Wesley I. Dumm, President

Alan L. Torbet, General Manager
Gary Garlund, Commercial Manager

n prt s( uli <l lui //' mlli y Hi i il

ICE FOLLIES P"**

Langendorf T3orden'S

Kaiser^*
SIMPLE
simon j

®ennisons **$SP

TELEVISION

l'i' I

DIERIURY yhiteHoci

^HVLCO WW™
ANACIN n^&m
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siiiiiiiicr questions

5. How does out-of-home audience break down by qualitative factors?

tiiufif.six.- During a typical mid-summer day bitter than

four out of It) homes have one or more persona listening

to radio on an out-of-home basis, a Pulse Btud) (see chart

below) of the Net* York ana indicate-. The summertime

figure <>f 14.1'; i- noticeably highei than the comparable

November 1953 figure <>f 38.995 (onlj Bummer figures in

chart below •

.

Of this out-of-home audience better than half (55.5%)

represents an age category between 2n and 11 years old,

thus (loin:; a\\a\ with an\ notion- that the au a\ -fi om-hoine

audience is composed of youngsters, teenagers and old-

sters. Nearly a third (31.3^{ i of the out-of-home audience

i- in the age group between 2o and /U years.

The ratio between men and women dialing out-of-home

in the summertime i- balanced almost 00-40 in favor of

men. The actual figures: 59.1% for men: 40.9% for wom-

en. In the winter, by comparison, the positions are almost

reversed. November figures show that 42.3% of the out-

of-home audience i- male: 57.7'
I

is female in New "i ork.

Automobiles top the list of favorite places in which the

out-of-hoine air audience conducts its listening to summer-

time radio shows. No less than 61.8 f
; of the away-from-

home listeners mentioned autos as their primary location

of out-of-home dialing. The auto incidentally is equally

popular in winter as a mobile radio receiver. In November

55.692 of out-of-home listening i- done in cars. -a\- Pulse.

Uthough other locations of out-of-home listening are

important (see chart! the automobile is by far the most

popular. This popularity has steadily increased in the

postwar years. Back in L948 auto industry sources e-ti-

mated that some ."><)'; of the cars on the roads were radio-

equipped. Two \ear- ago the figure wa- calculated to be

oxer 00%. 1 Partial confirmation of thi- i- found in the

1952 studs by Dr. Forest L. Whan of the New England
area, in which 02' ', of the cars had radios. 1 Latest pre-

dictions by auto dealers and independent researchers say

-nine 70'
; of I .S. autos w ill be radio-equipped b\ summer.

Independent stations have long been aware of the fact

that Americans take to their cars during the summer
months, particularly on wee! ends. Main of these inde-

pendent radio outlets beam special programs to car listen-

er-. Major networks are in the act too now.

Two years ago. the Broadcast Advertising Bureau spon-

sored a study of auto radio listening, and found that more
than a third of the cars on the jam-packed U.S. roads and
highways have their radios tuned in on Sunday afternoons.

Such figures as these should be taken into consideration

by admen planning summertime radio campaigns. The
jiain in summertime out-of-home audience helps to balance

the drop-offs in radio as charted b\ Nielsen on page 51.

Illl!llllllllllllli;illl[!!!:!i!!!llll!llllllillllll!ll!!lll!ll!ll]|!llllliu:

The fotir-otif-of-f homes with out-of-home listening: who tunes? where?

AUGUST 1953

NO O-O-H

BY
AGE

GROUP

BY
SEX

100,0%

DID LISTEN

5-13 . .14,5%. .6.1%

14-19 ... .7,6% 12.0%

20-34 . .

.

.23.2%. .31.3%

35-44 . .

.

.14,5%. .24.3%

45-64 . .29.9%. .22.2%

65 & OVER .10,2%. .4.1%

100.0%. 100.0%

MALE 42,3%. 59.1%

FEMALE 57.7%. 40.9%

100.0%

SOURCE: The 1'ulw. Inf. Fl«ur« «rr for 'Jl l,<Hjr period ll tin 1 rl ...rket

iiii

'

i. —^ *••
•

'

DID LISTEN

BY
PLACE

AUTO 61.8%

WORK 25.5%

VISITING 14.1%

PORTABLES .

.

.5.0%

RESTAURANTS 3,9%

RETAILSHOPS .6.3%

SCHOOLS, ETC. 1.0%

117,6% :

'Multiple responses.

nisssssssssssssssl
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c>AK HILIL, w . VA. CO

YES, SIR, YOU HEARD RIGHT!-<

DELIVERS

STATION COVERAGE DETAIL BY NCS AREAS

Total STATE

NCS Area

County

No. of

Counties

DAYTIME

dlo Homes 4-Week Cum. Weekly Average Day

in Area NCS Circ. %* NCS Circ. %* NCS Circ. %*

WEST VIRGINIA

20,370 FAYETTE 1 18,490 90 18,220 89 10,150 49

18.190 GREENBRIER

MONROE

SUMMERS

3 15,490 85 15,130 83 6,720 36

66,940 KANAWHA 1 10,310 15 7,180 10 4,410 06

14,570 LEWIS

BRAXTON

DODDRIDGE

GILMER

4 3,110 21 2,280 15 1,680 11

18,260 LOGAN 1 2,780 15 1,960 10 1,020 05

19,440 MERCER I 8,000 41 6,480 33 3,990 20

14,290 NICHOLAS

CLAY

WEBSTER

3 11,450 80 11,080 77 6,620 46

23,930 RALEIGH 1 20,220 84 19,610 81 8,540 35

12,290 ROANE

CALHOUN

JACKSON

WIRT

4 2,720 22 1,990 16 1,460 11

16,750 WYOMING

BOONE

2 9,630 57 8,610 51 6,730 40

225.030 10 TOTAL 21 102,200 92.540 51,320

-% of Ku,iio Homes in A rea

DELIVERS 102,200 DAYTIME FAMILIES!

Lots of you radio advertisers may never have

even heard of Oak Hill, but Oak Hill's

WOAY actually is the second most-powerful

station in West Virginia, and reaches 102,200

daytime families, according to Nielsen!

Also— we would like to point out that you

get this audience for a cozy $21.60 per

quarter hour (26-time rate) ! If you'd like to

know more about us, including availabilities,

please write direct to Robert R. Thomas, Jr.,

Manager, at:

WOAY
OAK HILL, WEST VIRGINIA

10,000 Watts AM
20,000 Watts FM



My ithuil it<>p"

says BETH BEACH, oj

HARRY it. COHEN

• •
/, imiis his stations

'

programs, lit can till quickly

whether 'Aunt Tillie's NoU Book'

is ti kid show in' a cooking school.

It usually makes u difference."

JKPCO knows

I In ilijji n lift .

Tin riih of tin

Pearson shop is—-know
your stations

and know tin m mm 11.

You can count

on thai.

RADIO AND TELEVISION STATION REPRESENTATIVES

JEPCO kllOKI hM thl Wind hi"".

NEW YORK • 'CHICAGO • MINNEAPOLIS • DALLAS • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO
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Summer question*

Does tv viewing decline sharply during the summer months?
1 Illlllini IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII'I

ANALYSES: Throughout the moaning and afternoon, \\

in the U.S. holds ud almost as well in the summer as 1 om-
pared with winter, a comparison of A. C. Nielsen i\ data
for July and December 1953 indicates. Proof of this can be
seen in the hour-by-hour differences in tv sets-in-use levels

From 6:00 a.m. to around 5:00 p.m., the two curves are
never more than four or five points apart; the average is

2.6. After 5:00 p.m. the wintertime curve is decidedl)
higher than the summertime curve until around 10:00
p.m., when they start to merge again. Reason: Daytime tv

is largely a year-round proposition with few shows taking

a hiatus. Daytime viewing, therefore, carries on at a good
level throughout the summer months due to audience loy-

alty. Nighttime tv is another matter. Most of the star-name
nighttime tv shows go off the air for the summer, following

an advertising pattern remarkabl) similai i" thai pra< ti< 1 d

in pre-wai nighttime radio. Kb .1 result, with fewei top-

bracket -Inns- in watch, nighttime i\ viewing in the sum-
iimi takes a dip. Ratings of individual nighttime shows

that do staj on, however, -how that viewers are thi

abundance .11 night during the summei months.

\1l1nrn will note that late-night (after 10:00 p.m.) view-

ing in summer and wintei are fairlj < lose. Here again the

question 1- one ol year-round programing vs. hiatus -how-.

Late-night programs (news, weather, sports, movies) sel-

dom -how much change between summei and winter;

therefore the drop-off in summertime audicn. e i- mill h less

at 1 1 :00 p.m., when it i- down bj |n-i one point, than it i-

at 8:0(1 p.m., when the summertime level is .1 full 28.3

points below w inter. * * *
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WCAU Philadelphia, P

WXYZ Detroit, Michig

WCPO Cincinnati, Ohi

KDKA Pittsburgh, Pa.

WNAC Boston, Mass.

WGY Schenectady, N
KPRC Houston, Texas

WMIE Miami, Fla.

KOOL Phoenix, Ariz.

WXLW Indianapolis, In

WFLA Tampa, Fla.

KTUC Tucson, Ariz.

WILS Lansing, Mich.

WKNX Saginaw, Mich.

WELL Battle Creek, M
WVLK Lexington, Ky.

WDWS Champaign, III.

WBBC Flint, Mich.

MEMO TOMm

RED GETS THE LAUGH!
YOU GET A LAUGH -1

OF SALES OPPORTUNI1

RED S A RIOT
se-

at the V k^N
"MEAN WIDDLE KID"

. . Red keeps fans in an

%rtl
uproar Sponsors soy

I DOOD IT."
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ESE STATIONS (AND MANY MORE) HAVE

l/E RIGHTS TO, AND ARE NOW OFFERING.!
WNOW York, Pa.

wcos Columbia, S. C.

WCBA Corning, N. Y.

WCYB Bristol, Va.

KXO El Centro, Calif.

KOLD Yuma, Arizona

WBRW Welch, W. Va.

KXIC Iowa City, Iowa

wcss Amsterdam, N. Y.

KROS Clinton, Iowa

WAGM Presque Isle, Me.

KBBA Benton, Ark.

WARE Ware, Mass.

WOAY Oak Hill, W. Va.

WVOW Logan, W. Va.

WMTE Manistee, Mich.

WALM Albion, Mich.

WBEV Beaver Dam, Wis

WDOV Dover, Del.

KVSA McGehee, Ark.

KPQ Wenatchee, Wash.
KSUN Bisbee, Ariz.

KUBA Yuba City, Calif.

WBAT Marion, Ind.

WNIX Springfield, Vt.

WLBH Mattoon, III.

KGAR Garden City, Kan.

WRFS Alexander City, Ala.

KSWO Lawton, Okla.

KCAP Helena, Mont.

KOJM Havre, Mont.

KVBC Farmington, N. M.

KGAK Gallup, N. M.

KVOC Casper, Wyo.

WBPZ Lock Haven, Pa.

WLFH Little Falls, N. Y.

It's crazy, man, crazy.

Everybody wants the

sales-happiest show

on radio. Stations,

sponsors, agencies in

market after market

are scrambling to

sign up.

WS Ml** R40/0 U0G||^

260

'OT AVAILABILITIES ARE BEING GRABBED UP FAST!

[T IN TOUCH WITH YOUR LOCAL STATION AND tamo to

STATIONS

hours!

MA
LL BE AVAILABLE!

Better say "I dood it"

by wire or phone today.
Tomorrow may be too late

so hurry, hurry, hurry'.

X^

3'S A PANIC
original chuckle-head

KADIDDLEHOPPER
pd's homespun humor
super hilarious.

<y* HIS ANTICS ARE
FRANTIC

... as-

CAULIFLOWER McPUGG
punchy Champ who leads

with his head.

cmum

MfWrovc m'"<«'
6. 0H,0

"ourwooo
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He reaches customers in kitchen and car

Want to talk to the lady of the house while she's

preparing the evening meal? Want to get the ear

of her husband while he's driving his car?

Then let Hal Morgan tell your food, beverage,

drug or automotive story on "Morgan's Matinee"

— the sixty-minute show with double-barreled

appeal for homemakers and motorists alike.

From 4:30 to 5:30 each weekday afternoon,

Hal Morgan serves up a blend of good music, news,

weather, time and road conditions . . . preferred

fare for the man driving home from work, and

for the homemaker in the kitchen.

While Morgan is on the air, Greater Cleveland

traffic is at its peak. Over a quarter-million motor-

ists are on the move— 90 % with car radios!

During this same period, radios are tuned to

Hal Morgan by busy homemakers.

Reach customers in a mood to buy—on

"Morgan's Matinee"! Participations and quarter-

hour segments available. Check your nearest

Christal office today.

THE STATION WITH

4'/2 MILLION FRIENDS
IN NORTHERN OHIO

CBS-Cleveland—50,000 Watts

The Peoples Broadcasting Corp.

Represented by The Henry I. Christal Co., New York

In Canada by Radio Time Sales, Ltd., Toronto

66 SPONSOR
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Summer question*
• / < / /

1

What proof is there that going off the air in summer hurts sales?
l!llllllll!!llill!ll!IIIIL II

ANALYSIS: The relative difference in actual product

sales between the advertiser whose tv activitj continues

through the summer and the advertiser who isn't on t\

averages—for a list of 52 packaged products covering most
types of tv-sold goods—no less than 2o. I .

Thus the penalty for dropping out of air advertising in

the summer is a loss "I customers, since customei turnovei

can range between 36Jt and 89$ in a three-month period.

Ilii- conclusion, and charts below, are from M!< TVs
recenl study, "Summei Television Vdvertising," foi which
field work was done bj \\ . I!. Simmons and Vssoc. during

Jan.-Aug. L951. Same principle applies to radio. ***

Summer TV sales results: ail 52 brands studied

% buying in past month

Program viewers

Matched non-viewers

14.6%

11.4% 3.2%

Difference

Relative difference 28.1%

Summer TV sales results: 21 "new" brands

% buying in past month

Program viewers

Matched non-viewers

11.5% <
•

8.2% 3.3%

Difference

Relative difference 40*2%

By carefully matching groups of viewers

and non-viewers, virtually identical ex-

cept for exposure to summertime tv sell-

ing for various brands, NBC TV learned

the following:

1. For a total of 52 brands 14.6% of

the program viewers purchased the aver-

age brand.

2. Only 11.4% of the matched non-

viewers bought the brand in a four-week

period.

3. Summer tv advertising resulted in

a sales bonus of 3.2 buyers per 100 view-

ers. The relative difference between

brand purchases of program viewers and

non-viewers is 28.1%.

In the same study NBC learned that

11.5% of program viewers bought "new"

tv brands during the summer—brands

that had begun tv advertising campaigns

after May 1951. A matched sample of

non-viewers showed a buying figure of

only 8.2%. The actual difference be-

tween the two groups was 3.3 percentage

points. But the relative difference was a

sizable 40.2%. Stated NBC TV: "Once

again we are impressed with the fact

not simply that television works in the

summer, but that it works so swiftly."

One brand produced a difference of

28% in two months.

Summer TV sales results: 31 "stay-on" brands

% buying in last month

Program viewers

Matched non-viewers

16.8%

13.6% 3.2%
I Difference

Relative difference 23*5%

8 MARCH 1954

During the summer of 1951 31 brands

stayed on tv with no hiatus. All of them,

according to NBC TV, showed increased

sales among program viewers as com-

pared to matched groups of non-viewers.

For all of the 31 brands 16.8% of the

program viewers bought the product dur-

ing the course of a month prior to the

study. Among non-viewers the figure was

13.6%. Relative difference: 23.5%. And

stay-on brands increased their sales leads

among tv owners (vs. non-owners) from

the wintertime level of 20% to a sum-

mertime level of 37%, improving com-

petitive rank as well as volume.
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Tv film shows recently made available for syndication
Programs issued since November 7953. For complete list see 25 January 7954 issue. Next chart will appear 5 April

^iiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:;;. i , iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiBiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiii!!!! i . .:: i lunnnEffuifliinitiiiiiiiDtiiuaaiiiaiiiniiniuuuiuinniiuiiiiiufluauttiuiinui

Show name Syndicator Producer Length Price Range 1 No. in series Show name Syndicator Producer Length Price Range' No ins

ADVENTURE

Secret Flit.

USA.
Official Fllmi Arthur DrelfuM 30 min.

CHILDREN'S

Tv Exploitation Natl. Vldoo
Co. Prod.

5 min.

DRAMA. MYSTERY

Capsule Mysteries Charles Michel- Charles Michel- S min.
son son

Colonel March Official Films Panda Produe- 26': Kin. on request

tlons

Damon Runyon Screen Gems Screen Gems 30 min.
Theatre'

Ellery Queen TPA

James Mason Natl. 1

Show

Janet Dean. Regis- MPTv
tered Nurse

Norvln Prod.

Natl. Telefilm Portland Prod 15 min.

Cornwall Prod. 30 min

Phillips H. Lord 30 min.

Paragon Playhouse' NBC TV Film Sound Masters 30 min.

Racket Squad ABC Film Hal Roach Jr. 30 min.

Syndication

The Passerby Natl. Telefilm Ely Landau 15 min.

The Playhouse* ABC Film
Syndlcalle

Your Star Showcase TPA

Meridian Cora. 30 min.

Various 30 min. on request

26

39

26

26

52

26

39

39

39

98

26

26

EDUCATIONAL

Find a Hobby Natl. Telefilm Houston Color

Film Lab
15 min

Jorn Kleran's ABC TV Film Intl Til flm 15 min
Kaleldescope Prod.

MUSIC
Bobo the Hobo Natl. Telefilm Fantasy Features 15 min. 26

Junior Science MPTv Junior Science,
Inc

15 r.H i 39

Sleepy Joe' Kling Studios Kling Studios 30 min. 13

Superman Natl. Telefilm Natl. Comics 1 1 min. 16

The Birth of the
Sandman-'

Foundation
Films

Telorana Prod. 15 rain. on request 13

Tim* for Beany Consolidated Tv
Sales

Bob Ctaaipett 30 rain. unlimited

COMEDY
•

Duffy's Tavern MPTv Hal Roach Jr. 30 m is. 39

Father Knows Beste Screen Gems Cavalier 30 mis. 26

My Hero Official Films Ed Beloln 30 min. 39

DOCUMENTARY

Health i Happi- Tv Exploitation Jack Schwartz 4 min. 104

RELIGIOUS

130 =
Layman's Call

to Prayer

Man's Heritage

Natl. Telefilm

Natl. Telefilm

Trarseo Tv

Ely Landau

5 min.

SPORTS

Bill Corum
Sports Show

T e Referee

Tv Baseball

Hall of Fame

Natl. Telefilm

Kling

Natl. Telefilm

Vitapu Champion- Vltapix Corp.
ship Wrestling

Ely Landau

K'lng

James Harris 15 min.

Val. I. Llnd- 60 min.
berg 30 min.

VARIETY

'Where prkc range is not given, it has not yet been fixed, or syndicator prefers to give price only on request. Canada Dry is sponsoring this film in 80
markets semi-monthly. Separate scries is available for local sponsors in these atmc markets on alternate wcoks Available in color. 'Available in lune. 'Run
original*/ ynder another title, now being rc-rclcascd. 'Available oarly in April "Carter Products has 20 markets. Samsonitc Luggage has 35 markets. Rest avail-
able for local sponsors SPONSOR invites all tv film syndicators to send information on new films

68 [See film notes, jxi^r 71
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I
Music from the Natl. Telefilm E*j real Films 15 min. 13

Masters

m
|

1 NEWS

S Drew Pearson's MPTv Charles Curran 15 mi a. 2«

Wa hington

Merry-Go-Round

= Fulton Lewis Jr.» United Tv Pro- Un'ted Tv Pro- 12 rain. 28

1
grams grams

1 QUIZ

H Pantomime Quiz Natl. Telefilm Donlevy Prod. 30 min. 1!

= Sands of Time Natl. Telefilm Transco Tv 15 min. V

% Viz-Qulz Natl. Telefilm Vldeoplx 5 la. :',

Eva Gabor
Show

Natl. Telefilm Ely La-.dau 15 min.
1

13

WESTERN

Annie Oakleys

The Tim McCoy
Show

CBS TV Film

MPTv

Annie Oakley
Prod.

MPTv

30 Bin.

15 min. -



We're Overloaded

!

Just three one-minute spots on WSM-TV supplied

enough sales leads to last for weeks to come !

Here's the story chronologically

if//, To get So-Ten Meat Tenderizer into new
markets, the So-Ten Company of Memphis

decided to invite people to write in for

free samples, fill such requests promptly,

then have its salesmen follow-up by visiting

stores in towns from which requests came.

The company, through its advertising agency Getz

Crenshaw of Memphis, decided further to make its

free sample offer in one-minute spot announcements

on Phila Rawlings' "Kitchen Kollege" program. After

just three airings, they had to call a temporary halt

because "our salesmen can't keep up . . . requests

have come from 80 towns so far!"

If your sales force can use a mid-flight refueling,

remember that WSM-TV has been airborne longest in the

Nashville and Middle Tennessee market — and has the gear

to garner loads of leads. Contact Irving Waugh or

any Petry Man for details !

WSM-TV Channel 4
Nashville
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4 ways you can use this

valuable SPONSOR feature

//; every issue oj sponsor you will find the handy,
up-to-date listing oj neu ti station grants which appears

below. Here's how this compilation can help you.

1. ) <ui can plan campaigns far in advance In check-

ing on-air target dates git en in chart.

2. \ames oj permitee, manager and rep for each
lien i .p. and .station make it easy to get additional data.

3. List oj all stations neulv on air with commercial

programing during two weeks preceding issue is handy
reference list to update timebuyers.

4. Box score at bottom of page is succinct summary
of ti's status. Includes total number of U.S. stations.

I. V<*i(* coiivinici ion pvrntits

CITY 1 STATE

CAROLINA BEACH, N. C.

CHARLESTON, W. VA.

CHICAGO, ILL.

CLARKSBURG, W. VA.

EL CENTRO, CAL.

ELYRIA, OHIO

MODESTO, CAL.

STOCKTON, CAL.

WAUSAU, WIS.

WEST PALM BEACH,
FLA.

CALL CHANNEL
LETTERS NO

DATE OF
GRANT

ON- AIR
TARGET

POWER IKW)'
8TATIONS

VISUAL I AURAL 0N A,R
SETS IN
MARKET)

1 000)
PERMITEE & MANAGER

3'

WCHS-TV 8

WOPA-TV 44-

WBLK-TV 12

16

WEOL-TV 31 s

KTRB-TV 14

13

WOSA-TV 16

WEAT-TV 12

17 Feb.

1 1 Feb.

10 Feb.

17 Feb.

10 Feb.

12 Feb.

17 Feb.

12 Feb.

10 Feb.

19 Feb.

15 May

May 316

204

1 Sept.

3

200 1

110 4

2

22 12

96 52

1 June

1 July

20

144

22

50

11

72

12

27

NFA

30 vhf

1,810 vhf

NFA

NFA

NFA

NFA

NFA

NFA

21 uhf

Wllmlrg'on Tv Corp.
C Tucker, pre*.

G'enn M Turktr. v p
Milton Hamm'r. S'-e.

A L Wheeler, treaa.

Tlerney Co.
Lew's C. Tlernty. prei.-

rreas.

John T. Gt-lder, v. p. -gen.

IT.
George Kallam. tec.

WOPA-TV
Egmont Sonderhng. prcs
Richard Goodman, v. p.

Ma o.i Loundy. v-c.

Oh'o Valley Bestg. Corp
(News Pub. Co. Wheel-
ing W. Va )

Austin V. Wood. pres.

Georqe H C'lnton. v. p.

Lmlg Ccmmltte. eee.-

treav
Carl Loose, gen. mgr.

Valley Empire Telecasters

Willirm B Ross (part-

ner and ralt-owner)
W G. Ross (partner and

half -owner i

Elvria-Lora'n Be-stg. Co
Roy W Ammel. pre*.

D. O. Thomas v p

R. J. Finch, trtas.

Loren M. Berry
Alex Buchan. gen mgr

KTRB Bc-.tg. Co.

Wllllrm H. Bates Jr..

pr<s .treas -gen. mgr
I. W. Fisxalini. v. p.

Margie W. CUary. see.

Rariio ahlo. In? <

H. L. H offman. pres.

Orrin H Brown v. p.

J A. McCullough. v. p.

W. W Eltel. v. p.

Alvin E. O'Korski (sole

owner*

WEAT-TV. Inc.

Jam's R. Meacham.
pres. -gen. mgr.

Jamrs W. McGaughney.
v. p.

E H. Cochrane, v.p.

ff. lYetc stations on air*

RADIO
REP'

Forjoe

CALL CHANNEL!
LETTERS NO.

ON-AIR
DATE

POWER IKW)"
NET

AFFILIATION
STNS. 1

ON AIR
SETS IN
MARKETt

(000)
PERMITEE & MANAGER

CITY & STATE |
VISUAL AURAL REP

AUGUSTA, GA. WRDW-TV 12 14 Feb. 102 51 CBS 2 71 vhf Radio Aunirsta. Inc.

Grover C. Maxwell, pres

W. P Rlrqson. gen mqr

Hcadley-
Reed

DULUTH, MINN: KDAL-TV 3 1 March 100 50 NBC 3 36 vhf Red Rivtr Bc;tg Co
Dalton LaMasurler. pro

Avery-
Knodel

SAVANNAH, GA. WTOC-TV 11 14 Feb. 60 30 ABC, CBS 1 NFA Savannah Bcs'g. Co.
William T. Knight.

pres.-oen. for
F. S. Knight, v p.

Katz

SAN JUAN, P. R. WKAQ-TV 2 15 March 5 3 CBS 1 NFA El Mundo Bcstfl Corfl

Angel R?tos. pres.

Inter- Am. n-
can

SUPERIOR, WIS. WDSM-TV 6 1 March 100 50 CBS 3 36 vhf WD'N To'evlsion Co
R. B. Ridder. pres.

W B FrvCrrger. > o

Free &
Peters

RflY ^PRRFD U A OVrUllL
Total US. stations on air. Vo C.p.S grant- No. tv homes in U.S. (1

iri(l. Honolulu and ilaska '28 ling 28 educational /an. '54) _ 27. .700.0005
/ eb. '54) :tt;7 grm is 28 Feb. '54 > 515 Percent o> all U.S. homes

No. ol markets covered '22H Vo. oj grantees on air 253 with tv sets (] Jan. '.~>l

)

60% 5

•Both new c p i and itatlom going on Hie air lilted here are those which occurred between
-

considered to be on the air »hen commercial operation starts, "rower of c p.'i li that recorded
I" C application! and II I Individual crsntces tlnformatlnn on the number of tell

In markets ui Ifnatad at being froni NTBC llaaaari ' cidmatei from the

gpata f' •rill and TUnninc
I'errentagee on hornet with tett and hnmrs In if coverage areat are mntldrred approllmaie 'li.

moat catet. the representative of a radio nation which li (ranted a CD. alto represents the new

tion. Since at prcsstlme it Is generally too early to confirm tv representations of most
grantee) SPONSOR lists the reps of the radio stations In this rolumn (when • radio nation has
been given the tv grant' M"\ No figures available at presttime on sets In market.
Channel I* assigned t.. Wllmlngto) N I S< VVOPA .rk. 111.

! t.> Lorain, Ohio 'Badl erates KMtlt ifmi. San Ilrun... Calif.
SPONSOR n Ull ' - f earlier Information, reported slati- . alt 19 I

>•

ng (In total >hiIiti> nn-alr count. tlil> station li c-ountesi wil>
uth Minn.



There's no Puzzle about a

SUPER SIGNAL

SUPER

CHANNEL

SIGNAL

FREE & PETERS, INC.

National Representatives

• RIGHT TRANSMITTER SITE.

KRON-TV's site provides "area-wide" coverage certainty.

• ANTENNA HEIGHT. KRON-TV's, highest in San Francisco

at 1441 feet, "sees further."

• MAXIMUM LEGAL POWER. KRON-TV's 100,000 Watts has

blanketed Northern California since February, 1953.

• TOP RATED NBC and Local Programs.

KRON-TV leads consistently.

• GREATEST DEPENDABILITY.

KRON-TV's double antenna system and automatic

standby generator minimize "discrepancies."

• SELLING POWER. Fit these pieces together and you have

KRON-TV's Super Signal— the solution of your sales problem.

mmwn
SAN FRANCISCO MLM

8 MARCH 1954
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WHO SUBSCRIBES TO SPONSOR AT THE)!

IT HAS been proven that a handful of advertising agencies place

about 9()
(

/( of the national spot radio and tv billing.

But within this handful of agencies (generally numbered at

20) are hundreds of important timebuyers, account men, and other

key executives who make the individual decisions vital to you.

Several years back SPONSOR checked and discovered that it

averaged 10/4 paid subscribers at these leader agencies.

In 1954 we have just completed a similar analysis of SPONSOR
subscribers at top advertising agencies—but with a difference. The

difference: included are (1) the top 33 ad agencies in radio and tv

billing, (2) the names of individual subscribers at each agency.

Today SPONSOR averages 17 paid subscribers among the top

20 agencies; 13% among the top ^. Even more important, you'll

find virtually every decision-maker (for your station) included'1

'

The ^ advertising agencies are: Aver, Bates, BBDO, Benton

& Bowles, Biow, Burnett, Campbell-Ewald, Cecil cv Presbrey, Comp-

ton, Cunningham & Walsh, D-F-S, D'Arcy, DCS&S, Erwin Wasey,

Esty, Foote, Cone cv Belding, Fuller cv Smith &: Ross, KcvE, Kudner,

f-Play this fascinating game. Jot down 10 names

of the most important (to you) ad agency

decision makers. Then check the SPONSOR list. If you

find more than 2 names missing SPONSOR will pay you $10.

I



a TOP-BILLING ADVERTISING AGENCIES?

Lennen & Newell, Maxon, McCann-Erickson, MacManus, John &
Adams, NL&B, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Sherman & Marquette, SSCB,

JWT, Wade, Warwick & Legler, Ward Wheelock, Weintraub, Y&R,

SPONSOR — the use magazine— stands alone in the field it

serves. It is the one and only magazine 100/4 devoted to radio and

tv while pin-pointed at key agency and advertiser readers. 7 out

of every 10 copies of SPONSOR go to the men who foot the hills.

Every magazine has a story to tell. But only one magazine can

top your trade-paper list. Consider these facts. SPONSOR is (1)

exclusively devoted to air-advertising, (2) exclusively edited for

key agency and advertiser readers, (3) the accepted magazine that

agencies and advertisers use, (4) the magazine of minimum waste

circulation, (5) read not only by timebuyers, but also by account

executives, agency principals, ad managers, and company heads,

(6) number one in paid circulation among radio and tv buyers.

If the foregoing interests you with respect to your 1954 trade-

paper planning, please write and ask for a full look at SPONSOR'S

subscribers at the 33 leading advertising agencies.

SPONSOR the magazine that radio and tv advertisers use



ON M£ AIR!

WTK
In the

'
Nation's

31st
Retail

KL ***"

ALBANY
SCHEMCTAW

TROY
Hew York State's

Billion Better Market

WTRI CAPTURES
THE AUDIENCE!

PROGRAMMING
Star studded line-up of top

rated CBS network shows!

POWER
Highest powered UHF station in

area with 368 kw at the maximum!

COVERAGE
Direct Line-of-Sight contact

from tower to entire area.

See your
HEADLEY-REED Man
for Prime Availabilities

¥
Mfl fTO Iff
QUllllilll lull vDllLllL.

Hygtery, vurU'ty films hottest

properties. Mil affiliate* tag

tm ran
national mle*
5$ ml U affon

Kearney

George Shupert

i v. p. in charge,

\I'.C Film Syndi-

cation i and I re-

centl) returned

f r o in a swing

around the coun-

try which includ-

ed meetings with

the ABC TV affil-

iates and other

station execute es

in six major cities outside New \ ork.

\\ e carried with us some question-

naires which we hoped would give the

station men anonymous opportunity

to tell us their real needs in syndicated

film programing and to get off their

chests what was bothering them about

film. We know their opinions will be

valuable to us in future planning

—

and it will probably be of general in-

terest to advertisers and their agencies.

At this writing something over 80 sta-

tions have responded.

Station men reported that, in the

past, the easiest tv film programs to sell

were mysterj and variety shows but

predicted that the programs with the

greatest sales potential this year will

probably be situation comed\. adult

Western and espionage series.

In response to a question about what

l\ pe of sj ndicated news program could

be sold locally, 60% of the station

men replied "none." The remaining

favored news interview- over news

panels.

A question about new programs

which would have the greatest juvenile

appeal and would be most successful

for sales and rating purposes, evoked

a number of votes for science-fiction

and \\ esterns.

Of special interest to us was the

response to questions concerning re-

runs. Some 75% of the stations are

rerunning between one and five pro-

gram series; 9% are repeating between

five and 10 -hows. Onlv 16% are not

lining any repeats at present and of

this group only a few indicated anv

particular reason.

Queried as to the volume of film pro-

graming, about half of the station- re-

plied that thej will use more film in

\')'A than they used in 1953. about a

quarter of them will use the same
amount, the remaining plan to use

slightly less.

We wound up our survev with a

question which we knew would stimu-

late interesting comments: "What are

your chief complaints against film dis-

tributors?" The answers varied to a

great degree. Here are some of the

tvpical ones: "Goofing in scheduling

and shipping. No promotion material."

"Cost discrepancies and variance."

"Difficult to measure quality against

cost to sponsor." "Not giving com-

missions to agencies." "W ill not per-

mit stocking of print-. "No price

stabilization."

Station management generally un-

derstands tbe great audience and sales

rewards pertaining to reruns, but thev

still have some trouble selling the re-

run philosophy to local sponsors. The

new rerun studv ABC Film Syndication

has released. "Lightning Strikes Tw ice.

met with high praise from station sales

managers. • • •

' .- -.f
. :

i- -•".;!in'!i;:i(TTT!TrmmjSM!iB»iTO!mnn»iifar- 1 1 iiiiuiimiammi»wiiwuiiiwwi§

Highlights of ABC survey of stations on film*

1. Mysteries, variety programs are hottest film far< now.

But situation comedies, Westerns, spy series have

greatest potential for '54. stations predict.

2. Somt T.v; of stations art rerunning between om and

liri program series; 9% art repeating five-10 shows.

.*{. Science-fiction, Westerns havt greatest juvenUi appeal.

I. Somt 50$ expected to ">< mon film this year than last.

.». Chief gripes against distributors: Lack of prict stabiliza-

tion; h ic inm nut ma aids; UttU salts assistance.

(jndlcMsd Illm programing.

74 SPONSOR



r FIRST CHOICE
with Sponsor and Station • . •

With more and more money invested in film,

advertisers are demanding better and better

projection— insisting upon maximum quality at

the tube

—

quickest possible reaction to selling

messages. As a result, they favor stations using

the Eastman 16mm. Projector, Model 250.

Six reasons why the EASTMAN
I6MM. TELEVISION PROJECTOR,
Model 250, rates A- 1 with everyone . . .

1. Variable Transformer permits raising or lowering

level of illumination to accommodate material used.

Tungsten light source— protected by standby lamp.

2. Increased Signal Strength: Optical system allows

use of high red and infrared absorbing filter.

Assures clearer pictures, greater signal strength.

3. Still-Frame Projection: With unwanted radiation

removed, and separate drive for shutter, single

frame of film can be left indefinitely in gate. .

4. Refined Sound System with low flutter and
distortion gives optimum results for either emulsion

position.

5. Projection Optics: An f/1.5 optical system

corrected for the 12:1 magnification required by

television provides truly high resolution.

6. Lower Maintenance. Heavy-duty mechanism

designed for long life, trouble-free operation, minimizes

repairs. Model 250 is available for prompt delivery.

For further information address:

Motion Picture Film Department

Eastman Kodak Company
Rochester 4, N. Y.

East Coast Division

342 Madison Avenue

New York 1 7, N. Y.

West Coast Division

6706 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood 38, California

Midwest Division

137 North Wabash Avenue

Chicago 2, Illinois



FRESH FRUIT
SPONSOR: rrexlei Farms \(,K\( "i : Direi I

I M'M ii CAS1 HISTOR\ : This fporuoi uses a five-

minute participation program sin days a week at a cost

I. Here's what he thinks ><\ radio'. "U > have found

that with nidia tic urn tell mil $toi \ <<<<•/ and ovei again,

a dozen times a day ij necessary, with /«/ bettei results

than am other means of advertising . . . II ith radio you

can add poua <</ the spoken a old the conviction,

warmth ami persuasiveness oj the human voice. ) <>a re

bound to get results and results »<• are getting ...He
are more than pleased . . . as out sales have increased

tremendously ovei last year's sales joi the same days . .
."

WAEB, Ulentown, Pa. PROGRAM Musical Kings & Queene

CREAMERY

SHOE STORE

Uo\\. Omaha PROGR \M: tnnouncementa

SPONSOR: Northwestern Creamery AGENCY: Direcl

( \I'M I 1 ( VSE HISTORY: For many years this cream-

ery advertised on CJVl using institutional programs

mainly. Then on the advice oj the station it switched to

jingle-type one-minute announcements—one selling gen-

eral mill, quality and speed oj delivery, the other empha-

sizing a changing ice cream "feature flavor." "Results

were felt immediately." the station reports, "with the

creamery getting an increase in traffic on hoth lines ad-

vertised, and much favorable comment from retail outlets

and dealers." Campaign was renewed recently for six

months. Cost is $4.50 per announcement—or $9.00 a day.

CJ\I. Victoria, B. C. PROGRAM: Announcements

SPONSOR: The Florsheim Shoe Shop AGENCY: Direcl

< VPSl I I ( W. HISTORY: During its sale month the

Omaha Florsheim Shoe Shop used only 15 announcements

on WOlf to advertise the event. Vo other advertising was

used. When the last day of the sale arrived there was

staniling room only in the store. The stoic's manage}

said: "I doubt ij ue ever bought any advertising that

proved more resultJul or productive." Some indication of

the sale's success, he said, can be had jiom the fact that

"the clerks had trouble nailing on so mam customers.
'

The If ()W announcements cost $150.

PERFUME
SPONSOR: Federal Home Products Corp.

1 Famous Brand Perfumes i

\U\< 'i : Direct

I VPS1 l I < iSE HISTORY : This sponsor is a mail or-

der house which offered h ) 11 listrmis Famous Brand

Perfumes foi $1.00, plus a 2~>C postage and handling

charge. Describing the results of the offer. Allen (.. ka\e-

Maitui. president of Federal Home 1'iodut Is. said, "Our

maximum allowable cost on our . . . offer is approxi-

mately IOC. You will be happy to l.noii that . . . sacral

thousands oj orders daring the past two weeks on k ) ii

. . . cost just under lie each . . . Seedless to say, with

results like these . . . ue'll be on k ) II until women no

longei n ant to be beautiful!"

k^ \\. Philadelphia PROGRAM : Animuni'i-incnts

.

ELECTRIC TRAINS

SPONSOR: Miles Hardware, Ltd. \(.\.\( \ : Direcl

< VPS1 I I I \-l HISTORY: Shortly before last Christ-

mas this company bought five one-minute announcements

on (.III H at 9:55 a.m. to sell Lionel trains. The station

taped the actual train whistle oj a Lionel train ami used

it as an introduction and sign-off for the spot announce-

ments. After the five announcements which cost a total

oj S20

—

nearly SI.000 north oj Lionel electric trains

were sold.

CHUB, Nanaimo, B. C. PROGRAM: Bing Sings

PHARMACY
SPONSOR: South Central Pharmacy \U MCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY : "We thought Serenata Noc-

turnal was a very good idea from the beginning since it

provides the only Spanish-speaking program on the radio

in the evening. We are now convinced it was a good idea,

because of the sales results we have felt . .
." So Thomas

Moss, owner of a pharmacy, described his results on

KR1Z. "To be specific," Moss continued, "ice have more
than doubled floor traffic here . . . and attribute the entire

increase of more than \00 rc . . . to the advertising on the

program . .
." The pharmacy uses one participation each

night, at a cost of $2.25 per announcement.

KRIZ. Phoenix PROGRAM: Serenata Nocturnal

AUTOMOBILES
SPONSOR: Erdelac Sales & Service Co. IGENCY: Direct

< \IM l.K CASE HISTORY: This automobile dealer de-

cided to introduce his new line of 1953 Studebaher cars

via a two-day program schedule. The interview-type

I
rograms originated from the dealer's showrooms and

were conducted by Tom Armstrong. WGAR personality.

\o other advertising was used by the dealer, who reported

that as a result of the programs 2V> new automobiles were

sold. The programs, featuring recorded music and com-

mentary by Armstrong [JFGAR's automotive editor),

COSt a total of about SI.000.

\VG\R ( leveland PROGR \M: Special events



Uses© newscasts as rifle

or specific

sponsor targets

Dick Harris, commercial manager of KXEO of Mexico, Mo., has

long been acquainted with the value of Associated Press newscasts

for attracting general audiences. More recently, he learned that AP
news is a weapon for marksmen, too ... to shoot at, and hit, spe-

cific sponsor targets.

A local LP gas dealer wanted to enlarge his market to include

truckers. A survey showed that the cattle truckers usually load stock

for the next day's market between 3 and 5 p.m. With the compre-

hensive range of newscasts provided by AP, it was no trouble at all

to line up a program of special interest to the cattlemen at that time.

It includes weather and highway conditions for four states, grain

reports and a capsule presentation of top general news. After only

four weeks, the sponsor expressed complete satisfaction.

Success has stimulated Harris to apply the same technique for other

prospective sponsors. "AP's wide program range" he says, "gives

us a flexibility to meet almost any sponsor requirement. That means

we can talk about how useful we can be to him — instead of merely

resorting to vague generalizations."

If your station is not yet using Associated

Press service, your AP Field Represen-

tative can give you complete information.

Or write—

Manager Harris also has this to say:

"/ find one recurrent factor in selling AP

newscasts— the sponsor doesn't quibble

about whether it's 'good enough.' He

knows AP, knows AP is top -quality,

and has confidence that his prospective

customers feel the same way."
I

Those who know famous brands . .

.

Know the most famous brand in news is Jr



(i forum o:i questions of current interest

to air advertisers and their ugeneies

\\ hut art* tips on promotion, <*opi/, iiicrrftoii eft sing

tie i* ices to tit* in with summer for air advertisers

Si

Mr. Kirsch

THE PICKED PANEL ANSWERS

~"*^fc^; In the summer-

time, <>iii No-( al

<& advertising cam-

^B paign takes on

three new as-

pe I- :

1. More ratlin

and t\ programs

are added to our

ail schedule. Last

summer for ex-

a in pie, several

new radio and t\ personalities were

used (<> help exploit No-Cal, increasing

to 1 I (In 1 number of programs on the

air w hich we sponsored.

2. There's an entirely new copj

theme. During the winter, we pro-

mote the faet that when you drink

No-Cal, "Nothing goes to waist." I Mir-

ing the winter we also plaj u|> the

sugar-free, calory-free advantages of

the beverage. In the summer, however,

the appeal is two-fold. We continue

to promote No-Cal as the perfect drink

for the girth-conscious, hut we add the

appeal ol No-Cal as a grand thirst-

quencher. In fact, the thirst-quench-

ing theme actuall) is dominant in th •

summertime.

3. Newspaper, magazine and trade

advertising, as well as sales promotion

i'i point-of-purchase
I

;;d\ ei tising, is

increased considerably during the sum-

mer months. During summei 1953

more newspapers were added to <>nr

schedule, several magazines were .idl-

ed, and our campaign in tic- bevei

industry trade papers was stepped up

bj our use of full paged n stead of half

pages.

Last summer, to tie in all our various

advertising media, v\e selected a Miss

No-Cal. She was Midge Ware, one ol

the feature players of The Fifth s
- a-

son, now <m Broadway, and -li<- was

the nucleus for all kinds of sales pro-

motion or point-of-purchase displays.

Incidentally, No-Cal's promotion in-

cluded window displays, metal stands

l<> hold No-Cal, counter displays, cut

outs, metal ke\ plates, metal signs,

bottle holders and other material. The
possihilitv ii| -electing a new Miss No-

Cal fin L954 fur exploitation during

the summer months is being consid-

ered.

Morris Kikm ii

President

Kirsch Beverages, Inc.
I
\<i-Cal)

Vew )<>lL

Vmong the ae-

oiints at our
agent \ w hich use

summertime ra-

dio and television

are three com-
.*\ «#^^ panies which are

9i mi particularlj in-

teresting. They

m\ J^
™ each use the mc-

K.r. Rarner diuill for a dif-

ferent reason and

in a differenl waj from the others.

The t'u - 1 is Sweel Orr ('".. manu-

facturers of men's work clothes. This

company is on the air year-'round.

The compan) 1 >u \ - participation an-

nouncements on \\ * ML New York, dur-

ing the 6:30 to 7:45 a.m. portion ol

John Gambling. During the summer
the cop) changes as the weather

changes, and the company's light-

weight shirts, pants and jackets are

plugged.

I he second is the IV Jur- Vmsco
( ni p., h hi Ii sp« ializes in motion j >i< -

turc < anii'i as and e [uipment. Like

Sweel I h r, I )e Jui is a year-'round air

advertiser. The height of the season

!"i He lui i- summertime, when peo-

ple naturall) take more pictures. The
company started with Rain oi Shine

with Carol Reed, a Saturday evening

weather program i it's just signed

another contract, on \\ < BS-TY. New

York). In addition, it bought Tex &

Jinx on WNBC last October, and will

sta\ on this program — Fridays at

8:30 a.m.—through the summer.

During the winter, De Jur tells movie

makers about taking pictures indoors.

Come summer, film clips of beach

scenes, vacation picnics and other sub-

jects are shown with the commercials

to show viewers the fun the\ can have

with a camera. A Saturday night

commercial, for example, might talk

about the pictures viewers could take

the next da) when out on a drive.

Here's the audio portion of a typical

De Jur summertime tv commercial:

/ wish I had a nickel for every per-

son who took movies last weekend with

a De Jur movie camera. You see this

I
articular model everywhere—beach e.\

parks, all around town. It's the won-

derful De Jur Citation Ii millimeter

camera—the easiest camera in the

u orlil to use. It's foolproof. Even a

child can take perfect pictures. All you

do is push this button. You shoot in

color or Hack and white outdoors or

indoors rain or shine. . .

The third advertiser his a problem

exact!) the opposite from De Jur. In-

stead of the bulk of its sales being in

the summer, its best season is winter.

Yet the Lafayette Radio which uses

radio to sell hi-fi equipment—keeps the

summer schedule to spur sales as much

as possible. And the Lafayette cam-

paign is different from the De Jur

campaign in another way: The copy

i- not changed. There are two cop)

themes; one asks listeners to \i-it one

of the Lafayette showrooms and the

otlur asks listeners to write in for a

free hi-fi guide. Lafayette went on

WQXR, New York, in January L953,

with three announcements weekly. The
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schedule now has been increased to

five announcements weekly during

Symphony Hall—an evening program.

Ed Ratmi;
Radio and Television Director

Friend, Reiss, McGlone
New York

Trying to sell ice

cream in the sum-

mer time is like

moving umbrel-

las — no matter

how well you
plan ahead, the

biggest influence

on your final vol-

ume is the un-

Mr. Neumann predictable wea-

ther. This is es-

pecially true for Good Humor Ice

Cream, which is sold almost entirely

by truck and hand cart.

From a media point of view the

problem is further complicated because

their ice cream sales are split almost

evenly between grown-ups and chil-

dren. Since our budget did not allow

a dual schedule, we resolved the prob-

lem by adapting Good Humor's adver-

tising to the summer pattern of living

last year.

First, television spots were run dur-

ing the week for appeal largely to the

younger audience. Participations were

bought close to the dinner hour. This

gave three distinct advantages: (1)

the use of full one-minute spots to tell

our product story; (2) identification

with leading local personalilies, who
had a youthful following in their mar-

kets; (3) continuous reminders for

children to watch for the white Good
Humor truck.

Secondly, from Friday evening

through Sunday, we ran an intensive

radio spot schedule. This bought the

adult population into the picture and

held close to the profile of summer
habits in metropolitan areas: (1)

backyard and porch relaxation which

means greater radio listening; (2) the

large volume of weekend automobile

traveling; (3) portable radio listeners

at beaches and recreational areas.

It was a new media pattern for Good
Humor's advertising and its total re-

sult was a substantial success—in fact,

the largest sales volume Good Humor
has ever experienced.

George C. Neumann
Vice President

David J. Mahoney, Inc.

New York

DICTIONARIES

^y

"But is this one

REALLY complete?'

If you want to be 100',' "thorough" in covering Kentucky with

radio, more power to you—and you'll need plenty '.

On the other hand, if you want to reach 5 1 -

3

r
7 of the State's

total purchasing power, at minimum cost, you can do it

with just one station! 5000-watt WAVE delivers the big

Louisville Trading Area intact— covers it, plus a quarter-billion

dollar chunk of Southern Indiana, thoroughly, and without

waste circulation. To get the remaining 48.7' < of the State's

income, you need many of Kentucky's 47 other radio stations.

Check NBC Spot Sales for full details!
I

5000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE

WAVE
LOUISVILLE

NBC Spot Sales, Exclusive National Representatives
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STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY
WBRC-TV

Birmingham, Ala.

WWVA WGBS

WSPD-TV WJBK-TV WAGA-TV KGBS-TV

Toledo, Ohio Detroit, Mich. Atlanta, Go. Son Antonio, Texas

WSPD WJBK WAGA KGBS WBRC

Toledo, Ohio Detroit, Mich. Atlanta, Ga. San Antonio, Texas Birmingham, Ala. Wheeling, W. Vo. Miami, Fla.

NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS:

TOM MARKER, V. P., Notional Sales Director BOB WOOD, Midwest Notional Sales Mgr.

118 Eat* 57 Strert, New York 22, Eldorado 5-7690 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1. FRankGn 2-o4«8



CHANNEL 36

The South f s

Finest

UHF Station

agency profile Frank C. Burton Jr.

Radio & Tv V.P.

Lennen & Newell, New York

'Radio.'" sa\s Frank Barton. Lennen \ Newel] v.p., "created a

mu era of advertising by offering the prospective customer, or

listener something in addition to information, namel) entertainment."

"This entertainment or program, in radio as in tv, can put the

audience in a better frame of mind for the advertiser's message. It

breaks down sales resistance the way no mere sales message can, as

is apparent from radio's excellent record during the Depression.

I\ is an extension of the same approach, but to capitalize on the

program one must be selected which is right for the product."

One example of the agency's application of Barton's philosophy

is their handling of the Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co. As one of the

largest beer brewers in the U.S., Schlitz has a position of prestige

to translate into tv terms, so the program must have quality and
stature. Since the majority of beer drinkers are men. the program

must be adult and lean toward the mass male side. Lastlv. but quite

important, since Schlitz Beer is a social beverage, it should be sur-

rounded with an aura of "Gemiitlichkeit." so the program must

leave the viewer with a good, pleasant feeling.

Lennen & Newell's choice: The SchUtz Playhouse oj Stars. CBS
TV, Fridays ( ):(>l)-9:30 p.m. This dramatic show, they felt, had the

necessar) qualit) and importance.

"'Admen sometimes forget that the program a client sponsors is

as important to him as the actual commercials." Barton explains.

"If the program does not put the listener or viewer in an appropriate

frame of mind for the sell, he's less likel) to part w ith his cash."

"The business now-a-days tends to reduce advertising to arith-

metic." and Barton points the finger not at research, but at it* misuse.

"It's not onlj the sheer weight of impressions that makes the sale.

but the kind of advert i>ini: impression."

Lennen & Newell's 15 accounts spent an aggregate $18 million in

air media in 1953 l h i r- was equal to the total agenc) billing in the

last year of Lennen & Mitchell. The \
i )r>:\ billings broke down into

SI I million in tv, $4 million in radio, out of a total ol $33 million.

Barton, who helps decide how these $18 million are to be spent,

says thai he uot into broadcasting b\ accident in its earl} days. \- a

radio veteran, he feels that Providence was kind. "What radio and

t\ lack in Gemiitlichkeit, the) make up in challenge." * * *
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Same Program . . .
^/Ylhute Parage

.

Same Sponsor ... J. L. Hudson Co

Same Station . . .

FOR 20 YEARS!

Ill -.

M-FM |/

In 1934, the J. L. Hudson Company of Detroit started

sponsorship of an hour-long, 6-day-a-week, early morning

program on WWJ. Its name . . . "Minute Parade." Its

content . . . fine recorded music and storewide shopping

information.

20 calendar years, 6240 radio hours, and some 65.000

classical recordings later, its audience acceptance and selling

power has been proved millions of times. "Minute Parade"

is today the oldest hour-long program in Detroit radio . . .

still with same sponsor, on the same station, using the

same format.

As "Minute Parade" moves into a new time slot, 9 to 10

A.M., both Hudson's and WWJ look forward to the perpetu-

ation of this fine program, with an ever-growing audience.

Hudson's is one of America's largest, most successful depart-

ment stores. In radio time-buying, as in store merchandising,

it believes in the right program at the right time, on the

right station. Both local and national advertisers naturally

follow this basic tenet, and use WWJ with equal success.

Basic Affiliate

AM—950 KILOCYCLES—5000 WATTS

FM—CHANNEL 246—97.1 MEGACYCLES
Associate Television Sfofion WVVJ-TV

WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION • Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS • National Representatives: THE GEORGE P. HOLUNGBERY C
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WTVP
CHANNEL 17
DECATUR, ILLINOIS .

SOLID COVERAGE
IN THE HEART OF

PROSPEROUS

CENTRAL ILLINOIS

WTVP
CHANNEL 17
DECATUR, ILLINOIS a

DELIVERS ONE OF THE

FASTEST GROWING
MARKETS IN AMERICA

SELL IN...
THE MARKET THAT
MARKETING FIGURES

CAN'T KEEP UP WITH!

WTVP
CHANNEL 17
DECATUR, ILLINOIS -

National Representative George W. Clark, Inc.

[Continued from page lo i

In- comment is that the whole thing is too jerky. Or he looks

at the drawing- and says they don't do justice to his product.

Or the) don't give the professional feeling he anticipated from

animation. Or he misses continuity in our efforts.

So, crestfallen, we go hack and prepare for another copy

meeting. This time we take still another tack. We convince

the account man to let tv he discussed first because, after all,

a bigger slice of the budget is involved in it. In place of story-

boards, nicely done or crudely, this time we're just going to

hand out scripts which we will act out, audio and video, with

a turntable to help us provide the indicated musical back-

ground. Here at last is the solution to our dilemma. Or so

we think!

The big day arrives and scripts are placed in everyone's

hands while we go through more motions than an Agnes De-

Mille ballet only to find to our dismay that all our histrionics

got us was a client fascinated with the tv jargon in the video

instructions; so fascinated, in fact, that not another word nor

idea registered. And then we realize that we're imposing on

our client, even more than before, expecting him to follow thi-

script approach which is difficult for even the most experi-

enced film or production people, since the human senses are

not well geared to accept a video idea and then an audio one

alternately and to synchronize them in the mind.

At this point we are faced with a decision: Should we give

up completely and go back to writing trade ads for Progres-

sive Grocer or get a job on a fishing boat out of Gloucester?

Or should we try to figure some way of solving the tiling? As-

suming we decide to stick, here are a few suggestions on pre-

senting tv copy to anyone, be he account man. advertiser, the

film company or production man who is going to produce it.

Spend as much time together as you can preliminary to the

actual copy job. Get to knowr each other's approach to adver-

tising then to tv copy—learn each other's likes, dislikes.

tenets, etc. Next, follow a- many jobs as is humanly possi-

ble right through together from idea stage to lab, through

cutting and work print stages up to the answer print.

Thi> way the next job i> sure to start out far ahead. And
similarly the nexl storyboard, however sketchy because of

what must be left unsaid, is bound to 1"' far more lucid to the

tWO of
J
oil.

This is the only way I know of to arrive at an understand-

ing. Once such a rapport is achieved, however, the result is

better tv copy and what's more, a Faster, less painful method

of achie\ ing sanie. \\ hich IS all any of Us can hope for. * * *
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y ™ ^ ^ toproduc

teams of Visual Experts will always strive

produce the best that advertising knowledge
and professional know-how make possible . .

.
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Sponsors & Producers oi TV

Film Commercials

ment?

lit PLACE

Bardahl Oil

(152 points)

^d PLACE

Lucky Strike

Cigarettes*

(131 point*)

3d PLACE

S.O.S. Magic Pads

(123 points)

-ssssa==sasapsK*
1st PLACE_

Bardahl Oil

(185 points)

2d PLACE

Gillette Blades

(146 points)

3d PLACE

Lucky Strike

Cigarettes'

(139 points)^

, rf TV film commercials did the highest quality job in

3 Which producer of TV nun com.

1953, regardless of type of commerctal?

1st

Sarra. Inc.

(138 points)

Shamus Culhane
(121 points)

Kling Studios

(114 points)

.^aaM^--™— '•

MPLACE
Tst PLACE

Sarra. Inc.

'(164 points)

2d PLACE

National Screen

Service
(139 points)

Caravel Films
(102 points)

* Conga Commercial

. . . and remember, your commercial is only as good as it

appears on the TV home screen. Insure perfection with
Vide-O-Riginals® . . . quality-controlled prints made
in Sarra's own photographic laboratory exclusively for

Sarra Productions. Each is custom made to guarantee
maximum fidelity whether you order one or one hundred.
©Registered

ECIAIISTS IN VISUAL SELLING -|J

NEW YORK: 200 EAST S6TH STREET

CHICAGO: 16 EAST ONTARIO STREET

TELEVISION COMMERCIALS • PHOTOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATION • MOTION PICTURES • SOUND SLIDE FILMS
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H ABC-TV give* away $75,000
1 mi the | >;»-t five weeks, \\ UJC-TV,

New York, ha- been giving awa\

monej hand over f — t . The purpose:

to acquaint viewers with the station's

"increased programing, new star talent

and advanced technical facilities,"

John 11. Mitchell, vice president and

genera] manager, told sponsor.

"Focal point of the campaign,"

Mitchell said, "was a giant Luck] 7

contest, the greatest contest ever pre-

sented 1>\ a single station." During the

< ourse of the contest, ending 7 March,

$75,000 in 1.717 cash prizes was to be

awarded viewers in amounts ranging

from $10 to $10,000.

The contest worked like this: Peri-

odically throughout each day. \\ \\U

TV telecast pictures of familiar places,

faces and things. Right after each

to excite viewer Interest

picture was flashed on the screen. 28

telephone operators began placing calls

at random to viewers in the greater

New York area, until they reached

niie who identified the picture. The

viewer won one of 611 cash prizes,

ranging from .S25 to S1.000. About

L00,000 phone calls were made.

In addition viewers participated

through the mail. During each week,

about 12") "Luck) Pictures" were

shown. Viewers were to list any 10

of the "Luck) Pictures" and send the

list to WABC-'I \ with a statement of

less than 26 words on "M\ favorite

\\ VBC-T\ (Ch. 7 i program is ... .

because " The station awarded

1.106 prizes ranging from slo to >10.-

000 to the winning letter writers dur-

ing the five-week period. * • *

A century of sponsorship iiirn/.cd at H OH O fete

More than one hundred years of

sponsorship are represented in the pic-

ture (below) which was taken at the

50 kw inaugural party of \\ ' >\\ I ». Fort

W a\ ne, Ind.

Four of W'OWO's oldest clients in

which has used \\()\\() continuously

since 1925; Tom Carroll of the Row-

lands Furniture Co., another 25-year

advertiser; Oliver Capelle, advertising

manager of Miles Laboratories, an ad-

vertiser since before 1930; shown with

Four veteran clients: Messrs. Rose, Kiracofe, Carroll, Capelle, with WOWO's Longsworth

the picture are ' 1. to r.) : \it Ro>e.

merchandising manager of the Kroger

Co., Fort \\a\ne Branch, which has

been on the -talion Bince 1932; Robert

Kiracofe of the Perfection Biscuit Co.,

the i lients is Tom Longsworth, \\ 0W0
Bales manager.

Longsworth and Carl Vandagrift,

station manager, presented "Merit

Vward" w rolls to Long-time clients at

the party. Scrolls were inscribed:

"Demonstrating unusual faith in a

medium, and duh recognizing the part

played bj sponsors in the successful

operation of a radio station, \\U\\ < >.

on the occasion of its power increase

to 50.000 watts, gives this certificate

of recognition to those who have been

its clients for 10 years or longer."

• • •

liiolficr .'{-!> </i in inic*l«:: Open
folder, tv tower pops up
A map of Indiana drapes a lovelj

brunette on the front of a promotion

piece mailed out to sponsors recentlv

Pretty girl points up coverage in promotion

bj W'TTV. Bloomington. "Coverage is

our long suit," says W TTY's headline

next to the cover girl. Open up the

promotion piece and BOING! Up pops

a big replica of the new 1,000- foot tv

tower used 1>\ \\ TT\ to "cover the

Hoosier Heartland."

A map also pops up to show counties

and cities in WTTVs coverage. A
chart compares the old WTTY cover-

age provided bj it* former tower and

power—with new coverage now that

\YTT\ telecasts with 100 kw.

Texas Co. buys 1 7•show.
52-week paekaye on JVC II

One of the biggest radio Bales in the

history of WCA1 . Philadelphia, re-

cently was < balked up. The station

sold to the Texas Co. a 52-week pack-

age of 17 different programs, including

new-, weather and BportS -how-.

Program- bought bj Texaco include

Texaco Star Sports. 1 1 :05-l 1:15 p.m..

Monday through Saturday; a weekend
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schedule of five 5-minute, three 10-

minute and three 15-minute news, wea-

ther and sports programs in early-

morning, late-afternoon and late-eve-

ning time segments.

Concurrently with the WCAU sched-

ule, the Texas Co. bought the Columbia
Pacific Radio Network's Texaco Sports

Final featuring Tom Harmon, a Mon-
day-through-Saturday 15-minute sports

show. * * *

Briefly . . .

To celebrate its new "all music" pro-

graming policy WRNY, Rochester, pre-

pared a 16-page newspaper which car-

ried stories about the station, the

WRNY staff, the radio industry. Top-

ics covered included hi-fi, the status of

fm, increase in specialized programing
among U. S. radio stations, radio ad-

The next time you visit sponsor's

Hollywood offices you can call on
NARTB's West Coast Station Rela-

tions representative without leaving

the building. Offices of Jack Barton,

the trade association's representative

servicing members in 14 Western states,

were moved from San Francisco to

6087 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, on

1 March. Telephone number is Hollv-

wood 4-8311.
* * *

KING-AM-TV, Seattle, has added a

helicopter to its news gathering equip-

ment. And the station has the Pacific

Northwest's first private heliport, too;

it's located atop the KING-AM-TV
studios. Charles Herring, news editor,

said "a helicopter is the only possible

New member of KING news staff: Helicopter

means of getting out to the scene of a

story quickly, being able to land at

the spot and being able to return just

as quickly to our studios." * * *

H% »

kcXxoxv

and PROCESSED BY

MOVIELAB

T? -

FOR THE FINEST FILM PROCESSING \H

THE EAST - FILM MEN WHO KNOW

SAY "IT? JHOWBiM"

Here—at MOVIELAB . . . efficiency and perfec-

tion are the rule. Producers, directors and tech-

nicians have at their fingertips the very best

in up-to-the-minute equipment necessary to

modern FILM PROCESSING techniques.

ROUND THE CLOCK SERVICES

'4S& • Negative Developing • First Print Department
*
\*

V* •-, m»16mm & 35mm Release Printing

fei|s4 • Ultra Violet & Flash Patch Track Printing

\^K't% • Quality Control • Title Department

%m . 22 Cutting & Editing Rooms.

V:*"- ^^M
~ FOR COLOR

619 West 54th Street, New York 19, N. Y. JUdson 6-0360
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RADIO STATION

HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA
SERVING 3 STATES I

NIGHT TIME
AT

DAYTIME

RATES

NOW YOU
CAN BUY

VISAZ
AFTER 10:00 PM

AT
CLASS B
RATES

CONTACT

C. TOM GARTEN

OR

KATZ AGENCY, INC.

5,000 WATTS DAY
1,000 WATTS NIGHT

930 KC

TELEVISION AFFILIATE

WSAZ-TV
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY

SUMMER RADIO
{Continued from page 43)

The greater part of the out-of-home

audience and, potential!) the easiest to

measure, is auto listening. The re-

mainder, made up of listening to porta-

bles, listening in public places such as

stores, restaurants, bars and at work

phi- listening in other persons' homes

1 which Pulse includes in its definition

of out-of-home), is regarded by adver-

tiser- with mixed feelings. There is not

onlj some doubt among advertisers

whether a day-by-day measurement of

this audience fraction could be done

cheaply enough but there is also some

question about the quality or intensity

(if such listening.

Even a regular measurement of auto

listening would involve some tough

problems. Which means it won't be

\ery cheap. When A. C. Nielsen of-

fered his local radio-tv measurement

-•heme to the industry early last

month he indicated that auto listening

figures could be had also. But he didn't

offer much hope they would be figures

anybody could afford to buy.

\\ hile advertisers may never know
the size of their summer radio audi-

ences to the last decimal place they

know they've got an audience worth

beaming at. The fact that some of the

biggest and smartest clients around

use summer radio is proof of that.

BAB points out that some of the

niillion-dollar-and-more spenders put

more money into radio last summer
than any other ad media. They include

General Mills. American Home Prod-

ucts. Swift, Wrigley, Manhattan Soap
and Pet Milk. The general picture, of

course, is that of a dip in radio adver-

tising during the summer but it is less

than commonly supposed.

A cross-section of station reps, polled

for sponsor by SRA, reported that

business last July was off no more than

about 10% from the peak winter

months. As for the radio networks, for

the four 1953 months June through

September <:ross billings 1PIB1 came
to $48.6 million compared with total

L953 billings of $160.5 million. In oth-

er word-, during the hot 33% of the

year, billings wen- 30^5 of the total.

While network billings during the

summer are held up to a certain extent

bj summer-onlj advertising bj far the

greatest amount of money is accounted

for b\ 52-week advertisers. The fidel-

it\ ot daytime advertisers, especially

sponsors of soap operas, is particularly-

marked. For example, everv daytime

advertiser remained on NBC Radio

la-t summer compared with 58^5 of the

nighttime advertisers.

Mutual reported a good summer last

\ear. including evening business in

that description, Baying that 9r> f
'/ of

its clients remained on for 52 weeks

with the other 5% taking four- to six-

week vacations. 1MB figures show that

during the four hot months Mutual

billings jumped from $5.9 in 1952 to

ST. ''> million last year.

Biggest factor in this increase was

Mutual's Multi-Message Plan which ran

to 80% or more of capacity during the

high temperature months. The M-MP
had 20 participations in five nighttime

shows and accommodated such ac-

counts as R. J. Reynolds, Jacques

Kreisler and Lever.

All the networks offer 52-week dis-

counts. For the first time last year

both CBS and NBC offered the maxi-

mum discount to 52-week advertisers

only. Previously, both networks gave

rebates to all-year-round advertisers

but sponsors could reach the maxi-

mum discount bracket if they spent

enough mone\

.

These rebates, which will undoubt-

edly be given this summer, also, are as

follows: On CBS. 8.5%. This means a

nighttime advertiser can get up to 53%
in discounts for all-year-'round pro-

graming, while a daytime advertiser

can get as much as 37 f
'f . On NBC,

10%. The maximum nighttime dis-

count is 52% and the maximum day-

time discount is 37.5%.

Both ABC and Mutual give rebates

for 52-week advertising but the adver-

tiser can get the maximum discount

given by both networks without being

on during the summer. 1 Mutual's

Multi-Message Plan does not come un-

der the discount schedule.) ABC gives

a 9% rebate but the advertiser who

spends S2.4 million on daytime or SI.

5

million on nighttime within a year's

time will get the maximum discount,

including the 9%. Mutual gives a

12.5 r
r rebate but a nighttime adver-

ti-er who spends SI million during his

contract year gets the maximum dis-

count of 639S (in tv markets) even if

he is not on ~^2 week-.

The rebate- plus the additional dis-

count- earned In -pending more money

during the summer bring down the

advertiser's hot weather costs sub-

-tantialK so that his cost-per-1,000 may

SPONSOR



Only a combination of stations

can cover Georgia's

major markets.

The Georgia Trio

WAGA
5000 w
590 kc

CBS Radio
1 0,000 w
940 kc

CBS Radio

represented

individually and
as a group by

The KATZ AGENCY, INC.

NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT ATLANTA
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WTOC

The TRIO
offers advertisers

at one low cost:

•

CONCENTRATED
COVERAGE

•

MERCHANDISING
ASSISTANCE

•

LISTENER LOYALTY
BUILT BY LOCAL
PROGRAMMING

DEALER LOYALTIES

In 3 major markets

DALLAS KANSAS CITY LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO
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» HtLL;y£5!
Passing lures don't take away our listeners. We stack

up . . . for we carry the 20 top-rated programs, day

and night. And for faithful listening, WBNS has

lasting appeal a greater tune-in than all other local

stations combined!

CBS for CENTRAL OHIO

I (radioradio
COLUMBUS, OHIO

1j< lower during the summer than dur-

ing the winter, despite the decline in

-limine! listening.

Here's an example of the economj in

summer radio buj ing :

A certain advertiser on Mid Radio

would pa\ {370,784 in time charges if

he were <>n for 39 weeks. That's an

average of $9,507 per week. But this

advertiser i» on for 52 weeks and his

total time charges are 1415,905. He
thus pays $45,122 more for L3 weeks

in the summer oi |5,308 per week. In

oilier words his additional summer
time charges per week are only a little

more than half of what he would pay

per week during the regular season if

he took a hiatus.

The spot radio advertiser will not

generall) find 52 - week discounts

though there are some stations which

offer them. One reason 52-week dis-

counts are not generall \ offered by sta-

tions is that they are not generally de-

manded by clients. Since advertisers

use spot for flexibility, it stands to rea-

son they don't necessarily feel a need

for 12-month schedules. With network

shows, the situation is sometimes dif-

ferent. The network program is often

used as a sponsor identification device

which can best build up impact over

a long period of time.

There are some stations which offer

special summer plans. They usually

involve a greater discount during the

summer for run-of-station buys. A few-

stations offer special deals to sell time

dropped by the networks or sponsors

during the summer.

By and large, however, the stations

go in for discounts tied to frequency

rather than the season. In some cases

the big frequencv discounts started as

special summer plans or else are dis-

counts which were made a part of the

rate card after an especially large sum-

mer sale at a new discount was made

to a saturation-minded advertiser, such

as General Mills.

Summer advertisers should check

station saturation packages. These are

not always published, though the rea-

son is not to chisel the sponsor. Sta-

tion- will oiler saturation packages to

all comers at the same price and still

not publish them for fear of setting off

a price war or being accused of it.

Some of the big agencies have been

complaining thej have to work too

bard to dig out rates for saturation

packages and have asked for greater

frankness from the stations.

i Please turn /<> page
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Harvesting in Fall and Summer, feeding and milking in Winter,

plowing and planting in Spring . . . throughout the year there is

work to be done on the farm.

And every year in every season, the radio is an indispensable

tool helping the farm family with its work, planning and living.

The sharpest tool for the easing of farm work is WLS. In the

Midwest during 29 years, WLS has met the farmer's needs. It has

been the farmer's friend. It has gained his confidence. It has won

his loyalty.

That's why WLS advertisers . . . Get Results!

^^&^^^^^^^<$^7i^.

890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, AMERICAN AFFILIATE. REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR AND COMPANY.
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'gfinff'SLt tit"' f IKE.., a»M&x-*s
m MflffM THE MANUFACTURER

GM»K£
THE AWARD

WINNER!
" BIG MIKE -

Tte Wholesaler

I'm mighty proud to be a top Sales Promotion

winner in Billboard's 16th Annual Radio Promo-

tion and Merchandising Competition. My thanks

to the distinguished judges and the staff of Bill-

board for their consideration. My main objective,

of course, is not merely to win awards, but to tell

the story of my great market. I hope you'll read the I/-S

messages presented in my ads . . . and you can al- . -f

ways get the complete story from Free and Peters. i^£

Or check with General Manager Harry Burke. ^#

Big Mike is the physical trademark of I

Nebraska's motf-listened-to-station

h— - ^^EJK



An executive of one of the largest

rep firms told sponsor:

"The advertisers have a legitimate

complaint. While we insist that our

stations publish all their saturation

packages there are many stations that

won't do it though they do not intend

to hide the rates if a timebuyer asks

about them. Most of these stations

have no unethical intentions. They

know it is dishonest to give a discount

to one advertiser and not another who
buys the same number of announce-

ments. But the stations are very sen-

sitive about the rate situation and are

afraid of being charged with price-

cutting."

Stations and networks differ on hi-

atus protection just as they do on 52-

week discounts. A station will not gen-

erally save a good announcement slot

for an advertiser who goes off for the

summer. An advertiser can get away
with taking off four weeks but that is

because he can contract to buy time 30

days before he actually goes on.

Some hiatus advertisers anxious to

recapture certain announcement peri-

ods in the fall will arrange with a non-

competitor to take the time during the

summer only. Peter Paul ties up the

time period it wants by this method.

This technique is used on the net-

works, too. Another candy advertiser,

Mars, used it on CBS Radio last year

with People Are Funny. When Mars

dropped out of the show during the

summer, Amana took over until the

candy firm came back in the fall.

Amana, not so incidentally, reran

tapes of the show and its production

cost per week was $2,250 compared
with the $6,500 figure paid by Mars.

The dangers of taking a network hi-

atus during the summer and losing the

time period during the fall are not as

serious in radio as in tv. However,

there are some daytime periods on ra-

dio which are just as valuable as night-

time periods on tv. CBS Radio offers

no hiatus protection for daytime shows.

During the evening, however, an eight-

week policy prevails. That is, the net-

work will protect an advertiser's time

period in the fall if he takes a hiatus

for no more than eight weeks. The cli-

ent must make a firm commitment 30

days or more before the hiatus to buy

at least 13 weeks in the fall.

ABC and Mutual have a 13-week

policy. NBC has an eight-week policy

but would probably protect the time

period of a nighttime advertiser who

takes 13 weeks off. The same can be

8 MARCH 1954

said for CBS* nighttime radio clients.

W hili' summer advertising is -nil

quieter than thai of othei seasons bo

far as the over-all picture goes, man)
radio stations have completer) licked

the hiatus problem. Heir an- exam-

ples of what stations querieil |.\ sr*ON-

sor had to say:

WNAX, Yankton, S. D.: "Perl, a,,.

this will sound conceited but. foi In-

nately, we are not plagued with the

summer liiatu- problem. . . . We ha\e

certain accounts on the air that are

naturall) seasonal. \i the same time

we have othei a-
1 ounts h hi< h yeai in

ami \ eai nut have - mm- on the

h ith ii- in the Bpi in.' ami go through

the Bummer. I hose are i ompanies that

are particulai l\ interested in the . an-

ning season so thai all jreai 'round we

enjo) a mix health) business."

KITE, -a., "uitonio, Tex.: "Kl II

Li - been mi the ail onl) -i\ \ ears ami.

up t" this date, we have expei ien< '!

no summei slump be< ause ea< h

oui summei business has been bettei

CBS
Radio

Network

WGR's 5000-watt "take-off" lands

your selling messages loud and clear

wherever you go throughout Western

New York, Northwestern Pennsylvania

and near-by Ontario. It's the most lis-

tened-to station in the area.

For example: WGR's wide range

of top rated programs include the

big audiences reached by the New
York Philharmonic and the Buffalo

Philharmonic Orchestras.

BROADCASTING
CORPORATION

RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N. Y.

National Representatives: Free & Peters, Inc.
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than the previous year. Better than

80" ol oui business is sold on a yeai

louml basis. The weather in San \n-

tonio is mi \ hoi during the Bummei

.

People here do a lot <>f picnicking and

barbecuing and at ever} gathering

the) have their radios on."

WW l)(. Washington, I). C: "In

1953 we had a commen ial 'sold-out'

sign up during the entire summer sea-

son. Our basic concept has been to

sell the station on a year round basis

i" national and local advertisers, rath-

er ilian u-i the seasonal approach.

Of course, our merchandising and pro-

motion due- differ "n summertime."

W W l)(. > health) summei business

is parti) accounted for by special

promotional activities. It has been

conducting the ""
\1 i>> Washington"

beaut) talenl ionic i. whose winner

competes for "Miss America"' honor-,

for 1 1 years.

Local advertisers tie in the contest

in various ways. Main who advertise

regular!) on the station contribute to

the jackpol of prizes for the winner.

For this the) receive spot mentions on

W W DC in connection with the con-

test, mentions in movie trailer-, their

names in all programs and printed ma-

teria] relating to the contest and mi--

< ellaneous other credits.

The lh-< hi Co.. W ashington's larg-

esl department -ion-, which contributes

a number ol the major awards, has

featured "Miss Washington" contest-

ants in fashion shows, builds window

displays on summer weai around the

contest and -iuns uj) the winner as its

top model lor a year.

Man) powerhouse station- promote

themselves during the summer with

the argument that the) have just as

large an available audience during the

summer a- during the winter because

their signal covers the vacation areas

\i-ited b) their regular listeners as

well a- outsiders.

For example Atlantic Cit) is a pop-

ular resort town for Philadelphians

and WCA1 . Philadelphia, which boasts

a 53-county, five-state coverage area.

regularl) promotes itself at the shun

resort, 60 miles away. Last year the

station u-a\ a Motorgraph panel on At-

lantic City's Steel Pier which ran two

messages alternate!) at two- to three-

minute intervals from dusk to mid-

night This wa- -implemented by two

billboards on the pier. Also used was
a 90-second trailer run 14 times daily

in the Musk Hall Theatre.

k'l II:-. Little Rock, another 50,000-

w alter, gave this example of the area

it can cover during the summer. Tin

'.ii- Blass Co. advertised sport shirts

and jean- on the station last summer
\ ia announcements. The station re-

ceived T17.~> mail orders from 18 states

including towns more than 700 miles

away. Of the 145 counties heard from.

87 were outside Arkansas.

\nolher station capitalizing on re-

sort coverage i- W JILL Hempstead. Y
Y., which serves a vacation area en-

joyed b) residents ol \ew ^ ork Citj

and Long Island, not to mention the

2.5 million permanent residents of

Long Island. W'HLI begins its list of

special summer service- on Decoration

Day. The) consist of detailed report-

on traffic conditions I the Long Island

parkways are among the heaviest trav-

eled in the nation), daily reports on

water and air temperature at bathing

beaches, tide and weather reports for

fishermen and mariners and sul

lions of historic places to \ i-it. * * *

Homaloidally Speaking

With nothing in the way but towering bank balances. WMT-Tf
signal, encouraged by 100,000 watts of power and a 703-foot

antenna, gets around Eastern Iowa. On the 1

^^-HM^^^^^
^•V^. a

'"^^Mijttuitl *̂**--v*»*VtV_^ u

jftTfr- '>'-'Mfr

^ *-wwv—W"WWIH~*IW'
,^^^^'^w^-- 1*^^^
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MEDIA STUDY
[Continued from page 36)

tiveness on a non-comparative basis:

• Launch a new product in this

bitterly competitive world without any

major media advertising whatsoever.

• Withdraw all your major media

advertising from an established prod-

uct while your competitors continue

or step up their campaigns.

In either case all you need to do is

"see what happens." He assures you

plenty will.

One of the most respected indepen-

dent researchers in the field on the

other hand insists that "it will prob-

ably never be possible to make the

general statement that one medium is

better than another medium."

The reason?

"If you agree that some products

sell better in one medium than in

another, then you can never make the

statement that Medium A is better than

Medium B except by adding for what

product. Since there are thousands of

salable products and services, then to

state which medium is best for selling

most of them, you'd have to test each.

And you'd go broke.

"But suppose you did test all of

them and conclude that Medium B is

better than Medium A. Then this

problem arises: Invariable there will

be more B products than A. Is Medium
B better than \ be< ause of it- intrinsic

'betterness' or merel) because statis-

tically it can sell a slightly larger num-
ber of products better? This sh<>\>-

you why all researchers, sooner oi

later, go slightlj mad when dealing

with inter-media tests. It's much easier

to test media for one advertiser, pref-

erably for one product.

"And keep this in mind: You caul

test a national medium localh. That

is, you can't test the Saturday Evening
Post or Look in Philadelphia or Akron
for the simple reason that you can't

shut them out of your other test market
cities."

Yet this researcher tests. And so do

others. If you plan inter-media or

intra-media tests or tests of vour ad-

vertising campaign in general, you
might turn to A. C. Nielsen Co., Chi-

cago, which can check sales for \<>u

in Harrisburg, Johnstown, Pa., South

Bend or Waterloo, Iowa, where it

audits an extra number of food and

drug stores. Or try Alfred Politz Re-

search, Market Research Corp. of

America. Richard Manville Research,

Elmo Roper, S-D Surveys, Crosslcv.

Inc., I a. i I inders \-->>< iates, Psy< bo-

logi< al Corp. all m New York; VI

vertest, Newark, Y I., ami \.K. rtu

Research Bureau, ln< .. Seattli . I

an- a few thai sponsor interviewed;

there air man) m<

Despite the pitfalls in testing, BBD( >.

i"i one, i- doing a Lot "I it
I news-

papers \-. radio \ b. t\
I in lo< al mar-

kets liu a numbei oJ i lients. I be work

is so ( nnfi. Initial, at thi- point, that

the agen< j
> an't talk aboul it.

BAB lilce* ARBli Vdvice on bow to

set up an "ideal"o] a fool-proof media

tesl came li om othei authoi it i<-~. how-

ever. For example, William I!. Ryan
told sponsor jusl before his resigna-

tion as president of the Broadcast \d-

\ritising Bureau that l> \B had Bpent

much time and mone) during the past

two years attempting \>< set up fool-

proof methods ol comparing media

sales effectiveness. I! \H's ad\ ice: I se

the technique developed b) the Adver-

tising: Research Bureau. Inc.. ol Seattle.

"The ARBI method is simple," Ryan

said. "Spend the same amount of

money in the different media at the

same time to advertise the same item.

Place interviewers at the point of pur-

chase and check by depth interviewing

WMT AM & TV

CBS for Eastern Iowa Mail Address: Cedar Rapids

National Reps: The Katz Agency
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where the prospect learned about the

merchandise.

"Ilii- method Beema best to use be-

cause it eliminates most of the varia-

bles and .itteni|il- to find <>ut what |>n>-

duced sales action rather than what

produced interest in the advertising

itself."

I! \K financed 135 Buch tests foi L8

major department Btores through IT>:{.

It also completed a major test l"i a

food manufacturer involving three dif-

ferent media.

"\\ e are not wedded | ( , this method
and are prepared to finance media
comparisons by other method-.'" Ryan
said. "But whatever method, we be-

lieve this is a major assignment foi

media and advertisers alike—to find a

fair method of evaluating the abilities

of media so that the) can he more
profitably used for what they are

fitted to do."

BAB's new president. Kevin B.

Sweenev. who succeeded Ryan in Jan-
uaiv. heartily concurs, i For a detailed

explanation of the ARBI technique,

see "You need hoth." si>o\sok. 23
February 1953.

1

Alternate town*: The research di-

rector of a major organization told

SPONSOB an) kind <d a test with maga-

zine-., a non-flexible medium, is hard

because of the impossibilit) of switch-

ing ad- in various matched markets.

Since you can't eliminate magazine ad-

vertising from, Bay, a test of media in

Detroit, vour test of print media in

that market would then he one of

"magazine plus newspapers" at all

time-. \nd. he adds, 'Testing different

media over different periods of time

i- -o full of difficulties as almost not

to he worth thinking about at all."

For flexible media he has a practical

suggestion: I se enough markets acro-s

the nation in an alternating pattern so

that you have a chance of washing out

tlu differences from town to town.

You'd match towns not only geograph-

ically but all over. For example, sup-

pose vou're testing spot radio and

newspapers. Then you wouldn't use

new -papers in the East and radio in

the \\ est. i ou'd have both in all parts

of the country— on an alternating town

basis. You'd thus have two non-con-

nected networks over the nation—one

id radio and one of newspapers.

This veteran researcher concludes

with this warning: "You would hope
that, because you have so many places,

sheer weight of numbers would over-

KEEP OUT OF THE PINEY WOODS
AND SAGEBRUSH AND THE

- PLACES WHERE PEOPLE AIN'T

Beam your sales message to the concentrated

market around Dallas and Fort Worth — where

there are 1,134,000 people who spent $1,702,747,-

824 in retail sales in 1953. The thrifty combina-

tion of KLIF-KXOL will do the job for you.

Ask any FORJOE man.

KLIF
DALLAS

KXOL
FT. WORTH

1190 KC 5000 WATTS 1360 KC 1000 WATTS

whelm any local effects that might be

present. Of course, you still have the

problem that the copy treatment or the

type or size of space or frequency used

for the losing medium might have been

inadequate. But at least you might

be able to reach a conclusion for what
vou did. It's a real toughie!"

lie tikes panels: (,, Maxwell TJle,

Kenyon & Eckhardt's research director,

would like to use a representative con-

sumer panel in setting up an inter-

media test.

"Your specifications for setting up a

fool-proof inter-media test shall have

{Please turn to page 106 I

SPONSORS Media Study—
Published to date:

1. Why evaluate media?
(20 April 1953).

2. Media Basics I newspapers,
direct mail, radio, magazines

1 May 1953).

3. Media Basics 11—Tv, business

papers, outdoor, transit

| (18 May 1953).

4. How to choose media, part I

(1 June 1953).

it. How to choose media, part II

Q5 June 1953).

6. What you should know about
Life's 4-media study (29 June
1953). Supplementary artii le on
same topic: "Is Life's media

1 study fair to radio and to?" (a

debate), 13 July 1953.

7. Beware of these media research

pitfalls, part 1 (27 July 1953).

8. Beware oi these media research

pitfalls, part II (21 August 1953).

9. How 72 leading advertisers evalu-

ate media i7 September 1953).

10. Hon- 91 agencies evaluate

media (21 September 1953).

J J. How BBDO evaluates media
• 5 October 1953).

12. Hon Emil Mogul tests media
weekly for Rayco < 19 October 1953).

13. {Thy these 31 firms don't use
air media 1 16 Xovcmber 1953).

I I. IThat's wrong with air rating

services 1 28 December 1953).

lit. IT hat's wrong with jirint measure-
ment services (11 January 1954).

16. How air rating sen ices compare
by market (25 January 1954).

17. Can you set up an "ideaF media
test? il'art I 22 February 19541.

IS. II. Can you set up "ideaF
media test? 18 March 1954).

To he published:

1.9. I's\chological aspects of media.

20. Sales impact oi radio and tv.

21. New media evaluation and
research developments.

22. SPONSOR'S conclusions.

Stu<ly will In- published in book
form. You ma> order copy now.

smmmmm
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can't

miss

In the Mountain West when you use KSL radio

With a basket full of choice programs,

both local and CBS Network, you just can't

miss hitting your target with sure

penetration of the Billion Dollar

Mountain West Market.

i

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH • CBS Radio Network • 50,000 Watts • Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
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olor Tv in

Sioux City Sue-land
Recently Bekins Furniture Store showed eleven pieces on

KVTV—a davenport, two chairs, three tables, a rug, two

lamps, two pictures. Immediately after the program, a lady

telephoned Bekins to say, "I'll take the whole bundle of

everything you showed on KVTV a few minutes ago."

When asked what colors she wanted, her reply was,

"Just send me the same colors you showed on KVTV."

Commercial:

Even in black-and-white, commercials get a compatible

reception in Sioux City Sue-land, where there are more tv

sets than in France, West Germany, Denmark, Italy, Japan,

and The Netherlands combined. (In real money, this means

more than 85,000 sets.)

CBS, NBC, ABC & DuMont
Represented by The Katz Agency

%w
SIOUX CITY, IOWA

KVTV, a Cowles Station, is under the same management
as WNAX-570, the radio station that tor 30 years has
successfully served one o/ the world's major agricultural

regions, the hve-state area known as Big Aggie Land.
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SUNDAY |
MON DAY

d explnnalion* i.. help you use this chart SpottMorm listed alphabetically with agency and time on air
orden Co.. DCSS: NBC, Th 8:30-8 Dm

Ito*. FASAR
mer. Chicle, ]

10-10:30 pm: ABC.
mer. Clg., KSCR: CBS. Tu.

DTN. Sun 9-9:30 pm: Sit

*"?• ,otd *• >l<nuli»rt, Uine

I Ann., OU; CUM. Tu.

Pr., Blow: CBS. M F

rodi.. Grey: NBC, 1

».. HAH ABC ill
ick. Burnett: DTK.
, EtUncian: ABC. 8

NBC. ' Sit .30-11

B
W.1.U; Errier..

S1-4S tlatloni in the Eait. s

I Eejt knd Centra.'] tone*'.^ 1

1 Food*. Earle I.uililr

• I B™h«. gUw;

ABC, alt F <J-'.i .':> pra; CI18, Tu 3-1:15 pm
Brawn Shoe Co.. Burned ABC Sit lOHd-lI nn
Brown 4. Wllllamian. Bates: CBS, F 10-10:30 pin
Quick. Kuun«f NBC. Tu 8-9 pm
Calnon, Kttcbum, Mac- Lewi A Grove' CBS, Tu

Cnmphell Soun, Billin CHS. M \\ y J j |||

Carnation, F.rwln, Wu» I'Hs \r 8-8 -in nm
Carter Prodi.. SS

Bate*: DTN. !

Cati Pa* _ Rubber Co..

CBS.

Levyne^ CBS. Tj
0:50 pm (10 mini

Chaaabrouoh, jCbjtajiT NBC. f"'iO;SO-45 pm

NBC,
"Chrytler,

Coea-Cala.
Colo ate, K 130-1

« i on, ii.im nbc. tu r, \r.n Dm
Songoleum, M.-Cmui -Erkkion: NTlC, Tu 10 30-
1 ''' 6k . Bale, NTJC \V :, :|U.f, j, r

Can.erled Rico. Leo Burnett: CBS, F 1:30-4
Corn Products. C U Millet NBC, M 3:45-4

Croaley. BBDO: NBC, lit Sal 10:30-11 pm
Hetrne Curtli, RAH: DTN
Derby road), NL4B: ABC,

Mil.
1

.
Sun 12:30-1 pm

ABC,
n A Jamr

•tor. J\VT: NBC 1

ABC. alt Sun 6
C. O.H. tilt: CBS.

s
V

<',
45-11 pm

VAIi Mil

>;'"„,',''
t,'

'"".; ,",
JO ] pm; NBC. Sun

. Tatham-Lelrd:
•. Th ; 30- 1 pra. F pro; CBS, M-F

. CBS. W
Brother: CBS.

ildalre. FC4K

si, Can

SBC, all

CBS. n, 1:30-46 pm
iid C* ., Beeumo t ft Hobman: CBS.

Hlg., BCAP: NBC Sat f :30-10 pm

Gruer McCann-Frlckion- ABC Sun 9-8 15 pm P. Lorlllard. YAR: CBS. Sun 10-10:30 Dm; LAN; CamnbeU-Mltbup: CBS. Tu 1:45-1 pm

Ludrn'v Int.. I M MlthM NBO, F 5:30-41 Dm
Mar*. Inc. (.0 lluni.H \ BC, Sun S 30-6 pm

Mlnnciotn Mining. Ml" ' US. M, W 10-10:15 am

Philip Morris. Blow: CBS M 9-9 30 pm. alt Th

Ralilon. Purina liaidner AI1C Sat 11-11:30 am
111 mi A Clean- CHS Th 1 311-45 pm

Motorola. RA-Il ABC, nit Tu HI" M tn ,„„

Remington Rand. TAB: CBS alt Sun 10:30-11
Mystlk Taoe. Hartriifur CHS. F 1:45-2 Dm

i ..i.-, „ -i ii NTJC. alt 11 11:311-10.30 pm.
Ravlon. Welntraub: NHC 'I>j 1030-11 pm

Kellooo. Burned CHS. Tu 2 Mil- 45 Dm: Th 1:15-3(1

Knom'wi. M
1
."',,! CCS^M Tl.V'l " "m >n< all (1*0 Norse, J Waller Thump.or CHS. Tli 145-1 pm Reynold! Metali, Sctdi: NHC. Sun T:30-8 Dm

Kr.nl FootU. JWT NBC. W »10 pm; ABC. Th Norwich Pha/m., BAH CHS Sun 1111:15 pm
ABC, Sun 7 7 30 pm

Lever 8roi .: JWT: CBS. Th 9-0:30 pm; McCarn- Pttbat. Wir>.i,k A 1-irl.r i'IIS, W 10 pm In eorifl

Pan-Am. Alr»nyv JWT Mil', all S„„ (1-6:30 pm Scott Paper, JttT: NBC. W S 30-9 pm; CBS. Sun
Papal-Cola Co.. Blow: ABC. F 8:30-9 Dm
Pet Milk. Cardner NBC. Sat 8:30-9 pm Serutan Co., Bdmrd K'elter IITN. F 1-0:80 pm

Seeman Bros., Welntriub CBS. Th 1-1:15 pmPharm act: ull call, lie., Klttter: CBS, Tu 8:30-8

Llntoln-Mareury, KAB: CBS Sun B-B pm
ThftfflH J. Llpton. TAB: CBS, M 8:30-1 pm Pllltbury Mills. Burnett: CBS. all W 8:10-0 pm:
Lmlaotw Baoa.ll: CB8. M. W. F 11-11:16 Pm M-TIi U.li-31) am. 11 Tu. W. F a:*5-3 Pin:

ton: NBC. Sat 930-10 pm:

Holder] CBS. Th 1:1

Swltt.

SyliranU. Cecil A Pn

Steel, BBDO ABC. ill

Tebateo. Kudner: NTiC. T
mln Corp., KFCAC: ABC, ;

J^^mim

BIG MARKET FACTS...

WTRFw
WHEELING

CHANNEL

Serving . .

.

and

SELLIAG
* 1st Market in West Virginia

* 48th Market in United States

* lM? cities of more than 10,000

population

* Plus a RICH... buzzing... BOOMING
primary area

Primary Market Data
Population: 1,413,200

Families: 403,700
IV Families: 248.123
Buying Income: $1,877,921,000
Retail Sales: 11,212,266,000

MNTERCONNECTED
Primary Affiliate NBC
Secondary Affiliate ABC

National Representatives: George P. Hotlingbery
Co.

New York, Chicago, Atlanta, Los Angeles, San
Francisco

WTRF-TV
WHCELING, W. VA.

Cbann

Steubenville, Ohio . . . Weirton* W. Va»

Martins Ferry, Betlaire, Ohio

Robert W. Ferguson, Vice President & General Manager
H. V i '1111.1111 Smith, Sales Manager

Phone Wheeling 1177



ECONSULT PULSE FOR TV MARKETS

TOP

FIFTEEN

ONCE

A WEEK

SHOWS

New York Jemuory 1954
Trown .W lUu

I LOVE LUCY SiO
GODFREY'S TALENT SCOUTS 46.0

TOP TEN

MULTI-

WEEKLY

SHOWS

MILTON
YOU BE

BEBLE
r YOUR LIFE

19A
115

THIS IS

YHOUSE

MY LINE?

JO 1

New York January 1954

HOWOY DOODY 17 1

CSS NE
GODFREY

II 1

STRIKE IT RICH
NTH HOUR NEWS. WE

10.4

HHIR 1.1

CHRONOSCOPE _. so

Los Angeles January 1954
Protrtm Air. Rolf

ORAGN
E LUCY
BET YOUR LIFE
SHOW OF SHOWS

S6S
17. S

ON BERLE 14. 1)

REY'S TALENT SCOUTS 23.5

10 ONE 109

Angeles January 7954

EL NEWS CARAVAN 8.7

M
S- PUTNAM
AR OF THE JUNGLE
FROMAN

74
7 J

1 I

CROSBY 7 1

TOP SERVICE
Where the U.S. Population is concentrated and

where the public buys the most of everything, PULSE

interviews more than 1 ,200,000 families. This is the

largest, most accurate sampling outside U S Census

/UtJtcA tic

INTERVIEWS
it tie

HOMEl

PULSE, llIC, " "' 46th si
. Wen/ York 3b

THE SERVICE WITH THE MOST SUBSCRIBERS

Daytime 8 March 1954

MONDAY

TV COMPARAGRAPH OF NETWORK PROGRAMS Daytime 8 March 1954

SATURDAY



... Telepulse Report for the

Wilkes-Barre-ScrantonTV
Market

15 of the Top 15 Night-t-me Shows.

*tf WttZ'ZVZ^ Shows!

2 , of the Top 25 N.ght-t.me bh

During 140 quarter hour P*"°^

6 to II pm, Monday through Sund

leads in 121 periods!

^ wz-zs-n'v

FEBRUARY SET COUNT:

135,000

periods l~ds » " Pe,,oJs
-

, a J-onrp' • that's what
,. i Audience. •

i. ' Audience . • •
•

Rarre-Scranton,
Audience ^ xv/RRF-TV in the W.lkes-Barre ^

you get when you buy WBKt

Pennsylvania market.

Telepu lse Report proves what

The revealing facts of the current Te * ^^^
WBRE-TV has been say.ng bout ^^ . lts

Stupendous Set Count .
•

-

£ Wy.rated local shows .
.

1 COLOR-TV in N. E. Pennsylvan.a.

^®^ TV
@©

h
:

28 w,kes Barr

:::
. tl. U^adley-Reed Co.

Representat.ve The Heao.ey



MEDIA STUDY
{Continued from page 96)

to await the blissful hereafter for their

implementation," In- told sponsor.

"Meantime I Bhould like t<> address

myself to tin* more mundane and lim-

ited objective of setting up the ideal

inter-media test, given the current

state <>f research technology. I em-

phasize tlii^ last qualification because

improvements in technology arc the

one basic method \>\ which our abilit\

to estimate and predict can be in-

creased."

I « nlial objective of tbe ideal inter-

media test should be to measure sales

returns from tlie medium used against

tbe advertising investment in each me-

dium, he sa\s. A supplementary objec-

tive or "near measure" partialis corre-

lated with Bales would be to determine

the abilitv of the alternative media to

increase consumer familiarity of the

FREE & PETERS, INC.,

NBC • 5000 WATTS

970 KILOCYCLES

Exclusive National Representatives

product, holding quality of creative

work constant

I le's representative consumer panel,

which he feels would be best calculated

to give these answers, would be in-

terviewed repeated!) preceding and
during the media test.

"This form of dynamic research

would enable us to study the level of

brand familiarity and purchase among
the sample of consumers prior to the

test," he Bays, "it would also permit

us to set up the media t<"4 and to fol-

low the pattern of consumer familiarity,

consumer acceptai ce and consumer
purchases of the product given the

known conditions of exposure of the

people in the sample to the various

media being u-ed."

This test would permit the study of

sales effectiveness of alternative media

in these two general directions, lie

feels

:

1. Their abilit) to increase con-

sumer sales.

2. Their abilit] to decrease com-

petitive encroachment.

Put another way, "The testing mech-

anism would permit us to measure

both the offensive and defensive sales

effectiveness of the media under study."

Expensive? Lie agrees it would

be. "But if the planned media invest-

ments are large, these research costs

would more than justify themselves by

the increased efficiency with which the

media would he combined" in an over-

all ad schedule as a result of the find-

ings.

I le's preference for a "d\ namic con-

sumer panel"' is largely a technical one,

he says. "It is the best-known current

method bv which we can segregate

media exposure and brand familiarity

and use to the individual prospect and

customer. And the more we can make
the analysis contingent upon measuring

results upon each individual prospect

and customer, the greater the research

efficiency. In this form of test the

effects of media are not 'diluted" as in

a store inventor) test since we can

stud] people on the basis of their ex-

posure or non-exposure to the medium
(or even their degree of exposure).

In other tests we cannot segregate

people into these undiluted groups."

Hotter offers tips: Sherwood Dodge,

Foote, Cone & Belding's v.p. in charge

of marketing, Bays the most useful

inter-media test would require:

1. identical measuring techniques.
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JVCAN-TV Snarls

Phone Lines*

TV Hopefuls' Calls SEilE

Jam Phone ServiceiSLDIIKS
Th ds of 'W SousanasoT winners i warn pi

Broadway Exchange for an Hour
A deluge of thousands of telephone calls by poten-ICat

tial winners of a radio-television "bingo" program late
J

Saturday night and early Sunday hampered police tele-
phone emergency service at the

Licen.«

"HUT

immedi'

tors.

amount
tors al

tors cou
(iio utift

it was i

situation.

"The public

stand this:

for those,

out' line

They do
to do so.

lie safof
The *

said ev

and all

to Insu

and nig]

pany o f

to tr

telep'

T>

Safety Building for an hour,

police reported Sunday.
Capt. Herbert Schmidt, in

charge of the First Precinct

Station late shift, stated it was
impossible for police to make
outgoing or receive incoming
calls at the station between mid-
night and 1 a. m. Sunday be-

cause of the number of calls

being made to WCAN-TV sta-

tion. WCAN has a Broadway
telephone exchange, the same
as the police station.

Kal Ross, WCAN-TV director

of operations, claimed that be-

tween 100,000 and 150,000 peo-
ple play the game on TV ami
radio from 10:30 p. m. to 12:30
a. m. Saturday night. The pro-
gram started four weeks ago.
Besides the police complaint,

hundreds, of persons who played
the game Saturday night called

the police, the Sentinel, WCAN-
TV and operators of the Broad-
way dial switchboard station,

722 N. Broadway. They com-
plained that their phones were
"blanked out" during the pro-

gram, that they got the busy
signal for "two hours" and tha*

they could not even reach the
operators during the pre in-
land for an hour afterwaf

The Police *"

I vised ca"

*Game Goes On;

Phone Lines Open
Police and Wisconsin tele-

phone Companv officials re-

ported that WCAN-TV PLAY
REGAL did not interfere with
normal phone operations . . .

as happened last Saturdav
Night.

reprinted from Milwaukee Sentinel,

February 15, 1954

8 MARCH 1954

g] ,,.

TV found

I LTY

!

The surprising results of WCAN-TV's new game PLAY REGAL indicates

that thousands of viewers played REGAL — while thousands more
jammed phone lines requesting information on how to get cards and
to make them eligible players. As a result, WCAN-TV was found
guility on the following four counts.

r

th

!

so

1.

2.

3.

4.

WCAN-TV is guility of having 60% conversions in less than

6 months on the air. It is this phenomenal conversion rate that

made Milwaukee the fastest growing UHF Market in America
today!

WCAN-TV is guilty of operating at FULL POWER of 212,000 watts

bringing top flight WCAN-TV and CBS programming to greater

Wisconsin.

WCAN-TV is guilty of having more than 300,000 PLAY REGAL
forms on file in about one month ... A good indication of the

size and type of audience WCAN-TV can deliver for your pro-

motional dollar.

WCAN-TV is guilty of giving the Best TV BUY in America TODAY

Basic Optional

Milwaukee

Represented Nationolly by

Alex Rosenman • 347 Madison Avenue

New York. New York
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IN RADIO!

NOW

IN TV!

a Falls

^rTexas!
CBS AND DuMONT

TELEVISION NETWORKS

vUicmla ofa IIs television, ift

prohahK a modification of recognition

or recall techniques

—

2. At identical intervals after the

stimulus

—

3. Measured at uniformly different

intervals (short time, long time)—
1. \fter different degrees of iden-

tity or exposure (heavy campaign,
light campaign I

—
5. With fresh material so )ou can

eliminate the need for confusion con-

trol.

Dodge objects strong!] to a practice

indulged in b) some hroadcasters:

making broadcast-to-print comparisons

on the basis of recognition for the

latter and tuned Bets for the former.

Wh) ?

"In making broadcast-print com-

parisons I would prefer to use data

from a recognition studv such as I

have described. "' he sa\>. ""Intil then,

1 know of no better assumption to

make than that ads in a magazine are

physical!] encountered i though many
forgotten i to about the same degree

as broadcast commercials are physical-

l\ encountered. Therefore magazine

audience figures equate more closely to

broadcast audience measurements than

magazine figures do when they are ad-

justed for average Starch readership.""

Radio vs. to: William S. Robinson.

Earle Ludgin & Co.'s research director

in Chicago, sa\s most of the testing

done today seems to be between broad-

cast and print media whereas he would

like to see radio stacked up against

tv. He outlined such a test, but first

he prefaced his remarks to SPONSOR

with the statement that "I don't believe

it is possible to set up a fool-proof

inter-media test.""

"If it were possible to test the effec-

tiveness of different advertising media,

it would be possible to test the effec-

tiveness of all advertising."" he says.

"To mj knowledge no one since the

Townsend brothers has claimed that

this is possible. As a further bit of

preface, it would be foolish to ignore

the practical limitations of testing any

two media. Conditioning of consumers.

campaigns b\ competitors, changes in

taste and st\le. introduction of new-

product designs, changing economic

conditions and even weather will j>la\

important parts in any test of adver-

tising or advertising media."

However, Robinson believes it is

possible to set up a test of two media

that would contribute much to under-

standing the potential value of each.

SPONSOR



The first prerequisite would be to

check the movement of the product

being advertised. This could be done

either by observing a sample of con-

sumers or a sample of retail outlets. If

the product is sold through many types

of outlets, it would be best to use a

consumer panel. If, on the other hand,

sales were concentrated in a single type

of outlet, a store audit operation would

be more efficient.

For this radio-vs.-tv test Robinson

assumes that an unlimited budget is

available ("I'm dreaming now"). This

is what he would like to see done:

1. Select for testing a product of

fairly frequent purchase and wide dis-

tribution.

2. Select four test markets with

characteristics as comparable as possi-

ble—all in tv areas.

3. Establish matched consumer

panels in all markets for one year be-

fore the test is begun.

4. Check the purchases of the prod-

uct among the families in the panels,

noting long-term trends, seasonal

trends and the effect of any unusual

economic or weather events.

5. At the same time check the dis-

tribution of the product and relate

sales changes to the changing level of

distribution.

6. In two of the test markets, run a

radio campaign for one year. At the

same time conduct a tv campaign in

the other two areas.

7. Utilize the same advertising ap-

peals in the two campaigns—but in the

tv campaign take fullest advantage of

tv's capabilities in adding visual im-

pact to the message.

8. The subject of expenditures is a

perplexing one. Should the same

amount of money be use.d in both

media or should tv receive enough to

allow the same frequency as used on

radio? "I favor the second alternative

because I believe it more closely ap-

proximates the practical situation."

9. After running the campaign for

one year, observe the panels for

another year to measure the sales

changes occurring after the advertising

was stopped.

What would such a test indicate?

You'd have a record of sales changes

brought about by the introduction of

a radio advertising campaign compared

with those changes effected by a tv

campaign, Robinson feels. You'd have

a record of sales for a one-year period

before advertising began, for a one-

(Please turn to page 112)
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Take a few Notes f|

! Mr. Timebuyer:

__' WSLS-TV IS POWERFUL mmm
mmm 296,000 watts Efe'

ANTENNA HEIGHT -4,007 feet above sea-level

WSLS-TV HAS COVERAGE
63 COUNTIES ..

IN VIRGINIA - WEST VIRGINIA - NORTH CAROLINA J;:|||||

WSLS-TV HAS VIEWERS IBl
POPULATION—2,312,240

FAMILIES—538,480

TELEVISION SETS—223,945

MONEY?
$1,677,221,000

CONSUMER SPENDABLE INCOME 1953'

Interconnected

with ABC-NBC 1 i

•:::::*:>-^:t::-:

W l'i'ij i ll I . .1 . .

;.;.;.;.;.;i;i<
j
i
;
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fHA\
ROANOKE, VIIM.IM A

SHENANDOAH LIFE STATIONS, INC.

WSLS-AM-FM-TV
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY AVERY-KNODEL. INC,



LET'S FACE IT
National brands ai o

ANNE HAYES-Director of Women's Activities—KCMO, Kca I

One ol thousands of lotul personalities who make Spot Radio stM



1

The Station Advisory Board
of the Crusade will consist of:

nought locally
they're bought differently, by dif-

people in different places. For in-

, 80.7% of all Washington, D.C. fami-

uy jams and jellies, though in Salt

ity, 41.9% of the families buy jams

jllies. In Portland, Maine, just 4.2%
es buy powdered bleach while in

a, 33.4% are powdered bleach users.

two comparisons are two of many
ley prove that national advertisers

rersell a market which is already sold

ndersell a market which clearly needs

advertising punch,

it's where spot radio comes in, be-

spot radio hits the local market

y, via local personalities. For example,

minute of every day the people who
id buy national products locally tune

wn by town, city by city, state by

to their local radio stations—and their

te local personalities. And the local

alities—the newscasters, the women
entators, disc jockeys, sportscasters

j
built up a strong confidence among
vast audiences because they know
community's likes and dislikes and

ore can reach their audiences with a

e and direct local approach when sel-

ational products.

t's why National Spot Radio in 1953

jd a gain of 16.9% over the preceding

-a terrific gain which resulted in spot

s biggest year in history. That's why,
proper promotion of National Spot

>, the gain will go higher and higher. It

nakes good old-fashioned horse sense

vertise directly to the local market via

•usted local personality.

And it makes good horse sense too, to

immediately join the 318 far-sighted sta-

tions who deserve the full credit for realiz-

ing the value of and launching the Crusade
for Spot Radio—because the Crusade for

Spot Radio is the only organizal ion entirely

devoted to the promotion of spot radio on
an industry-wide basis.

All stations are strongly urged to join the

Crusade at just the cost of the one-time
daytime minute announcement rate per

month. Remember, the Crusade for Spot
Radio is out to prove to national advr tiscrs

and their agencies that National Spot
Radio is one of the most important and et

fective advertising media in this country

today. So send your check to Reg Rollinson,

the Crusade for Spot Radio, 101 Park Ave-

nue, New York City 17, N. Y. Help YOUR
Crusade help YOU. The cost is low, the divi-

dends industry-wide high.

Robert B. Jones, Jr.,

WFBR
Baltimore

Leslie L. Kennon, KWTO
Springfield, Mo.

Richard H. Mason, WPTF
Raleigh

Charles F. Phillips,

WFBL
Syracuse

^ yru£ade
FOR SPOT RADIO

Sponsored by the

Radio Stations & SRA
101 Park Avenue New York 17, New York

Odin S. Ramsland, KDAL
Duluth

Ben Strouse, WWDC
Washington, D. C.



NOW

Se/umuj {fa Np/j/u>,

M&xitm and

mwifah c[

Soutite/ut Cali(
r
0>uu/L

- nuw than

1,000,000 6^^!

"Reaching and selling

these big Los Angeles-

Southern California mar-

kets. An even smarter

buy in '54."

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY:

George W. Clark, Chicago, N. Y.

Daren F. McGavren, San Francisco

Dora-Clayton, Atlanta.

OR WRITE

KOWL, 4128 Wilshirc Blvd.

Los Angeles, Calif.

TExos 0-5152

yeai period during the campaigns and

for a similar period after they ended.

I rom these data can come answers

to sui li questions as

:

"I- i\ worth the added expense?

"Due- t\ Bell barder for a short

period and then lo-e its edge in effec-

tiveness ovei radio?

"What are the lasting effects <>f ra-

dio \ -. t\ advertising

?

"Is the superiority of one medium
over another the result of selling more
to a small group of ronsuiners or sell-

ing a larger group of consumers?

"Does radio reach the same type of

audience as tv or does it reach a dif-

ferent audience?"

The limitations of a stud} even as

elaborate and expensive as this one

would lie as follows. Robinson cautions:

• If the product had a natural ap-

peal that required visual presentation,

radio would suffer.

• If a new competitive product be-

came too important, the test would not

produce results of value.

• II the product became so popular

that the market were saturated with

either type of advertising, the test

would be useless.

"These are but a few of the limita-

tions that will always exist," Robinson

concludes. "But a test such as out-

lined here would almost certainly pro-

ride a great deal of valuable informa-

tion on the relative effectiveness of

radio and tv."

Hurtan's I methods: So far as Sam
(J. Barton, president of the Market Re-

searcb Corp. of America, is concerned,

media and market evaluation and

anal\ sis begin long before a formal

test—and may not even require one.

His four steps or methods of marketing

analysis can he applied to media as

well because marketing includes the

latter. The four steps are:

1. Re-anclysis of past records. Go
back over what you or other ad man-

agers did. Find out whether there was

a correlation between -ales and media

used. Be careful to determine whether

some other variable wasn't introduced

a heller product to name onlv one.

2. Testing during current operations.

Select as main markets as you want

and just measure results more care-

full\ in ea< h. keeping close tab on

what you're doing in each medium in

the test markets. This wa\ you oot

onlj gain some insight into your media

effectiveness but it doesn't cost you

anj thing but paper work.

3. Small custom-built experiments
using selected Stores or families. Bar-

ton is thinking here more of price,

package and merchandising experi-

ments, hut media experiments could be
worked in as well, especially with

products sold in limited outlets or by
using panels.

4. Special test markets. These are

the most expensive and sometimes can't

be avoided, especially in connection
with launching a new product or using

a new medium. The goal: to find out

whether first your product, then \our

selling themes (copy I and finally \our
media selection will he effective on a

national basis.

Barton stresses that a good market-

ing and advertising executive will keep

close check on at least these eight

major variables in order to ensure the

success of his operation. Note that

media are only one of the eight. Thev
are:

Consumer patterns.

Product

Price.

Package.

Method of distribution.

Merchandising.

Media.

Selling themes.

On testing itself. Barton emphasizes

this point: "The old-fashioned test

market is on the way out as the pri-

mary method for measuring marketing

tactics and strategy. However, testing

and measurement as a built-in part

of full-scale marketing operations is

definitely on the way in."

One network researcher told SPON-

SOR that if a workable national media

test is evolved it will come from the

air media, for they alone have been

experimenting with inter-media tests.

The magazines—and newspapers—are

content to rest their case on either ABC
circulation or "gross audience"—total

number of readers.

This expert pointed to NBC's series

of Hofstra-type surveys for example.

to -how how far air media have pro-

gressed. These surveys were designed

to show the sales effectiveness of radio

and tv. The latest one. in which fami-

lies in four test < ities were interviewed

twice over a 13-week span, was covered

in "How t\ stops brand-switching,"

SPONSOR, 27 July 1953.

"Magazines are -till counting read-

ers— as though that alone is impor-

tant." this network researcher said.

(For a critical analysis of network

media te-ts. see "Beware of these
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1953

289 Pages 682 Pages 889 Pages 951 Pages 1254 Pages 1357 Pages 1608 Pages

SPONSOR The magazine radio and tv advertisers use

SPONSOR builds on a solitl basis. Our policy: turn out useful issues and the

advertising will follow. This common-sense approach to tv and radio trade

paper publishing has appealed to station advertisers increasingly since

our first issue in November 1946. Our promise for 1954: new, improved

use departments, more use articles for buyers of radio and television.
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REGIONAL
RADIO WOW

First in all Periods!*

6-10 a.m.

WOW Pulse 8.3

B station 3.7

C station 2.4

10 a.m.-2 p.m.

WOW Pulse 8.7

B station 4.6

C station 2.3

Covet Cental

Missouri *Ht>

una

2-6 p.m.

WOW Pulse 8.5

B station 3.6

C station 3.8

6-10 p.m.

WOW Pulse 10.4

B station 6.3

C station off air

RADIO
. thru Fri.

. — Dec. 1953 Pulie of
1 Radio WOW Area

VZ> TT
OMAHA 590 • NIC

A Meredith Station

JOHN BLAIR A CO., Rep.

BJTAL bi imi your

telling message convincingly to the

same area It takes 9 other radio

r. This cle«

tlon docs a superb selling

Job cm the all-Important Farm
Market. I

llghl stair SK1.I.S

youi product 01 service. Write

KFAL today about your marketing

plans. lou. 11 And thai this power-

ful station gets Kl.si i.ts:

1000 WATTS
FULTON, MISSOURI

Got minute spots that need only the right location

to make a successful sales pitch to one of the South's £
greatest markets — the Miami area? Here are three

mighty good locations —

* HOUR OF STARS with Tony Martin, Ginger Rogers, Dick

Powell and Peggy Lee— 8:1 5-9:1 5 A.M. Monday thru Friday,

National Air Lines has the whole first segment. Join Rybutol,

Schaefer Beer, Wheaties, etc., in other segments.

* BILLIE AND BILL Local live talent and recorded music

Florida folks like — 9:1 5-1 0:00 A.M. Monday thru Friday.

Tintex, BC, Clabber Girl, Pabst, etc., are already in!

* TO THE LADIES with Jack Berry— 1:15-2:00 P.M. Monday
thru Friday is getting hotter every week! Ask your Hollingbery

Man for further details.

James M LcGaie, General Manager

5,000 WATTS - 610 KC • NBC Affiliate

S/ational Rep George I' I lollingberj ( o

media research pitfalls!", sponsor, 27

July 1953.)

Nothing in this two-part article on

media testing has been said about the

importance of advertising frequency

and dominance which Hen DufTv. presi-

denl of Batten, Barton. Durstine &

Osborn, considers more important

than the problem of deciding "whether

12 insertions in a monthly magazine is

better than 52 insertions in a weekly

magazine, or whether .">() insertions in

a newspaper is better than 150 on the

radio."

In bis book Profitable Idvertising in

Today's Media and Markets Duffy

says: "Hie question is, "What medium
and what frequency will sell merchan-

dise at the lowest cost per case, gross

or unit?' Perhaps 12 insertions in a

monthly magazine that give complete

representation in the issues available

ina\ not be sufficient frequency. The

advertiser maj decide to use a medium
that will enable him to reach his mar-

ket with greater frequency through

weekh magazines, or with still greater

frequents 1>\ means of newspapers or

radio. The decision requires a study

of pre-investing, testing, careful analy-

sis ami a continual stud] of the cost

per sale."

SPONSOR'* conclusions: Having

considered the pros and con-. SPON-

SOR'S own conclusions on media testing

may he summarized as follows:

1. A continuous-type test is better

than a "static" or one-shot test, but the

latter is better than none.

2. The biggest and most successful

advertisers seem to be testing all the

time and set aside a definite part of

their budget for this type of work.

3. Air media are in the van in test-

ing because they have the audiences

but don't have an equitable share of

the advertising dollar.

4. Any accurate, continuous test

will show that media vary from week

to week or month to month, even for

the same product, so far as sales "pull

is concerned. So you ma\ he making

a mistake 1»\ using onlj one medium.

Combinations reach more people.

.">. Arguments over which medium
is best therefore is so much time wasted,

for each ma\ be "best" for a certain

product under certain conditions. But

each changes often under the impact

of all the numerous variables men-

tioned in this series. Moral: Don't be

satisfied with what you're using.

(>. Media can be tested because:
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SPONSOR considers a human being

infinitely more complex than a medi-

um. Yet by using electronic computer,

it can be determined whether or not a

freshman, for example, will fail to

graduate from college.

Thus determining which medium to

use under a given set of conditions is

or should be much easier to accom-

plish.

Once this is done, advertising will

not be reduced to a push-button,

swivel-chair operation, as some media
and research experts fear. Rather it

will free the creative adman from con-

cern over whether he's using the best

medium or combination of media for

his message and let him concentrate on
two problems far more important.

1. How to increase the effectiveness

of his message.

2. How to increase the effectiveness

with which he uses a medium.
To speed this goal sponsor will ex-

amine two possible approaches to the

reduction (or elevation, if you will I

of media selection to a science in a

future article in this series. The ap-

proaches are:

• A mathematical one. (After all.

mathematics is the root of all knowl-

edge. )

• The use of electronic computers.

Can you set up an "ideal" media
test?

SPONSOR is convinced that it's just a

matter of time. • * *

GREYHOUND BUS
(Continued from page 33)

Greyhound's expenditures for Omni-
bus in 1953 totaled $461,500 in talent

and production costs, $415,519 in time

charges— $877,019 totally. The re-

mainder of the firm's $940,800 network

tv budget, that is, $63,781, went into

production of the commercials shown
on Omnibus. Jess Kimmel, producer

and director of Greyhound's tv com-
mercials, brings in the average two-

minute commercial at $1,500.

Greyhound's basic national advertis-

ing themes on Omnibus are:

1. Economy: "Greyhound gives you
a lot more travel for a lot less money."

2. Frequency and convenience of

Greyhound schedules.

3. Scope of Greyhound service: the

fact that it reaches nearly every com-

munity in all 48 states and most of

Canada.

4. The scenic and sightseeing ad-

8 MARCH 1954
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vantages <>f travel bj bus.

5. The fact that Greyhound buses

run t<> the bear! of the <it\ with ter-

minals convenient to shopping centers

ami botels.

(>. I be freedom from <li i\ ing Btrain

and parking problems offered bj Grey-

bound travel.

7. Tin- riding ease <>f a Greyhound
bus espe tall) the new air-suspension

coacln-~ which eliminate metal Bprings.

8. The variet) of special sen i es

offered bj Greyhound, such as pre-

planned, expense-paid vacation tours;

i barter sen u e Foi group travel b) or-

ganizations, m ti< m >!-. and package ex-

press Ben ice.

Omnibus offers "something for

everybody" and it i» Greyhound's aim

through it- commercials to show that

it also offers a transportation service

that fits everybody's requirements at

one time or anothei

.

Other national media that Grey-

bound used to make these basic points

in 1953 were consumer magazines and

farm publications to the tune of $740,-

000, or IV ; of the total budget

Spending for outdoor in 1953 totaled

880, or less than 2' < of the hud-

KANSAS COVERAGE

WICHITA

Windy, the bright spirit of TV in Central Kansas, is dem-
onstrating what KTVH can do for you! Besides covering
the big Wichita and Hutchinson markets. KTVH brings

your product into the homes of fourteen other important
communities. Get your share of this complete coverage by
contacting a KTVH sales office in Wichita or Hutchinson.
Studios in Hutchinson: Howard O. Peterson. Gen. Mgr.

CHANNEL

12 KTVH
HUTCHINSON - WICHITA

VHF
240,000
WATTS

CBS BASIC -DU MONT -ABC
REPRESENTED BY H-R TELEVISION, INC.

COVERS CENTRAL KANSAS

get. Newspapers cost $1.8 million, or

about lil'f. Over $1 million is spent

on display merchandising. Since the

total expenditure for radio-tv, network

and local, comes to 29' '< of the budget,

air media are now close to double

magazines in Greyhound's breakdown.

Greyhound Corp. had always felt

that in order to sell travel, the firm

mu>t picture the scenic spots which

most people would like to \isit. This

requirement for advertising made tv a

natural medium for the l>u- line. \n

announcement (»re\ hound telecast on

Omnibut 8 Ma\ 1953 showed the firm

the mail pull of tv. In the last 30 sec-

onds of Greyhound's commercial the

announcer mentioned a ''Pleasure Map
of America," which viewers could re-

quest. This single mention on the last

Omnibus program of the spring 1953

series brought in 12.000 requests with-

in a month.

Omnibus acts as a type of advertis-

ing umbrella, covering the promotion

reeds of all the Greyhound bus lines.

But locally the individual Greyhound

lines often face problems that network

t\ or national advertising cannot cope

with. e.g. a special round-trip rate of-

fer between two town*: an extra sched-

ule to service a group of communities;

a seasonal trip offer; intensive compe-

tition either from another local bus

line or from other transportation

media.

To meet these specific local needs,

the 19 individual Greyhound com-

panies have their own local advertising

budgets. They decide individually

whether they "II use radio, tv or print

media: they decide upon their own
copy approach and strategy.

Because of this system the bus com-

pany can meet local conditions lle\il>ls

and fast. To show local variations

here are summaries of the air strategy-

used by some of Greyhound's regional

subsidiaries in 1953.

The Pacific Greyhound Lines, cov-

ering seven YA estern states, spent some

9ft of their local ad budget in 1953

on radio. 5% of it in tv. They used

radio during the three fall months, rv

in October and November only. One-

minute announcements were placed on

52 Western stations with an average

frequency of three a week. Total num-

ber of radio announcements used by

the Pacific Greyhound Lines were

1.<">1 (
). including 20-second, a- well as

minute announcements. The copy

theme in each instance tied in with the

national: "Take it easv . . . Take a
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Greyhound" is a typical example.

On tv Pacific Greyhound used 10-

second I.D.'s in Class "A" nighttime,

in order to get a maximum family au-

dience. A total of 311 I.D.'s were tele-

cast over 21 stations during the two-

month period. They ranged from stress

on fare to stress on convenience. Here's

a typical announcement over a slide

showing station call letters:

Announcer: Only $3.75, plus tax, to

Los Angeles from San Luis Obispo by

Greyhound. One of today's best buys

in travel!

The Pennsylvania Greyhound and

Central Greyhound (both operating on

the East Coast and in the Midwest) use

radio and tv for special promotions.

In the case of an Upper New York

State promotion, for instance, radio

was used to announce to the public

that Greyhound could now carry pas-

sengers along a special route that had

previously been restricted. Radio an-

nouncements and newspaper schedules

were used in the four cities serviced

by the additional runs (Buffalo, Corn-

ing, Elmira and Hornell). The copy

for these announcements was, of

course, keyed to the local situation, but

introductory phrases from the nation-

al advertising theme were tied in with

Greyhound's over-all strategy. Several

stations were used in multiple-station

markets for an average of 10 weeks on

the air.

The Northland Greyhound Lines, op-

erating in eight Northwestern states

and in Canada, use radio specifically to

announce special events: reduced rates,

terminal openings, changes in service.

The radio allocation is 3% of the total

local budget.

Tv accounts for 22% of Northland's

budget, with increases anticipated in

1954. The firm's aim in using tv is

the same as in their newspaper adver-

tising: to present all phases of Grey-

hound service at appropriate times of

the year. Announcements are ad-

dressed to the general public on copy

themes of local interest. Occasionally,

though, certain announcements are

aimed at a special group.

Greyhound noted the effectiveness of

air advertising in several ways: People

who came into the Milwaukee Travel

Bureau the day following a particular

broadcast knew the exact price of the

tour they wanted to take. When North-

land ran a map showing the increased

summer service, traffic increased on the

additional runs and people commented

upon their source of information.

On WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee, W.-..

Northland Greyhound sponsors a 15-

minute film show Thursdays L0:00-
lii:l". p.m. Entitled The II orld II e

Live In. it shows points of interest and
ways ill lu ing in different parts ol the

U.S. as well as the rest of the world.

In shorl for $513 pei program Grey-

hound virtual!) has a L5-minute insti-

tutional commercial. The agenc)

schedules films of special interest to

travelei - .it different times ol the

thus i\ ing the < ommen ials in even
ii ore ' loselj . \\ ben the Bubjei t- 'l<-.il

m iili foreigi inti ies, the Grej hound
• losing commercial Bays: "1 ou i an

ill the woi Id in Vmei i< i bj ' >u\ -

bound.

In Minneapolis Greyhound sponsors

i I i-minute news Bhow ovei k^ I I' I \ .

Thursdays 6:00-6:15 p.m., ;i« well as

si iii. nil minute announcements. I be

OUT
OF

TOP MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS

IN THE OMAHA AREA

ARE ON
• Trail Time*

• Eddie Fisher

• Camel News Caravan

•Weather, Sports (10:00 p.m.)*

w

• Dinah Shore

• 6:20 p.m. News*

• Stand By For Action*

• TV News Roundup (10:15 p.m.)*

•WOW-TV "Live" Studio Shows

TV OMAHA
I

100,000 WATTS • NBC • DUMONT
A Meredith Station • Affiliated with "Better Homes & Gardens" and

"Successful Farming" magazines.
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news sh<>\% costs $266.50 per program.

The Di\i<- Greyhound Lines had still

another reason for taking their Bales

message to the air: to offset competi-

tive advertising and services of another

highway carrier which is a majot con-

tender in the Southeastern states ser-

viced b) Dixie The copy in tliis case

is totally divorced from national

themes and keyed specifically to ad-

vantages that Dixie can claim over its

competition. Announcements are there-

fore scheduled throughout the day and
evening to reach a maximum audience.

In 1953 Dixie's radio expenditure rep-

resented onlj \'
'< of the total budget

hut if thej sponsor a program on

\\ \1C. Memphis, as they were con-

sidering doing at presstime, the radio

allocation would be increased.

I In (>'
, of Dixie's budget which

goes into i\ is also put into a short-

run (eight to 10 weeks) announcement

campaign keyed t<> competitive advan-

tages. In L954 Dixie plans again to

invest in t\ loi both seasonal and com-

l>etiii\ e advertising.

Chicago Cooperative spends 10'^ of

118

its local budget in radio. In spring

1053 the Chicago oflice sponsored a 25-

minute show on WMAQ, Wednesdays

9:35-10:00 p.m., the Paul Gibson show

on alternate weeks over W'HBM during

the end of spring and heavy announce-

ment schedules.

The F'aiil Gibson program was aimed

specifically at housewives to get them

to make Greyhound travel plans.

The remainder of the air advertising

was aimed at a broader audience: dur-

ing the fall a 15-minute new-, time and

weather program on WCFL. 8:00-8:15

a.m.; during the winter a music show

|

on WCFL. 6:00-0:15 p.m.. Mondays,

\\ ednesday s, Fi iday b.

Besides general increase in traffic as

|

a result of radio, Chicago also points to

a travel folder offer that was made on

WCFL once a day for a week last fall.

I his announcement pulled 311 folder

requests, a response that pleased the

bus company. Greyhound is planning

In continue its radio appropriation in

Chicago, possibK with a slight in-

crease in 1954. No tv announcements

are scheduled, however.

The Southeastern Greyhound Line i-

both radio and tv conscious. In 1954

this Greyhound subsidiary will be on

\\ SM-T\ . Nashville, \\ SB-TV. Atlanta

and WBRC-TV, Birmingham with

three announcements per week per sta-

tion for 40 weeks starting 4 January

through 15 June, and then from 15

September through 31 December. Ma-

con, Ga., will be covered with two an-

nouncements a week over \\ M \X-TV,

[or a 26-week contract. In each in-

stance the agency bought Class "A"
nighttime to reach the family at home.

Sa\s J. L. Laube. Beaumont & Hoh-

man's Greyhound account executive in

the Atlanta office:

"I ogether with our clients it was our

opinion that the 20-second Greyhound

t\ announcements should be adjacent

to top urn- programs if possible, be-

cause of the timely messages we are

tr\ ing to put across.

"This summer we will feature pre-

planned tours to various resorts which

arc popular from the cities selected. No
general advertising i- run every an-

nouncement specifically names destina-

tions and certain schedules that we

want to build up."

In spring 1953 Southeastern Gre\

-

hound made its radio debut with min-

ute announcements in Nashville. Bir-

mingham. Chattanooga, Montgomery

and Columbus. These announcement-.

too, featured specific schedules. The

SPONSOR
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tt^islgSibj,

R«P'«t«nt«d No

CBS
IN THE LAND

MILKandttONEY

WBAY
GREEN BAY

5,000 WATTS

original advertising appropriation for

radio was $10,000 bul Bubstantial in-

creases are planned for the L954 radio

effort. Southeastern Greyhound Bhowed
large increases in lorn sales during

summer L953 in cities where radio was
Used.

Overland Greyhound Lines, opera)

ing in I 7 \\ estern states, i- particular -

1) kern i,m reminding people continu

ously of the services OGL provides.

The aueiic\ 1ms tlierefore < nl minute

announcements in half to increase the

frequency of these announcements
within the budget. OGL spent 18%
<d its budgel in radio, has not \ el al-

located tv funds. Their radio effort is

often closer) linked with newspaper
ads. On WOW, Omaha, for example,

the firm ran 10 announcements a week
as part of a shopper's promotion. \l

the same time OGL ran large news-

paper ads in cities surrounding

Omaha, encouraging women shoppers

to visit Omaha on Tuesdaxs and Wed-

nesdays by Greyhound. j>u\iug <nd\ a

one-way fare for a round-trip ticket.

They've found that such coordinated

promotions produce best results.

OGL's regular announcement sched-

ules are aimed at a mixed adult audi-

ence. In many cases they reach tin-

audience through news, weather and

music adjacencies in the morning; they

take news and popular music adjacen-

cies on nighttime radio.

The growing stress upon radio and

tv in Greyhound's advertising plans

has not been effected at the expense of

newspapers. Newspapers have tradi-

tionally been the backbone of advertis-

ing by transportation firms since peo-

ple consult their newspapers for sched-

ules, routes, services. Radio and tv, on

the other hand, have added scope and

flexibility to Greyhound's regional ad-

vertising by hammering the bus line's

message home frequently, b) solving

specific problems. The air media have

also been particularly useful in pro-

moting special services, calling all n-

tion to specials on rates, in short, add-

ing another dimension to the over-all

regional sales effort.

Public relations are another reason

for Greyhound's continued and stead)

use of newspapers. Newspapers are

frequentl) used as forums for debates

between and attacks upon interstate

transportation media. Greyhound likes

to make public its point of view close

to the editorial matter that concerns

transportation subjects.

However, with competitive trans-

That's right! Here in Pennsylvania 1 buy

does cover 3 markets when that one buy

is WJAC-TV, Johnstown. You not only get

the Greater Johnstown market but also

the sweetest slice of Pittsburgh AND
Altoona! Latest hooper standings show

WJAC-TV

FIRST in Johnstown

(a 2-station market)

SECOND in Pittsburgh

(a 4-station market)

FIRST in Altoona

(a 2-station market)

If you really want to sell in southwestern

Pennsylvania, you can have your cake and eat

it, too ... by choosing thu I that covers

3. . . .

Cet full details from your KATZ man'
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who
invented

the

A San Franciscan, of course.

Big things happen in the

San Francisco Bay Area, especially when

you cover these ten important counties

with KYA, the independent of influence.

Halo, Life, Lipton's, Carnation,

andjwenty other top national

accounts use KYA.

How about you?

HERE'S

A CHOICE

MORNING
AVAILABILITY:

The

Beth Norman

Show

10 to 11 a.m.

Daily

Personality programming

by San Francisco's

favorite femme
provides plenty of plus

for your product.

4l f£frww£t<L sUtferu

George W. Clark. Inc.. New York and Chicago

Adam Young. Inc.. Los Angeles

portation media
I <-.ji. railroads and air-

line- 1 a- active in radio and t\ a- tlic\

are, Greyhound lias to take its hard-

-t II messages to the air as weH as into

pi mi media.

It was bard sell and shrewd evalua-

tion <>t competition that built Grey-

bound from a one-car line between

Hibbing and Uice, Minn., t.. a 6,500-

bus companj covering 98,000 miles a

j ear.

Greyhound's founder, the late Carl

In \\ ickman, hit upon the idea of 1ms

service in 1 *> 1 1- when lie ran into diffi-

cult) Belling Ids Hupmobile. For $1.50,

liver} autos would take one passenger

from Hibbing to Alice at this time.

\\ ickman decided to schedule regular

Hibbing-Alice runs for several person-

al l.">- a trip, or 2."><? for a round trip.

However, one of \\ ickman's com-

petitors, Ralph Bogan—also owner of

a liverj auto caught on to the beaut]

of this regular run. He soon showed

up on the same route with the same

rates. The subsequent fare-cutting bat-

tle ended with a merging of the two in-

terests, and that's how the present-day

Greyhound system began. A third

member to join the team was Orville

S. Caesar, now president of the Grey-

hound Corp. He first operated a bus

line out of Superior, \\ is., when \\ ick-

man's lines began spreading through

Minnesota. Hogan is executive v. p.

of the Greyhound Corp.

The Hibbing-Alice run? Doing \er\

well, thank \ou. * * *

r..«„/||.

\ Reasons Why
^i The foremost national and local ad-

2^ vertisers use WEVD year after

K3 year to reach the vast

B Jewish Market
if of >Iel ropolitan New York
^5 I. Top adult programming
_— 2. Strong audience impact

BiV 3- Inherent listener loyalty

(^^D 4. Potential buying power

Send tor a copy of

"WHO'S WHO ON WEVD"

HENRY GREENFIELD
Managing Director

WKVD 117-119 ¥«t 46th St.

»w York 19

SUMMER TV
[Continued from page 45)

of sponsors who used this device last

year. The figures are talent and pro-

duction costs from SPONSOR'S Tv Com-
paragraphs of last summer and fall.

• Philip Morris put in Racket Squad
at $10,000 a program to replace / Love

Lucy al | 15, i.

• RCA Victor used The Goldbergs

during the summer for $18,500 per

show, hut in the winter used the Den-

nis Day-starring RCA Victor Show,

which came in at $28,000.

• General Foods replaced Our Miss

Brooks with Footlights Theatre. The
replacement was a mere 89,000 while

the Eve Arden show sets GF back

$26,000 per.

Whether he uses the same show, a

rerun or a replacement, the summer
advertiser is displaying his realization

that he can't let up on selling simply

because it's hot. However, the facts of

t\ life are that the tv advertiser must

also take into account that a long queue

of impatient would-be sponsors are

only too ready to step into a time slot

that he might vacate in the summer.

Spot advertisers are even more vul-

nerable than network clients for the

individual stations generally do not

keep the door open for advertisers

coming back in the fall. The networks

offer hiatus protection under certain

conditions but one network executive

said:

"Don't let 'em kid you. There is no

real hiatus protection on any network.

Sure we'll tell the advertiser he can

get his time period back but nobody

can assure him that he'll get the same

station lineup.

"After all look at it from the point

of \ iew of the station. The station is

told that a client is taking a vacation.

There'll be a replacement show but

who knows whether there'll be a spon-

sor.' The station can't take a vaca-

tion. Its costs continue.

"So suppose an advertiser comes

along and sa\s: 'I'll come on during

the summer if I can have the time in

the fall, too." What would you do if

\ on owned a station?"

LEE DORRIS
SELLS THE BIC

NEGRO AUDIENCE
MORN I NC-NOON -AFTERNOON

ON

WSO K
NASHVILLE. TENNESSEE

1000 WATTS
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Black and white is going strong, but

Ediforial

Reprinted

Ffom The

Buffalo

Evening News

WBEN-TV
Prepares for

COLOR
%»

Buffalo Evening News

Color Television
The Federal Communications Commission

recently took far-reaching action in approving

an industry program for colored television. Be-

fore approval, it was subjected to scrutiny and
examination to determine if it was, in fact, "in

the public interest." The commission deter-

mined that it was. The program establishes

standards which, in all probability, will govern

color telecasting for many years to come.

Indeed, in some cases it probably will be

quite a spell before the entire industry catches

up with these high standards. They were de-

veloped to insure the utmost in picture and
color value for the viewer. In taking this

action, furthermore, the commission reversed

a previous decision which would have formal-

ized a noncompatible color system. Thus to a

degree every existing black and white receiver

would have been obsolete. This reversal took

courage and deserves public commendation.

Since the national standards have been ap-

proved by the commission, every owner of a

black and white receiver is assured that no

matter how a station telecasts, in either color

or black and white, he will get his money's

worth through his present receiver. Indeed,

due to the more critical requirements for color

telecasting, the average black and white image

will be sharper than at present.

Since the commission approved the new
color standard, a number of prophets of doom
have appeared. They have conjured a variety

of difficulties which the industry and the public

will face, in part, and some of which never will

materialize. They appear to be especially con-

cerned over the problems the manufacturers

will encounter in developing color television

receivers.

They wonder how long it will be before

color television receivers are as cheap, let us

say, as present-day black and white models.

Well, the way to find out is to let the industry,

all segments of it, go ahead and show what it

3

'

• can do. Mosl of those interested or afl

»cactly that right now. To bring the

&natters into local focu , WBEN TV alr<

^ has made some installation of color equipn
More will follow. Sylvania, another hom<
enterprise, likewi e i moving ri^ht ahead on
this manufacturing front, and to our knowl< dge
most of the important manufacturers are doing
likewise.

Some segments of the industry say they are
going into particular phases of development,
hoping to skip over the difficulties — and costs
— of the early stages using smaller tube , Bui
we have every confidence thai competition will

take care of these matter- and spur on i

who now may be lagging. But it should be

recognized it is their business to determine
whether they go into color or not, just as it

is the manufacturer's business to determine
whether he is going to concentrate upon AM
radio receivers or attempt to meet the oppor-
tunity that exists in the FM field.

The purpose of all this simply is to say to

the public — and we think we know at least

enough about it to be qualified to say it —
"Don't be misled by the cries and alarms
about color television." It's coming, and will

be a vast improvement over black and white.

Tubes, as of today, are smaller than the larger
sizes to which you are accustomed in black

and white, but even now research is going on
to provide larger sizes.

Once the production lines are rolling; once

the manufacturers are in a position, through
actual experience, to learn all the bugs and
how to eliminate them, progress will be even

more rapid. To that extent, color television

is worth waiting for. The pioneers, who prob-

ably were the pioneers in buying black and
white sets, however, are going to decide that

color will be worth what the first sets cost and
many know that black and white sets bought
five years ago are giving very satisfactory

black and white service today. Those pioneers

have no regrets; they have had their money's
worth, if anyone ever did.

In the meantime, for those who are not

yet TV fans, black and white receivers at pres-

ent prices with all the advantages they offer

still are a great buy. They will not be obsolete

when color comes, but after you see color you
may decide that you want a color receiver but

quick. Well, the people in the manufacturing
and distributing end of the business who are

working with these problems today will have
some very desirable color receivers to offer.

And if you dont want to see or hear about
TV, radio still is going great puns.

Channel Four

Buffalo 2, N. Y. WBEN-TV
MARCH 1954

Represented by
Harrington, Wghter « Parsons, Inc.

I
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WHBF-TV
ROCK ISLAND, ILL

CBS for the Quad-Cities

is favored by location

in a 4 city metropol-

itan area, surrounded

by 10 of the most pro-

ductive rural counties

in the nation. Over

95% of all families in

this area now have TV
sets. (250,000)

Les Johnson, V.P. and Gen. Mgr.

V

WHBF
TUCO BUILDING, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS

• •presented by Aver y-Knodel, Inc.

KPH0
RADIO AND
TELEVISION

l*9" IN ARIZONA

Another network executive parti)

disputed this analysis: "It's true that a

client can lose a time franchise bj

going <>II during the summer. Hut it

depends <>n the program. I he ones who

have most i" unin about are the spon-

sors whose shows have marginal rat-

ings. It "s not likely that a Btation would

give up a Milton Berle or a Lucy.

*"li also depends on the market. In

llio-e markets where ea< h network has

it- own Btation there i- no problem.

The advertiser who take- a vacation

with network O.K. will <jet those -ta-

tion- back in the fall. However, in

the one- and two-station markets there

is a possibility that a sponsor will he

bumped for an advertiser who assures

the station more income. With more
stations coming on the air the situation

is not as bad as it used to be. Hut

some of the stations with temporary

monopolies or semi-monopolies are

prettj independent."

There is also another faetor to be

< (in-idered. The advertiser who goes

oil during the summer i- fair game not

only for advertisers anxious to get into

t\ luit sponsors on competing networks.

The client seeking to expand his sta-

tion lineup is always on the watch for

opportunities offered by hiatus-minded

sponsors.

Hiatus protection on the tv networks

work- as follows: The client can take

off up to eight weeks providing that

30 da\s before he goes off he makes a

firm commitment to come back on the

air for at least 13 weeks in the fall. If

he is off more than eight weeks he

not onlv loses his claim to his time pe-

riod hut loses rate protection. That i-.

if time costs go up while a client goes

olf the air for more than eighl weeks he

must pa\ the new rate when he returns

to the network. If an advertiser takes

a hiatus of eight weeks or less he gets

the usual six-month protection.

Of course an\ amount of hiatus

mean- the advertiser loses the 52-week

discounts olfered h\ all the t\ net-

work-. The) range from 10 to 12' _•'

.

and bring the total dollar discount for

t\ network clients up to 25%. When

you add to this the summer program

contributions some of the networks of-

lii. the savings garnered 1>\ a hiatus

become might) miniscule.

VJBC T\ gave program contributions

last year. There was no set rate. The

amount given, as explained b) a net-

work -poke-man. "depended on the cli-

i nt- problem." The web's summer in-

centive plan- will be wrapped up next

month and it i- expected that the same

polic) w ill pre\ ail.

CBS I\ gave a 2V ; program con-

tribution plus a time rebate during

the summer of 1952 and a 30$ pro-

gram contribution last summer. There

has been nothing official!) set in the

way of program contributions this sum-

mer but it appears likelv there will be

some kind of incentive along this line

offered to CBS T\ s summer client-.

The other two networks attacked the

problem different!) Last summer. NBC
gave advertisers who took time periods

foi summer only a 25$ discount on

time costs. If the client continued in

the slot into the fall the discount was

lost. A similar polic) i^ expected to

be announced for the coming summer.

The Du Mont network offer- nothing

beyond the 52-week discount hut it has

a strong pitch to summer clients with

its rock-bottom -how costs.

Advertisers who bu) daytime t\ time

this summer will benefit from the ex-

panded network programing compared
with last summer. While it is unlikel)

that daytime t\ will e\er approach

nighttime in terms of sets-in-use. it ha-

licen pnnen again and aj^ain that a low

sets-in-use figure durin» the da)

hand in hand with sparse programing.

CBS' successful ventures into day-

time tv programing jiave a tremendous

fillip to daytime viewing. The same

can he said of NBC, especiall) with

such shows as Today and Ding Dong
School. The latter practically doubled

sets-in-use during its time period,

which it shares with Godfrey . The

boost in sets-in-use is particularly

noticeable when a new daytime pro-

gram is different in character from its

competition.

NBC's continuing drive to sell day-

time- t\ will go on through the summer.

It has No. One priority at the web.

This will he the first summer, for ex-

ample. NBC has devoted a separate

presentation to daytime t\.

Besides stressing the fact that t\ -

growth means summer audiences will

c qual or top the previous season's audi-

ence-, the presentation point- up the

growth of percentage sets-in-use dur-

ing the day.

The presentation shows that sets-in-

use i Nielsen I
from 10:00 a.m. to 5:01)

p.m. have gone up 43.6$ from the

summer of L951 to the summer of

1053. The percentage Bets-in-use fig-

ure- are: 1051. 9.4; 1052. 12.7: 1053.

13.5.

In the 10:00 a.m. to noon period the
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summer increase from L951 to L953

has been 218.1%. The percentage

sets-in-use figures are: 1951, 3.3; 1952,

8.5, 1953, 10.5.

The late morning period is especially

important to NBC since its new day-

time program plans take place during

or close to the two-hour period before

noon. The new show Home, touted as

an electronic magazine for women and

which kicked off 1 March, is being

shown from 11:00 a.m. to noon.

Prospects for Home's clientele this

summer look exceedingly promising.

The network had corralled SI million

in orders from seven advertisers two

weeks before the show's debut. Five

of them, Alcoa, James Lees and Sons,

Sunbeam, General Mills and Avoset

Corp.. will go either entirely or

partly through the summer. At that

time the network expected two more

clients to sign up. both of whom would

be summer advertisers.

While summer tv plans for most ad-

vertisers are still in the making, some

idea of what the summer will be like

can be gathered by a review of last

summer. Here are some of the high-

lights:

• Gross network tv billings (PIBl

from June through September were $68

million compared with $53 million for

the corresponding four-month period

in 1952. Total 1953 network billings

came to $227 million. This means that

during a period which constitutes one-

third of a year, hot weather billings

were 30% of the full year's billings.

• Spot tv advertising also held up

well last summer. N. C. Rorabaugh Re-

port figures show that in terms of both

the number of reported schedules and

the number of advertisers there was a

slight dip from the second to the third

quarter. However, significantly enough,

there was no dip, but actually an in-

crease, of activity among the top 25

spot tv advertisers from second to third

quarter. ( For actual figures see chart

page 44.

1

• Sixteen programs which were on

the air at the beginning of last month

started as summer replacement pro-

grams over the years, ABC TV research

reports.

• Fifteen sponsors went on network

television for the first time last sum-

mer. This compares with nine during

the summer of 1952. says ABC TV re-

search.

• Nearly every one of CBS TV's ad-

vertisers stayed on the air last sum-

mer. The figures are 95 out of 98.

One of the Nation's BIG

STATIONS Celebrates

Its FIRST Anniversary

*c*

WFBG-

UU SBC • lil HONTCHANNEL 10 • FILL POWER

The Only Station You Need to Cover Pennsylvania

Between Pittsburgh and Harrisburg

i i

r ,0\ I \Pv-4 n-N X ^47\>«32
• i ) i i . ^w <i *y / ^^—
1 «p*-«"k .4*sTow?

tW" v t—&<L
-% /'/-LANCASTER PHILADELPHIA.
-Vy/ws 0,***t/6» Ok*n*M#A'

1340 kc

NBC
Channel 10 Fall Poor 316,000 -Jli-

ABC • NBC • D1 HONI

Represented Exclusively by H-R Tele\i»ion. Inc.

I
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f DID YOU KNOW? I

^ •'Wichita is now in the TOP
50 MARKETS!

IP I
/%/, • Wichita's Retail Sales have

J£
jumped 500°o since 1939!

'yy, • Primary Wichita Trade Area VX,

/%, Inludcs: 16 Kansas Counties!

Syr 4 Northern Oklahoma Coun- 4%

^ •'Wichita is your PLUS Mar-

ket with a Market quality /jfa

index of 129!

Represented by xXX
Ceorge W Clark. Inc

^ *Sales Management

lC2r22>

I Within l5Mib

$ ofthistower

*ws One greatest-

wytngpewerserved
bY°*Y angle Nation

anywhere/

, „ — • J

-Ask

•Hal ttolwaw Co.

for-rheproor

f*.*

JANESVILLE

• BELOIT
-5000 WATTS AT 7380

"BASIC

INDEPENDENT"

( BS repoil-. Nine n-»ulai (dJS I\

shows were replaced during July and

August, 12 programs remained where

tlir\ were without an\ change. v i\

film programs offered reruns during

the summer. Thej were GE Theatre,

Burnt & Wen, Stan Against Crime,

Mr. ami l//s. \<>ith. liig Town and

Gent- \uii\.

• Mil I \ reports that about 80%
of its advertisers remained on during

the summer. I his tabulation does not

in< I tn 1«
- Today, which i~ made up of in-

and-outers. Eight clients took up

NBC's offer of a 25^5 discount on time

for rilling vacated periods during the

summer. They were Associated Prod-

ucts, Hazel Bishop, Minute Maid.

Geritol, Toni, Revlon. Lever Bros, and

Bendix. Seven clients retained their

time but used replacement shows. The

advertisers were RCA, P&G, Gillette,

(iulf. Pall Mall, Lucky Strike and

Gerber.

• Food, drug and tobacco advertis-

ers generally remained faithful to the

networks during the summer. Among
the exceptions: Borden's Instant Cof-

fee took a July hiatus; Mars cand\

dropped out for three months, River

Brand Rice exited the Paul Dixon

Show during the hot weather.

• I he hiatus-minded were to be

found among electric shaver makers
' both Remington and Schick dropped

• nit fur the summer), industrial adver-

sers (Alcoa rested in July, AMF took

the whole summer off, Du Pont bowed
(Hi I for two months, Electric Com-
panies Advertising Program also rested

a month) and manufacturers of shoes

and related products. Of the seven in

the hitler group, only one—Griffin

—

remained on network tv during the

summer.
• Many of the important tv sponsors

enlarged their networks during the

summer. Lucky Strike's 7:30 p.m.

Sunday slot (which was filled by four

different shows last yean was on 81

stations in May. The lineup jumped

to 88 in June, 95 in July, 103 in Au-

gust. Another tobacco advertiser,

Camel, was on 52 stations in June with

Man trains! < rime in the 9:30 p.m.

Wednesday period. When the show
was replaced with I've Got a Secret the

lineup jumped to 83 stations in July.

(unci continued adding stations in the

fall. Camel also increased its \ews
( aravan lineup. *•*•*•

• Seven pages of research data

on summer listening and viewing

hviiiii on page 47.

SAVE 20% :

Cover 4 California

markets with one low cost buy!

Now . . . try the Keyline

KSJO San Jose

KBOX Modesto

KwS I Fresno

KHUB Watsonville
Represented by

RAM BEAU
New York • ' Chicago • San Francisco

Los Angales • Minneapolis;

(Zalifattti*

KEY LIKE
Radio Group

Write, wire or call

for complete information

WANT TO SELL

CANADA?
One radio station

covers 40% of

Canada's retail

. sales

TORONTO
50,000 WATTS, 1010 K.C.

CFRB covers over 1 5 the homes in

Canada, covers the market area that

accounts for 40^> of the retail sales.

That makes CFRB your No. 1 buy in

Canada's No. 1 market.

REPRESENTATIVES

United Stoles: Adorn J. Young Jr., Incorporated

Canada: All-Canada Radio Facilities, limited
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ANNOUNCERS TIPS

(Continued from page 'M\ i

ad-lib approach, however. But that

doesn't mean the announcer must do a

stiff-lipped job on the copy he memo-
rizes.

"The happy medium, in between

straight ad libbing and learning by

rote, is a relaxed, informal perform-

ance," Cooper explains. "This kind of

job grows out of thorough knowledge

of the product plus tbe advertiser's per-

mission for the announcer to make

slight changes.

"This doesn't mean you're going to

rewrite the commercial. I'm an an-

nouncer, not a writer. But it does

mean that the announcer should be able

to make slight changes in the phrase-

ology, for example, to suit his particu-

lar style."

When Cooper did the New York

Giants football games last season for

Miller High Life, on a few occasions he

felt it important to modify the prepared

commercials slightly to fit in with his

personality. "It was always O.K. with

the Mathisson agency, and everyone

agreed it got the pitch over much bet-

ter," he said. "Miller doesn't believe

stereotyped commercials are good ad-

vertising. For example, it's one of the

few beer accounts that does not allow

announcers to lift a glass and swallow

during the pitch!"

Another important argument for in-

formality and thorough product knowl-

edge is the fact that a relaxed, confi-

dent performer will be more adept at

coping with freak accidents during a

live commercial.

"Take the recent Studio One com-

mercial where June Graham subbed for

Betty Furness," Cooper said. "She was

talking about the fully automatic fea-

tures of Westinghouse refrigerators.

'Just tap the door and it opens,' she

said, touching the refrigerator door to

demonstrate. Nothing happened. She

tapped it a few more times, then

laughed and cracked, 'Someone must

be playing a joke! It really is fully

automatic!' Then she went on to some

other feature of the model, while the

camera came in for a closeup.

"Someone over at the agency told

me the refrigerator was supposed to

have been plugged in but some elec-

trician had kicked the plug out of the

socket. The icebox still could have

opened but it would have required

much more pressure to do so.

"Anyway, I thought this was a beau-

8 MARCH 1954

tiful example of poise and composure.
She made a terrific reco\ery because

she was relaxed," Cooper said.

"These accidents always happen in

live commercials. And I've made it a

rule to take them calmly—and say the

first thing that comes into m\ bead,

just like I'd do at home if an appliance

—or some other product didn't work

properly."

Another tip in planning a commer-

cial is to avoid attempting to dupb .it>-

the deliver] of anothei annoum er.

"Just as too man) advertisers tend

to imitate a BUCCessful COpj Bpproach,

the) also tend to want their announc-

ers to imitate the delivery of well*

known announcer," Cooper pointed

out.

"Kvery mice in a while," be con-

tinued, "I run across the sponsor who

says, 'Do this jus! like Hex MarshalL'

SELL MORE IN THE

SOUTH'S No. 1 State!

Market™1*1'
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Every day more and
more advertisers are

learning it's good
business to sell
America's eighth
largest trading area

through WKJF-TV—
Pittsburgh's pioneer

UHF television sta-

tion. That's because

WKJF-TV offers its

ever-growing audi-

ence outstanding net-

work shows plus
strong local pro-
gramming.

In case you're look-

ing for a way to get

more than your share

of the 2 >
, billion dol-

lar Pittsburgh market,

you'll find it pays to

use WKJF-TV. Want
proof? Contact our
national representa-

tives, Weed Televi-

sion, or write us
today.

WKJF-TV
(tycuutet 53
PITTSBURGH

Not. Rep. WEED TELEVISION

_2I

OUTSTANDING
NBC PROGRAMS

or another <>t tin- name announcers.

•"Well. I tell them if th<-\ want Mar-

shall's delivery, the) better hire him.

I can ju-t be myself. 1 1 > a mistake to

ii\ to make carbon copies. Each per-

son baa hia own particular -kills and

abilities. \\ h\ not capitalize on them,

instead ol getting a |
>« »« »r imitation?"

Just aa announcers have different

methods of deliver] due to different

personalities, various regions of the

countr) have their own individual pro-

graming and commercial characteris-

tics, Cooper has found.

His broadcasting career began 15

years ago while attending tin* I Diver-

sit) nf Nebraska, in Lincoln. "I was

an oil geolog) major, lie said, "but

I was interested in radio and was radio

editor of the school paper, \fter a

few years of college, I discovered mj

( olor-blindness would stop me from

becoming a full-fledged geologist with

any of the larger oil companies, so I

switched to an economics major."

His {oh as radio editor called for

fi\e-minute new -casts over KFAB, Lin-

coln. After graduation the station au-

ditioned him. offered him a job. After

a lew years Cooper switched over to

\\ MBI). Peoria, III., as general an-

nouncer and night news editor, and

then joined WGN, Chicago, where he

remained until 1948. Since then, he's

been freelancing in New York and

Chicago, working on live commercials

for such national accounts as General

Mills (he's now announcing on Valiant

Lady, over CBS TV), Cat's Paw Rub-

ber. Seal\ Mattress, \dmiral and Mil-

ler Brewing. His film work has in-

cluded commercials, for Admiral. Mc-
Laughlin's Manor House Coffee and

Vmurol dentifrices.

"Just as people from different parts

of the country have different character-

istics, so do air shows and commer-
cials,' he observes.

"For example, outside New York
you II often find the owner or ad man-

ager of a firm will double as the an-

nouncer for it> program. Discount-

in- the few who do it for a personal

thrill, most of them feel the\ know the

product better than a professional an-

nouncer and can I>e more sincere."

In addition to differences in com-

mercial technique Cooper notes "a

< omplete difference in atmosphere" be-

tween New ^ ork and other cities.

"
I ake ( Ihicago," he Bays. '"I'd call

it a large, cosmopolitan <it\. ju-t like

New N ork. Bui there are mam differ-

ences in radio and television work.

"In Chicago everything's centralized,

lor example, a station's art depart-

ment, carpentrj shop, props and so on

will all be in one building. In \>w

i
- ork you have one department here,

one department there. All scattered.

rherefore, the same production will

probabl) cost less in Chicago because

\ nu can work faster.

"You're working out a commercial.

You want a certain man's opinion. All

you have to do is pick up the phone,

and he's there. I hen. \ou can thrash

out \our idea- together."

Cooper also noted the more relaxed

work tempo outside New York among
everyone connected with a radio or

television production. "'This creates a

better atmosphere for the announcer,"

he sa\s. "although it can also lead to

sloppier work."

\n\ final tip- to air advertisers?

"Take advantage of vour announ-

experience, he says. "Don't forget.

you're not onlj buying a voice. You're

buying the total abilities of a person

who's been involved in the business of

getting a message a ross a long time.

"He know- in-tin< ti\el\ by now
when the commercial is 'right' and

when it isn't Listen to him. * * *

NON-
COMPETITIVE
TV MARKET
of 280,000 Homes

COVERED
EXCLUSIVELY

by

"The TV Link in the

Heart of the Nation"

Kearney, Nebraska

CBS-TV DUMONT
Represented by

MEEKER TV, Inc.
Duane L Watts. Station Mgr.
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JOHN BLAIR
( Continued from page 30

1

there is no reason why any well-operated

radio station can't do a better job of

habit programing of tins type since it

has the advantage of featuring well-

known local personalities identified witli

the community.

So networks find themselves in this

dilemma: They are not fulfilling their

function of providing- stations with pro-

graming of a quality which the stations

cannot provide for themselves. They

now reason that they must attract adver-

tisers who cannot afford the sponsorship

of a full half hour, or five quarter hours

a week on the full network. To do so,

they are actually trying to imitate the

stations' successful formula of creating

spot carriers— participating programs,

usually musical— but they find the sta-

tions unwilling to accept such program-

ing since it has no value in building .in

audience which the stations cannot build

for themselves and sell at their full rate.

In addition stations naturally prefer

their own programing: since they can

control it-—the network cannot pull the

plug by withdrawing a program which

may have been sold locally. A major

factor in successful station operation

these modern radio days is the station's

control over its own time.

The fundamental answer to the net-

works' dilemma is not to imitate the sta-

tions' own formulas, but to become crea-

tive again in the program sense as they

were during their great years when they

developed in rapid succession a whole

series of great shows and great stars.

The important part of this whole de-

velopment is not really the declining in-

fluence of the networks, since in our type

of economy businesses come and go as

they provide or fail to provide a needed

service. The important thing is the les-

son which radio stations' managements

may learn. Even though, at one time,

network programing was a dominant

feature in the ability of many radio sta-

tions to build audience, it is equally true

that what we now consider the really

great radio stations are those which con-

centrated primarily on their own pro-

graming job. Many examples come to

mind quickly—WSM, Nashville; WLS,
Chicago; WBT, Charlotte; WWVA,
Wheeling, W. Va., and there are a good
many fine radio stations which have be-

come outstandingly successful without

any network affiliation at all, such as

WNEW, Xew York and WHDH, Bos-

ton.

The real key to the future of radio is

local programing. * * *

ADRIAN MURPHY
I ( 'ontinut ./ from pagt '<\

i

programs of a calibre most stations can

not build themselves.

•
i. The netw oris pro> ides • overage of

all important national and international

events. It supplies, in effect, a world-

wide new- sen ice.

7. The network provides a balanced
schedule of public interest programs in

music, religion, science, health and pub-
lic affairs. With these network prograi

m their schedule- stations are helped to

discharge their obligation t<> operate "in

the public interest, convenience and ne

cessity."

8. The prestige of the network and
its nationally known programs add to

the stature ••! its station? in then own
<-•

< 1 1 1 in 1 1 ii 1

1

!•. Net work pro ure conl

in today's fluid marl

For example the I -
i

th.it 36,000,000 American i each

year from one cit) t" another. < Inly net

work programs heard ami publicized

throughout the nation an- immediatelj

familiar to our Iran u-nt population.

For all of the abie.
i

;, net u 01 k

franchise increases the intrinsic cash

value oi a station. Following a list Buch

a- this, let me quickly acknowledge that

the stations perform in kind tor the net

work and in fact make a network po

sible. But the principal point remain-

that by itself the 30 60 ratio is super-

ficial ami misleading.

Pacific Coast League Baseball

exclusive telecasts for Southern

California... sold out to three smart

sponsors, but . .

.

you can STILL buy

TOP SPOT ADJACENCIES
High-rated programs and amazing buys

in 10- and 20-second spot packages are

still available before and after Baseball.

•Audience Research Bureau, August 1953

You'll be in good company with the prestige

of three of America's top advertisers spon-

soring all home games of the Los Angeles

Angels and Hollywood Stars six days a

week every week of the '54 season.

For more information on the high ratings

and low. low cost per thousand of these out-

standing spot packages and programs sur-

rounding Baseball, contact H-R Television

or your KHJ-TV salesman . . . TODAY.

8s*
l ennrts Station for Southern Califnrn

DON LEE TELEVISION

Represented Notionally by H-R Television, Inc.

1313 North Vine Street

Hollywood 28, California
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KWJJ
Chief of Independents

Makum War on Slow Sales!

The Indians sold New York for a

string of beads. But KWJ), big

chief of the Northwest Inde-

pendents, will sell you the whole

Oregon country for just a little

wampum. The chief can deliver,

too. "KWJJ plenty powerful . . .

cover much fine country

. . . givum advertiser r^.
big bargain." ,

National v\»
Representative ^O

BURN-SMITH CO., INC.

1011 S.W. 6th Ave. /^VJ °\

PORTLAND 5>^'mo^
OREGON

§1)O

K.

^Jli e kJh lu

COMPLETE BROADCASTING

INSTITUTION IN

r\icnmonu

WMBG
W C D-••

W T V R-»

First Stations ot Virginia

WTVR Blair TV Inc.

WMBG The Boiling Co.

Next, what about the question of

"spol carrier" programs reducing station

revenue from national spot .'

Here I should simply like to point out

that ~t.it Km billings arc at an all-time

high (as is the ease in our own bu CBS
Radio Btations) and that network bill-

ings arc not.

This being bo, we cannot take too seri-

ously the suggestion that the networks

are cutting "the lifeline of spot dollars"

or thai the consequences will be a "re-

duction in personnel and services ... to

the detriment of all," as has been con-

tended by Borne spokesmen tor Btations

and national representatives.

Let's consider next the "spol carrier"

principle itself.

Our own view is that spot-carrier pro-

grams on the network are certainly nec-

essary in today's market, because adver-

tisers have developed new ways of look-

in- at their problems.

Some advertisers continue to want the

prestige, merchandising values and fre-

quent impact of their own daily or week-

ly programs. But other advertisers have

come to look for thinner but broader cov-

erage from their radio schedules. Spot-

carrier programs meet this need.

It would be unreasonable, of course,

for anyone to suggest that stations to-

day should sell only spot announcements

and not program time. To us it seems

equally unrealistic to ask the network to

carry only single-sponsor programs, and

ool give sponsors the opportunity to

buy announcements provided they will

pay their proper share of the program

and facilities costs. I'nder the latter cir-

cumstances the sponsor enjoys merely

a different method of buying but not a

different price.

On the other hand we do agree with

the criticism that some spot-carrier pro-

grams have been sold at prices that are

"rate cuts by another name." This is a

diplomatic way of saying "off rate card,"

and we agree that the practice is dan-

gerous and short-sighted.

In legitimate form the spot-carrier

program is now a fact of life in net-

work sales and schedules, for natural,

evolutionary marketing reasons. It is

time, we feel, to accept it as such and to

move on to more constructive activities.

We agree, again, that the networks

should try to bring new advertisers into

radio, ami we know, from first-hand ex-

perience, how energetically they are try-

ing to do so. We believe the same re-

sponsibility rests with sellers of spot.

The fabric of free commercial radio

as we know it in America needs healthy

stations, healthy networks, and a co-

operative approach to common prob-

lems. We hope thai SPONSOR'S tree and
frank discussion of this latest point of

common interest will bring us nearer to

these goals. * * *

f

ROBERT F. CARNEY
(Chrmn of the Board)

Foote, Cone & Betding

LIKE MOST

"Newsworthy"

ADVERTISING

EXECUTIVES

MR. CARNEY'S

LATEST

BUSINESS

PORTRAIT

IS BY...

Photographers to the Business Executive

565 Fifth Avenue, New York 17—PL 31882

-
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k9TH & MADISON
\(Continued from page 12)

(producer was unable to sell the reruns.

Then he says flatly: "Reruns are diffi-

cult if not impossible to market."

I hope that sentence will never be

seen by the "and-now-a-message" Fore-

man. Because that gentleman, way
'back in your July 14, 1952 issue, made

la very strong case for reruns. He
i wrote that even Ben Duffy (who, I

i understand, also has a job in the agen-

J'cy one of the Foremans is connected

with) "will concede that there are

t times and places where the second run

fcan have its day."

Then, that Mr. Foreman went on to

t spell out the case for reruns: "Any

| repeat has a vast new audience avail-

able to it. So the rerun . . . becomes a

way out of the high cost of tv-pro-

i graming-on-film. The simple expedient

I' of changing the main title makes it

i possible for a local advertiser ... to

present tv programs of top quality in

any market he now desires."

With such basic sales arguments to

work with film people must be awful

dopes if one of the Foremans dares to

make the bald statement: "Reruns are

difficult if not impossible to market."

That will come as news to the NBC
Film Syndicate which may now want

to withdraw Badge 714 (Dragnet) and

Victory at Sea; and to CBS TV Film

Sales which may regretfully consider

closing shop on Amos 'n Andy which,

like so many others, is getting higher

ratings on reruns than it did initially.

That statement may persuade Tele-

vision Programs of America to give up
their fabulous Star Shoivcase proper-

ty even though such action might pro-

duce some additional headaches for

one of the Foremans. You see, BBDO
bought TPA's Star Showcase for one

of their clients. . . .

I think the early Foreman was on

the right track; and that the current

Foreman is drawing the wrong conclu-

sions from his delightfully related

hypothetical experience.

The moral Mr. Foreman should

draw is this: When it comes to buying

film programs— or anything else for

that matter— don't deal with shnooks

or crooks. If you do business with

people who know their business and

have the money to run it, you can

grow to be a big, successful agency-

like Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn.

Peter Zanphir

New York

8 MARCH 1954

THE KfMtMMfAi STORY

8,000,000

WILL VISIT

250,000

WILL LIVE IN

WHU'S j, WHLI'S
LONG ISLAND ( LONG ISLAND

THIS COMING SUMMER

THIS BIG BONUS AUDIENCE WILL LISTEN TC

SPECIAL SUMMER PROGRAMS AND SERVICES IN CARS,

HOTELS. HOMES, BOATS, BEACHES

REPRESENTED BY RAMBEAU

More people listen to

WHLI daring the day in the

Major L. I. Market than to

any other station. (Conlan )

WHLI
HEMPSTEAD
LONG ISLAND. N. Y.

PAUL GODOFSKY. Pres.

AM noo
FM 98 3

tkmctrt

CAPITAL way

Capitalize on the finest loca-

tion in Washington by making

the Raleigh your headquarters

for business and pleasure En-

tertain your associates — Pall

Mall Restaurant, Raleigh Cock-
tail Lounge, Old English Tav-

ern. Be near to Government
Buildings, downtown stores.

Special Courtesies to

HONEYMOONERSI

OTHER MASSAGL1A HOTELS:
SENATOR. Sacramento, Calif.

MIRAMAR, Santa Monica, Calif.

EL RANCHO, Callup, N. M.

pOTEL RALEIGH
- WASHINGTON 4. D. C.

On Famous Pennsylvania

Ave. at 12th Street N.W

DID YOU KNOW?
KWBB Offers YOU......

• Wichita's ONLY independ-

ent Music, News and Sports

Station!

• Air Salesmen proved as sales

producers for the client!

• 1000 Watts, 18 hours each

day giving you Wichita PLUS
Coverage!

• PLUS coverage in over

198,000 Radio Homes in

16 Kansas counties

4 Northern Oklahoma coun-

ties

Represented by

George W. Clark. Inc

I

I

I
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«

for the

best in

i vLISTEN-

APPEAL"
it's

SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA

KGER
5,000 WATTS

Los Angeles * Long Beach

for

y» inspirational

* A
programs

KOME
5,000 WATTS

Tulsa

for

your musical

Jp. moods

OKLAHOMA

KUOA
5,000 WATTS

Siloam Springs

for

jt regional

farm features

The Sfafions of /he American Home
Owned and Operated by

BROWN SCHOOLS, inc.

John E. Brown, St., Pros.

You can get choice program or spot

availabilities in these three great market

areas. Buy all three stations as a package,

or any one individually. Call or write today.

Represented nationally by GillPtrna Inc.

Peter (i. I.evathes. trice president of Young
<£- Rubicam, is the agency3 new direitor of media.

He told SPONSOR: "What I think is apparent to

all of us is the increasing complexity of the

situation in advertising media due not only to the

appearance o) new forms of communications but

to changes in all media as a result of what has

been happening to our social fabric and our econ-

omy. There is need, therefore, to have an open mind
about specific values of the media we buy and to

be alert to the directions our society is taking."

Carl R. Agher, advertising manager of James

Lees & Sons Co., was one of the first sponsors

to sign for \ lie. 71 '•> new daytime show. Home.
over 10 NBC TV stations (11:00 a.m.-V2.00 noon)

through I) Any Advertising. Asher said:

"This new program is compatible with our thinking

and over-all advertising plans of sending our

messages to people most interested in their homes

and, therefore, most likely to buy carpets and

rugs." The program will present Lees carpets

exclusively tor floor coverings.

Mr*. B. C. \ash. housewife in Soroton, Conn.,

was named u inner last Wednesday of Jack Sterlings

contest, "Why I Like Radio." Sterling runs U CBS.

Veto York, show, got more than 43.000 entries.

Daily winners got radios: Mrs. \ash won a

Yfercury. She unite, in ]iart. "liaxe you ever

I rushed your teeth to a mazurka? Or heard a

Coronation ceremony while eating breakfast? . . .

Have you ever been bird watching with Bing

Crosby? Have you ever painted a fence and

heard a national political contention?

Richard I*. Itohertu. vice president of

employee-employer relations for \ iRTB. resigned

from his trade association post to form his own

management company. Headquarters are in

Washington, "My plan." said Doherty, "is tor a

company which can integrate itseli into the

operating of individual stations and thus service

the specifil needs ol the ownership and manage-

ment of individual stations." In a survey \ARTR
took in 1949, members said l)ohert\'s department

tied the most valuable serine provide,

\ iRTB. He was with ^ IRTB eight years.
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Care to say a few words?

WGY

At a loss for words? Many people are when confronted by a microphone. But

don't let it throw you. The audience waiting for your voice has been listening to

WGY for 32 years. They've grown up with WGY and have come to look on us

as their neighbor. They're not overly critical. They're friends. But what an audi-

ence! They're the families of the factory workers and executives of Northeastern

New York and Western New England's teeming industrial areas. They're the

suburbanites and farmers of the rolling countryside through 53 counties of four

states. They're the people at home, in their cars, vacationing throughout one of

the most influential markets in the country—a market with a buying power

greater than that of 31 states in the Union. They're 878,130 radio families who

turn regularly to WGY. But don't let it throw you. We're all neighbors. They're

waiting to hear your message. So . . .

A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION, SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK
Represented Nationally by Henry I. Christal Company

NEW YORK— BOSTON— CHICAGO— DETROIT— SAN FRANCISCO
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The hiatus habit

The effort to make air advertisers

realize that the entire country doesn't

stop operating just because it's hot has

a long history: It goes back at least

two decades. Twent) years ago CBS
launched an attack against the summer
hiatus in a 15-page study entitled "A
larger summer audience in 1934."

There have been many summer studies

since then which have piled fact on

fact to show that, except for obvious

cases, the hiatus habit is not only evi-

dence of sales laziness but can be

downright dangerous.

Before he decides on whether to take

a hiatus or not here are four points

about summer selling every sponsor

should remember:

1. The consumer does not spend

an) less during the summer than dur-

ing the resl of the year.

2. The nuinbei of persons available

i- only slighth !<•-- during the summer
than during an) other time. A large

proportion of vacationers cither take

their radios with them or can listen to

someone else's radio. Television's

growth means it is becoming more

available to vacationers. Out-of-home

listening rises in the summer.

3. While there i- a dip in listening

and viewing during the summer, the

advertiser's cost-per-1,000 can actually

be less than during the winter because

of dollar volume discounts and rebates

for 52-week advertising.

1. Advertisers themselves contribute

to the dip in summer listening and

viewing b) taking top-rated shows off

the air. The advertiser who keeps his

regular show on often has less compe-

tition during the summer.

The evidence supporting these four

points is in this issue, which contains

sponsor's sixth summer selling section.

It starts on page 39.

Department stores on the air

Faced with the problem of attract-

ing new customers and increasing

sales, department stores are more eag-

er than in previous years to branch

out beyond the traditional newspaper

advertising.

Such experts as Howard Abrahams
of NRDGA feel that 1954 may be the

big year. He sees ARBI tests. BAB
activity, Bales efforts by unified broad-

< alters and sheer word-of-mouth

among department store executives as

contributing factors to an upsurge in

department Btore interest in exploring,

at least, radio and tv possibilities.

ARBI alone has converted many
strieth -newspaper stores to radio-also

stores. For example Blocfa & Kuhl of

Peoria (owners of 19 stores in the

Midwest i are thoroughly convinced

that radio is a strong sales weapon
after ARBI newspaper vs. radio tests.

Brown-Dunkin, Tulsa, recently discov-

ered a radio saturation campaign peps

up sales. The) intend to continue us-

ing radio after checking ARBI results.

Even more than radio, tv is expected

to make headway in department store

circles.

In the past month ARBI has devel-

oped a department store technique for

the use of television advertising that

works sales magic. The method is un-

dergoing further tests before being

made available to department stores

generally.

Perhaps the major obstacle to de-

partment store sponsorship of radio

and tv has been the lack of air ad-

vertising knowhow by department store

officials. Broadcasters can aid their

cause by proving that effective air use

is easv.

Applause

How old is the audience?

Rosefield Packing i Skippy Peanut

Butter i and its agene\. Guild. Bascom

& Bonfigli. San Francisco, take the

problem of the over-commercialization

of t\ seriousl)

.

In a recent series of commercials on

I ou Asked For It
I
ABC TV) they cre-

ated quite a controvers) 1>\ discussing

the subject of distasteful sale- plugs.

"It's unfortunate that a few adver-

tisers apparent!) believe that the peo-

ple who watch television are not over-

l\ bright that the) have a 12-year-

old mind." the commercial said, add-

ing:

"Please don't condemn all adver-

tising because of the bad practices of

a few." It advised:

"The next time you see a com-

mercial that's offensive write to the

station or advertiser and give your

honest criticism."

Says GB&B President Walter Guild:

"Main commercials arc written under

the mistaken assumption that everyone

in the audience is an idiot. It's time

those of us in the advertising business

did awa\ with this sort of drivel."

SPONSOR is glad to note that Skipp)

has encouraged GB&B to continue its

efforts to raise tv standard-.

Incidentall) the reaction in the field

to the Skipp) commercials Had one

surprising aspect: The \ \1MT>. which
is constant!) working for higher stand-

ards through its T\ and Radio Codes.

asked for permission to reprint the

commercial in its subscriber bulletin

as an example of advertising at its

best. Several Better Business Bureau

groups also commended the commer-

cial and requested copies. But the

\ \ \A Interchange of Opinion on Ob-

jectionable Advertising forwarded a

letter charging that Skippy and its

agenC) were taking pot shots at other

advertisers. The lA's added, however,

that those views were '"not necessariK

those of the \ \ \
\.""

In view of Men Duffy's I BBDO I crit-

icism of over-commercialization in a

tv broadcast the other week it might

be fitting for the 4A's to reprint the

Skipp) commercial and send it out to

its members.
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Bea Johnson

ACCOMPLISHED
MIRACLES
to win

the coveted

1953

rr

McCall Golden Mike
Bea Johnson, Women's Director, KMBC-KFRM
and KMBC • TV, "accomplished miracles" to win
the 1953 McCall Magazine Golden Mike Award
for service to her community. Bea's campaign
in the interest of home and traffic safety has
brought another great honor to the Heart of

America and to Arthur B. Church's radio and
television operation. Thanks to McCall's and
congratulations to Bea Johnson!

The awards committee, in making the Golden
Mike citation for Bea's outstanding crusade,

aptly put into quotes, "accomplished miracles,"

which is the very essence of the outstanding
performance that has kept KMBC the top sta-

tion in the Kansas City primary trade area for

almost 33 years. The same performance has put
KFRM in its enviable position and now is

rapidly elevating KMBC -TV to the top spot.

The McCall Golden Mike Award is probably the

greatest recognition a woman in broadcasting

can achieve. Midland Broadcasting Company is

mighty proud of Bea Johnson, and proud to add
this honor to a host of others — all concrete

evidence of the ability of KMBC-KFRM and
KMBC -TV literally to "accomplish miracles" in

the public interest and for its advertisers.

Write, wire or phone KMBC-KFRM or

KMBC -TV, Kansas City (or your nearest Free

& Peters colonel) if your heart is set on selling

the whole Heart of America.

KMBC TV
BASIC AFFILIATE CBS TELEVISION NETWORK ... SHARING TIME WITH WHB-TV channel

KANSAS CITY, MO

Wt KMBC-KFRM
CBS RADIO FOR THE HEART OF AMERICA
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Ve're Gunning for the Record!

\ /

00*+ OJ Sandy Jackson

Jan.-Febr. HOOPER

#EIVEO

MAR 2 1 1954

^WBCeaiERfJ. LIBRARY

What? No radio station ever captured a 50^5

share of audience in a six station market before
'

Shucks! Why'd you have to go and tell us'

You see. not knowin' it was impossible, we've al-

ready gone ahead and nailed down 50' > or more of the

Omaha—Council Bluffs audience during 33 quarter

hours weekly! That means KOWH has more audience

during those times than all other stations combined!

Why are we gunnin
1

for a record? Well, the "im-

possible" is always a challenge; and besides—we love

to keep our sponsors droolin'!

Again, the November

—

February

Hooper scores an all-time high for

"America's Most Listened-To Inde-

pendent StafionI"

(Average, 8 a.m. — 6 p.m.,

Mon. — Sat 1

OMAHA

AGENCYMAN-

FOR A WEEK

page 37

What do clients ant

agencymen think of

network spot carriers'

page 40

National advertisers

who ignore small

are missing big i

page 42

Chicago auto dealer

uses only tv, sells

200 cars a weekend

page 44

r

Storm clou

Don't trim

page 46

What 44,0

told a

uiug ad director

reports what firm found

in its media tests

page 50



BULOVA- DOES A COM P LETE JOB

SO DO HAVENS AND MARTIN, Inc. STATIONS
WMBG
WCOD
WTVR

ICHMONf^TA?

Maximum power

—

100,000 watts at Maximum Height-

1049 feet

A complete job of skilled craftsmanship,

modern methods and smart design have made
Bulova a precision timepiece for over two
decades. Bulova's time signals on the air

combine service and salesmanship to millions

of Americans. You can look to Bulova for

accuracy and dependability.

Craftsmanship and precision in programming
are a distinct Havens & Martin, Inc., Stations

contribution to your selling. Fine entertainment

and public service have built up large and loyal

audiences in the rich areas around Richmond.
Join the other advertisers using the First

Stations of Virginia.

WMBG «• WCOD «- WTVI
FIRST STATIONS OF VIRGINIA

Havens & Martin Inc. Stations are the only

complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.

Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.

WTVR represented nationally by Blair TV, Inc.

WMBG represented nationally by The Boiling Co.



Admen burn

over bump

Big Nestle

radio plunge

The man
from SPONSOR

Is 15 rating

better than 3?

Ziv sale

rumors persist

Agencies are still burning over NBC TV's bumping of U.S. Tobacco Co.':
"Martin Kane" from Thursday 10-10:30 p.m. slot to make room for "Lux
Video Theatre." Permanent preemption of time hits agencies where
it hurts. It's believed top agencies are seeking way to solve prob-
lem in future. Agencies want "rights" of air advertisers who invest
time and money in time period defined. "Martin Kane" has been on 5
years. Kudner, which built Kane package, isn't saying but rumor is
agency, client may take issue to e qu ity court .

-SR-
Nestle $6,000-weekly campaign on WNEW, New York, is probably record
buy on single rad io station. Nestle 's signed contract for 5211,000
(time and talent) through end of year, via Sherman and Marquette.
If saturation pays off campaign on key stations in other markets may
follow. Nestle 's $6,000 gives it morning-through-midnight continuity
of impact. Another recent Nestle buy: 350 ABC Radio stations for
"Space Patrol." WNEW buy is for Nescafe (instant coffee).

-SR-
Look for increased air campaign for Cliquot Club soda now that Cun-
ningham & Walsh has account. Agency (when it was Newell-Emmett

)

launched Pepsi-Cola jingle which brought fabulous success. (For
anecdote on how agency team went to work to toss up preliminary
Cliquot jingle ideas, see article this issue in which SPONSOR writer
tells of week he spent working as jun ior executive at C&W, page 37.

)

-SR-

Fact ratings are risky index of what you buy has rarely been better
shown than in new ABC daytime radio presentation "Millions of Num-
bers." ABC says 15.9 rating of one major tv show is actually equiv-
alent in homes reached to 3.5 radio rating. Yet many make fast evalu-

ation on basis of numerical rating only.

-SR-

Rumors Music Corp. of America will buy Frederic W. Ziv, film and

transcription giant, persist. Firm's biggest asset, aside from vault
of properties good for years of reruns on radio and tv, is sale s

knowhow of Fred Ziv.

Mystery-detection dramas on network radio range horn $1,500 to $6,000

There are some 15 half-hour mystery and detection dramas currently on

network radio. Of these, nine are available for participating sponsor-

ship under special sales plans. Mutual's Multi-Message Plan, for in-

stance, offers (among other shows) "The Falcon" and "Official Detec-

tive" at $1,500 per participation, "Counterspy" and "Bulldog Drum-

mond" at $2,100. Sponsored non-sales-plan shows range from $2,000

("Mystery Theatre," ABC) to $6,000 ("Big Story," NBC).

For a sampling of talent costs (excluding time) of other radio network

mystery-detection shows, see list at right. Complete roster of all radio

shows on four networks appears in Comparagraph, starting page 89.

Nick Carter, MBS S 1,850

The Shadow, MBS( P art;ci Patio-,) ... S 2,100

Yours Truly, Johnny Dollar, CBS S 3,400

Mr. and Mrs, North, CBS S 4.500

Suspense, CBS S 5,000

Dragnet, NBC S 5,500

SPONSOR. Volume S. No. fi. 22 March 1954. Published biweekly bs SPONSOB Publications. In

culation Offices 40 E. 40th St., New York 17. $S a year in U. S. $9 elsewhere. Entered as serond class matter 29 January 1949 at Baltimore. Md. postofflce under Act 3 March 1S79
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'Home" gets

quick start

Men in "Home's"
future?

War ended P&C
newspaper test

How much more

is tv worth?

Publicity like

Russian roulette

Will Pat Weav e r' s "Home" repeat success of his "Today"? Admen seeking
iwer will note that NBC TV had 9 clients sold before show debuted.

That's progress at far faster clip than "Today" enjoyed in '52. The

9: Alcoa, Sunbeam Corp., Pepperell, General Mills for Betty Crocker
cake mixes, Helena Rubinstein, James Lees & Sons, American Greeting
Card, Dow Corning, Avco Division of Crossley Manufacturing.

-SR-

Prediction: If "Home" can carry its mortgage of high production costs,

it will eventually be on Saturdays to reach men. Though show beams

at women, pictorial reports on specialty furniture, appliances have
male interest. Sometimes overlooked is fact shelter books have male
readership. "House & Garden," for example, had 61 men readers per 100

copies in July '53 Starch. Though shelter books are prime target

as "Home" guns for billings, NBC is taking on whole range of slicks

in moving to compete with magazines— on tv and radio.

-SR-

Now it can be told: P&G might today be putting bulk of its media

dollars into black-and-white instead of radio and tv if Pearl Harbor

hadn't knocked out $500,000 year-long newspaper test in 1941, accord-

ing to W. D. Hogue, P&G of Canada ad director. He ran test for Ivory

Soap at time. P&G spends some §80 million (PIB shows $29 million for

radio and tv). For article on "How Block Drug tests media" see p. 50.

-SR-

Rule of thumb from central office of retail chain: Buy tv on basis it

delivers twice as much impact as radio, 3 times at most. Where cost

for same circulation on tv exceeds radio by more than 3 times (as is

frequently case especially in new tv markets), central office advises

against tv. Actually executives feel radio is better buy for stores.

-SR-

Perils of a program publicity man are illustrated by "Time" cover story

on Jack Webb, "Dragnet" director-star. Story is million-dollar pub-
licity break but leaves impression of Webb as poor-boy-on-the-make-
don' t-get-in-my-way type. That doesn't jibe with picture of Friday,

cop-who-only-wants-facts. What can happen when publicity paints pic-
ture of star which varies from his air personality was shown in re-

cent Godfrey hassles. Godfrey rating has declined since incidents.

><•!(• national spot radio ami tv business

SPONSOR PRODUCT AGENCY STATIONS-MARKET CAMPAIGN, start, duration

Burlington Mills. NY Cameo Stockings

ColgMc-Palmolivc Co. Cashmere Bouquet
Jersey City, N)

Dihw.m Lackawanna Blue Coal
& Western Coal Co.
NY

Ford Dealer*. Wash. DC Used cars

Shell Oil Co NY TCP gasoline

Shell Oil Co NY TCP gasoline

Donahue & Coe. NY 10 major radio mkts throughout
country

Sherman & Marquette. 50 scattered mkts
NY

SSCB. NY 20 Eastern mkts

Radio: 20-30 10-sec anncts a da; 7. 8.

9, 28. 29. 30 Apr; 6 da

Radio: dayti min anncts: early Apr; 26

wks

Radio: early-morn min anncts: 16 Apr:

10 wks

| Walter Thompson. 25 radio stns in Wash dealer Radio: chnbrks. min anncts: 15 Mar: 2

NY distr wks

| Walter Thompson 5 radio mkts in South. Southwest Radio: min anncts: 25 Mar: 6-13 wks
NY

| Wiltcr Thompson. 5 tv mkts in South. Southwest Tv: 20-scc. min film anncts: 25 Mar:
NY 6-13 wks

SPONSOR



to successful selling

in the Lehigh Valley

An enthusiastic, sports-loving audience yours on

WLEV-TV. m>\\ carrying top events in every major sport

activity from Madison Square Garden—boxing,

hockey, basketball, -\\ imming, and the Golden Gloves.

Each event has four segments, at SI 2.) per segment, all

inclusive. Each segment gets three and cine-half

minutes commercial time per event. This includes 15-

second opening and closing sponsor identification;

two one-minute announcements; six 10-second ad libs

during play-time. Backed-up bj extensive promotion on

the local level, its a great selling opportunity.

Of equal importance is the WLEV-TV complete local

sports programming, filmed by mobile units and

processed in the station's own modern laboratories.

Cash in on the WLEV-TV sports-loving audience.

It's your sure ticket to successful selling in the

large, rich Lehigh Valley, Buy WLEV-TV.

CHICAGO LOS ANGELES

Steinmon Station

M. ~ -I

SAN FRANCISCO

22 MARCH 1954



advertisers use

T

ARTICLES

l </<'ii< i/MMi ii—for a werk
SPONSOR'S Charles Sinclair spent week at Cunningham & Walsh, got working

acquaintance with junior agency executive's life. Here are his impressions of

week that began 4:30 in the morning Monday I March

What do clients think of network spot carriers?

Although broadcasters have been battling pro's and con's of spot carriers for

some months now, almost no one's asked the sponsor—the man who'll make the

final decision on this issue—for his opinion

siiKili-ioirii America: hotv to reach it

National advertisers who ignore small towns are missing out on 30% of total

retail sales. Most economical way to get full coverage is through radio net-

works like MBS and Keystone Broadcasting Co.

Hon- Jim Morriii became \o. I Hmlson tlettler

Chicago dealer has been using tv exclusively for six of his nine years in

business. Today he grosses $26 million, sells 200 cars a weekend

S'loriii i-louds (ilinul'.' Don't trim your sales

Why broadcast media are good bets when business looks bad. Four hypotheti-

cal case histories dramatize typical attitudes towards air advertising

What 1 1,000 listeners said about rcidio

Letters sent to WCBS, New York, for "Why I like radio" contest reveal chang-

ing pattern of radio listening, show how radio fits into listeners' lives

ffoit* to test media

M

10

42

44

Hi

in

Part 19 of SPONSOR'S All-Media Evaluation Study gives pointers on media
testing from George J. Abrams, advertising director of Block Drug. Abrams ^
tells what his firm learned from hundreds of media and copy tests «*"

lion to use new CBS tv set count
How advertisers and agencies can use CBS tv set count figures to calculate

set growth in future for various markets •> I

COM I NC

Psychological aspects of media

Part 20 of SPONSOR'S All-Media Evaluation Study presents an analysis of mm
what psychologist have discovered about advertising in different media •» l|ll*ll

Why Vitamin Corp. uses network tv

Vitamin Corp. of America spends 60% of $2 million budget for network tele-

vision, has upped sales over 300% in three years •» .
lpi*ll
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BEAUTY IS

AS BEAUTY DOES!
(AND KTHS DID IT!)

Here at KTHS we arc might) proud to be the only

50,000-watt stat ion in Arkansas the only stal ion thai

can "deliver" most of the State.

That in itself is a pretty story. But prettier still are

some of the selling jobs we do. Here'.- what (). .).

Parham, President of 0. J.'s Beauty Lotion Companj

of Shreveport, wrote us recently:

"Your know-how, your willing and efficient cooperation,

and KTHS's power to deliver to all parts of Arkansas

has proven tremendously effective in creating a greater

demand for our product.

"As proof positive of your complete coverage of

Arkansas, our sales volume figures show that each

section of the State has contributed toward this sub-

stantial increase in the demand for O. J.'s Beauty Lotion."

KTHS gives interference-free daytime coverage of more

than 31/4 million people — primary daytime coverage of

more than a million people! And those people LISTEN '

Ask your Branham man for the whole KTHS story.

50,000 Wails . . . CBS Radio

Represented by The Branham Co.

Under Same Management as KWKH, Shreveport

Henry Clay, Executive Vice President

B. G. Robertson, General Manager

KTHS
BROADCASTING FROM
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
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New RCA 12.5-KW UHF Transmitter

combines simplicity and reliability with high-quality performance for color

1 HIS IS the high-power UHF trans-

mitter you've waited for. A transmitter

as simple, as reliable, and as easy to

operate as your standard broadcast

transmitter. A transmitter with no trick

tubes, no trick circuits, no cumbersome
dollies. A transmitter which requires

no modification to meet FCC color

specifications (or superior mono-
chrome quality standards).

This new RCA 1 2.5-kw UHF Trans-
mitter uses conventional-type tubes

throughout, including the new small-

si/e RCA-6448's in the aural and visual

output stages. These are the kind of
tubes your engineer knows and under-
stands, and they are used in the kind
of circuits he is used to working with.

Not only are these tubes better than
complicated types, but you can get

them from any RCA tube distributor.

This new RCA 1 2.5-kw UHF Trans-
mitter is the result of several years of
intensive development work. Actually,

RCA could have shipped high-po
UHF transmitters sooner if the ci

neers had been content to meet o
nary performance standards. Hut R
engineers insisted on performa
which would provide both supe
monochrome pictures and excel

color performance. This turned oi
be much harder than expected,

taining wide-band response-, sirai

line linearm and constant pliasi -

necessary for color is difficult. H
ever, one b\ one the necessary circ

were worked out until finalb the

sign was perfected.

Now we have it. A transmitter

is designed for color. With this tr;

saaa bbbq

ttUtUM UU1UWI UlliUlU

^,i

OK FOR COLOR
Tht TTU-I2A Transmitter, like all RCA TV T

mitten now in production, it designed to

fully tho now FCC Color Standards and to pro

high-quality color picture trantmittion when i

with RCA Color Video Input Equipment.



power
\Type Tubes

tter, when color comes to your
ion, you will have no extra cost for

ismitter conversion,

'hose who have waited for this

ismitter will be happy they did.

ose who have not ordered yet, may
tv do so with assurance. Those who

1,1

1 have doubts may see it in oper-

)n at Camden. See your RCA Repa-
rative to arrange an inspection trip.

( FOR BULLETIN ... For complete infor-

on on the RCA 12.5-kw UHF
smitter— call your RCA Broad-

Representative. Ask for the

' illustrated, 12-page bro-

e describing RCA's Hi-

•er UHF transmitter.

Conventional, small-size,

RCA 6448 Tetrode used in the RCA 12.5-kw UHF Transmitter.

RCA-6448 Power Tetrode-

heart of the TTU- 1 2A, I 2.5-kw

UHF Transmitter.

It is used in the kind of circuits

every station man knows how
to tune.

It saves power and tube costs

(up to $34,000 over a ten-

year period).

It's small, fits into easy-to-

handle cavity assembly.

It's a standard type— can be
obtained from your local RCA
Tube Distributor.

One type covers the entire

UHF bond, 14-83.

RCA PIONEERED AND DEVELOPED COMPATIBLE COLOR TELEVISION

RADIt
engineer; t»ROk

RPuRATION of AMER
VISION CAMD
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PACIFIC COAST'S

2nd

LARGEST MARKET
"OAKLAND

SAN FRANCISCO
BAY AREA"

with KLX

The Bay Area's Dominant and

Only independent station

broadcasting

5000 WATTS
lDAY |and NIGHT

Wt'* -

No. 1 in News • Sports • Music

THE TRIBUNE STATION
TRIBUNE TOWER

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

Represented Nationally by

Burn-Smith Company

Ma rut Carayas. Hilton & Riggio, .\eu York,

insists "a timebuyer at a smaller agency can get as

good or Letter availabilities as one at a larger

shop, because she must be in constant close contact

uitli her clients, a < and Station reps." Among
her recent buys Gloria numbers Maggie MctfetUa

on ITABC TV, Sundays 11:00-11:15 p.m. for

Colonial Airlines: The Little Theatre, If \BT
Saturdays. 11:15-11:30 p.m. for Regent Cigarettes:

Tommy II enrich, ABC TV, Saturdays 6:00-6:15 p.m.

tor Emerol \lig. Co.

Jeanne Bahr. Compton, Vew York, finds that

the combination of a powerhouse plus a local inde-

pendent station is usually the best nay to get a

sponsor's message into a radio market. "If ith that

• ornbination," she says, "you hate the double benefit

of strong network programing adjacencies and the

frequency impact of many economic announcements

near music and news." Jeanne's accounts are

aimed at women consumers: Chase & Sanborn

Coffee, Tender Leaf Tea and Yes Tissues. For Chase

& Sanborn she buys nighttime ti. dm time radio.

Richard Trea, Benton and Bowles. \ew York,

feels the effectiveness of spot announcements is

largely due to the waste < overage eliminated through

their flexibility. He would like to see the further

development o) networks tailoring station line-ups

to coincide with sectional distribution patterns

particular to many large advertisers. For in that

way. sponsorshiji ot high quality programing is

made available which could not be afforded on an

individual station basis. Among his accounts:

1/ & R Dietetic lab'... G.E. (hemic at Division.

Peter Iff. Rardach. Foote, < one & fielding,

\cu York, says that the timebuyer's job in baying

spot ti is becoming more a job of judging in-

tangibles, than tier before. "If ith more advertisers

retaining valuable tv time franchises,'' he told

sponsor, "we have to consider the effectiveness oj

buying into localh produced shows. In those cases

omes a question oi puling the right format

and judging timiic >u < appeal in relation to

product. In other words, whether the local appeal

o} ii show can olisci possible lower ratings."

SPONSOR



nothing Works I*ike HVantmanship

Putting the yearn on everyone to want something more,

new or better. That's IKTanlmanship, the Crosley Group's dynamic new dimension

in selling. Typical of the Group, WLW-T, Cincinnati, uses top talent— professional want-makers,

to make wants real and urgent. TNTantmanship explains why the Crosley Group

makes more sales faster, at less cost, than any other medium or combination. v\ /0

theCROSLEY GROUP
JC/

WLW Radio

WLW A Atlanta

WI/W-C C.nhimhm
WLW D Dayton

WLW-T Cincinnati

Exclusive Sales Offices:

New York, Cincinnati, Dayton,

Columbus, Atlanta, Chicago, Hollywood

t.ftfierfl
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by Bob Foreman

Without question, television is the most emotional medium
with which we in the advertising business have as yet tangled.

I'm not referring to the erratic, erotic and neurotic forms of

life with which we must deal regularly but to the manner in

which tv envelops and affects its viewers.

Few, if any, people were able to resist taking sides in such

an epochal affair as the Godfrey-LaRosa schism. Millions

more than "I" actually love Lucy. Countless tears are shed

when Jane Froman does a simple dance step. Many thou-

sands of extremely personal letters are written to Pinky Lee,

the Lone Ranger and Art Linkletter.

What causes folks to react this way? A simple psychologi-

cal principle known as self-identification. It is this penchant

the audience has for identifying itself with characters it

comes to know7 that is the greatest asset as well as the greatest

challenge of the medium.

Our drama is as good as its Identity Quotient. Same goes

for our situation comedy, audience participation a. ml. as

Berle discovered, even our comics. (Hence the new Berle

—

the fall guy—the butt of the jokes.)

This rapport has made situation comedy of the type so fre-

quently seen in tv eminently successful. The premise i^ sim-

ple indeed (the technique not quite so simple).

Women make up the bulk of tv viewers. Look at the audi-

( Please turn to page 81)

p!lllll!llflll!!illlIIIIIIIIIIIUI!ll!lllllf!lll

j

Why Foreman says tv talent should sell:

|
I. Tendency of tv audience to identify itself with characters

]

|
makes it emotional medium. A program is as good as its

j

J Identity Quotient, no matter what the format is.

j 2. To take full advantage of show sponsor should get value

1 of this self-identification in commercials, too. Few shows.

though, use stars as sales reps—in character.

| 3. Any talent who accepts money for appearing on sponsored
j

j tv show should be willing to help shoulder sales burden. Emo- f

1 tional appeal of star gives message new meaning.

22 MARCH 1954

"TO

PUSH
A PRODUCT
YOU GOTTA PUT

STRENGTH
BEHIND IT"

And we've got the muscle . . .

FOUR TOP DISC JOCKEYS,

whose programs establish

KSDO as San Diego's first

station ... the one with most

listeners.*

May we show you how KSDO

can help yau muscle-in on this

billion dollar market.

HOOPER and

NIELSEN

KSDO
1130 KC 5000 WATTS

Representatives

Fred Slubbins - los Angeles

Doren MtGovren - Son Francisco ;

John [. Pearson (o - He* York
'

11





THE
MORNING
SHOW
7 to 9 am
Monday through Friday

No other program in network television will

match this show in flexibility and economy.

It will open network television to budgets of

all sizes, fit every sales calendar.

It will cover markets with almost 80% of all

television homes— at an over-all price (time

and talent) tliat's the lowest in all television.

It will be available in 20 segments per day-

daily, weekly, monthly, or as a single insertion.

With all these advantages, a sponsor will have

the easy, powerful lift of personalized selling.

Walter Cronkite, host, will present news of

your product — and, with Charles Collingwood,

the news of the world. . . and of sports, plays,

books, and movies. . . with the forecast of the

weather, the exact time, popular music.

So get an early start on "The Morning Show"

— and watch your sales curve rise and shine.

CBS TELEVISION
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New and renew i
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New on Televis

SPONSOR

2.

3.

Aluminum Cooking Utensil
Co. (Wear-Ever prods),
New Kensington, Pa

Carter Prods, NY
Corn Prods Refining

Co, NY
Cen Fds, Franklin Baker

Div. Hoboken, N)
Cen Fds, Post Cereals

Div, Battle Creek, Mich
Cen Mills, O-Cel-0 Div,

Buffalo, NY
Liggett & Myers Tob, NY

Philip Morris & Co, NY

Nash-Kelvinator, Detr
O'Cedar Corp, Chi
Plymouth Div, Chrysler,

Detr
Reardon Co, St Louis, Mo

Renuzit Home Prods,

Phila

Sapolin Paints, NY

on Networks
AGENCY

Fuller & Smith & Ross,
NY

SSCB, NY
C. L. Miller, NY

YR, NY

YR, NY

Comstock & Co, Buffalo

Cunningham & Walsh,
NY

Biow, NY

Ceyer, Detr
Turner Adv, Chi
N. W. Ayer, Phila

Krupnick & Assoc,
St Louis, Mo

Feigenbaum & Wermcn,
Phila

Kastor, Farrell, Chesley
& Clifford, NY

STATIONS

NBC TV 42

CBS TV 114
CBS TV 55

NBC TV 49

CBS TV 33

NBC TV 49

NBC TV 46

CBS TV 38

CBS TV 57
CBS TV 103
CBS TV 124

NBC TV 49

CBS TV 40

CBS TV 40

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Renewed on Television Networks
SPONSOR

American Tob Co, NY

Colgate-Palmolive-Peet,
NY

Cen Fds (Inst Maxwell
House), NY

Cen Fds (Sanka, Swans-
down), NY

AGENCY

BBDO, NY

William Esty, NY

Benton & Bowles, NY

Y&R, NY

STATIONS

CBS TV 149

CBS TV 67

CBS TV 157

CBS TV 73

Home; W, Th 11 am-12 n; 3 Mar 31 Due '.5

p.irtic

Meet Millie; alt T 9-9:30 pm ; 23 Mar; 52 wks
Cjrry Moore Show; lit M 1:45-2 pm ; 15 Mjr;

no. wks not available
Today; M-F 7-9 am; 2 Mar; 28 partic; 11 wk;

Portia Faces Life; M-F 1:15-30 pm
. 5 Apr; 52

wks
Today; M-F 7-9 am; 3 Mar; 13 partic; 13 wks

Spike Jones Show: Sat 8-8:30 pm; 13 Feb; 7 wks

Public Defender; Th 10-1030 pm ; 11 Mar; re-
places Philip Morris Playhouse

Danger; alt T 10-10:30 pm; 16 Mar; 13 telecasts
Meet Millie; alt T 9-9: 3 pm; 16 Mar; 52 wks
That's My Boy (Eddie Mayehoffi; Sat 10-10:30
pm ; 10 April; no. wks not available

Today; M-F 7-9 am; 9 April; 17 D irtic; 10 wks

The Morning Show; T. F 8:55-9 am 'Margaret
Arlen cut-ins); 30 Mar; no. wks not available

The Morning Show; W. Th 8:55-9 am (Margaret
Arlen cut-ins) ; 7 Apr; no. wks not available

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Private Secretary; Sun 7:30-8 pm; 28 Mar; 52

The Big Payoff. M. W, F 3-3:30 pm; 29 Mar;
5? wks

Red Buttons; M 9:30-10 pm; 22 Mar; 52 wks

Our Miss Brooks; F 9:30-10 pm; 2 Apr; 52 wks

(See page 2 for New National Spot Radio and Tv 8usiness)

Advertising Agency Personnel Changes
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION

Sam L. Austin
Cean Boroughs

Alvan C. Campbell
Vernon E. Creese
Arthur E. Duram
Ken R. Dyke
Martin Fritz

Donald Frost

Richard H. Codon

Marijean Isaac

I L. Kaufman
Bob Kirschbaum
William Lowe

Don McCee

Herbert J. Miller

Mrs. Jean Wade
Rindlaub

Clark F. Ross
Charles R. Ruston

Perry Schofield
Fred Schuster
William Stewart
Herbert A. Vitriol

Edwin A. Wilhelm

NEW AFFILIATION

Chi Mercantile Exch, Chi, dir pub rels, adv
Indep tv film packager

KANC-TV, Waco, Tex, stf

Cates Rubber Co, Denver, asst to ind'l adv mgr
Fuller & Smith & Ross, NY, dir tv & radio

Y&R, NY, vp chg pubficity, pub rels

Buchen Co, Chi, dir media
Compton, NY, acct exec P&C
KHQ, Spokane, prog dir

Arthur Meyerhoff, Chi, NY rep

Crant Adv, Hywd, mdsg, prom consultant

Kenyon & Eckhardt, NY, copy stf

Look Mag, NY, exec ed

D-F-S, SF, vp

Walter Scott Adv. NY, head

BBDO, NY, vp (copy grp hd)

Ross Adv, St Louis & KC, owner
Colgate-Palmolive, Jersey City, N), natl mdse

mgr
Joseph Katz Co, NY, exec vp, creative dir

Compton, NY, acct exec Standard Brands

Compton, NY, acct exec P&C
Crey Adv, NY, vp, dir mktg
Maxon, NY, prodn exec, Gillette radio-tv shows

Bozell & Jacobs. Chi, vp
White Adv, Tulsa. Okla. acct exec, new bus

m"r
Southwest Adv, Waco, Tex, tv dir

Cjalen E. Broyles Co, Denver, acct exec
Same, vp chg natl tv & radio opcrs
Same, also dir branch office opcrs US
H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chi, dir media
Same, vp
West Pacific Adv, Spokane, acct exec, dir of

radio
Blaine-Thompson Adv, NY. dir pub rels,

publicity, comml div

Same, hd creative & mdsg dept
Crey Adv, NY, radio-tv copy grp hd
Hewitt. Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, NY, asst

to pres

Buchanan & Co, SF, vice-chmn pins bd, acct

exec
Ross Roy, NY, contact RCA Victor Custom

Record acct
Same, bd dir

Walter McCreery, Beverly Hills, Cal, dir ind'l div

t.win, Wasey. LA, acct exec, memb plans bd

Lcnnen & Newell, NY, vp. copy grp hd

Same, vp
Same, vp

SSCB, NY. vp. acct exec dept
Same, exec chg tv-radio dept

In next issue: New and Renewed on Radio Networks. Na-

tional Broadcast Sales Executives. New Agency Appointments

\umhcrs aitrr names
refer to New and Re-

new category

William Loue (3)

John D. Stacy

\ernon Creese (3)

Jean Rindlaub
//. •(. Vitriol (3)
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Sponsor Personnel Changes

NAME

Richard R Adams
Franklin Bell

H. A. Browc

Miry L. B-own
Barney Corson
Joseph F. Cullman l»

Joseph F. Cullman III

I
H. Davidson

Hc-bert E. Delp
Anthony Dillon

Robert C. Criflin

Benjamin Harrison

W R Hubcr
Rodman Jacobs
Scmour Mintz
William D R-ndolph
Albert J. Rasebraugh
John D. Stacy
A. Phil Stone

FORMER AFFILIATION

Welch's Crape Juice, asst mgr Western div
H. J. Heinz Co, Pittsb, dir adv, pub relj

Motorola, Chi, white goods sis mgr

Harriet Hubbard Aycr, NY, pub mgr
Tidy House Prods, Shenandoah, la, dir mdsg
Benson & Hedges, NY, chmn & pros

Benson & Hedges, exec vp

IT&T. Coole-ator Div, Eastern sis mgr
A****li»n*'e, '"»d ; n fj ht s'smn

CBS-Columbia, NY, Eastern sis mgr
Wel-h s Oraoe Juice, Weslf.eid M. sis stf

Wcstintfhouse Elec Supply Co, Atlanta, sis mgr
SE district

Cult Oil. Pittsb, gen mgr retail mkts
Cc-ald 0. Kaye & Assoc, NY, asst adv mgr
Admiral Corp, Chi, vp
Apo'ian-e rndsT & sis exec
Phiko Co-p, Phila. sis m^r rcfrig div
Jacob Ruppert Brewery, NY, sis prom mgr
Phiico Coro, Phila, district mgr

NEW AFFILIATION

Same, mdsg mgr
Same, chg adv, pub rcls int'l bus

Sylvania Elec Prods, Chi, Midwest district

mgr, radio-tv div

Lever Bros, NY, brand adv asst

Same, adv mgr
Philip Morris, NY, dir, chmn of exec comm (Bi

now subsidiary of PM)
Philip Morris, NY, vo, dir (B&H now subsidi,

of PMI
CBS-Columbia, NY, Eastern sis mgr
CBS-Columbia, district mgr Kans City

Same, Chi, Midwestern sis mgr
Same, field sis m"r
C. F. Sauer Co, Richmond, sis mgr

Same, gen mgr pub rels

B oil-Quik. NY. .-.dv mgr
CBS-Columbia. NY. prcs

CBS-Co'umbia, distri'f sis mgr southern ten
Same, vp chg sis ref-ig div

B oil-Ouik Co. NY, sis p-om mgr
CBS-Columbia, district mgr hq Denver

Station Changes (n»ps. network affiliation, power inereases)

KABI, Kcrchikan, Ahska (see "Midnight Sun Bdcstg" item)

KCTY, Kansas City, Mo. ooer terminated 28 Feb by Du Mont
Labs

KCMO-TV, Kansas City, Mo. now orimary affil Du Mont
i CTh'in-r KCTV. n0w r-f ' »H

KFEL, Denver, sold by Gene O'Fallon to KIMN, Inc <A. L.

Glasmann, p:esl. O'Fa Io.i .e.uins K tL-iV, K.iL-fM
KCBT, Harlingen, Tex, special tep Spanish lang prog, Richard

O'Conncll
K oo. i -,,-„ Affka 'see "MM-'«M 5- Be>«rt-" jtem )

KLIK, Jeffc.son City, Mo, new natl rep Adam J. Young

KULA-TV. Honolulu, to become ABC TV affil 9 April

placing KCMB-TVi
Midnisht Sun Bd'stg Co. operato-s of KFAR, Fairbanks

KTNI, Anchorage. Alask-1
. has purchased as«?ts of Au

Bi-s'-s. operators of KJNO, Juneau and KABI, Kctchil

Alaska
WATE-TV. call lette-s of ch 6, Knoxville fo-merly WROL-
WHFN SvrP'use new c-ll letters of WACE, stn recea*

purch by Meredith Bdcstg
W -OL-TV. Knoxville. lenn, call letters changed to WA

TV; ownership transf f-om Mountcasfle Bdcstg Co
C-eatcr East Tennessee Tv Inc

n iVeio Agency Appointments

SPONSOR

American Safety Razor Corp, NY
Cimpbell Soup Co, Camden, NJ J

Campbell Soup Co, Camden, NJ J

Carmcl Wine Co, NY & Is-ael

Hclene Curtis Industries, Chi
Cencral Floorcraft, NY

Hollywood Candy Co, Centralia. Ill

KSTM-TV, St. Louis
Paine & Co, LA
Tide Water Assoc Oil, SF
Wcstinghouse Bdcstg, Wash, DC

PRODUCT (or service) AGENCY

Pe.sonna Blades
Campbell Soups, complete line

Frozen C'mDbcll Soups
Carmel Wine, introduction in US
Helcnc Curtis Spray Net, Lanolin Discovery
Comml floor maintenance machines, domestic

floor polishers
Butter-Nut, Zero, Milk Shake, Polar candies

Natl & local adv for tv stn

Hickory Smoked & Kitchen Fresh Potato Chips
Tydol gasoline, oil

Adv for WBZ, WBZTV. Boston: WPTZ.
KYW, Phila: KDKA, Pittsb: WOWO. Ft

Wayne; KEX. Portland. Ore

Ce-il & P esbrcy, NY
BBDO. NY
Leo Burnett. NY
Franklin B-uck. NY
Ear'e Ludgin. Chi (eff 1 Apr)
Arthur Pine Assoc, NY,

Crubb & Petersen, Champaigi
III

C. M. Said Adv. St. Louis

Jimmy Fritz & Assoc, Hywd
Bjchanan & Co. SF
Kctchum. MacLeod & Crove.

Pittsb

ftuni bers after names
refer to Xew and Re-

new category

1 . 1 II ilhelm (3)

If ill, 1771 Steu art (3)

Dona Id Frost

Fred Si huster I |)

l/ar» L Brown i \<

Arthur F. Dura
Sam /.. Austin I

•
I

St) mmtr Mintz I I i

I. G. i ampbell (3)

(Jean Boroughs (3)
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WHO
and Get Iowa's Metropolitan Areas.

Pica the Remainder of Iowa!

TAKE FILLING STATION SALES, FOR INSTANCE!

4.4% CEDAR RAPIDS

3.4% TRI-CITIES-

8.6% DES MOINES

1.9% DUBUQUE-

3.1% SIOUX CITY

3.7% WATERLOO

74.9% REMAINDER OF STATE

f

MINNESOTA

ni

I S.A.M. D

V STATION

SQElui

DAYTIME
AUDIENCE AREA

WISCONSIN

laaaagi ILLINOIS

LcBaaaeagj

NEBRASKA

KANSAS

l
BSBE35BQflL

MISSOURI

FREE & PETERS, INC, National Representatives

THE "REMAINDER OF IOWA" ACCOUNTS FOR THESE SALES :

(Which You MISS Unless You Cover the Entire State)

67.2% Food Stores

63.2% Eating and Drinking Places

47.9% General Merchandise Stores

57.5% Apparel Stores

61.4% Home Furnishings Stores

65.9% Automotive Dealers

74.9% Filling Stations

80.8% Building Material Groups

62.0% Drugstores

Source: 1953-'54 Consumer Markets

BUY All of IOWA-
#*#«.% "Iowa Plus"—with

WHO
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts

Got. B. J. Palmer, President

P. A. Lovet. Resident Manager

22 MARCH 1954
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John Blair & Co.



and Spot Radio

GBLBBmE!
BLAIR, a 21st birthday on April 1st

SPOT RADIO, its biggest year in history

Despite all the talk that radio was done — fin-

ished—nearly dead, John Blair & Company and

Spot Radio have grown each year since TV be-

cause they believed in each other. John Blair &
Company foresaw three revolutions in radio —

and prepared their stations by encouraging the

new trends. For instance:

THE TIME BUYING PATTERN CHANGED - to

concentrate upon local personalities whose

salesmanship hits and hits hard the local mar-

kets in their areas.

LOCAL PROGRAMMING CHANGED - to ac-

cent the local approach, again making use of the

little known, but great new selling force, the

local personality.

AND LISTENING HABITS CHANGED-because

radio now is not the sole living room feature

attraction but the even more personal side kick

cvj

which is in the kitchens, bedrooms, dining

rooms, garages, cars, cellars and carried around

by Americans all over the country.

Because John Blair & Company foresaw and

encouraged these revolutions they supplied

Blair salesmen with the right tools to sell their

stations to advertisers on the basis of their now
confirmed theory that Spot Radio is very much
alive — particularly if the advertiser recognizes

the power and acceptance of strong local station

personalities.

John Blair & Company and Spot Radio will

go on to celebrate many more birthdays — to-

gether and profitably—because Spot Radio will

continue to increase in importance as one of the

nation's most effective advertising mediums, as

long as those in the business have confidence

in it.

REPRESENTING LEADING RADIO STATIONS !

JOHN
BLAIR
l COMPANY

NEW YORK • BOSTON • CHICAGO • ST. LOUIS

DETROIT • DALLAS • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGEL£S



CFCF
is Canada's

No. 1 Station

with: Over 30 years
of broadcasting
know-how.
Listener loyalty.

Top-ra ted pro-
grams.

MONTREAL
IN U.S-WEED

CANADA-AIL CANADA

IkSpur
II ill iftiii B. B. Feryusson

V.P. in charge of Advertising

Colgate-Palmolive-lnternational, Jersey City

If you re planning a safari into Central Africa or a trip into the

Australian bush, don't bother taking: along \our Colgate tooth paste

or Palmolive soap—you can buy them right there. And the man
who'll guarantee this to you is Bill Fergusson, Colgate-Palmolive-

International's v. p. in charge of advertising, because he's been there.

As head of advertising for an operation with a S21 million ad

budget in 1953 and with 29 subsidiaries all over the world. Fergus-

son covers the globe once ever}' two years with priority for areas

where he has not been for some time or which have a particular

advertising problem.

"Not that we plan a Johannesburg or Caracas radio campaign in

Jer.ey City," Fergusson explained to sponsor. "Our function here

is supervisory, with the subsidiaries acting autonomously.'

However, the Jersey City staff keeps C-P-Fs general managers all

over the world right up to date on domestic advertising strategy and

continuously supplies them both with research and with copies of

radio-tv commercials and proofs of new ads used in the U.S. By the

same token, these general managers send Fergusson reports about

their own advertising strategy.

"Radio and tv, as a matter of fact, took up a larger part of our

budget in 1953 than ever before. And air media are likely to grow

more important as they become more developed abroad."

Radio is particularly important in Latin America, usualb in those

countries with relatively high illiteracy. But again each C-P-I prod-

uct presents a different advertising problem: e.g. Colgate dentifrice

has been very successfully advertised via Latin American radio

(even though the name is differently pronounced in Spanish i. but

some Colgate-Palmolive toilet articles lend themselves more to tv

and \isual advertising. C-P's Mexican subsidiary, for example,

produces a popular Bouquet Colgate cosmetics line, uses t\.

"We in Jersej Citj supply the dominant advertising policies and

occasionalK a specific idea or two. The overseas people supplied

$150 million or one-third of total company sales last year," Fergus-

-imi summed up. rushing into the rain to make his most immediate

journey. Not Dakar or Hong Kong, but the tubes to Jersej ("it\.

Next month he's off again on a real trip—this time to the Philippines

and Australia. • • •
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New developments on SPONSOR stories

I 4

t if
'

* that's right

STANDING ROOM ONLY

30 "hot spots" were

sold on

MIKE ROY'S
"Key To The

Kitchen"

prior to his first

KNBH Monday
through Friday

1:30-2:00 pm
telecast

m For information about

first availabilities

check KNBH, Hollywood

or NBC Spot Sales

See: T» Basics"

Issue: 13 July 1953, page 219

Subject: The effeet of t\ on people, media,
business

22

There will be a stead) increase in income for radio, entertain-

ment and other media in future \ears—despite the impact of tele-

vision on modern living.

I hat's the prediction made by Jerry N. Jordan in his fifth annual

report on the effect of tv. The report was published by the sports

committee of the Radio-Electronic.- Television Manufacturers As-

sociation, Washington, D. C.

The report notes that "as television passed out of its novelty

period in most of the nation during 1953, nearly every industry it

was supposed to hurt turned upward in income, attendance or sales

—many reaching their all-time peak. Newspapers, magazines, books,

radios, concerts, track and harness racing and professional football

had the best years in their history. Motion pictures, college foot-

ball, boxing and basketball were climbing again after a temporary

decline. Major and minor league baseball attendance dropped

1.8% and 7.8
r
(. The sports industry as a whole, with $15 million

in rights fees, raised its income from admissions plus television to

approximately the all-time peak of s2<'!4 million reached in 1949."

Television "is competing for the entertainment dollar, is compet-

ing strongly, and will continue to compete even more strongly,"

Jordan asserts. "But it is competing because it is good entertain-

ment itself, not because it is free."'

Jordan calls radio "the liveliest corpse in history."

"Manv prophets, including a former network head, agreed that

'radio was doomed,' " Jordan says. "But . . . more new radio sta-

tions were built in the first five years of television than in the whole

25 years preceding it. Twice as many radio sets are in use today

as there were when tv began. . . . Radio has increased net time

sales from $314 million per year in 1946 to $498 million in 1953

—

an all-time high. And the end is not in sight. There is no reason

why radio sales should not climb steadily for years to come. Radio

is ideally adapted to increasing leisure time, with its ability to reach

people anywhere, any time . . . radio keeps pace with our new pat-

tern of living.''

Printed media did itself proud last year too, Jordan notes, adding

that newspapers, magazines and books all report increased advertis-

ing revenue and circulation.

What does the future hold for television? Jordan predicts:

• About 20 million additional black-and-white sets sold through

1057. "bringing television into almost every home in the country. .

."'

• B\ 1957 color sets with large screens and at reasonable prices

"maj well account for half of all tv sets sold— possibly even more."'

• From 750 to 1,000 tv stations in operation by 1957.

• Local tv programing will grow "just as it did in radio.'"

• When sports events can be viewed in color, '"interest should

increase enormously . . . rights fees probably will go beyond any

expectation of toda)
."

• "Immediate prospects are for Bteady, but not spectacular

growth" for theatre television. When big special events can be car-

ried in true-to-life color—then the hope of large-scale expansion

nun i ome true.

• Subscription t\. being technically feasible and having achieved

favorable results in early tests, will be successful if the public

wants it. * * *

SPONSOR



One Moment, Please

Tearing apart a television cam-

era may not be Paradise to Harold
Holland—but it's within walking

distance. Technical master of all

he surveys, Mr. H. supervises en-

gineering operations for WFBM
AM & TV, plus affiliates WFDF,
Flint; WEOA, Evansville; and
WOOD AM & TV, Grand Rapids.

This adds up to a lot of tubes, con-

densers, resistors, tv cameras, (a

dozen of which he made himself)

and technicians (nine dozen to be

exact).

H. H. blends into his surround-
ings like a fast dissolve; he has

been known to spend three weeks at

a stretch out of his office. At such

times secretaries locate him by look-

ing for a smoking soldering iron.

While unable to crawl completely

into a camera, those closest to him

swear that only his si - remain

visible when on safari.

Since few men have bad more
i npacl "ii electronic behind-the-

seenery hereaboul -. it seems fitting

to sel forth a f • . of bis contribu-

tions QOl to make VOtl buy more
time, bul to suggesl thai the Hoi
; z (d time y lo buy is tech-

nically Grade AAA. with everj

minute full of rosy-cheeked, pi ar

shaped seconds.

Through thick and a c< rtain

amount of thin. Holland pursues

his better-equ dead-

end -r happj i iding. Among the

latter are our II' lland-mad

ameras, complete \\ ith synchroniz-

ing generators and amplifii

shadow box for nix or commercials
which illuminates any cur or more
of twenty cards and allows direct

pick-up <>r illuminated cards, siv-

ing burn-outs, card shuffling and
tempers

;
a power-driven, operator-

ridden mike dully, peripatetic with

live camera ; an adapter \\ hich per-

mits superimposed -lid.--
i n remote

eportscasts and saves lugging post-

ter-size cards around.

Because a broadcasting fac-

tory is nnt exactly placid I ("Hand
relaxes at Imine with a machine

shop. He has two -<>ns in the Air

Force, a daughter \\ horn he adores

ami vice versa I . am! a u ife '.vie..,.

only complaint is that neither of

their home tv sets works properly.

Holland is now getting ready

to put up a thousand-foot ^ti<-k and

boost power to 100 kw for WPBM-
TV. He is also working with color

equipmenl for both tv stations.

He'll build it himself, of eour

WFBM WFBM-TV
INDIANAPOLIS • CBS

Represented Nationally by the Katr Agency

Affil'ated with WEOA, Evansville; WFDF, Flint; WOOD AM & TV, Grand Rapids
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The atmosphere is always conducive to soaring

sales curves In Los Angeles ...especially In the summer.

Southern California's three summer months account for

more than a i quarter of the year's total retail sales.

Di

service station sales, too) rocket to their highest peaks!

TLh*»r*»'c
III 1

a very simple reason why ;»" 'hp time* i« emnH

time here. Southern Californians worn ana piay in

sunshine and mild climate all year round, with no

seasonal changes in thtsir living habits. Naturally, their

1, year-round pattern.*OUying Iuiivits me sonic jicauj

So does their radio listening. L,ist year, for example,

InMUtj-i U
j
L,MJ »i» -pi

IRf»
>

M-m+i. ^
Jrflirs dflimmer

Aiid KNX delivers a larger average share of audience

f Han any <zther Los Angeles station, summertime or anytime.
1 [ r 1 1 1 i L r [

i

j l r

i

iir
sell the 200 cities And towns that m.ikf> un snrawlinP . ^

_
1— L T _T 1

1.us Angeles, the nation's zmra marnei, you neea nrv.K.

*And don'l /orgel til <• thousands of free-spending vacationers who

p Bur 1 nto 5oul tern California each Summer, pushing sales cur*es u if / /
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INDIANA'S

MARKET
SOUTH BEND-
ELKHART
Reached by

WSJY-TY
ELKHART, INDIANA

I.r FOOD SALES

I.TRETAIL SALES

1.7 AUTOMOTIVE SALES

..'."HOUSEHOLD TURN.

."RADIO SALES

I $1,194,000,000

|
Annual Retail Sales

I 118,000 _x
i U H F Sets in Use

™
I AN EXCLUSIVE

U H F MARKET

VL
fHI

•cjnsn;

3
Population 750,013 s

Families 230,000 |

WSJV-TV

Ini
MADISON

sponsor invites letters to the editor.

Address 4U K. 49 St., New York 17.

ALL MEDIA STUDY
\\ c have had ver) favorable reports

on your magazine. We are particular-

Is interested in a series of articles

therein on media. We wondered if you

would be good enough to send us a

sample copj of \our publication so

that we maj ba\e some idea of what

it is like. . . .

J. R. Berry

Business Research Dept.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.

Akron

RADIO'S BIGGEST
]').">

1 will be our biggest year.

Timebuyers have learned that

:

1. Each station has a personality,

as each person does.

2. Persuasion outsells power.

3. Repetition is the thing that sells

an idea, a product, a service.

4. Radio is the hardest-working me-

dium—and lends itself best to cumu-

lative buying suggestions.

5. Listeners on wheels: the fastest-

growing audience.

Thanks so much for vour fine arti-

cle in your December 28 issue on our

AIMS ["How to get the most out of

an independent station," page 42].

Thanks, too, for your strong, sensi-

ble editorial on, "1954 can be radio's

biggest" [28 December 1953, page

100].

Edwin E. S. \\ eldois

/ ice President & Station Manager
It k ) U . Louisville

ACTORS' PAYMENTS
Several methods have been suggested

to u- for the handling of pavments
made to members of the Screen Actors

Guild in connection with use and re-

USe of television commercial films, but

because main of those have seemed to

be personal and perhaps somewhat
prejudiced opinions, we are wondering

whether you have investigated how
various agencies handle the accounting

end of these situations.

In one instance it was suggested that

we consider the payments as rovalties

— as some of the large New York agen-

cies handle the payments on that basis.

\\ e should like very much to know
what is generally considered the best

procedure in the industry, and are

wondering whether you have any data

regarding it. or if not. whether you
could suggest other sources to which

we might inquire.

\n\ cooperation you can give us in

this connection will be very helpful

and deeply appreciated.

Laura B. Mang
Manager of Media Dept.

Moser & Cotins, Inc.

I tica

• The SAG Code it-, -If ||gtM the mrthods
of handling SAG re-o.se payment-. Ilov, c\ ,-r.

there arc several precedent! to relntcrpretatlon.
I.e. cnlly Phil Daw*, a producer of film commer-
cial*, took the mailer of re-use payment, into
court, protesting that he did not want to make
all the deductions from these payments; he
eked thai they he paid as royalties. The Nrw
York State Supreme Court ruled that they "ap-
pear" to he in the form of royalties. Federal
ruling. 1,'is, \. r. has never recognized fturh pay-
ment- as anything hut salary. Consequently the
4A's has heen advising its memhers to pay rc-u.,-

payment! .i~ eleries. lor f"rther inform ition

write to Harold Mers, 1A'», 420 Lexington Ave.
In California an unemployed actor collected

unemployment insurance during a period when
he v,us receiving re-use payments for a film
commercial that he hail made some time earlier.

He claimed that these payments were royalties,

hence he was technically still unemployed. The
California Stale Unemployment Division, however,
ruled that this was not the case—the payments
are considered salary there.

DEAR MR. FOREMAN . . .

I enjoy reading your column in

sponsor each issue. Suggest, however,

on some of your research that you in-

clude the Bible when you start quoting

from the Bible. February 8 column

you quote, "money is the root of all

evil." Maybe if you reread this quo-

tation you will find it is, "for the love

of money is the root of all evil."

There is a difference, you know.

Keep up the good work.

Harlan G. Oakes
Harlan G. Oakes & Assoc.

Los Angeles

On page 68 of the current issue of

sponsor [8 February 1954] there is a

box which sa\ s. "Letters to Bob Fore-

man are welcomed." That. sir. is an

imitation which an inveterate letter

writer cap't resist.

VtualU the motivating factor for

this missive k your misquotation in

the second paragraph of your other-

wise very interesting irtide on the in-

tricacies of the financing of television

film. With which I might add I am
i Please turn to page 35)
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#0.PELIVER"CAT>lhlbC"B\mNG POWER

KXJB-TV gearing to serve opulent Red River Valley, and

then some, via super power, 1085-ft. tower above flatlands

"Fabulous"' is the word that de-

scribes the markets encompassed 1>\

the Great North Tv Twins.

Take the market which KCJB-TY.
Minot. has served since April. 1953:

• This rich farm land is in the

midst of a spiraling oil boom.

• Retail sales per household is ;il

the amazing average of $6,766.

• Consumer spendable income is al

the blue-chip level of $6,561 per fam-

ily, and Cadillacs are more common
in the area than low-priced cars. Hab-

erdashers find i\ verj profitable i>>

sell $100 Stetsons.

\uu -take the tremendous expanse

of ultra-prosperous flat Farm land and

trading area- which KXJB-TV, Vallej

Cit) -Fargo w ill I"- sen ing, b) Jul) 1.

with L00,000 watts on Channel 1 from

a lower 1085 feel above level ground.

The k\jr>-T\ area contains:

• Over 600,000 people and 160,000

families.

• Retail sales total over $680,000,-

000 and consumer spendable income

e\. eed~ $725,000,000, willl r \ I HI - ll lg ll

averages pei household in both retail

sales and I'm ing powei

.

Combine the two markets served bj

KXJB-TA and ki MM \ and you've

got an authentic metropolis h iili tl

important basic market fa t"i-

:

1

.

Vround 750,000 people and near-

K 200, I fami'li

2. iKe, |825, >,000 in retail -

3. Vpproximatel) $885,000,000 in

consumer spendable income.

1. \n a\ eragi spendable in<

per household ol $5,01 "
I

< it\ are, i- ani ! lib.

""mil dynamic buying power as-

sures saturation sales for the na-

tional and regional advertiser!

This pre^' <m4
In Its n

siiw-

_



THE GREAT NORTH TV I

markets
CHANNEL 4 100.000 WATTS.

'

VALLEY CITY — FARGO,

STAKE YOUR CLAIM IN THESE BOOMING MARKETS
Exploiting of great new oil fields and high-bracket income from agriculture, retail trading

assures rich market where advertising response can be expected to be extra high

Major advertiser* arc more llian

ever sensitive to area economic

changes. \ booming area has be-

come more important in their plan-

ning than population density. I nder

this pattern <>f allocation the adver-

tising dollar i- matched against the

degree of density of buying power

j/rr family unit.

I he areas encompassed by the

Great North TV Twins—KXJB-TV
and KCJB-TV—are booming areas

and offer a density of expenditure

Fields of black gold

sprout in North Dakota

One of the richest

and most active of

North Dakota's oil

operations in Tioga,

serviced by KCJB-TV.

Income from this

source has raised

area's buying power

tremendously and

given Minot extra

stature as a

trading center

that ranks with the choicest per-house-

hold -pending areas in the I nited

States.

Spiraling wealth from natural re-

sources, diversified agriculture and

budding industrial development have

made the areas served by KXJB-TV
and KCJB-TV prime markets for the

national advertiser. They are rich

markets where the advertising response

can be expected to be exceptionally

high.

Most of North Dakota and more!

Here are some hard economic facts

that hear out the "boom" designation:

1. Within the KCJB-TV area in

1953 over 140 wells produced a total

of 5.195.659 barrels of crude oil.

('There's nothing to compare with this

development in any other section of

the U. S. A.I

2. Producing refineries and pipe

lines are on the way to becoming part

of this new frontier of activity and

wealth.

3. The highly mechanized business

of farming in North Dakota produced

in 1952 a gross cash income of $568,-

305.000.

4. North Dakota now ranks first in

the production of hard spring wheat.

durum wheat (producing 90$ of the

nation's Buppl) of this highly valued

wheat product) and flax.

5. The KXJB-TV area, which con-

tain- the fabulously fertile Red Ri\<i

Valley, has enjoyed a continuously

liiii h-level of prosperitv for over 15

years. The Red River \ allej is known
to agricultural experts throughout the

world for the fact that it has never had
a bad crop.

6. The mining of lignite coal— it is

estimated there are 600 billion tons

of it under the surface of North Da-
kota's top soil—offers a new great in-

dustrial potential: chemical plant- to

convert this mammoth mineral stock-

pile into scores of byproducts.

7. The gigantic Garrison Dam.
south of Minot and built at a cost of

$200 million, will make about a mil-

lion acres of semi-arid land available

for intense cultivation and produce

electrical energy sufficient for a citv

of 1.200.000 people—power for the

expansion of present and the building

of new industries.

Here are the highlights of the mar-

ket data factors that characterize each

of the Great North Tv Twins, whose

coverages do not overlap:

Garrison Dam, via electrical energy and irriga-

tion, means inestimable added wealth in this area

The KXJB-TV area ranks among the country's

ing cattle marketing zones; includes packing
|



•CADILLAC" BUYING POWER

CHANNEL 13 30,000 WATTS

O T, NORTH DAKOTA

KXJB-TV, Valley City-Fargo Area

• The average retail sales per house-

hold of the area that KXJB-TA will

serve, starting in July, was $4,272 in

1952. I See market data chart on page

6.1 In terms of city or trading areas

within KXJB-TV's coverage this per

household average came to $6,794.

These are averages that rank well

Latest rankings for Minot market

Preliminary data from SEDS' 1954

Consumer Markets re-emphasizes the tre

mendous potential available to national
advertisers in the Minot trading area.

The 7954 Consumer Markets will show:

1. In retail salts per "household

Minot ranks mar tin top, with $6,766.

2. In consumer spenddbh income per
family ranks among the richest commu-
nities in the country, with $6,561.

3. Minot's home Ward County ranks
60th among all the counties in the U. S.

with regard to retail sales per house-
hold, with an average of $5,567.

4. Ward County has an average of
$6,283 in consumer spendable income
per household.

Ward County will be listed in

still another ranking category in CM.
"Regardless of total population or size,

Ward County ranks 1-iithe among the 250
outstanding counties in the country in

the number of tractors and trucks on farms
in the county, with a total of 4,777.

Why not add Minot?

above such metropolitan areas as Bos-

ton, Cleveland, Los Angeles, Houston,

Minneapolis, Detroit, Milwaukee.

• The average consumer spendable

income per family in KXJB-TV's en-

markets

tire area in L952 was $4,731, while the

Eamilj spendable Lni ome for the citj

.

or trading, areas averaged $5,905,

• \- a whole-ale ili-ii ibuting center

Fargo Im- ha.l a phenomenal rise the

pn-i three sears. In the 1952 Con-
sumer Markets rankings Fargo was
109th in the nation with a tlirnovei

of $87,490,000. Manufacturers in

greatei numbers have been making
Fargo their focal distributing points

for not onlj all of North Dakota but

much of western Minnesota and South
Dakota. The indications are that for

1954 Fargo'- whole-ale ranking will

nudge the LOOth-mark and the whole-

sale turnover will exceed SlOD.OOO.OOO.

KCJB-TV, Minot, Coverage Area

The words, "Deliver 'Cadillac' Buy-

ing Power," take on an even more de-

luxe connotation when applied to

KCJB-T\ *s market story. Note these

figures:

• SRDS' 1952 Consumer Markets

gave Minot an average of $6,259 per

household for retail sales. In the in-

terim the neighboring oil operation

took on scope and wealth. I he 1054

Consumer Markets' preliminary esti-

mate puts this retail average pei Minot

family at $6,766. Very few other mar-

kets in the country will be found in

this blue-chip bracket.

• In spendable income per house-

hold SRDS' 1952 estimate for Minot

was $6,397. The same source in il-

1954 preliminary estimates credits Mi-

not with $6.5d 1 in spendable income

Example of KCJB-TV area's buying power:

Minot merchant sponsors sportscaster Adelson

for the exclusive purpose of selling $100 hats

per household. This represents still an-

other blue-chip bracket lor Minot in

what i- now. beyond any question, a

blue-chip market.

• In 1951—before the oil Loom got

under way—Consumer Market- showed

Minot in auto expenditures per famil\

with an astonishing average "I $1,680.

In this area, where Cadillac ownership

—as well as $100 .Nelson—is the com-

mon thing, and not the exception, the

indications are that this famih aver-

age on auto sale- will go well over the

$2,000-level for 1951.

ilH^^aaBH^HHHB^

KXJB-TV's renowned Red River Valley has never known anything

but bumper crops. Its yield alone in durum wheat in 1951 was $62

million. This highly mechanized business—average N. D. farm is 550

acres—offers big buyers market in farm equipment, trucks, oil, gasoline



SERVING MOST OF N.D. MARKET & THEN SOME!

You cover these percentages of jn^t tli:- State of North Dakota in the follow-

ing important market categories and factors when you lm\ KXJB-TV, Valle)

City-Fargo, and KCJB-TV, Minot, as .1 combination:

7.',%

77 %
7««„

«l%
7f»"o

7«%
75>%

RETAIL SALES

CASE FARM INCOME
FOOD SALES

GENERAL MERCHANDISE & APPAREL
DRl G SALES

GASOLINE SALES

AUTO I W TRUCK REGISTRATIONS

THE GREAT NORTH TV TWINS... DELIVER "CADILLAC" BUYING POWER

CHANNEL 4 100,000 WATTS
'

VALLEY CITY — FARGO, N. D.

*Sk KCtfB-tV
^-^ CHANNEL 13 30,000 WATTS

M I N O T, NORTH DAKOTA
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markets

THE GREAT NORTH TV Tw|j^

Basic market data on the Great North TV Twins
COUNTIES POPULATION RETAIL SALES FOOD SALES AUTO SALES GEN L MDSE

t, APPAREL

CONSUMER
SPENDABLE
INCOME

SPENDABLE
INCOME PER
HOUSEHOLD

MHIIII It \ KOI \ KX.IIt-IA. VALLEY C ITY-FAIU.O. \KKA DATA

i ii»

BARNES

BENSON
CASS

Forgo
DICKEY
EDDY
FOSTER
GRAND FORKS

Croud t.,rk,

CRICCS
KIDDER
LA MOURE
LOCAN
MclNTOSH
RAMSEY

/(.,,(. I.akr

RICHLAND
u mhptton

SARCFNT
RANSOM
STEELE
STUTSMAN

Jnnifstaun
TRAILL
WALSH

Craflt,n

WELLS

16.800
7.2DO
10.600
59.510
Hi mil)

9 100
5.300
5.300

39.200
27.700

5 410
6.100
9.511
6.300
7.601

14.300

6,490
19.800
5,400
7.600
8.800
5.100

24.000
I t.mo
1 1 .300
19.800
i, <i in

10.400

4.6^0
2..100

2.690
16.020

J l 2i)ii

2.490
1.390
1.450

10.280
7. ion
1.470
1.570
2.470
1.530
2.000
3.750
1 .9/10

5.250
l.:ii)i>

1,980
2,450
3.970
5.810
l.iili)

3.060
4,730
/ ,200
2.810

S19.581.000
/ (,047,000

6.031.010
97.779.001

•III! 1. 1)1)1)

10.433.000
6.161.000
7.301.010

59.677.000
tit.(,iit.iii)i)

5.577.000
4.492.000
9.5^5.000
4.942. .100

8.296.001
21.495.000
16,355,000
25.576.000
13,162,000

4.801.000
9,528.000
4.108.0D0

29.455.010
22,956,000
13.294.000
21.538.000

/ l.r,:tl hud
10.520.001

S3. 631.010
2..1011.000

1.480.000
12.295.000
v.iu,r,.odd
1.558/-01

935.000
1.339.001
8.653,000

o.l ti .ooo
768,001
959.000

1.600.0~0
633,000

1.563,000
3.301.010

2.21:1.000

3.583.000
1,505,000
1.091,000
1.559.001
862.000

4,426,000
3,031,000
2.203.000
2,916.000
6,141,000
1.801.000

S3. 215.010
2,955,000

397,000
19.205.000

10.1 20.000
2.613,000
1.456.000
1.819,000

14.885.001
/ 1. 17:1.000

1.202.000
954.010

1,759.000
428.000

2.392.000
4,870.000

4.52 l.OOO
5.275.000

3,455,000
436.000

2,559.000
537.010

7.144,000
0.H02.000
1.925.000
3.997,000

2.1,11 .000
1.231.010

S3. 161 .000
2.-, 1 7.000

536.000
21.922.001

111.7.-, t.000
1,049.000
493.000
747.001

12.191 001
5.21 l.OOO

584000
367.000
387.100
766.000
878.000

3.999.000
1,716,000
3.093.010

2.:i02.0l)i)

406.000
846.000
75,003

3.553.000
3.092.000
1,394.000
3,676.000

2.452.00I)

1.475.003

S21.896.000
10.01,2.1)01)

9.911.003
106.628.000
70.1102.000
10.643.000
7.616.000
8.081.000

63 365.003
/ 1. 1 00.000

5.227,000
4.991.00C
8.598.000
5.1 48.000
6.879.000

22.656030
12.633.OOO
25 286.000
ii.5tto.ooo

5.808.030
11.955.000
4.839.000

33,149.000
1 0.3 10.000
14.189.000
25.517.000
0.2:10.000
11,622.001

4.093
4,J 75
4.590
6.542
6.905
4.328
5.433
5.387
5.978
6.005
5.346
4.441
3.617
3.466
3.621

5.962
0.1,113

6.046
.- ij-.

4.312
4.981
6.718
5.529
5,660
6.122
5,941
7.1,02

4.679

N D COUNTY TOTALS 301,800 81,770 $380,130,000 $ 57,156,000 $ 78,300,000 S 61,598,000 $413,954,000 *vg. $5,058

N. D. CITY TOTALS 108,500 29,290 $217,769,000 $ 31,002,000 $ 50,916,000 $ 36,076,000 $180,777,000 Avg. $6,400

SOI Til DAKOTA
BROWN
marshall
Mcpherson
ROBERTS

32.600 9,240 $54,305,000 S8.765.030 $10. 408.000 S13.735.O00 S55.818.000 S6.040
7.800 2.080 7.785,000 1,430.000 2,230.003 544.000 9.230.000 4.403
7.800 1,930 5,933.000 866.000 1,524.030 575.000 5.840.030 4.026
14.900 3,950 11.998.000 2.006.000 1.515.000 1.879.003 14.441.000 3.655

S. D COUNTY TOTALS 63,100 17,200 $80,021,000 $ 13,067,000 $ 15,677,000 $ 16,733,000 $ 85,329,000 Avg. $4,531

MINNESOTA
BECKER
CLAY

Hoarhead
CRANT
MAHNOMEN
MARSHALL
NORMAN
OTTER TAIL
PENNINGTON

Thiol Hirer Fall,

POLK
I rooktton

RED LAKE
WILKIN

24.900 6.740 $19,050,000 $2,138.00 $3,489,000 $2,885,000 $18,611,000 $3,843
31,403 7,980 39.373.000 10.788.000 8,025.000 2.343.000 30,428.000 4.878
15.900 4,300 30,846.000 7.716.000 0.705.OOO 1 .200.000 25.228.000 5,867
9.600 2.670 10,201.000 1,778.000 1,739,000 920.000 9.847.000 4.970
7,100 1,720 4.841.000 938.000 737.000 439.030 3.991.000 3.885
16.200 4,260 12.537.000 2.396.000 2.389.000 1.322.000 14.762.000 4.480
12.900 3.600 11,197,000 2,492.000 1.358.000 962.000 10.700.000 3.745
51.400 13.610 42.930.030 7.010.000 9,091.030 1.091.000 44.507.000 4.160
13.100 3.600 17,981.000 2.896.000 6,454,000 2.913.000 16.379.000 4.748
7.200 2^200 3,041,000 2.1 1 1.000 5, 15 t.000 2,913.ooo in.050.000 4.814
36.000 9.790 35.987.000 7,412.000 5.011.00c 3.969.003 38.146.030 5.324
7.5DO 2,100 10.703,000 -'./ 11.000 1,901.000 2.9 12.000 11. 7 11.000 5.577
6.800 1,600 5.948.000 1,705.000 1,415,000 1.570,000 25.233.003 5.436
10.500 2.700 10.532.030 2.670.000 1.070.000 506.000 8.724.000 3,987

MINN. COUNTY TOTALS 219,900 58,270 $210,577,000 $ 42,223,000 $ 40,778,000 $ 18,920,000 $221,328,000 Avg. $4,905

MINN. CITY TOTALS 30,600 8,600 $ 50,680,000 $ 12,223,000 $ 14,140,000 $ 7,025,000 $ 47,598,000 Avg. $5,409

KXJB-TV County Totals 584,800 157,400 $670,728,000 $112,446,000 $134,355,000 $ 97,215,000 $720,611,000 Avg. $4,731

KXJBTV City Totals 139,100 37,890 $257,449,000 $ 43,225,000 $ 65,547,000 s 43,111,000 $227,375,000 Avg. $5,905

\OICII! II \ KOI \

BURKE
BOTTINEAU
DUNN
McHENRY
McKENZIE
McLEAN
MERCER
MOUNTRAIL
PIERCE
RENVILLE
ROLETTE
SHERIDAN
WARD

If(nol

KCJK-TY. MHVOT, COVERAGE AREA DATA
6,600 1.890 $5,534,000 $1,349,000 S887.000 SI 14.000 $7, 329,003

12.100 3.230 10.884.000 2.014.003 1,058,000 1.010.030 13.549,000
7.200 1.730 4.712.003 888.000 258.00C 282.030 6.610.000

12.500 3.250 10.775.000 2.662.000 1 .869.00C 766,000 10.937.000

6.800 1.880 5.128.000 1.023.000 1.01 8.00C 357.000 5 556.000
18.700 4.960 14,885.003 4,023.000 3.094.00C 774.000 16,104.000

8.600 2.190 7.387.000 1,804.003 1.887.00C 325.000 7.110,000
9.400 2.570 9.663.030 1 .608.000 1.760.00C 1.128.000 8.845.000

8.300 2.030 8.155.000 1.350.000 1 .939.000 1.121,000 9.927.000

5.400 1.470 5.487.000 1 .486.000 930.000 367.000 6.017.000
11.000 2.420 7.260.00 1.524.000 1,140.000 879.030 9.214.030

5.200 1.340 3.558.030 552.000 562.000 260.000 3.922.000

34.800 9.900 52.419.00 8.403.000 11.810.000 9.878.000 53.433.000

13,100 6,500 10.00 1 .ooo 5.757.000 10.51II.OOO 5.IIIIO.IIOII 1 1 .01 5.0110

$5,354
5.515
5.558
4.935
6.379
5.848
5.042
4.481

5.188
5.110
4.160
3.980
5.210
i,.:t<>7

KCJBTV County Totals

KCJB-TV City Totals

146,600 38,860 $146,847,000 $ 28,686,000 $ 28,212,000 $ 17,261,000 $158,553,000 Avg. $5,147

23,100 6,500 $ 40,661,000 $ 5,557,000 $ 10,518,000 $ 5,886,000 $ 41,615,000 Avg. $6,397

KXJIt-lA A. KC.IH-IA JOINT COVERAGE AREA TOTALS

COUNTY TOTALS

CITY TOTALS

730,600 196,260 $817,040,000 $147,290,000 $162,567,000 $114,476,000 $879,164,000 Avg. $4,939

162,200 44,390 $298,110,000 $49,082,000 $76,075,000 $48,997,000 $268,990,000 Avg. $6,151

SOURCE: LtSl-'H BBDfl ConmiMf IfarkMi Villi) ni} 1 denote major trading areas In each county.



'GTCADILLAC" BUYING POWER

& KCJB-tV
CHANNEL 13 30,000 WATTS

NOT, NORTH DAKOTA prog r a m i n g

KCJB-TV offers not only North Dakota's only kitchen show but Cis Hadley (I.) whose many public recog- Arv Johnson (top) and Hal Ken-

nitions include a Grocery Manufacturers of America Award for 1953. (r.) Home economist Peggy O'Brien nedy are KCJB-TV's newcast team

KXJB-TV'S PROGRAMING AIM: DOMINANT

FARM STATION IN ITS 3-STATE AREA

KXJB-TV knows definitely where it

is headed for in the way of program-

ing policy and structure.

It has set its sights on one big ob-

jective: local programing that can't

help but establish KXJB-TV as the

dominant farm station in the three-

state area it will serve.

With studios in both Valley City

and Fargo, KXJB-TV will focus its

programing in these directions:

1. A close relationship in program-

ing production and consultation with

the famous North Dakota Agricultural

College, located in Fargo. Two or

three programs a week will stem from

this collaboration, with Robert Crom,

NDAC's tv authority, as coordinator.

2. The farm programing setup will

have an advisory board composed of

state agricultural official^. NDAC staff

members, prominent farmers, cattle-

men and implement experts.

3. A daily half-hour of market re-

port and analvsis and farm news by

Chet Reiten, KXJB-TV's farm director.

4. Newscasters, sportscasters, home

economists, hillbillies with top reputa-

tions in the Red River Vallev.

KCJB-TV's solid sales bets!

Akv Johnson's Sunset News: Has
tremendous acceptance in this area

when In 's lain newscasting over 15

i/i ins. On 6 :30 /" • > : 15 i
'< ry i vt -

ning but Sunday.
.Iimmy Adelson's Tv Sports Reel:
He's tn lis in nmi play-by-play work
mul ranks as No. 1 among siatt 's

sportscasters. 6 :2< »-<l >;' >. Hon. thru

Sat . i venings.

llu. Kennedy's Tomorrow's Hkad-
ltnes: This show, mi every wight

but Saturday, has extraordinary

record fur moving merchandise.

Kennedy's ban newscasting in

North Dakota fur nine years.

Guess What.' Panel typi quiz,

m.c.'d by Kennedy, is phenomenal
mint jiiiHi r.

Hunting & Pishing Club: Weekly
half-hour, with I>"n Lidolph, North
Dakota's tup outdoor authority;
usts noted guests mul awards pr

This sheep-shearing demonstration indicates one of the many types of programs KXJB-TV and North Dakota Chet Reiten, KXJB-TV farm director,

Agricultural College will co-produce as station closely identifies its farm programing structure with College first widely known as county agent
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CHANNEL 13 30.000 WATTS

MINOI, NORTH DAKOTA

management

EXPERTS AT BUILDING AUDIENCE LOYALTY

The stoi j
"I the < Ireal \"i ill I \

I u iii- i- basi all) the stoi \ "I

1

.i • Inn fabulousl) i ii li markets.

i b) \n area station I K\ II'. I \ I

that's gearing itself, via power, chan-

nel and tower, to rea< li I 61 1,1 M H
• Fam-

ilies within .i greal expanse "I \nin-

i. a's 1
1 hesl agi u ultural & ononv) . \n<l

to hold ilii- \ asl audiem e with top

level farm area programing.

\ regional station I
K( 111- 1 \ I

.

which, though exclusivel) in thai mar-

ket, has been sei v ing it- likew ise i i< li

area with the sorl "I local program-

ing thai sells - Is in n I st) le and

often eai as puhlu sei \ i< e awards.

i (I i I luw an advei i isei can buj

these two stations as a combination

and insure himself of aeai l\ - 11 ol

all North I lakota - bu) ing power

and ai the same time gel a big Minne-

sota bonus. (This Minnesota bonus

entails 59, families, $210,500, i

in retail sales and 1221, ,000 in

consumer spendable income, i

I he great expanse oi farm land de-

scribed above < entei - along the e\ er-

How the Twins compare in market data with top metropolitan areas

fertile Red River Valley. The Red

Rivei Vallej extends over three Btates

North Dakota, Minnesota and South

Dakota and it's studded with such

bustling trading areas as Fargo, Moor-

head, Grand Forks, Jamestown, Valle)

City, I )c\ ils Lake and \\ ahpeton.

Wiilmui KXJB-TV's power I 100,000

watts) channel i li and lower (1085

feel above the ground) tlii- tremend-

ous expanse with U>o.ono families

< ould not be encompassed.

This greal coverage assures maxi-

mum audience. KXJB-T\ is gearing

itself to deliver the besl of farm area

programing and establish itself as a

solid force in the life of the area.

\ilil up maximum audience, area

loyalt) from a strong community pro-

graming structure and the answer

—

for the advertiser is saturation sales.

Both KXJB-TV and KCJB-T\ are

primary affiliates of CBS-I \ .

Besides large studio operations in

both Valle) City and Fargo, and Mi-

uot, the company will maintain it- na-

tional sales office in Fareo.

MARKET DATA KXJB-TV «. KCJB-TV AS
CATEGORY COMBINED MARKETS
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PROOF THAT OIL & AD BIZ DO MIX: John

W. Boler, president of KXJB-TV & KCJB-TV
(at right in top pic) is shown recently pre-

senting BBDO's Frank Silvernail with share of

stock in North Dakota oil well ;(bottom pic)

tall Bill Hurley, Twins' commercial manager,

explaining miniature oil well to other admen
to whom Boler also presented shares of stock

NATIONAL SALES REPRESENTATIVES: WEED TELEVISION
NEW YORK BOSTON • CHICAGO DETROIT • HOLLYWOOD SAN FRANCISCO • ATLANTA



only too familiar but that is another

story.

You say, "money is the root of all

evil." That statement is my candidate

for the most often misquoted statemenl

in the English-speaking world. Not

having much of the stuff but being a

dirty Republican, I strongly object to

those who feel that money itself is the

root of all evil, and I am particularly

eager to see that the correct statement

is popularized. If you will reach for

your King James version of the Bible,

you will find in I Timothy, sixth chap-

ter tenth verse that it reads, "The love

of money is the root of all evil." Or
in one word: greed! And perhaps if

you will look up at verse seven in the

same chapter, you will see the origin

of the statement. "You can't take it

with you." Something to the effect that

you came into this world with nothing

and that is how you will leave it.

If I can write a letter this long on

just one misquotation, look out if I

ever do get to the point where I dis-

agree with you on some major ques-

tion!

Claude Barrere
BMI, New York

WRITE TO THE SPONSOR

Just finished with enjoyment your
January 25 article, "What happens

when you write to the sponsor?" [page

32] by Miles David.

We feel very strongly that from the

standpoint of the station, answers to

listeners' mail form the most perfect

type of intensive audience promotion

to complement the normal extensive

audience promotion of paid advertis-

KBIG is malting the BIG play

lor Tune-in -and getting it!

ing and publicity. Since our opening

day we have had a firm rule that every

letter must be answered. If the letter

asks a specific question of any type, it

is given a personal answer by the de-

partment head concerned. A promo-

tion enclosure is always inserted in the

envelope—perhaps a reprint of our

pictorial station history from the mid-

winter issue of the Los Ingeles Times,

Or, if the inquir) has something to do
with a spciilic pei-unalitj 0] type ol

program, we will insert something like

an illustrated brochure about out

newscasters.

If the inquin concerns a routine

general mailer we USUall] answer ii on

a colored jumbo post ard. the back ol

which is ilsell a medium of audience

promotion [see picture] and ii the let-

ter or card is merely a comment in fa-

\ (liable vein, requiring no individual-

ized answer, we send a multigraphed

form answer on the jumbo colored

postcard signed b\ our program i li r
<< -

tor, and also carrying an audio ce pro-

motion illustrated message on the back.

At intervals we check response to

commercial offers against our master

lists of past fan letters which have been

answered in these various forms. It is

gratifying to see that so many listeners

who took the bother to write once, and

received swift acknowledgment evi-

dently become friendly enough to sla\

with the station and give an active re-

sponse when it means money in the

bank for us.

Robert J. McAndreus
Commercial Manager
KBIG, Hollywood

PRINT RATINGS

Would you please be good enough to

send me tear sheets of your article be-

ginning on page 44 of your January

11, 1954 issue ["What's wrong with

print measurement services?"]. Man]

thanks for your help.

Georgina M. DeWeerdt
Marketing Research Dept.

Lever Bros., Ltd.

Toronto
• Extra copies of the 11 January 1"54 issue

containing the article on print rating services arc

available at 50c apiece. This article is part of

the 20-article All-Media series which will be re-

printed in book form later this year. You can
reserve a copy by writing to 40 East 49th St.

RADIO IN TV MARKETS

Jim Yerian of GBS suggested I

write you to obtain a back copy of

SPONSOR which somehow has strayed

from his file. It was called to my at-

tention that a September issue carried

a very strong article on the theme that

radio is not dead but still does an ac-

tive job in heavily televised areas

["What a media director wrote his cli-

ent about nighttime spot radio," 21

September 1953, page 34]. I would like

a copy of this for possible use in a dis-

( Please turn to page 127 i

WITH

SALINAS, CALIF.
5000 WATTS

THE

CLOVER LEAF

STATION

COVERS
SALINAS • MONTEREY

WATSONVILLE • SANTA CRUZ

at half the cost of using

separate stations. One Sta-

tion Coverage of 74,428

Radio Homes in California's

newest Metropolitan Area

KDON
SALINAS
CALIFORNIA

REPRESENTED BY WEED & CO.
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woen
"the station of personalities"

takes extreme pleasure

in announcing the appointment of

urray Arnold
as Assistant Station Manager

Everyone associated with successful program-

ming knows Murray.

One of the strongest voices in Philadelphia

radio operations, Murray Arnold is recognized

throughout the country for his keen insight of

music, his aggressive sales programming and

his air-merchandising ability.

As a member of the WPEN family he's certain

to make your buy of WPEN more productive

than ever.

Wm. B. Caskey

General Manager

wpen
x

the station of personalities"

Represented nationally by Gill-Perna, Inc. • New York — Chicago — San Francisco — Los Angeles

36 SPONSOR
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5:30 a.m., Rockefeller Center: week starts as SPONSOR
editor meets C&W's DeHuff. Mission: 'Today' rehearsal

22 MARCH 1954

Agencyman-for a week
SPONSOR man worked in radio-! v department

of (VtW agency for week. Here's his report

00\\ the cover ol the booklel given

new employees of Cunningham &

Walsh is a sketch of men dressed like

Bolivian admirals who are dusting off

a red carpet leading to the entrance of

260 Madison Avenue. In large letters

on the carpet is the word "Welcome."

But there was no red carpet on the

sidewalk of West 49th Street in Man-

hattan as I stood there at 5:30 a.m. on

the morning of Monday, the first of

March. I had gotten up at four-thirty.

It was still dark.

As I shivered in the wind which

swept around the big black buildings

of a Rockefeller Center which wouldn't

come to life for another three hours, I

had plenty of time to wonder if the

life of an agency junior executive was

by Charles .siiicliiir

all it was cracked up to be.

"This story will be a breeze. A
vacation," Miles David, sponsor's

managing editor, had said cheerful!)

the previous Friday. He was tapping

an ad which showed a big, balding

man named Robert Newell dressed in

a grocer's apron at work in a food

store. It was headlined: "The man
from Cunningham & Walsh."

"What story?" I had asked.

"C&W has been running these ads,"

Miles went on. "They send their exec-

utives and radio-tv people and copy-

writers out to work in the field for a

week each year. You know, pumping
gas or selling soap. Kind of 'back to

the people' process, so they won't get

stale.

"You're going to be The man from

sponsor at Cunningham S Walsh.'

^i cure going to work for the agen< j s

radio-tv department for a week, start-

ing Monday. Check with them about

\ our fir-t assignment and where your

office w ill be.'

I had checked. M\ first Monday

chore: assistant to the agency super-

visor in charge of the live participa-

tions in NBC TV's Today show lor E.

R. Scpjibb & Sons. I had doublc-taked

when I discovered that the program,

which goes on the air from 7:00 a.m.

to 9:00 a.m.. begin- commercial

rehear- a U an hour and a hali bdon-

airtime.

The small, travel-stained MG I was

looking for slid up to the curve and

The matt front SPONSOR% I The man from Cunningham X Walsh



»M> FROM CI VMNGHAM A WALSH: C&W
spoofs its practice of sending agencymen out to work in

retail field; cartoon above is from booklet given new agency
employees. In reality. C&W's plan is serious "refresher" course

4T IVORK OV TV JOB: SPONSOR Senior Editor Charles Sinclair spent a

at Cunningham & Walsh agency as junior-executive-at-large in radio-tv departr

First real creative chore (see story below) was to produce a tv storyboard for Chri

Club commercial of Bank of Manhattan. Commercial may appear next Dece

H"l

parked in ;i space thai looked loo small

for a kidiK car. Out of it hopped a

slock\. round-faced man in a dark

blue suit and tweed topcoat. He reached

back for a briefcase and as he climbed

out of the car we -hook hand-.

"1*111 Tom De Hull of Cunningham
& Walsh," he said. "Let's gel inside.

It's cold as hell out here." Ilii- was

no new-. I in a < Georgia I o\

.

I followed him into the busy, llood-

lighted RCA Exhibition Hall where the

Garrowa) show is staged. It «;i- now

5:35 a.m. Garrowa) had jusl arrived

and was surrounded, like a Queen Bee.

h\ a ' o\ e\ ol produ tion coordinatoi s,

-port- writers, newsmen and technical

men.

"I el - go grab some coffee down at

the Telop One Club," De Hull said,

-lidinL' out of his coal as he started

down the ramp that lead- to the

Johmn \ ictor I heatre and the t\

control room.

In the small re< eption room at the

bottora o| the ramp was a long table

around which sal hall a do/en people

drinking coffee poured bj a white-

coated waiter everyone called "Major."

"The) named ihi- the Telop One

38

Club, De Huff explained, "because

the Garroway telop i- the first one that

comes up on NBC I\ each morning.

The club members are the agents

people who have to net down here at

this weird hour to supervise commer-
cials."

As we gulped coffee and smoked

Chesterfields i ( \\\ '- biggest account >

.

De Huff explained win we were there.

"Were doing a 'tag for a new

Squibb promotion this morning," he

said, taking a small cardboard counter

package containing two Lotties of

Squibb \-pirin. Regular and Chil-

dren's, from his briefcase.

"I was the writer-producer of this

spot, he said. "I wrote the

around February fifteenth. It was

sent to Howard Baldock, the ad man-

ager o\er at Squibb, on the seventeenth

and O.k.'d on the twenty-fifth. NBC
gol it the next da) so Garroway's had

it for about a week now.

"We're supposed to check to see if

he - gol all the sales points stri i rhl and

if the product package look- <>.k. on

camera. If it doesn't, we'll have to talk

to the Boor manager or the commercial

producer and gimmick it up a hit."

"'Well, look who- here." -aid a

voice.

De Huff looked up. \ young man.

natt\ in dark flannels and (becked

vest, \\a- standing next to the table.

It was Di«k Jackson, the NBC T\

senior unit manager on Today. Jack-

son sat down, waved to Major for a

cup of coffee and joined the discussion.

"This is a nice. ea-\ commercial,"

said Jackson. "That's a break for u-

toda\ because we're loaded to the top.

We've got commercials from General

Mills. Florida Citru-. Ama/o. 1 ,S.

Rubber. Lever Brothers. I'ream.

Mutual of Omaha—among oth

"Anyway, we think Garrowa] works

best when there are no elaborate gim-

mick-, no trick) cues and no Fane)

art."

"Do you think the red on the pack-

age will come up too light a gray?

De Hull a-ked Jackson, who looked

thoughtful!) at the package.

"('ant sa) off-hand," Jackson -aid.

"I'll take it upstairs and we'll ui\e it

a camera check." Jackson headed for

the ramp. We picked up our coffee

I ups and went down the corridor to a

big viewing room that looked like a

SPONSOR



XSSIJVG TV STORY BOARD: Informal meeting of C&W' S radio-tv REVIEW OF WEEK'S WORK: Jack Cunningham. C&W's
s is called to hash over Bank of Manhattan television commercial done by executive vice president and operational head, at right, looks on as

SOR's "Man At Cunningham & Walsh." Group includes, I. to r.: Dave Lewis; Sinclair points to one of four agency-represented products (Squibb,

feller; Tom De Huff; John Sheehan; Charles Sinclair; Joe McDonough Bank of Manhattan, L&M, Northwest Orient Airlines) he worked on

living room in Better Homes & Gar-

dens. A pretty blonde girl from BBDO
was holding a brisk discussion with a

sleepy-eyed man from J. Walter

Thompson.

"I think this is lots of fun," she

was saying.

"Not if you have to come in from

\\ estport." grumbled the Thompson
man. looking at the clock. The time

was now 6:10 a.m.

In a few minutes, the Squibb pack-

age swam into focus on the screen. It

looked fine. The cameras went back

to Garroway.

Time passed slowlv. Garrowav ran

through commercial after commercial

and finally came to the Squibb partici-

pation. He delivered the main sell on

the Squibb Angle Toothbrush I "Just

like a dentist's mirror to help you

reach those hard-to-get-at places . . .")

De Huff checked his stop wa'ch.

"So, look for this Squibb package

at your drug store."' Garroway was

saying, holding up the toothbrush.

"Here comes the tag." said De Huff.

".
. . and while you're there," Garro-

way continued as the picture cbanged

to a closeup of the "Family Special

22 MARCH 1954

package. " save yourself some monc\

on aspirin. Squibb is offering a Family

Special . . . 100 Squibb Aspirin I'll S

a bottle of 50 children's quarter-dose

aspirin, deliciously flavored, for ONLY
59c. It's a regular 88c value and you

can ACTUALLY save 29c bj buying

the FINEST aspirin made. Look for

the Squibb FAMILY SIM. CI \L at

your drug store."

"Looks pretty good to me." said

Mort Werner. Today's producer. "Nice

tight closeup.

'

"'Just so it sells Squibb Aspirin.'"

replied De Huff.

We walked up to the floor above.

De Huff went over to where the Squibb

package sat amidst a group of product

props that looked like a disorderly

super-market window. He jiggled the

bottle up slight!) in its little cardboard

slot and tapped on the label with his

finger.

"We want those viewers to see that

name."" he explained. ""Don't forget

that."

In a few minutes, it wa- 7:00 a.m.

The show started and went through its

usual potpourri of news, interviews,

sports and chatter from Garrowawy.

The Squibb commercial went on right

after a news round-up. De Huff

watched it critically but everything

went smoothl)

.

""Id hate to act up ever) daj a!

four-thirty just to plaj nursemaid to

a minute's worth of commercial," I

said.

De llu!! ° inned. "! onh have to

come down here when Squibb has a

new product or a new ~al<~ pitch.

That s about twice a month. The rest

ol the time we let Garrowaj do the

commercial in his own style." He
i Please turn to page 1 12 >

Agency works in new, modern offices in New
York, even has special shower for clients



What do admen think of network

spot carriers? :::":::
hs. stations battle, no one

the man in the iniilille

In tin previous issue, sponsor pr<

si nh (I tin opposing viewpoints of

networks ami stations on tin m (

work "spot-carrier" controversy

"The network spot-carriers

controversy," 8 March 1954, pagi

201. In this artirti tin mini in tin

middh tin air advi rtis< r givt s

his attitudt on tin issut

.

fp ith the "spot-carrier" program

pushing itself more insistent!) into the

foreground of network operations, the

need for advertisers and agencies to

know more about the pro's and con's

of this form of advertising buy is be-

COming more ob\ i< >u-.

The network vs. station controversy

on spot carriers doesn't directly in-

volve the advertiser, though he may

feel a concern about charges that one

or the other side is threatening the

existence of air media by its tactics.

What the advertiser is really con-

cerned with are questions like: Are

s|m| carriers an economical buy?

How do they compare with national

spot buys or with purchases of com-

plete -how- on the networks in effec-

tiveness and flexibility?

The public battle centering around

spot carriers, which has broken out

anew in the wake of NBC Radio's plan

controversy

to open up as much as 12 hours of

new shows to one-minute participa-

tion-, sheds little light on these crucial

questions. There was a brief research

(lurr\ last \ ear on the question of na-

tional spot vs. spot-carrier costs. For

the most part, however, the fight has

been characterized by talk about the

"proper" domain of the two con-

testant-.

More than one adman, SPONSOR

finds, has been struck by the thought

that the entire spot-carrier issue is one

that should be fought in the market-

place. In other words, the admen rea-

son, let the individual advertiser de-

cide whether it's best for him to buy

network participations or local an-

nouncements and let the networks and

stations set out to prove to the indi-

1

Spot carriers considered tops by admen for low-cost, extra coverage

The advertiser buying announcements in a

group of, say, three spot carriers can usual-

ly reach more different homes than if he

bought three commercials in one program.

However, lie will not reach each home as

many times as he would if he bought .the

three-commercials-in-one-program buy. The

resulting thin coverage can be a drawback.

2

Before deciding whether or not to buy a

series of spot-carrier announcements the ad-

vertiser must define the story he wants to

tell and then determine how much time he

needs to tell it, the Schwerin Research Corp.

points out. Some products need the two or

three commercials of a show to tell the story;

others can do it in 20 seconds.

3

A spot -carrier announcement provides less

sponsor identification with the program than

a full-program buy but it still gives more
identification than the usual spot buy. How-

ever, the buyer of a spot-carrier announce-

ment must be careful to use the proper ap-

proach. The spot-carrier buyer can merchan-

dise a big name if he has one.

The spot carrier offers the network buyer

a flexibility he never had before. The client

who has to be fast on his feet or who wants

a short-term saturation buy can purchase one

or more spot carriers almost at a moment's

notice. The spot carrier, however, is not con-

sidered a substitute for the flexibility of a

national spot campaign.

40 SPONSOR



vidual advertiser which approach is

better.

While some of the biggest air ad-

vertisers in the business use them,
sponsor discovered a surprising lack

of familiarity with spot carriers, not
only among clients but among agency
people, sponsor also discovered some
confusion about what a spot carrier is.

It may clarify the problem to ex-

plain that the big fight about spot

carriers has centered on radio, es-

pecially around the so-called tandem-
type sales plans (See "So you want
to buy a 'tandem'?" sponsor, 15 De-

cember 1952.) As introduced by NBC
Radio with its Operation Tandem in

November 1950 this type of sales plan

offered the advertiser one announce-
ment in each of a series of programs.
The other networks fell in line with
their own plans. Mutual came out with

its MGM-Mutual and then the Multi-

Message Plan. ABC followed with

Pyramid, now defunct. CBS brought

up the van wit! its Power Plan, pro-

moted as a device to capitalize on Iate-

in-the-week shopping.

While the plans varied slightly in

detail, the original idea was that the

advertiser had to buy across-the-board,

that is, one announcement in each

show. Often a full network was re-

quired and the minimum buv was

sometimes 13 weeks.

Gradually some of thea requirements
were relaxed and in mans cases the
advertiser could pick up l if he reallj

wanted to i a single announcement in

a single show. He can do that now in

the Multi-Message Plan and in such
NBC Radio shows as Weekend and
Big Preview, though man) spol • ir-

riers still require the buying of groups
of shows or announcements.

If the thought occurs to you that

network radio has been turning more
toward the magazine insertion or par-

ticipation buy which evolved in tele-

vision in answer to high costs and
that the reps and stations should logi-

call) be upset about growth of tv spot
carriers also, the answer is: They are.

The attack on spot carriers is aimed
to a lesser extent at such web partici-

pation programs as Home, Your Show
of Shows and Arthur Godfrey.

To get back to the advertiser. In

talking about the pro's and con's of

spot carriers the advertiser often sep-

arates the (1) across-the-board type

of buy, which offers audience disper-

sion, from the (2) buying of partici-

pations in a single show specifically

set up to accommodate many adver-

tisers, especially those with limited

budgets.

Here's the basic mathematics, in

How admen feel about the hot

spot-carrier controversy

When queried by SPONSOR about
the subject of spot carriers,

many admen confessed knowing

little about them, suggested

the way to settle the contro-

versy was for networks and

stations to prove which kind

of buy was better for specific

clients in specific cases.

simple terms, ol the dispersion type of

buy: I In- client w h<
> Ian-, say, one

announcement in three different pro-

grams can usuall) reach more differ-

ent homes than if he bought one com-

plete program with three commercial-.

Obviousl) three different programs

will attract different audiences even

il the -how t\pes are similar. For
lou- : ost coverage this type of buj

can t be heat, man) admen feel.

Said one agency time-buying execu-

li\e: "] don'l think there's any doubt

that buying a group of participations

in these network radio plans gives you

one of the cheapest methods of reach-

in- a radio home than can be devised.

It's true that not much ha- been done

on research comparing these spot-car-

i Please turn to page 124)

Spot carriers: station view

J. In offering radio aud tv shows which "carry"

announcements, the networks are encroaching upon

business which would ordinarily go to stations. In

nibbling at station income, the netwerks are hurt-

ing stations and their ability to serve clients.

2. While the networks contend that by offering

"flexibility" they are allowing new advertisers to

come on who Could not otherwise afford to, actually

spot carriers are attracting the existing clients.

S. The various network sales plans are actually a

eat in rates. They thus damage the entire radio

rate structure. In addition, some of the network

shows go into station time, hurting stations more.

4. Instead of imitating the programing and sales

approach of the stations in selling participations,

the networks should assume their classic function of

creating entertainment stations cannot offer.

Spot carriers: network view

1. Networks are not competing with stations any

more than they have in the past and they have always

competed with affiliates. However, the affiliates have

the advantage of being able to sell to local clients,

which networks have never been able to do.

2. It is essential for the networks to attract low-

budget clients and spot carriers are one of the best

ways of doing this. Networks have been depending

more on big spenders than other media.

3. Participations should not be considered a rate

cut since the advertiser who buys them pays more

(per commercial) than the advertiser who buys them

"wholesale," that is, a buy of a complete show.

Network shows attract audiences to stations and

permit stations to make money by selling local adja-

cencies. Webs should, therefore, be allowed to devise

means of getting revenue to keep them going.

22 MARCH 1954 41



How to reach small-town America

llailio is most oi'l'ieioiil means <»i penef ral i • ^ smaller commil nil ic»s. Many

admen kail !o realize l»elo\i -."»<MMM> (owns mean 30% oi' U.S. relail sales

£Jremise; You're Belling a national-

l\ dish ibuted I ;il \ powder w ith a 1

1

million advertising budget. v " you go

in your agenc) and with them you

-1 1 1 » 1 \ and plan and trim COSTS and

Im tllj
|

I a e a multi m lia ampaign

that covers some 30 major markets all

the country

.

Question: Can you now -it back

h aiting for the ordei s to come stream-

ing in. with lull confidence that there's

no major segment of your buying pub-

lic o\ erlooked?

Insu '/ : ( If course not. Babies are

a national phenomenon and bave a

universal part of their anatom) that re-

quires your product, whether they're

li\ ing in the 30 major markets "I the

I ,S. i»r in the -mallei towns with popu-

lations numbering under L00,000.

Vnd yel advertisers with nationally

distributed products of mass appeal

frequent!) bypass Smalltown, I .S.A.,

despite the fart that a small percentage

id their 1954 advertising budget eould

safeguard and im rease a good per-

i entage of their 1953 -ales.

To analyze the whys and hows of

reaching Smalltown, U.S.A., sponsor

has compiled the latest market data to

show advertisers the size and scope

of this buying public. Case histories

id three major national firm- who have

discovered Smalltown, I .S.A., and

have been selling to it economicall) b)

wa\ <>l network radio campaigns will

illustrate effective and penetrating na-

tional advertising strategy.

Here are some major facts that show

the importance of the small-town mar-

ket in size and purchasing power:

• In 1950 (i ].:•. of the U.S. popula-

tion lived in towns and area- with pop-

ulation- under lO.OOO. (See population

breakdown on opposite page.

)

• In 1953 over 30' J of retail sales

came out of small-tow n and rural areas.

that is, town- with populations num-
bering under 50,000.

Keyston • Broadcasting Svstem found.

You won't find many cracker-barrel stores in America's small towns today: Stores carry big

stock, are alert to cooperation with local radio stations on up-to-date merchandising campaigns

in a surve) sampling national adver-

tisers, thai individual advertisers rare-

l\ have an accurate yardstick for de-

termining the exact location from

which their retail -ale- derive. Since

many use sales to wholesalers and di-

tributors as indication- of the efficacy

of their advertising campaigns. KBS
feels that advertisers tend to attribute

the retail sale to the same town or city

in which the wholesaler is located.

If these wholesaler figures are used

as a base for determining advertising

strategy and concentration of advertis-

ing, serious mistakes can be made. In

a studv made bv Keystone researchers

in 1953, it wa- found that in one

Southern citv. for example, more than

"ill- out of ever) whole dollar credited

to the citv was actuall) retailed out-

-ide this market

Here's how this KBS study was

worked out: based on 1948 U.S. De-

partment of Commerce figures, it

shows that it took over $60 billion of

wholesale -ales to make over S130 bil-

lion of retail sales. In other words, it

takes 460 of wholesale sales to make
>l of retail sales. Applying this 46--

wholesale to *1 -retail ratio to various

cities throughout the countr) bv com-
paring annual wholesale with annual

retail volume-. kl!S found, for ex-

ample, that 55^ out of ever) $1 whole-

sale sales attributed to Kansas Citv.

Mo., was actuall) retailed outside of

the Kansas City market. On a nation-

al scale, and taking the aggregate of

32 major metropolitan cities. KIN
found a sizable and significant "'mis-

placed sales credit."

I im: hide! the researchers: The ma-

jor lesson for the individual advertiser

to learn is not to use his wholesale sales

pattern as an infallible indication of

source of retail sales. Keeping regu-

lar tabs on retail sale- turnover at the

various local retail outlets maj reveal

to him that his penetration is more
trulv national than he thought, with a

i Please turn to page in 1

1
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SIZE OF TOWNS COVERED BY 700 KEYSTONE STATIONS-

Under ,5,000 17%
5,000-10,000 38%
10,000-15,000 . 15%
15,000-20,000 9%

SIZE OF TOWNS COVERED BY 565 MBS STATIONS'

20,000-25,000 .

25,000-50,000 .

50,000-100,000

Over 100,000 .

DISTRIBUTION OF KBS STATIONS

One-station towns
Two-station towns
Three-station towns __
Four-station towns (or more)—
*1953 KBS study

6%
9%
1"„

2%

76%
16%
5%
3%

| .-.mm

!
1".

10,000-25,0

25, 50,000

50,000-100,000 ._-

100,000 _

8.7%
21.9%
2».l"„
i6.J%
10.1%
13.8%

DISTRIBUTION OF MBS STATIONS

Nation towns

MBS plus independents.

Two-network terns

Three-network towns
Four-network towns

tl954 MBS study
*' Including all major markets

49.9%
8.3%
17.0%
11.2%
13.ii"„

milium:
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How I v made Jim Moran top Hudsi

>lornn sells 200 ears on average weekend, says business grossed

S2(> million last year. One of pioneers in tv. tloran puts total budget

of 8025.000 into medium to bring salesroom to viewers

Jl Up through (In' classified pages oi

anj city plume hook and you'll find

used cai dealers with names like these:

"Trader Horn: "Meyer the Buyer";

"The Smilin' Irishman": "Crazy

Charlie."

Dignit) went out via the exhaust

pij>e long before the advent of the

hard-top convertible. For years used

—and more recently new—auto deal-

ers have been advertising to create a

fast-trading atmosphere, hoping that

buyers will catch the holiday mood,

relax and loosen their fingers on the

purse strings.

Some measure of the wisdom of this

approach can be found in the story

of Jim Moran. a Hudson new- and

used-car dealer in Chicago. Jim does

not call himself fabulous or crazy. But

his advertising is stamped with per-

sonal sales->ho\\ manship. His experi-

ence shows bow t\ plus personal sales-

manship can pay off in sales.

Last year Jim's business, Courti--\

Motors, grossed S20 million— -more

than any other car dealer in the coun-

try, he says. He is selling at the rate

of 200 cars per weekend. His business

is only nine years old. And Jim has

been using television exclusively for

six of those years. This \ear he will

spend over $625,000 on three pro-

grams in the Chicago market.

Jim was one of the television pio-

neers in the auto line. He was one of

the first car dealers to show an actual

automobile on the tv screen. Here are

some of the factors which guided him

and the agency, Malcolm-Howard \d-

vertising, in the choice of television as

an advertising medium:
• Getting a customer into the auto

showroom is half the battle. They are

half-sold once they're on the floor and

can get a closeup view of the cars.

Television offers the opportunity to

bring the showroom into the homes of

thousands of viewers. It allows mass

demonstration of a car's features in

much the same way that a personal

sales demonstration would be done.

• People may not read the small type

in print ads hut chances are they'll

listen to a persuasive human voice giv-

ing the same copy points. If you keep

the deliver) natural, you'll make it

believable and hold viewers' attention.

Jim felt the success of his television

venture would go hand in hand with

the sales know-how of his announcer.

He reasoned that cars are luxury items,

and his own line, the Hudson, was a

medium-priced auto far from top in

popularity with American car owners.

At the end of World War II it ranked

Moran m.c.'s two shows, is as well-known in

Chicago area as top tv talent. Below, he

dons Western garb for "Barn Dance" program

fi iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiii iiinmnm iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimiMiimiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiii mm i iiiiii iniiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimM—

How >Ior«n built 826' million business:

1. Jim began business career after high school as a gasoline pump atttn-

dant. Within " few years h( had own station and two years later he wot

owner of thr,, stations. World War II interrupted business career.

2. After war Jim opened own Ford agency in suburban Chicago Heights.

Shortly thereafter ht bought Hudson agency which C0\ mly of one

smal - prospered becaust of postwar automobilt shortage.

!t. Jim reasoned boom period had to dra .soon, decided to begin

steady advertising press nsuranct for future. In '48 hi signed for

tv wrestling show at weekly cost of $1,000, then considered "fantai

I. Within two months after initial show Jim says lo was largest Hudson

dealt vtry. !! switched to sponsorship of feature films, later added
two other shows : variety and barn dance programs, tt h viSi d alternate UN < lea.

.1. .hin is announcer on all three programs, is m.O. on two of tltc shows,

i: i hiss now takes up full block. 1ms 100 employees. Jim is active in civic

affairs, has don* charity telethons, has been asked to run for mayor.

i.ni.iinii:., milium : .::: mi mm mi mini I . -,.. i
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Owner is air salesman: Jim's commercials are easy-going, in

low-key style like ordinary conversation. He says secret of appeal lies in

fact he's "always himself." Occasional grammar lapses add believability

ninth in sales, began slipping after

1946, and had reached fifteenth place

last year.

When the war ended the demand for

cars was so great that all dealers had

waiting lines of prospective customers.

In 1948 when Moran launched his tele-

vision effort cars were still at a premi-

um but he reasoned that the boom pe-

riod had to draw to a close in short

order. He decided to begin steady

advertising at an early date as in-

surance against a less-bright future.

Jim figured it would take real show-

manship to chalk up a better-than-av-

erage sales volume for his car agency.

What better person could fill his

specifications than himself? Moran
had built his business on his ability'

to make sales and to train others in

the art of salesmanship. He could ap-

ply this ability on television as well

as in the showroom.

In 1948 he signed for the full wres-

tling show over WENR-TV, Chicago

(now WBKB), from 8:30 to 11:30

p.m., at a cost of about SI,000 a week

—then considered a '"fantastic" sum

for a local sponsor. During the com-

mercials cars were actually driven up

case history

before the camera and Jim did the

commercials in front of Chicago s Civ-

ic Opera building.

Within two months after his initial

tv show Moran says ho was the larg-

est Hudson dealer in the country.

Within one vear he claims lie was the

larsest automobile dealer in the U.S.

After about a year he switched to

sponsorship of feature films Sunday
nights on WGN-TV. Tin- marked one
of the first times an advertiser had
bought movies on television to sell a

product. Jim named the program
Courtesy Theatre, to tie in with the

name of his business.

Because of the success mi these earlv

ventures Jim and Hal Barkun. account
executive, made plans for further ex-

pansion of the tv lineup. The\ added
an hour-long varict\ show, The Cour-
tesy Hour, in 19.V) (Fridays, 1"

11:00p.m.; WBKB). A short time later

the third and last show. Barn Dance,
was added to the schedule. The latter

now alternates o\erv other week with

Courtesy Hour.

Announcer on all three and m.c. on
two of the show- is Jim Moran.

i Please turn to page 111'
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Storm clouds ahead? Don't Irii

\\/ bat should .1 Bponsoi 'I" when it look- like business

condition- mi' jiiiiuj worse?

I'la\ it Bafe? Cut his advertising to lit the average ex-

pected Bales pattern? Be bold, creative? Increase his ad-

vertising in the hope of getting a greatei share ol the

market oi even luring more monej out "I the consume]

than Ik 1 might otherwise spend?

I!\ nature optimistic, sponsor plumps l<>i the lattei

course and has .1 substantial proportion ol admen be-

hind it. But it take- all kinds "I advertisers to make a

lm-i in-— world so sponsor is picturing the different paths

advertisers faced with declining sales ran take.

Any resemblance between the examples < i t
«

-• 1 below and

a< tual. live advertisers is not so coincidental. But SPONSOR

is lint pinpointing specify advertisers so much as repre-

senting typical attitudes toward broadcast advertising.

These arc dramatized to point up the dangers and oppor-

tunities that face advertisers in a recession. Vnd, as a

byproduct, the) ma) serve to remind younger members
•I the advertising Fraternit) that their faith in radio and

television salesmanship must be pitted occasionall) against

.1 -,ilc- « urve veering in a southeasterly direction.

I he four < ase histories below ma) al>o help to dust oil

some thinking about how broadcast advertising can fit into

a recession picture. From talk* with admen sponsor sees

the picture shaping up roughly as follow-:

Radio's low COSt, which helped the medium grow in the

depression of the 30's, will help the advertising dollar

work harder. The advertise] interested primaril) in drum-

ming aero-- a brand name, in reaching bis prospects at

lowest cost, will find radio his best bet The adverti-er

who has to he fast on his feet will find radio ideal for

making qui k cop) changes.

Television's high impact, its abilit) to reach an im-

mense audience in a short period of time i- video- trump

aid. Its growth is reducing it- cost-per-1,000. The pos-

sibilit) that the consumer will cut down on outside amuse-

ments, spend more time at home mean- even greater audi-

ences for the tv advertiser.

How would radio and tv fare if things reall) got bad?

T\ would be vulnerable because of its high costs, would

have to cut down on overhead, run cheaper -hows. But.

as economists point out. even growing industr) gets one

free ride throush an economic storm. Assuming t\ i- -till

He axes tv

Tin* Archaic Advertiser: The firm never believed in

advertising in the fir-t place and the Old Man always points

to Hershe) a- proof that advertising i-n't necessary. The
firm i- family-owned and the Old Man has h»t his old-time

business energy, now putters in the garden outside the

plant With sales going down, the need for cutting ex-

penses becomes the most important subject of discussion.

Advertising gets it first Hie ad budget is cut to the bone.

The radio and t\ network -hows are eliminated entirel)

because they're "too damned expensive. I he Old Man

didn't see an) sales from the -how- and chose the t\ pro-

gram onl) because his wife thought ever) woman in the

countr) would consider the male singer cute, ["he agenc)

protests, urges a media test but the idea is turned down on

the ground- the firm can't afford it. The Old Man turn-

down -pot radii, because it has no "impact"

He sticks in his rut

The I> i/<*rf- in -i/ie-N «»«»/- J> 11 1 -Consvrvativv ldrcrlis-

<*»*:
1 he firm, an old-line air advertiser, continues its radio

and tv selling in the same pattern but because of the sales

decline, makes minor adjustments in it- spot buying. Its

over-all ad budget i- cut slightly 1>\ pulling out of market-

where sales pressure has not been conspicuous!) successful

and putting part of this saved mone) into more promis-

ing area-. The cop\ line i- continued hut it is decided to

reduce the number of selling points to increase the remem-
brance factor. However, because of the lower budget ceil-

ing the film commercials are kept intact and the new. sim-

plified sales message is introduced onl) in radio and print.

I he In m has a deep faith in ad\ ertising and once it decides

on a course of action will follow through with all it has.

Because of this thoroughness, however, it tends to be some-

what inflexible and basic ad changes take \ear-.
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or sales
Here are four case histories which show some

possible paths sponsors may take in a recession

growing during this (hypothetical) depression, its expan-
sion would compensate for had times, which is what hap-

pened to radio two decades ago. Like tv, radio has a

cushion in that local am advertising is still on the yvaj up
but as a mature national medium it would he affected most
where its competition with tv (such as nighttime pro-

graming) is most direct. Video sponsors who get their

hands on high-rated shows will not give them up if the

budget must be cut even if the shows do cost a right arm.
This means that other media, including radio, will bear
the brunt of the ax.

SPONSOR is not implying that business is starting to

slide into a long-term down-grade. On the contrary it

foresees the possibility of a repetition of what happened
during the '48-'49 recession.

Back in 1948 business men were in one of those it's-

about-time-for-a-slump moods. Industrial production fell

l~ f
'f and there was a dip in personal income.

FortunateK, the consumer went on buying. Price cuts

helped but it is also significant that advertising expendi-

tures continued rising. McCann-Erickson estimates of ad-

vertising dollars show an increase from $4.8 billion in

L948 tn $5.2 billion in I'M'). Bj the time the Korean
War broke in L950, the "inventor) depression" was over.

Histor) ma) repeat itself. V recent VNA survej showed
ad expenditures will continue t" rise tin- year. * * *

TIji.v we I'iqht lor
'

etches what can happen

n sales Btiffen: The firm which never believed in

rtising is apt to drop its nir campaign; thi

convinced advertiser will continue in the same path,

inoiliM t,.
. i, ngi ,| conditio!

expenditure, sponsor believes the only

wise philosophy is that of the advert con-

tinues i" spend money b

sob feels thai in addition to their role in str.-ii^lit

selling oi
|

lucts, tin- ;iir media can plaj anol

part in resisting recession. Bponsob has Bugg

and a number of stations have taken up tin- !<!•-;• of a

"Let's s,-ii optimism" campaign of public service

announcements. See details in editorial on page 134.

lllllllllll lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!

He gets Scotch

The Make-Every-Dollar-Count Advertiser: The firm

is in a traditionally low-profit business and faced with a

softening market decides to take drastic steps to insure that

every advertising dollar is economically spent. The entire

media allocation picture is reviewed in an effort to weed

out unproductive media schedules. Cost-per-1.000 is care-

fully analyzed and these costs plus estimates of program
and announcement impact are used as the basic means of

deciding what to keep and what to drop. The budget is

reduced to the current sales level. A consumer study of

proposed copy changes is proposed on the theor\ that,

while it may be initially expensive, the results will be eco-

nomical in the long run. Most of the money taken out of

unproductive media schedules is put into radio on the

premise that an am campaign is the cheapest way of reach-

ing the firm's prospective customers.

£e&v/£ ^?le7*/ict^_

He's fast on his feet

The Creative -You -fiotta- Wove -East Advertiser:

Faced with its first sales de< line in IT \ear- the firm de-

cides to restyle it- packaging to emphasize the glamorous
aspect of the product and shoot new film commercials. It

also considers putting out a cheaper version of the prod-

uct but will test consumer attitudes first t" see what the

effect will be on the more expensive one. There is no cut

in the advertising budget. The agency is told to shop for

a new tv show more in keeping with the new look of the

product. As a further hedge against a slump the firm be-

gins negotiations to buy out a manufacturer whose line is

completely different than the one put out now. \ special

sales conference to kick off the new campaign is scheduled

and the agency begins a policy of sending out weekly let-

ters to all salesmen. The firm had reduced its advertising-

to-sales ratio and feels it can boost it now.
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Novel entry in form of card

pictured old-fashioned radio

What 44,0(10 listeners told

Letters profile radio's role in lives of listeners, can give jf

M be changing pattern "I radio listening is no where better

revealed than in the results of a recent \\ CBS, New York,

contest. WCBS' Jack Sterling, wakeup man, asked listeners

to tell him whj the) liked radio. I!\ the end of 13 weeks

14.000 had sent in letters which together write a profile of

radio 1954
The letters read as if the) had been distilled out of

radio- promotion slogans lor the past five years. Yet there

wa- no coaching from the radio men for Sterling merel)

asked his listeners to tell win they liked radio. He fed

them no hints. The similarity, therefore, between what the

listeners spontaneousK sa\ about radio and what radio

has been saying about it-elf is striking.

Listeners told Sterling:

"We wake up to radio.

"Radio is as much a part of farnil) life as the morning

cup ol coffee.

"Radio is an eas\. understanding guest who doesn't force

his host to sit in the living room and give of his full

attention."

The letter writers expressed themselves in virtually all

the phrases that have become a part of radio's promotion

stock l though none of them hit on the "Everywhere you

go there's radio" slogan in quite those words). Yet, to a

SPONSOR editor who scanned dozens of the letters, this

difference emerged: The amateurs say it better. The
amateurs drive home the lesson more memorably—prob-

ably because they succeed in showing how radio fits into

their lives with more human examples than the best

promotional devices have been able to achieve.

1 he most important thing for advertisers that the letters

reveal is to what degree radio, especially in the morning

and afternoon, is a companion to other activities.

How does this affect \our use of radio?

Bob Foreman, BBDO vice president in charge of tele-

vision, wrote in a recent sponsor column of the increasing

FIRST PRIZE FOR BEST LETTER WAS CAR. 78 RADIOS WERE AWARDED. BELOW, JACK STERLING, WCBS, WITH LETTERS
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lation about radio
Speotive in ad planning

stridency many have observed in radio commercials. Fore-

man pointed out that the raised voice, the sound-effects

clarion, the attention-grabber are emerging because radio

is no longer used by the listener as a total-attention source

of entertainment. Rather it is often a service and companion

medium.

Foreman's observations and the evidence presented by-

listeners themselves in the WCBS letters may be a reminder

to the advertiser that he check his 1954 commercial copy

against 1954 listening patterns. The commercial that was

mediocre in 1944 is hardly destined to ring any bells today.

Yet many an advertiser hasn't thought intensively about his

commercial copy since the decision years ago to enter radio

in the first place.

Though the listener isn't necessarily devoting his atten-

tion totally to a radio program these days, that of course

dosen't mean the only way to sell him is by shouting. The

listener by now—and the WCBS letters enforce this impres-

sion—has learned to balance his level of attention between

another activity and radio. This developed listening sense

the newsletter of the Grey Advertising Agency recently

termed the "third ear" of the American radio public.

(Grey also pointed out that the divided attention charac-

teristic of the radio audience is not unique with radio.

Grey noted that few people were capable of concentrating

on the same thing without interruption for more than a

few minutes. Newspaper reading, magazine reading, for

example, are interrupted continuously by conversation, by

staring into space—and by radio listening.)

Here then are some examples of the most revealing

WCBS letters. Reading them is in a way like taking a trip

through the New York metropolitan area, heaviest rv zone

in the U. S., and ringing doorbells to inquire about listening

habits.

One of the letters is from a foreign-born girl who didn't

know a word of English when she came to America—but

learned the language and lots more from radio. Another

letter is from a blind musician; he learns popular songs

from radio and thus can earn a living playing those songs.

Many of the letters are from housewives. They tell you

what it's like to keep house and watch the kids and get

dinner ready on time. They tell you it would be a tough

day if they didn't have radio to humor them, to tell them

what was going on, to keep them on schedule.

All the letters had this in common: They have a ring

of sincerity. For instance, this letter:

"Lacking diamonds, a radio is this girl's best friend!

When I crave companionship, it doesn't stick its head

behind a paper and grunt. It is as full of helpful advice as

a mother-in-law—but I can shut it off when I've had

enough! It lightens my load when I have tedious house-

( Please turn to page 116)
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First-prize winner, housewife Mrs. B. C. Nash (above), of Noroton,
Conn., kn its while enjoying radio program. Letter appears below

Hvre are tour outstanding letters:

First prize: Have you visited the U. N. in Bessie

Have you ever brushed your teeth to a mazurka.'

Or heard a Coronation ceremony while eating breakfast 1

Bave you evei mopped the tloor to thi

Eavi you heard an atomic t >< >in l
> explodi

Or heard Lohengrin while taking a strain hath.'

Eave you ever been bird watching with Bing Crosby?

Have you ever painted a fence and heard a National Political

( lonvention .'

Or trimmed a Christmas tree while listening to the Weal

minister Boys Choir?

I have, because ! like and listen to the radio.

Second prize: Radio brings tin- world to me. I am thrilled to

hear voices of people destined to go down in recorded history; a

privilege denied those of other ages. My children receive a

broadening outlook, a wonderful supplement to their textbooks.

Strict censorship assures clean entertainment. More than any-

thing else radio brings people together, promotes understanding.

Radio knows no religious or racial barriers. Talent, deeds, ideas

count. Folks from far off isolated places, sophisticates from

fast-moving cities are my neighbors via ear. 1 hear Loth sides of

political controversies. Better informed, I vote more intelligently.

* * *

I came to America three years ago not knowing a word of

English. At Christmas my mother bought me a radio. I listened

to it as much as possible in the beginning, not mi lerstanding

much. After a few months I began to undi my English

improved, and my school work improved. I owed all this to my

radio. I know I would have learned the language after a time,

but not as quickly. Now I am in the eighth grade and am

in my subjects than most of the kids my age.

* » «

. . Nantucket Island is a vacation spot and ... I play the

accordion on the main street of our town from eight to nine in

the evening, weather permitting. I give concerts of semi-classic

and pop tunes of the day. That is where radio comes in. It keeps

me abreast of the latest tunes. From nine to 1". I conduct

community singing with the help of an ni.c

I like radio because, in spite of my handicap, I am kept in-

formed as to tie the day, so that I am able to go out on

the street and discuss the topic of the day intelligently with my

sighted friends. (Lettt r was mitten in braille.)
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How Mud Drug tests media

Pnrl I!) of SPONSOR'S 23-article Media Evaluation Study tells of

lessons drug firm learned, what slops to take in testing

The two-part article on "Can you set

up an 'ideal' media test?*', just con-

cluded [see sponsor, 22 February and

I'. March I
').")• M, summarized the latest

thinking on the subject and gave some

practical advice. Experts detailed the

problems involved and discussed hou

inter-media tests might be carried out.

In this article George J. Ibrams, ad-

vertising director, reveals what the

Block Phil: Co., of Jersey City, has

learned from hundreds of media and

copy tests and the steps it tales to set

one up. lie is running 20-some tests at

the present time. Ibrams is a mem her

of SPONSOR'S ///- Media tdiisorv

Hoard. Block Drug spent $5.5 million

on advertising in L953 65$ of it on

air media. 2.")', in newspaper supple-

CEORCE ABRAMS,
ADVERTISING DIRECTOR

George Abrams, ad director of Block Drug,

is convinced it pays to test media and copy,

has 20-some tests running at present for prod-

ucts like Amm-i-dent paste, Pycope brushes

meats and in', in magazines. Of the

air expenditure l.V | of it lias for tele-

vision and 211', for radio. Some of

Block Drug's products: imm-i-dent

toothpaste, Green Mint mouthwash,

Polident Denture Cleanser.

/fu»-k Dru« start- with a realistic

premise that no test operation is per-

fect.

It- experience in hundreds of tests

has convinced Advertising Director

( leorge I. \brams thai no matter how

closer) vou set up "control factors

with a single testing variable, influ-

ences creep in to affect your results.

According to Abrams. it may be a

wholesaler in one city who does a more

thorough selling job.

It may be a retailer who dislikes

your competitor and pushes your prod-

uct to his customers.

It may be the local radio station

which believes lor disbelieves) that

merchandising should accompan) your

lule.

It maj be a strike or vacations or

the weather.

Or, more specifically applying these

influencing factors to media:

• It maj be a morning-evening news-

paper competing against a dominant

evening paper in another market.

• It maj be a radio station with high

out-of-home listening vs. a radio sta-

tion with little out-of-home listening.

• It ma) be the purchase of time

bought on the basis of a Pulse rating

in one market, a Hooper in another.

a Conlan in a third.

• It ma) be an unequal coverage -it-

nation where both stations are 5.000

waiters but one reaches farther than

another because of terrain.

"\\ hen you make up a list of these

'unforeseen' variables, you are often

inclined to dismiss testing on the basis

that it is unscientific, unreliable and

unsound."' Abrams told SPONSOR.

"But—and here's the important 'but'

I have never conducted a test where

a success was nol obvious as a success.

"\\ hen you are testing, the responses

come in relative values, bul when you

have a "hit. believe me, there'- no mis-

taking it."

How then does Block Drug set up a

test?

Bv using this six-step procedure:

[Please turn to page 126)

"PSYCHOLOGY OF
MEDIA" COMING

Part 20 of SPONSOR'S All-Media

Evaluation Study will appear in the

next issue—5 April—and cover the

latest experiments and theories on

the psychological factors you should

consider in order to use each me-

dium to best advantage. When
series is completed, it will be pub-

lished in book form sometime this

summer. You may order a copy now.

STUDY IN BOOK FORM

SPONSOR'S All-Media Evaluation

Study will be published in book

form in the spring after the re-

maining articles in the 23-article

series appear. Price has not yet

been determined, but you may re-

serve a copy now. Just send a card.

George J. Abrams
Vincent R. Bliss

Arlyn E. Cole
Dr. Ernest Dichter

Stephens Dictz v.p

Ben R. Donaldson

SPONSOR'S All-Media Advisory Board

ad director, Block Drug Co., Jersey City

executive v.p., Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago

president, Cole & Weber, Portland, Ore.

pres.. Inst, for Research in Mass Motivations

Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York

ad & sales promotion director, Ford, Dearborn

Marion Harper Jr. president, McCann-Erickson, Inc., New York

Ralph H. Harrington ad mgr., Gen. Tire & Rubber Co., Akron

Morris L. Hite president, Tracy-Locke Co., Dallas

J. Ward Maurer
Raymond R. Morgan
Henry Schachte

ad director, Wildroot Co., Buffalo

pres., Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood

_„ .v.p., Sherman & Marquette, New York
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When mapping an area, surveyors use "bench marlc" of known accu-
racy to determine boundary lines. Admen can now use county-by-

county tv set figures of CBS TV as "bench mark' in making projections
of size and shape of U.S. tv. CBS TV survey covers vhf, uhf sets

CBS TV's new county tv set

figures: how to use them
First post-freeze tv figures are milestone of tv's U.S. growth

J[ he county-by-county figures of U.S. tv penetration that

appear on the following pages—even though they represent

the tv home count as of last November—have many impor-

tant uses in tv research and ad planning.

These include:

1. Using the figures, which were compiled by A. C.

Nielsen for CBS TV Research, as a "bench mark" in cor-

recting post-freeze estimates of tv growth, particularly uhf.

For example, the number of tv counties increased over

50% and the number of sets increased 4,000,000 between

the time CBS TV released its statistical projections of tv's

size last May and the time the November study was made.

2. Revising coverage estimates and rate structures of tv

stations and networks, especially in the areas which be-

came video areas when the freeze was lifted. Tv prices, in

many of these new areas, have hitherto been calculated

largely on the basis of estimates by local tv dealers.

3. Charting the relationship between tv coverage and

sales territories. Advertisers can discover how well the

various counties in sales districts are tv-covered. Where

tv coverage is light, additional media support may be nec-

essary to fill in the gaps.

22 MARCH 1954

4. Checking the prices of syndicated tv film programs.

Usually, such shows are priced according to a variety of

formulas. Sometimes, they are priced on the basis of tv

station time costs, which in turn are often based on the

number of tv homes in a market. Sometimes, they are

based directly on the number of video homes. Sometimes,

tv film shows are priced on combination of these two

guides. In any event, the CBS 1 \ census—or projection-

based on it—can serve to guide admen in their examina-

tion of film program prices.

The most important single use for these figure- i- 1>\

agency research personnel in making up a series of growth

curves. These are research plotting* which show the num-

ber of sets, or level of penetration, in a tv market.

The usual agency practice concerning them is this:

The curve usually starts with the point at which a

county first received television service. If it is one of the

"mature" counties, the starting date might have been in

1948 or 1949. This, the first "bench mark.'* is the zero

point in set growth.

Later bench marks along the way would include the

U.S. Census of 1950. the Nielsen Coverage Service data

51
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of late 1952, and the CBS TV statistical projection of tv

growth, based on NCS, released lasl Mas.

I bese growth turves are usually made up in "families"

of curves, Bince count) differences in income, location,

population densit) and other factors cause sizable differ-

ences in the way tv grows in a particular county. How-
ever, the) usual!) fall into one of a dozen or so major

categories. Growth patterns in "old ' counties can be

Used as a guide in plotting growth in "new," post-freeze

areas, man) of which are serviced b) uhf.

\\ ith the aid of the CBS I \ figures, an agenc) can now

examine the projections it made for a county back in No-

vember of last year. If the curves are too high, or too low,

an adjustment can he made to make the curve more accu-

ral! in terms of today's set counts.

In the figures below, the following symbols and defini-

tions appls :

Tv counties: These are counties which were receiving tv

coverage at the time the survey was made Last fall by A. C.

Nielsen Co.

Total families: Famil) figures as shown in the second

column were compiled for A. C. Nielsen by Sales Manage-

ment. They are a special updating of the U.S. Census fig-

ures, and were current as of 1 November L953.

Tv families: These figures represent the number of fami-

lies with tv sets (vhf, uhf, or both) as of last November.

Actually, they are projections made from a checkup in a

100,000-home probability sample of the U.S. made by

A. C. Nielsen. They are reported by individual counties

only if 10% or more of the families in that county report

owning tv.

( hj families: This is the number of families who own tv

sets that are equipped to receive a uhf video signal. In the

tables below, these figures are reported only if 10% or

more of all the families in that county owned uhf receivers.

The percentage figure next to the family counts ( tv and

uhf ) show the percentage of the total families in the county

which are either equipped to receive tv, or uhf television.

Counties with less than 10$ tv ownership (usually,

these counties are in the "fringe ' of a tv station's cover-

age I are reported for each state as a group.

flndicates a counts which is part of a Nielsen count)

cluster. Such clusters are a group of two or more adja-

cent counties used as a sampling unit. The percentage of

tv ownership for each (luster is applied to each county in

the cluster.

* Indicates a tv count) with partial penetration hs uhf.

but where less than 10' '< of all the families in the county

own uhf receivers. In such cases, uhi ownership i- not

reported separately, although the uhf families are included

in the state tv totals. Thus, the state total of uhf families

may exceed the sum of the individually reported counties.

LT : Indicates less than 10'

Still not solved by the CBS I \ figures: svhere will the

next set census come from'.'' Industry has still to settle this

problem I see sponsor, 22 February 1954, page 27 i . * * *

U.S. TELEVISION OWNERSHIP BY COUNTIES 1 NOVEMBER 1953
ALABAMA

TV counties total families

11.700

4.200

7.400

3.500

22300

10.200

4.100

6.900

4,400

6.700

3.200

2.900

10.900

4300

2.800

12.400

14.600

11.900

7.600

7.700

27.900

4300

6300

3.900

4.600

9300

169.900

3300

1SJO0

6.500

11.000

8.900

6.900

19.900

7.000

6,900

12.100

72300

41.900

1'..100

4.200

5.400

5300

10.400

6.700

7.700

5,200

TV families

2.790 24%
2300 62

2.860 39

600 17

10360 46

3.920 38

1.480 36

2310 33

480 11

790 12

1.060 33

1.040 36

1,060 10

620 13

920 33

5.710 46

3360 22

2330 20

1,750 23

990 13

13.520 48

910 19

1.430 22

660 17

790 17

920 10

110.120 6S

720 19

1350 10

1.630 25

1340 12

2310 25

1,170 17

4.060 20

1.030 IS

1350 22

2.650 22

26.940 37

8340 21

4,420 29

710 17

970 18

1380 35

1.770 17

2350 38

4.730 61

780 IS

VHF families

1320 11%

490 14

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

980 14

25300 35

8300 20

1.770 17

Talladega

Tallapoosa

Tuscaloosa

16,600

9.000

24,000

10330

2,020

7.098

65

22

30

• •
St. Francis

Sebastian

Union

•Van Buren

Washington

Woodrufl

TV counties

other counties

total

CAUFORNI

TV counties t

9300
20.000

14.700

2.600

1S.600

4.400

2320

6.930

1.780

290

2,950

920

31

35

12

11

19

21

29%
4%

5,700

•

29

Baldwin

'Bibb

'Blount

'Bullock

Calhoun

Chambers
'Cherokee

'Chilton

'Choctaw
Clarke

'Clay

Walker
'Washington

Winston

TV counties

other counties

total

ARIZONA

TV counties

16300

3.600

4300

733,400

91300

824.700

total families

8310 54

400 11

2.070 46%

278,000 38%
2,470 37o

280.470 34%

TV families

• •

41,200 6%
1340 1%

42,440 5%

VHF families

•

314.700

220300

535300

A

otal families

92.580

9.440

I02fi20

TV fs

18,730

960

6%
LT

19%

milies

19.690

VHFf,

*%

Maricopa

Pima
Pinal

Yuma

TV counties

other counties

total

ARKANSAS

TV counties

119.400

54300

13300

9,000

196,200

56.900

79370

16.730

6340

3.110

67%
31

47

35

54%
3%

43%

ntttes

'Cleburne

Colbert

Conecuh
Coosa

Alameda

Alpine

'Amador

Butte

Calaveras

276.900

100

3.000

24.100

3300

202,750

40

1320

4.770

1.190

73%
38

34

20

34Cullman
Dallas

105,950

1.620

J07,S7O

TV fa VHF families

Colusa

Contra Costa

Eldorado

Fresno

Glenn

4.000

103.700

6300

93300

5.100

960

63330

2.120

45.460

1310

24

61

34

49

24

41.120

DeKalb
'Elmore

'Escambia

Etowah
'Fayette

253.(00

1

total families

44%

'Franklin

'Greene

'Hale

Jackson

Jefterson

'Arkansas

'Ashley

Chicol
'Clay

'Conway

6.800

6.700

6.100

7.400

4.400

1360

1.140

1.040

1.920

480

20%
17

17

26

11

680 10%

• •

Humboldt

Imperial

Kern

Kings

Lake

27.400

17300

80.000

15.000

4.700

4360

3320

28380

6300

1.130

17

21

35

42

24

16.720

4300

21

27

'Lamar
Lauderdale

'Lawrence

Lee
'Limestone

Craighead

<ntt.-n.li-n

'Cross

'Faulkner

'Fulton

13,900

12.700

6300
6.700

2.600

8360

6310

2370

730

960

59

52

36

11

37

• •

Los Angeles

Madera

Marin

Mariposa

Mrread

1.637.600

11300

31.400

1.400

22.100

1.409.450

5330

22.990

5J0

8330

86

45

73

3R

39

4.140

3.960

35

'Macon
'Greene

'Independence

Jackson
Lawrence
Lee

8.000

6.400

7,000

5,700

6300

2.020

1340

1,710

2.090

1.920

25

24

24

37

31

It

Madison

Marengo

Marion

Marshall

Mono
Monterey

Napa

Nevada
Orange

Placer

'1 Mum.is

Riverside

Sacramento

San Benito

700

49.100

15,700

7.000

90.400

14.400

4.700

68.400

105.100

4300

270

20350

7.190

1330

71.660

5.660

1320

393R0

SI370

1.920

38

41

46

26

79

39

26

58

49

40

15380

860

Mobile

Montgomery

Morgan

'Perry

'Pickens

Little River

Lonoke
Miller
Mivsi^sippi

Monroe

2.700

7300

10.400

21.400

5.100

1.030

1.440

3390

14.010

1.120

38

20

37

65

22

780 10
•

Randolph
Hu-srll

Sj.nl Clair

Shelby
'Sumter

Phillips

Poinsett

Prairie

Pulaski

Randolph

1
.'.'«

10.000

3.600

63.400

4300

4.770

3.600

720

10370

1390

37

36

20

17

37

360 10

10370 17

15

18

San Bernardino

San Diego

San Francisco

107.900

237.000

287300

74,780

172320

191.990

69

73

67

• •



San Joaquin 69,100 40.080 58 FLORIDA
San Luis Obispo 24300 7,550 31 •Dodge 4JO0 1.120 26

TV counties total families TV fam.Ue, tHFfam.lie,

Dooly
' houglai

1 1 holt

3.400

3200

500

1.020

1360

180

30 • •

San Mateo 92,600

I 35300

78,050

16,960

84

47

52

Santa Barbar Alachua 16.200 3.600 22%
3'.

Santa Clara 107,000 79,330 74 Baker 1300 790 61
'Elbert 4300 1.600 35 ' •

Santa Cruz 26,500 7,890 30 Bay 15.900 1.710 11 'Fannin (,800 1220 32

Sierra 500 130 26 Bradford
Brevard

3300

8,500

2,010

1.110

61 •Fayrttr 1.900 1390 73

40.300

39,900

44,900

9,100

6,900

28,570

18,370

17.540

2,620

1,240

71

46

39

29

18

• •

Floyd

'Forsyth

•Franklin

17,500

2.900

3.600

9.040

1.130

l too

52
Solano

Sonoma

Stanislaus

Sutter

Tehama

Broward

Charlotte
36,500

1.500

26310

180

72

12

13.750 37%
39

36 • •

Citrus

tClay

Collier

1,600

4300

2300

260

1.890

280

16

44

12

Fulton

Gilm<T
Glascock
M.lynn

III"..

2300

600

8.900

107,930

980

130

1,000

7S

39

21

Trinity 1,900 340 18 Columbia 5,000 1.010 20
45

Tulare 46.500

4,600

13,870

1,750

30

38%

11,450 25 Dade
Dixie

200.100

700

130,330

no
65

16

• • Gordon 5.000 3.0SO 61

Tuolumne •Greene 3200 i MO 39
Ventura 40,300 31,300 78 • • Duval 99.300 60,720 61 't.wmnetl 8.900 3.640 41

Yolo 14,200 6,000 42 2,920 21% Escambia 35.700 7,950 22 • •
•Habersham 4.400 1.410 32

tYuba 8.500 2,470 29 Flagler 1,000 no 11
Hall 11200 1 MO 61

3,974,700 2,807,970 3%
Gilchrist 600 120 20

•Hancock 2.400 650

TV counties
60

530

10

24
other counties 54,800 1,670 3% Hamilton 2,200

•Haralson

Harris
3.900

2300

2.460

1320

63

47

total 4.029.500 2,809,640 70% 108^40 3% Hendry 1.700 200 12 •Hart 3.600 1300 36 * •

Hernando l.'AH) 300 16 •Heard 1.400 730 52

Highlands 4,800 480 10 • • •Henry 3,900 2.730 70

COLORADO Hillsborough 85200 28,380 33% 27,530 Z2% Houston 7,000 2300 36 1390 23

TV counties total families

13,900

TV families

10,810 78%

VHF families

Indian River

Jefferson

4200

2.600

420

620

10

24

• •
•Irwin

•Jackson

Jasper

2.600

4,800

1,600

420

1.970

590

16

41

Adams Lafayette 600 120 20 37

Arapahoe 19,300 11,050 57 Lake 12.300 3.360 27 Jeff Davis 2.400 380 16

Boulder

Chaffee
Clear Creek

16,700

2,300

1,200

1,400

7,350

280

170

360

44

12

14

26

Lee
Levy
Madison

8.800

2.900

3.400

1.060

450

770

12

16

23

'Jefferson

•Johnson

'Jones

'Lamar

4.600

2.600

1.600

2300

910

420

430

1.780

20

16

27

Crowley Manatee 12.500 3.970 32 3,970 32
71 • •

Custer 600 70 12 Marion 12.000 2.940 25 Lanier 1300 250 19

Denver 157,500 97,220 62 Martin 2300 280 10
• • Laurens 7,700 2.050 27%

Douglas 1.200 140 12 Monroe 10,000 1220 12
Lee 1300 390 30 • •

Eagle 1,100

1,000

160

120

15

12

Nassau 3.600 2.200 61
Lincoln

Long
Lowndes

1200

900

11.700

470

120

2.180

39

Elbert Okaloosa 8.000 810 10 • •
19

El Paso 29,700 9,900 33 Okeechobee
OrangeFremont S.700 700 12 43,600 4.730

10

11
Lumpkin 1300 590 39

Gilpin 200 30 15 Osceola 4200 590 14
McDuffie 3,100 650 21

Grand 1,000 150 15 Palm Beach 42.700 9.790 23 • • Macon
Madison

3.400 1.050 31 • •

Jackson 700 110 15 Pasco 7.300 1.080 IS 780 11 1.400 310 22 * *
22,000 15,990 73 Pinellas

Putnam
70.800

7.500

10270

3300

15

44

10270
Lake 1300 220 12 Meriwether 5200 3300 73

Larimer 15,100 7,920 52 St. Johns 8.000 3.530 44 Monroe 2,600 1350 71 • •

Lincoln 1,900 240 13 St. Lucie 7,100 790 11
• • Morgan 2,900 1.070 37

Logan 5,100 1,280 25 Santa Rosa 5.000 550 11
• •

MurTay
Muscogee

2,600

3S.100

1390

5.600

61

16 3370 10%
Morgan 5,400 1,280 24 Seminole 8.500 1.190 14

Otero 8,100 2.110 26 Sumler 3200 480 IS 350 11 Newton 5300 3.740 71

Park 400 50 12 Suwannee 4.400 880 20 Oconee 1.600 590 37

Phillips 1,500 380 25 Taylor 2,900 700 24 Oglethorpe 2300 900 39

Pueblo

Sedgwick
29,200

1,500

14,050

380

48

25

< Union 1.100

27,700

670

3.030

61

11

Paulding
Peach

3,000

3,100

1390

990

63

32 • •

Summit
Teller

Washington

400 60 15 Walton 4,000 440 11
• • Pickens 2300 900 39

2,400 600 25
TV counties 862,800 328,770 38% 80,340 9%

tPierce

Pike
2300

1300

340

1280

13

71 • •
other counties 106.000 8.580 8% 3.970 4% Polk 8200 5210 64

Weld
Yuma

20300

3,500

372,700

10,910

880

54

25

52%

total 968.800 337350 35% 84JI0 9% Pulaski 2200 S70 26

Putnam 1300 430TV tount\es 195,040 27

other counties 83,400 1,750 2% OEOROIA Quitman
Rabun

800

1.700

180

540 32

total 456,100 196,790 43% Randolph 3300 750 23 • •

TV counties total families TV families VHF families Richmond 40,600 6330 16

CONNECTICUT
Appling
Atkinson

3.300

1.700

430

270

13%
16

Rockdale
Schley

2200

700

1340

ISO

70

22 • •

TV counties total families TV families VHF families
Bacon
Baldwin

1200

5.100

770

1.410

35

28
Spalding
Stephens

8.900

4.700

6230

1300

70 • •

32

Fairfield 160,200

169,600

31300

20300

170,200

119,990

124,110

22,670

16,820

148310

75%
73

72%
82

87

•

36,990

2,220

22%

11%

Banks 1,500 540 36
tStewart 2200 480 22 • •

Hartford

Litchfield

Middlesex

New Haven

Barrow
Bartow
Ben Hill

Berrien

3,700

7300

4,100

3300

1.520

4.600

670

540

41

63

16

16

Sumter
Talbot
Taliaferro

Taylor

6300

1300

800

2300

1.970

850

310

740

30 • •

47

39

32 • •

New London 45,400

13,200

19,700

26,140

7,930

13,240

58

60

67

• •

Bibb 35300 11.950 34 6320 19%
Telfair 3.100 500 16

Tolland

Windham
Bleckley

Brantley

2300

1300

600

200

26

13
Terrell

Tift

3.400

6200

1.02O

1,060

30 • •

17

TV counties 630,300 479,210 76% 43,970 7% Brooks

Butts
Camden
Carroll

4.100

2300

2,100

780

1.630

950

4,860

19

71
• •

Towns 900 290 32

total 630300 479,2/0 767« 43.970 7% 45

52%

Troup

Turner
14.100

2300

7340

470

54

18

Catoosa 4300 2,620 61 Twiggs 1.700 270 16

DELAWARE Charlton 1.100 500 45 Union 1.700 540 32

Chatham 47200 7.790 17 Upson 6.600 3.140 48

TV counties total families

12300

68300

20.500

101,600

lOlfiOO

TV families

9,950 78%
53.230 78

11,930 58

75,110 74%

75,110 74%

VHF families
Chattahoochee 1300 240 16 ISO 10%

•

Walker

Walton
11200

5.200

4300

3340

43

Chattooga
Cherokee
Clarke
Clay
'Clayton

S.700

5300

10.600

1300

7,400

2310

2,190

4.000

290

5.400

41

40

38

22

73

•

Kent
New Castle

Sussex

Ware
Warren
Washington
Wayne
Webster
tWhecler

8.300

2,100

5.100

3,600

800
1300

2370

440

860

440

180
210

35

21

17

TV counties 12

n • •

total
Clinch 1300 530 35 16%

Cobb 19300 13.780 71 White 1.400 450 32

Coffee 5300 1.010 17 Whitfield 10.100 6,190 61

Columbia
Coweta

Crawford
Crisp
«Dade
Dawson

2300 480 21 "Wilcox 2300 650 26

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

total families TV families VHF families

7.600 5300 72 Wilkes 3.100 1210 39

TV counties 1.100

4,900

1.700

600

350

1.470

680

230

32

30

40

39

79

•

•

•

•

Wilkinson

Worth

TV eountUt

other comntUs

2.400

4300

380

810

16

18

246.900

246,900

197,710

197,710

80%B.C.
845.000

110300

384,400

5320

45% 14,720 2%
TV counties 80% i%

total 2*5,900 197,710 80% DeKalb 45,909
total 955300 389.720 41% 1*J» t%



jhmC IDAHO 'Pula.kl 4.400 750 17 'Putnam 6.900 2380 33
'Putnam 1300 210 16 140 11% 'Randolph 9300 5.980 65 • •

TV counties total families TV families VHF families
'Randolph 8300 5.430 62 1.040 12 •Ripley 6.000 3340 59
Richland 5300 1.100 19 'Rush 6300 3.680 59

Ada 24 700 36".. Rock Island 43.700 34.900 80

'Bannock 12.700 1.440 11 St. Joseph 67.600 393S0 S8 27370 41

•Bear Lake 1.700 190 11
si Clair 67.200 50.650 7S 13330 20 'Scott 4.000 2320 58

'Boise 600 70 11 Saline 11.000 1.980 18 •-helby 9.600 6.640 69 ' •

T Bonner 4.500 1350 41 Sangamon
'Schuyler

'Scott

n w
3300

2.400

8.090

890

820

18

27

34

7.110 16 ' s |n-ncer

•starke

4.600 1.560 347c * *

'Boundary

Canyon
1.600 660 41

4.030 79 • *

17.100 3.050 18 'Struben 5.700 1.770 31

'Caribou 2.100 230 11 'Shelby 8.000 1380 20 1390 17 Sullis jn 7.900 3.910 49

'Clearwater 2.200 330 15 'Stark 2300 1.120 40 *
'Switzerland 2300 1300 S9

'Elmore 2300 370 16 Stephenson 13.600 5.400 40 1.960 14 Tippecanoe 23.000 9.170 40 5.430 24%
Tazewell 26.100 13.520 52 12380 49 4.900 3,430 70

2.600 290 11 'I'ninn 5.600 950 17

'Gem 2.SO0 270 11 Union 1.900 970 51

'Kootenai Ut i 3.300 40 \rrmihon 28.100 5.610 20 Vanderburgh 54.900 15.7SO 29 13360 25

'Oneida 1.000 110 11
•W.bash 4300 910 19 • •

•Vermillion 7300 2300 39 • •

•Owvhre 1.700 290 IT 'Warren 7300 4.530 63 Vigo 35300 24.790 69
'Washington 4.700 2.540 54 710 15 tWabasfc 9.600 2.760 29

'Payette 3.900 390 10 'Wayne 6.700 1.220

'Power S00 90 11 1 W arren 2.800 1.090 39 ' •

'Shoshone 7.100 1.020 14 Whiteside 16300 12.500 77 • Warrn k 7.000 2340 33 ' •

'Washington 2.700 290 11 Will 42.300 33.670 80 'Washington 5300 3.020 58

23%
' Williamson

Winnebago
16300

52300

3320

25390

23

50 21370 42
'Wayne
tWdli

22.300

6.500

14.500

780

65 • •

12 • *
TV counties 100.000 23.25U

80.100

130.100

1,570 2%

»%
Woodford

TV counties

6.800

2.804.000

1.080 16 700 11

%
'White

•Whitley

6.100

6.400

3380

3.070

54 730 11

48 1320 19
total 2*£20 1,861.010 66% 122.700

other counties 24.700 1.380 6%
ILLINOIS TV counties 1.294,700 799.700 62% 97,490 8%

total 2.828.700 1M2J90 66% 122,700 4%
total IJ94.700 799.700 62% 97.490 8%

TV counties total families TV families L'HF families

22,000 6370 29%
'Alexander 7.000 1.210 17

INDIANA IOWA
'Bond 4.700 2.540 54 710 \s%

'Boone 5.400 2.050 38
• • TV counties total families TV fa ilia I HF families TV counties total families TV families I HF families

'Brown 2.300 620 27 'Adams 6300 1.700 25% 750 11% 'Adair 4.000 1.920 48%
'Bureau 12.200 4.950 41

• • Allen 61.500 13370 23 'Adams 2300 1340 48

'Calhoun 1,700 900 53
• • Bartholomew 143CO 10.220 72

'Allamakee 4.700 560 12

•Carroll 6,400 4360 76 Benton 3.500 2.280 65
'Appanoose 6300 1390 22

'Cass

Champaign

4.700

31.200

1.690

4.460

36

14

'Blackford 4.500 1.130 25 500 11 'Audubon 3300 1320 »
•Boone 8300 5310 70

'Benton 7300 2340 39
Christian 12.800 3,690 29 2,060 16 'Brown l.SOO 830 55

Black Hawk 33.000 11.680 35
•Clark 5.700 2,000 3S 'Carroll 5,400 2.970 55 590 11 'Boone 8.600 5.120 60

'Clay S.600 1.010 18% Cass 12.100 5.760 48 •Bremer 5300 1380 22
Clinton

Coles

6.900

13.500

3.790

3330

55

25

1.100 15% Clark 17.000 12.930 76 3.010 18 'Buchanan 6.100 2.440 40

'Clay 8.100 2.740 34 'Buena Vista 7.100 1.710 24

Cook 1,465.800 1.208.970 82
'Clinton 10.000 6.960 70 'Butler 5.500 1370 23

'Crawford 7.400 2.S80 35
'Crawford 2,800 1.180 42 •Calhoun 5.400 1370 25 * •

'Cumberland 3.300 1.160 35
'Daviess 8300 4.770 57 'Carroll 6.600 3360 51

DeKalb 13.000

5.600

7320

590

56

11
• •

Dearborn

'Decatur

8.000

5.700

4.640

3360

58

59

'Cass 6300 3310 60-

De Wilt
'Cedar 5.400 4.000 74

5.400 1,400 26
'DeKalb 8.600 2.680 31 Cerro Gordo 14.600 5.750 39

Du Page 53.000 44.930 85
Delaware 30.700 21330 71 8.240 27 'Cherokee S3C0 1320 23

Edgar 8.000 2.060 26 'Dubois 6.900 2350 34% • • 'Chickasaw 4.500 630 14

'Edwards 3.000

6.700

570

2.610

19

39

• • 'Elkhart 28.500 13.610 48 6.760 24% 'Clarke 3.100 620 20

'Effingham
'Fayette 7.600 3360 51 'Clay 5.700 970 17

Fayette 7.400 2.950 40 Floyd 15.000 13.050 87 2.040 14 'Clayton 6300 780 11

Ford 5.200 1.660 32 'Fountain 6.100 2.380 39 • • 'Clinton 15.900 11.990 «
Franklin 16.500 3.900 24 'Franklin 4.500 2300 51 'Crawford 5.700 2.960 I
Fulton 14,900

6.200

5.180

3.240

35

52

2.460
•

17
•

'Fulton 5.500 2.970 54 2,040 37 'Dallas

'Davis

•Decatur

7300

3.100

3300

4320

650

760

62 * '

21

20

Greene 'Gibson

Grant

10.000

20.200

2.720

12.460

27

62

1,610
•

16
•Grundy 6300 3.930 62

Hancock 8.700 3,720 43 'Greene 9300 4.620 50 'Delaware 5.200 2310 54

Henderson 2,700 1.160 43 'Hamilton 9.600 6.700 70 Des Moines 14300 9,620 67-,,

Henry 15.600

10.400

11.440

3.400

73

33

'Hancock 7.100 4.970 70 • • 'Dickinson 4.000 680 17

Iroquois 'Harrison 5,300 2.240 42 Dubuque 20.100 8.050 40

Jackson 12.100 4.500 37
• • 'Hendricks 8.200 6.560 80 'Emmet 4300 770 18

Jasper 3.900 1370 35 Henry 14.500 8.750 60 • * 'Fayette 8.500 1300 15

Jefferson 12.000 3.900 33 Howard 18300 12.090 66 •Floyd 6.900 880 13

Jersey 4300

6300

2.540

2,720

53

40

•

950

•

14

'Huntington 10.400 U50 12 • • •Franklin 5300 2310 54

JoDawess
'Jackson

'Jasper

9.000

sjoo
4.990

3.440

55

65

'Fremont

'Greene

3.700

4.900

2.590

2390

70

59Kane 47,000 36,730 78

Kankakee 20,100 14.370 71 Jay 7.700 1510 25 810 11 •Grundy 4.400 2.070 47

'Kendall 3,900 2.420 62 'Jefferson 6.400 3.760 59 •Cuthrie 1"
1 2350 62 • *

Knox 18.200

S7.100

12.440

48.130

68

84

'Jennings 4.100 2.420 59 'Hamilton 6.400 4.420 69 ' *

Lake 'Johnson

Knox
8.700

14.100

6.950

9.120

80

65

'Hancock
' Hardin

4.5C0

7.500

1.540

5.110

34 * •

68 * *La Salle 32.000 8.190 26

Lawrence 6.700 1.230 18
• • Kosciusko 11.100 5.560 SO 1.610 15 'Harrison S300 3.690 64

Lee 10.100 4370 48 'LaCrange 4.S00 2.160 48 1.080 24 'Henry S.600 1.950 35

Livingston 11.400

BjBOO

2.400

1.930

21

22

•

1.930 22

Lake 116.800 111.910 96 • •

•

•Howard 3.903 550 14 » *

'Logan 'LaPorte 25.000 19.740 79 • •Humboldt 4.100 980 24 • *

McDonough 9.400 2.480 26 Lawrence 10.800 6.160 57 'Ida 3300 760 23

McHenry 17.400 11.160 64 Madison 35.300 28.560 81 4,920 14 llowi 4.900 1.570 32

McLean 24.SOO 5390 22 4.080 17 Marion 188.800 156.590 83 'Jackson 5.700 4330 76

Macon 34300

14.700

9.720

6.750

28

46

7.680
•

22 •Marshall 9.700 5.170 S3 3.640 37 'Ja«prr 10300 6.050 59

Macoupin 'Martin 3300 1.620 49 'Jefferson 5.103 1.730 34

Madison 60.900 45.000 71 7310 13 'Miami 9,400 2.730 29 Johnson 12.900 5.460 a
Marion 13300 5.870 M • • Monroe 14300 8.310 58 ' lioir- 5300 3.160 54

'Marshall 4.200 670 16 460 11 Montgomery 9.800 7.190 73 I • Keokuk 5.600 1.790 32

'Ma><>n 5300

3.100

1.1*0

680 22

1.140

680

22

22

'Morgan 7.900 6320 80 'h.'".Mjth 7.500 1.430 19

•M.-nard •Newton 3.600 2.340 65 Lee 13.600 2.160 16

Mercer 5.500 3.470 63 rNoble 8.200 3.980 49 1.570 19 1 inn 33300 19.670 56

1 MonTOe 4300 u • 62 500 12 'Ohio 1.300 770 59 '
1 .H||*,1 3.400 74

Montgomery 11.000 3.760 34
• • 'Orange 5.200 2.180 42 'Lucas 3.900 780 20

'Morgan 10.100

4.200

3.640

840

36

20 710 17

'Owen 3300 1.860 49 '1 son 4300 1380 32

trie 'Parke 4.900 1.910 39 • •
' Matron 4300 2.410 56 * »

'Ogle 11.000 1.160 38
• • •IVrrs S.2O0 2.180 4: 'Mahaska 8.100 2.2 V) 28

Peoria S6.700 25.030 44 20310 36 rPOn 4.600 58 'Marion 7.700 4.540 59

'Perry 7.000 2.S90 37% • • Porta 13.200 10330 82 Marshall 11300 6320 5*

'Piatl 4.400

7300

440

2.480

10

34

• • 6.200 1.670 990 16 • Mills 3.700 2.590 1
•Pike 'Pulaski 3.900 2.150 55 430 11 M.tchell ;.' 590 14



n Washington...

fW7
)
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These days, most sightseeing

in Washington is done at home

...on WTOP-TV. In one year,

the Lincoln Memorial is looked

over by 1,793,000 visitors.

the Washington Monument by

995.000, the Smithsonian by

3,365,000. In orn week, wtop-tv

is seen by l,652,2s<> Washington

n mi rii ir> is. i Day in and out,

in fact, wtop-tv is the most-

Watched station in town.
|

In Washington, the sight to see

-the place where a smart

advertiser should be— is...

WTOP-TV1

The Washington Pi

CBS Television Station . .

.

represented nationally by

CBS Television Spot Sales

-±>

Source* on Tt quest
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, three y-times weei

sell— to a single sponsor

or participating sponsors

t\

Make money with
The Melachrino Musicale . . .

THREE WAYS TO SELL IT!

1. As a BIG-NAME SHOW for a single sponsor'

The Mii a< hrino Mi isk \i i with its smooth strings and
restful, full bodied orchestrations really appeals to hard-
to-please sponsors. Tremendously popular, Melachrino

\

famous music makes The Mela< HRINO Mi sk Al i easy to

sell. And here's an important extra—THE MELACHRINO
Musicale brings to your audience performances they have
never heard before'

2. For PARTICIPATING Sponsorship*

Get premium rates for preferred announcement positions

when you sell The Melachrino Musicale to participat-

ing sponsors. Specially tailored scripts provide for as many
as 4 sponsors per quarter-hour segment.

3. For ADDITIONAL sponsor time sales

A Thesaurus first! Sample scripted commercials, covering
many local sponsor categories, provide the means to sell

additional sponsor time. They show how the distinctive

flavor and relaxed atmosphere of Melachrino's music
can be associated with sponsors' commercials. This helps

sell more time!

Any way you sell it, you get:

Voice tracks by George Melachrino, the host of your show.

He opens and closes the show, makes lead-in, pre-broad-

cast and on-the-air audience promotion breaks.

'IMPORTANT—Weekly scripts for single or participating

sponsorship, plus special audition disk that enables you
fo present it to a single sponsor or as a participating

sponsorship show.

SELL ANY OF THESE THESAURUS SHOWS
AND YOUR LIBRARY PAYS ITS OWN WAY!

"Hank Snow and his

Rainbow Ranch Boys"

"The Sammy Kaye Show"

Phil Spitalny's "Hour of

Charm"
"Date In Hollywood"

(Eddie Fisher and
Gloria De Haven)

"Music Hall Varieties" (Joe E.

Howard and Beatrice Kay)

"The Freddy Martin Show"

"Music by Roth"

"The Wayne King Serenade"

And many more-complete with sponsor-selling brochure,

audience-building promotion kit, sales-clinching audition disk.

Write, wire, phone today: Dept. S-3

reconcled
program

services rMKS/g)

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA RCA VICTOR DIVISION

630 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y.-JUdson 2-5011

445 N. Lake Shore Drive, Chicago 11, III. — WHitehall 4-3530

1016 N. Sycamore Ave., Hollywood 38, Cal.-HOIIywood 4-5171

522 Forsyth Bldg., Atlanta 3, Ga-LAmar 7703

1907 McKinney Ave., Dallas 1, Tex. -Riverside 1371



SetO

r
r' Munona 1.000 3.1S0 63 U il^.n 4.900 760 16 'Scott 4400 1.940 43

1 Monroe
'Montgonury

3.400

5300

10.600

710

3.710

7380

21

70

74

'Woodson

Wyandotte

TV •..unties

2,200

55.400

567,500

94.900

310

41.180

209.650

2.950

14

74

37%
3%

• • 'Shelby

'Simpson

'Spencer

'Taylor

5.100

3.500

1.400

4.100

2.090

1.260

1.040

1320

41

36

74

37

• •

•
1 Muscatine

S0470 9% •

'O'Brien 6.100 1.010 17 outer (aanlies

3.000 510 17
—

—

tTodd 3.700 1330 36 • •

'Page

'Palo Alto

'Plymoulh

7300

4.300

'.Him

5.130

810

2.180

70

18

32

total 662.406 .::<•' 32%. 50,570 8%
'Trigg

'Tnmble

'Union

barren

2300

1300

4.100

12.700

670

620

740

4.140

29

41

18

33

620

•

15%
'Pocahontas .4.000 1.100 24 • • KENTUCKY
Polk 77.000

21.900

5.800

3.200

56.140

13370

1.620

1.540

73 •

63

28

48

•

TV counties i

'Adair

'Allen

utal families

uoo
4.000

2.600

8.500

TV families

1*40 36%
1.440 36

1.170 45

2.760 32

UHFfsuHilies

• •

'Washington 3300 1.490 45

Pottawattamie

'Poweshiek

'Kinggold

'Ua>ne

(Webster

'Wolfe

'Woodford

TV counties

4.000

4.600

1.400

MO

710

830

150

1,460

3 49.S30

18

18

11

43

47%

690 15

Sty SJHO
32.700

1.270

27.030

23

83

'Anderson

'BarrenNoll
TJ7.30O 23.300 3%

IShclb)

'Sioux

4.600

7300

2310

! KM
61

Sift

'Bath

Bell

2300

11.400

310

1.110

11

10

other lountits 82300 4.160 s%

Story 13.100 8.420 64 total 8J0./O0 3W.//0 43% 23.S0O 3%
'Boone 4,000 2.560 64

'Tama 7.000 3.300 47 'Bourbon 5.200 2.210 43

'Taylor 4.000 1.920 48 Boyd 14.400 9.690 67 LOUISIANA
'Union 5.100

3.700

15.400

2.470

U60
2.100

48

34

14

'Boyle 5,700 1.990 35

TV counties total famdiet TV families VHFftu
\an Buren

Wapello
'Bracken 2.600 1.090 42 nilies

4,200 2.020 48
12.900 1.720 13% •

'Warren 5.500 3.090 56 * Bulla, 3,400 2420 74
Allen 5.400 650 12

' wa^iington

'U.Mne
WeliMer

'Winnebago

6.400

3.900

14.000

4.000

2.040

750

9.210

1.400

32

19

66

35

'Butler

*Caldwell
'4 jlluway

* Campbell

2.600

4.000

6.100

23300

650

720

1310

21.130

25

18

30%
89

600 15%
'Avension
1 Assumption

Avoyelles

6.100

4300

10.500

1480

1380

1.410

28

32

13

'Carroll 1.660 64 'Beauregard 5300 800 IS
'Winneshiek 6.300 950 IS 'Carter 5.300 2440 48 'Bienville 4.700 610 13

• •

Woodbury 31.600 21.180 62 'Ca&ey 4.100 1,520 37 Calcasieu .30.500 4.700 15
• •

'Worih 3.300 1.1*0 35
'Caldwell 2300 390 14

• •

'Wright 6.400 3.440 54 Christian 11.500 4.720 41 'Cameron 1.200 130 11
• •

'Clark 5.600 1.310 23
TV counties 826.700

m its

399.770 441% 3.990

48% 3.990

'Clinton

LT Crittenden

2.700

3.200

490

580

18

18 480 15%

'Catahoula

'Claiborne

3.000

6300

420

980

14

15

' •

total 399.770
1 Cumberland 2.200 400 18 1 Concordia

r Baton Rouge

4.000

54.709

580

17350

IS

32"c 14.580 27%
KANSAS Daviess

1 Edmonson
16.700

2.300

8.330

620

50

27

4.530 27 ' Ess) Carroll 4.200 1390 33
• •

TV counties to tal families Tl fa, lihes I HF fomi'iei 'Elliott 1.300 620 48 'Evangeline 9.000 1.080 12

'Allen 6300 860 14% • Estill 3,600 830 23 'Franklin 7300 1340 18

'Anderson 3.400 480 14
Fayette 29.800 6,370 21 'Grant

Iberia

'Iberville

3.700

11.100

7300

520

2.150

730

14

19

10
'Atchison 6300 3.480 51 'Fleming 3.500 940 27
'Barber 2300 560 20 Floyd 12.0C. 5.650 47
'Barton 10.100 2350 28 'Franklin 7.900 3.150 40 • * 'Jackson 3.900 510 13

• •

6.800 1.650 24
'Gallatin 1.200 770 64 Jefferson 39.200 30410 78

• •

'Brown 5.200 2.700 52 'Carrard 3.100 1.120 36
1Jeff Davis

Lafourche

'La Salle

7.400

10300

3300

820

5.130

530

11

48

14
'Butler 11.400 3.340 29 3.130 W '(.rant 3.000 1.920 64 • •

'Chase 1.400 250 18 'Grayson 4.700 1.290 27
'Chautauqua 2.400 380 16 'Green 3.300 1.220 37 'Lincoln 6300 840 13

• •

B.800 850 10 'Greenup 6.400 3.000 47 ^Livingston 5.600 1470 28
*

'Clay 4*00 440 11
'Hancock 1.500 380 25 • • ' Madi-on

'Natchitoches

4.700

9.700

180300

1.550

1.410

120.490

33

15

67
Coffey 3.200 450 11 'Hardin 11.400 5.420 48 . .

Comanche 1 Vll 260 20 'Harlan 16.800 3.500 21
Cowley 12.400 2.070 17

1 Mai i i-nii 4.100 1.720 42 Ouachita 23.700 6.680 28 4.770 20

15.300 1.490 10 'Hart 4.400 1.190 27
1 Plaquemines 3.700 2.410 65

'Dickinson 7.100 680 10 'Henderson 10.100 1.900 19 1.560 15 Rapides 27300

6.700

6.120

2J!90

22

34
. .

'Doniphan 3.200 1.660 32
'H. nr\ 3.400 1.390 41 • •

'St. Bernard 3.400 £210 65
• •

'Douglas 10.900 4.920 45 ' Hopkins 11.600 L360 12
• •

'Edwards 2.100 420 20
lefferson 152,900 12.1...10 81

• • •Si. Charles .1.600 1.620 IS

Elk

'KIKworlh

2.100

2.600

340

360

16

It

Jessamine

'Johnson

3.600

5.800

1.300

2.340

36

40

'Si. James

St. John

3.700

3.600

19300

1.690

1.620

2.990

46

45

15
•

'Franklin 6.700 2.640 39 Kenton 33.900 28.450 84 •St. Martin 6300 630 10
'Geary 7.100 680 If

«Knoll 4,100 410 10
'Creenwood 1.100 700 ll>

'Larue 2.700 1.220 45
"tSl. Mary 10.100 3.250 32

'Harper

'Harvey

3.300

7.000

3.700

590

2.100

1.920

18

30 1390

52

'Lawrence

27 'Lee

3.500

1300

1.680

200

48

11

•Si. Tammany
Tangipahoa

TTen^jv

8.000

15.400

3.500

11.400

5.220

9.680

670

7.120

65

63

19

62

• •

'Jackson
'Leslie .1.200 320 10

Jefferson 3.600 1.620 4S 1
1.richer 9.000 910 10

Johnson 28.100 25.600 91 2350 10
iLewi. 3.200 830 26

\ermilion 10.400 1.250 12

'Kingman
'Kiowa

3,300

1400

10.400

12.000

590

300

990

8,340

18

20

70

• 'Lincoln
'

1 r. ingblon

4.900

2.300

1.760

410

36

18 350 15

'Vernon

Washington

^Webster
"HY Baton Rouge

6.200

10300

10.100

3300

910

8360

1.460

330

15

82

14

10'La belle

Leavenworth

' Logan 6.400 2340 37 • •

1.400 410 29

'Lincoln 1.800 2S0 14 McCrackcn 28,600 4.9H) 17
*Weat Carroll

"Winn

4.000

4.600

1.320

640

33

14

3.600 1.760 49 • 'McLean 2.800 700 25 • •

"Lyon 8300

7.900

5.200

1.680

1 IKO

940

19

19

18

'Magoffin 2,700 1.110 11 TV counties

other <onnties

total

666.000

124.100

272.340

6.430

41%
s%

35%

43.480

1.780

7%
tMcPhenon 1 Marion

'Marshall

4.200

4.200

1.860

1.220

44

29

1%

'Marion wo.irxi 2:«.r:o "OAfl e%
'Marshall 6.000 8 Ml 11 'Martin 2.500

5.400

1.030

2.190

11

41
6.300 3.080 49

• 'Mason

Montgomery

Morris
'Nemaha
'Neo-ho

16.900

2.600

4.400

6300

2.900

260

660

1.700

17

10

15

2S

IMeadt
I Menifee

'Mercer

'Mncalfe

2300
1.000

4.500

2.700

1340
110

1.620

860

36

32

MAINE

Tt counties total fttixiUe*
"

mites 1 HFfa mUies

3.600 1.150 32
Androscoggin 24.400 3.270 13"e

• a

Once 4.100

2.400

1.600

340

39

14

'Montgomery 3.800 870 23
Cumberland
Hancock

50300

10.000

15.490

1350

31

19

11420 23%
'Ottawa

1 Morgan
'Muhlenberg

N.lson

3.200 330 10
'Pawnee 3.000 600 20

8.500 2.110 25 • • Kennebec ajoa 6.170 26

'Pottawatomie

'Pratt

3300

4.100

570

840

15

20
5.000 3.690 71

• • 'Knox 8.900 2450 29

Nicholai 2.200 920 42
'Lincoln UOO 1.160 21

• •

Reno 18.600

S300

7.110

1.180

38

28

'Ohio 5.600 1360 24
Penobscot

* Piscataquis

28300
5.400

14.950

1.240

52

23T-•Kit
'Oldham 1.110 41

• •

'Riley 10.100 1.OI0 10
'Owen 3.000 1.920 64 'Sagadahoc 6.400 1360 21

Saline 11.600

9420U

1.630

37.270

It

40 35310
,-,- 'Pendleton
* 'Perry

3.000

10.100

18.900

1.260

1.040

8.280

42

10

44

'Somerset 11.400 2.600 23

Sedgwick
'Waldo

Vol*

TV counties

other counties

6.400

27.500

1360

14.080

29

51

32%
3%

14.S20

Shawnee 39.000

2300

8.600

2.200

19.790

560

1.580

120

51

20

18

19

Pike •

'Stafford

Sumner
Wahaun-e

Powell
'Rol-erlM.n

Rowan
IRmacll

1.400

800

3.100

3.600

no
340

810

650

23

42

26

H

208.700

51300

66.580

1390

7%

'Washington 4.200 460 II
lotml 260.000 67.or<> 26% ;4320 6%



KWTV
OKLAHOMA CITY

SHARE OF AUDIENCE

3rd, 4th, 5FOR OUR tfRD 3TH WEEKS ON THE AIR!

7:00 A.M.-

12:00 NOON
12:00 NOON-

6:00 P.M.

6:00 P.M.-

12:00

MIDNIGHT

MONDAY
THROUGH
FRIDAY

ON THE AIR

22*
10:15 A.M.

56 41

SATURDAY
NOT
ON
AIR 58 34*

SUNDAY
NOT
ON
AIR

ON THE AIR

19*
2:00 P.M.

39*
'KWTV not on oir for complete period ond share of audience is unadjusted for this situation.

CHECK KWTV RATINGS
OKLAHOMA CITY TELEPULSE, JANUARY 1954

WE'RE PROUD OF THEM!

KWTV-9
AFFILIATED MANAGEMENT KOMA-CBS

OKLAHOMA CITY
EDGAR T. BELL, General Manager

FRED L. VANCE, Safes Manager

REPRESENTED BY AVERY-KNODEl, INC.

22 MARCH 1954 59



MAHYLAND

TV counties total families 71 families I HF families

'Allegany

Anne Arundel

Baltimore

'Calvert
'( .in.lllir

27200

35.100

378300

3.300

5.800

9370 36%
28.9S0 82

329.670 87

2.080 63

4.060 70

'Carroll

Cecil

'Charles

Don hestei

Krrdrrick

12300

9.700

6.100

8.500

18.700

K. HO 69

7,180 74

3340 63

5.430 64

11.BIO (.1

'Garrett

Hal l.inl

'Howard
'Kent

MontgonM t\

5.500

16.400

6300

4.300

56.700

i ,no i6

14.380 88

4.690 69

.1.010 70

52.060 92

Prince George

(Queen Anne*

•Si \lary»

'Somerset

Talbot

66.700

4.500

8400

6.200

6.400

64.950 97

3,150 70

5.230 63

1400 21

4,460 70

W.i-lunglon

Wicomico
IWon >-ier

1 1 oumie,

21,500

13.000

7300

732,600

732.600

15.680 64

4,740 36

1.670 21

588,650 80% 640 LT

640 LT588.6 iff 807.

MASSACHUSETTS

TV counties total families TV families I It F families

'Barnstable

Berkshire

Bristol

'Dukes

Eaaex

16.400

41.000

119.600

1300

164,600

9380 60%
31.920 78

95,560 80

1,080 60

139,420 85

Franklin 17.000

Hampden 114.000

1 1
jiiij. Iurr- 24.300

Middlesex 313.600

'Nantucket 1,100

Norfolk 120.700

Plymouth 61.600

Suffolk 263.700

Worcester 164.900

TV roMnliri 1,424.300

total

6,760 40

71,120 63

11,430 47

244.890 78

660 60

95,860 79%
49,590 81

219.610 83

131.630 80

3.260 19%
25.180 22

7,020 29

1,109.610 78% 40,330 3%

I.424J30O 1,109010 78% 40J30

MICHIGAN

TV counties total families TV families IHF families

'Allegan

'Antrim

'Barry

Bay

'Benzie

15.300

3.500

8.700

27,400

2.600

9,380 61%
540 15

5410 61

13.860 51

290 11

Berrien

T.i jim !i

Calhoun

'Cass

'Clare

39,800

9,600

39.500

9,900

3,300

31.750 80

6.340 66

29.580 75

7320 79

1.520 46

4,960 12

'Clinton

'Crawford

'Dickinson

Falon

Genesee

9.400

1.300

7.700

13.200

86300

6.020 64

ISO 14

1.650 21

7.050 S3

48.980 56

'Gladwin

tirand Traverse
1C ratio!

Hillsdale

'Huron

2,600

8.300

10.100

M300
9.600

1.200 46

940 11

6430 65

5.610 48

2.350 24

Ingham
Ionia

'Isabella

Jackson

Kalamazoo

56.300

11400

8.200

34.000

41.900

42.200 75

5410 47

3.460 42

24.900 73

31.080 74

13300 25

'Kalkaska

Kent

'Lake

|j|>eer

'Leelanau

1.300

95.100

1.800

9.600

2.600

180 14

60360 64

200 11

54S0 56

290 II

Lenawee

Livingston

Macomb
'Manistee

•Mason

21.000

8.800

64.100

6400

6.600

1.1.280 63

6.790 77

58440 91

630 10

1.100 17

Mr, list!

' Menominee

'Midland

'Missaukee

Monroe

5300

7.600

11.200

2.100

24.000

2.1 lu 42

1.670 22

5.220 47

300 14

19.490 81

'Montcalm

Muskegon
'Newaygo

10 00

40.200

6.900

5.420 53

24480 61

J.S90 52

Oakland

'Oceana

135.200

5.100

125.060 93%
820 16

'Osceola

'Otsego

Ottawa

'Roscommon
Saginaw

St. Clair

'M Joseph

'Sanilac

Shit*

Tuscola

4.100

1.700

23.900

2.400

473OO

1.720 42

240 14

14390 62

340 14

27,750 58 15320 33%

29300

11.900

9.500

11300

11400

25.060 84

7.950 67

2480 25

10.020 68

3470 30 1.200 II

IVan Buret! 13.400 10470 79 • •

Washtenaw 40400 26.110 65 • •

Wavne 759,500 653,690 86

'Wexford 5300 6-w 11

TV counties 1,913,900 1,414,190 74% 58,940 3%
other counties 109.600 3.740 3% 180 LT

2/123400 1.417.930 70% 59.(20 3%

MINNESOTA

71 unities total families TV families I IIF families

'Aitkin

Anoka
'Becker
IBenton
1 Him Stone

Bl

'Brown

'Carllon

'Carver

'Cass

Karlh

Chisago
'Clay

'Cottonwood

'Crow Wing
Dakota

' Dodge
' Douglas

'Faribault

'Fillmore

'Freeborn

'Goodhue
'Grant

Hennepin

'Houston

'Hubbard

'Isanti

'Jackson

'Kanabec

'Kandiyohi

'Le Sueur
'Lincoln

'Lyon

'McLeod
'Mahnomen
'Martin

'Meeker

'M die Lacs

'Morrison

' Mower
'Murray

'Nicollet

'Nobles

'Norman
'Olmsted

Otter Tail

•Pine
' Pipestone

'Pope

Ramsey
'Redwood

'Renville

'Rice

'Rock

St. Louis

'Scott

'Sherburne

'Sibley

'Stearns

'Steele

'Stevens

'Swift

•Todd

'Traverse

'Wabasha

'Wadena

'Waseca

'Washington

'Watonwan
IWilkin

Winona

'Wright

TV counties

other counties

. tat

4.100

11.000

6300

1. 100

2.600

1.150 287c

8.650 79

720 11

1.150 28

3+0 13

11.400

7.600

6300

5.200

5400

6.080 53

2.170 29

1.190 18

2.290 44

690 13

3.900

9.100

4.700

9.600

11.500

2.540 65

4.070 45

1.500 32

1.260 13

11.300 78

3.600

6.400

7,000

7,300

10,400

1.080 30

900 14

1.190 17

1460 19

3.390 33

9.800

2300

220,500

4.200

3,300

5.670 58

360 13

182.700 83

760 18

360 11

3.200

4.700

2,800

8.100

5300
3.000

6.600

6.600

1.400

7.600

2.080 65

1.500 32

790 28

2410 31

3.000 52
570 )97„

1.200 18

2.900 44

150 11

1.370 18

5.400

4.400

6.800

12.600

4.000

1.670 31

1.290 29

680 10

3.740 30

760 19

5400

6.500

3.600

1 1,200

13.900

1.480 28

2.090 32

1.620 45

7.330 52

1.830 13

5.100

3.900

3.600

113,700

6.100

870 17

740 19

500 14

88.230 78

1 .860 29

6.800

9,200

3.400

66400

4.500

1.930 28

5.340 58

650 19

16.110 24

2.310 52

12360 19%

2.800

4.100

17.100

6.500

3.000

1,120 10

2.290 52

6.910 40

3.770 58

430 14

4.600

6.900

2.300

4.900

3400

640 14

760 11

300 13

2,550 52

350 10

4400

10.700

4.100

2300

11.900

1.490 33

6,960 85

700 17

360 13

1.500 13

8.000

829.400

70.600

3.580 45

433.710 52% 13.400 2%
3410 5% 120 LT

I ¥9% 13*20 77r

Mississippi

TV counties total families TV families UHFtamXitt

'Adams
'Alcorn

'Amite

'Attala

I Benton
Bolivar

'Calhoun

'Carroll

'Chickasaw

Choctaw

Claiborne

'Clay

Coahoma
'Copiah

'Covington

'DcSolo

'Forrest

'Franklin

I .. 1,1 M.

'Crrnjda

'Hancock

Harrison

Hinds
' II'. lines

' Humphreys

'Usaquena

'Itawamba

Mai ksun

'Jefferson

'Jeff Davis

'Jones

'Lafayette
1 Lamar
Lauderdale

'Lawrence

'Leake

Lee

Leflore

'Lincoln
1 Madison

'Marion

•Marshall

'Monroe
'Montgomery

'Panola

'Pearl Riv.

'Pike

'Pontotoc

'Prentiss

'Quitman

'Rankin

'Scott

'Sharkey

'Simpson

'Smith

'Stone

'Tallahatchie

'Tate

'Tippah

'Tishomingo

'Tunica'

'Union

'Walthall

Warren
Washington

>Webstei

'Wilkinson

'Yalobusha

'Yazoo

TV counties

other counties

MISSOURI

9.700

7300

4.600

6.600

2.100

16.400

4.600

3.400

4,700

2300

980 10%
1.780 23

780 17

730 11

670 32

2360 177°

640 14

410 12

560 12

340 12

3.000

4.400

14400

7.900

3300

780 26 600 20%
530 12

1440 11

2.020 26 1/530 20

610 16

6.000

14.100

2.900

2.700

5.000

1,980 33

4.210 30

290 10

840 31

650 13

3400

30.100

43.100

8.100

S.400

2.050 62

9380 33

17.410 4C

880 11

1.260 23

17.410 40

1,100

4.400

10.000

2.900

3300

250 23

700 16

3.100 31

290 10

530 14

16300

5400

3.600

19.700

3.100

2.610 16

850 IS

1.080 30

2300 14

430 14

5200

11.000

13.700

7.700

8.100

570 11

3440 30

2.980 22

1410 17

1.050 13 1.050 13

6.400

5300

10.000

3300

7.800

970 IS

1360 32

1.210 12

420 11

4.030 52

5300

9.600

5.200

5.200

6.500

3490 62

1310 17

780 15

790 15

1.170 18

6.200

5400

3.100

5.500

3.900

830 13

610 11

710 23

720 13

430 11

S30 17

720 13

1.400

7.600

4.500

4.400

4200

5.600

5.700

3.600

12.500

21.100

420 30

1.430 19

2.300 51

1.010 23

670 16

2360 51%
1.310 23

500 14

3.160 25

2.980 14

2,110 17%

2.900

3.400

3.900

8.900

513.600

73.800

350 12

340 10

550 14

1200 13 1200 13

115.380 227c 31.980

3.990 5%
6%

J/9470 20^ 31 fiSO 5%

71 .oontiel total families TV familie VHF families

'Andrew
'Atchison

'Audrain

'Barry

'Barton

4.000

3.500

8.400

6.700

4.400

2230 S6%
1.050 30

1.880 22

1270 19

720 16

'Bates

'Benton

'Bollinger

Boone

Buchanan

6200

2.700

3.100

H200
31.600

3.290 S3

570 21

840 27

1.950 14

19.620 62

'Caldwell

'Callaway

'Camden
Cape Girardeau

'Carroll

3.600

6,500

2.500

12.000

S.100

2.010 56

1.500 23

530 21

1250 10

2.500 49

'Carter

'Cass

'Cedar

'Chariton

'Christian

1.300

6.700

3300

4.900

3.900

200 15

3.550 53

650 17

1.180 24

900 23



JUNIOR
HIM The magic of flight

BRINGS A NEW
WORLD OF
EXCITEMENT

TO TV5

/

\ 4

DR. GERALD WE\DT f

narrator ofJCMOR SCIE \ t B,
'ton for

( \/ SCO. He u-as formerly

Editor of TIME and
S< //, \( I ILIUSTR •

head of the N Y World's Fait
science exhibits and Dean of
Penn State's Chemistry and
Physics i U as a
noted military and industrial

consultant.

You've got to see and hear JUNIOR SCIENCE to truly

appreciate its scope and wonder! Ready for immediate

airing . . . with 39 fifteen-minute, custom made films!

JUNIOR SCIENCE is a public relations "natural" that is

bound to get enthusiastic parent, school and community

approval! And it has a potent merchandising potential

via self-liquidating premiums!

SYNDICATION 1 CORPORATION

655 Madison Avenue, N. Y. 21, N. Y.

For audition, sales

plan, and price-
write, wire or phone:

HERB JAFFE
655 Madison Ave.

New York 21. NY.
TEmpleton 8-2000

FRANK DRISCOLL
2211 Woodward Ave.

Detroit 1, Michigan

WOodward 1-2560

JACK McGUIRE
155 E. Ohio St.

Chicago 11, Illinois

Whitehall 3-2600

MAURIE GRESHAM
9100 Sunset Blvd.

Us Angeles 46, Calit.

CRestview 1-6101

GORDON WIGGIN
216 Tremont Street

Boston 16, Mass.

HAncock 6-0897

ALEX METCALFE
MPTV (Canada) Ltd.

277 Victoria Street

Toronto, Canada

EMpire 8-8621

ED HEWITT
625 Market Street

San Francisco 5. Calif

DOuglas 2-1387

BRUCE COLLIER
3 Routh Street

Dallas 4 Texas

PRospect 4158

JEFF DAVIS
Mortgage Guaranty Bldg

Carnegie Way & Ellis St.

Atlanta, Ga
Alo.ne-0912

These MPTV shows are
available now:
. DUFFY'S TAVERN
• DREW PEARSON'S
WASHINGTON
MERRY-GO-ROUND

. FLASH GORDON

. JANET I"
REGISTERED NURSE

• JUNIOR SCIENCE
• more to come



WHO SUBSCRIBES TO SPONSOR AT THI

JLT HAS been proven that a handful of advertising agencies place

about 90$ of the national spot radio and tv billing.

But within this handful of agencies (generally numbered at

20) are hundreds of important timebuyers, account men, and other

key executives who make the individual decisions vital to you.

Several years back SPONSOR checked and discovered that it

averaged 10/4 paid subscribers at these leader agencies.

In 1954 we have just completed a similar analysis of SPONSOR
subscribers at top advertising agencies—but with a difference. The

difference: included are (1) the top 33 ad agencies in radio and tv

billing, (2) the names of individual subscribers at each agency.

Today SPONSOR averages 17 paid subscribers among the top

20 agencies; 13% among the top ^. Even more important, you'll

find virtually every decision-maker (for your station) included*

The ?t?t advertising agencies are: Aver, Bates, BBDO, Benton

& Bowles, Biow, Burnett, Campbell-Ewald, Cecil & Presbrey, Comp-

ton, Cunningham & Walsh, D-F-S, D'Arcy, DCS&S, Erwin Wasey,

Esty, Foote, Cone 8c Belding, Fuller & Smith & Ross, K&E, Kudner,

f-Play this fascinating game. Jot down 10 names

of the most important (to you) ad agency

decision makers. Then check the SPONSOR list. If you

find more than 1 names missing SPONSOR will pay you $10.



B TOP-BILLING ADVERTISING AGENCIES?

Lennen & Newell, Maxon, McCann-Erickson, MacManus, John &
Adams, NL&B, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Sherman & Marquette, SSCB,

JWT, Wade, Warwick & Legler, Ward Wheelock, Weintraub, Y&R.

SPONSOR — the use magazine— stands alone in the field it

serves. It is the one and only magazine 100$ devoted to radio and

tv while pin-pointed at key agency and advertiser readers. 7 out

of every 10 copies of SPONSOR go to the men who foot the bills.

Every magazine has a story to tell. But only one magazine can

top your trade-paper list. Consider these facts. SPONSOR is (1 )

exclusively devoted to air-advertising, (2) exclusively edited for

key agency and advertiser readers, (3) the accepted magazine that

agencies and advertisers use, (4) the magazine of minimum waste

circulation, (5) read not only by timebuyers, but also by account

executives, agency principals, ad managers, and company heads,

(6) number one in paid circulation among radio and tv buyers.

If the foregoing interests you with respect to your 1954 trade-

paper planning, please write and ask for a full look at SPONSOR'S

subscribers at the 33 leading advertising agencies.

SPONSOR the magazine that radio and tv advertisers use



.etM
irk

Clay

'Clinton

'Col*

'Crawford

•I>«.ir

• Dallas

•Daviess

•IlrK.ll.

•Dent

'Douglas

Dunklin

Franklin

'Gasconade

•Gentry

Greene

'Crundy

'Harrison

'Henry

'Hickory

•II.. I,

'Iron

Jackton

Jasper

Jefferson

'Johnson

'Knox

'I || loir

'Lafayclir

'Lawrence

'Lewis

'Lincoln

'Linn

'Livingston

'McDonald

'Macon
'Madison

'Maries

'Marion

'Mercer

'Miller

'Monroe
'Montgomery
'Morgan
'New Madrid

'Newton

'Nodaway
'Oregon

'Osage

»Oxark

Pemiscot

'Perry

Pettis

'Phelps

'Pike

'Platte

'Polk

'Pulaski

'Ralls

'Randolph

'Ray
'Reynolds

'Ripley

St. Charles

'St. Clair

3.000

18.400

4.000

10,100

3.600

750 25

14.790 80

2.230 S6

2.080 21

1.210 34

3.000

3300

3.700

3.000

3.400

510 17

320 10

2.060 56

1.680 56

1.160 34

3.600

13.000

11.7O0

4.100

3.600

860 24

3350 30

4340 37

1.150 28

1.080 30

37.000

4.500

4.600

6.900

1,700

13.480 36

1390 42

1.370 30

3.660 53%
360 21

3.100

2.600

193.600

28300

12.500

930 30

880 34

132.120 68

4.430 16

8.200 66

6,900

2.700

6.100

8.200

8.000

3.800 55

680 25

1330 22

4.460 S4

1.550 19

3.600

4,700

6.600

5.500

4.300

890 25

2.020 43

1.150 17

2310 42

650 15

6,400

3.200

2,100

10300

2300

1.090 17

860 27

590 28

3.420 33

750 30

4300

3.900

4300

3.200

10300

900 21

820 21

1.720 43

630 20

2.130 21

9.100

7300

3300

3.100

2.400

1.310 14

2300 29

530 IS

870 28

580 24

12.600

4300

11.100

8.200

6.000

5.520 44

1.1S0 27

4.240 38

2^60 28

2.540 42

4,900

5.200

3,400

2.700

8300

2.700 55

500 10

710 21

920 34

1.730 21

5,500

1.500

3.500

9.400

3300

2,740 SO

230 IS

550 16

5,740 61

880 25

'Shannon

'Shelby

'Stoddard
'Stone

Taney

2.200

3.700

9.700

2.900

3.100

330 15

1.260 34

1.940 20

700 24%
740 24

1380 10%

21.070 11%

40.050 10

•St. Francois 10.700 6,680 62

St. Louis 419.400 327.410 78

•Sle. Genevieve 3.200 1,980 62

'Saline 8300 2.100 25

Scotland 2300 630 25

'Vemon
'Warren

'Washington

'Webster

'Worth

7.000

2.600

4.100

4,600

1.400

1,710 24

1.120 43

1340 33

450 10

420 30

'Wright

TV eounliet

other counties

total

5.000

1.231.800

71300

IJO6J00

MONTANA

TV counties total families

1.050 21

672.690 54% 64,990 S%
4.470 7%

677.160 S2% 64fi90 5%

TV families I HF famihe

s

Silver Bow 18300

TV counties 18.300

other counties 179.400

6.080 33%

6.080 33%
3.020 2%

total 197,700

NEBRASKA

TV counties total families

9,100 5%

TV families I HF families

'Adams
'Antelope

9.400

3.700

1.600 17%
810 22

'Boone

'Buffalo

'Burt

3300

8300

3.600

420 13

1.060 12

2.770 77

'Butler

'Cut
'Cedar

•Colfax

'Cuming

'Dakota

'Dawson

'Dixon

'Dodge

Douglaa

'Fillmore

'Gage
'Greeley

'Hall

'Hamilton

'Howard
'Jcfler-on

'Johnson

'Knox
Lancaster

3300

5.400

3.900

3,400

3,900

1360 36

4300 74

860 22

1300 47

1340 47

3.200

6300

2.900

9300

92300

1.250 39

860 13

1.130 39

7.260 76

78.200 85

3.200

8.900

1.400

10.900

3.000

640 20

3.960 44

200 14

1.940 18

1.080 36

2300

4.400

2.400

4.500

40.800

320 14

880 20

1.080 45

1.040 23

25.140 62

'Madison

'Merrick

'Nance •

'Nemaha
'Otoe

7,700

3.000

1300

3.400

S.S00

3.050 40

410 14

250 14

1.220 367,,

4.090 74

'Pawnee
'Pierce

'Platte

'Polk

'Richardson

2.200

3.000

6.100

2.500

5.600

790 36

660 22

2380 39

900 36

1.990 36

'Saline

'Sarpy

'Saunders

'Seward

'Stanton

4.900

4.900

5.600

4.200

1.900

1.030 21

3320 78

4,420 79

1300 36

890 47

'Thurston

'Washington

'Wayne
•York

TV eounliet

other counties

total

2.500

3.700

3.000

4.700

980 39

2350 77

1,170 39

1,630 35

321.600

105.700

427300

17S.330 55 %
2,080 2%

TV counties total families

177,410 42%

TV families IHF families

Clark 22300

Washoe 19.700

TV counties 42,500

other counties 18.100

6.110 27%
5.460 28

11,570 27%
360 2%

NEW HAMPSHIRE

TV counties total families

11$30 20%

TV families VHF families

'Belknap

'Carroll

'Cheshire

Hillsboro

Merrimack

8.400

5.000

11.600

48300

18300

3.210 387o

1.900 38

5,720 49

31.960 65

10.900 60

Rockingham 22.500

Strafford 15300

'Sullivan 8.100

TV eounliet 138,000
other counties 24.600

17370 78

7.760 51

4.050 50

83,070 60%
1.620 7%

NEW JERSEY

TV counties total families

B4.690 52%

TV families I HF families

Atlantic 44300 31.930 72% 5,190 12%
Bergen 190.900 172350 91

Burlington 39300 34340 88
Camden 96.500 80.790 84%
Cape May 13.600 11370 84 1.750 13%

Cumberland
Essex

Gloucester

Hudson
Hunterdon

29300

285.600

30.700

202.700

14.200

25310 86

242340 85

27.000 88

192.250 95

12360 87

Mrrrer

Middlesex

Monmouth
Morris

Ocean

68.000

84.000

77.200

52.200

21.900

60.540 89

71.160 85

72.360 94

42360 81

17,540 80

Passaic

Salem

Somerset

Sussex

Union

111.700

16.200

31300
11 .Ml

129.200

97300 88

14.950 92

26330 85

8.200 73

119.420 92

TV eounliet 1.568.100

total

1,374,790 88%

IMt.100 1J74.790 88%

7350

7350

1%

/%

NEW MEXICO

TV counties total families TV families VHF families

Bernalillo

'Chavea

'Curry

'DeBaca
'Dona Ana

50300

13.900

8.000

1.000

10300

22.930 45%
4.270 31

1.010 13

310 31

2.290 21

Eddy
'Guadalupe

'Lincoln

'Los Alamos
'Luna

14.400

1.400

1,700

3300

2300

3.480 24

430 31

270 16

680 19

590 21

'Otero

'Quay
Sandotal

'Santa Fe

'Torrance

4.400

4300

2.500

10.700

1.700

680 IS

560 13

540 22

2.100 20

320 19

Valencia

TV eounliet

other counties

NEW YORK

5.400 2.090 39

137,400

64.600

202JOOO

42.550 31%
1.220 2%

TV counties total families

43,770 22%

TV families I HF families

Albany

Allegany

Bronx

Broome.

Cattaraugus

79.600

13300

458.400

58300

24.200

59350 75%
7330 58

360.970 79

42360 74%
16350 70

Cayuga 21.600 17.690 82

Chautauqua 46300 29.000 63

Chemung 28300 12.080 42 6340 21%
Chi-nango 12300 7350 60

Clinton 13.900 4.690 34

Columbia

Cortland

Delaware

Dutchess

Erie

14.000

11.700

13.900

38.400

281300

10300 77

7350 63

5.460 39

23.960 62

243390 87 39370 14

Essex

Franklin

Fulton

Genesee

'Greene

10.400

12300

17300

14.600

9.200

2310 27

1.910 15

10.770 62

10380 71

5.490 60

Hamilton

Herkimer

Jefferson

Kings

Lewis

1300

19.500

26.900

851.900

6.600

770 59

14.110 72

10,930 41

735350 86

3.730 57

Livingston

Madison

Monroe
Montgomery
Nassau

11300

14.400

160.400

19.200

261.200

6.S30 58

8380 62

131.030 82

11.660 61

233.160 89

New York

Niagara

Oneida

Onondaga
'Ontario

672.700

60300

68.900

109.700

18.100

401.750 60

50810 84

64.920 94

98.280 90

12370 69

9320 16

Orange
Orleans

Oswego
Otsego

Putnam

47.100

9.600

23300

16.600

6.700

41.100 87

7.940 83

17.450 73

10320 65

4.010 60

Queens
Rensselaer

Richmond
Rockland

St. Lawrence

521.900

41.900

56.400

24300

27.700

460.000 88

34.290 82

50.620 90

21.420 87

4.200 15

Saratoga

Schenectady

'Schoharie

Schuyler
•Seneca

24.000

48.600

7.200

4.600

8.100

16.710 70

36.640 75

4320 60

3,450 75

6.120 76

Steuben

Suffolk

Sullivan

Tioga

Tompkins

28300

92 000

13300

9300

17.900

11.790 42

75.230 82

8350 67

6.120 62

12.420 69

4.270 IS

1.180 12

Ulster

Warren
Washington

Wavne
Westchester

30300

12.700

14300

18.400

195.600

15.920 53

9.960 78

9350 67

14.440 78%
1S3.610 79

Wyoming
'Yates

9.700

5.800

S3 10 60

4.060 70

17.600 12.390 70

I7«na*i 4.800.100 3.712.620 77% 69.950

total 4JBOO.IO0 3.7I2J620 77% 69.050

1%

/%
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Y NORTH CiXROLINA

total families 7i families LHFfamUtei

Cass

Griggs

'McHenry
'Ransom
'Renville

'Richland

•Sargent

'Steele

'Traill

'Ward

TV eomntiei

other (ountiei

total

OHIO

7 1 rMMiiVa

'Adams
Allen

Ashland

Ashtabula

'Athens

'Auglaize

Belmont

'Brown
Butler

'Carroll

Champaign
Clark

Clermont

Clinton

Columbiana

17.400

1.200

3.200

2300

1.500

5300

1.700

1.100

3.000

10.200

56.300

104.900

16IJ0O

total families

6.400

28.500

10.700

25300

12.300

9300

26.000

7.000

46.000

5.700

8.500

3S.900

13.200

8.400

31.000

5.500

300

420

230

200

SSO

170

280

750

1.240

11.420

1.900

13J20

71 /a

3340

11.750

7.270

19.990

5.670

6310

12340

4.200

40.390

3.710

5.970

28.570

9.710

4.760

19.710

32

25

13%
10

13

10

10

25

25

12

'Union 6.400 4.420 69

J i ttwttm
'Van Wert

'Vinton

Warren

Washington

'Wayne

8.900

2300

12.100

13.700

17300

2.660

1.930

8.120

3.730

9,430

30

69

Aljniancc

'Alexander

'Albghanj

20.000

3.600

2.I00

6.300

5.200

12.090

1.690

970

3.280

2390

80*
47

46

52

46

67

27 • •

54 • •

tnaoft

A.hr
'Williams

W„od
'Wyandot

TV eon i% lies

total

OKLAHOMA

TV counties

'Adair

'Alfalfa

'Atoka

'Beckham
'Blaine

8.600

17.900

6.200

6.270

15.710

4340

73

88

V.ery S.200

9300

6.I00

34300

II.400

860

3300

2.260

11330

7.980

27

41

37

33

70

4.040 12%

70

'II. aiilort

B.itie

Hun. . .ml.

r

Burke

20%
2%

«%

mites LHF families

60g
41 6.460 237o

68

79 4330 19

46

64 • *

49

60

88

65 * *

70

80 * •

74

57

64 ' *

2.517.800 I.9S7.490

1 .95 7.490

TVfai

640

910

460

890

2.160

78% SS.380 3%

23' 7300

I

total families

4.000

3300

3300

7,200

4.400

78% 85380 3%

Cabarrus

'Caldwell

Camden
-(...-». II

Cattawl j

17.400

11.100

1.400

4.500

17.400

11.210

MM
760

2.070

10.030

64

48

54

46

58

• •

suites i'HF fomilUt

16%
28

*< hjtli.iin

"l h. i ukce

Chowan

6300

4.400

3.000

1.300

16.400

2.900

470

810

130

9.570

46

11

27

10

58

• • 13

12

49

Clay
*t llevtlond

'Bryan

Caddo
'Canadian

•Carter

Cherokee

•Choctaw

Cleveland

•Coal

Comanche
•Cotton

'Craig

Creek

'Custer

'Delaware

'Dewey

8.000

10.200

7.700

12300

4,900

5.200

11.400

1.700

17300

2.900

18011

12.700

6.500

4.100

2300

1.070

4300

3.700

2.080

780

620

6330

220

10350

870

2.730

6.640

1340

1310

700

13

44

Craven

Cumberland
Tin r illicit

Dare
Ii.jw.l-on

13.100

23.900

1.800

I..W0

17.400

3.550

2.970

970

350

9.490

27

12

54

27

55 • •

48

17

16

12

57 1380 12%

Davie
|)iii li.nn

Edgecombe
Forsyth

Franklin

4.000

28.400

12.000

43.500

7300

2.200

14380

2,040

23.570

1.530

55

52

17

54

21

• •

• •

13

58

30

57

52

Caslon 30,900

2300

1.700

7.000

55,000

21.420

1,240

170

2310

24.410

69

54

10

40

44

• •

• •

28

Catcs
''Graham

Coshocton

Crawford

Cuyahoga
'Darke

'Defiance

'Delaware

Erie

Fairfield

'Fayette

Ftanklin

10.000

12.600

439.000

13.200

8.200

8.900

17.200

16.400

7300

162,600

2.280

7.040

399.190

10.630

5.190

6.070

12.540

11.410

4390

138,640

23 • *

56

91

81

63 * •

68

73

70

60

85

32

28

Granville

CuilforJ
'Ellis

'Garfield

'Garvin

Grady
•Grant

'Greer

'Harmon
'Harper

'Hughes
'Jackson

•Jefferson

'Johnston

Kay
'Kingfisher

'Kiowa

'Lincoln

'Logan

Love
'McClain

'McCurtain

'Mcintosh

'Major
'Marshall

•Mayes
'Murray

2300

17.600

8300

10.600

3.100

3.400

2300

1.800

5.600

6300

3.100

2.800

16.400

4.000

S.700

6300

6300

1,700

4.100

8.100

4300

3.200

2300

5.600

3300

320

8.710

3.650

4.920

870

370

250

250

1.180

690

930

360

6,410

1.960

1.980

2340

2.430

290

1,720

930

900

900

300

3.180

1350

14

49

Halifax

Harnett

Hawwood
1 Henderson

Hertford

13.200

11.700

10.000

9.200

4.900

1.630

1300

1.680

2.070

2.650

12

11

17

23

54

• •

• •

41

46

28

11

11

'Hoke 3.400

1,300

15,300

4.500

6.100

7.000

6.700

4.000

4.600

6.200

58.500

3,600

4.400

8,600

14300

780

350

6.530

990

1.770

4.060

4,220

400

780

2,540

35.080

970

2,290

2.540

2.190

23

27

43

22%
29

58

63

10

17

41

60

27

52

30

IS

• •

• •

14

'Hyde
Iredell

'Jackson

'Lee

'Lincoln

'Fulton

Callia

'Geauga

Creene

'Guernsey

8.000

6.700

8.100

19.500

11,600

5.760

3,190

6,640

12,470

4.080

72

48

82 ' *

64

35 • *

21

11

30

13

39

49

35

36

36

17

42

11

21

28

'McDowell

'Macon
'Madison

Martin

Mecklenberg

Hamilton

'Hancock
'Hardin

'Harrison

'Henry

243.200

15.000

9.000

5.700

6.900

209.060

10.400

5,760

2.000

4.280

86

69

64

35 • •

62 • *

'Mitchell

'Montgomery

Moore
Nash

'Highland
• Hocking

'Holmes
Huron
•Jackson

9.400

5,600

5.200

12,500

8300

5.670

3360

2.810

7360

4360

60

69

547o ' *

63

59'Northampton 6.200

8.600

6300

2,500

5.500

14.900

3.200

14.100

10300

20.200

2300

3,950

3,700

1350

2.200

4.600

2.020

6.080

5310

3.400

37

46

54

54

40

31

63

43

52

17

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

13

'Orange

'Pasquotank

'Perquimana

'Person

Pitt

Jefferson

Knox
Lake
Lawrence

Licking

27.700

11,200

26.200

14.200

23300

19.480

6320

21,930

9,910

19.130

70 ' •

61

84 • •

70

82 • •

47

'Muskogee

'Noble

Nowata
•Okfuskee

Oklahoma

20.000

3300

3,900

4300

116.500

8390

1360

2.210

1.460

79.440

44

49

57

34
'Polk

Randolph

'Richmond
Robeson

•Logan

•Logan

Lucas

'Madison

Mahoning

10.200

47,100

126300

6.200

74300

6,540

40,440

107,100

3.720

43.190

64

86

84

60

58 19.280 26%

68 ' •

'Okmulgee

•Osage

'Ottawa

'Pawnee

Payne

Pittsburg

'Pontoioc

Pottawatomie

'Pushmataha

'Roger Mills

13300

10.000

10.000

4.100

14.000

11.600

8.900

13.200

3.200

2.100

4370

S.200

3.190

2.130

5.710

2,750

4.180

3.630

380

590

34

S2

'Rockingham 17.600

21.200

11,900

6.300

10,700

5,100

11,900

2300

3,900

1.200

10.600

8.000

36.000

5.100

3.100

7.690

11.580

7.520

1.420

8380

2.240

5380

230

860

320

5,470

1.660

11.420

1.070

860

44

55

63

23

78

44

45

10

22

27

52

21

32

21

28

• •

• •

7.250 20%

32%
52

'Rowan
'Rutherford

'Scotland

Stanly

'Stokes

'Surry

'Marion

Medina
'Meigs

'Mercer

Miami

16.600

13300

7.000

8.400

20.400

11,710

11.070

3.220

2.440

17.990

71

83

46

29

88

41

24

47

28

12

'Monroe
Montgomery
'Morgan
' Morrow
Muskingum

4300

130300

4.000

S.200

23.400

1.460

119.110

1.400

3.690

10.190

34

91 • •

35

71

44 6390 27

28

'Transylvania

'Tyrrell

'Union

Vance
Wake

'Rogers

Seminole

'Sequoyah

Stephens

'Tillman

5300

10.700

5.000

11300

5.000

3.240

3.910

830

3.900

1.480

56

37

17

34

'Noble

'Ottawa

'Paulding

'Perry

'Pickaway

3.400

9.500

4.700

8.500

7300

1.190

5.990

1.360

5.900

5.620

35

63

29

69

72

30

'Warren

Washington
Tulsa

'Wagoner

Washington

'Washita

'Woods

S8.1C0

4300

11.000

4.900

4.700

6S.670

1390

5.050

1.720

720

7S

44

'Watauga

Wayne
4.300

15300

11.100

5,700

3.700

1.140

1.970

4.200

3.140

630

27

12

38

5S

17

42%
6%

37%

u/iri

• •

46

35

'Pike

'Portage

•Preble

'Putnam
Richland

5.600

19300

8.500

7.200

29300

3.300

15.900

6.800

4.460

20.000

59

82 • •

80

62 • •

68

IS

'Yadkin 'Woodward

TV counties

other counties

total

OREGON

TV counties t

Clackamas

'Clatsop

'Columbia

4.100 570

31I.S60

480

14

Yancey
668.800

23.500

47% 4,690 1%
Tt coamf'es 920,100

136300

/ .056.400

KOTA

total familiet

388.390

7370

395.960

Tt for

24.980 3%
910 1%

25390 2%

I HF famdiri

2% 480 2%

6923a>

otal families

30.600

11.600

7.500

312040

TV far

8.400

1390

1.050

45% 5.170 1%

nines LHF fomiliti

total

NORTH DA

TV cuunltei

'Ross

'Sandusky

Scioto

Seneca

'Shelby

Stark

Summit
Ttumbull

'Tuscarawas

16.000

14.700

26.700

16.200

8.600

89300

131.900

48.900

22.000

11.440

9.340

19.010

11.710

5.500

72360

117.180

38.150

14360

72

64

71

72

64 * •

81 * •

89 13.640 10

78 11.690 24

65 • •

'Barnes

'Bottineau

'Burke

4.500

3.200

1.700

1.140

420

220

25"o

13

13

27% 8.400 27%
14 ' *

14 ' *



YOU
CAN BE

FIRST
IN YOUR TV MARKET

!

PREMIERE A

NEW MOTION
PICTURE EVERY

WEEK

HERE IS SHOWMANSHIP
that prove- leadership— builds

prestige— affords outstanding

opportunity for promotion. In

Vitapix Feature Theatre you

have l\\cjirst, the only feature-

length motion pictures ever

produced/orTV.You run them
before theatres anvwhere.

AVAILABLE FOR APRIL 1st

RELEASE—Among leading

stars are Jeffrey Lynn, Lee

Bowman, Akim Tamiroff . . .

scripts by top writers . . . pro-

duced by Burt Balaban and

Princess Pictures. Inc.

MOTION PICTURES MADE
FOR TV—Hollywood said it

couldn't be done

—

but Vitapix

did it. Reviews proved Vitapix

was right. Only Vitapix—

a

company owned by 10 leading

United States television sta-

tions—could deliver a series

with all the drama, entertain-

ment, promotion and SALES
value contained in—
VITAPIX FEATURE THEATRE
Write, wire or phone collect TODAY!

YOUR VIEWERS SEE THEM EVEN BEFORE THEATRE AUDIENCES!

mm
VITAPIX

The ST ITION-OH M D
Producers find Distributors of T\ hilms

VITAPIX CORPORATION!
New York: 509 Maditon Ave.. Flora 8-3013

Chicago: 30 N. La Salle Si .. AN 3-2930

lot Angeles: 8949 Sunset Blvd.. CR 1-7191

New Orleans: 3190 De Saix Blvd., Valley 1837



For a year at

the top in

San Francisco

daytime TV

(currently with

the lead in 21

out of 26 daily

quarter hours

with all 3 stations

on the air)-

CHANNEL

NOW.
KPIX has
8 out of
theTop15
Nightime
Shows

(FEBRUARY 1954, TELEPULSE)

s
SAN FRANCISCO

affiliated with CBS and DuMont Networks . . . represented by the Koti Agency

68 SPONSOR



Jackson 22,500 5,470 24

LSetLc2J
Marion 32.900 12,670 39 12,120 37 SOUTH CAROLINA n i... 2.740 19 VAA.

175,300 83,330 48 79,790 46
920 -^aj

'Tillamook 6,600

22,600

11 .200

320,800

225,700

546 500

1.120

9,650

1,910

17

43

17

730

8,850

1,140

11

39

11

T\ counties total familiet TV fanuliei b HF

!

'(.i lit

'(.ruii'k 3.000

(20

1 1*1

1.080
Washington

tYamhill

'Abbeville

Aiken

Andersoo

'Beaufort

tBerkeley

21.200

6.600

I.IV)

2350

4300

1310

2.550

25%
12

20

18

37

•

3.720

•

•

15%

t>

TV counties

other counties

125,190

7,130

132320

39% 111,4410

3% 3.690

247o 115,170

35%
27o

21%

Hamilton
' H MM .- L

1 H jnlr-man

Ml j'

M,«k,,,~

2.100

5300

IU90
290

2.650

1300

910

18

1« • •

51

28

12

total
tCalhoun 3.400 650 19 370 11

47.600

8,700

24.760

5,690

52

65'Cherokee If t) *ood 51

PENNSYLVANIA 'Chester 8,200 4.670 57 • Hi ndt 4300 540 12

'Chesterfield 8,300 2380 35 •Henry

'Hi, kman
7.000

3300

1.470

1.490

21

45
TV counties total families TV families LIHF families 'Clarendon

'Colleton

Darlington

6.700

7.300

12,300

1.(110

1,790

3310

15

25

27

1 Houston 1.100 520 47

Adams 12,800 5,610 <H7° 410 •
' Humphrt . 3.000 1 llu 47

Allegheny 449.600 391,600 87 49,890 U% 'Dillon 6,800 1,700 25 '
J.,. . 2300 1.060 M

Armstrong 23,200 16,060 69 tDorchestei 5,700 1370 24 -.it 2300 760 27
51,201) 43,050 84 •

kfinx 16380 26 12350 20%
Bedford 11,300 8,540 76 'Edgefield

'Fairfield

3300

4,900

20.100

1.220

2.790

9.560

32

57

48

1 .,!.. 3.000 750 25

Berks 77.500 57.580 74 9,260 12 Florence • 3.400 Jl

Blair 41.100 26,650 65 'Georgetown 7300 2390 37 1 IWI 1.010 H
Bradford

Bucks

Butler

15.500

48.500

28.500

8,260

43.520

21,530

S3

907o

76

•
Greenville 49.200 19,880 40 12330 25 1 . „,

'Lincoln
'

1 "tidon

1300 680 45

tGiLt-nvvood

'Hampton
'Jasper

11.200

4.500

2,700

2340

860

510

25

19

19

6300 1.450 23 * *

Cambria 56,100 42,660 76 • • McMinn 12

'Cameron 1.900 720 38 • •
'Kershaw 7,700 3,480 45 •M. Nairy 1 1.460 a

1 Carbon

Centre

Chester

16.100

17.100

44,200

9,930

10,040

42,290

62

59

96

• *
'Lancaster 9.200 5,150 56 1 M.i- on

Matlw.n

•Marion

3.700

17300

5.100

S390

1340

39

32

36
Laurens 11,800 3.360 28

'Lee 4,800 2310 46
Clarion 10,700 7,050 66 Lexington 12,200 4,760 39 3.000 25 Marshall 5300 53

Clearfield 23 90O 14,230 60 'McCormick 2,100 530 25 'Maury 11.500 -,.IU) 1.

•Clinton 10,r00 4,110 38 • •
''Marion 7.900 2,000 25

' M- 1^ 1300 260 20

'Columbia 16.200 4,850 30 3350 247<, 'Marlboro 7,500 2,630 35% •Monroe 5300 1330 M . .

Crawford 24.200

29.900

6,660

11.290

28

38 6,580 22

'Newberry

'Oconee

8.500

9.600

2,760

1340

32

16 1340 14%

Nti.nl^omery 11.700 5,440 46

Cumberland ' Moore 1300 160 13

Dauphin 61.300 33,310 54 23,030 38
'Orangeburg 16,100 3,080 19 1350 11

I Morgan 3300 500 IS

Delaware 130.100 112,680 87
'Pickens 10,400 1,680 16 1.450 14 'Obion 8.600 2.110 25

tElk 9,600 2,000 21 Richland 41.700 14370 34 11300 28 1Overton 4300 630 IS

Erie 68.100 62,490 92 ''Saluda

Spartanburg

3300

40,600

1320

22.SS0

32

56 :

* 'Perry 1.400 150 11

Fayette 52.100 39,540 76 IP! ketl 900 140 15

'Forest 1.200 250 21
Sumter 14.300 3370 24 * *

1 Polk 3300 400 12

Franklin 22,400 11.200 SO 2,540 11
''Union 7,700 5,080 66 •Putnam 8300 3,030 37

1 Fulton 2,900 1,130 39 'Williamsburg 9,300 1320 14
• • 'Rhea 4.100 800 20%

Greene 12.500

11.400

5.340

4,460

43

39

York

TV counties

18,600

525,900

10,620

192,430

57

37% ~9%
'Roane

'Robertson

8.500

7300

1,960

4.110

23 * *

56^Huntingdon 44,780
Indiana- 21,200 10,010 47 other counties 28.700 1,980 77» Rutherford 11.300 7.770 69

Jefferson 14,200 8,180 58
— 'Scott 4.100 410 10 • •

'Juniata 4,400 700 16 • • total 554,609 194.410 357o 44,780 8J, 'Sequatchie 1300 260 20

Lackawanna 72.200 49,560 69 40.820 57 Shelby

'Smith

148.000

3.600

115.100

1370

78

38Lancaster 69,800 50,090 72
• •

Lawrence 31.300 20,490 6S 4,740 15
SOUTH DAKOTA 'Stewart 2.100 990 47

Lebanon 26.300 17,630 67 6,090 23 Sullivan 27,500 9320 31

Lehigh 59.400

107,400

47,940

53,550

81

SO

•

45,100

•

42

TV counties total families TV fa tii/im 1 HF families ts umner

'Tipton

'Trousdale .

9300

1.600

5350

2.660

610

60

35

38

Luzerne
'Bon Homme
'Brookings

2,800

5.200

500

760

18%
15Lycoming 31.600 5,630 18

Mckean 17,200 8,190 48 'Clay 3,300 1,420 43 I nicoi 1.000 680 17

Mercer 33,000 18,310 55 5,650 17 ^Hutchinson 3,300 590 18 'Union 1.800 250 14 • *

Mifflin 12.700 5,110 40 ^Kingsbury 2,900 460 16 Tan Burin 800 160 20

•Monroe 10.400 6,450 62 • •
tLake

'Lincoln

3300

3300

530

1,640

16

43

1 Warren 6300 35

Montgomery 104.600 92,040 88 •Washington 15300 2v650 17

'Montour 3.700 1,110 30 890 24 Minnehaha 23.100 4370 18 1 W 3vne 3.400 370 11

Nortliampton 54.400 38,430 71 • "•Moody 2,600 420 16 IWeakley 8.200 1.7)0 21

Northumberland 33.700

7,300

8,050

1,200

24

16

3,840 11 'Turner 3.700 1.590 43 'White

1 \\ illiamson

4300

6300

1.600

3380

38

53tPerry
"•Union 3.300 1.420 43

Philadelphia 627,100

3.100

543,100

960

87

31 • •

'Yankton

TV counties

4.300

61,600

810

14,410

19

23%
'Wilson 7.600

892.800

4360

379.220

60

427+Pike
- 19.320 1%

'Potter 4.900 1.720 35
other counties 127.400 3.480 37» 23.100 1.970 9

Schuylkill
tSnyder

56,200

6,400

37.000

830

66

13

13,640
•

24
total JC9.000 17.890 97o total .,.•-,.„<, 381,190 42-c- 19320 27c

Somerset 22.500 11.630 52

tSullivan 1.600 480 30 380 24 TENNESSEE
^Susquehanna 9.000 5,190 58 1,450 16

Tioga 10.700 3,740 35 TV counties total famiUrl TV fa rii/iVj VHF families TEXAS
1 Union 6,000 780 13

377o 2,930 187c
Venango 18.800 7,740 41

1 Bed ford 6,900 3.310 48 TV tounties total families Tl famines LHF'families

Warren 12.200

Washington 50.300

'Wayne 8.100

Westmoreland 90,000

4,240

48,090

2,550

69,110

35

80

31%
77

•

•

•

"•Benton

'Bledsoe

Blount

3,200

1,600

15.200

450

320

4300

14

20

28 1.680 11

'Anderson

Angelina

'Aransas

9.000

11.100

1300

1300

1.420

2340

250

380

16%
23

21

21
'Bradley 8,900 1.030 12

'Wyoming
York

4,900

63,800

3,102,200

2,790

45,390

2,276,640

57

7.1

780

14,180

16%
22

8%

'Campbell

'Cannon
'Carroll

'Carter

'Cheatham

8,400

2300

7,700

11.100

2,200

890

1.100

1.090

3,030

1350

11

48

14

27

57

• • 'Armstrong 500 80 16

'Atascosa

'Austin

4.900

4300

2.590

1350

53

30TV counties 73% 257,860

total 3,102200 2276,640 "J7« 257.860 flr«
'Bailey

'Bandera

2300

1.100

1.080

670

49

61

'Chester

'Claiborne

2,900

5,700

810

830

28

15
•

'Bastrop 5.400 1340 29

'Baylor 2300 460 21

tClay 2,100 800 38% 'Bee s.oeo 2.150 43

RHODE ISLAND ^Coffee 7,300 3330 48 Bell 23,000 7320 32

'Crockett 4,400 1,670 38 Bexar 142300 104380 74

TV counties total families TV families I HF families 'Cumberland

Davidson

'Decatur

'DeKalb

4,700

99.400

2,500

2,600

750

78,730

280

990

16

80

11

38

'Blanco 1300 340 26

Bristol

Kent
8,700

25,900

17,300

8,540

21,350

13.910

164,030

987o

82

'Borden

'Bosque

Bowie

200

3.400

20.000

40

680

1.980

18

20

10

Providence 177.300 93 5,300 3.020 57 Brazoria 15.700 8.780 56

Washington 14.600 9,890

217,720

68 — 'Dyer

'Fayette

'Fentress

9.400

6,100

3,400

3,560

2.140

510

38

35

15

Brazos 11300 2.120 19

TV counties 243,800 89% IBroratex

'Briscoe

1.900

900

280

140

15

16

total 243,800 217,720 897. 'Franklin 6,400 830 13 'Brooks 2,700 510 19



Champion

defender of truth, guard-

ian of our fundamental

thl pursuit of happiness.

mm

WH

Si

THE INSPIRED NEW SERIES THAT OUTSHINES

THEM ALL FOR MAMA, ACTION, REALISM!
Every action scene is authentic,

staged in real honest-to-goodness

locations . . . inside a real crime lab-

oratory, a real detective bureau, a

real communications center, a real

interrogation room, a real court-

room, even real fire ruins when the

script demands.

With Mr. D. A. you get superior en-

tertainment . . . superior selling

power. Every attention -arresting

half-hour holds five golden oppor-

tunities for sponsor salesmanship.

Already winning sales for adver-

tisers in over 50 markets, Mr. D. A.

is truly a dramatic selling force!

ZIV-COLOR BRILLIANT, COMPATIBLE!



SELLI
N

*-

3

2* ' Action

o

Half-Hour a Complete Story ,

(INICAL SUPERVISION THROUGH THE

PERATJON OF THE LOS ANGELES

LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES

i
film

Iu! ft /
^^k VjBJ 1

r

i Yf Y
W M ZIV TELEVISION PROGRAMS. INC. 1

^^^ ^H 1529 MADISON ROAD CINCINNATI OHIO 1
MHMHHB^^^^^^ ^Hk NEW YORK HOLLYWOOD 1



SetlO!

urleson

C*lJ-rll

•Calhoun

't.allahan

'( iriirmn

Camp
Carson

Casa
Castro
Chambers
Cherokee

Childresa

Clay
Cochran
Coke
Coleman
Collin

Cotlingtwortb

Colorado
Comal
Concho
Cooke

Cotlle

Crosby
Culberson
Dallam
Dallas

Deaf Smith

Delia
Demon
DeWitt
Dickena

'Dimmit

Donley
Duval
EastlanJ

Ellis

El Paso

Erath
Falls

'Fayette

Fisher

Floyd
Foard
Fort Bend
Franklin
FrJo

Cahe-ton

Carza
Cillespie

Coliad
Gonzales

Cray
Grayson

Cregg

Crimes
Cuadalupe

Hale

Hall
Hamilton
Hansford
Hardeman

Hardin
Harris

Harrison

Hartley

'Haskell

Hays
Hemphill
Hendcr-on
Hidalgo

Hill

Hockley
Hood
Hopkin-.

Howard
'Hudspeth

Hunt

Hutchinson

Jack
Jackson
Jasper

tJeftDavfa

JefTrrson

Jim Hogg
'Jim Wells

Johnson

Jones
Karne-
Kaufman
'Kendall

Kenedy

'Kent

'Kerr

'Kimble

'King

'Kinney

'Kleberg

'Knox

3.400

S.000

950 28%
1.400 28

3.000

2.700

36.000

1300

630 21

430 16

9.560 27

650 25

290 16

6300

1.600

2.300

10.200

3,700

1.760 26

260 16

1.330 58

U10 12

590 16

3.000

1.700

1.200

4.400

12.600

1.590 53

830 49

200 17

750 17

5.130 41

2.400

S300

5.200

1.400

6.500

380 16

1.700 32

1.390 27

220 16

3.480 54

1.500

2.700

500

2.400

.:_'. i

300 20

1.110 41

70 14

1340 56

161,280 72

3.100

2.200

12.000

6.700

1300

S30 17

350 16

6.080 51

2,010 30

360 20

2.400

1,600

3.300

7.500

13.500

770 32

260 16

1,020 31

1.190 16

6,350 47

56,100

5,700

7.100

7.000

39.380 70

1.1 10 19

1.420 20

2,240 32

590 21

3.200

1,000

7300

1,600

2.700

1.310 41

200 20

2350 30

220 14

1.430 S3

38.000

1300

3300

1300

5300

15,900 42

320 18

530 16

270 21

1.640 31

7,900

22,400

19.100

4.000

7,100

1,640 21

6,010 27

5320 28

1.760 44ft

2.680 38

9300

3.000

3300

1.200

3.200

3.790 41

480 16

660 20

670 56

680 21

6,000

290,600

13,000

400

3.900

1230 21

201.260 69

1.790 It

220 56

640 16

4,700

1300

6,200

43.700

9.200

1.220 26

260 20

930 15

13370 31

4.780 52

6.700

1.400

6.700

8200

1.100

3.250 49

670 48

1.070 16

1.180 18

150 14

12.700

11.100

2300

3300

5300

8.580 68

6.140 55

1.220 S3

1.410 37

1.100 20

500

64.000

1200

7,700

10200

70 14

2S330 40

120 10

1.4S0 19

5370 S3

6300

4.100

7.900

1.700

100

1.450 21

1320 37

3310 44

LOW 61

20 19

400

4300

1.100

200

400

70 18

690 15

180 16

40 20

70 18

6.900

2300

1310 19

560 20

3.710 19",

'Lamb
L. Salle

Lavaca

6.000

1.900

6.200

2.940 49

610 32

1.920 31

'lee

'Liberty

'Limeslun*

Lipaeomb
'Live Oak

2300

8.000

6.700

1.100

2,100

780 28

4.640 58

1340 20

220 20

670 32

Lubbock
L>nn
'M.Culloch
McLennan
McMullen

37300

3.000

3.400

41.200

500

21.040 56

S40 18

540 16

10330 26%
160 32

Madison
Marion
Mason
Matagorda
Maverick •

2.000

2.600

1300

6,500

2.900

880 44

650 25

240 16

2,410 37

520 18

Medina
Menard
Milam
Mitchell

Montague

4.700

1.000

6300

4300

5.000

2330 60

160 16

680 11

770 18

2.650 S3

Montgomery
Moore
Morris
Motley
Nacogdoches

7.500

5300

2.700

1.000

8.100

4.120 55

3.250 56

680 25

200 20

930 11

Navarro

'Newton

'Nolan

Nueces

Ochiltree

11.400

2.700

6300

S4300

2.100

4.070 36

S40 20

1320 21

8.790 16

420 20

Oldham
Orange

Palo Pinto

'Parker

Parmer

400

14.400

6.000

7300

1300

60 16

6.180 43

2.880 48

3.570 49

290 16

Polk
Potter

Presidio

Rains
Randall

4.200

25.900

1.500

900

5400

1.930 46

15.930 62

210 14

140 16

3350 62

Real
Red River

Refugio
Roberts
Robertson

700

5.900

2300

300

S.100

130 18

860 IS

590 21

60 20

510 10

Rockwall
Runnels
Sabine
San Augustine

San Jacinto

1.500

4.900

2.100

2.000

1.600

620 41

830 17

230 11

220 11

740 46

San Patricio

Scurry
Shackelford

Sherman
Smith

9300

8.700

1200

600

22.600

4.020 42

1.460 17

190 16

340 56

3360 17

Somervell

Starr
Stephens
Stonewall

Swisher

800

3.000

3.400

800

2.500

160 20

300 10

510 15

170 21

400 16

Tarrant

Taylor

Throckmorton
Titus

Tom Green

138.400

20.900

800

5.100

20.100

96340 70

8.780 42

130 16

710 14%
6.170 31

Travis

Trinity

Tier'
M'pshur

Uvalde

47.900

2.700

3.100

5.400

4.700

17.000 35

1.240 46

620 20

1350 2S

870 19

'VanZandt

Victoria

Walker
Waller
'Washington

6300

9.600

4.900

3200

5.700

2.840 45

1.960 20

2240 46

1.760 55

2.480 44

'Webb
Wharton
'Wheeler

Wichita

'Wilbarger

13.600

10.100

2.800

31.700

6.100

1360 10

3.650 36

560 20

17320 56

1.300 21

Willacy
Williamson

Wilson
'Wise

Wood

'Ynung

'Zapata

Zavala

7> rounr.ei 2.2S2.10O

other rounrirj 160.700

5,900

1L200

3.600

4.700

rU00

5.000

1.000

2.600

1.530 26

3.960 35

1330 37

2.400 51

980 16

750 IS

100 10

470 18

6.730 16%

1.059.98O 47% 41,970 2%
8340 _5% 780 LT

7.4I2M0 IJD68J20 44% 43,750 2%

UTAH

TV count es total families TV families I HF families

Cache
Davis

Juab
•Millard

9300

10300

1,400

2,400

Morgan
'Rich

Salt Lake

Sanpete
Sevier

600

500

87.700

3300
3300

3,490 38

6,620 63

340 24

S80 24

230 38

190 38

66.110 75

890 23

790 24

Tooele

Utah

Weber

TV counties

other counties

VIRMOHT

5.400

23300

r7,600

181.400

26200

XVfiOO

TV luuntlei total families

3.150 58

15.930 68

17300 64

119.7S0 66%
S70 2%

I20J20 58%

TV families I HF families

Addison
Bennington
Caledonia

Chittenden

S.200

7300

7.200

17,400

1300

1.250 24%
3330 51

840 12%
S.120 29

220 12

Franklin

Grand Isle

Lamoille
Orleans
Rutland

8.400

800

3.100

5300

13.400

1310 22

170 21

650 21

700 12

6310 51

'Washington 12.100

TV counties 82,700

other counties 25300

.— .;

tora!

VIRGINIA

totjm

TV counties total families

24,360 29%
1370 6%

25.930 24%

TV families I HF families

Accomack
Albemarle
Alleghany
'Amelia

Amherst

10.200

13.700

7.700

1300

4300

3340 337*

3.720 27

3.080 40

590 39

1.640 38

Appomattox
Arlington

Augusta

Bath
'Bedford

1.900

69300

17300

.1.400

7300

720 38

66.730 96

4.650 27

3S0 25

2J230 31

'Bland

'Botetourt

Brunswick
'Buchanan

'Buckingham

1.400

3.900

4.400

8.000

2.700

360 26

1.560 40

1.410 32

1.650 21

1.240 46

Campbell

'Caroline

'Carroll

'Charles City

'Charlotte

21.100

2.700

6300

900

3.200

10330 51

1.490 55

1220 18

520 58

1220 38

Chesterfield

'Clarke

'Craig

Culpeper
Cumberland

13.600

1300

700

3300
1300

9.030 66

830 46

280 40

1.9S0 59

690 46

'Dickenson

Dinwiddle

Essex
Fairfax

Fauquier

5.000

13.700

1300

32.100

5.400

1.000 20

7.400 54

720 55

29.160 91

3.140 58

Floyd
1 Fluwnna
Franklin

Frederick

Giles

2.700

1.700

5.600

9300

5.000

490 18

780 46

1.680 30

4320 46

2jS50 53

Gloucester

'Goochland
Grayson
Greene
'Greensville

3.100

LiOO
5.500

1.100

3.900

1340 59

660 39
1,430 26%
300 27

1250 32

340 11%

Halifax

Hanover
Henrico

Henry
•Highland

9.600

S.700

87.000

12.900

700

3,700 39

3.120 55

65.970 76

6.100 47

180 25

'Isle of Wight

James City

King 4 Queen
'King George

'King William

3.700

2300

1.400

1300

1.900

1.700 46

1.670 60

770 55

1.080 60

1.050 55

310 11%

Box Elder 5.400 3.630 67%

Lancasie*

Lee
Loudoun
Louisa
Lunenburg

Madison
•Mathews
'Mecklenburg

'Middlesex

Montgomery

2300

8.000

5200

3.100

3300

760 33

1.070 13

3.170 61

1.220 39

1.120 32

2.100

1.700

8.100

1.900

10.400

590 28

1.020 60

2,660 33

1.140 60

5350 53

190 11

210 11
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^^sssssmm

etluIa

G
•Nan emond 10.000 4.660 47 • Spokane 78.000 37.190 48 "*

> liming 9.100 3.160 15 1.020 12

Y 'Neton 3.200 1.220 38 'Mevens S.500 1.770 32 TV counties 529.600 229,320 43% 35.990 7%
'N'» Krnl

Norfolk

1.000

129.800

550

w.'/io

55

73 25.410 20
'Thurston 15.700

900

9270

1W
S9

16
total 329.690 «37c .229,00 13,990 7%

'Nun

N.„,

lampion 4.700 1.500 32 Whatcom
"A hitman

22,400

9.400

3.910

2.000

17

21 WISCONSIN

TV counties total families TV families

lumber and 2.600

4.100

3.200

850

2.060

860

33

47

27

'Nultoway
'i 'range

'Page

Yakima 45.100 10.010 22 9.1)0 20
I HF families

4.000 1,120 28 TV rounriei 7S6.400 18»,8-.0 51% 27.250 4% 'Barron 10.400 3.460 33%
'Patrick 3,600 18 vlhr/ 71400 2.210 3% •1.0S0 1% Brown 28300 17.060 S9

PltUylvania 26.500 41 flat S2SJSO0 47% 78300 3% 'Buffalo 4400 1300 41

rPowfaalon i in 470 39
'Burnett 3.000 930 31

'Prince Edward 1.790 46
'Calumet 5.400 2340 47

' Prince George 7.000 4.0S0 58 'Chippewa 11.700 WHO 26

I'rin. •-- \iuie 12300 8.160 ' 1 2.610 20 10.600 2310 22
• •

' r*nii( ( Willi.

WCST VIRGINIA
Dane 51.100 20380 41m 5.100 3.260 62

17.220 34%

'1'ula-ki 7300

'Rappahannock 1300

3.980

770

53

59

TV counties total families 7 1 familiet UHF familiet
Dodge
'Door

17.100

6,600

10310

1,610

63

24

Mtu hmond 1.100 780 60
' Harbour
tBerkeley
'Boone

5.100 T70 157o Douglas 14300 3.400 24 3.180 22

Koanoke 21.500 55
1 ',.0 54 'Dunn 7.900 2*90 34

7,900 2.770 35% 950 127c 16.900 5.160 31
tRoi Ichridge 7,200 1,760 24 'Braxton 4.200 800 19 20300 9.170 45

• •

Hockingham
•lius-ll

12300

6,100

3380

1,220

27

20

'Brooke 7.400 5.180 70 • •

Grant 12300 1.910 16

Cabell

'Calhoun

'Clay

*& ..It 6.600 860 13
34.400 27,290 79 'Green 7.600 1.100 14

• •

S.700 1.580 28
2300 640 28 'Green Lake 4.700 1.030 22 •

3.500 1.190 34 5,700 860 IS
'-Until 7,100 1.140 16 'Doddridge 2.200 420 19 13,400 7.290 54

•

'Soulhamplor

'Spotsylvania

•siafTord

6.300 2,900 46 Fayette 20.200 6.080 30 Kenosha 24.400 19.680 81

3.200

3300

1,920

59

60
'Cilmer 2.300 410 19 'Kewaunee 4300 1,200 25

'Surry 1.500 900 60 170 11
'Grant* 2.300 410 18 La Crosse 20.700 2. 120 12

'Greenbrier 9.900 2.110 25 'Lafayette 5300 800 15
• •

'Sussex 2.800 1.620 58 'Hampshire 3.200 580 18 6.100 1.220 20
'Tazewell 11,400

'Warren 4,400

Warwick, Newp'l 45.200

1,780

2.020

30.460

16

46%
67 13,910 31%

'Hancock 9.300 6.430 69 • • 'Manitowoc 20.400 47
*

'Hardy

Harrison

1
H k son

2.400

24.100

3.900

430

3.560

1.090

18

15

28

Marinette

'Marquette

Milwaukee

10.500

2300

272300

1.960

620

240.000

19

22

88

m m

Washington 13J2O0 I.IK) 10 79300 29

'Weslmorclari d 2.800 1.680 60 'Ji-fferson 4.600 2.480 54 'Oconto 7.400 1.480 20

W,sr

*\s>the

13,500

5.700

3.370

1.430

25

25

Kanawha 68200 72 26,500 39 Outagamie 24300

7300

6,570

6370

27

90tLewis 5,100 910 18 950 13
'York

TV counties

3.300

919,100 510.970

59

56%

290 11

S%
'Lincoln

Logan
5.000

18 500

2 900

8.040

58

43

600 12 'Pepin

'Pierce

2.100

6300

860

4.160

41

661 1.900
——

—

— —

—

McDowell 22300 11.270 49 'I'olk 7.500 66
fatal 9/9,100 5IU,'i70 56% 43,900 5% Marion 20.700 8,640 42 1 Portage 9.400 1290 14

Mar-hall 9,800 1 220 33 Racine 34.800 25.210 72

WASHINGTON
'Mason
Mercer

6,300

19,500

3.670

7.580

58

39

800 12 Rock
tRusk

30.000

4.600

7.770

1.200

26

26
1 Mineral 6.200 1.120 18 'St. Croix 7300 5.150 66

TV counties

'Adams

total families

-urn

7*1 families

370 16%

1 IIF families Mingo 11.400 6.050 53 'Sawyer 3.000

9300

930

1.H7U

31

19Monongalia 16,600 7,480 45
'Asotin 3,800 800 21 'Monroe 3.200 770 24 25300 17.960 71
'Clallam 8.900 4,570 51 'Morgan 2.400 430 18 'Trempealeau

Walworth

6.900 2340 41
Clark 31.500 16.060 51 14,530 46% 'Nicholas 6,800 2.350 35 14.000 8380 61
'Columhia 1.400 290 21 Ohio 21.200 11.140 53 • • 1 \\ j-liburn 3300 1.030 31

Cowlitz

'Ferry

18.000 5.060 28 3,610 20 'Pendleton 2.100 380 18 'Washington 10,400 9360 90 1320 13
900 290 32

tPleasanta 1,700 310 20 Waukesha 27,400 20.980 77
'Franklin 5,300 850 16 'Pocahontas 3,000 450 15 Waupaca

'Waushara

10.600 2.900 27
'Garfield 900 190 21 1 Preston 8.000 2.090 26 4300 600 14

'Grant 8.400

'Grays Harbor 17.500

1330

2.880

16

16

1 Putnam 5.300 3.070 58 640 12 Winnebago

TV counties

28.600

905.100

S370

512.100

19

57 % 1

2.960 10

Raleigh 24.200 6.1.10 25 08.940 12%
'Island

'Jefferson

King

4.100

3,700

266,800

3.030

1.920

164.660

74

52

62

1
K..n.lol|.li 7,500 •

1.080 14 other counties 139.900 6.780 57c 160 LT
1 Ritchie

'Roane
3.300

4.200

660

1.220

20

29
total 1,045.000 518380 307c 109,100 10%

'Kitsap

Lewis

28.500

14.300

21.170

2.090

71

15

'Summers 4.800 1.150 24

Taylor 4.900 1.270 26
'Lincoln 3300 1.060 32 'Tucker 2.600 470 18

WYOMING
'Mason 5.200 3,070 59 'Tyler 2.900 580 20
'Pacific 5,700 910 16 '

1 I'sfiur 5.100 770 IS TV counties total families 71 families I HF families

'IVnd Oreille

Pierce

'San Juan

2.300

J2JO0
1,200

740

56.050

420

32

61

35

\\ .i\n<- 8.600 4.870 57
Laramie

TV counties

15.500 S35 38%

38%'Webster

tWetzel

I.Jim

5,200

1,430

980

14

19
13.300 S.8S

'Skagit 13,900 4,930 35 ' V\,rt 1.200 340 28
other counties n.600 900

Snohomish 39,200 27.620 70 Wood 20,100 6.830 34 3.160 16 total oj,/w 6.7m ;«tr

*

CISS TV sef count teas $75,000 checkup

by 1. C Nielsen Co. in I . S. last fall

The census of t\ homes .tl>< >\ < i- the firsl big count of

television families since the FCC freeze was lifted two

years ago. It i- also t he first national checkup, apart

friim estimates b) various research firms.. f un f set

ownership throughout the country.

In making t li<- study, the 100,000-home probability

sample of the U. S. set up b\ V C. Nielsen in 1952, for

the Nielsen Coverage Service report, was used.

Questionnaires were mailed to the entire -ample. Then

a follow-up mailing was Benl a few days later.

When the initial tabulations began last fall. Nielsen

made a special checkup in a random sample of the non-

respondents. This represented a double-check in about one

in every 10 families that didn't reply.

In addition another checkup was made to determine

the bonestj of the responses. Some people. CBS TV sus-

pected, might sa\ the) owned a tv set even if they didn't.

B) means of phone checkups 1>\ Nielsen field men. I BS

T\ learned that 1.8^ of the sample wasn't telling the

full truth ahum t\ ownership.

Figures on total families in everj I. S. county were

prepared for the Btud) by Sales Management, which up-

dated it- previous figures. Familj figures, therefore, are

as of 1 November 1
1 ).">M. not as of the last Census.
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Ill
is the total income (and buying ability)

of the million families who live and work in our

industrial heart of America. They spend over

two and a half billion dollars yearly for

things they want (and can increasingly afford) !

is the reach of WSAZ-TV, the only television

station serving this whole area of 114 counties

in five different states — a vast coverage

with 100 kilowatts of effective radiated power

on Channel 3.

and

Handsome...
is the word for WSAZ-TV's influence upon

buying habits of TV families throughout its

prosperous market . . . and handsome, too,

are the results enjoyed by so many leading

advertisers who have found how well it pays

to place their messages on

Huntington-Charleston, West Virginia

Channel 3-100,000 watts ERP- NBC-CBS-DuMont-ABC
Affiliated with Radio Station WSAZ.
Lawrence H. Rogers. Vice President & General Manager, WSAZ, Inc.

Represented nationally by The Katz Agency

er of the busy industrial com-

„-TV's area -site of The B. F.

iany's modern plastics plant. Koroseal

polyvinyl materials, films, coated textiles, upholstery,

by hundreds of skilled, well-paid wo
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SPIN ldlwmis rf tw
Chart covers half-hour s yndicated film pi

Top 10 shows in 10 or more markets

Period 4-10 January 7954
TITLE. SYNDICATOR. PRODUCER. SHOW TYPE

Ci»iy DetCCtlce, MCA, Revue Prod. (D)

Favorite Story, !'•* (D)

Cisco Kid, Zi (W)

I Led Three Lives, Ziv (D)

Foreign Intrigue, JWT, Shel. Reynolds (A)

Kit Carson, MCA, Revue Prod. (W)

Nilperm nil. MPTV, R. Maxwell (K)

Boston Klucliie, Zr M]

Range Riders, CBS Film, Flying "A" (W)

ttatlge 71 I, NBC Film (D)

Average
rating

23.0

22.0

20.8

20.7

20.3

19.8

lf>.0

17.0

IH.ti

15.2

7-8TATI0N
MARKETS

3.9 11.5

wpU knxi
:80pm

8.4 8.9

ivril.t

70.2 70.0

70.4 4.5

wnbl
30pm

kei i l
v

: m

77.2 74.7

wnbl

70.2 7 7.5

until

6:00pm
kv> a l\

7 :30p°m

72.5 72.5

nmbl kei a 1

1

6:00pm

4.9 7.2

ab i\ km
Hi in 8 30pm

9.2

klnt tv

7 llll-mi

7.0 75.2

(Of Iv kttl

4-STATI0N MARKETS

Chi. Mpls.

74.5 79.3

111 00pm in l.'ipm

79.5 70.8 27.8 20.3 47.3 72.8

10:30p

• bbm H weeo It klni-l
mi 1 pm

73.5 70.6 77.8 78.8 28.0 7 7.4

ulikb
'.

I
in

. ' III. '1 k'lll
:00pm 7:00pm 1:30pm

77.3 6.4 77.8 76.3 33.8

tl k-l it

7 00pm B 30pm Ipm 10:15pm

20.0 73.0 20.8 27.3 77.5 76.0

wbz-tl wboq
.n 9 30pm

kinn-tv k-'l-iv

i 11:00pm 1

77.3

6:00pm

77.3 26.0

klne tv

6 '»rpm 2 :30pm

76.8 72.4 9.0 23.8 28.5 7.6

n-bkb
6:30pm 5:00pm

klrs h ksd-t?
r, :30pm

unli.i

24.0 75.6 7 7.2 70.3

I Dpm 10:45pm
ktnt tv

'in 30pm

72.0

grtop-tt

3.0

«jar Iv

li :30pm

9.3 7 7.8

komo-tv
7:00pm

72.5 7 7.6 20.0

2 00pm - 00pm

75.6
wnbw

SSTATI0N MAR

Atlanta Bait. Buffalo

70 3 47.8

vmir li

:n 30pm

3.8 76.5 39.8 2

MrN a

: DOpn
rbftl-tl Htwn tv w*
r 00pm : 00]

5.5

•Tin a

10 :tii|.rn

74.0 72.0

«l»-a h mar -tv
''. OOrun fi :00pm

22.0 79.8 28.5 I

Htia.1 f. Ml g
: 00pm : oopm : oopm 6

72.0 77.3

'In » ubal-tr
9 00pm

70.3

tab-ti
• miftn

77.5 74.3

O.al rv

Top 7 shows in 4 to 9 markets

linos »n' .lnrfg. CBS Film (C)

Orient Express, PSI-TV, Inc. (A)

ffopctfong Cassidy, NBC Film (W)

fiene Autry. CBS Film (W)

C'rou-n Theatre, CBS Film ID)

Cowboy G-Meit, United Artists (W)

Doug. Fairbanks Presents. NBC Film (D)

Diclf Tracy, Snader (M)

Captured, NBC Film (D)

Dangerous assignment. NBC Film (A)

27.7

21.

19.0

16.0

E5.0

E3.8

12.

«

I2..1

II.!,

11.4 74.5

l bs tl k'ni
2:00pm 8:00pm

74.0 4.5

1" 30pn

75.9 9.0

72.5

knxt
5:30pm

2.7

km

4.9

4:30pm

20.3 70.3

unlil

7 :00pm

3.9

7 00pm

4.2 6.5

or it ktu

6.5 70.9

72.5

wbz- tv

37.0

komo-tl
^

. opm

27.8

k i n c - 1 v

B :30pm

30.3 70.3

6 i ii 7 ii'lpm

75.0

UTlbw

70.7 70.8
wbbm-tv

r, ..'lupin 5:00pm

9.8

wbkb
10:00pm

74.3 38.5

ks,l iv

i. 30pm 10:00pm

77.8

1 iiiipin

27.8

ksd-tv
12:30pm

2.5

7 00pm

74.4

wtop-ti

2.5

komo tv

6:30pm

77.5 70.3

- 00pm

6.8 70.2

ili? iv wbkb
BOpm

75.5
.-. -.Ii-tv

1 :00pm

79.0

tvmar-tT
8 :00pm

70.0

waca-tT
7 :00pm

6.8

7.3

waam

i
mlrenture; k'i camady; U>) drama; (K) kid

i\V) Waatem. Films listed arc syndicated ~t In four or more mar-

I m avorage rating is an unweighted average of Individual market ratings listed above.

Itlank spare Indicates Mm DO) broadcast in this market as of 4-10 January 1954. M
.re fairly stable fiom one month to another In the market in which tl

this Is true to a nun 1
. ated shows. Ttitt should be bc> JH
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3-STATION MARKETS
11

.ivton Detroit Mllw'koe Phlla. S. Fran.

J.O 76.0 78.8

,10-tV

IOpm
ujl.k tl

10:30pm
krai-tv
10:00pm

74.3

wibk-ti
10:30pm

79.8

kron-tv
s llllpm

-

2
23.5 35.8 79.0 26.8

vraya n
7:00pm

wtmj-tv
5:00pm

wcau-tv
7 :00pm

kron-tv
7 :00pm

}r.o 24.3 75.2 76.8

, Mlpm
wtmj-tv
10:30pm

urau -tv

7 :110pm

kron-tv
10 :30pm

il.5 76.8 42.5 70.6 8.8

«i'-d
s

litlpni

wjbk-tv
n :00pm

wtmj-tv
9 :30pDi

wcau-tv
10:30pm

kgo-tv
10:30pm

).8 74.0 38.4 73.2 76.8

ilpin

wjbk-tv
8 :00pm

wtmj-tv
5:00pm

wptz
6:30pm

kr(m-tv
4:00pm

l.».3 75.0 26.5 24.2 70.3

v-.i wxyz- tv

6 :30pm
u t m i

- 1 v

4:00pm
wcau-tv
7:00pm

kgo-tv
6 :30pm

'.0

ll

i 10pm

22.8 28.5 72.4 77.5

wxvz-tv
6:30pm

wtmj-tv
8:00pm

vTcau tv

7:00pm
kgo-tv
8:30pm

.8 76.3 70.8 79.8 26.3
Id

IHII

wxyz-tv
7:00pm

wcan-tv
7 :00pm

wptz
6:00pm

kplx
7 :00pm

2-STATION MARKETS

Birm. Charlotte Nc

25.8 62.0 35.3

ualjt
'.i 30pm

wbti
8:00pm 1 .11

67.0

UlltV

8 :30pm

26.7 36.5 20.8

u bnc tt

5:00pm
wbtv

n 00am
tvdeu i

id

il.3 79.3 74.6 28.5

V ,1

'IHH

wwj-tv
7:00pm

wrau-tv
6:30pm

kpix
9:00pm

62.0

wbtv
s 30pra

79.5 67.0

wbrc-tv
9 :30pm

wbtv
li on, ,u

27.8 35.0 33.5

vrbtv

5:30pm
Uilill tl

3 :00pm

25.3 32.0 24.5

vvabt

6 :00pm
wbtv
5:00pm

wdsu-tv
5:00pm

43.8

WiISU tV

10:00pm

43.3

Wil-IJ IV

6:00pm

78.8

wbrc-tv
9:30pm

77.0

wdsu-tv
11:30am

72.8

kgo-tv
8:30pm

20.3 9.6

wtmj-tv wcau-tv
12:30pm 8:00pm

73.0

kpix
7:00pm

9.8

ujbk tv

6:30pm

7.0

kgo-tv
7 :00pm

70.3

wwj-tv
7:00pm

24.8

kron-tv
S Ollpm

74.4

wrau - tv

7:00pm

U

70.0 26.0

wwj-tv wtmj-tv
11:00pm 11:00pm

9.5

kron-tv
10:30pm

78.3

6:00pm

48.3

w.l-u -tv

11:30pm

20.0

wbrc-tv
6 :00pm

36.0

wbtv
5 :30pm

28.8

wabt
li :00pm

fzing rating trends from one month to another In this chart.

H last month's chart. If blank, show was not rated at all in

Mar was ,'n other top 10.

names the whole nation

knows....

VlCKS
VATRONOL

mode in

Greensboro

cigarettes

made in

Winston-Salem

CANNON

lest*(TGARETTE5

22 MARCH 1954

....and Why not? They're among

America's best-known products —
and only a few of the many

manufactured in our bustling heart

of the Prosperous Piedmont.

The 29 counties WFMY-TV serves

are a-hum these days with a

profitable balance of agriculture

and industry — an interlocking

pattern of trading areas pivoting

around these well-known cities.

Together, they generate a buying

power that exceeds

$1 ,500,000,000 a year!

WFMY-TV completely covers

this market made up of many

markets — reaching and selling a

potential audience of over

1,160,000 people.

You can join the many successful

advertisers using this multi-market

station (CBS— basic) by calling

any Harrington, Righter and

Parsons office.

wfmy-tv
Basic CBS Affiliate -Channel 2

Greensboro, N.C.
Represented by

Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.

New York— Chicago— San Francisco
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OKLAHOMA CIH-

"PULSE" PROVES IT!

TV Audience Survey by Pulse, Inc.,

released in February, reports that

WKY-TV has ALL the

TOP 15 TV PROGRAMS
in 29 Oklahoma Counties!

Pulse, Inc., after a 3-week, 29-county survey of Oklahoma TV
preferences, has reported that ... in addition to having ALL of

the TOP 15 major once-a-week shows . . . WKY-TV originates

the TOP 10 multi-weekly shows and has a WEEK 'ROUND
70% SHARE OF AUDIENCE . . . during those periods when
other stations are on the air . . . plus, an exclusive audience

during some 20 hours a week of bonus morning programming!



HOOPER" PROVES IT!

Hooper's TV Audience Measurement,

released in February, reports that

WKY-TV HAS 14 OF THE

TOP 15 TV PROGRAMS
in the Oklahoma City Metropolitan Area!

Reporting from its January survey, C. E. Hooper, Inc. announces

that . . . from sign-on to sign-off . . . WKY-TV has a larger

average percentage of viewers than the other three Oklahoma
City Stations combined! A week-'round average of 63% of ALL
Oklahoma City metropolitan area TV set-owners tune WKY-TV!
WKY-TV has the TOP PROGRAM in this area, "DRAGNET"
... and 14 of the TOP 15 PROGRAMS!

HOOrttATMG tUDKNCt INMI I0« JANUUY BYitlS

Individual EVan ngi 4 00 P M lo 1 J 00 V d

SHARE OF TV AUDIENCE
Mr w»r rv in : SUTKW ( I . | 1

SUNDAY 64'. 32% 4% IT*

MONDAY so*. 42% <% 2%
TUESDAY 58". 36% 4% 2%
WEDNESDAY 63*. 31% *'/. 2%
THURSDAY 61% 33% *•/. 2%
FRIDAY S7«K> <0V. 2% 2%
SATURDAY 69'. 25% «•'. 4%
AVERAGE lor WEEK 60 ». 35'/. '•. 2%

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.

THE DAILY OKLAHOMAN • OKLAHOMA CITY TIMES • FARMER-STOCKMAN • WKY RADIO



DELIVERS MORE FOR THE MOMEV

These five inland radio stations, purchased as a unit, give you
more listeners than any competitive combination of local

stations . . . and in Inland California more listeners than the

2 leading San Francisco stations and the 3 leading Los An-
geles stations combined . . . and at the lowest cost per

thousand! (SAMS and SR&D)

Ringed by mountains, this independent inland market is 90

miles from San Francisco and 113 miles from Los Angeles.

Beeline listeners here spend over half a billion annually for

food alone. (Sales Management's 1953 Copyrighted Survey)

WCLATCHY BROADCASTING COMPANY"
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA • Paul H. Raymer Co., National Representative

V
/© RENO

KFBK ° SACRAMENTO
iv \

KWG O STOCKTON

r 1 \
KMJ O FRESNO

\

KERN o BAKERSFIELD
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(Continued from page I I i

ence composition figures of every show-type except sports.

Women are generally married. Those not, generally want to

be. So situation shows about marrieds or about-to-be-mar-

rieds are the most sure-fire.

Women, being numerically superior, must be catered to

even further in these programs. That is why, kind sir-, mosl

of the males we meet in tv's continued stories are addle-

brained yet lovable, incompetent but adorable goofs. It's

the way the ladies want us—and get us—as Desi Arnaz,

Barry and Ozzie Nelson, Stu Erwin, Ray Milland, Peter

Sands—to name just a few of the dozens on the market.

We must get the value of this strong and very personal

self-identification in our commercial copy too if we intend

to take full advantage of our show. Unfortunately, however,

few programs have commercial formats that grow out of their

program formats. Few use their main characters as sales

representatives

—

in character.

This may be by design—or unfeasible by contract. Scads

of publicity has been given of late to the un-wisdom of stars

sullying their art with salesmanship. The people who foster

this ridiculous and unrealistic point of view are usually so

unfamiliar with selling that their opinions are worthless.

In my book, any piece of talent who accepts money for

appearing on a sponsored television program should be more

than willing—eager!—to help shoulder the burden of mak-

ing the show worth his employer's while. Such cooperation

should be made available to the advertiser on the premise

that selling is neither foreign to his talent nor beneath his

or her dignity. The personality must, of course, reserve the

right to air opinion on the degree and quality of selling he

personally should be called upon to deliver.

But if said "star" feels he should remain aloof from the

sales problem, Mr. Agent, then I'd suggest you reserve him

for sustainers, the Broadway Theatre and motion picture-.

Don't foist him off on those who work in the sponsored

medium of television and cheat them out of this personalized,

emotionalized relation which the medium offer- the intelli-

gent advertiser.
• • •

Bob Foreman and the editors of SPONSOR would be happy to

leceive and print comments. Address 40 East 49 St.

22 MARCH 1954

A SHRINKING

BRIDGE!

Daily the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge

shrinks in its ability to handle the ever-

growing crowd of commuters who must

use it.

As the ten Bay Area counties grow, so

does KYA, the independent station of

influence. Carnation, Lipton's, Halo, Life

and twenty other top national accounts

use KYA— how about you?

A Choice

Late Afternoon

Availability:

Car Tunes with

Bert Winn

4 to 6 p.m. Daily

This unique program,

broadcast from the

Bridge Traffic Control

Center, provides vital

hiway information,

music and news to

commuters — helped

to cut the Bridge

accident rate 25%
in the last year.

Spot your message

right at the nerve

center of traffic, and

watch the response!

George W. Clark. Inc.. New York. Chicago

Adam Young. Inc.. Los Angeles
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4 ways you can use this

valuable SPONSOR feature

In every issue of si'o.nsoh \<>u will find the handy,

up-to-date listing of neu tr station grants which appears

below. Here's how this compilation can help you.

1. You can plan campaigns far in advance b\ check-

ing on-air target dates given in chart.

2. \ antes of permitee, manager and rep for each

ncu c.p. and station make it easy to get additional data

3. List of all stations newly on air with commerc
programing during two weeks preceding issue is handy
reference list to update timebuyers.

4. Box score at bottom of page is succinct summary
nl tv's status. Includes total number of I .S. stations.

I. IVeio construction jwrmits

CITY & STATE

CARTHAGE, N. Y.

EL DORADO, ARK.

GREAT BEND, KAN.

HOUSTON, TEX.

RAPID CITY, S. D.

SELMA, ALA.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

CALL CHANNEL DATE OF
LETTERS NO GRANT

VVVVNY-TV 7

10

13

7

8

WOOK-TV 50

POWER IKW)"
ON- AIR (STATIONS
TARGET VISUAL AURALl ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKET'

<000>
PERMITEE I MANAGER RADIO

REP'

3 March

24 Feb.

3 March

23 Feb.

24 Feb.

24 Feb.

24 Feb.

Summer '54 191 102

100

316

11

3

50

158

23 14

1*

NFA

NFA

NFA

303 vhf

MFA

23 vhf

595 vhf

The Eroekway Co.
John B. Jo nson, pres.
Catherine C. Johnson.

v.o
Louis Saift Jr.. mgr.

South Arkansas Tv Co.-
Dr. Joe Rushton. pres.
W. C B'ewter Jr., y.p.

William M. Blgley. see.,

treas.-gen. mgr.

Central Kansas Tv Co.
E C. Wcdill. pres.

C. L. Roberts, v. p.

Roy Zimmer. see.

D C. Williams, treas

Hcuston Tv Co
Lloyd J. Gregory, pre*
E. H. Dyer. v. p.

Gail Whltcomb. see.-

treas.

Tre Hilis Bestg. Co.*
N. L. B' ntson. pres.

E. R. Ruben, v p

I. L. Floyd, see. -treas

Deep South Bestg. Co :

Mrs J. F. Richardson.
prrs.

W. E. Beins Jr.. v.p

W. J. Brrnnan. see.-

treas. -mgr.

United Bestg Co.
Richard Eaton, pres.

Mr-rgaret G. Eaton, sec -

treas.

IE. New stations on air*

CITY & STATE

FORT MVFRS, FLA.

MANCHESTER, N. H.

SAN JUAN, P. R.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

CALL CHANNEL
LETTERS NO

POWER (KWr
ON- AIR
DATE VISUAL

NET
AFFILIATION

STNS.
ON AIR

KSAN-TV 32

WTRI' 35

SETS IN
MARKET*

(0001
PERMITEE 4. MANAGER

WINK-TV 11 18 March

WMUR-TV 9 28 March

WAPA-TV 4 15 March

6 April

28 Feb.

11 6

112 67

56 34

81 46

262 38

ABC

ABC

Du M, NBC

CBS

1 NFA

1 NFA

2 NFA

3 829 vhf

3 53 uhf

Fort Myer; Bestg. Co.
(United Garage & Serv-

ice Corp.. sole owner)
Daniel Sherby. pres
Edward J. McBride. v.p.

Radio Voice of New
Hampshire. Inc.

Francis P. Murphy.
pres. -tress.

James J. Power*, v.p.

Ponce He I eon Bestg. Co.
Jose Ramon Quinones.

pres.
Cluster r Ovtens. George

A. Mayoral and Goar
Mestrt, stockholders

Charles F. Eell. gen.
mgr.

S. H Patterson. Ilctnsic
rnd solt owner

Van Curler Bestg. Corp.
Col. Harry C. Wilder.

pres.

Richard B. Wheeler, gen.
mgr.

Paul Jaconson. treas. -

I -' mgr

Caribbean
Networks

Headley-
Reed

Total U.S. stations on air,

incl. Honolulu and Alaska I
I

'

March "54)

No. of markets covered

BOX SCORE

:t-i

•»'2il

No. of post-freeze c.p.'s grant-

ed i excluding 28 educational

grants . 12 March '5
1 •

\ o. di grantees on air

No. tv homes in U.S. (1

Ian. '54)

Percent of all U.S. homes
with tv sets (1 Jan. '5 1

1

27,500.000$

"Both new r p *i and stations going on the air listed here are those which occurred between
unci IS IftJ S :i'»ns are

considered to be on the air when commercial operation starts. "Power of c.p.'s Is that recorded
applications and u Lrlduil grantees, tlnformatlon on the number of sets

In markets where not designated as being from KBC Research, conilsta of estimates from the
stations or rope and must be deemed approximate. {Data from NltO Research and Planning.
Percentages on homes with sets and homsyj In tr coverage areas are considered approximate. Iln
most rases, the representative of a radio station which Is grunted a c.p. also represents the new

tr operation. Since at prcsstime It Is generally too early to confirm tv representations of do
grantees. SPONSOR lists the reps of the radio stations In this rolumn (when a radio station ha
been given the tv grant I. NFA: No figures available at presstlme on sets In marts*

\\\\\> TV \\... town. N * surrender] that c p. f.

"I'f eh- of KMVA, Magnoll!
ime principals as WMIN-TV. St. Paul, and KKI.O T

mery. -Ma. -'Permitee Is licensee of \\ I'.AM. Moot
Ala. estatlon traj listee! as cent on the air 15 Feb.: listing is ,^a corren
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IN KANSAS C!T\

TO CHANNEL

It's a solid swing to Channel 9 on
the airwaves in the Kansas City mar-

ket .. . and solid selling for WHB-TV
advertisers! A full schedule of CBS-TV net-
work programming . . . plus a variety of talent-

packed locally produced shows . . . put your spots
in the right spot for sales — on the solid favorite

373,426* television homes in the WHBtfif Kansas City market!

Jan. 31 report, Kan-as City Elec. Assn

Here's a good strip story. . . . Now that the headline has
gotten you into this paragraph, we have to confess thai
we're talking about key strips from Butter-Nut Coffee
cans. During Butter-Nut's 1953 Christmas Club campaign,
the coffee people used WHB-TV's popular weatherman.
Shelby Storck, to request key strip mailings from viewers.
WHB-TV promotion and merchandising brought in a
total of 106,470 key strips

—

more than three times the
amount received from the previous year's campaign on
another Kansas City TV station .... at that time the onlv
television outlet in the market. Talent and format were
unchanged for the '52 and '53 campaigns.

WHB-TV
CHANNEL
SHARING TIME
WITH KMBC TV

BASIC CBS-TV
Kansas City

I

I

Represented Nationally byJft

Don Davis. Pr<
ET~. John T. Schilling, General Manager

WHB
710 KC. 10,000 WATTS

MUTUAL NETWORK
KMSAS ClTYj

OLDEST :r;;;x
CALL LETTERS JOHN BIAIR & CO
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i "Choice of Budgets

-

Large or Small!"
by RUSSEL WOODWARD

Executive Vice President

f your advertising budget is large enough to buy all

ledia, National Spot Radio is of course an important cog

the complete gear of your advertising activities.

egardless of your appropriation, spot radio can be

our best medium, because it gives you complete choice

f
budgets, to fit your marketing needs with skin-tight

idelity.

"o sharpen the point, consider what else you could use

fficiently in the markets listed at the left for example,

t^hat medium except Spot Radio could permit you to

(over any or all those markets with precisely the pene-

ration you need to offset any competitor— to capitalize

n an advantageous situation in your distribution or sales-

lanpower picture— to cover up some weakness in those

rocesses ?

b skilled sales and advertising executives, Spot Radio's

boice of Budgets offers unique opportunities for real

trategy. That's why it grows and grows and grows. . . .

1 CHOICE OF MARKETS

2 CHOICE OF STATIONS

5 CHOICE OF TIME

4 CHOICE OF PROGRAMS

5 CHOICE OF AUDIENCES

6 CHOICE OF BUDGETS

7 CHOICE OF MERCHANDISING

REE & Jr ETER
INC.

Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1932

YORK CHICAGO ATLANTA DETROIT FT. WORTH HOLLYWOOD SAN FRANCISCO



PITTSBURGH

Your Best

Buy to Sell

The Rich

Pittsburgh

Market

Every day more and
more advertisers are

learning it's good
business to sell
America's eighth
largest trading area

through WKJF-TV—
Pittsburgh's pioneer
UHF television sta-

tion. That's because

WKJF-TV offers its

ever-growing audi-

ence outstanding net-

work shows plus
strong local pro-
gramming.

In case you're look-

ing for a way to get

more than your share

of the 2} i billion dol-

lar Pittsburgh market,
you'll find it pays to

use WKJF-TV. Want
proof? Contact our
national representa-

tives, Weed Televi-

sion, or write us
today.

WKJF-TV

PITTSBURGH

Nat. Rep. WEED TELEVISION

_3

OUTSTANDING
NBC PROGRAMS

agency profile lfrin Kabaker
V.P. in charqe of Radio & Tv

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. New York

From torts to i\ ma) seem like a long jump to most men but

\l\in Kabaker took it like a hurdler. Twenty years ago he was a

corporation lawyer; a year later agenc) copywriter; today he's

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample's v. p. in charge of radio and tv.

"Law training comes in handy at the oddest times," he told

SPONSOR, punctuating hi- sentence with a piercing look.

"Take the time when I was agency representative at the SAG
program negotiations in Hollywood last \ear." he continued. "We
were dealing with program contracts for actors, and SAG wanted

to establish repeat payments. Result of the negotiations: The first

three runs of a tv film program are covered by the original payment
with re-use payments not due until the fourth run.'"

No minor achievement this since it represents a big sa\ing to

sponsors who run their films several times.

At the time he was active in SAG program negotiations, Kabaker
was heading up D-F-S' Hollywood office. Within his last three

years in California, his office supervised the shooting of and pro-

duced some 400 tv films. This list included such series as Beulah.

Inspector Mark Salter I both agency-produced) and the StU Lruin

Show and The Lone Ranger (agency-supervised).

"Despite the trend towards network-packaged shows," Bays Kaba-

ker, "this agenc) packaged close to 50$ of its tv and better than
>(»'

, of its radio shows last year because of our active creative staff."

During 1953 D-F-S was No. One among agencies in radio billings

with $18 million for the year. The agency's tv billings were at the

rate of $10 million out of a 1053 total of $43 million. (For 1953

billings of 2(1 top radio-tv agencies see SPONSOR 28 December 1953.)

Currently Kabaker is bus) studying the cost of color tv. His find-

ings to date are that the average color film costs up to 359? more

than black and white.

"lint." adds he with a lawyer's objectivity, "the evidence i- such

that the added impact will make the increased investment worth-

while when color film becomes standardized."

Most impatient for color in Kabaker's famil\ at the moment i-

hi- 12-\ car-old son. He feels The Lone Ranger would be a natural

for color treatment. * • *

86 SPONSOR



The Sound and the Jury

On \\ \ \\ 570, iIm sound ol .1 bi autiful voii

oi an effective < <> en ial n a< hes .< pot( ntial

|ui\ ol .11 leasi 202,000 families, One r< ison

favorable frequency. \i 570 k( oui 5000 watts

proje< ts .1 hall millivoli 240 miles. - \i 10 10 ki

132,000 watts would be needed; ai I 1 10, 778,000

w.iiis.i rransmission from one ol the world's

tallest Wl towers (927') ovei land noted E01 soil

conductivity (also fertility: out 5-state coverage

area yields annual farm income ol v '> billion),

guarantees a favorable reception foi youi sales

message.

Verdict (Diary Study s
)

; I" to I in favoi ol

WNAX 570, o\ci the second station in the area;

top rating in 186i^ (!>7.:'»\
|

ol the 500 quarter-

houi segments surveyed.



Some people are born leaders

like WCAU, Philadelphia
TELEVISION — For the telecast of President Eisenhower's

"State of the Union" message which was carried

by all three Philadelphia stations, WCAU-Television's

average rating was 36% greater than that of

the other two stations combined.

RADIO — For the broadcast of President Eisenhower's

"State of the Union" message which was carried

simultaneously by the four network stations, WCAU-Radio's

average rating was 40% greater than that of the

next two stations combined.
s<,„rc„ UOon ,«,„„.

The Philadelphia Bulletin Radio and TV Stations • CBS Affiliates • Represented by CBS Radio and Television Spot Sales

}8 SPONSOR



Nighttime 22 March 1954

SUNDAY I
MONDAY

«* *«"*S£2* the

WBEN Parade

Mike Mearian
SATIRE A MUSIC

JOVIa»<
•'

Audien""
- 7**

•'pb Huhhc

WBEN " persons lilies —plus. They add personal punch to

your sales message Buffalo- area udiences believe WBEN per 3onalit.es.

Call „r

Ch
Wfiu an) < HRISTAL Office

Francisco, Boston or

n New York.

Detroit.

BUFFALO EVENING NEWS STATION

SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA'S /'ttUtee'l RADIO STATION

Most people in Western Virginia listen to

WDBJ NEWSCASTS because we employ:

• Two competent, full-time News Editors

• Direct AP AND UP presswire services

• Tape recorders, police and fire department monitors, tele-

phone "beep" system, etc.

• Full reportorial services of both morning and evening

Roanoke newspapers I including some 50 string corre-

spondents in our coverage area)

• 46 complete, locally-produced, practically spaced news-

casts weekly

• 11 complete farm shows weekly

AND, we've been steadily serving, steadily improving,

steadily promoting these services for almost 30 years.

B^% E.tabli.h.d 1924 CBS Sine* 1929

IBM W\ MM 1 AM . 5000 WATTS . 960 KC V-V 1 1BC 1 FH . 41.000 WATTS 94.9 MC ;,

llrl/tf ROANOKE, VA. flfJ

,nrj „„J Operated by tne TtMCSWORLD CORPORATION A f^m.

FREE & PETERS. INC., National Representatives



up
I'm happy in my Serape"

'm happy in my Serape"—"blanketed

with sales maili' in KC'OR's forty live

county area covering 691,000 Spanish

Speaking Americans"

P.S. Then are forty other happy

oltt nti Wet ""'

Represented by

Richard O'Connell,

Hat'l. Adv. Dir.

40 fort 491* St., N. V

S. A. Cortrz, Pr*..:,h „t

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

to win

friends

and

influence

buyers

-you belong

on KUDL
the BIG

1

p. i independent

station in

KANSAS CITY
00 WATTS

250 WATT RATE
ASK FORjOE

in California ....
there are more than 2

BIG MARKETS!
Save 20% . . . Buy the Key line

KSJO San Jose

KBOX Modesto

KGST Fresno

KHUB Watsonville
ft*P'»i»nff cf by

RAMBEAU

KEY LINE
Radio Group

D aytime 2 2 March l

FRIDAY SATURDAY

DKO—CLINTON



21YEARS
of Intimate Glimpses

RADIO-TV MIRROR, the only national magazine to cover

both radio and tv for the listening audiences, is proud to an-

nounce its Seventh Annual awards. These solid -gold -medal

awards are presented to the favorite stars and shows of 1953-54

as selected in RADIO-TV MIRROR's annual nationwide poll

of readers. Award winners are featured in the May issue, on sale

April 7.

RADIO-TV MIRROR takes this opportunity to thank net-

works, agencies, sponsors, stars, and others who have assisted

us. Your cooperation has madeRADIO-TV MIRROR. .

.

. . . America's Oldest and Largest-Selling

Radio and TV Magazine*

*Over 875,000 Sale, February Issue

(publisher's estimate)

*f?

^\mJ
'

1933

ftadbMztM

M&F •

1943

22 MARCH 1954
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£Soo

a forum on questions of current interest

to air advertisers and their agencies

\\ hilt Li ml of promotion slum hi you use to yet

the must out of lm si' Iml I sponsorship

THE PICKED PANEL ANSWERS

The 1954 season

home games of

the Atlanta
Crackers will be

televised over

WSB-TV. This

will be the sec-

ond consecutive

year of sponsor-

ship by approxi-

mately 90 Ford

dealers within
Mr. Paulson

the WSB-TV area.

To stimulate interest in the games a

plan has been worked out wherein the

various Shrine organizations and the

participating Ford dealers offer 50,000

"booster books" at $5 each, containing

four tickets to any of the games at

Ponce de Leon Ball Park, Atlanta,

home of the Crackers. This advance

sale serves a dual purpose. It not only

will provide a certain advance guaran-

tee, but also it will encourage the pub-

lic to "buy" a share in the television

project—stimulating interest in base-

ball generally. During the 1953 sea-

son it was found that 75% of the pur-

chasers made use of their "booster""

tickets, while the remaining purchas-

ers were willing to make this invest-

ment in order to enjoy the televised

— «
- r i

<
• — .

I
I nless a minimum number of

books is sold, guaranteeing a certain

paid attendance at each game. Ford

won't televise the game. I

The advance promotion on the

"booster books" is released over WSB-
TV announcing the availability of the

books at all Ford dealers and Shrine

organizations. Thus, a great value in

goodwill is alreadj being engendered

for Ford dealers through their part in

providing baseball in the living rooms

of hundreds of thousands of Georgia

homes up to 150 miles away.

The Ford Dealer advertising com-

mittee had the desire to bring "Ford"'

before the ball park audience as well

as the television audience. In the ne-

gotiations arrangements were made for

the ball park management to promote

"Ford Night" once a week during the

home games at Ponce de Leon Park.

For this purpose two million gate tick-

ets will be provided for the 1954 sea-

son and will be used each night for

drawings on "Ford Night." The hold-

er of the winning stub receives a new

1954 Ford each Wednesday night. The

park management finds that this free

Ford promotion has been very success-

ful in past years to insure good atten-

dance.

Audience ratings placed the Ford

—

Cracker baseball games in Number One

position during the 1953 season.

Russ Paulson
Manager, Atlanta Office

J. Walter Thompson Co.

Atlanta. Ga.

Before we dis-

cuss baseball

sponsorship I

think it would
be wise to men-

tion a few facts

about baseball it-

self, here in Ed-

monton, and the

position of our

station. CFRY
in relation to the

Mr. Afaganis

sporting audience.

1. The year 1953 brought Edmon-
ton Eskimo Baseball team into the

\\ estern International Baseball League
for the first time. Pro-ball was back in

Edmonton for the fir-t time in 15

years. In the past few years baseball

had been rated as a minor sport, so

far as attendance was concerned.

2. The job of building baseball once

again was going to be tough, and

everyone concerned with the sport

knew this.

3. CFRN is known as the sports

station for Northern Alberta, and of

course was counted upon to give it

full support.

Now we get into the meat of the

ston :

Edmonton Motors, a well established

General Motors dealer here in North-

ern Alberta, realized the tremendous

value they would receive in this spon-

sorship, not onK in the increase in

sales of their particular product, but

also the goodwill that could be estab-

lished locally, and rurally.

Promotion immediateh swung into

action. A theme song was established

along the line of "Take Me Out to the

Ball Game"—to link Edmonton Mo-

tors with baseball. This theme song

along with recorded promos, was

played approximate^ 400 times during

baseball season, supported by news-

paper advertising.

\-ide from local newspaper adver-

tisements. 29 rural newspapers were

also included in the campaign. Attrac-

ts e signs were placed in the sponsor's

showroom giving broadcast informa-

tion and of course including the pic-

ture of CFRN's sportscaster.

One thousand baseball rule books

were printed. The cover plugged the

sponsor and the station. The CFRN
sportscaster and baseball officials made

personal appearance- before local

groups including the huge "knot-

hole"" gang children under 14 years

of age—promoting baseball and cre-

ating interest. Ball players were inter-

viewed on the air. with the personal

touch in mind to create a friendly at-

mosphere between ball player and spec-

tator.

Ever] possible means of promoting
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baseball to the public through radio

was used, including spot plugs on per-

sonality shows over CFRN.
Wednesday and Saturday became

baseball nights over CFRN. People
recognized that Edmonton Motors was
bringing this sport into their homes.

One more factor which contributed

to success—our sportscaster. We be-

lieve Al Shaver is one of Canada's out-

standing sportscasters and should be
included in this success story. It's

axiomatic that a good sportscaster is

very important in promoting baseball
or any other sport.

And now, here's the end result, or,
the success story:

Edmonton Motors found that al-

though they could not pin-point the
actual increase in sales, their custom-
ers and potential customers appreci-
ated their part in baseball, and the
company received hundreds of good
comments and notes of appreciation
because of the sponsorship. The
amount of goodwill created, according
to their management, was tremendous
and is bound to have an effect on the
future business of Edmonton Motors.
Edmonton outdrew every other

Western International League city for

the entire season. Baseball became so
popular that city officials inaugurated
steps to build a new, main grandstand
for the baseball park.

Both sponsor and station feel the

year was a tremendous success and
this year will be looking forward to

even greater achievements.

Ernie Afaganis

CFRN
Edmonton, Alberta

The Hollywood
Stars, two-time

Pacific Coast
League baseball

champions, were

sponsored over

radio last season

for the first time

by the Seven-Up

Bottling Co. of

Los Angeles,
Inc., whose fran-

chise covers the two lush counties of

Orange and Los Angeles.

Long recognized and emphasized in

the national magazine advertising of

the parent company out of St. Louis
that sports and Seven-Up had a nat-

ural affinity, it was logical that we
(Please turn to page 129)

Mr. Smith

Recognized as

the important n

metropolitan ma
of Central Texas
this complete Bill

Dollar potential

reached only by
using the facilit

of KCEN-TV

THESE ARE SOME OF THE ADVERTISERS USING KCEN-TV

Lucky Strike Cigarettes

Buick Automobiles

Ajax Cleanser

Palmolive Soap

Halo Shampoo

Colgate Dental Cream

Palmolive Shave Cream

Palmolive After Shave Lotion

Fab

Crosley Appliances

DeSoto Cars

Ford Cars and Trucks

G. E. Appliances

Minute Rice

Jello

Gillette Razors

Gillette Blue Blades

Gillette Shave Cream

Toni and Prom Home

Permanents

Gulf Products

Johnson's Wax Products

Chesterfield Cigarettes

Tide, Lilt, Cheer and Camay

RCA Products

Wesson Oil and Snowdrift

Bowes Seal Fast

Supreme Bakers

Budweiser Beer

Bulova Watches

Denfyne Gum

Falstaff Beer

Kool Cigarettes

Oldsmobile Automobiles

Schlitz Beer

American Beauty Flour

Mrs. Baird's Bread

Brockles Special Dressing

Fritos and Cheetos

Grand Prize Beer

Humble Oil & Refining Co.

Ireland's Chili

Lone Star Beer

Magnolia Petroleum Co.

Maryland Club Coffee

Patricia Reid Cosmetics

Pearl Beer

Mrs. Tucker's Shortening

Western Holly Stoves

Holsum Bread

Jax Beer

Coca-Cola

Southern Select Beer

KCEN-TV is the only VHF station in this area. Antenna height

is 833 feet . . . maximum power 100,000 watts.

VHF CHANNEL £
TEMPLE, TEXAS
P. O. BOX 188

KCEN-
O O O INTERCONNECTED

Owned and operated by the Bell Publishing Company; represented by George
P. Holingbery, national representative; Clyde Melville Co., Texas representative.
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SLICER

SPONSOR: Kitchi n M KG] N< \ Dire< t

« \inii I VS1 HISTORY: Last lugust WTVl went on

the an. the lust uhj station in <i market which had been

served by vhj ti since I ''17. / feu weeks ago II 1 1 I

ma one [O-minute program im Kitchen Magic ui L0:00

p.m.. Sunday, 17 January. I /•< sponsor offered a slicei

gadget mi the program < II II Fs one-time [Q-minute rate

is $] In i unit tun telephone answering services were kept

hw\ taking '.ii_' phone orders, received from eiei\ zone

in the St. I.mus area Monday's mail produced another

L26 unlets I,, i a total <>l \2\", units sold.

WTVI, Bellevil] PROGRAM: LO-minute demonstration

FRUIT JUICE

>|mi\-mi|; ii VGEN( 'i : "i i 8 Rubicai

CAPSl I I
i VSE HISTORY : To test the sales effective-

ness of Jamie, The Pulse. Inc. asked 1.000 television

homes in metropolitan Veu York during January if ther

hail watched five different programs, one of which mis

Jamie. Results showed there mis a 11.1', higher inci-

dence of purchasing Molts Apple Juice among viewers

of Jamie than among non-viewers. There uas 13'
I high-

er purchasing incidence of Sunsweet Prune Juice anionic

viewers of Jamie than among non-viewers. Talent cost

of Jamie is -I 1. 120 net; time cost (28 ABC I I stations)

is I L5,000 gross.

Mli ["V, Ne* York PROGR \M: Jami

DEPARTMENT STORE

SPONSOR: Belk Simpson I ... \U Nl ^ : Direci

< UPSU1 I ' \-i fflSTORY: Shortly before last Christ-

mas II (,l I. received a letter from the manager of South

Carolina's largest department store. It read, in j>art:

".
. . The thought occurred to me that \ou people at

H'Cl I. might like to know hou pleased ue me with

Santa's Workshop, our program which you are currently

televising Monday and Friday nights. The response has

far exceeded all expectations, with thousands of letters

coming to us from scores of towns and cities in both the

CarolinOS and Georgia. It has paid of] in sides, too. as

we hare checked results in every ua\ possible. .

."

Cost of 10 programs uas $1,500.

\\(.\I
, Greenville, - I PROGR \M Santa's Workshop

GLASS CUTTER

SPONSOR: Grant Tool Co. IGENCY: Dire

I VPSULE I W! HISTORY: Grant Tool Co., a lart

mail order house, bought one \0-minute telecast c

hi I I at 11:00 p.m. following the stations late shot

Capitol Theatre. Kill a uhf outlet had been on tf

air only three weeks at the time. Don Karnin. on beha

of the tool company, wired KTl I . "Your mail an

phone count uas terrific . . . please send me avails ft

this weekend. The station sold 117 of the combinatio

glass cutter-knife sharpeners at $1.98 each i/>/us C.O.L

postage) at a total time cost of $43.75.

kl\ I . Stoi kton, < il. PROGR WI: LO-minute ik-mon-tration-pitc

REAL ESTATE

SPONSOR: Tolson & Vssoc. VGENCY: Direc

( UPS1 I I < W. HISTORY Tolson & Associates. Real

tors has found that 2:30 a.m. is a good time to sel

houses. On Friday. 20 .Xovember 1953 the compaw
bought one $75 announcement which resulted in mor>

than $100,000 north of sales within two days. Ther

were 11 houses sold as a direct result of the announce

merit and they ranged in price from $9,000 to $12,001

The program on which the announcement appeared fea

lures motion pictures. It's telecast from 1:10 to 2:45 a.m

KTT\. Los \ngeles PROGRAM: Jackson's Late Theata

SPONSOR: Tip Top Bread \i,IM ^ : I. Walter Thompsl

I UPS1 I I CASE HISTORY: "l ncle Joe" Bova demon

sirated a new dame step to his juvenile viewers las

month. Then he told his audience that if they wanted i

diagrammed chart showing how to execute the step they

should send in a self-addressed and stamped envelope

To simplify the directions, which must have soundea

pretty complicated to his small-try friends—many of pre

school age—Bova explained "that's like sending a letter

to yourself." Result.' More than 1.000 requests withir

two days of Bora's single announcement. Cost oi tin

shou is $510 per half hour [gross) lor time.

WNBK. Cleveland PROGR \M: Tip Top (

SOFT DRINK

SPONSOR: Dr. Pepper Bottl i i l ^GENI Y: McDonald 8

II.:-

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: hi May 1953 officials J
Xashville's Dr. Pepper bottling plant signed with II

v W-

II for a special campaign to promote a six-bottle carton.

Alter six months on the air. area sales of the six-bottle

carton acre mice what they were the previous year. The

Dr. Pepper Nashville manager said. "In addition to the

terrific sales increase, we feel Ruflin Reddy and II S !/-

TV have given Dr. Pepper added prestige. We've tested

our audience with proof-of-purchase mail several times,

and I'm continually amazed at the tremendous selling

pouer of II >\l-TI ." F.ach participation costs $62.62

WSM rV, Nashville PROGRAM: Western Corral

a



Got something

to say 9

. . . tell it where they're waiting for you!1

The secret lies in tested, established local participation programs

commanding loyal audiences. In Rochester, you'll find the most

and the best of these programs on the station that has a 4-year

head start in TV in this market—WHAM-TV.

"HOME COOKING"

for instance: with Trudy \!<\all. 9:30 to 10 Wl
daily, Monday thru I r iila\ . The only

cooking show in Rochester T\ . and

one of the best anywhere! Trvit and

see. Participation, live or film, $60.00.

WHAM-TV ROCHESTER, N. Y.'s FIRST STATION
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Honolulu market facts outlined in KIM booklet

Hawaii, Bays Kl I. \. i- a 81.5 billion

market with 500,000 potential custom-

ers, and Honolulu iKl l.\- base of

operations) ranks among the top third

of the United States' 200 leading citv

markets "in all important categories."

Kl LA claims that of the 20 largest

I . S. cities, Honolulu ranks first in

effective buying income—$7,198 per

family, or 30'
i higher than the Ameri-

can average. The high income figure

is hased on all of Hawaii's eight racial

groups, according to KULA. The sta-

tion asserts that Honolulu's population

is larger than Providence, R. I., or

Salt Lake City: that its retail sales are

larger than Jersey City or New Haven;

that its general merchandise sales are

larger than Charlotte, N. C, or Peoria,

Kill sells neiespaper space
to mark station's birthday

The publisher of the Red Wing
(Minn.) Republican-Eagle was rather

surprised one day last month when
his chief local competitor—KAAA

—

sold 1,600 inches of advertising in the

paper. It netted the newspaper nearlv

$1,1 100.

Reason for KAAA's space-selling ef-

forts on behalf of the newspaper was
the radio station's fifth anniversary.

H. I). "Hal" Cory, promotion manager
for the station, decided that to proper-

ly chronicle the anniversary, the citv's

newspaper should have a special 12-

page K \ \ \ Anniversary section. Cory
—who was advertising manager of a

newspaper before joining KAAA

—

sold the space, laid out the advertising,

w mte the copy and dummied the paper.

He also puked up about $1,000 worth
of advertising for KAAA, plus some
long-term contracts signed as a result

of the promotion.

Said Cor) : "We're quite proud of

the promotion because of the unusual

sales pitch Used in bringing it to a

successful conclusion. It is gratifying

to be able to walk hand-in-hand with

one's competitor, especially when it

happens to be a newspaper. ..." * * *

100

III.; that its drug sales are larger than

Sacramento or Akron, and that its food

sales are larger than Fort Worth or

Bridgeport.

These and a variety of other market

[acts are outlined in an attractive 28-

page book being distributed to spon-

sors and agencies by the Honolulu

station. The booklet, which includes

photographs of the market, claims

KLLA reaches the "500,000 people in

wealth) Hawaii" through its block pro-

graming "to Hawaii's tastes," because

of its 10 kw signal on 690 kc and

and through its merchandising. * * *

I hi stations In i hi areas
start heavy promotions

Heavy uhf promotion is being con-

ducted by two East Coast uhf stations

which have gone on the air within the

past few months in areas covered by
\hf outlets. One of the uhf stations is

doing its best to lure national business

while the other—though not reticent

to accept national accounts—is concen-

trating on local business.

On the air about three months,

\\ TOY-TV, Norfolk, Va., now is giving

advertisers the benefit of a "Baker's

Dozen" merchandising plan.

The station offers exclusive out-shelf

merchandising in all Colonial Stores,

which \\ TOY-TV says is the largest

food store chain in the South; window
displavs in all Peoples Service Drug
Stores, said to be the South's largest

drug chain; mailings of jumbo post

cards to all retailers in the station's

area; movie trailers in six theatres,

four shows daily, seven days a week.

The other new uhfer, WRTV, Asbury

Home for "Home": new $200,000 studio

This is a bird's eye view of NBC TVs new $200,000 studio for "Home," the network women's

service program that had its debut earlier this month. NBC says the set is "the most com-

pletely workable permanent set in television." Concentric turntables in the center hold a

large automobile. Clockwise around the set are an earth pit for gardening (at left of

camera); a "tumbler" which revolves and inverts heavy objects for views of all surfaces; the

"cookery" for food features; the "editor's area" for interviews, with monitors for remote

pickups and a "flashcast" strip for headlines and other visuals; a workbench for how-to-do-it

segments; a "spiral pick-up" which has compressed air outlets to billow filmy materials up-

wards and a pickup arm from the ceiling to turn and drape fabrics; a set which will reproduce

all weather elements "live"; an area for room setups; an area for fashion shows; an area

for commercials. In the foreground is a remote-controlled camera mounted on a telescopic arm

suspended from the ceiling that can loom from an over-all view to a close-up. By SPONSOR s

presstime, 9 sponsors had signed for participations on "Home." It's aired from I I a.m. to noon.

SPONSOR



Park, N. J., has "no illusion of joining

a network or competing for big na-

tional advertisers," says Harold C.

Burke, vice president in charge of

operations. Like WTOV-TV, WRTV
faces stiff vhf competition. It's been

on the air about a month and a half,

and so far its major promotional effort

has been to sell itself to vhf set owners.

The station pays dealers 25c for

every householder they personally call

on in an effort to sell a uhf converter.

The dealer gets the quarter regardless

of whether a converter actually is sold.

To get extra local enthusiasm stirred

up, WRTV is presenting programs

about more than 50 local organizations

with a total membership of 137,000

people. As another attention-getter

the station recently turned its opera-

tion for an entire day over to local high

school students. * * *

Briefly . . .

Billing itself as "the only radio sta-

tion with studios in Harlem," WLIB.
New York, recently claimed another

distinction: It is now the only com-

mercial radio station with a transmit-

ter inside the New York City limits.

The new transmitter, opposite 86th St.

on East River, the station says now
offers sponsors "effective metropolitan

coverage equal to any major network

or independent station in New York."

Pulse says more Negroes listen to

WLIB than any other station, says out-

let.

* * #

Movielab Film Laboratories, New
York, is holding quarterly departmen-

tal meetings at which the staff mem-
bers discuss ways of working together

more efficiently. Saul Jeffee, president

of Movielab, told SPONSOR that his

company thought the motion picture

companies wanted their work in a

hurry. But he says that tv stations

and networks are even worse. "We're

faced with a constant deadline," he

said, "and by having regular meetings

different departments can get together

and figure out ways of working to-

gether more smoothly and faster."

* * *

KGO, San Francisco, is the latest

radio station to equip its salesmen with

a pocket-sized portable radio. KGO
said the little radios bear the slogan,

"Wherever I go, I tune KGO." The
salesmen use the radios in auditioning

programs for clients and agencies.

{Please turn to page 131)

Affiliated with

CBS, ABC and

Dumont networks

Represented by

CBS Television

Spot Sales

serving thirty-nine counties in four western states
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some spots are bett<
If you're trying to make a mark for yourself ... let good pictures

pull the big audiences.

The Television stations represented by NBC Spot Sales have

lined up star-studded late night films that are attracting wide-

awake adult fans. The prices are right, too ! Spots in one of

the nation's richest retail markets come as low as $36 each.

And late night movie spots sell! Local advertisers who depend on

advertising for survival prove it night after night. For instance:

For the best spot, at the right time, at the right pi

;



*> ,«

lan others
kpphance dealer sold 55 television sets with only one spat announce-
i in late night movies.

main of super markets just renewed sponsorship for the fourth straight

k . . . last month achieved an average ARB of 26.7.

b'o-iveck contest on one station's midnight movies dreiv 58,011 entries.

I , too, can win critical acclaim for your own advertising sales

isages. Just ask your NBC Spot TV salesman to help you

Ine a schedule of late night movie spots.

SPOT SALES
SO Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.

Chicago Detroit Cleveland Washington San Francisco

Los Angeles Charlotte* Atlanta* *Bomar Lowrance Associates

representing

TELE I 'ISION STA TIONS

:

jm^k^ WAVE-TV LouitviUe

InhcI wrgb i 'h/~\^J Albany-Troy

KONA Honolulu, Hawaii
WNBT \< a- York

WNBQ CI rngo

KNBH Los Angeles

KSD-TV St. Louis

WNBW
WNBK ' a «d

KPTV Portland, Ore.

representing

RADIO STATIOXS:

^™W WAVE

fill KGU
illc

Honolulu. Hawaii^^ WNBC \ <> York

WMAQ (JO

KNBC San Francisco

KSD St. Louis

WRC gton

WTAM ' ! ind



SMALL-TOWN AMERICA
i Continued from page 12

I

goodl\ percentage of utail Bales de-

rising out of town- with small concen-

tration <>f population.

Vgain u-ing tlic U.S. Cen-us of

Business ;i- a sounc. sponsor found

thai bettei than 55'
I of retail gro< n\

Bales derived from towns \% i t li popula-

tions under 50,000. Close to 60' ,' of

tin auto accessories sales are attribu-

table to Buch communities. Some 45%
of national proprietary and drug store

Bales derive from towns with popula-

tion- under 50,000.

In -liou how retail -ale- of am one

product break down by city size

groups, here are figures indicating

over-all national retail gasoline sales

in 1948 broken down b) Bizeofcity:

5000 WATTS
ON 61

IN HOUSTON

TOonU

TEXAS LARGEST
FULL TIME

INDEPENDENT
STATION

Howard W. Davis, Pres.

Glenn Douglas, Gen'l, Mgr.

5000 WATTS
ON 630

IN SAN ANTONIO

&*<?

MORE TEXAS ADVERTISERS

USE KMAC THAN ANY
OTHER SAN ANTONIO

STATION

Howard W. Davis, Owner

Ask the Walker Representation Co., Inc.

104

(.ity population So. of gas stations Retail sales

(in thousands)

Ova 500,000 16,887 $817,581
250,000 500.000 7,714 542,.r>44
] (in, ooo -2VJ.000 11,049 475,608
50,000-100,000 10,006 427.726

rOTAl 45,656 $2,063,459

25.000-50,000 11.621 $499,615
10,000-25,000 17,465 720.371

5,000 10,000 13,233 523.272
2 500-5,000 11,558 423,049

l adi i 2500 88,720 2,2 r>3.535

rOTAl 11 $4,419,842

I. .1,1 (or tli*- IS. 188,253 $6,483,301

It i- apparent, then, that Smalltown,

U.S.A., is a retail market of such size

that no manufacturer of a nationally

distributed product can afford to ig-

nore it in his advertising allocations.

Hut how can the advertiser reach

Smalltown, U.S.A.?

I he most efficient mean- of reach-

ing the smaller community is to he

found in radio, on a spot or a network

basis. The advantages of including

smaller communities in a spot sched-

ule are the same, oi course, as those

which pertain to am -pot buy. \nd

two networks serve the smaller com-

munity. Keystone makes a specialty

of it. Mutual Broadcasting System cov-

ers the smaller communit] a- part of

its activities a- one of the four major

national networks.

Keystone Network, with 7<)(i affili-

ated radio stations, is most powerful in

towns with populations under 10.000.

Mutual Broadcasting System, with 565

affiliated radio stations, is strongest in

town- with populations ranging from
Kl.liDO to 100,000. (For complete

breakdown of size of cities covered by

these network-, see charts page 43.)

Keystone is a transcription network.

It provide- sustaining and commercial

programing on tape for its 700 affili-

ates. The character of these KBS affili-

ates is trulv local, with all programing

and appeal keyed directly to the par-

ticular Smalltown, U.S.A., market in

which the stations are located. Close

to 400 KBS stations are 250-watters

whose coverage area coincide- exa tl\

with the average town of 25.000 or

fewer people in which these stations

are located. The bulk of KBS station-,

or 7(>'
( of them, are in one-station

markets, that i-. towns which can be

reached onlj through Kl! v .

Mutual Broadcasting S\ stein i- the

"grass-roots*' radio network, with an

aggregate audience of 00 million peo-

ple in 45 of the 48 states. Many of

these MBS stations are in the large

metropolitan centers, and. in fact, an

advertiser maj choose to cover the

major markets via a limited MBS net-

work, bypassing it- penetration into

Smalltown, I .S.A.

SPONSOR



However, for national advertisers

who're seeking broad coverage, several

facts about the 565 MBS affiliates as-

sume importance. Of the 565 MBS
markets, 267 throughout the U.S. are

in non-tv areas. In other words.

MBS has access to about 12 million

radio-only homes in markets not yet

covered by tv. An MBS study of the

network's penetration revealed that

MBS attracts two out of every five ra-

dio listeners throughout non-tv U.S.

Further, three out of every five radio

listeners in Smalltown, U.S.A., in mar-

kets where MBS has the only network

affiliate, listen to the MBS station.

(For distribution of MBS stations, see

chart on page 43.)

The advent of tv has made small-

town radio coverage more important

than ever before. When advertisers

relied on network radio for the bulk of

their advertising penetration, they con-

sidered spill-over coverage from power-

house stations sufficient to reach into

the smaller markets. Today, with both

air media carrying a sponsor's mes-

sage throughout the country, adver-

tisers have become more aware of the

need to penetrate into grass-roots

markets, as well as the need for so

•doing by means and advertising psy-

chology that is radically different from

their pitch in major markets.

The 3,000 counties in the U.S. with

small communities within them actual-

ly contain individual entities that are

not only different from the metropoli-

tan market, but that differ from each

other. Listening habits in Smalltown,

U.S.A., are as different from those in

the metropolitan center as are the

living patterns. And in these smaller

communities the population relies on

radio for its entertainment to a far

greater extent than in those larger

cultural centers where a greater selec-

tion of distractions is available. By

the same token, Smalltown, U.S.A.,

has displayed a far greater station and

program loyalty than can a big-city

audience.

With these differences in local tastes

in mind, Keystone Network relies

mostly upon its affiliated stations for

programing that will appeal to the

small-town audience. As a taped net-

work, it provides musical programing

to its stations upon request, out of

the two e.t. libraries that the network

has acquired. The other type of pro-

graming the network furnishes its

affiliates is taped programing provided

by various sponsors.

I lie independent programing 01

KBS affiliates is keyed to lo< al tastes

with strong emphasis upon local news,

weather, sports and entertainment

coverage. Slightl) undei 50'
! of the

Kl!> alliliates program independent])

during those hours when the) do not

broadcast KBS (apes. Through KBS,
advertisers can buj local programing
adjacencies or participations econom-
ically b\ taking advantage of bulk

buying.

Mutual Broadcasting System pro-

vides advertisers with mass-appeal pro-

graming h itli :_'""< I merchandi

possibilities. I hrough the MBS Multi-

Message plan a Blue Book "I adver
i isers have taken ad\ at I the

e « 1 1 « < 1 1 1 i< combination "I good pi

tration into Smalltown, I .S. \. plus

raming that can be tied in effec-

tivel) h iili point-of-sale displaj s.

Jacques Kreislet \li^. ( o, (N, \\ .

\\er i
. i^ one advei tisei h ho is using

Ml! N idi the dual pui pose <>\ cov< i

and merchandisability. This watch-

band manufacture] used MBS 1

Multi-

\l>—age plan for the first time

SJSJSS fasterIT TAKES
TO CULTIVATE THE WESTERN MARKET

KOA goes to the city, too, but right now

let's concern ourselves with those 213,

953 tractors and their owners.

They cultivate some 263,098,634 acres

of Western Market farms in 302 counties

of 12 states. Farms where the average

income exceeds the national average

by 74.3%!

KOA, too, cultivates this area with pro-

grams of entertainment and farm serv-

ice, tailor-made for the Western Market.

Plant your sales message on KOA-Radio

— "The single-station network" — and

harvest a bumper crop of sales!

50,000 WATTS

For food advertisers

D E N VE R

delivers America's most food conditioned audience
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CUT OUT

FOR YOUI
SELL to

the market in

which 73% of

OKLAHOMA'S
retail sales

are made...

with a station

whose coverage

is concentrated

98% therein!

Yes, WKY is powered
and programmed exclusively

for Oklahoma.

WKY
RADIO
Owned and Operated by
THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahaman
Oklahoma City Timet
Farmer-Stockman • WKY-TV
Repreicnfed by THE KATZ AGENCY

throughout Bummer L953, for the pur-

pose <>f keeping the brand name in the

consumer's mind at a time when vaca-

tion plana take priority over luxury

purchases, and to establish a franchise

against competition in those markets

previously untouched bj national

watchband advertising. During 1953,

-nine II'. ol the firm's budget went

into MBS sponsorship.

\ 100% air media advertiser,

Kreisler (S>. is going back to MBS on

29 March for a L3-week run. \t this

time tin- firm lb participating both on

NBC TV's Kate Smith Show and To-

day. \ 100-station Lineup on MBS
will earn the watchband commercials

into Smalltown. I .S. \. simultaneously.

At a cost of $1,500 a minute. Kreis-

lei bought into tin- MBS Multi-Message

Plan: one minute in 7 he Falcon MBS,

Mondays, 8:00-8:30 p.m., another

minute in Mickey Spillane, MBS, I lies-

days, 8:00-8:30 p.m. These two pro-

grams, thf sponsor feels, reach the

type <>f mixed adult and older teenage

audiences that are potential watchband

customers. In sales meetings with

jewelers throughout the country. Kreis-

ler stressed both the low cost of this

buy and the programs' merchandising

possibilities.

Carter Products Co. I Ted Bate-
I . ir

another sponsor who uses MBS for its

extensive coverage, both in metropoli-

tan areas and principally in Smalltown.

U.S.A. A cold-season MBS advertiser

in 1953, Carter Products Co. rotates

commercials for four products i An id.

Rise, Nair. Carter's pills l on MBS.
Carter's MBS buv : Nick Carter. Sun-

days, 6:30-6:55 p.m. and later in the

vear, Squadron, Sundays, 6:00-6:30

p.m. During the 13 weeks of cold

season when Carter was on MBS. the

firm cleared 510 stations, which pene-

trated at an economic cost into the

small towns which the remainder of

the firm s advertising did not touch.

I he appeal of these two programs

was sufficient!) broad to deliver to

Carter Products Co. a large audience

of potential buyers for all its products:

people over 35 for the Carter Pills,

\oung girls for Viir depilatory, men

for Rise shaving cream and a general

audience for Arrid.

[filler Brewing Co. < Mathisson and

Associates), recent!) bought a -eries

of new- programs on MBS because

the I'u m feels "that particular net's

station-cities closel) match the Miller

High Life distribution pattern." The

brewen found, "An affiliated local sta-

tion is better adapted to the ta-k of

cooperative merchandising with the

Miller di-tii; Utor than LS an even more

powerful station covering a number of

Miller market-.

The brewery's choice ol programing

i- divided between male and female

appeal because the firm has found rap-

idlv increasing sales of beer for home
consumption. Miller Mich Life \ews

High Lights, featuring Robert F. Hur-

leigh on MBS Mondays, Wednesdays

and Fridays 9:25-9:30 p.m., i- keyed

to men: Hazel Markel, MBS Tuesdays

and Thursdays 12:20-12:30 p.m..

rea hes the women.

Vmong Keystone advertisers who
consider this radio network a regular

part ol their advertising plans are such

old-time K. I iS -ponsors as Carnation

Milk. \nahi-t. Pepto-BismoL Van
Camp food-. Suue ")(i advertisers in

the food, drug, automotive fields have

been u-in:j KB"* for several vears at

a low cost to insure that sizable per-

centage of their retail sale- which

stems from that group of consumers
which no national firm can afford to

overlook in tin- competitive vear: the

citizen of Smalltown. I .S. \. * * *

WCBS LETTERS
i Continued from page 49)

hold tasks to do, comforts me when

I'm sick or sleepless, helps me to be

well-informed, though domesticated.

Best of it. it never -avs "I don't know

when I want to find out the time, the

weather or who won the finht!

Vnother housewife emphasizes

radio's constant presence. If \ou rang

her doorbell, asked her wh\ she liked

radio, she'd sav :

"Radio is the only on-the-go enter-

tainment in the world today — and

most of us are on the go most of the

time todav. We housewives mark

Antony's word- to his friends and

countrvmen about a loan of their

ear-, because that's about all we have

to lend from dawn to dusk. And what

can heat the wide range of drama to be

shared without being chaired? The

immediac] of news almost a- it

happens! Music? 1 can cook to a

concert. Information and education?

I can clean while in das-. Ml those

in favor? The "ear-" have it
!'

King another doorbell, and the

people might stress radio'- importance

to the family as a unit

:

"We like radio in our little family

106
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you can

the

difference!
In 1928 there were four television sets

in the Schenectady area that were able

to receive this first dramatic program,

"The Queen's Messenger," from the

General Electric Company's experi-

mental television station. Today 3 5 6,000

receivers in the 14,000 square miles

that WRGB covers, tune regularly to

the full-time programming of WRGB.

The vast area of Northeastern New

York and Western New England now

sees the difference made by 26 years

experience in television. Take a closer

look with your NBC Spot Sales Repre-

sentative. See the difference WRGB can

make for you.

First General Electric television drama in the mechanical scanning days of 1928.

The regularly scheduled "Susan Kaye Cooking Show" in the WRGB sludios of 1954.

A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION, SCHENECTADY, NEW YORKm Represented Nationally -by NBC Spot Sales

New York • Cleveland • Chicago • Detroit

Hollywood • San Francisco

THE CAPITAL DISTRICT'S ONLY fULL-TIIAE TELEVISION STATION
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because the sound of radio identifies

some of the happiest and warmest

moments in our home life. The radio

i- on at night when we are relaxing

after a Long da\ it awakens US and

entertains us pleasantl) in the morn-

ing we turn it on during the baby's

night feeding the children listen to

it at meal <>r pla) time.

"Radio is a friendly sound a fam-

ily sound in «>ur hou-ehold. I hat s

why we love it, and w In we II never

be without it!"

You can't draw a graph about the

phrase "radio is a friendly sound—

a

family Bound in our household." But

\ on ^ct the idea of radio's importance

in Famil) life. Here's another example:

"I like radio l>e<au«e it i- an under-

standing guest who comes into my
home, entertains me. instructs and en-

lightens mr. If- an easy, relaxing

guest who doesn't make me sit in the

living room and ;:ive him my full

attention, hut lets me go on with what-

ever I want to do."

Listeners who wrote letters stood a

chance of winning a tahle model radio

HERE

KANSAS
Westward from a pioneer stone

fence post stretches 400 miles

of America's richest wheat lands,

dotted by farms and small towns.

This is WIBW-land . . . 100%

agricultural ... big scale in its

operations, its needs, its buying . . .

with farm income of over $1.5

billion.

Many advertisers are "discover-

ing" this huge, unexploited

market. At the same time,

they're also "discovering" that

the quickest, lowest cost way

to sell their product is to use

the medium that is the first

choice of these farm families

themselves—WIBW.

^=W+B4^
Stnriao, end Stlliia

"THE MAGIC CIRCLE"
Ir, | Copp*. NW.,01,0., 1»< UN IUDY C.« Mjr • WIIW • KOlN

for the best letter each day ( 78 radios

were awarded over the 13-week period

of the contest I . At the end of the con-

test the two best letters were selected,

with first prize—a new Mercury car

—

going to a Noroton, Conn, house-

wife (SPONSOR, 8 March, page 130).

\ New Jersey policeman won second

prize, a week's vacation for two in

Puerto Rico.

Most of the 78 winning letters and

many of the others seemed to reach

the same conclusion as last year's

Politz stud\ for Henry I. Christal

stations (SPONSOR, 14 December 1953

and lo \u<ni-t L953). The letters and

the Politz study both indicate:

• People with tv sets still listen to

radio.

• People listen to the radio while

doing something else.

• People say they need the radio

for information (news, weather, time)

as well as entertainment.

• People say radio is a necessity.

Notice how each of the following

contest letters emphasizes at least one

of the four findings made by Politz:

'"
\ musician and singer, a teller of

tale-

A breezy dispenser of newsy details,

I 'list' without looking—no time lost

from chores

And real eyes might scorn what mv
'mind's eye 'adores

Anywhere, anytime, easy to tote

—

My perfect companion, my gloom

antidote."

* • »

"A family of four, including three-

month-old baby, and a six-room house

require a schedule. Keeping the radio

on is a perfect way to keep scheduled.

Up at 6 with Sterling ... by Bob

Haymes time, heds are made, dishes

done and diapers are spinning. Bill

Leonard and I bathe baby. Joan

Edwards and I feed her. Godfrey time

is Mother's 'tea' time (baby's nap

time i. Make Up Your Mind for

fish oil and orange juice . . . Rose-

marv finds us dressed for outdoors.

'"Noontime. I turn the radio off

reluctantly, grateful chores made so

pleasant,"

• • •

"Because Because I'm always

hurrying, being teacher, housekeeper,

mother and gardener- - because I want

the news and haven't reading time

—

because I must know the correct time

and ni\ clocks never synchronize

—

because 1 must know the weather for

108 SPONSOR



WHEN THE PRESIDENT DIED .

Dallas heard
it before

Washington
Within a minute of the wire that told of

President Harding's death, Dallas heard the
news. A WFAA newscast was on the air—and WFAA was first in the nation to an-
nounce the president's passing.

It's a long way back to Harding's death
in 1923. The cumbersome TRF set and the

parlor it graced have disappeared. But
radio has since become part to most every

phase of human existence, with the news
broadcast an important means of immediate,

mass dissemination of the news.

WFAA earns its welcome into listeners'

homes. In times of emergency or distress
Southwesterners turn first to their

"neighbor of the air" for help. In December
a lost boy was found within the hour by

a m?n who heard the youngster's description
on WFAA's 7 :00 AM news. A week later

the wreckage of a missing plane was located
when a farmer who heard the crash asso-

ciated it with a WFAA report. And just be-
fore Christmas WFAA arranged for a

mother's appeal to reach across the seas to

her son—one of the 22 Korean Veterans
who chose Communism.

There are six veteran newsmen who re-

port, re-write and edit the 26 ]
-j hours of news

broadcast on WFAA every week. The
people of the Southwest depend on WFAA for

the complete story of newsworthy events
of local or world-wide significance.

One of a series: WFAA's established leadership in the Southwest

Mr. and Mrs. Warren G. Harding, photographed

shortly after his nomination for the Presidency.

WFA A
820 • 570
50,000 WATTS

D A L_ I_

NBC • ABC

5000 WATTS

A S
• T Q N

ALEX KEESE, Station Manager
EDWARD PETRY & CO., National Representative

Radio Services of The Dallas Morning News
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TALK IS CHEAP
(but RESULTS are beeg!)

when you advertise your product oyer

KIFN . . . Arizona's only full-time

Spanish-language station!

Si, senor , . it costs surprisingly leetle to
tell your sales story to Arizona's 85,000
Spanish-speaking people! But the results . . .

ah, amigo, the results will warm your heart
like tequila!

Ask coffee-man Senor
Folger, who sold 708
pounds of coffee to Phoe-
nicians from iust 27 spots
on KIFN' Ask Moe's Food
Fair, which sold 2500
pounds of pinto beans
(along with other adver-
tised items) in one week-
end' Or ask the very
pleased boss-man of
Quality Furniture who re-
ceived 220 letters from
prospective customers,
from a single musical quiz
program on KIFN !

Ah, yes, amigo the
KIFN audience listens
and buys! S20.000.000
was spent by Spanish-
speaking Anzonans for
goods and services last
year' If YOU want to sell

this rich market, you're
wise to speak its lan-
guage' (We translate your
message into Spanish for
free broadcast it over
KIFN for a minimum
charge (Compare and
see')

ooo.o
00

ASK THESE YANOUIS ABOUT KIFN!
NATIONAL TIME

SALES
17 E 42nd St

New York,
Now York

HARLAN G OAKES
AND ASSOCIATES

672 Lafayette
Park Place

Los Angeles, Calif.mm
860 Kilocycles • 1 000 Watts

REACHING PHOENIX AND
ALL OF CENTRAL ARIZONA

driving over a treacherous hill—be-

cause I in interested in politics and

can'l keep up \% i t h them outride

—

because, I love tin- theatre and can't

afford it because, I in interested in

new men handise and can't shop

around bei ause, I like music and

can'l make it because, friendly radio

voices an tip in) when I m alone

—

and because television hurts my eyes

I —I lo\c radio."

» • »

"M\ reasoning is simple. In '28 we

wen- married, we selected radio along

with our modest home furnishings.

Imi since, radio has been a natural

part of our lives. I recall how vitally

important it was to us then.

"As the babies came, it never

dawned on us to hire "sitter*.' We had

everything, happ) home life and al-

ways fine radio entertainment.

"Today, things are different. Finan-

cially comfortable, we own six radios.

Our children grew up, went to college

and studied with radios playing.

"'I believe and hubb) agrees, that

radio has helped us remain a happy,

united family."

HUDSON DEALER
(Continued from page 45)

Moran's personality probably had

more to do with the success of his

television efforts than any other single

factor. Jim says the secret of his ap-

peal lies in the fact that he's "always

himself."

He points out, "I've never taken a

diction or dramatic lesson in m\ life.

\nd I never will." It's the "Common
Joe" touch that gets him across to

viewers. His occasional grammatical

lapses and mispronunciations i^ive his

audience a sense of personal identifi-

cation, add to the believabilit) of his

messages.

The if\ tn his success on tv lies in

his abilit) tn relax before the camera

and speak to viewers with sincerity

and conviction, exactl) as he would

if he were in the showroom.

Jim says, ""It seems to us that the

ideal climate for selling merchandise

would be to be able to bring ever) pos-

sible customer into our place of busi-

ness where we could demonstrate our

product and tell our -ale- story. Since

this i- impossible, we use t\ to bring

mil sales room to our prospects. That

is win we ti\ tn 'In such a good job

of lighting our cars and displacing

our wares—and why we avoid the use

nl high pressure and gimmicks and
hysterical-type sell.

"We don't use hijdi-pressure sales-

manship because we would never talk

or act like that with folks who walked

in our front door."

Jim * casual manner carries over in-

to hi* stint as m.C. on Courtesy Hour
and Hum Dance, and he dons Western

jjarh to get into the mood of the show

on the latter.

Moran thinks he's found the perfect

solution for reaching the greatest

amount of adults through his program
lineup because "there's enough variety

so that there's something for eveiv-

one." The three types of programs

—

movies, varietv acts and farm jam-

borees—have wide!) varied appeal

The commercial copv itself on all

three shows strews exclusive features

of Hudson models as well as such fac-

tors as price, trade-in allowances, de-

pendability All are written in an

easy-going, low-kej style that i- much
the same as ordinary conversation:

'"I know many of you folks are curi-

ous to know just how much your car

is worth on the market and in trade.

Well—there isn't a better time than

right now to find out because we are

\erv glad to go on record telling you
exactly how much the car \ou now
own is worth—on our 1954 Hudson.

To begin with, the most popular

the cars more people buy are the three

so-called lowest-priced cars. Now the

reason for this is very simple. It just

seemed to be the onl\ new car you

could afford—so you bought it. It

may not have had all the luxury you

wanted. It may not have had quite

the performance you hoped for and it

mav not have had all the room and

comfort you wanted. But did you

know that you can move up into a far

more luxurious automobile- a far

more handsome automobile—a far

more exciting automobile— for less

money:' It's true and right now—I'd

like to have you compare the car \ou

own with our 1954 Hudson. . .

."

Moran cross-plugs the -how* during

the commercial to stimulate viewer in-

terest in an attempt to increase the

number of advertising impressions per

person. If the same person hears Cour-

tesj Motor commercials on two differ-

ent shows each week, he's more likely

to remember sale- arguments, becomes

a better sales potential.
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Which Kansas City radio station reaches

the largest number of daytime listening

homes in rural and small city Mid-
America— seven days a week — the year

around ?

KCMO, Kansas City's only 50,000 watt

station. The 1953 composite Conlan
"Study of Listening Habits" in Mid-

America rates KCMO over all other

Kansas City stations. In fact, KCM<)
serves a larger Mid-America audience

than any other station heard in the area. *

Simple sales arithmetic shows that KCMO
is your best buy in the rich, expanding

Mid-America market.

*There's good reason, too. For information on how
KCMO's bright, fresh programming commands the

loyalty of Mid-America's largest audience, contact

KCMO or the Katz agency.

KCMOradio
50,000 Watts at 810 Kc.
125 E. 31st St., Kansas City, Mo., or THE KATZ AGENCY

*Jf's a Meredith Station"

in



Occasionall) Moras uses giveaways

to test the [Mill <if his various programs

and determine their comparative pop-

ularity. One such ofler imolved one

announcement that free yo-yo'a would

be given to children who visited the

showroom oxer the weekend with their

parents. Over 5,000 yo-yo's were dis-

posed of during the following week-

end and Moran had t<> purchase 3,000

additional toys to meet the demand.

Alertness to trends and willingness

to experiment characterize Moran's

business ventures as well as his televi-

sion efforts.

Jim began his business career after

high Bchool as a gasoline pump at-

tendant. Within a few years he had a

station of his own and two years later

he owned three stations. After a stint

in the armed forces during World

\\ ar II Jim opened his own Ford agen-

7bpek$'s tt>P station

You're on the n$
with WREN* , , , choice for
BUDWEISER'S CARDINAL GAMES

Once again, WREN's tops for spring and summer-

time listening, with a full schedule of St. Louis Car-

dinal games, in a red-hot Cardinal territory. Cash in

on this big audience. Write for good availabilities

around the Cardinal games.

REPRESENTED BY WEED b COMPANY

5000 WATTS TOPEKA, KANSAS

cy in suburban Chicago Heights.

Shortly afterward he bought the Hud-

son agency which at the time consisted

only of one small building. Now his

business takes up a full block and he

has 400 employees.

Moran's television appearances are

not confined to selling Hudsons. He's

heroine a civic personality through

such activities as telethons for the

Cerebral-Palsy foundation, various

cancer research organizations and the

Cit) of Hope. He has become so well-

known a personality, in fact, that he

was recently asked to run for ma\or.

Moran was one of the forerunners

in the growing trend for the use of

air by auto manufacturers and dealers,

and he was one of the first of the "per-

sonality" auto salesmen. All his chief

competitors in the Chicago area now
have regular air schedules.

Auto manufacturers as a group have

become more and more air-conscious

in recent years as the supply of cars

has caught up with—and is now over-

taking- demand. During the first

eight months of 1953 auto manufac-

turers more than doubled their gross

network time billings for the same
period of 1952. In 1953, the figure is

SI 1.884.278; for 1952. S5.772.834.

(See "Automobiles on the air," spon-

sor, 16 November 1953, page 43.)

WEEK AT AGENCY
{Continued from page 39)

looked over at the battery of clocks

behind Garroway's tv desk.

'"Let's go grab some breakfast," he

said.

It was 10 minutes after eight. The

sun was up, people on their way to

work were staring through the huge

glass windows at Garroway ; the Telop

One Club was in full swing.

I was hungrj . I realized.

* * *

Two-Sixty Madison Avenue is one

of the new crop of "junioT sky-

scrapers" in Manhattan. It stands like

a glass-and-stainh— steel wedding cake

at the corner of 38th Street and Madi-

son Avenue in what used to he the

quiel residential section of Murray Hill

hack in the Life " Uh hatlicr era.

The fourth and fifth floors, and part

of the third, are occupied by Cunning-

ham \ Walsh, an ad agency that is a

lineal descendant of the Newell-F.m-
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JEPCO believes in fast

action, In the fast-moving tv and

radio fields the alert rep

must render service

on a moment's notice,

This is the Pearson policy,

MY IDEAL REP"
SAYS CHUCK WILDS OF

N. W. AYER,

'doesn't hesitate to use the

teletype or telephone when a

quick decision is needed

from a station."

JEPCO know* hem Ihc wind blow

radio and television staticn representatives

NEW YORK • CHICACO • MINNEAPOLIS • DALLAS • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO
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...BIG CHANGE
AT WVET

'> es, the station witli more lo< .il

accounts than an) other THREE
Rochester stations put together

\\as join< <l Amei i< a's livesl m i

workl Result:—improved pro-

gramming . . . ever increasing

audience . , , bettei than ever-

Inns for advertisers in the rich

Rochester - Western New York
marketl

_ 5000 WATTS • 1280 KC.

Change
To
WVET
Now

IN ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Represented Nationally by

THE BOLLING COMPANY

l\ Reasons Why
The foremost national and local ad

^0 vertisers use WEVD year after

jM year to reach the vast

S Jewish Market
a* of >1 < 1 1 <>|M>lii in \«-w York

I. Top adult programming

^_ 2. Strong audience impact

Ujaaaaj 3. Inherent listener loyalty

B^^M 4. Potential buying power

Send tor a copy of

"WHO'S WHO ON WEVD

HENRY GREENFIELD
Managing Mrortor

WEVD 117-119 ftil 46th Si.

Nfw Y.rk 19

iiic-ii agent j founded in L919. The

agenc) employe 320 people, of which

37 have been with Newell-Emmett and

( \\\ foi over 20 years. Fred Walsh,

the president, and Jack Cunningham,

executive vice presidenl and opera-

tional head, ha\e been with the firm

since the start.

(\\\ is not a "big" agencj in tin-

sense that Thompson, McCann-Erick-

Bon, ^ &R, BBDO and a few others are

"big." It does not have a string of

branch offices (although it ha- a

"service office" in Hollywood) around

the world. It does not have a sharpK

il lined hierarchy and extensive depart-

mentalization.

But it is far from small. This year,

Cunningham & Walsh will handle

about $43 million worth of advertising

1 1 urn 33 clients, of which about 40%
will go into radio and television, both

network and spot. A dozen clients of

the agency are active in air advertising.

I he) range from the Bank of Manhat-

tan, which spends about 20% of a

$550,000 budget in local (New York I

radio-tv spot campaigns, to giant Lig-

gett & Myers, the agency's biggest

account, which spends about half of

a SPON'SOR-estimated $13,000,000 in a

long -(ring of net and spot operations.

Fortified with bam. eggs, coffee and

toast. I arrived promptly at 9:00 a.m.

on Monday March first. The lobby

was empty except for eight red-headed

elevator operators who looked like air-

line hostesses in their cream-colored

uniforms. This was the building's

"gimmick," I learned; there were eight

more red heads on the other shift. The

-tarter, a Technicolored magnificence

in his white cap and jacket with red

trim, blue trousers and blue tie, nodded

pleasantly. He had brown hair.

At the fourth-floor reception room, a

simple lounge in wood paneling and

pastel greens, I was announced to

Howard Johnson, the agency's public

relations director who had been desig-

nated to show me around.

"People always think I'm the guy

who runs the roadside restaurants."

he told me as we started down a long

corridor to the southeast corner of

the building.

Vgencymen were arriving in their

ollices. settling down, drinking coffee,

reading papers and memos. I caught

quick glimpses of offices as I went past.

1 in tT and terra-cotta. Cool greens.

Beige rugs. Mahogam desks. Modern
but not modernistic. Comfort but not

luxur\. Huge picture window-. \ir

conditioning that hadn't taken the

weekend chill out of the place.

"This will be your office," said John-

son, Btopping finally before an empty

office on the 38th Street side. "One of

the girls from my department works

here. Joanne Keene. She's away for

a week." I stared at a pile of toddler-

Bized dresses on top of a filing cabinet

and at some swatches of material on

the desk.

"Joanne handles special promotions

with women's magazines. She's our

-cuing expert." Johnson explained. He
produced a big pile of newspaper

clippings, biographies and back issues

of trade publications.

"Now that you're a junior executive

here," he smiled, "you'll want to get

\ourself oriented a bit on the hi-tor\

of the agencv. I've scheduled an

appointment for you this morning w ith

Jack Cunningham and one this after-

noon with John Sheehan, our radio-tv

director. Read through this stuff and

give me a call when you're read\

.

An hour later I felt ready, and dialed

Johnson on 24o.

He said, "We've got a little time

I'll give you the Forty Cent Tour."

"We moved in here in July 1952,"

Johnson called over his shoulder as we

took off at a fast trot. "Our part of

the building was designed specially for

us. You're on the fourth floor. Along

this part of the Madison side are media

executives, including Newman M<

Evoy, our v. p. and media director."

He waved to McEvoy. a tall, angular

man with close-cropped gray hair who

looked over the top of his glasses and

waved back at Johnson. Sc\cral junior

executive types, in dark flannels and

tweeds, were busily discussing some-

thing with McEvoy. "Media group

meeting,"' said Johnson.

"On the north side of the floor is

the Liggett & Myers department

—

account men, art and copy, L&M pub-

licity, radio-tv. production—and Fred

Walsh's office. He's our president and

top man. with E. IL Ellis, on the L&M
account." he said as we hurried along.

We passed executive offices, bull

pens of secretaries and media bu\rr-.

a huge art department busily creating

^p^ MORNING AND AFTERNOON^^ t JOHNNY SHAW
w SPINS THE GOSPEL RECORDS

Jw<~ FOR THE MID-STATE

4L i NEGRO AUDIENCE^ * " VIAm WSOKa ^ NASHVILLE TENN
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CAME THE DELUGE!
To get an up-to-date line on "uho's listening

and where," the Double Cola people, through

their agency, Noble-Dury and Associates, Inc.,

ran a 10-week contest on Double Cola's Double

Pleasure Party (6:15-6:30 p.m. Saturdays)

starring the inimitable Little Jimmy Dickens.

Then, according to Double Cola's Bob Ashley,

"came the deluge!" — more than 20,000 entries

from 34 states and one foreign country — more

proof that they're listening to WSM not

only throughout the Central South, but

in many other states, too!

To give your product a ride on

this powerful beam, talk to Tom

Harrison or any Petry Man.

Nashville • Clear Channel • 50,000 Watts
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Chesterfield ads, an eat-in lunchroom
i for C&W-itea who arc in a hurry),

mail room, mimeo, checking and billing

departments, communications.

Johnson paused, and cleared bis

iliicii discreetly.

"\\ e're very informal here,"' he -aid.

"hut you might as well learn which

mens room to use." He pointed down
a hall. "That one."

\\ e were now ahout a block from the

office assigned tti me.

"There's another and fancier one on

tin- Madison side," he added, "but it's

for high brass. We have a special

super executive John on the fifth door.

complete with shower, lounge and bar.

but that's reserved for clients."

\\ <• went through a door into the

entrance hall. An elevator stopped.

We stepped in. "Five" said Johnson

to the red head in charge.

C&W's fifth floor is like the fourth.

More executive offices along the Madi-

son side, the research department (in

process of moving to the third floor),

the radio-tv department (other than

L&M), audition room, copy-art con-

ference room, more art and production

offices, personnel, the famous C&W
oval conference room ( walnut walls

with a huge oval Korina table big

enough to seat 25 people), and. of

course, the client lounge and shower.

Outside the conference room, a sec-

retary stopped us.

'"Mister Cunningham will see vou

now," she said.

* * *

John P. Cunningham at 57 is the

operational head of C&W. A relaxed

New Kngland \ ankee who likes to

wear casual tweeds in the office, he was

sitting behind a huge mahogany desk

that looked big enough to use as a

badminton court.

"(nine in," he shouted through the

Open door of his office.

I Buddenl) realized that all the doors

ol all the executive offices I bad seen

had Keen open.

Cunningham pul down a pink coffee

< up thai could have doubled as a small

bird bath, crushed out an L&M filter-

tip cigarette and waved us to a big

loam-rubber sofa near his desk. Ex-

cept for the desk, the room could have

lucn the living room of a wealthy

bachelor's apartment.

"So, you're going to work here for

a week, eh?" he (buckled. His accent

was Bostonian. His face was still

brown with what looked like a Florida

tan.

"Let me tell you a few things about

how this agenc) operates," he said,

lighting an LAM and offering me one.

"I his is not a one-man shop. I'm not

'the boss and neither is Fred Walsh.

Ibis agency is run by a management
group of 12 directors, eight of whom
are creative guys. Writers, artists,

radio and tv guys. These eight men
probably spend 90% of their day

producing advertising for Cunning-

ham & Walsh clients, in addition to

guiding the agency.

"We have a democratic tvpe of man-

agement. It makes us very flexible,

and gives us plenty of room to grow,

even though we're a pretty good-si/ed

agency right now. We estimate that

were now tenth among agencies in

radio-tv billings and seventeenth in

total billings. I also think we're bal-

anced nicely media-wise. About 40'
\

of our total billings are in radio-tv

.

If we were 50% or 60' ',

. like some of

the big soap agencies, I'd think we

were getting a little top-heavy,

"On the other hand." said Cunning-

ham as he looked reflectively at the

big pink coffee cup, "I want you to

know that we think radio and tv are

TV FILMS off all KINDS
FILMACK STUDIOS

T»l»phon«. I

HA. 7 3 j 95

verv important media. In fact. I feel

that television will ultimately become
the country's top advertising medium,
closelv supported by radio.

"Were entering an era now where
air media are being developed so that

clients can buy on an insertion basis,

with program content control being in

the hands of networks and stations.

When vou buy air media in the near

future, you'll be buying audiences.

Hates will be geared to audience sizes.

Small clients as well a> big clients will

be able to use all kinds of air adver-

tising."

He paused and looked at me directly

from under thick black eyebrows.
"'

I here's something else about the

ageney vou ought to know. Someday
our junior executives will run this

agency . Meanwhile we want them to

be loval to the agency not just loyal

to a bunch of old men.

"Our junior executives and operat-

ing executives help determine agency

policy to quite a degree. For example,

we may be considering an account.

Now, our usual bench-mark for taking

an account is S200.000 in billings. Sup-

pose this account is only S100,000.

Should we take it? Can we help such

a client develop his sales to the point

where his advertising appropriation

will be a half million?

"Id never make such a decision all

by myself. I'd walk down the aisle

and call as many executives out of

their offices as I can and wed have a

shirt-sleeve huddle. We seek the opin-

ions of younger men and we let them

spark ideas. In other words, if you

have a hot idea while you're here, pass

it along. Do you see what I mean?"
I told him I did. Mr. Cunningham

squinted out at the bright morning

sunlight on Madison Avenue, five floor

below. "Fine," he said. "This after-

noon we'll put you to work."

9f. Jf. Jp.

I had been assigned to John Shee-

han. a big. heartv Irishman who once

ran the OWI's wartime radio efforts

and who now heads up the radio-tv

operations of C&W on all general

accounts, except L&M. It was mid-

afternoon. I was sitting in Sheehan's

office, which is on the Madison side of

the fifth floor.

"We've all got to be alert to all of

the radio-tv possibilities of all of our

agenc) accounts," he said. "Some-

times vou'll find it's a matter of edu-

cating the client. Hut it isn't a formal
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drive. Liggett & Myers is one of the

most active accounts in radio and
television. But we've managed to

develop a good basis of participation

by many other clients in air media.

"Our general radio-tv department

may sound small at first, considering

this is a forty-million-dollar agency.

But Liggett & Myers is handled by a

special group run by Win Case and

Norm Gort and radio-tv buying is

handled by the media department. Our
job is to create and supervise.

"In this department there's Dave
Lewis, who's pretty much my right-

hand guy; Tom De Huff, who works
mostly on tv; Joe McDonough, who
works mostly on radio, and me. And
you. Actually, we can expand at a

moment's notice when we have to.

Many of our copy and creative and
account people have extensive back-

grounds in radio and television. In

fact, when we're all putting our heads

together on an air campaign for a new
account I'll have as many as 15 people

in my office.

"We try," he said, echoing some-

thing Jack Cunningham had said a

few hours earlier, "to be informal, to

get ideas from a creative group."

He looked up as a tall slim man with

horn-rimmed glasses, a neat mustache,

and a well-tailored gray suit entered

through the open door.

"I've got those Cliquot Club film

spots, John," said the man with the

mustache. "Are you free to have a

look?"

Sheehan introduced us. The visitor

was Dave Lewis, formerly radio-tv

director of the Caples agency.

"We've just acquired the Cliquot

account," said Sheehan. "These are

some tv commercials done for them

by their former agency. We want to

look them over to see where we're

goin gin the future. We can run them

off in the audition room."

We started out of the room. As we
walked along, Sheehan turned to me.

"There's one thing Jack Cunningham
always tells us. You should know it

too."

"What's that?" I asked.

"When you're in the Cunningham

& Walsh offices, it's as if you're on the

client's payroll. You're an 'agency-

man' in the client's office."

We went into the audition room,

a brown-and-gray room with cork

walls that looked as though it might be

the executive preview theatre of

M-G-M. In one corner sat a 24-inch
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-* KOIN-TV is Oregon's most

powerful station

KOIN-TV's strong 56,000 watt signal

(soon to be 100,000 ERP) plus a tower-

ing antenna height of 1,114 feet above

average terrain is resulting in effective

coverage of far more area in the rich

Oregon and Southern Washington mar-

ket than any other Portland station.

Set sales are skyrocketing!

+r KOIN-TV is Portland's only

VHF station

KOIN-TV's sharp VHF signal is the

only television reaching many shadow
areas. Reception and picture quality are

excellent.

^c More people mean more sales

KOIN-TV's tremendous coverage—
its great lineup of CBS and selected

ABC shows, as well as solid local pro-

gramming has built a loyal, response

e

audience. Write, wire, or phone for

availabilities and complete market data.

KOIN-TV is your best buy in this rich

Oregon market.

KOIN-TV
CHANNEL 6 • PORTLAND, OREGON

Avery-Knodel, Inc.—National Representatives
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t\ Bet; iii the center of the wall, below

a pull-down movie Bcreen, waa a l>i^

radio-phonograph thai would delight

tin- licai t of any hi-fi fan. Since I

am an electronic hobbyist, I was drawn

to it like an iron filing to a magnet.

1 looked at it reverently. Sbeelian

• aught mj eye. "'It cost over 2.nini

bucks," In- Baid.

Others trooped into the room. Bud

Baker, the account executive. Joe

McDonough, a writer-producer. Joe

went into the projection room and we

Bettled ourselves in chairs as the house

lights dimmed.

< hi the screen, a minute commercial

unfolded. It was a gimmick] Bpot

which featured a young boy dressed

up like aii Eskimo. Iii the background,

a quartel extolled the virtues of Cliquot

(Jul. beverages to the tune of Jingle

Bells. I Iii- was followed by a 30-second

< ommercial that was a cut-down ver-

sion of the minute film. The Lights

went up, and the discussion started

Iii i-kl\

.

"Still Openings"

IN THE BLUE RIBBON LIST

esson Robbins

Nabisco

Pepsi-Cola

Phillips Petroleum

Proctor & Gamble

Safeway

Opening . . .

Opening . . .

Opening . . .

Join this parade of successful advertisers! Prestige

accounts build better results. KTVH business offices in

Wichita and Hutchinson; studios in Hutchinson: Howard

O. Peterson. General Manager.

CHANNEL

12 KTVH
HUTCHINSON -WICHITA

VHF
240,000
WATTS

CBS BASIC -DU MONT -ABC
REPRESENTED BY H-R TELEVISION, INC.

COVERS CENTRAL KANSAS

"We might do something with that

jingle," said Bud Baker, a small man
in a pin-stripe suit.

"We might. But I'm always a little

leery of public domain tunes,'" said

Sheehan.

'"Isn't there a certain incongruity in

that spot?" said Dave Lewis. "I mean,

where the Eskimo boy says Cliquot is

a 'good mixer.' Should ,i kid like that

be talking about making highballs?"

Bud Baker jotted something on a

piece of paper.

Joe McDonough appeared from the

projection room. "Since the Eskimo

is their trademark gimmick, ma\be it

would look better with animation

instead of a live actor." The group

discussed this briefly, and it was

decided that some animation ideas

might be worked out.

Dave Lewis produced a red Vinylite

transcription. "This is the lead-in they

used with the Cliquot Club Eskimos,

back \ears ago. I think its kind of

bouncy. Might be a jingle in it. He
went over to the hi-fi player, put the

transcription on the turntable and

plaved with the controls. "Listen to

this."

The record spun. Out of the speaker

came a bouncy tune that sounded like

soundtrack music for an early Mickey

Mouse or a favorite dance tune of the

late George Washington Hill. It was

punctuated by jingling sleigh bells,

cracking whips and the intermittent

bark of a sled dog.

"I think a new arrangement could

be made of that," said Lewis. "We
could work up a jingle to fit it."

••What kind of a jingle?" asked

Sheehan.

Lewis obliged, playing the record

again. Lewis' jingle was strictly ad-

lib. He used the dog's bark as a

device to emphasize "Clicpuot Club.

•"Shall I sing it again?"' Lewis asked.

Sheehan looked at his watch. CAW

knocks off at five. It was about 10

after five.

Sheehan chuckled. ""O.K. Dave.

You're on your own time. Sing it in

Eskimo.

"

Bud Baker grinned. "I've got a

better idea. Dave," he said. "Show

'em all how versatile you afre. Sing it

in Dog."

* * *

A good research department is to an

ad agencj what the Intelligence section

is to a military task force. Targets

are scouted, measured, defined: clues.
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companions in progress
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WWJ-TV celebrates its 7th Anniversary this month.

Beginning in 1947, and for almost two years, WWJ-TV was

Michigan's only television station, the pioneer in building program-

ming concepts and the desire for set ownership.

Affiliation with NBC-Television in January 1949 gave to Michigan

viewers their first network programs. Ever since, audiences have

welcomed WWJ-TV's local programs and the outstanding products of

NBC showmanship, side by side.

WWJ-TV is proud to be part of television's expansion and devel-

opment in the great Michigan market, and is equally proud of an

abiding association with television's greatest leader and pioneer . . . N.B.C.—I—

•

At the start of its eighth year, WWJ-TV, Michigan's First

Television Station, salutes the National Broadcasting Company . .

a stellar companion in progress.

In Detroit . . .

You Sell More

on channel

WWJ-TV
NBC Television Network

DETROIT

Associate AM-FM Station WWJ

FIRST IN MICHIGAN • Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS • National Representatives. THE GEORGE P. HOLIINGBERY COMPANY
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data, Btirveya are sifted and fed to

planners. Cunningham & Walsh's 27-

tnan resear< li depai tment, beaded b)

< rerald \\
.

I asker, is no exception.

It was to the research department

thai I went on the morning oi ruesday,

the second ill March. I explained t"

Taskei \\li\ I was ;ii C\W foi a week

—something I was getting good at,

since I'd been doing it with everyone

I niri and sat back w bile he told me
how In- department worked.

"We check on all kind- of things

for tlic agency and for clients," said

Tasker. He is a research veteran who

conducted the first coast-to-coast coin-

cidental radio check fur I AM in the

days before there wen- rating services.

"We might have to make a Burvej for

reaction to a new product. We just

did one like that for Colgate on

whether Super Suds' new detergent

should be hlue or white. We compile

rating histories of shows and time

slots, pre-test commercial? and stud)

the kind of impact on consumers that

different media have.
""

\ lot of our research work, natu-

ral!), is in connection with radio and

t\. We use Pulse local radio ratings,

Hoopers radio-tv ratings and American

Research Bureaus tv ratings. We also

use Nielsen Coverage Service, Rora-

baugh, Executives' Radio Service.

Media Records and Schwerin. In

addition, we maintain a largo library

of radio-t\ data provided by networks,

stations and the trade press.

"Seven years ago we set up Video-

town in .New Brunswick, \. J. As vou

know, it's a probability sample of New
Brunswick, which in turn is roughlv

a cross-section of the U. S. With tin-

as our barometer, we carefully watch

for important trends in radio listening

in tv homes, in acceptance of tv pro-

gram tvpes, color tv and living hahit-

n tv homes.

"We've learned a great many inter-

esting things from Videotown. For

example, we've learned that there is

considerable radio listening, partku-

arly on a multiple-set basis, in tv

homes. We've also learned that daily

routine of housewives has changed as

a result of tv. Nowadays, they do more
work in the mornings, less in the after-

noons, more in the early evenings and

less at night than they did seven years

ago. This gives us an important clue

as to when we are likely to reach them

best either by radio or by television."

He paused, and pulled out a big chart.

On it were bar charts which showed

the ownership of various durable-goods

categories. Tasker pointed to the chart

and said:

"This is something new. We've

learned so much from Videotown, our

own research baby, that we've set up

a somewhat similar 'town' out in the

Midwest. This one is a study of durable

consumer goods—rugs, china, silver-

ware, radios. tv sets, autos and other

items. Now that we've got the I rever-

sal Pictures account, we're thinking of

setting up still another 'town' to study

movie attendance over a long period of

time.

"W hen we turn up an interesting

trend or valuable piece of research, we

usually circulate a report around the

office. Our department sits in on big

meetings with clients and often works

\ei\ closel) with the radio-tv depart-

ment. For instance, we helped them

work out a three-way sponsorship

arrangement for Chesterfield. Narra-

gansetl Brewing and a major oil com-

pan) by which each of the three

sponsors gets almost as much impact,
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Flash!

Latest Conlan Survey (Nov., '53) gives

WDAY-TV the following Share - of -

Audience in Metropolitan Fargo:

TOTAL AFTERNOON 98.8%
TOTAL NIGHTTIME ... 99.1 %

WDAY-TV «.», . ..

NOWOH FULL POWER
(UP FROM 13,000 TO 65,000 WATTS)

AND CARRYING PRACTICALLY

ALL TOP-RATED PROGRAMS
FROM ALL 4 NETWORKS

(AND LEADING FILM PRODUCERS)!

4r
Affiliated with NIC • CSS • ABC • DUMONT

FREE A PETERS, IRC, Exclutive National Representative*



.it a lower price, as be would if he wa-

in a two-wa) sponsorship. We divide

the game up into Beta of three innings

and rotate the client positions.

"'I hi- year we're going to check

again to see how well this has worked

out. Well be checking Boon in our

Videotown research [or 1954. And,

there are always client Burveys, product

Burveys, pre-testing of commercials

and depth interviews with consumers.

So we Bta) prett) busj

This sounded a little like a polite

hint. And I a-ker i-. a vice president

of the agency . \nd the research depart-

ment was due to move in the next day

<t BO to quarters on the third floor. So
1 thanked him and went hark to in\

office.

* * *

I got my second work assignment

Tuesdav afternoon.

The job: to prepare a story hoard for

a 20-seeond tv "Christmas Club" com-

mercial for The Bank of Manhattan

Co.

The assignment was handed out at

one of those informal '"meetings"

which I was beginning to realize were

pretty much the standard way of im-

parting knowledge or orders at C&W.
In a matter of minutes, the radio-tv

department was assembled in Sheehan's

office. Sheehan took charge.

"Ordinarily," he told me, "a group

meeting like this will kick ideas back

and forth. No one guy will really

'produce' an entire commercial. But.

since you're new here, you're going

to do a solo flight on this one."

He handed me a big black story-

board pad, and a number of small

space ads used by The Bank of Man-
hattan Co. in New York dailies.

"I his account uses a special grease

pencil technique in their space ads,

which we took over last fall. It's a

sort ol deceptive simplicity, Bince the

.11 1 i- done bj Borne <>f our top guj s.

I uant you to work up a t\ commercial

foi Bank of Manhattan's Christmas

(lull promotions, which will start in

December. ^ oull follow the Bame basic

approach a- in the newspaper ads,

since the grease pencil art has now

become identified with the hank. Keep

iii mind that you're talking to both

men and women. Don't be too slick or

too cute."

He tapped on the storyboard pad.

"Don't forget that you've only got 20

seconds of visual and 13 seconds of

audio. So keep it simple."

Back in my office, I read my wa\

through the two-dozen small space ads

and the sample storyboard Sheehan

had given me, and started to put some

ideas down on paper. It's hard to be

Christmasy in March.

At the same time, I tried to keep

track of my thought processes for

purposes of the article for sponsor.

I felt a lot like a doctor who was taking

out his own appendix.

* * *

Next morning, after some plain and

fancy doodling. I had my storyboard

worked out for the Christmas Club

commercial. This was the gist of it:

The first panel showed a bare tree.

The next two panels showed a slate

on which animated figures multiplied

out "$2 times 50 weeks equal $100."

Then I switched to a sketch of the

same tree now covered with dollar

bills, and followed this with sketches

of the bank, of a man entering the

bank, and winding up with the bank a

plaque.

The audio took off from "Wish

money grew on trees?" and went on

to spell out how Bank of Manhattan's

Christmas Club could help two bucks

grow to a hundred in a year's time,

KRBC-TV Abilene
introduces your

product to 246,226

persons who

Represented nationally by

JOHN E. PEARSON TV Inc.

ABILENE
TEXAS

witli no fees and charges.

In the afternoon, I managed to gel

hold of Sheehan and Bank of Manhat-

tan's creative account executive, Jack

William-, and show them the stor\-

board.

They gave it to me nice and straight.

"I like the slate idea," said Sheehan,

"but \ou jump into it too quick. There

isn't enough relationship between the

money-on-trees question and the slate

gimmick. Your answer doesn't satisfy

the curiosity I've built up. You've got

to get across the idea sooner that the

man from Manhattan can help vou

build up a Christmas fund. Then, after

you've sold the idea, you can pay it

off with the money-laden tree."

Williams, a big chubby man with a

grey streak in his wavy brown hair,

added some comments.

"The whole trick to these tv com-

mercials is whimsy. 1 his account is

a 'fun' account, but the humor can't

be slapstick. It has to be believable.

Something that might happen. Look."

He pointed to the storyboard, where I

bad carried the idea of a star on top

of the tree over to a star on top of the

bank. "This isn't really believable.

There wouldn't be a star on top of the

bank like that.

"But," he added thoughtfullv. "the

Christmas tree idea has a lot of

possibilities."

Later that day, my storyboard went

into the creative hopper at a huddle

of the radio-tv staff. My week at C&W
was up before I could find out what

finally happened to my brainchild.

However, I like to think this December

I mav accidentally snap on my tv set

and see a suddenly-familiar Christmas

tree laden with grease-penciled dollar

bills saved up at the Bank of Manhat-

tan Co.

^ ^ *

My last two days at Cunningham &

Walsh were pretty hectic.

I sat in on bull sessions in the radio-

tv department. I drank coffee (free!)

at C&W's eat-in lunchroom. I wandered

through the art department and

watched everything from ads for inex-

pensive, fast-turnover Chesterfield and

Super Suds to luxurv cruises on Amer-

ican Export Lines being produced. I

lunched with John Sheehan in the

-wank pseudo-Mediterranean atmos-

phere of the nearln Tuscany. I wrote

a -«t of three radio commercials for a

morning newscast that Northwest

Orient Airlines sponsors up in Anchor-
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age, Alaska. I sat in on a '"quickie"

media-buying session of the Liggett &
Myers group and listened to them dis-

cuss the problems of evaluating new tv

station additions to the Dragnet lineup.

I suddenly realized it was Frida)

afternoon when I noticed an employee's

time sheet, for the week beginning 8

March, silting in the "In" box on my
desk.

I just sat and smoked an L&M from
the pack I had swiped in Jack Cunning-
ham's office and looked at that time

sheet. I had been running around the

agency so much, I decided, somebody
in the payroll department probably

figured I really worked there.

* * *

As I rode down from the fourth

floor to the lobby, I felt a slap on the

back. I turned. It was Tom De Huff,

the agencyman I had met at 5:30

on Monday morning.

"Let's go grab a 'Commuter's Spe-

cial' at the Turkey," he said.

I agreed. We got off and went

through the big stainless steel door in

the lobby into the New England decor

of the White Turkey, restaurant at

260 Madison.

We edged our way through the

crowd at the bar, and perched on two
big green barstools. A bartender with

a slightly harassed expression came
over.

De Huff turned to me. "What'll it

be?"
It had been a long week. I was in

no mood to be original. "Rye and
ginger ale," I told the bartender.

"The same," said De Huff.

In a moment or two, the bartender

was back. He poured rye from jiggers

into the highball glasses. Then he

reached for two splits of ginger ale.

Canada Dry ginger ale.

"What's this?" said De Huff, eyeing

the splits.

The bartender looked a little startled.

"We got their advertising agency up-

stairs. J. M. Mathes. So, we stock

Canada Dry."

De Huff looked past the two bottles,

then at the bartender.

"Got any Cliquot Club?"
"Nope," said the bartender, "we

don't get much call for it."

"You will," said Tom De Huff.

• ••
• Do you like the personal touch?
Would you like more stories from
inside radio-tv firms? SPONSOR
invites your comments. W rite 40
E. 49th St.

******* 5j*
A*KANSAS>FJQ

LITTLE ROCK
TELECASTERS, INC

Kenyon Brown, Pres
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SPOT CARRIERS
[Continued from page 41)

ricr buys with spol or oilier types of

network campaigns but it's my opinion

that tlic heller spot earners will heat

anj kind of radio buj when it comes

to the cost of reaching a radio home.
*

Admen point out. however, that this

type of spot-carrier plan should not be

bought oid\ on the basis of cost. One

account man told SPONSOR:

"I would never advise a spot carrier

lui\ if the client is going to depend

solely on it. I see spot carriers as a

supplementary l>u\. They should not

be expected to carry the major part of

the advertising load or spearhead the

basic pitch. Once youve |>ut your

name or sales message across, the spot

carrier is terrific as reminder adver-

tising because it gives you plenty of

coverage at low cost."

The reason agencies hold up a finger

nl warning is that this type of spot-

carrier coverage tends to be thin. To
carry on the comparison cited above,

the advertiser who buys one participa-

tion in three shows wont reach each

home as many times as the buyer of
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a full show. The latter reaches fewer

homes, other things Icing equal, but

he reaches them more times, so that

his penetration is more effective.

The Schwerin Kesean h Corp.. with

jrears of experience in testing the ef-

fectiveness of commercials, summed it

up this way for sponsor. Said Hor-

ace Schwerin:

"The first consideration for any ad-

vertiser is to define the story he wants

to tell and then determine how much

time he needs to tell it. For a number

of reasons the time required varies

widelv for different products. Some

products need the two or three com-

mercials of a show to say what has

to he said with maximum efficiency;

others are most efficiently told in a-

little as 20 seconds.

"Some products with two or more

uses gain more from devoting two

commercials on a single program to

these uses rather than promoting them

separate!) at different points in time.

That has been true in tests we have

run for drug products, where the big

gain from having their own program

has been in achieving higher remem-

brance of other attributes about the

product rather than of what the prod-

uct can be used for.

"Studies we have done for several

clients who make a variety of products

have shown that all the products can

benefit from heing associated together

in one program, particularly if they

can be tied together under one over-

all theme related to the sponsor's

name. Some of the appliance makers

are good examples of this.

"On the other hand, of course, some

'families' are essentially not harmoni-

ous enough to benefit from this ap-

proach: food companies that also

make dog food would be an evident

example of tin-.
"

The pro's and con's of spot carriers

often revolve about the question of

Iniw important it is for the commercial

to be integrated into the program.

Says Schwerin:

""Much consideration has been given

to the possibilities of 'integration." use

of the star and so on. to the neglei I

of what is perhaps more fundamental

because more inclusive the ability of

the program to establish the proper

environment Ibis is needed more by

Some products than b) others, depend-

ing on the nature of their claims, the

kind of salesman the) can use to best

advantage and similar considerations.

"I ho 'flavor, taste' concept, for in-

stance, can benefit greatly from being

on a show that sets up the right en-

vironment Products with no well-de-

fined mood and with sales points that

are not demonstrated are less apt to

gain much from having their own pro-

gram, at least on television, where un-

imaginative reiteration has little ef-

fect on the \ ieuer."

A good number of agencymen feel

that while an advertiser who shares a

network program with other products

loses a certain amount of program

identification there is enough identifi-

cation left to be merchandised if the

advertiser really wants to take the

trouble. Sponsors of Godfrey, Garry

Moore, Sid Caesar and Imogene Coca

use these stars in point-of-sale pieces

and print advertising. And where there

is no big name connected with a spot-

carrier buy the advertiser finds he can

still take advantage of his buv by

pointing out to dealers how active he

is on the air. For this purpose a pro-

gram name is thought more effective

than a list of markets would be in a

spot buy.

Most advertisers have gotten over

the feeling that sharing a program

with other clients takes all the value

out of it. That feeling was a hang-

over from the old radio days when it

was unheard of to cosponsor a show

and when single sponsorship fitted the

economics of network radio.

During the 30's, however, the ad-

vertiser could not jump into network

advertising on a moment's notice,

which is what spot carriers permit on

both radio and tv and which is one of

the big reasons advertiser- use them.

"The spot carrier is ideal for a cli-

ent who has to be fast on bis fed."

said an agencv man. "Ibis is especial-

lv true of auto advertisers these davs.

The spot carrier is perfect for an-

nouncing new auto models. The auto

advertiser wants to come in for a short

time and he wants to spread the word

around to as many people as possible

that his new car will arrive or has ar-

rived. Cop) before the car arrives

doesn't have to he detailed and techni-

cal or penetrate deeply. The point is

just to gel coverage."

Buying a network spot-carrier an-

nouncement is a simpler operation

than buv ing the same number of sta-

tions on a -not basis, admen point out.

Said one:

"\o agencv lmvs a spot carrier just
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because it takes less time and involves

less paper work. But you can't over-

look the fact that these plans let you
see what you're getting."

Said another: "Those spot carriers

are handy to have around. They're
nice for a guy who doesn't have much
money and it's nice to know you can
jump into the networks in a hurry if

you have to. Of course, one of the

reasons they're readily available is that

they're seldom sold out. If they ever

get sold out and the advertiser has to

wait a long time for an availability

there would be no reason to use them
for short-term ad blasts. National spot

would be better."

While the comparison of spot car-

riers and national spot inevitably

comes up in discussions with admen a

number of those queried by sponsor
regarded such comparisons as a waste

of time. The consensus was, briefly,

this:

Network and spot are different me-

dia, used for different purposes. If

you want flexibility in your markets,

time periods and message, then there

is no argument. The answer, obvious-

ly, is spot. If you want high cumula-

tive audience figures, if your message
doesn't vary by markets, if you're sat-

isfied with a limited amount of pro-

gram identification, then you can use

a spot carrier.

One attitude that occasionally pops
up is that the radio networks are just

using spot carriers to get rid of un-

salable time, the implication being that

if it is unsalable, there is something
wrong with it. This argument is aimed
particularly at nighttime radio spot

carriers.

The fact remains, however, that

some of the top air clients are now in

nighttime radio spot carriers. Exam-
ples: P&G is in both Mutual's Multi-

Message Plan and the CBS Power
Plan; R. J. Reynolds has been a par-

ticipant in the Mutual plan for almost

two years.

The spot carrier seems not only des-

tined to stay but has been expanding

rapidly in both radio and tv. This

month saw two new carriers on day-

time tv alone, Home on NBC and the

Morning Shoiv on CBS. NBC Radio's

new radio participation blueprint en-

visages nearly 24 hours a week of pro-

graming offering announcements for

sale. In addition to the current ''Three

Plan" plus Weekend, Road Show and

Big Preview, NBC is preparing, for 4

In Memphis and the Mid-South the ladies are

r\ "Shopping^ at Home"
0UM4&X)tWE

with

Yes, 9:30 A.M. Monday through Friday finds WMCTs
feminine listeners tuned in for the latest household hints

and shoppers' specials, done up "a la Browne." It's a

breezy package, featuring Cathy Bauby with her expert

guidance on fashions, exercise and charm. For participating

spots, loaded with "sell," see your nearest Branham office.

WMCT
CHANNEL 5 • MEMPHIS

NOW 100,000 WATTS
Memphis' first NBC-TV-BASIC
TV Station

WMC WMCF WMCT

National Representatives

The Branham Company

Also affiliated with ABC
and DUMONT

Owned and Operated by

The Commercial Appeal
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April debut and with tlic approval of

its Radio Affiliates Committee, four-

new programs. Tin- network has 1 1 n-

go-ahead from the committee to make

these four Bhowa as lom; as three hours

e.i< h. \t least one of these will be at

night.

In proposing the new spot carriers

\l!t Radio suggested the establish-

ment of all participation programs as

a class of NBC Radio network pro-

grams, with specific compen ation l<>r-

inula- for stations and special rules

about CO-op sales. The new rules pro-

side that "in am segment where at

least one network participation has

been sold, the stations ma\ sell anj

cued announcement on run of sched-

ule, i.e., subject to immediate removal

to another un old availability. .
."

ABC Radio, which has been tr\ in-j

to find some kind of spot-carrier idea

to replace the Pyramid Plan, recently

came up with a "half sponsorship"

idea. For the first time the network

will sell its 15-minute shows in halves.

Included in this is Ever Since Eve

in the morning and \l!C's four L5-

minute shows in the 8:00-9:00 p.m.

slot. ABC's new d.j.. Martin Block, is

being offered in chunk- during the

afternoon. * * *

SCRANTON, PA.
ABC TELEVISION NETWORK

Antenna: 1244 Ft. Above Average Terrain

333 Madison Ave., Scranton, Pa.

Hotel Sterling, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Represented Nationally by
GEORGE P. HOU/NGBEUV* CO.

BLOCKS MEDIA TESTS
{Continued from page 50)

1. The objective is determined.

What is going to be tested—media.

copj or both has to be established.

This i- an important first step, for

it's eas) to wind up testing copj when

it'- media you want to test, or \ie

versa, Abrams says.

2. Test nun Lets are chosen carejulh .

\l least two and preferably three cities

are used. Reason: So main things can

^o wrong in one. Quite often Block

Drug has had to eliminate the results

from one of the cities because of an

unexpected occurrence that invalidat-

ed all the returns. In choosing mar-

kets Abrams follows certain principles

such as getting cities that have a di-

versified industry and using isolated

markets where there's no overlap. For

example: Block Drug never uses Pater-

son, N. J., for anything it does there

would be affected by New York ad-

vertising. Instead it will take a citj

like Dayton or Columbus, which are

self-contained and medium-sized. It

also avoids cities that are too far

away, such as on the West Coast. It

doesn't use New England (except for

Hartford. Conn., "which is a very good

test city") because of the conserva-

tive nature of the people, who are

slow to change. By the same token,

the South is a poor testing ground for

Block Drug, for it feels price is such

a factor there that the product must be

priced low to have a chance of success.

3. The media facilities of the city

itself are checked. Today, for exam-

ple, it is important for Block Drug to

have t\ stations in test markets. And

if it's a tv test, it tries to avoid single-

station markets. The reason is it wants

to be able to extend the test results to

the rest of the country, and the im-

portant single-station markets are

shrinking rapidly. \s for other media,

the city should have comparablv good

newspaper and radio facilities.

4. The cooperation of dealers ami

wholesalers is obtained in advance.

\ market had to be dropped in one

test some time ago when the whole-

Baler refused t<> cooperate after it

began.

5. Distribution is checked carejulh

against advertising coverage. There is

no point in testing unless \ou have

the merchandise in the -tore-, \bram-

feels. For example, tv's coverage fre-

quently exceeds an advertiser's distri-

bution. The result is that would-be

buyers get annoyed. Abrams recalls

that Senator Leblanc had a different

theory for Hadacol—he advertised to

get distribution—but Abrams doesn't

particularly agree with it.

6. Sales are tabulated through a

store audit. Block Drug wants to know

sales before, during and after the test.

It u^e- M. A. Wallach Research of

Vw ^ ork to check stock and invoices

and determine the movement of goods.

Abrams cautions that the audit must

be run long enough to determine the

"before" and "after" effect. Otherwise

\ou have no base against which to

measure result-.

In summary. Abrams' advice is:

"l se markets typical of the I. S. so

that anything you do can be extended

nationally. Otherwise \ou won't be

able to repeat your local success on a

larger scale. But in assessing the re-

sults of one inter-media test, don't

project them blanket-like to all parts

of the country. You'll find results dif-

fer not only from one market to an-

other, from one medium to another,

but also from one product to another.

That's one reason you have to keep

testing."

He warns, "When your test results

are in, don't accept the statistics blind-

1\. Use good common sense and ques-

tion anything that looks out of line.

For example, in a recent test one city

looked surprisingly poor in compari-

son with two other cities in the same

grouping. Reason? One of the stores

had run out of merchandise in a cer-

tain size and this temporary out-of-

stock situation distorted the entire re-

sult. When this store was removed

from the auditing panel, the city lined

up with its two companion test mar-

kets."

Another important consideration.

Abrams adds, is to see that experts

—

not beginners— interpret figures, "One

firm. I recall, spent thousands of dol-

lars in a test operation, then turned

the facts and figure- <>\er to a trainee

for interpretation, with the general in-

struction, 'Write us a report on this!' *

Finalh. Abrams says, "Don't forget

the cost factor. Often the results of

tests are so outstanding that the cost

of attaining them i- overlooked. Work

out the advertising-to-sales ratio care-

fulb!" ***
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49TH & MADISON
(Continued from page 35)

cussion point with my public relations

committee. They usually think of tv as

everything in a three-station television

town.

John D. French
Director Public Relations Dept.

The United Appeals of Franklin

County

Columbus

• SPONSOR has published many articles on tin-

sulijert of radio's vitality in tv markets. These
are available at a small charge.

REPRINT PERMISSION

The Advertest Bureau suggested that

I secure permission from sponsor to

reprint several charts which appeared

in your publication.

The charts are from an article en-

titled, "Tv feature films: 1953" from

the June 15, 1953 issue on pages 41

and 42.

I would like to reprint these charts

giving credit to SPONSOR in my forth-

coming book, Tv Film Buying Essen-

tials.

Congratulations on the fine job done

in the January 25, 1954 issue of spon-

sor on the "1954 report on tv film."

ft may interest you to know that I am
teaching a course in tv film buying,

believed to be the first in the country.

Elder F. Preiss

Director of Tv
American Telecasting Corp.

Hollywood

• SPONSOR allows reprinting of material pro-
vided permission is requested in writing and
eredit is given.

TV SET COUNT
We found the story, "Big tv prob-

lem: counting the sets" [22 February

1954, page 27], an interesting one, a

story that even disturbed us a little.

For many years we have done our ut-

most to inform interested persons of

the "true facts" about Shenandoah
Life Stations, Inc. However, at times

this is difficult to do when it is neces-

sary to depend on surveys and projec-

tions that differ.

Here are two differing set counts

for the WSLS-TV area (Roanoke,

Va.), for the same time period to il-

lustrate what we mean:
The RETMA set count figures for

December 31, 1953, are, Grade "A,"

73,314: Grade "B", 39,453; Bonus 0.1

MV/M, 120.609—for a total of 233.-

Precision

Prints
YOUR PRODUCTIONS
BEST REPRESENTATIVE

CLOSE CHECK ON
PROCESSING

Picture and sound results are held
to the closest limits l>y automatic
temperature regulation, spray devel-
opment, electronically filtered and
humidity controlled air in the dry-
ing cabinets, circulating filtered

baths, Thymatrol motor drive, film

waxing and others. The exacting
requirements of sound track devel- ,

opment are met in PRECISION'S '

special developing machinery. u

YOUR ASSURANCE OF
BETTER 16mm PRINTS

16 Years Research and Specialization in every phase of 16mm processing,

visual and aural. So organized and equipped that all Precision jobs are of the

highest quality.

Individual Attention is given each film, each reel, each scene, each frame —
through every phase of the complex business of processing — assuring you of

the very best results.

Our Advanced Methods and our constant checking and adoption of up-to-

the-minute techniques, plus new engineering principles and special machinery
enable us to offer service unequalled anywhere!

Newest Facilities in the 16mm field are available to customers of Precision,

including the most modern applications of electronics, chemistry, physics, optics,

sensitometry and densitometry — including exclusive Maurer-designed equip-

ment—your guarantee that only the best is yours at Precision!

Precision Film Laboratories — a di-

vision of J. A. Mauret, Inc., has 16

years of specialization in the 16mm
fieldyconsistently meets the latest de-

mands for higher quality and speed.
PRECISION
FILM LABORATORIES, INC.

21 West 46th St.,

New York 36, N.Y.

JU 2-3970
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7CS2
of the

San Francisco Bay Area's

3,000,000 people are

Foreign Language Speaking!

They multiply, add, subtract and
divide; THEY THINK! THEY BUY!
in their own language! Sell them
with KLOK, the station that reaches
them all. KLOK's specialized pro-

gramming guarantees your message
aHention-getting IMPACT!

SACRAMENTO

Sdn Jose Studios Sdn Francisco Studios

P. O. Boi 967 Hotel Ldnlershim
Sdn Jose, Call

V

Sdn Francisco. Calif

Represented by John E. Pedrson Co.

| Within \bMss
$ of+histower

^greatest

Buying powersewed

Mywhere/

-Ask m
Hal 4tolmaw Co.

**n
JANESVILLE

• BELOIT

;T I Beta. The < BS-Nielsen Stud) fig-

urea foi Novembej I. L953 are as fol-

Iowa: Grade "A", 78,270; Grade "B",

18, 140; Bonus 0.] \l\ \l. 125.210—
for a total of 251,820 Beta. That's a

discrepancy of 18,446 Bets between the

I w ii BU] \e\ S,

Fred L. Corstaphnei
Din! lor Prom. <V. Merch.

WSLS-Tl . Roanoke

FOREMAN FAN

Your magazine always affords me
greal pleasure and a great deal of in-

i < < i ination about oilier facets of the

broadcasting induatr) that I wouldn't

otherwise have access to.

One feature 1 particularly enjoy i^

Bob Foreman's "'Agency Ad Libs."

Right more times than wrong, in mv
opinion, his column is uniquel)

punchy, provocative and pleasurable

reading.

I'.i mi Wilds

Program-Sales

CBS Radio. Vew York

ILL.

• ROCKFORD

-5000 WATTS AT 1380

"BASIC

INDEPENDENT"

RADIO SET SALES

Thanks for the article. "Radio set

sales lead tv by 69% in big tv mar-

kets" [25 January 1954, page 30].

What's the cost of 200 reprints of

this page—we think it's terrific and

congratulate sponsor on passing this

information down the line.

George W. Patton
General Manager
WBML, Macon

• Cosl of 200 reprints of the article mentioned
above Ifl $10. Other quantity price*, on request.

FAITH JUSTIFIED

Television station operators can

readily justify their faith in the me-
dium in the Iighl of an article in the

Februarj 21 edition of The New York
Times Magazine Section. It reads in

part. "Important as television is right

now ... it will be even more impor-

tant in the adult world of today's chil-

dren. Il i- suggested to parents that

the) make television a familj activity

and discuss programs to help the child

become a discriminating \ iewer. This

is more than tacit testimony to the

present and future potencj of our
medium.

I n lion i r

Promotion Manager

WJAR-TV, Providence

RADIO TV DIRECTORY

We would certainly appreciate it if

you would be kind enough to send us
Id copies <«f your "Radio and Tv Di-

re tory." We can definite!) put these

additional copies to good use here at

W \ll\-l\.

Frank \I. Deli \mi
Vice President & General

Manager

U \II\-TV

St. Paul- Minneapolis

• C.ples of SPONSOR'S "Radio and Tv Direc
ior>" arc available free of charge to fcubi.rril.cr..

RADIO STORIES

lhi> i- just to tell you that I think

the two article-, in the December 14
issue, "How six big spot clients use

radio" [page 30], and "Who listens

. . . where . . . when . . . why" [page

36], are two splendid things.

I know you must feel sponsor is

doing a nice job. We join here in

agreeing with you.

Rocan Jones

President. KVOS
Bellingham. Wash.

INDEPENDENT STATIONS

Somewhat late I am writing to thank

you for the article. "How to get the

most out of an independent station.'"

[28 December 1953, page 44]. I feel

that it will help the industry get a

proper perspective on independent

broadcasting.

The members of AIMS have been

\er\ happ) about the story and are

proud to be identified a> bellwethers

in the field.

Rollo H. Bergeson

General Manager

KCBC. Des Moines

BANKS ON RADIO

Thank you for the article, "Why all

1 1 banks in Kingston use radio" [30

November 1953, page 32].

I am currentl) using it in a cam-

paign to get all four independent fi-

nancial institutions in Sacramento on

the air and hope to have a sequel storj

for you soon.

Jay Elsoin

/ i ount Executive

K\( > I . Sacramento

• \ United number of extra copies of the 30
November 1953 leraa arc available at 50c a copj.
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SPONSOR ASKS
{Continued jrom page 97)

would look on baseball as a great op-

portunity for product promotion in

our California area.

The champion IIolK wood Stars un-

der colorful manager, Bobby Bragan,

furnished the perfect background for

Seven-Up advertising over radio, in

outdoor posting, on buses and street

cars, and at point of sale in the stores.

Through Mogge-Privett, Inc., Los

Angeles advertising agency, who have

worked with us for many years, we

arranged to broadcast all games of the

Hollywood Stars at home and on the

road, plus early season exhibit inn

games. Sportscasting as well as the

commercials were done by veteran

sports announcer, Mark Scott, over

KFWB.
Twentv and 30-second spots were

used also on five Los Angeles, Pasa-

dena and Santa Monica radio stations,

including singing commercials and live

selling announcements throughout the

season.

Outdoor advertising empkninj

100% showings on alternate months

in all important cities and towns

throughout Orange and Los Angeles

Counties merchandised the programs.

Nearly 300 poster locations during the

baseball season were sniped each

month with the message "Hollvwood

Stars—Baseball, 980 KFWB." It was

not possible to create special outdoor

posters in view of the national outdoor

program of the parent company;
hence, the need for these special base-

ball snipes.

A special Seven-Up painted bulletin

on the left field fence at Gilmore Field

offered $100 to the Hollywood player

hitting a round target which was a

part of the bulletin. Earlv in the sea-

son, players of the Stars collected $400
for these target-hitting home runs.

Shortly after the season got under

way. the Seven-Up Co. started to spon-

sor Little League baseball teams. Tre-

mendous interest was developed in the

communities in which Seven-Up spon-

sored teams.

Pictures of a number of Hollywood
Stars players were used by Seven-Up

in publicity stories, showing players

teaching youngsters the fundamentals

of the game.

The climax of Little League activity

was the telecasting over station KHJ-
TV in August of Region 8 final champ-
ionship games by Seven-LTp. Wide in-

terest in the telei .i-t and the unusuall)

good attendant e al the Little Le

Park in Santa Moni< .i made man) new
Friends Foi Seven-1 |>.

\\ hen the baseball season i losed in

the fall, the Seven-1 \< Co. stepped in

with a radio sports* .1-1 b\ Mark S< ..it

for 15 minute-. -i\ da} pei week.

which was also aired on kl \\ I'.. the

Hollywood Stars broadcasl outlet. I his

popular feature is -nil going stron

at this writing.

\ni|ile supplies of -hue displaj ma-
terial are in continuous use with the

Seven-Up route salesmen. Bottle II

ers, wall siuns. cutouts and price i ards

are regular!) used. To tin- material

was also added, as a result of baseball

activity, Seven-Up Hollywood Stars

baseball schedules, stuffers for cases,

case cards, bumper strips and window
banners.

While 1953 was the first time tin

Seven-Up Bottling Co. of Los Angeles,

Inc. sponsored baseball broadcasting:,

the sales rendts were so favorable that

the company has alread) signed foi

both rights and radio time for the

Hollywood Stars games in the 1954

season. Even though the tab for this

years deal is somewhat greater. Seven-

Up management believes it can make a

greater utilization of baseball in sell-

ing its product than in 1953.

In addition to sponsoring baseball.

Seven-Up underwrites an increa-inu

number of Little League baseball

teams.

The Seven-Up Youth Foundation

was set up to sponsor these non-com-

mercial baseball activities for boys.

The newspapers have been generou- in

their praise of this youth program. It

is our belief that more baseball inter-

est by the youth of America will mean

far less juvenile delinquency in the fu-

ture.

According to newspaper accounts,

there were more than 4.400 \oungstcrs

at Gilmore Field for the first Seven-1 p

Baseball School in February. I nder

the direction of Babe Herman, former

Big Leaguer and now a ^ ankee Scout,

assisted by more than 15 Coast and

Big League stars, rapt attention was

given bv die youngsters to instruction-

dealing with pitching, catching, infield

and outfield positions.

It is Babe Herman's plan to conduct

neighborhood baseball schools for the

Seven-Up Youth Foundation to help

interested youngsters in all parts of the

Orange-Los Angeles Counties territory

of Seven-Up.

KWJJ
"Oregon Country

Happy Hunting Ground
for Smart Advertiser."

Take it from KWjj — Chief of

the Northwest Independents —
there s good hunting for driver

tiscrs who want buyers with

"plenty wampum . Advertisers

plenty smart who use KWJJ for

spot announcements with "big

sell" in "big" country.

National

Representative

BURN-SMITH CO, INC.

1011 S.W. 6th Ave.

PORTLAND 5
{

<Zj??<

0REG0M m
m
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CAPITAL «HUf,

Capitalize on the finest loca-

tion in Washington by making
the Raleigh youi headquarters
for business .mil pleasure En-
tertain youi associates Pall

Mall Restaurant, K.ilagh Cock-
tail l ounge, Old English Tav-
ern He near to Government
Buildings, downtown stores

Special Courtesies to

HONEYMOONERS!

OTHER MASSAGLIA HOTELS:
SENATOR, Sacramento, Calif.

MIRAMAR, Santa Monica. Calif.

EL RANCHO, Callup, N. M.

POTEL RALEIGH
'WASHINGTON 4. D. C.

On Famous Pennsylvania

Ave. at 12th Street N.W.

BMI
MILESTONES

IS Ml introduces a new

Berfea of 1954 program

continuitiee entitled Mite-

stones'" . . • complete balf-

hour «1k»w ready l»r im-

mediate "-< mooth, well

written eontinuitj tor a

variety of uses.

"Milestones" i- Berviced to

ail BMI-licensed stations

once each month, lour to

.ix weeks i" advance of

program date.

"Milestones" for Marchs

•Broad Stripes and Bright Stars"

"The Fall of the Alamo"

"|ohnny Applesccd"

"St. Patrick's Day"

"Milestones" for Ipril:

"April Fool"

On A Sunday Afternoon"

"Jefferson—Apostle of Democracy"

Thomas |effcrson

'Easter's For All of Us"

Easter Sunday

,.,/>,..<" U avaOabU for <
<>--

clol ipmuonklp "•"'

local nation Sot ih-taiU

•Mil

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

TORONTO • MONTREAL

We know that baseball broadcasting

In Ipg Seven-1 p Bales, and our youth

program aids in building good future

< ili/CII-.

Cooperation from the radio station

•

m the waj <»f extra poster messages,

announcements and newspaper ads,

aided materiall) in the success of our

program lasl year and augurs well for

this year's acth ities.

Jim Smith
General Manager

Seven-Up Bottling Go.

oj Los Angeles

I
^^

There are man)

ways that spon-

sors use merchan-

dising, point-of-

purchase and oth-

er promotion

,^^^»_W plans to integrate

TV baseball into
their over-all ad-

^31 vertising cam-
Mr. Hauser paign. Main ad-

\ertisers are find-

in-. however, that no matter how im-

aginative or brilliant the tie-ins with

baseball sponsorship might be. the

most important single thing is the

baseball broadcast itself.

1954 marks the fifth consecutive

year that the Mutual Broadcasting

System is broadcasting daih play-by-

pla\ descriptions of major league base-

ball games. The Game oj the Dm
programs, conceived b\ MBS sports

director Paul Jonas, were first aired

in 1950. ( (tiered on a cooperative ba-

sis to local advertisers, the Game be-

came a most successful selling medi-

um lor both local and national ad-

vertisers. Proof of its success lies in

the fact that 7.V , of Game sponsors

have been coming back for five \ears.

The Garni' is offered in non-major

league areas. Broadcasts are carried

In.m thirteen major league park-. In

the event a scheduled game is rained

out, Mutual has stand-b] crews in va-

rious cities read\ to broadcast at a

moment's notice.

\\ itb Vl'i stations sel to carrj this

year's Game pro-ram-. MBS expects

to attract more than 1,000 sponsors.

\inl a- was the case in I' 1 -")- and 1953,

Falstaff Brewing Corporation of St.

Louis. \b>. will sponsor one-hall of

the Game oj the Dm on alternate days.

Last year (1953) approximately

3,000 sponsored periods were used on
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the Game schedule. Hi^h among users

of these baseball programs are auto-

mobile dealers, gas and oil companies

ami automobile service stations.

These Giunc oj the Day broadcasts

have become increasinglj popular.

Lasl season this MBS feature reached

more home-, more often than in an\

previous year since it- inauguration.

The average dailj rating (Sun.-Sat.)

in 1953 was 10.2 as against 7.7 in '52,

a 32' i increase. The total weekly rat-

ing i Sun.-Sat. i in L953 \\a- 71.4 as

against 56.9 in '52, a 32' '< increase.

Gross homes reached per week in 1953

totaled 7,669,000 as compared to 5,-

398,000 reached in 1052. And these

audience totals do not include the im-

portant out-of-home audience.

\n interesting statistic offered bj a

MBS southern affiliate revealed that

"fanner- wives have become baseball

conscious." No doubt due to MutuaPs

Game oj the Day pro-ram-.

In addition to game-. Mutual also

offers five-minute U arm-l /> segments

before <iame time and five-minute

Scoreboard sessions following the

broadcasts. Among national advertis-

ers usin- these periods have been R. J.

Reynolds. \ italis, General Mills and

Gillette. Et. .1. Reynolds is sponsoring,

for the fifth consecutive year in 1954,

the Gam el Scoreboard segment seven

days each week following the Game

broadcasts.

Bert J. H \i -u;

/ ice President. Go-op Programs

Mutual Broadcasting System

New York

Last year, our

company's spon-

sorship of the

\\ ashington Na-

tionals on radio

a n d television

was just the point

of embarkation

from which we

launched an all-

out promotional

program to sup-

port our dealer-. During the course

of the baseball season we conducted

two major consumer contests aimed at

strengthening our position in the Dis-

trict area and enlarging the perimeter

of our distribution territory. To help

the front line advertising salvos which

radio and television were firing we

coordinated this effort with a combina-

SPONSOR

Mr. Hoffberger



tion of dealer merchandising aids,

sales promotion exploitation and sol i<

I

sales effort.

This year we've become a little more
ambitious. \o[ onlj have we renewed

sponsorship of the Washington Na-

tionals on radio and television but we
will be privileged to sponsor the broad-

casts and telecasts of the Baltimore

Orioles, our new home town major

league team.

Going back to last }ear. this is what

we did:

Our first consumer promotion was

a "Favorite Player" election contest

open to everybody of legal age in the

Washington-National area. We offered

54 fan prizes, four of which were U.S.

Savings Bonds. To add a dash of col-

or to the affair, we agreed to double

the denomination of the Savings Bonds

if the winners were in the ballpark the

night of the contest—or arrived at the

ballpark within half an hour after their

names were announced on radio and

television. This twist had a wholesome

effect on game attendance as well as

increased listenership.

An important part of the promotion

was bringing in the retailers at the

point of action. We provided them

with entry ballots, ballot boxes, and

supplementary point of purchase ma-

terial. To add to the momentum, a se-

ries of newspaper ads was placed to

complement the radio and television

spots used on the baseball programs to

promote the contest. Fleet center field-

er Jim Busby was elected the fans'

favorite and received a brand new
Packard car. The more than 1,000,000

ballots cast in this election gave us

an indication of its success.

Later in the season we ran another

contest. This time we gave the fans a

chance to exercise their ingenuitj

.

They were asked to write on the free

entry blanks they got from their Na-

tional Bohemian dealers, "Boh's a Hit

with me because . .
." (National Bo-

hemian is also promoted as Boh ) . The

first prize winner received two choice

tickets for every World Series game
plus living and transportation allow-

ances for herself and her husband.

When the results were tallied, there

were more than 40.000 people who en-

tered this contest.

At National, our interest in baseball

does not die with the autumn leaves.

We try to maintain fan enthusiasm all

year 'round. On Thanksgiving Day a

full page ad was placed in two Wash-
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ington dailies which depicted out Mr.

Boh trademark pulling on a turke)

wishbone hoping foi a bang up season

for the \at-. u bile bis sons were tug-

ging away on the othei side ol the bone
dreaming <>l mmmhi tickets Foi the i om-
ing year.

Currently, to lend impetus to the

Baltimore Oriole season ticket drive

we are utilizing oui radio and televi-

sion program properties In ei irage

the fans to support then new team b)

getting their season ticket- earlv.

This year we're planning a numbei
of exciting and dilTerent promotions

in the Baltimore-Washington radio and

television areas. Our formula for co-

ordinated action among the forces of

selling influence, however, will remain

the same. Here's hoping we ran tell

you a success story next vear?

Jerold C. Hoi FBERGl i;

President

National Brewing Co.

Baltimore

ROUND-UP
(Continued from pcge 101)

More life insurance companies are

using spot television. The tv division

of Edward Petry & Co. reports that 16

insurance companies were on spot tv

during the third quarter of 1953

—

twice as many as during the first quar-

ter of 1952.

Last year's increase in radio homes

was nearly double the 1952 radio

homes increase according to A. C.

Nielsen Co. On 1 Januan 1954 there

were 46,646,000 radio homes—98.1

saturation. Television saturation on

the same date was estimated at 61.6%.

The Washington State Association

of Broadcasters says that its two-day

copy clinic held in Seattle recently was

"the first outright copj clinic to be

sponsored by broadcasters in the con

tinental Lnited States."

KJBS, San Francisco, warns that

program ratings for the city of San

Francisco cannot be projected to a

station's entire service area. It's send-

ing advertisers a report of radio listen-

ing for the whole "San Francisco

area" to prove its point.

"KOWL is the most

POWER PACKED
station of its kind A

in America!"

•Serving the Negro, Mexican and Mexican-
American markets of Creater Los Angeles
and Southern California—more than 1 000 -

000 buyers!

^

\ 10,000 WATTS /Wv£n sorter BUy ,„ ft. a

&*<$

Representatives:
George W Clark. Inc.

Chicago. New York
Daren F. MeGavnn.
San Francisco

Dora-C!ayton. At'anta

•1128 Wilshirc Blvd., Los Angeles 17, Calif.

TE. 0-5152

t:sket-a-tasket
A green and yellow basket—
/ wrote a letter to my friend

and on my way / lost if—
/ lost it —

The great Kansas City primary

trade area served by The
KMBC-KFRM Team is just one
huge green and yellow basket.

A MARKET basket - filled to

overflowing with the green
and yellow of things growing
and ripening to be exchanged
for "long green" currency

and for "gold" coins.

You can enjoy the harvest

in the Heart of America — the

year around! Write a letter,

wire or phone to your friend

KMBC-KFRM, Kansas City, or

your friendly Free & Peters

colonel. The letter won't get

lost. It'll pay a BIG profit

because the folks in

the Kansas City primary

area are buying the

things they hear about
on the radio station

they listen to most . .

KFRIY1
°6t .,.\0

V
* RADIO FOR THE HEART OF AM'*

tffc
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WTVP
CHANNEL 17
DECATUR, ILLINOIS .

SOLID COVERAGE
IN THE HEART OF

PROSPEROUS

CENTRAL ILLINOIS

WTVP
CHANNEL 17
DECATUR, ILLINOIS A

DELIVERS ONE OF THE
FASTEST GROWING

MARKETS IN AMERICA

SELL IN.,.
THE MARKET THAT
MARKETING FIGURES

CAN'T KEEP UP WITH!

WTVP
CHANNEL 17
DECATUR, ILLINOIS u

National Representative- George W. Clark, Inc.

Mchartl /*. Buvhlou will be president

and general manager of If \ I II . Veu York, fol-

lowing FCC approval of the transfer ni the station

from <'berry A: II ebb to new < orporation. Bur /.ley,

Horace I.. Lohnes 'Washington attorney) and
llany R. Playford {Florida banker) and two
associates paid $2.1 million cash for the 50 kw
independent station. Buckley, until last November
president of John Blair & (.<>.. says no changes
in the station's polu ) are planned. He has been

in the broadcasting industry tor 25 years.

Vorhi «i it Joy. formerly vice president, is the

netvly elected president of Hazel Bishop, Inc.,

cosmetics firm. Simultaneously with his election,

Jay released lust year's sales figures. For the

fiscal period ending 31 October, sales were $10

million and they're nou about .">0 rr greater. This

year's ad budget is $.">.."> million—most of it

lor television and newspapers. With a net

profit last tear (alter taxes) of $601,111. the

i ompany is spending almost 10 times its 1953

net on advertising this year.

Paul Xtlanti. vice president of Meredith

Publishing Co.'s WHEN, Syracuse, made news

when his tV station bought a radio station—
reversing the usual order of a radio station adding

tv. WHEN, one ol nation's pioneer tv stations,

bought If IGE, Syracuse, tor $200,000. Adanti

says that up to now Meredith's purchases

have included atn-tv stations, but this purchase of

a radio station shows that the company hasn't

picked up its radio stations as a "by-product"

and is enthusiastic about radio.

Sam TI. ISallard. vice president of Geyer

Advertising. Inc., has been elected to the agency's

hoard of directors. He also was appointed super-

vising executive on the Wash Motors account and

will head the agent v group on the account in the

\ ( K ) orl. and Detroit offices. Bollards Hrst job

25 years ago was with Geyer*s Dm ton. Ohio, office.

Since then he has been with Deb o. Hudson Motor

Cars (which, interestingly, recently merged with

Wash), Compton Advertising and. until last August,

a director of Gardner Advertising's Vein York office.
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HAVE YOU A DISASTER PLAN FOR YOUR PLANT?

BOMBS... OR FIRE. ..OR FLOOD. ..OR TORNADO
...you can handle them if you act now.

Let's face it . . . the threat of war and the atomic bomb
has become a real part of our life—and will be with us

for years. Fires, tornadoes and other disasters, too, can
strike without warning.

Whatever the emergency is, everybody's going to

want help at the same time. It may be hours before out-

side help reaches you. The best chance of survival for

you and your workers—and the fastest way to get back
into production— is to know what to do and be ready to

do it. Disaster may happen TOMORROW. Take these

simple precautions TODAY:
3 Call your local Civil Defense Director. He'll help

you set up a plan for your offices and plant—a plan

that's safer, because it's integrated with community
Civil Defense action.

I |
Check contents and locations of first-aid kits. Be

sure they're adequate and up to date. Here, again, your

CD Director can help. He'll advise you on supplies

needed for injuries due to blast, radiation, etc.

J Encourage personnel to attend Red Cross First-Aid

Training Courses. They may save your life.

] Encourage your staff and your community to have

their homes prepared. Run ads in your plant paper, in

local newspapers, over TV and radio, on bulletin boards.

Your CD Director can show you ads and official CD
films or literature that you can sponsor locally. Set the

standard of preparedness in your plant city. There's no
better way of building prestige and good community
relations—and no greater way of helping America.

Act now . . check off these four simple points . . .

before it's too late.



Don't trim your sales

All economists pit-diet thai 1954 i-

going to be the second-best hu-ine—

year since the war onl) a mite down
from lasl year.

^ el sonic ;i(l\ci lisers arr frankh

worried and thinking in terms of cut-

ting expenses, including their advertis-

ing budgets.

Main of our reader- will remember
sponsor's "Let- sell optimism cam-

paign of 1949 -when bu-ine-s seemed

to he doing its besl to think itsell into

a recession while all the economic

facts pointed to a boom.

sponsor's then advertising directoi

traveled about the countrj selling sta-

tions on the idea of "promoting op-

timi-m." SPONSOR editorials and arti-

cles waged a complementarj campaign

in print. Frankly, the reaction amazed

even us. (The editorial on the sub-

ject in the 1 August 1949 issue con-

cluded: "To rephrase a current popu-

lar song
—

'Baby, it's good in here'.")

Much the same situation prevails to-

day. The Korean war is over. I n-

employmenl i- mounting a bit. Bui

liquid assets are at record levels. The

countrj is virtuall) at it- peak. Onlj

feai in some people"- mind i- clouding

the horizon.

It's up to the air media to move

again into action. As a resull of our

8 I ebruarj 1954 editorial. "Let's sell

optimism," \\ WE (AM and I \ I

.

Louisville, has begun a commercial-

announcement campaign in radio and

t\ to discuss the economic health of

the nation, Kentucky and Louisville.

The editorial had talked of I". C. So-

well, general manager of WLAC, ISa-h-

ville. who had written to the NARTB
and I! \l! regarding the same theme.

With the associations and the sta-

tion- behind the idea, the campaign

to convince the country that good
times are ahead should succeed. I For

SPONSOR article on subject, see "Storm

clouds ahead? Don't trim \our sales."

page U> of this issue, i

» * »

The man from SPONSOR

\\ hen sponsor assigned one of it-

veteran writers the job of working for

a week as a Cunningham & Walsh jun-

ior executive, we thought of it as a

combination observation tour and va-

cation. But Cunningham & Walsh.

which for several years has been send-

ing its own key men out to get the feel

of retail selling, took us at our word.

The) sweated Charles Sinclair, spon-

sor senior editor, through five hectic

da\s of overseeing tv commercial pro-

duction: writing radio and tv com-

mercials; sitting in on staff meetings.

Charles' week, in fact started at 4:30

in the morning Monda) I March.

As Charles tells the stor\ ( starting

this issue page 37) that was a cold

Applause

Kingan is King

\ll 52 radio stations in Indiana (am
and fin > were joined in a -latew ide

broadcast sponsored b) Kingan n

products during the final <\^^ o\ the

Indiana High School Basketball Tour-

nameni i 20 March i
.

Kingan wasn't sponsoring the games.

But right from the Tournament Boor,

with 16,000 i ibid basketball fans lis-

tening and watching the broadcast

the) honored the 50th Anniversary of

the Indiana High School Athletic As-

sociation. \ documentarj plus the of-

ferings of two glee clubs constituted

the program.

The "Sell Indiana Radio" Commit-

tee of the Indiana Broadcasters Asso-

ciation says that this is the first time

that ever) radio station in a single

state had been purcha <i\ b) a sponsor

at peak listening time.

morning to h<* -citing out of Led with

the chickens and going down to the

l!< \ Exhibition Hall for rehearsals of

Today. But that \\a- his first assign-

ment ti om < i\W .

Charles' week at L\W was actuall)

inspired b) the campaign which the

agenC) has been running under the

headline "The man from Cunningham
\ W al-h." i I -ually the '"man from'"

i- shown behind a store counter sell-

ing goods.) We asked C&W if the)

wouldn't help give u- and our read-

ers—a better insight into the function-

ing of an agenc) radio-tv department

through the eyes of an alert reporter.

The stor) Charles Sinclair came

back with i- not onl) one that will

transmit the "'feel" of an agency radio-

t\ department; it's also one of the

most interesting pieces to appear in the

histor) of SPONSOR. Charles tells the

Btor) as if he were sitting across the

table from \ ou and he's quite a con]

versationalist. From anecdotal begin-

ning to anecdotal end. this is a piece

\oull have fun reading. Along the

wa\ Charles manages to assemble an

array of fads, thinking at the agenc]

and a look at how they do things ovei

there at L\W which ought to make

"use" value reading for admen every-

where.

sponsor plans to continue sending

members of its staff out to work for a

week—at agencies, in the advertising

departments of sponsor firms, at film

companies and elsewhere throughout

the radio-tv heat. It's part of our con-

stant elTort to keep intimately in touch

with our business. We hope that we

help to serve your interests better in

the process—and any suggestions you

have for our '"The man from sponsor"

series will be studied appreciatively.

\- we get it. the sale was develops!

b) the alert IBA. The sponsor was

c\< .led and delighted, and with rea-

son. We don't know what he expend-

ed on this saturation broadcast, hut

its immediate and long-range advan-

tage- are worth main time- the < "-t.

Other sponsors, and other groups of

broadcasters can benefit by the Kin-

gan example. State associations: please

note thi- event.
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NOW No. 1 1N THE NATION!

NBC -BASIC

ABC -Supplementary

Dumont -Supplementary

WJAR-TV
CHANNEL 10
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND
National Sales Representatives — WEED TELEVISION

The latest Nielsen study

shows 89% of Rhode Island

families own TV sets . . . The

highest in the nation . . . 31%

above the national average!

Southern New Englanders

don't buy TV sets simply because

they're for sale . . . they must

like our live-local programs . . .

17 per day Monday through

Friday! Proof of our performance!

"(1,098,189 sets in our area)

•Reporf courtesy of CBS TV Research Depl.



jO-rvT,.

My, how
youVe grown.1

1
FISH
STORY
e • . o true onef

Left, WWDC's Art Brown; Right, Sam Del Vecchio.

Sam Del Vecchio, owner of Frank Del Vecchio & Son sporting goods store, had a problem.

How could he get the good fishermen of Washington all the way over to his store in the South-

east section. He solved it the way so many others have found quick and profitable ^he bought

time on WWDC. Now he says:

"Art Brown and WWDC are my two best salesmen. Fishermen from all over town

drop by here and stock up the very morning they're going fishing. My store is showing

a healthy increase every year."

WWDC can help your business grow in the rich Washington

market. Let your John Blair man give you the whole story.

In Washington, D. C. it's

WWDC
Represented nationally by John Blair & Co.
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The latest Nielsen* study

shows 89% of Rhode Island

families own TV sets . . . The

highest in the nation . . . 31%

above the national average!

Southern New Englanders

don't buy TV sets simply because

they're for sale . . . they must

like our live-local programs . . .

17 per day Monday through

Friday! Proof of our performance!

**
(1,098, 189 sets in our area)

'Report courtesy of CBS TV Research Depf.
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BALTIMORE
the city of

"ground rents". ..

In Baltimore you can buy a home without buying

the land it's built on — just by paying an annual rent

on the ground. That makes Baltimore different

—

and it's different as a market too!

A HIGHLY COMPACT MARKET!

Baltimore is the most concentrated market in

America. More than l 1
3 million people packed right

in the city limits and a tiny surrounding area

—

the densely populated parts of a few counties.

W-I-T-H covers the whole area at a fraction of the

cost of powerful, expensive network stations, whose

Own affiliates overlap their coverage areas.

NIELSEN SHOWS W-I-T-H IN LEAD!

In the home city and county,W-I-T-H leads every

other radio and television station in Baltimore in

N.C.S. weekly daytime circulation! That means you

get far more listeners-per-dollar from W-I-T-H than

from any other station in town— regardless of power

or network affiliation.

A call to your Forjoe man will bring you the

whole W-I-T-H story.

IN BALTIMORE

TOM TINSLEY, PRESIDENT REPRESENTED BY FORJOE & CO.



Hard rimes?

Admen doubt it

AMF may be back

in tv in fall

The time

franchise hassle

KOTV sold for

$4 million

Bakery buys

nighttime radio

BAB, ARBI part

in sales test

Consensus of ad managers at ANA's record Hot Springs, Va. , session
re 1954 business: "Excellent." Of 30-some admen questioned, SPONSOR
found none who failed to report sales or ad budgets up. Typical was
Chevrolet's Bill Power, who said this is 5th straight year auto lead-
er has boosted ad appropriation. Biggest hurdle, ad managers report,
was psychological: to persuade consumers hard times are NOT coming.

-SR-

American Machine & Foundry, which cosponsored "Omnibus" season before
last, reports sales and advertising are up. It's using nothing but

magazines now but hopes to get back into tv in fall, maybe "Omnibus"
again. Firm found tv results gratifying but wanted to "catch our

breath." "Omnibus" was its first tv plunge.

-SR-

Uncertain nature of time franchise, pointed up by ousting of U.S.

Tobacco's "Martin Kane" from NBC TV Thursday night 10-10:30 time slot

to let in "Lux Video Theatre," is further emphasized by effects of

NBC's plans for Monday night lineup. Hit by revamping are Firestone,

Speidel and Block Drug, whose shows will be replaced by new one-hour

Si d Caesar comedy opus.

-SR-

Osage Broadcasting Corp., new firm wholly owned by J. H. Whitney & Co.

of New York, will announce today that it's just bought tv pioneer

station KOTV (Ch. 6) Tulsa for $4 million. Howard E. Stark is broker.

-SR-

Gorman's Bakery, Providence, just bought 52-week schedule, one hour

daily, 5 days week, on WEAN, Providence, for 521,169 time and talent.

Buy has 2 novel features: It's in nighttime (9:05 to 10:00 p.m.),

believed to be largest such sale of nighttime New England radio since

1947, and it's in solid 3-hour block of music called "Music in the

Night" (9:05 p.m. -midnight ) . Bakery's sponsorship starts today.

-SR-

BAB and Advertising Research Bureau, Inc. (Seattle), have parted com-

pany because each feels it can do better on its own. First all-BAB

test was recent Macy 3-day radio saturation drive in New York.

Talent costs of tv mystery-detection dramas range horn $8,000 to $26,000

About a dozen nighttime half-hour shows on the tv networks can be ^ ROCkjf Kjllg, DfiteCtJVe. DlJ MOIlt . $ 9.800
classified as mystery and detection dramas. Lowest cost of all is

t"\(\ ()(](]

"The Plainclothesman" on Du Mont at $8,000 per stanza; highest in the UangGT, LOO IV

scale are "Man Against Crime" and "Mr. and Mrs. North" both on

NBC TV at $26,000 each. Four of the programs are bankrolled by two

sponsors each on an alternate week basis.

See list at right for a sampling of talent costs (excluding time) of

other to network mystery-detection shows. The complete listing of

all shows on the four tv networks appears in Comparagraph, page 77.

Man Behind the Badge, CBS TV $14,000

*

Martin Kane, NBC TV $14,000

Big Town, CBS TV $21,000

Dragnet, NBC TV $21,000

SPONSOR, Volume 8, No. 7. 5 Apr!, 1954. Published biweeM, by SPONSOR Publicly Inc at 3110 Elm^
•
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REPORT TO SPONSORS tor 5 April 1954

Air media to aid

optimism drive

Radio faster than

tv, Foreman says

2 ears (and eyes)

better than 1

Politz outbid

Nielsen for study

ABC sales up but

it's still in red

Air media will play a major role in Advertising Council's campaign
to "sell optimism" re nation's economic future now getting underway.
Joint ANA-AAAA Committee has produced color, sound-slide film, "The

Future of America," for meetings, programs. Council meantime is pre-
paring booklet for public, ads for print media, announcements for air,

-SR-

Bob Foreman's talk on "How to Produce Commercials that Sell without
Insulting the Public" intrigued ANA members. Tips were noted down
by quite a few members of audience. One of Foreman's points, which
surprised many, was statement that "tv is a far slower medium than
radio.

"

Reason: "Numbers of thoughts in a one-minute radio spot

might take two minutes to establish clearly with pictures." He then
proved it. Foreman is BBDO v. p. charge of tv. See his column p. 10.

-SR-

Researching its "psychology of media" story page 38, SPONSOR asked
head of psychology department of one of nation's top universities
what he thinks. His answer: "Isn't the problem simply that 2 ears

are better than one, eyes and ears are better than either alone and

even one ear is better than none at all? What I am saying is that tv

is just ducky if people turn it on, listen to it and look at it.

If they don't turn it o n, it isn ' t worth much.

"

-SR-

A. C. N i el s en Co. made bid f o r 580,000 BAB 4-network radio study but

lost to Alfred Politz Research, which did Christal study last year.

New study, to begin in May, will be designed to determine "true

dimensions of radio." Radio set ownership figures, rooms in which
radio and tv sets are located, total number of auto radios are some

of facts Politz hopes to uncover. ARF is validating study. Inter-
views will be used on a nationwide basis.

-SR-

ABC network division of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres,

Inc., boosted gross income to $54,758,000 from §49,734,000 during
first year of merger between network and United Paramount, but still

showed loss. President Leonard H. Goldenson, however, says founda-
tion has been provided to "build s trong compet itive operation."
AB-PT as whole showed consolidated net profit of 58.9 million.

Ve«C notional spot radio (fitrf tv husitn'ss

SPONSOR PRODUCT AGENCY

Atkins & Durbrow NY "Package deal": Dri- Piatt. Zachary &
conurc organic fcr- Sutton. NY
tiliier, Tuffy grass

seed

Bristol-Myers, NY

Cencral Foods. NY

Ipana

Minute tapioca

Motorama

Motoram.i

Ccneral Motors
Detroit

Ceneral Motors,
Detroit

Howard Clothes. NY Spring and summer
line

Northwestern Airlines. Services

St Paul. Minn.

Dohcrty, Clifford.

Steers & Shenfield.

NY

Y&R. NY

Kudncr. NY

Kudncr. NY

STATIONS-MARKET

6 Eastern. Midwestern mkts

10 major mkts

80 mkts thru country

Chi

Ch,

Peck Advertising, NY 35 stns in 13 Eastern. Mid-
western mkts

Cunningham & Walsh, 15 Northwest Airline cities

NY

CAMPAIGN, sfort, duration

Radio: min anncts. partic; mid-Apr: 4

wks

Radio: min anncts: mid-Apr: 13 wks

Radio: min partic in home econ shows,
dayti: 1 Apr: 13 wks

Radio: 150 mm anncts. chnbrks: 23 Apr
to 2 May

Tv: 72 tv anncts, 20s and I.D.'s: 23
Apr to 2 May

Radio: mm anncts: 17 Mar-16 Apr, 29
Apr-4 June

Radio: min. 20-scc anncts; end Mar:
13 wks

SPONSOR



THE MOPPET
MARKET DAILY

by

WESTERN
ROUNDUP

4to5 pm
Yup... It's a STEAL at this RATING
with a 4.6 quarter-hour average in the March '54 ARB.

No station has a higher rating at this time...

in this market.

5 years of acceptance with a family audience.

Current users: The Fisher Baking Co.

The U.S. Rubber Co.

For proof of performance, call:

NEW YORK NEW JERSEY
BArclay - 7 Mitchell - 2

3260 6400
or ask your Weed Television representative

WATV channel 13
Television Center - Newark 1, N. J.

SERVING THE NEW YORK - NEW JERSEY
METROPOLITAN MARKET

F

i
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the magazine radio and tv idvertisers use

ARTICLES

The tv time franchise hassle

What are an advertiser's rights to a time franchise on network tv? How sub-

ject is he to broadcasters whim or policy? In nighttime video where slots

are avidly sought, the preemption problem is taking on a new urgency

Tonyines: radio's hiyyest watch advertiser

This fall Longines-Wittnauer will have a total of 10 sponsored quarter hours

in network radio, spanning seven days a week. Here's why Longines likes radio,

with television for extra support

Chieayo ma a qive you the show you neetl

When shopping for a new radio or tv show, a sponsor might do well to look

Chicago-ward. The Windy City has developed a creative touch which builds

programs out of ideas rather than from expensive star names and old formulas

Id managers: I ways to avoid the ax
A veteran adman gives helpful hints to harassed ad managers on how to keep

from being fired when sales head down and the boss' blood pressure goes up

f. Psychology of media
Psychologists have made some interesting discoveries about advertising in dif-

ferent media. Part 20 of SPONSOR'S All-Media Evaluation Study presents

an analysis of their findings

Hon- (itr media huilt \( \ vitamins' mass sales

Of Vitamin Corporation of America's $5 million ad budget for 1954, over 60%
will go for network tv, 15% for radio. Heavy air investment helped boost
Rybutol sales alone from $10 million in 1951 to over $16 million in 1953

I *»<•«/ »iu>yraminy: where is it headed?
SPONSOR'S station "Programing Guide" will be in the hands of subscribers this

month. It will give a complete breakdown of programing on local stations, is

designed to be a valuable tool for timebuyers

lime in-store vad'ut srllv dray store items
Seven months ago, WWDC-FM started piping music, news and commercials
into some 75 Washington. D. C. drug stores. Since then, Druqcasting has in-

creased sales on advertised items from 60 to 120% in the stores involved

29

32

34

3U

38

12

//

Hi

COM I NC

The first I (lit tv stations

In a special section, SPONSOR will catalog pertinent facts and statistics on

the 108 pre-freeie tv stations including operating costs, programing problems,

key executives. A valuable compilation for permanent reference I «i \urtl

it. Psyehaloyy of media
How can different media be used to create varied effects? SPONSOR chroni-

cles what the psychologists say about this in Part 21 of the All-Media Study Hi \pril

Voiume 8 Numbtfl
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TIMEBUYERS AT WORK
AGENCY AD LIBS

MR. SPONSOR, Jim Dearborn

NEW AND RENEW
49TH & MADISON
P. S.

NEW TV FILM SHOWS
FILM NOTES
AGENCY PROFILE, James Dougla

RADIO RESULTS

SPONSOR ASKS

ROUND-UP
NEW TV STATIONS

TV COMPARAGRAPH
NEWSMAKERS
SPONSOR SPEAKS
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i our dollar

delivers

89.4% more

on KWKH
than on
Shreveport's

lecond station!

It's a cinch to figure Shreveport's Number One radio

value—it's KWKH, hands down.

KWKH gets three times as many Average Daily

Listeners as Shreveport's second station

—

actually delivers

89-4% more listeners-per-dollar!

The audience figures above are from the new Standard

Station Audience Report—the more conservative of

the two recent audience surveys made in this area.

Ask your Branham man for all the facts

about KWKH's superiority, here in the important

Arkansas- Louisiana-Texas area.

i 0,000 Watts • CBS Radio

"B" KWKH

LISTENERS PER DOLLAR
(1-time, 14-hour daytime rates)

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station

Texas m
SHREVEPORTf LOUISIANA
The Branham Co., Arkansas
Representatives

Henry Clay, General Manager

Fred Watkins, Commercial Manager
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John llort'iia. Cunningham & Walsh, Neu

York, buys morning and nighttime radio announce-

ments tor L&M Filters in tv as well as nonti

markets. *We can't afford t<> ignore the value of

nighttime radio," he told SPONSOR. "Speaking

solely on a cost-per-1,000 basis, nighttime radio

deserves strong consideration in any spot cam-

paign. The limited availability of prime Class A

adjacencies in tv markets sometimes requires

the use of early-morning radio as well to

reach a mixed adult audience''

ilohert Widholm. I.ennen & Sewell. .\eu

York, feels that radio stations could make it more

appealing for old-time advertisers to maintain their

spot schedules by not "short-rating" them. "Sup-

pose an advertiser's been on a station for two years

and is getting the 260-time frequency rate," Bob

explains. "Then he continues into the third year,

but doesn't finish the year. Many stations penalize

him with a short rate." He adds that the stations

would make it easier for advertisers to stay in radio

if the) allowed <>/</ clients to keep the bulk rate.

f.licifiii Chimene, J. Halter Thompson, \ew

) ork, says that the relationship between network

and affiliate option time may ie about to strikt

a new balance. "It's obvious from the nay the

affiliates are holding out against the nets in the

nets' special requests for 10:30-11:00 p.m.,'

Lucian says. "This becomes a problem for a tune-

buyer when he's considering buying into a live

local show after 10:30 p.m. on an affiliate. As

things stand today, he can't be sure the networks

won't be tr\ing to preempt this time."

Kifa DriscoU .Simmons. ( . L. Miller Co..

Veto ) ork. says that a lot of medium-sized accounts

would be attracted to radio it the) could clear a

limited network to match their distribution. "Take

our Sunshine Sue show, a Southern gal song shou.

which we have on 91 CBS Radio stations in

Southern and Central states." she told sponsor.

"This shou lives torn Products Helming Co. a

chance to reach housewives with their Magara Star( h

and Knio Syrup commercials in a IS-minute show,

without waste coverage, and at a good costjter-l.OOO."

SPONSOR



For an

Sportg show...

Add Penfield
Our Sports Director, Add Penfield, has the one most essential

qualification for his work—a great love for all sports! In basketball,

baseball, football, or when covering a golf tournament, his broad-

casts build up the tingling excitement craved by the fans. In

wide demand, Add has been announcer for the Duke University football

games for many years.

Penfield also attracts a large local following with his expert

and authoritative news reports. His popular "News Roundup"

utilizes AP and local news facilities. WBIC could not enjoy the top

rating among local radio stations without men of this caliber

on our staff.

'Contact Hollingbery, our national rep-

resentative . . . get the revealing facts

from "The Pulse of Greensboro" report.

GBEENSBOROM

In 27th Year ofBroadcasting

CBS AFFILIATE 5000 WATTS

5 APRIL 1954
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WLS NOW
FULL TIME

STATION
FCC APPROVES MERGER

RADIO STATIONS WLS AND WENR

BETTER SERVICE FOR CHICAGO
AND MIDWEST LISTENERS

Leading Stars of Both Stations and ABC

Network, Plus Popular New Features, to Bring

Listeners the Best of Everything on the Air



"The Station That Gets Results" - that has

been the reputation of WLS throughout its

thirty years of part-time broadcasting. Now,

with full-time operation and the same policies

and management that have been so successful

in the past, WLS will render even better

service to their advertisers and listeners

throughout Midwest America.

CLEAR %/LI i i^g^i FULL

CHANNEL f?I7T ^^# TIME

The Prairie Farmer Station

890 KILOCYCLES • 50,000 WATTS • ABC NETWORK

REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY



WENATCHEE

WASHINGTON

Leads

the

I'lllllllli:!

KPQ's N.C.S. AREA
GIVES YOU

I

states

2

3

income

ml
retail

sales

SimibiaBasjtt

and increas>nq

farm

500O WATTS
560 K. C.

WENATCHEE
WASHINGTON

Reg. Rep- Hugh Felris, Seattle Wash.

Ntfl. Rip.- Forjoe & Company, Inc

.

10

by Hob Forerun it

In a recenl "Man of the Week" television epic on CBS,

Ben Dully was asked if he felt there were too many com-

mercials in the medium and he replied, "Too many Bpots."

He followed by placing the onus for this state of affair- on

the networks and station-.

"In a highly competitive bu-iness like ours, neither the

advertiser nor agency can be expected to act as custodian of

spot buying practices. Each advertiser i^ able to look out

for himself and that's all." Those weren't Hen"- exact words

but they do approximate the thought and since I happen to

agree (thank goodness) I'd like to enlarge on this subject

I don't intend to devote any space here now to the aes-

thetics or economics of the problem nor to it- Irritation Quo-

tient—merely to the advertising aspect.

Time and again I watch local film shows and find that

double-spotting of minute announcements i- typical rather

than unusual. Once, after seeing an account I work on

double-dealt this way, I checked and discovered that neither

timebuyer nor account man nor advertiser realized this was

what he had bought leach believing the commercial would

appear solo in the spot). The station rep's answer was that

this pattern had been set up long ago. appeared in tiny print

in the contract and resulted from film price- the station paid.

Furthermore in so-called normal network practice-, we'll

run into the hour-long extravaganzas broken right after a

closing commercial, then a hitchhike for another of the spon-

sor's products, then a time signal sold commercially to a

product as well as having to accomplish it- decidedly com-

mercial job of station identification (all within 10 seconds),

and this i- then backed up against a chainbreak announce-

ment only to be followed almost instantaneously by the

opening announcement ol the next program's sponsor. That.

friends, is more than normal even if it is commonplace—at

lea-t on tho-e fortunate stations where business is good.

On stations which are somewhat shy of advertisers, you

find even more commercialized breaks in the programing

because of the fact that unsold spot time is doubled and

tripled to make waj for government plugs, Heart fund an-

nouncement- and a raft of COpj aimed at attracting audiences

to the station's own programing.

So it i- not only possible but \er\ likely that the defense-

[Please mm to page 601

SPONSOR



NEW 1049' TOWER
100,000 WATT POWER
WTAR-TV delivers more than
mere coverage. Its amazingly high

program ratings are insured by
complete CBS service; by the best

offerings of ABC and DuMont;
and by popular local shows devel-

oped through four years of operat-

ing know-how and experience.

maximum TOWER

maximum POWER

MIRACLE MARKET

MAXIMUM SALES

Our tower is in the clouds but our power is

on the ground . . . Now serving 49% more peo-

ple in our vastly greater coverage area . . .

reaching 1,600,400 population with a solid two

billion dollar effective buying income. You
need use only WTAR-TV, the established VHF
station in the Norfolk Metropolitan Market to

achieve total coverage in America's 25th mar-

ket. Contact Edward Petry & Company, Inc.,

or our sales staff.

jEl

i—

WTAR-TV
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
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Monday Through Saturday
10:00 P.M.—-2:30 A.M.

E3 WIRE REQUEST^
RADIO STATION WEMP
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
RE JOE DORSEY'S "WIRE REQUEST"
SHOW, HIS FANS INCLUDE SECOND
SHIFT INDUSTRIAL WORKERS, AS WELL
AS TEEN AGERS. WE ENJOY WIRING
IN FAVORITES FOR THE "OLD NITE
OWL" TO PLAY. THANKS FOR CATER-
ING TO LISTENERS' MUSICAL TASTES
PAST SEVEN YEARS ON MILWAUKEE'S
ONLY TELEGRAM REQUEST PROGRAM.
WELL BE LISTENING.

REGARDS
MILWAUKEE LISTENERS

Outstanding national advertisers on Joe
Dorsey's "Wire Request" program also

know that he has a broad listening
audience.

Join them and find out how WEMP de-
livers up to twice the Milwaukee audi-
ence per dollar of Milwaukee network
stations.- Call Headlcy-Reed!

•Based on latest available Pulse
ratings and SRDS rates

WEMP WEMP FM
MILWAUKEE

HUGH BOICE, JR., G«n. M<jr.

HEADLEY-REED, Natl. Rtp.

HOURS OF MUSIC. NEWS, SPORTS

iripnir
James A. Dearborn

Advertising Director

American Airlines, New York

Jim Dearborn is probably the only advertising director in the

business whose family isn't allowed to listen to his firms program.

The program: \fusic tJirmiicli the Night from midnight until 5:30

a.m. over six CBS Radio outlets. Its sponsoi : \merican Airlines.

Though the three little Dearborn girls out in Jamaica. Long

Island, never listen to the show. Dearborn found that his firm's

SPONSOR-estimated $1.5 million investment in L953 brought AA a

mixed adult audience in over 11.5 million radio homes in Boston.

New York. Washington. Chicago. Los Angeles and San Francbco.

"The records played by our announcers have a wide appeal."

Dearborn told SPONSOR. 'They're not meant for the bebop fans, nor

are the) for the chamber music crowd. Sort of semi-classical."

Radio represented over l"'/ of \ Vs 84 million advertising and

promotion budget in 1953. Though the airline has never made a

conclusive media test, AA advertising executives feel that five-and-

adialf hours on the air six nights of the week have to make the

traveling people of the L .S. American-Airlines-cons< sious. (See

sponsor 4 May 1953.)

"Selling air travel toda\ is ver\ different from the mid-Thirties."

explained Dearborn. "There was a time when airline salesmen

weren t as subtle as today. If thev heard that someone might be

planning to go on a trip, they'd jusl as soon go right to the man's

home, -tick him in a cab and shove him on their plane."

Not that the selling isn't iust as tough today, be went on to ex-

plain. After the war airlines multiplied like rabbits.

\\ ith the in< reased competition both from other airlines and from

othei passenger carriers, American Urlines streamlined its advertis-

ing strategy. For seven years thej had dabbled with radio, put-

linu some '2'
, of their advertising budget into it for spot campaigns

t<> promote special >cr\iir-. Todaj spot radio -till performs this

function for the company but on a larger scale. Through their

agency, Ruthraufi \ Ryan, \ \ goes into six of their major markets

with a -i\- to 13-week schedule of announcements (up to three or

four a da) ' to advertise it- new DC-7, or it~ special family rate.

Dearborn, incidentally, has a four-engine airplane of hi- own. It

-it- righl in his office on the radiator and. be says, '"It helps to dis-

tracl salesmen." * * *

12 SPONSOR



WSPD's "Billion Dollar Market
//

The area covered by WSPD (Radio and/or Tele-

vision) encompasses 18 counties; 3 in Michigan

and 15 in Northwestern Ohio.

Population 1,181,800

Families 359,150
Radio Homes 355,050

Percent tuned to WSPD-AM
Daytime 56.8%

Nighttime 48.6%
television Homes 279,029

Percent tuned to WSPD-TV
Daytime 78%

Nighttime 91.5%

EFFECTIVE BUYING POWER
Total—$1,917,277,000
Per Capita $1,622
Per Family $5,338

RETAIL SALES

Total $1,409,122,532

Per Family $3,923

Spent For:

Food $332,271,000
Gen. Mdse. $137,070,000

Furniture & Household—$72,696,000
Automotive $311,027,000

Drug $36,600,000

Toledo's Metropolitan Area ranks high in the nation's

200 leading areas

—

Toledo ranks 41st in total retail sales

Toledo ranks 39th in food store sales

Toledo ranks 42nd in gen. mdse. store sales

Toledo ranks 49th in apparel store sales

Toledo ranks 44th in home furnishing sales

Toledo ranks 34th in automotive store sales

Toledo ranks 38th in filling station sales

Toledo ranks 57th in building material and hardware
store sales.

Toledo ranks 44th in drug store sales

SPeeDy daily entertains the people whose buying
habits account for Toledo's high rating.

*January 1, 1954

Authority for above listening and market information:

Standard Rate & Data Consumer Markets
Neilsen Coverage Service

Television Magazine

WSP£ - AM-TV
TOLEDO, OHIO

Storer Broadcasting Company

JOM HARKER. NAT. SAUS DIR, 118 t 57th STREET. NEW YORK

Represented Nationally

by KATZ

5 APRIL 1954 13
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WHAT MAKES A NETWORK SHOW?

People, facilities and production; and it takes a top combination of all

to provide network programs such as the recent coast-to-coast telecast

of New Orleans' traditional Mardi Gras. Just a year ago, WDSU-TV
originated the first network telecast of a typical Mardi Gras parade.

This year the Ford Motor Company sponsored several NBC telecasts

throughout Carnival Day highlighting every phase of the festivities.

Network originations are but another example of how Louisiana's

first television station continues to serve New Orleans and the nation.
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"J#jr/ Ideal Rep "

says AltTill It S. PARDOIX
of FOOTE, CONE & BELDI\C;

"provides the necessary

information in his firsl presentation

and eliminates unessential data.

In the careful preparation

o!' his material, he I ries

in anticipate all questions."

JEPCO
knows the stations it

serves. And what the

timebuyer wants to know.

That's why timebuyers'

doors are always open

to a Pearson man.

JEPCO knows how the wind blovi

Jahn E. #i*varson Company
RADIO AND TELEVISION STATION REPRESENTATIVES

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • MINNEAPOLIS • DALLAS • LOS ANCELES • SAN FRANCISCO



New and renew
APRIL 1954

><>ir oit Ratlio Networks

SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS

Animal Fdtn (Hunt Club Moscr & Cotins, Utica, CBS 63
Dog Food), Sherburne, NY
NY

Bauer tj Black (Curads), Leo Burnett, Chi CBS 180
Chi

H, , in Curtis, Chi Codon Best, Chi CBS 211

Ha-rison Prods (NoDoz, Sidney Carticld 6 Assoc, MBS 555
Shut-eye), SF SF

Jackson & Perkins, New- Maxwell Sackheim, NY MBS 245
ark, NJ

Longines-Wittnauer Victor Bennett, NY CBS 45
Watch Co, NY

Longines-Wittnauer Victor Bennett, NY CBS 114
Watch Co, NY

Manhattan Soap Co Scheideler, Beck & CBS 175
(Sweelheart Soap), NY Werner, NY

Murine Co, Chi BB^O, Chi MBS 560

R. |. Reynolds, Winston- William Esty, NY MBS 350
Salem, NC

State Farm Mutual, Louis, Needham & Brorby, MBS 475
Bloomington, III Chi

Toni Co (Prom), Chi Leo Burnett, Chi CBS 175

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Calcn Drake Show; Sat 10:15-30 am; 6 Mar; 13
wks

Art Linkletter; F 3:30-45 pm scg; 30 Apr; 52 wks

Robert Q. Lewis; Sat 10:30-45 am seg; 3 Apr;
no. wks not avaihble

Th 'hidow; Sun 5-5:30 pm; 18 Apr; 13 wks
(partic sponsor)

Gabriel Heattcr; T 7:30-45 pm; 6 Apr; 4 wks

Chronos-ope Digest; Sun 1-1:15 pm; 5 Sep; thru
25 Dc: '55

Symphonette addl bdests: Sat 5:30-6 pm; 6 Mar;
45 wks; W, F 7:30-45 pm; 10 Mar; thru D. c

'55; M 7:30-45 pm; 6 Sct thru De- '55

Tennessee Ernie Ford Show; M-F 7-7:15 pm; alt

diys; 8 Mar; new show in time slot
Gabriel Heatter; alt Th 7:30-45 pm; 15 April;

13 bd:sts
Carrel Scoreboard: 5-min summary foil daily Came

of the Diy bdets; 28 Mar thru baseball season
Jack B ickhouse, Sports News; Sat 5 45-55 pm;

3 Apr; 59 wks
Tennessee Ernie Ford Show; M-F 7-7 15 pm; alt

days; 8 Mar; new show in time slot

Renewed on Radio Networks

SPONSOR

Bell Telephone System, NY
Beltone Hearing Aid Co,

Chi
Colpate-f'lmolive, Jersey

City, NJ
Cen Foods Corp, NY

Lever Bros, NY

AGENCY STATIONS

N. W. Ayer, Phila

Olian & Bronner, Chi
NBC 200
ABC 121

Lennen & Newell, NY CBS 200

Y&R, NY CBS 163

FC&B, NY CBS 191

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Telephone Hour; M 9-9:30 pm; 12 Apr: 52 wks
Paul Harvey News; Sun 6:15-30 pm; 18 Apr; 26

wk<.

Louella Parsons; T 10-10:15 pm; 30 Mar; 52 wks

Second Mrs. Burton; M-F 2-2:15 pm; 22 Mar; 52
wks

Aunt Jenny M-F 12:15-30 pm; 15 Mar; 13 wks

-2* &

(See page 2 for New National Spot Radio and Tv Business)

National Rroadcast Sales Executives

NAME

Warren E. Abrams
Ri'hard C. Arbuckle
William Ashworth
Jacques Biriben
Dave Booher
Alvin O. Bramstedt

Robert W. Carpenter
John Carroll

Robert E. Chapman
Frank Coffin
Rex Cole
Barnes Compton Jr

Harold Cranton
Ceorge Crothers
Matthew J. Culligan
Ralph H. Davison Jr

Walter L. Dennis
Alfred DiCiovanni
W. O. Edholm
Powell Ensign
John Ettelson
Harold S. Falter

James C. Fletcher

Bill Fromm
Cliff Cill

Charles W. Codwin
Cene Grant
Frederick Greene

FORMER AFFILIATION

CBS Tv Spot Sis, mgr Detr office

WERE, Cleve, gen sis mgr
WSPD, Toledo, mdsg mgr
NBC Radio Spot Sis, NY, eastern mgr
WMBR, Jacksonville, Fla, acct exec
KFAR, Fairbanks, Alaska, mgr

MBS, NY, asst dir stn rels

WKMH, Dearborn, Mich, sis stf

WKY Radiophone Co, Okla City, comml mgr
KOIN-TV, Portland, Ore, sis stf

KATV, Pine Bluff. Ark, slsmn
Crosley Bdcstg, NY sis stf

BAB, NY, writer natl prom dept
CBS TV, NY, dir religious bdests

NBC TV, NY, sis stf "Today'' show
KCMB-TV, Honolulu, local sis mgr
W1LS-TV, Lansing, Mich, mgr
CBS TV Spot Sis, NY, asst res mgr
KFMB, KFMB-TV, San Diego, vp, gen sis mgr
Everett-McKinney, NY, vp & sis mgr
KPTV, Portland, Ore, mgr natl sis serv dept

WBCO, Bessemer, Ala, mgr
Midnight Sun Bdcstg Co, Alaska, eastern sis mgr

hq NY
NY Journal-Amer, asst prom mgr
KBIC, Catalina, Cal, opers mgr

MBS, NY, dir stn rels

Own rep firm, LA & SF

Amos Parrish agency, NY, sis prom, mdsg dept

NEW AFFILIATION

CBS TV, NY. acct exec net sis

NBC Spot Sis, NY, radio acct exec
Same, also natl sis mgr WSPD-TV
WINS, NY, natl sis mgr
Same, local sis mgr, prog dir

Midnight Sun Bdcstg, Fairbanks, Alaska KFAR.
KENI. KJNO, KABI), gen mgr

Same, dir stn rels

Same, asst sis mgr
WKY, dir radio opers
Same, local sis mgr
Same, local sis mgr
NBC Spot Sis, NY, tv acct exec
Same, asst dir natl prom
Same, mgr public affairs bdests
Same, sis supvr "Today"-"Home" unit
Same, sis mgr
WJNO-TV, West Palm Beach, Fla, gen mgr
Same, res mgr
KJEO-TV, Fresno, comml mgr
Same, exec vp
Same, chg natl-local sis serv dept
Forjoe. mgr Dallas office

Same, NY & Seattle offices, natl sis mgr

NBC Spot Sis. NY, tv prom supvr

Same, also for KBIF. KBID-TV. Fresno 'John Poole
stn grp)

ABC. NY. asst to vp Ernest Jahncke
KBID-TV, Fresno, sis mgr
WBZ-WBZA, Boston, adv. sis prom mgr

In next issue: ISetc and Renewed on Television (Meticork); Advertising Agency Personnel

Changes; Sponsor Personnel Changes; Station Changes (reps, network affiliation, power increases)

Numbers, niter names
refer to Mew and Re-

new category

Charles Godwin (3)

Tony 1/"' (.3

1

S Tremble
Fred Greene
J . I. Hammond f 3

>
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Y«(ioiuif Kroadcast Sales Executives (cont'd.)

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION

Roger Cross

I Allan H.immond

Leslie Harris

Roger L Harrison
lim Hill

Robert N Hillock
A. L Hollander )r

Richard W Hubbcll
|ohn Jacobs
Pete lenkins
|ohn D Kelly

Emerson Kimble
How.nd 5 Kiser

Robert | Ledcr
|ohn W Loewe
Collin W Lowdcr
Ceorgc U Lyons
Wm F MacCrystall
Don Mann
H Roy Mirks
William M Materne
Russell Mavberry
David Meblin
Paul Mcnsing
Paul E. Millen

George M. Millar

Rich.ird H Miller

Tony Moe
Jack A Murray
Normin Nelson
Burt Ncuburger
George Nickson
lames F. O'Crady
Varner Paulsen
Leslif H. Peard |r

Aurcle Pellctier

Robert Pe-ez
Roy C Porteous

Eric A. Rchnwall
Robert E. Rudolph
Franklin H. Small
Ccorge Stevens
George C. Stevens
Larry Stevens
Fugene S. Sumner
Charles H. Tower

Sid Tremble
Neil I Vill

Eugene P. Weil
Don W. White
John Walter Wiedmer
William I. Williamson
Bernard T. Wilson

Cross f> Strauss Adv. Portland, partner
CFCF, Montreal, mgr

B -mid I S-hubcrt NY, vp, partner
KSTP. MMs-St Paul, acct exec
W-AU WEAU-TV. Eau Claire. Wis, farm serv dir

KCCC-TV. Sacramento, sis stf

Du Mont Tv Net. NY, mgr prog opcr
WCLV. WEEX. Easton. Pa. gen mgr
Te!r-Q Corp. NY, dir res

WICC, B-id?eport, acct exec
V/SRS. Clevc. stn mgr
V/SPD. Toledo, prog dir

A-ne* Weekly. NY. adv sis exec
WNBC. NY. sis mgr
rlm sis reo, Tex. NY
KLO. Ogdcn. Utah, mgr
CBS TV Film Sis, Chi, acct exec
KNRH Hvwd tv sis reo
WBBM-TV. Chi, acct exec
\V C E! Boston, sis exec
ABC NY, coord owned radio-tv stns

WBBM-TV Chi. acct exec
KGO-TV. SF, acct exec
NBC Soot Sis. Chi. acct exec
Natl Sis Co, Boone, Iowa, sis mgr

WKMH. Deirbo-n, Mich, vp chg sis

Own publicity firm

KNXT. LA. acct exec
W BC. Indianapolis, sis rep

5CBA. Cal, mng dir

Kling Studios. Chi, acct exec
KBIF. Fresno, stn. comml mgr
Du Mont. NY, area supvr stn rels dept
W'P. Phila. isst prcg dir

WB^L. WBAL-TV. Bait, mgr
CHRC. Quebec, comml mgr
Go-e B-os. LA, acct exec
NBC TV, NY. net sis rep

Ziv. Mols sis reo
KEX. Po'tland. Ore. sis stf

WMIL, Milw, sis mgr
W'AA-TV. Dallas, sis stf

WNBC. NY. acct exec
KCMB-TV, Honolulu, acct exec
Weed NY. acct exec
NARTB, Wash, DC, asst to vp chg employc-em-

o'over rels dept
KCMO-TV, K»ns City, prog dir

Ruthrauff Ryan, NY, acct exec
Bd'stg exec
WBNS, Columbus, 0. mdsg mgr
Si^irronds Cr Simmonds, St Louis, acct exec
WLW-D. Dayton, sis mgr
V/TVI, Belleville, III. pres, gen mgr

NEW AFFILIATION

KPTV. Portland, Ore, chg local sis serv

Canadian Marconi Co (owner CFCF). Montri

bdestg mgr
CBS TV Film Sis, NY, vp. gen mgr
KSTP-TV. acct exec
WCCO Mpls assoc farm serv dir

KDYL-TV. Salt Lake City, acct exec

Same, acting dir o?ers dept

Du Mont. NY, acct exec

Same, pres

WOV. NY, sis rep

WJW. Clcve, vp Cr asst to pres

Same, stn mgr
Du Mont. NY. acct exec

WINS. NY. vp Cr gen mgr
Kling Studios, hd district sis office. Dallas

KIMN. Denver, vp Cr gen mgr
S»me, mgr new Detr office

KOA-TV. Denver, sis mgr
WOKY-TV, Milw. dir tv

CBS TV Film Sis. mgr new Boston office

ABC TV, NY. asst natl sis mgr
Katz Agency Detr, acct exec
Avcry-Knodel. SF, asst Pacific Coast mgr

Same div radio mgr, Detroit

Lee Stns 'KHQA-TV. Hannibal; WTAD. Quin

III: KCLO. Mason City, Iowa), natl sis stf

Sime, vr> Cr mng dir

TPA, NY. dir pub rels

CBS TV Spot Sis. mgr Detr office

WNOE. New Orleans, sis rep

BAB, NY, dir natl prom
Same, dir natl sales div

Same, gen mgr
Same, mgr sis serv dept

Same, prog dir

Same, vp
Same, also asst mgr
KNXT, LA, sis serv coord

Same, sis supvr "Today" show
KSTP, Mpls, acct exec

Same, sis mgr
WFBM. Indpls. dir radio sis

Same, local sis mgr
Same, sis mgr
Same, local sis mgr
Crosley Bdcsig, NY. acct exec

Same, acting mgr EERD

Same, comml mgr
Gill-Perna. NY. acct exec

WBCO. Bi'mingham, Ala, sis mgr
Same, natl sis mgr
CBS TV Film Sis. mgr new St Louis office

WBZ-WBZA. Boston, sis mgr
KSTM-TV, St Louis, sis mgr

iYet© Firms, New Offices, Changes of Adilress

Louis Benito Adv, 205 Tampa Thr Bldg, Tampa Fla, new
agency (formed by cx-vp Criffith-McCarthy Adv, Tampa I

John Blair & Co & Blair-Tv, new LA offices at 3-160 Wil
shire Blvd

Chew, Harvey Cr Thomas. 1528 Walnut St. Phila, new agency
formed by 3 cx-partners Cray Cr Rogers, Phila

Allen Christopher Co <adv specialists in promoting local re-
tailers on tv), new offices 30 E. 60th St, NYC; firm purch
by E. Louis Figcnwald and Alex Courtney from Harold
Kayc Adv

Compton Adv, NY, new address 261 Madison Ave
lack Denove Prodns, Hywd. new address 71 42 Sunset Bldv
Dorrancc Cr Co, NY, new address 126 E. 37th St

Ab""- I Gelula 6 Assoc. Phila. new address Wilford Bldg.
33rd Cr Arch Sts

Al King Aav. new agency 7818 Forsyth Blvd, Clayton. Mo

Leader Adv Corp, 924 Lincoln Rd, Miami Beach 39. Fla new

firm born from business merger of Sam Ferdinand of Lead

er Soc-ialty Co. with Harold Kiisch of Harold Kirsch Adv
Lennen Cr Newell, NY, new address 380 Madison Ave: pre*

at 17 E. 45th St

Ted Levy Adv. Denver, Colo, new address 1441 Wclton St

Cene Rose & Co, Grand Central Term Bldg, NY 17, nev.

pub rels firm formed by Eugene A. Rose, cx-acct exer

Cr dir publ Fred Smith Cr Co
Spitz Adv Agency. Syracuse, name changed from Williarr

Spitz Cr Co; new address 530 Oak St

Tv Progs of Amer, NY, to move to 477 Madison Ave frorr

727 7th Ave
Venard. Rintoul Cr McConnell. new name of Venard Inc. NY

Lloyd Ceorge Venard still pres; Stephen R. Rintoul anc

James V. McConnell to be vps

Numbers after names
refer to New and Re-
new category

R I ( hapman I
;

|

.•/. /.. HoUandei I

I

Franklin Small
H . I. II illiamsoi

J. < . Fleti her

Robert .1. Ledei I I)

R. II . Carpentei > 3

1

Jim II ill ' ! ' k.
Bill Ashworth (3) ^
Emerson Kiml>!t

|
;

>
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WCOV-TV

ONLY ONE TELEVISION STATION DELIVERS

MONTGOMERY, CAPITAL CITY OF ALABAMA

AND THE SOUTH'S LARGEST LIVESTOCK CENTER

Each week WCOV-TV provides this exclusive market with

52 different commercial programs from four networks

34 LIVE studio programs

Affiliated with

WCOV

CBS Radio

Channel 20

CBS NBC ABC DuMont

NOW represented nationally by

Tool H I5aijm£/L &m|ta*u|

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT • ATLANTA

DALLAS • SAN FRANCISCO • HOLLYWOOD

INC,
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Where is the

It isn't.

The San Francisco Opera Com-
pany serves the entire West.

The center of western cultural

activity is also the scene of hot

and heavy sales activity.

Cover the ten San Francisco

Bay Area counties with KYA,
the independent station of

influence. Halo, Life, Lipton's,

Dennison's, Carnation, Wilson's
Foods and twenty other top
national accounts use KYA

—

how about you?

Here's a

choice nite-

time

availability:

Ramblin' Jimmy

Dolan's Horse Opera

of the Air

8 p.m. to Midnight

Monday thru Friday

Ramblin' Jimmy

Dolan, D.P., from

Los Angeles, leads

all cowboys in

Northern California.

(pulse -Jan. -Feb.' 54)

/Jimmy came North

to dear his eyes and

hit the jackpot on

KYA. Get in on this

Sirloin Sonata for

Sales!

George W. Clark, Inc., New York and Chicago

Adam Young, Inc., Los Angeles

lul
MADISON

Ki'UNbUK invites letters to the editor.

Address 40 K. 4y St., New York 17.

WEEK AT AGENCY

The Man li 22 issue just came in

ami I immediatel) read Charles Sin-

clair's piece on Cunningham X Walsh

I" Vgencyman for a week, page 29].

This i- one of the brightest ideas ever

in trade journalism and I think it is a

verj instructive, valuable feature. Ex-

cellentl) handled, too, with a sure.

knowing touch.

I he editorial note ask- whether read-

er* like the personal angle. I think

the answer has to be yes.

Bert Briller

Tv Sales Development

ABC TV, New York

FACTS & FIGURES

This is the first opportunity I have

had to express nrj gratitude for your

Readers' Service department's unself-

ish ( ooperation in collecting pertinent

data on the radio and television mar-

kets for vacationers.

In ni\ wandering through New
York, searching for facts and figures,

my good friend- at NBC asked me if

I had consulted SPONSOR, which of

course I had.

I am grateful for the time that you

gave to my problem and am grateful

to sponsor for being able to furnish

me with the necessary data at a mo-

ment's notice.

Joseph A. Tery

Director of Radio & Tv

The Copies Co.

Netv York

CANT BELIEVE IT

Thank \ou for the article. "Win

don'l radio -ale-men ever cntne to sell

me?" |
22 February 1954, page 35].

Our company, for one. ha- a con-

siderably larger -talT selling radio only

than sold radio and t\ combined SU

years ago. From what I learn that is

true <»f our worth) competitors, the

networks and the stations Individually.

You can not somehow put all these

men in a moving picture theatre ever)

aftei in. nn. The\ i ui) out "t mm ies. 1

will venture a prejudiced guess that

this author is "in conference," "busy,"

"out of the office" to most of the radio

salesmen who telephone him or call

upon him personally. I <*an't believe it.

H. Preston Peters

President

Free & Peters, Inc.

New York

KIDS COSMETICS
I have ju-t finished reading the very

lovel) story \ou prepared on our

Little Lady Story Time program in the

Februar) issue ["How to sell cosmet-

ic to little girls," 22 February 1954,

page 36].

Ma\ 1 tell \ou how delighted I was

personally at the reaction of our top

executives and the enthusiastic re-

sponse from so main of our dealers

who have seen the storv through our

sales representative-.

Thanks so much for the splendid

cooperation. It was a pleasure to have

the opportunity of working with you.

Arnold Perlm w
President

Helene Pessl, Inc.

New York

20

TV NEWCOMERS
With all due respect to a magazine

of sponsor's calibre, which reflects the

views and opinions of the entire ad-

vertising field, we are extremely dis-

appointed at the advice ventured in

your February 8 article titled. "10 tips

to agencies on how to get along with

producers" [page 46].

We appreciate the praise given to

small production companies for their

"good creative job'* and in view of

this, would like to ask why you suggest

agencies would do well not to deal

with them. In an ever-changing, con-

stantlv fluctuating field such as the

advertising industry, we are of the

opinion that advertisers would do well

to pay close attention to newcomers

in the field of tv production.

Fre-h. voting ideas and people have

no past laurels on which to rest and

must constantly produce material of

the highest quality and originality in

order to establish themselves.

Point No 2. goes on to state that

"producers can be judged t<> some ex-

tent l>v their credit lists." Here again

we question the closed-shop attitude.

\ small producer must give quality

SPONSOR



nothing Works Isike Wantmanship
Give people the want and you're on your way. The Crosle I rroup

docs it with TNantmanship, the dynamic new dimension in selling Typical

>i the Group, WLW-D, Dayton, audiences your advertising with promotion

to make sure your sell is seen and heard. TlVanlmanship explains why

the Crosley Group makes more sales faster, at less

than any other medium or combination.

^i

[ I :

*.fiAeFftL

\^J
WLW Radio

WLW A Atlo.nl

WLW C 1

WLW D IWLW T Cincinnati

the CROSLEY GROUP

Exclusive Sales Offices: New York, Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus, Atlanta, Chicago, Hollywood

©1954, The Crosley Broadcasting Corporation

.



w England

rather watch

WBZTV

WBZTV
BOSTON, Channel 4

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, Inc.

WBZ • WBZA . KYW • KDKA . WOWO • KEX • WBZTV . WPTZ

National representatives Free 4 Peters, Inc.

# Coverage proves it! Statistics—if you can stand the

word >!io\\ that \\ BZ-T\ covers a total population of

.">.
1
()5.695 in an area of 12.390 square miles. Telecasting

on low-hand Channel 1. WBZ-T\ blankets the area from

Biddeford, Me., to Nantucket- and as far inland as

Springfield. This means complete coverage of the metro-

politan Boston market. plus a bonus area in Maine, New

Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut and

Rhode Island. For lull data, write or phone.

22 SPONSOR



results, original ideas, etc., for a mini-

mum cost whereas the larger company
which has done and redone a heer

commercial, for instance, will he tempt-

ed to do and redo the good idea it

originated on the first one while

charging the same price they charged

for the first one.

Please let it he understood that

criticism is the farthest thing from our

minds; we are merely expressing our

amazement that sponsor would imph

that admen should center their atten-

tion on the large production compa-

nies and not waste their time on the

smaller, upcoming ones like ourselves.

We are only too aware that youth,

coupled with lack of "credits," consti-

tute our biggest selling problems.

We hold the rest of the points in

the article in high esteem, with the

exception of No. 10. where again it is

implied that the smaller or "fringe"

producers should be bypassed.

Bill Sea

Sea-King Productions

San Francisco

• SPONSOR agrees that the small producer
should not be frozen out where he can demon-
strate creative ability. The article specifically
stated that its advice did not constitute rejection
of the small film producer. Surely, however, it

is not unreasonable to advise the client to check
the previous work of a producer in seeking one
means of assessing his capability. What would
you do if you were the buyer?

RADIO SUCCESS STORIES

A member of our creative radio staff

has asked if you can furnish us with

success stories for gas and oil and

public utility companies' radio adver-

tising. We have subscribed to spon-

sor for some years and at various

times over the past few months I am
sure there have been articles on the

above subject.

I would much appreciate receiving

any articles that you may think perti-

nent. Our job at present is to con-

vince a client that radio is a medium
which could boost his sales immeasur-

ably.

John T. Ross

Research Division. Radio-Tv Dept.

Cockfield, Broivn & Co., Ltd.

Montreal

• SPONSOR'S Readers' Service Department is

glad to help subscribers with information like

that requested above. Mr. Ross was furnished

with a reprint of the 1953 "Radio Results" and
tear copies of various radio case histories in-

volving the three kinds of companies he mentions.

spol clients: how they use the medi-

um" [14 December L953, page 30].

In order to provide each CHS Tele-

vision Sput salesman «itli a copj and

have a few left over for further use,

as we would like to d<>. we would cer-

tainly like to have 50 copies, if that

number is a\ ailable.

Bob (',. I'att

Adv. & Sales Prom. Wgr.

WCBS-TV, New Yorh

• Reprints of the article, "12 l.i- ipol clients:
how they use the medium," are available ut 20<-

apiece. Quantity prlcel on request.

Please send me 10 extra copies of

the articles. "'12 big spot clients: how
they use the medium," and "Who lis-

tens . . . when . . . where . . . why,"

from your December 14 issue [pages

30 and 36
|

.

This was required reading for all

my salesmen last week, after reading

the articles myself, and the extra

copies will certainly come in handy.

Hugh Ben La Rue
Vice President

KULA, Honolulu

PUBLIC DOMAIN MUSIC

The February 8 issue of sponsor,

like every issue, was really first class.

I enjoyed and benefited much by the

section on "Tv film commercials." A
real service to all concerned. \ en

valuable compendium of information.

I, for one, am very grateful.

Have any of your past issues dealt

with the subject of use and technique

of music that is within the public

domain? If so, can you tell me which

issue it was.

In the event you have not covered

this subject yet, can you tell me how

and where I can get information on

the sources of music that is within the

public domain and how does one ob-

tain a directory of available music of

this kind, the cost, clearance rights, etc.

Again, may I tell you how much I

enjoy SPONSOR which in my opinion

is the finest magazine for the radio

and tv advertiser.

A. E. Albini

Albini & Price Tv

Commercials

South Bend

SPOT CLIENTS

Thanks for letting us know about

the availability of reprints on "12 big

5 APRIL 1954

• SPONSOR has not dealt with the topic of

public domain tunes in any full-length article.

UJVEC-TV

850 Fifth Ive.

(Please turn to page 1 1
'•,

i
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Sendfor CBS Radio Spot Sales!

at

We're stationed in the right places to

help you take quick, decisive action.

For in fourteen of your richest major

markets the station we represent

is first on the scene.

First every time, too! Month after

month, throughout all of 1952 and

1953, each of these fourteen CBS

Radio stations delivered the largest

average share of audience in its

market. And still does.

What's more, the increase in radio

homes in these fourteen areas is

phenomenal—25 per cent since 1947.

And in these fourteen markets alone,

well over two and a half million

new radios (excluding auto sets)

were sold last year— a 20.5 per cent

jump over the preceding year.

Want to come through in a blaze of

glory and reap a hero's reward? Just

put in a call to CBS Radio Spot

Sales for choice availabilities on the

fourteen top-rung stations we

represent. You'll be glad you did

!

CBS RADIO SPOT
SALES Representing: WCBS, New York

WBBM, Chicago-KNX, Los Angeles-WCAU,

Philadelphia-WTOP, Washington-WBT, Charlotte

WCCO, Minneapolis-St. Paul-KMOX, St. Louis

KCBS, San Francisco-KSL, Salt Lake City

WRVA, Richmond-WAPl, Birmingham-WEEl,

Boston- WMBR, Jacksonville—The Columbia

Pacific and the Bonneville Radio Networks
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Mcelroy

at

SUNSET
From the studio and

From the street . . .

6:00-6:55 PM
Monday through

Friday on TV

MUSIC and MIRTH

WEATHER and

SPORTS -NEWS

and INTERVIEWS

Guest stars and

JACK

McELROY
with his gang at

Sunset & Vine!

For participations contact

KNBH, Hollywood or

NBC Spot Sales

!\'etv developments on SPONSOR stories

Sec:
"'

x ;""' pa? ehiatrj boom Mogcn
David"

Issue: -'' J ;i rin.i rv 1953, page 28

SlllllOC'l* kn«)irr wine zoom- tO top in many
marketi using air media

Ibis jrear's Manischewitz Wine advertising budget is 16 times

greater than it nras in L950 the first yeei thai air media were used.

In lour years, the budget has zoomed from $125,000 to $2 million,

with 90^5 <>t I954's appropriation going into radio and television.

In three years kosher wine consumption in this country has

jumped from three million to 10 million gallons. Two companies.

Manischewitz (Brooklyn) and Mogen David (Chicago), claim 80^5

of this market. Mogen David, like Manischewitz, is a heavy air user.

Anyone who's listened to radio has heard the Manischewitz

"Man-oh-Man"' jingle. It's broadcast 2. .'-573 times each week over

130 radio stations in 48 major I . S., Canadian. Alaskan and Puerto

Rican markets. Firm uses 50 tv station- in 10-45 markets. Using

this type of campaign, Manischewitz expects a 20$ sales increase

this year. Said Meyer H. Robinson, secretary and treasurer of

the company: "We feel that the kosher wine market in this countn

has been touched only on the surface. . . . Even with all the sales

expansion we've enjoyed to date, we still consider the entire I'nited

States as virtually a new market."

Manischewitz Wine, bottled by the Monarch Wine Co.. is a

ciated on a royalty agreement with the B. Manischewitz Co., makers

of mat/os and other kosher foods. (See "There's money in matZOS,"

5 December 1949, page 22.1 Monarch first started bottling Mani-

schewitz wine in 1936, but its primary use then was for sacramental

purposes. The company found that the sweet kosher wine appealed

to America's sweet tooth, however, and hence began its expansion

to the general public

Manischewitz's air campaign is just as heav) in the summer as

during the winter, even though summer formerly was considered a

poor season for wine. With the year- round campaign, the com-

pany expects to flatten out its seasonal sales curve. • • •

SCO! "New Nielsen local ratings plan:
what vnu -licuild know about it"

I.SSUC: 8 February 1954. page 34-

Sill) jot* I : Nielsen will provide area rating! thai

measure all local dialing

Nielsen's new system of measuring local radio and tv ratings

—

basically a diary system with an automatic gadget which reminds

listeners to fill out the diary—definileK is going to be ready this fall.

A Nielsen spokesman revealed to sponsor that certain networks

owned and operated stations will be among the first to subscribe to

the new service. Final prices have not \et been set. he said, but the

service will cost about 50^? more than the average cost of some of

the other local rating services (these include American Research

Bureau. Hooper. Pulse. Trendex and Videodex).

"We're shooting for an October-November report.*" the Nielsen

offi< ial disclosed. He said the number of cities to be covered in the

first report was not decided, but probably will be between five and

10 or 12. \fter the first report is out. he said. Nielsen will gradually

expand to other market-, possibly at the rate of one or two markets

a month depending upon demand for the service. It is expected

that at least 30 top markets eventually will be covered with reports

for each market to be issued about four time- a year. • • •

26 SPONSOR
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R • • • and if you're a KCMO radio and television /

v .<? newsman . . . you've got to do a lot more. ^D D

m l^* KCMO's news department has won

V just about every award in the book for ~

p (O £? doing "a lot more." The big reason? D
\J They're all trained reporters . . . journalism

Qv^ school graduates. Besides pounding regular (,

^yj {^y Kansas City news beats to get the news,

they know how to write it, edit it, and A

<^P /y R deliver it from the all-important o
\J Mid-American angle. And complete KCMO s\

_ /r^Q 9\ facilities make the job that much more L/

^ CS \j effective. If you're pounding a sales-beat
f\

in Mid-America, you can't go wrong in ^
hiring the best news department in nC^>
Mid-America . . . KCMO's Radio and

QQ
V_, ^f— Television news department. Of^j U ^

^ 0O> <3C^> ft e
Q.

8 9

- \ KCMO
QOo KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

=*>
~u ^ <k LI II
QD

n
° Radio -50,000 Watts 8

^ Q
U

TV- Channel 5 *>Q

D Nat'l. Rep.: THE KATZ AGENCY Q Qo ê

H V xx
/f's a Aieredif/i Sfafion"

^o ft 9
^o (/

ft
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Representee Nationally by CBS Radio and Television Spot Sales

WBT-UIBTV
CHARLOTTE, N. C

The Radio-TV Services

of the lefterson Standard

life Insurance Company

The signs of Charlotte are signs of a market infinitely

more important than its city size suggests. Speculate,

for example, on the number of New York Stock Exchang

member brokerage houses in Charlotte.

Nine such firms have invested in Charlotte branches. Only

Dallas and Memphis among southern cities have as many.

Forty-five cities larger than Charlotte and fifteen whole state;

have fewer SEM brokerage houses. And the growfh of

Charlotte as a market for securities is underlined by the fact

that 4 of the 9 have been established since 1946.

Charlotte's out-size prominence as a market for securities

proves once more that you sell the city short if you ignore tl

rich and prosperous area it serves— dependent upon it for ai

transportation, distribution, and many specialized forms of

business and cultural activity, particularly—

— radio and television. Jefferson Standard Broadcasting

Company's great area stations 50,000 watt WBT and top

power WBTV, 100,000 watts on Channel 3, like Charlo

brokerage houses, help integrate many prosperous

communities into one massive market for

anything you have to sell.
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Sparhetl franchise controversy: Ousting of U.S. Tobac-

co's private eye tv show, "Martin Kane," from its NBC TV Thursday

nighttime spot aroused client, brought forth contention advertiser

who has built an audience during his time period has certain claims

to it. The show, whose slot will be taken over by Lever's "Lux Video

Theatre," has been selling U.S. Tobacco's products, via Kudner Agen-

cy, since 1949 and client, unpacified by offer of another time, has

threatened to sue. Photo above shows Lloyd Nolan, one of four actors

to play part of detective, during days when commercials were

integrated into the show. Non-integrated commercials are now u:ed

What are your "rights" to

Loss of time by network clients revives

hassle over the franchise concept

fP hat are the advertiser's rights to

a time franchise?

He talks about them but does he

actually have any? Is he completely

subject to the broadcaster's whim or

policy? To what extent will the broad-

caster recognize an advertiser's long-

term claim to a specific time period as

a matter of good customer relations?

How about the law? Is there any legal

support for the time franchise con-

cept? Or is it just a trade term?

These questions have a burning rel-

evance to the advertiser. The time

franchise is one of the most important

controversy

by Alfred J. Jaffe

factors in air advertising, especially in

network tv, where nighttime periods

are avidly sought, highly prized and

jealously clung to.

A new urgency about the time fran-

chise issue has arisen in recent weeks.

A number of network tv clients have

become aroused by projected tv pro-

gram shifts, two of them involving

NBC clients and shows which have

been in their present time slots since

1949. There has also been talk of

CBS' seeking to move the current spon-

sors of Edward R. Murrow's Person

to Person—American Oil and Hamm
Brewing—out of the tv show in favor

of another client, rumored to be Ford.

The question of the Murrow show is a

rather touchv one since the current

sponsors look a chance on the show be-

fore it was known what kind ol success

it would be. Now that it is pulling

down good ratings \merican and

Hamm aren't exactly anxious to leave

it. i (IBS has denied asking the two

sponsors to leave the show, i

\\ hile it is recognized that NBC is

involved in massive program jockey-

ing as part of its new bid for net-

work leadership and while all the cli-

ents in question have been offered oth-

er periods, even those clients not af-

fected are beginning to wonder where

they stand. They see a cloud b<

cast over the time franchise concept.

The burning time franchise issue

was fanned recent!) b) the NBC an-

nouncement that Lever Bros, was mov-
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G't'f.v I .S. Tobai'vo's slot: Lever's move over to NBC was
network coup. Above, Marge, Gower Champion in "Lux Video Theatre"

"Voice of Firi'Stont'": Tv's oldest commercial web show will

lose time slot as result of NBC s revamping Monday night lineup

ing it- Lux I ideo Theatre and Lu\

Radio Theatre over from CBS next

season. The video show, whose rat-

ings on CBS are being clobbered this

season by the competition from Drag-

net, is to be expanded to an hour

next season.

More germane, however, is the fact

that Lever's tv show will he installed

in the 10:00-11:00 p.m. Thursday slot,

first half of which is now occupied by

U.S. Tobacco's Martin Kane, a show

created by the client and its agency,

Kudner.

To say I .S. Tobacco is upset about

losing its time period is putting it

tightly. The show is admittedly the

firm's No. 1 salesman, takes the hulk

of U.S. Tobacco's ad budget and i- it-

only network exposure. A SPONSOR
-lor\ two \ear- ago I -ee "I .S. Tobac-

• " glamorizes the dealer." 25 Februarj

1952) pointed out thai sales went from

>22 to $27.5 million in the two-year

period following the introduction of

the am and t\ versions of Martin Kane.

(The radio show has since been

dropped.) \t that time U.S. Tobacco

was spending 8.V, of it- budget for

radio and t\ and it- air expenditure

i- understood to be about in the same

ratio now.

The fact that NBC has offered I .S.

Tobacco anothei time slot is no conso-

lation. Martin Kane- have come and

gone first it was William Gargan,

30

then Lloyd Nolan. Lee Tracy and now
Mark Stevens- hut whoever the actor

was the fact remains that 1 ,S. Tobac-

co's private eye has been trapping

criminal- on Thursday night since

I'M'). The public has become quite

used to it. Martin Kane's Nielsens run

in the neighborhood of 30 to 35.

While neither NBC nor the client

and agency are willing to make state-

ments about the case, sponsor learned

THIS WE FIGHT FOR

sroNson in this article seeks to

delineate one of the contm\

now getting the attention of ad-

men and networks. As in the

many hot industry issues covered

in these pages over the years,

sponsor fights for the fullest

possible presi atal ion of diver

gent \ i'« - bj both sidi -

thai the client stressed strongly it- feel-

ings that an advertiser who spends

time, money and energy on a time pe-

riod has some kind of vested interest

in it. The client also argued thai since

the -bow was coming up with good rat-

ings and wasn't followed by another

network -how am how. NBC couldn't

claim Martin Kane was damaging to

the Thursday nighl lineup, hence bad

no "rij:ht" to take away the time

period. U.S. Tobacco punctuated its

complaint by threatening to sue, thus

recalling the case involving P. Loril-

lard and The Web on CBS TV a year

and a half ago.

Agency and client excitement was

further fanned by stories of NBC's

plans for the Monday tv lineup. While

nothing official has been said it is

common knowledge that NBC is pre-

paring a herculean revamping of pro-

prams that night. Biggest change

would be a new Sid Caesar show from

8:00-9:00 p.m. Affected would be

\ame That Tune, sponsored on alter-

nate weeks by Speidel Corp. and Block

Drug, and that grand old program.

Voice of Firestone, a simulcast. The

Firestone show has been heard on ra-

dio Monday nights for 25 years, with

tv included the last four and a half.

W bile the ' nice of Firestone has been

opposite Godfrey's Talent Scouts and

could possibly do better in another

slot, the client feels here, too. that its

long association with the 8:30-9:00

p.m. period gave him certain rights

and consideration.

The issue rai-ed b\ the U.S. Tobac-

co and Firestone shows also touches

on the basic question of who will con-

trol network programing in the future

and the related question of who will

decide what kind of audiences should

be built for network tv. For example,

SPONSOR



!%eiV MurrOtB sponsor?: Rumor CBS TV asked American Oil and Hamm Brewing lo
vacate Ed Murrow s "Person to Person" added fuel to franchise hassle, was denied by network

if the network seeks a large mass audi-

ence while the client actually prefers

a smaller, more selective audience for

a certain time period, whose point of

view should prevail? And another

problem: Will the growing network
control of programing provide more,

or less variety for the public?

To answer these and other questions

relating to the time franchise concept,

SPONSOR di cussed the le<:al. moral and

practical aspects with a broad and rep-

resentative list of agencies, advertis-

ers, broadcasters and lawyers.

Many advertisers and agencies were

not onl\ concerned with the shifting

about of sponsors. They took the long-

lerm view that the tv networks, led by

NBC, were marching relentles 1\ to-

ward the magazine format, with the

networks in complete editorial con-

trol. This seemed to be the core of

the problem. \ lot oi them don'l like

the idea. The) feel thai magazines
and networks are su< h different me-

dia thai the magazine i on< epl won't hi

into the broad asting framework. Bui

even those who Btruck hardest al the

participation type of network adver-

tising wondered whethei the) < ould d<.

anything about ii as long a- the nel

works are riding a seller's market.

I In- fear was nol universal, spon-

sor found a ~ii iking variet) of opin-

ions on the sponsor's Bide of the fence.

I lure was a practical recognition

among some ol the competitive prob-

lems of the networks, and a realiza-

tion dial somebod) i- going to be hurt

on occasion because of the tough fight

^oinjj on for network leadership,

rhere wen- some who shrugged and
-aid. "We'll wait. One da\ the shoe

will be on the other foot."" Others fell

the network business was one of ex-

pediency all along and win b.- excited

about it now ?

NBC, at whom mosl of the fingers

were pointing, had nothing to sav in

direct rebuttal but the past statements

of its fluent president. I'at Weaver,

probabl) sum up as well as anything

the network response to the ad\ei lit-

ers' concern. To Weaver network edi-

torial control is a desirable thing and

he is making no secret of the fact that

\BC is working toward that end. It

is the network's function. Weaver be-

lieves, to provide a broad balance of

I /'lease turn In page 1 1(1

1
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THE PRO-FRANCHISE CASE THE 1 VTI-FR.t VCH ESE CASE

I. The advertiser who invests time, effort, money in

building a show and calling attention to it has contrib-

uted to building the network's standing. He should,

therefore, have some rights to the time period for

which he has helped create an audience.

I. High cost of tv requires webs to deliver for Cli

biggest possible audience from show to show. This can

only be accomplished if network can control and shift

programing. Webs cannot allow clients to interior,

via the time franchise concept.

2. When networks were building up in their early

days they urged advertisers to come in on the ground

floor and create franchises. Now that the tv networks

are riding a seller's market they have conveniently

forgotten their former arguments.

2. Stations as licensees of the federal government have

a responsibility to the public, not to the advert

Since they are legally responsible for programing they

cannot abdicate responsibility by their giving franchises

to the people who buy time.

3. All businesses treat steady customers with a certain

extra consideration. The networks should be no ex

ception. If they act arbitrarily to their customers they

will alienate them and drive their business to competi

tors or to competitive media, hurting whole industry.

'.I. Networks are business ventures that must con

successfully against other networks if they are to stay

solvent. To admit that advertisers have strong legal

or moral right to their time periods would be to cripple

the competitive powers of the networks

^lllllllllilllllllliii]<li:illlllilll[|||l!!iillliilii::iuiiiiillllllillllllilllllliul!iliniii.Mllillililiiiili|iiiiiMiiii»MNi
• ~.
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Oasis of Longines-WiHnauer radio approach is to use three

programs for a total of five quarter hours weekly in day-

time, five at night as of this fall. These combine for

contiguous rates. Biggest show is "Symphonette." (top,

below) under Mishel Piastro (at MM- Others include:

"Choraliers" (middle) and tape of "Chronoscope" tv show

LONGIIE il

Watch firm's S3 mil

j.TM an\ of the country's fop watch

In in- like Bulova, Benrus, Gruen

ami Eielbros pui their Sunda\ punch

in li|c\ i-ion.

Rut Longines-Wittnauer, one of the

top prestige names in the watch busi-

ness and an American-Swiss firm that

racked up a SPONSOR-estimated S2o.-

250,000 in nel -air- for a 1953 net in-

come ol $1,060,282, concentrate;- on

radio.

Explained Myer Fred Cartoun. Lon-

^ines" hoard chairman and its top ex-

ecutive, in a recent memo to dealers:

"We have found that a solid sched-

ule of radio broadcasting forms the

broadest possible foundation for our

national advertising. Radio broadcast-

ing reaches more people per week than

anj other form of advertising— for the

ver) simple reason that 45 million

homes listen to radio every week

whereas not much more than half of

these homes are equipped with televi-

sion sets.

The $3,000,000 contract which Lon-

gines sinned last month with CBS Ra-

dio is certainl] solid. It calls for a

current schedule of eight sponsored

quarter hours per week on the full

CHS Radio web. As of September,

two more segments will he added for

a weekh total of 10 quarter hour-.

It alo offers the broadest possible

foundation, since it will span a full

week. Longines-W itlnauer will have,

as of this fall, a radio network show

going everj da) of the week.

In terms of quarter hours, the fall

of 1054 schedule represents a 15l>',

increase over the amount of network

quarter hours in the fall of 1951 i see

story, sponsor, 5 November 1951).

\ll of this new schedule will be

aimed at the nation's 45 million radio

home- in which, l.ongines feels, there

are probabl) a- main potential buyers

for "The \\ orld- Most Honored

\\ atch" or the \\ ittnauer companion

line it manufactures.

But the company's bask program

philosophy, as well as the program-

SPONSOR



idio's biggest watch advertiser
Radio contract calls for total off 10 quarter hours weekly by September

ing ingredients, have varied even less

over the years than one of Longines'

deluxe chronometers.

Longines-Wittnauer is using on CBS
Radio two music programs with which

it has been identified for many sea-

sons: the Longines Symphonette, a

program of classical and semi-classical

orchestral selections, and The Choral-

iers, a chorus of male voices singing

standard favorites, show tunes, ballads

and light classics. In addition, there

will be a 15-minute taped radio ver-

sion of Chronoscope, a low-cost news

analysis program which the watch firm

has used for four years on CBS TV.
The difference between the present

Longines air tactics with these shows

and past schedulings is this:

1. The Sunday afternoon (2:00-

Longines has sizable tv expenditures although bulk of air budget is

in radio. Watch firm sponsors "Chronoscope" on CBS TV, as well as

2:30 |i.ni.i version of Symphonette
remains intact on CBS Radio. But the

program has been extended to an ex-

Ira half-hour version mi Saturda) eve-

nings, 5:30-6:00 p.m. Thus Longines

will have two weekend musical shows
instead of the previous one.

2. Longines has moved into evening

"strip" programing in a big way. As
of September the watch firm will hold

down the 7:30-7:45 p.m. spot Monday-
through-Friday on CBS Radio. Cur-

rently, it occupies four of these five

slots. The Monday evening slot will

go to Longines this fall. The Sym-

case history

phonette will be aired in ;i L5-minute

form on Monday, Wednesdaj and I ii-

day. The Choralters -how is now oc-

• ii|i\in» Tuesdays and Thursdays,
7:3(1-7:1.") p.m. Symphonette is also

aired locall) on \\ NBC, N.l

.

3. In addition, there will be the

15-minute radio version of Chrono-

scope. This is due to move into the

1:00-1:15 p.m. Sundaj spot. Vctuall)

this radio show will be a taped-and-

edited-down version of the watch firm's

regular tv show.

Is this just a checkerboard pattern,

picking up slots as they fall open?
\oi for a minute. Tin- Longine -\\ itt-

nauer radio lineup was built with the

care afforded a jeweled movement.

When you consider the schedule in

(Please turn In page ')',',
|

special hour-long holiday tv extravaganzas. Below, H. J. Cowan, ad
mgr. (standing), A. Cartoun (right), radio-tv mgr., at Xmas tv show
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The Chicago touch: it

nun give you the show you need
Although many Chicago stars were lur<kcl away, the Windy City

IVoils almost throe tlozcn shows to radio-tv networks toilav

/0 tweu- ill radio and television's

best performers, directors, produ era

came out of Chicago. V rostei of shows

ranging from Amos V \nd\ to \hi

Perkins first went on the air from Chi-

cago. At least four of the nation- top

30 agencies in ra<lio-t\ billings arc in

Chicago, and most of the others have

large Chicago offices. Many major

radio-tv clients, whether they place

their air advertising through Chicago,

New ^ ork or Hollywood agencies, are

located in and around the Wind) Citv.

But when it comes to shopping for

a new network show main admen are

as likel) t<> drop the word "Chicago'

at a planning session as the\ arc to

suggest moving the company offices to

the Fiji Islands.

Chicago has developed the reputa-

tion for a creative touch which builds

entertainntttnt values out of ideas, low-

key suggestion, homegrown talent and

sheer imagination— rather than from

-tar names and program formulas. It

bas, in fact, become a cliche that Chi-

cago is "creative.

Cliche or not, Chicago's creativity is

worth an advertiser's attention. I his

i- not to suggest that a mass migration

to Chicago mav he the solution to tele-

v ision's twin problems of high cost and

galloping consumption of program ma-

terial. But the facts suggest that Clii-

• ago should not he overlooked by spe-

i ili<- clients with specific needs.

The companv which wants a show

luiilt on ideas rather than names in an

effort to conserve program costs; the

advertiser who wants an informal show

because the nature of the product is

more suitable to a low-key approach

than the big star showcase—these cli-

ent- mav he missing the opportunitv

to get what they need if they overlook

Chicago when show-shopping time rolls

around.

This article, then, will seek to

give you an appraisal of what Chicago

has contributed to radio and television

and will suggest ways in which you

might enter the Chicago program mart.

It's not intended, however, to stir up

the issue *'\\ hich is better—Chicago or

the two Coasts?" Kach radio-tv crea-

tive (enter in the I ,S. is good for

what it does best. And this article will

explore what Chicago does best.

* * *

Back in the carlv 1930's Chicago

was the tail that wagged the network

dog. From the shores of I.akc Michi-

gan came a 'round-the-clock stream of

shows bearing the Chicago label.

Hundreds of thousands of house-

wives turned to their radios in the

dav time—bearing out a then-new the-

orv of a rising NBC executive named

Niles Trammel!—to dial made-in-Chi-

< ago soap operas. The roster was

long, and included such sudsy serials

as Guiding Light. Woman in White.

Bachelor's Children. Man- Martin.

Juvenile shows: Two big sponsors. Mars and Kellogg, air the

Chicago-produced "Super Circus" every Sunday afternoon on ABC TV
Fatttl shows: Chicago is center of nation's agricultural heart.

originates many farm-appeal programs like MBS' "Man on the Farm'



SECOND-LARGEST CITY IN THE U.S., CHICAGO IS AGAIN FIGHTING FOR THE NO. 2 SPOT IN DEVELOPING RADIO-TV PROGRAMING

} oung Dr. Malone and Ma Perkins.

The Blackett-Sample-Hurnmert agencj

(now Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample) quick-

ly became a factory that dealt in emo-

tional conflicts geared to sell Procter

& Gamble soap products on radio.

Chicago radio entertained a genera-

tion of moppets and teenagers, too.

In the early evening, such Chicago-

originated juvenile serials as Orphan
Annie, Tom Mix and Jack Armstrong

sold carloads of Ovaltine and Wheaties.

Sundown didn't end Chicago's role

in network programing. Amos 'n

Andy, Fibber McGee & Molly, First

Nighter, Curtain Time, Lum & Abner,

Clara Lou & Em, and the original

Lights Out, created by Willis Cooper,

poured out of the nations loudspeakers

as families gathered in the living room
to listen after supper.

Chicago probably also led in the

field of spot radio. Prior to 1939, as

station reps recall it, Chicago agencies

placed more spot business by far than

did agencies of any other top U.S. cits.

Then came the Great Exodus.

The firsi big Chicago -tar to move

was Jim Jordan i Fibber McGee) who

decided in the laic L930's that Holly-

wood offered greater opportunity and

a nicer climate.

The two top radio networks NBC
and CBS—meanwhile found that their

Central Divisions were outgrowing, in

some ways, network headquarters in

New York. Many of the Chicago web

executives, like Niles Trammell. Sid

(Please turn to page 84)

34 RADIO AND TV SHOWS ARE FED FROM CHICAGO STUDIOS TO THE NETWORKS

ABC RADIO

AMERICAN FARMER
ANONYMOUS*
AUSTIN KIPLINCER
BREAKFAST CLUB
PAUL HARVEY NEWS
QUINCY HOWE

ABC TV

BREAKFAST CLUB
IT'S ABOUT TIME
SUPER CIRCUS
WRESTLINC FROM RAINBO

CBS RADIO

THE CHICACOANS*

CBS TV

i NO PROGRAMS:

DU MONT

CHICAGO SYMPHONY-
DOWN YOU CO
MUSIC SHOW*
SATURDAY NIGHT WRESTLING

MUTUAL

BACK TO GOD
CHICACO THEATRE OF THE AIR

ENCHANTED HOUR"
FIFTH ARMY BAND*
HEADLINE NEWS
LADIES FAIR
MAN ON THE FARM
REVIEWINC STAND"
SKY KING

Indicates sustaining she

NBC RADIO

ALEX DREIER NEWS
NATIONAL FARM & HOME HOUR
UNIV. OF CHI. ROUNDTABLE'
WELCOME TRAVELERS

NBC TV

DINC DONC SCHOOL
HAWKINS FALLS
KUKLA. FRAN & OLLIE
MR. WIZARD
WELCOME TRAVELERS
ZOO PARADE

Comedy: Gentle humor of NBC TVs "Kulcla, Fran & Ollie" made
it one of first hits in tv. Sponsored by Swift, it comes from Chicaqo

I tili'ilt: Camera caught Garroway up in theatre balcony in Chicago
days. Chicago tv has looked up to his relaxed style ever since



ID MAIMS: 4 ways to

avoid I lie a\ when sales dip

Tlicvst* helpful hints lor the hc^siegecl ail manager from a man with long'

experience in sidestepping die advertising world guillotine

| Blame economic conditions: When sales dip, ^? the president calls you in and says, "Well, how

about it, Jones? If you're riot prepared, you might be

out bj that evening. But if you're on your toes, you'll

whip out the // all Street Journal, the Vea ) orh Herald

I ribune box on economic indicators anil the latesl charts

from Business li cek. Placing them under the boss' nose,

you say: "Well, sir. we're doing better than economic

conditions throughout the countrj warrant, sir. Every-

lxi(l\ - -ales are down: things are tightening up. We're

realh not badl\ off." This argument is fi.;e but what

if economic conditions are NOT had all over. In that

case, a major shift in ta'ti<- i- required, although you

must -till avoid shouldering any blame. It"- now time

foi the fast-on-his-feet ad director to use X 1 i 1 i No. 2.

36

A O Elaine the package: If everybody's doing fine

" but you, don't wait for the boss to take the initia-

te e. Bring in your product, dump it contemptuous!)

on the boss desk, and snort: "I ask you. sir. Could

you sell THIS if you were me?" \e\er mind that this

i- had English; it's good drama. Poke the pa :kage with

\our finger. Point out that it's old-fashioned, won't

stand up 1>\ itself, the print i- in 6-point, the colors have

low visibilit) and the housewife can't open the package

without a crowbar. You convince the boss that the

package should be changed; it take- several months to

change it. B) then anything might happen. But be

careful of your farts and cheek first whether the pack-

age hasn t recent!] been revised or tested. Supposing

the package has just been redesigned? And sales still

are on the downgrade? ^ ou i an always use Uibi No. 3.

SPONSOR



M. lie advertising manager who supplied the four ingeni-

ous suggestions on how to keep from being fired I below i

works for a company with a budget in the vit 'mils of $2.5

million. He has used or has seen all four methods used

to avoid the ax when sales start to dip. Since some admen

have been seen on Madison Avenue, New York lately look-

ing for odd jobs, SPONSOR thought the advice of a man

who's learned to skate on thin ice without breaking through

is worth passing on.

This report incidentally is a by-product of sponsor's

research for its All-Media Evaluation Study. If you think

motivations like not wanting to get fired occasionally influ-

ence media selection and other decisions, you're absolute!)

right. In fact, the situation i- so absorbing thai an entire

article in the Mi-Media Beries will be devoted to '"Win

admen l>n\ what the) do" in the neai future. I
1 1 • i — issues

article in the Mi-Media series appears starting on page 18,

I he subject: | is) i holog j ol media. I

Here then is a veteran ad manage) - advice on bow to

avoid the ax. He is, b) the by, a man experienced in the

use of all national media. His firm Spends a third of it-

budget in the air media and sales are doing ni< el) .

No great histrionic talents are required to make these

suggestions work; no elaborate props are needed. Jusl be

your usual forceful, dynamic self and keep in mind P. T.

Barn um s famous advice about giving even breaks to people.

3 Blame the media used: This is the classic "Di- y

vide and Conquer" strategy. If you're in print and

billboards, bring in radio and tv facts and figures. Dig

up case histories on corporations successfully using a

media pattern different than yours. Or, if you're in

magazines, call any network salesman or a station rep.

He'll load you down with statistics on why you should

be on the air. Take all this material to the boss, spread

it out before him, and state, meekly, "Guess you were

right all along, sir. We've been in the wrong media.

But I'm changing all that right now!" This gives you

anywhere from three to six months of grace in which

you interview endlessly the salesmen from media other

than those you're using and write lengthy memos. If

this works, fine. If it does not. you are forced to play

your last card in this high-tension game—Alibi No. 4.

pi*-

Blame the agency: When all else fails, your ad

If counsel is the ideal Fall Guy. Sa\ : "Well. Chief.

I didn't want to say anything before, but those i\or\

tower guys up at the agenc)—the) don't know what

they're doing. We need a new approach, a fresh start.

Give me a free hand and I'll work something up with

them that'll reall) start things booming again. If you

have the right amount of folksiness in your voice, you

get the free hand. Call in the agency. Scrap the cur-

rent campaign. It takes a month to plan a new one:

six month- to get it going. If sales still refuse t<> climb,

vou then make the final step: Fire the agency. "How-

ever.'' sponsor's friendl) ad manager-advisor said, "b\

this time two years will have gone 1>\ . Conditions will

have improved. Remember! The main trick is to keep

vour own job when everyone about you is Losing his.
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I. The psychology of media
Parj 20 of SPONSOR'S 25-part All-Media Study tells what current testing

has uncovered and summarizes 20 years off pre-tv experiments

g\ you're -till a-kinji. "Whicl !

ilium i- best?" .Iter reading this far.

\ mi may be making a mistake.

Much more important all research

-hows i- to a-k. "How ran I use each

medium best?

sponsor's examination of the psy-

chology of media over a several-month

-pan hammers down this point:

Each medium can be used success-

fully. Each medium has unique tan-

gible and intangible i p-\ etiological)

advantages. The wise advertiser is one

who studio these Careful!) in relation

to his own product and applies them.

sponsor's stud) of the psychology

of media followed three channels:

1. Searching out current tests in-

volving tv and other media. (There

were surprisingl) few in commercial

circles; the schools and the armed

forces lead here, i

2. Reviewing the important eye-vs.-

ear or sight-vs.-sound testing of the last

20 years of the pre-tv era. I The prin-

ciple- the) uncovered have long been

used b) admen, including copywriters.)

3. Interviews with leading psychol-

ogists in the field. Here sponsor ran

into a roadblock: Most psychologist-

working in advertising are more con-

cerned with motivation research than

media. In fact, several said learning

why people do what they do is more

important than learning how best to

reach them. None denied, however,

that after you've learned what moti-

\ates your customer, you still have to

decide which media you'll use to tr\

to influence him.

sponsor's research uncovered one

important byproduct: that the psychol-

by Hay Lapica

. gj <<l the media buyers (space and

time) i- sometimes as important as

the psycholog) of the media them-

selves.

As a result, this three-part article

on the psychology of media will run

it; three con-ec uti\ e i
— ties and cover

these points:

• Current and pre-t\ laboratory e\^

periments with learning, memory, re-

tention and persuasion.

• What the psychologists and re-

searchers say about the psychological

qualities of various media.

o \\ h\ admen buy what they do.

In this article you'll find four ex-

amples of current or recent testing in-

volving radio and tv (see tables pages

10. 41 I. Joseph T. Klapper's findings

in surveying the 1930-1949 period of

media experimentation, an objective

report on what Professor Paul F. Laz-

arsfeld of Columbia lniversit\'s Bu-

reau of Applied Social Research actu-

all\ found in his historic 1949 news-

paper-vs.-radio study, a summary of

the Harvard psychological studies of

the early 1930's and the experiments of

Dr. Frank Stanton, now president of

CBS. while he was an instructor at

Ohio State hack in 1933.

I inlr current research: There is

no argument that tv is the greatest ad-

\ertising medium yet invented. It's

become a cliche among some research-

ers to say.
M

Ti es, tv is three times or

five times more effective than radio or

print." Hut where's the objective evi-

dence? sponsor found little research

among media, advertisers or agencies

1STUDY IN BOOK FOR

SPONSOR'S All-Media Evaluation

Study will be published in book

form in the summer after the re-

maining articles in the 25-article

series appear. Price has not yet

been determined, but you may re-

serve a copy now. Just send a card.

on t\'s effectiveness compared with

other media regarding such basic fac-

tors as learning, retention and persua-

sion. On the other hand, the armed

forces and colleges throughout the

countr) are trying to find out how t\

compares with film, sound, print and

classroom lectures as a teaching vehi-

cle. The aim is obvious: If you can

do a good job with tv. the saving on

instructors alone would be astronomi-

cal, to say nothing of increased learn-

ing among the troops or students.

One shrewd adman told sponsor:

"It's like this. Radio is scared to test.

Tv doesn't have to. The agencies don't

want to be bothered. And the advertis-

ers don't want to pay for it. So we'll

sit back and let the schools uncover

what they can. Then we'll criticize

them for not being business-minded."

Actually radio has no reason to fear

objective research. Two of the four

tests summarized on pages 40 and 41

show that radio seems to draw bigger

crowds to stores than tv or newspapers,

dollar for dollar, and secondly, it

scores remarkabl) high, compared with

tv. in memorj tests of brand names

and sales points of established prod-

( Article continues page 40 I

SPONSOR'S All-Media Advisory Board

George J. Abrams ad director, Block Drug Co., Jersey City

Vincent R. Bliss executive v. p., Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago
Arlyn E. Cole president, Cole & Weber, Portland, Ore.

Dr. Ernest Dichtcr pres., Inst, for Research in Mass Motivations

Step/ions Dictz v. p., Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York

Ben R. Donaldson ad & sales promotion director, Ford, Dearborn

Marion Harper Jr. president, McCann-Erickson, Inc., New York

Ralph H. Harrington ad mgr., Gen. Tire & Rubber Co., Akron
Morris L. Hitc president, Tracy-Locke Co., Dallas

J. Ward Maurcr ad director, Wildroot Co., Buffalo

Raymond R. Morgan pres., Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood
Henry Schachto v. p., Sherman & Marquette, New Yo'k
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WHAT 20 YEARS OF PRE-TV TESTING UNCOVERED ON PSYCHOLOGICAL ADVANTAGES OF MEDIA

(as reported in 1950 by Joseph T. Klapper, then of Bureau of Applied Social
Research, Columbia University, in his book "The Effects of Mass Media'

1. A number of laboratory experiments in the field of teaching and persuasion over the years indicated:

^ You retain more of simple and brief material if you gel it by sigh! and Bound (visual

and aural presentation) than by one medium alone

•fr You retain more of simple and brief material when you hear it than when you read.

^ Findings of whether you retain more of lengthy or complex material when heard or
read are conflicting. Research indicates reading skill may be a major criterion, [t'e

possible that print may be more effective for the better educated or those with high
reading skills while radio may be more effective for those of lesser reading skill.

•£ Face-to-face discourse is more effective persuasive audit than is transmitted voice,

which in turn is more effective than print.

^ Screen elicits high degree of recall, but only one brief study suggests it is any
greater than the degree of recall elicited by other media.

2 Each mass medium studied is given certain advantages by various writers. Some points have been

empirically demonstrated; some are patently true; others are wholly conjectured. In general:

^ Print lets reader govern pace and occasions of exposure, h permits successive re-

exposure and allows for treatment at any length. Of all mass media, print is apparently

least reluctant to publish minority views. Publications specially designed for such ex-

pression are extremely effective persuasive agents.

^ Radio reaches audience not as often reached by other mass media. This audience

tends to be more poorly cultured and more suggestible. Radio affords listener some
degree of participation in actual event and thus approaches face-to-face contact. Radio

has been alleged to possess unique persuasive capabilities because of its often being first

medium to communicate news, and because of group feeling alleged to be experienced by

audience. These last two allegations are neither supported nor disproved by existing em-

pirical evidence, at least prior to 1949.

^ Screen is believed to enjoy unique persuasive and pedagogical advantages because

it presents concrete visual material. These concrete settings, other factors are believed

by some to make films capable of taking "emotional possession" of children. Children

and some adults also tend to accept without question information presented in films.

It has not been shown other media don't get similar effects.

^ Face-to-face discourse is generally regarded as mosl effective "medium" for teach-

ing and persuasion. Reasons: flexibility, immediate provision of regard or punishment,

other characteristics deriving directly from personal relationship involved.

^ Combination of one or more mass media supplemented by face-to-face contact is be-

lieved by some observers to be in itself a superior persuasive device. (It has character-

ized several highly successful propaganda campaigns.) But this is conjecture rather

than proven fact. Controlled Army experiments showed film plus lecture for instruc-

tion in map reading was superior to using only one method.
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Dr. Ernest Dichter (left), president, Institute for Research in Mass Motivations, father
of depth interviewing in U.S., and Dr. Albert D. Freiberg, v. p. of Psychological Co. p. ;

are two of the psychologists SPONSOR interviewed for facts on psychology of the media

ucts and Ben ices.

The first test, made b) the Adver-

tising Research Bureau, Inc., of Se-

attle follows a pattern of Beveral oth-

M- inn b) \I!IU in which radio did

as well as or better than newspapers

and l\. However, w>u'd need to know

whether equal frequency (instead of

equal dollar expenditure in each me-

dium i wouldn't reverse the findings

before you drew anj firm conclusions.

I he second test mentioned above

was made b) the Schwerin Research

Corp. in New ^ ork. The firm studied

lots of 1 commercials I radio and tv)

used in the same campaign. The audi-

remembered the brand name and
some sale- point better \ ia tv for new
products, but there was little differ-

ence between radio and tv for estab-

lished (.induct-. Uthough the "high"
and "low" Bpread for each group

would make it dangerous to generalize,

it would seem that an advertiser might
think bard before be decided to spend

three times as much on a tv campaign
as on a radio campaign for an estab-

lished product.

However, one expert told SPONSOR

about this kind of test: "Recall is onl\

one factor in measuring advertising

effectiveness. I've found there's often

little correlation between recall and

sales." Others, of course, maintain

that if the consumer doesn't remember
\our product he isn't apt to buy it.

The type of toting being carried on

in the universities i> shown below

(left). Dr. Edmund S. Carpenter of the

L Diversity of Toronto is conducting

a series of such inter-media learning

tests with the cooperation of the Ca-

lllllllll II llll Illllllll llllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH"

Tests indicate which media are "best" under certain conditio

1. LEARNING: Tv has edge over radio, print

in University ot Toronto test

130 IJniversitj of Toronto students were given difficult tec

tin
i

hi "linguistic codifications of reality" in March 1954.

Equal groups wal bed on tv, listened over the radio and read

the lecture in manuscript. Students i same

year, same com i re divided equaUj bj academic stand

in<; cht'fkcil through high school aii.l university. All were then

given the same examination which was divided into two parts:

content and understanding. Bere is one breakdown:

2, MEMORY: Tv seems better for new

product, radio for old in Schwerin tests

Schwerin Research Corp. run a stud] recently based on

of 64 commercials for a variety of products. Finn covered

cases in which it had tested both a tv and a radio commer-

cial of same length and in same campaign. Standard Schwerin

unaided remembrance technique was used shortly after

sample (studio audience) was exposed to a commercial. These

results, reported exclusively to sponsor:

MEDIUM LOW GROUP
ID—. Dl

MEDIUM
GROUP (C)

HIGH GROUP
(BJ. A)

TELEVISION ...72% 75% £5'.

RADIO 67% . 72 70',

PRINT 60-; 67'- 68%

A!,,, - students scored highest via tv no matter

whether they were in the lowest, the medium or tin b

group. Caution: Same experiment w.-,s run with addition of

groups who ^au the lecture as movie, beard it as

lecture, h a a small informal discussion _

.•mil watched it at home over tv seven groups in all. R

suits were unavailable as sponsoh went to press and will be

published in detail nexl issue. This and other Bimilat I

-•-

are being conducted bj Dr. Edmund S. Carpenter of univer

sitv's department of anthropology with ci CBC.

40

membertnc brand nai.se

RADIO

PRODUCTS

70'-

ESTABLISHED
PRODUCTS

88

90TELEVISION 94 r
;

remembering brand name

RADIO 51 <:< 65%

TELEVISION 71% 67

President Eorace Schwerin told sponsor, "There seems to

pecially strong evidence that one of the greatest advan-

in area of establishing new products.

It would seem to follow from tins that radio would be rein

tively strongest in area of reminder and repetition copy."

terion of whether a product will do better on

tv than on rad usually to hinge on whether its main
an be di monstrated.

'

'
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nadian Broadcasting Corp.'s radio and

tv facilities. First reports indicate

that face-to-face is superior to other

forms of teaching hut tv is superior to

radio or print.

The fourth type of test reported on

below, the American Broadcasting

Co.'s eye-vs.-ear test of toothpaste

ads, is two years old but is summar-

ized in this article because it has not

only not been publicized before but it

has a novel twist to the usual sight-vs.-

sound experiment. Designed by Oliver

I reyz, now ABC Radio Network direc-

tor, the test consisted of 4$kJH|K 1,000

housewives which of two toothpaslo

they wanted as a- free-sanijrrlr. They

were then given one ad to read and

allowed to listen to a commercial on a

record player for the other brand.

The twist was this: The toothpastes

were given different names (Thompson
and Wilson I , the magazine copy was

used for the radio commercial and then

rotated along with the brand names.

G. Maxwell Ule (left), K&E v. p. and research director, calls air media dynamic, print

media static. Dr. Gerhart Wiebe, CBS Radio psychologist, feels radio joggles imagina-
tion more than any other media. Their theories will be detailed in next media article

Eight different combinations were

used, and all eight were rotated among
the housewives. Result: The gals pre-

ferred the product they heard to the

one they read about by some 22'
[

(55 to 45%).
With the advent of tv this type of

{Please turn to page 102)

MAT MSSl E:

Part 2 of "Psychology of Media" will con-

clude the survey on sight-vs.-sound testing

and SPONSOR'S interviews with prominent

psychologists. Part 3 will follow and will con-

clude examination of psychological aspects of

media by analyzing factors influencing choice

of media—and they are NOT what you think.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiim linn iiiiiii iiiiiniiiiiiiiii i mil mini milium iimiii iimimiimiiiiiiiiiimiiiimii imiiiimiiimiimiiiiimiiii mini nun miimiimiimmiimiiimi iiimiiimimmiimiiiiimiiiimiiiiiiiii miiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimmiiimimimiiiiiiiimniiimim nmmiiimiiin

Don't draw sweeping conclusions from these. They are indications only. Samples are too small, and hundreds of similar tests will have

ade before firm general conclusions can be drawn. SPONSOR presents four tests only as examples of the most recent work in the field.

3. PULLING POWER: Radio outpulls

tv and newspapers in ARBI test

Advertising Research Bureau, luc, of Seattle has run only

few tv-vs.-other media tests as against over 240 radio vs. news

papers sales tests, mostly for retailers. Of tv tests, most have

shown radio pulls as well as or better than tv or newspapers

if same, amount is spent on each. Here are results of three-

week test involving national packaged product selling in seven

stores in one metropolitan market:

1 MEDIUM TRAFFIC PRODUCED

RADIO .—44%

I

1 NEWSPAPERS 32% 1

I TELEVISION 19% I

1

ANY COMBINATION 5%
(more than 1 medium)

SOURCE: Broadcast Advertising Bureau, which rounded off figures.

[

Above raises prime question, agencymt n say: "Might you

not be penalizing tv by using same amount of money?

Shouldn't you use same frequency? Until you do enough tests

of frequencies, as well as dollar amounts, no firm conclusions

can be drawn." BAB points out this significant fact un-

earthed by ARBI: Radio is less explicit than tv or print

and shoppers are less apt to reject merchandise because "that's

not the way it looked in the paper or on tv.

"
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4. PERSUASION: Women prefer item heard

about to one read about in ABC test

American Broadcast ag i o. decided to make an

car'' test !> cpilVriiin two different brands of toothpaste to

1,000 housewives over two vo dia Two ads were therefore se-

lected, each for a national brand. Copy was then reproduced

in eight forms — four as magazine ads and four as radio

announcements. Both brands were renamed "Wilson'' and

"Thompson" in the copy, and the copy was alternated as well

as the names in both the radio and print versions, tnterview-

ers then called on 1,000 housewives. They said they were

offering a free sample of a new toothpaste and asked them to

take their pick of two brands after listening to a commer

cial for one and an ad for the other. Each housewife was

exposed to only two messages (print and via record pli

Since the ails as well as the brand names were -

both media, the only factor affecting choice was SOUnd-VS.

sight, ABC felt, 'the result:

45 °o chose brand exposed to housewives via sight

55 °o chose brand exposed to them via sound

A ]',(
'
's conclusion: The human v. .ice (ABC comment,

in this case) makes the difference; radio is more persuasive.

Test was planned by Oliver Treyz, while he was researcl

tor (he's now ABC Radio Network director' and carried out

by independent research firm. Although two years old, test

is reported here for first time. It presents novel twist on usual

sight vs. sound type of research, other researchers told

such testing is too removed from actual advertising situation,

but Treyz says he avoided usual pitfall of consumer ;

which give opinions only, by simulating actual buying process

in which housewife reacted in "selfish or normal manner.''
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How niiliii-lv pill pep in I'C.li

VCA's heavy air s|>(>ii<liiii>. S2.3t million in !?).">:$. boosiotl Itvhutol s

f/nir there was a little boj with the

traditional papei route in a New York

Citj neighborhood, hut he was ;i verj

little bo) and couldn i shoul aa I < nn II

\

as his competitors. He found, however,

thai bj ringing 1 1 1 < i ri • door bells and

bj banding the housewife hei mail or

milk bottles with the newspapers, he

could sell more newspapers than the

bigger boys on the route.

Today, Morton Edell, president of

the Vitamin Corp. of America, is still

using lii- boyhood techniques ol fre-

quencj -impact and come-ons lo sell Ids

firm's major product Rybutol, a

vitamin compound for people over 35.

As president as well as top advertis-

ing strategist of VGA. Kdell feels that

hi- advertising must accomplish two

functions:

1. Educate the public to the \alue

of a preventive rather than curative

medicine, particularly since a vitamin's

beneficial effects are obvious Onlj in

their absence.

2. Keep the druggists at the retail

level pu-hing the VGA brand.

"It's the druggisl who actuall) trans-

fers Rybutol from his counter into

the customer's hand."' Kdell explain-.

"And he's more likelv to push a prod-

uct that's backed with heavy national

advertising."

\e\er one lo do thinsis on a small

h\ Evelyn Konrad

scale, Edell has used network and -pot

television in massive doses supplement-

ed b) -|>ot radio to sell Kv butol. His

latest net t\ bu\ i- The Goldbergs, Du
Mont, Tuesday 8:00-8:30 p.m., with

a 160-station lineup for the next two

years. The price of this two-year con-

tract : an announced $5.5 million.

This show represents a good .")(!',

chunk of VCA's estimated $5 million

ad budget for L954. However, both

VCA and its agency, RBIK), are per-

suaded that The Goldbergs is just the

right kind of vehicle to get the firm's

case history

message aeross. Nor is VCA working

in the dark on this assumption. The
firm sponsored The Goldbergs once

before over NBC TV, Mondays 7:15-

7:30 p.m., from 4 February 1952

through the first week of Jul\ 1952.

At that time the program was broken

into three 15-minute episodes a week.

Monday . \\ ednesday and F ridaj . w itfa

a different sponsor each night. For

\ G\ it pulled an over-all Nielsen rat-

ing of more than 1
.">. despite the advent

of summer.

Rev ond the numerical ratine, bow-

VCA likes vigorous mature personalities to make Rybutol tv pitch. John Reed King hosts
VCA's "Best Movie of the Week," WABC-TV. Kathy Godfrey stars in ABC TV talent show
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ever Gertrude Berg, -tar and writer of

the show, is the type of -ale-woman

who- ideally suited for Rybutol. Her

strong appeal for a mixed adult audi-

ence, predominant!) over 35, combined
with her own vigor and cheerfulness

as head ol the hectic Goldberg house-

hold, -peak strongl) in favor of using

v itamins.

To further broaden the show's

appeal, Mrs. Rerg is adding an "Abie's

Irish Rose" angle to her tv familv

pi oblems this year.

The remainder of VCA's 1954 bud-

get will go into about S600.000 for

spot radio: SI. 5 million for spot tv :

$500,000 for print. Roughly three-

fourths of this inonev will go into

selling Rybutol, one-fourth for other

VCA products.

Rybutol. a vitamin compound aimed

at people over •'!•") whore particularly

susceptible to that "four o'clock let-

down." accounts for 80'P of V( \-

sales. Though it retails at S5.98 on

drug counters, the product is adver-

tised in a series of specials on the air,

both in its network and its spot com-

mercials. One of the wa\s of selling

it in the past has been in combination

package of 100 tablets for $5.95 with

a sl.98 size bottle free.

Rybutol sales have risen in propor-

tion to VCA's direct hard sell on radio

and tv over the past three years. \\ illi

Rybutol accounting for better than

three-fourths of total company sales,

the VGA sales curve has shown the

following i in retail dollars) : $10 mil-

lion in 1951 : $12 million in 1952;

$20 million in 1953, and VCA's pro-

duction staff headed by Production

Manager Krnest Sinclair, is still racing

at break-neck speed to keep up with

growing demand.

Advertising expenditures have al-

ways kept a step ahead of sales in

terms of percentage rise. Say- Morton

Edell: "Our increased sales now par-

allel our increased advertising bud-

get."

ConsequentI] the budget has grown

SPONSOR
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55%. maclo it mass product

from $600,000 in 1950 to $1.5 million

in 1951, $2.8 million in 1952, $3.5 mil-

lion in 1953, and an estimated $5 mil-

lion in 1954. And so intent has Edell

been on expanding both his advertising

budget and production, that he bor-

rowed heavily over the years to

finance VCA's expansion, until he sold

VCA to Rexall Drug Co. in 1952.

The other VCA products that get a

part of the firm's ad budget are

Juvenal, a vitamin compound for

youngsters retailing at $1.98 for 12

ounces, which gets some 15 r
i of the

total ad spending; Cal-O-Metric weight

control, retailing at $3.50 for a 10-dav

supply of tablets, which was launched

on a grandiose and expensive test

basis in summer 1953: Placid Skin

Cream and Placid Skin Lotion, retail-

ing in $3 and $1.65 sizes, introduced

in a limited test market in November
1953. Other VCA products, marketed
under the Harco Pharmaceuticals

name, include ointments, phenobarbi-

tal, aspirin, injectibles and other

ethicals to physicians, none of which
are included in VCA's consumer
spending.

VCA's advertising strategy for its

various consumer drug products has

these factors in common:
1. Mass-appeal programs or adja-

cencies to save on the air media.

Rybtttol sales rose 60%
on 80% air budget

VCA started with $500,000 radio
expenditure in 1951, liked sales

results and upped air spending
to $1.5 million for the year.

Sales hit $10 million in 195]
as result of promotion-charged
radio-tv selling. In 1952 budget
was $2.8 million; VCA sales

climbed to $12 million. Heavy
spot spending cost $3.5 million

in 1953, but raked in !?1(5 million

in Rybutol sales, 60% above
1951. In 1954 firm will spend
close to $5 million, 80% in air,

with sales aim $25 million.

Morton Edell (seated at left) signs $5.5 million contract with Gertrude Berg, creator-

star of "The Goldbergs," who'll sell Rybutol over 160 Du Mont stations for two years.

Du Mont's Ted Bergmann (left) and BBDO's Ben Duffy (right) witness signing of the show

2. An emotional and highly charged

commercial.

3. Special offers.

Here's how the advertising plans

are shaped:

Undisputed advertising policy maker

is Morton Edell. His right hand in

planning both advertising and sales

strategy is Larry Paskow. partner in

the firm and executive v. p.. who's

aided bv Irving Gottheimer. director of

advertising. At BBDO, Homer Metz-

ger, VCA account executive, works

with four people who are exclusi\el\

assigned to VCA: Joe Orchard, assist-

ant a/e; Fred Talento. production

manager: Sol Rosenzweig. who buys

network tv: Hope Martinez, timebuyer.

RvbutoFs network tv -how will In-

supplemented with heavy spot sched-

ules. In fall 1953 the firm began its

new approach to spot tv buying, one

that stresses identifying Rybutol both

with a strong local personality and

5 APRIL 1954

with a program. The -how that VCA
buys on a spot basis is Best Movie

of the Week, a 90-minute feature film

usualh shown after 10:00 01 10:30

p.m. At sponsor's presstime. VCA had

bought such local t\ film shows in 1<>

markets
I
New ^ ork, ( 'le\ eland. Detroit.

Chicago. Minneapolis, Dallas. San

Diego. Los Angeles. Seattle and Port-

land l.

Typical of the type of announcer

VCA likes as a host for it- Best Movie

of the Week is John Reed King, who
hosts the show live in New York on

\\ VBC-TV. \ heli\. vigorous-looking

man in his forties. King is a convinc-

ing Rybutol salesman—the embodi-

ment of health after 35.

Here are parts of a John Reed King

commercial for Rybutol as he <

!

eli\

it during Best Movie oi the IT eel..

Y\ ABC-TV. in March 1954. This -

typical of VCA's sales approach:

i Please turn to page "2
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where is

New "Program Guide" reflects

increased emphasis on specialties

in radio, tv program schedules

radio and tv station

S*CUUM HrKWav

' -ft hr

This is cover of first in series of annual station programing profiles

Oul this v.<-«-k—Sponsor Services1 new 195-t radio and tv

station Program Guide, with local programing profiles of
1,568 radio and 27.'{ television stations ami 16 list* of
those stations which feature program specialties.

J< or the fit>t time admen this month will be able to get a

picture of a radio or tv stations program personality

—

without traveling out to vi-it the station's market. The
new Program Guide, published bv Sponsor Services, is

DOW iii the mails to all SPONSOR subscribers. I It's avail-

able to non-subscribers at S2 per copy.)

The Program Guide, which will appear annually, was

edited b) Wallace A. Ross. It is expected to become a

familiar si^ht on the desks of timebuyers and other admen
(see cut showing facsimile of cover below).

Data found in the Guide were compiled over a period of

seven months. \~ reflected by the survey, local program-

ing in both radio and t\. but particularly in radio, is drift-

ing decidedh toward a holder appeal for specific groups

and interests, whether they he music [overs, sports fans,

farmers, minority elements or just plain news seekers.

Everybody s doin" it. The independents have gone

farther of course in developing their fractional audience

appeals, hut network outlets are hitting harder at serving

their ((immunities in both a broad and a specialized way.

In addition to between five and 10 hours of network feed

daily, the average affiliate is supplementing its local home
economics, community sen ice. farm and other general

programing with more and more of the successful inde-

pendent station formats—five or six hours of block-pro-

gramed music, hourly newscasts, local sports coverage,

post-midnight music and talk, and—where minority groups

reside to any degree—a proportionate appeal to the frac-

tional audiences, as well.

In the case of such broad-appeal stations, this represents

an alert attempt to cover and deliver all facets of the mar-

ket. However, independents are adopting specialized for-

mats at a rate that required constant revision of data.

At publication time, 2d' < of all radio respondents had

indicated foreign-language programing to one or more

groups—including the Mexican-Americans in the South-

west and Far West (13 exclusively): 2595 of all radio

respondents were reaching out for a Negro audience (in-

cluding 22 exclusively I; 61% of radio respondents were

scheduling classical or pop concert music i 15 of the am
stations were exclusively sol : 18 f

r programed for the

post-midnight audience I 75 of them all night I : and there

were so many emphasizing a music, news and sports for-

mat that it was impractical to itemize them.

Advertisers appear to be no less interested in specialized

audience loyalties. The Program Guide records repre-

sentative I but not complete) lists of 55 national adver-

tisers who bought foreign-language programing during

1953; 12H who bought Spanish-language radio: 142 buyers

ol Negro programing: over 100 sponsors of farm radio.

Television stations, though relying heavily on network

attractions, have found it profitable to develop specialized

local appeal- al-o. 17'. of responding station- featured

at least one weeklv farm service -how: 10'
; programed for

some minorit] group: <!0' , had local children"- show-:

7d'
i

had kitchen shows; 95' - scheduled one or more

feature films daily; and the average local time devoted to

syndicated tv film series was eight hours a week. * * *
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"PROGRAM GUIDE" MASTER LIST SHOWS PROGRAMING CHARACTER OF 1,568 RADIO AND 273 TV STATIONS

FROM MASTER LIST COME LISTS OF STATIONS WITH PROGRAM SPECIALTIES, AMONG THEM ARE THE FOLLOWING:

Music and news: Heavy endorsement of music and news for-

mat both by independents and by network outlets in local time is

evidenced by average 39 hours weekly for network stations, 92 for

independents. Newscasts run to 18 or 19 a day, with average sta-

tions scheduling five minutes hourly plus three quarter hours.

* * *

Sports on radio A tv: 55% of radio, 52% of tv stations

reported play-by-play coverage of sports ranging from baseball to

horseshoes. The Program Guide lists for the first time those teams

and events regularly scheduled by reporting stations, including

major and minor league baseball and number of sports newscasts.

* * *

Farm radio A tv: 64% of radio, 47% of tv respondents re-

ported farm service programing. Although largely limited to early

morning and noon-time weather and market reports, the Guide lists

649 radio and 130 tv stations which feature farm directors.

* * *

Folk music on radio A tv: 65% of radio, 43% of tv re-

spondents reported hillbilly, Western, polka or other folk music

programing. Seven radio stations devoted their whole schedule to

it. 236 had over 20 hours a week.

* * *

Post-midnight radio: 18% of radio respondents reported

post-midnight programing and 5% go 'round the clock, mostly in

urban areas, mostly with pop music, but including classical, hill-

billy, polka music and chatter. 264 are listed with specialties.

* * *

Classical iini.vic on radio: 61% of radio respondents re-

ported classical, light classical and pop concert music. In addition

to 15 am stations wholly dedicated to this format, 120 stations

were programing over 20 hours weekly, with hi-fi a factor.

Foreign-language radio A tv: 197c of radio respondents

reported programing to one or more foreign groups (not includ-

ing Mexican-American), with most limited to several Sunday hours.

However, 40 stations reported over 10 weekly hours, and 31 nation-

alities were being catered to. Of tv stations, only nine indicated

foreign-appeal shows.

Mexican-American radio A tv: 7% of radio respondents

reported Spanish-language programing to the Southwest border

and Far West Mexican- \merican group, 13 exclusively. 109 radio

and 10 tv stations arc listed.

Negro radio A tv: 25% of radio respondents reported pro-

graming for a Negro audience. Although main devoted no more

than a few hours weekly to rhythm and blues or spirituals, 82 sta-

tions were doing substantial Negro programing and 22 more were

100% Negro programed, with 42 stations as the original member-

ship of a National Negro Network. 374 radio and 8 tv stations

are listed in the Program Guide.

Feature films A tv film series: An average 70 hours of

film weekly, including eight hours of tv film series were reported

by tv station respondents. 95% of respondents scheduled at least

one feature daily, largely in the late evening time. 32% had two

or more features daily.

Other special listings: Religious & Gospel programing, 100

stations; film and slide specifications for 273 tv station-.
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radio buy ymi ill have to

merchandise to retailers

In-storc i-.xEio soils the* t*lckrk while rem incline consumers

to hiiv. W »VIH-r>l success witli broadcasts to drug stores

Herman Paris, WWDC-FM sis. mgr., . , .. . -

checks sponsors sales in Peoples store SHggCStS IllOrC StatlOllS 111SIV tr> Hl-StOrC it |> |H'0; I < ll

xff an) a manufacturer, after spend-

Lng millions in advertising, has found

that nearlv even hod\ knows about his

product—except the store clerk who's

supposed to sell it.

Hiat's wh\ clients ill e\er\ descrip-

tion seek In stick a pin in the retail

clerk's tough hide b) "merchandising"

their products and their advertising

to him. Bui of all the advertising me-

dia anyone could buy- air or print

—

onlj one varietj merchandises itself

to retailers.

The yariet) : in-store radio.

Iii-store radio goes b) several trade

names. To the company longest in the

business—nine vears—it's Storecast-

irig. T.» WW DC, Washington, I). C.

which started up an in-store operation

seven months ago, it's Drugcasting.

Drugcasting represents WW DCs ef-

fort to get added revenue for its fm
operation by providing a specialized

service. II Drugcasting proves a long-

term success, advertisers man) find an

increasing number of fm outlets pop-

ping up with specialized in-store radio

operations of their own.

W bile in-store radio will probabl)

ih'\ ei pro> e a dominant medium or a

national panacea to the problem of

rousing the retailer it's a form of

radio worth stud) wherever it's avail-

able.

In-store radio uses loudspeakers

placed <m store walls and Fed via over-

the-air broadcast or 1>\ wire- like Mu-

zak. Drugcasting is fed over the air

via W W DC-FM; Storecasting has used

both methods in its five market-, now
uses fm onl)

.

Programing is music and news in-

terspersed with commercials. When
it's time for the commercial to come
on, an electronic device kicks up the

volume so that neither the customers

in the store—nor the clerks—are like-

l\ to miss it.

In addition to commercial messages

beamed to the point-of-purchase, the

sponsor gets extra merchandising ser-

vices. Storecasting has field crews

which call on the retailer to check shelf

position of sponsored products. Drug-

casting has arranged special window

displays and gotten other similar ben-

efits for its clients.

In the case of both Drug- and Store-

casting listeners at home can hear the

same broadcasts as are beamed to the

{Please turn to page 88 I

Ben Strouse of WWDC-FM, William Murdock of agency bearing his name and Clayton R.

Sanders, Peoples ad manager, look at Drugcasting loudspeaker unit in Peoples' main office

case history
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They live on the Pacific Coast..

they listen to

DON LEE

RADIO*

"Don tee J£ Pacific Coast Radio
A network is only as strong as its local coverage. Don Lee

blankets the Pacific Coast with local coverage from 45 strong

local stations ...the nation's greatest regional network.
RADIO

*v

"-—

Don Lee Broadcasting System.

Hollywood 28, California.

represented nationally by

H-R Representatives, Inc.





TPA
sales-builder

* rollicking comedy / taut drama

-* tender romance / exciting adventure

spine-tingling mystery and intrigue

A successful, tested program . .

.

first run in over 150 markets

Your* Star Showcase, with Edward Arnold as host, is a proved

program—with a fresh, audience-building format. Even in mar-

kets where it appeared as The General Electric Theatre, it is new
to more people than the number who saw the first run. And the

addition of Arnold assures even larger audiences.

Your* Star Showcase offers local and regional advertisers 52

different, top quality, network-calibre programs with a proved,

impressive audience record. The series boasts ratings! of 20.3 in

Chicago . . . 30.5 in San Antonio . . . 22.9 in Cleveland . . . 32.6 in

Kalamazoo . . . 47.4 in Charlotte, etc.

Your* Star Showcase is a series to which the phrase "presents

with pride" truly applies. It is great drama. It is a weekly parade

of marquee names . . . sparkling scripts . . . tight direction . . .

lavish production.

On all counts, Your* Star Showcase can be the showcase for your

product. Call, write or wire for the complete story.

'Advertiser or brand name. IVidcodcx. February. 19SS

television Wjrograms of ^mmerica,inc.

29 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 19, N. Y. • 1041 N. FORMOSA AVENUE, HOLLYWOOD 46, CALIF.
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Tv film shows recently made available for syndication
Programs issued since December 7953. Next chart will appear 3 May

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHI^llllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:': llllHUi

Show name Syndicator Producer Length Price Range 1 No. in series

ADVENTURE

Secret File,

U.S.A.

—^
Official Films Arthur Drelfuss 30 min 26

r?

Show name Syndicator Producer

HILLBILLY

Town K Country

Time
Official Films Byron Prod. 30 min.

CHILDREN'S

Bobo the Hobo Natl. Telefilm Fantasy Features 15 min. 26

Junior Science MPTv Junior Science.
Inc.

15 min 39

Sleepy Joea Klino Studio* Kllng Studios 30 min. 13

Superman Natl. Telefilm Natl. Comics II min. 16

Teleeomics Natl. Telefilm Natl. Comics 30 min.

15 mm
52

168

The Birth ot it

Sandman'
e Foundation

Films
Telorama Prod. 15 min. on request 13

MUSIC

Music of the

Masters

Natl. Telefilm Er.rnal Films 15 min.

NEWS

Length Price Range 1 N<

on request

Drew Pearson't MPTv Charles Curran 15 min.

Washington
Merry-Go-Round

Fulton Lewis Jr.« United Tv Pro- United Tv Pro- 12 min.

grams grams

COMEDY

Duffy's Tavern

My Hero

MPTv

Official Films

Hal Roach Jr.

Ed Beloln

30 min.

30 mm.

DOCUMENTARY

Health & Happl- Tv Exploitation Jack Schwartz 4 min.
ness Co.

Tv Exploitation Natl. Video
Co. Prod.

39

39

104

130

Layman's Call

to Prayer

Man's Heritage

QUIZ

Pantomime Quiz Natl. Telefilm

Sands of Time Natl. Telefilm

Viz-Quiz Natl. Telefilm

Donlevy Prod. 30 min.

Transeo Tv 15 min.

Videoplx 5 min.

RELICIOUS

Natl. Telefilm

Natl. Telefilm

Trar.seo Tv

Ely Landau

DRAMA. MYSTERY

Capsule Mysteries Charles Michel- Charles Michel- 5 min.
son

Colonel March

Damon Runyon
Theatre'

Ellery Queen

James Mason
Show

son

Official Films

Screen Gems

TPA

Natl. Telefilm

Panda Produc- 26' 2 min. on request

tlons

Screen Gems

Janet Dean. Regis- MPTv
tered Nurse

Norvin Prod. 30 min.

Portland Prod. 15 min.

Cornwall Prod. 30 min.

Phillips H. Lord 30 min.Mr D A Ziv Tv

Paragon Playhouse'" NBC TV Film Sound Masters 30 min.

The Passerby Natl. Telefilm Ely Landau 15 min

Your Star Showcase TPA Various 30 min. on request

EDUCATIONAL

Find a Hobby

John Kleran's

Kalel

Natl. Telefilm

ABC TV Film

Houston Color

Film Lab

Intl. Telefilm

Prod.

39

26

26

52

26

39

39

39

26

52

26

Bill Corum
Sports Show

SPORTS

Natl. Telefilm

The Big Playback' Screen Gems-

Tv Baseball Natl. Telefilm

Hall of Fame

Vitapix Champion- Vitapix Corp.

ship Wrestling

Ely Landau 15 min.

Screen Gems 15 min.

Telrnews

James Harris 15 min.

Val. I. Lind- 60 min.
berg 30 min.

VARIETY

Eva Gabor
Show

Natl. Telefilm Ely Landau

WESTERN

- Annie Oakley*

The Tim McCoy
Show

CBS TV Film Annie Oakley
Prod.

30 min.

15 min.

WOMEN'S

Tv Kitchen Kllng Studios Kllng Studios 30 min.

'Where price range is not given, it has not yet been fixed, or syndicator prefers to give price only on request. 'Canada Dry is sponsoring this film in 80

markets semi-monthly. Separate scries is available for local sponsors in these same market] on alternate weeks Available in color. Available in |unc. Ethyl

Corp. has show in 55 markets Rest available for local sponsors. Carter Products has 20 markets. Samsonite Luggage has 35 markets. Rest available for

local sponsors. SPONSOR invites all tv film syndicators to send information on new films.
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You can teach

a bird to talk BUT-

East Coast Division

342 Madison Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.

Midwest Division

137 North Wabash Aven
Chicago 2, Illinois

or W. J. German, Inc.,

Agents for the distribution and sale of Eastman Professional Motion Picture Films

Fort Lee, N. J.; Chicago, III.; Hollywood, Calif.
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STes, 1 buy covers 3 markets . . .

when you steer that one buy in

r ansylvania toward WJAC TV,

Johnstown. You not only dominate

tin Johnstown area — you "free-

wheel" into the Pittsburgh and Al

toona markets, too! Check these

Hoopers on WJAC-TV:

FIRST in Johnstown

(a 2-station markel

SECOND in Pittsburgh

(a 4-station market i

FIRST in Altoona

(a L' station mat

With this kind of proved audience

preference—it's easj to see why it

makes mighty good set ty to

spend your TV dollars on the I

buy thai covers 3 . . .

SERVING MILLIONS FROM
1

1

i

ATOP THE ALLEGHENII

i f

JOHNSTOWN -CHANNEL

6

Cct full details from your KATZ man'

f
LI LI

A.

Mr. Cron

in ran
[Mil

Today'a tv film toietman: expert

on programing, research, ratings

/.. John II Cron, national lalai manager,
VB< I, l,„ Division

Not long ago a

salesman for a tv

film 5) ndi< at'- 1

needed only a

can of film to

tuck under his

at in and a plane

ticket to stuff in-

to his pocket,

and he was in

business. As the

61m - sy ndication

industry matured in the past year

ii lias grown faster than in its en-

tire previous history—the salesman

has developed into a vastly more com-

plex creature. To meet the needs of

(lie local advertiser and the local sta-

tion in the face of increased competi-

tion, he musl become a specialist in

several different skills.

The reason for the salesman's

growth in intellectual and informa-

tional equipment is basic: "All televi-

sion"" is local to the viewer, Richard A.

Moore, vice president and general

manager of KTTV, Hollywood, said

recently. "He dials a local station,

chooses between local stations. The
medium is in fad as localized as a

living room."

The salesman must understand the

local problems of the advertiser and

the station. He must understand lo-

cal programing, media analysis and

the ratino services in order to sell the

advertise] s goods at a profit and to

help the station build a strong lineup.

One advertiser may want to reach

a particular group of young men in a

given < it\. The salesman should know

that an adventure-mystery type of dra-

ma i- better suited to ibis advertiser's

needs than a romantic drama. \ brew-

ei may want to reach a Blightly older

group of men: the intelligent salesman

will suggest a mature drama perhaps

of the Inner Sanctum \aiiet\ —for

these potential customers.

\ biscuil company may want to sell

both s\Nt»et goods and salted crackers

on television. Since children are niain-

l\ responsible for the brand of cookie-

their mothers buy, a program like

Hopalong Cassidy reaches the right

audience. This kind of program would,

in effect, be double-barreled, since sta-

tistic- show that about half of Hoppy's

audience is adult and the biscuit com-

pany could gel across it- salted-crack-

er message on the same show.

Today, the film salesman must un-

derstand media analysis. He is some-

times (ailed upon to sell television as

against newspaper or outdoor advertis-

ing. He must be equipped with infor-

mation showing that even if the syn-

dicated film's cost-per-1,000 is equal

to, or slightly higher than, a page in

a newspaper or a billboard, the im-

pact of a tv commercial is greater be-

cause it carries with it identification

with a program or a personality.

The syndicated tv film salesman

must be a research expert. When he

is selling to a station, he should ex-

amine the program lineup with an

eye to strengthening weak spots. Sup-

pose he is programing for an indepen-

dent station in a multi-station market.

He ma) discard the prevalent network
philosophy thai you must combat com-
petition with a like product and offer

the independent a program that does
not compete for the same audience.

For example, if two network affili-

ates in a particular time spot have pro-

grams with strong feminine appeal, the

salesman may suggest to the indepen-

dent a program with a strong mascu-
line appeal. This technique has worked
successfully in Los Angeles (KTTV),
Philadelphia (WFIL-TV) and New
York (WOR-TV), where advertisers

have effectively used syndicated tv film

packages to beat down competition

from evening network shows.

W hen the sale-man is offering a

program to an agency for a specific

client, he must use rating information

intelligently in order to give the ad-

vertiser the program with the maxi-

mum circulation of the riu.hi kind to

sell Ins product. Each advertiser is

after a specific audience. The sales-

man must understand ratings subtly

enough so that he i- not deceived by

the mere size of the ratino. \ certain

advertiser, for instance", may be able

to sell bis product more efTei lively

i Please turn to page 115)
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Customers Go On the Storepath

After a commercial is chanted from the K\'l\ wigwam,

customers rise and storm trading posts in 3] Iowa, Nebraska

and South Dakota counties, where annual retail sales climb

to S653 million. For example, ten thousand people turned out to

see a model home advertised on KVTV recently; the

Capitol Theater's higgest hit in 14 months, ("Long, Long

Trailer*'
i
was promoted on KVTV; "Range Rider" response to a

special offer put KVTV in "place"' position in a recent test of

several stations; Skippy Peanut Butter sales are up 75'

in this area, thanks to KVTV promotion. For more big

medicine, powwow with the Katz Agency.

When Sioux City Sue Beckons

CBS, NBC, ABC & DuMont
Represented by The Katz Agency

SIOUX CITY, IOWA
KVTV, a Cowles Station, is under the same management
as WNAX-570, the radio station that lor 30 years has
successfully served one ot the world's major agricultural

regions, the tive-state area known as Big Aggie Land.
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rLa vita comincia domani
??*

. . . not only for nature, but for advertisers, as well.

Life begins (to become more profitable) tomorrow . . .

and in the days to come . . .

when a Storer station is on the schedule.
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STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY
WSPD-TV WJBK-TV WAGA-TV KGBS-TV WBRC-TV

Toledo Ohio Detroit, Mich. Atlanta, Ga. San Antonio, Texas Birmingham, Ala.

WSPD WJBK WAGA KGBS WBRC WWVA WGBS

Toledo, Ohio Detroit, Mich. Atlanta, Ga. San Antonio, Texas Birmingham, Ala. Wheeling, W. Va. M.am., Fla.

NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS:

TOM HARKER, V. P., National Sales Director BOB WOOD, Midwest National Sales Mgr.

118 East 57 Street, New York 22, ELdorado 5-7690 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago I, FRankl.n 2-6498



Ah Spring!

You're Here Too Soon

Just when we get our hands on a nice juicy tv

si.nisiic , ( ah ulated to woo friends and in-

fluent c salts, we look up and it's Spring.

That makes our as-of-Nov. 1 set-count almost

si\ months tired.

It's the best we can do at the moment, however:

I here are 194,280 tv sets within our 0.1 mv
area. Taking out counties

contiguous to other stations,

we come up with 100,050.

i
I he last 51 make our sales department

very happy.)

Thanks to super power, we think we can justly

( l.iim effe< tive Eastern Iowa coverage.

W JVL I'l V Channel 2 100.000 warts

or Eastern Iowa

ddress: Cedar Rapids National Reps: The Katz Agency
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agency profile Jtimes C. Douglass
Radio & Tv Director

Ted Bates, New York

Jim Douglass looks as dignified as a banker, talks softly like a col-

lege professor and rushes around like a traffic cop. Actually he is

Ted Bates' director of radio and tv. supervising the air spending of

various Blue Book package goods accounts which put an aggregate

$25 million into radio-tv in 1953.

This $25 million out of total 1953 agency billings of $41 million

represents a sizable jump from over-all 1951 billings of $30 million.

Douglass attributes his departments growth primarily to the added

investment by agency clients in tv.

Among network shows that Douglass has bought and supervises

for Ted Bates accounts are Colgate Comedy Hour, NBC TV, for

Colgate-Palmolive Co.; Our Miss Brooks, CBS Radio, for Colgate;

six out of 10 quarter hours of Howdy Doody, NBC TV, for Colgate,

Continental Baking and Standard Brands; My Friend Irrna, CBS TV,

for Brown & Williamson; My Friend Irrna, CBS Radio, for Carter.

Having supervised client spending to the tune of $18 million in tv

in 1953, Douglass was quick to size up the flow of traffic. Before he

knew it. he was submerged in color like Fifth Avenue during the

Easter Parade. Result: problems—lots of them.

"We discovered problems we'd never heard of before," Douglass

told sponsor. "After holding a full day color session at NBC with

Colgate-Palmolive, we saw color problem No. One: the 'surround

color. In other words, the visual and psychological effect of the

background color upon a package product."

"Another stumbling block to color-tv-appeal can be package de-

sign—the problem No. Two we discovered."

To catch the kinks in color tv before the medium goes commercial

en masse, the agency film department took color films of every Ted

Bates account ( whether a tv user or not I . showed them to all agency

a/e's and art directors, then, in a closed circuit set-up with NBC TV,

screened the films for Ted Bates clients. "That way we can get a head

start on the packaging problem," he concluded.

Next Ted Bates client scheduled for a full-day color treatment is

Standard Brands.

At this point Douglass stopped explaining color tv to sponsor to

speak to Mrs. Douglass on the telephone. He then put on his hat

and coat, rushed out of the office, presumably heading for his Con-

necticut farm to resume his fourth role—farmer. • • •

<*> 6>

l.ooklM. FOR I iir n
li III IBlLITll S/A IKK

SON) II 1 1 .
I LORID I

II l\l llll \l II

SI SSIBLE RATES':

)()l 1. 1. H\l) 7.11 n\

JHP-TU
CHANNEL 36 IN JACKSONVILLE

WJHP-TV HAS TOP NETWORK (ABC.

NBC. DuM) AND LOCAL PROGRAM-

MING . . .

WjHP-TV HAS VIEWERS . . .

I estimated 42,600 sets — national re-

search survey soon—

)

. . . AND WjHP-TV HAS

CHOICE AVAILABILITIES!

\etwork co-ops, local shows, and ton

spot adjacencies in all time classes.

For farther information and rates, call <>r

write Tom Gilchrist, Wgr. or Bill Fraker,

Sales \tgr. Ph. 98-9751

WJHP-TV
JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA

hi \r„ ) ork, dtal Mu. 7-5047

Represented nationalh

John II. I'crr\ Associates
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mrly returns onTHE
M®RNING
SHOW
It's off to a great start ! In its first five days. .

.

It increased sets in use by 39'
i

.

It won over 45% share of audience.*

It covered areas—including all major markets—

with close to 23 million television homes.**

It offered the largest early morning station line-up.

It sold at the lowest over-all price in all television.

It brought its first sponsor 16,558 replies to a

single announcement!

Whether your budget is large or small, you can get

big returns on "The Morning Show. "Try it once. .

.

or once a day . . . once a week . . . once a month . .

.

or as often as you need it.

CBS TELEVISION

H

*Trendex

March 15-19.

With outlets in the

Pacific Time Zone
through the

companion program
"Panorama Pacific."
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Your Best

Buy to Sell

The Rich

Pittsburgh

Market

Every day more and
more advertisers are

learning it's good
business to sell
America's eighth
largest trading area

through WKJF-TV—
Pittsburgh's pioneer

L'HF television sta-

tion. That's because

WKJF-TV offers its

ever-growing audi-

ence outstanding net-

work shows plus
strong local pro-
gramming.

In case you're look-

ing for a way to get

more than your share

of the 2 !

4 billion dol-

lar Pittsburgh market,

you'll find it pays to

use WKJF-TV. Want
proof? Contact our
national representa-

tives, Weed Televi-

sion, or write us
today.

WKJF-TV
&uu«tel53
PITTSBURGH

An >

Nat. Rep. WEED TELEVISION

OUTSTANDING
NBC PROGRAMS

( ontinued jrom page LO)

less little lady in the fastness of her home can be subjected

to five or six commercial announcements one after another

completely uninterrupted by an) form of entertainment

So, my question i-: What kind of advertising impact, what

degree of play-back and recall or what sales ability will any

one <>l these messages deliver sardined as it is between so

many other equally vital me>>ages. each out to catch attention

and work it to the interest of a specific product? What a

staggering added burden this places upon those \n 1 i < > write

and produce the copy for these advertisers to make their

efforts stand out from the adjacent mob and register pertinent

facts about whatever product i> buying the time!

Fortunately for television, for time -ale-men and television

advertisers as well. this jam-packed ad-mania is just as

commonplace in newspapers in which some of the most effec-

tive advertising placed is just as surrounded by other ads

as an A&P Special. And -till the) manage to survive, register

and get renewed.

Doubly fortunate for television is the fact that no matter

how many advertising messages follow each other without

pause, each

—

and this is the medium"- mosl defensible forte

—is on the screen all by it-elf. \D distracting ads at the

right or left of it are competing at the very same moment for

attention! This means no diffusion of visual impact exists

for the nonce.

However, I do think it"- about time that somebody not at

the station or network level sharpens a pencil and figure- out

if all this >pot revenue is really as essential to the facilities

as the packing indicate-. \ud while they are at it. it would

be nice to have some sound qualitative research track down

wli.il loss of value and dissipation of impact or believability

occurs when a tv -tar who doe- hi> own per-on-to-per-on

selling take- mi competitive product-, waxing eloquentl) on

the virtues of each from his own personal point oi v iew. 1 he

exclusivity clauses written in to some participating programs

are such that few advertisers can afford to achieve the happ)

State of no competitors near them. Hence it i- not only possi-

ble but common practice For the mosl competitive of products

to be quite adjacent to each other, and what"- even worse,

each sold b\ the same star personality.

This latter subject would t;ike a column or two to cover

all by itself which I'll attempt some day, alter I"\e had

sufficient time to cool off a bit. * * *
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T. I story board
A column sponsored by one of the leading film product, in television

S A It It A
NEW YORK: 200 EAST 56TH STREET
CHICAGO: 16 EAST ONTARIO STREET

A star-strewn sky, especially composed ethereal music, ;i lovel) dream girl

and inspired <>]>u'<;il effects surround Bulova's "Goddess of Time" with an
aura ol magic. Glamorous display and skilllul selling Eocus on the "in-

comparable beauty" of the watch. The first in a series of "out-of-this-

world" TV spots created by SARRA lot the Bulova Watch Company.

SARRA, Inc.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

For the third successive year SARRA has been chosen to produce the

Auto-Lite TV series of Salutes to American Automobile Makers. Used on
Suspense, each commercial presents a prominent company official extolling

the virtues of his make of cars. Here you see one of the Chrysler line.

Other cars featured—all Auto-Lite users—are DeSoto, Plymouth, Dodge,
Studebaker, Nash, Hudson. Kaiser, Willys, and Packard. Produced b\ SARR \

for Electri< Auto-Lite Co., through Cecil & Presbrey, Inc.

SARRA, Inc.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

With a trio of amusing cartoon characters sounding discordant "Mi-mi-mis,"
SARRA animates the announcer's question: "Feeling off key?" The Answer:
"Turn to Brioschi, the pleasant antacid!" is illustrated with shots of the

Brioschi jar beside a fizzing glass. "Ah-h," sings the trio in perfect harmony
this time—and a strong sales message is subtly put across. Created bv SARRA
for Ceribelli & Co. through Pettinella Advertising Company.

SARRA, Inc.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

In this series of TV spots SARRA's talent for the extraordinary in lighting

effects dramatizes the beauty of design and the rich sheen of the Mirro
Aluminum. The products are shown individually for strong product iden-

tification; live action home scenes demonstrate their use, as a persuasive

"voice over" brings out their sales points. Produced by SARRA for The
Aluminum Goods Manufacturing Co.. through The Cramer-Krasselt Co.

SARRA. Inc.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street
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HOUSES PLUMBING
SPONSOR: Ramagli I ook Realty I o. AG1 Nl 'i

:
Din i I

( APSl II CAS1 HISTORY The sponsor, with 100

houses to -'-II hi from 17,500 to $9,1 each, had found

<ml\ 75 buyers m the 75 days from Movembei L953

through mid-January L954. Then the realty firm bought

two announcements daily on Ebon) Express and jm an-

nouncements on >|>iriin;il Sunda) programs foi a total

cost "/ $90 weekly. By 30 days later, more than 200

families had moved into ///<// new homes. Said the

sponsor: "The greatei majority of these homes have been

sold through our radio campaign on II FEt Is </ re-

sult, the sponsor //</» increased his radio schedule.

WIM. Miami PROGR VMS: I bonj I Kpress

Spiritual Sunday

DRUGS

-1'nNSOR: B. O. Heath & son < o. AG! NCY: Direct

I APSl II - ASE HISTORY: Kermii Heath, retail drug-

gist, bought 32 announcements the week before this past

Christmas. The announcements— which cost a total of

s!!0 helped boost the druggist's 1953 Christmas sales

Hi', higher than the 1952 Christmas season. And he

says the 1952 Christmas season was considered a very

good season. Following the successful pre-Christmas cam-

paign, hermit Heath lias signed a year's contract calling

for announcements every day.

\\ KM . Rochester, Y 'i PR( IGR \ M : Announcements

BOOKLET
SPONSOR: Waverlj Fabrics M ! \< "i : Lawrence Kani

.

Ni u York

CAPS! I l < AS1 HISTORY: Last fall Waverly Fabrics

ran an eight-Weeh campaign On II !>/.. Boston, and

II 11/ 1. Springfield, advertising u LOc booklet on home
decorating hints. The firm's agency told II BZ: "II <• used

nearh 50 of the leading radio stations in the country

. . . WBZ-WBZA produced 2,49] inquiries. This fine

return placed youi station thud on the list in the coun-

try h>r mail produced. More important, however, is the

fact that your actual cost of ll<- per inquiry was the

lowest of any station in the country . .
."

\\ BZ, Boston PROGR \M: Home Fomm

SPONSOR: Bodnei Plumbing & Heating AGENCY: Direct

( APSULE I ASE HISTORY: On 1 December last year

Bodner Plumbing & Heating began sponsorship of a 10-

minute sports program with Jack II ells. The sponsor

bought the Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday stanzas.

After the program had been on tuo and a half weeks,

the sponsor told (.h) that it had received seven direct

inquiries from the program, each one resulting in a sale.

One inquiry alone resulted in the sale of a $7,000 sprin-

kler system installation and the Inner stated specifically

that he had obtained the sponsor's name and address

from the sportscast. Cost of the program is $60 weekly.

( K\ . \\ i it ii
i

i >• %;. Manitoba PROGR AM: Sportscast

BANK PREMIUM

SPONSOR: The Omaha National Hank AGENCY: Buihanan-
Tli

I APSl I i: CASE HISTORY: People apparently are in-

terested in saving money- -even at seven o'clock in the

morning. The Omaha National Bank, using seven one-

minute announcements during the 7:00 a.m. news broad-

cast, sold 1.000 savings banks in two weeks. The bank

ordered another thousand banks, and they were sold in

three days. A third order of 1.000 banks teas necessary

so the sponsor would have the banks in stock. Total cost'

of the one-minute announcements was $182.61.

WOW. Omaha PROGRAM: News

SEWING MACHINE
SPONSOR: Colorado Industrial AGENCY: Direct

Sewing Machine Co.

« APSULE CASE HISTORY: The sponsor has a retail

sewing machine outlet in Denier. The company bought

four one-minute participating announcements in Evadna

Ilammersley's Home Forum, women's program on k< > I

The advertiser's total budget was $144. The four an-

nouncements produced 40 inquiries and there were 20

actual sales made. Thus the $144 advertising budget

produced immediate sales results totaling $1,460- a ratio

of about ]0 to one lor advertising.

ko\. Denver PROGR \M: Home Forum

AUTOMOBILES
SPONSOR: Albuquerque Auto Exchan AGENCY: Direct

i APS1 IK I AS1 HISTORY: To evaluate Spanish radio

the llbuquerque luto Exchange tried a one-turn

using seven of the most requested Latin tunes on a Sun-

das program. U ithin an hour after the program an

exclusively air-advertised special <ar was sold for spot

<ash and two more cars uerc sold u ithin three hours.

On an investment of less than $50, the sponsor got

Spanish sales of nearh $2,700 or a sales-to-advertisinm

ratio of 54 to one. The sponsor noiv is a regular Spanish-

language advertiser on radio.

KABQ, Albuquerque PROGRAM: Al Tafoya ShoJ



Uses^J news alone . .

.

for successful distributor's program

A familiar problem is that of the local advertiser who represents a

prominent national firm. He wants a "big time" package, one that

reflects the stature of the product he represents . . . but he wants it at

a cost commensurate with local sales volume.

WPPA, at Pottsville, Pa., handled this kind of situation by using

only AP news. International, national, state, sports and weather

reports are integrated to make a fast-moving, full scale 15 -minute

program for the regional Tidewater Associated Oil Company

distributor. Two announcers, using a beeper system, add to the pace

of the show and keep listeners alert.

WPPA sold the program, but it's the distributor-sponsor who's

keeping it sold. In fact, it has been sold to this sponsor for three

years running.

Manager A. V. Tidmore doesn't lose sight of the target:

"The AP news program is selling Tydol Gasoline and Veedol Oil."

J/ your station is not yet using Associated

Press service, your AP Field Represen-

tative can give you complete information.

Or write—

ManagerTidmore also has this to say:

"It's a pleasure and point of distinc-

tion for our duo-newscasters to open

and close our newscasts by saying,

'From the wires of The Associated

Press, the world's oldest and largest

news service.'
"

Those who know famous brands . .

.

know the most famous brand in news is Jr
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Typo TT-50AH
RCA 50-kw VHF »ran»milt«r» or* in production!

38 ATIO f AME
ENGINEERING PRO ' r I A *J. DEN. N.J.



4#*a***
at WMIN-TV and WTCN-TV

Channel 11

Minneapolis-St. Paul

BBSS S3BB

I W II

Here is the one high-power VHF
transmitter that easily delivers a "full"

50 kilowatts of peak visual power . . .

measured at the output of the side-

band filter! And you get this full

power output for monochrome—and
for Color Operation!

The RCA TT-50AH is designed

for the same conservative type of

operation that has made RCA AM
"Fifties" famous. It is the ultimate

in high-power transmitters for chan-

nels 7 to 13. Operated in conjunc-

tion with an RCA 50-kw antenna

(type TF-12BH) you can saturate

your service area with strong signals.

Even with antennas of medium gain,

this transmitter develops Effective

Radiated Power of 3/6 kw with power

to spare!

Air-cooled throughout, the TT-50AH
uses RCA-6166 high-gain tetrodes in

both aural and visual "PA's" (RCA-
6166 tetrodes are readily available

from any RCA Tube Distributor).

R-F amplifier and modulator circuits

employ the very latest design prin-

ciples which result in superior trans-

mission fidelity.

Flexible mechanical design makes
it convenient and practical to set up
cabinets and power components in a

variety of compact arrangements.

Small size cabinets are moved in and

out of standard elevators, doors, and

hallways with ease.

For delivery information on the

RCA 50-kw transmitter— call your

RCA Broadcast Sales Representative.

RCA PIONEERED AND DEVELOPED COMPATIBLE COLOR TELEVISION

WMIN-TV and WTCN-TV PLANT . . .

. . . atop Foshay Tower Building in Minneapolis
The remarkable mechanical installation flexibility of the RCA 50-kw
VHF makes it easy te set up in cempact areas. Small-siie cabinets

can be moved in and out of standard elevators, doorways. Benefits:

(I) You save floor space (2). You save on installation expense.
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(i iin inn on «|in-\ri<Mi\ of current interest

to air advertisers and their ugencies

W hut lessons Imiic i/oii Irariinl ftbo iff the

use of color in f<*f<*t*i.vioii titlvevtising

THE PICKED PANEL ANSWERS

\\ hen we firsl

started to pro-

duce color films

for television, we

Foresaw m ;i a
j

p r b I c in .- .

Strange to say,

the largest and

in o s t difficult

p r o 1) 1 e in was

completer] u n -

foreseen.

We knew, ol course, there would be

increased costs. We knew, too. thai

there would be new techniques to de-

velop in lighting and photograph)
completel) different from any the mo-
tion picture industry had developed
for theatrical color. After filming

more than 200 pictures in color, those

problems have disappeared. We know
exactly \\ liat our costs are. and we
know exactly what kind of lighting.

photography, raw stock, etc. give max-
imum results on the t\ color system.

But we are still at work trying to

Solve whal has turned out to be the

i t difficult problem of all. and the

one that was unforeseen. This is the

problem of turning oul high quality,

16 nun. color prints rapid!) and effi-

ciently. I p to how. all color film work
has been geared to meet the needs of

the motion picture industry, and they,

of course, have been handling only a

relatively few color negatives, and in

ever) instance bad literally months
(sometimes as lorn: as a year) in which
to make print-. Television demands
high quality color printing at a speed

the motion picture industi j never con-

templated. \s matters -land right now.

if \ ou were releasing film- < ui rentl)

for color t\ . there would have to be a

minimum lag of six months between

66

the completion <>f production and the

first release date. We are working

closcK. however, with the laboratories

and with the manufacturers of the

print stock. Again, new techniques are

being de\ doped and within a matter

of months tliis last problem will be

solved too.

John L. SlNN

President

'/.ii Tv Programs, Inc.

New- York

Every ad agency

has spent time

getting ready for

the advent of col-

oi television.

Most of them
have had their

clients' products

fk photographed in

fg J j ol

Mr. Blake the popular col-

or processes;
many of them have participated in live

telecasts. Everywhere \ou go you hear

the pros and cons of one network ver-

-u- another or Technicolor versus East-

man negative-positive versus koda-

chrome or what have you.

But. unfortunately, the true poten-

tialities of color as a selling force in

television have hardly been discussed,

much less investigated. Sure, every-

one knows that food and fashion will

come into their own with color helping

to create desire. But. less obvious and

equally important are the main ways

in which color will revolutionize vis-

ual Belling. lor example, the '"medium

grey" background for a product will

now give way to an infinite variety of

lone-, each ol which conceivably can

suggest a different mood or connota-

tion. Between "'red hot red" and "ice-

berg blue"' Ii.' endless possibilities in

color background alone to suggest the

use of a product or a frame of mind of

the potential consumer. Similarly, a

simple changing tone as background

can have an interest value far beyond

the optica] effects that tend to serve the

same purpose in black and white com-

mercials.

Color adds an additional measure of

"appropriateness"" to television com-

mercials. If it is true that more wom-
en prefer red than any other color and

more men prefer blue, additional re-

search will undoubtedlv discover color

combinations and tones that will make
a particular product more desirable

and more appealing to the audience at

which it is aimed.

So, let's keep right on testing in

color and experimenting with better

techniques, but lets not forget that

color is far more than a gadget: it

opens an entire new world of visual

selling!

George Blake
George Blake Enterprises, Inc.

New York

\- a research
£j^^^F^ corporation

have been testing

» ^ programs w\\\\

color for the past

few month-. \\ e

^L^^^jfl ^fe have found out

A ^A two rather inter-

^^m 1 esting thing-:

WX jM u
' found

Mr. Kudisch that the t\ pe of

program has a

lot to do with how much color adds.

For example, a women's home eco-

nomics or cooking show gains tremen-

dously w ith color.

2. We found that within the pro-

gram type dramatic shows for exam-

ple—a very well liked show gained rel-

SPONSOR
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Mr. Wood

atively little when color was added

But a show that was not particularly

well liked gained a great deal with

color. From this, then. u<- may con-

clude that color television tend- to

strengthen a weaker vehicle more than

a strong vehicle.

Leonard Kudisch
Schwerin Research Corp.

New Yorl,

The NBC Color

Corps, has been

working for some

time now to iron

out the kinks of

color production.

Their work cov-

ers the entire

sphere of color

production, but

I think you will

be most interest-

ed in four specific fields, because these

fields give you, as advertisers, vour

most direct contact with consumers.

These fields are: makeup and com-
plexion tones, costuming, stage set-

tings and commercial art (what the

industry calls titles and graphics).

Let's take makeup and complexion

first, because it involves the actors and

actresses who appear in commercials

—as well as in the shows themselves.

Most people in the audience are more
aware of the accuracy, or inaccuracy,

of flesh tones than of any other colors.

To make sure that these flesh tints

come across, we called in the lab tech-

nicians of America's foremost makeup
authority. We devised a whole new-

palette of makeup tones. Because of

compatibility (viewers with color re-

ceivers will see programs in color

which are transmitted in color; view-

ers with black-and-white receivers will

see the shows in black-and-white),

these had to register perfectly for the

color camera and also look natural

on B&W receivers.

In the field of costumes, every as-

pect has become more complex in col-

or than it ever dreamed of being in

black-and-white. Previously, the de-

signer had only to go to the racks and

select whatever costume appealed to

him. But now the color also must be

considered—in regard to the actors

skin tones, to other costumes, to the

lighting of the set and the physical

properties used in the show

—

and. the

(Please turn to page 114)

\\% «

and PROCESSED BY

MOVIELAB

U -k

FOR THE FINEST FILM PROCESSING IH

THE EAST -FILM MEN WHO KNOW

SAY "IT'S MOVIELAB"

Here— at MOVIELAB . . . efficiency and perfec-

tion are the rule. Producers, directors and tech-

nicians have at their fingertips the very best

in up-to-the-minute equipment necessary to

modern FILM PROCESSING techniques.

ROUND THE CLOCK SERVICES

Negative Developing • First Print Department

• Ultra Violet & Flash Patch Track Printing

.•16mm & 35mm Release Printing

m • Quality Control • Title Department

&fk • 22 Cutting & Editing Rooms.

mm

FOR COLOR
^ ^.if's

«,.
'^

'm$ ^_
MOVIELAB FILM LABORATORIES, INC

619 West 54th Street, New York 19, N. Y. JUdson 6-0360
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II. 1 Iff foreiyn-lanyuaye proyrutn appeals to all yroups

\ I nited Nations type of radio pro- each foreign language adding only

graining ia being aired by WAAB, flavor. Comments, social notes and

Worcester, Mass. new- of each nationality are also

The Btation's /// \atioiu Dancing broadcast during the program. \\A\H
Party is broken into half-hour seg-

ments, each segment featuring the

ii i u- i< typical of a different country.

Hut instead of limiting the program'*

appeal to those from the particular

nation whose music i- featured in each

segment, the station seeks to make each

part of the show interesting enough

so that the entire foreign and foreign-

horn audience can enjov it all.

The program features Swedish, Irish,

New England harn dance, Lithuanian,

French and Italian dancing music.

Each of the half-hour segments is pri-

marily announced in English, with

says that bj making the show interest-

ing enough so that all nationalities

want to listen, it reaches about 75'

;

of \\ orcester's foreign-horn.

The station reports that sponsors are

bapp) with the program. One drv

cleaner offered custom-made trousers

on the Irish show and as a result of

the announcement six people came into

the store on the Monday following the

broadcast. A body and fender repair

shop is getting like results, the station

sav-. And a gas station has done so

well since the show began that its own-

ers are building another. *•*•*

Detroit's next tv outlet

trill be outsule the L.S.

Detroit's fourth television station

will be on foreign soil. Hut it expects

95$ of it- hilling- from the I . S.

The outlet is CKLW-TV, Windsor,

assigned \hf Ch. 9 by the Canadian

Department ol Transport. It plans a

July debut.

Managed by J. E. Campeau, the

station will base its rate structure on

coverage of the Detroit-Windsor mar-

ket, will feature I . S. talent. * * *

Kriel'ly . . .

Television of the future will find its

audience becoming more selective. That

was one of the prognostications made

recentl) bj Rodne\ Erickson, manager

of the radio and television department

of Young i. Rubicam, New ^ ork, in a

speech before the Radio-Television-

Advertising Executives Club of New

England in Boston. Erickson said

nighttime tv ratings would eventually

settle to a point where a program en-

joying an 18 rating will be considered

{Continued next column)

35-40% of tv stations in red ink this year, 350 out of 500 in blaek by '55, report states

Ever wonder how much of its in-

come a television station gets from

carrying network programs? Accord-

ing to a study made by Richard P.

Doherty, radio and tv station manage-

ment consultant, the typical t\ station

derives about one-fourth of its reve-

nue from network payments. Doherty,

who was vice president and director

of employer-employee relations for the

National Association of Radio & Tele-

vision Hroadcasters for eight years be-

fore establishing his own management
advisory company, says an average tv

station gets about one-third of its in-

come from national spot and another

one-third from local sale-, with Un-

balance (about 1 12) from production

and oilier services.

Tv stations can figure out the reve-

nue potential 1 for all the stations in

their market 1 at about $10.25 per l\

set. I bus a t\ Btation in a market

with 50,000 >ct- should gross about

$512,500 annuall) providing it's the

oiilv Btation in the market. Hie average

revenue per set lend- to increase, how-

ever, with the advent of a second, third

or fourth station Dohert) Bays.

So far total annual vhf station reve-

nues run at better than KM)' I of total

capital investment. I hf stations, as a

group, average appreciably below the

revenue-investment ratio of vhf s.

Doherty has found that the typical

station, within the category of profit-

able stations, makes between 27 and

30% margin of profit before taxes on

its total station revenue. Fixed capital

i- being depreciated on an over-all

basis over a six-year period or at the

IIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIII)llllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllll!llllllllllinil!illlllllllllll|l|llllll!ll!llllllllllll!'

Tv stations in markets tcith 50,000 gets

should gross about $512,500 annually,

ttr) Ex-NARTB V.P. Richard P. Doherty
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll.!.

composite rate of about 16%. Depre-

ciation ranges from 9 to 15% of total

operating costs.

Speaking of profit, Dohertj predicts

that hv late 1').*).") there will Ik' about
•">(>(• tv station- on the air. of which

about 350 will be in black ink. Some
150 of these will be blue chip opera-

tions but the other 2<iu will prove to be

good, sound investments if well con-

ceived and well managed. There'll be

about 150 marginal or "loss stations.

This year won't be as bright as next

vear. however. Dohertv warns, lb-

forecasts that about 35 to 40% of the

1954 tv statidhs will lose money, and

the next 15 to 18 months will find the

going tough for one out of three to

one out of four stations.

\\ hy will stations lose money?
Doherty figures that loss factors will

be excess manpower, poor scheduling

of manpower, inadequate financing,

lack of sound cost control, excessive

operating costs, inefficient operation

and inadequate charges to sponsors

for services and facilities.

The average station employs a staff

ranging from 55 to 65 persons. The

largest area of staff employment is the

technical department with about 40%
of the station staff. Dohertv s study

-how- the programing department

makes up about one-third of the total

payroll. Employee compensation, ex-

clusive of talent payments to staff and
other-, absorbs about 419? °' ,ne ,ota ^

operating costs.

Total staff pav rolls average close to

$5,000 per employee per year for

established stations. Outlets which

have come on the air during the past

vear pay about $4,500 per employee

per vear. • * •
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a top-rated show. Specifically, he fore-

cast sets-in-use figures for nighttime

(8:00-11:001 at 50%, and 25% at the

earlier evening and daytime hours.

Meanwhile, he said the over-all day-

time and nighttime level of radio would

be 25%.
* # *

Public interest in color tv sets is

cooling off. according to the results of

a survey recently completed by Kmer-

son Radio & Phonograph Corp., New
York. Emerson said the "overwhelm-

ing majority" of those interviewed said

that their initial intere-t in color sets

has been dampened by the knowledge

that the first receivers will cost between

$700 and $1,200 and will have small

screens compared with the size of the

current black-and-white receivers which

are available at considerably less.

Emerson reported that 37% of the

interviewees said that they have been

in the market for a tv receiver, either

as a replacement or as a second set.

Out of this group, said Emerson, 87%
of the interviewees said they would not

wait for color receivers and would bin

black-and-white sets now. About 95%
of the group expressed a preference for

table model sets.

NBC TV's Home show features,

among other things, an indoor garden.

As part of its promotion, the network

had the 48 state governors each send

Home a sample of soil for the garden.

Overlooked: the District of Columbia.

V.P.Nixon presents NBC's Smith with D.C. soil

But Vice President Richard Nixon got

some soil and gave it to Carleton D.

Smith, NBC vice president and general

manager of WNBW, Washington. Said

Nixon: ".
. . Since this soil represents

America's heritage of freedom for all

people, it is fitting that it should be

included with the soil of our 48 states

on Home. . .
."

"THE MORE THE MERRIER"
WE ALWAYS SAY . . .

WBNS-TV takes great pride in its fast growing group of

national promotion awards.

Last year WBNS-TV received the Billboard, duPont and
Sigma Delta Chi plaques.

So far this year 4 more have been added!

Namely:

•k Billboard's Film Service Poll awards (one first place, two

second places, one third place and one specific mention)

* Billboard's Audience Promotion award.

-k Billboard's Merchandising Promotion

•k Zenith Television award (for public service programming,

received by WBNS-TV's Fern Sharp for her "Sharp Com-

ments" series)

WBNS-TV accepts these honors as a responsibility. The high

standard of operation which made possible these awards will

continue to provide top ranking service and programming on
both national and local levels.

WBNS-TV
COLUMBUS, OHIO • CHANNEL 10
CBS-TV NETWORK — Affiliated with Columbus Dispatch

and WBNS-AM • General Sales Office : 33 North High St.

REPRESENTED BY BLAIR TV

5 APRIL 1954
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You can't miss
When you reach your target of

VA million listeners with

proven accuracy.

With a whopper of a Hooper and a sensational Nielsen . . .

plus 50,000 watts of power . . . top KSL-CBS Radio programming

takes the guesswork out of area coverage.

CBS programs always speak for themselves. So to keep up with sue

excellence on the local level, KSL Radio has lined up scores of

direct hits which continually hold the vast audience of

t he Mountain West's billion dollar market tuned to KSL Radio.

Leonard

Friendly

Roscoe

Grover
Grant

Williams

Margaret

Masters

Lynn

Arnold



Reach

the

Mountain

West

best

with

m
Rulon

Bradley

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH • CBS Radio Network

50,000 Watts • Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

Dean
Bennett

Allen

Jensen



4 ways you can use this

valuable SPONSOR feature

In errry issue of sponsor you will find the liandy,

up-to-date listing of new tr station grants which appears
below. Here's hoic this compilation can help you.

1. } on can plan campaigns far in advance 6) check-

ing on-air target dates given in chart.

2. JSames of permitee, manager and rep for each

neu c.p. and station make it easy to get additional data

3. List of all stations newly on air with commerch
programing during two weeks preceding issue is handy
reference list to update timebuyers.

4. Box score at bottom of page is succinct summar
of tv's status. Includes total number of U.S. stations

I. IVetc construction permits

CITY & STATE CALL CHANNEL DATE OF
LETTERS NO. GRANT

ON-AIR
TARGET

POWER <KW>- SETS IN
MARKET*

1000)
PERMITEE i MANAGER RAD

RE PI

EL PASO, TEX.

GRAND FORKS, N. D.

GREEN BAY, WIS.

MONTPELIER, VT.

SPOKANE, WASH.

KELP-TV 13 18 March

KNOX-TV 10 10 March

10 March

WCAX-TV 3 12 March 15 Aug.

KREM-TV 18 March

49 28

3 \V%

100 60

19 10

100 53

17 »k( Trinity Bcst« Corp. Everert-J/ vnT
Barton R. McLendon. McKI

pres.

Gordon B. MrLendon.
v.p.

John Euler. set. -tret.

NPA Community Radio Corp Walker
Carrol E. D?y. pre*.
Don E. Whiteman. v.p.
Adolph Lund. v.p.
Elmer O. Hansen. v.p.-

g»n. mgr.
Arthur Tweet. tres.
Elroy Schroeder. see.

191 vfh Valley Telecasting Co.
George N. Bur-ridge, pies
Elmer R. Brennen. v.p.
Meyer M. Often, see.

Clayton Ewlrn. tres.

Rolando F. Gran

NFA WCAX Bestg. Corp. Weed It
C. P. Hasbrook. pres.
Marcla Hasbrook. v.p.

A. Pearslty Feen

55 vhf Louis Wasmer (sole Boiling
owner)

Robert H. Temple, gen
mgr.

ff. IS'ew stations on air*

CITY & STATE

ELKHART, IND.

GREAT FALLS, MONT.

JACKSON, MISS.

POWER <Kwr
CALL CHANNEL ON-AIR

LETTERS NO. DATE AURAL
NET

AFFILIATION
STNS.
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKET*

1 000

1

PERMITEE 4 MANAGER

WSJV

KFBB-TV

WSLI-TV 12

52 22 March

21 March

27 March

1 Vi ABC,
Du M,
NBC

25 13 CBS

214 112 ABC

118 vhf Tru,h Publishing Co.
John F. O i lie Jr.. pres.
<".-• D. Grtenleaf. v.p.
Welter R. Btardsley

NFA Buttrey Best Ine.

Jm pi P. Wilklns. pres.-
gen. mgr. (owns 59* o)

(Ana'onda Copper Co.,
through a subsidiary.
owns 2A° C of station)

85 vhf Standard Lite "Bcstg. Co.
Charles H. Russell, bd
chmn.

W. R. Newman, pres.
L. M. Sepaugh. tres.
T B. Lanford

H-R Reps

H.adley-
Reed

Since sponsor's 8 February 1954 issue.

18 more television stations grantees have

relinquished their construction permits.

ALEXANDRIA. La., KSPJ, uhf ch. 62.

BATON ROUGE, La. KHTV, uhf ch. 40.

BENTON HARBOR, Mich., WHBF-TV, uhf ch. 42.

BILLINGS. Mont., KRHT. vhf ch. 8.

BOISE, Idaho, KTVI, vhf ch. 9.

CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa, KEYC, uhf ch. 20.

CLOVIS, N. M., KNEH, vhf ch. 12.

DAYTON. Ohio, WIFE, uhf ch. 22 (sfation was on

Iff. IffdVitrffi to previous listings

Four of these stations were on the air and
operating commercially. This raises the

number of stations which have returned

the air operating commercially).

DURHAM, N. C, WCIG-TV, uhf ch. 46.

KANSAS CITY, Mo., KCTY, uhf ch. 25 (station

was on *he air operating commercially).

LEWISTOWN, Pa., WMRF-TV, uhf ch. 38.

LINCOLN, Nebr., KFOR-TV, vhf ch. 10 (station

was on the air operating commercially).

MARION. Va., WMEV-TV, uhf ch. 50.

c.p.'s to the FCC to 59. Thirteen were vh

outlets, 46 were uhf stations. The deletion!

as of sponsor's 2(> March deadline, are

OSHKOSH. Wis., WOSH-TV, uhf ch. 48 (statior

was on the air operating commercially).

POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y., WEOK-TV, uhf ch. 21.

SAN JOSE, Calif., KVIE, uhf ch. 48.

SHERMAN, Tex., KSHM, uhf ch. 46.

WATERTOWN, N. Y., WWNY-TV, uhf ch. 48 (per-

mittee was granted c.p. for vhf station whicl

will serve same area the uhf outlet would

have covered)

BOX SCORE
/ .

>'. stations on nir . int I.

Honolulu and Alaska (26

March '54) .

Mar/.'-rs covered

370
9 9 r

Post-freeze c.p's granted [ex-

cluding 28 educational grants;

26 \farch '54)

Granti

Tv homes in I .>".
1 1 Jan.

•54) 27.500.0001
.127 / S. homt s u ith U sets < 1

2«» Jan. I i 60%!

•Both new tp.'i and nations going on the air listed here are those which occurred between

ronsMered to be on the air nhrn commercial operation starts, '"rower of c p.'s li thai recorded

In IXJC applications and amendment! I Individual . the number of sets

In market) whore not deslenaleil as holm from NBC Research, consists of estimates from the

stations or reps and must be deemed approximate iData from NI1C Research and riennlng

Percentages on homes with sets and homes In tr coverage areas are considered approximate II*
most cases, the representative of a radio station which Is granted a c.p. also represents the •»»

araUOD. Since at pressllme It Is generally loo early to confirm it representations of Boat

grantees. SPONSOR lists the reps of the radio stations In this column (when a radio station baa

been given the tv granti MA No figures available at pressllme on sets In merges.



Now Together . .

.

Philadelphia's Top TV Personality

and America's Top-rated Kitchen Show

Alan Scott, Philadelphia's outstanding radio and tele-

vision personality for the past 18 years, has been

named host conversationalist on America's highest

rated kitchen show, now titled "LET SCOTT DO IT."

All the features which helped make WPTZ's kitchen

show the highest rated of its kind in all television

when titled "Let Skinner Do It" have been retained

—Jane King; the Mechanical Man; outstanding music

and conversation; the ever-popular cartoons; and the

helpful household hints. All this plus Alan Scott.

Developed by WPTZ, the "Let Scott Do It" format

has reached ratings of 20.0 (January 1954, ARB).
Ratings of 10.0 are the average, not the exception.

For 1954 the average is 10.1 in ARB, 9.0 in Telepulse.

WPTZ
FIRST IN TELEVISION IN P H I L A DEL P H I A/cha nnel 3

5 APRIL 1954

Alan Scott, new star of "LET SCOTT DO IT," meets his cast.

Now, with Alan Scott joining WPTZ's roster of top-

notch personalities, even greater things are expected

for the 9:00 to 10:00 daily "Let Scott Do It" program.

The same is true of WPTZ's afternoon "Spotlight"

program, on which Scott will also appear.

A few of the advertisers who have sponsored Alan
Scott or participated in shows conducted by him are . .

.

White Sewing Machine Proctor Irons

Admiral Amana Freezer

Whirlpool Washer General Electric (Blanket)

Learn the full story of "Let Scott Do It." It's Phila-

delphia's outstanding television success in moving
merchandise. Give us a call now, LOcusi 1 5500, or

see your Free & Peters "Colonel" right away.

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, Inc.

WBZ • WBZA • KYW • KDKA . WOWO • KEX . WBZ-TV . WPTZ

73





Something's happening

And this newsclip of French soldiers bringing in Vietminh

prisoners is just a split second of the story.

For Newsfilm— a service of CBS Television for all

stations— covers all the news that happens every 24 hours . .

.

then supplies stations with the 12 most dramatic minutes.

With Newsfilm, something long needed is happening in

station news programming.

It's a service that stations told us they wanted . .

.

prepared wholly for stations by a staff which knows and

keeps up with station needs . . .superior technically. .

.

adaptable as many ways as there are news shows . .

.

and above all, custom -shipped to arrive on time.

And it's happening on more and more stations all the time.

It can happen on yours.

For details on Newsfilm, just call your CBS Television

Film Sales representative in NewYork, Chicago, Los Angeles,

Boston, Atlanta, Detroit, St. Louis, Dallas or San Francisco.

Distributor in Canada is S. W. Caldwell Ltd., Toronto.

CBS TELEVISION FILM SALES also distributors of the following:

Amos 'n' Andy, Crown Theatri u ith Gloi la Swanson, The Gene Autry She

Art lAnklettei and the Kids, Files of Jeffrey Jones, The Range Rider, Holiday in Paris,

Cases of Eddie Drake. Strange Adventure, Hollywood on the I e Oakley,

Eye on the World and Varsity U.S.A.



How toprepare

The indispensable equipment guide

What's in

the Color Edition

• The RCA Color TV System

• AVhat Color TV Means to the
Broadcaster

• Television Transmitter
Operation with Color Signals

• How to I'lan for Color TV

• RCA Color Studio Camera,
TK-40A

RCA Color Slide Camera,
TK-4A

RCA Color Film Camera,
TK-25A

RCA 16mm Color Film
Projector, TP-20A

• RCA ColorTV Monitor, TM-10A

• RCA Color plexor. TX-1 A

• Test Equipment for Color
Television

• RCA Color Sync Generator
Equipment

• Video Amplifiers in Color
Signal Transmission

for every TV Station

planning color operations
This special 80 -page issue of RCA
Broadcast News has been prepared

specifically for the TV station man
who is getting ready to work with

color. Filled with authentic informa-

tion not found in its entirety any-

where else, this issue includes im-

portant facts you'll want to know
about color Now . . . such as general

operating theory of the color telecast-

ing system, how to plan studios and
stations for color, types of equipments
and systems required, how to make
equipment changeovers for color.

Copies of this special color issue of

Broadcast News may be obtained

from your RCA Broadcast Sales

Representative. Or write Section 503,

RCA Engineering Products, Camden,
New Jersey.

The only 100%
engineering-operations journal

for station men
Read by broadcasters and telecasters longer than any tech-

nical magazine of its kind in the industry, RCA Broadcast
News is prepared specifically to keep station men up-to-
date on equipment-and-station operations. It includes
straight -to-the-point facts on planning installations, testing

and operating station equipment— newsy stories about sta-

tions from the stations themselves— interesting articles on
"how-it -works" and "how-to-do-it" for the everyday job
—plus equipment information you can find in no other periodi-

cal. RCA Broadcast News is published every other month.
Ask your RCA Broadcast Representative to put you on the

list to receive it regularly.

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DIVISION CAMDEN. N.J.





CONSULT PULSE FOR TV MARKETS

No other service provides

so much for so little.

Your choice of 80 TV

markets - the whole

package or individually.

TV COMPARAGRAPH OF NETWORK PROGRAMS Daytime 5 April 1954

TOP SERVICE
Where the U.S. Population is concentrated and

where the public buys the most of everything, PULSE

interviews more than 1 ,200,000 families. This is the

largest, most accurate sampling outside U S Census.

Ca4e4 t/ie ^^^^^B^
INTERVIEWS' ^m

homeW W
w

PULSE, Inc., IS W. 4blh St., New York 36

THE SERVICE WITH THE MOST SUBSCRIBERS

SUNDAY MONDAY TU ESDA Y

llftasssfJassssH .iHIlsssssssssssssssI

WEDN ESDAY THURSDAY FRI DAY
HlUaS a^fcaTaTaTliriW Hia*fl

|

SATURDAY "

I"
Lamp Unto

No network No network
programing programing

Inlg'Vb

a
Ut« School

"

Ch m-f 1

K hr $74;

W hr $1160
No network
programing

Arthur Godfrey*

lnt'1 Celluootton

Genera] Mire

:

FrULIalre PI.
tu.lh 10:30-15

tu.lh 10:45-11
Weisa & G slier

.

Ding Dong

Ch m-r L

\ hr J745
'.. I.r |I ISO ;sj=j

Arthur Godfrey"

m,w 10:80-16

Ding Dong Kellogg. Burnel

"4 hr S745 .. Mogul' mi ii.ia

u" -'"I'r'VrTi
HhrSIIQO No network r.wizl Mlrs

all nk

Ding Dong Schoo

Cb m-r

U hr 174
Hhr IMG

pisgHmlng
N 1 I *

Oenerol Mills:

SICh t

Tatham- %hr
Laird SI 160

SUSS

0. Mommiiii

F

u. NY L
Cli I

?,: "':'.' ""1 One Man's Fmly
llv n> I I

all wk
One Man;, Fm.

FCAB One Man's Fml 0.. ».n-, Fml,
Smllln' Ed

Compton

P&G Iviry. tm

Compton cl'pioi'"''

u Welw 4\ Ge'ller

3 Sleps to

Heaven
PftG Iv.-iv, ,|,|

NY m-f 1
Compton

Brown Shoe Co

Burnett 14500

...
ogr in nf

n?om(ol7« programing programing
programing
IS SMK

Home
m-l 11-12

NY L&F
(Women -

* service

Lhore art elflhi

programing
m-r

Arthur Godfrey"

McCann-Erlck'son

Leo Burnett'
'

%sss

Home

NY h&P

Arthur Godfrey*

No network
programing Ny'" Lftl

(see mon & tu)

SM0C

^il^r
No network
programing

$540

No network

m-f

I'll Buy That

nt r

Nn network
programing

, ?"ff«
53Ey ' oltwks l|NT .

L

Gardner J850O

0*NY " L

E»ty iaooo nil "c

w
Colgate

Esty

Strike It Rich
Colgate

Strike It Rich

E*ty

No network
proetamlng

15400

I Rod Browo of

th. Racket
Ranlira

175C

programing No network

BJS5

tl«n Uli: blsqkt

»~s
:l?

Bride A Groom

™
LB ehr"* 10.000

all wk

Bride i. Groom

programing

Valiant Lady
Bride & Groom

-lereenj Co Tonl Co

No network
programing

Bride & Groom

No network

Valiant Lady

TR?

Bride & Groom

ai.vs.t tioo monl

Robt W Orr

No network

Tha Bio Top

Ayer 1 14,00(1

Blow S8500

Blow 18500

B5NY m-r ' L

Brighter Day

Compton S9.000

"sot'osm*"* sF<.frS Amor'* Ilciroo'V ,?:""?„,'•"•,

programing programing

Hawkins Falls
Love oi Life

Hawkin F .11

Betty White

Hy m-l L

Contest Carnival
Quaker Oils Co: Betty White

EI) 10 I I,

r&O: ]0Tt

"IfsuS"
Betty White

Hy tu r I

•'"» ',»"""
Betty While

Ml- m°* L

BeHy While

Hy m*^ I

3?S tH'S"
Guiding Light

PAG: Ivory, drjsit

m-r dee monl

guiding Light

Brighter Day
PAG

Compton

City. NJ L
a~-br.ui uoon Sherman & Mar-
Rotkhlll 12000

quM(o i55((0

Guiding Light

P40: ""ory, dunt

Compton

A
A
n
m"r".nr

No network

Youth Want*
t* Know

Wash h

^.sas £J=S
m-f sua

PAG

Compton

m-f

No network M$ sua No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

Brighter Day

S^S No network

iSS

Portia Faces Lite
Gon Pds

VAR

P °r,

GoiI

rn

i"s
LI(a

Portia Faces Life
IHY ' *P

DFS 115,000 US
No network
programing

"""<"-«'"

OonTorled El**
B4NT I,
LB (iMbel)

Myttlk Tape

fltNT "
°°

L

"\"?\,Jr
Yartlej ft Co

Ay'er (see bell

Pllljibury Mills:
hnltard biscuits
4RNT I
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SOUPY SALES

12 O'Clock Com n

Soupy's On

The difference between one

sales message and another

is very often the personality

who delivers the message

The ability to attract, to move, to sell, is an intangible

quality. Very often the source of such ability is a

personal relationship. But while the source is personal—and
therefore hard to define the results are concrete. The

nationally-famous sales personalities at WXYZ and
WXYZ-TV have boosted sales in the Detroit market

for many advertisers, both local and national. We are

confident they can make a real difference in your sales, too

V^l
FRED WOLF
Get Up and Go J {̂

A
Bowling Champion

§£mM

THE LADY
OF CHARM
Charm Kitchen
Charm Time

*LMf^

A
ED McKENZIE

Record Matinee

DON
WATTRICK

4 Sportscasts Daily
(3 radio, 1 TV)

&<»^v
WXYZ

Television • Radio
i. Mif" t^\P\ (\ ) J 28 W. Adams Avenue—Detroit 26, Michigan WOodward 3-8321

It!

American Droadcasting Vjompany
Division of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theater. Inc.

Represented Nationally by Blair-TV, Inc., and John Blair & Company



CHICAGO STORY
[Continued from page 35)

^tint/ and Clarence Menser were ac-

cordingly moved I ast. Top network

brass talked up the prestige "I New

York originations i" agencies and cli-

ent-. P&G, radio- advertising bell-

wether, agreed with the netu.uk- and

-tailed to move Boap operas i" New

'iuik. with the agencies following

i losel) behind.

A shift was also on in the spot field.

New \ ork agencies were "discovering

-|mp| radio around L939. Clienl spend-

ing in Bpol radio was soon Btepped up

and quickl) passed the Chicago level

..I Bpot business. Reps opened New

York offices or enlarged their quarters

and -oon found that the majorih of

the spol business was coming from

Gotham contacts.

In the talent field the word wa-

soon out along Michigan \\enue that

the time had come to move. \nd. move

the) did. Actors, actresses, announc-

ers, directors, producers mans packed

their belongings and followed the

throng to the glitter of Broadwa\ or

the stucco-and-palm-trees of Sunset

hi 1k/ Pofon of \mu Howl!

Let WlNDY, the bright spirit of TV in Central Kansas,
show you how to put the big Central Kansas market
right in the PALM t» 101 R hand! Let one station

—

KTVH—demonstrate your product before the big TV
audience in Wichita and Hutchinson, plus 14 other
important communities. Reach for your share of this
rich market by contacting a KTVH business office in

Wichita or Hutchinson. Studios in Hutchinson: Howard
O. Peterson. General Manager.

CHANNEL
12 KTVH

HUTCHINSON - WICHITA

VHF
240,000
WATTS

CBS BASIC -DU MONT -ABC
REPRESENTED BY H-R TELEVISION, INC.

COVERS CENTRAL KANSAS

Boulevard. It was a mass exodus.

At the end of World War II, except

for Buch hard} Chicago perennials as

Breakfast (Hub. Sational Farm &
Home Hour and Chicago Theatre the

Wind] Cit) was becoming a ghost

town for network originations.

Then came television. Evervbody

Btarted even. Chicago soon became a

name that was talked about in t\.

Kukla, Fran X OIlie came along to de-

light a new crop of youngsters and

the young in heart. Dave Garrowav.

Midwestern announcer and d.j. with a

tt ad lib ability, starred in a night-

time \ideo -how that has gone down
in tv's short history as the model for

relaxed t\ entertainment. Other shows

—like Studs Place. Saturday Square.

(Juiz Kids. The Bennetts, Creative

Cookery—soon appeared on the grow-

ing number of video screens in the

I nited States.

\dmen. critics, the public began to

talk about the "Chicago School" of tv,

the wa\ people talked about Green-

wich \ illage or the Left Bank of Paris

in the I920's. Chicago was hot. Chi-

cago was managing to produce enter-

taining shows on shoestring budgets.

Talent began to look to Chicago, again,

as a great spot to break in and build a

name.

Then came the Second Exodus. Gar-

low a\ moved East to do Today and

look with him such creative NBC TV
staffers a- Ted Mills (now an NBC
producer i. Norman Felton {Robert

Montgomery), Bob Banner I Omni-
bus). Dan I'etrie (Excursion) and Bill

Hobin [Show of Shows). Big star-

name shows started up in New York

and Hollywood; the tv film industn

gol off the ground and became a big

program factor. Chicago found its

wings clipped, its tv phows shuffled

around in marginal slots. Again tal-

ent made its way to the two Coasts and

dug toeholds in the new shows coming
from New A ork and HolUwood.

\\ hat about Chicago todaj ? Where
does it stand? Is it a creative center,

or just the largest network outlet apart

from New i ork Cit) ?

The answer ma\ surpri>e some ad-

men. Although Chicago has several

strikes againsl it. the Windj Cit\ con-

tinues to be a powerful factor in the

nation- radio and television program-

ing. No fewer than Ml network pro-

grams more than half of which are

sponsored bj leading advertisers—go

out on network lines and l\ cables from
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Chicago. (See list on page 35.)

Almost without exception, these

shows have one thing in common. They

are informal, folksy shows huilt around

strong, creative ideas and produced at

low cost.

As Larry Holcomh, an ex-Chicagoan

who heads the New York office of Chi-

cago's Tatham-Laird ad agency, told

sponsor:

"Chicago producers know they can't

out-spend New York and Hollywood

producers. So, they try to out-think

them." It's as simple as that.

This is actually the great secret of

Chicago's present roster of radio-tv

network shows and helps to explain a

few puzzling contradictions.

Take the matter of talent costs, for

instance. The talent costs of Chicago-

produced shows are invariably less

than the price tags on New York or

Hollywood shows— even though the

basic radio-ty film scales are almost

identical. The difference lies in the

fact that today's crop of Chicago shows

are, for the most part, not designed

around star names and do not call for

big casts. Thus fewer people are need-

ed, and over-scale payments are few

and far between.

And take the matter of talent source.

Even Chicagoans admit that there is a

steady migration of talent who gradu-

ate Cum Laude from the Chicago

School of radio-tv.

As Cy Harrice, one of broadcasting's

top announcers and a former WLS and
WGN (Chicago) staffer, explained

things:

"I came to New York in 1946, and
broke clean with Chicago — even

though I was doing pretty well there.

For a long while. I knocked myself out

trying to find work in New York. But

I knew the work was there in New
\ork and that there was no ceiling to

how high I could go."

But Chicagoans are proud of the

fact that Midwestern talent— from

Minneapolis, Peoria, Cleveland, Mil-

waukee and other cities—looks to Chi-

cago as a better spot to "break in"

than New York. For one thing people

at the top are constantly being lured

away so there's more room at the bot-

tom than there usually is in New York

and Hollywood. For another New York

has little use for "new faces." What's

wanted is star values. Thus many
actors, actresses and budding directors

still head to Chicago for their Golden

Chance.

Chicago's talenl pool i~ therefore

more limited than thai in New "> <>rk or

Hollywood— but ii i- in ;i constant

State of turnovci and seldom gets stale.

Chicago |
Iii'-i-i- air al-o more

adept at discovering homegrown tal-

ent—something a New York producer,

with a reception room full ol hopeful

and handsome young people, isn't like-

ly to do.

Dr. Bergen Evans, moderator of two
low-budget panel shows, Down You Go
(about $6,000 weekly for production

costs) and the new It's About Time
l about $3,000 weekly* is a good ex-

ample of this kind of "discovery."

\ littli-know n educatoi a !'« yean

ago, ili>- gifted, witty, urbane Dr. Evans

makes a quiz-panel into a stimulating

intellectual workout. Chicago i\ |>io-

ducei - tumbled onto Id . Evans
1

entei

-

t a i ii ii k-iii gifts when the) dia o\ ered

thai his chtssrs at Northwestern, where

he teaches English literature, wen- ,il-

ways jammed.

Now Dr. Evans 18 known to millions

—a developed-in-Chicago t\ -tar. One
of tin- shows. Doicn ) on Go, is spon-

sored l>\ Helene Curtis Industries; the

other, as sponsor wenl to press, is sus-

taining on ABC TV.

Or take Dr. Frances llorwich, the

OUT
OF

TOP MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS

IN THE OMAHA AREA

ARE ON
• Trail Time*

• Eddie Fisher

• Camel News Caravan

•Weather, Sports (10:00 p.m.)*

w

* Dinah Shore

• 6:20 p.m. News*

• Stand By For Action*

• TV News Roundup (1 0:1 5 p.m.)*

WOW-TV "Live" Studio Shows

TV OMAHA

100,000 WATTS • NBC • DUMONT • BLAIR TV, Inc., National Rep.

A Meredith Station • Affiliated with "Better Homes & Gardens" and

"Successful Farming" magazines.
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charming, patient Echoolmarm of

NBC I \ - da) time moppet stanza,

DniLi PmiLi School. Her Bimple, easy-

going - 1 1 < » \% fui pre-school-age young-

stera (cost: about 11,160 per half

hour, .i< ross-the-board I is sponsored

bj Genera] Mills and I -<i bet . Bui Dr.

Horwich, an experl on < liilil psychol-

ogy, would probabl) nevei even get as

I. ii as the audition stage in Holly-

wood <<i \i-w ^ dik. bai i ing a minor

miracle. Miss Prances, as she's called

on the show, will never cause Marilyn

Monroe to won j

.

This is not in -;i\ that Chicago radio

.mil u feature <ml\ apple-cheeked in-

genues Fresh from Iowa farms or »-<
I
u

-

..iidi~ who never saw the inside of a

studio until recently. Chicago has its

own crop of stars who like Chicago and

feel quite content to let New Yorkers

toil on their little concrete island and

to leave Hollywood to its own special

intrigues, show politics and smog.

One of the best-known Chicago

radio-t\ performers is Don McNeill.

master ol ceremonies on the simulcast

Breakfas! Club on ABC. Don has been

in Chicago for 2\ years with the show

and recently stated. "My family is

here. M\ three boys are in school

within the Chicago vicinity, and I feel

Chicago has been very good to me."

Don's Bhow is also probabl) the big-

gest and fanciest thing in radio-t\ on

the shores of Lake Michigan. Hut it i-

still basicall) a Bimple show; a folksy,

genial m.< . chatting with visitors to the

lii^ < it v

.

There are man) others, too, who feel

the same way, from Burr Tillstrom

and Fran Mlison of KF&O to Tomm)
Bartletl ol Welcome Travelers. The)

like the relaxed atmosphere of Chicago,

and dread the thought of tlieii show-

being re-cast into a glossy New York

in Hollywood mold. As one Chicago

radio-t\ performer told sponsor:

"I don't work for \eu 'l ork money
here. But I don't vvork under New
N oik pressures either. If I fall on my
face once in awhile it isn't such a hi lj

crisis."

A Chicago-born talent organization

<alled Chicago I rtlimited is doing a

lot to promote Chicago radio-tv, and
to < all the attention of agencvmen and
advertisers to Chicago programing.

Ned E. Williams, editor of a CU-
published directory of Chicago radio-

tv talent, told SPONSOR:

"Although there always is an intan-

gible factor in promotional campaigns,

we believe that Chicago Unlimited, in

the two years <>f it- existence, definite-

ly has stimulated Chicago programing.

Top agencies Arthur Meyerhoff;

loote, Cone & Belding: Leo Burnett:

Sherman \ Marquette; Erwin, \\ase\:

\\ i ight-4 lampbeU, Malcolm-Howard and

other- have given direct financial

support to our CI directory, agency-

men are to be included in our board

of directors and we already have had

-upport and participation bj network

c\e< -.

"Chicago i- developing into a ma-

jor production center for film tv pro-

grams and especially for film commer-

cials. Such studios as Wilding. Atlas,

Sarra, Kling and Vogue-Wright have

a tremendous volume of business and

daily are doing work for national ad-

vertisers through a surprising number

of New ^ ork advertising agencies."

Network-, including CBS and NBC,
are currently developing new Chicago

studios to take the squeeze off the

over-crowded facilities in the East.

CBS TV, for example, recently plunked

down 11,500,000 to buj the huge Chi-

cago Arena to be converted into new
tv sound stages—for network and lo-

cal originations—for WBBM-TY.
And, even though manv desert Chi-

cago to seek the Big Buck in the two

BONDED TV FILM SERVICE, Iiic*1

• Mitppinc/

• I .v« in in tilion

• Siorutfi'

• ftotffim/

• I v/M'ifii ino

• Coiiiiii<*r<*in!.s

ION

v„., BONDED S
vamplete dvpondable

TYr
fithi Service

is an the

West Coast Taa!

Newly opened facilities on the

West Coast provide the largest

physical plant for handling TV
film in the country.

BONDED TV FILM SERVICE is

the new, full-fledged subsidiary

of the worlds largest, most ex-

perienced film handling and stor-

age company — BONDED FILM
STORAGE Co., Inc.

For complete TV film service

—

you know it will be done best

—

by BONDED.

» TV FILM SERVICE Inc.
630 Ninth Avenue, New York 36, New York

904 North La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles 46, California

lUdson 6-1030—9
Crcstvicw 4-3112 — Bradshaw 2-7825

.
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ALL ROADS LEAD TO

The "roads" that television travels, we mean.

Today the American home is unique in the world.

Television keeps it rich with entertainment,

information and new ideas.

The broadband transmission "roads" of television

are complex, and expensive to build. But extension of

facilities is going ahead in stride with

industry requirements. Right now, more than half

the nation's population could be reached through

stations connected by the 50,000 channel mile> <•! Bell

System television network.

£\ BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
PROVIDING TRANSMISSION CHANNELS FOR INTERCITY RADIO

AND TELEVISION TODAY AND TOMORROW

HOME



i oasta I radio-tv centers, there is a con-

slant lltiu ill fresh talent into Chicago.

\- a network v. p. in Chicago told

SPONSOR:

"I believe a da) <>f reckoning tnaj

come when the mounting costs of tele-

vision and the la<k <d sufficient facili-

ties in both New ^inik and Hollywood

will catch up, and then Chicago ma\

fill the breech. How? Bj ingenious

methods ideas so new. so simple thai

in New ^ ork they would he con-

sidered naive and yet ma) succeed be-

Cause a national audience considers

them fresh.'
1

\\ hat can a sponsor do about get-

ting in on Chicago's creative act?

Here an- -nine of the tips passed

alnn^ to Bponsora 1>\ Chicagoans:

1. Check the li-t ol current -u--

taining Chicago-originated Bhows on

the networks. Ratings are seldom

Btartling, hut verj often the cost-per-

1,000 i- much lower than network av-

erages.

2. If you bu) a Chicago network

-how. leave it in Chicago. Don't think

in terms of moving it to Hollywood or

SELL MORE IN THE

SOUTH'S No. 1 State!

New i ork and dressing it up to the

teeth with fancj production. A chorus

line and a platoon of writers would do

absolutely nothing for a show like

Ding Dong School, for instance.

3. If your agency ha- a Chicago

office (and mo-t do), have them scout

around for local radio-t\ show- that

might he developed simply into net-

work programs. Chicago radio-tv is

full of simple, low-cost "how-to-do-it"

programs, panel programs, musical

-ustainers and farm programs.

4. Don't feel that Chicago radio-tv

is at a standstill. \- Montgomery N.

McKinney, v.p. of Chicago's Earle

Ludgin agency, told sponsor:

"In my opinion Chicago will con-

tinue to come up with good radio-tv

shows and show ideas at comparatively

low costs." And. as Robert Hihhard,

assistant to the manager of \\C\ and

WOVTY. Chicago, stated:

"'Chicago can continue to excel in

what it has always predominated in in

the broadcast field: producing pro-

grams which depend upon ideas rather

than name personalities. In the field

of sports. Midwest brand of football

has no equal in the nation, and the

coverage of this sport by WON and
WON T\ has traditionally been tops.

Special events, particularly of the agri-

cultural type, and general new- cov-

erage are done better in this section

of the country and always have been.

"Chicago initiated the low-budget

strip shows and the idea program-.

and we can do it asrain." * * •

DRUCCASTINC
[Continued from poize 46)

-tore. Onlv difference: The home -<t

isn't equipped with a gadget to raise

the volume when the commercial goes

on. If all this mention of a device to

turn up the volume remind- v ou of

Iran-it Radio and the "beep" signals

it used for the same purpose, v ou're

right. In-store radio'- gadget is the

same thing—a tone too high for the

human ear to hear which throws a

switch in the loudspeaker.

For W W DC-FM, a- a matter of fad.

Drugcasting is a lineal descendant of

Iran-it Radio. The station wa- a

Iran-it Radio outlet until a long se-

ries of court battles culminated in sus-

pension of I ran-it Radio operations

in Washington and Beveral other cities.

I he court battles were over the con-
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Big Mike is the award-winning trademark of KFAB-

Nebraska's most-listened-to station.

\ \ \ \ \ ^ ''///// /

\lm m MM

"The cattle feeder has helped to make Omaha the

nation's largest beef packing center," Big Mike points

out as he tells another chapter in Nebraska's industry

story.

Located for the most part in a huge circle around
Omaha's Union Stockyards, the feed lots receive

range-fed cattle ... almost 700,000 annually ... from

western Nebraska, Colorado, Wyoming, Montana and

other ranch states. It is the feeder, with his physical

equipment and know-how, who readies the range

cattle for the market . . . and triples their value. Most

of the beef cattle fattened in Nebraska and western

Iowa feed lots are sold at the Omaha market and

bought on the spot and processed in Omaha plants by

the nation's major packers.

There's more . . . much more to the Nebraska Feeder

story and how he plays an important part in making

Nebraska a great market. And there's much more to

the Big Mike story . . . how KFAB serves all — industry

and individual alike . . . how people listen most to

KFAB . . . and how this influences what they buy.

Find out more from Free and Peters ... or check with

General Manager Harry Burke.



RADIO STATION

HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA
SERVING 3 STATES I

A

Personality

Show In

Its 11th

Year!

"History Marks

The Date"

with

Bert Shimp, M.C.

8:15-8:30 a. m.

Mon.-Fri.

A tew availabilities

at press time!

Contact:

C. Tom Garten, Mgr.

or

The Katz Agency, Inc.

National Representatives

5,000 WATTS DAY
1 ,000 WATTS NIGHT

930 KC

trillion of several Washington, I). C,

bus riders thai Transit Radio constitut-

ed an unconstitutional invasion of their

privacy. Though Transit Radio even-

tualh won the case in a Supreme

Court decision, the legal battle left the

companj in do position to continue.

At one time Transit Radio was in

about 2o markets; now it's in Kansas

Cit\. Mo., and Trenton. \. J. only.

Neither Drugcasting, operating in

Washington, I). C, nor Storecasting

in markets including Pittsburgh. Chi-

i ago and Philadelphia, has run into

similar complaints from store custom-

ers to any significant degree.

Drugcasting, in fact, has scored a

quick record of sales increases. The

Drugcast loudspeakers are installed in

tin- 75 stores of Peoples Drug Stores,

kc\ Washington chain druggist.

WWDC-FM recently got a letter in

which Peoples noted that sale of vari-

ous products advertised via Drugcast-

ing had increased bv as much as

120',.

Comparing the first two months of

1954 with the same two months last

year (when there wasn't any Drug-

casting), Peoples' sale of Children's

Haum Bengue is up 111%.
Rvbutol (25-capsule size) is up

120'';
: Rybutol (100) is up 107%.

Minipoo Shampoo is up 63', .

The Minipoo Shampoo stor)

.

WWDC-FM told sponsor, is repre-

sentative. In December Peoples (which

the station said accounts for 60% of

all drug sales in the Washington area I

sold 30 dozen Minipoo shampoos. Dur-

ing January, the first month it used

Drugcasting, Minipoo sales jumped to

72 dozen—more than a 100 r
t increase

in what's usually considered a slow

month.

The manager of Peoples Drug Store

No. 1. W. 0. Lewis, said, "We had

three bottles of Minipoo on the shelf

for several months. When the stuff

went on Drugcasting we sold all three

in one da\ ."

It doesn t take too main Drugcast-

ing announcements for store managers

to realize that Product \ i- doing

some advertising. If the compan) ha-

a lot of commercials everj day, the

store manager gets the impression the

company's a big advertiser. It's a com-

plete!} self-merchandising campaign
eliminating the need to tell the retailer

uhat you're doing to back up the prod-

uct.

The clerk is affected the same wa\.

TELEVISION AFFILIATE

WSAZ-TV
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY

If he hears about Product X all day,

the chances increase that he'll mention

it to the customer who wants that type

of product.

And customers, too, hear enough of

the commercials to be swayed. Store

managers report they have seen cus-

tomers react to Drugcasting announce-

ment- bj immediately buying the prod-

uct offered — frequently telling the

clerk that the commercial reminded

them to buy.

One product that found Drugcasting

beneficial is Slendz. It began a Drug-

casting schedule 15 February and at

the end of the following week inter-

\iew- with store managers brought

these comments:

"The sale of Slendz jumped so fast

we had to send in a special order to

the warehouse
1
'

I store No. 132 i.

"Slendz sold out so fast after it went

on Drugcasting that we were caught

with our order blanks down'' (store

No. 114).

"Slendz was a dust-catcher until

Drugcasting made it into a hot item'"

(store No. 38).

"Yi e didn t know there were so manv
people in Washington who wanted to

reduce" (store No. 128).

Sponsors interested in catching store

managers, clerks and customers with

one net can bu\ Drugcasting in either

of two ways. Under one plan, they

bu\ both WWDC (the am outlet i and

\\ \\ DC-FM. The combination sched-

ule gives the sponsor twice as many

announcements on the fm or Drug-

casting station as on the am outlet.

A schedule might consist of 12 an-

nouncements weekly on V» \\ DC. 24 on

\\ \\ DC-FM; cost for 26 weeks would

.330 or S205 weekly.

With the other plan, using just the

fm station, the sponsor could buy 70

announcements weekly for 13 weeks at

a cost of S2.730 or S210 weekly. The

Drugcasting commercials. 75 words of

copy, are rotated during the Peoples

Drug Store business hours.

Drugcasting was conceived last Au-

gust when Clayton R. Sanders, adver-

tising director for Peoples: Ben

Strouse, vice president and general

manager of WWDC. and V» illiam D.

Murdock. of the ad agency bearing his

name i Peoples' agency), got together

for a sales conference. They decided

to use in-store radio as part of Peoples

point-of-sale merchandising.

On 1 October Drugcasting began.

Since then products ranging from Life

SPONSOR



YOU MIGHT DRIVE 403 MILES AJV HOUR*—
BUT... YOU NEED WJEF RADIO

TO GET INTO HIGH GEAR

IN GRAND RAPIDS!
Metropolitan Grand Rapids is Western Michigan's biggest

market, and WJEF is Grand Rapids' biggest radio value.

Conlan figures, left, show WJEF's superiority. Of the area's

116,870 radio homes, WJEF delivers:

12.6% more morning listeners than the next

station

—

25.2% more afternoon listeners

—

9.6% more evening listeners!

WJEF also costs less than the next station

—

morning, after-

noon and night! On a 52-time basis, you can actually buy

a daytime quarter-hour for less than 2.5c per-thousand-radio-

homes!

CONLAN RADIO REPORT
METROPOLITAN GRAND RAPIDS

NOVEMBER, 1953

Morning Afternoon Night

WJEF 29.6% 30.8% 33.1%

B 26.3 22.8 28.6

Others 44.1 46.4 28.3

WKZO— KALAMAZOO
WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KAIAMAZOO
WJEF — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA

Associated with

WMBD — PEORIA ILLINOIS

CBS RADIO FOR GRAND RAPIDS AND KENT COUNTY

Avery- Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

*On Sept. 16, 1947, at Bonneville, Utah, John R. Cobb was clocked at 403.135 miles an hour.
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magazine to wastepapei baskets have
been advertised over the medium.
Sponsors have included Rem, ()|,l

Spice Shaving Lotion, Bonne Bell

beaut \ aids, Kraft candy, Cal-o-metric,

• igars, flashlights, \\ ildrool cream oil,

Musterole and greeting < aid-.

\ continuous check <>f Drugcasting'a

reception in the drug Btorea i- carried

on bj Herman \I. Paris, W \\ DC gen-

eral Bales manager. " \t the outset,"

In- Bays, '"(Pin problem was in find out

lx>\\ Drugcasting affected tin- custom-
ers. We have come to the conclusion

tti.it it serves a- a constant remindei
to them that the) ma) have forgotten

to bu) Bomething before going home.
"And a- far a- -ale* clerks arc con-

cerned," Paris continues, "it reall)

keeps them mi tin- ball."

The older in-store radio operation,

Storecasl Corp.. began in 15 super

markets as an experiment. \t first

telephone lines were used, but then

Storecasl switched to fm and now
broadcasts in the fourth, fifth and Bixth

largest food chains in America a to-

tal of 72.") super markets with 3.5

4k
VtDAY>2y
(FARGO, N. D.) 'ml

IS ONE OF THE NATION'S

MOST POPULAR STATIONS!

Last year, WDAY was swamped with 145,659 letters and

postcards from its listeners! This is the equivalent of a

letter or eard from over 70% of the 211,550 families who

listen regularly to WDAY— an average of slightly over

399 letters per day, including Sundays and holidays!

NBC • 5000 WATTS • 970 KILOCYCLES

FREE & PETERS, INC., Exclusive National Representatives

million shoppers a week.

Stations currentl) carrying Store-

casting include \\ IK )\I-FM. New
York: \\l\||. Chicago; W'IBG-FM,
Philadelphia; \\ J \--F\l. Pittsburgh;
W MMW-1 \l. Meriden, Conn.

Storecasl which says it has sold

more fm time than an\ other single

organization— has about 12.") sponsors.
These include a numl er of major ad-
vertiser- like \imour ^ Co., General
Food-. Kraft. Beech-Nut, Swift, John-
son & Johnson, Sheffield Farms, Peter
Paul. Bristol-Myers, Canada Dry Bot-
tlers of New England and Penick &
Ford.

Elliot F. Levene, program and pro-
motional director for Storecast, told

SPONSOR: "Our BUCcess hinges on a

philosoph) of helping the stores

—

of
coordinating the promotional activities

of our main sponsors with the best in-

terests of the -ton-. Storecasl is able
to integrate and time the advertising
and merchandising efforts of individu-
al products with the super market."

Storecast crews visit super markets
every 10 da\s. They do everything
from dust the stock to work with the
store managers to get better shelf po-
sitions, better traflic location and dis-

plays.

Referring to the revenue potential

for fm stations in Storecast ing. Levene
says he gets a letter or two e\er\ week
from fm stations. He tells them that

while Storecasting can be profitable,

there's a lot more to it than merely
piping music into stores. Then he tells

them about the merchandising they'd
have to do—the follow-through * * *
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VITAMIN CORP.
(Continued from page 43)

"Now 1 hope you're all warm, snug
and comfortable watching tonight's

film, because this is the season when
our resistance is generally lowest.

Winter colds and all these \iruses that

are going around leave us feeling tired

and worn out.

"And when you're feeling low. that's

just like putting out the welcome mat
for the next cold to come right in.

Here's one of the reasons why that

happens.
u
\ ou ma) need vitamins. Fven the

effects ol an ordinar) cold can be to

leave you short of Thiamin and Ribo-
flavin

. . . wear out bod) cells faster

than Nature can replace them. So we

SPONSOR



Meet Another Champion
from the Land of Diehm

!

I here's no bull about "Dotty". She is the new national champion among milk producing cows,

with a record of 25,338 pounds of milk and 1,329 pounds of butterfat. "Dotty" is a 12-year

old registered Guernsey cow and hails from the S. C. Price, Coldsprings Farm, Hazleton,

Pennsylvania. This is "Dotty's" second great record, and three times she classified as excellent.

Price's Dairy has for years been a consistent advertiser on WAZL and at the present is sponsoring

six newscasts a week. Now all this leads up to the fact that when you buy any one or all of

the Vic Diehm stations they will produce champion results just as "Dotty" has.

P. S. Vic Diehm says "Dotty" is in the middle. The fellow on her left

is her trainer, Charles Good.

WAZL WHOL WHLM WIDE WVDA
Hazleton, Pa. NBC-MBS Allentown, Pa. CBS

(Represented by Robert Meeker Associates)

Bloomsburg, Pa. Biddeford-Saco, Me. MBS-Yankee Boston, Mass. ABC
(Represented by Paul H. Raymer Company)



Dunne Jones

(Chrmn of tin' Hoard and I'rrs )

Duane Jours Co., Inc.

LIKE MOST

"Newsworthy"

ADVERTISING

EXECUTIVES

MR. JONES'

LATEST

BUSINESS

PORTRAIT

IS BY...

Photographers to the Business Executive

565 Filth Avenue, New York 17—PL 31882
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need these body-building agents, to

make us strong again ... to make us

fcrl energetic and vigorous.

"In that event, take Ryhutol . . .

Rybutol with it- 22 vital elements to

rebuild your worn-out body cells, to

make \ on feel alive, full of pep and

vitality . .
."

My buying the full feature film- and

not sharing them with other sponsor.

\< \ gets tli<' multiple advantages of

identity with a show, identity with a

host-personality and seven or eight

commercials during the actual show-

ing of the feature.

Every week stations in various

markets submit a list of available

Feature films to Hope Martinez, time-

buyer on VCA, who then consults with

Homer Metzger and the client and

makes the choice.

"We don t necessarih buy the most

recent film,"' Hope told sponsor. "In

fact, often an old-timer with its nostal-

gic appeal has a greater value for us

than one relatively fresh out of the

first-run houses."

This stress on the emotional and

nostalgic sell makes good sense when

you keep in mind the fact that the

majority of Rybutol's customers to

date have been the housewives over

35. Not that the product is designed

for women's use, but because women
are main buyers of drug products.

To cover markets other than the

major cities where VCA sponsors Best

Movie of the Week, Hope buys heavy

spot radio and tv announcement sched-

ules. The $600,000, or 8% of its 1954

budget, which VCA spends in radio

goes into minute announcements in

some 20 major radio markets. A con-

centrated Rybutol radio campaign in

Miami last February gave VCA its

all-time frequency record with 105

radio announcements a week for four

weeks.

Hope also lui\ s minute and 20-second

tv announcements and participations

for Rybutol in some 30 major cities.

Close to In', (,| these announcements

are 20-second films in Class A adja-

cencies. The remainder are divided

between participating daytime shows

and late-night mo\ ies.

Juvenal. VGA's kiddie vitamin, is

aimed primarily at a women's audi-

ence. It gets hitchhikes on \ CA's

network t\ -how. as well as davtime

t\ announcements on a spot basis.

Juvenal, too, has come in for heavy

local radio spending. During several

week- this product was sold via 150

announcements a week in Los Angeles,

90 a week in .New York.

Cal-O-Metric weight control, a re-

dwing tablet product aimed at both

men and women, still has spotty dis-

tribution. The product, however, is

advertised on a test basis in various

cities. Currently, for example, \ CA is

spending $6,000 a week on KLAC-TV,
Los Angeles, for a 13- week campaign

that offers 90 tablets of Cal-O-Metric

free with every S3.50 purchase. The
product also gets commercials on Best

Mm ie of the Week in its 10 markets.

Cal-O-Metric'a birth in 1953 had

cos! over $1 million in advertising in-

vestments, close to 75% of the money
going into the air media. However

sales had not come up to expectations,

causing both an agency switch to

BBDO, and a cut-back in advertising

expenditure.

Placid Skin Cream and Placid Skin

Lotion. VCA's two newest products

and their bid for attention in the cos-

metics line, were tested in November
1953. They were introduced in a four-

week radio-tv campaign in Providence,

Dayton, St. Louis and Milwaukee, sup-

plemented with full-page newspaper

inserts each week, through Ruthrauff

^ Ryan. The cosmetics account has

since joined the rest of the VCA line

at BBDO, with distribution being

forged through print media. Radio and

t\ are again expected to be added as

the budget increases.

With its barrage of radio and tv

advertising, Rybutol has captured 27' '<

of the over-all vitamin-compound

market, according to Larry Paskow,

VCA executive v. p. In retail dollars,

Rybutol's rise looks like this compared

with the remainder of the industry :

Rxbutol All vitamins

Year (in millions) i in millions!

1951 S10 S212

1952 $12 $21

9

1953 S16 $220

Rvbutol also accounts for better

than half of VCA's total annual pro-

duction:

Rvbutol Over-all V< \

i in millions i in millions

'l ear of gellucaps) of gellucaps t

1951 200 375

1952 225 400

1953 300 500

Despite the great strides that the

sales and production picture indicates.

\ I \ s race has not been without its

hurdles. The firm began its razzle-

dazzle radio-tv salesmanship on a

national scale in March 1951 with its

SPONSOR



Care to say a few words?

WGY

At a loss for words? Many people are when confronted by a microphone. But

don't let it throw you. The audience waiting for your voice has been listening to

WGY for 32 years. They've grown up with WGY and have come to look on us

as their neighbor. They're not overly critical. They're friends. But what an audi-

ence! They're the families of the factory workers and executives of Northeastern

New York and Western New England's teeming industrial areas. They're the

suburbanites and farmers of the rolling countryside through 53 counties of four

states. They're the people at home, in their cars, vacationing throughout one of

the most influential markets in the country—a market with a buying power

greater than that of 31 states in the Union. They're 878,130 radio families who

turn regularly to WGY. But don't let it throw you. We're all neighbors. They're

waiting to hear your message. So . . .

A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION, SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK
Represented Nationally by Henry I. Christal Company

NEW YORK— BOSTON— CHICAGO — DETROIT— SAN FRANCISCO
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sponsorship oi Gabriel Heattei ovej

MBS, through Harrj B. < ohen. B)

fall of that year, the firm had upped

its budget from $500,000 to $1.5 mil-

lion in ordei i" buj the hour-long

Lorraine Cugat Shou on eight \B< IN

Btations, .1- w * -
1 1 as Bhort-run but high-

frequero j Bpol radio-ft annoum ement

-1 hedules.

\\ iiliin less 1I1. in a year the account

had 11 h >\ «•< i to Duane Jones, with Irving

Kill as it- executive, and The Gold-

bergs, Mondays, NBC I A as backbone

of tlu'ir earl} 1952 advertising effort.

Hill and the account then moved over

to Kastor, Parrell, Clifford & Chesley,

where stress continued to be on beavj

spot buys. Vgenc) and client parted

compan) in summer 1953, shortl)

after the costl) introduction ol Cal-O-

Metric Weight Control <>n the West

Coast. Prom summer 1953 to date.

\ (
: \ ha> been a BBDO account, except

for it- new cosmetics line which was

introduced via HuthrautT \ Ryan from

November 1953 through February,

when it too went to BBDO. 1 For

details about VCA's start in radio

and tv, see sponsor 19 November
1951.1

The Goldbergs will replace On Your
U a\. \BC T\. Saturday 7:U()-7:30

The ONLY
single medium

to reach 280,000

homes in the

rich Agricultural

Industrial

"Heart of the

Nation"

Kearney, Nebraska

CBS-TV DUMONT
Represented by

MEEKER TV, Inc.
Dujnc L. Watts. Station Manager

p.m., a t\ package which VCA bought

through BBDO Btarting 2A January

1954 lor a 13-week run. On ) our Way
is a Larr) White-BBDO package star-

ring Kath) Godfrey, Arthur's sister.

In kalhv VCA bad doped to find the

type "I Btrong and highl) merchandis-

able personality and name that can

} >
«

- — t sell VCA products. \- wife of a

pediatrician, mother of two youngsters,

and former i\ women's commentator

in Vrizona (not to mention Brother

\rtbuM. Kathy looked like the

ideal m.c. for an audience-partici-

pating "quiz-help" show. John Reed

King was picked to sell Rybutol and

Juvenal on the program. Vgenc) and

client both thought that these two

would be ju-t the type of confidence-

inspiring personalities who could put

over the emotion-paeked \ CA pitch.

The show got its start with a 25-

station lineup, but ran into difficulties

almost immediately. Its premiere vir-

tuall\ coincided with the adverse

publicity that was beginning to break

over Walt Kramer's Strike It Rich,

granddadd) of the "quiz-sob" shows.

Furthermore. Kathy Godfrey still

needed building to give the show the

star-appeal it lacked. Within three

telecasts BBDO and Executive Pro-

ducer Mike Dutton revamped the

format of the show into a pattern

similar to Brother Godfrey's Talent

Scouts, featuring relatively undiscov-

ered performers rather than need)

couples wanting to win monev to '^o

somewhere.

The show, however, still didn't go

anywhere. With no major competition

on the other networks, On Your Way
managed to eek out only a 10.4 Nielsen

rating for the last two weeks of Jan-

uary, had slipped to 6.0 1>\ mid-Feb-

ruary. \t sponsor's presstime the

show's fate had not been officially

announced, but with VCA's close to

$3 million expenditure for The Gold-

bergs in 1954, it seems unlikely that

the firm will keep On ) our Way.

Despite its bumpv advertising his-

tory, however. VC \'s growth has been

unchecked. One picturesque way of

measuring the firm's expansion is bv

tracing the floor spa* e of its plant

:

In 1941, on Williams Street. \ew

York Citv . \ C \ occupied 1 ,000 square

feet. In 1 '> 1 12 thev moved to Fulton

"street. New York Citv. where thev

used 6,000 square feet. Bv 1949 plant

Facilities occupied 100,000 square feet

on l.afavette Street in Newark, V .1.

and in 1952 VCA bought two ware-

houses, one in California and one in

Canada.

"And."' adds Paskow, "we're still

bursting at the seams."

\ crew of carpenters and elect] i< ians

are constant!) at work devising means
o| using VGA's four floors more
economicall)

.

Financial!) speaking, the firm has

not been without its "four o'clock let-

down."

In 1952 Morton Kdell found that

phenomenal!) quick expansion and

resulting expense made it tough for

him to back up VCA's spectacular rise

in the vitamin field and clear the net

profit that he should out of the size

business that it had become. High-

pressure advertising had catapulted

Rybutol orders wav ahead of produc-

tion, but VCA was having a hard time

keeping pace financially. Growing
from a family set-up in the back of a

New York pharmacy in 1941 l financed

by familv capital totaling less than

110,000) to a firm with $10 million

in sales in 1951 had taken some fane)

footwork on the part of \ CA manage-

ment, financially speaking.

Until 1952 the three Edell brothers

who'd built \ CA I Louis. Morton and

Philip) had solved the problem of

rapid expansion bv getting loans from

A. J. Armstrong, a private loan associ-

ation, which in turn factored V( V's

accounts receivable. Their credit limit

with A. J. Armstrong Co.. in fact, had

grown from some $10,000 in the

beginning of the association to $1.2

million in summer 1952. However,

when they hit the multi-million dollar

league, the Edell brothers found this

method of financing a prettv cost!)

deal.

In fall 1952 two major events took

place: \ C \ hit a sufficiently liquid

financial status to finance its expan-

sion and advertising program without

the aid of a private loan company.
\|s(>. along came Rexall Drug Co.

with a lucrative oiler. This giant firm

whose 1952 sales reached $178 million

offered to buy out VCA for some

$5 million. 20' ; of it payable that

year, the remainder over a period of

eight years.

VCA was in the 15', tax bracket.

The onlv wav besides selling to Rexall

that the owner- of the firm stood to

make as large a persona! profit in one

chunk would have been from the

profits deriving out of an $86 million

annual sale- turnover. The capital

gain from the sale looked good to the
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Hour after hour, day after day— Radio Station WMAQ has the

"For Sale" sign up before millions of Mid-America families on be-

half of scores of products. And the response is better than ever,

thank you.

For instance, a recent broadcast of Len O'Connor's "News on

the Spot" program (Monday - through - Friday, 5:05 to 5:15 p.m.)

prompted R. W. Blair, general manager of the Industrial Hot Coffee

Service of Chicago, to report to O'Connor that the broadcast had

"done us more good than anything" with "phone calls from as far

away as St. Louis."

Len O'Connor is only one of a full crew of favorite personalities

ready to offer a loyal and growing audience for your product or

service when it is "for sale" on

the
°9" fy Radio Station of MH-d*,,,

N B C
-• REPRESENTED BY NBC SPOT SALES

|
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I. dell-. Louis I.dtll. treasure] oi VCA,

retired at thai time, while Morton
I dell < ontinued .1- \ t \ - president

Rexall l>i ug < !o., on the other band,

had ii- nun good reasons foi wanting

to "\mi thi> growing manufacture] "1

vitamins. It was headed bj President

In-tin I).nt. a man also in bis mid-

forties, like Morton EdelL However,

while Dart's companj was chalking

u|i large Bales volume, net earnings

bad been -lipping over tin- past five

years. Foi Rexall, therefore, the pur-

chase of VI \ meant a broadening out

—new sights were sel upon greatei

production of vitamins. Vlthough the

firm was pushing it- own line ol a

dozen oi bo vitamin products, Ii > 1 >ut«>l

and Juvenal were an <>1>\. i«»u-l\ going

proposition and an opportunity Foi

marketing drug products on an open-

market basis.

Having operated in the red in 1950

and 1951, Rexall needed strengthen-

ing in the drug field to hold it- nun

again-t the super market competition

on the retail level. VCA's expansion

into allied fields with Cal-O-Metric

Weight Reducer and the two cosmetics

products, Placid Skin Cream and

Placid > k i r 1 Lotion, arc a natural con-

sequence of Rexall poli< \

.

WHBTV

l!\ mid-1953 formei Northwestern

football hero Justin Dart was able to

report to In- stockholders triple earn-

IngS loi the first quarter of 1953 com-

pared with the -aim- period in 1952.

He- credited Rexall's big-spending ad-

vertising drive (through BBDO) with

the gain a- much a- th<- several new

policies that he had put into effect

In L953, Dart upped Rexall's ad budget

h\ 5095 over the previous year.

The parallel in leadership of Rexall

and VCA continues into 1954. Kdell

has bet on The Goldbergs to continue

\( \- spectaculai growth. Uthougb

the < o-t ol tin- Cal-O-Metric campaign

air into most ol VCA's profits for

1953, Ju-tin Dart i- watching the ex-

pansion ol die VCA line as a propel-

ling force to drive hi- Rexall earn-

in:;- up in 1954. * * *

l.p • --'•4 N*- fij*

Sales

Swing in

Line
on

Channel
Nine!

LONCINES ON RADIO
iContiriui'il from page 33)

terms ol ""-ponsored quarter hours."

rather than looking at it in terms of

programs, Longines' strate^s i- clear.

Longine--\\ ittnauer has at the mo-

ment a total of four quarter hours in

the daytime and four at night. This

fall. I.-W will have five quarter hours

in daytime periods, and five at night.

By this arrangement, Longines-Witt-

nauer can stretch its ad budget several

notches. CBS Radio's rate card per-

mits advertisers to buy a daytime quar-

ter hour and a nighttime quarter hour

and then pay for the nighttime seg-

ment at the evening "contiguous rate."

This makes radio an even better buy

for L-W. The contiguous nighttime

price represents a neat saving of

37.59i <"i evening time.

Longines' research-minded advertis-

ing brass—Fred Cartoun; advertising

director Harrison J. Cowan; Alan Car-

toun, radio-t\ manager—feel that the

radio schedule outlined above will do

more than just save money. It will

give Longines a stepped-up impact.

\- board chairman Cartoun -tated

la-t month to the dealers:

"Because of the almost prohibitive

cosl of television advertising verj few

advertisers, even among the largest

find that the] 'an afford full network

program television coverage every dav

of the week—whereas Lon»ine--W itt-

nauer. through the facilities of the

CBS coast-to-coast radio network, is in

a position to blanket the 45 million

homes of the nation every day of the

week with one or more broadca-t-.

\o <iiher watch firm—even those

whose -ale- and ad budgets are com-

parable to Lorigine--\\ ittnauer has

anything like thi- daily programing

impact, i Vgency: Victor A. Bennett, i

Bulova concentrates on t\ and radio

-tation I. leak-, time signals, and 10-

second "I.D." spots. Bulova. which

imports it- watch works from Switzer-

land and cases them in this country,

Bpends an e-timated $5 million in spot

K and -pot radio, with 05', of it go-

ing to television.

I he Bulova formula has been verv

BUCCessful. I.a-t year, Bulova totted

up net -ale- of over st.o million and

led the industry. However. Bulova

feels that a constant, hard-sell attack

is necessary since the firm sells pri-

marily on the basis of low price and

eye-catching style— something fairlv

alien to Longines. which puts mo>t ol

its airselling behind the trade name
rather than into promotions for differ-

ent models.

Benrus and Cruen also use -pot tv

and radio, but put the biggest slice of

their $2,500,000 budgets into tv por-

graming. Benrus is the last charter

advertiser left in NBC TVs Show of

Shows, with participations slotted in

the Saturday 9:30-10:00 p.m. period.

Gruen is an alternate-week sponsor

of W alter JVincheU. which is simulcast

on ABC Radio and ABC TV on Sun-

day nights. Both watch firms get big

audiences for their commercials. But

their thinking is more along the lines

of putting all the eggs in one air ad-

vertising basket, rather than the Lon-

gines philosophy of buying more pro-

grams at a lower unit price. Last

years net sales for Benrus: nearly

s22.250.000. For Gruen: an estimated

-K I.I KM 1.000.

Hamilton Watch Co. I 1953 net

sales: about $22.000.000 1 has been an

m
alternate-week spot tv program adver-

tiser, using the filmed Jeweler's Show-

case series, but is currentlv out of big-

time tv

.

Elgin Watch, largest of the firms

who make all their watches in the I .S.

(1953 net sales: S50.800.000i as

periodic seasonal splash in tv. with

spot announcements and program-,

hut puts most of its v ear-round ad

budget of BOme 12,000,000 into maga-

zines and newspapers.

Helbros, which follows the Bulova

formula, spends about $500,000 an-
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His magic touch moves merchandise

You've met men like Bill Mayer. The look in

the eye, the easy smile, the sincere manner of

talking, the warmth of the handshake ... all

tell you, "Here's a man we can trust."

Bill Mayer has radio's magic touch—the

ability to inspire confidence in those who listen

to him.

Recognized as the area's outstanding commer-

cial announcer, he has the confidence of both

listeners and advertisers in Northern Ohio.

From 6:30 a. m. to 10:00 a. m., Bill, known to

millions as the "Mayor of the Morning", pre-

sents listenable music and interesting comment

in his inimitable, easy-going style.

His popular show reaches a dual audience

—

homemakers, and motorists on their way to

work. If yours is a product bought by women

or by car owners, Bill Mayer's sincere voice can

do an effective selling job for you.

Ask your nearest Christal representative for

current spot availabilities.

THE STATION WITH

4'/2 MILLION FRIENDS
IN NORTHERN OHIO

CBS—Cleveland—50,000 Watts

The Peoples Broadcasting Corp.

Represented by The Henry I. Christal Co.

In Canada by Radio Time Sales, Ltd., Toronto
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nuallv in spot tv and about 9150,000

in spot radio.

Other watch firms including Cer-

tina. Cyma, Gothic Kingston, Lux.

Ollendorf, Rensie, Sin in). Tissot, Tour-

oeau, Waltham, Wyler and Zodiac

use small amounts of Bpol radio and

t\. ii-ualK announcements and time

signal-.

Few of the Leading watch arms

could be persuaded t<> switch their cur-

rent air advertising tactics t<> follow

the Longines radio pattern. Bui more

than a lew look upon the Longines aii

operation with respect ami mild envy.

As the advertising manager of one

of the top watch firms a company

which relies <>n '"hard sell" and style

changes to keep sales humming—told

SPONSOR:

"If I had another million dollar- to

spend for advertising] I wouldn't trj

to copj Longines' formula. I think

their music shows and their new- pro-

gram have a definitely limited appeal.

What we want here is a mass audience

and the \ isual impact of television.

"But 1 must admit that the) are cer-

tainly getting plenty of mileage out of

their ad budget. We could never stretch

a budget that far, or get those dis-

.:

GEORGE FELDMAN
Thai's our boy!!! George Feldman

is the top salesman in the Evans-

ville market. He carries more local

sponsors than any other Evans-

ville personality. That's proof of

the pudding. When George sells

on the air—the Evansville market

humps. If you want to reach the

women, George is your boy. Two
big shows daily:

6:45 A.M. — 8:00 A.M.
1 :00 P. M. — 4:00 P. M.

Let us prove our worth to you.

Robert J. Mcintosh, General Manager

EraisiNTiD ir

The George P. Hollingbery Company

r
)-A RADIOjlN

v
EVERYROOM"

Evansville, Indiana

counts, in CV. We've tied up a lot of

good tv time, which we aren't likely

to relinquish for quite a while. So

have a lot of other watch companies.

\nd if Longines tried to establish a

big l\ foothold now. they'd have a

tough time. But I think they'd be

craz) to drop the formula they've de-

veloped over the years."

\< 1. 1< . I the watch adman, with a

touch of wistfulness in his \oice:

"It certain!) seems to work for

them."

What i- reall) working for Longines-

Wittnauer in its big radio schedule;

in its thrice-weekl) Chronoscope tv

-how: in it- hour-long holiday-season

t\ show-, and in WNBC, New York,

Symphonette airings, is a rather unique

blend of low-pressure and bigh-pres-

sure selling.

The actual air commercial-, both

radio and tv. are basicall) simple. As

voiced b) \cteran Longines announcer

Frank Knight, the) arc a low-pressure

sales message which puts the emphasis

on the fact that Longines watches are

of top quality ("The World's Most

Honored W atch," ".
. . have won more

Worlds Fair grand prizes," etc i

. W itt-

nauer commercials, also by Knight,

plug the lower-priced W ittnauer as

"the sturdy, dependable companion"

to Longines. Tv commercials follow

along the same audio path as radio,

with the \i-ual side concentrating on

the latest Longines models.

The selling is high pressure in that

there is a lot of it. and it seldom varies.

In the radio shows, the brand name

is mentioned early and often, from

the title to the closing credits. In the

tv show, the walls of the simple Chro-

noscope set lit is one of the lowest-

cost shows in network tv. and com-

pares cost-wise with Ding Dong

School; 81,300 vs. $1,160) are plas-

tered with Longines plaques and logos:

the camera- can hard!) miss them.

Actuall). Longines which has had

the Symphonette going in radio since

1941, the Choraliers since 1948, and

the three-times-weekl) Chronoscope tv

show since 1951 uses one of the most

durable formula- for radio in a t\ age:

music and new-.

The Symphonette is a sort of musi-

cal Render's Digest. \ junior-sized

symphon) orchestra (same general in-

strumentation as a symphony, but

fewer men In ever) category) plays

"selections" of mu-ic. rather than full-

length work-, and Victor Herbert

rather than Bartok. Many of the pro-

grams are built up out of tapes and

master disks already in Longines' huge
recorded library of Symphonette se-

lections, so talent costs and recording

problems are held to a minimum.
I he Choraliers are a sort of vocal

version of the Symphonette and work
in much the same way. You'll hear

them singing numbers like Give Me
Some Men Who Arc Stouthearted Men
a lot more often than \ou"ll hear them
performing a Handel oratorio.

Chronoscope is often interesting, but

rarely tackles am super-hot new-.

However, all three shows are geared
to an average, or somewhat above-
average public taste and gather a large

audience over a long period of time.

I wo other activities in connection
with radio-n also help to bring cus-

tomers to Longine-W ittnauer jewelers

At Thanksgiving and Christmas,
Longines has, since 1951, been tele-

MWe have nothing again-t television.
We think it is a trul> great and power-
ful means of man communication. It

probably packs the greatest impact
wallop of any medium today. But it i*

-till only an advertising medium and
as such has its own strength- and weak-
nessea ju-t as any other medium. And
like the rest of the media, it i- bed
used in conjunction with, rather than
in competition with, the others."

LINTON BAGLEY
Advertising Manager

J. A. Folger & Co.
Kansas City********

casting special hour-long live holidav

shows on CBS TV. Combined time

and talent costs amount to well over

s7.~>.()00 apiece. These shows are usu-

ally built around Symphonette and

Choralier talent groups.

Since 1 946. the Symphonette has

none on three-month concert tours of

the U.S.. paying for the tour out of

admissions. This adds extra impact

to the Symphonette air shows.

SPONSOR asked a veteran agenevman.

the account supervisor of a rival watch

firm, to characterize Longines' air sell-

ing tactics. He replied:

"Longines attracts the audience it

want- with a suave, dignified, middle-

brow intellectualism. Then, once

the) ve gol the audience comfortably

seated, the) close the doors and give

them the 'sell' with both barrels. Even-

tual!) the name- 'Longines' and 'W itt-

nauer" are -o firmly planted in peoples'

minds thai it motivates a sale. \ lot

of sales.
'

* * *
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OAK HILL is SECOND in west Virginia;

OAK HILL'S WOAY-WITH 10,000 WATTS

-IS THE STATE'S SECOND MOST POWERFUL STATION!

STATION COVERAGE DETAIL BY NCS AREAS

Total STATE DAYTIME

iadio Homes
in Area

NCS Area

County

No. of

Counties
4-Week Cum. Weekly Average Day

NCS Circ. %* NCS Circ. %* NCS Circ. %*

WEST VIRGINIA

20,370 FAYETTE 1 18,490 90 18,220 89 10,150 49

18,190 GREENBRIER

MONROE

SUMMERS

3 15,490 85 15,130 83 6,720 36

66,940 KANAWHA 1 10,310 15 7,180 10 4,410 06

14,570 LEWIS

BRAXTON

DODDRIDGE

GILMER

4 3,110 21 2,280 15 1,680 11

18,260 LOGAN 1 2,780 15 1,960 10 1,020 05

19,440 MERCER 1 8,000 41 6,480 33 3,990 20

14,290 NICHOLAS

CLAY

WEBSTER

3 11,450 80 11,080 77 6,620 46

23,930 RALEIGH 1 20,220 84 19,610 81 8,540 35

12,290 ROANE

CALHOUN

4 2,720 22 1,990 16 1,460 11

JACKSON

WIRT

16,750 WYOMING

BOONE

2 9,630 57 8,610 51 6,730 40

225,030 10 TOTAL 21 102,200 92.5-10 51.320

j=% of Ra,iio Homes in A tea

Pardon us for yelling at you, but we do want

to point out that Oak Hill is the home of

10,000-watt WOAY—West Virginia's second

most powerful station!

Nielsen credits WOAY with a 21 -county

audience of 102,200 daytime families—yours

for a quarter-hour at a cost of less than 22c

per-tbousand-homes! (26-time rate)

If that's your idea of a good radio buy, we'd

certainly like to discuss availabilities with

you. Just address Robert R. Thomas, Jr.,

Manager, at:

WOAY
OAK HILL, WEST VIRGINIA

10,000 Watts AM
20,000 Watts FM



PSYCHOLOGY OF MEDIA
(Continued from page 41)

psychology al testing is .1 relic « > f the

past, "I course. From now on media

testing has i" 1 onsidei Bight and Bound

\ -. Bight in sound.

^ el ;i look al the past maj not bui 1.

especially Bince the results of i»" de •

ades «'| eye-vs.-eai testing can Berve as

ben( hmarks foi post-tv research.

mapper** finding*: h, 1949 Joseph

I. Klapper Burveyed 20 years ol ex-

perimentation in mass media Eoj the

Bureau ol Vpplied Social Resean li of

( olumhia I niversity. 1 1 1 «* i- now with

the \ oice >'\ America. 1 \ summai \

• •I hi- Inn ings appears on page 39.

Here i- a li-t of the advantages he

Found attributed to tin- \ arious media,

a- reported in hi- hunk. The Effects of

Mass Media, published in mimeo-
graphed form in L950:

I'RI \ I : Klapper found these five

advantages of print were variousl)

noted in emphasized b) Buch writers

as Lazarsfeld, Doob, Waples and

Berelson:

I. Reader controls exposure. Radio
ami BCreen 'and t\ 1 set the pact- for

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICACO • HOLLYWOOD

TORONTO • MONTREAL

tin audience. Hut with print the read-

11 < an -it hi- own pace, reads when

he pleases.

2. Exposure maj be and often is

repeated. I nlike radio or movies 1 or

t\i. printed matter is not necessarily

limited to Bingle exposure. It can 1><-

turned to again and again for reading

and reference.

.i. I reatment ma] be fuller. Print

alone maj develop a topic t<> whatever

degree Beems desirable. Radio pro-

grams and films are of predetermined

ami relativel) brief duration.

I. Specialized appeal i- possible.

Print i- less standardized than other

media. I northodox \ iews can be more

readil) found in print llian on the air

in screen. Specialized publications are

limitless in number,
."). Possible greatei prestige. All

i"a-- media have prestige b) their verj

siveness. Hut Borne authors believe

print has the highest because of habit

1 "m\ paper I, because it is the oldest

of the mass media and because print

and "culture" an' traditional!) asso-

ciated. Other research, however, has

shown that print i- not the preferred

medium of the less cultured.

RADIO: 1. Audience structure.

Radio reaches persons who are not

often reached b) print and movies.

I his audience tends to be less cultured

and more su»»estiblr than the audience

of other media, therefore more easily

influenced. 1 Print audiences tend to

•e more critical. I

2. Dramatic participation. Radio
icrmits its audience "virtually to par-

ticipate in ceremonial occasions."

'.\. Resemblance to face-to-face con-

tact. The listener gets a sense of "per-

-onal access" from radio because of

human elements. This "represents an

approach to a face-to-face contact.""

Lazarsfeld. Berelson and Gaudet have

noted points two and three. 1

1. Speed in presenting material.

Doob suggests that radio has a unique

advantage bj virtue of its swift dis-

tribution of news. Since persons often

fir-t learn of an event via radio, this

"fait of primacy" makes them accept

whatever slant radio gives it and resist

changing their opinion later. \t least

one study, however, suggests the oppo-

site.

). Feeling ol group parti* ipation.

Doob also suggests that radio Listen-

ers r
r

1 .
1 \ see themselves a- members of

a gigantic group simultaneous!] lis-

tening to the -ami- material; this -roup
feeling maj Increase tin- suggestibility

of the audience. No objective data are

offered in proof or denial.

SCR I EN : I Note: These conclusions

were drawn from tests before tv be-

came a major medium: whether they

• an be applied to tv is open to ques-

tion. 1

1. Picturization. Some writers, in-

cluding Doob and Hlumer. sav it is

general!) unique!) effective, but this is

doubtful in regard to some matters.

2. Hi»h degree of recall. Tests

have shown this but that this recall i-

greatei than that elicited by other me-

dia ha< not yet Ik-cm convincingly

demonstrated.

3. High belief. Eioloda) and Stod-

ilanl discovered that most children and

man) adult- tend to accept unques-

tioning!) all presumabl) factual infor-

mation in commercial films. \\ hither

llii- blind trti-l in screen material is

an) greater than that inspired bj other

material has not been investigated.

4. "Emotional possession" of chil-

dren (not of adult- 1. This is a postu-

late by Hlumer on the basis of per-

sonal reports. He attributes this pos-

session to the concrete setting, delib-

erate emotional stimulation and at-

tractive scene- of film.

FACE-TO-FACE DISCOURSE: Vir-

tually all social scientists and public-

opinion experts agree that face-to-face

discourse is far more effective in teach-

ing and persuasion than any imper-

sonal medium. Lazarsfeld. Berelson

and Gaudet cite these five reasons:

1. It is more casual, often non-

purposive, thus less self-selective than

mass media material which large!) at-

tracts persons already sympathetic to

the view expressed.

2. It is "flexible when countering

resistance."

3. It provides "immediate and per-

sonal . . . reward- for compliance" or

punishment for non-compliance, being

in itself capable of expressing social

pleasure or displeasure.

4. It may be exerted 1>\ a trusted

or "intimate source."

5. It ma\ accomplish its ends with-

out first instilling conviction. (Ex-

ample: "The lady where I work want-

ed me to vote. She took me to the

polls and the) all \oted Republican, so

I did too."

( OMBlh II l<>\ : Extreme effective-

ness of mass media supplemented by

face-tO-face contact has been demon-

strated bj controlled experiments. I \-

amples: I
1 > Map reading lesson con-

sisting of an Ann] training film sup-
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EDITOR BILL'S

You bet he is! "Editor Bill/' heard Monday through Friday at 9:55 P.M. with news of

"50 Years Ago" is your man if you want to sell to the buying-minded folk of the KVOO
market area! This great program has been on KVOO for two years, charming young
and old alike with the still exciting news of 50 years ago. It's more than just enter-

tainment—it's an historical review of Oklahoma's early days ... of the Nation and
the world in action 50 years ago.

Who listens? — just about everybody in Oklahoma's No. 1 Market, plus a lot of folk

elsewhere in surrounding states.

How do we know?

In response to just 20 announcements Editor Bill received 3,454 requests for a repro-

duction of the front page of the "Guthrie Leader" dated November 16, 1907, the day

Oklahoma became a State.

Get the full story and interesting price from KVOO or your nearest Edward Petry &
Company office.

"50 Years Ago" delivers the courtly old charm of yesterday with the satisfyingly effec-

tive sales impact of Oklahoma's top radio voice of today!

"50 Years Ago" is a great program ... a program to sell your product!

Oklahoma's Greatest Station for More than a Quarter of a Century

RADIO STATION KVOO
50,000 WATTS

NBC AFFILIATE

EDWARD PETRY AND CO.. INC. NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

OKLAHOMA'S CREATEST STATION
TULSA. OKLA.
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plemented b) face-to-fa e lei ture was

far more effective than was film alone.

i 2 i Film-strip designed i" tea< h pho-

netic alphabet was also Eound more

effei live when used w itli audien > par-

ticipation.

But Klappei cautions: "'It is to be

miicd that increasing the motivation <>f

the soldiers to learn 1 1
»*

- material, ac-

< omplished l»v merel) announcing that

a quiz would be administered, in-

< reased learning as effectively, a- did

audience participation.

Combination of ma-* media and

face-to-face contact ha- characterized

several highly, successful propaganda

campaigns, Klappei Bays. He cites

Father Goughlin, liie Nazis and the

Soviet I ninii as examples. Several so-

cial observers, particularly Lazarsfeld

and Merlon, "regard this combination

of mass media appeal and face-to-face

contact as in itself an especially power-

ful persuasive technique."

Can an advertiser apply any of the

above to his particular problem? And

if so, how ?

Psychologists caution against whole-

sale and uncritical use of these find-

ings. But two possible points may be

considered here:

WHBF
ROCK ISLAND, ILL

CBS for the Quad-Cities

is favored by location

in a 4-city metropol-

itan area, surrounded

by 10 of the most pro-

ductive rural counties

in the nation. Over

95% of all families in

this area now have TV
sets. (250,000)

Le$ Johnson, V.P. and Gen. Mgr.

WHBF
ntCO BUILDING, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS

Represented by Avery -Knedel, Uc.

• ><>< ial scientists knew and had

proved the added influence of a pres-

tige name in s lecture or a text long

before Stanlej rtesor's wife-to-be at

J. \\ altei Thompson used the testi-

monial f"i tlie lii-l time in an ad for

Pond's cleansing and vanishing creams

in 1924.

• Rayco and the I .mil Mogul Co.

have scores of examples from their

weekl) media-effectiveness tests for

newspapers, radio and t\ in selling car-

-e.it covers and tops showing that use

ol two media i- invariably better than

one. (See "How Emil Mogul tests

media weeklv for Rayco," SPONSOR.

19 October 1953.)

\\ Imi I u -in ni»-mi learned: Dr.

Paul F. Lazarsfeld, director of Colum-

bia University's Bureau of Applied

Social Research, has devoted his life to

studying mass communications. He

already had won a reputation as an

expert in \ ienna back in the early

Thirties. In 1949 hi' directed a study

of 702 housewives in the Oranges,

N. J., for the now defunct American

Newspaper Advertising Network. His

report, Psychological Impact of Xews-

paper and Radio Advertisements, met

the fate typical of most surveys carried

out for media. Newspapers extracted

facts favorable to newspapers. Radio

countered with a similar campaign.

The report never got the circulation it

deserved. (See "Reading vs. Listen-

ing," sponsor, 26 September 1949.)

Actually l.azarsfeld's basic finding

was that "there are special advan-

tages which accrue to advertising in

each of the two media, with differences

by education and income."

Here then, for what sponsor be-

lieves is the fir>t time, is an objective

summary of what Lazarsfeld really

found out in the Oranges back in 1949:

Qualitative interviewing technique

was used and carried out in three

phases: i 1 i each woman was asked to

recall a single definite new -paper ad

and radio commercial; '2i eight se-

ll* led pairs of newspapers and radio

ads were shown to each housewife or

plaved on a phonograph and her reac-

tion marked down: (3) the women
were questioned about their opinions

on newspaper and radio advertising in

general.

The findings:

1. Attention. Radio commercials

get more quantitative attention because

of women'- greater exposure t<> the

medium during i\ pica! daj

.

Newspaper ads get better qualitative

attention
—

"active, focused attention,

with re-reading and ad-clipping."

2. Recall. \\ omen remember more
radio than newspaper ads through

greater repetition.

Newspaper ads remembered carry

greater buv \\\\l interest than radio com-
mercials recalled.

3. Images induced. Radio and

newspaper advertising are about equal

in vividness of images, ideas and

thoughts stimulated.

Less educated women believe thev

learn more from radio commercials:

the better educated, more from news-

paper ads. When actual ads and corn-

men ial- were used, however, the

printed ad produced images, ideas and
thoughts in greater number and va-

riety for both types of women than did

the radio commercial.

Radio-produced images tend to cen-

ter on the presentation of the advertis-

ing matter.

Newspaper-induced images tend to

center on the product. This difference

is found on all educational and income

levels.

4. Feeling tones. Radio commer-
cials tend to be either liked or dis-

liked.

Newspaper ads tend to fall in be-

tween at a center of emotional neutral-

ity.

Over-all. radio commercials are

much more disliked than newspaper

ads.

But when housewives were exposed

to specific ads, this difference persist-

ed to only a slight degree.

5. Belief in advertising claims.

Higher credibility is attached to news-

paper advertising claims by all ex-

cept women of low education, who fa-

vor radio claims.

\^ here radio is givj^t greater credi-

bility, judgments J^Jid to be based on

voice, deliven and presumed person-

ality of the announcer. Where greater

credibility is attributed to newspaper

ads, emphasis is placed on straight

factual contents.

Current consumers of products cov-

ered in test ads accepted product

claims to much greater extent than

CLOCKS ARE SET IN THE

NEGRO MARKET
EVERY MORNING WHEN
CHUCK MITCHELL

HITS THE AIR VIA

WSOK
NASHVILLE. TENN.

1000 WATTS
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UJERD- SALES RINGER IN PTLflnTB

Mi
life'

UJERD delivers a vast, scarcely tapped

market-Atlanta's great Negro audience!
:

:':*

UJERD stimulates sales. Its listeners go out and

BUY! They have confidence in their station -the only

Negro owned and operated radio outlet in the U.S.

LUERD wants the opportunity to sell for you. Write fo r

l our "Proof of Performance." We're loaded with success

\ stories! Surprising—WERD is your most economical

\ radio buy in Atlanta. Call or write for details.

m

Wi

'<& wJW?.

pastes

\

WW

\

RADIO DIVISION

Interstate United Newspapers, Inc.

\

\

\ UJERD ATLANTA

Represented nationally by

joe uioouon
\ 1000 WATTS • 860 ON EVERY ATLANTA DIAL

J. B. Blayton, Jr., Gen. M g r.
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u?e love
people
22,000 of them
for that i> the Dumber of

votes cast for 60 families

who selected the music 011

FAMILY CHOICE

WHAT IS FAMILY CHOICE?

A two hour musical portion

of MORNING DIGEST in which

Roanoke families acted as

program directors.

(the mo9t popular won a '54 Plymouth)

AND MORNING DIGEST?

Offers 4 hours of the hest

radio listening in Roanoke

each morning, 5:30 to 9:30

Your AVERY-KNODEL man can

tell you all. Just tall him!

Don-consumers or ex-consumers. This

finding points to advertising's impor-

tant function of strengthening "prod-

uct loyalty,*' Lazarsfeld said.

In general, the high credibility of

advertising in both media is based on

two considerations in the minds of re-

spondents:

a. False or exaggerated claims will

boomerang on the advertiser.

b. The fact a product is advertised

is proof of its quality, that is: If it

were not good, it would not sell, and

if it did not sell, it would not be ad-

vertised.

6. Over-all preference attitudes.

Housewives who prefer one medium
to another also prefer advertising in

that medium to advertising in the

other. Preference for newspaper ad-

vertising increases direct!] with the in-

come and educational level.

\\ omen who prefer radio advertis-

ing give the superior techniques of

presentation as their reason. But wom-
en who prefer newspaper ads do not

offer presentation as a basis.

Radio commercials have thus seem-

ingly gone farther technically with

their opportunities than has newspa-

per advertising, Lazarsfeld concludes.

The reasons housewives gave Lazars-

feld
:

s interviewers for liking or dis-

liking the two media should be known
to every adman by now but are worth

repeating:

Those who preferred newspaper ad-

vertising said they did so because they

could ill set their own pace, (2)

read only what they pleased, and (3)

re-read or even keep the ads.

Critics of newspaper advertising

singled out the length of time it took

to read it and cited the lack of forced

attention as a disadvantage.

Those who prefer radio advertising

listed (1) ease of listening, l2l the

possibility of doing other things at the

same time. 1 3 1 the "personal" char-

acter of the human voice and i 4 i the

unavoidability of hearing the commer-

cial as advantages.

Critics of radio advertising cited as

disadvantages: (1) the fact that

"forced attention"' was required with

"no choice of listening or not listen-

ing," (2) use of jingles and announc-

ers who "talk down" to the audience;

i
'.\

i "repetition" of commercial.

In general, the reasons a medium

was liked or disliked were carried

over t" the advertising as well.

However, Lazarsfeld caution-, "the

majorit) of women vote for one me-
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tlium in regard to one aspect, for the

other in regard to another aspect; they

are not really as strongly for or against

either medium as one might assume

on the basis of votes on any one atti-

tude question."

Another point to consider: Though
women on a higher educational or eco-

nomic level prefer newspaper to radio

advertising, they are far fewer than

women of high school education or less

and on a lower economic level, who
generally prefer radio advertising.

Harvard experiments: The radio

experiments in the Harvard Psychol-

ogy Laboratory in the early 1930's

are a landmark in the field of radio

psychology. Under the direction of

Dr. Hadley Cantril and Dr. Gordon

W. Allport, they covered many months

and consisted of five groups of de-

tailed tests:

(1) Voice and personality, (2 1 sex

differences in radio voices, (3) speak-

er vs. loudspeaker; (4) listening vs.

reading and (5) effective conditions

for broadcasting.

These experiments were later super-

seded by the work of Dr. Lazarsfeld,

Dr. Stanton of CBS and others, but a

brief review of their findings is of in-

terest if only to show that basically

they were sound contributions to ra-

dio psychology and have not been

proved erroneous since.

The findings appear in Psychology

of Radio by Drs. Cantril and Allport

1 1935) but the chapter on listening vs.

reading was written by Dr. Merton E.

Carver. Seven experiments were made
to test the differences between reading

and listening; 52 adult non-college peo-

ple and 39 male undergraduates were

used. Four principal variables were

tested: difficulty of material, type of

material, mental functions and cultural

level. Here were the results:

1. Difficulty of material. Visual

presentation is more effective than au-

ditory (radio) if the material is diffi-

cult; conversely, the easier the mate-

rial the more effective the radio pres-

entation.

2. Type of material. Auditory pres-

entation is most effective when familiar

and meaningful material is presented;

it is "markedly inferior" to visual

when strange or meaningless material

is used.

3. Mental functions. When you

hear material instead of reading it,

you're more apt to score higher in rec-
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ognition, verbatim retail and suggesti-

bility i noncriticalness I
, W hen you

read it. you're more apt to compre-

hend it better, be more critical and dis-

criminatory. Hearing esthetic prose

and humor was preferred to reading it.

Bui -••]'• tions of poetrj gave equivocal

result-. In all cases difficulty of ma-

terial and cultural level of the subjects

tested were kept constant

4. Cultural level. You learn more

b) Bound the more cultured and better

educated vou are. Carver cautions:

"Then is, however, a point reached

where the factor of the difficulty in the

material outweighs the relative advan-

tage of cultural training and the ad-

vantage of auditory presentation is

losl in favor of the visual."

I Research since then has also indi-

cated that Americans, after two dec-

ades of radio and sound movies, are

becoming more auditory-minded than

visual-minded. Hut with the advent of

tv. the process may now begin to be

reversed. There is no evidence on this

last point, however.
I

Carver has a detailed explanation of

v.liv you can grasp "easy" and "fa-

miliar" things better when you hear

them and do better with reading when

the material is difficult Basically it's

a matter of pact— in listening the

speaker set- it for vou. in reading you

set your own. For example, in listen-

ing you get the word groupings given

vou bv the speaker, sometimes only a

word or two at a time. In reading,

vou might absorb five or 10 word- at

a time.

As for listening generally, Carver

makes these interesting observations:

"Listening is a friendly activity,

usually more enjoyable and more inter-

esting than reading. It depends upon

other human beings. We are usually

sympathetic when we listen: at least

we are on our good behavior. Through

long training we have learned to lis-

ten patient!) : the plethora of plati-

tudes reaching our ears during the day

would be unbearable if we encoun-

tered them in print And so it is that

whatever is human, personal, or inti-

mate seems favored bv auditory com-

munication- humor, for example, and

suggestibility. The listener seems as

a rule to be friendly, uncritical, and

well disposed toward what he hears.

The reader, on the other hand, tends

In be more analytical and more criti-

< al. and in the long run probably more

accurate in bis knowledge and better

informed."

SPONSOR



Stanton's experiments: While

teaching at Ohio State University back

in the early Thirties. Dr. Frank N.

Stanton, now president of CBS, Inc..

ran a series of experiments with 160

students to determine which mode of

transmitting fictitious advertising copy

was more effective: print or radio

loudspeaker. The results have glad-

dened the hearts of radiomen ever

since. Interestingly they have not been

disproved to any great extent by later

research. The results, in brief, were

that you remember more about what

you hear for a longer period than what

you read, if simple advertising copy

is used.

The copy was presented by loud-

speaker without a program—no music

or dialogue. The printed material, ex-

actly the same in content, was given

the subjects without illustrations or

display type. Two groups of eight

ads each were used for both auditory

and visual presentation. The students

were then given recall, aided recall

and recognition tests one day, seven

days and 21 days after exposure for

correct trade-name-commodity asso-

ciation. Here were the results:

1. The auditory method proved su-

perior in all three tests for all three

time periods (one day, seven days and

21 days).

2. Auditory scores in the pure re-

call and aided recall tests were high-

est after seven days—at which time

they also reached the peak of their

superiority over visual scores.

3. After 21 days all scores in both

media were lower but auditory scores

for recognition showed less drop than

visual scores.

Writing up his tests in The Journal

of Applied Psychology I February

1934), Stanton cautioned against

jumping to hasty conclusions.

'"The principal variable that might

indicate the desirability of qualifying

the results was the discrepancy aris-

ing from the experimental situation

between actual reading-listening con-

ditions and the ones set up in the

study," he said.

He also said, however: '"When we

consider that the college student is a

trained reader, such an experiment

with other persons may even show a

greater difference in favor of audition

for certain economic levels.'"

As a matter of fact, later experi-

ments did just that. * * *
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bui ain't it BIG?"

When it comes to radio coverage of Kentucky, it's easy to go

overboard on "bigness". Kentucky is big, all right— so big that

you need many of the State's 50 radio stations to reach it all.

5000-watt WAVE offers you a smarter tack—concentration in the

big Louisville Trading Area, exclusively. This densely-populated

market accounts for 53.99? of Kentucky's retail sales, 50.8%

of its food sales, 59-2' ", of its drug sales—and you get it

all with WAVE alone!

Ask NBC Spot Sales for all the facts.

5000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE «

WAVE
LOUISVILLE

NBC Spot Sales, Exclusive National Representatives

TIME FRANCHISE
(Continued from page 31)

programing, to reach every slice of the

population. This cannot he done un-

less networks can control their pro-

graming. Furthermore, the only way
to bring in to network advertising the

small and medium budget sponsor is

to provide the participation t\pe of

program. Here again, this can be

done only hy the network.

The legal aspects of the time fran-

chise, despite the absence of clear-cut

law on the question, seems pretty

i lear: No client has a legal right to

air time beyond the span of his facili-

ties contract. These don't exceed 52

weeks. It was pointed out. additional-

ly, that facilities contracts are limited

l>\ the fact that FCC regulations for-

bid networks to sign contracts with af-

filiate- for more than two years. While

advertisers used to get renewal option-

on 52-week contracts, this is seldom

given nowadays. There can be no im-

plied legal right to a time franchise

in the absence of a specifically stated

renewal option.

Furthermore, there are clauses which

permit mutual cancellation of the fa-

cilities contract every 13 weeks. This

is more common on network tv than

network radio and NBC has become

more insistent recently on its right to

cancel on tv if the client asks for such

a right for himself.

Here's one lawyer's explanation of

the legal aspect of time franchises:

"In discussing broadcasting law

you've got to talk about the stations.

It's the stations which are licensed,

not the networks. As licensees, the sta-

tion- have certain responsibilities. One

of these is programing. For stations

to grant any advertiser a time fran-

chise in perpetuity or until the ad-

vertiser willingly gives up his time is

to abdicate this responsibility."

A network lawyer took a less le-

galistic tack.

"Ordinarilj a business seeks to keep

its customers happ) and satisfied. The

same can be said of a network: if an

advertiser occupies a certain time pe-

riod the network will ordinarily let

him keep it- even if the customer has

no actual legal right to stay there in-

definitely. But the fact remains that

when the chips are down the network

< an sell its time to whom it pleases, so

long as it is not actually conspiring

against am advertiser and so Ions as
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it is fulfilling its programing obliga-

tions to the public."

A lawyer for one of the biggest of

the top 10 agencies said:

"The term 'time franchise' has no

legal standing. It is a trade term. It

refers to a custom and practice with-

in the broadcasting industry. For ex-

ample, network program package con-

tracts have renewal options. If the ad-

vertiser renews the program contract

it has been the custom and practice

to renew the time period also. Under

certain conditions it may be logical to

argue that because of custom and prac-

tice the advertiser who loses his time

franchise has been unfairly discrimi-

nated against. But. personally. I don't

think such an argument would hold up

in court unless there was clear evi-

dence of a conspiracy against a specific

client. And don't ask me what con-

spiracy means."

SPONSOR raised the question whether

the case involving The Web could shed

any light on the Martin Kane issue.

P. Lorillard sponsored The Web for

Embassy cigarettes on CBS TV Wed-
nesday nights. In the spring of 1952,

the client was informed the network

was not renewing its facilities con-

tract. Lorillard was offered another

time period, however.

Lorillard bristled, not only because

it was losing a valuable time period

but because it felt CBS was adding in-

sult to injury by substituting a com-

petitor's show—R. J. Reynolds' (Cam-

el) Man Against Crime.

Seeking a temporary injunction in

New York State Supreme Court, Loril-

lards lawyers brought up the time

franchise concept but centered much of

their legal fire on the argument that

the firms contract for the show (a

Goodson-Todman-CBS package) was

binding on facilities also.

A network lawyer familiar with the

case told SPONSOR: "The action of the

court didn't do anything to settle the

time franchise question one way or an-

other. In a memorandum opinion the

court merely turned down Lorillard's

point that it had a contractual claim

on the time period. The facts were

such, the court said, that it could not

grant a temporarv restraining order

against the network."

The result was that, for a short

time, The Web was not seen and Em-
bassy had no network exposure. Even-

tually Lorillard settled into a Sunday

night slot, pacified by a CBS program

IN RADIO!
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CBS AND DuMONT

TELEVISION NETWORKS
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#710 AMERICA'S

NEGRO POPULATION

WDIA--
50,000 WATTS

Here is a new "golden market"
of 1,466,618 negroes! 37% of the

total area population . . . one-

tenth of the entire negro popula-

tion of America! And it can t be

reached except with WDIA, the

first and only 50,000 watt station

to broadcast exclusively to the

rich negro market.

TOP HOOPER AND
PULSE RATED STATION

IN THE MEMPHIS MARKET'

WDIA—MEMPHIS, TENN.

REPRESENTED BY

JOHN E. PEARSON CO.,

DORA-CLAYTON AGENCY. SOUTHEAST

contribution which enabled the spon-

-"i 1.. hold tin- < osl line despite rising

production expenses. The show is now
selling Kent cigarettes. (See "Diary of

,i i\ drama," sponsor 19 October

1953).

While there is little argument that

the networks own the time they Bell,

the advertiser and agency often hang

theii point "I t iew in favor of the time

franchise on a moral peg. It goes

something like this:

I In- advertiser often spends a lot of

lime, money and energy working on a

show, promoting it. merchandising it.

IIU point-of-sale posters and print ads

will mention the time period and net-

work. By doing this he builds an au-

dience for the time period. It is only

f ;ir that after expending this effort he

is entitled to some rights, some return.

nine consideration. The advertiser

should have an "equity" in his time

period.

\fter all (the argument goes on)

doesn't the network often come to an

advertiser and sa\ : "Your show isn't

doing so hot. You'll have to do some-

thing to strengthen it."":' If the client

makes an effort to do something about

the show and is successful, he is en-

titled to some security in his time pe-

riod. It's not only "fair," but it's

good business and the right way to

treat a customer.

Said an executive from an agency

i ot involved in either the U.S. Tobac-

co or Firestone situation:

"The advertiser should certainlv

have the right to keep his franchise.

If his show is poor, it can be changed.

The advertiser would be the last to

protest against booting out a had show.

But to take awa\ a time period is a

serious blow to an advertiser. The
whole meaning of the franchise con-

cept is terribly important to advertis-

ers and agencies who bu\ time on

radio and t\."

One of the more hitter comments
came from an adman with a quarter-

centurj of experience in broadcasting:

"In the earlj days of the radio and

television network- you should have

heard the network -ale-men telling ii-

to get in on the ground Boor, to estab-

li-h a time franchise while there was
still time. There was no question about

the time franchise then. Now that the

t\ network- are riding high it's a dif-

ferent story."

The network- wne also accused of

alternate!) soft-pedaling and stressing

franchises to -uit their own conveni-

ence. An agencyman said one of the

network- had turned down his bid for

a time period next season on the

grounds that the current client has a

"franchise on the time."

\ number of agencymen agreed

there i- a t.u it understanding in the

network business that a time fran-

chise is usually granted the buyer of

a network show, even though it is not

spei ificall) mentioned in the contract

One of those defending the networks

said: "I've always felt the networks

are sympathetically aware of the ad-

vertiser's need and desire for a time

franchise. Maybe the client hasn't got

a legal leg to stand on when he asks

for assurance he can keep the time,

but the networks try to keep him hap-

py. Once in a while somebody will

-ulfer but the network- have their com-

petitive problems, too.'"

NBC is entangled by contradictory

feelings about the U.S. Tobacco-Lever

situation. The new Lever billings and

programs represent heav\ ammunition

in NBC's battle for No. One position

in both radio and tv. They also repre-

sent a coup for the new Pat Weaver-

Bob Sarnoff leadership duo.

However, failing to renew U.S. To-

bacco's time was a tough decision for

the network to take. In a closed circuit

talk to NBC affiliates on 11 Februarv.

young Sarnoff explained win the web
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acted as it did:

"We did this only because we be-

lieve firmly that the addition of the

Lux Video Theatre to the schedule as

an hour show will mean a substantial

improvement in our over-all program

structure, with benefits to be shared

by all. In taking this action we did

not overlook the fact that U.S. Tobac-

co was an early pioneer in television

and has been a consistent client of the

NBC Television Network for nearly

five years. However, if we are to main-

tain our leadership and build—and

when necessary rebuild—our program

structure for the maximum benefit of

the public and all our clients and all

our affiliates, we must, when circum-

stances require us to do so, take action

such as we have done in this instance."

Sarnoff stated that "every effort will

be made to relocate Martin Kane . . .

in a satisfactory time period." ( NBC
is holding off action now while the

threat of legal action is hanging over

its head.) Sarnoff also pointed out

that U.S. Tobacco had been notified

that its time would not be renewed

eight months in advance of the expira-

tion of the facilities contract.

NBC's position on the time fran-

chise issue was put succinctly to spon-

sor by a network spokesman: "We
give recognition to a time franchise

whenever we can but we cannot throw

away our right to make program

changes in the over-all interest."

The spokesman also defended the

network against the charge that ad-

vertisers were lured into the networks

in the early days of both radio and tv

by promises of franchises. "It's true,"

he said, "that we offered franchises to

advertisers. But they were not time

franchises. They were franchises in

the medium."

One web spokesman (not from

NBC) handled the time franchise issue

warily. Said this cautious executive:

"If we said the advertiser has a moral

right to a time franchise it would be

practically the same as saying he has

a legal right. We would be relinquish-

ing our responsibilities as publicly

licensed broadcasters.

"However, I must point out we don't

push our clients around. We try to be

fair. We take into account our clients'

problems and we consider the time

franchise to be one of them."

Another network executive went a

little further: "I think the networks

have a moral, thoush not a contrac-

tual, obligation i" lei the client stay in

his time period. On the othei hand the

client has an nhli-aiion in present as

good a program a- possible.

"Of course, if keeping a client in a

time period means the network will

suffer competitively, that's another sto-

ry. But under normal conditions, I

think I am safe in sa\ing tli.it all net-

works will protect an advertiser's fran-

chise. We all recognize that the adver-

tiser has a right to securit) in his time

period, especially when it involves

making long-term advertising plans.

Maybe some of us use more muscle

than others occasionally.

"I think all clients realize that net-

work broadcasting is a two-wa\ street.

With the exception of some film show-.

which involve firm 39-week contracts,

most 52-week contracts permit both

sides to cancel at the end of each 13

weeks after giving notice either 45 or

60 days before. This bilateral ap-

proach is only fair. If we give the

client the right to cancel to protect his

own interests, certainly the network

should have the same right. It doesn't

mean we'll take advantage of it arbi-

trarily but we must protect ourselves

and take into account our own in-

terests."

While a number of agencymen

were critical of the networks, this

point of view was far from unanimous.

Some of the admen tended to minimize

l'affaire U.S. Tobacco. One said:

"This sort of thing happens vn\

seldom and it's not fair to put NBC
on the spot because of it. The moral

tone put around the whole thing is a

lot of nonsense. Considering the rough

competition among the networks, es-

pecially between NBC and CBS. it's

a wonder it doesn't happen more often.

Most clients are pretty safe in their

time periods, but they can't have their

cake and eat it, too. They don't own

the air."

Some admen shrugged and took the

point of view that: "Well, it's a seller's

market. With nighttime sold out, the

networks can throw their weight

around. If the shoe was on the other

foot, the agencies would be throwing

their weight around. It's supply and

demand. That's the way business

works.'
-

The advertisers and agencies agreed

on one thing: They had verj little

idea about how to prevent a repetition

of the U.S. Tobacco incident.

One adman stated the core of the
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National

Representative

BURN-SMITH CO. INC.
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problem was that it couldn't be pre-

vented bo long aa networks controlled

! oth time and programing. He -aid

that -in' e the agen< ies < ouldn t band

togethei -u' h a< tion might be re-

garded aa illegal under anti-trust law

In- felt the _"\ ' i iiiihiii should sep-

arate the time-selling and program

fun' tions of the networks.

\n one else went along \vith thi-

poinl of view, basic alK because of ihe

if. ii thai 'ii e the goi ernment got in-

'(i the network pii ture, Federal con-

trols would be hard t" avoid. Even the

•ilman who proposed the idea admitted

that li«- wasn't Bure independent pr<>.

gram firms would provide better shows

than the networks.

\ typical agenc) suggestion was:

"It's up t<» the agencies t<» convince the

networks that both the buyers and

sellers of time have a joint responsi-

bilit) in providing g 1 programing.

Vfter all. loth are interested in tin

same thing in that if we put on bad

shows the audience will walk away

from television.

"One problem i- that networks are

asion: IK backward in their atti-

tude- toward clients. Thev have been

talking about bringing in the small

idvertiser but it seems in the I .S.

Tobacco case that the big boys like

1 evei Bros, are given preference when-

•Mi there is a conflict. I appreciate

\l'.< - desire for business and it- fight

to net on top but if expediency be-

comes the polic) on both side- of the

Fence the network business will suf-

fer. Don't forget -pot tv is always

waiting on the sideline."

I he complaint that the network- talk

about getting the small advertiser and

then give him the bark of the band

was echoed bj a number of agencies.

I here was also a fear that the -mailer

nix
i iti ei was being - [ueezed out b)

the pressure for high ratings. "'The

smaller 'ju\ with his own show can't

spend $30,000 per half hour for pro-

'u I ion i osts and maj be satisfied

with the rating he has anyway," said

n ' radio-tA adman. "But if the net-

work demands a higher Nielsen and

the sponsoi "I the following -how feels

the same \\a\ about it, what arc you

going to do? I bat - tin- e onomi - of

network broadcasting. The coming of

coloi \\ill intensify this situation." ***

SPONSOR ASKS
' ontinued from page 07 i

mood of the production. In order to

achieve color perfection in this area

we have been working with the dye

and fabric industries—again not mere-

K for the color camera but al-o in the

interests ol l!\\\ compatibility.

I he field of commercial art has also

required new approaches. Take title

cards, for instance. Thej uere rela-

tivel) easj in black-and-white, but

now the) must be done in more detail,

with stress on the relationship of col-

oi-. not onK to each other, but to the

-how i -eil and the product ad\erti-<-d.

On the Bubject of commercials, Id

like to answer the advertisers who keep

asking me how color i- going to affect

the mannei and content of the tv corn-

men iaL \- to ' ontent, I can only

state that the essence of the commer-

cial i- the product itself.

\- to the manner, the style of it.

let's put it tin- wa\ : The best com-

mercials will be the simplest commer-

cial- and those that are created i

ciaLhj with i olor in mind.

Ill illustrate with an example.

\ few week- ago, with the cooper-

ation of the New i ork police depart-

ment we closed off a whole block of

Broad wa\ in front of the Colonial

Theatre and took our cameras and

models outdoors. It was a cold. raw.

wintry day—exactly opposite of what

\ou would think suital le for colon a-t-

ing. Hut there we demonstrated the

product—about a dozen motor cars

as the customer see- them in his daily

life: on the street, in action.

It was an exciting demonstration of

color t\ s virtues.

The sponsors for the first time -aw

their product as the customer sees it

—

and also saw it in black-and-white.

The\ saw how much more clearly the

detail of, sa\ . the instrument panel

-hows up in color: they saw how the

t\ camera loves the various textures

of upholster] fabrics: the) saw every-

thing, just as in life—which, of course,

i- w hat color t\ is.

\- a commercial it was extreme!]

succe -lul. But I mention it here not

b] wa) of patting ourselves on the

ba k. but simpl) as an illustration:

the best commercials will concentrate

on simplicity, the product and color.

Barm Wood
Exec. Producer in Charge Color

MiC. Veto York
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[Continued Jrom page 23)

TV INSTRUCTION

We have reeentbj formed a group of

nine advertising agencies, the object

of which is to instruct executive and

production staffs on all aspects ol com-

mercial television. To this end we arc

running a course of lectures, and later

in the \ear, members of the group

will be asked to produce sample story-

hoards, and possibly a filmed tv com-

mercial.

Our main problem at the moment is

to get hold of information on various

products advertised on American tele-

vision. Each agency in our group has

submitted to us three categories of

products, making 27 in all, and we
now require the following t\ pe of in-

formation on them

:

1. Total amount spent on advertis-

ing the product.

2. Percentage of this spent in tv.

3. How it is spent in tv.

4. The results—good or bad.

As you will realize, the case history

articles in sponsor are proving invalu-

able in this respect, and we have al-

JUST FACTS...

NO STATION IN NEW ORLEANS
COMES CLOSE TO MATCHING
THESE RATINGS FOR NEGRO
PROGRAMMING.

ERNIE "THE WHIP'
7 - 8:30 A.M.
LOW-DOWN BLUES

AND FRANTIC JIVE

3.2
JACK WILLMAN

with

MORNING SPIRITUALS

8:30- 10 A.M.
HYMNS, SPIRITUALS, GOSPELS

Gill-Perna, Inc.—Nat'l Rep.

Mort Silverman, Gen'l Mgr.

read) learned a greal deal from them.

I nfortunatelj . however, there are still

a number of products which have nol

been < overed in the issues we have

here. We are therefore wondering il

you could spare the time i" -end us

anj issues which deal with the follow-

ing products:

Eye lotion, disinfectant, shirts, radio

and tv sets, perfume, grav) powder.

nas ranges, electric stoves, roll film,

dogs' condition powder, table glass

oven, rayon garments, pen-, pencils

and inks, domestic lamps and bulbs,

women's shoes, spring mattresses and

first-aid dressings.

We should also appreciate it il you

could arrange for us to receive anj

copies of the sponsor index which

have been issued since June i952. So
far we only appear to have received

one of these and we should like to

complete our files in this respeel as

soon as possible.

Yvonne Nath w
Hector Ross Productions

London

• 1933 "Tv Results" contains mm case li i~.

-

lories showing how various categories of adver-
tisers u<c television. The 19S4 "Tv Results"
F'ook will he out in May. is sent to subscribers
free of eharge.

FILM NOTES
{Continued jrom page 52)

with a properly time-slotted 15-minute

program which has a medium rat inn

than with another, more expensive

show which has a more brilliant track

record.

If the salesman is to become this

kind of many-headed genius, however,

his firm must give him the right goods

to sell: A wide variety of film pro-

grams of outstanding quality, each one

equipped with such important service

requirements as advertising, promo-

tion, publicity and merchandising de-

vices. The whole package should ac-

complish the dual mission of the sales-

man: to provide the station with the

finest kind of film programing and to

sell the advertiser's goods at a profit.

The syndicated tv film salesman

must, in the final analysis, familiarize

himself with the widest variety of in-

dividual sponsors' marketing prob-

lems. He must be able to listen to

these problems intelligently and sym-

pathetically and arrive at a solution

based upon sound merchandising

knowhow and broadcasting experi-

ence. * * •

Cowt Centm

Ki mi li this central Missouri mar-

ket with i

- idio Families'

;mil ,i consumer inc omi
• in ;i t hit l\ countv.

four titv. '- nn area covered

b\ KI \l

SRDS

KFAL 900 KC- 1000 WATTS
FULTON, MISSOURI

5 APRIL 1954
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THE
SUCCESS-FULL
STATION

John I*, i unninaham. ///,• new/) elated presi-

dent at Cunningham A- Walsh, will continue to

direct creative affairs for the agency's i.-s clients.

He succeeds Fred Walsh, who was elected chairman

of the board. Cunningham likes to swim and sail

(iriiimil Cape (ml. plu\ tenuis in II esti hester and
ski 111 Canada. In between tunes he acquires rail

estate that he tliinl.s looks promising; at one
time he owned 11 houses. His first job, in 1920.

was in the art department ut \ en ell-Rmmett,

predecessor of Cunningham & Walsh.

\ invent .1. Francis, general manager of KGO-
II . San Francisco, is this year's winner of "The
San Francisco A ward" b) the San Francisco junior

Chamber oj Commerce. He's the fust broadcaster

to receive the award, given to him for "leadership

and vision in bringing the Cerebral Palsy Telethon

to an actual reality and for continuous effort in

the field ol publii serine." Last \ member Francis

was selei led by Time magazine and the San Fran-

cisco Chamber of Commerce as one of the Bay City's

"100 \ eu smal.ers of Tomorrow." He's 39 years old.

Walter V. ililler Jr. is the W est Coast direc-

tor nl radio and television for Toni Co. His is a

neu job and neu title. Ililler it ill counsel on Toni

am-tv shows originating from Hollywood and

produce the company's tv film commercials. He
joineil Toni in 19 IN. was appointed radio-tv promo-

tion manager two years later and radio-tv mana-

1952. Tom's show, include ABC Radio's Break-

fasl i lull. Whispering Streets; CBS Radio's God-

[also tit. Wizard of Odds, Tennessee Ernie,

Nora Drake; < BS Tl 's Plait- the Face, Valiant Lady.

1/rill O. Itramstedt has been named general

managei of the Midnight Sun Broadcasting ( (i.

The firm, licensee of f\l iR. Fairbanks, and KENI,

Anchorage, ret end) bought two more Alaskan
station-. K.l\(). Juneau, and KABl, Ketchikan.

Bramstedt will head all lour stations as well as the

\eit York sales office lor Midnight Sun. He has

been manager of Kl iR since 1943. In 1918

Bramstedt, as an VBt correspondent with the Air

Force, was the tirst radio newsman to fit over the

\orih Pole. Midnight Sun is three-network affiliate.

116 SPONSOR



GROW

UHCOLH-UUD-

The Other Big market

In Nebraska!

The Fetzer Stations
WKZO—Kalamazoo

WKZO-TV—Grand Rapids—Kalamazoo
WJ£F—Grand Rapids

KOLN— Lincoln, Nebraska
KOLN-TV— Lincoln, Nebraska

Associated with

WMBD—Peoria, Illinois

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives



SPONSOR
SPEAKS

Chicago: network stepchild?

Some Chicago agent ies feel the nets

are ignoring America's second <ii\.

In fact, one Chicago executive com-

plained to sponsor: "'We're tired "I

the ua\ they've treated us out here.

Were tired of building shows and de-

veloping talent .ind seeing them gob-

bled u)i bj New York "i Hollywood

where the price tag promptl) goes up.

Then we have to -end people to those

cities t" supervise or keep in touch

with the show. But what can we do?"

\nd a tii|( Chicago broadcaster

adds: "Production and studio facilities

of all four Chicago {t\ i stations are

lousy. New York doesn't care about

that. ... I think the word to managers

ol all Chicago stations is simply, 'Pour

the dough into the home office and we

will worrj about how to spend it on

network productions.' . . . \- Ion- as

there i- this network emphasis on sta-

tions in Chicago, I believe that Chi-

cago willonK rarel) do something un-

u-ii. d oi different.

Hut tin- network- have an answer

too. I he) -av the) are building up

i Im-i i ( In ago fa< ilities. I he) sa) the)

ar< encouraging Chicago to do what

ii . .mi do best the easy-going, low-

( ost, imaginative t\ pe of -how like

Uinu Don- School or Don McNeill's

Breakfast Club, and the) point to the

3 I radio and t\ programs now origin-

ating in Chicago. The) also argue jus-

tifiabl) that the) can'l e: onomicall)

sei up Chicago facilities equal to New
,

» ork and Hollywood, at least not for

awhile. So wh) the In—.'

The In-- i- this: Sponsors every-

where, and not onl\ in the Midwest.

are more than ever concerned with

media costs. If Chicago can do cer-

tain types of -how- better and cheaper,

the) want to -ee it given a chance.

sponsor's investigation of this con-

troversial issue uncovered two facts:

1. The network- and the complain-

ing agencies 'ami station managers)

each have a good case on their side.

2. All indications point to a re-

surgence of Chicago in the air picture,

if not immediately, certainh within a

yeai or two. to the henefit of all. (See

StOr) page '! 1. i

»

Biggest CARTB meeting

Last month when the Canadian As-

sociation of Radio and Television

Broadcasters held theii 29th annual

meeting the occasion was bigger thin

am of it- predecessors in the follow-

ing wax -:

1. Bigger in vision: Freedom for the

individual and freedom foi ma— com-

munication media in the commercial

field wa- expounded with unusual clar-

itv and effectiveness b) kev speakers

from three nation- Goar M< -in . pres-

ident of CMQ, Havana: Don Hen-haw.

Mael.aren Advertising Co., Toronto;

Mai olm Muggeridge, editor of Punch.

1. Bigger in attendance: nearl) Kmi

-nation-, hv far the largest in

I Ml III- 29-yeai history.

3. Biggi i in sponsor and agenc) at-

tendance: \ sizable numbei ol agenc)

and advertise] executives, far Large)

in percentage than at an) NARTB con-

vention, -at through the meetings and

participated in some of the discussions.

4. Bigger BBM: \l the annual meet-

in- ol Canada - unusuall) well-run and

well-used Bureau of Broadcast Mea-

surement it vva- pointed out that near-

ly all stations (about ')<!'<
i belonged.

New tool for buyers

Admen vvill soon he using a new ref-

erence source. It- name: Program

(, utile. It- function: to -how how man)

hours a radio or tv station devote- |.

each type of show. It- potential: tre-

mendous.

We add this perhaps immodest note

to our description of the Program

Guide because after a vear of plan-

ning and hard work we're proud of

this late-t sponsor Services aid.

Copies of the Program Guide are

being made available to subscribers

this month. Extra copies and copies

to non-subscribers are available at 12

i For details on trend- in programing

uncovered see article page 44k)

Applause
B&B's David P. Crane

\ yeai ago it vva- all tv and rising

costs at the \N \ \\o\ Springs meeting.

This vear David I'. Crane, newl) ap-

pointed v.|i. ill charge ol media at

Benton & Bowles, stepped up to the

podium, lifted a little box and -aid :

"Gentlemen, this is a radio.

I he 360-some ad managei - present,

who spend $1.3 billion a vear on ad-

vertising, applauded Crane beartil)

,

Crane then proceeded to dia uss whv

absorption with tv -hould not blind the

advertiser to the advantages "I othei

media, e-pe: lallv radio.

B&B huv- some $10 million worth

of radio time and talent annuallv (out

oi billings "I $60 million). Here i-

whv it like- tadio. according to Crane:

• There are about 105 million ra-

dio-, or two and one-half -el- per fam-

ilv . in use in the I .S.

• 7(i'
, of I ,S. auto-, or almost V I

million, are equipped vv ith radio-.

• More than 12 million radio ~et-

were produced last year.

• " \nd thi- i- rathei startling : In

the last live years (oi since television)

we have increased the total number ol

radio sets bv .'!."> million.

One of Crane's conclusions i- worth

noting: "It is likel) that our electronic

age will produce some techniques

which will enable u- to measure all

of radio listening rather than the some-

thing less than total vve now know.

W hen thi- i- done, it is \erv probable

that vve vvill find new wav- of using

radio to advertise. So far in our his-

tory, vve have advertised largel) to

America at home. The future of radio

advertising must include America in

motion."

118 SPONSOR
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There have been many "Famous Figures" come from
the Heart of America. They have played important

roles in government, in literature, in show business,

in science and in progress.

To an advertiser with a product or service to sell in

the great Kansas City Trade Area, few are more
important than the figures who symbolize The
KMBC-KFRM Team—Casey and Kansan.

For years, they have been turning in the top per-

formance in Heart of America radio—program-
wise, promotion-wise, facilities-wise and most im-

portant, SALES-WISE! Yes, indeed, Casey and
Kansan, famous figures are producing "Favorite

Figures" (sales figures) for many happy advertisers.

Another famous figure which has sky-rocketed to

the top is that big figure 9—with the CBS television

eye. It's KMBC-TV backed with the same know-how
that has spelled dominance for KMBC and KFRM.

Any way you figure, you can hit a neiv figure with

an advertising campaign on The KMBC-KFRM
Team, KMBC-TV or both. Write, wire or phone
Midland Broadcasting Company, Kansas City, Mo.,

or your nearest Free & Peters colonel today.

Use the "Famous Figures" who can make your
product into a "Famous Figure"!

KMBCTV
BASIC AFFILIATE CBS TELEVISION NETWORK ... SHARING TIME WITH WHB TV channel

KANSAS CITY, MO

? KMBC-KFRM
CBS RADIO FOR THE HEART OF AMERICA
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advertisers use

freaking ofpioneers. .

.

(since this issue of SPONSOR salutes tin-

pioneer television stations of America )

• have some particular pioneers to salute . . .

WAAM Baltimon
( on the air November 2, 1048)

WBEN-TY/w
(on the air May 14, 1948)

WFMY-TV Greensboro
( on the air September 22, 1949 >

WDAF-TV Kansas City
(on the air October 16, 1949)

WHAS-TY Louisville

(on the air March 27. I (K^I) >

RECEIVED

APR 19 1954

NBC GENERAL LIBRARY

WTMJ-TVmw*
(on the air December .)', 194) I

( (

Like ourselves, they staked their faith in

television early. We have all grown
'ether with this great medium . . . they,

through service to their communities;

e, through giving them the best possible

representation we know how to perform,

t has been a richly satisfying experience

for us both.

Harrington, Righter and Parsons, Inc.

New York

Chicago

San Francisco

tablished 1949— the first and only representative devoted

exclusively to television.

19 APRIL 1954

50< per copy* $8 per year

Mennen's formula for

Pen's
toiletries: sell

em while they shave

page 36

Advertisers scoff at

"recession'' talk, plan

budget boosts

page 38

n -by-station

sting of tv pioneers

charts growth

starts page 50
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THE BAYER COMPANY DOES A COMPLETE JOB

SO DO HAVENS AND MARTIN, Inc. STATIONS
WMBG
WCOD
WTVR

1CHMONJS09?
- -INC.

Maximum power

—

100,000 watts at Maximum Hcigr.t-

1049 feet

Consumer confidence in Bayer Aspirin has

been built by years of research and

know-how in producing a reliable product.

There's laboratory control over every

process at the modern Bayer Company
plant. This quality control has been one
part of a complete job that makes the

Bayer Company a leader in its field.

Laboratory control can be applied to broad-

casting. Skill in programing the best

ingredients of fine entertainment and public

service builds the audience. The roster of

advertisers on WMBG, WCOD and WTVR
mirrors the large and loyal audiences that

you too can reach. Join the other advertisers

using the "First Stations of Virginia."

WMBG am WCOD m WTVR
FIRST STATIONS OF VIRCINIA

Havens & Martin Inc. Stations are the only

complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.

Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.

WTVR represented nationally by Blair TV, Inc.

WMBG represented nationally by The Boiling Co. L



Radio copy

short-shrifted?

ARF seeks top

research man

Study charts

'The New Radio"

U.S. clients prep

for British tv

Vhf in "old days"

bucked gloom

When it comes to copy for commercials, radio is getting short shrift
from some of major agencies. SPONSOR asked agencymen whether radio
copy approaches were being modified to keep pace with changing lis-
tening patterns. Replies indicated radio copy was frequently "adap-
tat ion" of tv approach. This recalls days when radio copy was just
magazine copy with sentences made shorter.

-SR-

American Research Foundation is looking for man to head research
activities. He must be excellent technician who will have respect
of leaders of field. Pay described as top dollar.

-SR-

Ask average adman if radio has changed appreciably in recent years
and he's likely to say "no," except for pointing out network billing
declines. Yet medium has undergone basic upheaval far beyond network
sales difficulties . Charting where radio and tv sets are moving to
now; how set ownership breaks down by regions, city size, tv owner-
ship, is mission of ARF-supervised Alfred Politz study for BAB and
networks. Study is effort to fill in dimensions of what SPONSOR
terms "The New Radio" (see page 31).

-SR-

U.S. sponsors with distribution in England are already preparing for
emergence of commercial tv there nsxt year. One major Midwestern
client has been shipping negatives of his American tv commercials to

be printed in British Isles. Reason for processing abroad: Customs
inspection, firm says, is cumbersome procedure in which Vumerous
copi e s of single commercial may have to be scr e ened ." Thus it's

simpler if you just send the negative.

-3R-

Admen who are bearish about "u" stations can look back at early years
of "v" history for reminder things weren't always so rosy. Remember
when: (1) They said tv was "line-of-sight" and would do well to get

out 40 miles. (2) Interference was considered stumbling block to tv

progress. SPONSOR'S section this issue on tv's pre-freeze stations
may help recall the "old" days. See "Tv Pioneers," page 43.

Mendelson named SPO\SOR v.p. in charge oi advertising

Appointment of Robert P. Mendelson as SPONSOR vice president in charge of adver-

tising was announced on 7 April. Mendelson' s 20 years in radio and television

include ownership of his own advertising agency in Buffalo and, more recently,

5 years as executive vice president and sales manager of Richard H. Ullman,

Inc., radio and tv syndication firm in Buffalo. Among his duties, Mendelson

will supervise SPONSOR'S sales offices in New York, Los Angeles, Chicago,

Atlanta and Dallas.

SPONSOR. Volume 8. No. 8. 19 April 1954. Published biweekly by SPONSOR Publications. Inc.. at 3110 Elm Ave.. Baltimore. Md. Executive. Editorial. Advertising

dilation Offices 40 E. 49th St.. New York 17. $8 a year In U. S. $9 elsewhere. Entered as second class matter 29 January 1949 at Baltimore. Md. postofflce under Act 3 March 1879



REPORT TO SPONSORS for 19 April 1954

Uhf isn't tv

on a radio budget

What tv stations

charged per set

Stanton on

eye vs. ear

More dangerous

than H-bomb?

Mero of CF show:

Director Levy

What are uhf ' s problems? One not mentioned frequently was cited to

SPONSOR by brottdcaster who had just junked short-lived uhf station.
"Sensitivity" of signal licked him, he said, among other factors. He

contended uhf signal drifted, was inconsistent. "I couldn't always

get my own station in my own home." But broadcaster in question
hadn't constructed tall tower in effort to hold costs down. Other

uhf operations with prime facilities have done well (see page 128).

It's uhf-er who wants t o operate li k e radio station who has run into

most trouble.

-SR-

Interesting cost statistic in SPONSOR study of pre-freeze stations
concerns relationship between numb s r of sets in market and station's
rate. Average at start for all pre-freeze stations was: 90? per

1,000 sets installed. In January 1952 figure was about 22c. By

first of this year it dropped to just under 150.

-SR-

Twenty-one years ago Dr. Frank Stanton, then Ohio State U. instruc-

tor, ran series of sight-vs. -sound tests which showed sound was

superior method of communicating advertising. Asked other day about

tests, CBS president told SPONSOR nothing's happened since to change

his mind about his research then. Addressing Chicago bankers re-

cently, he predicted total tv advertising expenditures, nearly §700
million in 1953, would zoom to §1% billion in 1957 with 90% set

saturation by that time.

-SR-

If you want to know why William Esty Co.'s Dr. Wallace H. Wulfeck
fears motivation studies more than hydrogen bomb, don't fail to read

II. Psychology of media," starting page 40. Piece contains tips

from half a dozen psychologists on how you can get more mileage
from media by knowing what "moods" they create.

-SR-

One of most astonishing production facts about General Foods' 25th
Anniversary Show honoring Rodgers-Hammerstein team was this: Dress
rehearsal ran 2 hours, ended just after 7 p.m. By 8 p.m. Producer-
Director Ralph Levy had trimmed 30 minutes out of show. On air it

went through without hitch. Critics panned show because they ex-

pected more than they got. Actually it was THE highlight of tv

season. Cost: over $500,000.

IVetB national spot radio and tv business

SPONSOR PRODUCT AGENCY STATIONS-MARKET CAMPAIGN, start, duration

Barcolcnc Co. Boston Barcolenc All-Purpose
Cleaner

Silton Bros. Boston 14 New England Cities Radio: 10.680 anncts; mid-Apr; 52 wks

Eskimo Pic. NY Ice cream bars Buchanan & Co. NY 30 major cities Radio & tv: 15 radio. 7 tv anncts week-
ly; 15 Apr; 13 wks

McKesson & Robbins. Tartan Ellington & Co NY 15 East. South. West Coast Radio & tv: dayti min radio anncts.
Bridgeport. Conn cities mghtti tv I.D.'s: end of May: 6 wks

Nestle Co. White Nestle Instant Coffee Sherman & Marquette. 1 Eastern tv city. 1 1 Eastern Radio & tv: 70 anncts a week on 11

Plains. NY NY radio stns radio stns; nightti IDs. dayti min.
chnbrks on tv. 40 weekly; 19 Apr;
6 wks

Simoniz Co, Chi Simonu Automotive
Paste W.i*

SSCB. NY 60 major radio mkts Radio mm anncts. 4 to 10 a wk; 19
Apr; 13 wks

Yardlcy & Co. NY Men's shaving line N W Aycr. NY 50 major cities Radio: morn mm anncts; 24 May; 4 wks

SPONSOR



to spread the light of learning

WGAL-TV NBC • CBS 'ABC • DuMont

LANCASTER, PENNA.

Keenly aware of its educational responsibility to

the communities it serves— Lancaster, Harrisburg,

York, Reading, Lebanon, and hundreds of smaller

cities and towns—WGAL-TV presents College

of the Air, Monday thru Friday, 9:00 to 9:30 a.m.

Leading educators of the area conduct discussions

on five basic topics of special interest to viewers

—Sociology, Physical Science, Mathematics,

The Humanities, Adult Education.

College of the Air is part of the imaginative

programming designed by WGAL-TV to meet

the needs and special interests of its wide,

diversified loyal viewing audience.

Dr. T. A. Di«il»r

Pretidrnt

Franklin and Marshall College

Dr. Robert Gates Dawes
President

York Junior College

WGAL Represented by j|y\ E E K E R
New York • Los Angeles

Chicago • San Francisco

Mr. Channel 8

Steinman Station

Clair McCollough, President
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ARTICLES DEPARTMENTS

Tin' ii<*ir radio

A revolution is taking place in radio right under the advertiser's nose. In line

with "divided attention" listening and the changing home-locations of radio

sets, buying patterns and programing are being re-tailored to ft

11 lii/ \estle uses (ill I Ol It «ir media
To promote its sales leader, Nescafe, its various other instant beverages and

dry-packaged foods, Nestle spent about $8 million in 1953. Heading the fir.n's

media list: tv, both network and spot; radio, network and spot

Hfennen's formula: .self them while they shave
For its Spray Deodorant and Skin Bracer, Mennen finds that early-morning radio

news and wake-up shows in about 90 markets do a bang-up sales job

Why advertisers scoff at "recession" talk

SPONSOR polled 42 advertisers on their outlook for business this year, found

them almost unanimously optimistic. To keep business healthy, most firms plan

to intensify sales efforts, up advertising budgets

It. Psychology of metlia

A baby-powder manufacturer will want to create a different atmosphere in his

advertising than will an auto firm. How can different media be used to

build varied effects? Part 21 of SPONSOR'S All-Media Study gives details

TV PMONEERS: The first 108 tv stations

SPONSOR presents an exclusive historical document, a tailored-for-admen

record of tv's pioneering days listing early executives, data on set growth, rate

changes, business trends. Here is new perspective on the tv medium

COMING

{'(in (i* alone Ittunch a new product?

An advertiser with a new cookie-dough product to market conducts tests to

see if he can successfully introduce his product using tv exclusively. SPONSOR
editor went to the scene of the test to get first-hand details

Should talent sell?

Should the star performer on a tv or radio show do the actual plugging of the

sponsor's product? Bob Foreman debates this issue with other admen

lit. Psychology of ntediu

In Part 22 of SPONSOR'S All-Media series, psychologists delve into sometimes-

hidden reasons behind admen s selection of media, come up with some provoca-

tive and controversial opinions

lit

lit

se

in

10

13-11 I

3 >I«i/

.? ftay

TIMEBUYERS AT WORK
AGENCY AD LIBS

NEW AND RENEW
49TH & MADISON
MR. SPONSOR, William Englehart

P. S.

RADIO COMPARAGRAPH
FILM TOP 20

NEW TV STATIONS

TV RESULTS

AGENCY PROFILE,
Dr. E. L. Deckinger

ROUND-UP
SPONSOR ASKS
NEWSMAKERS
SFONSOR SPEAKS

Editor & President: Norman R. Glenn

Secretary-Treasurer: Elaine Couper Glen

Editorial Director: Ray Lapice

Managing Editor: Miles Davio

Senior Editors: Charles Sinclair, Alfred J.

Department Editor: Lila Lederman

Assistant Editors: Evelyn Konrad. Joan
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Vice President and Advertising Director:

ert P. Mendelson

Advertising Department: Edwin D. G
(Western Manager), Wallace Engelr

(Midwest Manager), Homer Griffith (S<

west Manager), Charles Farrar (Soutl

Manager), John A. Kovchok ( Produ

Manager), Ted Pyrch, Ed Higgins, S*

Slonsky

Vice-President-Business Mgr.: Bernard Pli

Circulation Department: Evelyn Set?

scription Manager), Emily Cutillo, Morto
Kahn, Kathleen Murphy

Secretary to Publisher: Augusta Shearmaj

Office Manager: Olive Sherban
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New York IT. N. T. Telephone: MVrray Hill
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correspondence to 40 E 49th St.. New York 17.'1
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IN ARKANSAS!

One year ago, Station KTlls was moved from 1 1 « > t Springs to

Little Rock, with 50,000 watts. In June, we wenl CBS, carrying
ti c best network and local programs to virtually the entire State.

Results? We're getting lots of them. Listen to this letter from
Mr. -John R. Murphy, owner of the Shreveporl Syrup Company,
who has three 15-minute morning programs per weet on KTlls :

"We have just completed making some territorial sales

analyses for the full year 1953, as against 1952.

"In the 60-mile area in and around Little Rock, KTHS was the

only advertising medium used, and sales were 11.2°o greater

in 1953, than in 1952.

"Your station had a great deal to do with this increase in sales,

and we especially wish to thank you for the extra merchandis-

ing help you have given us."

That's what happens when good programs go out to an inter-

ference-free daytime coverage of more than •'!'
(
million people

—

primary daytime coverage of more than a million peoph—in an

area which is not already blanketed by top-notch radio opera-

tions. Ask- your Branham man for the whole KTlls story.

50,000 Watts . . . CBS Radio
Represented by The Branham Co.

Under Same Management as KWKH, Shreveport

Henry Clay, Executive Vice President

B. G. Robertson, General Manager

KTHS
BROADCASTING FROM
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
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SAME
20f»UP TO

BUY THE JOHN POOLE

BIG IMPACT STATIONS

New Group Discounts

are now in effect

In Central California

K BID -TV
FRESNO
Channel 53

POWER-BACKED 470,000 WATTS

COVERAGE OF THE WHOLE
CENTRAL SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY

KBIF
The Valley

Music Station

900 KC • 1,0 00 WATTS
1117 "N" STREET, FRESNO

In Southern California

KBIG
The Catalina

Station

7 4 K C • 1 0,0 WATTS

The Giant Economy Package

of Southern California Radio

Your Advertising Dollar

Buys More when you buy

the "B I" Stations

Save up to 20% with

combination discounts

For details ask any

John Poole station salesman

or Robert Meeker Man

JOHN POOLE
BROADCASTING CO.

KBID-TV • KBIF • KBIG

6540 Sunset Boulevard

Hollywood 28, California • Hollywood 3-3205

lack It. Peters, i .p., Kastor, Farrell, Chesley

& Clifford, New York, says that the broadcast

trade associations would render a valuable sen it e

il they standardized and encouraged tv field intensity

surveys. "That way a tunebuyer could always be

sure that he had an accurate (overage map for

each station," Peters explained. "By the same token,

a strung trade association could also put through

a uniform system of agency recognition to safeguard

the stations which have little guarantee of payment

other than an agency's reputation at this point."

Mildred Fulton. Biow Co., Neu York, works

on the Bulova account. "One of the main difficulties

we run into" she told SPONSOR, "is the problem of

getting accurate measures of audience and cover-

imc in many of the new tv markets. Salesmen for

these markets would do well to take some of the

optimism out of their brief cases and squeeze in

more facts." She adds, however, that she's been

Inning new markets despite insufficient rating

information, when the market is one with a good

potential, because Bulova wants time franchises.

Warren Steieart. Grey Advertising, .Yew York,

sees several advantages in getting timebuyers out

into the held. "Particularly into a special market

where a <ii<'iit's planning to spend a great deal,

he adds. "In such a nise. spending lour or five

days in this town will give the tunebuyer a better

feel o) listening habits, meaning of ratings, com-

petitive media situation. On the other hand stations

be cleared just as easily out <>t Sew ) ork

and often a trip into the field means more tor

the client if it's the a e who goes."

.liiifa \\asserman. Lawrence C. Gumbinner

till -ertising. \cu lor/., .suggests that a timebuyi

lot could be improved "a lot" by a uniform system of

billing Irani tV stations. "It would be nice." sighed

she. "to know fust iihcn to expect a bill: that

alter an irror or preemption make-goods go on as

scheduled; how long alter we've approved

a schedule we will get revisions from the station.

It's just that the resulting extra paper work and

confusion detracts from the time we can spend

ng on schedules and i /loosing availabilities."

SPONSOR 1
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BOOMS OUT THE HOUR
THAT STILL BOOMS SALES

H»

p

tarn,

YEARS

5780
CONSECUTIVE

PROGRAMS
u

WHAMB

k r

^m ^H l^r

LOUISE WILSON,
director of Tower Clock

Time for the past 10 yeari.

When Sibley's Tower Clock Time strikes the morn-

ing hour on WHAM, it is as familiar to listening women
in Rochester and Western New York as the boom of Big

Ben is to Londoners. Although Tower Clock Time has

been on WHAM radio 1 5 minutes a day, five days a week

for 22 years, it is still booming sales.

This huge department store, largest between New
York City and Cleveland, has often gained national

recognition for the outstanding merchandising job it has

done through this mid-morning radio program.

The duration of Sibley's program is unique in the

entire country, and WHAM points with pride to many

other similar success stories of clients using its radio

facilities continuously for almost as many years.

Clients' sales results throughout WHAM's Western

New York coverage area attest the effectiveness of its

appeal.

T WHAM RADIO SELL FOR YOU
ra=^

The STROMBERG-CARLSON Station, Rochester, N. Y. Basic NBC • 50,000 watts • clear channel • 1180 kc

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY, National Representative
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jy you look at a KSDO
;ans extra listeners

in San Diego's billion dollar market.

KSDO delivers more home

listeners than any other station

in San Diego . . . HOOPER.

More out-of-home listeners . . . PULSE.

These extra listeners— at no increased

cost — is our gift to you.

May we show you how a good look

at this gift will pay-off for you?

Representatives

John E. Pearson, Co. New York

Daren McGovren Son Francisco

Wolf Lake Los Angeles

by Bob Foreman

\\ Imt brings to mind the topic which Follows is the oppor-

tunity I bad recently to hear David Ogilvy, head of the agency

of almo-t the same name, speak at an ANA conclave. The
talk was so fascinating, astutely conceived and well deliv-

ered that it sel me to thinking about other copywriter- who

have had and are having an important influence on our

business.

Among the "other-" I can recall quickly are such ahle

word-merchants as Sid Ward, just retired from Y&R. and

Ko\ \\ hittier, also retired and Charlie Brower, a BBDO-er
far from retired. (And now it"- nice to -ee that George Grih-

bin i- copy chieftain of the whole Y&R trihe which proves

that his recent sojourn in tv copy didn't taint him.)

The names of these gents and their few peer- may never

have appeared in / ariety or an) of the other tv-radio trade

press. In fact. I doubt if any of the builders of film epic- or

peddler- of animation know them.

All of which i- a shame, indeed.

For men such as those mentioned have influenced the copy

used on tele\ ision and radio to a degree which no one outside

the agency field can appreciate. And this influence on cop)

has ii most \ital bearing on the shows which are hought by

agencies and how these -how- are used. The reason for this

relation i- elementary indeed. To wit:

The prime function of the advertising agency—recognized

far too infrequentl) in the "show biz" facet ot our trade—is

the selling messages it prepares. The Wards, W hittier-.

Browers and Ogilvies have much to say about the basic ap-

proaches to this cop) : maybe they created or perhaps chose

the technique which expresses it. So it"- unfortunate that their

reasoning isn'l more readily available to filmers and animat-

ers and time salesmen, etc., whose efforts are so dependent

on it. The) could gel a lot out of this contact. Much of the

myster) of ""working with agencies" might be cleared up for

one thing.

David Ogil\\"- comment- hit the ANA) concerned good

taste in advertisements as well a- the boredom quotient some

are able to attain. He spoke to people who have a large say

in some MO' , of all the national advertising done in radio

and television so his remarks should have an effect that will

be felt. Too bad more radio and t\ people weren't there to

hear them.

\\ hile on the -uhjel of cop) . let me digress to the Academy
i /'lease turn to page 11!!'

8 SPONSOR



SHORTLY AFTER Carl Belles joined

WFBM-TV as production man-

ager in 1952, a traffic jam devel-

oped around the personnel office.

The phenomenon was traced to

distaff staff members sounding out

the personnel manager on Carl's

marital status. After "He's mar-

ried" appeared on the bulletin

board, things simmered down.
'

' You shoulda worked with Mari-

lyn Monroe," one director told

Carl. "I did," he replied.

"You shoulda been an actor,"

one old upstager was heard to mut-

ter at rehearsal when Carl tactfully

pinned her ears back. "I was,"

said Carl.

"You shoulda been a Film Di-

rector," said a cameraman when
Carl suggested a solution to a light-

ing problem. "I was," said Carl.

If this makes him sound like a

guy following the harvest, it

wrongs him. Carl's work has been

well-aimed at his present job ; his

background is uniquely suited to

television production. He has

worked in front of and behind foot-

lights, in front of and behind mo-

tion picture cameras, in front of

and behind alligators (he once did

a travelog of the Florida Ever-

glades). Probably his most perilous

experience was a hegira in Holly-

wood, where Carl was directing in

a theater which tamed starlets. He
had several narrow escapes, dur-

ing which time his coolness under

fire, learned as a Navy flying gun-

ner during the Avar, stood him in

good stead. He finally triumphed

WFBM

m

Belles Ringer

over his will power and took up the

less hazardous occupation of film

making.

This was back in the days when

half a week was required to make

a one-minute spot. Carl traveled

hither and yon on assignments,

shooting stock footage, producing,

acting in, and directing commer-

cials. It was along about then that

Carl considered lotus-eating in the

WFBM-TV
INDIANAPOLIS CBS

Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency

Affil'aied with WEOA, Evansville; WFDF, Flint; WOOD AM & TV, Grand Rapids

South Seas as a career, strongly

motivated by the nerve-shattering

aura of early tv filming. "It was

like holding a jar of jam without

the jar," he once remarked.

Every once Ln a while ( !arl 's past

catches up with him. stock film

and old commercials turn up for

delivery to the WFBM-TV audi-

ence, thereby suggesting that the

Belles impact nil the industry was

slightly mure hi -t ing than a chord

st ruck on a piano.

Xo one doubts his impact here-

abouts, least of all the directors of

our 130 live shows each week, who

find Carl Belles an inexhaustible

source of artistic help and com-

mercial savvy.
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LOUIS HAYWARD as MICHAEL LANYARD.. .The LONE WOLF



FADE IN: EXTERIOR SHOT - STREET - SHANGHAI LIL-SAN FRANCISCO - NIGHT
CUT TO CLOSE UP OF MICHAEL LANYARD WALKING - NARRATION: - Lanyard

I am Michael Lanyard; some call me Michael .

"live and let live." People always need help .

. others call me "THE LONE WOLF." I have a simple philosophy . . .

. when they come to me I listen. Sometimes I resort to unorthodox

methods, and while I've been known to bend a law or two, I've never broken one. I've never believed people were

meant to live in fear, fear in any form ... Me ... I guess I'm a sucker for people . .

.

DISSOLVE

NEW ANGLE: Lanyard - CAMERA DOLLIES CLOSE UP -HAND HOLDING LONE WOLF
MEDALLION - NARRATION: - Lanyard

A long time ago, I was given this Ming Wolf Medallion by the High Lama Chien Fe who said: "Michael, it will always

come home to you." . . . I've left it in some strange places ... it always has DISSOLVE

DRESSING ROOM SHOT - Louis Hayward - NARRATION: - Hayward

My name is Louis Hayward, I play the part of Michael Lanyard, the Lone Wolf. With the Lone Wolf Company, I've

traveled to the world's most romantic cities shooting the backgrounds for the Lone Wolf stories. Places like Cairo,

New Orleans, Honolulu, Mexico City, Paris, San Francisco, London and Las Vegas. I've met a lot of people. . . .

DISSOLVE

NARRATION: - Mr. UTP
You've met our star LOUIS HAYWARD who portrays THE LONE WOLF, one of America's most famous literary charac-

ters from the pen of Louis J. Vance ... and now for some FACTS AND FIGURES:

FACT -LOUIS HAYWARD has consistently been one of the most office success.

sought after Hollywood stars. „.„_
_,-,,„„ • FACT - Today, now . . . LOUIS HAYWARD has a tremendous fol-

FIGURES - During the last five years, LOUIS HAYWARDS motion
|owjng wh(J jn ,he pas , have and wj|| contmue , pay , see hjm

pictures have grossed over $10,000,000.00. m motion pictures Thjs loya| group js a guaranfeed "paid-up"

FACT — Every LOUIS HAYWARD motion picture has been a box insurance policy for LONE WOLF sponsors.

FACT & FIGURES - The LONE WOLF series is now available FACT—The LONE WOLF
for local and regional sponsorship. There are 39 never to be

forgotten half-hour shows.

FACT - If you haven't already received your LONE WOLF press

book with all details... WRITE... WIRE... PHONE... TODAY!

has sold in the

first week: 52-week

firm contracts

totaling over $380,000

WRITE . . . WIRE . . . PHONE . . . TODAY!

HOLLYWOOD. . . Home Office 650 No. Bronson

Hollywood 9-8321 TWX LA 1432

NEW YORK. . . . 444 Madison Ave. PLaza 3-4620

CHICAGO 360 No. Michigan CEntral 6-0041

or your local office

UNITED
TELEVISION
PROGRAMS.

THE LONE WOLF IS A GROSS-KRASNE PRODUCTION



L top

participation

shows on

wada-tv

MEMO FOR MILADY WITH HELEN PARRIS-
top rated local women's show, 4:30 to 5:00 Monday
through Friday plus an additional 15 minutes Wednes-
day and Thursday. An informal, chatty show now in its

4th year. If you want to sell to women (and who
doesn't?) then here's the gal who can do it!

perrys
kitchen

PERRY'S KITCHEN— a tip-top food and cooking

show direct from our fully-equipped kitchen. The

South's Mr. Food— Perry, food consultant, culinary ex-

pert and master of the skillet— makes this the highest

rated participation food show on the air. What a
salesman!

TV RANCH WITH JON FARMER-Atlanta's most

popular disc jockey teams with the No. 1 Hillbilly Band,

Boots Woodall and his Wranglers, to make this the

highest rated Monday through Friday variety show on

television— 1 to 1:30— and a whole hour on Saturday

1 to 2 p.m.

SEEN MORE by more people

in the great Atlanta market

Represented Nationally by

the KATZ AGENCY, Inc.

Tom Horker, V.P. and Nail Soles Director,

118 E. 57th St., New York 22

Bob Wood, Midwest National Soles Manager,

230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago

WILD WEST THEATER-the highest rated across-

the-board Western-movie show in Atlanta. From 5 to 6

Monday through Friday youngsters and grown-ups

alike take to the hills with these pistol-packing shoot

'em boys who shoot up sales for participating sponsors.

A corking good buy!

12 SPONSOR
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New on Television Networks
SPONSOR

Avoset Co. (Qwip Pres-
surized Cream I, SF

Bluer & Black, Chi
Borden Co, NY

AGENCY

Harrington-Richards, SF

Leo Burnett, Chi
DCSS, NY

William Cooper & Nephews Phil Cordon, Chi
(Stay-O-Way insecti-

cide), Chi

Falstatf Brewing, St Louis

Minute Maid Corp, NY
Nash-Kelvinator, Detr
Necchi Sewing Machine,
NY

Parker Pen Co, Janesville,

Wis
Philco Corp, Phila

Vitamin Corp of Amer,
Newark, N)

Whitehall Pharmacal, NY

Yardley & Co, NY

D-F-S, NY

Ted Bates, NY
Ceyer Adv, Detr
Cecil & Presbrey, NY

|WT, Chi

Hutchins, Phila

BBDO, NY

Biow, NY

Ayer, NY

STATIONS

CBS TV 50

CBS TV 37
NBC TV 43

NBC TV 49

ABC TV 60

/*BC TV 51

CBS TV 57
NBC TV 42

CBS TV 104

ABC TV 58

Du Mont 160

NBC TV 63

CBS TV 70

Renewed on Television Networks
SPONSOR AGENCY

American Chicle, Long
Island City, NY

American Chicle (Clorets),
Long Island City, NY

American Maize Prods, NY
American Tob Co, NY

(Pall Mall)
Benrus Watch, NY

Carter Prods, NY

General Mills, Mpls

Mutual of Omaha, Omaha

Nestle's, White Plains, NY

Pharmaceuticals Inc
(Ceritol), NY

Simoniz Co, Chi

D-F-S, NY

D-F-S, NY

Kenyon & Eckhardt, NY
SSCB, NY

Cecil & Presbrey, NY

SSCB, NY

Tatham-Laird, Chi

Bozell & Jacobs, Omaha

Sherman & Marquette, Chi

Edward Kletter, NY

SSCB, NY

STATIONS

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

The Morning Show; M-F 7-9 am; 2 partic wkly;

15 Apr; total of 13 partic over 7 wks
House Party; F 2:45-3 pm seg; 30 Apr; 52 wks
Justice : Th 8:30-9 pm; 8 Apr; replaces Treisury
Men in Action

Today; M-F 7-9 am: 9 July; 7 partic

Baseball Came of the Week; Sat approx 2-5 pm;
13 April; 25 wks

Super Circus; alt Sun 5:30-6 pm; 6 June; 13 wks
Danger; alt T 10-10:30 pm; 16 Mar; 13 telecasts

Hone; M-F 11 am-12 n; 1st wk in Apr; 13 partic

Four Star Playhouse; alt Th 8:30-9 pm; 15 Apr;
12 telecasts

Breakfast Club; M-F 9:45-10 am seg; 29 Ma,;
52 wks

The Coldbergs; T 8-8:30 pm; 13 Apr; 26 wks

Pinky Lee Show; M, W, F 5-5:30 pm; 9 Apr; 10
partic

Carry Moore Show; T 1:30-45 pm seg; 6 Apr; 52
wks

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Du Mont 54 Col. Humphrey Flack; Sat 10-10:30 pm; 10 April

thru 3 July; co-sponsor
Du Mont 60 Rocky King Detective; Sun 9-9:30 pm; 4 April

thru 27 June; co-sponsor
NBC TV 49 Today; M-F 7-9 am; 22 Mar; 40 partic

NBC TV 71 Big Story; alt F 9-9:30 pm; 12 Mar; 52 wks

Du Mont 11 Meet Your Congress; Sun 6:30-7 pm; 11 April

thru 4 July

CBS TV 82 Place the Face; alt Th 10:30-11 pm; 15 Apr;
52 wks

NBC TV 51 Dins Dong School; F 10:15-30 am seg; 5 Mar,
52 wks

NBC TV 49 Today; M-F 7-9 am; 3 partic a wk, total of 117;
late Apr; 39 wks

CBS TV 107 I
Jackie Cleason; Sat 8-9 pm; 27 Mar; 13 wks (co-

sponsor)
Du Mont 60 Rocky King Detective; Sun 9-9:30 pm; 4 April

thru 27 June; co-sponsor
NBC TV 71 Big Story; alt F 9-9:30 pm; 5 Mar; 52 wks

(See page 2 for New National Spot Radio and Tv Business)

Advertising Agency Personnel Changes
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION

Richard Allewelt
Robert Barker
William Barth
John H. Baxter
Richard K. Bellamy
Barrett Brady
Byron H. Collins |r

David E. Diener
Leslie 1 . Dunicr
Frederic k M. Ford
Ammon B. Codshall
George H. G.-ibbin
Herbert S. Hauser

Charlene Hirst
William E. John Jr

Hugh H . Johnson
William King

George <raus Jr

William D. Lewis

Robert 4. Loeb
George MacCovern
David Mayer

NEW AFFILIATION

Kenyon & Eckhardt, NY, acct exec Beech-Nut
Kenyon & Eckhardt, NY, acct exec RCA
Gunther Bradford, Chi, exec
Earle Ludgin, Chi, creative dir

Benton & Bowles, NY, dir publicity & prom
Kenyon & Eckhardt, NY, copy supvr
Y&R, NY, acct exec
Monroe Greenthal, NY, creative dir

Emil Mogul, NY, radio-tv stn rels

Ingalls-Miniter, Boston, acct exec, memb pins grp

Automotive acct exec
Y&R, NY, vp chg radio-tv commls
Monroe Greenthal, NY, acct exec & dir media,

prodn depts
JWT, NY, timebuyer
William Esty, NY, acct exec for Gen Mills prods

Kudner, NY, assoc media dir

Kenyon & Eckhardt, NY, acct exec Amazo Inst

Dessert

Paris & Peart, NY, mdsg & acct exec

Wolfe-)ickling-Conkey, Detr, media dir & acct

exec
Hirshon-Carfield. NY, prodn supvr radio & fv

William Esty, NY, dir of reeasrch

Calvert Distille-s, NY, natl mdsg mgr

Same, vp
Same, vp
Roberts, MacAvinche & Sennc, Chi, acct exec
Same, vp
Kenyon & Eckhardt, NY, prom dept mgr
Same, vp
Compton Adv, NY. acct exec. Tender Leaf Tea
Same, vp
Same, bus mgr radio-tv dept
Same, vp
McCann-Erickson, Detr, acct exec for Chrysler
Same, vp chg all copy
Same, vp

Product Services, NY, timebuyer
Same, vp
Same, media dir

Same, vp

Erwin, Wasey, LA, sis prom mj:
Ceyer Adv, Detr, media dir & asst acct exo: fo:

Kelvinator
Levy Adv, Newark, NJ, acct exec
Same, vp
Grey Adv, NY. dir sis prom div

In next issue: Mew and Renewed on Radio Networks, Na-

tional Broadcast Sales Executires. New Agency Appointments

Numbers after names
refer to Xew and Re-

new category

S. R. Rintoul

J. \ . Met nnnell (3)

Robert Barker
William King (3)

Richard Allewelt (3)
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Advertising Agency Personnel Chmnnes (cont'd)

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Courtcnay E McCurry

H.irmon Nelson

Sidney Olson
Ctorgc A Rink
Victor Scydcl
|im Simpson
Ed Smardcn
Joseph A Tery
Nelson B Winklcss |r

Ziv acct exec southern mkts

KNBH. LA. prog mgr

Kcnyon b Eckhardt, NY, copy supvr

Ejrlc Ludgin. Chi, sr acct supvr
Anderson Cairns. NY dir radio & tv

AP. NY. pub rcls

Fcnncll Adv, LA, branch mgr
Free lance radio, tv, film prodr
Campbell-Ewald. Detr, creative stf

West P Woodbridgc )r Lever Bros, NY, adv mgr Pcpsodent div

Cabell Eanes, Richmond, Va, supvr new brat

office in Norfolk
Stromberger. LaVcnc. McKenzie, LA, hd radio

opers
Same, vp
Same, vp
Same, vp
Crant Adv, NY, acct exec pub rels dept
Western Adv, LA, acct exec
Caples Co, NY. dir radio, tv, films

Nccdham. Louis & Brorby, Chi, creative stf I

radio dept
William Esty. NY, acct exec Colgate-Palmolive

Sponsor Personnel Changes

NAME

Edward M Bland
Henry Bowes
John | Goldschmcding

Jr

Carl Cuy Grace

Louis T. Hagopian
Frank H. Russell

R. H. Smith
James Street

Parmer Van Fleet

FORMER AFFILIATION

Philco Corp, Phila, dir sis training

Phi Ico Corp. Phila. special tv rep

Philco Corp. Dallas hq. Texas div mgr

Colgate-Palmolive Ltd, gen mgr Colombian sub-

sidiary

Dodge. Detr, retail prom rep

Philco Corp. Phila. prom mgr
Ccn Motors. Detr. zone sis mgr Frigidaire div

Cen Fds, NY. mgr premium prom
Standard Oil. Des Moines, personnel supvr

NEW AFFILIATION

Same, adv mgr
Same, sis prom mgr
Same, rcfrig sis mgr Appliance Div

Same, exec vp & gen mgr; also bd dir

Same, mdsg mgr
Same, dir :1s training

Same, sis mgr laundry equipment
Cen Mills. Mpls, premium mgr
Tidy House Prods. Shenandoah, la, dir ind'l reli

Station Changes (reps, network affiliation, power increases)

KFVS-TV. Cape Cirardeau, Mo, to be CBS TV affil eff 1 Aug
KH|-TV, LA, new Du Mont affil in LA iprev KTTVl
KIPA. Hilo. Hawaii new NBC Radio affil

KLBS, Houston, Tex, new nafl rep Walker
KLZ. KLZ-TV, Denver, lie by Aladdin Radio & Tv. sold to

Time Inc

KMVI. Maui. Hawaii, new NBC Radio affil

KQV, Pittsburgh, new natl rep Paul H. Raymer
KSWS, Roswell. New Mexico, to be NBC Radio affil eff 1

June
KTOH. Kauai. Hawaii, new NBC Radio affil

WDCY. Mpls. new MBS affil

WDMJ. Marquette. Mich, new natl reo Walker
WHEN-Radio. Syracuse. NY. new natl rep Katz Agency
W'CK. Scranton, Pa. new natl rep Walker
WJMR, WJMR-TV. New Orleans, new natl rep McCillvra
WKCN. Knoxville. Tenn, new natl rep Everett-McKinncy
XEDF, Nuevo Laredo. Tex, new natl rep Richard Conncll

.Yen? Ineneu Appointments

SPONSOR

Harriet Hubbard Ayer, NY
Carter Prods. NY
Clicquot Club. Millis. Mass
Elna Sewing Machine Co, NY

I W. Elsworth Co. N)
Equitable Life Assurance Society. NY
General Mills iCanadai, Ltd, Toronto
Cuild Films. NY
James Hanley Co. Providence. Rl

Justesen's Stores. Fresno, Cal
Lanolizcd. Inc, NY
Liebmann Breweries, Brooklyn. NY
Muzik Corp. NY
Necchi Sewing Mach Sis Corp. NY

Pioneer Auto Ins, Chi
Princess Pat. Chi
Pro-Fcsh Prods. East Orange. NJ
Railway Express Agency. NY
R. J. Reynolds. Winston-Salem, NC
WGSM. Huntington. LI. NY

PRODUCT (or service) AGENCY

Cosmetics
Rise Push-Button shave cream
Clicquot Club soft drinks

Elni sewing machines

Oyster growers & marketers

Insurance firm

Betty Crocker cake mixes, other prods

Producer & syndicator of tv shows
Hanley's Premium Export Lager Beer. Hanley's

Ale
Super market chain in San Joaquin Valley

Hosiery finishing process

Rhcingold beer adv in Puerto Rico

Recorded music systems
Necchi sewing machines

Insurance for non-drinking drivers

Cosmetics
Pro-Fesh gun-spray dry-cleaner
Shipping agency
Winston filter-tip. king-size cigarette

Radio station

Huber Hoge & Sons. NY
Robert Otto 6 Co. NY
Cunningham & Walsh. NY
Cecil & Prcsbrey, NY <eff

Apr'
Jimmy Fritz & Assoc, Hywd
Kcnyon & Eckhardt. NY
E. W. Reynolds Ltd. Toronto
Bozell & Jacobs. NY
Bo Bernstein. Providence

Jimmy Fritz & Assoc. Hywd
Abner J. Gelula & Assoc. Phila

FC&B Intl Div, NY
St. Georges & Keyes. NY
Cecil & Presbrcy. NY leff 1

Apr
White Adv. Tulsa b Hywd
Olian & Bronner. Chi
Lewin. Williams & Saylor. NY
Benton & Bowles. NY
William Esty, NY
Marks-Aiken Co. NY

\umbers after names
rcli-r to Mew and Re-

new category

II I
, John Jr. (3)

/. Rink <
1

1

I

)„hn II. Baxter I

Geo. \l'" Got i '

I.. T . H<iiio\ii(in i 1 i

P. Van Fleet I 1

1

Joseph l.Ter) k
A. II. GodshaU. I I f
Sidney Ohon
Barren Brad) I 1

1
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WHO
and Get Iowa's Metropolitan Areas..

Picu the Remainder of Iowa!

TAKE BUILDING MATERIALS SALES, FOR INSTANCE!

3.5% CEDAR RAPIDS

2.6% TRI-CITIES"

4.4% DES MOINES

2.3% DUBUQUE*

3.8% SIOUX CITY

2.6% WATERLOO

80.8% REMAINDER OF STATE

II

MINNESOTA
I S.A.M. D

V STATION

B3Bl\
ggQac

. DAYTIME
AUDIENCE AREA

JlLl I 1 f 3BBI

I • BBSS 3=S
lBQBBBBSggl

IBQBBBBn^

WISCONSIN

ILLINOIS

NEBRASKA

KANSAS

iMISSOURI

FREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives

THE "REMAINDER OF IOWA" ACCOUNTS FOR THESE SALES:

(Which You MISS Unless You Cover the Entire State)

67.2% Food Stores

63.2% Eating and Drinking Places

47.9% General Merchandise Stores

57.5% Apparel Stores

61.4% Home Furnishings Stores

65.9% Automotive Dealers

74.9% Filling Stations

80.8% Building Material Groups

62.0% Drugstores

Source: 1953-'54 Consumer Markets

BUY ALL of IOWA-
Plus "Iowa Plus"—with

WIKI®
Des Moines ... 50,000 Watts

Col. B. J. Palmer, President

P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

19 APRIL 1954
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YOU TOO

can be a £

n

CONQUISTADOR .

"conquering" Spanish

sales in forty live counties of

Texas with a population

of over 690,000 Spanish

speaking consumers

IT- hav< over foi ty othi r

'

' conquistadoi s
" daily mi

B. A. C< .

/'

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

Richard O'Connell, Vat'l. Adv. I'

40 East 49th St.. New York 17, N. Y.

PLaza 5-9140

LOS ANGELES — SAN FRANCISCO

16

flat

MADISONli 01/
BFONBOB invite* Utters to the editor.

Address 40 E. 49 St., New York 17.

MEDIA STUDY

I read the first of your "Psychology

,,! media" series with genuine intere-t

[5 April L954, page 38]. I've been

picking i j
§

* bits ami pia es of this I'"

ir> years, and you have performed a

real service in putting ii together in

niir place.

I- tin- series ol three going to be

reprinted? If so. I'd ask mj secretary

to have it bound ami placed in my

bookcase lor read) reference.

Sherwood Dodge

Vice President

Foote, Cone & Belding

New York

• linliriilii.il articles in ill.' 25-parl media r\ al-

uati.Mi seriei will nol !.<• reprinted. Thifl anmniftr

tin- whole aeriea will be printed in book form.

You in.n reserve a ..•!> no« l>> writing to 40
Eul 19 St., ><" ^'rk 17.

WEEK AT AGENCY

Regarding the article. "AGENCY-
\i \\ Eor a week," [22 March L954,

page o7|. I think further such articles

would he interesting.

It might he that some of Mr. Sin-

clair's writing ability would rub off on

the ageneie-. That would he a most

desirable byproduct of the series.

Edward L. Gown
Research Dept.

Standard Oil Co. i Indiana I

Ch icago

Vmr article about C&\K in March

22 issue gave me quite a warm glow.

C\\\ i- among the tops as a crea-

tive agencj and Jack Cunningham,

Boh New. -II and John Sheehan can give

hearts and spade? to nm-i agencies

when it comes to cop) and production.

However. SPONSOR is read !>\ media-

men as well as others in the agency

field.

Having been manager ol hroadcast

media for C&W, I don't feel that v mi

paid enough attention to that depart-

ment. Newman McEvoy, media V.p.,

certainl) belongs in am Hall of Fame
among niediamen and. -till compara-

tivel) young, has attracted a verv

strong group <>f buyers headed b) Bill

White.

Since these are the guvs who make

the decisions for us in the radio and

tv business, it would seem logical to

tell us more al out them than the fact

that Mehvov "looked over the top of

hi- glasses" at the man from SPONSOR.

F. Bobekt Bauer
On tier

KDB, Santa Barbara

I hat story, "AGEN( ^t M \\—for a

week, is wonderful.

It s the best fresh idea in trade pa-

per editorial coverage I've -een in a

long time.

Bj all mean-, do more of it.

Lou Frankel
Director of Promotion

WATV, Newark

"AGENCYMAN for a week"'—the

best article of its kind in too long!

To a staff announcer far from Mad-

ison Avenue. Mr. Sinclair's descrip-

tions of agency operations were a

much-needed insight into the mysteries

of the men and organization behind

the advertising copy I read and hear

daily. Such articles should lead to a

better understanding among all mem-
her* of the air media of the mechanics

of radio and tv advertising.

Compliments to Mr. Sinclair for a

masterpiece of writing. His personali-

zation of the events took me right

along with him on the "40-cent tour."

Jon Holiday

Announcer

KTHS. Little Rock

Several rounds of applause to you

for vonr verv fine hit.
"" \< .1 \( V

\I \\—for a week." Charles Sinclair's

comprehensive picture of the inside

workings of C&W"s radio-tv depart-

ment is not only readable but an in-

teresting stud) of advertising's role in

the broadcasting industry.

We are not onlv indebted to SPON-

SOR for making our television opera-

tion posisble h\ giving us a television

camera, but also for your many edu-

cational artieles which have served as

a Bible for US in setting up our own
tv operatioi -.

Andrew N. Yi.vdimik

Executive Producer

II ) BC & II ) BC-Tl

) ale Brandt listing Co.

Vea Haven

[Please turn to page 20)

SPONSOR
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A SAL UTE to

GENERAL FOODS
ASCAP — The Thirty-five hundred members of the AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS, AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS,
will long remember with pride and gratitude the evening of Sunday,

March 28th, 1954.

The hour and one-half televised tribute, so warmly deserved, to

ASCAP members

RODGERS &. HAMMERSTEIN
presented before a nation-wide audience, unprecedented in the an-

nals of televised entertainment, performed a two-fold public service:

As it channeled inspiration and enjoyment into the American home,

it brought inspiration and resolution to fellow composers, authors

and publishers of ASCAP to the end that our members will never

rest their creative labors in their search to bring words and music into

the homes of not only the 160,000,000 lives of our good people, but

indeed the peoples of the world. If songs are ambassadors of good

will — and they are — then Rodgers and Hammerstein are truly

Ministers with Portfolios bulging with harmony for a troubled world.

Understandably then, and with good reason, we salute GENERAL
FOODS on its Twenty-fifth Anniversary, the ASCAP-licensed tele-

casters who with miraculous perfection bore the enchanting artists

into your presence, and above all RICHARD RODGERS and

OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN II for their genius that through the

years has so richly endowed the ASCAP repertory.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS, AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS

575 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
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i Big Switch

[n one short year WBBM-TV has turned many a viewer's head . .

.

has become Chicago's first television attraction.

Today WBBM-TV broadcasts 6 of the "top 10" shows during the day

... 8 of the "top 10" at night. The score a year ago was none of the

"top 10" in the daytime . . . and only half of them at night.

And the switch is the same, any way you count heads*—

... in top-rated quarter-hours, with a WBBM-TV increase from 87

to 195— a 62% lead over the next station

... in a WBBM-TV average audience now 27% greater than Station B

— over twice as great as either Station C or Station D.

Showmanship turns heads to WBBM-TV . . . can turn people to your

)roduct. Let us show you how on Chicago's Showmanship Telcrisioti Station lAf ^t^t li/i -
| \f

CBS Tdecision's Key Station in Chicago



Because the Picture

Has Changed in The

SOUTH BEND

ELKHART MARKET

* It's a brighter picture

* A clearer picture

* A stronger picture

FAST PROCESSING

On March 2. \\J\K-T\ Baluted

Woonsocket, I!. I.. as pari of it- series.

"Salute to the < lities."

I he Mardi Gras parade which was

e highlight of the affair started at 6:37

I

>. i i. Brilliant 30-second and one-

minute flares were set nil l>\ \\.|\K-

I \ cameramen, turning night i nt < >

daylight tn gel sufficient illumination

foi the films. \\ lien the quickl) pr<>-

< essed films were shown at 1 1 : 1

•"> p.m.

the same evening, viewers commented

upon the Bhaj pness and clarirj ol the

Ims.

Id our knowledge, this i- the first

time that films illuminated 1>\ mag-

lesiura flares were utilized for imme-

diate processing for television. We
would like to know if an) other sta-

tions in the countrj have done any-

thing similar to our venture.

]\\ Hoi i i ii

Promotion Manager

If JAR-T)

Providence

TOP HUDSON DEALER

How to say "thank you" for such a

wonderful story with such poor work-

ing material as yours truly is quite a

job, believe me ["How tv made Jim

Moran top Hudson dealer in the U.S.,"

22 March 1954, page 44].

I just returned from m\ vacation

and with business having taken quite

a lull, your story was the pep talk that

I needed to inoculate myself and I

think I 11 try and be the same guv all

over again that Joan Marks mentioned

in SPONSOR.

Ma\ I simph thank you from the

bottom of my heart not onl) for the

fine manner in which it was written

and the nice things you said, lull for

rejuvenating and igniting mj spark to

do new and greater tiling for the

future.

Jim Moran
President

Courtesy \4otoi Sules

Chicago

H-R TELEVISION MAN
for facts about

WSJV-TV Channel 52
ELKHART, INDIANA

JOHN J. KEENAN, Commercial Manager

INFORMS INDUSTRY

In (he March l'< issue of SPONSOR un-

der the heading "Radio Results"
I
page

76], we saw the success storj of Fa-

mous Brand Perfumes.

Last year at this lime we were rim,

nine the same deal on WFPO. Fed-

eral Home Products Corp.. then located

at 49 F. 51 St., headed b\ the same
\llen C. Ka\e-Marlin contracted with

ii- for station time for this perfume

promotion. We never recehed pa\-

ment for the time, nor was the perfume
mailed out to our listeners who or-

dered it. The result was that WFRO
finalK reimbursed our listeners for the

monies they bad sent in for the per-

fume.

We notified the Postal authorities in

New 'i ork but what was finally done
we cannot Bay. We do know, however,

that Federal Home Products suddenlv

moved from the above New York ad-

dress and this is the last we have been

able to learn of this K.a\e-Martin

character.

\\ e feel that the broadcasting indus-

tr\ should know of this deal so that

they will not lie victimized by this

outfit.

R. C. Fokck

Managing Director

WFRO
Fremont, Ohio

FOREMAN ON IDEAS

I read with interest Bob Foreman's

article on "ideas'" in the recent issue

of SPONSOR [30 November l'Jo.'S. page

10]. This interest is coupled with m\

complete disagreement with his thesis

—one that scorns an idea, per se.

In m\ wa\ of thinking he is build-

ing a strong house without a founda-

tion. An idea provides the foundation

upon which a show may succeed or

fail. Without the right idea, or to be

somewhat academic, a point of view,

the show or personality is doomed to

oblivion. It is unfair to examine God-

frey, / Love Lucy, or even Liberace

and anahze the show concept to be

nil without these successful personali-

ties. Rather, let's start at their be-

ginning. The) had nothing but an

idea for a show ami it was upon this

idea alone that the powers-to-be

launched them. Public approval

showed the investment to be sound.

I he result is more products sold and

new personalities "discovered."

1 he success or failure of a show is

a chain-action process that stems from

the initial idea for the show. The best

direction, production and casting i-

useless without a sound basic idea.

Let me reinforce m\ stand with an

example from Broadway. Bette Da\is

wa- signed bj two producers; monej
wa- easib raised: then, frantic weeks

20 SPONSOR



According to FCC curves, WAVE-TV
now effectively reaches 85.5% more
square miles than previously . . .

54.6% more people . . . 51.5%
more Effective Buying Income —
gives you far greater coverage than

any other TV station in this area!

HEIGHT
COUNTS MOST!

WAVE-TV Delivers:

66.7% GREATER COVERAGE AREA
than any other television station

in Kentucky and Southern Indianal

36.1% GREATER CIRCULATION
than the area's leading

NEWSPAPER!

761.0% GREATER CIRCULATION
than the area's leading

NATIONAL MAGAZINE!

WAVE-TV delivers a perfect picture to thou-

sands of families who get satisfactory television

reception from no other outlet. The reason is

simple

:

WAVE-TV's tower is on top the high-

est hill in this area — is actually 525

feet higher than Louisville's other

VHF station!

WAVE-TV's Channel is 3— the lowest

in this area!

WAVE-TV's 100.000 watts of radiated

power is the maximum permitted by
the FCC for Channel 3— is equiva-

lent to 600,000 watts from our old

downtown tower, on Channel 5!

Ask NBC Spot Sales for all the WAVE-TV facts.

LOUISVILLE'S

WAVE-TV
FIRST IN KENTUCKY

Affiliated with NBC, ABC, DUMONT
NBC Spot Sales, Exclusive National Representatives
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Chicago's Pioneer Station in Television

WBKB
CHANNEL 7

IS

Now Serving Nearly

1750,000
Set Owners

with

MORE LIVE, LOCAL ENTERTAINMENT THAN ANY OF ITS CHICAGO COMPETITORS —
To name but .1 few Fran Allison, Tommy Bartlett, Joe Kelly, Two Ton Baker, Claude Kirchner,

Wayne Griffin, Tom Duj^gan, Danny O'Neil, Tommy Riggs and Beulah Karney

MORE LIVE, LOCAL NEWSCASTS THAN ANY OF ITS CHICAGO COMPETITORS —
42 on the present schedule all handled with a human, realistic and factual approach by two of Chicago's

finest newscasters— Ulmcr Turner (The Dean) and Austin Kiplinger, recently voted Chicago's top newsman

MORE WELL KNOWN FILM PACKAGES THAN ANY OF ITS CHICAGO COMPETITORS —
A few which provide tops in entertainment—Wild Bill Hickock, Annie Oakley. Mr. District Attorney,

Cisco Kid, Superman. Waterfront, Candid Camera. Life of Riley, The Visitor and Racket Squad

CHICAGO'S PIONEER TV STATION—and the second oldest in the entire

nation — invites your queries. We, or Blair TV will tell you promptly

how and where your dollar can best be invested

WBKB
Television Represented Nationally by

20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, III.

ANdover 3-0800 . _-

BLAIR
American Broadcasting Vjompany

Division of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theater. Inc

22 SPONSOR



were spent searching for ideas to pro-

vide the vehicle for their star. I p to

and through the Broadway run there

never v\as complete harrnoin on the

basic ideas for the show. What finally

happened is now history. Back in

L943 two fellows on Broadway had an

idea for a show. This idea was pro-

jected and integrated with excellent

music, lyrics, staging and casting. The

result was Oklahoma!

Let's not slight ideas. Lets encour-

age them because the\ really are worth

more than the paper they are written

on. I was speaking before a Midwest-

ern college radio speech class several

years ago. I encouraged ideas as the

life-blood of television and the ulti-

mate guarantee of higher standards in

programing. Several months after the

lecture I received an idea from one of

the students. It was just an idea writ-

ten in clumsy longhand. It could have

gone into the wastebasket. but it didn't.

Instead, eight months later, that idea,

and that idea alone, raised $8,000 for

the financing of an educational film

that in one month has been sold to

over 300 school systems!

Alan Abel
Producer

Bell Productions

New York

RADIO SET SALES

In the January 25 issue you pub-

lished in your fine magazine an ex-

cellent article titled, "Radio set sales

lead tv by 69% in big tv markets"

[page 30]. We have just received

from you a reprint of the article.

If it is possible we would like 10

more reprints of the article as we con-

sider it very valuable for our salesmen.

Robert E. Krieger

Publicity & Promotion

WAAE, Worcester
• Ten reprints of the article, "Radio set sales

lead tv by 69% in big tv markets," eost 3c
apiece. Quantity prices on request.

IMMEDIATE ACTION

I was first introduced to sponsor

while taking a program planning

course at Northwestern University and

found it very informative.

Upon entering the Army for two

years I took out a subscription to

sponsor. I felt that it was one of the

best sources by which to keep in touch

with the aspects of the radio and tele-

vision industi ) w hich I am mo8l inter-

ested in and hope to enter aftei dis-

charge from service.

Please renew nrj subscription to

SPONSOR loi one \'\u .mil hill inc.

Your attention to change oi ad-

dresses has also hern most commend-
able. In spile of main service trans-

fers I have not missed an issue of

sponsor. The immediate action in

regard to these changes has hern

appreciated.

Richard II. Coyle

Hq. & Hq. Svc. Co.

Sandia Base

Albuquerque

FILM SECTION

I read your 30-page film section in

the January 25 issue of sponsor
|
page

51], and thought it very informative

and quite well done. Enjoyed it very

much and am looking forward to youi

next edition of same.

Bob Marx
Film Craft, Los Angeles

OUTSTANDING FEATURES

My copy of Volume 8 Number 6 [22

March 1954] is the most marked and

cut up monstrosity you ever saw.

One article after another contained

new information or opinions with

which I disagreed, or items that

aroused my intellectual curiosity and

I tore out for discussion.

You may wish to know specificalK

which of your features were of out-

standing interest to a tv salesman, so

here are a few:

1. Network spot carriers
|

page 40].

2. Bob Foreman [page 11].

3. How to test media
[
page 50 1

.

4. 44,000 radio listeners ]page 48].

Please enter my subscription for

your All-Media Evaluation Study hook.

Roy Porteous

Sales Supervisor, "Today"

NBC TV, New York

RADIO SALESMEN

I think your article, "Why don't ra-

dio salesmen ever come to sell me?"

[22 February 1954, page 35], is a

very sad indictment of the radio busi-

ness but a very accurate description.

F. A. Watkins Jr.

Assistant Manager

KWKH, Shreveport

i Please turn to page 115)

seSor

.US******-

TALK IS CHEAP
(but RESULTS are beeg!)

when you advertise your product over

KIFN . . . Arizona's only full-time

Spanish-language station!

Si, senor . . it costs surprisingly leetle to
tell your sales story to Arizona's 85,000
Spanish-speaking people' But the results . . .

ah, amigo, the results will warm your heart
like tequila!

Ask co'fee-man Senor
Folger, who sold 708
pounds of coffee to Phoe-
nicians from iust 27 spots
on KIFN' Ask Moe's Food
Fair, which sold 2500
pounds of pinto beans
(along with other adver-
tised items) in one week-
end' Or ask the very
pleased boss-man of
Quality Furniture who re-
ceived 220 letters from
prospective customers,
from a single musical quiz
program on KIFN !

Ah, yes, amigo the
KIFN audience listens

and buys! $20,000,000
was spent by Spanish-
speaking Anzonans for
goods and services last
year' If YOU want to sell

this rich market, you're
wise to speak its lan-
guage' (We translate your
message into Spanish for

free broadcast it over
KIFN for a minimum
charge. (Compare and
see')

ASK THESE YANOUIS ABOUT KIFN!

NATIONAL TIME
SALES

17 E 42nd St

New York,
New York

HARLAN G OAKES
AND ASSOCIATES

672 Lafayette

Park Place

los Angeles, Calif

KlfN
860 Kilocycles • 1 000 Watts

REACHING PHOENIX AND
ALL OF CENTRAL ARIZONA
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CFCF SELLS 'EM!

In 1953,278 individual

local accounts got sales

results from CFCF.

you can't fool a cash

register.

MONTREAL
JN U.S.— WEED

IN CANADA-ALL CANADA

iopiir

24

II iff iff ftt Englehurt
Director of Advertising and Merchandising

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Coal Co., New York

The c>nl\ performances thai former radio singer Bill Englehart puts

on these days IS Oil hi- circuits to the 'blue coal' dealer- to explain

Delaware, Lackawanna ^ Western Coal Co.'- advertising programs.

Sponsors of The Shadow on MBS for over 20 \ears. 'blue coal'

turned to spot radio in L951. In 1953 some "><)'; of the firm'- -1

million ad budget went into radio announcement schedules and

quickie programs, the other half into newspapers, and other media.

Englehart expects that this ratio coverage will maintain for his

estimated $750,000 budget in 1954. (The budget drop reflects the

problems in the anthracite industry, which is being hard squeezed

by oil and gas competition, i

"Our aim. of course, is to bave consumers bu\ "hlue coal all year

long." he told SPONSOR, leafing through an elaborate "hlue coal' ad-

vertising presentation for dealer- and pointing to the various "blue

coal theme-.

"We're on radio \ ear-round." he added. "In winter it- jusl

straight-sell copy, hut in spring and summer we stress long-term

budget plan- and econoni) .

To illustrate his point, Englehart played a taped recording of a

musical 'blue coal' spring commercial. ("And the next voice that

you hear will not be mine." he warned. I

\ duet sang: "Jusl pick up the phone."

(iirl's \oiee on filter: "Number, plea- .

I he duel again : "Tell \ our "blue coal' man
"To -tail sou on the 'blue coal" budget plan!

Such musical jingles followed bj 1 > seconds of hard-sell announce-

ments and a 10-second dealer lag one or two time- dailj are the

main-lav ol 'blue coal's' radio activit) today. In 1953 'bin.' coal

announcements were heard on 182 different programs in do e to

l">»i cities o| Eastern and Midwestern I .S.A., through SSCB, 'blue

coal's agencj

.

Hard-sell advertising to the lower-income group-, who are the be-t

cusl I-. has maintained 'hlue coal'-' -ale- at over $80 million

annual turnover that i-. 'blue coal' a ounts for 21', of anthra-

. itc Fuel industrj i onsumei -ale-.

Does Englehart heal hi- Scarsdale home with 'blue coal'.' "Well

. . . Iw hesitated. "Don t tell anyone, but we li\e in an apartment."
• • +

SPONSOR
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Mrs. A. Cass, 17437 Omira Ave., Detroit

takes pen in hand, as did scores of viewers,

inspired by the inauguration of

WJBK-TV'S new 1,057 foot tower

and 100,000 watt power:

'
. . . Channel 2 is our favorite channel. We keep it on most of

the time. I find it is always kept so clean and nice, always proud to

turn it on for friends or children. Again, congratulations on the new

tower. May it bring many years of success and happiness to you and

all concerned. I am only one of the 100% of Detroit people who will

say thanks a million.
,,

Represented Nationally

by THE KATZ AGENCY National Sales Director, TOM HARKER, 118 E. 57th, New York 22, ELDORADO 5-7690
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Summer time in radio is high time for selling.

Higher than you realize, maybe. And highest of all at Mutual.

Mutual is the only network with a higher share of audience in the summer than in

the winter— 12% higher, according to Nielsen (July-Sept vs. Jan-Mar, '53).

And Mutual is the network with highest gains in summer billings—25% higher, '53 vs. '52.

To sum up the summer evidence in a sentence, Mister PLUS is now

ready to kite his clients' sales all over the map, all summer

long—with far more stations, closer to people wherever they go.

May we ask where you plan to spend the summer?

THE MUTUAI^BROADCASTING SYSTEM
NEW YORK . . . LO 4-8000; CHICAGO . . . WH 4-5060; LOS ANGELES ... HO 2-2133



O OVER 4
three more reasons
why sales results

are better on 4...

/matinee]

\<»ir development* on SPONSOR stories

S«'«'

FRANDSEN'S FEATURES
with Sales -Showman

Tom Frandsen and

Feature Films 1-2:15 P.M.

KEY to the KITCHEN
with Sales-Showman

Mike Roy and the

Dream Kitchen" 2:30-3 P.M.

Mcelroy at sunset
with Sales-Showman

Jack McElroy at

Sunset & Vine 6-6:45 P.M.

PARTICIPATION

PROGRAMS
Monday thru Friday

KNBH-4, HOLLYWOOD

NBC Spot Sales

"Automobiles on the air"

"Saturation radio put- the razzle-

dazzle in rord one-da) -al<
•-"

16 November 1953, page 13

19 October 1933. page 30

Automobile manufacturer-—and
dealen— arc using more radio, t\

\- SPONSOR went in press O'Meara Motors, a Ford dealer in

Hartford, Conn., was bracing itself Ur a heavj crush of customers.

I In- compan) was just starting an eight-da) saturation announce-

ment campaign on WDRC, Hartford, running 30 announcements on

weekdays, 20 on Sundaj a total of 230. Last fall O'Meara bought

LOO announcements during one week ami sold 1,000 cars, made about

8,000 appraisals. Thai sold the compan) on using radio.

<) Meara isn I tli onl) dealer to be running a heav) air campaign,

however. \ll over the countr) dealer- are buying radio and l\ time;

toda) the big dealer who doesn't u>e air media i- getting to lie an

exception.

Mutual- co-op program department report- thai of 1,475 local

advertisers currentl) buying co-op -hows, about 265 are auto dealer-.

\ml during last year's Game of the Day series, 650 automobile

dealers bought co-op time on the local level (there were 1,000 adver-

tisers in all using Game <>i the Dm i. Sale- this year indicate that

just as main, if not more, dealer- will he buying into the co-op

baseball series MBS says.

How main other local dealers are buying time on local radio ami

t\ stations across the countr) is problematical. The local dealers

have a strong precedent to follow, however: Ever) major auto

manufacturer has upped its radio and t\ budget in the past year.

\- a group auto m; nufacturers spent nearl) s
l million more in

Januarj of tin- year compared to Januar) 1953 for network time

alone. It breaks down like this: In Januan 1954 auto fines spent

$2,270,074 on network tv lit was $1,511,095 in Januar) '53); they

-pent $771,578 on network radio this year during Januar) 'and

$598,107 a year ago). Total Januarx '54 network air budgets,

according to Publishers Information Bureau: $3,041,652 (compared

with $2,109,202 for Januarv '53's network l>u\si. Leading the

network lime buys in both radio and tv is General Motors, which in

Januar) invested $221,623 in radio and $893,277 in t\. according

to I'll? (whose figures include no talent costs).

General Motors hasn I signed lor am new network shows in recent

weeks hut it- Bunk Div. has bought a variet) of radio network -how-

on a "on-shot" basis. Buick bought -how- on \BC. CBS and NBC
during the firsl week ol Januar) and picked up a one-shol NBC
Radio new- show 31 March. Chevrolet Dealers of America has been

using participation- on MBS' "Multi-Message" plan since mid-

Februar) and the Salt lake Cit) Chevrolet Dealers \— n. ha< 1 ecu

sponsoring news programs on the Intermountain Network'- .'-51

stations since last November. The Oldsmobile I)i\. of GM renewed

Douglas Edwards with the Sews on I BS I \ . Mid GM renewed ) our

Land & Mine featuring Henr) .1. Taylor on VBC Rad'o for all it-

products.

I ver) automobile division of General Motor- has u~vi\ some spot

radio and the divisions have also used spot t\ since the firsl of the

year, principall) in introducing new models. Even Cadillac bought

announcements in 300 market- during February.

Ford Moid Co. recentl) bought the Edward R. Murrow news
-how on about 100 CBS Radio Western and Southwestern stati. -

ire picking up the Murrow programs Ford was a heav\ spot

user, had a \er\ heav) spol earl) this year on hundreds
of stations. * * *
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YOU MIGHT RIDE 485 WINNERS IN A YEAR
III I

PULSE REPORT— 100% YARDSTICK

KALAMAZOO TRADING AREA — FEBRUARY, 1953

MONDAY-FRIDAY
6 a.m. -12 noon 12 noon-6 p.m. 6 p.m. -midnight

WKZO 59% (a) 59- 48%
B 21 14 23

C 5 (a) 4 6

D 4 4 4

E 3 4 7

MISC. 9 14 12

(a) Does not broadcast for complete six-hour period and the

share of audience is unadjusted for this situation.

Me @efae>i SPtationt*
WKZO— KALAMAZOO
WKZO-TV— GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WJEF — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA

Associated with

WMBD — PEORIA. ILLINOIS

WKZO RADIO
ALWAYS WINS
IN WESTERN MICHIGAN!
WKZO, Kalamazoo, is definitel) Western Michigan's t<>|i

radio buy

—

morning, alia noon and night. Pulse figures,

left, prove it. On a quarter-hour, 52-time I asis, for example,

WKZO gets:

181.0°o more morning listeners and 321.4°o more

afternoon listeners than Station B 'and for only 35.3°o

more money!)

Nielsen figures tell much the same audience story. Thej
-how dial \\k/() ijcls 177.7'- more average < lai I \ day-

time families than Station B!

Vsk Vvery-Knodel for all the facts.

WKZO
CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO

AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN

Avery- Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

*This American record was set in 1953 by Willie Shoemaker.
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(
//<t(//ioiti6: prize ''package" at a down-to-earth price!

THE PLAYHOUSE is 52 star-studded dramas from

the second "Schlitz Playhouse of Stars" series . . .

first-run in over L50 markets second-run in all

others) . . . which you can call your own at a

fraction of their original cost.

Strictly top-drawer stars like Broderick Craw-

ford, Vincent Price. Ann Sheridan. Ronald Reagan,

Edward Arnold, Joan ( "aulfield. among others.

Scripts, too, are topnotch. include famous tales by

such writers as F. Scott Fitzgerald and Somerset

Maugham.

You couldn't duplicate this array of talent for

many times the price. And think of the promotions

you can build around names like these! Reserve

the market you want . . . call one of these offices

right away.

ABC FILM SYNDICATION, INC.
In NEW YORK: Don I. Keornv. 7. W 66'H S'reeV SU 7-5000

In CHICAGO: John Burns, 20 North Wacker Drive. ANdover 3-0800

In HOLLYWOOD: Bill Clark, 1539 North Vine St.. HOIIywood ? :
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HE NEW \f
Are you so close to it you ruu't svv thv changes?

by Alfred J. Juffe

Jflpadio is changing ri^ht under the advertiser's nose.

The change is so revolutionary you'd be justified in

dubbing present-clay am broadcasting the New Radio.

This is not a rapidly boiling, explosive-laden ferment.

The change in many ways is a quiet one. To those close

to radio the medium may seem to be hardly moving at all.

Like watching the hour hand on a clock, we notice move-

ment only when we turn a\\a\ for a while.

The change does not mean that radio is being turned

inside out from stem to stern. Radio is too big to be con-

fined to one mold. If you look about you, you can even

spot contrary trends. Nevertheless it is clear that the

emerging New Radio, though it may not be fully formed.

is destined to have permanent effects.

Many active radio clients know what is going on. of

course. They can hardly avoid knowing, being part of the

change themselves. But they are sometimes amazed, when

the\ look bark and view radio- development in perspec-

tive, to see how far it has come. Advertisers who don't

use radio are onlj diml) aware of what"- happening to am

broadcasting and mam who do arc surprising!) numb
toward the upheaval and the effects it will have on Belling.

Radio clients who haven't gotten much oul of the medium

might well a-k themselves il the) understand how to bu)

radio circa 1 954.

It ma) sound strange to -a\ so. but these < 1 1 a n u; • - arc

not something that started recently. While t\ has ^iven a

fillip to the alterations going on. the seeds for the New
Radio were planted even before the tv tube L'ol a foothold

in the consumer's li\ ing room.

The future'.'' The end to these changes is not yel here.

It is not even in sLdit.

Obviously, an understanding of what is happening to

radio and the direction in which it i- traveling i~ essential

Here is what the New Radio means. Here's how it is evolving

The New Radio has become the constant companion of the listener. Because ii

is everywhere, it is easy to turn on. Because it is easy to turn on, it is.

more and more, turned on when the listener is doing something else. The busy
listener has developed an ability to absorb radio sound with bis "third ear."

I

2
I'se of the New Radio as background to other activities has centered interest

on the psychology of divided-attention Listening. It is known the listener

can remember a commercial even if lie doesn't focus his ear on it. But there

is a dispute about whether the loud or s »f1 commercial is the best approach.

3
To adapt radio to changing listening habits, new program thinking on the webs
leans toward the low key, intimate approach. This is not new to radio since

local outlets began mining this lode before tv. But the webs are seeking to

create new forms suited to their stature. "Marquee" value is one suggestion.

4
The New Radio has created a slow but steady interest in buying circulation,

that is, reaching as many different homes as possible at lowest possible cost.

Spot carriers are one way this is done. Sponsors also scatter shots on the

webs their own way. Nielsen's Andimeter shows them unduplicated audience.
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Housewife tuning in kitchen 'adio typifies t

( I ) listening while doing something else and
'O characteristics of the New Radio:

(2) spread of sets outside living room

in the ad\ erl isei il he - going to gel

his dollar- worth oul of ii. To help

him orient himself, sponsor takes .1

careful look at the New Radio from

both sides of the sel to see 1 1 1 how

knowledgeable sponsors have been

changing theii usage and (2) how the

listeners have changed their listening.

Hen- are the highlights <>f tin' New

Radio:

1. The New Radio is warm, com-

forting, friendly, cozy. It is always on

hand. It is ubiquitous, omnipresent.

It is everywhere. It is sheer down-to-

earth circulation. Here's what it is

nut: It i- no longer glamorous. That

function has been taken over 1>\ video.

The New Radio has shed the more

flamboyant garb of show business.

2. Since radio is everywhere the

New Listener has only to reach oul his

hand tn -witch it on—no matter where

he is in what he is doing. Since he lis-

tens more and more while doing some-

thing else, he does not always pa) rapl

attention to the New Radio. He (or

she) has developed an amazing facil-

iu lor absorbing sound while driving

.1 . .11. 1 leaning a house, making a book-

case, playing on the beach, doing

- hool homework. 1 The human ani-

mal, psychologists think, can even Ii--

li rj and learn while asleep. 1

.">. In keeping with the interest in

sheei circulation, and also to keep

I HIS n I. FIGHT FOB
We fight to convince the advertiser

that radio has a place in the American

home today which neither television nor

any other medium can usurp; that there

is a secure place for tv as well. Indeed,

we firmly believe that every honest

medium has a firm niche in the rapidly

expanding advertising firmament.

themselves solvent, the networks have

been offei ing a 1 ontinuing variet) oi

new sales device-. Spol carriers are

the prime example. For low-cost cir-

1 illation, manv admen feel thev fill

the bill. Mosl nl these offer audience

dispersion through "horizontal" pur-

chases that is. the advertiser huvs the

same time of da) or night on different

days "I tin- week. \BC Radio's Three

Plan marks the emergence of a -; ol

carrier plan with "vertical" audience

dispersion. Here, the advertiser can

buj am ouncementa morning, afler-

I'linii and evening. In addition to spot

carriers, advertisers are learning to

- attei -hot- in their own way. Ex-

amples an- S. C. Johnson and Lon-

L'ine--\\ ittnauer.

!. In tune with (he New Listener

there i- a noticeable trend toward low

key, persona] programing. While this

approach actuall) pre-dates tv. with

it- beginnings in l< cal programing, the

networks are beginning to create forms

-uiii d to their stature a d to < Lain

broadcasting. This trend has harelv

I egun bul it i- hound to continue. It

mean-, in part, longer -how-, a pot-

pourri format. It will seek to cater to

low-level Listening with -< altered peaks

of high interest.

In take the last highlight first:

One of the best examples of the new
programing is the format lor next sea-

son's Ldgar Bergen -how. which will

he sponsored b) Kraft, via J. Walter

Thompson. The CBS Radio personal-

it) will remain on ^undav nights hut

the -how will he expanded to an hour.

The new Edgar Bergen will he com-

mentator, interviewer, philosopher and

wit rolled ui> into one. He will discuss

Emerging trend is long, departmental led show which caters to "third ear" listening

with peaks of high attention. Below: Merrill Mueller of NBC Radio's "Weekend"
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status report

Effort to find proper niche for radio network programs has led to a new, intimate

format for Edgar Bergen next season. One-hour CBS show will be sponsored by Kraft

impoi i. mi .1 u. 1 1. ii' e segments b

ing mass appi al. Radio has a wondei

I ill opportunitj to capture the kind "I

people « ho like good talk, good plaj -.

good music, careful and i omplete anal-

ol political trends. \ _ d pari ol

this group is wealth) and would I"- a

worthwhile audience foi man) adver-

tise] s. I he purchasing powei "l the

above-S L0,000 _: r «
< i j

|
> has in< reased

quite a I'll since tin- 2 : i-. even when

5
on pul ilii~ purchasing powei in tei ms

of L954 doll i-.'

\\ hile specialized programing has in-

< reased on radio, neithei the broad-

i asting industi j noi its clients, taken

as a whole, would like to see the kind

of broad efforl suggested above. Ra-

dio, in them, i- .1 mass i inula. ion me-

dium and the) would not like to see

audience slivers replace the present

listeners.

An important elemenl in the new

program trend is the long show . NBC
Radio has surged forward in tlii- di-

rection recently with The Big Pre-

I Please turn to page I 13)

all kinds of subjects, be they about

politics, sports, entertainment, fashions

or growing old. There will be guests

I but no studio audience in the accept-

ed sense of the term ) and there will

be musical recordings. There will also

be humor and Charlie McCarthy.

This blend of good talk. Bergen's

personality, wit and wisdom will come
over the radio on a low-key level with-

out attempting to demand 100' < atten-

tion from the audience. The client and

agency want a relaxing show7 and

though they want to take the grim-

ness out of talk about public affairs

there will be no effort to get a laugh

with every line. The show will be live,

except for music, and will originate in

Washington, where Bergen is practic-

ing being a reporter right now.

While undoubtedly an off-beat show,

the new Bergen program actually con-

tains many familiar elements. It is the

way they are combined that makes the

program different. And it has what

Alfred L. Hollander, radio-tv director

of Grey Advertising, calls "marquee
value."

1

Hollender used the term in

telling sponsor some of his ideas on

network radio programing

:

"Some of the independents," he said,

"have cracked right through the net-

work shows with top ratings for disk

jockeys and similar types of shows.

Why should network radio have diffi-

culties? Networks are just strings of

local stations. The answer is the in-

dependents are successful because the\

are catering to the new type of listen-

ing, which is not always attentive.

"The networks can learn from this.

not bv putting on the same kind of

shows the independents have but b)

taking a leaf from the independents'

book and adding marquee value, such

as top names."

While most suggestions for revamp-

ing radio programing, both local and

network, urge an appeal to America in

the mass, there is one group that feels

radio's salvation lies in appealing to

the sophisticates, the literate and or

the wealths.

One spokesman for this group, a

man close to the broadcast scene, said:

"The movies and television have lost

Should rcidio program

for the 'third ear?'

The growing stress on program

ing to the divided att< ntion lis

tener evoked this reaction I

Gordon Grey, ' reneral Teleradio

vice president in charge of WOE,

New York :
'

' While « i

that the listener can enjoy radio

while doing something elsi .

we, along with a Bizable aumbi i

of other stations throughout the

country, don "t just invite our

listi aei a to lie back, relax and

half listen. We command, and

get, the full attention of our

audience. We believe that radio

do its best job when that

kind of approach is used. Too

much emphasis on divided at-

tention may do mere harm

than good."
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Nescafe, No. Two or Three

among instant coffees,

represents 60% of Nes-

cafe sales at the present.

all FOUR air media
Major portion of $tt million 1951 budget for Nestle food

line will go into network radio, tv. spot radio, tv

jff mmm Boy!" says Dun Cady,

Nestle Co.'s v.p. in charge "I adver-

tising, using the familiar phrase ol

Nescafe's top television salesman,

.Jackie Gleason.

"Instant coffee sales to consumers

were 80" - higher in January-Februarj

1954 than during those two months in

1953."

\ncl Nescafe Instant Coffee, one ol

the top three instanl coffees, bas shown

sales in rea es proportionate t<> the in-

dustry's leap. Since Nescafe is respon-

sible for a SPONSOR-estimated 60^ "I

Nestle Co.'s total sales, its rising sales

curve is particularly significant foi the

food products compan)

.

Nestle Co., known mainh for it-

chocolate products and Nescafe, em-

barked on a project of major diversifi-

cation in the food line some five ye rs

ago. rhough not generall) associated

with the multi-product package food

giants like General Foods, Nestle Co.

has expanded its line to include such

products as package soups, cookie

mixes, package gravy, package sauce,

food flavoring additive;, anion- others

Radio and television are playing a

case history

large role in the company's expansion

and Nestle is using more air advertis-

ing than at an) other time in it- entire

historj

.

According to Tea & Coffee Trade

Journal. Nescafe rank- close behind

General Food-' Maxwell House Instant

Coffee, is neck-and-neck with Borden s

Instant Coffee. Nestle's chocolate bars

rank second behind Hershey's, it's

agreed in the chocolate business. Nes-

tle soups, sauce and -raw were added

to the Nesde line within the past year.

cannot yet he compared with more es-

tablished brands. Nestle instanl cocoas,

however, dominate the instant cocoa

market w ilhout a doubt.

Nescafe spent $2 million in 1953-4 for network tv show with mer-

chandisable star Gleason (in barber chair below) plugging Nescafe
Integrated commercials, like chocolate products pitch on "Space
Patrol" (below), gives Nestle show identification, hero endorsement



Kecent trends in Nestle advertising

expenditures indicate that the com-

pany has shifted into high gear for the

1954 race. SPONSOK estimates Nestle"-

total 1953 advertising spending at

close to $6 million, with an educated

guesstimate of $8 million for projected

1954 advertising expenditures.

Nestle products are advertised in-

dividually and by brand. There's no

institutional advertising for the com-

pany name. And Nestle products are

divided among four agencies: I 1 i

Sherman & Marquette, New York, for

Nescafe and Nestle Instant Coffee;

I 2 I Cecil & Presbrey, New York, for

Nestle Chocolate Bars. Everfleady Co-

coa, Nestles Quik. Nestle Semi-Sweet

Chocolate Morsels, Nestles Cookie

Mix, Nestle Brown Gravy, Nestle White

Sauce; (3) Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,

New York, for Nestea. Nestle Soups.

Maggi Bouillon Cubes, Decaf; (4)

Maison, Chicago, for Nestle bulk prod-

ucts for institutional use (chocolate

coatings for candv manufacturers,

syrups for soda fountain distribution )

.

The major portion of Nestle Co.'s

advertising budget is allocated to Nes-

cafe, one of the pioneers in the instant

coffee industry. Introduced in 1937.

Nescafe made slow but sure gains dur-

ing the late Thirties and early Forties

while it was relatively lone wolf in the

new coffee-extract field. World War II,

however, had conditioned servicemen

(compliments of the U.S. Government I

to food concentrates and instant cof-

fee. It was at this time that most major

food companies jumped on the instant

coffee band wagon. Hard-hitting ad-

vertising of instant coffee by many
brands inflated the post-war baby to

gigantic size. ( For round-up of in-

stant coffee industrv see SPONSOR, 5

May 1952.1

Nescafe s experience shows that a

pioneer product needs a long time to

convert consumer taste. However, once

there are several different brands on

the market, backed by heavy advertis-

ing, sales for the pioneer product are

carried along by the momentum gen-

erated from the increased advertising.

The following factors contributed to

Nescafe s continuing rise today:

1. The instant coffee industry has

grown 30% a year over the past eight

years. Today one out of every three

cups of coffee consumed in American

homes is made from instant coffee.

Nestle executives forecast that within

five vears 509? of the coffee consumed

in tin' I ,S. w ill be instant ("tin-,
i
^.i\ -

Nestle's Don ( ;,i,|\ :
'\|\ teen-age i nil-

dren will probabl) nevei squeeze an

orange or brew a cup of coffee." >

2. The sudden and substantial
I

> i i e

hikes ol regulai coffee came as a wind-

fall to the instant coffee industrj in

winter I'M'.- 54, bringing about a large

numbei ol conversions among consum-

ers. Instant coffees have been raising

their prices too, but, because of their

method of processing and extracting

the maximum from the bean coffee

thc\ use. the) continue to be propoi

lionatelv cheaper than the regular

brands. On the average, a jar of in-

stant coffee I which produces the same

number of cups ol coffee as one pound

of regular coffee) is 30c cheaper than

one pound of regular entire.

3. Nescale s revamped and hard-

sell advertising in all media maintained

Nescafe s ranking among the top three

in this heavy-spending industn . I SPON-

SOR estimates that this budget breaks

down as follows: 50', network t\.

20', spot radio. 5'
- spot t\. 25',

print. I

The most significant pattern to he

found in Nescafe's advertising straleg\

during the past two years has been the

stress upon high-priced tv vehicles with

merchandisable personalities as back-

bone of the brand's over-all advertis-

ing effort.

Before 1950 Nescafe (through Sher-

man & Marquette l advertised princi-

pally through magazines and newspa-

pers, although this soluble coffee had

sponsored two network radio shows in

the late Thirties and early Forties.

The tv debut came in 1950 with

Take a Chance, NBC TV, Sundav eve-

nings, starring Don Ameche. Time

cost alone per show was close to $65,-

000. Nescafe quit the show after a

13-week run because of inadequate re-

turns for its investment.

In September 1952 Nescafe bought

into The Kate Smith Show, NBC I \ .

Wednesdays 4:30-4:45 p.m., for a 20-

week run. To get each penny's worth

out of this $91,000 production-onlv ex-

penditure. Nescafe ran two separate

contests on the air—one for consum-

ers, one aimed at dealers.

The consumer contest tied in with

the British Coronation, and ran in

Februarv and March 1953. Contestants

were asked to write a 25-word state-

ment on why they like Nescafe. Ten

winners, with a guest each, were flown

( Please tarn to page 130)

Nestle keeps dealers informed of air adve-tis-

ing strategy with dealer mailings (pictured

above); provides them with in-store displays

Xvstle pres.. tul vp svt air budget

Nestle President Hans J. Wolflisberg (left),

previously with Manila and Singaoore Nestle

concerns, stresses brand rather than institu-

tional advertising. Ad Manage,- Dot Cady
coordinates Nestle strategy with six a e s
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Mennen's formula: sell

'em while they're shaving
llcvst i i in*' in stk ll a man .shaving accessories is when his mind

is on shaving'. Thai's whv tlciuicii uses a lu»a\y early-morning

spot radio schedule on 90 to 125 stations in «»."» to 90 markets

Whether Us a radio announcement

(see typical copy at top of opposite

page) or a tv commercial featuring

this girl, Mennen bases part of its

message on sex appeal. Deodorant

and lotion get bulk of radio budget

by F. Keith Iranian-

^ an \ ou -''II something to a gu)

before he eats breakfast?

I he Mennen Co. does.

Even Ix-fore the sun is up Mennen
has ~< >l< I a prett) big chunk of its

daj - production <>f men's toiletries—
principall) after-shave lotion and de-

odorant.

They are onlv two of the compan) s

line ol a doze I'm - products hut the)

make up a big part ol Mennen's sales.

Mennen dor- i;- pre-breakfast sell-

ing with early-morning radio, as do an

increasing number of clients nowa-

days. But don't think Mennen is just

a recent converl to a.m. radio. It i-n t

.

Mennen was buying morning time 20

J
ears ago and more.

Mennen's sales philosophy Is sim-

ple. If you're going to sell a man
shaving accessories, the best time is

when his mind i- on shaving. Obvi-

ousl) this is either before breakfast

when he's actuall) hacking awa) 2

1

hours' growth of stubble, or when In- -

eating breakfast possibl) with his

face -till smarting from it- bout with

the razor.

Another important facet of Mennen S

advertising strateg) is it- use of cop)

which stresses the sex appeal benefits

i _

of Mennen- products for men. \\ hat

Mennen a<tuall\ is doing is adapting

the same technique used in the sale of

women - cosmetics and perfume-. That

is, Mennen suggests to the earK -morn-

ing male listener that Mennen will

make him attractive to the opposite

sex. For an example of a well-worded

adaptation of sex-appeal selling of a

male product, see commercial on page

at right above.

\hnnen- morning radio campaign

has been paying off. It ha> been one

"I Mennen's most consistent advertis-

ing efforts. Before switching to morn-

ing radio a decade ago Mennen used

a wide variet) of evening radio pro-

grams, lew of these programs were

kept for more than a vear. And the

evening radio was all network.

"We concentrate on spot radio in

our men- line," says Leonard \. Col-

son, Mennen advertising manager.

"The hulk of our budget is in early-

morning spot radio, supported h\

new-paper-. magazines. television.

Sunda) supplements.

Mennen prefers earlv -morning news

and musical clock -how-. Colson Bays.

It's partial to lVminute programs

and frequentlv buys them on a three-

to-six times-a-week schedule. But the

compan] also i- on a few participa-

tion pro-ram- and buys some evening

ladio time. "When we u-e evening ra-

dio." says Colson, "it'- usuall] late

evening."

Colson says Mennen reaches about

"||'
, of the I .S." total drug market

with it- radio schedule. The compan)

SPONSOR



nen commercials like this tell men how to get sex appeal

Men, remember back to the time of your first science class? And how

the old professor tried to explain magnetism? He used a magnet and some

bits of iron. So much for lab technique. Now for a living-room demon-

stration of magnetism. Here's what you do—just before your next date,

finish off your shave with Mennen Skin Bracer—then watch how fast

your gal closes the distance between you when she gets a whiff of that

Mennen he-man aroma. Talk about magnetism—Mennen Skin Bracer's

got it. Gals really go for it. And so do men. They like the way its

refreshing tingle wakes up their face after that morning shave—and the

way Mennen Skin Bracer helps heal tiny razor nicks, too. Want to increase

your personal magnetism? Get Mennen Skin Bracer in the large 58-cent

size or in the giant $1 size. It's America's largest-selling after-shave lotion.^*

is on 90 to 125 stations in the coun-

try's top 85 to 90 markets. Colson

calls radio the backbone of the com-

pany's advertising program.

Ask Len Colson why Mennen uses

spot and he'll tell you this: "We use

spot because you've got better control

over it. You can bolster weak markets.

And it's flexible. You can order the

exact time you want in each market.

With network, 7:30 in the morning in

New York would be 4:30 in Los An-

geles."

Mennen also likes the local support

it gets with spot. Because local sup-

port doesn't always come spontaneous-

ly, however, Mennen sends an infor-

mal, folksy letter to its list of radio

stations. In connection with this Men-

nen invites station people to write in

telling of incidents and news about

what the station is doing. Mennen has

found that the newsletter builds good-

will among the station people. And it

also serves to remind stations of Men-

nen activities which enables them to

do a better selling job.

If Gerhard Mennen (he founded the

company in 1879) were alive today,

he would doubtless approve Mennen's

radio and tv advertising. His selling

technique was the same.

When 23-year-old Gerhard started

selling his first product, a corn cure,

he got a wagon, a singer and took off

for a tour of the countryside. The

singer would entertain at a crossroads

village, attracting a crowd. Then after

case history

a few minutes of entertainment, Men-

nen would step up and deliver a "com-

mercial" for his Corn Killer. But he

didn't sell any on the spot; he'd tell

his audience to go to their neighbor-

hood druggist and "ask for Mennen's

Corn Killer.

Seventy-five years later Mennen

—

still a family-owned company—has

some two dozen nationally known

products.

Mennen is divided into two branches:

mens products and baby products.

Mennen advertising is split among

four agencies. Kenyon & Eckhardt

handles most of the men's line (in-

cludinsr the after-shave lotion and

spray deodorant) ; Cecil & Presbrey

handles Mennen Foam Shave (aerosol

shaving preparation) and several new

products, still in the test stage; Grey

Advertising handles the baby products,

and Irwin Vladimir Co. tl"' export and

fori ign advertisir

\. i
<

• ii r 1 1 executives include James

S. Ma. A ickai al K&E; Daniel I. add.

C&P; Don Smith, Grey, and Irwin

\ ladiinii at the agenc) beai big his

name. \ lailimir has handled 1 1 1
•

- Bf
-

count for 2") \cars.

Ilir over-all Mennen advertising

budget i> clo-c to s5 million, which is

divided between the men's products di-

vision and the bal»\ prodix I- division.

\pproximatelj a million of ilii~ goes

into spot radio and tv.

I In Mennen Company has made ex-

tensive and highly articulari/.cd use of

various media.

As an example, Spray Deodorant

and Skin Bracer are current!) using

the hulk of the national spot radio.

Radio, however, is also used for satu-

ration waves on other products at peak

periods.

Newspapers have been used exten-

sively for the application of required

pressure, seasonally and geographi-

cally.

Currently, Mennen is employing

widespread use of Sundav comics on

behalf of Spray Deodorant and Bracer.

In the past, they have used Sunda;

supplements like This Week and Amer-

ican Weekly in saturation waves.

On Foam Shave products they are

currently using both national mass

magazines and Sunday supplements.

I -e of magazines varies sharply

from year to year, depending on the

individual product problems and copy

themes. Currently, spending in maga-

zines is less heavy than in previous

vears due to Colson 's theory of apply-

i I'lcase turn to page 141

)

Father-sons team manages Mennen today. Seated, William G. Mennen, company president;

standing, George Mennen and William G. Mennen Jr., both vice presidents. Ad manager

is Leonard V. Colson (right), who says radio is the backbone of men's product campaigns
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Why sponsors believe the nmm i

J - there a recession or isn't there?

If there is one, you'd hardl) know It from a sponsor
poll ol national advertiser!- jusl concluded.

rhese Facts -land out in the Burvey, which covers a va-

rietv of businesses and includes some of the Largest firm-

in the countr) :

1. Most of those answering the poll actuall) report

their sales have been running ahead of last year.

2. Not one ol those who answered reported a cut in

their over-all advertising budgets.

3. A great majorit) of the respondents reported they

ha\e increased their air budgets this \ear.

4. The general feeling was that the recession was some-

thing happening to somebodv else.

The poll grew out of the mood of optimism found at the

Bpring meeting of the Association of National Advertisers

last month. SPONSOR'S Editorial Director Ka\ Lapica was

so struck b\ this mood he had questionnaires sent to e\er\

one of the 191 firms which had representatives at the meet-

ing in Hot Springs, Va.

The questionnaires sought, in addition to attitudes about

the recession, detailed information on sales trends and air

advertising budgets. While advertisers are naturally re-

luctant to reveal such information. 43 returned the ques-

tionnaires with most, if not all. of the facts requested.

Ihr answers cover the following industries: oil. autos and

farm machinery, textile-, drugs and toiletries, soaps and

cleansers, appliances and furniture, food and beverages,

insurance, beav) industry and chemicals, paper products

ami a hw miscellaneous categories. Most respondents

asked that spei :ific dollar and percentage figures not be

linked w ith their names.

lb-re is a summarv of the an-wers. which will be fol-

lowed b\ a more detailed breakdown in some of the indus-

tr\ categories:

Of the 43 answering. 27 said their business was up over

last sear. -i\ said business was the same, 10 said it was

down.

Regarding over-all advertising budgets. 29 of the 43

said their expenditures have been running ahead of last

year while 12 said the ad budget was about the same. Two
respondents would not indicate the trend of their ad bud-

gets one waj or the other.

About three-quarters of the advertisers are air user-. 31

to be exact. Of this latter group 27 reported details on the

air budgets: 17 have increased their air budgets, either

dollar-wise or percentage-wise, six are spending either the

same amount of money or the same percentage of their

o\er-all budget on air media and four said they were

spending less. Some of those spending the same percent-

SPONSOR'S Ray Lapica (right) struck by optimism at ANA's spring

meeting, decided to poll members on recession. He is shown at

meeting with (left to right) Ralph Harrington, General Tire &
Rubber; Dick Hildreth, Standard Oil (N.Y.); Ben Donaldson, Ford
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over
SPONSOR poll of national advertisers discloses a

strong note of optimism. Here are some key answers:

age on air advertising are actually increasing llicir dollar

expenditures since the over-all ad budget has been in-

creased.

Opinions on the recession varied. Aside from the fact

that most of the advertisers said it was the other fellow

who was suffering, the consensus was that the dip would
be over in three to six months. One executive opined it

was already over. About a half dozen had no opinion. The
same number said "What recession?" or words to that

effect. A few spoke as if the country's economy was level-

ing off into a rate of production that would be slightlv

lower than the 1953 peak. If anyone was worried, he

didn't show it.

One of the questions asked advertisers what business

should do to combat the recession. A unanimous chorus

of voices said: Get out and sell!

Here is a more detailed picture of the answers by some
of the industry categories represented:

• Food and Beverages: All the firms answering said this

year's business was better than last year or just as good.

There is a pronounced trend toward increasing air budgets.

George Oliva, advertising manager of the National Bis-

cuit Co., said his firm's sales were running even with 1953,

a record year, and felt the increasing population and "an

expanding market should have a healthy effect on our

sales." This year's ad budget is 20% above last year's but

the amount going to air media is 60% more than a year

ago. Oliva did not think "any recession in 1954 will be

long-lived."

One of the large multiple-brand food firms, now spend-

ing $6.5 million on advertising, has increased its tv bud-

get. A soft-drink firm, anticipating its best sales year ever

in 1954, has doubled its air budget, now devotes 35/{ to

radio and tv, A food firm with an ad budget in the under-

$1 million category has increased its air budget 50%. One
of the big names in coffee reports it is spending more

money on radio-tv advertising.

• Drugs and Toiletries: While two of the respondents

said sales were down so far this year—one reported 12%,
another "a few percent"—neither was cutting ad budgets.

The former spends $1 million on advertising, half of it in

radio. The total budget and proportion spent in radio is

the same as last year. The firm is now testing tv. The

other firm's $5 million budget is the same as last year, but

tv money has been cut in half.

From Pepsodent came word of a slight increase in tele-

vision expenditures. The firm now allocates its budget as

follows: 25% in radio. 25$ in print, 50% in tv. R. P.

Breckenridge. group advertising manager, said: "In addi-

tion to an increased advertising budget, we are also step-

ping up our promotion and merchandising activities."

J. Ward Maurer, advertising director of the Wildroot

Co., said that with business running ahead of 1953. a V ,

increase is budgeted for advertising. The firm spent about

$3 million on advertising last year, with 35% going to

radio. About the same percent will go to radio this year.

The firm is testing tv. Maurer feels the recession is spott\

HOW'S BUSINESS?

SALES UP SALES SAME SALES DOWN

63 14% 23%

ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES?

BUDGET UP BUDGET SAME BUDGET DOWN

71% 29% 0%

RADIO-TV EXPENDITURES?

BUDGET UP BUDGETSAME BUDGET DOWN

63% 22% 15%

WHO ANSWERED POLL: Questionnaires were Bent

to j!'1 firms which senl representatives t>> ANA
spring meeting. Detailed answers came from 4:'.

and very slight in the over-all picture.

An executive of a well-known pharmaceutical house said

his firm had boosted the over-all ad budget 17', ami the

air budget 15$ 'at present 3.V , goes to radio-t\ i over

last year, although sales are the same as last year. He said

he didn't feel the recession would la~-t beyond the summer
vacation period. "People have money and they just need

a good excuse to start spending more freely. Lnemplox-

ment will be cut back and business will go ahead I in the

fall
)

," he stated.

• Oil: Five of the top petroleum corporations answered

sponsor's questionnaire and. with one exception—and that

a slight one—reported sales were ahead of last year.

James J. Delaney. advertising manager of Sinclair Re-

fining Co., declared: "In our business, we have seen no 're-

cession"." The firm is putting half of its ad budget into

radio-t\. up 7'
< from last year. R. M. Gray, ad chief at

Esso Standard Oil Co. also reported an increase in radi<>-t\

expenditures. They now total about 30^? of the total bud-

get, which, like Sinclair, is up.

Another oil firm, now spending $4 million on advertis-

ing, is putting 4 r
c into radio. 9 r

'r. into tv. This represents

a decline for radio and an increase for tv. The fourth firm

which reported sales up, now spends 25% on radio-tv. up
2''

'< from last year. An executive of this firm said: "I. per-

sonally, don't believe we will return to the so-called high

of past years except with the natural growth of the I S.A.

The only firm reporting sales down said it was cutting

its radio-tv expenditures 2 ,

J
'.. \t present it puts 26^

of its ad budiiet into air media. * * *
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1.
Which media seem to do most for

maturing of the American people? 2.
Has radio had the effect of lower-

ing public toste in America? 3.
What's the "mood" of each big me-

dium; why should copywriters care?

ESuch
:i quest ion could

hardly !»• answen d.

P* fl I i'l> medium ha

area of maturing and

jr. Am i its

^^H immaturity. In tin'

-yA area of advertising,

^k fill' example, I Would

'^J s.-i\ thai advertising

tends most to ma1

people when it sug
Dr. OnrtlrMl

-ts ii.-u avenues

for persona] "doing" of things. Tims

food advertising awakens the imagination

and sets the creative energies at work in

the preparation of more wholesome and

appetizing dishes; the advertising of books

mm. I musical records stimulates the individ-

ual to do something himself. On the other

hand, advertising promotes immaturity

when it em-oarages "conspicuous display
.'

'

egocentric complacency (the whisky of

distinction), competition in social status,

the picturing of leisure as idleness. I just

couldn't Bay where the good and bad are

found in greatest measure. Actually much
is happening in each area—newspapers,

radio, movies and advertising—to mature

both method and content. The reason for

this, I think, is that the American people

are themselves maturing, and at a very

rapid rat,-. {See article for reason.)

Mr. /».• Fowl

H'his denunciation

of radio by I-.-. 1>

Forest, inventor of

audio tube, before

NAB I now NAin B]

in mid Forties

worth recalling be

cause similar .1

cial ions are now be-

ing mad.- against h
ople who o\ er

look this blunt truth:

scientists now pretty much agree

that audiei a an- attracted by what they

like and skip what they don't, therefore

mass media have little or no effect on

raising or lowering public's taste.)

Vou have debased this child You have

Benl him out on the street in rags of rag-

time, tatters of jive and boogie-woogie, to

collet monej from all and sundry for

hubbahubba and audio jitterbug. You have

made of him a laughing stock to intelli-

genc •, surely a Btench in the nostrils of the

K<hIs of the ionosphere. . . . This child of

mine, now 30 years of age, has been reso-

lutely kept to tin- average intelligence of

13 years ... as though you and your

sponsors believe the majority of listeners

have only moron minds. . . .

Dr. Dichter

A copywriter can de

stroy the Bales

fectiveness of his

message by violating

the ''mood" of the

medium. For exam-

^^^ pie, when you read

AM a newspaper, you're

Am in a hurry, not as

mm relaxed, more con-

flict-conscious, more

competitive-conscious

and you don't believe as readily be

today's news—and ads—may be contra-

dicted by tomorrow's. Magazines are dif-

ferent. They have been endowed with an

aura of greater dignity, greater perma-

nence, more leisure, a slower pace, more con-

templation, more " time binding," with re-

lating things, giving a longer perspective.

Radio has much more the element of devel-

opment. It has drama. It has sequence.

There's a beginning, a middle and an end.

It is more fleeting. You expect it to be

more unusual, less convention-bound. Tv

resembles radio in these, but it is much

closer to reality. It can transport you to

a different world—a television world.

Therefore I think of tv as three-dimension-

al. The clever copywriter capitalizes on

this and gets the utmost from each medium.

Dr. Harry Allen Overstreet, author of

'The Mature Win*/," "The Mind Alive*'

Lee De Forest, inventor of

the audio tube

Dr. Ernest Dichter, president.

Institute for Research in Mass Motivations

II. PSYCHOLOGY OF MEDIA
Psychologists say some admen don*t use the right approach to copy or

media. Part 21 of 25-article All-Media Stutlv offers some advice

risk a psychologist about advertis-

ing, ami lie s likely as not to say :

"Must admen use the wrong appeals

to sell the wrong products in the wrong

media to tin- wrong people."

Ask him what should be done, and

he has an answer.

That's fine, but if \<>u talk to an-

other one. he has a different answer.

In fact, you'll find psychologists don't

agree an) more than do admen

—

whether it's about Freud or what makes

an ad sell.

by Ray Lapica

However, they do have some fine

theories—some of them provable, if

not in the market place then in the

lab—and you're bound to find some

insight into the subject of media psy-

cholog) if you talk to as many of

them as SPONSOR has.

On the other hand, if sou finish this

article without finding much to help

you with your own problem, do what

some of the bigger agencies are doing:

Hire yourself a psychologist and let

him write your < <»p\

.

sponsor discussed the psychology

of media with one of the nation's out-

standing philosophers, seven psycholo-

gists and a number of agencymen and

advertisers. But before detailing their

views, here's a brief summary of what

several of the psychologists said about

the advertising practices of the admen:

1. Writing an ad before you know
win your customer bu\s your product

is just a waste of time. (Sometimes

the best-read and most widely circu-

lated ads or commercials don't sell a
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Mr. Vie

Why do you call air media "dynam-

ic" and print media "static"?

The terms hat e ao1 h

ing to do with com-

parative "effective-

ness" of media but

rather with the con-

sumer's reaction to

them. He must act

to AVOID hearing

or seeing the radio

or tv commercial—
by closing his mind,

or walking away or

turning off the set. In print, whether news-

paper or magazine, he must act in order

to absorb the message—in this case, read

it. The eye doesn't absorb without work-

ing. Keadership studies indicate the eye

avoids what it is not interested in. Tests

with the psychogalvanometer have mea-

sured the energy expended in reading. But

you do not expend energy in listening, un-

less under very strained conditions. In

fact you usually have to burn up energy

to avoid listening. Most people take the

easy way out, especially when a commer-

cial is on, and listen. One conclusion the

advertiser can draw from this is : Don 't

use your air and print copy interchange-

ably
;
you need a completely different ap-

proach for each medium.

5.
What peculiar nature of listening

should admen be conscious of? 6.
How docs newspaper and radio ad-

vertising affect housewives?

U ul/eck

bearing

of all the Ben

11 "ii directional—you

don 't have to

your ears to hear the

waj you haw to 'Ii

red 3 our other aenses

l an obj

order to see it, taste

it, touch it or smell

it. Second, li- :

does not preclude
other activity. You can listen while y<

driving a car, doing housework or, as stu-

dents often prove, while studying. Sou
can even take in sounds while listening

to something else. This theory goes back

to William James, who said that true at-

tention is intermittent and fleeting even

when a person is concentrating on some

one thing. Third, you can hear—and learn

—more or less unconsciously, even while

asleep. Hypnosis proves this. Yes, a sell-

ing message does get across to the radio

listener even if he doesn't consciously lis-

ten to it. I've been talking for a long

time about the failure of research to mea-

sure unconscious absorption of radio com-

mercials. So far little has been done.

Dr. Lamartjmld

Quanl itat ively radio

commercii

attention b ' <• a U 8 C

al ively newspa

attention. V.

dio than newspaper

ads through gl

repetition. Bui

paper ads remembi red ca i rj greater buy

ing interest than radio commercials re-

called. Fn vivid of images, ideas and

thoughts stimulated, radio and newspaper

adv.- • ag re about equal. Radio

menials tend to be either liked or dis-

liked whereas newspaper ads tend to fall

in between at a center of emotional neu-

trality. Better-educated women place 1

er credibility in newspaper advertising

claims; women of low education favor ra-

dio advertising claims. Those who prefer

one medium over another tend to pri

the advertising in that medium over the

other; preference for medium and for ad-

vertising depends on education and income.

Women who prefer radio advertising list

superior presentation as their reason.

G. Maxwell Vie, v.p.,

research director, K&E
l)r. Wallace

exec, c

II. Wulfeck, chrmn.,

m., William Esty Co.

Dr. Paul F. Lazarsfeld. ftirerlor. Bureau of

Applied Social Research, Columhia Vniversity

STUDY IN BOOK FORM

SPONSOR'S All-Media Evaluation

Study will be published in book
form in the summer after the re-

maining articles in the 25-article

series appear. Price has not yet

been determined, but you may re-

serve a copy now. Just send a card.

nickel's worth of goods.)

2. Throwing an ad or a commer-
cial into a medium without consider-

ing the "mood" of the medium or pro-

gram is a waste of money. (Typical

example: a strident, hard-sell commer-

cial in the middle of a symphony pro-

gram.)

3. Choosing media on the basis of

circulation, cost, coverage, impact and

prestige without determining what

your customer gets or expects from the

medium may frequently be an easy but

costly way out.

Overstreet and maturity: SPONSOR

has long felt that the selling effective-

ness of a medium is based partly on

the prestige it has won in the minds of

the public. And prestige is partly based

on the maturity of the medium—not

merely age, but its influence in con-

tributing to the maturity of the pub-

NEXT ISSUE

Last issue we reviewed current psy-

chological tests involving tv and 20

years of sight-vs.-sound testing.

This issue tells what the psycholo-

gists told us. Next issue part 3 of

"Psychology of Media" will ex-

amine the motives of agencymen.

lie. That this is important has been

shown in Communications Research

1948-49, edited by Dr. Paul F. La-

zarsfeld and Dr. Frank Stanton, in

which Robert K. Merton told hoM

a town can be influenced bv a small

SPONSOR'S All-Media Advisory Board

George J. Abrams ad director, Block Drug Co., Jersey City Marion Harper Jr. president, McCann-Erickson, Inc., New York

Vincent R. Bliss executive v.p., Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago Ralph H. Harrington ad mgr., Gen. Tire & Rubber Co., Akron

Arlyn E. Cole president, Cole & Weber, Portland, Ore. Morris L. Hite . president, Tracy-Locke Co., Dallas

Dr. Ernest Dichter pres., Inst, for Research in Mass Motivations J. Ward Maurer ad director, Wildroot Co., Buffalo

Stephens Dietz v.p., Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York Raymond R. Morgan pres., Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood

Ben R. Donaldson ad & sales promotion director, Ford, Dearborn Henry Schachte v.p., Sherman & Marquette, New York
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group "I decision-makers, who in turn

obtain man) <>i theii ideas from a

smal] number of publi< ations which

most <>i the communit) does doI read.

\\ ith this in mind sponsob asked

three questions "I Dr. I Ian \ Mini

Overstreet, one <>l the nation's fore-

most philosophers, author "I The Ma-

ture Wind. The Great Enterprise ami.

with his wile the recenl The Mind

Hive, ami. fur man) years, head of

the |iliil"-(i|ili\ department of the Col-

lege "| the Cit) <>l New ^ ink. These

were the questions:

1. Has anything happened since

the publication of The Mature Mind to

change \rnir mind about your state-

ment in the book that newspapers have

"a vested interest in catastrophe"; ra-

dio, one in "mediocrity; Hollywood,

in "'emotional immaturity," and adwr-

tising, in "human self-indulgence"?

2. You stated then also that as the

American people mature BO will their

ma— communications systems, their

entertainment ami their advertising

media. I )<> \ mi feel this i- -till true?

3. From tlic standpoint of media

evaluation, does advertising lag behind

tin- programs and editorial content of

the mass communications systems, or

\ i' i- versa? In either case, which sin-

gle medium, if any, seems to contrib-

ute more to the maturing of the \ineri-

can people?

From hi- home in Mill Valley, CaL,

Dr. Overstreet answered a- foll<>v\-:

"Those statements of mine were, I

suppose, something of the nature of

'shock therapy.' No one seems to have

resented the statement- ver) seriously

i I don't know how man) growled at

me in private); but mans have warm-

ly approved. 1 hey were not meant, of

course, to apply without exception but

merely to describe what seemed to me
to be a major symptom in each of the

areas.

"\\ ith this meaning in mind. I think

I would still hold to all of them; but

I would add that in each of these

areas much is happening to mature

both method and content. The reason

for this. 1 think, is that the American

people are themselves maturing, and at

a \er\ rapid rate. We have been pro-

foundl) sobered b) our apparent in-

abilit) to gel rid of war and have been

led inevitabl) to worry out social

causes and effects. In short, we have

been led to think, and this means that

we are far less amenable to mere sensa-

tionalism or sentimental soporific. In

our good American phrase we are in-

creasingly 'from Missouri" when it

comes to the great complicated prob-

lems of our life."

As for which medium contributes

most to the maturity of the American

people, Dr. Overstreet's answer is

printed in full on page 40.

i Please turn to jxige 148 I

7.
Why do you say radio stimulates

imagination more than print or tv? 8.
Why is motivational research an im-

portant factor in media evaluation? 9.
How is media rated on prestige, con-

sumer friendliness, merchandising?

Take them separate

ly. An advi

above all others

should remember that

reading is work. It

is intellectual labor.

A wry large propor-

tion of those iu the

mass market simply

do iiui experience the

I a of fantasy

and the rich imagery

with which sophisticated
i

pie embellish

their reading. These millions of unskilled

readers grapple with, and extract Borne

meaning from printed symbols, rather than

elaborating into vivid experience.

In tv, so many details are provided

that there isn't much latitude left for

imagination. A beautiful room i- not the

audienct member's idea of a beautiful

It's the set designer's. What kitch

en won't cause thousands of housewives

to saj .

'

' Maj be sft< likes it. bul that '-

not the way / live'" Television's close

ness to r.alitx iv a double-edged sword.

Visual detail puts snubbers on Imagina

tion. The human voice communicates with

and it arouses as many picturi

people's minds as there are audience mem
hers. A radm mese i listener min

unal effort and is highly personal i/e. I.

There are two basic

reasons for motiva

tional research in ad

vertising. Once you

have delineated the

market quantitative

ly, 1 it guides tin

selection of the right

mi dia to ri ach this

m a r k e t; (2) it

guides the eoiiimuni
Dr. Ilrrzoe .. ... ,. .

ration v. ith this mar

kit li,\ helping us determine the most effec

tive appeals to hold current consumers

and gain new ones. Motivation research

supplies the "why" behind the "why''

the consumer can give to direct questions.

Once one understands what makes a per-

son buy, one can develop moving copy and

put it in the medium that pn selects the

right prospect. In this connection media

i an do a lot more research <>n their

audiences. For example, what kind of

women watch fight-.' Equipped with such

information, the skillful copywriter can

then adapt his mi • appeal to the

consumer's irehase motivations but

advantage of the medium's ap-

peal as well. Motivation research is thus

not a substitute (or other research, but

it offers an important supplement 1

Magazines are prob-

ably the outstanding

prestige medium be-

cause of their high

grade of editorial

content and fine ap-

pearance. Television

offers much the

s a m e opportunity.

luit prestige is de-

pendent upon the

type of entertain-

ment offend. This variable quality l.ad-

to its ranking in second place. Radio is

placed third for the same reasons. For

uner friendliness, television, which can

liring personalities into the home both

through voice and appearance, would rank

first over radio, which can liring the voice

only. Magazines are third because of the

intimate association of the editor and

leader. Merchandising value: Newspapers,

the medium used most frequently by local

merchants, has the greatest standing with

them. Television and radio come second

and third because, in mi ' 868, they are

BO intimately associated with the daily

lives of the retail trade as to iin

dealers directly with their advertising

valui -

Otht r iu u-.-i will apptar /nf-

Itr. Gmrhmrt /». " Ub», i ;is

Rutin* rrtearch p*\ t hoi i>ui*t

t„ ffarsog, director, ( rr<itivr

M < I mlt-f r i, k *i,n

From l^-K'* "Evaluation and

I »«• ttf tiit rrtin'ne WrHia"
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TVHONEERS
The first IOS stations
Before the FCC freeze on new tv outlets was lifted in April L952, a total of 108

U.S. tv stations went on the air commercially, sponsor, during the past three

months, surveyed these 108 outlets. Nearly all responded with extended data
about their growth, development and pioneer problems. To preserve for admen a

permanent record of this pioneer era of tv, sponsor has compiled the special

section appearing in the following pages. It includes articles, charts and a

directory of pre-freeze television outlets packed with valuable information.
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TVs pioneers: they didn't know whether they were heading for a bonanza—or bankruptcy

g w man) ways anybod) \\ li< « puts a i\ Btation on the air

even todaj is a tv pioneer.

Television's histor) i- -till being written; some 260-plus

stations have gone on the air since the lifting of the tv

freeze. \nd actuall) BOme of the owners of post-freeze

outlets missed being in on the first big growth of t\ b) jusl

a few days, having been nipped l>\ the FCC freeze. Too,

since man) oi the post-freeze Btation- an- v"'"r °" '"

hitherto-non-h areas, the) face the same old pre-freeze

problems of building everything from a g I tower to a

sizable \ iew ing audien< e.

Hut commercial tv has a special pioneer era-—a period

in which broadcast executives sat down at the t\ piano

while ever) bod) else laughed.

This period starts, roughly, with the summer <>f 1941.

\i that time, the FCC issued its first commercial t\ licenses.

\nd a handiul of stations went on the air commercial!) in

the 12 months that followed. This group included: \\ Mil.

N.Y.; WCHW (now WCBS-TV), N.Y.; WRGB, Schenec-

tady; WHIZ (then owned b) Philco), Philadelphia; and

WHKH. Chicago (now WBBM-TV). (This was b) no

mean- the first air date for these stations. Some of these

and others were on with tv experiments as far back as the

I920's— see photos below.)

The first phase of commercial t\ ends, roughly, with the

lifting ol the FCC's freeze on new television station con-

struction I 1 \|nil 1952. This ban had been clamped on

in the early fall of 1948.

During the 11 years between l'Hl and the lifting of the

freeze in 1952, commercial television toddled, walked and

then began to trot briskly. From a group of stations that

could he counted on one hand, the number of U.S. tv out-

lets grew to 108. serving 65 major markets and over 17

million tv-equipped fain i lie- in \pril l
n .~>2.

fo gel a detailed and useful picture of tv's pioneer davs,

SPONSOR Bent extensive questionnaires to each of the 108

-lation- which went on the air before the freeze lifted.

More back-and-forth quizzing followed, until the great

majorit) (if the stations had given SPONSOR editors data

< oncerning the station's rates at the beginning compared

with now and other "then and now"' comparisons includ-

ing sources of revenue and programing.

I he then and now facts about individual station- appear

Btarting page 50. A special anal\ sis of the growth infor-

mation furnished b> t\ stations appears starting page 46,

along with two over-all charts in which statistical aver-

ages have been computed to ^ i\ t- a bos score on how pre-

freeze stations grew.

si-onsok's reason for compiling historical data on the

pioneer days of tv is not merely to play Boswell to tv's Dr.

Johnsons. Already, many of the early records of tv—par-

ticularl) lists of executives and data concerning tv revenue

—are lost in the shuffle. Several pioneer outlets, like Chi-

cago's WHKH (now WBBM-TV), Los Angeles' KFI-TV
(now KHJ-TN i. Ubuquerque's KOB-TY. Grand Rapids'

WI.W-TV mow WOOD-TV) and Atlanta's W'COX-TV
( now \\IA\-\i have been sold or have changed manage-

ment in the last few years.

I lie adman who wants a historical record of tv, in order

to understand it more thoroughly: the buyer who wants to

know how tv developed in order to plan for the future: the

broadcaster who wants to study the trends of tv program-

ing and commercial revenue—all need some tangible rec-

ord of tv's first wave of station growth.

This special record of the early problems and growth

patterns of the 108 pre-freeze tv outlets, sponsor feels,

will guide the tv-COnscious adman and help set the advertis-

ing record straight.

For editorial on tv's putnwrs sw page I.IK

IfHill: First live drama in U.S. tv was now-forgotten vehicle called

"Queen's Messenger" televised in crowded General Electric studio

in Schenectady. Present WRGB evolved from these early efforts

HHll: Audio miltes looked like soup plates and tv cameras scanned
only 60 lines with perforated disk when W2XAB, ancestor of present

WCBS-TV, inaugurated first pioneer air schedule in pre-war era



THE TV PIONEERS
Establishing a commercial television station

in 1947, 1948, or 1949 wasn't as easy as it may
now seem.

It called for initiative of the highest order.

It called for capital investments far beyond
anything that radio broadcasters were accus-

tomed to.

It called for men who made recommendations
to owners and were willing to lay their longtime

jobs on the line.

It called for heavy month-after-month losses,

often hitting as high as $40,000 in a single month.

Wnen the losses would stop no one could tell.

There were pracl icall) no sets.

At the star! there was no coaxial cable.

How long before expensive broadcast equip

nieiit became obsolete, how long it would stand

up, was ;in> bodj 's guess.

Everything was being done for the firsl time.

Everything was a problem, solved by trial and

error.

Men worked around the clock.

There were no trained television personnel.

These wcic the days of the first commercial tv

stations, and the first commercial tv pioneers.

There was not much of an advertising record of any sort

when the first commercial tv outlets became a realitv in

1941.

Advertisers and the public were interested—fascinated,

in fact—by television in those days. But there are more tv

receivers in the average apartment block in cities today

than there were in the whole nation 13 years ago.

Tv, in 1941, was very much the "rich man's plaything"-

a cliche which haunted it until only a few years ago.

Because of this limited audience, as well as the limited

size of the viewing screen, advertisers maintained a luke-

warm attitude in the pre-war tv days and during the long

years of World War II. A few made some tv experiments

in the commercial field.

But these were just foot-wettings. Tv had to be nursed

along by broadcasters who combined many of the outstand-

ing characteristics of Solomon, Midas, Job, Daniel Boone,

P. T. Barnum and Tom Swift.

During the war years the earliest commercial tv stations

faced two heartbreaking problems: low set circulation and

lack of advertising revenue.

In New York, for instance, WNBT and RCA distributed

a few hand-crafted tv sets among broadcast, advertising

and civic leaders. General Electric did virtually the same

thing in Schenectady to build a minuscule audience for

WRGB. handling the sets on a co-ownership basis.

What was probably the low point of audience size dur-

ing this period was achieved by pioneer station \\ I \ K in

Richmond, Va., which went on the air experimentally in

1944. When asked what was the set circulation in this

market when he started, Wilbur M. Havens, owner, said:

"One set—and I went to Camden to get it!"

The situation wasn't much better from the standpoint of

tv revenue.

An executive of Du Mont's WABD in New York, a sta-

tion which started back in 1939 experimentally as W2XVT
in nearby Passaic, recalled that "in May 1944 when we

went on the air commercially we made our facilities avail-

able without cost to any advertising agency or sponsor."

(Please turn to page 108)

Tv pioneers "then-and-noir
1" chart appears 17 .¥!«»

1932: One of the first five stations to be licensed commercially by

FCC was WPTZ, Philadelphia. Station, now Westinghouse-owned,

televised girl in rainstorm in June 1932 when it was Philco's W3XE

littif): Dawn of present era of big-time tv came when Brig. Gen.

David Sarnoff, now RCA chairman, officiated at ceremonies at N.Y.

World's Fair to mark start of all-electronic, regular tv programing



108 Tv Pioneers: Study reveals "average" station took sizable loss in first three tv years

#t took about $575,000 to put tin- ""average"" station

among the pre-freeze pioneers on ih<- ail back in L947 and

L948. And the owners didn't Bee am <>f this sizable sum

coming back into the till for quite a while.

\- the chart on page 19 Bhows the average Btation among

the country's first I 11 !! tv outlets took a big los- in the

ln~( \i-.u oi oii.i.itn.ii. Expenses (see line 12i exceeded in-

< < >imi- i see line ll 1 bv $142,602.

Hut bj the third jrear this mathematical "average" went

in the black to the tune of a $241,609.70 gross. Bj tin-

fifth year, tin- tide, for the most part, had reallv turned;

the average station grossed a sizable $432,463.

(These arithmetical averages, admen should note, are

just a general guide, \lthough some pre-freeze stations

—

particularl) those in large one-station markets—coined

money, some in the competitive, multi-station markets are

Mill having a tough fight. In addition to averages chart

on page V> shows maximums and minimums.)

These are just a few of the highlights which emerged

from an analysis by SPONSOR of its detailed nationwide

survey of all of the 108 t\ stations which were on the air

before the lilting of the FCC's "tv freeze" 14 April 1952.

Others:

• Circulation: Pre-freeze stations started with anything

from zero to over 400,000 sets in their markets. (Latter

figure is that of WOR-TV, New York, one of the last of

the original group to go on the air in the fall of 1949.

1

As stations did in the early days of radio, most outlets

pitched in to help retailers sell tv sets. Stations from

Maine to California aired test patterns, staged public dem-

onstrations in downtown store windows and generalK

whooped it up for tv. As set prices dropped la LO-inch set

once listed at nearb $300; a 17-inch set today can be had

for $139.95) and programing improved, circulation leaped

I see chart page 4(
J i

.

• Rates: Once tv became a commercial medium, rates,

could not be merel) a matter of whatever the sales

manager thought the traffic would bear. They had to be

substantial because union rates and amortization had to

be met. The average starting rate in Class A time was

$250 per hour. Hates climbed as circulation grew. But

tv'g cost-vs.-circulation went down in just a few \ears.

SPONSOR'S BUrvej Bhows that the starting figure of cost-per-

1,000 Bets installed «a- around 90*. B\ Januarv 1952 the

figure was a little more than 22C. And by the first of this

jreai the figure had dropped to just under l.~>c.

• Revenue: \s the charted figures show, most station*

started out with the bulk of their business coming from

Imal Bources; the average was 57. V,. National spot and

network business, in those earlv days, made up the rest.

Then, as network lines spread across the country and
major advertisers began to pour more and more dollars

into tv Bpot campaigns, the situation began to change.

Local business dropped off, in terms of its relation to the

total amount, as network business grew and national spot

increased rapidly. As of the beginning of this vear, the

largest portion of tv station business, on the average, came
from national spot (40.8%).

i Readers ma) be confused by the fact that the per-

centage figures in the chart do not, under the business and

programing breakdowns, add up to 100',. This is caused

by the fact that the number of respondents for each phase

of sponsor's questionnaire varied slightly. However, thev

show the general pattern of pioneer station growth. I

• Programing: Just as the business shifted awav from

the local advertiser as tv grew, the programing emphasis

shifted from the local live shows with which most stations

started to the network and film programing aired todav.

Today a little more than half of the programing on the

average pre-freeze tv outlet is network. The remainder is

divided fairly evenly between local live shows and film.

This pattern developed a lot faster than did the pattern

of national-vs. -local business. There has been little change

between the relative balance of network, film and local

programing that existed in January 1952 and that which
was in effect in January of this year. The fact that film

l Please turn to page 49)

SPONSOR survey reveals pioneer pattern of power and facilities

What is the "average" station among the 108 stations who

pioneered before the lifting of the freeze equipped to do for

advertisers? A three-month checkup by SPONSOR among a

cross-section of these outlets reveals that the "typical"

station among this group of outlets shapes up like this:

Signal: \ iter limit of Bales effectiveness, ac<

i rt tr to station estimates, is about 96 miles. At the least,

the figure was 200.

Power: Slightly more than half of the reporting stations

said thej were operating at full authorized visual and

aural power. Others used 25-759? nt" limit.

Equipment: The majority of the 108 pioneer outlets are

RCA equipped, although many stations is - ral brands.

Du Mont and General Electric were other leaders.

Assistance: Nearly two Thirds of the pioneer tv stations

said thai they assisted advertisers, particularly regional

and local, in making filmed h commercials.

Antenna heights amour; the pioneer tv outlets vary con-

siderably. In some areas, 700 to 1,000-foot towers are

fairly common. Others are in the 400 to 500-foot class

but I situated on mountains sometimes as high

as 10, 91 B level.

mmwmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

46 I'ar complete bo.v-.v«-or«» on pre-freeze stmtlmm growth see page 49
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National Sales Representatives - WEED TELEVISION

Proof positive of the effectiveness
of our live local shows— 17 daily,
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Southern New England's BIG,
RICH market!
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There's no Puzzle about a

SUPER SIGNAL

SUPER

CHANNEL

SIGNAL

FREE & PETERS, INC.

National Representatives

48

• RIGHT TRANSMITTER SITE.

KRON-TV's site provides "area-wide" coverage certainty.

• ANTENNA HEIGHT. KRON-TV's, highest in San Francisco

at 1441 feet, "sees further."

• MAXIMUM LEGAL POWER. KRON-TV's 100,000 Watts has

blanketed Northern California since February, 1953.

• TOP RATED NBC and Local Programs.

KRON-TV leads consistently.

• GREATEST DEPENDABILITY.

KRON-TV's double antenna system and automatic

standby generator minimize "discrepancies."

• SELLING POWER. Fit these pieces together and you have

KRON-TV's Super Signal— the solution of your sales problem.

SAN FRANCISCO MJ
SPONSOR
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Box-score of pre-freeze station growth comes from SPONSOR survey

STATION DATA WHEN STARTED 1 JAN. 52 1 |AN. 54

1. Set circulation in market . .

.

MIN: MAX: 410.000

AV: 27,750

MIN: 11.000 MAX: 2.800.000

AV: 328,000

MIN : 40,000 MAX |,|

AV: 617,500

2. Evening Class A hour rate . .

.

MIN: $.0 MAX: $600

AV: $250

MIN: $100 MAX: $4800

AV: $728

MIN: $250 MAX: $48')0

AV: $920

3. % business trom local adv.. .

MIN: 1% MAX: 100%

AV: 57.5%

MIN: 10% MAX: 76%

AV: 33.6%

MIN: 4% MAX: 50%

AV: 23.6%

4. % business trom nat'l spot .

.

MIN: 0% MAX: 65%

AV: 21.8%

MIN: 14% MAX: 55%

AV: 35.3%

MIN: 24% MAX: 62%

AV: 40.8%

MIN. 0% MAX: 80°'» M I N : 0% MAX: 64% MIN:0% MAX: 45%

5. % business trom network .... AV: 17.2% AV: 29.5% AV: 27.6%

MIN: 0% MAX: 95% MIN: 0% MAX: 84% MIN: 0% MAX: 80%

6. % hours network programing . AV: 32.5% AV: 52% AV: 50.8%

7. % hours local live programing. AV: 35.3%

MIN: 0% MAX: 100% MIN: 0%

AV: 23.2%

MAX: 60% MIN: 5%

AV: 24%

8. % hours film programing

MIN: 0% MAX: 85% MIN: 4% MAX: 75% MIN: 5% MAX: 60%

AV: 36% AV: 27.2% AV: 26.9%

9. Number hours on air dai

MIN: I MAX: 15 MIN: 7 MAX: 24 MIN: 9 MAX: 19

AV: 5.8 AV: 13.7 AV: 16.2

10. Number of employees

MIN: 5 MAX: 150 MIN: 18 MAX: 260 MIN: 32 MAX: 250

AV: 41 AV: 82 AV: 98

FIRST YEAR: THIRD YEAR: FIFTH YEAR:

11. Annual tv revenue** AV: $147,277.65 AV: $959,118.80 AV: $1,722,785.10

FIRST YEAR: THIRD YEAR: FIFTH YEAR:

AV: $289,880.00 AV: $717,509.10 AV: $1,290,322.0012. Annual tv expenses** ....

SOURCE- sponsor sent questionnaires to the 108 U. S. compiled, more than 75 replies had been received, giving

stations which went on the air before the lifting of the good cross section of tv's pioneer outlets. Minimums,

FCC's tv freeze, 14 April 1952. When chart above was maximums help give perspective. For full data sec
:

•Starting dates varied from earliest 1941 commercial licenses to those which wont on the air In late 1919.

••Nut all respondents gave these data. About 35 complied, affording a representative sampling of the group.

(Continued from page 46)

has declined by percentage is heavily balanced by the

increase in the number of hours stations are on the air.

• Hours, employees: Limited schedules were the rule

when stations got under way in the pre-freeze days; the

average station was on for less than six hours per day.

3y January 1952 the figure was up to nearly 14; by the

first month of this year the figure stood at better than

16 hours.

The number of employees, too, jumped from the early

days. Although a few of the last stations to go on the air

(see directory listings, starting on next page) went on with

staffs not much smaller than they are today, stations like

WABD, N. Y.; WSAZ-TV, Huntington; KFMB, San Die-

go; WBBM-TV (formerly WBKB), Chicago: WBEN-TV,
Buffalo; KSD-TV, St. Louis and many others went on

with staffs as small as five men—and not much more than

25 at most.

Today the average number of employees at one of the

108 pre-freeze tv outlets is nearly 100. In several cases

the number is well over 200.

• Highlights: What do stations themselves consider to

be the real highlights of their pre-freeze careers?

For the most part stations felt that their big moments

came when they: I at went on the air for the first time

with a regular program schedule, (b) were connected to

cable or relay service for their first network programs,

(c i increased visual, aural power to limit. • • •
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The 108 pre-freeze stations: a "then and now" record of their growth

The [acta about most of the L08 pre-freeze u stations

Btarting below were compiled 1»\ sponsor from detailed

questionnaires. (The stations arc li-ted alphabetical!) l>\

Btates and cities.) You will note that in the ease of mam
stations data includes a "'then and now record of the

station's jel coverage, rate-, programing and other facets.

Othei ~t ;i i i < » 1 1 — furnished a lesser amount of data because

changes in management or moving to new buildings had

made it difficult to locate the necessarj records of the past.

In Bome cases stations in the same market report differ-

ent Bets covered figures for January 1954. This is based

on the Station's own statement of its eo\era»e. Where sta-

tion- li-t differing numbers of sets for the time they

started, hear in mind that llii- depends u | x >ri the year te-

station went on the air. The first station on in a market

ma\ have had few sets, at later one. thousands.

One of the interesting facts to be found in the listing

i- an estimate 1>\ each reporting -tation of its selling effec-

tiveness in miles. This information i- termed "estimated

outer limit of t\ -imial." meaning practical effectiveness

not technical signal Btrength.

Tower height listed below is above average terrain in

most cases unless otherwise specified.

Class \ time rate i- used to Bhow measure of rate card.

In -ome cases -tation- have (la— \ \ rate and this i- used

instead where -tation- reported it.

New- services and film companies with which stations

have contracts are listed in tin- order given bj stations.

Channel number and call letters are current rather than

original; man} have changed in \ears since going on air.

In a future issue of sponsor a chart Bumming up the

whole 108-station pre-freeze picture will appear
I
17 May).

ALABAMA CALIFORNIA
nnmiM.ii \>i LOS UVGELES

WABT On air: I July 1949 CHANNEL 13

Pioneer executives: Ed Norton, chmn. of bd. ; Thad Holt,

pres. (no longer with stn.l. Present executives: Henry P.

John-ton. pres. and mng. dir. ; C. P. Persons Jr., comml.

mgr. (now v. p. and stn. mgr. ) . Present Class A hr. rule:

$600. Present visual power: 316 k\\. Present aural

pouter: L58 ku. Toner height: 840 ft. Equipment: RCA.

Du Mont. News: I P, AP. Original call Inters: W'AFM-
TV. Present sales rep: CBS TV Spot Sales.

\YKIU-T\ On air: I July 1949 CHANNEL S

Pioneer executives: Eloise H. Hanna, pres. (no longer

with stn.i. Present executives: George B. Storer, pres.;

J. Robert Kerns, v. p.. mng. dir. Present Class A
hr. rate: 1550. Present visual power: 35 kw. Present

aural power: 17.5 kw. Tower height: 910 ft. Equipment:

RCA. Du Mont. News: INS. U\ Present sales rep: The

Kat/ \»enc\.

ARIZONA
piio i:\ix

KMO-TY On air: I December 1949 CHANNELS
WHEN STARTED: MAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

i Set circulation in mki 5,ooo 36,ooo 84.200
1. Evening (hiss A hr. rate 8150 8250 8450

from local adv 68% 43% 31%
4. '.', bu 21', 34,% .17

5. % business network adv 11% 23% 32%
6. % hours of net i

; " ' n 'c SO

7. '. hours local livi 15 ....30% 20%
8. '/r hours dim pn .... .'!.">', 30'; 30%
9. Number hours on air daily 5 I" ...11

ployees 21 lit ti

Pioneer executives: Rex Schepp, gen. mgr. (when >tn.

launched i
: John Mullins, gen. mgr. succeeding Schepp.

/'recent executives: Richard B. Rawls, sin. mgr.; \l Larson,

comml. mgr. Estimated outer limit of ti signal: 3,500

-<|. miles, /'resent visual power: 17.") kw. Present aural

power: 8.75 kw. Auth. visual power; auth. aural power:

same. Toner height: 500 ft. Equipment: Du Mont, RCA,
GE. Sews: \l'. Film suppliers: MPTv, Quality, Comet.

Assist advertisers in making film comm'ls: Yes. Present

sales rep: The Kat/ Vgency.

K.XBC-TY On air: Id September 1949 CHANNEL 7

Pioneer executives: Mark Woods, pres., ABC; Don Searle,

\.ji. (no longer with firm I . Present executives: Frank G.

King, mgr.: Elton H. Rule. -I-. mgr. Present (.lass A rate:

$1,200. Present set circulation in mkt.: 1,711,512. Esti-

mated outer limit of tv signal: 100 to 150 miles. Present

i isual poiier: 1 1(1 kw. Present aural power: 59 kw. Auth.

visual power: 165 kw. Auth. aural power: 82.5 kw. Toner

height: 2.070 ft. Equipment: RCA, GK. News: AP. INS.

Film suppliers: majority of major distributors. Assist ad-

vertisers in making film comm'ls: No. Original call letters:

KECA-TV. Present sales rep: Edward Petrv & Co.

KCOP On air: 17 September 1949 CHAWEL 13
WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

1. Set circulation in mkt 85.00O l.ooo.ooo 1.740.000
2. Evening Class A hr. rate 8600 Sl.OOO 890O

', hours net programing none ....none non.-

1 -; iiours local live Bhowe 60'; 60'; «>«';

5. % hours film programing 10'; 40'; 40%
ti. Number hours on air daily 4 13 10

Pioneer executives: Mrs. Dorotln SchifT. chmn. of bd.;

M. \\ . Hall, pres.-bus. mgr.: Don Fedderson, gen. mgr.;

no longer with station. Present executives: Jack Heintz,

v.p. and gen. mgr. Present visual power: 31.4 kw. Present

aural power: 15.75 kw. Tower height: 2.055 ft. Equip-
ment: RCA. Sews: IT. Original call letters: KLAC-TV.
Present sales rep: The Kat/ \genc\.

KIM-TV On air: I I ticiiiM 19 18 CHANNEL 9
WHEN STARTED: I JAN. 52: I JAN. '54:

ilation in mkt 350.000 1,000,000 1. 700.000
A hr. rate Sl.OOO Sl.OOO

hour- nf net programing none none nnnr
J live shows 100% 60 ....60'

boars ti 1m programing nnnr 40 r'
f 40'i

Number hoars on air daily 1 ki>, io>4
7. Nui 3 68 71

(Date for lAii iCaifon continual pnze SX)

• By pressthne SPONSOR had received filled out

questionnaire*, from 90 «»f the 108 pre-freeze tv

pioneers. In view of the considerable effort neces-

sary to find the data requested it was apparent sta-

tions had gone out of their way to cooperate.



.»
'• • *L

Remember ?

. . . this scene from the first television drama ever produced,

"The Queen's Messenger", in 1928 by the General Electric

Company's experimental television station? WRGB's smooth
and efficient programming today is a result of this first exper-

iment and 26 years of television experience. With this back-

ground, WRGB brings the finest service to advertisers and

audience through' 361,600 sets in WRGB's 14,000 square

mile area.

A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION, SCHENECTADY, NEW YORKm Represented Nationally by NBC Spot Sales

New York • Cleveland • Chicago • Detroit

Hollywood • San Francisco

THE CAPITAL DISTRICT'S ONLY FULL-TIME TELEVISION STATION
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KHJ-TV (cont'd)

Pioneer executives: \\ i 1 1
«

* i II. Brown, v.p.; Don Lee

l!d< :stg. Co. (now pres.) ; \. M. Quinn, secy.-treas. ; C. J.

Marshall, asst. Becy.-treas.; Ham R. Lubcke, dir. tv

engrg. Present executives: John Reynolds, mgr. Estimat-

ed outer limit of tv sifiiml: 0(1 miles. Present u^ual power:

30.4 kw. Present aural power: 17.2 kw. tuth. visual

power; auth. aural power: same. Tower height: loo ft.

above ground, 3,100 It. above av. terr. Equipment: H< \.

\ri>-.: \r. I P. Film suppliers: Sterling Tv, Interstate Tv,

Tom Corridine & Vssoc. Original ("II letters: KFI-TV
(changed i" KIIJIA in Sep!. L951). Present sales rep:

III! Tv.

KNBB Oti air: 16 January 1848 CHANNEL I

WHEN STARTED: I JAN. 52: I JAN. 'M:

1. Bel circulation in mltl 260,000., 1,184,000 1,776,018
1

.
v • i.ii $500 S1.50O $2,000

from local »d\ unknown 13'; 16%
I from nail spot unknown i~ ". i

5. ' mI\ unknown Hi'. ...Ill',

(>. '., houre of net programing r.o', i.v. <.<>

>\ live sbows 2 i' 1 -

Pioneer executives: Joseph II. McCoimell. pres.. Mid
Sidnej N. Strotz, v.p. Western l)i\. (no longer with stn.).

Present executives: John K. West. v.p. Western l)i\.:

Thomas M<Cra\. gen. mgr. Estimated outer limit of tv sig-

nal: L50 miles. Present visual power: 47 kw. /'resent aural

power: 23..") kw. Auth. visual potter: auth. aural power:

>ame. Tower height: 3,200 It. Equipment: RCA. News:

UP, INS. I'resent sales rep: NBC Spot Sales.

KTTV On air: J January 1848 CHAIMHEL 11

Pioneer executives: Norman Chandler, pres.; Frank G.

King. Bales mgr. Present executives: Richard A. Moore,

v.p.-gen. m^r. : John \ rha, sis. mgr. Present Class A hr.

rate: $1,400. Present visual power: 30.9 kw. Present aural

pouer: 16.6 kw. Toner height: 2,345 ft. Equipment:

RCA, CK. AV'ir.s: \l\ Present sales rep: Blair Tv.

S\\ DIK.O

Kf UK-TV On uir: 15 >!«•/ 1848 CHANNELS
WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

in in mkt 1,500 95,000 206.382

i Evening Olsai A hr rate $»oo $600
from local udv 76'; 20'', 2(1';

4. % business from nat'l spot 10'; 40% 40

5, % bu.MM.--s network adv jo , IO< 40%
', bouri of nel i

i' 1 ', BS9! 40%
7. ' "-vs 2H-; 35 < 30%
8. ', m programing ">"'

9

10.

:iii'. in';

air dailj .
" 18 ....17

23 92 1116

Pioneei executives: Jack Gross, pres., gen. mgr.; Bill Fox,

prog. dir. Present executives: J. 1). Wrather Jr., pres.;

George \\ hitney, gen, mgr. Estimated outer limit oj tv sig-

nal: 75 miles. Present visual pouer: 27 kw. Present aural

power: 12.7 kw. Auth. visual power: 316 kw. Auth. aural

pouer: L58 U. Tone height: 217 ft. 1 1.000 ft. above sea

level I. Equipment: CK. Du Mont. \ews: AP, LP. Film sup-

pliers: M&A Alexander, Comet Tv Films, Simmel-Meser-

vey, Artists Dist., Standard Tv. Major Tv Prod., MPTv.
Assist advertisers in making film eomm'ls: Yes. Present

sales rep: Edward Petry & Co.

KV\T On air: « May 10 18 ( ll \\\l I 2
WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

l. Set circulation in mkt 335,800 1.011,300 1,598,000

ening Class A hr. rate $900 81,500 81,750

3. % business from local ad\ 48.2% 28.9% 23.8%

4. % business from nat'l spol 47.2% 45.9% 43.8%

5. % business network adv 4.6';; 25.2% 32.4%

6. % hours of net programing 209; 19% 55%
7. % hours local live shows 32% 21% 21%
8. % hours film programing 45% 28'/, 28%
9. Number hours on air daily 6 ....12 18

10. Number of employees 33 74 107

Pioneer executives: Harry S. Ackerman, v.p.; Merle S.

Jones, gen. mgr.; Robert B. Hoag, sis. mgr.: Harn \\ .

Zipper, luis. mgr. i still with stn.). Present executives:

James T. Aulut\ Jr., gen. mgr.; Edmund C. Bunker, sis.

mgr. Estimated outer limit oj tv signal: 100 miles. Pres-

ent visual powei : 46.8 kw. Present aural power: 2'\.l kw.

Auth. visual pouer: auth. aural power: same. Toner

height: 3,140 ft. Equipment: GE, RCA. News: CBS T\

News; \l'. I P, INS. Film suppliers: CBS Syndicated.

\|( \. I nit\ Tv, Herb Jacobs, Ring Crosln Enterp. Origi-

nal call letters: KTSL. Present sales rep: CBS TV Spot

Sale-.

KTLA On air: 22 January 10 17 i II.IVVII. .',

WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

1. S tion in in k

i

r.(iii I. inn.nun 1,850,000

2. 1 \ rati $400 $1,250 $1,250
'. hours nel i none none

i % hours local livi 75 i i n»'
I

u s film pro -"• "•' 60

6 Number hours on air dail] IVS ~
! s 9

Pioneer executive: Klaus Landsberg, v.p. and gen. mgr.

Estimated miter limit oj tv signal: I!!" miles. Present

usual power: 30 ku. Present amal pouer: |."> kw. //////.

usual pouer: .")H kw. .tuth. tiuriil power: 25 kw. loner

height: 2.'>2I ft. Equipment: RCA, Du Mont. \ews: I P

Assist aili ei users m making film eomm'ls: "i «-. Present

sales rep: Paul II. Raj mer Co.

S\\ III \\( ISCO

Kf.'O-TV On air: .> >Iau 10 18 CHAWEL 7

WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

1. Set circulation in mkt 16.0110 315.000 780.000

2. Evening Class A hr. rate $400 S750 si.ioo

3. % business from local adv 70% 76% 50';

4. % business from nat'l spot 10$ 14% 35%
5. % business network adv 20<7, 10% 15%
6. % hours of net programing 20% \T", 15%
7 '. hours local live shows 30% 34<7f 26%
8. ', Sim programing 64<;i 52% 51'',

9. Number hours on air daily 6 12'/2 13

10 Number of employees loo 110 123 <t»)

i .iiii-lv I (am-tv)

Pioneer executives: Gail GruM>. mgr.; Vince Francis, sales

mgr. now mgr. Estimated outer limit oj tv signal: 80

miles. Present visual power: 120 kw. Present aural pow-

er: 50 kw. tuth. visual pouer: 316 kw. Auth. aural pow-

er: L58 kw. loner height: 1.201 ft. Equipment: RCA,
GE. News: AP. INS. Film suppliers: ABC TV, NBC TV,

Screen Gems, Consolidated, M ITS. MPTv. issisl adver-

tisers in making film eomm'ls: No. Present rep: Edward

Petrj & Co.

KPIX on «ir: 2.1 December in 18 ciixyyii. r,

WHEN STARTED: MAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

illation in mkt 3,soo 313.000 829.400
'-'

1
- A hr. rate $250 $600 SI.IOO

i adi .... 68i
, 16' ; 39

I from nat'l spol ... -'<• in 1

1

5. ' - network adv 6' ', ^1 28';

...20'-, IT .

7. '., hours local livi 50 ;".
1 9

progi iming 111 19

hours on air dail] » 13 17
Number ol employees 30 75 loo

Pioneer executives: Weslej I. Dumm, pres.; Philip G.
I asky, v.p. and gen. mgr.; F. M. Dumm. secy.-treas.; A. E.

Ii.wne. dir. of engrg.; Lou Simon, sis. mgr.; Richard Bell,

asst. In pre-. Estimated outer limit of tv signal: <">."> miles.

I' i cent usual pouer: LOO kw. Present aural power: 50 kw.

i i>,n,i i,, i a,, p,i::,- .l J y



Try
wm?h

Got something

to say?

t

. . . tell it where they're waiting for you!

The secret lies in tested, established local participation programs

commanding loyal audiences. In Rochester, you'll find the most

and the best of these programs on the station that has a 4-year

head start in TV in this market—WHAM-TV.

"HOME COOKING"

for instance: with Trudy Mc.Nall, 9 to 9:45 AM
daily, Monday thru Friday. The only

cooking show in Rochester TV, and

one of the hest anywhere ! Try it and

see. Participation, live or film, S60.00.

Averajre ARB ratine: 10

ROCHESTER, N. Y.'s FIRST STATIONWHAM-TV
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ki»i\ {<oiif<n

tuth, visual power; autk. aural pouci; same. Tower

height: 1,354 li. Equipment'. GE, RCA. Sews: l\ v
. I P.

Film suppliers: \1< \. I\ Exploitation, Vtlas, Lippert, Of-

ii< i.il. Sterling. Present sales rep: The kat/ Vgency.

KJIOJV-T1 On air: IS V«remfeer 1949 CHANNEL I

WHEN STARTED MAN '.2: I JAN '54:

II \«ll On air: 27 June l?> 17 CHANNEL 4
WHEN STARTED: I JAN .52: I JAN. '54:

I Bel circulation in nkl 19,780 118,000 829,400

1862 10 WOO »i MO
I 1

1

in 68' mil, 16.99'

i buaim from tint 1 ipoi -i •> i 1 1 ii.' .-. i
>!

network adi M U IS 80 21.0.V

.

i i 88 i i <i ! !• i

... II 82 as 18.78

mil. II 12 10 i

i '
i

I '
' _• 1 5 Vi

I " \ umbei "i emplo] eat ib »• i 78

Pioneei executives: Charles Thieriot, v.p.; Harold P. s

mgr.; Norman Louvau, Bales mgr.; V. II. Constant, prog,

mgr.; R. \. [sberg, chief engr. Estimated outer limit o)

n signal: 60 miles. Present visual power: luo kw. Pres-

ent aural power: 50 kw. luth. visual power; auth. aural

power: same. Tower height: 1,480 ft. (sea level). Equip-

ment: RCA. News: W. NB< Newsreel. /////; suppliers:

M!(.. CBS Syndication, plus 2!! others. f««»J advertisers

in making film comm'ls: Yes. Present rep: Free & Peters.

CONNECTICUT
JNIEt* BAVEW

11 WIC'-TV On nir: I.» Jiinr I.«>!« CHANNELS
Pioneer executives: Patrick J. Goode, pres.; Aldo De Do-

minicis, gen. mgr.; Ed Obrist, Btn. mgr. (2 yrs.) ; Vinnie

De Laurent i-. \.|>. chg. engrg.; Vincenl Callanan, comml.

mgr. Present Class A hr. rate: $800. Present visual pow-

er: 316 kw. Present aural power: 158 kw. Toner height:

720 ft. Equipment: Du Mont. GE. Sews: INS, \l'. Tele-

news. 1'resent rep: The katz \gen<\.

DELAWARE
\\ II >l I NGTON

llOKL-TI On air: 13 »lni/ 1948 CHANNEL 12

! Set Circulation in mkl 7.470 89.982 184*762

2. ] • \ hi rate 8200 840© 8375

unber hours on uir daily S 13 18

Pioneei executives: Clair R. MeCollough, pres. and gen.

mgr.; .1. Robert Gulick, asst. gen. mgr.; Barton k. Feroe,

stn. mgr.; Robert C. Darby, prog, dir.; J. E. Mathiot, tech.

dir. Present visual potter: 2.5 kw. Present aural pottei:

1.25 kw. Tower height: 700 ft. Equipment: RCA. Sews:

UP, l\ N
. Film suppliers: majority of major distributors.

Present sales rep: Meeker Tv.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
IVASIIINf.TO*

WMAL-Tl On nir: S October 1047 CHANNEL 7

Pioneei executives: S. .1. Kauffman, pres.; k. II. Berke-

ley, gen. mgr.; Ben B. Bayloi Jr., comml. mgr. (resigned);

Burke Crotty, dir. <>f t\ ; Dan Hunter, < hief engr. Present

(lass \ hr. rat'-: $600. Present visual potter: 22 ku.

Present aural potter: 12 kw. Totter height: 515 It.

Equipment: RCA. Sews: \l'. Present sales rep: The

Katz Agency.

illation in mkl .... 6.200 i2».i7.-> svi.ooo

(12 171

2 1 »KM» 8650 *723«
<>O.V. 65.8%
122 hi i

87.3 2 I H

15 17%
I" "»"» IBS

\ \ i,i i.

Pioneer executives: • arleton I). Smith, v.p. & gen. mgr.

/ sinrtatetl outer limit of li signal: <"•• • miles. Present visual

power: LOO kw. Present aural power: 50 kw. Auth. visual

potter: auth. ttttral potter: same, loiter height: 739 ft.

above sea level. Equipment: RCA. Sews: W. I P, INS.

I ilm suppliers: Zi\. NBC Film l)i\.. Guild Films. MPTv,

Hollywood l\. Vtlantu Films, Official Films, \ itapix.

\ssisi advertisers m making film comm'ls: No. Present

sales rep: \|;< Spol Sales.

HTO/'-ll On air: Hi .lunnuru 1949 CHANNEL 9
WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAN. 54:

219,760 .121. IT.".

I ISO 85SO SI 850
ii' 26 <

.

M
l • IS 17 ur

,

ii' 879J 8 I

.mine i'H' .". I '
, 1 1

7 II 21', 2(.

- ' 21', 25$ _...:il

ii. Number bom laily 9 13 18

10 Number ( employee! i« "5 125

Pioneer executing; Eugene I In/ma-. \\ QIC gen. mgr.:

J

<

ili n v Hayes, now pres.; Lloyd W . Dennis, now v.p.

charge progs. Present visual power: 54.9 kw. Present

aural potter : 27.5 kw. Atttlt. visual power: M(> kw. Aulh.

aural power: 158 kw. Toner height: T.'^J! ft. Equipment:

RCA. Sews: I P, \l\ INS. Film suppliers: CBS Film

Sale>. Ziv, MCA, I IT. TPA, Hollywood Tv. Assist ad-

vertisers in making film comm'ls: \e<. Original call let-

ters: WOIC. Present sales rep: CBS l\ Spol Sal.-.

WTTG On air: 1 Junuary 1047 CHANNEL .»

Pioneer executives: Leslie (/. \ii - izen. mgr.: Roger

Coel<>-. opers. mgr.; M. \I. Burleson, chief engr.: Leslie

G. Arries Jr., dir. remote opers. (now gen. mgr. i Present

Class A In. rate: $600. Present visual power: 17.5 kw.

Present aural pott it: 10.5 kw. Tower height: 587 ft.

Equipment: Du Mont. Sews: I P, Movietone. Present

sales rep: Blair I \

.

FLORIDA
i \< ksowii ii:

11 HBK-TI On nir: IH October 1949 CHANNEL 4
WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

tion in mkl o 32.000 222.101
- A In rate. 8200 ....$400 8600
from local ad\ id. 7 ii.i-, 88

I 16.7 1 i..( . ...I i

network adv 66.6 ii.i ,:i.i 1

hours mi 80

<

»n 75 5

ur, 1

5

1 .V . 10'
,

•» ..-,

houra on air daily.. 5 16 18

Nun ber of empli 11 ... .12 97

Pioneer executives: Glenn Marshall Jr., pres.; Charles \1.

Stone Jr., v.p. in chg. sales. Estimated outer limit of tv

signal: 150 miles. Present visual potter: 100 kw. Present

aural potter
:
(id kw. iuth. visual potter: auth. aural pott-

same. Tower height: 1 U > ft. Equipment: GE. News:
I P. Issist advertisers in making film comm'ls: Yes. Pres-

fates rep; CBS \\ Spol Sales.

I I'lfif. li, rn In finci- 56 I



the TOP

6t& IN C S I

PER HOUSEHOLD

Metropolitan Wichita

ranks sixth highest in

Consumer Spendable In-

come per Household in

the entire country.

59t/ivH TOTAL

RETAIL SALES

Retail sales in metropoli-

tan Wichita rank 59th in

the entire country.

Source: SRDS 1954 Consumer Markets

REPRESENTED BY

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

KANSAS

MARKET,

WICHITA

SERVING

WICHITA
HUTCHINSON

AND

THE GOLD
COUNTIES

KEDD

WICHITA
KANSAS
NBC-ABC

NETWORKS

254,000 Watts

HIGHEST POWER

IN KANSAS

CHANNEL

WICHITA

KANSAS

I'll

I'M

STANLEY H. DURWOOD
President



1

On air: 21 Hmrek 1940 CHANNEL I

WHEN STARTED: I JAN. 'K: I JAN '54:

I Bel ciri ilatioi in mkl 2 ikiu mi SM.OO0
J Evening OUsi a hr r.'. tiso $sso shoo

.idv 65% 50 n
miiii luitl -; ..• j.-,'

, is ii

.-!»««* network idi 10 ..15% i«'.

noun of nel
|

n> i-, u
'

' I
liours local In. ,,o 10 lo .

. hours flJm pn lo-, 25' IH',

unber bom daily.., ». it ....18

10. Number of employees 21 75 1.17

Pioneer executives: Mitchell Wolfson, pres.; Lee Ruwitch,
exec. \.|). & gen. mgr.; Jack Shay, tech. dir. Estimated
outer Until of n signal: 80 miles. Present visual power:
100 ku. Present aural power: \\~ kw. //////. visual power;
(uith. aural power: same. Tower height: I.007 ft. Equip-
ment: RCA, GE, Du Mont. Veu«: NBC. Film suppliers:

Guild, Ziv. Assist advertisers in making film comm'ls:
Yes, through \\T\J film subsidiary, Reels Films, In..

Present sales rep: Free & Peters.

G E R G

VII \VI \

W.-lft.-t-TV On sir: « March 1949 CHANNEL 5

Pioneei executives: George l>. Storer Jr., gen. mgr.; Hill

Tern. prog. dir. Present executives: George B. Storer,
|uc~.: Glenn Jackson, mng. dir. Present Class A lir. rale:

~7 »0. Present usual pouer: ]<)(> ku. Present aural power:
50 kw. Tower height: 530 ft. Equipment: RCA. Sews:
I I'. \P. I'resent sales rep: The Katz Vgency.

IlLtl-.l On air: :tO September 1951 CHANNEL 11
WHENSTARTEO: I JAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

Set circulation in mkl unknown 1 15,000 330,000

2 Evening Class A lir rut.- $50O S50O -'.nil

' net programing unknown unknown IK' ,

I '; I, ours In, ul In,, shows unknown unknown :i
I

5. '. honn Bun programing unknown unknown »".

Number hours on air daily 10 10 l"Vi

7 Number of employees unknown unknown 80

Pioneer executives: W. P. Robinson, pres. and gen mgr.;

Charles Gresham. comml. mgr. ; John Sever, prog. dir. and
film Inner; Harvej \derhold. ehief engr. : W. B. Colvin,

prom. dir. Estimated outer limit of tv signal: 90 mile-.

Present visual power: 23.5 kw. Present aural power: 12.8

kw. (power increase in April). Auth. visual power: 316
kw. tilth, aural potter: 158 kw. Toner height: 545 ft.

Equipment: RCA. Sews: UP. Film suppliers: Snader.

Guild, Ziv. Assist advertisers in making film comm'ls: No.

Original call letters: WI.'IA. Present sales rep: Crosle\

Broadcasting Corp.

Wsn-TY On air: 2't September I 'i IK ill INNEL 2
WHENSTARTEO: I JAN. 52: I JAN. '54:

i Set circulation in mkl 1,500 165,000 S9O.O00

2 l rening Olaai I hi rati »iso 8soo WOO
mess from local idl 77'. 17.6 17.9

l frnrn ii.ii I ipol l» '»
l I It 11

J

buaineai network but., .
i i it •• 017

6. '., hours ol iming »* i-' "•-:

7 -. hours local lire si «"• 15 n
-

. ) ours Urn 1
-

"• I

'

- :

dumber hours on ' • •
' .• ....18

1 Number "f empli yeei i" '" S3

Pioneer executives: J. Leonard Reinsch. mng. dir.: John
\l. Outler, gen. m-r.: Marcus Bartlett, stn. mgr.; R. H.

Holbrook, asst, ch. engr.; Mark Toalson. prod, mgr. Esti-

mated outer limit o\ tv signal: 150 miles. Present visual

power: I'M) kw. Present aiital power: 50 kw. Auth. visual

pottei; autli. aural power: same. Toner height: 1.062 ft.

Equipment: RCA. Sews: \P. Telenews. Assist adver-

tisers in making him comm'ls: Yes. Present sales rep:

Edward IVtr\ i> Co.

ILLINOIS
< III* \<.o

\\llll)l-l\ On air: « September lft Id CHANNEL 2

WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

in mkl unknown 1.077.817 l,871.SOO

unknown 81,500 82,000

irs net programing unknown. 7'; 70

I boUM local UVI unknown 1 8 'ft 20%
'. hours film pn unknown 75 U

(3. Number hours on air daily unknown 11 18

7. Number of employees unknown 260 25»

Pioneei executives: John Balaban, pres.; Win. C. Eddy,

dir.; Elmer C. I pton, gen. mgr. Present executives: H.

Leslie Vtlass, v.p.-gen. mgr.; E. H. Shomo, as»t. gen. mgr.:

George Vrkedis, sis. mgi Estimated outer limit of tv

signal: 65 miles. Present visual potter: 25.4 kw. Present

aural power: 12.7 kw. lath, visual potter; auth. aural

pmiei: same. Toner height: 689 ft. Equipment: RCA.
News: AP, LP. Community News Service (Chicago),

l\P. CBS l\ Newsfilm. Film suppliers: Consolidated.

Natl. Telefilm, Combined l\ Features. Commonwealth,

M\ \ Uexander, Merlin-. PSI. Assist advertisers in mak-

ing film comm'ls: No. Original call letters: W'BKB. Pres-

ent sales rep: CBS T\ Spol Sales.

IIIIKIt On air: 11 September 19-18 CH.4VVEL 7

WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAM. "54:

1. S.-t circulation in mkl unknown 1.077.817 1.572. 120

2 Evenini unknown 81.SOO 81,650

rs.
' - from local adv unknown 68<~r 51'',

l ', business from nat'l spot unknown SO% 37'V

.-.I ..-- network adv unknown 2'', t''i

irs of net programing unknown ~'c 1°'-

7 ', hours local live shows unknown 18 r
^ 38 r

c

. hours tilm programme unknown 75% 43',

9. Number hours on air daily unknown 11 16Vi

LO Number ol employees unknown 260 230

Pioneer executives: E. R. BorrofT. gen. mgr.: Roy Mc-

Laughlin, commL mgr. Present executives: Sterling C.

Quinlan. gen. mgr.: James W. Beach, sis. mgr.: Gar

Heider, natl. spol sis. mgr. Estimated outer limit of tv

signal: li»> miles. Present visual potter: 114 kw. Present

aural power: 57 kw. Auth. visual potter: 316 kw. Auth.

aural potter: L58 kw. Totter height: 670 ft. Equipment:

RCA. CK. CPL. Sews: W. INS, Community News Serv-

ice (Chicago). Film suppliers: NBC Syndicated, ABC
Syndicated, M< \. Film Vision, Official, \tla-. Issisi ad-

vertisers in making film comm'ls: No. Original call letters:

\\ I Mi \\ . Present sales rep: Blair Tv.

Hf.\-TV On air: .7 April IU 18 CHANNEL 9
WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

I. Sel a mkl 17.(hm> i.o8o.(mn> 1.800.000

8550 81.000 81.320

I II,, In t.,r ,h, /.!•:< ~>H I



. . . . more than to any other Detroit station!

After 6 P.M. during February, reports ARB, there

were 86 quarter-hours when more than 50% of Detroit's

television sets were in use.

In 45* of these 86 big-audience periods, WWJ-TV had

the largest audience of Detroit's three television stations.

WWJ-TV's record means that when Detroiters are

most receptive to television,

WWJ-TV dominates more of their

time than do both other Detroit

*3-station comparison of audience StStlOHS COmuineu
leadership in 86 quarter-hours

Month after month, this dominance

continues.

WWJ-TV Station B Station C Station B

(45 (31) (10) plus C
periods) (41)

In Detroit . . .

You Sell More

on channel

uiuw-tv
NBC Television Network

DETROIT

Associate AM-FM Station WWJ

FIRST IN MICHIGAN • Owned and Optraltd by THE DETROIT NEWS

• National Rtprtstntattvet: THE GEORGE P. HOLUNGBERY COMPANY
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»W.\-jM (vonCd)

nonr 21 . I' . I I

I II I l ii. ll 19'
.

; hours lilin proi in -

.

1 1 'i 19

I n amber hou . t i
1

1

II

Pioneei executives'. Frank P. Schreibcr, mgr.; Car] J.

Meyers, chief engr.; Ted Weber, Bales mgr.; J;i\ I .. I are-

ghan, prog, dir.; Spencei \1. Mien, newsreel dir.; James

Hanlon, pub. dir. Estimated outei limit of ii signal: 60

miles. Present usual power: 12<) kw. Present aural pow-

er: 60 kn. //////. usual power: 316 kw. Auth. aural pou-

1 1 : L58 kw. Tower height: 610 ft. Equipment: GE, l!' \.

Sews: I P, \l'. INS. Present sales rep: \\CVT\ Sales,

George P. Hollineben Co.

mmi On air: 7 January 1949 CHANNEL 5

Pioneei e \e, ull I C I I
Nil''- Tl ammell. pri-. NI1C: I. I.

Showerman, \.|>. and gen mgr. Present executives: Jules

Herbuveaux, asst. gen. mgr. (al sponsor presstime no

replacement had been named to fill post of Ham C. Kopl

who died in March L954) ; Charles \. Dresser, sis. dir.

Present (.lass l In. rate: $2,200. Present visual power: 75

kw. Present aural power: 37.5 kw. Towei height: 720 ft.

Equipment: RCA. Vew»s: \!\ I P, INS. Present sales

rep: NBC Spot Sales.

Veiiw: \l\ UP, II' Facsimile. Film suppliers: MlTv,

MK . Hollywood Tv, MCA-Tv, Official Films, \. & M. Alex-

ander, others. 4mm1 advertisers in making film comm'ls:

No. Preeeai .sales rep: Meeker Tv.

IMII \> \IM»I IS

IWiniM On air: 30 M«tJ 1948 CHANNEL 6
WHEN STARTED: I JAN. 52: I JAN. '54:

ilation In mki 2.5(H) 280,000 iio.ooo

2 Evenli W50 8380 Ssoo
">»'; -»«'; •»

,

l. 2H-; " 88<

.

i «'; i"' ih',

r> I
'

,
32'. II',

7. <; hours local livi 2695 l7 '

**95

-• « 81 ' 8495

daily 2 12 1
/;. 19

l u Hun bei ol i mploj - • SS... 119

Pioneei executives: Harr) M. Hitner Sr.. chmn. of bd.;

Mil 1 1 \ \1. Bitnei Jr.. pres. & gen. mgr.; William F. Kile\.

\.]i. Bales; Frank 0. Sharp, v.p.; Harold S. Holland. <hief

engr. Estimated outei limit oj tv signal: 65 miles. Present

usual power: 2l\.2 kw. Present aural power: ltt.l kw.

iuth. usual power: LOO kw. Auth. aural power: 50 kw.

Towei height: 168 ft. Equipment: RCA. Veuu: \l'. INS.

/;/;// suppliers: majority <>f major distributors. Assist

aih ertisei t in making film comm'ls: Yea. Present sales

rep: The Kal/ Vgencj .

him K ISLAND

WHBl< -TV On air: I .lulu l»r>0 ill »\\H I

WHEN STARTED I JAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

l. Set circulation in mkt 88,000 250,361

2 Evening Class \ hr. re.te 8200 $300 8.->"o

-. bu ini • from local ad\ 80'/r 19% 12',

1 '. business from nat'l Bpol I2'.J 3395 43%
twoi "l\ K'l 48% 45%

hours of net programing 2<>'; 81'; 72',

7. •; hours local live shows B% 10% 1:1',

', hours til 11 programing 66'; •»'; 15%
9 Number hours on air daily 3 12 11

10. Nui ees <>(> <>5 ho

Pioneer executives: B. H. Poller, pres.; Leslie C. John-

son, v.p. ami gen. mgr.; Maurice Corken, sales dir.: For-

est W . Cooke, prog, dir.: Robert J. Sinnett. ehief engr.;

Fern Hawks, prom. dir. Estimated outer limit of tv signal:

60 miles. Present visual power: 100 kw. Present aural

potter: .")() kw. lutli. visual power; auth. aural power:

same. Tower height: l!!.~> ft. Eijuipment: RCA. Dn Mont,

GE. Vews: I P, I P Fax. Film suppliers; Official Films,

Vitapix, \ll'l\. Issist advertisers in making film comm'ls:

No. Present sales rep: Wery-Knodel.

IOWA

INDIANA
lll(MMI!\M((\

\YTT\ On air: II November lillil CHANNEL 4
WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAN. 54:

i Set circulation in mkt 2i>» 184,000 B0S.O40

2. ] \ hr. rate 8130 8204) 8f>(H>

usineas fr.nn local adv h.v. »" <"•

i ', business from nat'l spol 595 30'.; m
. * uaim - network d i" IO' -"•'

•

159! '"'
I

BO' .

7 '; hours l.n ,i live shows.., in 15 2i>' ,

irs Rim programing 13'; B5< 10

•i Numbei hours on ail d - 12 17-111

i" Number of employeei B 18 76

Pioneei exeeullies; S;iike- Tai/ian. |
> 1 1 -. : Robert l-i'llloll.

gen. mgr.; Norman Cissna, asst. mgr. & Bales dir.; Robert

Petranoff, prog, mgr.; Carl Onken, chief engr.; Susan Bart-

lett, traffic & continuity <lii Estimated outer limit oj tv

signal: LOO miles. Present visual power: LOO kw. Present

aural powei : 50 kw. //////. visual pouer: auth. auial pow-

er: same. Towei height: 1,000 ft. Equipment: RCA.

MIES
WOI-I \ On air: 21 February 1959 CHANNEL .>

WHEN STARTED: MAN. '52: MAN. '54:

l. Set circulation in mkt 6(Ki 65.0OO 240,000

2 l vening I la«s A l.r rate 8200 84(M) $550
3. '.', business from local adv none—accepts «>nl> national liu-in.--

i. spot sic; 60'; <>(.

network nl\ S095 to'; 3»'.

i>. 95 hours ol . ? 1 1 i n tr 609) 7."> ', 7'

7. ', liiinls local li\-' shows iioni- i
.". 21)',

'. hours film programing I09i ....109! lo-,

9 Number hours on iii dailj i 9 is

10. Number of employees 20 68 mi

Pioneer executives: Richard B. Hull. <ren. mgr. Estimated

outer limit of tv signal: ( >ll miles. Present visual power:

100 kw. Present aural pouer: 50.1 kw. Auth. visual poll-

er: auth. aural pouer: same. Toner height: 580 ft. Equip-

ment: GE, RCA. Vews: INS, \l'. I P. Fum suppliers:

Viv, MPTv, Comet, I nity. Issist advertisers in making

film eomm Is: No. Present sides rep: Weed Tv.

i»avi:m»oim

»»or-T» On «ir: 3J October HUH CHANNEL 6
WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: MAN. '54:

ilation in mkt 85,134 250,000
vening Class A hr. rate 8200 830O 83<"i

isiness from local ,nl\ 2491 -'

i nat'l spot ».')', 13'
.

business network adv SS9f 30'

,

. lining 2<.'i 7(«', (. i

7. ', hours local li\i- shows tie; if; is';
•. hours film programing S4< 1095 19

9 Number hours on air daily 2 is 14*4

mber of employees 26 53 70

Pioneei executives: I!. .1. rainier, pres.: Ralph K\an-. exec.

v.p.; I>. D. Palmer, v.p. and treas.; P. \. Loyet, v.p.;

\\ . I). Wagner, secy, and contr.; E. C. Sanders, resident

mgr.; P. G. ^rvidson, chief engr. Estimated outer limit oj

tv signal: 80 miles. Present visual power: LOO kw. Present

aural power: 60.3 kw. iuth. visual pouer: auth. aural

power: same. Towei height: (>2'x ft. Equipment: RCA.
\eus: [ r. Film suppliers: Tel<- Pictures, Hollywood Tv
Service, MPTv. I»h/ advertisers in making film comm'ls:
Yes. Present sales rep: Free ^ Peters.

|

/' . „.. inrn (.. pmgm 60 *



Wn-VlmsTMiN
WKY-TV is nation's first independent station to have regular schedule of . .

.

Local Live COLORPrograms!
.

.

. using FIRST color cameras delivered to any independent TV station in America!

WKY* • • FIRST radio station in Oklahoma

WKY-TV • FIRST television station in Oklahoma

WKY-TV • FIRST station with color TV in Oklahoma

WKY-TV • FIRST in popularity in Oklahoma •

Pulse 29-County
Audience Survey and
Hooper Oklahoma City
Audience Survey of

January, 1954. See
your Katz
representative.

Being first is an old habit at WKY-TV, but Engineers Bob Hay-
ward (left) and Aaron Britton (center), along with station manager
P. A. Sugg (right), are all eyes as they eagerly inspect one of

WKY-TV's new color cameras received March 20th. Farsighted planning
makes it possible for WKY-TV to be the first independent station in

the nation to have a regular schedule of local COLOR programming.
This same foresight has been characteristic of every phase of WKY-TV's
operation. That's why WKY-TV is the station of so many FIRSTS!

WKY-TV CHANNEL 4
OKLAHOMA CITY

Owned and Operated by THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO. • The Daily Oklahoma • Oklahoma Cily Times

The Farmer-Stockman • Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY
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KENTUCKY MARYLAND
LOUISVILLE

H 1VE-TI On air: 2 1 >«<iciiiI».t IU IR CHANNEL It

WHEN STARTED: I JAN. 52: MAN M:

'i in in k

t

S.OOO i i", tim. i ii

?2lMI «.«.-.<> *7.-.ll

82 U ill". ii 9

I I
n. iii null ipol ... IS.78' , J.. I ii ill h

i
'.•, 29 18 -• i ir.

r | IH > .1 I.

,i live ihoM .-.i i ii .«.
, ^ i «.

in liim pn i
>

1 1 i i -; i

> 1 r .1 . i !

-

I II 17

i" Number of employi ?'> <>•» 76

Pioneer executives: George W, Norton Jr.. pres.; Nathan

I mil. \.|i.: Charles Leonard, treas.; George Patterson,

pro", dir.; |{al|ih Jackson, Bales mgr.; Wilbur Hudson,

chief engr. Estimated outer limit of tv signal*. 100 miles.

Present visual power: 100 kw. Present aural power: 50

kw. luth. visual power; auth. aural power: Bame. Tower

height: ')\ V ft. above av. terrain. Equipment: RCA.
yfews: \P. Film suppliers: majority of majoi distributors.

Assist advertisers in making film commit : Yes. Present

tales rep: NBC Spol Sales.

it mi mom
U 11)1 On air: 2 Vorcmbcr 1U18 CHANNEL 13

WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

10

' on In n.kl 30.000 .J.-,n.032 529,974

Evi nil SSOO »*so »830

•; builneu from local adi J i JS u..v; 39.8%

from nail -!"•' "9! -' I 31.1%
I 1

.- >-' ' 29.1%
•. bom "»» ''''

I
30.9%

local live ihov W 25.5'/, 23.5%

. % hours nlni programini i'».i'. i.vr,'; 45.6%

a Number hour- on air daily t'/i ' 4 1S

Number ol emrj -'

1

"° 82

Pioneer executives: I >«- 1 Cohen, pres.; Herman Cohen,

V.p. and treas.; Norman Kal. exec. v.p. Estimated outer

limit of tv signal: 11 miles Class A; •>8' miles Class B in

all directions. Present visual pouer: 50 kw. Present aural

power: 2"> kw. Auth. visual power: 316 kw. Auth. aural

power: r>;; kw. Tower height: 530 ft. Equipment: RCA.

Veu;*: \l\ Film suppliers: MPTv, \I>C NBC, Unity, In-

terstate. \U\ \ Ucxander, \-tra. Official. Atlas, Bagnall.

Issist advertisers in making film comm'ls: No. Present

sales rep: Harrington, Righter ^ Parsons, Inc.

WHAS-Tl On airs 27 March 1958 CHANNEL 11
WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

ilation in mkt 25,901 124,380 250,000
_• Evening Class A iir rate 82SO esoo S70O

isineaa from local ad\ 60.29! it.h', . i-'

I 00 -in.-- from nal'l spot ::.V.V, 2(>.i. II I

business network ad\ ii i . 24.6 . 26 '•

hours "i" nel programing 19$ 69 .
.".<•'.

7. ', hours local live shows.. 54.5

<

i«'; 19

8. <; hours lilm pi 26..",'; 13", 2.-.'.

imber hours on air daily 5 12V& .IS

10 Number of i mployees. 39 55 78

Pioneer executives: Victor A. Sln>li>. v.p. and rlir.; Neil

I). Cline, station mgr.; Orrin \\ . Towner, dir. (if engrg.;

Joe C. Fox, asst. dir. of engrg.; Kalpli Hansen, prog, dir.:

Richard Oberlin, new* dir. Estimated outer limit of tv

signal: 70 miles. Present visual power: 316 kw. Present

aural power: 158 kw. tutli. visual power; auth. aural

power: same. Toner height: 600 ft. Equipment: General

Electric. \ews: AP. Film suppliers: MPTv, Hygo Tv,

Governor Tv, Atlantic Tv, I nit\ Tv, Hollywood Tv Serv..

Bagnall. Official Tv. Assist advertisers in making film

comm'ls: No. Present sides rep: Harrington Righter &

P.U~H||-. llH .

LOUISIANA
M\\ OKI I AVN

MO.SI-TV On air: 18 December 1948 CHANNEL 8
WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: IJAN.'M:

•!! in mkt 14,800" ...l.-.7.1111

1

235,077

SlOO 8 tOO 86OO

ir local ailv .".Ill I I ".ii i" -•:

from nat'l spot 1" 7 1 ii. 50' I- IS

-; business network ad 15.98 -'<. 18.189!

..,, j i i. i i7 59 ii

i
; hours local live sho i 17 i i 20.33 I i.i.

1
"• 68 •

I t.75 89 i i

1
-' I'

Number of employeea.. '"• 100 ISO

i

2

i

6

7

8.

'

In

• \ r 1 Jau

Pioneer executives: Edgai B. Stern Jr., pres.; Robert l>.

Swezey, exec. v.p. & gen. mgr.; \. Louis Read, v.p &

< omm'l mgr. Estimated outer limit of tv signal: 80 miles.

Present visual pouei: luo kw. Present aural power: 50

kw. luth. visual power; auth. aural power: same. Tower

height: 12") ft. Equipment: RCA. VeiOJ! NBC dailj re-

port. IP, I P. Issist advertisers m making film comm'ls:

\ es. Present sales rep: Blair Tv.

HBIL-TV On air: II March HI 18 CHANNEL 11

Pioneer executives: Harold I'. See, gen. mgr.; Harold W.
Bat< lielder. sales ni".r. Present executives: Charles B. Mc-

Cahe. \ .|i.-i\(i . dir.: D. L. Provost, v. p.-gen.mgr. ; Leslie

H. Peard Jr.. v.p., mjzr. Present Class A hr. rate: $1,000.

Present visual power: 240 kw. Present aural power: 120

kw. Tower height: 550 ft. Equipment: RCA. .Xews: INS.

Telenews. Present number of employees: 78 full time, 54

part time. '• hrs. film programing: 20' i. Present sales

rep: Edward Petry & Co.

H WAR-TV On air: 'Ml October 1917 CHA\J%EL 2
WHEN STARTED: I JAN. -

52: I JAN. 'S4:

ii mkt 1,600 358.052 529,974

ii \ hr rate 8200 8800 $9*0

% business from local ad\ •*(>', 45'; 30%
isiness from nat'l spol io>; 28'; 37%

- network adv none 27% :u

- none 5or; ».-.'

'', hours local livi >•»'
, ....2t'; 18%

% hours lilm programing »<>'; 2<>'; 'Z»

Number ho daily 6 13 15

- 35 87 92

Pioneei executives: Paul Patterson, pres. (deceasedi; W.
F. Schmick, now pres.; Neil Swanson, v.p. 1047-8: E. K.

Jett. v.p. 1948 to date: Ernest A. Lang, commL mgr. Es-

timated outer limit of tv signal: 100 miles. Present visual

power: 100 kw. Present aural power: 50 kw. Auth, visual

poiier: auth. aural power: same. Tower height: 591 ft.

Equipment: RCA, Telechron. yfews: \P. Film suppliers:

majorit) of major distributors. issist in making film

comm'ls: \r-. Present sales rep: Tile Kat/ Vgency.

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTOft

1IB/-T. On air: U Mane IS III CHANNEL 4
WHEN STARTED MAN. '52: I JAN. 54:

1. Sel n mkt 2.302 HI7.72.T 1.143.486

8250 $1.250 81.DOO

...i\ in..-,' 2<>'

:

i'i

I from nat'l spot - i 1

1

W
II', 2 I

.mine 13.8' .<>l r
; 68

17 l.i- , 9 r
:

31 i. -V. 28%
..ir daily XVz 14 18

"•I U> I 1 1 71

' ll.iln far thit tlatu.n cnnltnur* pac* (*2 I



Pioneering is something of the spirit. That quality of a man
who looks beyond the confines of today . . .

to develop a better tomorrow.

The pioneer spirit is found in

organizations, too.

• WOW-TV was one of the first eight stations

in the nation (first in Nebraska) to apply for

an FCC license.

• WOW-TV was the first station in Nebraska
to begin regular telecasting.

WOW-TV was the sixth station' in the nation

(first in the Midwest) to operate on maxi-

mum power.

WOW-TV was the first television station in

the Midwest to have a color telecast. (Decem-
ber 20, 1953)

What does it all mean?

First, the WOW-TV pioneering spirit

has created a new and growing Midwest
television audience.

Second, more viewers follow this leader-

WOW-TV reaches 1,125,000 people in 51

Midwest counties who have over

'$2,000,000,000 to spend.*

Most important ... it means your adver-

tising dollars do more today on WOW-TV and
will do more tomorrow, too.

* 1953 Sales Management Survey of Buying Power

w w TV OMAHA
DUMONT • NBC-TV AFFILIATE • 100,000 WATTS • BLAIR TV REP.

A Meredith Station • Affiliated with "Better Homes & Gardens" and "Successful Farming" magazines,
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\\lt/.-T\ (cont'd)

Pioneer executives: W. C. Swartley, gen. tngr.; \\
.

11.

Hauser, asst. mgr. and chiel engr.; I . S. Young, asat. to

mgr.: C. Herbert Masse, Bales tngr.; W . Gordon Swan,

prog, mgr.; Sidnej \. Stadig, tech. Buperv.; Iran Berlow,

prog. Buperv. Estimated outei limit of ti tignal: 60 miles.

Present visual power: LOO kw. Present aural power: 50

kw. Auth. visual power', auth. aural power: Bame. Tower

height: 658 ft. Equipment: RCA, GE. Sews: I P, l\ x
.

Film suppliers: MPTv, Hollywood T\ Service, Telepic-

inn-, tolas, Du Mont, Vitapix, Guild Films, I TP. Issisl

advertisers in making film comm'ls: Mo. Present tales rep:

I Hi- ,\ Peters.

W vw -H On sir: 21 tune tu lit (n INNEL 7

Pioneer executives: John Shepard III. chmn. of bd.; Wil-

liam O'Ncil. pres.; Linus Travers, v.p, and gen. mgr.

Present Class / rate: $1,700. Present visual power: 316

kw. Present aural power: L58 ku. Toner height: 180 ft.

Equipment: RCA, GE. Veu/5: I P. Present tales rep: III!

Tele\ ision.

Equipment: RCA, Dn Mont, GE. Sews: I I'. Al\ Film

suppliers: various, tssist advertisers in making film

commit: No. Present tales rep: George P. Hollingbery Co.

HV)/.|\ O* mir: 9 October 1948 CHANNEL 7
WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

1 Set circulation in mkt to.ooo 750,000 1,140,000

2 i
- A i. r rate $120 S1.2SO Si".""

1 1 11 1 local :nl\ unknown ..unknown »7'.

1 from nat'l ipot unknown unknown it-.

unknown.....onknown <>'-

in- . in- . IS ' .

7 1 , bou.11 local live »ho« •<>•. M>'

.

SSfl

«"' •
"•" '•"'

2>4 17 16M:

59 I !*» 1
«'»

Pioneei executives: Mark Woods, pres., \BC: James Rid-

ilrll. gen. mgr.; Harold Christian, coraml. mgr. Present

executives: James G. Riddell, pres.-gen. mgr.; John PivaL

tngr. of tv. Estimated outer limit of tv signal: 50 miles.

I',, -sent visual power: L12kw. Present aural power: 56 kw.

luili. usual power: 311 ku. iuth. aural power: 158 kw.

Tower height: 190 ft. luuipment: KCA. Yews: \l\ INS,

I I'. ////// suppliers: V.w . United, Consolidated, MPTv,

I mt\. TPA. lisw/ advertisers in making film comm'ls:

\ es. Present sales rep: Blair I \

.

MICHIGAN
DllltOII

YVJUK-TV On air: 2 1 October ifHH lliwsr.l. 2

WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

1. Si ' 150,000 850,000 1,405,800

•J I - 120 - SI. 7(io

:s. '/, business from 1 c
.<

: » l ad\ k.-, i.i- .i.t'.

I 23 . . Hi- :t7'

,

', business netwi .... 31 ; 199! 3095

«;.
I net programing 10 60' 60

7. 'ft hours local live showE 90' i"'. *<>',

8. % hours film programing i<>'. -" 2ir ,

hours mi an daily i i.> 15

10. Nil in In- 1- nf employees 25 SO 72

Pioneer executives: George I!. Storer. pro.: Ralph Elvin,

gen. mgr.: (ieorge Millar, sales mgr. Present exeeutii es:

Gail Grubb, gen. mgr.; Harry Lipson, asst. gen. mgr.

Estimated outer limit of tv signal: l(M) miles. Present

visual potter: LOO ku. Present aural power: 50 ku.

Auth. visual pouer: truth, aural power: same. Timet

height: 1,057 ft. Equipment: GE, RCA. News: INS. Film

suppliers: Telenews, Ziv. MCA, Sterling, Weiss, Guild,

Screen draft. MPTv, Modern Talking Pictures Service.

Assist advertisers in making film comm'ls: Yes. Present

sales rep: The Kat/ Agency.

NU.I-TV On air: I ffarch 1947 CHANNEL 4
WHEN STARTED: (JAN. 52: I JAN. '54:

1. Sri circulation in mkt 1,000 603,722 1,144,890

I i'-. 8250 «!. inn $1,600

I

i'l\ nil... BO.H w. i.

i
. business from nafl spot 11.5 39.0 35

5. 95 , '"- 1 .tu.-. 28 i

iming 54.6 . .-.in

7 ii I ii 24.8 26 5

hours aim pro i" -.•" .. r< j

-iiiiir hours on air daily s'i '
•"

'
.- ....17

10. Number "f empli !-•
i i i K.I

Pioneei exeeutii es: \\ . I .

viii|i|i-. pres. (deceased); W.

J. Scripps, dir. radio-tv; Harrj Bannister, gen. mgr. Pres-

ent executives: Edwin K. Wheeler, gen. mgr.; Don De-

Groot, asst. gen mgr. Estimated outer limit oj ti tignal:

()() miles. Present visual pou ei : 20.5 ku. Present aural

power: L0.25 ku. Inth. its,ml potter: LOO ku. iutlt.

aural pouer: 50 ku. Ton , height: 697 (1,063 I .P.) ft.

c;it\M» it\i»ii»s

\\OOI>-l\ On air: 15 August l!H!t CHANNELS
WHEN STARTED: MAN. 52: I JAN. 54:

1.

2

i

7

a

10.

rculation in mkt 135,000 .so*.. 717

ig i lass A hr rate SSOO SSOO 2600

i from local adv 15' 15$ in',

from nat'l spot i.v. 159! '«

!
Ki' . i(>' i 3 i

<..-.
|

(..-.
'

.

i9

-, hours local 1- • '• 6'
. 18

'; hours tilin programing 29 299! 13 .

Number ho daily.... ii 11 16

Number of employees hi 19 km

Pioneei executives I L951 i
; \\ illard Schroeder, gen. mgr.;

\. M. Swift, gen. sales mgr.; Frank Sisson, prog, dir.:

Clark Grant, asst. prog, dir.; David \\ . Hoyle, continuity

dir. Estimated outer limit of ii signal: 100 miles. Present

visual pouer : 1 1 Ml ku. Present aural power: 50 kw. Auth.

visual pouer: 316 ku. Iuth. aural pouer: 15H kw. Toner

height: 1,000 It. Equipment: RCA. News: INS Facsimile.

\l'. Film suppliers: MPTv. tssist advertisers in making
tilin comm'ls: Yes. Original call letters: \\ LAV-TV. Pres-

ent sales rep: The Kat/ Vgency.

k \l \>l WOO
MK/O-Tl On air: I June 1850 CHANNEL 3

WHEN STARTED: MAN. '52: MAN. '54:

illation in mkt 23.0OO 400,000
.. stiki

isiness from local aiK .1', \o r
, 20 ,

1 1 isiness from nat'l spol 995 i>'. '"•

Biness network aih 90% 1595 t.v

.iniiitf 95'; 7."' <>(>

7 . hours local live shows 195 .v ; 15

Sim programing 495 20 2.%',

imber hours on air dailj 5 11 17

15 30 80

Pioneer executives: John E. Fetzer, pres.: Carl F. Fee,

ikiu mng. dir. Estimated outer limit of tv signal: 90

miles. Pies, 1 it visual pouer: 80 kw. Present aural power:
in kw

. Iuth. visual pouer: 100 ku. Auth. aural pouer:

50 ku. Tottei height: 600 ft. 1 l.ooo ft. under construc-

tion). Equipment: Federal, RCA. Sews: \l\ Film sup-

pliers: \ it.i|n\. \aiiini-. others. Issist advertisers in mak-
ing film comm'ls: \c*. Present sales rep: \\ cr\ -knodel.

, //..,. pflff 6 ' '



toner -greatest power!

Why WOOD-TV dominates

Western Michigan:

Highest antenna 1,000' above average terrain

Greatest power 316,000 watts video

158,000 watts audio

•Most TV sets: 416,580

Largest population: .... 2,000,000

Highest effective buying income:. . . .$2,835,863,000

*Based on CBS-Nielson Television Ownership Report 11/1/53

WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids only television station, offers you the best

in technical equipment, plus top local and network programming.

Estimated population figures from Sales Management Survey of Buying Power, May 10, 1953

WOOD-TV
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

Grandwood Broadcasting Company

NBC. BASIC; ABC. CBS. DuMONT, SUPPLEMENTARY. ASSOCIATED WITH WFBM-AM AND TV. INDIANAPOLIS. I N D.

WFDF. FLINT. MICH.. WEOA. EVANSVILLE. IND. • WOOD-AM. WOOD-TV. REPRESEN
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IWHIN*.

HJfVf-f I On air: I fImii 1950 CHANNEL «

WHEN STARTED: MAN 52: I JAN. 'M:

hi mkl M.000 lllicilio 848 ISO

- I »2im» $17.-. M7S
I.., ul %d\ n> 81

l spot -•: j'< ir
j i is ->

:

19
--

#<•

7- '.; boun local U nasi ,,..,,. 2%
. boon Bin ;

"•
1 :i

I Number hour* on air dallj
'

9 .. i6Vi
..f 1 mployi • - 211 21 IS

Pioneer executives: II. I Grow, pres. and gen. mgr.;

Howard Finch, \.p. and itn. mgr.; C. E. Wallace, chief

engr; Irene Ginther, traffic dir. Estimated outer limit of

n rignal: 85 miles. Present visual power: 27.5 1 kw. /'res-

ent aural power: 16.59 kw. Auth, visual power: LOO kw.

luth. aural power: 50 kw. Tower height: 500 ft. Equip-

ment: RCA. Veios: I P. FiZm suppliers: Sterling, Com-
monwealth, International, Vitapix, Unity, Beverly, Comet
i55UJ advertisers in making film comm'ls: Yea. Present

sales rep-. 11-R Representatives.

MINNESOTA
>ll\\l \l»oi IS-Sl. PAUL
KSTP-TY On air: 2:t April 19 IH CHANNEL 5

Pioneer executives: Stanlej E. Hubbard, pres. & gen. mgr.:

Kenneth M. Hance, exec, v.p.; Del Franklin, prog, dir.;

Joseph C. Cook, sales prom. mgr. Present Class AA hr.

rate: 11,100.* Class A rule: $900. Present visual power:
Mm kw. Present aural power: 60 kw. Tower height: 500

ft Sews: LP, I P. Equipment: RCA. Present sales rep:

Edward Petry & Co.

HCTO-TV Oh air: I July 1948 CHANNEL I

WHEN STARTED: MAN. 52: MAN. '54:

OB in mkt 50,000 301.500 420.5OO
J Evening Ciaaa A lir rat.> S30O $830 si.ioo
3. % business from local adi H<»', 37. H r

; tS.9

4. % business from nat'l spot 9% 35.8'', 31.4%
5. % business network ad\ .v; 2<>.i', 22 ~

6. % hours of net p :in i<>'^ »«'.

7. % hours local live shows ii 2<< 2:t',

8. % hours film pri Ml .u ' ; 29%
9 Number hours on air daily 6V4 16 16%

Number of employees 109

Pioneer executives: William J. McNally, < lunn. of bd.;

Robert B. Ridder. pres.; F. Nan konynenburg, v.p. and

gen. mgr.; John M. Sherman, dir. engrg. (now tech. dir.)

;

Sherman K. Headley, dir. i\ (now asst. mgr.) Estimated

outer limit of ti signal: 75 miles. Present visual power:

LOO kw. Present aural power: 50 kw. tuth. visual power:

auth. aural power: same. Toner height: 608 ft. Equip-

meat: l!< \. Vews: I P Fox Movietone, I P Telephoto,

\P. Western I nion Sports. Film suppliers: I oited l\.

Ziv, I nity, I BS, NB< . Quality, Guild, Hollywood IV,

Vitapix, Screen Gems. Issist advertisers in making film

comm'ls: Yes. Original call letters-. \\ h \ \\ Present

sales rep: I nr & Petd S.

MISSOURI
KANSAS CIT1

1WMI-T) On air: Hi Ottahrr 19 19 CHANNEL I

WHEN STARTED- MAN 52: MAN. '54:

1. Sel 7,800 180,778 »•" MO
2 IS 10 - ISO 8860

3. % hours ol '•''

i • , i ...irs local Uvi I
'• 9 I I

5. I 10 BS 18

mber boan on mr dail] » i - i 7

88 68 mi

Pioneer exei utiles: II. Dean Fil/er. nmg. dir.: Bill Bates,

-in. mgr.; E. Manne Russo, sales mjir. : Joseph A. Flaherty,

< lint engr. Estimated outer limit of tv signal: 125-135

miles. Present visual power: 100 kw. Present aural power:

50 kw. Auth. usual pouer: auth. aural power: same.

loner height: 721 ft. Equipment: RCA. News: AP, UP,
Telenews. Film suppliers: I nity Tv, Guild Films. NBC
Films, Aurora Films, Kling. Assist advertisers in making

film comm'ls: No. Present sales rep: Harrington, Righter

S Parsons.

ST. I Ol IS

KSO-TV On air: 8 February 19 17 CHANNEL 5
WHEN STARTED: MAN. 52: I JAN. '54:

1. - tion in mkt 363.OOO 365.000

2 Evening- Clau a br rate 8200 8950 81.000

from local adv 85'; 48'f 38%
I ', l.isiness from nat'l spot 15% 35% t'<

5. % busine*6 network adv 17% I i

6. % hours of uning 68% 70';

7. % hours local live shows '.I ....19% 13';

8. % hours film programing W li 17'',

'.umber hours on air daily 4 16% 17Vi
in Number . .f employees 21 —— 127

Pioneer executives: George M. Burbach, gen. mgr.; Har-

old (.ram-, prog, dir.: David Pasternak, prom, mgr.: J. F.

Ri-k. rliief engr. Present visual pouer: 100 kw. Present

aural power: (>o kw. Auth. visual power: auth. aural

pouer: same. Toner height: 546 ft. Equipment: RCA.
Sews: INS, AP. Present sales rep: NBC Spot Sales.

. ...- -

0>l\ll\

NEBRASKA

KtlTV On air: I September 1949 < If l> \f.f. 3
WHEN STARTED: MAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

circulation in mkt 3.SOO 14O.0OO 23O.00O

2 Evening Class A hr. rate - 8200 84SO 8700
'. iiours ol net programing SS 60%

i ' . hours local live shows It)' , 20'; 23'',

ours film programing 9()' ; 25'; IS

6. Number hours on air daily 3 13 17

7. Number of employees 14 60 85

Pioneer executives: Edward L. May, pres.; Owen Saddler.

urn. mgr.; Glen Cray, comml. mgr.: Glenn Harris, prog.

dir.: R. J. Schroeder, chief engr. Estimated outer limit of

ti signal: loo miles. Present visual power: 100 kw.

Present aural pouer: 50 kw. Auth. visual power: auth.

aural power: same. Tower height: 500 ft. Equipment:

RCA. \eiis: 1 P. Assist advertisers in making film

comm'ls: Yes. Present sales rep: Fdward Petry & Co.

MOM-Tl On air: 9 .lulu 1919 CH.IWEL 6
WHEN STARTED: MAN. -

52: MAN. '54:

ilation in mkt 4.000 112.362 227.689

J Evening Class A hr rate S2oo 84oo $«..-,o

- from local adv 57 ti -7

I from nat'l spot n I". I<.

- network adv IS -I 87

programing 2K 7<. .".«.

-' I 1
.".

irs film programing 5 I *''. 21

i air daily 10 13 ....1SV4

2.". cf.7 7 1

Pioneer executives: Frank P. Fogarty, gen. mgr.: Lyle

DeMoss, asst gen. mgr.; William J. Kotera, dir. engrg.;

Glenn Flynn, chid engr.; Bill McBride, prog, dir.: Fred
I Ion. r. sales mgr.; Raj (lark. dir. special event-. Esti-

mated (niter limit of tv signal: 85 miles. Present visual

pouer: lookw. Present aural power: 50 kw. iuth. visual

!>,, in i„r iht. .Inln.n ..inlcnuci pngf t>H I



<-''

Y...when does

At midnight tonight? That's one way, the

simple way to answer that eager question of

your child. But how about saying, "tomorrow,

boy, began yesterday?" Because tomorrows are

born of the yesterdays. It's in the experience of

the past that we learn to care for the future.

In television, as in all things, it is the privilege of

the pioneer to learn first, and his obligation

to learn well, so that those he serves may have

fuller, richer, tomorrows.

KPIX is proud indeed to be listed among TV's

pioneers and eagerly accepts the opportunities

afforded by more than five years' experience to

serve the future. For us, as for children and

grownups everywhere, tomorrow did indeed

begin yesterday.

kpix,*
CHANNEL

^J^
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

. . . affiliated with CBS and DuMont Television

Networks . . . represented by the Katz Agency
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WHO SUBSCRIBES TO SPONSOR AT THE I

J/r HAS been proven that a handful of advertising agencies place

about 9iY < of the national spot radio and tv billing.

But within this handful of agencies (generally numbered at

20) are hundreds of important timebuvers, account men, and other

key executives who make the individual decisions vital to you.

Several years back SPONSOR checked and discovered that it

averaged 10% paid subscribers at these leader agencies.

In 1954 we have just completed a similar analysis of SPONSOR
subscribers at top advertising agencies—but with a difference. The

difference: included are (1) the top 33 ad agencies in radio and tv

billing, (2) the names of individual subscribers at each agency.

Today SPONSOR averages 17 paid subscribers among the top

20 agencies; 13% among the top 33. Even more important, you'll

find virtually every decision-maker (for your station) included*

The 33 advertising agencies are: Aver, Bates, BBDO, Benton

cv Bowles, Biow, Burnett, Campbell- K\\ aid, Cecil cv Presbrey, Comp-

ton, Cunningham cv Walsh, D-F-S, D'Arcy, DCScvS, Erwin Wasey,

Esty, Foote, Cone & Belding, Fuller & Smith & Ross, KcvE, Kudner,

^Play this fascinating game. Jot down 10 names

of the most important <to you) ad agency

decision makers. Then check the SPONSOR list. If you

find more than 2 names missing SPONSOR will pay you $10.



13 TOP-BILLING ADVERTISING AGENCIES?

Lennen & Newell, Maxon, McCann-Erickson, MacManus, John &
Adams, NL&B, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Sherman & Marquette, SSCB,

JWT, Wade, Warwick & Legler, Ward Wheelock, Weintraub, Y&R.

SPONSOR — the use magazine— stands alone in the field it

serves. It is the one and only magazine 100% devoted to radio and

tv while pin-pointed at key agency and advertiser readers. 7 out

of every 10 copies of SPONSOR go to the men who foot the bills.

Every magazine has a story to tell. But only one magazine can

top your trade-paper list. Consider these facts. SPONSOR is (1)

exclusively devoted to air-advertising, (2) exclusively edited for

key agency and advertiser readers, (3) the accepted magazine that

agencies and advertisers use, (4) the magazine of minimum waste

circulation, (5) read not only by timebuyers, but also by account

executives, agency principals, ad managers, and company heads,

(6) number one in paid circulation among radio and tv buyers.

If the foregoing interests you with respect to your 1954 trade-

paper planning, please write and ask for a full look at SPONSOR'S

subscribers at the 33 leading advertising agencies.

SPONSOR the magazine that radio and tv advertisers us&.



MOU -TV (cont'd)

\power; auth. aural power', same. Towei height: 580 ft.

J
Equipment: lit \. Sews: I P, [NS. Film suppliers: PSI,

Mia-. Vitapix, I nity, Film Classics, Film Vision, Aurora,

Hygo-Argyle. issist advertisers m making film comm'ls:

Yes. Present sales rep: Blair Tv.

NEW JERSEY
Mil \KK

ii in On air: IT, Man lit til CHANNEL 13

WHEN STARTED: MAN i2 : I JAN '54:

I
.

- mkl 149 I <> I 800 000

8480 $8(M) 91,000

from loi ..I i i 95' n:

I f rt.iri mil 1 ipol .">•
. Ii 111

i n minr

in .ii. ii. IB)

i n local live show - „ 15' - IS 1 85'

.

ming '•" '."

imber hourt on air daily.., 7 ii i i

10. Number of employeei IS t.". iti

Pioneet executives: I. I». Rosenhaus, pres. and gen. mgr.;

Frank Bremer, v.p. chg. engrg. ; Edmund S. Lennon, v.p.

chg. sales; Robert Paskow, film buyer; George Green,

prog, tngr. ; Robert Macdougall, educ. < I i r. Estimated out-

ii limit o) ii signal: 60 miles. Present visual power: 22.5

kw. Present aural power: In. 7 kw. /;////. visual power:

L80 kw. luth. aural power: 105 kw. Towei height: 1,200

ft. Equipment: \U \ Du Mont, Andrews. Veuw: I P.

////// suppliers: Hollywood l\ Service, MPTv, \ itapix,

others. Assist advertisers in making film comm'ls: Yes.

Present salt's rep: Weed Tv.

NEW MEXICO
ILBIQI/EKQUE

HOK-f I On «ir: :*.«> Voeember l«l«
WHEN STARTED :

CHANNEL I

I JAN '52: I JAN. '54:

1. Set circulation in nikt 25 13.0OO io.(hh>

veiling Olaee A or rate $150 Siso 82.->o

in local ad\ loo'; 2o\.-,'; 19

4. % business from nat'l spot none —.15% i«.

5. % business net . none 64.5
"J!

i S

6. % hours of net proem mini; 25'; 70% 47%
7. '.; hours local live shows -•"•' t, 15

' c hours film programing •">'•' 2:r, it-,

dumber hoars <m air daily 2 7 8

8 23 .12

Pioneer executives: George S. Johnson, -tn. mgr. and chief

engr.; Dun it In Smith, prog. dir. Present executives: \\ a\ ae

( n\. pres.-gen. mgr.; J. I. Myerson, mgr.: Rolf S. Nielsen,

sis. mgr. Present usual power: 11 kw. Present aural

power: 5.6 ku. luth. visual power; auth. aural pou a:

same. Towei height: 183 It. Equipment: RCA. Sews:

I P. Film supplies-. Ziv, MPTv, NBC Syndicated, < BS

Syndicated, issist advertisers in making comm'ls: Yes.

Present sales rep: Branham Co.

NEW YORK
ICIM.II \ M in\

HMU-il on air: I December tutu ill INNEL 12

WHEN STARTED MAN «! I JAN. '54:

il.itiuii in in k I 800 BO, i 190,804]

Event] MOO IS15 8S00

. buaineil from 81.9 12 84

j ' . bnsineu f r.mi nat'l ; I
-" '• '" " W

10 i i-

68 ii I :i

7 ' ; hours local ii : 1

1

8. % hours film programme Ml 9 I I

imber hours on atr dail: 8|4j ' ' .• ' I

10. Number ol employeei ** " 3 ""'

I'ii,arc executives: Cecil I). Ma-tin. gen. mgr.; Stanley

N. Heslop, Bales mgr.; Louveer H. Stantz, chief engr.;

Edward M. Scala, prog. dir. Estimated outer limit of tv

signal: 10-70 miles. Present visual power: 2.~><> kw. Pres-

ent aural power: I2.~> ku. Auth. visual power: 310 kw.

luth. aural power: 160 ku. Tower height: <'!20 ft. Equip-

ment: RCA, GE. Sews: I P, IP (after Aug. '54). Film

suppliers: Hollywood T\ Service, Vitapix. Assist adver-

tisers in making film comm'ls: No. Present sales rep:

Boliine i

Itl I I \l o

II «l \-ll On air: I I H«tj 18 IH CHANNEL I

WHEN STARTED: MAN. 52: MAN. '54:

I Si on in ink' I BOO
- 12",

HO' .

80

i, ..i,.

hour* of net programing none...

. ti local livi

t.-,' ,

air daily •

85

18 1.2 45

.88OO

.50%
in-.

21.

..59.9%

..19.4%

..20.S%

17%
1.18

Pioneei executives: Edward H. Butler, pres.; A. H. Kirch-

hofer, v.p.; C. Robert llmmpson, gen. mgr.; George R.

Torge, Btn. mgr.; Ralph J. Kingsley, tech. Buperv.; K.

Glenn Beerbower, asst tech. superv. in chg. t\. Estimate,

I

outer limit of H signal: 55 miles. Present visual pouer:

5 1 ku. Present aural pouer: 27 ku. Auth. visual pouer:

auth. aural power: same. Toner height: 1,057 ft. Equip-

ment: l(< \. Sews: IN V
. I P, \P. Film suppliers: major-

it\ of major distributors. Assist advertisers in making film

comm'ls: \ <•-. Present sales rep: Harrington. Righter &

Parson-.

Mil YORK

WABC-TV On air: 10 August 1948 CHANNEL 7
WHEN STARTED: MAN. 52: I JAN. '54:

1. Set circulation in mkl 260.ooo 2.800.000 4.150.000

- A lir rut, $1.200 81.20O $42850

Number hours on air daily 12 15 I I

1. Number of employees 15 33 07

Pioneet executives: Mark Wood-, pres., ABC; Murray

Grabhorn, gen. mgr.; Clink Doughty, sales mgr. Present

executives: .1. II. Mitchell, v.p., gen. mgr. Estimated outer

limit of 1 1 signal: ('2:2 miles. Present visual pouer: 80 kw.

Present uuiul pouei: Id ku. Auth. visual pouer: 110 ku.

//////. aural power: 55 ku. loner height: 1,378 ft. Equip-

ment: K< \. Gl Sews: \\\ INS. Film suppliers: majority

of major distributors. Issist advertisers in making film

comm'ls: Yes. Original call letters: WJZ-TV. Present

sales rep: \\ UJC-TV Sales (inside New York); Edward
Peti j & Co. I outside New \ ork

I

.

II IBB On air: 1 tfatj lUll CHANNEL .1

WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

1. Set circulation in nikt unknown... 2,800,000 ». 177.000

Evening I leas \ hr mi,. no rh.mr.. ..$2.200 $2,200
:i. Number hours on air daily 2 12 12

I -in, ,,iil\ >

Pioneer executives: Mien B. Du Mont, pres.: Samuel H.

( ulT. gen, mgr. Present executives: Ted Bergmann, dir.:

Norman kniulit. -tn. mgr. Estimated outer limit of tv

signal: 65 miles. Present visual pouer: lo.T ku. Present

aural pouer: 8.4 ku. Auth. usual power: 37 kw. Auth.

aural power: 18.5 ku. Toner height: 1,340 ft. Equip-

ment: Du Mont, \eiis: \ \\ Eilm suppliers: UTP, MPTv,
W.nik. Screencraft, M. & \. Uexander, Ml \-'l\. Guild,
1 nsolidated IN Sales, Film Vision, others. Present sales

rep: Ivery-Knodel.

, n. turn ft, f>ai:t .'; I ,



MEWSJ

now in its seventh year,

now reaches more than

a million television homes

CHANNEL 5, CLEVELAND
Represented by the Branham Company, affiliated

with CBS-TV, Scripps-Howard Radio, Inc.
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my late evening program TV SHOW TIME. Enou

come in to keep my men busy following them up for

the next three months.".
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the industrial HEART of America

CHARLESTON, W. VA.

o

Wliy WSAZ-TV is

A "MUST" BUY FOR EVERY NATIONAL PRODUCT
Guarantees maximum coverage, all-out television service, intensive audience acceptance

in market with great concentration of expanding industrial wealth, buying power

WSAZ-TV's complete coverage (as

based on mail and other known fac-

tors ) ranges over 114 counties in five

states. However, this presentation-

study confines its market story to

WSAZ-TV's primary area.

This primary coverage represents:

• 1,822.000 people, which is greater

than the St. Louis Metropolitan Area,

which SRDS' 1954 "Consumer Mar-

kets" ranks as No. 9 in that category.

• $1,384,000,000 in retail sales.

which exceeds the total for Buffalo's

Metropolitan Area, which CM ranks as

No. 13 in the I nited States.

• $1,941,000,000 in buying power.

which tops the total for the Kansas City

Metropolitan Area—rated by CM as

No. 15 in that categorv.

You're bound to agree that these

comparative sets of basic market data

render sound support to the statement

in the opening paragraph, namely

:

WSAZ-TV serves a market that no-

body with a nationally distributed

product can afford to pass up.

Here are some cogent reasons win :

• Concentrated within WSAZ-TV's

primary coverage area (as you can see

by the following three pages I is one

of America's greatest industrial bee-

hives. There are sources of mammoth
plants, adjuncts of the country's giant

corporations, employing hundreds of

thousands of men around the clock.

• It's an area where big industry is

moving in and expanding more and

more, because of the extraordinarv ad-

vantages offered by the area's natural

resources and unlimited water and

railroad facilities.

• The economy is a stable one and

the industries are quite diversified.

• A market with all these factors as

assets add up to this: a high and ex-

panding buying power.

Your conviction on this score will

mount as you read the succeeding

pages and learn about

1. The size and economics of the

WSAZ-TV market.

2. WSAZ-TV's coverage and intense

viewer acceptance.

3. WSAZ-TV's unique quality of

all-out programing service.

4. WSAZ-TV's record of comple-

mentary services to advertisers.

This presentation was researched »n '

and prepared in its entireo b] SPONSOR PRESENTATIONS l\<

iion of Ben Bodec. for WSAZ-TV



WSAZ-TV
HUNTINGTON CHARUSION Iff U CHANNfll

IMEJUCAJi CAR »V FOI WDRY: Without question "the

giant in its own field, Huntington's AC&F has just spent many
mil. ions streamlining and modernizing, especially for the Diesel age;

this bustling operation has steady payroll of over 2,000 people

$ $ $ GIANT PAYROLLS
stem from large number of giant industries

contained within WSAZ-TV's primary coverage;]

area's economy stable and diversified

Q. \\ hat's the -iiii|>l«*—i yardstit k foi

measuring sales potential?

A. It's the Btead) buying powet "I

the < ommunit) or oi the area.

Q. But what type "I buying powei

has a (ii in ami dependable foundation ?

A. It's the i ommunit) . 01 area, w ith

.in r< onorn) thai is nol onh \n «
- 1 1 bal-

.in. ed 1'iit i- expanding.

I he area served bj \\ v \/ I \ i om-

mands an << onomj thai s well balam ed

—because of its highl) diversified m-

dusti ies and is al the same time d) •

namit because it is one "I the fastesl

erowina centers "I American industry.

Spread throughout the breadth and

length n| this area are mam huge di-

visions ill Vmerica's leading industrial

giants.

\ stable, well-diversified and d\-

namn economj plus giant industries

add up in stead) gianl pa) i oils. \ml

that's what the WSAZ-'H area has

plent) of.

irea'a Overall Markel Facta

Here are some general economic

fa< Is ' hara< terizing the markel which

In- within \\ v \V I \ - coverage um-

brella:

• It i- nut unh The Industrial

III. \l!l of Vmerica but contains more

diversified big industries than am oth-

er industrial area of America.

• Wesi Virginia i- the second larg-

est coal producing Mate but the No. 1

coal state of the countrj in relation

to the number of coal reduction in-

dustries and plants.

• Eas) access to river transporta-

tion has made, and continues tn make
this area singularl) attractive to hi_

industi j

.

• In addition to these important

waterways, the ana has all the bask



market

THE INDUSTRIAL HEART OF AMERICA delivered exclusively by

-ft WSAZ-TV
HUNIINGIONCHARUSION.W YA CHANNEL 3

needs for economic advantage: ample

and the right kind of land, an abund-

ance of natural resources—coal, oil,

gas, minerals, hardwoods, sandstones

—and unlimited rail transportation fa-

cilities.

• In agriculture the area offers (a)

great burley tobacco producing coun-

try, with the local grade selling for the

highest burley price in the country and

1 1) ) the extremely fertile bottom land

along the Ohio River Valley where the

production of corn, fruits atid daii\

products accounts for a steady yield of

upper bracket gross income among

farmers.

• Americas largest power plants

are spread all over the area served by

WSAZ-TV. An example of the power

production in the area: the number

of kilowatts consumed within the

Huntington and Charleston areas,

jointly, is enual to the power corn-

sumption of the entire metropolitan

New York area.

Lying within just the primary cover-

age of WSAZ-TV are three prime met-

ropolitan areas—Huntington-Tri-State.

Charleston-Great Kanawha and the

Portsmouth area.

These three metropolitan areas

alone account for I .J500,000 peo-

ple, 470,000 families, $1,384,-

000,000 in retail sales and close

to $2 billion in consumer spend-
able income.

Here's a summar\ of the economic

and other pertinent market facts con-

cerning each of these three metropoli-

tan trading areas:

Huntington-Tri-State Area

• Huntington is the largest city in

West Virginia.

• Huntington is the trading center

for a three-state 13-countj area where

in 1952 (latest figures available) 611,-

000 people spent more than $422,000.

000.

• Huntington in 1952 did a whole-

sale business of over $200,000,00(1.

• Huntington's industry and whole-

sale payroll alone for 1952-53 was
$90,500,000.

• There are 150 manufacturing

plants concentrated in the Huntington-

Tri-State Area, the vast majority of

them, of course, in Huntington. The

bigger plants in this concentration are:

Allied Chemical & Dye Corp.

OWENS-ILLINOIS GLASS: Mam
moth flow-type operations; employs over 2,500

in Huntington making bottles and jars

INTERNATIONAL NICKEL: In

Huntington; world's largest plant producing

nickel, monel products; employs 2,450 people

LNION CARBIDE & CARBOTS: In size, investment, production and number of people

steadily employed this South Charleston division ranks among world's largest chemical plants

American Car & Foundry

Chesapeake & Ohio Repair Shops

Armco Steel Corp.

Ashland Oil & Refining Corp.

International Nickel Co.

Owens-Illinois Glass Co.

West Virginia Steel & Mfg. Co.

Norfolk & Western Repair Shops

Armstrong Products

Island Creek Coal Co. (home office I

Sylvania Electric Products

Standard Ultramarine & Color Co.

National Mattress Co.

Huntington Chair Corp.

General Cigar Co.

Houdaille-Hershey Corp.

• The Huntington-Tri-State area ac-

counts for 275.000 people, $264,000,-

000 in retail sales and $418,000,000

in consumer spendable income.

• Industry shifts in the plants in

and around the Huntington metropoli-

tan area occur at 7 a.m., 3 p.m., and

11 p.m. The offices generally open at

9 a.m. Although there's ample bus

facilities, transportation to work with-

in this area is dominanllv by private-

ly owned automobiles.
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WSA2-TV
HUNTINGTON CHARLtSION W VA 3

market

lliK'l'icdll \ ItCOSe Corp*. Produces

rayon staple like this, one of most useful mod-

ern fibres, in Us vast Nitro, W. Va., plant

('. A. O.'s Husm'U. Ktf., \artls:
Employs 3,500 people in the world's sec-

ond largest privately-owned railrcad yard

Detroit Stt't'l Corp.: Only recently it

completed $60,000,000 program of expan-

sion involving Portsmoi/th, Ohio. Division

( harleston-Greal Kanawha irea

• Fortune Magazine dubbed the

< Ireal Kanawha \ allej as the "Ruhi

\ allej ill \nK-t n a." It described the

\ allej .i~ one "I \meri< a'a greatesl

treasure chests oi coal, oil, gas, Bait,

limestone.

• The Kanawha Valley, with Char-

leston in its < entei . is the greatesl

chemical prodi* ing ana in Vmei ica.

• City of ( barleston baa an excep-

tionall) large percentage ol white col-

l.ii workers, due i<> fact it is < it\ oi

state • apitol. There are 1,000 people

employed in this single "industry.

• The payrolls in Kanawha County,

hI which Charleston is the < :ountj Beat

were $190,000,000 for the firsl nine

months of L953, which is practically

equal to what ii was for the like pe-

riod i»f l

( '">2. Indications are that th<-

payroll total for 1953 in Kanawha
Count) will be over $260,000,000.

• Charleston distributes I" 650,000

people in eight counties surrounding

Kanawha. It <li<l a wholesale business

of vei $300,000,000 in 1952. The

wholesale payroll in Metropolitan

Charleston for 1953 is estimated at

around $160,000,000. (Incidentally,

distributors in Charleston as also aj >-

plies t<i Huntington—cover such a

wide area thai the entire market ran

onl) lie encompassed with a single-

Station buj through WSAZ-TV. The

reason: WSAZ-TV's 100,000 watts on

low channel 3 >

.

• There are over 200 manufactur-

ing plants in the Charleston-Great Ka-

nawah \rea. including such giants as:

I niiui ( 'ai bide S Carbon

Libb) -( Twens-Ford < rlass I !o.

E. I. DuPonl

Monsanto Chemical Corp.

American \ is* ose ( orp.

I . S. Rubber Co.

I nited Carbon Co.

I!. I

-

. ( roodrich ( Ihemical ( !orp.

\\ e-t\ aco Chemical Corp.

Barium Reduction Corp.

• The Charleston-Great Kanawha
.lie. i a< counts for 339, 100 people,

$329,000,000 in retail Bales and $465,-

000,000 in consumer spendable in-

i mile.

• I a. tm \ shifts are staggered in the

( barleston area t" avoid excessive traf-

ii igestion. Most "f the plant- op-

erate around the clock, making late

night telecast time, here as wel

Huntington at a premium.

a-

Portsmouth Area

\- pointed out in the March 14.

L954 issue ol This Week Magazine
i
" \tninii Bomb on the Ohio" I, Ports-

mouth is an "integral part of a East

growing industrial area.

Here are the economic highlights ol

the Portsmouth \rea

:

• Citj "l Portsmouth i- the trading

area foi 200,000 people within a ra-

diii- of 50 miles. It- estimated whole-

sale turnovei for 1953 is $38,000,000

and retail volume, $38,000,000.

• In Scioto County, of which Ports-

mouth i- the Beat, auto registration

growing industrial area."

dies in the count)

.

• Value oj Scioto Count] agricul-

tural products in 1953 was $5,339,000
i Sales Management's "Survey of Hu\-

ing Power"!. There are 2,373 farm-

in the County.

• \n atomic energj plant now un-

der construction in the Portsmouth

\ni involves an expenditure of $1,-

219,000,000 and employment of 13,-

500 people.

• I In- Atomic Energj Commission

bas commissioned the Ohio Electric

\ alle\ Corp., a combination of 15 pri-

vate utilities, to build two steam gen-

erating plant- to serve the Portsmouth

Area's \l ' uranium plant. These

-team plant- will cosl $420 million

and have a two-million kilowatt ca-

pacity .

• Detroit Steel Corp.'s Portsmouth

Division bas about completed a $60

million expansion program, and Dow
Chemical Co. is talking about a hugi

site in nearb) Haverhill.

• leading industrial plants in the

Portsmouth Vrea:

Detroit Steel Corp.

\\ illiam- Mfg. Co. i -h'" -

Selb) Shoe Co.

Norfolk & Western R. R. Shop- S

^ ards i third largest in the world i

Harries-Jones Co.

\ ulcan Corp. i shoe lasts I

Portsmouth Casting & Mfg. Co.

Da) ton-Portsmouth Foundry

\l-\ nite Co. < plasti -

• In terms of market data basi< -

the Portsmouth area accounts for 132,-

000 people, $138,000,000 in retail sales

and $249,000,000 in consumei spend-

able income.
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HUNTINGTON CHARLESTON. W VA CHANNElS

3 PRIME TRADING AREAS IN WSAZ-TV'S BIG COVERAGE CORE

THE INDUSTRIAL HEART

While WSAZ-TV's 100,000 watts on Channel 3 actually

covers five states and 114 counties, the heart-shaped area

circumscribed in the map below represents the station's

primary coverage. Within this primary area are three

flourishing urban trading areas totaling over 700,000

people. In approximate population, these three areas

jtAYETTE "j

breakdown ilii- way: The Huntington-Tri-State ^.rea,

275.000; Charleston-Greal Kanawha Vrea, 335,000, and

the Portsmouth Vrea, 120,000. \U<. within the primary

hut not spotlighted on the map is anothei important trad-

ing center Parkersburg which WSAZ-T\ offers in this

relation as merel) one of it> bonuses in audience i ovei ige.
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WSAZ-TV
HUNTING10N CHARIESION. W YA CHANNEL 3

market sue

Basic mark 7 data on 11'SJZ-TFpri\mary coverage 1

COUNTY POPULATION 1 AMU II s HI TAIL SALES FOOD SA 1 U H U (i SALES GENERAL MDSE TV SETS 4 CONSUMER SPENO
ABLE INCOME

WEST \ Htl.lM \

Boone 33.700 7.900 $19,502,000 $5,420,000 $338,000 $3,316,000 2.770 $28,025,000 i

< a hell 111,300 33.400 135.308.000 27,064,000 4,053,000 18,040,000 27,290 230,764,000

< alhoiin 9.600 2 300 2.924,000 806.000 39,000 462.000 640 4,474,000

< |]|> 14,700 3.400 5,001,000 575,000 42,000 2,156,000 1,190 8,927,000

I'ji> ettC 81,200 20,960 60.578,000 12,815,000 986,000 14564,000 6,080 77,435.000

Jnekaoa 14,900 3,900 9,567,000 2,185,000 150,000 562,000 1,169 8,400,000

Ka iiaw ha 243,200 66,500 264,334,00 61,578.000 6,254,000 37,792.000 48.810 379,333,000

Lincoln 22,000 4.900 8,714,000 2,878,000 51,000 1,591,000 2,900 12,371,000

1.oyn n 78,000 17.900 58,254,000 10,816,000 915,000 16.965,000 8,040 74,690,000

>lasou 23,500 6.100 14,169,000 3,791,000 160,000 1,506,000 3,670 16,563,000

McDowell 97,700 22,200 59,628.000 12,328,000 984,000 18,1 12,000 11,270 87,763,000

>lin«o 47,900 11,190 38.949,000 8,310,000 817,000 5.915,000 6,050 35,338,000

Putnam 21,000 5,270 7,880,000 1,850,00 27,000 2,178,000 3,070 15,312,000

Roane 17,700 4,160 8,759,000 2,049,000 123,000 1,061,000 1,220 10.540,000

Raleigh 96.400 23,500 64,704,000 12,467,000 797,000 17,635,000 6,130 $86,073,000

\\ a> in- 40,400 9,550 12,400.000 4,055,000 395,000 949,000 4,870 27,537,000

Will 4.900 1,400 1,337,000 216,000 34,000 433,000 340 2,369.000 I

108,909,000 f

32,377,000

W 1 66,000 19.360 70,076,000 16,239,000 1,900,000 8,511,000 6,830

\\ 3 omiiiu 39,000 8,800 19,112,000 4,904,000 298,000 5,096.000 3.160

K

\\. \ \. TOTALS 1,063,300 272,770 $861,197,000 $190,346,000 $18,363,000 $156,844,000 145,339 $1,247,200,000

oiiio

\riaius

liken*
Gallia
Jackson
Saw renee
M.-ifis

Pike
Rosa
Seleto
Vinton

omo TOT ms

20.800

45.300

25,000

28,600

49,900

23,400

17.800

56,000

86,300

10,600

6,200

12,200

6,520

8,180

14,160

6,960

4,900

15,400

25,000

2,930

$15,265,000

37,359,000

17,610,000

31.898.000

38,942,000

20,370,000

15,203,000

57,789,000

90,951,000

4.935.000

$3,075,000

8.688,000

3,866.000

8,013,000

10,655,000

4,668,000

3,375,000

14,226.000

22,283,000

1,942,000

$339,000

804,000

296,000

592,000

657,000

481,000

I 13,000

1,484,000

2,101,000

71,000

$1,061,000

1,694,000

1,250,000

1,955,000

3,360,000

1,957,000

1.822,000

3,474,000

10,679,000

67,000

3,480

5,670

3,190

4,860

9,910

3,220

3,300

I 1,330

19,110

1,930

$15,224,000

51.365,000

18,415,000

32,015,000

64,135000

20,833,000

9,458.000

74.051,000

108,483,000

6,881,000

363,700 102,450 $330,322,000 $80,791,000 $6,938,000 $27,319,000 65,970 S400,860,000

Kl Ml C K*

Boyd
Carter
I llioll

Floyd
Creeanp
Johnson
law renee
I I'H is

Mnggefla
Martin
Morgan
Pike
How an

kl. I o I \l s,

50.103

20.900

6.300

52.300

24,200

22,500

13,000

12,400

12,100

I 1,600

12,100

82,700

12,400

14,100

5,020

1,500

11,800

6,300

5,490

3,500

3,230

2.700

2.400

3,200

18.800

3,150

$50,145,000

7,493,000

708,000

25,047 000

7,935.000

12,729,000

4.701,000

3,877,000

2,078,000

2,122 000

2,282,000

42,154,000

6,291,000

$13,492,000

2,166,000

399,000

5,953,000

3.631,000

3,084,000

1,313,000

1,179,000

757.000

1.959.000

630.000

10,914,000

1.377,000

11,464,000

169,000

3 19,000

277,000

271,000

100,000

164,000

3 1 ,000

44.000

465,000

80,000

$6,301,000

1.044,000

170,000

5,074,000

588,000

1,589,000

450.000

422,000

469,000

453.000

270,000

9.198,000

377,000

9,690

2,540

620

5,650

3,000

2,340

1,680

830

1,100

1,030

330

8,280

810

$74,683,000

13.181,000

3,069,000

36,117,000

21,635,000

12,963,000

7,087,000

7,613,000

4.574,000

5,027,000

5.731,000

58,148,000

8,631.000

332,600 81,190 $167,562,000 $46,854,000 $3,384,000 $26,405,000 37,910 $258,459,000

\ IK1.IM \

Bnehnnnn
itiiikensoa

\ \ IO I VI s

l»lim\ltY TOTALS

37,800

24.500

7,930

5.330

16.099.000

8,888 000

2,509.000

1,667,000

$165,000

83,000

$4,443,000

1,735,000

1,650

1.000

$20,915,000

13,805.000

62,300 13,260 $24,987,000 $4,176,000 $248,000 $6,178,000 2,650 $34,720,000

1,821,000 469,670 $1,384,068,000 $322,167,000 $28,933,000 $216,746,000 251,929 $1 ,941 ,239,0(

SOURCE : -III'

I ... .i i metropolitan Iradln • miniim.iiin c ,i., ii ,\ w, inties, W, \.... II,,. ,1 K, ,„,| | .,»,-,.„,.,. n
CHARLESTON, Kanawha .....m,. w \ J PORTSMOUTH Solat n. Ohio, PARKERSBURC, u „.,i,. W? V«!
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SAMPLE SUCCESS STORIES

Colgate • Paimomve • Peet Company
MOI CAMEW iiivvKii

CINCINNATI 2. OHIO

Mye

[Mai mU Long DiiW Mount

rs Transfer & Storaqe, Inc.

418 Third Aveous, Box 801

Huouogtoo. Woi Virginia

January S, 1954

Mr. Lawrence II. Rogers

WSAZ-TV
201 9th Street

Huntington, W. Va.

Dear Mr. Rogers:

, would like to express our company's
<f^^Yurlng 1,53.

-S or^on^ S£ ET^! U the best ,.
our

40 year history.

„ , direct result from our ^//in
> ^resTa^beenVre

that rising costs and increased operal ing
exp

nas giue n

nan off s'et by the ^dit.ona vo - ^t^our^ ^ un5oliclted

"r-arirofl'/alsrroncr/nirrtelevisionads.

Sincerely yours,

^/5ft
B. E. Myers/
Myers Transfer 6 Storage, Inc.

Skinner Manufacturing Co.: During Lenten season

offered its Treasure-Measure Spoon as premium for 10$

and two labels from Skinner Products. Bozell & Jacobs

Agency reported thai Maida's Kitchen with sin

reference to premium outproduced in returns all the

other nine stations in Skinner campaign.

A. K. Knight Motor Co.: Operates three used car lots,

all 50 miles from Euntington. Using balop card photos,

Knight took a 260-time spol contract, running seven

a week at 11 p.m. Reports a week later credited the

WSAZ-TV campaign with having been larj

instrumental in liis selling 50 ears in three locations.

Cost for week of WSAZ-TV: under $250. After 50-«

day Knight upped its campaign to 11 spots a week.

Pancake Realty Company: Bought LO ten-second station

identifications advertising "Gunnison Homes" in the

Pea Ridge Road area in Huntington. These st.-ition

I.D.'s covered only a two day period. The I.D.'s drev

over 3,500 people to the site. Wrote Paul C. Pancake:

"As you well know, we are certainly more than satisfied

with the help you have given us on this promotion!"

Youngstown Kitchens: Bought five scattered spots in

one week, three on ".Maida's Kitchen" and two on "Coffee

Time" wth booklet offer. It drew 2,31(5 pieces of mail.

18 Top Hits: Bought 52 participations, 14 on "The
Old Timer," 31 on "Hollywood TV Theatre" and

17 on Saturday "Western Theatre." Total count oJ

orders received: 5,057 by mail, 1,462 via phone '-alls

received in Huntington, 1,748 phone calls received in

Charleston. Grand total: 8,267 orders. Total expenditure

for 52 spots: $3,273. Cost per order: 400 on item retailing

for $2.98, or 13% as based on retail price.

A client says thanks anil expands his schedule on WSAZ-TV

VERY PROMOTION CONSCIOUS

Promotion at WSAZ-TV is an importantly integrated service.

It operates on the principle that an advertising contract is just

the beginning of a business relationship. It believes that facili-

ties should be be made available to the client to back up the

campaign with soundly devised promotion and merchandising. A
mailing list that includes 3000 grocers, 500 druggists, 1424 gaso-

line dealers, 1500 beer dealers is available. Merchandising in

the form of direct mail and some point-of-sale is used. Posters,

ear cards, display art are expertly prepared on request. On-the

air promotional announcements are used whenever the occa-

sion demands. As for audience promotion, the wheels grind with

out letup: Over 40 newspapers in the area are serviced with,

and carry, logs and news releases ; spotlight ads regularly ap-

pear in all Huntington, Charleston papers, area TV Guides.

WSAZ-TV sent these attractively printed fliers to dealers

iiiiiiiilllliiiiiiiiiiiiii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iii;iiiiiilii;i!iiiim





programing

HEART

fe WSAZ-TV
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LOCAL PROGRAMING KEYED TO AREA'S BROAD NEEDS
In television you don't achieve Mat-

ure as an authentic area station with-

out broad planning and persistent ef-

fort.

It is in the field of local program-

ing that WSAZ-TV conspicuousl) gives

full meaning to the term, area station.

It was all there in the management -

early blueprint of objectives. It was

there in the programing philosophy,

or credo, that the management adopt-

ed at the inception of WSAZ-TV. Thi--

philosopln was basically as follows:

1. Operate as the hometown station

for ever) town in the whole area. Keep

yourself alert to their community in-

terest, problems and events and in-

corporate as much of it as possible in

\ our daily schedule, via the news, spe-

cial events on film or live participa-

tion.

2. W hatever is of vital interest to

the viewer is of vital interest to i

tv station, as a medium of not mereh
entertainment but of enlightenment

and guidance.

3. In creating a program let the cost

and sales potential be of secondary

consideration: if you make a program
as good as you can you'll succeed in

selling it.

4. Anything the network can do in

the way of format and production we
can do better, and cheaper, and, above

all. give it the flavor of area accep-

tance.

WSAZ-TV has kept faith in these

precepts through the past five years.

Its acceptance today as an area sta-

tion is both deep-seated and conclu-

sive.

WSAZ-TV has been singular!) suc-

cessful in creating local programs that

carry huge sales impact, but it takes

ecpial pride in the distinctive job it

)lartha ItulU'u

She's the culinary ex-

pert on "Maida's Kiteh

en whose recipes bring

average of 1,000 unso-

licited letters a wee 1

has done on the special events front.

Because of the importance of this

facet of programing operations, WSAZ-
I \ maintains a considerable staff of

both movie and still cameramen.

Besides a film crew in Huntington,

there's one stationed in Charleston and

still another in Portsmouth. They're

maintained there not merely to recoil

news events but to develop special

events features.

Something like this, for instance:

The town of Maysville. Im .- last March
put on a Rosemarv Clooney Home-
coming Day. WSAZ-TV assigned a

newsreel crew to the event, broadcast

Hi's « vofirf rural Ik".:

Here's a show with an exceptionally

potent public service acceptance

in the WSAZ-TV coverage area that's

available for sponsorship:

DOWN ON THE FARM: Features

W. D. Click, best known personality

among farmers in the area not

merely as tv commentator but

because of his 25 years of service

as West Virginia farm agent.

"Farmer" Click and his tape machine 1
.,

movie camera, are important fixtures

at grange meetings, tobacco auctions,

county fa'rs, 4-H contests. Schedule:

Mon. thru Sat., 12:05-12:15 p.m.

Sold participating only.

the results and -cut a pi ml ol the film

to J. I,. Collins, an official ol the Bank

ol Maysville.

\\ rote Mr. Collin- to the station:
""

\ lol of n- here in Maj -\ die great

l\ appreciated the interest your men

took in (hi- town on this occasion, and

I personally want to thank you for

sending tin- tilm to us. It was shown

at the \Ia\s\ille Rotar) Chili meeting

the Junior Chamber of Commerce
meeting and several school room- and

to several different groups in home-.

Here's another example of how

WSAZ-TN cat tie- through a- an area

station:

One of the top rating shows ol its

entire schedule is "Star's Parade of

Stars," a WS \Z- 1 \ pioduced amateui

hour. The program, though sponsored

b\ a Huntington furniture stoic

spreads it- representation of participat-

ing amateurs as wideh as possible

over the station - whole coverage area.

It bends so far backward to stay flexi-

ble in this regard that often it look-

as though Huntington itself ha< rather

a meagre supply of amateur-.

WS \Z-T\ implements it- sense ol

responsibilit) and statu- as an area

station b) maintaining a substantial

flow of local originations. Even though

it carries the programs of all four net-

work-. \\S-\Z-T\ originates 114 pro-

grams a week, exclusive of special

events. These 114 programs add up to

26 hours a week.

Like the economj that characterizes

the WSAZ-TV coverage area, the man-

agement's approach to local program-

ing is one of constant expansion. \n<l

the payoff for these five years of pro-

graming know-how: practicall) every

local program available for sponsor-

ship is sold out.

SATURDAY NIGHT JAMBOREE: DEAN STURM AND HIS HILLBILLY TROUPE REGULARLY COLLECT RATINGS IN THE MID-50S
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programing

TOP: "Parade of Starj," a talent hunt type show, drew 90,000

pieces of mail 1st 13 weeks; now averages 20,000 cards weekly

CENTER: "The Old Timer." whoso influence with the young-
sters shows up in mountains of mail; favorite with mothers too

BOTTOM: "Twilight Time." pop music session P&G has found
very effective for introducing Glfem in 'VSAZ-TV'j area

I hrsf Ittvul shtucs hurt- urt'ut suit's rt'vortls

Coffee Timet \\s\zi\ 'a n<. I talenl and production undertaking.
produced with a -kill and flair that lias prompted \isitinu M

Avenue agencymen to compare it with the besl in network daytime pro

graming. Deftly blende c< fdy, music, audience participation and worn

en'a p enta. Integrated into the Bhow'a set are Bome 50 guests
i .it tables where they're served coffee and donuts. Casl includes,

Budd Dailey, tn.c. ; Jule Huffman, vocalist; Brownie Benson instrumental
Rivei Boys harmony quartet Peggy Ann Stevenson,

homemaker, and Pal Ferguson and Catherine Cummings, who deal in

fashions and interioi decoration. Coffei 'Inn has been sold out prae

ticall] from its inception Bept. 12, 1953 and the clients include Boscul

Produi ta Mattress, SicKesson Bobbins, Voungstown Kit. inns.

Starks Ploortown, Wheeler & Williams. Schedule: Mon. thru. Fri.,

9 to I" a.m.

Saturday N/'a'/'' Jamboree: In quality, ratings and personal appear
draw, this troupe of country and western music entertainers ranke

the kingpins of thai field. Its Last rating Hooper Jan. 1954) bad it in

the high 50's as far as the Huntington Charleston areas were

and .Mm ran imagine from this how dense the tune in must have been
in the rural areas. Tickets for studio attendance of the Bhow are r.-

served two and three months in advance and checkups at the door have

revealed thej come as far as 95 miles away. Bed Top Beer has spon

sored the troupe from its advenl on WSAZ-TV and simulcasts it mi

WSAZ. Cast: Dean Sturm, m.c; Gene McKnight and his band,

Crabtree, the Haylofters and Ralph shannon and his band. Schedule:

I

Parade <>/ s t<irs: Participation-wise, as well as viewerahip, this talent

hunt formal is another prize exampll of a true area show. The amateurs
who compete foi prizes, and a chance to appear on Ted Mack's NBC
show, have 1 1 drawn from as many as L12 counties in five states (Weal
Virginia, Ohio. Kentucky, Virginia and Tennessee). Write ins determine
the weekly winners from among the 1" to 12 participating acts per show.
and the first, sec I and third place winners emerging from 13 \\>

\. -.-. fork for a Ted Mack audition. Paradt
broughl 90 of mail during the tirst 13-week cycle. Now, in

eond cycle, il pulls from 20,000 to 24, vote cards a week. Bert
Shimp is the m.c. Btai Furniture Co., a Huntington concern, has been

the show's sponsor from the start Schedule: Sun., 1 2 p.m. simulcast

WSAZ.

Xfaidd'i Kitchen: Clients have found this program not only a prodig-

ious mover of goods but a culinary showmanship. Without
overt effort it draws an avet L, equests for recipes a week.

The kitchen set is complete with Mullins Youngstown equipment and
Philco major appliances in separati gas and electric sections. Presiding:
M.ntha Bailey, who. before joining WSAZ-TV, spent three and a half

years as homi -' with thi company, conducting
demonstrations throughout WSAZ-TV's primary Tri state area. Sched
ule: -Mon. thru Friday. 1 2 : t

.". 1:30 p.m.

The iflil Timer: Th. impact of tins personality among the young
in W'saz T\ 's area can be measured bj th ts: (1 his show

draws between 1,500 and 2,000 letters unsolicited a week from parents
as well as children; (2 when he recentlj a .-.! appear

foi Poll Parrot sio< turnout in Huntington of over 7.

fans; and (3) on a recent contest giving awaj a bicycle a week he drew
l;

*

'•

. "_' "
• i entries in m\ we.ks. you'll find him in the Hooper ratings

only in the upper Jo's bul outdrawing " Howdj Doody." Sample list

,.1 sponsors: Coco Wheats, Royal Crown Cola, Selbj Shoes, Pepsi <'ola.

Camej Candy, Tastee Products. Format: Patter on birthdays, safety

rules, personal behavior etc., during serialized w Schedule: Mon.
thru Fri.. ." ."

:

The Ve»w Picture: I ombined day's efforts of news and picture stalls

come to top-not 7 p.m. lienor!. Mon. thru Friday,
with Nick Basso, directoi ot 10 ws and special events, as the personality.

well in • -
: onlj on a participating bas S.

The Sport* Eye: 8 ndup of I _ and nation, with Budd
Dailey on camera. Long under Wiedemann Beer's sponsorship.

Down Memory Lane: Swanei Rivei Boys and Fete Matthews, m.c
have built this Sun. lay quarter hour 6:30 p.m.) nostalgia into high area

acceptance, »ted by the mail. Tunes from the gaslight era are

smartlj annotated and sponsoi ship.



plant, facilities, services

T
THE INDUSTRIAL HEART

'The Camera Goes to School" looks like another winner of pjblic service honors for WSAZ-TV

A REGIONAL FORCE IN PUBLIC SERVICE

Bort C. Shimp

WSAZ-TV's rec-

ord bears this deep

imprint: a sense of

consciousness and

responsibility t o

the diverse tastes

and interests of

the people within

its coverage area.

The degree of importance that the

WSAZ-TV management accords pub-

lic service programing may be judged

by the fact that this phase of the oper-

ation entails the service of not one but

two department directors. The duties

of maintaining a broad and imagina-

tive assortment of public service pro-

graming are split between William T.

Romaine as director of public affairs

and Bert C. Shimp as director of edu-

cational programs.

WSAZ-TV's work in the field of

public service has brought it hosts of

awards and citations from a wide di-

versity of organizations and groups.

Here are but three samples of this

type of programing:

THE CAMERA GOES TO SCHOOL

:

Scheduled twice a week, the set is the

conventional schoolroom, but the same

production resourcefulness is applied

to this series as prevails for WSAZ-
TV's top local commercial programs.

CAPITOL CLOSED CIRCUIT: A
weekly roundup on film of interviews

with Congressmen and Senators from

WSAZ-TV's coverage area on topics of

provocative and current interest.

PARSON'S STUDY: A twice week-

ly program of spiritual guidance and

problem talks b\ the Rev. Griffin Calla-

han. WSAZ-TV's religious advisor.

Region news-film-interviews welded by Nick Basso into region's most authoritative newscasts;

you're assured a saturation farm audience with Farmer "Bill" Click's (r.) daily market quotes

*ws fkjtun

KY/-.W.VA

;

WSAZ-TV
HUNTINGTON CHARLESTON. W VA CHANNEL

Complete facilities

for all advertisers

Studios

Studio (hie: Hi \ 50 feet, using two

RC t I K -30- / field cameras and one

AY / 77 -II- / studio camera. Switch-

ing and control facilities are available

for a third camera. Facilities also for

ll)().(i(i(i waits of lighting, using Kliegle

light and Cleveland Switchboard dim-

ming control panel.

Studio Two: 25 x Hi feet with facilities

for same cameras as Studio One and

equipped with two complete kitchens

—one electric and the othei gas. Light-

ing anil board equipment similar to

Studio One but with 50,000 watts.

Special effects

9 X 12 foot portable rear projection

screen and an <! v 10 screen; special

effects prismatic lens adaptable for all

studio cameras and rear screen; cam-

era boom.

Film (iiicf slitle facilities

Two RCA TP-IG-B projectors, one au-

tomatic selectoslide projector and Gray

Telojector. one Baloptican opa</ue pro-

jector. This equipment is utilized in

connection with two RCA TK-20-C

film cameras, with all latest devices.

Three completely equipped film proc-

essing booths for editing, with Movio-

la, Bell & Howell film projector, etc.

Photography department

Complete facilities for processing of

L6 mm negative film for news, special

eients and commercials, one 16 mm
Auricon sound camera, two instanta-

neous Polaroid cameras, two 4 x 5

Speed Graphics, four 10 mm Bolex

cameras and one 4 x 5 commercial

view camera Also Associated Press

facsimile receiver and transmitters,

which are used as portable sending

units from Charleston office and other

remote locations.

Remote facilities

Completely equipped mobile unit is

available for special eients. Remote

truck is equipped for two field cam-

eras and complete control and snitch-

ing system for televising a live show

at remote locations, including remote

transmitting micro-nave facilities.
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WSAZ-TV FIVE MILESTONES MARK MANY

TV "FIRSTS," EXPANSIONS OF SERVICE

\\ hen \\ - \/ I \ went on the air in

1949 ii adopted .1- ii- pledge <-! serv-

ice 1 famous < i\ il \\ .n phrase. : "the

I ustesl with the Mostest." \\ S \/ I \

has more than lived up to this pl<

In these li\' years "I operation

\\ S \/ I \ has achieved two conspic-

uous things :
Mi a brilliant rei ord

.1- an area station in ever) true mea-

sure "I the word, and
I
_ 1 an amazing

lisl "I "in its. Here the) are:

• l-i t\ Btation in Weal \ i
1--

ginia—October I t. I «>!«>.

• I -1 complete studio and mo-
bile Bmall-cit) t\ studio in the

world.

• I st successful!) owned net-

work rela) system in the world.

• I -1 to operate super-power
post-freeze transmitter

—

\ua. (>.

1 <r>2.

• 1st complete tv-radio produc-

tion facilities under one roof in

Wesl Virginia and the Ohio Val-

ley. (Tins "Center" cost $600,-
(Hiii to alter, furnish and equip.)

• 1st member of NB<! Color

Television Network.
• 1st independent station to or-

der compatible color television

equipment

—

Jnl\ ."{. 1953. (This

equipmenl was delivered in earl}

February, 1954.)

In its efforts at gi\ ing the ana as

complete a television service as possi-

ble il was natural that \\>\/.-\\

would keep i<> the forefront on all

technical developments. It- engineer-

ing -talT. numbering IT men, i- per-

haps the lai gest l"i a l"< al operation

in the country. Included in ilii- num-

ber arc the < rews that maintain the

network micro-wave system that

WSAZ-T\ buill foi itseli to link Co-

lumbus, 0., with Huntington.

\\ ** \/- 1 \ 9 progress report on coloi

television spans these latest facts: The

station lia- alrcach modified il- I

lumbus-to-Huntington relaj system and

transmitted l"i 1 "l"i and is putting <>n

the .hi all 1 "l"i programing \\ lii< Ii is

available from NB< . (WSAZ-T\ is

the NBC pi iinai \ I111 both Hunting-

ton and ( I1.11 1« ~t <
.11

1 . The station also

has "ii ordei lull studio coloi equip-

ment, in' luding a < "l"i camera, and

plans in be in local coloi operation

this fall.

\- appreciative .1- ii i- of the main

awards that have come its wa) l"i

|uilili« set \ ice, pi ogi aming and set \ -

ices I" advertisers, \\ S \/-
1 \ - man-

agement -till gets ii- biggest lilt Ii

the plaudits of viewers. Like this re-

cent one, for instance, from Mrs. Wil-

liam F. Markham, of Charleston, who
h 1 ote

:

"I w i-h t«i congratulate and thank

j
"ii tin the tremendous public sen ice

\<ui have given t" the people in youi

viewing area. Ii i- progress such as

yours that will, in the future, make
Huntington the hub of a great region-

al market.

"The wonderful reception plus your

most friendl) -tall makes televiewing

a great pleasure."

One wa) I" measure the sales effec-

tiveness "I an ana station is to scan

a li-t showing the more "i less distanl

communities whose men hair- have

used the station t" advertise to their

fellow townsmen.

Following i- a state-by-state break-

down "f outlying communities whose

merchants have used WSAZ-TV:

1 'ha 1 leston

Bluefield

Mad i

Logan
Becklej

Oak Hill

Pnrkerel

I »uiiK:ir

SI Vlbana

I

I

onton

Gatlipolia

Port smoutfa

Jackson
Marietta

Pomeroy

in
\ -1. 1:. ti-l

Russell

Mi. Sterling

Salj ersville

Pikeville

Pa mt<\ Lite

National Sales Representatives: THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

Ni» York . Clucaoo . Dflrolt . Atlar'j • K.iru.iv Tilt . DalU> . S»n Franrlwo • Los Angrl,

Lawrence II. Hnaors
I ./'. A ( , I , < 1 nl Mima irr

I
a. in ered ii in this

area and m
sen iim In' 11I it terests

hi all 1 (immunities

L. E. K':l pat rick
I ./'.. in linn a' diret toi

aided in laying II s //

/ / foundation fathered

station's notable net-

work rela) system

('. Font tiurtvn
tsst. General Manager;
also manager ni II S 1/

a hi' Ii he joined in 19 \>>
;

husiness-u ise, knou s

tins area thoroughly

Jaim's II. Ferguson
Program manager; mi

early WSAZ-Tl staffer

11 /hi 1 ontributed nun h to

station's unique record
in local programing

t.Hzabl'th < OH (l(</

Xational Sales Manager;
iliil program produt Ini
and h ml, before 1 amei 1

re enti 1 in selling

\«*rf It. /.iiiiil.i'

Production manager and
111 in ilirei tor : his hint

SI ri a t setup rated li\

agent ies as among best

and most efficient

Charles H . IHnkitts

Promotion Manager

;

1 lients like his u u\

ni men handising their

produi /•> nt points "'

Milr mill other tie-ups

Rabert E. ll/ii»<*

Local sales manager;
with station sini • '52

and has done all his

selling, managing in

this TriState trea

11 Inn » «. >•

M-'.\~.ill IKI -I \ I MIU\- INC
i SVSAZ r\

W I

H illidiii /{. Vftirrai;

( harleston Regional
Sates Manager; expert
in appliant r distribu-

tion; general man
two southern stations



How ioprepare

The indispensable equipment guide

What's in

the Color Edition

The RCA Color TV System

What Color TV Means to the
Broadcaster

Television Transmitter
Operation with Color Signals

How to Plan for Color TV

RCA Color Studio Camera,
TK-40A

RCA Color Slide Camera,
TK-4A

RCA Color Film Camera,
TK-25A

RCA 16mm Color Film
Projector, TP-20A

RCA Color TV Monitor, TM-10A

RCA Colorplexer, TX-1

A

Test Equipment for Color
Television .

RCA Color Sync Generator
Equipment

Video Amplifiers in Color
Signal Transmission

for every TV Station

planning color operations
This special 80-page issue of RCA
Broadcast News has been prepared

specifically for the TV station man
who is getting ready to work with

color. Filled with authentic informa-

tion not found in its entirety any-

where else, this issue includes im-

portant facts you'll want to know
about color Now . . . such as general

operating theory of the color telecast-

ing system, how to plan studios and
stations for color, types of equipments

and systems required, how to make
equipment changeovers for color.

Copies of this special color issue of

Broadcast News may be obtained

from your RCA Broadcast Sales

Representative. Or write Section 503,

RCA Engineering Products, Camden,
New Jersey.

The only 100%
engineering-operations journal

for station men
Read by broadcasters and telecasters longer than any tech-

nical magazine of its kind in the industry, RCA Broadcast
News is prepared specifically to keep station men up-to-

date on equipment-and-station operations. It includes

straight-to-the-point facts on planning installations, testing

and operating station equipment—newsy stories about sta-

tions from the stations themselves—interesting articles on

"how-it-works" and "how-to-do-it" for the everyday job

—plus equipment information you can find in no other periodi-

cal. RCA Broadcast News is published every other month.

Ask your RCA Broadcast Representative to put you on the

list to receive it regularly.

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DIVISION CAMDEN, N.J.



\\<HS-I\ On uir: I .lulu 1941 CHANNEL 2

jf\ Pioneer executives: William Paley, pres., I BS, Inc. (now

< limn.
' : William \. Schudl Jr.. dir. t\ open. Present

executives'. Craig Lawrence, gen mgr. Present Class \

hr. rate: $4,800. Original Class i hr. rate: $150. Present

set circulation: 1,177,000. Original tet circulation: 9,000.

Present visual power: 13 kw. Present aui<d power: 22 kw.

'/^/(r/ height: 1,290 ft. Equipment: includes RCA, GPL,
D.i Mont, GE. \<ns: CBS Newsfilm, \l'. I P, INS. /'/--

i ill tales rep: CBS I \ ^|i.»t Sales.

H\«T On air: I Julu 1941 CHANNEL I

WHEN STARTED: MAN i?: I JAN. '64:

ltO< IIIMl It

WHAM-TV On «ir: II June 1948 CHANNEL «
WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: IJAN.'M:

1. Hon i r
•

inki IOO 2.8oo.<mh>
. 1,082,000

i renin - rat 8120 93,760 88*860*

. buaineai from local iA\ 100$ i<>'. 20%
i ; busineai from nat'l ipol ,

nun. I9 1 I 1$
' ii business network udv nan. 18$ J.'.

1

,

B 5( hours of oel programing bod* .... 56$ 55$
7. % hours local live showi 100$ 84% SO$
8. % hours liliu programing none io"c i.v,

'i Nunih.r tiniirs on uir daily 2 17 18

10. Number of employee! unknown l«>» 250

•Class A A hr r»(e.

Pioneei executives: Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, pres. RCA
(now chmn. bd. NBC); Nilcs Trammell. pres. NBC: V. ['..

Mullen, exec, v.p.; Mind II. Morton, v. p. chg. t\ : John

Royal, v.p.: Sidnej Sln.l/. \.|>.: 0. B. Hanson, v.jj. and

chief engr. Present executives: Hamilton Shea. gen. mgr.;

Ernest de la Ossa, stn. mgr. Estimated outer limit of tv

signal: !!•• miles. Present visual power: L4.5 kw. Present

aural power: 7.2.~> ku. luth. visual pouer: auth. aur<tl

inner: same. Toner height: 1,145 It. Equipment: KCA,
GE. News: UP, AP, INS, NBC News Dept. film sup-

pliers: NBC Syndicated. V.w . MPTv. Screen (Jems, others.

Present sales rep: NBC Spot Sales.

WOtt-TY On air: ,~, Ovtahcr 1949 CHANNEL !i

WHEN STARTED: MAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

1. Si ttioa in mkl 110,000 ....2,800,000 t.082,000

2 Evening Class A hr. rate 91,500 $i,soo

', business from local adi not aep not sop 25%
i '. business from nat'l -i"> not sei not »ep 75%

'

'a business networlt adv none none none

6 '. hours "' ranting none none none

7 ', hours local live shows 15-50% 55-60$
hours BJm programing 50-55$ 85-40$

9 Nurnl.ir hours on air daily 11 7

In \imiUr of employees 1 38 106

Pioneer executives: Theodore C. Streibert, pres.; James

\I. Gaines, v.jj.; R. C. Maddux, v.p. sales: J. R. 1'oppele,

chief engr. Present executives: T. F. Neil, pres.; Gordon

Gray, v.p. chg. WOR-AM-TN Div. Estimated outer limit

of tv signal: 60 miles. Present visual power: 130 kw.

Present aural power: 65 kw. Auth. visual power, auth.

aural power: same. Tower height: 1,240 ft. Equipment:

Standard Electronics Corp., Andrew Uford. Vetus: I I'.

film suppliers: NBC TV Film. Zi\. MPTv. Unity, others.

Present tales rep: \\<>I!T\ Sales; H-R T\ (West Coast).

UI'IY On air: 15 Jtnte run CHANNEL II
WHEN STARTED: MAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

I. Si B3»,996 2. 'tut. (m><) 1,934,800

2 I $80O S1.50O $1,500

6
! i ' i ' I -

!

i Number of employee! 187 220 179

Pi,men executives: Robert L. Coe, mgr. and v.p.; I'. E.

Howard, chief engr.; II. Marlowe, prog, mgr.; B. I). Sul-

livan, sales mgr. Present executives: I
. M. Flynn, pres.;

Fred M. Thrower, v.p.-gen. mgr. Present visual pou

100 kw. Present aural power: 50 kw. luth. visual power;

until, aural power: same. Towei height: 1,408 ft, Equip-

ment: RCA. Sews: I P, Movietone. Film suppliers: M< \.

TP \. Present tales rep: Free 8 Peters.

i Bel circulation in mkl 1,800 185,000 209.000

2, 1 . - \ hr rate 6200 8600 8600

from local adi 50< . , 80$ 8S< i

1 •: buainoai from nat'l ipol . Ml ....86$ 38%
rork adi 10$ 84$i 27%

57$ •"• »'
i

S7%
7. '/, hours local li

'• 18$ 20%
ing 88$ 28'a 21

imber houi daily 5 11 17

10 Nun ployeei *o 5<> 70

Pioneer executives: William Fay, v.p. & gen. mgr.; Charles

Siverson, prog. dir.: John V\ . Kennedy, comml. mgr.; Ken-

neth Gardner, dir. engrg.; George DriscolL supvr. tv stu-

dio engrg. Estimated outer limit of tv signal: 50 miles.

Present visual power: 23.4 kw. Present aural power: 11.7

kw. Auth. visual power: 100 kw. Auth. aural power: 50

kw. Toner height: 500 ft. Equipment: RCA. News: UP.

film suppliers: Standard Tv, MPTv, Comet, Snader Tele-

Bcriptions, Vitapix, NBC TV Film, IP Movietone. Assist

advertisers in making film comm'ls: Yes. Present sales

rep: George P. Hollingben

.

s< iii:m:< 1 \i)V

liftCO On air: I December 1947 CHANNEL 6
WHEN STARTED. MAN. '52: IJAN.'M:

1. Si !oii in mkt unknown 193.700 301.750*

2. i is! \ hr. rate 8210 $500 8750

from local udv unknown 28.8'; 2'i B

1 from nat'l spot unknown 28.8'; 84J$
5. $> ld\ unknown .12.1'; 27 J

6 ' hours ol 68.6%. «>2

7 ', hours local live Bhows 92.7% 11.8% 2<. 1

8. % hours film programing 7.3$ 19.6% 11.6$

9 Number hours on uir daily •Vi 12V4 17V*.

10. 48 79 94
s. •

. Iri '1 Man b 1954

Pioneer executives: R. \\ . Welpott, mgr. stn.opers., GE
stns. Dept.; A. G. /ink. ni^ir. progs.: Caleb Paine.dir.

public affairs; Charles King, superv. studio floor opers.

Present executives: R. B. Hanna Jr.. mgr.: R. \\ . Welpott.

mgr. stn.opers. Estimated outer limit of tv signal: 90

miles. Present visual power: 93 kw. Present aural pouer:

17 kw. /;///;. visual pouer: auth. aural power: same.

Tower height: 1.200 ft. Equipment: GE. News: UP. AP.

film-suppliers: majority of major distributors. Assist ad-

vertisers in making film comm'ls: Yes. Present sales rep:

NBC Spot Sales.

SYltACl'SE

WHEN On air: I December HUH CHANNEL 8
WHEN STARTED: MAN. '52: MAN. '54:

in in mkt O !<><>. <i2l 273,750

2. Evening this, a hr. rate 8150 8400 3650

LBineSE from local ail\ 72 1

1

.- -'

i , business from nat'l spot 19-, :«', an

- network adv »$ 36'; 89

tuning 6< ; <>o 6C

7. '.; hours local live shows «•'; 15" i"

trs film programing 50 85$ . 84

9 Number hours on air daily 5 1 1.8 is.5

employees 28 12 .-><>

Pioneer executives: Payson Hall, treas.. Meredith Syracuse

l\ Corp. iniiw dir. radio \ t\ and treas.. Meredith Pub-

lishing i
: Paul Vdanti, gen. mgr.

I
now v.p. and gen. mgr. i :

\\ Illiam II. BelL comm'l mgr. Estimated outer limit of tv

signal: 90 miles. Present visual pouer: 100 kw. Present

aural pouer: lull kw. /;////. visual pouer: auth. aural

pouer: same. Toner height: oil ft. Equipment: GE
transmitter; RCA cameras; Blaw-Knox tower: GE an-

tenna. Sews: I P. Film suppliers: Contracts with almost

all. Issist advertisers in muling film comm'ls: Yes Pres-

ent sales rep: Hie Kat/ Vgency.

fPftfOM turn tt> /»oce lit. I



The ONE and ONLY television station

in the nation's 9th largest market which

operates with the MAXIMUM POWER
authorized by the Federal Communications Commission .

.

KSD-TV
The St. Louis Post-Dispatch Television Station

...100,000 WATTS
on easy-to-tune

Very High Frequency Channel

KSD-TV is America's FIRST completely postwar

equipped television station . . . established on

February 8, 1947 . . . and the FIRST CHOICE of

advertisers who have products and services to

sell to the St. Louis Market.

NBC TELEVISION NETWORK

National Advertising Representative: Nbv bl V I 5/VLC^

19 APRIL 1954 85



Si

n.Mft-fi On aim 15 February !9.>o I if INNEL :i

WHEN STARTED: I JAN '52: I JAN. 'Mi

I in. .11 in mki 18,758 160,226 278,750

Evenil t.2.%0 *.v,i> |680
...|. in .-I.

i
. busineu from nat'l ipol 10 10 i"

mi io IS

•i-, 61

7. i...... i".

-
, hours Rim progran .... S<

.

to - I

. Mil.. I lll.ll ' 1 l|l> ,..„, I. II I II

Pioneei executives'. E. 15. Vadcboncoeur, pres. and gen.

mgr. ; William Rothrum, v.p. In chg. prog.; ^rmand G.

Belle Isle, v.p. in chg. engrg.; William 15. Alford, dir. <>f

Bales. Estimated outer limit of ti rignal: 75 miles. Present

visual power: LOO kw. Present aural power: 50 kw. luth.

visual pouer: titith. aural pouer: same. Towel height:

1,0 i. Vews: I I*. I\^. Film suppliers: MPTv, I mix.

Issist advertisers in making Him comm'ls: Yes. Present

sales rep: Headley-Reed Tv, Kettel-Carter ( Ho-i.ki i
.

I IK \

UKTV On air: f i>< <,„>>„, umt t n \\\i i i ;

Pioneei executives: Myron I. Kallet, pres.; Michael J.

In-.... -fii. mgr.; Deforest T. Layton Jr.. chief engr.

Present Class I In. rati-: $475. Present visual power:

186.9 kw. Present aural power: Km kw. Toner height:

7 ( Ji> ft. Equipment: RCA, GE. Vews: I I'. Present sales

rep: Donald Cooke.

NORTH CAROLINA
IIIMIIOIII

WBTV On air: 15 July 19 19 CHANNEL 3

WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

i ^. i circulation in mki l.ioo 117.113... 178,916

2 Evening Class A hr. rate 8150 $soo >7.-,u

-, buaineas from local adv 58.7-; 32.3% 22-.

i •, business from nat'l spot 21.S 15.3' ...54.8%

business network adv 19.8', 32.4% 2.1.2',

, hours <>f nel programing i"'-'. 62%%. 15%

7. ', hours local live shows 18% % 29%
hours film programing 62% 9! 18%% 2.".. i .-.

,

on t daily 1-2/8 12 15%
10 Number i.f employees 20 85 i«

Number part-time employees 10 25 68

\\ BT

Pioneer executives: Charles Crutchfield, gen. mgr. \ exec.

\.|>.: Larr) Walker, asst. gen. mgr.; J. Robert Covington,

v.p. charge sales & prom.; Kenneth I. Tredwell, v.p. charge

pi <>u~. \ public ill-.: Kenneth Spicer, contr. \ asst. secy.;

Wallace Jorgenson, gen. sis. mgr.; M.J. Minor, chief engr.

Estimated outer limit of n signal: LOO miles. Present

visual power : LOO kw. Present aural power: 60.3 kw. luth.

visual power; auth. aural power: same. Equipment: RCA,
i.l . \ews. I I* Movietone. Film suppliers: MPTv, Sterling,

Official, Standard, CBS Syndicated. Issist advertisers in

making him com m Is-. Yes. Present •.<//<•. rej>: CBS l\

Spol Sales.

• Veterans of the broadcasting industry will read

Bad Btories in between some ol the listings on

these |»a^<~. In man) cases stations whose names
do not appear anion-: the MW jusl missed becoming
pre*freeze Btations l»> a matter of days or weeks.

Several stations, in tad. Ii.nl pnrchased virtuall)

complete sets of equipment when the freeze came.

These stations had to -it it onl for a period of four

years while t> grew up all around them.

1

1

7

-

\

GREENSBORO

Ul »IV-f V On air: 22 .S«»pr<»mbc>r 1919 CH.AWEL 2

WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAN. M:

.. in ink! unknown 97<>o.-> 210,000

81SO - 100 $500

from local adi 12- ji .. 25';

t 2H-. ill', t9%
i«l\ 2ii' , .28" 26%

< : . ...81% <>o'

,

111'. .15% 20',

l-i , I' , 20

Number hon i ' I 18 1

1

in. Number ..f employees is 30 is

Pioneei executives: (.aim-- Kelley, gen. and comml. mgr.;

I. \\ . Austin, prog, ilir.: Norman Gittleson, prom, mgr.;

James I. Winecoff, chief engr. Estimated outer limit of

ti signal: 80 miles. Present visual power: 16.7 kw. Pres-

ent aural power: <'!.'> kw. iuth. visual power: 100 kw.

luth. aural power: 50 kw. Tower height: 470 ft. Equip-

ment: I )n Mont. Sews: I P. Film suppliers: majorit) of

major distributors, issist advertisers in making film

comm'ls: Yes. Present sales rep: Harrington, Righter &

Parsons.

OHIO
CI\CI\> Ml
WCPO-TY On air: 2« IiiIij 19 19 CHANNEL 9

WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: JAN. '54:

-

9.

in

Evening Cla V hi rati 28.500 329.000 150.000

tion in ink! S3SO 8850 8850

ineas from local adv 91% 32.93% 26.03%
', business from nat'l m»>i 5.3491 39.72% 68.01%

network adi 3.66% 27.35'; 30.9*< r

ira of net pi 9.37% 23.42% 26.64';

ll live Bh0WS 65.60% 38.77'; 45.31',

irs film programing 2S.OS% 17.KI', 2B.02-,

Number hours on air daily ll l~'/4 i"*/4

Number >.f employees so 73 110

Pioneer executives: M. C. Watters. v.p. and gen. mgr.;

Harry LeBrun, t\ sin. dir. (now asst. gen. mgr. I : Ed \\ es-

ton, prog, dir. (now asst. to gen. mgr.); Glenn C. Miller,

nat'l sales mgr. Estimated outer limit of tv signal: 80

miles. 1'resent visual power: 250 kw. Present aural pow-

er : L30 kw. Auth. usual pouer: 316 kw. Auth. aural pow-

er: Kill kw. Tower height: 570 ft. Equipment: RCA. GE.

\eus: I P. Film suppliers: majorit) of major distributors.

Assist advertisers in making film comm'ls: Occasionally.

Present sales rep: Branliam Co.

rtKKC-TV On air: 4 April 1948 CHANNEL 12

WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: JAN. '54:

l. s.-i circulation in mki 10,000 329.ooo 480.0OO

j Evening Class A l.r rat.- $350 870O 8850

:r..in local adv. 82.5'. 15.2% 32.9';

ness ir.mi nat'l spol '
I 222 , 35.1%

- network i in 1 :12.1c

,

12

. hours ol iming 12 ..««', 50

7. »> "•! 1" 211

-, hours film programing 17', 33% 80

'i Number hours on air dailj 3 k.'_. l~V4

Pioneer executives: Hulbert Tafl Jr.. mgr. (now pres. Ra-

dio Cincinnati); I . \. Latham, sales mgr. (now gen.

mgr.); George Wilson, chief engr.; Doroth] S. Murphy,

treas. Radio Cin< innati. Estimated outer limit of tv signal:

60 miles. Present visual pouer: 250 kw. Present aural

powei : 125 kw. /;////. visual pouer: 316 kw. //////. aural

power: L95 kw. Toner height: 012 ft. Equipment: GE,

R( \. \om: \l\ I P. Film suppliers: I IT. \\ inik Films.

Issist advertisers in making film comm'ls: Yes. Present

sales rep: [he K.ii/ Vgen< \

.

1 l'l. .1-. rnrn /.. ;..i.. 'Hi 1



ff. m .rr^m^inrvwrfTSiZIia
Jacksonville's Railway Express terminal

is one of fhe largest under one roof

in the U.S., handling 8,000,000

pieces during I 953, including

more perishables than any other terminal.

Its 1953 payroll exceeded $2,000,000.

THIS IS

.WMBR is Jacksonville's

most-listened-to

radio station

...and WMBR-TV is

Florida's most powerful

television station

!

JACKSONVILLE
FLORIDA...

Express center of

the southeast

WMBR
AMFM-TV

Source.- Latest Pulse Reports

#*

Represented by CBS Radio

and Television Spot Sales



MM

SECRET FEEM
SCENE: The capital cities of the world.

SUBJECT: Incredible exploits of American Intelligence
in the continuing fight for freedom.

METHOD: Semi-documentary. Based on true accounts of
espionage and intrigue.

Dedicated to the men and women of America who win the
key battles in the never-ending war against oppression!

All the world loves a spy story.

"The Lady Vanishes", "The 39 Steps", "The Third Man", "Five Fingers",

"The House on 92nd St."—all were whopping successes at the

Box Office. And now SECRET FILE U.S.A., filmed in the great tradition

of these classic espionage tales, is ready to make television history!

Shot abroad with painstaking realism, produced by a master of

suspense, each Vi hour complete story is taut, tense and

thrilling. Here is an unusual opportunity for regional and local

sponsors to build high ratings fast—at amazingly low costs.

And what a natural for potent merchandising! We've got an armful

of hard hitting, practical plans that will make your selling

area sit up and buy! Call PLaza 7-0100 now and get

an audition print on your desk tomorrow.

JUST RELEASED FOR FIRST RUN SPONSORSHIP IN ALL TV MAR

AMERICA'S LEADING DISTRIBUTOR OF QUALITY TV FILMS

.^OFFICIAL
'''^FII.MSiNe.

25 W. 45 ST., NEW YORK 36 • PL 7-0100



i

Starring

ROBERT ALD
ROBERT ALDA, swashbuckling hero of screen, sta,

and television, plays the leading role of

Colonel Bill Morgan, ace Intelligence agent.



M LH -1 On uir: it Februurt, 18 18 Of 1\ \lM. .',

WHEN STARTED: I JAN ' i2 : MAN M:

I. Bel in tn k I 1. urn i-"i 000 1 il "'HP

I hr. rati #8So »«.-><>

i ... hi local ad <•'» ' '

1 1 3 M>.«

I (nun nat'l ,

2ir
. 2<. i ts.4

..[-. HI I 17 1 III. I

Ill I '.1.7',

is local In. SO 14 ' -'" i
'

% hours Bin "" 81 -' 88 -'

Niiinl •
I ill] '• ', I 7 :V, Ill i

,

Number ot employi .
- i

."»
i n> '

~>~

-

in

Pioneer executives: James I). Shouse, < limn, of bd.; Rob-

ert E. Dunville, pres.; Harrj Mason Smith, v.p. chg. sales;

H. J. Rockwell, v.p. chg. engrg. Present visual power: LOO

ku Present aural power: 50 kw. luth. visual power; auth.

aural power: same. Towei height: 500 ft. (677 ft. above

average terrain). Equipment: RCA. Sews: I P, INS,

Telenews. Film suppliers: MPTv, I nity, Vtlas, Ziv, I nited

l\ and others. Present tales rep: Croslej Broadcasting

( in p.

CLEVEI \M>

Mills On uir: 17 December in 17 CHANNEL .1

WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

I. Set circulation in mkt ji»> 567,692 834*286*

2 Evening Class A lir rate $2to $950 8950
', business from local ad\ .".i', .... .2395 . 2 1

1 ' , bu am nat'l spot W
I

iv . 11

I igim - net « 01 k ad^ none :i2' , it

• • i Done 11.'
. r.2' ,

7. •; hours local live Bhows 59-; \»'

,

349J

raming 11 'I li'I i»'.

9 N umbl r liours mi I (

'

t H>
I

.. 17

imbei "i employees 70 94 95

1

Pioneer executives: James ('. Eianrahan, gen. mgr. ; J.

Harrison Hartley. stn. dir. : Joseph B. Epperson, chief

engr. Estimated outer limit of tv signal: 110 miles. Pres-

ent visual power: 93 kw. Present aural power: 1-7 kw.

Auth. visual potter; auth. aural power: same. Tower

height: 1,020 ft. Equipment: RCA. News: I P. Film sup-

pliers: Qualit] Films, MCA l\. Bagnall, T\ Exploitation,

CBS Films. Unity Tv, Alexander, Major Tv, Ar»\le Tv.

Du Mont Tv. Hygo Films. Screencraft. Assist advertisers

in making film comm'ls: No. /'resent sales rep: Branham
Co.

HVBK On air: .11 October IU lit CHANNEL 4
WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

Sol circulation m mki 30.000.

Eti A in- rate

business from local mi\

From nat'l i".i

'. i.'iMi network adv

hunt--, of net pro ....

' '. in.'ir- local live shows

8. % hours til in programing ....

567.692 8.1 1.286

$1,000 SI,100
19'', 19'.

w; .-."•.

IK-
, . .11 ',

I'l II.

51'i 7.1

2i'.; !•<

'• Number hours on air dally 5Vfe 18% iRVfe

ii. Number of employees ISO BOO 165

Pioneer executives: S. E. "Eddie" Leonard, Cleveland

NBC Engr.-in-Charge. Present executives: Lloyd I . Yoder,

gen. mgr. Estimated outer limit oj ti signal: 75 miles.

Present visual power: 39 kw. Present aural power: 2<ikw.

tiiih. visual pouer: 1 1 u
i kw. Iiiih. aural power: 50 k\\.

Towei height: I. It. Equipment: RCA. Sews: \l\ I P.

INS Facsimile, tssisl advertisers m making film comm'ls:

} c~. Present sales rep: NB( Spol Sales.

H Ml. On «ir; 17 Pece—ber IS IU ill INNEL «

Pioneer executives: Herbert Mayer, pres. and gen. mgr.;

Franklin Snyder, comml. mgr.; Russell Speirs, prog, dir.;

Thomas B, I riedman, < hiei engr. Present ( last I In . rate:

1900. Present visual potter: 45 kw. Present aural j>oiver:

22.5 kw. Tower height: 1,000 ft. Equipment: GE. News:
l P, \P. I\ v

. Present sales rep: I h«- Kat/ Agency.

COUJ1HBI S

WBN8-TV On air: r» October lit lit CHANNEL JO
WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAN. 'M:

I Sel ii in mki BO.OOO...... .11.1.7(19

I-miiii S2(M> $700 $780
.-.H' . .1.1.9'

;

...26.7' ;

i '. iii-m.- from nat'l spot 2:1.7'; mi.2', 11 1

network adv 18.3' ; 25.9'; aa •<

19'
.

.".
I

'
. r. I

'
,

7. 18' . 2B%. ...........JZS

Sim programing '•!'• '->' 26

B Number hours on air daily iy« 1 1
' 1 16

1
ii Number of employees 35 1 10 ISO

Pioneer executives: Richard \. Borel, gen. mgr.; Robert

I). Thomas, -ale- nrji.: I 1 1 mi 11- 11. Bee\e-. |i|u^. dir.;

I ' -tt-r H. \af/-ii. < hid 111-1. Estimated outer limit of

ti signal: 75 miles. Present visual power: 219 ku. Present

aural potter: \2'A ku. //;///. visual potter: auth. aural

pouer: Bame. Tower height: 575 ft. Equipment: RCA.
\eu\: VP. Film suppliers: majority of major distributors.

tssist advertisers in making film comm'ls: Yes. Present

sales rep: Blair T\

.

HI.H-C On uir: I April lit lit CHANNEL 4

WHEN STARTED: f JAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

llation in mki 88 227.00O 307,000
-'. Evening Class A lir. rate S130 8625 $625
3 '; business from local adi i<>', :i"'; 2r»',

I. 'i business from nat'l spot 20'; 3595 35%
"• '; inisini-.s network adv to',; 3595 to',

8 ' hours of nel programing none 60"*', <>.".

7. '.; hours local live shows 23'; l.v, 10';

', hours Um programing 73', 25', 23';

• Number hours on air daily s 18 18V»
l ii Number of employees 40 60 ....85

Pioneer executives: James Leonard, v.p. and j.en. mjir.;

George Henderson, dir. of sales: Walter Jacobs, pFOg. dir.;

Charles Sloan, chief engr. Estimated outer limit of tv

signal: 65 miles. Present visual power: 26 kw. Present

aural pouer: 13 ku. .luth. visual power: 100 kw. Auth.

aural power: 50 kw. Toner height: 4(>3 ft. Equipment:

RCA. News: I P, INS Facsimile. Assist advertisers in

making film comm'ls: Yes. Present sales rep: Crosley

Broadcasting.

HTIV On uir: 30 August I94S CHANNEL 6

WHEN STARTED: I JAN. 52: JAN. '54:

Bel ciri dation in mkt 75.O0O 260.OO0 SS9.4M
'-

I is A lir rai. $675 SS(M)

I isinesa from local a.K 18', tsi'; •»2.3 r
'o

business from nat'l Bpol :tl'; 28'; 2i. 9

network ..d\ .
.
..21', 27 r

; .to.8'>

irs of net 5091 '3' ;

J '. hours local livi 17', 23';

ours him pri ii .....3095

1 Number hours on air daily 9 12 ii

..f mi | iln.mis 38 .»8 It I

Pioneer executives: Edward Lamb, former owner and pres.,

sold stn. to Radio Cincinnati, present owners, in Feb.

L953. Estimated outer limit of tv signal: 50 miles. Pres-

ent visual power: L9.8 kw . Present aural pouer: 10 kw.

tilth, visual point: 100 kw. tilth, aural power: 50 kw.

Tower height: ('27 ft. Equipment: RCA. Sews: VP, UP
Fox Movietone. Film suppliers: NBC Film Div., MPTv,
Station Distributors. Issist advertisers in making film

comm'ls: Ir-. Present sale* rep: The kat/ Vgency.
' /'/«,Jvf II, 1,1 I,, ,,„_ -. «;_>

)



Portland, Oregon KOIIM-TV

Pueblo KCSJ-TV

Cuincy, Illinois WGEM-TV

Raleigh-Durham WNAO-TV

Roanoke WSLS-TV

Rock Island-Davenporf WHBF-TV

Steubenville-Wheeling WSTV-TV

Wilkes-Barre-Scranton WILK-TV

"this Television

is a

complicated

the A-K family

of TV stations...

Bakersfield KERO-TV

Duluth-Superior KDAL-TV

Erie WSEE

Kalamazoo-

Grand Rapids WKZO-TV

Knoxville WROL-TV

Lincoln, Nebraska KOLN-TV

Lubbock KDUB-TV

Macon, Georgia WMAZ-TV

New York WABD

Oklahoma City KWTV

Phoenix K7YL-TV

Pine Bluff-Little Rock KATV

Portland, Maine WGAN-TV

V
\

\

.'V
I

V

business...
91

Now, there's the understatement of tin- \ear!

Putting a T\ station on the air these days

requires everything from an Mil' graduate to

an Vrabian fortuneteller

!

lint, above all. il requires a station

representative full) aware ol the complexities

ol engineering, programming ami selling

a T\ station.

Wery-Knodel ha- been representing

TV stations from the beginning of commercial

television. This representation has extended

far beyond the usual limits into counsel

on studio construction, purchase of equipment,

selection ol station personnel and

establishment ol commercial policy . . . and.

above all. day-in and da \ -out selling.

These are important reasons why some of

America's most alert TV station

operators have joined hands with . . .

AVERY-KNODEL
NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO ATLANTA
LOS ANGELES • DALLAS
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PAYTOfl

MfffO-fl On mirt 23 February 1*49 CHANNEL?
WHEN STARTED: MAN M: I JAN

-' III ink! VUIKI I I". |61 I. 17 1 III

\ I i r .. >^(mi > 7 r. i

»

1750
Number In. hi- i. ii air .1.,,]. h 16 IB

'.'' T«i 7H

Pioneet executives: J. Leonard Reinach, mug. dir., Coi
Radio & ft Stations; R>l> Moody, gen. tngr.; Ernest \d-

.mi-, chief engr.; rlarvej Young, comml. tngr. Estimated

outei limit of ti signal: { >i) mile-. Present visual power:
<l<> kw. Present aural power: 158 kw. Inth. visual p<>u-

er; auth aural power: same. Toner height: 1,104 ft.

Equipment: RCA, Blaw, Knox, Sews: I I'. Film sup-

pliers: Ml'l\. Issist advertisers in making film comm'ls:
\n. Present sales rep: George I'. Hollingben Co.

tone, \l'. I I'. Film suppliers: Republic Pictures, Major

l\ Prodns., Fleetwood Films, other-. Assist advertisers in

making Idm comm'ls: Yes. Present sales rep: The Katz

H I s\

KOTY On air: 22 October 1949 CHAWEL 6

Pioneet executives: George E. Cameron Jr.. chief owner;

Maria Helen Uvarez, pres. and gen. mgr.: John Hill. v.p.

and comml. mgr.; Ronald C. Oxford, prog, dir.: George

Jacobs, chief engr. Present (lass A hr. rate: $600. Pres-

ent visual pouer: I IK I kw. I'resent aural power: 60.3 kw.

Toner height: 1,270 ft. Equipment: RCA. Sews: IP.
I'resent sales rep: Edward Petn i. Co.

WLW-D On air: 15 Hureh 1949 CHANNEL 2

Pioneet executives: R. E. Dunville, v.p. and gen. mgr.;

M. Y Terry, v.p. chg. t\ . I'resent executU es : II. I'. Lasker,

gen. mgr. Present (lass I In. rate: |675. Present visual

power: Mm kw. /'resent aural power: 50 kw. Towet
height: 510 ft. Equipment: RCA. Sews: I I'. I'resent

sales rep: Croslej Broadcasting ( !« >r j >.

IOIIIIO

\\ sro-r\ On air: 21 lulu l?j)l8 CHANNEL 13

WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAN. "54:

in

1 Bel circulation in mki 1.800 148.00O. 2KO.OOO

2 l renin( I lass A lir rat.- 830O S600 S750
business from local a(h .;". i~.

l ; business from nat'l Bpol i"' . .tir,

5. 95 business network adv o 23'.;

8 '. hours ag 2% no", IS

7ir 35' . hi

B. '; hours tiim programing 28',; 35% 25%
i.it iii.ii r~ on air daily 6 lo is

Number of employees 35 52 60

Pioneer executives: George B. Storer. pres.: E. Y. Flani-

gan, mng. dir. (deceased). Present executives: Allen L.

Eiaid, v.p.-mng. dir. Estimated outer limit of tv signal:

40 miles. Present visual power: 24.5 kw. Present aural

power: 12.5 kw. Auth. visual power: 316 kw. Auth. aural

inner: 160 kw. Toner height: 590 ft. Equipment: RCA.
News: I P, INS Telenews. Film suppliers: majority of

major distributors. Assist advertisers in making film

comm'ls: \ e<. Present sales rej>: The Kat/ \gene\

.

OKLAHOMA
OKI \no>l\ CITY

HhV.n On air: ti June 1949 CHANNEL I

WHEN STARTED: I JAN. 52: I JAN. '54:

i
-.1 circulation in mkt 3,394 113.224 2.-.I.7J2

j Evenii I iss a br. rat. $200 $SOO «7.-.<>

:t.

.

from local adi m ^<> St

t I". 211 II

' -, businesi idi i'. 29V, i-

hour* of net i"
'" •''

hours local llv< "• 2.'...-.';

hours film pn -"•
• - 1 7

'i Number hours on '"'-j '"'j

in Number of employees 22 63 9 i

Pioneer executives: l\ \. Sugg. exec. v.p. & stn. m^r.:

Ilnu Vndres, asst. stn. mgr.; Eugene B. Dodson, admin.

;i--t.: Robert Olson, prog, mgr.; Keith Mathers, asst prog,

mgr. & film dir.; Robert Doty, prodn. Bupvr. (all -till with

-tn. i. Estimated outer limn of it signal: 100 miles.

Present usual power: I'" 1 kw. Present aural power: <><>

kw. //////. visual power; auth. aural power: same, loner

height: 975 ft. Equipment: RCA. Sews: I P I "\ Morie-

ERIE

MIC I

PENNSYLVAN

On air: 15 >tarvh HUH
WHEN STARTED:

CHANNEL 12
JAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

tion ii mki i.koii „.100,000 208.500
•_'

i $150 $SOO S7CIO

3. 95 from local ad\ 28.78'.', 27.78-; 28. ih>,

i '. bu inesi from nail spol :m.2te , 17.779! 88.91'

', businesi network sdt 11.02' n i~> ;t.61%

6 '. hours of net p
">-' 1895 7*95

7 ', hours local livi II ' 38<J5 .... I

"•

K. 'i linur- film prnirraming 17% ^7.', U
ii 1..- r hours mi air daily 8 15Vi 17

in Nil in la- r of emplo] ees 23 46 so

Pioneer executives: Edward Lamb, pres.: Ben McLaugh-

lin, gen. mgr.; Kail Nelson, comml. mgr. Estimated outer

limit of tv signal: 50 miles. Present visual poiver: 30 kw.

Present aural power: 15 kw. A nth. visual poiver: 2 kw.

Auth. aural power: 1.5 ku. i Requests 248 kw visual. 158

kw aural, i Tower height: 309 ft. Equipment: Du Mont.

News: AP. Film suppliers: Midwest Tv, MPT\. Present

sales rep: Edward Petry & Co.

JOHXSTOWA

WJAC-TV On air: 15 September 1949 C'H 1>>KL 6
WHEN STARTED: MAN. '52: IJAN.'M:

i 3el circulation in mki l.soo 132.000 730.000
•-' Bvening Class A hr. rat.- »iso 8450 8600

3. '; business from local adv S<7< 9.5% <*-

,

4. '.; business from nat'l Bpot 45% 38 r
; »«'.

5. % busine-s network adv SO'> 49'; 42%
. hour- of nel pi -" 60'J 65';

7 ', hours local live BhOWS none nonr .'.

-; hour- tiim programing 75% 40':; SO

9. Number hours an air dailj 3 —14 it

10. Number of employees 10 18 35

Pioneer executives: Walter \V. Krehs. pres.: Al\ in D.

Schrott, treas. and gen. mgr.: Frank P. Cummins, prog.

mgr.; Nevin L. Straub, tech. dir.; Theodore Campbell,

chief engr. Estimated outer limit of tv signal: 65 miles.

Present visual pouer : 70 k\s. Present aural power: 35 kw.

Auth. visual pouer: auth. aural power: same. Tower

height: 1,120 ft Equipment: RCA. Sews: \\\ I P. Assist

advertisers in making film comm'ls: Yes. Present sales

rep: \ liu Kat/ VgenC)

.

LANCASTER

WGAL-T\ On air: I June lit tit CHANNEL 8

I Set circulation in mkt 8.497 130.804 281.171.

Evening Class A ii r rate 8200 8600 8750
8. Xumtier hours on air daily 6 16 18

Pioneer executives: Clair R. McCollough, pre-, and gen.

' /lain /or l/ii.. .loli.in nmlinii. . ;..i.. 'Ill



OilMONT
®

TELEVISION NETWORK

First

with the Finest

in Television

Mere's great news for every sales manager interested

in selling the Pittsburgh Market! WDTV has now increased

its power from 16.6 kilowatts to 100 kilowatts— an actual

four-times increase in transmitting power. This means far

better reception for WDTV's loyal viewers in over

800,000 homes. But even more important is the vast new,

untapped market, many miles beyond the previous limits

of WDTV, now reached by this increase in power!

WDTV
CHANNEL 2
1 GATEWAY CENTER
PITTSBURGH 22, PA.

Owned and Operated by Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc.
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tir. tr.il (cont'd)

mgr.; J. Robert Gulick, asst. gen. tngr.; Harold E. Miller,

-tn. tngr.; Paul C. Rodenhauser, prog, dir.; I- I Mathiot,

tech. dir. Present visual power: 7.2 k w . Present aural

power: 3.6 kw. tuth. visual power: A\(> kw. iutli. aural

power: 158 kw. Towei height: 1,523 ft. Equipment: Ht \.

> - » v
: I I' INS. /(//// suppliers: majorit) <>t major <li~-

tributors. K</\/ advertisers in making him comm'ls: Yes.

Present tales n'p
\ Meekei I \

.

PH1LADELPHI \

tlflf -ft On «iir: IT, »f«r«/i HUH CHANNEL 10
WHEN STARTED- I JAN 52: I JAN '54:

1 'i I I 18,000 I iiiii 000 I 89 i '»'ii

>^ii<> * i .-.mi 11,800
-.

I .'i |9

i ', bueineai Irmn nat'l spot n ".

is ih'.

DetWOl k ,i

.

i U9 ->. !-
il I.". 83 '

7 ' , in. in- loi il liv< r,\i z» in' ;

I 27 28 '
,

' umber li - on i i i i it'..

in Number >>f empli • - 60 1
7". 288

Pioneei executives: Ben Larson, m^r. (now pres., kl)AI.-

TV, Sail Lake Cit] '

;
John (',. Leitch, chief engr. (now v.p.

charge engrg.) ; Alex Rosenman, Bales mgr; Present execu-

tives: Donald W . Thornburgh, pres.-gen. mgr. Estimated

outer limit oj ti signal: 65 miles. Present visual power:

! kw. Present aural power: 11.1 kw. iuth. usual

power: 316 kw. iuth. aural power: L58 kw. limn
height: 1,003 ft. Equipment: RCA. Veuvs: INS, \l'. I P,

Western Union Telegraph, Sport- Wire. Film suppliers:

Hollywood Tv, MPTv, Unit) Tv, Telepix, MCA. tssist

advertisers in making film comm'ls: Yes. Present salrs

rep: CBS T\ Spot Sales.

UFll.-Tl On air: 13 Scpictnlicr 1947 CHANNEL «

Pioneer executives: Kenneth \\ . Stowman, dir.; Rogei W.

Clipp, gen. mgr.; John E. Surrick, comml. mgr. Present

Class J I In. rate. $2,000. Present visual power: Inn kw.

Present aural power: 50 kw. Towei height: 650 ft. Equip-

ment: RCA, GE. Sews: I P, Telenews. Present sales rep:

The Kai/ Vgenc)

.

WPTZ On air: IH September 1941 CHANNEL :t

WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAN. 54:

l Set circulation in mkt -''in 1 ,004,000.. 1,767,000

A hr. rate S6<» 81,500 82,000*

hours net programing.... no nn IS 5 i.v,

ra local In.- >Ih>«n so<; 2S.S ^i 5

. hour- aim programing so' ; 29'; 33. .v

.

.ul..r tiMiirs mi air daily 3 18 18

7 Number ol employees —— —

—

> •'»

\\ time

Pioneei executives: E. II. Loveman, gen. mgr. (deceased);

F.J. Bingley; Rolland V. Tooke, now gen. mgr.; Raymond

J. Bowley, chief engr. Estimated outer limit of n signal:

Tn miles. Present usual power: inn kw. Present aural

power: 50.1 kw. tuth. visual power; auth. aural power:

same. Towei height: 1,041 ft. (sea level). Equipment:

l!t \. Sews: I P, INS, INP, Western I nion Sports, Is-

sist advertisers m making film comm'ls: Yes. Present sales

rrji-. Free & Peters.

PITTSBI ltf.ll

nun on air: if immmmrft tutu CHANNEL 2

WHEN STARTED I JAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

1. Set circulation in mkt i."<><> 188,000 808,780

I8S0 I84X1-9O0 -I 800

•
. buiineai from to il adi •

'•' ,:

4. • from nnl'l IpOl ' ''"

5, • ..rk ,,.h 18 88

.r» of net i
18 i">' ; SO

7 •. hours local livi .....•- 30"t 25';

'-•".'; 35'/( 25'.

12 24 19

i" Number of employee! 27 135 165

Pioneer executives: Donald V Stewart, gen. mjir. : Larry

Israel, sales mgr. ; Raj Rodgers, chief engr. Present execu-

tives: Harold C. Lund, gen. mgr. Estimated outer limit oj

ti signal; 60 miles. Present visual power: inn kw. Present

aural power: 50 kw. Iuili. visual power; auth. aural

power: same. Towei height: «'!lo ft. Equipment: Du
Mont, Veto*: I P. hilni suppliers: Most major ones. Assist

advertisers with film comm'ls: i es. /'resent sales rep: None.

RHODE ISLAND
I'ltiH HUM I

It .f Iff- f I On air: 10 Jufi/ 1949 CHANNEL 10
WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

1 - lion in mkt ll.IMM* 202.000 1.098.189

I 1300 8750 81,000

from local a<h s>; 2(i'; is';

I .-..-.'
. 15' , .

i".

Hi'
I

35'', I"

711' , „ 65'i 50' .

7 ', In. il r* local II. none lO'^ 35',

ing :io'; 25'; 15',

iimli.-r lionr- on ;» 1 1 daily 6 12 1 7 • ^

. r of employees 12 85 121

Pioneei executives: '.. 0. Griffith, v.p.; Tom Prior, chief

engr.; Dodj Sinclair, <lir. pub. rel. and color. Present

executives: Norman Gittleson, dir. t\ opera. Estimated

outer limn i>l a signal: 60 miles. Present visual power:

2'2'i kw. Present aural power: I 13 kw. Auth. visual power:

316 kw. Auth. aural power: L58 kw. Toner height: 601

ft. Equipment: RCA. Sews: INS. \l\ Film suppliers:

MPTv, Specialt) Film Vision, Sterling, Atlantic. Atlas. Tv

Exploitation. Present sales "/<: Weed Tv.

TENNESSEE
'II Ml' II is

»l»HT On air; ff December 1H48 CHANNEL 5
WHEN STARTED: MAN. 52: I JAN. '54:

Set circulation in mkt 1.4-10 115.083 219.121

Evening Class A l.r rate 8100 8625 87oo

is from local ad\ 35', 27 r
;

- from nat'l Bpol 65 ...39';

isiness network adv non.- 31';

'; hours of nel programing 15', 59<; Mi
<; hours local live shows w; 25.6'J 23.9';

'; hours li 1 111 programing 37'r IS.!'', 1 1 9

Number limits on air dailj 5 16 16

Number <>f empl IS 37 63

Pioneer executives: 11. \\ . Slavick, gen. nii-r.: Earl Mor-

land, comml. mgr.; Wilson Mount, prog, dir.: E. (.. Frase.

chief engr. Estimated outer limit oj tv signal: 95 miles.

Present usual power: LOO kw. Present aural power: 50
kw. Auth. visual poiier: auth. aural power". same. Toner
height: L,088ft. Equipment: RCA. News: \l\ IP. Film

suppliers: Ziv, NBC, CBS, Snader. Assist advertisers in

making film comm'ls: Yes. I'resent sales rep: Branham Co.

N \SII\II I I

WSM-T\ On mlr: 39 September 1959 CHANNEL 4
WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

• li in mkt 8.S0O .". I.7HI 172,860
•- A hr rate 8200 8300 85O0

.1 adv 55' IV In

If from nat'l spot 25 r
', 32Vi r

'r SS
20'', 22«^ r

> 2".

, hours ,.1 iming 669! 69 « 65

1

;

IS l 7

2i> 16 ih

. 9VC. 11 15'j
tll.il., I,.r i/ii. Ytnti.tn ...nlmii,. /.ncr 1ft I



D

/R • • • and if you're a KCMO radio and television
(^

\J ^ ^p newsman . . . you've got to do a lot more. °

KCMO's news department has won
just about every award in the book for ^

£j £y doing "a lot more." The big reason? U
They're all trained reporters . . . journalism...

Qj/^ school graduates. Besides pounding regular (.

(^P \J Kansas City news beats to get the news,

*><^ % 9

they know how to write it, edit it, and f\

\sS> /-$> Q deliver it from the all-important

V Mid-American angle. And complete KCMO
facilities make the job that much more

effective. If you're pounding a sales-beat

in Mid-America, you can't go wrong in ^
hiring the best news department in nC~>
Mid-America . . . KCMO's Radio and ~

£.£-- Television news department. C?C^> U ^

°0

9 *0 ^ 0^o

o . it^ua^D
^>0 ^QD KCMO

n^O KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI Q

~ Radio -50,000 Wattsa°

^ 9
° TV- Channel 5 zj

^> rv O Natl. Rep.: THE KATZ AGENCY Q Od <^>
^> V "It's a Meredith Station" ^

I ^ v
f\ no
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it.sti-i", (eonVd)

Pioneei executives: J. II. DeWitl Jr.. pres.; Harrj Stone,

gen. mgr.; Irving Waugh, comml. m^r.: Ja< k Stapp, prog.

(lir. Estimated outer limit o) it signal'. 75 miles. Present

visual power: 23.8 kw. Present aural power: 11.9 kw.

luth. usual power: LOO kw. 4uth. aural power: 50 kw.

Timer height: 575 ft. Equipment: H< \. GE. Vew*: VP,

I P. INS. Present sales rep: Edward Petrj 8 I o.

TEXAS
l»\l I \S

KHI.O-7V On mir: S December 1949 CHANNEL 4
WHEN STARTED MAN 52: MAN 'M:

circulation in mkt in. 148.093 816,000

2 Evening Clan A hr. rate $300 $»«o $7.-.t>

. buaineaa from l... al adi 67 >i 1

1

4. % business from nat'l -i"' 80 <-' :i:i',

. buaineaa network .ni\ ,.18' 84 u

. honri of net programing >>• M) '"•'

7. '; boon local ii\.- ihowi u J'< -' i

8. % hours film programing 12'; 31'', :w ,

• Number hour^ on air daily • l-V/i 17

Number of employees 75 125 ISO

Pioneer executives: Tom C. Gooch, chmn. of bd. (de-

ceased); J>>lin \\ . Runyon, pre-, i now (hum. of bd.) J

Cl\d<- \\ . Rembert, mgr. (now pres. & mng. dir.). Present'

executives: Ro) M. Flynn, stn. mgr. Estimated outer limit

of tv signal: 85 miles. Present usual power: 100 kw.

Present aural power: 50 kw. Auth. visual power; auth.

power: same. Toner height: 565 ft. Equipment: GE.

Sews: IYN . AI\ Fifol suppliers: Official. lnit\. MITv.

Sterling, Fleetwood. Weiss. /i\. INS. Assist advertisers in

making film comm'ls: i es. Present sales rep: Branham Co.

Pioneei executives: Anion G. Carter Sr., chmn.; Harold

Hough, dir.; George Cranston, gen. mgr.: R. C. Stinson,

<lir. engrg. Estimated outer limit of tv signal: 100 miles.

Present visual power: 10. 1 kw. Present aural power: 8.2

kw. Auth. visual power: lOO kw. Auth. aural power: 60.3

kw. (eff. 1 JuK 1954). Toner height: 502 ft. at present;

1,113 ft. elf. 1 JuK ':>!. Equipment: RCA. News: AP,

INS, own new- & new-reel staff. Film suppliers: Ziv. NBC,

CBS, TPA, Tele-Pictures, MP'J\. BagnaU, others. Assist

advertisers in making film comm'ls: \es. Present sales

rep: I ree ^ Petei -

HOUSTON

KPRC-TV On air: I January 1949 fHA.WEL 2
WHEN STARTED: MAN. '52: MAN. '54:

I 3el 80,000 116.000 300,000
_' Evening Claei A hr rati .8200 85«o S7<x>

from local a.lv lit'; 31% 2H '
,

I nat'l Spol 15'; 55'/"J 62'.

i6< ; _...14% io%
I'- \:\.t<< 52 9

7. '/< houra local livi »>' 29.5", 21.6%
in him programing 24'4 26.6'/; 85J

imb.-r hours on air daily 6V4 12% 17

1 " Number of employee* is 84 130

Pioneer executives: Ja< k Harris, v. p. and gen. mgr.; Jack

McGrew, ass t. mgr.: Paul Huhndorff, chief engr. Esti-

mated outer limit of tv signal: 100-}- miles. Present

visual power: lOO kw. Present aural power: 50 kw. Auth.

visual power; auth. aural power: same. Toner height:

750 ft. Equipment: General Electric. RCA. News; UP,
\P. Film suppliers: Hollywood T\ Serv., NBC. CBS, ABC,
Combined l\ Programs, Tele-Pictures, TPA. Argyle. Hygo,

Major. Comet, I uited, Ziv. Assist advertisers in making

film comm'ls: No. Present sales rep: Edward Petrv & Co.

WFAA-TV On air: 17 September 1949 CHANNEL 8

WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

Set circulation in mkt 13.300 118.892 316.<mk>

2 Evening Olaes A br. rate S300 8100 8800

3. % buaineaa from local ad\ 61% 28.4c; 83.6

I ', business from nat'l Bpol 39'i 38.19! »2.H'.

network ..1\ 33.5' ', 33.6'

,

6. 9; hours of nel programing 36.39S '
'

'

lw local livi IV 25 <»' 32.1';

8. % hours film programing 83'; 37.8'J 83.3

• Number hours on air daily 7 13 17

M Number of employees 30 78 ....83

Pioneer executives: Jame- \1. Moroney, v.p. and secy.

;

Martin B. Campbell, radio-t\ superv.; Ralpb \\ . Nim-

mons, mgr.; William C. Ellis, chief engr.: George E. Kru-

tilek. tech. superv. Estimated outer limit of tv signal:

(>U miles. Present visual pouer: 27.1 kw. Present aural

power: 13.5 kw. Auth. visual power: 316 kw. iuth. aural

pouer: 150 kw. Toner height: 350 ft. Equipment: Du
Mont. \ews: I P. Film suppliers: Hollywood T\ Service,

Atlas, l\ Exploitation, Standard. Hygo, Qualitj films.

Comet, Specialty Pictures, MPTv, Crown Picture-. Procter,

Sterling, UTP, Du Mont, NBC T\ Syndication, tssist

advertisers in making lUm comm'ls: No. Original call

letters: KBTV. Present sides rep: Edward Petrj & Co.

I olt I W Oil III

WB 1P-T1 On air: Jit September IMS ill INNEL r*

WHEN STARTED: MAN. 52: MAN. '54:

ilation in mkl MM) i »< 898 IO1.400

2, i tai A hr rat.- 83oo BSOO 8800

. hours of net programing 18.6 §0.8 11

hours of 1 l live ihowi MM 20 88 i

, r - dim i". "• ' -' l
-' 87

Number houra on air dailj i>... ISVi it

7 \ ,,. I . r Of I I.I' I llf IS f

u B u- Klon

SA^ AMOMO
KGBS-TV On air: 15 February 1959 (lll\Mi 5

WHEN STARTED: MAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

! Set i ulation in mkt 3.000 60.874 ....181.005

IBS A hr. rate 8200 SSOO 860O

IE from local adv 70'; 40 r> _...3(>',

1 ' from nat'l Bpot 15'', 40 f
'r SO

5. 'i business network adv 1595 20'; 20',

hours ol _ . . 25'

,

lO<

,

M
7. ft hours local live shows 35'; 25*;; 20%

-

; hours film programing 30% ....40% -Ur ,

I Number hours on air daily 4 13 16Vi
10. Number of employees 20 33 52

Pioneer executives: Mcllcnn Ti< lienor, pies. ; J. C. Looney,

V.p. Recent exei utives: George B. Storer Jr.. v.p.-mng.

dir.: William \\. Kelley, natl. -Is mgr. Present visual

pouer: 100 kw. Present aural pouer : 51 kw. Auth. visual

power; auth. aural pouer: same. Tower height: 555 ft.

Equipment: Du Mont. RCA, GE. Veitw: INS. Film sup-

pliers: Interstate, Hygo, tolas, Commonwealth. Zi\. Stand-

ard. CBS, Du Mont. Int'l Wrestling. Original call letters:

KEYL. Present sales rep: The K.at/ Vgency,

WO ll-H On air: II December 1949 CHANNEL 4
WHEN STARTED: MAN. '52: MAN. '54:

m mkt 5,000 (> 3,000 1 77,008
\ hr rate S2oo 84O0 **oo

.1 adv to II

I I I i 1 35'
,

I (i 85 „ ..(«'

.

irs of net programing... 859J so'; 6o
.rs local I t". 2.". ' IS

io 85 -:~.

lir daily 5 8 16

Number of employees 21 37 ">h

I /)<!/. 1 l.tr lh>t . I.Hn. n BOIiflWI page 1111,1



EXTRA! EXTRA! READ ALL ABOUT IT!

fF YOUR EXTRA—extra proof of your extra market, that

Extra market—extra customers—extra sales!

Do we have viewers viewing and listeners listening in a

reat new area? We've told you about our mail since the

ew WHIO-TV tower went on the air—mail from all over

ur projected new service area and from well outside it

>o. Now 50 newspapers outside of Dayton carry our pro-

ram listings daily. Four of them are metropolitan papers

—two in a city over 100 miles west—two in a city nearly

150 miles northwest. 16 of these papers are in areas rep-

resenting bonus audiences!

Why does a paper carry a program listing? Because it's a

service to the great big chunk of its circulation that wants

it! And uses it! Ask George P. Hollingbery representatives

to give you the new story on WHIO-TV, one of America's

great A REA stations.
4

—/ V

whio-tv
CBS • ABC • DUMONT

Channel 7 DAYTON, OHIO
ONE OF AMERICA'S GREAT AREA STATIONS

V !



Service with a simile

H In n i!i< governmeni recently restricted wheal acreage, Chet Randolph,

Farm Service Director, reacted like a tarmei and plowed up information

about pi "in. iiii, ^ 1 1

1

>~h 1 1 1 1 1 1
<

- ( rops.

\lui agriculture schools in oui 3-stat< area had yielded the liuits ol

iIh ii scientific research, Chei gleaned grass-roots .i>I\kc from his own recorded

interviews with count) agents and tanners. With the chaff removed, he sowed

IhisIh'In ol i. u is on .1 seven-program series called "Diverted Acres."

l\i miIin"- rhey're sprouting throughout out main coverage area— Minne-

sota, the Dakotas, Nebraska and Iowa. Pari ol the harvest already in:

audience mail averaging 1000 letters pei day.

Wnli similai on-th< spotness, WNAX-570 has been cultivating Big A»«ie

Land foi SO years. Consul) ilu k.ii/ Vgeno foi furthei data.

WNAX-570
Yankton-Sioux City

CBS
Rcpr;scntcd by The Kati Agency

WNAX-570. a Cowlcs Station, is under the same manage-
ment as KVTV—Channel 9, Sioux City, the tv station

teaching 31 farm-rich counties in Iowa. Nebr. and S. Dak.

with 555.500 population. $653 million in '52 retail sales.

98 SPONSOR

L
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J N D A Y T il p c r^ a v u/cntuecnAY i t u ii d c r» a *

MM MO i «. U **\ I

i^E^^H [^^^^^^^^^^H

Lor] Hard:

11100

Ml Harm
W* Bearing

|7M
1. Sokelik)

m Autry Shew

»N
'm

L*T

AR 19500

11830

NBC Soring

m-7 eVSiW

lr-1r,,,,,,i|l in 1 Hi.

FAR °
1

'

tlSSO

Dwlght CaoVl
Gum Beak

No network

-JT*
"yjs.. fAR

Mel AHm-Rum
Hod gee. «-rU

m-Vl-BJO

[etrooolllan Uf*

•JS- m-f L

USE fAR

No potwork

"JT-
m-Vo-630

A Jatkion new.

-JS-

»JT- ::7-«"

U
R.rord

h *
,:>"'"

.

^ew, Irom NBC^
Hal Allrn.Ru.i
Hedgei, apart!

D.IgM Ceoa'i
Guatt Boak

)wl|ht Caak'a
Guott Beet

I m-f L

Dwlght Cwk'i
Guaet Baak "-?.„•"» Dwlght Cook'g

Gueot Book Haogea. .e*rt* SMlnaaf K V KaltinbernM
co-op ?

SiB * T

lata* 10500

Wllh Comldlne

lU i'iooo

No network Bill Stfrn

D'Arey'

f.t*|( Hkkt lv.lspr-Wlllyi

Wrlnlraub

No nenoxa No network

,n' ,
D'Arey*

* ""^ w i?§b 'mT
No n.r,k •% Flnnrn

o

r
•Jrttsu,, * ' L

Everett Holla*

ULAB

Lowell Themai
K.lier Willy

i

60N m-f L
wall & Thurbor;,"T«"

l

'brat itar extra

iobm
m

11800

lias Oil Co

hOBM*"

Lowell ThomBi
Kelior- WllLn

folntraub

£"•""*' George Hick, Kal.or-Wlllyi Sun Oil Co George Hlcke

HOBM M
C

n; f L
/n.?e"m

C
onl

Soart* Afl. id

with Bob Edge k
0»I.I S,^^ Q

fj Wk Areund
• World

LAT
11H ' T

BBDO 116.000

Amo* Andy

H2B '

r""
LAT

BBDO IIS.000

Rod A Gun Club

N co-op T
NBC Spring

Con-rH*

John Vandtraeak

194N m-t 1.

iKaufniu 11000

Tnol Co. LB.
3C m-f L.

fAR 11500

M Beatty new.'

Jahp Vandorcook
CIO

H J Kaufman~
Qulncy Howe

"

SBAW all dai

ChproJIer^

V Bennett 12700

Dmrifr Dat«
N m-f L

A lei Draler

VAR

ohn Vanderteak

H J Kautaiaji

C m-f L

Tnnl Co. Lb"
Manholtap Soap
IBAW alt-dee

leuleh 7 15-30

'CAB

"""«-'»" Jf Alex Draler

'AR

John Vond^ooe.

H J Kaufman

C m-r L

Tennesioe Ernie

ItlwSV »
Int 1 Harreetor CIO Tonl Co, LB;

Manhatlen Soap

m.w.t 7:13-30

Sk»!.',x
Ale. Dr.-I.r

S- L

Show

Wellington
Wuh co-op LFCAB^ |4J«

W-F-H $1750

Dlnnor Data

Flm pr: b'liodolt

SSCB Wihr'llBOO

*JS*
I

D"M
^r

D't
"E r,"

Choral Ian
Lnnglne.-Wltt-

N m-f L No network Qulncy Howe

N m-f L ,

*a7-

,

r

r
* N

""*
L

P
s"r*ngllme E

RWC '/'hr'.'lSOfc
SSriS"*^

, th. Nam.
, | D S.egT

L Chamber mutlt
O-F-B 13500

CAW 323N%8SO

L Griffith nawa
Llncti A Myon

)ne man'i family J.F-8
Mllee Labi

L Grlfflttl n., t

lUad.
"*" IDD^,

t-ltioti A Myen
CAW m-f! =3 1

Symphonette
Starr of .pace
B 7:30-65 T

Llfgett A Slyert

K-S
AtMl \ Mjera

Symphonette S^iS MNe. '
I*r<'

d

;ibs ar
Keeo Healthy

JWT IVf 15000

l.tcsetl A Myer*
(UN m.w.f T

ca'w' II 100

)nc man-i family

IS2H m-f ' T
Wadfl 15000 p>M

r<

"tu"ih

Eddie FUher

D'Arty " jlOOO

i

11*
oii

M
K"r7- ' 1"'" * MT* r *

IWT°
rli

m'w.f Jn»nm * Wil*"
£EL'£'" Kat» ' *™ro?f Coca-Cala*

C
"lie, L.hs

iWT
,rt M

t».

Liggett A Myera

Cnghm A Walah

One men', fomlly

X*"T:JS
M

l
H ieebel LAT^E

IQSH T

BBDO (13,000
a

™"'" '

t Sunday wllh
G arroway

H.-n,> J Tlyt*

Kudner 1750

SUIPBQM

Lite CD
IBflN L

r 11-11:30 in

CAP SHOO

Campboll'-Ewnld

~ Under ATrait
-

SOOH L

BAB 16000

Bc
,
w;:i

,y

t
I73N ' 7

Maury. Lee A

Mlehey Splllana

Eity "'cmpJi

Chetrole; Mtr*
19SH Ui.f L
fJ-E 13000

(Frank Sinatra)

Barrle Craig

Thrve-elty
byline

H.C.N L
Squad Room

FBI pe«e A war* riicvnilcl Mir
PAO: lampbell-Ewald

CCAB" Hlrllbd,

I75C T
Power plan Hultl-mem pin

2llt Preelnet
fj x>

Nightmare

N co-op
™ T

Walk a Mile
R J Reynoldi:

l91Var L

Erty 13300

Thrre-rlty
by-l|ne

B.C.N L

N r

orneiti Dot"
It J Reynold.

Eety cameli

Roy Roger.

Chryiler
'

201B L

Grant 17300

Three-elty
by lino

B.C.N L
Blowrll-Il 3(lpn .^""""T'?.,
1B(JN I CamVbeil'-Ewold

Multl-meug pin

Dln*h Short

Campbell- Gerald

B l TSJP*

Gunimoko

Gen Fda - .anka

YAR ' 1630

.r-u., The Big RcvlewH

Sammy Kayo
Sammy Kaye Sammy Kaye

N m-t L

Sammy Kaye Sammy Kaye SF3T

1

" My little Margl*

I03B T

Bin 13730 W 8:S5-a L

H m-f T

Arthur Godfrey'.
Talanl Seoul.

Ttioo i Upton:
Volca «f

Flrc!iono Tiro A
Rubber Co

IB8N L

BAJ llVoW

H Dllyw«Q
Mr A Mr. Narlh

aooN
P

1
rll 30-i2m

SAM 14500

Hollywwd KtiTt hod!

177H '

T"*W
L

rll:S0-12m

"LAB 13000

Hellyveod

h
lunar m

^ .-«—,

Hollywood

Dlgeet
203N

N I

Amai Dairy A.»r

Campbell-

N L

» ^.iHkJ'-B
Crl

""'<o-op
,lht*ri

a
"""„",""

r
(Ooorte Baodari)

N L

Mike Malloy
B m-f TMUo Mai toy

B m-f 1

Mike Mai lay
H m-f T B ml T

I3M0Ktm

b ...

' *' iimoi

Hall el Fame

hallmark card*
iWH L

FC&B 14000

n. *, ro,

*SF
HUlll by

Lu. radio
theatre

tui tote, flak..

JWT m-f 1730
Telephone hour
Boll Tel Byilem

Aycr liooo 25MN I

Voura Truly,
Jehnny Dollar

Meyw^iofl 134O0

My Friend Irmi

Lalrd 15O0O

Bill Hfn.y newt
Joonj-Uanrlll*

LLiCett ii Myon:

aooB
8
* * * T

DAW 13500

C" Crime
Photographer

3-r Veu Bet Veur
Life

flit Chry.ler
I9SH T

BBOO 17500

Big Story
imer Clg A Cle

iSCB KOOO

;nsr-"
t

GE Comedy Th
(Meet Mr M,
Nutley with Ra;

OE: radio l» got
306B e

Maxen 13501

Time for Leva
Andrew Jergeru

130N * 1

Orr 130OI

JWT
n,
mf*9

F

e:0!
Truth ar

Gardner 15000
.7MB I
LAF 17300]

I03N 9-9:15 '

ocss ,S

1WT "m-r°'B-9:'oi
Alice Faya

30OB I

;"
Two far the

P. Lortll.nl:

20SN 1

LAN 140OC

Hewing lend

The Big PrevlewpH

rftTl 0*"? T

i

Ntwarael

8:15-35

^ co-op L

N L

J W Thermion

Joha C. Swayig

0:30-35 LtH.f

•flow
B T

Edgar Bergen-
Charll. MtCarthy
Van Camp Sea FU
BWAS all »k

20Ul ellwki 1

BBDO 112.000

London Studio

Declilon
N L

31 CDC ilni

JWT 112.000

TSummGn

John C Swayi*
Btowaxt Warner:

K *flSS-» T

Myttvy Theatre
SterLtDf Drug:
bayer, pblUlpt.

D-F-S KOOO

a— ""&

N co-op I

™.w
r
«w.

That'* Rich

N co-op I

R. F. Hurlolgl
a?, F%95 , ' th -'

Saturday Night
Cwuntry Style

„

L"™"d

,

"n*"
11

R?.vnniri"

rvIH

v.r.r

'
: *aH

Family theatreMonitor A newi

ISBott t
W-B 1330

V.r co-op "l Have a Heart
E*ty tPVOoHf

.,„, Hin.i new.

~ti ., n..i.
LAIMl *WM" N co-op LAT

n i

isew m-r l.

F.F 11500

Fibber MoGe*
A Molly

H m-f T
rho Thtao PUnl

N co-op LAT
LAN ' 11500

Sob Trout JSPs^

Fibber McGee
A Molly

H m-r T
n.e Throe Plant

S^X^gg
On Stage With..
Cathy A Elliott

frank Edward.
AT of L

Fibber MeGae
A MeUy

n» Three Planl

Headline Edition
N co-op LAT

H 5

'2i"i",'\

Fibber McGee
A Molly

The Three Planl

Cavalcade at
Sport* inrhti)
Olllotte Safety

Ma. on 140, 0«

Waan *'**
f*°'

27Wa.b°m-f I

Fibber McGee
A Molly

Anonymoue Salurday nlgnt
country try la

a i

Country Tune B

Turner Calling
Haiti Market

N co-up I.
iw-«u^

*=K « 5s« Tumor Calling
C m-Uj L Heart ol the C "' m-th L """."""ST

1 '

N m-f LAT
""S'SSa'

Hwt^of tta

N m-f '. Hear! ot the
Dudo^anch D

ito prlnfQald.
UN Raman

N*""™^""^

Wuh T

275N ' m-f L
Hutchln* 125u0

10:3S-11
N L

B °»."..r, N coSp T

m-f 10.30-35

Orchaatra
Var 10:35-11 L

Dance Oreh
N meat I

Stita of

Var ' L Star* frum Pari*
N T

Edwin C Hill

m-f 10:30-35

N m-ial L ""Varum**'
Fnoaolx.
Aril T

Front A Center

Dance Orth Deemt Taylor l-JZ-L
Ogbl

Deem. Taylor
Cooeert

Wuh" ""*n
I

vi
0rah.rtr.

j

Daniel Schorr

Dance Oreb

lH
N
uh,y^ p*r,t

l;
in

le+n Durr
Bgerta

N 1

Pee Woe Klnt IU

It' ' It* No.
11.11 M 1

• .',;.„

N """ 1 N co-op L
Newt n«a NBC
N 1 Songs by Dlnl

N T

"* a .r""* Ed Prtllrt mi
N CD-OP L -JB- x "" S

'"Wr
"'*

if"'; Ed Pattlrt new.
N eo-up L Non.lwcrt N T N m-f L

Ed Pettltt mm
R no-op _ L

-JT* N I

Now. A anaiyal H p>tt|H ^^
N m-f I N co-op I -jxr

Frank A Jack**
wuh 1

New* A analyil

" p,i5 "" "'..ST
|4 I

N I..

Ed Pettltt

N -woo 1

Nave

"# Tar I »jk-

roundup

Oanea band.
Vv m-f L

UN Highlight.
N m-f L

No*! ef World
n«4b co-op L

cd,?"*:', i

Danee band*
Var m-f L

UN Highllghti Neva ** World
Wub co-op L

Late apart.

Danee bandt

UN Highlight*
N m-f L

We.h co-op L CDoir m-f i

v.?-vr-,

UN Highlight!
N m-t I NWI *t wwid

Late Sport*
Roundup

w!--T*i

UN hlahllghU
Wub eo-'V I

Orcheatra
Tar i

11:16-53

Var I v
„°-

,

I 1 .. I.A

I i

Orttitftn
Var 11:30-65 I

N ml L

Dane*

Var m-f L
No Detworlc

Orehettra
Var 11:30-66 L

K m-r L

Var m-f L
No nmwnrk

Oretieetra
Tar 1130 53 L

Var m-f L
H
",iS*

Oreheetra
Var 11:30-66 L

'»""»"""

'

Var 11:30-64 I

Newi 11 SS-lin

Var m-f I -,.sr

No networt 1
N
"..™r

k

i mill explanations fo In* l|* yuu use this chart Sponsors listed alpnabeliealli; teich agency and time on air

; Clue. Clnelnu.t

Monday).

: B. Bollywood;

/IATI0NS: alt, allemat*. m. mldnlgbt; n. peon; pr. product*;

'

.Iwi "r.rr'k-V "on" lixi ilollmn, ' onalnaira In' NYC. B, .1jihiIc.ii

Th. Threw Plan: Second Cnenee, M F IlllB-leta; It Pay. te be Married. M -T 5 ti-

now). An edreril.er muit buy a minimum of 3 panic, a wwek of tna total

f| Second Chnnce, fl.UO; Pay. to be Married. li.OUS. Arooog epont-rr.

0*u' Amer Oil Co., Joe. K*U: CBS, M-r"
4000, Amer. Solely Rruor. Jim aim Lrl.k.on

I
"^ Amer. Tob, Co.. BBDO: CBR. Sun '

latao! AMimblle* at Gad. W. F. Bennett:

Plan. Ata'fl il Amer RR. BAB: NBC. U 8

Telephone. Ayer: NBC. M 9-9:31

Carter Prede., Battel NBC. U, Th. F 6-5:16 pn
ill Kk il'- -

i
hi. Th 9 30-10 pm

Ctiovrolet Motor*. Campbell -Ewald: NBC, Tu. F

Cbrlitlan Ret. Church, Qleon-Jordan-Sloelael:
MBS. Sun 9:30-10 am

ChrKtlan Sc Monitor. Weltoo-Buiarrfleld: ABC.

Continental Bkp., Bete. CB9. M-F 11:30-45 ui
Cam Prod*., C I. Miller CBS. M-F 41B-10 pm
Credit Union. JWT: MB8, Tu B:BG-10 pm; Sun

Dawn Bible Student.. Wm Oln.on: MBS. 8<m
11-11:16 am

Derby Foad*. Needhani. Loui. * Brorty: MSB

•atria Auta-Llta. Cecil A Pre.brty: CBS. M I-

8:30 pm
-Lax. Inc., Wamlck A Legler: ABC. Tu-F

reetaoe Tire A Rubber. Sweeney A June.. NBC.
31 B:30-» pm

rural °Eleetrle, Melon:" CBS. Th' 9-9:30 pm;

Frlgldalra. FCAB: CBS, Tu. Th, all F 10:30-

Glllette Safety Razor. Mum: ABC, T 10 pm to

Good year. Kudner: ABC. Bun 6:30-0 pm
Ge*ael Bdeetg, B. H_ Albar: ABC. Hun 4-3 pm
Gruea Wateh. UeCann-ErtckKn: ABC. alt BuP

9-9:16 pm

Hall Brae.. FOAB: BAH: <JB9. Bun *-»:ta tua

Thee. Hamm Brawln*. Campbell- Mlthun. CBB.

Healing Water*, Inc.. White Ad*. : ABC. Bun

Hetpolnt, Meion; ABC, alt F 9-9:80 pm
Int'l Callueatten. FC4B: CBB, MP 10:18-30 am

IbTI Harvaatar, TAB: NBC. M-F 7-7:18 pm
Jaekton A Perk In.. Uajntoll s.,. kluim MBR, Tu

Andrew " Jergent Co.. Robert W. Orr: CBS, Th

Jahni-Manvlll*"' 1\VT STBS. M-V 9-9:08 pm
S. C. Johnwn 1 Son, Necdliam, Louie A Brorby

:

Kal.or-Wllly*. Weinlr.ub: CBS, M-F 6:45-7 pm

pm; CBS. M-F 10- 10 15 am tail day*): MBS.
M. W, F 6.30-65 pm

Krafl Feed. Co.. Neodham. LouU A Brorby: NBC,

Krolsler. rV&H M11H T, W «-8:30 pm
Lambert Pharm., Lambert A Feaeley: ABC. alt

Lavar Bras.. JWT: CBB. U 9-10 pm; MeCaoD-
erlckion: (TBS, M. W, alt F 11-11:15 aw

:

Llifatt A lilywra (ChaalaiOelO. Cunalaatuvai

Walsh ABC, M-F 7:55-8 pm: MBS, M,
F 7:45-8 pm: NBC. Tu 9-9:30 pm

aa. J. Llptan. TAB CBS. Mon 830-1 pm

,
LAN: ABC. 8uo I

Motor Prod*. Corp.. Bocha. William* A daary:

I Bltculf, IturneU: CBS. Tu S-S:80 pm:

Thome. Neleen. BBDO: ABC, Sun 5:03-30 P

0' Cedar. Turner: ABC. M. W. F 9-10 am

Pat Milk Co.. Gardner: NBC, Th 9-9 30 pm

r A Gamble, BAB Coropion. D-F-B. TAB:

I tS-l pm (alt dan); NBC. MP 3-4:1

Hlou C1IS. W, Tb, F B-B:30 pm; NBC

Prudential Lite lai., Calkin* A Holdeo. C*
h: ABC, M-F 12:23-

Quaker Oats Ce.. Sh

z^r'LZ?,^j:£cZ.j
Radle Churah ^1 Ged. Bunllngton Parmolee:

RCA. JWT NBC, F
Raliton-Purlna Co., B
Retail Drug. BBDO: CBS. Sun' 1^0-1 pm

. B*ly MBS. M. Tu, Tb B

ust

<5 v\ L

An amazing number of WPEN's

consistent, large-scale advertisers

started on this station by trying

limited campaigns . . . "just for size".

No matter the shape of your sales problem or

the size of your advertising budget

. . . we can best tailor to your needs.

"Just for size' -try this market's leaders in the

creation of entertainment and selling.

You will find the most complete stock on

DIAL 950
Stewart Warner Corp.

T. Th, F 8:30-3
M*cF*rl*nd. Areyard: NBC.

Sun Oil Co.. ii- !! Ogllry, Beturm A Mather:

Swift A Co., JWT: ABC. M F 9-10 am

Toxu Co. Kudner: ,

Tenl Co.. Walii * o Iter: Leo Burnett: ABC. Tu
23-15 ruD, CBS. M. W, 9
W. ait F 10:46-11 am:
i pm; 7-1:13 pm lalt deyel

Van Camp Sea Food,

Grey: UBS. F 7:30-45 pm

BrUacher. Wheeler A Staff

THE PERSONALITIES STATION

WPEN
Meyerboff CBS. TU I



H£ix,yeS!
The plurality of listeners goes with WBNS — the sta-

tion with greater tune-in than all other local stations

combined ! As a candidate for your advertising dollar,

WBNS presents a perfect platform with the 20 top-

rated programs.

CBS for CENTRAL OHIO

^.laaBBBBBaBBaaaaJaaajjg I ASK

1 fradioradio
COLUMBUS, OHIO

Daytime 19 April 1954

SUNDAY | MONDAY

RADIO COMPARAGRAPH OF NETWORK PROGRAMS

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY
| MHlflPm

Daytime 19 April 195'

FRIDAY
|
SATURDAY

ID;

rv^^^^^^

Church of th*

Var LAT

ftadla Blbla 'lu
Radio Itlbl.

Claat
7950rRap 1

Boynton 1351

National Radio

My tru. alary

SON ' m-r 1

D-F-S 14201

Gedfrey* to mil Co.ll Brawn n.-

N m-f I
PAG: ipteAman

Blow I461X

My tru. .tory

WhF.nr'o itrert

LB' (bare 1450

Jadfrey* 10-11:80
Eelloff. Btanral

FOAB alt da

Frifldalre Dli

FC1B
Ton! CO

Welaa A Qaller

Co.il Brawn 111

Faith In eur Tim n"-' ,,M m00
' '"• »o"i

N 10:15-30 1

Qadfrwv* 10-11:31

FCAB

10:30-45

N m-r [ Welcome traveler*

PAO
Faith In aur TImi ">' "" tnon,

N 10:15-30 t

Blow D-F-S

Kellogg, Burnett

Kngrnit* Mogul
tut'l CeUucMton
FCABi aJt daa

Trail Co

Well* A Gollar

"•tr
PAG rnB

CAB alt daa

'YllMklre.FCAB

c..„ .... ...

Z'S'T: TtClnt L

«
Fl alt trk L

*p «an 471

ardnor 13500

GaF.n Dr*a.

I5N°
m
"

I

lotln* 1I05C
Whr 1150

Waady w*m
paekar SK«

Waarj)

*1 Lu lm

Bui

N 10:15-30 I

:a1th In aur Time
< 10:15-30 L

H N oa"'

n&TU'T
Collaetor'a Item

N 1

(Weekly io»l*-

chair

Vale* ot prophet]

31II1 1

Weatern SI50(

She^UrV'bUo/k'

F Singlur new

iron to 30-35 i

Johnny 0l*en
Show

N I

RP*lb
'•' i'I.'^' Bo0 H °P»

m i*t 10 30 35 Qm1 Fd» J e "-'

NLAjl^ y™,^ "" mon)

Johnny Olien Break th* Banl

N 1 m-f doe monl
m-f 10:35-11 Wad*

m.w.r lb 25-45

Show

m-f 10:35-11

YAR L
Uth

BurrJett°"
15

NLAB YAR

,"%?",

,."" :""";.,
Rotlt Q :.. .

10:30-12
Helena Curtla
!II» 1 15 1

Irey Xht |M0

Carnation Co
29IH m-f 1

1BSH m-f '
1

Erwln, Waiey
"cf'P3"

erea* th. Bank

Erwln, tVasey

Break tha Bank

Wad* :rwln. Waaey

Ire* th- Bnnl

/adi

H Pan <mxlF»
UnlN

Salt Like City

Bait 1 "'it* 1.

sun 1

H 1
"*«'"

»
Leo Burnett

8 C^Johnton'mM

Colgateheln.eol

Erty «»(
335N tu-r 1

W&L $300i

Lao Buroatt NLAB E,l>

™ m.w. alt f

McCann-ErickMt Collate

NLAB ' Eery

x,„

Plllibury Mill*

Lae Burnett

'

Make ua yr Mnd
foniinental Bki

B
*W leee mom

PAO: l.ory (now

BAB
'"* n,0n

Hadelelne Carroll

Queen for a day

SAM

LAN

Eity

Phraae that payi

itormng Edition
r*ar ra ( 1.

WiiBf „
8
^„.

T Strike It rich

LAT

Rett a Lewli

)BOO U-ll 1

IWAS 11 lB-H

ituUtal of r„..,r

loiell A Jacohi

M liner Pro.].

lihr
leit Hon

ConfereniF"3|7Ki-Lai

Wub L

Imitation to

N 1135-1! LAT

Northwettern U

C I

Modern Romance Continental Bkr
"n m-r i
Bate* I287i

LAN ahare 15504

fi§£
Cor.ILnent.1 Bk

LAN
m0nt

Tha Three Plan!

Make up yr Mm
Continental Bk,

LAN

Phrase that payi
Culgate

4ake up yr Mnd

,
«6tS

T
3-Clty By- Line

ap 11-48-11

AN

m-r
C
u"'mon.I Th

*n

C
Mllw!

iB

J-City By-Lln*
3. City By. Lin*

11BN m-f' I

BAB 12701 ^"•"VS
1"""!

Roaemary

BAB

Roiemary

BAB

Second Chance
N m-f L
Tha Throe Plaal

N m-f L
rhe Three Plan!

m.?',,;r«on7
Second Chane*

Special
Question

Wsih T ,«• a Collecter"* Hem

i i,
'

... i i Gen Fdcmaxha-

BAB 13251

p.„i,. r„,.,„i,

N m-r I
Wade n m-f I

Oklahoma
Biti Wade

Oklahoma

N 12-15-25 T
Jatk Berth

;AH laee monl

<nex-Rae**a

Gen Pood.

3AB

Curt Masaey time

» ^-7 L

loighbor i Voice

OkTahorna

Prudential Ina

W
*G.n FdT"

MM!rS5BI aullne Frederick

f mT L 01 Ranch Bey.

llll Shadal Mawi

"
1450

JJ

Wrangler*

Jack Berth

Wrangler*

Jach~Btrth
Prudential lot

H dlarla Piritr

FCAB 13001

N LAT

"'"^"
FCAB

'

S C JntinsMi m-i
NLAB II ]5 LI

"•iiF"

Srh^i
Capitol comment

NLAB° ™™15°M

No network

N

°'~T
rot (tee monl

Huel Markel
Miller Hl-Ufe

HathlKon "

CAB
^ ILAB "iTlB^JO

Gueit 11m* "ST*

'a L
nu

UXaJ The Warid
N ""^ T

Bill Cunningham

J"
"• 1 K-R 12350

ISBN ""m-f L
OAH dee monl

^''-S 1

™visr*
CAH dee monl

Bill Ring trie
Gen Mi:. *:"?,7JS:^

Oen Mill.

-"ajra*

T.r -1
Itan over Holly-

wood
CaroilloD Cn

»tH" LAT

:w hood

! "'
<"\W»h ""

*
N L

17BN m-f L
Murray 12300

Our nil SijnrJl?

Murray'

iSfiTijiM
Our gal Sunday

^"le,' l*" SryloTS3
lur gal Sunday

s,s'r,N
°i«"lo»°

rk N
°.«nlre

0rkNv,r"
"°-B°"

String
Strenade

TBA

S"KS r-H""
Compten 13250

Crdric FwW

•"££"

PAG: Irory eoap C F•™r' ne"'

Co°mptori'
e m°n>

Boil m -' L

N0

»ir'

Paul Harviy n»l
Road at lit.

PAO: Lory aoap
Boit "'m^r L

Hold 01 lite C F<

ro?ip"*""

N,

»rr

-"iry— *?"!:j™:t
c fS,

;
,...

N

T ;r

,„:
-

L

City Hoinit,;

I05N T

lata* 12500
nere

"
l
sN "• K1M

' L
Ted M alone

18BN m-f L
D-F-S 13250

Lady

Ted Malen*

153N m-r L /fjS
Hera' a to My

Lady
TMJW.,. £V3 Her.-* to My

Lady
N m-r T

Here' a to My
Lady PAG orydrl Lady

— .- 11500

S3N T-. L

SyneepattM Luthetan Lay-

Getham 1700

Unlwrilty ef

"-"
PAO: rrt.ro. Joy
183N m-f T. N

°.."l™
k 'TrBrllr

Lepei
N
-..;.r"

PAO crlaeo. Joy

Latai

"

"m'-V* Jompton, Blow

;omoton

r$r\
'Afl crl.ro. Joy

t
-tgi- Hayri Shn

jjffrd

....on..

Guiding light

181N m-f L
Comaton 13000

Guiding llphl
Guiding, light

PAG: dui. iT-yfl
Guiding light

!K|I "r*.Mr.V "\S£?

V Btnnett 14500

N ' T
n>£MM Mary Margaret YAR_ 13000

PAG: tide
1T3N m-f L

Fred Robbln.

bo:n 125-30 L ™ Mary Mariarat

B7N m-r LAT

».r°a.
F
S.i

8 C Johnaon

NLAB
"•jar-

Mary Margaret
MeBrlda

2nd Mr. Burton

BAB. YAR

Fred Robblna
m-r 1-225

N L

3 C Johnion
No neiHork

I7N m-r LAT

S' 2:3C-35 T

Martin Block

m-f '135-4
1 LAT

2nd M , Bunion
Get. Pd*

1AB, YAR
H L

'
S C Johnaon

Wonderful City

-TjB-
^

rjUT" wT*"
Fred Robblna

>.' L

'

9 C Jr*naon -.sir Opera

(udner 115.000

Let/* Pr»t*nd
W L

8LAB

airrlitiure L

8
3„*E,^whlt. HOOP

Perry Maaon
I'&G: tide

JAB
Nora Drake

Tor. 1 Co

pao
M
"!T

Symphony
Make wa,

flrir Thorn.. Sunday Serenade

*T K™\
DFS m.w,r»290O

Martin Block
Show

ro-r »:3B-4
N LAT

Brlatol-Myer*.
OCSS; Ton!

WAG 13000 Wonderful City
Martin Block

m-r 3:SE-t
N LAT

RrlMol-Myera.

T-.nl Co WAG
jr-a °m

,

Betty Crocker

m.-'r 1:30-35
D-F-S
Martin Block

Show

N LAT

Nora Drake

Wonderful City

Show

« LAT

N
T^n,°^'

^H <-,*ntury 1 1 000

Brighter day

1T0N tn

C

-f

Mr
L

VAR 12S50

Brighter rj.y

YAR
PAO

ht
*^h

d

(Sr

Brighter day

f-AR

Brighter day

fAR "*

Wm , i

New Vark

Sympehny

U S Marine

*«•«%»

H7N i4-4*1B L

Ruby Mercer

N ™-op L

PAO: lid*. ie.t

IT7N m-f L
BAB 12750

Is* Emeraon
Gen Mill* PAG: Uri^Mt

aha^)
Hllltoo houH LIU beautiful Jee tmenon "Hllltm houu

?AO: tide, aeat Gen Mill* Mlloj Lab*

Show

'AG Uda." M<1

fronfrll

HIIIIdd home

Wade

Life beautiful
PAO: tide, teal

BAB
>e* m °n

Metropolitan

<

"vsjr
_

!

•

BBDO' ' m.'w.f

LB 18000
Fife H-hra m-th

Wliard of odd*

Sompton 12750

irT*

Kellogg Co Raad of lift

Martin Block

rloua. Party
Lam: aurf

Road *T lit*

PAO: trlieo

:ompton
73H 3:15-30' T
. Burnett tu.tli

PAO
1

: Vrlicot Read of life

In *Scl.nt*Let'er: inrf

1BD0
'"* m<ml

liirmtt real

I75N
' m-f I.

BAB 12700

s
"swr

t

Pepp*f Young
?AG

:
eamay. duit

BAB

AO-c*m*y.d U i1

SAB BAB
'AG .comaj.rtuittB..'il! ly Ut *l,im

. wSr ""•
%

Phlie L
Wliard of odda

170H t.th.f T
'AG: drefl. lldet

I06N m-f L
J-F-S 130OO

w8B"MH,aoo° fAGdrefl. lldet

D™F-s'**
mr"

Wliai-d of eddt
Tool Co •AG: dictt. Udet

j.F-s'

Manhattan Boat.

t.Ul. alt f

1BAW

Rt to happlneat
PAG: droll, lldet

D°F-s'™

Wlfaro of erfrli

Tonl Co. LB:

IBAW ""
alt!

>AG: drett lid.

)-F-s'

Warld
• alignment

N L

Main Strict

Britain

Weekend

paper of lb*

.felling on

• iTTlhlD bull
Elrh hoar pro-
rMe. for 6 p«r-

ffi^r

"•jar"
YAR IISOO

Doreie Bell
N 4:25-30 T

""..sr" ""ir°™
Baekataga wife
PAG: cheer, teat

Jatk Owen*
a m-f L

BottV cToeker
Sen Mli 4 25-30

sun Sua 4:15-30

"JST1

i>AQ: cheer, ceil

1 m-f L

Doreie Bell
- 4:25-30 T

*,£?*
\n natimrh Backitae* wile

,,-r,!,-,, PAO: ehoar. Mil
H m-r L N'

n
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,t
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M
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12000' N m-f T D-F-S " 11800 Hl
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Swrlln/n'r" Mutual Mull. Swrllng°DrUg

uSSl'-^L Mutual Mull*

1 m-f T

?,S
r

%
%™Th* m*i(i ttday

N L

N T

torne Greens

"l^VZ'
"£iz* Welcom* Ranch D-F-S 12800

N
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m
n

r
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°

I

N m-f L

Welcome Ranch

Ware,

D-F-S
.

V
"Z\"° 1

a'-VS5-^ Mi*» m-r T

Sterling Drue
-,

a
m
n

-r

n
° L V '

1(
!^!™"

k

Tar m-f L Nawl 4:55-3

Valentino

Shaw
f m-f T

F-S

Opera

Saturday at mk MrCul"

1L 1. pbn, L105H m-f L
SBAW 12500

V.r""m-T L atternoon
*

S""^P

SBAW
;5v;rlrN

h8W,
m%

55 B
t.

H Th* Evanlm

Stag* Struck
S 5-8 L

Bldnav Gar As Irt

Perpartie: 12100

12000

Week.nd

Austin Klpllnger

Art & Dotty
Todd

11500

Murray?' '"m"/
Wa.b m-r L

N
".,s,r

Quaker O.u

SAM 14250

Austin K iDllnorr

«"bW *mUa h
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»L-

Sgt f»reit*n
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SAM
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USA
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Am Home Prodi

t

Murray 12750

Art A Dotty
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Art A Dotty
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r Page Farrell
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3 m-f L

r P. a- Farrell
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Sky King
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Grrate.t Story
I Ever Told

'""•SSS
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H co-op L
Colgate Paulana Carter
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H,--u
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R.^S.'r-S
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H m-[ L
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N m-f T
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lV.t,
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t Pay* t* be

m-f L B
%a Tbraa Pluf

Pop Concert l



It won't help you

if lit isn't

available

The highest rating in Los Angeles, San Francisco or San

Diego won't sell for you ... if you can't buy it.

So don't be left standing in the rain. Buy KHJ, KFRC
and KGB where consistently good ratings are available

... to YOU.

Don Lee quotes ratings on the specific time you buy.

You won't be taxied the long way 'round with short-cut

selling based on "averages" that may be all wet compared

with the spot available to you.

The fare's right, too. Don Lee's low, low daytime rates

apply to nighttime too, for more sales impressions at

lower cost per thousand.

For dependable, hard-selling vehicles that go straight

to the heart of the rich Los Angeles, San Francisco and

San Diego markets, hail your Don Lee or H-R Repre-

sentative. He'll arrange your non-stop routing to sales.

KEY STATIONS OF

RADIO

Represented Nationally by H-R REPRESENTATIVES, Inc.
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MO if- fl (cont'd)

Pioneei executives'. <-. \. I . Haiti, chmn. <>f bd.; Hugh
\. L. Haiti, gen. mj.'r.: J. R. Duncan, dir. t\ prog.; \\

,

Perrj Dickey, \<urj. dir. Present executives: James \I.

Gaines, gen. mgr. Estimated outet limn <>i n ~~rj.mil: 1 lu

miles. Present visual power: I"" ku. Present aural pow-

er: 50 ku. I miii height'. ~>72 ft. Equipment: l>< \. Sews:

\\\ I P, INS. Ivm\/ advertisers in making him comm'ls:

Yes. Present tales rep: Edward Petr) & Co.

Pioneei executives: Campbell \tn<>u\. pres. and gen. mgr.

;

John Peffer, open. mgr. (now asst. gen. mgr.); Richard

l.imlcll. chief engr.; Joel Carbon, public serv. dir. Esti-

mated outer limit at ti signal: 1<mi miles. Present visual

power: 21 lew. Present muni power: 24 kw. Audi, visual

power: Kmi ku. Auth. muni power: 50 kw. Tower height:

1,049 ft. Equipment: RCA. Sews: INS, \P. Assist adver-

tisers in making Itlm comm'ls: Yes. Present sales rep:

Edward Peti j & Co.

SALT LAKE (111

UTAH

Hf>w-f\ On air: I fultj I94J CHANNEL I

WHENSTARTEO: I JAN. 52: I JAN. '54:

l Set circulation is mkl none B5.O00 ,...158,000

i $150 -i i" . |550
im 50 50

i an loi ai live ihowi .» ^<>

5. '. hi uning 50<

.

10 25 10

imber hourt on air dai i i i 15

•ill.it of employee* 15 59 61

Pioneei executives: John Baldwin, v.p. chg. opera.; Dan

Rainger, prog. dir. Present executives: Ben Larson, gen.

mgr. Estimated miter limit of tv signal: 2<i(> miles. Present

visual pmter 27.15 ku. Present muni power: 1 1.5 kw.

Auth. visual power: 30 ku. tuth. muni power: 20 ku.

Ton ii height: l<'!7 ft. (on !!.7o(i ft. mountain peak). Equip-

ment: RCA. Veure: I P. Film suppliers: Atlantic I\. Bag-

nail, Combined Tv, Corridine, Qualirj Films, Standard l\.

Sterling Tv, Tele\ ision Exploitations, TPA. I nit\. 1.. \\ «i-~

& Co., others. Assist advertisers in making film comm'ls:

Yes. Present sales rep: Blair Tv.

KSI.-TY On air: 1 Juste 1949 CHAWEL .">

WHENSTARTEO: I JAN. 52: I JAN. '54:

1. Set circulation in mkt .">.> 102,000 152,000

2 Evening Class A hr. rate $150 $300 5500

3. '
t" r. .in local adv 50% 40% 25%

4. *. but BE from nail spot 32% 26% 3.V;

5. ', bu ..irk adv 20'', S3' 34%
. hours of nuing 67</< 50% 56. H'',

7 . hoars local livi 3% 32.5% 12.5%

8. % hours film programing 30-; it. .v. so.7

tmber fiour- on air daily 2 10 1 1

ber of employee! 48 57 63

Pioneei executives: l\or Sharp, exec, v.p.; C. Richard

Evans, former!) \.p. and gen. mgr. (now v.p. and gen.

mgr. ki.MI! in Honolulu); I). Lennox Murdoch, v.p. and

gen. mgr.: Vincent E. Clayton, chief engr. Estimated outer

limit of (1 signal: 150 miles. Present visual power: 30 kw.

Present uui ul potter: 17.!! ku. Auth. visual power: 30 ku.

Tower height: 92200 ft. Equipment: \{(.\. Du Mont.

News: I P Facsimile. Film suppliers: ABC. CBS. Inter-

state \\. Official, Ed MacLemore, Telenews, I nited Tv,

I nited Artists, I aited World, /i\. Present sales rep:

I BS l\ Spol Sales.

MIIIKHK

WTAR-Tl

VIRGINIA

On air: 2 lpril I95t CHANNEL :t

WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

I. Sel i, in mkl 10,008 97,606 807,1

MOO *.-,2.-, Clin

troao local idi I i II

1 irnm nail ipol -'"•'
IS ! I

I". H I i

oura nf m I
,1 " '•-' 58
in $0

'
, liutirs 81m '. '" IS IT

i er boon on air dail "• ' 8 M "

ltlCII>IOMI

\\T\H On uir: I . > April HUH ( II \ \ \ I I 6
WHEN STARTED MAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

mkl 1 105.258 186,527
I ...$I0O $600 $625

i<i"' hi' ; 40%
I frum nail BpOl none II' 44%

none 16'v 16%
one HO'; 80%

7. ' 100'

.

2o'', M
boon film pri nonr 13% 18

air daily SVfe 17 17

l" Number ol employee* 90 75 80

Pioneer executives: Wilbur M. Havens, mgr.: Walter A.

Bowry, asst. mgr.; \\ illiam J. Filer, dir. local sales; John

Shand, dir. opers.; James W. k\lc chief engr. Estimated

outer limit of tv signal: state of Va. Present visual potter:

100 kw. Present aural power: 50 ku. Auth. visual poiver;

mitli. uiirnl power: same. Toner height: 1.049 ft. Equip-

ment: \BC, CBS, ABC, Du Mont. News: UP Movietone.

Film suppliers: majorit] of major distributors. Assist ad-

vertisers in making film comm'ls: \ es. Present sales rep:

Rlair I \ . Inc.

WASHINGTON
SEATTLE

Kf.Vf.'-TV On air; 2.1 November HUB CHAWEL 5
WHENSTARTEO: I JAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

1. Sel circulation in mkt 700 124.500 326,000
2. Evening Class A hr. rate $20© $50O $700
::. % business from local adv 4 12 14
4. - from nat'l -inn 18 75 95

Pioneer executives: Robert E. Priebe. gen. mgr. Estimat-

ed outer limit oj tv signal: 125 miles. Present visual poll-

er: loi) ku. Present aural power: 50 ku. Auth. visual

power; auth. aural power: same. Tower height: 570 ft.

I 1,000 ft. above -'-a level). Equipment: GE. News: Tele-

news, I P. Original call letters: KRSC-TV. Present sales

rep: Rlair I \

.

WEST VIRGINIA
iii viiwrox

WS X/.-TY On air: l.l November 194ft CHANNEL 3
WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

t'i M

1. Sel circulation in mkt o 71,000 865,000
58 A hr. ran 8150 $30O 8600
from local adv 6S r

; 30'; 2r,

from nat'l spot -•". so i-'

dv iOf> in'; 8a
aming so'i :

_
. 65%

1. IS' 10'; 2.-.

l.v, 10%
nber houi laily 2 12 17

14 60 120

Pioneer executives: Col. .1. 11. Long, pre-: Walker Long,

.: Lawrence II. Rogers, II. v.p. and gen. mgr.; Leroy
I . Kilpatrick, v.p. and t. -clinical dir. Estimated outer limit

gnal: 75-100 miles. Present visual power: 100 kw.

Present aural power: 50 ku. Auth. usual power: auth.

uural poucr: same. Tower height: .icSO ft. Equipment:
lit V plus custom-built in own shop. News: W. \P Wire-

i llnin t,,r ihis .ration ronfinuej pag* 108)



CouldnTbe much Better..

11 of the first 15
TOP TELEVISION SHOWS IN
DALLAS ARE ON KRLD-TV

"Telepulse, February, 1954'

Straight across the board, KRLD-TV's dominating lead-

ership in North Texas is demonstrated over and over

again.

Program dominance, Maximum Power, Wider terri-

torial coverage, a consistently better and more
dependable picture insures the largest possible viewer

audience.

The prospects for successful and profitable advertising

effort COULDN'T BE MUCH BETTER ... on KRLD-TV.

Channel 4 sells more . . . simple as that.

•**£
OWNERS AND OPERATORS OF KRLD RADIO. 50,000 WATTS

IN THE BIGGEST STATE

THE TIMES HERALD STATIONS ... THE BRANHAM CO., Exclusive Representative

&" 1 li.
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\\s\/-l\ (cont'd)

photo, local film, regional corresp. Film suppliers'. Holly-

wood l\ Soc, Filmvision-Interstate l\. Ulied Vitiate, Zi\

Tv. Issist advertisers in making film comm'ls: Yes, Pres-

ent sales rep: The K ;• t
/ Agency.

WISCONSIN
mm \ikii

HiHJ-n On air: :s December l!H7 III WML I

WHEN STARTED: I JAN. '52: I JAN. '54:

1. Bel circulation in mkl 781 in", ..: ..ii'iti

2. K a hr rale S390 •» <> .. si.o.-.n

buiinesa from local ad* unknown., 16.80 . 21. <»•<•,

I

5.

-

10

fr..m nat'I • .unknown 29.01"< S0.913

nnknown 84.16 ....21.69<l

< ; hou ' "'""' '''

5*' •

"'

..irh film
)

•"' Jl

on aii d»Uj <'.

. . of employee! '
'

'

i B
| i

18<».

30%
20

IT

18T

Pioneer executives: Walter Damm, gen. mgr.; R. G. Win-

nie asst gen. mgr. Estimated outer limit of tv signal:

;;il mil.-. Present lisunl power: 100 kw. Present aural

power: ">'> lew. Auth. usual power; auth. aural power:

Bame. Tower height: 1.035 ft. Equipment: RCA. News:

I I'. Film supplies: >. -mtii. i. ill. Il'\. MITv, Hollywood

Tv. issist advertisers in making film comm'ls: \ es. Pres-

hi,n comm'ls: No. Present sales rep: Harrington, Righter

\ Parsons.

KFMB-TV
FtRSTm SAN DIEGO

^^ (SINCE MAY 16, 1949)

FIRSTm...

it NEWS
* SPORTS

• SPECIAL EVENTS

* PUBLIC SERVICE

* LOCALLY-
PRODUCED SHOWS
* NETWORK SHOWS

FIRST m ...

PAyTIME, NITETIME, pATIMACf
ALL -THE- TIME - **^#iriT«>«

BUY KFMB-TV™ OS.. . ABC. . . Da Mont - COVERS. .

.

AMERICA'S FASTEST GROWING BILLION-DOLLAR-MARKET

WRATHER-ALVAREZ broadcasting, MC*G^*wi*n*y,M r.

Represented by EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.

STATION HISTORY
[Continued jrom page 45)

l!\ the end of 1940 seven stations

were on the air. A year later there

were 1 r stations on the air in 10 cit-

ies, linked l>\ 000 miles of cable and

sen int.'. according to Tele-Tech, around

8,000 receivers.

In 1948 the tv medium began to hit

its commercial stride.

A total of 48 stations were on the air

in the U.S. at the end of the year,

serving a total of 29 markets. The re-

ceiver count was edging upward as the

first manufacturing logjams were brok-

en. By the end of 1948 the U.S. was

leading the world in the number of tv-

equipped homes: the count, again ac-

cording to Tele-Tech estimates, was

2!50.000.

But tv was developing some severe

growing pains. The Federal Commu-
nications Commission had designated

that tv was to share its then-13 vhf

channels with certain non-broadcast

l fixed and mobile i services. And these

sen ices and tv were beginning to get in

..nli other's hair. There were com-

plaints that tv interfered with certain

radio channels; counter-claims that ra-

dio was tangling up tv signals and

that t\ stations were interfering elec-

trically with each other.

This was the background for the

ICC- next move. And on 30 Septem-

ber 1948 tlic move was made. The tv

channel No. 1 was dropped and as-

signed to tin- non-broadcast services.

The so-called '"freeze" had started.

Said the ICC: "Before additional

stations could be authorized, it was

-~ai\ to determine various engi-

neering and other questions which

would govern tv operation for years to

come.

'

The freeze put an immediate crimp

in the plans of many broadcasters.
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The Southwest's

television station is

FIRST

FIRST

<3Sfr

FIRST

<3®>

on the air!

September 29, 1948

/

v
*with top-rated local programs!

„ with maximum power and full

antenna height!

y
with the finest in modern studio

and technical facilities!

/
with 371,400-set audience

•' in the vast territory served

by WBAP-TY!

*ABOUT JULY 1 - FULL POWER - 100,000 watts -
plus 1113-foot antenna!

In the Southwest . . . think FIRST of

CHANNEL

THE STAR-TELEGRAM STATION • abc-nbc . FORT WORTH, TEXAS

AMON CARTER I AMON CARTER, JR. I HAROLD HOUGH I GEORGE CRANSTON I

Chairman President Director Manager

FREE & PETERS, Inc. -National Representatives
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NOW IN OUR

SIXTH YEAR!

Through the yeors since October
'48 . . . when it went on the oir

os one of America's first television

stations . . . KOB-TV has pioneered
in good programming, smooth
production and effective selling

throughout this section of the great

Southwest! Accumulated know-
how, plus high stondards of per-

formance, hove helped our clients

prosper . . . KOB-TV to keep on
growing! Now in our sixth year,

we're moving into our new home

—

abounding in facilities for even
better television production! If was
built by the confidence of these

clients in the atomic Albuquerque
morket . . . and in the pioneer
station that continues to serve it

so faithfully, so well!

TELEVISION "OLD-TIMER"

KOB-TV
Channel 4

ALBUQUERQUE
OPERATED WITH 50,000-WATT KOB

Represented by The BRANHAM CO.

New i\ M.iiion construction was

stopped cold. Cities like Buffalo,

Pittsburgh, St. Louis and New ()i leans

were left with one operating tv Btation

(which had managed t" get on before

the freeze
I

. Some large < it i
«— _ like

Denver, had no tv service at all. Some
stations went on the it i r after the -tart

of the freeze but onl) those who had

-tailed work mi their « * u t J • -t — before

the ban were allowed to can*) on.

But, although t\ was fro/en in one

sense, it grew, learned and prospered

in othei s.

'I hose Btations who had managed to

beat the deadline and gel on the air

tackled the problem oi establishing

themselves with all the vi^or the) could

muster.

"Our biggest -in^le problem was

building Bet circulation," reported

WHEN, Syracuse which went on the

air ju-t alter the freeze started "and

the problem was licked by a combina-

tion of things, among them, aggressive

programing, promotion, interconnec-

tion, the addition of a sc< ond station

and more time on the air.

"The same premises we operated on

during the first year are valid today.

We believe in 'live' television and from

the first have had live cameras avail-

able from sign-on to sign-off. We be-

Lieve that television should not be lim-

ited by radio's horizons and conse-

quent!) program and production pat-

terns should be developed and evalu-

ated strictlj upon t\ value. . .

."

Similarly KDYL-TV, Salt Lake Cit)

—which went on the air just before

the start of the freeze—told sponsor:

""Before the coming of the national

microwave relay link, people were a

little hesitant to buy sets. The prob-

lem was solved bj intense cooperation

with the retailer- to keep them in-

formed of all program developments.

I he most important events in the his-

torj ol the station were the moving "I

the KD^i l.-'l \ transmitter to an 8,700-

foot mountain peak to provide cover-

age in three -late- and the coming of

the relax link which brought 'live' pro-

gram- to the Intelmountain West."

Building an audien* e for the station

was not the onl) problem. Since man)
stations started out with no network

-en ire to speak ol and onl) a dribble

of national spol revenue, an edu< i-

tional job had to be done on local and

regional advertisers ol all t\ pes.

I \ pica! ol the assistance which sta-

tions found ne. essai j to offer local ad-

men was that alTorded b) k< HI I \ \1-

buquenjue. New Mexico. Said the sta-

tion :

"Our big problem was the bottle-

neck ol local commercial material. We
found that local agencies and advertis-

ers could not consistently supply the

right kind oi material for television.

I he dela) in ^fttino whatever material

was supplied into proper shape result-

ed in a great hi-- ol re\enue.

"KOIJ- 1 \ developed a complete pho-

tographic department for handling

slide-, larjie photographs, silent and

Bound - on - film commercials. Manv
KOI!- 1 \ film commercials have been

-hipped foi use on other television

Btations."

I hi- situation, incidentally, has not

disappeared. Toda) stations still have

to pitch in and help local advertisers

to prepare their tv commercials—some-

thing most of them are getting used

to. WSAZ-TV, Huntington, \\ est \ ir-

^inia reported:

"We do the full advertising agency

job for practically all local accounts.

Due to the lack of adequate qualitv in

all of the production services avail-

able. W S \Z - 1 \ has established a com-
plete graphic arts section, carpenter

and paint shop, as well as copy and

sales service departments. We do art,

printing, posters, silent film, sound

hi m and all special effects necessary

to a complete production job."

One big headache for advertisers

and stations alike soon became appar-

ent as tv grew despite the FCC freeze.

This headache was the single-station

market.

\ total of 40 markets out of the ac-

tive freeze-era 65 tv markets had only

one tv station until the freeze was
lilted. I hi- meant, verj simply, that

advertisers had to crowd to get aboard

629! of the nation's video outlets.

\nd crowd the) did. Man) a single-

-lation market outlet found itself

affiliated, simultaneously, with all four

tv networks and airing a round-the-

< lock schedule of network shows and

national -pot advertising.

Vitmallv thi- produced plenty of

revenue and plent) of Scotch at

Christmas. Main broadcasters in the

multi-Station markets grumbled over

the golden fortunes of main of these

one-station-market outlet-. Main an

advertiser and timebuyer had night-

mares when be tried to clear time on

these jam-packed outlets.

Vctuall) the going wasn't quite as

eas) for the one-station-markel broad-

< asters as it looked. Here's what three
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Governors of 28

states sent

birthday greetings

to the

oldest station in

the South

During its 32nd birthday celebration

in March, WSB Radio - "The Voice of the South"

extended daily salutes to listeners

in all the 48 states.

Governors of 28 of the states graciously

acknowledged this neighborly gesture. Many

sent transcriptions, and these were

broadcast for all of WSB's near and far-flung

friends to hear.

The prestige and huge audiences which WSB

has built in 32 years of broadcasting

in the public interest is richly shared by

its television affiliate, WSB-TV.

And in turn — by the advertisers using

these pioneer stations.

Affiliated with The Atlanta

Journal and The Atlanta Constitution

Represented by Edw. Petry & Co.

wsb-tv
"The Eyes of the South"
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V
INTERMOUNTAIN
AMERICA...

A WHALE
OF A MARKET

• RETAIL SALES
$1 V2 billion annu-
ally . . . 50.2%
above U. S. percen-

tage gain with an
increase of 310%
since 1939!*

• WHOLESALE SALES
$1 '4 billion annu-
ally . . . 54.7%
above U. S. percen-

tage gain with an
increase of 323.1%
Since 1939!**

• POPULATION
1 % million . . .

26.1% gain since

1940!*

KSL-TV
lands that WHALE of a Market!

r^

KSL-TV
Salt Lake City, Utah

serving 39 counties

in 4 western states

Represented by

CBS-TV Spot Sales
* Sales

Management

** Consumer
Markets

of the largest and best-known single-

station operations told sponsor:

'"During the first 6J
/£ years of

KSD-TV'a operation," reported the

Post-Dispatch tv outlet, "St. Louis was

a one-station market. The problem was

t" < reate a desire for tv ownership in

the face of a single choice of programs.

This was overcome by scheduling the

top-rated shows of all tv networks, and

closelv cooperating with dealers."

Reported Buffalo's W BEN-TV: "Our

est problem was that of program

public relations in a one-station market

and meeting the demands of four net-

works, plus agency and client require-

ment-."

Added Du Mont-owned WDTV,
Pittsburgh, one of the largest of the

single-station operations: "We have

had an unusual setup for the past four

years as the only station in the nation's

-i\th market. It has been great—but

a real responsibility, too."

In the near future, the big city

served by a lone tv outlet will be just

a memory—but it was part of tv's

pioneering era.

Today broadcasters and admen are

looking ahead toward the next big

pioneer task—color television. Already

many stations are equipping them-

selves to televise network colorcasts,

and are going through the same old

drum-beating to arouse public interest

in the medium. And they are going

through the same old headaches of

investing a big hunk of capital in

something which, as yet, shows no

appreciable return.

Oddly enough the fact that much of

the tv pioneering, like colorcasting, has

been done in the post-freeze period

and most of the big commercial

pioneering was done before the freeze

was lifted in 1952 has obscured tv's

real age.

Tv is actually a spry electronic

oldster of three score and 10 years

—

almost as old as the telephone and the

electric light.

According to the tv records and
memorabilia gathered by the Federal

Communications Commission, t\ realrj

dates back to 1884 and the experiments

of a German scientist named Nipkow.

In that year. Herr Nipkow patented a

scanning disk and a crude s\stem for

sending pictures 1>\ wireless—actually,

an earl] brand «>f tv.

I\ (list appeared in the U.S. in

1890, when experiments based on Nip-

kow s method- were made. In 1915,

M an oni father of radio—dabbled in
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tv experiments. In 192.3, the first icon-

oscope— forerunner of today's tv

cameras—was patented in the U.S.

Two years later, an American named
Jenkins tried out a mechanical tv

apparatus. The first dawn of a tv age

appeared.

In the 1920's only the biggest and

best-heeled electrical firms and broad-

casters—like RCA, GE, Philco and

others—were in the tv act. Develop-

ment was slow and costly. Tv history

began to unfold. In 1928 (see photo

on page 43) GE's WGY in Schenectady

aired what it believes to be the first tv

dramatic program. And in 1930 RCA
demonstrated the first theatre tele-

vision in New York, much to Holly-

wood's amusement at the time.

During the 1930's tv developments

came more rapidly, although the

medium was a long, long way from a

commercial reality. According to CBS,
the first regular program schedule of

tv was launched at 10:15 p.m. on the

night of 21 July 1931 when announcer

Ted Husing went before a soup-plate

CBS mike and an early "scanner" to

present "the first formal broadcast

over the new television transmitter,

W2XAB."
Although the station's technical

facilities compared with the average

station's 1954 equipment the way
Edison's hand-crank phonograph com-

pares with the latest studio tape re-

corders, the 1931 W2XAB talent

lineup was quite a send-off for the

infant medium. On the bill that event-

ful night were such artists as: Kate

Smith, George Gershwin, Henry Bur-

big, the Boswell Sisters, Helen Nugent

and Ben Alley, and the then-mayor

of New York, James J. Walker.

In the mid-1930's television moved
ahead rapidly, although still on an

experimental basis; radio was the com-

mercial air medium. The late Max
Reinhardt staged a monster tv pageant

of Shakespeare's Midsummer Night's

Dream in the Hollywood Bowl, over

what has since become KTSL. RCA
unveiled some special outdoor tv pick-

up equipment at Camden, opening the

way for telecasts of sports and major

news events, and started work on

mobile tv equipment.

The year 1939 stands as a real mile-

stone in tv's history. For one thing,

the Milwaukee Journal (which now
owns WTMJ-TV, one of the first of the

postwar tv stations) applied to the

FCC for permission to air telecasts

on a commercial basis. And. the late

"THE MORE THE MERRIER"
WE ALWAYS SAY . . .

WBNS-TV takes great pride in its fast growing group of

national awards.

In 1953 WBNS-TV received:

•k Billboard award

k Alfred I. du Pont award

k Sigma Delta Chi award.

In 1954 WBNS-TV received:

k Billboard's Film Sei\i<<- Poll awards (one first place,

two second places, one third place and one specific

mention)

Billboard's Audience Promotion award

Billboard's Merchandising Promotion

Zenith Television award (for public service program-

ming, received by WBNS FV's Fern Sharp for her

"Sharp Comments" series.

WBNS-TV accepts these honors as a responsibility. The high

standard of operation which made possible these awards will

continue to provide top ranking service and programming on
both national and local levels.

WBNS-TV
COLUMBUS, OHIO • CHANNEL 10
CBS-TV NETWORK — Affiliated with Columbus Dispatch
andWBNS-AM • General Sales Office: 33 North High St.

REPRESENTED BY BLAIR TV
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Another first for WMCT. Telecast direct from the

stage of the Handy Theatre, Memphis' leading Negro
theatre, each Saturday night from 11:10-12:00 Mid-

night over WMCT—an all-Negro amateur program.

Emcecd by Dick Cook, and featuring outstanding

Negro amateurs from the entire Mid-South area, the

program has developed a tremendous audience among
Memphis

1

and the Mid-South's vast Negro population.

Results? Let us tell you about the success -tone-

now being enjoyed by those advertisers who arc cash

ing in on this outstanding "first."

participating spots now available
. . . see your nearest B r a n h a m man

1

n | 1 1 1

IWMCT
WMC WMCF WMCT
CHANNEL 5 • MEMPHIS
NOW 100,000 WATTS

Memphis' first NBC-TV—BASIC
TV/ fiMil,, Also affiliated with ABCTV Station and DUMONT

National Representatives Owned and Operated by

The Branham Company The Commercial Appeal

1 J II 1 1

President Franklin 1). Roosevelt be-

came tin- first chief executive of the

I ,S. to be seen on tv, officiating at the

opening of the New ^ ork World's

lair.

In 1939 too came the first regular,

all-elei tronic program t\ service from

R( \. with Brigadier General David

Sarnoff, now hoard chairman of RCA,
welcoming viewers to the event, also

lr|c\ ised from the \\ orlds Fair. That

same year -aw the fir-i televised major

league baseball game, college Football

game and professional boxing match.

By 1940 although it still lacked

regular commercial sponsors, tv began

in spread it- wings. The tv cameras

<d WI'IZ. which began operation in

Philadelphia in L932 as W3XE, fed

some (><> hours of the National Repuh-

lican Convention to the first coaxial

cable tv network (the cable was in-

"We in advertising have got to deliver

a product lo a client that produce- re-

-uli-. ju-i a- he delivers merchandise
profitably, and to proper specifications,

to his customers. This require- precise
and meticulous organization of our peo-
ple and their efforts to make sure that
hc are working in concert—and without
deviation on anv given project."

HAROLD JAEGER
lice President & Genl. Manager

Geyer Advertising, Inc.

ISetc York

stalled in 1936) linking Philadelphia

with New York. Many of the tech-

niques of covering a big political con-

vention which WPTZ. now owned by

Westinghouse, pioneered in the sum-

mer of 1940 are now standard industry

practice.

But t\ was also ha\ ing its first

growing pains. There were several

different t\ systems; no one receiver

could pick them all up. Accordingly,

when the FCC started to hold hearings

in 1940 to sec il l\ should be licensed

commercially, there was an immediate

round of argument— reminiscent of

the recenl bassles over which brand of

color t\ i- best.

\ National Television System Com-

mittee, composed of various pioneer

broadcasters, electronics manufactur-

ers, engineers and others, reported in

1941. Soon thereafter, the FCC fixed

the present black and white standards

of .")2"> line- and 30 frame- per second.

On .-lit Vpril 1941 the FCC took the

plunge; commercial tv was authorized

t<> start on 1 JuK of that year. * * *
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49TH b MADISON
(Continued from page 231

FAITH IN LISTENERS

As president of WCCC, Hartford's

local 500-watt daytimer, and a busi-

nessman who uses three stations con-

sistently for my business, I just thought

I'd take time out to salute sponsor

which is very informative, interesting

and a great credit to the industry.

Our station is in its seventh year.

Our success story is phenomenal. With

a seven-station market, until recently

with WTHT out of the picture, and

doing the job that we have done, is

something we're proud of.

During our building stage. I learned

a lot, and since I've run my business

the same as I do my radio station, I

thought I'd tell you more radio sta-

tions are guilty of one thing. They

worry about the sponsor. All you have

about the listener. Our theme song

throughout our organization is, "Don't

worry about th esponsor. All you have

to worry about is the listener!" With-

out listeners you have no sponsors.

This year we bought the exclusive

on outside bus cards with a slogan

that's causing plenty of conversation.

Now it's "Even the commercials are

good on WCCC." Next it will be.

"Your wife listens to TNT more than

she listens to you! It's TNT on WCCC,
1290 on your dial." Seventy-five buses

will carry this message for the next

12 months.

If all radio stations would operate

that way, more of them would be in

the black. The old stories of PI deals,

high pressure promotions that use ra-

dio occasionally, are the kiss of death

to your listeners.

Yours for a bigger and stronger in-

dustry and thanks a million for your
efforts. P.S.: TNT means Time, News
and Temperature!

William M. Savitt

President

Savitt, Inc., Jewelers

Hartford

SPOT CARRIERS

I read the article on network "spot-

carrier" shows carried in the March
8 issue of SPONSOR ["The network

spot-carriers controversy," page 29].

and once again I think that you are in

for sincere congratulations.

W. B. Caskey

General Manager
WPEN, Philadelphia
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Chart covers half-hour syndicated film p»gi

i

Top 10 shows in 1 or more markets

Period 7-7 February 1954
TITLE. SYNOICATOR. PRODUCER. SHOW TYPE

CitH Detective, MCA, Revue Prod. (D)

CISCO Kid, Ziv (W)

I Led Three Live*. Ziv ID)

SlI/KTIIKili. MPTv. R. Maxwell (K)

Wild Bill Hickok, W. Broidy (W)

Foreign Intrigue, JWT, Shel. Reynolds (A)

KiJ Carson, MCA, Revue Prod. (W)

linage Riders, CBS Film, Flying "A" (W)

Badge 714, NBC Film (D)

Boston Blaekie, Ziv (M)

Avrnje
rating

21.2

20.9

I.«>..<

!.•>.«

19.4

!».:*

19.0

!«.?>

I7..>

J 7.4

7-STATION
MARKETS

3.2 7 7.9

knit
i" soma

73.5 11.4

a 00pm
kahe-tT
7 :00pns

77.9 8.9

kabe-tT
I SOpa

14.7 14.0

; :00pm
I ,l. tv

! Mpn

5.7 77.5

wibd
r :00pm

kabr-tT
00pm

79.8 74.4

knbh
10:30pm

70.5 72.2

wnbt
""[in

kabr-tT
7:30pm

72.7 8.9

unht
I 80pm

knit
7:00pm

8.0 75.9

kttT
7:00pm

3.2 8.2
vabc-tT
t :30pm

kttT

8:30pm

4-STATION MARKETS

Mpls Seattlo St. L. Wash.

5.0 74.3 79.0

*bkb
I 80pm

wrro-tT
10:00pm

king tv

10:15pm

74.3 77.0 70.3 76.3 30.5 77.4

wnac iv nhkb
I 30pm

wreo-tT
T. OOpm

komo-tT
7 <n.i|,in

ksdlT
4:30pm

ambti
c BOpm

wiga-tT wbal-tT wben-tT
00pm 7 :00pm 7 :00pm

78.8 8.2 77.0 77.3

«Ctl IT

'.i 30pm
kstp-tT

B 80pm
ktnt tv

7 :30pm

72.4

75.3 73.4 8.3 22.5 27.8 70.6

wnar-tT
6 :80po

«bkb
5:00pm 5:00pm

king-ti
. DOpn

kid tv

5:00pm 7 OOpm

8.5 74.4 23.3 77.8 27.5 76.0

wnae-tT
5:00pm

wbkb
l :80pm

WCTO-tT
5 30pn

klng-tT
t < i < 1 1 . i rj

bus: tv

12 OOn
wnbvr
7 :00pm

22.0 73.6 79.8 77.3 20.0 76.0

ubz tv

10 BOpm
UTibq

!> BOpm
kstp-tT

B BOpm
king-tT
8 00] tn

ksd-tT
11:00pm

vvnbw
io BOpm

76.3

wmc-tT
6 :00pm

76.8 27.0

king-tT
6 00pm

ksd-tT
2 :30pm

25.8

wjar-tT
6:30pm

9.0 75.3

kitp ti

i 00pm
komo-tT
7 :00pm

9.8

7 :00pm

72.0 72.8

WTtac-tT

2:00pm
wgn-tT
8:00pm

26.3

klng-tT
9 :30pm

74.4

WTibw
7:00pm

23.3 77.4 72.3
wnac-tv
10:30pm

whbra weeo-tv
9:30pm 10:45pm

9.8
ktnt-tT
10:30pm

76.0
W top -IT

8:30pm

3-STATION MARK

Atlan a Bait. Buffalo r

9.0 40.5
wniar-t? Mben-tr
11:00pm 10:30pm

72.0 76.8 40.0 2

6.3 73.5

vlwa nbal-tT
10:30pm 10:30pm

m a
6:(i_

20.8 20.8 390 I

»-ti tr

7 :00pm
wbll-tT
7 :00pm

u ben t v

7 BOpm
»l

76.3 12.0 29.0 7.

mb-tf wbal-tT
7 :00pm

wben-tv
1 :00pm

«k

5.3 1.

vtbuf-tr

8:00pm
W(

J

B )

76.3 73.0 24.3

wlw-a nrmar-tr wbon-tv
6:00pm 6:00pm 3:30pm

72.8

WSbtT
6:00pm

u

72.3 73.3

irlw-i wbal-tT
9:30pm 10:30pm

77.3

ulw-a
9:00pm

7>

Top 10 shows in 4 to 9 markets

Favorite Story, Ziv (D)

Crown Theatre, CBS Film (D)

Jeffrey Jones, L. Parsons (D)

1 our All-Star Theatre, Screen Gems ID)

nopalong Cassidy, NBC Film (W)

Amos 'n
% Andy, CBS Film (C)

f.'«'»i«' \utry, CBS Film (W)

Heath y'alleg Bays, McCann-Ericlson (W)

Captured, NBC Film (D)

Cowhoy G-Men, United Artists (W)

29. r,

20..*

lil.it

18.3

16.0

15.4

ir,.2

1 1.2

I 1.0

13.8

70.2 9.4

kttr
10:30pm 8:00pm

3.0

kttr
9:30pm

4.9

kttT

7:30pm

9.9 70.4

irnbt kttT
1 :00pm 7:30pm

72.2 76.4

knit
-

73.4

knit
5:30pm

3.9 8.9

kttT
-

4.9

79.0

10:30pm

48.8

ksd tr

B 30pm

9.0

10:00pm

72.8 33.3

komo-tT
6:30pm

ksd-tT
10:00pm

77.4
wnbw

10:30pm

70.3

trbs-tr

6:30pm

27.5 70.8

weeo-tv komo-tT
6:00pm 7:00pm

73.8

wnbw
7 :00pm

70.0

wbz-tv
11:30pm

28.3

komo-tT
B BOpm

70.0

wtop-tv
7 :00pm

70.7 70.8 23.0

whhm
5 r-tupm

wrco-tT klng-tT
5:00pm 6:00pm

5.8 20.8 2.0 6.8

wbkb klne-tv kstm tr irttfl

:30pm 9:00pm 10:00pm 10:00pm

27.3

klng-tT
« . ...

72.0 29.8

6.0

wbuf-tT
9:00pm

38.3

wben tr

4 :30pm

7.3

uaam
10 3"t m

9.0

Blink spices Indicate* fllm not brmdrut In this market as of 1-7 Fcbruar-. We net-

work ihows are fairly st.i> I month to another In the market In whlrh they run.

thli li true to a much lesser extent with syndicated >bm»s This should be borne In mind

116

type symbols: (A) adTenture: I (D) drama: (K) kid show; (MJ *. :

B (Vntern. Films listed ire syndlcited. half-hour length, broadcast In four of I

km The iTense ratine Is an unweighted avenge of Individual market ratings 111
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i slow
tally made for tv

2

3-STATION MARKETS 2-STATION MARKETS

layton Detroit Mllw'kee Phlla. S. Fran. Blrm. Charlotte New O.

2.5 75.5 78.0 7 7.8 24.3 59.3 33.8
Uo-tv
:30pm

wjbk-tv
10:30pm

wtmj-tv
11:00pm

kron-tv
10:00pm

wabl
9 :30pm

wbtv
8:00pm

wdsu
10:00pm

n 26.3 37.8 78.0 25.0 27.3 34.8 26.8

wiyz-tv
7 :00pm

wtmj-tv
5:00pm

wcau-tv
7:00pm

kron-tv
7:00pm

wbre-tv
5 :00pm

wbtv
11:00am

wdsu-tv
5 OOpm

3?
!6.5 77.8 24.0 72.8 78.0 60.8

5 IllO-tV

OOpm
wjbk-tv
10:30pm

wtmj-tv
10:30pm

wcau-tv
7:00pm

kron-tv
10:30pm

wbtv
8:30pm

II
7.8 76.8 27.5 22.4 72.3 26.8 32.0 23.8

l|
•lw-d

OOpm
wxyz-tv
6:30pm

wtmj-tv
4:00pm

wcau-tv
7:00pm

kgo-tv
6:30pm

wabt
6:00pm

wbtv
5:00pm

wdsu-tv
5:00pm

n 7.8 78.3 27.0 76.0 78.3 28.0 36.5 36.0

*
lw-d
OOpm

wxyz-tv
6:30pm

wtmj-tv
12:00n

wptz
6:30pm

kgo-tv
6:30pm

wabt
6:00pm

wbtv
5:30pm

wdsu-tv
3:00pm

i.
2.8 75.5 44.3 70.0 7.3 22.3 60.5

lw-d
:30pm

wjbk-tv
9:00pm

Htm j - tv

9:30pm
wcau-tv
10:30pm

kgo-tv
10:00pm

wbrc-tv
9:30pm

wbtv
9:00pm

8.8 7 7.8 36.5 77.4 76.3 30.0 35.8

lw-d
OOpm

wjbk-tv
6:00pm

wtmj-tv
4 :30pm

wpU
6:30pm

kron-tv
4 :00pm

wabt
6:00pm

wbtv
5:30pm

2.3 77.5 73.3 77.0 27.8 32.3 43.5

lw-d
:00pm

wxyz-tv
8:00pm

wean-tv
7:00pm

wptz
6:00pm

kpix-tv
7:00pm

wbrc - 1 v

9:30pm
wbtv

10:00pm
wdsu-tv
11:30pm

1
3.8 77.5 78.8 29.8 78.3 48.3 72.5

lw-d
:30pm

wwj-tv
7:00pm

wcau-tv
6:30pm

kpix-tv
9 :00pm

wbtv
1:00pm

wdsu-tv
6:00pm

1

9.5 20.8 29.5 73.6 72.5 42.8

i

lw-d wwj-tv
6:30pm

wtmj-tv
11:00pm

wcau-tv
7:00pm

kgo-tv
8:30pm

wdsu-tv
10:00pm

J>^^™
9.5

kgo-tv
7:00pm

59.3

wbtv
9:00pm

50.5

wdsu-tv
9:30pm

74.8 49.8

kpix-tv
7:00pm

wdsu-tv
9:30pm

70.3

wcan-tv
9:30pm

54.3

wdsu-tv
7:30pm

75.3

wwj-tv
10:30pm

4.8

wcau-tv
7:00pm

79.5

wbrc-tv
6:00pm

37.0

wbtv
5:30pm

22.3 70.9

wtmj-tv
12:30pm

wcau-tv
5 :30pm

;.8 79.4

J

o-tv

)pm
wcau-tv
10:30pm

70.3 25.0 6.0 9.0

wwj-tv
11:00pm

wtmj-tv
11:00pm

wfil-tv
7:00pm

kron-tv
10:30pm

1
70.5 6.3

i
wjbk-tv
1:30pm

kgo-tv
6:00pm

' lyzing rating trends from one month to another in this chart.

> last month' > chart. If blank show w as not rated at all in

-
or was in other than top 10.
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All you need to do in 29 of the most important counties of our

Prosperous Piedmont is seek out the nearest TV antenna.

It will be pointed toward WFMY-TV. Navigate from there, and

you'll be headed straight toward the favorite television

station of a huge multi-market region where more than

$1,500,000,000 a year waits to be spent.

All across these Piedmont counties, with their many well-known

cities and towns, is a humming pattern of factories and farms,

of payrolls and prosperity, of vast selling opportunity.

The only TV station that taps all of this potential is WFMY-TV
— and with a degree of persuasive influence that makes it

top choice of so many advertisers.

Advertising-wise, you can't get lost in the Piedmont. Not

if you tell your story via its favorite TV station. The sooner

you find WFMY-TV, the sooner you get your share of this

$1,500,000,000 buying power.

wfmy-tv
Basic CBS Affiliate -Channel 2

Greensboro, N.C.
Represented by

Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.

New York— Chicago— San Francisco
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THE

BEST TV film

commercials

...there's

...ana tnere s

the PLUS
value that

RKO PATHE
professionals

add!

RKO PATHE knows what can

be done with film. They've

been learning for more than

.'51 years. . . . And today you

get the bonus in RKO
PATHE know-how and fa-

cilities in anything from an

8-second spot to a feature!

RKO PATHE has a background

dating back to the first si-

lent pictures... and an out-

look born of success that

meets the challenge of to-

day's fast-moving and rap-

idly changing advertising

picture.

RKO PATHE ready ... at your

phone call for TV film com-

mercials . .

.

to do the job

right.

RKO PATHE, ,NC

"The Professional Company"
625 Madison Ave.. New York 22, N. Y.

Phone: PLaza 9-3600

{Continued from paice 8)

Wards simulcast oi a recent Thursday; I wish I could have

agreed with the commercial approach, since I know many of

the people connected with both advertiser and agency. But

I'm afraid all I could do was wince as these interruption- to

the proceeding- shaped up during the hour and a half.

The audience reaction in the Center Theatre, New York,

where I was watching (with side-long glances at Deborah

Kerr and Audrey Hepburn) was expressed in groans every

time a commercial was inserted. Every time but once. This

was an adroitly positioned announcement which followed a

station break thus easing the burden on the sales message and

preparing the audience for it.

As each commercial followed the other, the contrived situ-

ation- became more and more transparent When Paul

Douglas said: "Let's look in on a couple who are investigat-

ing an Oldsmobile on the sales floor" (or words to that ef-

tecl I, the phoniness of the vignette became all the more
phoney

.

And poor Betty White, a young lady who seems to have a

certain naturalness and believability, was swamped by her

copy and could only appeal' cloying and saccharine.

But let's lace it— in many ways I think all of us in com-

mercial tv owe a debt to Old-. It was very easy to fall into

thi- trap we all might have done the same. I know I

would have. For here was an example of something that

looked oLi\ on paper but poorly on television (worst ex-

ample: the commercial with dancer- jumping in and out of a

roadster—something tried bj most of u> at one time or an-

other, seldom if r\,-i with success—never with so little as

during the Award- telecast.)

The excitement built up while the studio audience and the

some audience awaited the announcements put an added

weighl on the shoulders of the copy people in the timing of

their break-, their frequency, and. most important, their

demeanor. I'd -a\ I learned, thank- to Olds, that the lead-in

to a commercial should be directness Itself rather than

artifice. * * *

Letters to Bob Foreman tire weicomed
Do \oii always agree with the opinions Boh Foreman ex-

presses in " tgency id Libs"? Hob and the editors of SPON-

SOR would he happj to receive and print comments from

readers. Addresi Bob Foreman. <• <» sponsor, to F. V) St.
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I'm In

Business!

KMPC "Report to

SPOTholde.- for

1953" shows:

GROSS BUSINESS
13.5% AHEAD of

1952.

Greatest Year in

KMPC History.

374 Different Adver-

tisers on KMPC.

Everything sells on

KMPC.

more in '54

;3r -ton* ********

m # 0m *»

*9f,£.&*i0*

KMPC AUDIENCE CROWING
Because of these star personalities:

DICK WHITTINGHILL • BILL STEWART • IRA
COOK • JOHNNY GRANT • HARRY GOLDER •
BOB KELLEY • CHEF MILAM • HAL MOORE

KMPC WIDELY PUBLICIZED
Newspapers • Movie Trailers • Store Posters •
Theatre Magazines

KMPC MERCHANDISING EFFECTIVE
Advertisers Enthusiastic About KMPC Service.

THE WESTS GREATEST INDEPENDENT

4* i *&».. 4JW"

golden
i*" k^>^<rM

710 KC • Los Angeles, California

50,000 watts days • 10,000 watts nights

CENE AUTRY, President—R. O. REYNOLDS, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

Represented Nationally by A. M. RADIO SALES COMPANY
New York Los Angeles Chicago
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4 ways you can use this

valuable SPONSOR feature

In ever) issue of sponsor u>u will find the handy,

Up-tO-date listing of neu tr station grants which appears

below, litre's how this compilation can help you.

1. You can plan campaigns jar in advance In check-

ing on-air target dates given in chart.

2. Names of perrnitee, manager and rep for each

neu e.p. and station make it easy to get additional data

3. List of all stations newly on air with commercia

programing during two weeks preceding issue is handy

reference list to update timebuyers.

1 . Box score at bottom of page is succinct summary

of tvs status. Includes total number of U.S. stations.

iiw in irciiiii if

f. \t'tc construction permits

CITY & STATE

CHARLESTON, S. C.

MONTGOMERY, ALA.

WICHITA, KAN.

CALL CHANNELl DATE OF
LETTERS NO. GRANT ON-AIR

TARGET

POWER (KW)'

VISUAL AURAL
STATIONS
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKET!

(000)

PERMITEE & MANAGER RADIO
REP1

WUSN-TV 2 26 March

WSFA-TV 12 26 March

KAKE-TV 10 1 April

1 Sep?. 54 32 1

1 Oct. 316 158 1

July '54 316 158 1

71 vhf Southern Bestg. Co. Headley-
' Tnr

J Drayton Hastie, pres.- Reed
gen. mqr.

Theodore D. Maybank. v. p.

24 vhf Montgomery Bestg. Co.
David E. Dunn. Pres.
R. F. HurMin Sr.. v. p.

H. S. Durden. see.-tre«.

(Hudson is publisher of

"Montgomery Advertiser
& Alabama Journal")

i] v li KAKE Bestg. Co. Radiool TnT Mark H. Adams, pros. Reps
H. E. Zoller, v.p.

Jack Todd. gen. mgr.

It. i\ete stations on air*

CITY & STATE

ALBANY, GA.

FAIRMONT, W. VA.

CALL ICHANNEL
LETTERS NO.

POWER (KW)'
ON-AIR
DATE AURAL

I
AFFILIATION

STNS.
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKETt IPERMITEE & MANAGER

(000) I

REP

WALB-TV 10 3 April 112 56

WJPB-TV 35 28 March 17 9 ABC,
Du M,
NBC

NFA Herald Publishing Co.
James H. Gray. pres.
Thomas Stillwagon, gen.

mgr.

NFA Fairmont Bestg. Co.
J. P. Beacom. pres. -gen.

mgr.

Burn-Smltk

Since sponsor's 5 Vpril L954 issue,

four more television station grantees have

relinquished their construction permits.

CHATTANOOGA, Tcnn., WTVT, uhf ch. 43.

LITTLE ROCK, Ark., KRTV, u hf ch. 17 (station was

on the air operating commercially).

III. Xdtlentla to previous listinas

One of these stations was on the air and
operating commercially. Ihi~ raises the

number of stations which have returned

SALEM, Ore., KPIC, uhf ch. 24.

YUEA CITY, Cal., KAGR-TV, u hf ch. 52.

C.P.'s to the FCC t o 63. In addition.

one other station which was operating has

left the air but retained its permit.

NEWPORT NEWS-NORFOLK. Va., WACH-TV, UM
ch. 33 (station goes off the air but retains

c.p.).

17. S. stations on air. incl.

Honolulu and Alaska (9

April "54)

Marl • •!

BOX SCORE

388

Pot p's granted (ea

eluding 28 edux atioi

9 Ipril '".! 536
in r 260

Tv homes in l.S. (1 Jan.

•54) 27,500,0001
"• homes 7i tv sets (1

fan. '54) 60%§

•Both new e.p.'i and stations going on the air listed here are those whlrh occurred between
27 March and B April in on srl Stations art
eunil irrrd to be on the air when commercial operation starts. "Power of c p.'s Is that recorded
In lee applications and amendments ol Individual grantees. tlnfurmatl.Tt on the number of sets

In markets where nut designated as belnf from NBC RcasJard ' estimates from U>«
•Ullooa or reps and must bo 6V v.mate. Il'aia from NIIC Research and running

120

I errentagrs on homes with sets and homes In tv coverage areas are considered approximate,
moat cases, the representative of a radio station whlrh Is grcnted a c p. also represents the now
,T 0," r

'

J
» : Presstlme It Is generally too early to confirm tr representations of mo

grantees M ONMHt lists the reps of the radio stations In this column (when t radio station hi
been given the it grant) XF.l No figures available at presstlme on seu In max*""
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In New England

they'd rather watch

WBZ-TV

WBZ-TV
BOSTON, Channel 4

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, Inc.

WBZ • WBZA • KYW • KDKA • WOWO • KEX . WBZ-TV • WPTZ

National representatives: Free & Peters, Inc.

• Superior local programming is a big reason! On WBZ-TV,

televiewers find something for everyone—from lively news programs

like NEWS AT NOON to household hints included in PANTRY
PLAYHOUSE— from wholesome children's programs such as THE

MAGIC WINDOW to the most adult entertainment like that in

STARRING THE EDITORS. Seasoned to the New England taste,

these programs pull a surprising— and gratifying— number of

replies and sales! We'll be glad to tell you the full story of how

WBZ-TV covers an area of 12,390 square miles, accounting for total

retail sales of more than 6 billion dollars. Just write or phone.
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MATTRESSES
JPONSOR: \\ I Bi ntlej & Son \(.l Ni "t Dip. i

CAPSUL1 CAS1 HISTORY; Television proved to be any-

thing Inn a sleepei when this lugusta, Ga. furniture

company used it to advertise mattresses. The firm bought

a one-minute live demonstration participation on Stars

mi Parade, " live talent musical program early last month.

In,l a feu days aftei the telecast tt JBF-T] got this lettei

from Douglas Barker, the furniture company's ad mana-

ger'. "ll< are happy ii> report overwhelming response

from oui recent n spot. . . Our records shou that we
m>Ii/ 21 mattresses as a direct result of this ad. it < are

a ill pleased uitli the numbei <>l neu accounts opened and

the immediate i esponse.'

w J l ! I l\ . Vugusti I'lOM.K \M: Stars on Parade

SALAD MAKERS

SPONSOR: Saladmaslei Sales VGEN< Y: Direcl

( VPSl ii. i VSE HISTORY: An advertising-to-sales ratio

nl I ()7 to I that's the kind <>i sales return this kitchen

appliance company got. The regional manage) oj Salad-

master, Eric I. Wen. described the results as "amazing."

Hi said Saladmaster bought one 90-second participation

announcement at 10:00 p.m. 20 January. "I p to the

present time," he reports, "the net results of this partici-

pation have brought in ovei (7,000 north of sales from

a $65 expenditure" The Saladmastei sell* fot 129.95,

F.O.B. Dallas. Tex. "Needless to say" Wen continues,

"lie ure more limn grati/ieil uitli the results."

k E\ T. Santa H.n bara I'KoCK \M: Pacini Theatri

APPLIANCES
Marl \(.l.\i ^i Harn ^ MorrisSP( INSOR: I h< Vpplian

l VPSl il CAS1 HISTORY // hen the sponsoi recently

renewed his contract jor another L3 weeks, the agency

unite KGO-Tl and thanked the station lor "doing a

splendid job." The agency went to say thai "even though

this has been in not too favorable a time slot and against

relatively stiff competition, the success »n client has en-

joyed , has been excellent, ictually, the results of the

slum seem to gain momentum each u eel.
. . . . Cost of

eni h participation is 1100.

k< 'A » I \ San Fi .in !-• o PROGR \M Movies with Malloi

AUTOMOBILES
SPONSOR Cochran Motoi Co. AGENCY: Direcl

I VPSl I I I VSI HISTORY : At the end of last year, the

sponsor had a number of 1953-model ears held over. The

neu models were coming OUt arid the dealer uanted Ii,

sell the old ones but just, lie bought fire filmed announce-

ments adjacent to the major sporting events televised

mrr the Vet* ) ear's u eel. end for a total cost of $162$

{including production costs). During the next jour days,

the sponsoi sold 16 neu t ords ami Mercuries \ worth

(48,000) "•> " direct result of the Ii announcements—an

advertising budget of one-third of \'
r . Cochran's ad

manager said, "It uas one a) the greatest success stories

in the fusion of oar advertising. . .

."

k-i:\\ rV, Salinas PROGRAM: Vnnouncemeni
KMBY-TV, Monterej (share-time stations)

CLEANER

SPONSOR: Spit S Span Cleaners & Dyers \(.K\< 1 : Direct

< VPSl l I I VSE HISTORY : Last May, J. I). Irvine, pro-

prietoi of a cleaning establishment, teas approached bm

KELO-T] uitli a quarter-hour local shou every other

week. "U hen I was sold the tv program . . . I signed the

contract . . . but I was jar from 'sold' at the time" Irvine

recalls. Hut now, he says. "My ti shou has outpulled both

neu spapei and radio combined . . . and has actually put

definite and traceable cleaning jobs in my plant horn

points . . . fai . . . out of town. . . . Television is well north

the investment involved. Cost is $98.50 per program.

kl I O-TV, Sioux Fal I'KOCK \M: \„u Pick

CHOCOLATE SYRUP

SPONSOR: Bosco Co. VGENC1 : Ruthrauff & Kmh

I VPSl II. ( VSE HISTORY: For the past year. Bosco

has had a one-minute participation five times weekly on

the BiUy Johnson shou (9:00-10:00 a.m.\ for S150

weekly. Here's hou John T. McParland of the Bosco Co.

describes the results: ".
. . Our connection with the Bilh

Johnson CartOOD Club began in March 1953 and it was

not very long before the impart of the shore was reflected

in a substantial increase in our sales. Over the period of

a feu days in excess of ID months, we have enjoyed an

approximate lOO', increase of sales and the trend is con-

tinuing up. Bosco is nou very well known in I). «.'."

WTOP-TV, Washington PROGRAM: Cartoon Club

JAMS & JELLIES

SPONSOR: Man Ellen Jams ,^ Jellies \GENCl : Ralph Jew!

I VPSUL1 ( VSE HISTORY: When the sponsor's jar,

and jellies were introduced to San Diegoans last fall, salt

averaged 75 cases monthly. Starting 22 September, ti

jams and jellies were advertised on Marj Hume's \\ liat'

< ookin program with two announcements weekly. R(

suits were so good that a 20-second chainbreak on Saturn

day nights uas bought starting 10 October. It ithiri I

leu weeks sales jumped to more than 500 cases monthly.

The cooking shou announcements cost $ 1 oo weekly; tht

chainbreak costs $120 weekly.

kl\il!|\ San Diego PROGRAM: Vnnouncemeni -. Chainbreai



We're TOP DOG
AND

No Bones About
The PENN-N.Y. edition of TV Guide recently conducted a

poll among its readers, asking which local TV programs

they watch and enjoy most. Answers poured in from

all Northeastern Pennsylvania. WILK-TV walked off with

ALL the top honors. The April 15th issue tells the story.

First Place goes to WILK-TV's pace-setting early evening

variety show, "CAROUSEL" with Hal and Nancy Berg

—

Second Place goes to the top show in local kid entertain-

ment, "BUCKSKIN JIM'S TRADING POST" presided over

by Jim Ward—and Third Place to the center of attraction

for the local teens, "JOHNNY SOBOL'S RUMPUS ROOM".

SMALL WONDER OUR TAILS ARE WAGGING
WITH PRIDE!

WILK-TV covers a large and lucrative market where television competition is

strong. The fact that we lead the field in popularity, quality of programming and

reception is hard-hitting proof that we can sell more of your products at less cost

than any other station in this widespread television-conscious area.

WILKES-BARRE and SCRANTON

250,000 WATTS

covering ALL Northeastern Penna.

Call or write

AVERY-KNODEL, Inc.

• New York • Chicago • Los Angeles

• San Francisco • Atlanta • Dallas

Affiliated with both

ABC and DUMONT NETWORKS



first and only

Television Station

WFIE
CHANNEL 62

SELL this solid market of 130,-

000 families whose annual
spendable income exceeds 675
million dollars.

SELL them through the facilities

of WFIE-TV . . . Evansvilles

first and only television sta-

tion, now serving more than

50.000 TV homes in this UHF-
only market.

NBC, ABC, and

DhMONT affiliate

agency profile Dr. E. £,. i)evkinyer
V.P., Director of Research

Biow Co., New York

Dr. Deckinger's advertising careei began when he stopped teach-

in- math al New ^ ork I niversit) and went to work in Biow'a mail

room. That was IT years ago. Since then he has huilt the research

departmenl from zero to .1 K)-man creative research operation.

"Advertising research has man) facets."' -aid Deckinger. "But

thej all tr\ to solve the same question: How can we sell more goods

for our clients? \n«l advertising research is successful onlj if it

helps advertising to do this.

\t tin- [joint a little man with a large tra\ entered the office, spread

a napkin on the desk and put a giant glass of ice-cold Pepsi Cola

before us (with a straw '. "Con-uiner research? we asked.

'"I lospitalit)
." said Deckinger.

"Can research give a sponsor indications of probable sales to be

derived from hi- advertising budget? sponsor asked.

"No," -.iid Deckinger apologetically. "Causations, for example.

are verj difficult to establish. H\ causation I mean proof that be-

cause we used a certain program or a particular commercial in a

certain waj at .1 specific time, we obtain specific sales results. Cor-

relation that i». the relationship between certain variables like high

ratings and program efficiency- those become apparent. But proof

that one [actor caused sales that's another stor\."

Deckingei heads the VRF committee that is currendj studying

rating sei \ ices.

"We'll have .1 report out soon. It's on audience size measurement

methods, and sets standards lor the methods. It- purpose is to raise

the level <>i research standards in the field in general, and to remove

some "I the horrible present confusion in so doing. The report is

distilled from many, man] hours of haul work and heftj thinking

\>\ representatives ol all segments of the industry. We hope it will

be ipleted bj June.'
1

Deckinger expressed optimism about strides made in research.

"We design our questionnaire better, we sample better, so we get

< lose quickei to the right answers <m how to help the creative people

ire bettei advertising. But there'- no one method for solving

,nl\ ertising researt h problems."

When not researching, Deckinger putters around the 10-year-old

house be bought for hi- family. "We save a lot of money," >a\- he,

"in remodeling we never do." • • •
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SI-NTIiNUil) to LIN
When you sell on WCAN-TV you're sentenced to a life of sales

success and profit . . . because WCAN-TV has been found GUILTY and

SENTENCED to the following 3 counts:

1

2

3.

WCAN-TV is guilty of having 70% conversions in less than 7 months on the air.

' It is this phenomenal conversion rate that made Milwaukee the fastest growing

UHF Market in America today!

WCAN-TV is guilty of operating at FULL POWER of 212,000 watts bringing

top flight WCAN-TV and CBS programming to greater Wisconsin.

WCAN is guilty of giving the BEST TV BUY in America TODAY.

Affiliated with WCAN RADIO

Wisconsin's most powerful independent

*ARB Survey April 1-7, 1954

Pulse, Hocper and Dr. Ella Clark, Marquette Univ.

BASIC OPTIONAL

Alex Rosenmon • 347 Madison Avenue

New York. New York Milwaukee
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Iht- ttltl iushiant'tl touch van help lr voiitnivrrittls

ence P. Hornung, published l>\ Dovei

Publications, Inc., New ^ i>rk. I elr-

rision advertisers, radio and t\ sta-

tion promotion departments and others

i in use material in the hooks in their

own ad». \l| the material is copyright

free and < an be reproduced without

royalrj payment.

\imed at the advertise] who wants

to impart an old-fashioned flavor to his

promotion, the books contain 3.500

• ut- and t\ pe faces.

Vmong the ads iii the »t-t i- one for

a washing machine. It ha- this foree-

inl closing: "Ladies and gentlemen are

televis mmercials of toda) and .1- present-da) t\ commercials.

printed advertisements "I a hundred \ whole arra> of earlj advertise-

years ago have at least one thing in ments and typography i- included in a

common: I he use oi a pretty girl t<> two-volume pictorial >ur\r\ assembled invited to call and examine it, or, what

attract attention. \nd tin- wood cuts in Handbook oj Earlj tmerican \<l- is better, send us \our dirty clothes

o| tin- L800's an- just a- entertaining vertising lr. lie- books an- by (la:- and test it ***

Tht' itlt'ul system: Last year SPONSOR (28 Dece.-nber 1953. system. To keep its readers informed of the latest in the flourishing art

page 34) outlined "What's wrong with the rating services?" Now, of measuring listenership, SPONSOR presents The Pulse, Inc s. views on
somebody has come up with detailed blueprints of the ideal rating the "ideal rating ser/ice" in the form of this facetious mailing piece.

BLUE PRINT* FOR THE

IDEAL RATING $ERVICE
*po NorooNRise wrm bwe plate amo/or points

Scale ' tl Mar+ini (VD) = z£ft?0ld Fasriioneds

\AAAA

(X) HEADQUARTERS monitors signaling

Device which thumb-tacks householder

INTD ACT/ON

SORRY, MR SMOTHERS.

I FORGET WHETHER HE

SAID KXJ WERE UP V»
OF A POINT OR IN THE

FIRST TEN.'*

ELECTRONIC LASSO CABIE
TO SNARE OTHERS IN

HOUSEHOLD

LOBOTOMY HELMET,
aith aecTRooes^HAT
positively REVEALS

THOUGHTS NOT
DETECTED BY THE

PSYCHIATRIST

REPRESENTATIVE

HOUSEHOLDER
AMONG THE fct A [TH

f- YEARS OR MORE
COLLEGE

REPRESENTATIVE HOUSE-

HOLDERS FRAU .one of the

NATIONS 87, 570,000 ADULTS

OVER 25, 79. a** OF WHOA/V

DID NOT FINISH HIGH SCHOOL

2 DEPENDENTS,
NOT VET AMONG THE

20. 2* OF ADULTS WHO
HAVE COMPLETED FULL

6 YRS OF GRAMMAR
SCHOOL.

GLASSEYE PHOTOMETRIC

ANALYZER well distributed

IN THE SAMPLE TO SHOW IF PEOPLE ARE

REALLY USTENIN6 AND IWATCHIN6 OR

JUST CAT-NAPPING

*|F THEY'RE high

7. Sf

*PEEP1N6 TDM"
ZOOMAR UNITS

^1 OffRA"PN6 AT KEYHOLES

. . SOMEWHAT UKF THE GUIDED MiSSilE

PROGRAM. BUT MASS PRODUCTION, IF

THE WOUSTKYCAN AFFORD IT, WILL MAKE

THCSE LESS COSTLY, BUT NOT CHEAPER.

SLIGHT EXTRA
CHARGE FOR
IDENTICAL /

TWINS /
* I JUST SAY
ALL RATINGS

STINK*
<s>

IF ONLY ASFE
AS 25* RETL

CKAR'ES? 0©
YOU EVER FOH6

ANYTHING?

(

T?e astrw
AROUND to
THUMB. XX
WATT FOR
THAT PHD*

REMINI

VERY IMPORTANT PUNCH CONTROL

DECODERS MECHANICALLY

ASSEMBLE REACTIONS

GOLD-PUTED MIDerrS SuRRERTmcuSLV

HIDDEN N SAAAPIE AS DOOR-STOPS, WHO
PHONE IN SECRET REPORTS

CRYING TOWEL
FOR LOW t

RAT/N6S

TELEFAXE
RATINGS
REPORTED
SuBSC*'BER«

Ai SO BEING DUFIIOATEOASPI»9T1CBOO«;ENDS
FOR PROJECTION TPNON-TOIL AREAS

Lro§o or why not just ask people in "ffieir homes... like PULSE J



Briefly . . .

People with l\ sets don't get as much
sleep as they did in pre-tv days. That's

one of the findings of a stud\ conduct-

ed by Indiana University, Blooming-

ton, Ind.. made among 150 Blooming-

ton housewives whose homes are

topped with tv antennas. Two-thirds

of the women said they went to bed

later since tv. The same survey dis-

closed tv has not cut into a viewer's

newspaper reading time. But respond-

ents said they read books and maga-

zines only half as much as before.

Nearly one-third of the respondents

said they didn't go out as much as be-

fore tv. Mealtime changes were re-

ported b\ 21%, and 6.6' v said their

children studied less now. Tv adver-

tising is felt to be useful by most
housewives. About three-fourths are

satisfied with the programing the\ now
receive.

When WABD. New York's new Er-

nie Kovacs Show made its debut Mon-
day 12 April, one sponsor already

had been signed. Jav Broiler Co.

( Roto-Broil ) bought a quarter-hour

segment of the nightly variety pro-

gram. Cost of a 15-minute portion

of the local show is about $2,500

weekly for 13 weeks. Joining Kovacs

from 11:15 p.m. to 12:15 a.m. Mon-
day-through-Friday is Edith Adams
of the Broadway musical Wonderful
Town, plus a trio, a male vocalist and

various guests. WABD's General Man-
ager Norman Knight told sponsor that

Kovacs was signed to a long-term pact

involving $1 million and that the pro-

gram has one of the biggest budgets of

any local New York show.

The nation's disk jockeys are cur-

rently telling their audiences about a

campaign to make good music collec-

tions available to the blind. The music

is recorded on ordinary" phonograph
records but the records have braille

jackets and braille labels for indentifi-

cation.

Sigmund Spaeth, noted music edu-

cator and columnist, told sponsor the

Louis Braille Music Institute of Amer-

ica, Inc., New York, is soliciting funds

to pay for the free distribution of rec-

ords to the blind and institutions for

the blind. Disk jockeys, he reported,

are assisting in the campaign.

Spaeth said Library No. 1 is now
available. -At * *

IN RADIO!

NOW

exas;
CBS AND DuMONT

TELEVISION NETWORKS

Wicnita 3'ai/s cJe/ewsion, Una



Will o o o

(i forum on questions of current interest

to air advertisers untl thi'ir ugencies

II hat stride* has uhi television recently made—
(Hid what problem* remain to In- salvvtt

THE PICKED PANEL ANSWERS

B) HI N SI Hill -/
. ii. . i". •!./. ,./

(I aihlnglon 0. '

II II IK . In.

Mr. Strc

Once we knew ;i

man who owned

a radio station.

Hi' sold it for

$2,500. That sta-

tion later became

a basic CBS af-

filiate; ma rkel

value: $1,500,-

mm.
I hen i he re

u ere t he g a j
-

who had pre-freeze vhf grants and

turned them back in "There was no

future For telei ision."

Latest members <d this Eratei nit) :

I lir "ulif-is-no-»ood" boys. \ promi-

nent network official recentlj quipped

:

*'lf a vhf station fails, it's bad man-

agement; if a ulif station Fails, it's be-

cause it- uhl. Wise words indeed.

I nder our competitive, free enter-

prise system, there is never a guaran-

tee "I business success. Manx 1 >

n - i

-

n<—c~ in all lines fail because "I poor

management, insufficient capital or bad

judgment in starting the business in

the first place. Most ulif failures have

been caused b) similai reasons. Start-

in- a station in a market thai was too

small i" suppoi I t«l<-\ ision, ~t a i ting in

a inai kel thai was alread) receh ing a

numbei "I g I vhl signals, starting

w ithoul a plan. Too mam promoters,

get-rich-quick schemers, hopped into

l\. an) kind <d i\. an) place, because

i\ was "a Ii' ense i" steal.

Despite tin- failures and the profes-

sional pallbearers there an- toda) a

numbei <d highl) sua essful uhi Bta-

tions. I he) air doing an effi< ienl job,

operating undei tin- Bame rules that a

good radio station operates under:

g I programing, ,". I promotion

.mil
g

I selling.

( ini compan) i \\ W 1
>

< . Inc.) estab-

lished a i adio Btation in \\ ashington

h liii Ii the expei ts all agreed < ouldn i

-m < eed the market was t'"> crowd-

ed. Not <inl\ did we succeed but a half

a dozen othei stations which followed

US into the market and had their sights

leveled In a definite direction also suc-

ceeded.

\ou we <>u n a 1
1 i

t

• < e id an upcoming

ulif Btation (WFMZ-TV, Ulentown,

Pa.). It- a good market, a big one.

\ll id the aiea Stations ate and w ill he

uhl except for the fringe signals out

iif Philadelphia (and 1>\ the way,

w hat - going in happen to fringe

nals when color comes in?). We think

\\ I M/ i- "oiiij! i" he successful, not

overnight of course. It- president, Ray

Kolin of Avllentown, i- a good opera-

tor. I le knows hi- market. \\ ith

sound local programing augmented hv

network -how-, with good promotion

including work with the retail service-

men and dealer- on a verv sound,

planned hasis. with good selling, we

think WFMZ-TV will succeed.

I he same business judgment that

lold us to ini into uhl in \llcntown

stopped us from going into uhl in

\\ ashington. \\ ashington ha- loin

\ ei v -mid \ hi stations. \\ hat can a

uhl station offer that will make people

con\ ei t ?

IKK) ISRABl .... prmtUlent and fnmral
,„,,„„:,,. II / \-. fill.burgh

I hi, without the

advantage of a

five-yeai freeze,

in certain spei ill

mai k> i- has made
-nine leal prog-

ress while nut

specta< ul. ii . mi-

tainl) Bound and

stead)

.

In the wake of

m a n \ stations

Ii u and \ Buffering economic re-

-c- because id a numbei "l fa< tors,

Mr. Israe

bol

\ el

man) people in the industr) have

sought to put a stigma on all uhf.

These shortsighted individual- over-

look a number of factor-.

I Id stations, b) and lar^e. that have

had economic trouhles, for the mo-t

p. ul have been in markets where there

simpl) aren't enough dollars to go

around and man) of them have been

under-financed and ill conceived. This

applies to a jireat main new vhf sta-

ll' >n- also. Overlooked also is the fact

that L8 \hf permits wen- handed back

in the Commission b) groups who had

little or iiu faith in the future of t\

.

To he specific, let's look at the mar-

ket with which I am most familiar.

Pittsburgh, the nation's eighth major

market with a \ hf established five vears

prior to the arrival of our ulif channel.

\\ hat have we been aide to accomplish

in -even months of operation?

We have the first televised schedule

of major-league baseball, the first home
and awa\ schedule both from Madison

Square Garden for the Holida) and

National Imitation tournament- and a

series of home games of the national-

l\ ranked I)uque-ne I niversitv basket-

ball team. We've done more remotes

in -even months than has been accom-

plished in the previous five years. We
have approximate^ L30 clients on our

station. We have basic affiliation with

VBC and supplementary affiliation

with CBS. We have the largest studio

and were the first tv station in the citv

In drive an automobile and displav for

live camera demonstration in the stu-

dio. In seven month-, starting from

scratch, we have, according to the lo-

cal sinve\-. 236,452 -et- equipped to

pick up our station a- ol March 1.

We aie going into the first lull sum-

mer ol baseball and it i- reasonable to

assume that this figure will he greatly

expanded due to the purchase of a

second -et in the homes in so rabid a

-pint- town. It i- particularlv signifi-
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rant due to the fact that a number of

the leading manufacturers have come

out with a new set selling under $200

completely equipped with both uhf and

vhf.

It is true that uhf has had an uphill

fight but anything new usually does.

It should be borne in mind that it

takes a station six months to develop

a rating pattern. In all fairness, those

timebuyers who hold a much more se-

vere yardstick to uhf than they ever

did against vhf are selling short their

own clients, because what they are say-

ing, in effect, is that this country and

this particular market has no basis for

expansion.

By LOV POLLER, general manager, WCAN-TV,
Milwaukee, Wis,

I have been
searching for

over a year now,

and I have not

found a tv spec-

tator who was
willing to look at

a poor picture or

program on vhf;

conversely I have

not found a tv

spectator who
did not fully enjoy a good picture and

program on uhf. The alphabetical gap

has been created in Washington, and

magnified on Madison Avenue. Tech-

nicallv. there are no real problems with

uhf. Milwaukee has accepted WCAN-
TV to the tune of 62% conversions in

a little over six months.

We believe that any market having

more than three tv stations is in for a

rough time, whether they are v's or u's

or mixed. Kansas City is living proof

of that theory. Planned allocations

did not prove too practical, and chang-

ing the allocations piecemeal as is be-

ing done adds to the confusion. It has

been preached over and over that we

must have uhf in order to enjoy "a

truly competitive" national television

system. If that still holds true, we

need a quick, up-to-date inventory of

tv in the country before we go much

further with the allocation plan.

There is absolutely no reason for

uhf not having the same future as vhf.

given the same opportunity. My ques-

tion still is—is it getting the same op-

portunity? We don't think so.

I /'lease turn to page 153 )

Mr. Poller

Precision

Prints
YOUR PRODUCTIONS
BEST REPRESENTATIVE

CLOSE CHECK ON
PROCESSING

Picture and sound results are held
to the closest limits by automatic
temperature regulation, spray devel-

opment, electronically filtered and
humidity controlled air in the dry-

ing cabinets, circulating filtered

baths, Thymatrol motor drive, film

waxing and others. The exacting

requirements of sound track devcl-

opment are met in PRECISION'S
special developing machinery.

YOUR ASSURANCE OF
BETTER 16mm PRINTS

16 Years Research and Specialization in every phase of 16mm processing,

visual and aural. So organized and equipped that all Precision jobs are of the

highest quality.

Individual Attention is given each film, each reel, each scene, each frame —
through every phase of the complex business of processing — assuring you of

the very best results.

Our Advanced Methods and our constant checking and adoption of up-to-

the-minute techniques, plus new engineering principles and special machinery
enable us to offer service unequalled anywhere!

Newest Facilities in the 16mm field are available to customers of Precision,

including the most modern applications of electronics, chemistry, physics, optics,

sensitometry and densitometry — including exclusive Maurer-designed equip-

ment—your guarantee that only the best is yours at Precision!

Precision Film Laboratories — a di-

vision of J. A. Mauret, Inc., has 16

years of specialization in the 16mm
field, consistently meets the latest de-

mands for higher quality and speed.
PRECISION
FILM LABORATORIES, INC.

21 West 46th St.,

New York 36, N.Y.

JU 2-3970
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NESTLE ON THE AIR
{Continued from page 35)

i<> London foi the Coronation ami then

to Paris.

"Tin- |Kii pose "I the i ontesl ex-

plains \\ in-low Stetson, Nescafe ac-

count executive at Sherman ^ Mar-

quette, "was to get as man) people as

possible i" 1 1 v. Nes< afe. I be i >ni<--i

was promoted through point-of-sale

displays and pulled excellent results

lor US.

\ retailei displaj contest ran simul-

taneous^ .

In mid-March, when Nescafe's spon-

sorship "| Kate Smith run out. the firm

decided not i" renew it- contract The

n isoning: Nescafe was out to reach a

broadei famil) audient e than ii could

with daytime i\. The answer: The

l<nl. if Gleason Show, CBS rV, Satur-

days 8:00-9:00 p.m.

I ,, Iceep Nescafe in the minds of

consumers ovei the summer, Nestli I

pai ii< ipated in the < l>
x Radio Powei

YUKON
THIS

STAY WITH YOUR AUDIENCE

MMER ON WWTV!
YUKON* — synonymous with gold rush since the early doys of Alaska.

Now there's a new gold field open to television advertisers

Throughout this Spring, Summer and Fall, 1 ,500,000 people will visit the famous

Northern Michigan resort-land — which this yeor has television for the first

time . . from WWTV.

You can move with your audience this year as they leave metropolitan centers

to |oin the half-million permanent audience of WWTV-lond

SPARTON BROADCASTING CO., CADILLAC, MICHIGAN

Plan from March through August

1953. Through this participation Nes-

cafe had coverage on more than 200

( BS Radio stations and identification

with three 8:30-9:00 p.m. radio net-

work shows: rlil in Peace and War,

Meet Millie and .Mr. Keen. Tracer of

Lost Pei sons.

Late in 1
(
J.")2. when Nestle executives

-aw Ne» afe sales dip, the firm under-

took a brand preference and consumer

study. I he\ found the public was turn-

ing from chocolate-base products like

Ne» afe to the pure-coffee instant

brands. Nescafe revamped its formula,

and when Nestle hegan it- one-third

sponsorship of Gleason in March

L953, the commercials plugged "new

100' . pure coffee" Nescafe.

Nestle Co.'s investment in the (,lea-

— « » r i -how amount- to $1,105,000 for

production on a 52-week hasis. plus

an estimated $750,000 more for the

96-station CBS TV lineup. For this

price, Nescafe, like the two other co-

sponsors (Schick and Sheaffer Co-, i

.

gets one ininute-and-a-half commercial

lor two weeks, three minutes of com-

mercial time ever\ third week.

1 he-e i oinmen ials are integrated in-

to the show format. Says \\ in-low

Stetson, Nescafe a/e at Sherman &

Marquette on this score: "If \ou
:

re

paying a high price for a top person-

ality, \ou get maximum value from

your investment bj getting this per-

sonality's endorsement of the product.""

Specificall) Nescafe likes tv because

of its demonstration value i the com-

mercials show the family how fast and

easily a cup of Nest afe can be made I

ami its merchandisabilit) (Nescafe

stresses beavj point-of-sale display and

promotion i . At the time Nescafe

bought Gleason he was alread\ a pop-

ular comedian with a family -appeal

show format and a solid rating (in the

30's i . w Inch has maintained.

In fall 1953 Nescafe again ran a

consumer contest Some $100,000 in

cash was given to contestants who

best < ompleted a jingle about Nescafe.

This contest, announced on the air for

two month-, pulled satisfactory re-

sponse.

Vgain the reasoning behind this con-

test was twofold :

1. To get new customers for Nes-

cafe, as well as prove the value of the

revamped product to old customer-.

2. To get extra displays from chain-

and leading independent grocers. Sher-

man ^ Marquette furnished life-size
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WDAY-TV
FARGO, N. D.

NOW ON

FULL POWER
(UP FROM 13,000 TO 65,000 WATTS)

AND CARRYING

PRACTICALLY

ALL TOP-RATED

PROGRAMS
FROM

ALL 4 NETWORKS

<mp-

(AND LEADING FILM PRODUCERS)!

Affiliated with NBC • CBS • ABC • DUMONT

FREE & PETERS, INC., Exclusive National Representatives

131



i utouta "I < lleasou to the disti ibutoi -

ilui Ing the i mi >>| the contest.

Vnothei favorite Nestle method of

advertising i- through free-sample ol

fers. Nescafe introduced such .1 "prove-

it-youi sell 1 ampaign in Septembei

1953 via t\ and magazines. < me par-

ti 11l.11 Gleason commercial last fall

offered \ iewera .1 pa< kage h ith foui

indh idual s« 1 \ ings ol Nea afe free.

I In- one commen ial pulled 25,000

postcards within ;i da) out «.f New
^ "ik ( it\ alone.

Nea afe - 1 "|>\ theme has been 1 on-

sistent in all media since Ma) 1953:

"New 100' , pure Nea afe Coffee

guarantees bettei flavoi 1 up aftei cup."

I lii- theme appears in Nea afe's

piini advertising lull page black-and-

white .1- well as four-coloi ads in Life,

Look, Ladies
1 Home Join mil. Good

Housekeeping and the Btore books. It

also appears in Nescafe's dailj newspa-

pei advertising, usuall) black-and-

white and some two-color 1,000-line

ads.

Spot t\ i- used |u inKiriK to supple-

ment Gleason coverage. < In the other

hand Sherman & Marquette stresses the

value of spol radio in (1) rea< hing

an entirel) different audience from the

i\ audience; (2) bringing consumers

the "news 1 "t Nescafe.

When regulai coffee prices skyrock-

eted in wintei 1954, Nescafe immedi-

ate!) wrnt full-force into spol radio id

ever) major market in the country,

fliis campaign was the most intensive

-I
>•)! 1 ampaign on independent stations

in radio histoi \ :
< in \\ \l.\\ . New

^mk. alone Nescafe placed 175 min-

ute announcements a week at 16,000

weekly. I li<- campaign has expanded

-UK e .
I. inn. 11 \ into more than 30 ma-

jor markets, with man) independents

as well as network affiliates carrying

schedules <>f l<"i announcements and

more ea< li week.

I bese < ommercial • Btai 1 w iili a jin-

gle stressing flavor but are followed

with a timel) hard-hitting pitch com-

pai in. regulai 1 offee pi u es w iili in-

stanl coffee. Campaign was placed in

human on a 1 3-week basis.

Nescafe's radio effort is "I the shot-

gun variety, aimed at a maximum adult

and teen-age audience. The agenc) lia-

been buying sports, <l.j.. news adja-

cencies, as well as la al and regional

radio personalities. This price broad-

Bide i- intended to liit the entire fani-

ily.

The Gleason show, on the oilier

hand, i- aimed more specificall) at

the youngei housewife, although Nes-

tle Co. doesn t discount the importance

of men and teen-agers as potential in-

stanl coffee consumers.

Nescafe s leading competitors in the

field are aggressive advertisers:

General I- nods' Instant Maxwell

House Coffee sponsors The Red But-

tons Show, CBS TV, Mondays 9:30-

10:00 p.m. I through Benton ^ Bowles 1

.it a 122,000 weekl) production cost,

and The Second Mrs. Burton, CBS Ha-

dio, Monday-through-Frida) 2:00-2:15

p.m. (sharing the program with oilier

Genera] Foods products) al a $3,000

weekl) production cost

Standard Brands' Instant Chase &
Sanborn, on the market Bince 1946,

had onl) one experience \% i t li network

t\ : one 15-minute participation week-

l\ on NBC I \ 's Garry Moore Show
in 1951. Since then the brand has been

advertised via spol radio and tv in To

or more cities, a- well a- with heavy

print schedules.

Borden' y Instant Coffee was also in-

Strong Pull
. . . keeps viewers tuned to

KMJTV
FRESNO • CHANNEL 24

the FIRST TV station in

California's San Joaquin Valley

KMJ-TY pioneered television in tin's important inland

California market. The strong pull of top local pro-

gramming plus NBC and CHS network shows continue

to make it this area's most-tuned-to TV station.

KMJ-TV is your best buy in tlie Valley.

Paul 11. Raymcr, Xational Representative
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irodiK ed in L9 !<. and from it> I • i r t

h

was ill* most air-conscious "I the in-

stanl i offees. In L952 I through H< SSj

tlii- brand began sponsoring Treasury

Men in tction, NBC l\. Thursdays

9:00 |>. in. It -till sponsors this

program with ;i 32-station lineup, at a

weekly production cosl of $17,500

which i- borne !>\ Borden Co. products

rotated on the show.

General Foods' Instant Sanka, a i af-

feine-free instant i offee, i ompetes more

directl) with Nescafe's Decai (through

Dancei •Fitzgerald-Sample i . Sanka's

hi advertising has tended i»»w ;t i I five-

minute newscasts in t <
*

j » nighttime net-

work adjacent ies.

Regional brands like Folger's In-

stanl Coffee on the We»\ < oasl and

Ehler'e I nstanl < offee mi the East

< oasl are contenders in their own dis-

tribution areas. Ili'ii advertising, gen-

erally, leans toward heavy newspapei

and spot radio and t\ .

In \1a\ 1952 Nestle Co. (through

Sherman & Marquette) introduced an-

other brand ol instant ' offee Nestle's

Instant Coffee. The reasoning behind

OYER 100,000 SETS . .

.

Official certified

set count made
by non-bias
company for

Kansas TV
stations

50% SATURATION
WlNDY, the bright spirit of TV in Central Kansas,

can hardly believe his eyes! Now. .. more than half

the homes in the KTVH area have TV*. Besides, a

recent Pulse report shows KTVH has 15 night-time

and 10 multi-weekly shows with top ratings. A

golden opportunity awaits you at a KTVH sales

office in Wichita or Hutchinson. Studios in Hutchin-

son: IU)\\ vki> (). Peterson, General Manager.

CHANNEL

12 KTVH
HUTCHINSON -WICHITA

VHF
240,000
WATTS

CBS BASIC -DU MONT -ABC
REPRESENTED BY H-R TELEVISION, INC.

COVERS CENTRAL KANSAS

this introduction of a brand that may

eventually be nationally competitive

with Nestle's nun Nescafe?

Dun Cad) explained Nestle's pol-

icj this way to sponsor:

"The Nielsen Food and Drug In-

dex shows that no Bingle brand of cof-

fee ever held more than 2.V , of any

particular market. To strengthen the

Nestle Co.'s position in individual

markets as well as nationally, we in-

troduced this new, improved Nestle

[nstanl Coffee. Actually, we don't feel

that it will compete with our well-es-

tablished Nescafe a> much as with oth-

er brand-. There will alwa\s be con-

sumers who prefer Nescafe to Nestle

[nstanl Coffee and vice versa."

\t the agency, Nestle Instant Coffee

is bandied entirely separately from

Nea afe. \\ illiam Geoghegan, execu-

tive on the Nestle Instant Coffee ac-

< ount, explained that tbe advertising

stress in all media is upon flavor.

"Price," he says, "'is an industry prob-

lem. Since we have limited distribu-

tion at tbe moment, and a more lim-

ited budget than the older brands, we

stick to brand selling and a strong

lla\ or pitch.

Nestle Instant Coffee's budget has

in- reased b\ some 50^5 annually since

the brand's introductory campaign in

spring 1952. The budget in 1954 di-

vides this way: (>()'«. in print media.

10'
i in radio and t\

.

To date the brand has distribution

in the following areas: Michigan, Mas-

sachusetts, eastern Pennsylvania. New

Jersey, Rhode Island, northwestern

New ^ oik. metropolitan New York

and southern Connecticut.

I\ is being used in New York. Phil-

adelphia. Boston. Detroit. Rhode Is-

land and Buffalo: radio in Michigan.

Pennsylvania (except Philadelphia!.

Massachusetts. Both air media are

u~<d on a \ ear-round basis with av-

erage radio frequency exceeding 15

announcements a week per market.

average t\ Frequency exceeding five an-

nouncements a week per market.

Demonstration of NIC's quick, easy

solubility i- the mainstay of NICs h
commercials. Whether film or live.

these commercials usually show two

cold glasses of water. The announcer

puts a teaspoon of NIC in one glass, of

another brand of instant coffee in the

othei glass. NIC mixes with the cold

water \isibK faster than the unidenti-

fied brand with which it is compared.

fhe copy theme: "Now a foolproof
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"My Mileai itvp **

says Clicl S\-.\\ h.ui-li

of Morse Intcrn.itioiiaL Inc..

"shows ingenuity in 'digging

out' and cooperation in 'working out'

schedules (hat meet my clients'

requirements. He does not merely

submit a cut and dried list

of availabilities."

Jepeo's

specialty is

working for maximum

client effectiveness.

That means digging

out best

availabilities.

JEPCO knows how the wind blows

John E. #V*##\vo## Company
RADIO AND TELEVISION STATION REPRESENTATIVES

NEW YORK • CHICACO • MINNEAPOLIS • DALLAS • LOS ANCELES • SAN FRANCISCO



SCRANTON, PA.
ABC TELEVISION NETWORK

Antenno: 1244 Ft. Above Average Terrain

333 Madison Ave , Scronlon, Po.

Hotel Sterling, Wilkes-Borre, Pa.

Repreienred Nationally by
GfORGt P. HOU/NCBFRr CO

three jingle
audition 1.

made just for
you for only

Hollywood 5-6181

6000 SUNSET BOULEVARD HOLLYWOOD 28 CAL.

...IF.-, ."

Nestle Co.'s onlj network t\ -bow.

beside The Jackie Gleason Show, is

Space Patrol for Nestle chocolate bars,

EverReadj Cocoa and Nestle's Quik.

I hese three products, as well a- Nes-

tle's Semi-Sweel Clio. ..late Morsels.

Nestle's I ookie Mix, Nestle's Brown
f.iaw and Nestle's White Sauce, are

handled bj ('.<> il \ Presbrey, with

John Beresford as account executive.

The chocolate bars, Nestle's Quik
and EverRead) Cocoa began sponsor-

ship ..I Space Patrol, \BC TV, alter-

nate Saturdays 11:00-11:30 a.m.. on

16 Januarj 1954. On 3 April 1954

Nestle's Quik and Nestle chocolate bars

also undertook sponsorship of the ra-

dio version of the -how : Space Patrol,

VBC Radio, alternate Saturdays 10:30-

1:00 a.m. Ralston-Purina sponsors

Iternate weeks on both radio and tv.

Tie program originates in Hollywood
with a 51-station t\ lineup. 358 radio-

station lineup. Nestle's t\ contract ex-

tends through 'i JuK 1954; radio ends

2.i June.

Sa\- John Beresford: "The radio

and t\ versions are handled separately,

with different stories and different

casts, except the star of the -how.

Therefore, we not onl) reach a maxi-

mum kid audience with our radio and

l\ coverage, but we may reinforce the

impact of each version b) having some
of the same audience tune in to both

-i.m ies."

The programs are aimed at young-

-In- between ajies four and 13, though

the major group of kid listeners falls

into the six-to-12 age group. The agen-

<\ estimates that some 259? of the

audience are adults, though program
appeal i- three-to-one in favor of kid-.

Hie -bow had a 23 Nielsen rating in

January-Februarj a significantl) high

score for a morning program.)

S i ipt re [uirements arc rigid in or-

dei to insure parent approval: (1) no

one i- evei killed on Space Patrol: 2)

criminals are rehabilitated in the "re-

habilitation ccnier." Don Cad\ . Ne-
ll.- bead ol advertising, was in Cali-

fornia a. sponsor's presstime to con-

fer with the producers and writer- of

the program, t.> make sure that the

general atmosphere of the -bow will

continue to follow the aforementioned

standards.

Here's Nestle's commercial tech-

nique:

1. Hero ol Space Patrol, Buzz Cor-

ry, endorses Nestle products in inte-
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Another
WSM

package show
delivered to

the Network!

When the makers of d-CON products

wanted a strong, effective, unified

medium to sell the entire nation,

they took a familiar step

:

They turned to the field whose

national popularity is rocketing

fastest — country music; to the top

folk music talent pool — the cast

of WSM's Grand Ole Opry.

So NBC listeners coast to coast are

now hearing at 9 p.m. every Saturday,

right after the network portion of

"Grand Ole Opry," the "Country

Tune Parade," starring Ernest Tubb,

Goldie Hill, and famous guest stars

from the Opry itself.

When your product is ready to ride

a network, contact WSM for a

sure-fire salesmaking package show.

More specifically, contact Tom
Harrison or any Petry Man.

Nashville

19 APRIL 1954

WSM Clear Channel • 50,000 Watts
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DECATJR, ILLINOIS
*Conlan Mporl, January, 1954

NATION/J representatives

GEO. W.
.CLARK

CO.
New York

Los Angeles
San Francisco

Chicago

grated commen ial>.

2. W rite-in premiums are continu-

ously offered on the ail i<> make sure

that the audience will actually try Nee-

tie produi i-. Premiums range from

plastii mi k.-t ships to plastic space

ships. These serve as valuable mer-

i handising t < >• .1 - foi the trade.

EverReady Cocoa, "in* of the Nes-

tle produi i- advertised on tin- t\ ver-

sion <il Space Patrol, concentrates its

entire budget in t\. This product (a

i powdei Im hoi in-taut cocoa)

i- advertised more heavily during the

wintei month-. The main commercial

pit* h i- that kids like a hot drink at

breakfast just as adults <1<>. Before it-

i\ sponsorship, EverReadj advertised

mainly in comii B.

Nestle's (,)nik. a cocoa powder for

instant cold cocoa, Bpends 50% of its

budget in radio-t\ . 50'
i in comics and

Sunday supplements. Quik commer-

cials stress how easy the drink i- t"

make and how good it tastes. Quik

takes over most of EverReady's com-

mercial time during spring and earl)

summer. Together, these two Nestle

instant cocoas dominate the cocoa in-

dustry .

The maim share of the Nestle choco-

late bar budget i- in air media, with

some Sunday supplement advertising.

Nesde's maim competition in the cho< -

nlate har field is Hershey, who domi-

nates chocolate har retail sales, strange-

ly enough without any advertising at

all. Reason for llershex's lark of ad-

vertising: most of its sales are in hulk

chocolate to candy manufacturers rath-

er than to consumers.

Nestle's previous network t\ experi-

ence for these products had been it-

sponsorship of Mr. I. Pagination,

CBSTA . from Septembei 1950 through

June 1951. Despite heavy parent or-

ganization and teacher endorsement.

this show did not produce results to

uai rant renewal aftei 39 weeks.

From that time to date the products

were advertised through participations

on local t\ kid shows, full-page ads in

Life, Look and other national maga-

zines as well as spot radio schedules.

Comics got a large percentage of their

budget during this period.

Ihr only Nestle product, also adver-

tised mi Space Patrol, which gets fur-

ther spot t\ Bupporl i- the chocolate

har. These har- have been advertised

in a heavy t\ I.I), campaign in New

^ ork mil\ Bince October 1953 through

\|nil 1954. The I.D.'s consist ol a
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musical jingle starring a little girl and

end with a plug of Space Patrol. Placed

near family-appeal programing be-

tween 8:30 and 10:00 p.m.. these com-

mercials ran at the rate of Id a week

during the first three months of the

New ^ ork campaign, five a week dur-

ing the last three months.

Nestle's Semi-Sweet Chocolate Mor-

Bals and Nestle's Cookie Mix were in-

troduced 1") years ago on the Yankee

Network by Marjorie Mills, a woman
commentator. Both products are <ur-

rently placed on tv and radio daytime

cooking -how- through Cecil S Pres-

brey

.

These products arc considered to he

promotional items ' lor making holi-

day cookie* l and are therefore adver-

tised seasonally. The main part of the

budget goes into women's magazines

and Sunday supplements, hut radio

and tv spending is heavy.

Since the rural areas of the I .S. are

of major importance for both prod-

net-. Cecil \ l'reshre\ has bought re-

gional network- like Yankee Network

in New England and Don Lee on the

West Coast, both of which have exten-

sive -mall-town coverage. The kc\-

-tone Network is used regularly by

Nesde for these two products because

of its wide coverage in small-town and

rural area-. Nesde currently uses Tele-

test Quiz Program on Keystone.

On women's tv participation Bhows

these products usually buy two partici-

pations weekly in one show per mar-

ket. Radio participations run in three-

a-week schedules per market. Nesde's

Semi-Sweel Morsels retail at 23c.

Cookie Mix at 37c. The advertising

budget for these two products approx-

imately equals Nestle spending for the

three Space Patrol products.

Decaf. Nestle Co.'s "<)~'
< caffeine-

free" instant coffee brand, is advertised

through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. Ex-

i utive on this account. Chester Birch.

says that this brand's major competitor

is General Food-' Sanka. Decafs cam-

paigns, however, are still in their in-

troductory stages. The account started

with D-F-S in spring L953, has since

been advertised primarily through

daily newspapers and minute late night

t\ announcements, on a 50-50 basis.

Women participation show- on radio

are used in those markets where the

women radio personalities are strong-

er than nighttime adjacencies.

William Cory is D-F-S account ex-

ecutive on Fun other Nestle Co. prod-
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Sadie ^>ottf SeccwAe: Sa4ic Suy Seozutz:
KRNT is the Hooper leader morning, afternoon, and

evening (and has been for years!). In the morning,

KRNT leads with an audience share of 48.8%. In

the afternoon, KRNT leads with an audience share

of 50.4%. In the evening, KRNT leads with an

audience share of 41.8%. (Des Moines Hooper

Report, Feb., 1954). KRNT is the only Des Moines

station that can talk Hoopers!

S<Z4ic Scuf Soocuue:
KRNT is the station with the stars . . . CBS plus Don

Bell, Iowa's favorite disc-jockey . . . Bill Riley, long-

time popular emcee with the great new mid-after-

noon participating show . . . Smokey Smith, Central

Iowa's most popular Western and country-music

star . . . Elizabeth Clarkson Zwart, veteran Tribune

columnist with outstanding morning "radio column"

. . . Al Couppee, Iowa's "Mister Sports" . . . Al

Rockwell, late-evening music authority.

KRNT is the station Central Iowa depends on for

news. Everyone knows such names in news as Russ

Van Dyke, Paul Rhoades, Don Soliday, Tribune col-

umnist Gordon Gammack, and Mac Danielson. It

takes a BIG, FULL-TIME staff of professional news-

men — with "beat" reporters — to run the NEWS
CENTER for Central Iowa. That's why any KRNT
quarter-hour newscast is the most-listened-to news-

cast in Des Moines!

KRNT is the Know-How, Go-Now station in Des

Moines . . . the only Des Moines station which builds

audience through a daily newspaper radio col-

umn, as well as display advertising and many

other promotion features . . . the showmanship sta-

tion affiliated with KRNT Theater, world's largest

legitimate theater . . . the station which has one

rate for everyone, with no PI, no deals.

REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY

THE

REGISTER

AND

TRIBUNE

STATION
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big

bargain!

26
USE -FULL

ISSUES

OF

SPONSOR
ONLY

$8
The magazine you can't do

without. Simply fill in the

coupon below and mail today,

i"
------------------------

: SPONSOR
i 40 E. 49 St., New York 17, N. Y.
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;
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i

i
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i
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i

i
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check one:

$8 one year (26 issues)

i $15 three years

ucto: Nestea fan instant tea), Maggi

seasoning and bouillon cubes, the l<>ur

flavors >>f Nestle package soups, and
N «i" Knight Cheese.

Nestea was introduced through

Needham, Louis S I » i
< » r ! x . < hi< ago,

about three years ago. In spi ing L953

the account moved t<> D-F-S. Its bud-

get is
f

• i imaril) in —
j
*< » t tv. minute and

20-second participations on daytime

women's Bhows. Some 2095 ol the

budgel goes into spot radio and news-

papei advertising. Nestea i in rentlj has

distribution in IT markets: New ^lork.

Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington,

Atlanta, Miami. Jacksonville, Tampa,

St. Louis, Dallas, Fori Worth. Hous-

inti. Cleveland, Columbus and gener-

allj throughout Ohio and Indiana.

The major competitor of Nestea is

a Standard Brands product: lender-

leaf, also not wi nationall) distributed.

Biggest advantage ol instant teas is

in the making <d iced tea, since it by-

passes the boiling and then icing stage.

This mean- that Nestea's heaviest ad-

vertising seasons are Bpring and sum-

mer. ( !opj theme, ol < ourse, is . "Re-

freshing tea in seconds.

Here- an example of a 20-second

Nestea t\ commen ial

:

Innouncer: "'Look good? Make re-

freshing iced tea in seconds with

Nestea Instant Tea! One teaspoon of

Nestea, a half-inch <>f hot water. Vo

y/iiiiiii:. Nestea dissolves instantly.

\dd cold water, then ice. \hhli!

Sparkling, refreshing iced tea, in sec-

onds, with Nestea Instant Tea!"

Ilii- commercial shows an attractive

glass of i< »'d tea with lemon and a mint

leaf. Then the glass dissolves into a

closeup of a Nestea jar, and the re-

mainder of the commercial shows a

woman preparing a glass ol iced tea.

Nestle's package soups were i 1 1 1 1
. •

-

du< ed on I March L95 I. I li*-\ an- cur-

rently being tested in Binghamton and

Syracuse iria -pot tv and newspaper

advertising. Retail cost of the soups

is competitive with Upton's, at 13<

pn package.

Swiss Knight Cheese, a specialtj

cheese, became a D-F-S account in

spring 1953. Relatively high-priced

(39c to VU- retail for a package of

-i\ portion- 1. it has distribution pri-

maril) <>n the East Coast Advertising

budget i- divided between -mall black

and white ad- on food pajie- of dail\

newspapers and minute participations

on daytime women's radio show-.

Maggi seasoning, also through

D-F-S, is sold nationall) hut mainlv

to BUch institutions as restaurants, ho-

tel- i in New York, the Waldorf- \-

loria uses it l . This product, virtually

unknown in the f .S.. has long been a

staple in European households. Rea-

son: constant and ample supplv of

fresh meat- in this countrv. Part of

the cause for Europe's generally more

spic] and highh flavored meat dishes

throughout the past three centuries has

been economic. Since there's no abund-

ance of food (and even in food-pro-

ducing countries, distribution is tra-

ditionally so unequal as to challenge

the culinary skills of the masses), Eu-

ropean cooks have always done their

best to enhance the flavor of poorer

i lit- of meat. In the U.S., Maggis ad-

vertising is aimed directly at profes-

sional chefs who are schooled in the

use of seasonings. The budget goes

into specialized hotel magazines.

Nestle's bouillon cubes were intro-

duced on a limited test basis in 1951.

The product has -< altered East (!oa.-t

distribution. Currently it is being re-

evaluated from a product standpoint.

and advertising plans lie dormant.

Expansion of the Nestle line into

man) new package food products got

~r
CBS TV research

shows over 40%
penetration

by KRBC-TV

Represented nationally by

JOHN E. PEARSON TV Inc.
ABILENE
TEXAS
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inlo full swing in the past two years.

Nestle executives are close-mouthed

when questioned about sales figures.

However, growth of Nestle's advertis-

ing budget gives some indication of the

fi nn"s expansion.

Here are PIB figures for Nestle

spending in national media during the

past two years:
1952 1953

Magazines s 737,727 S 691,287
Newspapei supplements 319,030

-

. 17,428
Network t\ . . 154,375 830,823
Network radio 348,41 I

TOTAL . $1,211,132 §2,416,949

These figures reflect the growing im-

portance of the air media in Nestle Co.

thinking. Network radio and tv spend-

ing increased close to eight times in

1953 over the previous year.

Original!) founded in Switzerland

by Henri Nestle in the 1860's. Nestle

Co. began manufacturing milk and

a baby food line in the U.S. for Amer-
ican consumption in the 1900's. To-

day, Nestle Co. headquarters in White

Plains. New York, has 12 plants in

the U.S., employing 3,200 persons. Ma-
jor regional sales offices are located

in eight cities throughout the U.S., but

advertising and sales strategv is for-

mulated at the White Plains Hq.

Company policy, in U.S. as well as

in the 30 other countries where the

firm has factories, has always laid

stress upon quality products, although

its consumer line is competitivelv

priced in the U.S. Nestle bulk products

(chocolate coating for candy manufac-

turers, syrups for soda fountain and

other institutional sale), on the other

hand, are reputed for quality and are

high-priced. Nestle's institutional line

is, of course, not advertised through

mass media.

Nestle Co. expects to continue its

expansion in the package food line and

is likely to continue forging distribu-

tion and sales through heavy use of

tv and radio. * * *

MENNEN ON RADIO
[Continual Irani page 37 I

ing specialized local pressure as the

need requires in toda\ ">
\ ei \ lluid mar-

ket conditions.

Mennen s experience with tele\ ision

has been an interesting one. As a mat-

ter of fact, this companj was among
the first to experiment with various

television techniques. Also, today thej

are in approximately a dozen markets

on a spot basis. They have, at various

times, sponsored network shows and

arc currenth considering the use of

[D's.

Colson says that a companj like his

must be acutels conscious of the period

1>\ period changes reflected in the Niel-

sen Food and Drug Index Figures,

sales force comments and agency re-

search, and, as a consequence, seeks

to keep their media buying, copy

themes and advertising pressures flexi-

ble to meet requirements. He admits

that, although it is prett\ hard to pin-

point advertising results, they do at

all times attempt to continue only such

advertising as actually demonstrate> it-

self at the consumer sales counters.

To test individual radio stations

(and other media, too), Mennen Fre-

quently offers a premium—perhaps a

shave kit for a quarter. This isn't the

final answer by any means, but "'it

gives an indication of the value of one

station over another one; it's an indi-

cator of a stations vitality, says Col-

son.

Mennen's spot radio history goes

back at least 25 years. In fact some

stations have been used nearly that

long. But Mennen's intensive spot ra-

dio use is much more recent. As for

network radio, here's a brief sum-

mary :

For the first four months of 1932

Mennen sponsored Freddie Rich's Or-

chestra (with Irene Beaslev i on Thurs-

Put Action In Your TV Slides!

FILMACK STUDIOS i326s.wabash Chicago, ill

Your Best

Buy to Sel

The Rich

Pittsburgh

Market

Every day more and
more advertisers are

learning it's good
business to sell
America's eighth
largest trading area

through WKJF-TV—
Pittsburgh's pioneer
UHF television sta-

tion. That's because

WKJF-TV offers its

ever-growing audi-

ence outstanding net-

work shows plus
strong local pro-
gramming.

In case you're look-

ing for a way to get

more than your share

of the 2}i billion dol-

lar Pittsburgh market,

you'll find it pays to

use WKJF-TV. Want
proof? Contact our
national representa-
tives, Weed Televi-

sion, or write us
today.

WKJF-TV
&uut*tel53
PITTSBURGH

K/W i

Nat. Rep. WEED TELEVISION

OUTSTANDING
NBC PROGRAMS
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day nights, 15 minutes mi < IBS. \n-

othei network buj was in l936-'37

ovei Mutual; it was Famous Jim Tri-

als. • Ithei network radio buys have in-

cluded Cheei I
i>.

tmerica (musical

varieties I on NBC in 1938; The Peo-

ple I ote, a Sunda) afternoon MK S

pi ograrn in late 1 9 18 and eai l\ '39;

< nl. Stoopnagle'i Quixie Doodle Con-

test, on CBS iii '39-' 10, thru (iii Mutual

in 'Ki-'ll : Capt. Flagg on Blur Net-

work, '41-early 12. an<l from 1943 to

1944 Ed Sullivan Entertains on MBS.
In I'M I Menn sn i hange I agen ies,

took it- men's toiletries to Duane

Jones. It \% .i~ Jones who put Mennen

in morning radio, bought time as

earlj as 6 a.m. \t about tin- point

Jones devised a Beriea ol daily five-

1 1 i 1 1 ii t
<

- -how- called Fun m Breakfast

with Herb Shelton and I om Howard.

\ftrr -i\ months Mennen brushless

rose from eighth to fourth plat e and

lather Bhave cream jumped from sev-

enth i" second place. Jones resigned

the Mennen a< < ount in 1951 when

some of hi- kej executives left the

cy. Reason, Bays Jones: He was

yew hit

i with

WREN

If you want to cover Topeka and the rich Eastern

Kansas market—there's no surer, low-cost way

than with WREN. Every recognized survey of

the last 5 years shows WREN has more listeners

more hours than any other station in Topeka.

This tremendous audience . . . plus WREN's
prize-winning merchandising department . . .

can only result in greater sales for your products.

5000 WATTS

WEED & COMPANY

TOPEKA, KANSAS

NATIONAL REPS.

too understaffed to carry on for Men-

nen. Kenyon i> Eckhardt has had most

of the men's line since then with the

exception of Foam Shave and the new

\ ft a after-shave lotion handled by Cec-

il & Presbrey

.

Mennen Co. has been a habit-chang-

er. When the company brought out

talcum powder in 1889, it was the first

to be packaged in a tin ran with a

shaker top. In fact it was the fir-t to

use the word "talcum." It was the

first to appeal to men. Starting with

talcum powder, Mennen expanded to

the present-da) full line of men's toi-

letries, hut Mennen sa\s its Skin Brac-

er outsells all others four to one. The

company also claims first place for its

spray deodorant and first or se- mid

place for all its products in the shav-

ing <rram field. Mennen. incidentally,

says it was the first to put shaving

nam in a tube successfully; before

Mennen introduced shave cream in a

tube in 1012 you had to use a shave

-ti<k (u shaving mug soap.

Happih for Mennen. men nowadays

prefer to be clean-shaven in most part-

of the world. Mermen today adver-

tises in 22 countries and in about 60| i

of them uses radio. Television i Men-

nen was one of the first U.S. com-

panies to use foreign t\
I

is in three

countries on four stations (two in Cu-

ba, one in Venezuela, one in the Phil-

ippines). The company owns and op-

erates plants in Canada and Cuba.

Mennen products are produced in oth-

er countries on a franchise basis. Men-

nen usuallv owns the machinery and

supervises production; products are

made on this basis in England. Swit-

zerland, Brazil. Argentina, Venezuela

and Mexico, plus most of the Central

and South American countries.

Len Colson has found that commer-
; ials that pull best in the I nitrd States

pull just about as well in foreign coun-

tries. "It's trite, but true." he says,

"that people are pretty much the same

the world ovei

.

Mennen's foreign radio commercials

frequentlx are straight translations of

the I .S. announcements. In the for-

eign t\ markets Mennen like- to use the

same films that are used in this coun-

try but with a new sound track dubbed

in. "We try to film all our tv commer-

cials," says Colson, "with the idea that

they'll be used in other countries.

That's why we dent use an on-camera

announcer too often: you cant dub in

a foreign language on this kind of film
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because the lip synchronization would

not lie the same."

Colson keeps close tabs on foreign

advertising, leaves this month for Ven-

ezuela. On his '"inspection" trips Col-

son visits ad agencies, gathers market

data, visits radio and tv stations, news-

papers and magazines.

Colson's activities as advertising

manager actually take him into many
fields not normally associated with

that title. He is used for consultation

for management on problems of public

relations, publicity, merchandising,

new product testing, etc. He came to

Mennen in 19S0, formerly was at Col-

gate-Palmolive for three years where

he was assistant display manager.

Colson reflects the thinking of Men-

nen's management to the four agencies,

acting as liaison between management
and the agencies. He has one meeting

"In the final analysis, the greatest
check and control on program accept-
ability is the general recognition of the
people in broadcasting that they are
'operating in a glass bowl.' Even more
significant is the professional recogni-
tion by radio and television people that
with the great opportunities that are
theirs, also come great responsibilities.

Speaking for the individual station op-
erators, I would like to say that they
take genuine pride in the stature which
the industry has achieved. . ."

RALPH W. HARDY
Government relations dir.

NARTH

a week with each agency in New York

City. At Morristown, N. J., location of

Mennen's plant, he has another weeklv

meeting with the firm's merchandising

department—part of the over-all-adver-

tising department which he heads. Col-

son has under him one assistant adver-

tising manager and two brand man-

agers. All medical business is handled

by a medical director and one assis-

tant.

"There are no geniuses in advertis-

ing, ' Colson once said. "What it takes

is hard work. A bright idea, by itself,

isn't worth much. It's the execution

of the idea that counts." He laments

that advertising strategy isn't found at

the bottom of a martini glass like a

lot of people seem to think. "Instead

of advertising being a round of drunk-

en parties," he said, "it's round after

round of hard work." * * *

THE NEW RADIO
[Continued from page 33)

view, Weekend and Road Show. The
long show idea is not new. Not onK
have independent stations worked this

program lode but other networks have
been quietly using them for a couple

of years. Last season ABC Radio bad

three hour-and-a-balf to two-hour eve-

ning shows, one each Saturday, Sun-

day and Monday. They were, respec-

tively, Saturday Night Dancing Parly,

American Music Hail I with Burgess

Meredith as host) and American Con-

cert Studio. Commercially, the Bhowe

were nol su< i essful bul the idea is br-

ing continued in reduced form ilii-

season. CBS Radio has used On u

Sunday Ifternoon, also a long Bhow,

foi two summers and i- bringing the

program back this summer.

While the long show has not been

conspicuousb successful commercially

there is proof of its appeal. Example:

Robert Q. Lewis Show, which started

on CBS Radio 2 January, lias been

expanded from an hour to an hour

SUMMER IS THE
BONUS SELLING SEASON

ON KOA!
KOA's Western Market normally delivers

4,163,700 people and opens family pocketbooks.

BUT THEN COMES THE SUMMER WITH BONUS AUDIENCE!

^2 Vaf|

• Bonus Number One — Car radios -a total

of 1,854,200! Nearly 1.5 million hours of car

radio listening every day! All that PLUS
tourist listening!

• Bonus Number Two — More than 12.5

million tourists vacation an average of 8.8

days in the Mountain States. ..spend more
than $600 million!

Get with it man! Get your message
on KOA —The Single Station Network

WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE DETAILS

ON KOA'S SUMMER BONUS

KOA serves more
people who can't get TV

than any radio station

in America!

For food advertisers

ENVER
NBC in the West

delivers America's most food-conditioned audience.
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and .1 hall .in<l is —
< * I * 1 out. I bere is

evidence thai tin- nriu.uk- will con-

tinue their efforts along this line.

One network programing executive

explained the wa) In- saw the long

-how trend. " \ l"t "I nev» netwoi k

programing will be long, department-

alized Bhowa. The) may run two,

three, four, even ti\<- hours. I he wa)

we Bee it, those who listen will acl like

newspapei readei ». I li<ii interest « ill

be Ioh level foi a period ol iiin<*. then

ii will tui a peak when the listenej

hears something thai particularly in-

t< rests him. Thus, the advertiser < an

spot lii- ' ommen ial in thai program

segment thai interests the kind ol peo-

ple he wants to reach.

The long -how will gel impetus from

lie New Radio's emphasis on selling

circulation. Says Oliver Treyz, direc-

tor of \i:< Radio:

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

5000 WATTS
ON 630

MORE TEXAS ADVERTISERS

USE KMAC THAN ANY
OTHER SAN ANTONIO

STATION

HOUSTON, TEXAS

5000 WATTS
ON 610

TVotU
TEXAS LARGEST

FULL TIME
INDEPENDENT

STATION

THE 2 STATIONS COVER 4,135,752
ASK THE WALKER REPRESENTATION CO., INC

"There are more fi:-h in the radio

Bea than ever before. I Ih- old, small,

half-hour nets aren't always the best

wa) tc» catch these fish. The schools

don't congregate the same way. This

< all- for more two-hour plans but it

also < alls for spreading out the nets in

another way. We sell co-sponsorships

in 15-minute shows and we offer con-

tiguoua rates for this kind of buy.

I hat i-. if the advertiser buys four co-

sponsorships, he gets the half-hour

rate. He gets, in effect, four T'^-min-

ute segments in which to spot com-

mercials but he buys them in a strip

and thus gets dispersion."

Robot \. Schmid, MBS' adminis-

trative vice president in charge of sales

and advertising, mentioned another

factor in the dispersion-bu) trend:

"The Nielsen Vudimeter ha- done a

lot to change buying patterns. With

it the advertiser can see clearly what

his unduplicated audience is and he

an figure out Ids cost-per-1,000 per

home. Because of this we will see

more of the kind of buying that -

on in our Multi-Message Plan and

more of the kind of buying done b)

S. C. Johnson on Mutual."

The Johnson Wax people buy five-

minute news broadcasts during the da)

throughout the week. The schedule.

bought b) Needham, Louis and Bror-

h\. i-: three five-minute strips Monday

through Saturday, two five-minute

-trips Monday through Friday and an

additional two five-minute shows on

Saturda) a total of 30 five-minute

new -casts.

A good example of the increasing

interest in dispersion is Longines-W i't-

nauer. (See "Longines: radios big-

gest watch advertiser," sponsoh, 5

\ i > i i 1 1954.) The watch firnfs new

i-ontract with CBS Radio provides for

two additional quarter hours next sea-

son, giving Longines a total of 10

quarter hour- covering ever) <la\ in

the week.

The outlook for the New Radio is

fni even greater audience dispersion,

not so much through sales and buying

lei hniques but through technical ad-

vancement. The wrist watch radio is

worn onl) b) Dick Trac) now but it

ma) not be long before million- of

Americans wear something like it. It

i- not a question of whether it can

be developed; it is a question of when.

Miniaturization of radio receivers is

proceeding relentlessly. The printed

circuit and the tin\ transistor have
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paved the way for smaller and cheaper

radios. In a few years when luoad-

tasters say, "Everywhere you go, there's

radio," it will be literally true.

While the advertiser may not be par-

ticularly concerned now with the vest

pocket or wrist watch receivers, this

Buck Rogerish future for radio is ac-

luallv an extension of what is going

on right now. Listen to E. B. Weiss,

director of merchandising at Grey Ad-

vertising in a recent issue of Grey

Matter, the agency's promotional news-

letter:

"Too few advertisers are more than

dimly aware of the astounding change

in the radio listener and his radio lis-

tening habits that has come about

since television debuted. And even

fewer advertisers are aware that this

fabulous change is still in its earl}

stages—and that, within a very few

years, the radio audience will be as

totally different from original concepts

as the soft-cover book audience differs

from the traditional hard-cover audi-
ts

ence.

Weiss summed up the change by-

pointing out that fewer radios are end-

ing up in the living room and esti-

mated that "within from three to five

years, perhaps less than one-third to

one-half of the radio sets sold will wind

up in the home!"

What is the meaning of this revolu-

tion? Weiss points out "there is a

close relationship in the growing use

of millions of radio receivers in dens,

bedrooms, workshops, kitchens (and in

the John) and radios use away from

home. The relationship traces to the

fact that when the radio is tuned in.

in these various non-living rooms at

home, and when it is tuned in away

from home—it is less and less apt to

receive the undivided attention of the

listener."

Does this mean that the New Listen-

er is not being effectively reached by

the advertiser? Not at all. Weiss con-

tinues:

".
. . It is necessary to understand

that the human animal has a fabulous

ability to adapt himself to a new en-

vironment. . . . There is no question

at all that millions of our people to-

day are able to listen quite attentively

to radio against the competition of dis-

tractions that, only a few years ago,

would have made any pretense of lis-

tening a complete impossibility. Peo-

ple who apparently aren't giving even

one ear to a radio program display an

absolutel) amazing abilit) to recall the

name oi the sponsor of a program thai

has had to compete with a ping-pong

game, the noise < » t a home workshop
.unl traffic hazards. \ml ih<-\ recall,

loo, the pop tune they've jusi heard,

who sang it—and a snatch of the com-

mercial. Maybe 20th Centurj living

has <:i\cu them a third ear."

( )h\ iousl) . then, nol onlj arc listen-

ers becoming more adaptable to dis-

traction but the advertiser is begin-

ning to look into ihi> striking human
facility. Science ha* know i) something

about ii for some time. \ml even the

Mew Listenei himself is quite < on-

- i- of n (see -What ll.oiio li-

L( ners told a station about radio,"

-i onsor, _'_' March 1954 I.

1 1] .
\\ allai e \. \\ ulfa k, a psycholo-

gist and chairman of the executive

i ommittee al V\ illiam Est) < o., told

SPONSOR:
"\\ e ha\ r known lor a long time

thai the auditor) function has a w&)

of working independently. It has sub-

threshold capacities in that it can even

take iii MiiimN when thr ear is listen-

WGSM
740 KC's- 1000 Watts

'Retail Sales—in dominant

and supplementary area

covered only by WGSM
$3,351,494,000.

'Dominant Nassau market

ranks fourth nationally in

effective buying income

$8,071.00 per family.

'Nassau-Suffolk ranks
higher in food sales than

13 complete states
($367,337,000).

'Nassau-Suffolk is the

16th largest market in

America.

* Sales Management Survey of

Buying Power 1953.

** 740 kc
ĉ

I000 WATTS

EXCLUSIVELY SERVING THE

LARGEST "HOME-OWNER"

MARKET IN THE WORLD...

LONG ISLANDS

NASSAU-SUFFOLK COUNTIES.

WGSM ... The most powerful independent radio

station in Long Island's double barreled market -
Nassau-Suffolk.

WGSM ... The only independent station completely

covering the world's greatest suburban market —
Nassau-Suffolk, Westchester, Fairfield and

New Haven Counties.

WGSM . . A strong signal station in Queens, Bronx,

and more than 50% of Brooklyn.

WGSM. . . Exclusive coverage of the richest 16%
ot the New York City Metropolitan Market.

WGSM. . . Will give you more in '54.

New York-Represented
by Bob Keller.

379 New York Avenue, Huntington, L. I., N. Y.
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SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA'S I'lOStee/l RADIO STATION

Most people in Western Virginia listen to

WDBJ NEWSCASTS because we employ:

• Two competent, full-time News Editors

• Direct AP AND UP presswire services

• Tape recorders, police and fire department monitors, tele-

phone "beep" system, etc.

• Full reportorial services of both morning and evening

Roanoke newspapers I including some 50 string corre-

spondents in our coverage area)

• 46 complete, locally-produced, practically spaced news-

casts weekly

• 11 complete farm shows weekly

AND, we've been steadily serving, steadily improving,

steadily promoting these services for almost 30 years

Established 1924 • CBS Since 1929

AM • 5000 WATTS • 960 KC
FM . 41.000 WATTS 94.9 MC

ROANOKE. VA.
Owned and Operated by the TIMES-WORLD CORPORATION

FREE & PETERS. INC.. National Representatives

Must be Kood reasons why
27 national advertisers like

Coca-Cola -Old Gold -
Wildroot - < larnat ion Milk -
General Mills and Folders use

KOWL regularly. One main
reason is KOWL's loijal

audience of over 1.000.000...

the Nepro, Spanish,

Mexican-American listeners.

Don't overlook KOWL's
selling power. ..ask for

our "salts pitch!'

of the

San Francisco Bay Area's

3,000,000 people are

Foreign Language Speaking!

They multiply, add, subtract and

divide; THEY THINK! THEY BUY!

in their own language! Sell them
with KLOK, the station that reaches

them all. KLOK's specialized pro-

gramming guarantees your message
attention-getting IMPACT!

* SACRAMENTO

KOWL
Salc» OOCK till WlWUr* lllv.l . La Ansel™

NATIONAL KKI'S:

PORJOB H Hi. 1ST
. Nrw York. Chicaco.

Dalian. Snn Kranriiico

DORA-CI.AYTON. Atlanta. Ga.

San Jovr Studio. San F.ancivco Studio.

P. O Bo. 967 Hottl LaMfaSilB
San Jot*. C«l ( San Francitco. Calif

Rapravantad by John E. Paarvon Co
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ing to something else. This theory

goes back to William James who said

thai true attention is intermittent and

fleeting. Few people concentrate

enough to eliminate other sounds.

Even though some people may not re-

tall a certain radio commercial when

tins \salk into a grocery store, the in-

fluence of this sub-threshold commer-

cial ma) have an effect on what they

decide to buy. A selling message mav
gel across to the radio listener even

if he doesn't consciously listen to it."

The belief in the ability of the part-

ly-listent tl-tn commercial to leave an

impression on the mind is based not

onl) on hypnosis. Dr. Wulfeck ex-

plained, but on recent experiment- in-

volving learning while Bleeping. Both

show that an unconscious person can

absorb idea- and suggestions, he said.

The ear- unusual abilities have been

the subject of radio promotion in the

past. \\\o lines of thought have been

pursued, both of them aimed at tele-

\ i-itui and print.

The more popular of the two themes

points out that radio «an create potent

visual images in the listener's mind.

Furthermore, these images are often

more effective than an actual picture

since the image evoked is one that will

reflect the actual likes and dislikes of

the listener.

It has been pointed out that the

images of radio soap opera characters

t reated in the listener's mind are so

idealized that it is often a shock when
he sees photographs of the real-life

actors.

I bis visual image concept can be

carried over to commercials. For ex-

ample: A radio commercial for a new
automobile can create in the listener's

mind a car that seems much more
beautiful than it actually is. I It has

been argued that when the listener

finally sees the car he may be disap-

pointed. \\ bile that is possible, it can

be said in rebuttal that if the com-
mercial lures the listener to the auto

showroom, it has already done it-

Ulllk. i

The other promotional radio theme

aboul the wonderful instrument called

the ear is a little more technical but

more in keeping with modern radio

listening. It i-. briefly, this:

I he sight and sound functions of the

human animal operate in different

ways. Sounds can come from every-

where and be absorbed. Sight must

be focused. Sound i- universal but

SPONSOR

.



sight is specific. In other words, you

can't absorb a tv picture unless you

are actually looking at it. But you can

absorb sound even if your ear isn't

focusing on it.

What does all this mean when it

comes to writing radio commercials?

Oddly enough, no one is sure. There

has been very little attention paid to

the psychological aspects of radio com-

mercials. Dr. Wulfeck complained he

has been talking for a long time about

the failure of research people to mea-

sure the sub-conscious absorption of

audio messages but without result.

One account executive said: "You
know, maybe we ought to think more

about slanting radio commercials to-

ward people who listen with half an

ear. The subject hasn't been discussed

here. Our major effort is in tv and

we make our radio commercials con-

form to our tv commercials."

The radio-tv copy chief at one of the

top 10 agencies told sponsor: "We
write our radio commercials the way
we always have. There hasn't been any

talk here about changing. But don't

use my name. When you talk about

radio's changing audience and mention

KWJJ
CIVIUM ADVERTISER
BIG BARGAIN
"How'' you say to KWJJ, Chief of

Northwest Independents . . . and
he tell you "how". He trade you
whole Oregon country for little

wampum . . . with plenty strong
smoke signals. He show you how to

scalp competitors . . . with no reser-

vation! Join Chief KWJJ's tribe of

happy warriors.

National

Representative

BURN-SMITH CO., INC.

1011 S.W. 6th Ave. ^
PORTLAND 5^
OREGON

independent

Rodio SfotioMi

that (name of the agencj i hasn't giv-

en any thought t<> adapting commer-
cials to thai audience, it make* u^

sound stupid, even though we see no

reason to make any drastic changes

in our approach."

The copy chief felt that radio Listen-

ing hasn't actually changed very much.
"Even in the old days," he said, "we
were conscious that people were doing

something else while listening."

The point that divided-attention lis-

tening was characteristic of radio in

pre-tv days was not generally disputed.

sponsor found, though it was qualified

as follows: Daytime radio listening in

the home has always been a divided-

attention kind of listening once the

novelty of radio wore off. However,

I 1 ) nighttime radio listening was gen-

erally attentive before tv and (2 the

out-of-home audience was much small-

er in the old days.

One aspect of the discussion about

whether radio commercials should be

revamped centers on this issue: Should

the modern radio commercial be loud

or soft?

If sponsor's spot check of agencies

is any indication, the advertising world

is split on this question.

The pro-stentorian point of view was

expressed by SPONSOR columnist Bob

Foreman in the issue of 14 December

1953:

"To capture the attention of radio

audiences or to penetrate the wall of

their inattentiveness, radio copywrit-

ers have rightly chosen to use louder

audio gimmicks. . . . Many advertisers

are stepping up the decibels with echo

chambers, drums, pistol shots and so

on as well as the volume of their an-

nouncers' voices. . .

.*'

Grey Advertising's Weiss makes a

case for the pianissimo approach in

the Grey Matter piece referred to pre-

viously. After noting, like Foreman.

the increase in the radio commercial

shock technique, Weiss says:

"We rather doubt the need for shock

treatment—as we've already pointed

out, our people have developed a new

faculty that really permits a radio

commercial to register while listeners

are otherwise engaged, precisely as a

magazine ad registers while the reader

hurries along to the inevitable sur-

render of the heroine or while the

newspaper reader impatiently turns the

page to find out what happened as the

gun moll backed out of the bistro."***

WITH

SALINAS, CALIF.
iOOO WATTS50i

THE

CLOVER LEAF

STATION

COVERS
SALINAS • MONTEREY

WATSONVILLE • SANTA CRUZ

at half the cost of using

separate stations. One Sta-

tion Coverage of 74,428

Radio Homes in California's

newest Metropolitan Area

K
SALINAS
CALIFORNIA

REPRESENTED BY WEED & CO.
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(or the

*. ¥ best in

: HISTEH-
APPBAL"
it's

KGER
5,000 WATTS

SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA

Los Angeles • Long Beach

for

v> inspirational

programs

KOME
5,000 WATTS

OKLAHOMA

Tulsa

fo.

your musical

JfL moods

KUOA
5,000 WATTS

ARKANSAS

Siloam Springs

for

# regional

farm features

The Sfalions of the American Home
Owned and Operated by

4t

BROWN SCHOOLS, inc.

John E. Brovvn, St., Pros.

You can get choice program or spot

availabilities in these three great market

areas. Buy all three stations as a package,

or any one individually. Call or write today.

Represented nationally by Gill Ptrna Inc.

PSYCHOLOGY OF MEDIA
(Continued from page 12 i

Media mid tmstes Maturity is also a

mattei oi taste. \\ hich media are do-

ing in< »~i to raise the taste (cultural

level ' of the Vmei ican people not

onlj fur purely cultural objects, like

poetry, music and drama, but also f<>r

advertised products modern furniture

instead <>f Grand Rapids midwestern

-d widespread around the turn of the

< nihil \ ?

Joseph I . Klapper examined tv\o

decadea "I experimenta and literature

in I lie field fi>r the Columbia I niver-

-it\ Bureau oi Applied Social Re-

search and concluded thai it depends

on the imli\ idual.

Iltif an- lii- major conclusions as

reported in The Effects oj Mass Media,

published in October I'J.iO. i Please

note points •"> and (> especially, i

1. Mass media content today is

mostly devoted t<> \v liat critics regard

as being in poor taste. "Material in

good taste is nevertheless also present-

ed bj all media.

2. "Pooi material" reaches a m
greatei audience than "good material.

However, you got to rememl er that

inn. Ii ol the ami en e for poor mate-

rial "consumed no communii . tional

material whatever prior I" the advent

ol mass media.

3. Persons lend to "all or mine be-

havior" in media usage, except that

heavy radio listeners are not necessar-

ily Likely to be heavj readers. Reading

exposure depends on degree "I educa-

tion, and movie going on age. Radio

<:i >\\- it- listeners from all cultural

ami age levels "and thus reaches per-

sons not often reached by other me-

dia."

I. Persons use each medium to sat-

isfy their alread\ established tastes.

"Thus mass media (untent largely se-

lects its "» n audien :e. Persons ol

good taste seek and consume good ma-

terial : persons "I | r taste, p ma-

il rial. "The most likely effect ol mass

media upon public taste thus seems to

be i" render the taste static. I hi- has

bei n de i — 1 1 ated in regard to print

and radio.

.">.
I here is no e\ idem e thai "at-

h ml iik e upon mass media pre ludes

the development ol g I taste." Indi-

vidual- seem to use media rather in

furthering already established beha

pattei n-. I bus, the media < ontent

"may be harmful to neuroti* s." I his

baa been demonstrated in regard to

comic hook- and to a lesser degree in

regard to mm ies.

6. Ma— media can and do stimu-

late development <>f good taste. How-

ever, this effect seem- largely restrict-

ed to those already predisposed to Buch

development hut who lack the oppor-

tunity for exposure <>r who are unsure

how to proceed. "Thus musical taste

i- developed 1>\ the radio, hut most

often among cultured persons predis-

posed to he interested in music; radio

also stimulates and guides reading, but,

again, largely among persons who are

already reader-.

I bis point is especially important to

advertisers: "Each of the various me-

dia." Klapper finds, "stimulates its

audience to u-e other media. Planned

exploitation of these tendencies can

and has been attempted. In particular,

radio has been successfully used in de-

liberate attempts to stimulate book

sales and library circulation."

7. Tastes developed h\ mass media

are not as "pure" as those developed

for -imilar material from extra-media

sources. "Familiarity serves for in-

tense or technical interest, for exam-

ple, in regard to news and serious mu-
ss

sic.

Vfcrfid ciiirf purt ivlpatiott: One fac-

tor which irodern social scientists

—

2,181,504

icows
and . . .

LOTS OF PEOPLE, TOO!

Cows that help produce an in-

come of over $3.4 billion, and

people who spend over $2.7

billion of it at the retail level—

That's the profit picture of

WKOWs 53 county market.

For more facts on this low cost

coverage see your Headley-

Reed man.

WKOW CBS
MADISON, WIS.

Wisconsin's most
powerful radio station

^ Represented notionolly by
HEADIEY-REED CO.
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and admen—seem to have overlooked

in their discussions of media effective-

ness is the influence of group partici-

pation.

Back in L935 Drs. Iladley Cantril

and Cordon W. Allport concluded in

their book, The Psychology of Radio,

that the effect heness of media can

also be judged by the degrees of par-

ticipation permitted.

They made these three rankings:

1. Congregate groups are first: per-

sonal conversation, discussion group,

informal congregate assembly, tele-

phone and formal congregate assembly .

2. In the intermedia position fall

certain long-distance media, variously

distinguished for the speed, fidelity or

intimacy of their transmission I talk-

ing picture, tv, radio, telegraph and

personal correspondence I

.

3. In the lowest group are the im-

personal agencies of communication,

relying exclusively on print: form let-

ter, newspaper, billboards, magazines,

books.

Their conclusion was sound then

and is pertinent today considering the

narrow escape radio had from pre-

mature interment at the hands of some

of its tv-stampeded supporters.

i

1

i

1

'Sagebrush Serenade'

'Western Requesrin'

'Lee Nichols Show"

TC-II MART STORES
"For the first time we had

volume sales that could directly

be attributed to our advertising."

DOUGLAS OPT3CAL
"We attribute a good share of

our tra'fic to the terrific impact of

our KWBB spot announcements." I

"WICHITA'S RADIO ACTIVi STATION

I U10 KC • 1000 WATTS

"Kadio - secure place among the i

media doe- not depend upon it- central

position in the continuum. I he fai t

that it is both more and less a parti si-

pant than other foi ms of communica-
tion has no bearing upon it- sun ival.

W hat guarantees the permanence ol

radio is the two-fold fact thai it i- an

additional highwa) bj which men nun
widen their experience of the outer

world, in direction- not served bj

other avenues of communication, and

that this enrichment is secured with a

minimum expenditure of energy. Ra-

dio demands little of the listener in

money, effort, responsibility or social

conformity. It is one of the least ex-

acting and yet most effective means of

extending the social environment."

Listening is nofi'direi-tiomif: One

vital aspect of communication h\ sound

which admen often fail to consider i

that the sense of hearing—alone among
the five senses—need not be focused in

order to get an impression. Sound can

4*It is basic, I believe, that creative sell-

ing can induce the public to buy more
products. If the public buys more,
plants arc operated at capacity. . . . \\ e

may state as fact, then, that salesman-
ship can continue to increase our stand-

ard of living—that there need be no
pause, call it recession, adjustment or
what vou will."

MELVI!\ II. BAKER
Chairman of Board

National Gypsum Co.*•••**••
be absorbed from all directions. You
can listen to more than one thing at a

time. You can be doing other tin

and still listen. In fact. \ou usualK

have to act to avoid hearing—by walk-

ing away, starting up a conversation

or turning off the radio or tv set.

That is why G. Maxwell lie. v.p.

and research director of Kenyon &

Eckhardt, calls air media "dynamic"

end print media "static." I In the lat-

ter case you must act in order to get

the message, that i-. read it.i

That is why Hans Zeisel. once a

McCann-Erickson researcher, now a

University of Chicago professor and

consultant to the Tea Council, sa\s you

might limit your print advertising to

bright, new. liveh products and use

air media to advertise the dull. 1 oring

ones—all other things being equal.

l's\chologists agree that "sound"

audiences tend to be captive; "print""

or "sight" audiences, non-captive and

therefore harder to reach and interest.

big
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Radio Station W J P S is THE iports sta-

tion In the Evansville, Indiana market. If

you want to reach MEN, chock our avail-

abilities around our livo play-by-play

sports . . . the yoar around.

• LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL

• EVANSVILLE COLLEGE FOOTBALL

• BIG TEN FOOTBALL

• LOCAL HICH SCHOOL BASKETBALL

• EVANSVILLE COLLEGE BASKETBALL

• INDIANA UNIVERSITY BASKETBALL

• INDIANA HIGH SCHOOL TOURNAMENT
• NCAA BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
• EVANSVILLE RRAVES BASEBALL

• 500 MILE INDIANAPOLIS SPEEDWAY RACE

• OTHER SPORTING EVENTS AS THEY OCCUR

Sports moan LISTENERS. Listeners moan
RESULTS. Lot us prove our worth to you.

Robert J. Mcintosh, General Manager
iwsiNiio BY

The George P. Hollingbery Company

<^J
"A RADIO IN EVERY ROOM"

Evansville, Indiana

Now . . .

SAVE
buy the Keyline!

20 c
c ON

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
COVERAGE

Four booming California

markets (2,200,000 buyers)
with one low -cost buy!

KSJO San Jose

KBOX Modesto

Kwbl Fresno

KHUB Watsonville
Ptprntnttd by

R A M BEAU
New York • ' Chicago • San Francisco

Los Angeles • Minneapolis

sponsor i- Indebted t" Dr. \\ allace

II. \\ ulfeck. ;i psychologist and < hair-

man of 1 1 • * - executive committee "I

\\ illiam Est) < ".. l<>i calling it- atten-

tion t<> the unique non-directional

qualitj "I listening.

Iii addition, he point- out, i In- audi-

tor) function can work independent!)

of the othei senses and has sub-thresh-

old ' apa< iim- in thai it can take in

Bounds even if the eai is listening t<>

something else. This theor) goes back

in \\ illiam James, who -aid thai ii ue

attention i- intermittent and fleeting,

even when a person is i oncentrating.

'| \cii though Borne people ma) nut

recall Bub-threshold Bounds when tin-

walk into a grocer) Btere to bu) some-

thing, the influences ol a 'sub-thresh-

old' commen ial ma) have an effect on

what i- I ought," Dr. W ulfeck said.

He mentioned recent experiments

mi learning while asleep to show that

it i- possible tn absorb ideas while

more or less unconst i<>u-.

"Hypnosis has contributed much to

our knowledge of how ideas and

Instead of u-ing psychological cri-

teria for picking and using media,

what do many admen actuall) do?

SPONSOR will examine this question

in the concluding article on media

psychology in the next i-siie.

sounds can he absorbed b\ an uncon-

scious person," Dr. Wulfeck said.

"You can tell a hypnotized person it

is raining outside, and an umbrella

should be raised. When he wakes up

and goes outside, he w ill have an

irresistible desire to open an umbrella

even if the sun i- shining. In the same

way, a selling message docs get across

to the radio listener even if he doesn't

consciousl) listen to it. Research so

lai ha- failed to measure this uncon-

-i ion- absorption."

How should radio commercials be

changed then to lit in with this new-

pattern of unconscious listening?

'"I don't know exactly. Hut I don't

think that brand name repetition is

enough. I In- human animal ha- to

have a reason for doing something.

I le ha- to rationalize hi- beluN ior.

People will do -ill\ things to rational-

ize prior behavior. \ common mental

disorder toda) i- anxiety. We think

it i- mostl) psychological, glandular or

else a conditioned response, a learned

behavior picked up in childhood. How-

ever, when people are anxious they

attempt to find some immediate rea-

Bon, like la<k of money. Hut you take

a man who worries about his income

and give him a million dollars and hell

-till go on worrving. A good connner-

< ial then not onl) appeal- to a mans
motives but also gives him a rational

reason for following it- suggestion."

I In- led to a di-< ussion of motiva-

tion studies, a field that can be of

immense use to media analysts.

Hut Dr. \\ ulfeck questioned the ba-i-

assumption of most motivation Btudies.

"When advertisers ask for a stud\ to

uncover the basic motivation- of their

hest prospects, what the) rcalK want

to know i- how their advertising can

make these prospects do what they

want.

\ 1 1 < I thi-. he -aid after considerable

thought, worried him more than the

h\ drogen bomb. W h\ ?

"Difficult as it is. learning to control

human behavior i> probably no more

< omplicated than inventing the hydro-

gen bomb was. And scientists -olved

that problem. When they solve the

secret of controlling human activity,

then man ma) well be reduced to mass

slaverv

.

And, he surmised, radio and tv with

their exclusive ability among all the

media for instantaneous communica-

tion of an idea to an entire country

—

and perhaps soon to the entire world

—plus the tremendous suggestibility

of the human voice, may well be the

principal means to such an end.

Impnrtance of psychology: For

Dr. Ernest Dichter. president of the

In-titute for Research in Mass Motiva-

tions, of Croton, N. Y., and advocate

of the depth interview in advertising,

all media evaluation should be put on

a psychological basis.

"At first." he explains, "you have

to forget about the various media and

concentrate on the consumer—on those

subjective factors which influence him

and which are much more important

than the physical differentiation of the

different media."'

He listed a number of these con-

sumer-directed subjective factor-:

"\\ hat goes on in a consumers mind

when he use- one or the other of the

media plus what goes on when he is

exposed to the specific message is

much more important than the phvsi-

cal differentiation of the different me-

dia." Dr. Dichter sav -.

He therefore breaks up the psycho-
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logical evaluation of media into two

steps: (1) A discussion of the three

major subjective factors that influence

a consumer when he is exposed to a

medium: (a) his opinion of the inten-

tion of the advertiser; I hi the con-

sumer's level of expectation concern-

ing the medium; (c) his conception

of the mood of the medium, and (2)

what really happens in the mind of the

consumer as he listens, watches, views

and reads a specific message from the

standpoint of la) orientation. I hi ego

involvement and (c) mental rehearsal

of the purchase.

As a preface Dr. Dichter gave SPON-

SOR this brief picture of the history of

media:

"Throughout history man has recog-

nized the value of various forms of

communication. The Chinese say that

one picture is worth a thousand words.

The Russians say the spoken word is

gone forever. Long experience has

taught people that face-to-face contact

is more effective than any other form

of communication. Advertising is sim-

ply duplicating the existing forms of

human communication hut in artificial

ways. Television seeks to duplicate

the face-to-face contact. Radio tries

to duplicate the call of the muezzin

from the minaret.

"Historicall) each form of commu-
nication lias provoked great events.

Revolutions have been started In a

Dutch play, the writing- of Thomas
Paine and Robespierre, a <i\il war bj

Harriet Heecher Stowc's Uncle Tom's

Cabin, crusades and hoi) wars b)

churchmen and orators. Other tremen-

dous actions were inspired by face-to-

face contacts, either individually in

conspiracy or in addressing a huge

crowd (paralleling television I , as. for

example, Hitler's, Franco's and Musso-

lini's speeches.

"Thus it can he seen that almost am
kind of medium can be used for action.

Advertising is trying to copy these his-

torical devices. Therefore in trying to

evaluate media you do not really start

from scratch. People over the cen-

turies have learned to consider certain

factors in connection with various

forms of media.''

These are:

1. The level of expectation. Over

the centuries print, especially in book

form, has created a certain expecta-

tion among people, particularly one

of permanence. Books are more perma-

nent than magazines, which in turn

are considered more permanent than

newspapers, which obviously are more

permanent than the spoken word or

the visual image on television. This

attitude toward print has nothing to

do with such physical phenomenon as

printer's ink, paper or wood cuts. It is

the result of centuries of conditioning.

During one's lifetime the consumer

learns to expect certain things from

various media. He has a television re-

action pattern, a radio reaction pattern

and a printed media reaction pattern.

You can either capitalize on that exist-

ing reaction pattern or you can go

against it. In order to judge media,

you therefore have to find out from

people what it means to them when

something appears in print or is heard

on the air.

2. The intention of the advertiser.

"What is he trying to do to me?" By

using a newspaper, an advertiser states

his intentions very clearly: He Avants

to reach you immediately—today. "N ou

must have been on his mind. We have

proof that the consumer understands

that. He reacts to it. On the other

hand, when he sees a calm magazine

ad surrounded by lots of white space,

he also understands that the intention

of the advertiser is to convev a feel-

WANT TO SELL

CANADA?
One radio station

covers 40% of

Canada's retail

sales

CFRB
TORONTO

50,000 WATTS, 1010 K.C.

CFRB covers over 1/5 the homes in

Canada, covers the market area that

accounts for 40% of the retail sales.

That makes CFRB your No. 1 buy in

Canada's No. 1 market.

REPRESENTATIVES
United Slates: Adam J. Young Jr., Incorporated

Canada: All-Canada Radio Facilities, Limited

BY JULY
60,000w
TV

m£ OUT OF tjf

MONTANANS
living in the NINE
Western Counties

OWN THEIR HOME
•

A RICH MARKET for —
• Home Furnishings

• Home Appliances

• Garden Tools

• Home Aids

93% LISTEN TO
serving Western Montana

KGVO
1290 \5kw Day & Night

MISSOULA, MONTANA
Reps: GILL-PERNA— NY, LA, SF & Ch*
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HERE WE GO ROUND
THE MULBERRY BUSH

the lit

n

the mulberry bush

berry bush

Here we go round the mulberry

bush

SO EARLY IN THE MORNING/

The KMBC-KFRM Team is

looking under every "Mulberry

bush" in the great Kansas City

Primary Trade Area in behalf

of its advertisers!

If your product or service

needs to be brought out from
under the bushes where people

can buy it, call KMBC-KFRM,
Kansas City, or your nearest

Free & Peters office, for

availabilities on The
KMBC-KFRM Team.

The folks in the Heart of

America won't bother

to beat the bushes for

your product. Today
they are buying the

things they hear about

on the radio station they

listen to most . . .

* RADIO FOR THE HEART OF AMt*X

"RESULTS"
STATION

in Washington
*** t fr--'''Veq. i—— ^N^

R»pr«t«nt«d Nationally by John Blair & Co.

ing "I elegance, timelessness, a lack of

urgency. He could not possibly do thai

through t\ . Thai would I <• a complete

1 1 1
i - 1

1 -« ..I the medium. You can'l have

a beautiful, colorful, timeless institu-

1 ional message on t\ i hi at leasl j ou

shouldn't i
. Dr. Dii liter continue a.

.'{. '/Ac mood of the medium (in

the mind of the consumer i . Tin- con-

• umei is a "diffen nt" person \\ hen he

wal hes i\. listens to the radio, reads

a magazine or Bkims a newspaper. For

example: When you read a newspaper,

you re in nunc of a hurry, less relaxed.

more impressed with the temporary

and contradictor) nature of the news

land possibly the advertising). You're

mum.- competitive-minded, more con-

Bict-conscious because the newspaper

gives you a wider and more rapid view

of conflicting things happening, with

conflicting statements often on the

same page or in the same article. Thus

you don i believe as readily and you're

not as impressed there's not as much

prestige in a newspaper.

Magazines on the other hand have

been endowed with an aura of greater

dignity, greater permanence, more lei-

sure, a slower pace, more contempla-

tion, more of whai we call time-bind-

ing, with relating things, giving a

wider view — at least a week or a

month rather than a day. You have

more time to read a magazine and \ou

read it at different times. You read

it when v ou are more yourself than

when you read the newspaper. Exclud-

ing the trade papers, which might

have a different psychology, you read

a magazine on vour own time, to get

more of a bird's-eye view of things,

whereas you read a newspaper on the

train, or subway, more to get ahead

in the struggle of daily life, to arm
yourself against the slings and arrows

of every day

.

Radio has much more the element

of development. It has drama. It has

sequence. There's a beginning, a mid-

dle and an end. It is more fleeting.

^ ou almost expect it to be more un-

usual in its attention-getting devices;

it is less convention-bound. "If I had

to write an ad for a product thai was

very unconventional, I might want to

be aware as a copywriter that radio i-

a less-conventional type of advertising

approach than a magazine is. \ revo-

lutionary new discovery mighl possi-

bly lend it>elf more readily to radio.

IVIe\ i-ion has much that resembles

radio the same sequence, a begin-

ning, a middle and an end. It has

drama. Bui it i- mu< h i loser to reali-

t\. It can lift the consumer out of his

present surroundings and transport

him, psychologically, to a new world.

Therefore it can be considered three-

dime nsional because it doe- not appeal

to just two senses. Television is a win-

dow on the world. It arouses CUliosit)

and atisfies cm iosity .

Here Dr. Dichter gave an example
ol how t\ can be misused, in his

opinion :

"bast night on a certain show I

heard a refrigerator commercial by a

well-known person. If \ou accept

what I ju--t said, the commercial was

misusing the medium almost complete-

ly. It should have been somebody's

kitchen with a real refrigerator jus!

delivered and a real housewife inviting

me to come out of my kitchen into

hers, to \i-it with her and satisfy m\
curiosity. She could even have said.

"I had this delivered this morning.

Would v ou like to Bee it inside? Ill

open it ior you.

""Instead of that, there was a Grange
intermediary like this woman—dressed

elegantly, not being another house-

wife and not permitting me to iden-

BMI
MILESTONES

BMI introduces a new

series of 1954 program

continuities entitled "Mile-

stones"' . . . complete half-

hour shows—ready for im-

mediate use—smooth, well

written continuity for a

variety of uses.

"Milestones" is serviced to

all BMl-licensed stations

once each month, four to

six weeks in advance of

program date.

"Milestone*" for Mar:

"National Music Week"

"Mother's Day

"The Astor Place Riot"

Edward Forrest

First Great American Actor

"Thirty-Three Hours to Paris"

Lindbergh's Flight— 1927

•Miletlonel" is available for com-

mercial sponsorship see your

local station tor detail*

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

TORONTO • MONTREAL
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tif\ myself with her—demonstrating

a refrigerator to me. At best thej

made a salesman out of her rather

than fully using the three-dimension-

alitv of tv or asking me to come into

another home."

In summary, Dr. Dichter sa\s you

got to know "not what we ihink the

different mood of each medium is hut

what the consumer thinks it is."' And
\ on have to base that on research.

Finally, he says, you must consider

the three specific perceptive processes

that take place when a message reaches

the consumer: orientation, ego-involve-

ment and mental rehearsal. This is

important. Dr. Dichter explains, not

only so you can write better copy but

also to serve as yardsticks by which

you can measure media. He describes

them thusly:

1. Orientation. The consumer has

to know what your product is all about.

\ ou, the adman, should ask yourself.

"What are the better processes so far

as tv is concerned or radio is con-

cerned or printing is concerned in or-

der to orient people about my product

or service? Does tv orient them more
rapidly or differently than radio? If

so, under what conditions?

2. Ego-involvement. This include

-

all the intellectual and emotional fac-

tors ranging from interest to boredom
for the one and from liking to hatred

for the other. By determining which

medium enables you to involve the con-

sumer's ego more rapidly for your

product, you have another means of

comparing media.

3. Mental rehearsal. You may have

told people what your product is all

about. You may have interested and

involved them. But unless you have

enabled them to rehearse mentally the

purchase of your product, your mes-

sage has probably fallen flat. This

covers trying it on. thinking concrete-

ly about using the product, owning it.

By considering these three major

levels of contact with the message and

using them as criteria for evaluating

media, you will learn more easily how
to use each medium best, Dr. Dichter

concludes. * * *

LOUISE FLETCHER
SELLS THE

NEGRO
HOUSEWIFE

VIA

WSOK
NASHVILLE, TENN.

Mr. Baltimore

SPONSOR ASKS
{Continued from page 12')

I

By It it lit BALTIMORE, fnaral manager,
II It It l II , II Uket-Bami, l'„.

Tele\ ision i> tele-

\ ision. \\ nether

ii be uhf ni vhf

make- mi basic

difference in-olai

as the viewer i-

concerned. The

problems, where

there are prob-

lems, stem from

three sources.

The most basic

problem is caused in the programing

department. As television has devel-

oped in this country, network pro-

graming seems to be the thing and.

therefore, if a station has no network

affiliation, the going is extremely

rough. The networks themselves have

been extremely reluctant to jump on

the band wagon of uhf in all cases

preferring instead to remain on a share

basis with the existing vhf stations. In

many cities where the networks have

been progressive enough to accept a

uhf station, the successes are most

notable. The public wants entertain-

ment, and it doesn't care what the

identification of the channel is.

The next problem perhaps has been

created by the necessary attitude of the

FCC which has resulted in an over al-

location of stations without regard for

the economic aspects of the situation.

The final problem which may ari e

is not serious but should be considered.

In some cases the signal on uhf does

not travel as far as it does on vhf be-

cause the amount of power currently

available has not been in all cases suf-

ficient. This is not generally true, how-

ever. In the Wilkes-Barre-Scranton

area, for instance, the entire metropoli-

tan market is sufficiently covered by all

stations in the market, and in one di-

rection the signal goes 70 miles on a

regular basis. This of course is due

to the particular terrain. When higher

power is achieved, such as we plan in

the near future, there is no question

but that the area covered by uhf sta-

tions will be certainly sufficient to pro-

vide a most satisfactory market in

which to do business competitive!)

.

Regardless of the channel number,

if television programs are acceptable.

the people will watch them. "Televi-

sion is television."

i.'uvi.iiiiir/.iu

...BIG CHANGE
AT WVET

Ves, the station with more local

accounts than any other THREE
Rochester stations put together
has joined America's livest net-

work! Result:—improved pro-

gramming . . . ever increasing
audience . . . better-than-ever-

buys for advertisers in the rich

Rochester - Western New York
market!

^_ 5000 WATTS • 1280 KC.

Change
To
WVET
Now

IN ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Represented Nationally by
THE BOLLING COMPANY

W>

| Reasons Why
___ The foremost national and local ad-

£g vertisers use WEVD year after

year to reach the vast

oji Jewish Market
1^0 <»i Metropolitan New York

I. Top adult programming

^g 2. Strong audience Impact

100 3. Inherent listener loyaltyHM 4. Potential buying power

Send tor a copy ot

'WHO'S WHO ON WEVD"

HENRY GREENFIELD
Managing Dirertor

WEVD 117-119 West 46th St.

New York 19
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IN FARM AND RANCH NEWS, Wayne C.

Liles is the choice of Oklahoma. For eight

years he was County Farm Agent for Till-

man County, Oklahoma. He is past presi-

dent of the Oklahoma County Farm Agents

Association, and the winner of numerous

awards for his work with farm youth. A
graduate of Oklahoma A & M College, he

has been prominent in Hereford Breeders

Association work. He is a soil conservation

expert. Yes, Wayne C. Liles is one of the

winners who have made KWTV-9 the choice

of Oklahoma City!

EDGAR T. BELL, Executive Vice Preiident

FRED L. VANCE, Sales Manager

KWTV gMi la 316.000 warn ERP with a I 572 fool towar In lot. iu^m*r 19541

KWTV-9

AFFILIATED MANAGEMENT I M A CBS

REPRESENTED BY AVERY-KNODEL, INC.
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George Shupert has been elected president of

ABC Film Syndication Corp., Inc., new wholh
owned subsidiary of American Broadcasting-

ParamOfint Theatres. Inc. Organization formerly

was called ABC Syndication; it was established

August 1953 tvhen Shupert joined the network as

vice president in charge of the division. Shupert

told sponsor there has been a noticeable trend

toward more filmed dramatic programs in the

daytime. And, he says, new kinds of sponsors—
such as super markets—are being attracted to them.

Hugh If. Johnson is the new media director

of Kudner Agency. Johnson, who has been

associate media director, succeeds the late

Daniel J. Pykett. Johnson has spent a great deal

of time the past few years in the field in contact

with local media and with retail businessmen in

nearly every state. Prior to joining Kudner in 1944

he was advertising manager for the Bell Aircraft

Co. and before that assistant to the director of

merchandising of the Buick Motor Div. of General

Motors. Buick is a Kudner account.

H. Leslie Hoffman, West Coast television

and radio set manufacturer and licensee of fm
station KSBR, San Bruno, Cal., recently got a

construction permit for a new tv station. He
expects station will begin telecasting 1 May and

will cover the San Francisco Bay area, Sacramento,

Stockton and most of Northern California. Trans-

mitter will be located atop Mt. Diablo. Station

will operate on vhf ch. 13. Hoffman is one of

Coast's oldest tv sponsors as well as set makers:

his programs have won several tv awards.

Judge Justin Miller on 1 April retired from

the board chairmanship of NARTB after serving

the trade association for eight years—the

"most exciting years of the radio-tv industry."

In his tenure at NARTB Judge Miller took strong

stands against government control of broadcasting

and ]>rngram censorship. Before joining A ARTB
he was a federal judge appoint'-, I to a lifetime post

and before that taught laic at Duke University-

one of his students teas Vice President Richard M.
Nixon. Judge and Mrs. Miller will live in California.

BRAINWASHING!
Just a glance at the latest Pulse

( Jan-Feb '54) will clear your

head about the San Francisco Bay

Area. K YA, the independent of

influence in the ten bay Area

counties, has taken some healthy

jumps in many quarter hour

periods across the board to make
some white hot buys for you.

Independent B

-1 1.

/ 50 KW Net A

/ 1-5

(from Pulse

Jan-Feb 54)

But that's only a small part of the

story. Investigate and you will

discover plenty of hot buys all

through the day on KYA. And
KYA covers the Bay—why pay
for waste circulation?

George W. Clark, Inc., New York and Chicago

Adam Young, Inc., Los Angeles
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The New Radio

[Tiose wlui lament radio's plight

nowadays often are mi-led \<\ two

things: ill They are mainly aware of

network billing declines and fail to

reckon up the counter - balancing

growth of —
|
»< * t .

i 2 i The) insist upon

looking at ever) change in radio as a

change ol deterioration.

Actual!) instead of deteriorating ra-

dio is evolving, progressing, becoming

a new medium.

It's a medium mam veteran admen
don t see in perspectiw because thev

are so close to it. Here at SPONSOR

we ve taken a few steps back from the

picture to get the panoramic view.

You II find what we call the New Ra-

dio described in the lead article tin-

issue, starting page 3 I

.

• • •

Seen

Some ol the most basic things are

easiest to overlook. That's particularly

true in fast-moving radio and televi-

sion operations. Where can you gel a

rundown, for example on who handles

each internal department of a Btation;

on i - continuity specifications; on it-

deadline schedule for acceptance of

continuity ?

The answer in man) cases is no-

w here.

Nowhere except b) dint of gradually

[earning who'- who and what's what

But al \\ BNS-1 \ . Columbus, and oilier

stations around the < ountn they're

going out of llieir wa) to help the ad-

vertiser and agenc) know the station.

\\ BNS-TV has put together an attrac-

tive booklet called .Scan which does

just about that. It gives you the

WBNS-TN picture in a scan: a floor

plan of the station: deadline schedule

for slide production and continuit) :

names of people to contact when you

have a problem involving traffic, tal-

ent, merchandising, and so on.

\\ e like Scan and the idea behind it.

In fact maybe we ought to do the same

thing here at SPONSOR. How about you

in your operation?

What recession?

\t the spring meeting of the Asso-

ciation of National Advertisers spo.n-

-<n;'s Kditorial Director. Ra) l.apica.

wa- Btruck b) the mood of optimism

pervading the premises.

I hi- wa- in -hai p contrast to the

undercurrent <>f recession thinking

sweeping the nation.

\ltei the W \ me :ting he double-

• he ki-d by sending questionnaires to

ever) one of the l'-U firms that had

representatives (generally the ad di-

rector) at the spring sessions. I!\ press

time 13 firms had responded, main

giving detailed information on -

trends and ad budgets (see page 38 1

.

The general consensus regarding the

recession: maybe there is one. hut if

so it mu-t be happening to somebod)

else.

Of the !"> respondents, including

some of the nation- top advertisers,

27 said business was up over la-t \ear,

six said it was the same, 10 reported

sales dips.

But 29 reported that their ad bud-

gets were up. 12 about the same. Two
failed to answer this question. None

reported an ad budget drop.

This report should go a long way

toward putting a halt to recession ru-

mors, especially those making the

rounds in advertising circles.

Applause
The tv pioneers

Establishing a commercial television

station in 1017. 1948, or 1949 wasn't

as easy as it may now seem.

It called for initiative of the highest

order.

It called for capital investments far

beyond anything that radio broadcast-

ers were accustomed to.

It called for men who made recom-

mendations to owner- and were willing

to la) their longtime jobs on the line.

It called for heav) month-after-

month losses, often hitting as high as
v 10.01)0 in a single month. \\ hen the

losses would -top no one could tell.

I here were practically no sets.

\t the start there was no coaxial

< able.

How long before expensive broad-

i ,i-t equipment became obsolete, how

long it would -land up, war- anybody's

siiiess. Nohod\ knew the answers.

Everything was being done for the

ln-t time.

Everything was a problem, solved b)

trial and error.

Men worked around the clock.

There was no trained television per-

sonnel.

These were the da\- of the first

commercial (\ stations, and the first

commercial t\ pioneers.

In this issue sponsor commemo-
rates, in a carefully prepared section,

the stations and the men who blazed

the trail. The pioneer contribution

that the) made can easily be forgotten

in the fast pace of the industry. \et

theirs i8 a contribution which de-er\es

to be forever remembered; and we

hope thai these pages will become an

important part of the rich history of

lele\ ision.

In order to make these page- not

onl) commemorative but highly useful.

SPONSOR enlisted the aid of each pre-

freeze pioneer station in submitting

growth facts which gi\e agencies and

advertisers a commercial insight into

these stations never before available.

Each station spent many hours ferret-

ing out the data we requested: for this

we are deejiK grateful. We plan to

< onsolidate this data on a master chart

to be published in our 17 Ma\ N \R'1R

issue.

Along with the Burbachs. Fays,

Storers, Havens, let/ers. Houghs and

main more whose names are recorded

indelibly in the pages of our pioneer

t\ station section, it is only fitting that

we -ingle out the name of one man
who urged and encouraged main of the

t\ pioneers to take the first step

—

General Da\ id SarnofT.
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KANSAS <1 +city is...
, Sir
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WHS-TV puts audience to sleep . . .

on Sleep-E-Z beds! Autry Brothers, Inc., bedding
manufacturer, recently devoted their late-at-night

(12:15 a.m.-12:J0 a.m.) segment of "Star Time" to

promote a special sale of their Sleep-E-Z twin Holly-

wood beds. Roch Ulmer, staff emcee of this locally

produced show, delivered the two commercials as he

relaxed on the bed fetchingly attired in a flannel

night-shirt and sleeping cap. During the three days

following this novel sales pitch, the Sleep-E-Z folks

did #5,400.00 worth of business on their twin bed
special at their two retail locations. The sponsor's

field supervisor attributed 75' , of the store traffic to

the "Star Time" plu^s.

WHB-TV
CHANNEL Q BASIC CBS-TV
sharing TiMf JW Kansas City

WITH KMBC TV

Represented Nationally by

WHB
710 KC. 10,000 WATTS

MUTUAL NETWC

KANSAS C1TY5

OLDEST 8+pre^t*t*d

notionallf by

CALL LETTERS JOHN BLAIR A C0|

I
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< per copy* $8 per year

SO DO HAVENS AND MARTIN, Inc. STATIONS...
WMBG
WCOD
WTVR

mi
i

in
Tii n jjii

st television station

ximum power— 100,000 watts at

Maximum Height— 1049 feet

In every step, from wash'ng and sterilizing of

bottles; laboratory quality control; to delivery of

Pepsi to dealers . . . there's tireless attention to every

detail. Combined with salesmanship in ar|vgYfTSirKj ' and

modern distribution, it's a complete job by Pepsi.

You get the same thoroughness and attention to L v

detail . . . combined with creotive programming . . .

by the Havens & Martin Stations, Inc. (Qgft£t$$4i^out LlblV

job of getting top sales results by joining the other

advertisers selling to the large and loyal audiences of the

First Stations of Virginia, WMBG, WCOD and WTVR.

WMBG WCOD'" WTVR
First Stations of ' irginia

Havens & Martin Inc. Stations are the only

complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.

Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.

WTVR represented nationally by Blair TV, Inc.

WMBG represented nationally by The Boiling Co.

TV

sponsors

hate to leave

the Barn Dance

page 42



Baltimore

different!
. . . and smart radio

time-buying is different

in this compact market!

Baltimore's big population is packed mostly right inside the city

limits. The number of Baltimoreans who live outside the city in the

metropolitan area is unusually small. What's this mean to the people

who use and buy radio advertising? Just this:

^f-|~T"H covers this highly concentrated market

efficiently! You don't need—you don't have to pay for— a big,

powerful, expensive radio station to reach the people of this rich

market effectively. W-I-T-H will do the whole job for you— at a

fraction of the cost! Overlapping coverage of network stations

from their own affiliates limits their effective coverage to just about

the area W-I-T-H itself completely serves.

Nielsen proves !Af-|"T'H's superiority in the

Baltimore market! The latest Nielsen Coverage Service shows

:hat W-I-T-H leads every other radio and television station in

town— regardless of power or network affiliation—in weekly day-

time circulation in Baltimore City and Baltimore County. That's

only one big fact that came out of this amazing survey. Get the

whole story. Let your Forjoe man prove to you that the best buy

in Baltimore is W-I-T-H.

TOM TINSLEY, PRESIDENT REPRESENTED BY FORJOE AND COMPANY



Article

predicted TvAB

TvAB won't

include networks

S&M liquidated,

billings split

'Hucksters' scored

at 4A's meeting

Pulse tv ratings

now national

Formation of Television Advertising Bureau late last month fulfills
in part prediction SPONSOR made 30 November 1953 in study titled,
"Should there be a Television Advertising Bureau?" Article predicted
"TvAB may be with us by spring," pointed out tv was only major medium
without industry advertising bureau.

-SR-
Richard P. Doherty, former NARTB v. p. with trade-group savvy, will
draw up Television Advertising Bureau organization plan. Network s

won't be included. Thinking is TvAB should operate like ANPA's Bureau
of Advertising with single mission of selling individual tv stations.
(Structure for TvAB described in SPONSOR article included networks,
and envisioned counterpart to BAB.) Network-owned stations have been
asked to join TvAB.

-SR-
Splitup of Sherman & Marquette, New York and Chicago agency, being an-
nounced today (3 May). New New York agency, Bryan Houston, Inc., will
take over New York billings of some $20 million. Houston, as head
of new firm, was president of S&M's New York branch. Key vice presi-
dents will be Harry Bennett and Henry Schachte (ex-Borden ad direc-
tor). Wherry, Baker & Tilden, Inc., of Chicago, will absorb S&M's
$3 million worth of accounts in Chicago. S&M was 17 years old.

-SR-
Most controversial issue of 4A's meeting in White Sulphur Springs was
what to do about "hucksters" and "weasels" using misleading advertis-
ing with result whole profession suffers black eye. "Fax" Cone of

Foote, Cone & Belding even called for 4A's to vote former out of as-
sociation. David Ogilvy, of Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, made
strong plea for ANA to take action against client "weasels" at ANA
meeting in Hot Springs preceding month. At 4A's banquet Earle Ludgin
warned many people now rank advertisers somewhere between "deceivers
and murderers" in Dante's Inferno. Several speakers asked tv industry
to help in cleanup.

~SR-

New Pulse national tv ratings report is aimed at "average" advertiser
and medium-sized agency. Pulse says advertisers, agencies, networks
urged that it enter field to provide medium-priced national rating
service. First "U.S. Pulse Tv" for April is based on minimum total
sample of 67,000 interviews with families in 60 areas.

First pioneer tv flintier

108 pioneer tv stations will be honored at a dinner Sunday evening 23 May at

the Palmer House, Chicago, on the eve of the NARTB convention. SPONSOR will
present the stations with a commemorative plaque citing their achievement.
The dinner will be the first given by SPONSOR for the stations that pioneered
commercial television. (For special section on tv pioneers, see SPONSOR 19

April.

)

SPONSOR, Volume 8. No. 9, 3 Maj 1953 Published biweekly by SPONSOR Publications, Inc., at 3110 Elm Ave.. Baltimore. Md. Executive. Editorial. Advertising, Cir-
culation Offices 40 E. 49th St., New York 17. $8 a year in U. S. $9 elsewhere. Entered as second class matter 29 January 1949 at Baltimore. Md. poitofflce under Act 3 March 1878



Heroic i TO SPONSORS for :s May 1954

Baker started as

B&D office boy

How far out

can tv sell?

How fear affects

choice of media

Uhf hearings

start 4 May

WTRF-TV wins

Pall Mall prize

Benton & Bowies' Chairman Bill Baker Jr., who succeeds Earle Ludgin

as board chairman of 4A's, started his advertising career as office

boy for Barton & Durstine. He worked for 3 chairmen or presidents

of 4A's before becoming chairman himself: William H. Jones, BBDO pres-

ident and first 4A's president; Roy Durstine, 4A's president in 1925-

'26, and Atherton W. Hobler, 4A's chairman 1940-'41, now B&B's chair-

man of executive committee. Fred Gamble was reelected 4A president.

-SR-

For probably first time in broadcasting history study now under way in

Wisconsin is using sales as yard stick of how far out station is ef-

fective. All previous coverage studies have been based on listening,
viewing. In this one done for WBAY-TV, Green Bay, by U. of Wisconsin,
object is to see how far out station can sell new grocery product.

Only station advertises product and it has never been advertised in

most of region before, making it ideal for test. (See article p. 38.)

-SR-

One factor seems to influence admen in choice of media more than any
other, to detriment of intangible media like radio, tv. And that,

psychologists have found, is fear. For explanation, together with list

of other non-scientific influences, see "III. Psychology of Media,"

page 34.

-SR-

Hearing on uhf television before Senate Commerce Subcommittee on Com-

munications starts tomorrow (4 May). One of objectives uhf broad-
casters may seek is revision of tv allocations so uhf, vhf stations
aren't mixed in same market. Another is freeze on new vhf station
grants to give uhf stations chance to get established. It isn't re-

garded a s likely in Washington that either of these objectives will
be carried. But some form of relief may come. One possibility: O.K.

for ownership of 7 tv stations (5 v, 2 u) by one firm. That would
attract more major investors to uhf, increase stimulus for set pro-
duction in future.

-SR-

Pall Mall contest for best promotion-publicity job done on "Big Story"
was won by Greg Van Camp, promot ion direct o r, WTRF-TV, Wheeling, W.

Va. He gets trip to Bermuda for 2. Second prize winner: R. F. Mc-
Carthy, WLW-T, Cincinnati. Third prize winners: WHIZ-TV, Zanesville,
Ohio; WVEC-TV, Norfolk, Va. ; WICU, Erie, Pa. In charge of contest at

SSCB was V.P. Bill Spire.

\i'u nat 'tonal spot radio and tv business

SPONSOR PRODUCT AGENCY STATIONS-MARKET CAMPAIGN, start, duration

Cities Service Corp,
NY

Cencral Foods. White
Plains. NY

Monticcllo Drug.
Jacksonville

Norwegian Canning
Assn. Oslo. Norway

Paper-Mate Co, LA

Procter & Camble.
Cinci

Casolinc and oil

Sur |il Ccrto

666 tonic

Norwegian kippers

Pens

Tide

Ellington & Co. NY

Benton & Bowles. NY

Charles W. Hoyt. NY

McCann-Erickson. NY

4 Midwestern mkts

60 mkts

28 Southern mkts

8 West Coast mkts

Footc. Cone & Bcld- Over 50 radio mkts thru country
inn. NY. LA

Benton & Bowles. NY 98 mkts

Tv: 'i-hr, '4-hr drama, sport progs:
ADr: 39 wks

Radio: min anncts: mid-May: 13 wks

Radio: 5 early-morn min anncts weekly:
17 May: 10 wks

Radio: min women's partic; mid-May;
52 wks

Radio: 5-10 morn min anncts weekly;
26 Apr; 4 wks

Tv: min. 20-sec film anncts: 25 Apr;
8 wks

SPONSOR
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GUSS
IL

ANTELL
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ZOTOX
PAPER
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OTHPASTE

ONLY SEATS AVAILABLE

1 seat available on FUN TIME - Mondays 5
30-6 pm

1 seat available on JUNIOR FROLICS alternate - TliesddyS 5-5:3° pm

NO SEATS an ENCORE THEATER - Tuesdays, 10 °-ll ° pm

... to book these seats or take advantage of future openings -

Phone or write:

in new york BArclay 7-3260 in new jersey Mitchell 2-6400

V/atV<hannel13 TELEVISION CENTER

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

REPRESENTED BY WEED TELEVISION CORP

3 MAY 1954



advertisers use

ARTICLES

thte-shots: do they pay?
A one-shot program on radio or tv needn't be a lavish extravaganza like those

put on by General Foods or Ford. One-shots come in many types less spec-

tacular and expensive—but still highly effective for sponsors

Sinclair Oil spots the country ivith radio ami tv

Ever since a summer 1953 consumer study which showed the pull of radio was

2-to-l stronger than print media, Sinclair Oil has been boosting its air budget.

Now, for the first time, radio and tv (spot) get more than half

III. I'syvholoyy of medio
Why do admen buy the media they do? Psychologists have uncovered hidden

motivations which sometimes interfere with buying what's best for the product.

This highly controversial Diece is Part 22 of the All-Media Study

Hiyh-vost buttery yets eharye out oi ratllo

Span-O-Life battery, new and higher-priced than other auto batteries, cracked

tough Lehigh Valley, Pa., market with specially-geared radio approach. Mar-
ket research gave useful insight into sales problem

Ifoh* far out tloes a tv station s«*II?

For the first time, a Wisconsin study is seeking to determine the "coverage"
of a tv station in terms of how far out it can sell a product effectively

Cumulative ratings: un explanatory report
Cumulative ratings'' is a research term new to many advertisers. Since it will

be used often this fall in network radio sales pitches, here is a clarification of
what these ratings mean and how to use them

Why sponsors hate to leave the Karn Dance
With a profile of WLS 30-yea'-old "National Barn Dance" in the foreground,
here is an up-to-date picture of barn dance programs on the air and why
they continue to be a good advertising value to sponsors

COM I NC

\ lie IIS Convention: 1954
SPONSOR is conducting a survey of 500 stations on what they would like to

see the NARTB Convention do. Article will touch on topics likely to be hot

at Convention s corridor clinics give other highlights

Solcv Impact oi radio and tv

Part 23 of SPONSOR'S All-Media Study chronicles sponsors' accounts of what
air media are doing to sell their products and how

Tv pioneers then-and-now chart

SPONSOR has compiled the data it recently collected from the 108 "Tv

Pioneer" stations into a useful chart which traces sets-in-market, rates, billings,

other basic statistics, from early days to the present

I
Volume 8 Number
3 May 1954
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Left: A view of the Ft. Worth Live-

stock Market Institute. Bt/ou: Mr.Ted
Gouldy, Secretary • General Manager

tor**. .(*' vf-Je aSJ-i*« t. «i

(IN SHREVEPORT)

SENDS CATTLE TO TEXAS!
The following unsolicited letter from Mr. Ted Gouldy, Sec-

retary-General Manager of the Ft. Worth Livestock Market
Institute, Inc., tells the whole story — especially if you
remember that Ft. Worth is 220 miles from Shreveport.

{{when the Ft. Worth Livestock Market Institute bought

KWKH for a spot campaign, we frankly did it with some
temerity.

"The great distance between our cities, and an inter-

vening state line, made it appear that we were perhaps
going pretty far afield.

"However, I can say without qualification — the por-

tion of our budget spent on KWKH has been one of the

bright spots of our outlay.

"We have actually traced many shipments of livestock

that came here because they 'heard us on KWKH'.

"Feel free at any time to refer doubting time buyers to

me. It will be a pleasure to recommend KWKH to them
without reservation. % %

*7ed ^uicC^

'0,000 Watts • CBS Radio

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station

f~Texas fc

SHREVEPORT f LOUISIANA
The Branham Co.,
Representatives

Arkansas

Henry Clay, General Manager

Fred Watkins, Commercial Manager



KBID-TV
Now available family shows with

15 and 20 ratings on power-

packed, 470,000 watt KBID-TV.

Covers 100,000 brand new tele-

vision homes in Central California,

the all UHF market!

FACT- a test of 4 one-minute
commercials asking for coat hangers

brought in 8,0001 That's Big Impact!

/3si*rzL<^6as4j£riq

KBID-TV
CIVIC CENTER FRESNO
1117 N Street Fresno, California

Fresno 6-0 791

Nat. Rep. MEEKER TV, INC.

Mux Ti'iitlrirh. Ifuss & Gella account execu-

tive, \<n York, •ms ili'ii the independent t\

stations hme not done an adequate job oj pro-

moling themselves either to the viewers <>r to

advertisers. "So far they're fluffed their chance to

build reputations for specialty programing, al-

though mum at them hme developed just that,''

sins he. "Particularly in multi-station markets,

tin- independents often offer a good block of sports

coverage or ol juvenile shotts. or else they hme
top films. Hut they don't promote these offerings."

fft*f<'ii \. Thomas, Street <V- Finney, \eu York,

lihes early-evening radio. "In many ways it can

replace early morning tor clients." she told spon-

-in;. "In a spot campaign you certainly can shop

lor »,),n/ early-evening time and that noes tor

ii markets as well as all-radio markets. Early

morning has become so popular and so jammed tilth

commercials, that lie strongly recommended the

6:00-7:00 p.m. time slots, particularly at the dm-
lime rates on some stations. During those times

uc get the same mixed adult audience as mornings."

J (iiiic.v If. Kcllfi. Fletcher 1). Richards, New
) ork, has a complaint that's semi-geographic. "Day-

light sating time," says he. "Just before and up

to 26 ipril, ii hen Din light Soring Time went into

effect m \ number of states. I was swamped with

notices from station reps in tunning me that this

or that one stays on Standard Time. This may

sound like a minor problem, but actually it involves

reshuffling a number of radio-tv schedules, arrang-

ing lor make-goods to get a desirable adjaceiu\,

and no end of added paper uorl..'

Cheryl llttrarovi'. Ellington & < o., Not York,

is clearing time in 1"> Eastern, Southern and 11 est

Coast cities tor Tartan's summer drive. "With an

established sunlan preparation like Tartan, we can

tell our product stor\ in a leu seconds, Cheryl

"That makes nighttime tv I.D.'s the natural

medium, with the broadest mailable family audieme.

II c feel that dm time tv would not give us that

important segment of viewers uho uorl.. Sight-

lime minutes, on the other hand, are hard to dear.

II ith I.D.'s we get both audieme and trei/u-

SPONSOR



^a&tc Scuf SecaciAe: Settle Secy Seccucte:

KRNT is the Hooper leader morning, afternoon, and

evening (and has been for years!). In the morning,

KRNT leads with an audience share of 48.8%. In

the afternoon, KRNT leads with an audience share

of 50.4%. In the evening, KRNT leads with an

audience share of 41.8%. (Des Moines Hooper

Report, Feb., 1954). KRNT is the only Des Moines

station that can talk Hoopers!

KRNT is the station with the stars ... CBS plus Don

Bell, Iowa's favorite disc-jockey . . . Bill Riley, long-

time popular emcee with the great new mid-after-

noon participating show . . . Smokey Smith, Central

Iowa's most popular Western and country-music

star . . . Elizabeth Clarkson Zwart, veteran Tribune

columnist with outstanding morning "radio column"

. . . Al Couppee, Iowa's "Mister Sports" . . . Al

Rockwell, late-evening music authority.

StiAic Soup Se&cwAe:
KRNT is the station Central Iowa depends on for

news. Everyone knows such names in news as Russ

Van Dyke, Paul Rhoades, Don Soliday, Tribune col-

umnist Gordon Gammack, and Mac Danielson. It

takes a BIG, FULL-TIME staff of professional news-

men — with "beat" reporters — to run the NEWS
CENTER for Central Iowa. That's why any KRNT
quarter-hour newscast is the most-listened-to news-

cast in Des Moines!

3 MAY 1954

KRNT is the Know-How, Go-Now station in Des

Moines . . . the only Des Moines station which builds

audience through a daily newspaper radio col-

umn, as well as display advertising and many
other promotion features . . . the showmanship sta-

tion affiliated with KRNT Theater, world's largest

legitimate theater . . . the station which has one

rate for everyone, with no PI, no deals.

REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY

THE

REGISTER

AND

TRIBUNE

STATION



Selling St Louis is as easy as

ONE. . .TWO.



THREE!

'IMP STEVENS

innml 1 1 Hnn/yinnnllL

You can count on it—selling St. Louis

is a snap when you start with Philip

Stevens on KMOX. On his Housewives'

Protective League and Sunrise Salute

programs ("the most sales-effective

participating programs in all St. Louis

broadcasting"), he tells your customers

where to buy and what to buy.

But he doesn't stop there. If yours

is a product sold in grocery stores, he

doubles the impact of your on-the-air

advertising by enlisting a record 2,137

St. Louis stores to merchandise your

product. This means that your brand

name receives solid point-of-sale

promotion with all of the trimmings in

St. Louis' biggest chain food stores

—

where an estimated 63% of the area's

total food sales are made!

Trebling the impact of this on-the-air

and point-of-sale promotion, Philip

Stevens follows through with regular

in-store personal appearances to create

even greater acceptance and demand

for your product.

Selling's as easy as that in St. Louis.

All you need to know to get started is

our phone number (Central 1-8240).

KMOX50,000 ivatts

"The Voice of St. Louis". . . CBS Owned

Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales



£^>

WENATCHEE

WASHINGTON

Leads

the

Mllll!!
KPQ's N.C.S. AREA

GIVES YOU

2

states

retail

sales,

Columbia Basin

and increasing

farm marker

500O WATTS
560 K. C.

WENATCHEE
WASHINGTON

Reg. Rep.- Hugh Felris, Seattle. Wash.

Natl. Rep.- Forjoe fc Company, Itic

.

by Bob Foreman

I \ T K K () I F I C E M E M O

10

Dear Bill:

I'll be ready, willing, and I hope able to make the presen-

tation next week. Hut I'm afraid I'll have to do it my own

style. In other words, if I take your suggestion and load the

thing up with chart- and page- of numerical data, someone

else will have to deliver it.

I can't work that way not only because I'm not much of

a numbers merchant, personally, but mainly because I don't

believe in this approach to the medium. Substantiation where

possible—yes. But I don't think we can chart our way out

of a problem or create any new approaches or explore as

yet uncharted regions by relying so heavily on statistics.

It's like trying to explain democracy by resorting to the

per capita income, dollar productivity or acres of wheat

under cultivation in the country- You don't get the feel of

the thing. What's really vital is left unsaid.

But let's get back to our own realm—television. The pro-

gram side and the time slot can be researched — up to a

point. A very limited point, though. For example, time.

Sets-in-use is important, to be sure. But to a large degree

(again research lets us down because it never has told us "to

how large a degree") sets in use is the result of programing.

In the eight top Trendex markets, sets in use

went up 78', when CBS opened up opposite NBC
between 7:00 and 9:00 a.m. Eastern Standard

Time.

As for programing. No one could justifj the purchase of

a new tv vehicle unless it is done with equal parts of faith

i in the producers ) and saw y I in your o\\ n judgment I . Sure,

if a star i- contemplated, hi- recording sales and the 1m>x

office of hi- recent film releases and what they have to pay

him in Las Vegas arc somewhal indicative of hi- appeal.

But place liiin in the wrong vehicle and hi- I.a- Vegas take

won't help him except to provide him car tare home. Motion

picture box office wouldn't have led anyone to Desi Axnaz

or Lucille Ball; remember? I don't suppose any numbers
would have made apparent in advance thai / Married Joan

and l/\ Little Margie \\< re going to make inroads on God-
i Please turn to page 66 >

SPONSOR



Only a combination of stations

can cover Georgia's

lajor markets.

The Georgia Trio

WAGA
5000 w
590 kc

CBS Radio
WMAZ

"l 0,000 w
940 kc

CBS Radio
5000 w
1290 kc

CBS Radio

' •; •

\ #

% MACON
The TRIO

offers advertisers

at one low cost:

SAVANNAH A •

CONCENTRATED
COVERAGE

•

MERCHANDISING
ASSISTANCE

•

LISTENER LOYALTY
BUILT BY LOCAL
PROGRAMMING

represented ^ki ^^^^^^^M
individually and V ^^^^^^
as a group by ^^^^^

The KATZ AGENCY, INC.

DEALER LOYALTIES

In 3 major markets

NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT ATLANTA DALLAS KANSAS CITY LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO

3 MAY 1954 ll



WFBC-TY
100KW POWER

2204 FT. ANTENNA

"Giant of

Southern
Skies"

. . . boasting more people and largei

income within 100 miks radius than
Vtlanta, [acksonville, Miami, <>i New
Orleans. \\ I B( 1\ is imh the "Giant
of Southern Skies', and a powerful
new advertising medium in the South-
east.

HERE'S THE WFBC-TV
MARKET

(Within 100 miles radius)

Population 2,924,625 People

Income $3,174,536,000
Sales $2,112,629,000

Television Homes 232,820*
Market Data from Sales Management
•l\ Homes: Figures from ( Bs lei.

Res Dept., compiled l>\ \ (. Nielsen
Co. as .it Nov. 1. I'.»'i3—60 days be-

fore w I B( l \ began operations.

Write now i<n Market Data Brochure

and Rate I ard. Ask us or our /,'r/>><

sentatives for information and assist

NBC NETWORK

Represented Nationally by

WEED TELEVISION CORP.

H.IIIISIU
gpUNBOB invite* letters to the editor.

Address 40 E. 49 St., New York 17.

CANADIAN ISSUES

Verj recentl) I had occasion to need

information on the Canadian market

and found in my file copies of the

Vugusl I I. L952 and \.ugusl 27. L951

issues a wealth of material.

I nfortunately, I had onl) one copj

,,l each "f these articles, and I find

thai I need another cop) of each. I

would like \er\ much to get these back

copies "r at least these two Canadian

article-, if at all possible. I would also

like am other later material \ou ma\

have published on Canada which I

ma) have missed.

J. S. Fouts

Advertising Manager

Larus & Bros.

Richmond

• SPONSOR'S latest Canadian section appeared
in the 10 Angus! 195.1 Issue. Additional copies
of Issnes containing tin- three hark sections on
* anada rf>si 50r apieee. The 1954 Canadian
Section >*ill hr out in August.

HONEYMOON STILL ON
i iiu need not sell me on sponsor

as a use magazine.

\\ K^ W is seven years old toda\

(25 .March L954), and the seven years

have been good to us. But if I had to

point to the greatest source of knowl-

edge and inspiration, outside our own
organization. I should aim straight at

SPONSOR.

Remember that several years ago,

realizing that the decision-makers in

the national field used SPONSOR, I of-

fered to local decision-makers a free

- 1 1 1 > -< i-
i

1 1 1 i < m to SPONSOR, stipulating

onl) that the\ read it—as we all do

here. M\ offer still stands.

So. after seven years you might

think the honeymoon i» over, but it is

do! sponsor, we love \ou.

I.DW IN E. S. \\ 1 I.ImiN

/ ice President & Station Manager

WKYW, Louisville

PEST CONTROL

We certainly enjo) your informa-

tive, stimulating publication.

We would appreciate it \er\ much

if \ou could send us any case histories

dealing with broadcast media for pest

control organizations.

We would like to know what has

gone on in other places with firms

dealing in such a service.

H. Jack W i m \\

Wyman Advertising

San Francisco

• Past articles on peal control hate included
"Shell Chemical sells btaectleide to farasen rla
radio during Insert iinerfM-iwie*.*' 26 January
19SS, page id; "America's Pled Piper" (story
of d-C.on). I J.imiar) 1951, j.j-,. ;>5, a- well as

numerous Radio and Tl Result* .lories.

VULGAR ESSAY?

The vulgar essa\ b) Hob Foreman

in your issue of Februarv 22 [page

14] is just as typical of our times as

our trade.

It's full of anti-intellectual cliches

like "think-type boys" and "whiz-kids

of thinkdom"—the usual cheap con-

tempt for such unfortunates as ''edu-

cators, philosophers and just plain

school marms. This is the sort of

-tuff delivering us all into the hands of

the yahoos.

Oh boy, says Foreman, look at me:

I'm a lowbrow.

Well. I happen to work for an agen-

cy that has made a spectacular success

on the credo that television advertis-

ing doesn't have to be obtrusive, bor-

ing, loud or repetitious.

If tins be Reason, make the most of

it.

Maxwell Arnold Jr.

San Francisco

TV SET COUNT

Let me congratulate SPONSOR on the

article entitled. "Big tv problem:

counting the sets" [22 February lTil.

page 27]. This analysis of an cxtreme-

1\ complicated situation tied up in a

neat package the urgent need for con-

tinuing and accurate research in this

field. 1 think you made a substantial

contribution to the over-all under-

standing of the problem.

Lewis H. Avery

President

Avery-knodel

Vein I'orA-

12

CHICAGO STORY

\ Tlioi s\M) iPOLOCIES FOR NOT AN-

SWERING VOIR LETTER \M> MEMO RE

"WHAT CHICAGO CAN DO BEST" [see

SPONSOR



On April 25, WNBK turned on the

power . . . adding 9 new counties and

over 147,000 television homes to

WNBK's coverage area. To do this took

a new channel (3), a new transmitter

with 100,000 watts of power,

and a new antenna—the highest structure

in the Cleveland area.

It means that the foremost television

station in the Cleveland area is more

effective, and that you have an even

better buy in this important market.

Here are the facts: WNBK now covers

over 1,000,000 TV homes* in 29 counties

in northern Ohio and Pennsylvania

— a service unsurpassed by any other

Cleveland station. Not only is its

coverage extended but WNBK's signal

in downtown Cleveland is 15 times

stronger than before. You'll want to

know more about WNBK's coverage

pattern and the details of its extended

service. For an up-to-date coverage

map and data sheet, drop a note to

NBC Television Spot Sales,

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y.

or your nearest NBC

Spot Sales office.

NBC
L—

' 9 a service of Radio Corporation of America

WNBK pulled a switch...

to give you an extra 147,000 TV homes

in the vital Cleveland market.

Nielsen, Nov. 1953

Adjusted RTMA, March 1, 1954



THAT THIRD ONE SORTA GETS ME!

(BUT OAK HILL DOES BOAST WEST VIRGINIA'S

SECOND MOST POWERFUL STATION!)

STATION COVERAGE DETAIL BY NCS AREAS

Total

Radio Homes
in Area

STATE

NCS Area

County

No. of

Counties

DAYTIME

4-Week Cum. Weekly Averac e Day

NCS Circ. %* NCS Circ. %* NCS Circ. °o
^

WEST VIRGINIA

20,370 FAYETTE 1 18,490 90 18,220 89 10,150 49

18,190 GREENBRIER

MONROE

SUMMERS

3 15,490 85 15,130 83 6,720 36

66,940 KANAWHA 1 10,310 15 7,180 10 4,410 06

14,570 LEWIS

BRAXTON

DODDRIDGE

GILMER

4 3,110 21 2,280 15 1,680 11

18,260 LOGAN 1 2,780 15 1,960 10 1,020 05

19,440 MERCER 1 8,000 41 6,480 33 3,990 20

14,290 NICHOLAS

CLAY

WEBSTER

3 11,450 80 11,080 77 6,620 46

23,930 RALEIGH 1 20,220 84 19,610 81 8,540 35

12,290 ROANE

CALHOUN

JACKSON

WIRT

4 2,720 22 1,990 16 1,460 11

16,750 WYOMING
H'iV

2 9,630 57 8,610 51 6,730 40

225 030 10 TOTAL 21 102,200 - 51 320

*=% of Riuiio Homes in Area

Yes Sir, there's only one station in Wes

Virginia that gives you more power tha

Oak Hill's WOAY— and we doubt that an

other can give you such unduplicated covei

age of so many West Virginia people!

WOAY delivers a 21 -county NCS audienc

of 102,200 daytime families. You can buy

one-minute spot on WOAY for a mere $5.0

(52-time rate)

—

can actually have a mode$

year's campaign for only $260!

We'd like to have you join the growing lis

of national accounts who have "discovered

WOAY. For all the facts, write direct t<

Robert R. Thomas, Jr., Manager, at:

WOAY
OAK HILL, WEST VIRGINIA

10,000 Watts AM
20,000 Watts FM



"The Chicago touch: it may give you

the show you need,'' 5 April 1954,

page 34]. i'm not a man for publica-

tions. I CAN SIMPLY SAY THAT CHI-

CACO IS SWELL. WE ARE ORIGINAL BE-

CAUSE WE LIKE TO BE AND IT'S FUN.

THERE IS NOTHING WE CAN DO BETTER

THAN NY OR HOLLYWOOD AND THERE

IS NOTHING THEY CAN DO BETTER THAN

WE. MAYBE THE ONLY REASON WE

HAVE THREE OR FOUR STAGE PLAYS

RUNNING AT A TIME IS BECAUSE WE
ONLY HAVE THREE OR FOUR HOUSES

AVAILABLE. BUT AFTER ALL, CHICAGO

IS A TRANSIENT CITY AND WE THINK

BROADWAY TREATS US VERY WELL. OUR

FUTURE IS UNDETERMINED BUT WE HAVE

NOT GIVEN UP AND OUR LATEST VEN-

TURES IN RADIO ARE IN STEREOPHONIC

SOUND AND ALSO OUR TV VENTURES ARE

RAPIDLY BECOMING STEREOPHONIC

MINDED. WE PUT NETWORK CALIBRE

LOCAL SHOWS ON THE AIR IN THE HOPE

THEY WILL BE SEEN AND RECOGNIZED

BY THE PUBLIC. CHICAGO UNLIMITED

ONCE FACED THE PROBLEM OF CHI-

CAGO DEMISE OF PROGRAMING ON A

NEGATIVE BASIS AND NOW FACES IT ON

A POSITIVE BASIS, AND I UNDERSTAND

CHICAGO IS SECOND LARGEST CONTRIB-

UTOR OF LIVE NET PROGRAMS AT THIS

MOMENT.
George A. Heinemann
NBC, Chicago

KREISLER AGENCY

I couldn't have been more pleasant-

ly surprised, flying down to Miami

Beach, than to read on page 105 that

you had awarded us the Jacques Kreis-

ler account [22 March 1954].

I appreciate your good intentions

but unless we hear directly from the

advertiser we must modestly decline.

However, you are allowed an occa-

sional lapse in view of the over-all ex-

cellence of your publication.

Tom McDermott
N. W. Ayer

New York

• Jacques Kreisler's ad agency is Foote, Cone
& Belding.

GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS

I would like two one-year subscrip-

tions sent with my compliments to the

two persons named on the attached

paper.

I am enclosing a calling card for

each, to be enclosed with the first is-

sue, if you please. I will appreciate

very much your expediting these sub-

scriptions to insure my clients' receiv-

ing them as soon as possible.

I think you have one of the finest

magazines in the trade. Keep up the

good work.

S. J. Kossack

S. J. Kossack & Assoc.

Tucson

TV COMMERCIAL STANDARDS
Something happened recently out in

Michigan that merits the attention of

c\(Tv television sponsor and advertis-

ing agency, every tv station executive,

yes, and radio station executives too.

I'm talking about the McCune Bill,

named after its well-meaning but hasty

sponsor, Representative John J. Mc-

Cune, Republican, of East Lansing.

The proposed bill would require the

State Liquor Control Commission to

review tv advertisements for beer and

wine, to prohibit commercials drama-

tizing the act of removing beverages

from the refrigerator, drinking them,

or even so much as pouring them.

The Muskegon Chronicle suggested

that "the industry itself can act to set

standards in this field, as the movie

industry undertook to do. . .
."

The only question that remains is

this: How long is the industry going

to wait before it gets into action?

We've been in the radio business for

14 years and, until we installed tele-

vision at home, we used to be con-

cerned about the way radio commer-

cials sounded on the air—their extra

length, their fabulous claims, their tire-

some sing-song sameness. Now, after

being initiated as a tv viewer, only one

conclusion presents itself: Alongside

television commercials, radio commer-

cials are marvels of perfection.

It all boils down to this: Advertising

agencies, sponsors, tv stations have a

chance to clean up their own house

—

to set a few standards of good taste

and restraint without a push from the

public. But will they? Or will they

stall around until another McCune
Bill sprouts up in some other state

—

or until some Washington senator or

representative who loves to have his

name before the public decides that

television advertising is long overdue

for an airing?

Bill Bennett
Publicity Director

WKBZ
Muskegon, Mich.

• Just before presstime Mr. Bennett informed
SPONSOR that the McCune Bill had heen shelved
by the Lansing legislature.

50 W

$ IM NET

50 n *lB

Average

quarter-hour

out-of-home

audience

bonus

delivered

in 4-6 P.M.

time

period,

Monday
through Friday.

*fr

COVERS THE BAY
in and out of the home. 25% of all

listening is out of home.

• 3 Million Consumers

• 10 Bay Area Counties

BERT WINN, will put your commercial

message smack-dab in the middle of

this 4-6 P.M. period, when KYA i* to

hot. Let our representatives tell you
the KYA story.

\Z6° k-c

George W. Clark, Inc., New York and

Chicago. Adam Young, Inc., Los Angeles

3 MAY 1954 15



Today in New Orleans there are more news-making events than ever before.

And WDSU's Radio and Television News Department is constantly expanding to

provide complete coverage for New Orleans and the nation. The members of

the department pictured here are all specialists in their own fields. Together

they represent over 53 years of experience in reporting and editing news for

metropolitan newspapers, magazines, radio and television stations. Using the

latest techniques and facilities available to the industry, this competent team

has provided complete coverage of such events as the annual Sugar Bowl Sports

Classic, Mardi Gras festivities, President Eisenhower's recent visit to New Orleans,

and Senate Investigation Committee Hearings ('51 Sylvania Award for first

coverage of Kefauver Hearings). This well-rounded staff has also attracted

many local and national advertisers including Barto Appliances, Dixie-Burton

Company, Esso Standard Oil Company, Jackson Brewing Company, Joseph

Schlitz Brewing Company, Shell Oil Company, to name but a few. Complete

news facilities and coverage is another example of how WDSU and WDSU-TV,

Louisiana's firsf television station, continue to serve New Orleans and the nation.

-L





IN THE GREATER SAN FRANCISCO MARKET
...you cover more on CHANNEL 4

SACRAMENTO

STOCKTON

KRON-TV COVERS THIS BIG MARKET...

• With a population of 3,600,000

• Spending 4 V2 billion dollars annually on

retail purchases

• The sixth largest in set ownership

...SO COVER MORE ON
CHANNEL 4

FREE & PETERS, INC. • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

BECAUSE CHANNEL 4 PROVIDES...

• Maximum legal power operating at 100,000 watts

• Highest antenna in San Francisco at

1441 feet above sea level

• Low channel frequency insuring stronger signal

• Top-rated NBC and local programs

SAN FRANCISCO U
18 SPONSOR



New and renew MAY 1954

1.

2.

New on Radio Networks

SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Adolph's Meat Tenderizer, Erwin, Wasey, LA CBS 205 Arthur Codfrey Time; alt F 10-10:15 am; 9 Apr;
Burbank, Cal 26 bdests

Amana Refrigeration, Maury, Lee & Marshall, CBS 205 People Are Funny; T 8-8:30 pm; 6 Apr; 15 progs
Amana, Iowa NY sp 15 min

Amer Chemical Paint, Cray & Rogers, Phila MBS 493 Counterspy; F 8-8:30 om; 30 Apr; parties; 4
Ambler, Pa wks; Multi-Message Plan

Cen Tire & Rubber Co, D'Arcy, Cleve MBS 560 Ceneral Sports Time with Harry Wismer; Sun
Akron, Ohio 6:45-7 pm; 25 Apr; 13 wks

Lettuce Inc. Cal John Cohan Adv, Salinas,

Cal
MBS 549 Queen for a Day; M, W, F 11:30-45 am scg

26 Apr; thru 14 May
Palm Beach Co, NY R&R, NY CBS 21 Palm Beach Coif Chamoionship; Th, F, Sat 10-

10:15 om; 13, 14. 15 May; Sun 5:45-6 pm;
16 May

Scholl Mfg, Chi Donahue & Coe, NY CBS 205 Bill Shadel & the News; Sat 12-12:05 pm; 24 Apr;
10 wks

Scholl Mfg. Chi Donahue & Coe, NY MBS 563 Nick Carter; Sun 4:30-5 pm; 11 Apr; 13 wks;
Multi-Message Plan

Renewed on Radio Networks

SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Carter Prods, NY

Liggett & Myers, NY

Ted Bates, NY

Cunningham & Walsh, NY

NBC

NBC

200

200

Three Plan: Se'nnH Chance, M 11:45-12 n- Fihber
McCee, W 10-10:15 pm; It Pays to Be Mar-
ried, F 5:45-6 Dm; 3 oartic a wk ; 5 Apr; 52 wks

Dragnet; T 9-9:30 om; 28 Sep; 52 wks ishow

Miles Labs, Elkhart, Ind Wade, Chi NBC 200
will run thru summer)

News of the World; M-F 7:30-45 pm; 29 Mar
52 wks

My Little Margie; Sun 8:30-9 pm; 4 Apr; 52 wksPhilip Morris & Co, NY Biow, NY CBS 144

(See page 2 for New National Spot Radio and Tv Business)

3.
National Rroadcast Sales Executives

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

James Allen Crosley Bdcstg, Cinci, dir tv proms Same, also dir publicity for Crosley stns: WLW-T,
WLW-A, WLW-C Wl.W-n v>"W-°'dio

John D. Allison KHON, Honolulu, vp, sis mgr KCMB, Honolulu; KHBC. Hilo, Hawaii, local sis

mgr
Same, sis mgrAndy Anderson KABQ, Albuquerque, NM, sis rep

Bud Austin Official Films, NY, dir natl sis Telefilm Enterprises, NY (new firm), vp
Ken Beech ABC, NY, sis serv deot Headley-Reed, NY, am sis stf

Verne W. Behnke MPTV, NY, sis mgr NYC Same, eastern sis div mgr
Leo Borin "'HAY, New B-i^'n, conn, ooers mgr KOTA, R^pid City, SD, stn mgr
John H. Brown Brown Bigelow, NY, adv counselor Headley-Reed, NY, res & prom dept
Harry Bubeck NBC Western Div, Hywd, prog mgr Zenith Radio Corp, Chi, dir tv prog planning
Duncan R. Buckham Du Mont, NY, net sis dept TPA, NY, acct exec NY area
Bill Burn Ridio & tv acct exec WDAY-Radio. Fargo, ND, sis mgr
William B. Caskey WPEN, WPEN-FM, Phila, gen mgr Wm Penn Bdcstg Co, vo

Cen. Mark W. Clark UN Supreme Comdr in Far East Jefferson Std Bdcstg, Charlotte, NC, spec con-
sultant on intl affairs

Woodruff B. Crouse Campbell-Ewald, Detr, media space buyer CKLW, Detr, sis prom & res dir

1. H. Curtis i^vn, P-ovo, Utah, sis mgr fc»ni«i. gen mgr
Roy Dabadie WJBO, Baton Rouge, La, gen mgr WBRZ (TV), Baton Rouge, gen mgr (stn target

1 Sep '54)

Same, also vpCharles F. Dilcher John Blair & Co, mgr Chi office

Joseph P. Dougherty Food Trade News, Phila, adv stf WPTZ. Phih. sis rep fd accts
Wallace R. Dunn KCLC. Miami, Okla, gen mgr WKY-TV. Okla City, tv sis stf

RoH" > F. Eastman John Blair & Co, NY, natl sis mgr & vp Same, exec vp
Paul 3. Evans Paul H. Raymer, Chi, acct exec NBC Soot Sis. Chi, radio acct exec
Virgil Evans WBT, Charlotte, NC, Carolina sis mgr Same, sis mgr
Ed Freeh KFRE, Fresno, Cal, dir prog Same, stn mgr
Vinton Freedley Jr NBC Radio, NY, acct exec Same, natl sis mgr
Charles Carvey WJBO, Baton Rouge, La, sis mgr Same, gen mgr
Chester H. Classley Five-Star Prodns, Hywd, prodn supvr Same, pres & exec prodr
Francis V. Cuidice WTTC, Wash, DC, sr prodr-dir Same, prog mgr
John M. Haberlan WKY, Okla City, time slsmn WKY-TV, natl tv sis rep
Ivan Head KSTF, Santa Fe, NM, stn mgr KCCM-TV, Albuquerque, comml mgr
Jules Herbuveaux WMAQ, WNBQ, Chi, asst gen mgr Same, gen mgr
William Hollenbeck Indep prodr-dir KHOF-TV, Mt Diablo, Cal (soon to start opers),

prog mgr
Stanley S. Hudson XEO, Brownsville, XEOR, McAllen, Tex, local sis Same, dir mdsg & pub rels

In next issue: New and Renewed on Television (Neticork) ; Advertising Agency Personnel

Changes; Sponsor Personnel Changes; Station Changes (reps, neticork affiliation, power increases)

Numbers after names
refer to New and Re-

new category

Robt. E. Eastman i 3 i

( has. F. Dilchei

E. O. Smith Jr.

Wynn \athan (3)

/. Whitebrook
I I)
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3.

4.

YcifioiMif Kroudvast Sales Executives (continued)

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION

Aubrey Jackson

Hub |jckson

Herb Jaffe

Edwin H. Kaspcr

Clayton Kaufman

Keith Kiggins

Cilbcrt W. Kingsbury

Don Kirchgcssncr

Norman Land

Kenneth Leslie

Mrs. Dorothy Lombardo

Harley Lucas

Sterling P. Madding

Paul Marion

Peter T. McCovern

Philip A. Meyers

Paul C. Munroe

Wynn Nathan

James H. Nelson

John E. North

Barney Ochs

John L. Palmer

Theodore P. Pitman Jr.

Charles D. Reeves

Edward Renauer

Orville Rennie

John P Rohrs

Herman Rush

Lee Savin

John D. Scheuer Jr

Edward 0. Smith Jr

Howard Stalnaker

Ceorge I. Stanford Jr.

Ceorge B. Sforer Jr

Ted Wick

John Wooldridgc

Dallas Wyant

William H. Youry

KEYS, Corpus Christi. Tex, gen mgr

Jos H. McCillvra, vp chg Chi office

MPTV, NY, sis rep

Kasper-Gordon, NY. partner

WCCO. Mpls. asst dir prom & publ

ABC. NY, vp

Croslcy Bdcstg, Cinci. dir publicity

KNPT. Newport. Ore. sis mgr & sports cd

Ziv, NY, acct exec

WCTC. New Brunswick, NJ, acct exec

WPIX. NY. sis serv div asst

WLOK. Lima. 0, prog dir

Natl Biscuit Co, West Coast mdsg rep

WBTV, Charlotte, NC. Carolina sis mgr

WCOP, Bo-Jon. acel exe-

WCUE, Akron, O. sis stf

Indcp tv prog & mng consultant

UTP, Hywd, natl sis mgr

NBC Radio, NY, mgr adv 6 prom

KEDD, Wichita, Kans, gen sis mgr

WLW-A, Atlanta, local sis mgr

KOIN, Portland, Ore, sis rep

WTAO-TV, Cambridge, Mass, prog dir

CBS TV Film Synd, NY, sis rep

Bureau of Adv, ANPA, NY, res dept

Cornell College, Iowa, dir alumni pub rels

UTP, mgr Chi branch

Official Films. NY. vp chg film synd

UTP. Hywd, gen mgr

WFIL, WFIL-TV. Phila, exec asst to gen mgr

Vision Mag, mid-west mgr

Meredith Publ. Des Moines, asst to dir radio & tv

Own mdsg firm, Hobe Sound, Fla

KCBS. KCBS-TV, San Antonio, mng dir

Paramount Pictures. Hywd, dir tv & radio adv &
exploitation

WJBO, Baton Rouge. La, acct exec

WKY, Okla City, prom mgr

WCLV, Easton, Pa. prom & mdsg dir

NEW AFFILIATION

KCNC. KCNC-TV. Amarillo, Tex, asst gen n

comml mgr

Ceorge W. Clark Inc. Chi office, acct exec

Official Films, NY, dir sis

TPA, NY. acct exec New Engl area

Same, dir prom & publ

Storcr Bdcstg. Miami Beach, admin asst to p

Same, vp public rels

KSTP. Mpls. acct exec

TPA, NY, acct exec

Same, stn sis mgr

Same, sis serv supvr

Same, local sis mgr

WBRC-TV. Birmingham. Ala. prom & mdsg

Same, sis mgr

Same, sis m-;r

Same, asst comml mgr

WPIX, NY. sis stf

Same, vp chg sis

NBC, NY, stf asst to Pres. Weaver

Same, vp, gen mgr

Same, gen sis mgr

KOIN i AM. FM. TVl, natl sis mgr

Same, also WTAO-AM. gen mgr

CBS TV, NY, acct exec net sis ' Morning Shi

BAB. NY. res analyst

KIOA, Des Moines, bus & showmanship mg

Same, vp Chi branch

Same, admin asst to pres

Same, exec vp, bd dir

WTVI, St. Louis, gen mgr

WBZ-WBZA, Boston, sis stf

KPHO Radio, Phoenix, comml mgr

WPIX, NY. acct exec

Storcr Bdcstg, Miami Beach, vp chg plan

finance

CBS TV, Hywd. dir publicity & exploitation

Same, sis mgr

KOB. KOB-TV. Albuquerque, prom mgr

WBZ-TV, Boston, sis serv supvr

New Firms, New Oiiices, Changes of Address

ABC Western Film Synd, new offices at 1539 No Vine St,

Hywd 28, Cal

Chad Inc. new NY address, 18 East 56 St

Cummings Prodns. new radio-tv comml prod co, 38 West 53
St. NY 19; formed by Ralph Waldo Cummings; sis &
prom mgr, Alan J. Cilbert

Forjoc & Co, new NY office, 580 Fifth Ave, NY 36, lUdson
6-3100

Harrington. Rightcr & Parsons, new NY office. 589 Fifth Ave
Lenhart Adv, new ad agency, 210 Fifth Ave, NY 10; owner

Ralph Leroy Lenhart

Telefilm Enterprises, new syndication firm at 38 East

St, NY

Stuart Reynolds Prodns, new exec offices at 9120 St

Blvd. LA 46

Edward Thomas Assoc, new pub rels counsel, 745 Fifth

NY; formed by Edward F. Thomas, ex-vp. pub rels

Ceyer Adv

Whitebrook Co. new ad agency at 730 Fifth Ave. NYC;
offices to be located in Newark. NJ & Wash. DC: fo

by Lloyd Whitebrook. ex-vp chg service. Joseph Katz

Numbers after names
refer to New and Re-
new category

J. If. Haberlai
II e A'. Dunn (3)
" //. ) oun
( . II. GlassU ,

John /.. \nllh

John I). Allison (3)
/'. 7. WcGoven
Orville Hrm.it

II . /;. i rousi

I. Ii. Scheuei

t
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thing l/Vorks Jjtike
'Wantmanship

What you're selling is better than most people have.

What you need is JNant manship, the Crosley Group's

dynamic new dimension in selling. Typical of the Group,

WLW-C, Columbus, where stars put your advertising

on sellcv'xs'ion. "Wantmanship explains why the

Crosley Group makes more sales faster, at less cost,

than any other medium or combination.

• •

the

V
WJLW Radio

WLW-A Allan!a

WLW-C Columbus
WLW-D Dayton

WLW-T Cincinnati

It

•

Exclusive Sales Offices:

New York, Cincinnati, Dayton,

Columbus, Atlanta, Chicago, Hollywood

\ie
-

h te

<Dl954, The Crosley Broadcast mq Corporation
4A B-Pff-



WSM-TV
POWER BOOST TO

100,000
In this market WSM-TV is recognized as the — 1 television

operation. We established this position by inheriting the talent

staff (200 live entertainers), the production, know how and the

prestige of our radio operation, 50,000 watt Clear Channel WSM.

We solidified this position as the dominant TV power in this market

by getting on the air first — back in September, 1950. We spent

considerable money to build our own micro-wave relay system

from Louisville (180 miles away) to give our listeners live television

years before the telephone company completed its own system.

WSM-TV pulls all stops to hold its position as the —1 TV operation

in this market with local programming that includes live telecasting

of local Vanderbilt basketball games and exclusive TV coverage of

Nashville's Southern league baseball team.

With the combination of local programming to fit local tastes (our

radio specialty since 1926) and the best in NBC shows (including

the seven programs which Nielsen rates among the top ten nati-

onally) we have the bulk of the 190,000 TV homes in this area.

Our move to 100,000 watts is just another in the chain of events

which keeps WSM-TV far out in front as the time buyer's choice for

selling this rich market.

WATTS

NASHVILLE S

STATION
NASHVILLE. TENNESSEE
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New developments on SPONSOR stories

Subject:

"The New Radio"

19 April 1954, paS <- M
I\«'w tiny r;i(ii«>s bring personalized
listening era closer

J he industry drew one step closer to the "every where-you-go-

there's-radio" era with recent development of two new vest-pocket

sets by the Emerson and General Electric corporations.

GE's midget radio—designed primarily for Civil Defense use

—

is an experimental model weighing about five ounces. It's tuned to

a single broadcast frequency, 1260 kilocycles, and can be carried

easily in a shirt or vest pocket. It can operate continuously for one

month without battery replacement, says GE. It holds two batteries.

Emerson's vest-pocket model weighs seven and a half ounces, has

four tubes, is little larger than cigarette pack (see picture I

.

These two models point the way to a not-so-distant future when

the New Listener will be wearing wrist watch radios—according to

prognosticators like Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff—and when radio's

audience will be even greater than it is today because of the greater

availability of the medium. * * •

"Farm Radio and Tv: 1953"

19 Oelober 1953, page 69

Sponsors are making increasing use
Subject: of tv to reach farmers

Television is becoming as much a part of today's modern farm

as the tractor.

According to sponsor's Program Guide, published last month,

47% of tv stations now schedule farm service programs and at least

130 have farm directors. The?e programs follow closely the formula

used by farm radio shows: news, market reports, weather and farm-

ing advice. (The Program Guide reports 64% of radio stations carry

farm shows.)

And a recent A. C. Nielsen survey prepared for CBS indicates

31% of farm homes had tv sets in January 1954, as compared with

18% in January 1953 and 9 (
4 in the same month of 1952.

Now a film producer has come up with a new farm program

which gives the national farm picture in a news-commentary format.

Telenews has completed the pilot on its Farm Report series and is

now shopping around for a national sponsor before it gets rolling on

filming of the show. Each program is 12V-> minutes, and the firm

plans to turn out one a week indefinitely.

Described as a "television journal of agriculture," the proposed

series will include news reports on latest farm legislation and inter-

views with government leaders active in the field of agriculture. ***

The tiny kitten below dwarfs new seven and a half ounce Emerson vest-

pocket radio, forerunner of the age of individual listening to wrist-watch radios

O OVER 4
three more reasons
why sales results

are better on 4...

FRANDSEN'S FEATURES
with Sales -Showman

Tom Frandsen and

Feature Films 1-2:15 P.M.

KEY to the KITCHEN
with Sales -Showman

Mike Roy and the

"Dream Kitchen" 2:30-3 P.M.

Mcelroy at sunset
with Sales-Showman

Jack McElroy at

Sunset & Vine 6-6:45 P.M.

PARTICIPATION

PROGRAMS
Monday thru Friday

KNBH-4, HOLLYWOOD

NBC Spot Sales
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OPEN ALL NITE

with Chuck Phillips

Selling

In Milwaukee thousands of night

workers and early risers rely on WEMP,
Milwaukee's only all-night station, for

music, news and weather.

Chuck is an important part of

their lives. They buy what he

sells. Dozens of happy national

advertisers attest to this. Join

them and Chuck and get up to

twice the Milwaukee audience

per dollar of any network sta-

tion on WEMP.* Call Headley-

Reed!

* Bated OH latest available Pulse ratings and SR &
OS rates.

WEMP WEMP-FM
MILWAUKEE

HUGH BO'CE, JR.. Gen. Mar.

HEADLEY-REED. N*tl. Rap.

HOURS OF MUSIC. NEWS. SPORTS

irliiiir
»#r\. NMargoTjei Rutlkin

President

Pepperidge Farm, Norwallc, Conn.

Those men who think a woman's place is in the kitchen will be

delighted to meet Mrs. Rudkin; she took their advice. Nut <>nl\ did

she take this advice, but she turned it into a multi-million dollar

business.

It all started with a loaf of bread that Margaret Rudkin baked

for one of her sons in 1937. when he had an asthmatic condition.

Toda\ some Trill people work at her Pepperidge Farm bakery, ap-

proximately 500 of them women, baking close to one million loaves

a week for national U.S. distribution.

Mrs. Rudkin. who's her own advertising director, has a simple

recipe for the success of her business—though she's di-armingly

amazed that it produced such a large k»af.

"In the beginning I used to advertise by setting up demonstration

booths in retail store- and inviting the women shoppers to taste my
bread," she told sponsor. "Last spring I took m\ demonstration

booths to tv."

This statement is literally true because Margaret Rudkin stars in

her own tv commercials. Produced by the Van Pragg Studios

i through Kenyon & Eckhardt), these minute films show Mrs. Rudkin

in a kitchen setting telling her viewers how she started to make her

bread and what it did for her son's health that it might conceivably

do for other people.

These commercials appear from three to six times a week in seven

Eastern and four Midwestern markets. They constitute the bulk of

Pepperidge Farm's current advertising. In fact Mrs. Rudkin's es-

timated $100,000 budget for 1954 is 1009? i" tv.

"'The only advantage nay earlier demonstration booths had over

t\ is the fact that viewers could taste the bread," she complains, but

adds: "Of course, we do get our message around faster this way."

So fast in fact has the message gotten around that Pepperidge

Farms opened a new baker) south of Chicago in May 1953 to sup-

pl\ the Midwestern and Western market-. Since Mrs. Rudkin's first

appearance on t\ in spring 1953, sales have increased 10%.
Mrs. Rudkin"> onl\ complaint: She can't seem to be able to get

out of the kitchen. While there- a waiting list of women who're

seeking employment at her bakers, -he can't find a cook for her

home. So -lie does lier own cooking and lik<-- it. * • •

24 SPONSOR
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Latest ratings credit WSPD RADIO with

94% consistent listenership in Toledo.

WSP
Storer Broadcasting Company

TOM HARKER, NAT SALES DIR., 118 E. 57th STREET. NEW YORK

m
*&>" AM-TV

TOLEDO, OHIO

Represented Nationally

by KATZ
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Supersalesman

*Trendex. Oct.'53-Mar. '54.

**On the two most recent

occasions when sponsored

programs were broadcast

at the same time over the

leading networks, they won
a 29% -and a 96%-higher
rating on CBS Television.

It's no little trick to make a tentful of people laugh.

But it's something else again to get a nation-wide

audience laughing — at the same instant.

And laughter, as every salesman knows, is a most

effective sales tool. And so are all the other moods

an entertainer can evoke. For they help you shift

your prospect's interest — willingly — from whatever's

on his mind to the product on yours.

This, perhaps, is television's greatest value to an

advertiser. It creates a receptive mood in 30 million

homes for more than five hours a day. It is always

part-entertainer, part-salesman.

This, certainly, is why CBS Television has always

made creative programming its most important

activity. And why, in the major markets where the

networks compete — and popularity can best be

compared— CBS Television consistently wins the

largest average audience: 11 per cent larger at night,

and 27 per cent larger in the daytime.*

Advertisers have found that placing their programs

on the most popular network gives them a headstart

in ratings**— and a headstart in sales.

That's why their investment on CBS Television for

the first quarter was over 45 per cent greater than

a year ago. (And in 1953 it was the greatest in

broadcasting history!) That's why it's still growing.

CBS Television can bring you the most receptive

audiences in all America, because it has most of the

programs most of your customers want.

CBS TELEVISION



in construction
The signs of Charlotte are signs of a market more important by far than

city size indicates. For proof, consider construction.

In 1953, Charlotte—72nd in city size—was 55th in total construction.

Its total roofed the next two buildingest Carolina cities combined, and

was third only to Baltimore and Washington in the Fifth

Federal Reserve district.

On a per capita basis, Charlotte's construction

was more than twice that of Washington or Baltimore.

Charlotte's out-size construction bill mirrors not only city but area needs.

For Charlotte uniquely serves, in myriad specialized fields, a rich and

populous area which has no other metropolitan resource.

Important among the city's metropolitan services are Jefferson Standard

Broadcasting Company's great area stations, 50,000 waft

WBT and top power WBTV, 100,000 watts on Channel 3. These

great advertising media—planned and operated for area coverage

—

blueprint a massive market, ranking by many significant tests

among the first 25 in the nation.

Ccw&uuje. ta Mcdok the, Mci/dzet
Represented Nationally by CBS Radio and Television Spot Sales

The Radio-TV Services

of the Jefferson Standard

Life Insurance Company

WBT-WBTV
CHARLOTTE, N. C
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One-shots
*

:

do I liev pay ?

Some admen look askance at cost

of extravaganzas but one-shots

arc priced for every budget

High sales of Mary Martin-Ethel Merman duet recorded from Ford
50th Anniversary Show gave extra promotion to automobile sponsor

J_ he idea that constant repetition of

sales messages is the key to moving

goods is a concept as firmly planted in

the advertising business as the Califor-

nia redwoods are in Western soil.

Yet the advertising world has shown

a high degree of interest in the radio

and tv network one-shot.

While there is a high degree of in-

terest there is not complete unanimity

.

Some ad quarters look twice at such

mammoth tv efforts as General Foods
1

Rodgers & Hammerstein Cavalcade re-

cently or the Ford 50th Anniversary-

show last year. It is not only the lack

of repetition that bothers these admen.

Look at the tons of money poured in-

to these shows, they say. Look at the

Ford show. Two hours of solid enter-

tainment. Couldn't that money have

been put to more efficient use in nor-

mal ad vehicles?

The big Ford and GF shows, how-
ever, are not the only indications of

sponsor interest in the one-time effort.

Nor is it just the electric companies'

Lights' Diamond Jubilee, a two-hour

extravaganza scheduled for next Oc-

tober with two networks ordered by

N. W. Ayer and the possibility that the

other two may be, too. Nor the prob-

ability that Warner Bros, may buy via

Blaine-Thompson Co. a single hour

from NBC TV to plug its movie, A
Star Is Born. Nor the possibility that

NBC TV may sell its color spectaculars

singly if they can't be sold as a group.

There are a wide variety of less

spectacular one-shots. They are more

common than you think and priced

for every budget.

This variety is broad enough to call

for a rough kind of definition, so here

goes: A one-shot is any kind of non-

continuous program or advertising ef-

fort. It can be a single announcement

or a single program. It can be I and

often is I tied in with the sponsor's

regular tv and radio advertising; it

can be an isolated affair: it can even

be a series of one-shots in a roster of

different programs grouped together

in time. The latter technique, used by

auto companies, is actually a satura-

tion buy but it is of such short dura-

tion that it has many characteristics

of the one-shot.

Indeed, a really complete listing

must include not only Gillette's spon-

sorship of the excitement inherent in

New Year's Day football bowl games

but Doubleday & Co.'s one-time bread-

and-butter salesmanship on NBC TV's

Today on 5 January 1954, bought

through Franklin Spier.

The listing must include not only

the video glamor of Oldsmobile's sell-

ing (agency: D. P. Brother & Co.),

during the Academy Award ceremo-

nies but the quiet effectiveness of pres-

tige on radio as evidenced by Mutual

of Omaha Calling, a show put on by

the health and accident insurance com-

pany of the same name through Bo-

zell & Jacobs last Christmas ( and three

Christmases before that ) . And there

are plenty of others, as a fairly com-

plete list later on will show.

•J£* 1 one-shot, roughly tlefined. is uny kind of single, non-continuous programing or

advertising effort. It doesn't hare to he a single show; it can be a single

announcement or group of single announcements on an existing show or shows
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"One-shots" are more common than you think. They may be:

The holiday show: Sponsors of bolidaj shows, such as

those during Thanksgiving and Chriatmas, often pul them

Mon in the after a, take advantage of fad thai familj

i- gathered together. Holidaj shows are especially used

for pushing products boughl as gifts. Users of holidaj

shows include Longines, American Oil, Miller Brewing,

onal l > : i i r > . Mutual of Omaha, Travelers Insurance.

The anniversary ahows High expene ch Bhows

causes Bome admen to wonder if thej pay. General I' Is

laid "ut uearlj -I million, Ford about half of that.

However, thej are considered valuable prestige vehicles

and attract tremendous audiences, bringing down cosl

per 1,000 tn a moderate level. It is estimated thai aboul
7n million viewers sav. the GF extravaganza on tv.

Single participations : M;ui> advertisers buj into an

existing radio or t\ Bhow one time. While there is

the disadvantage of no repetition in Buch buys, thej

are often tied in with holiday gifl themes where an

extended campaign would be impractical. Some clients

buj once into a group of shows, in which case the air

purchase somewhat resembles a saturation ad campaign.

The xports event : I'-, is of one-shol s|„, r ts events gel

audience because of wide interest and a high

percentage of mm. Male listening is not always as

high as si, in,- advertisers think, however. AKIi fig

on viewers for last year's Kentucky Derby show 40$
men. ::'.''; women, iM'y children. Gillette was sponsor.

Other single spurts events users are Schick, "Life."

The special event shoic: These include such evenl

Coronation, Inauguration. They were popular with

auto companies, who considered them excellent prestige

builders. Sponsors included General Motors, Packard,
Willys, American Oil. Care must be exercised in the

writing of commercials since some audit g aents

res, Mt commercial tie ins with events of this type.

Seasonal buys: There are a wide variety of these

,, ne shots, ranging from 1'. S. Time Corp.'s purchase i,t

the Easter parade coverage on television to the auto

companies' buying during the "new car season.'' among
which General .Motors' telecast of its "Motorama" is an

outstanding example. Even those who disapprove of one-

shots generally O.k. them for new car announcements.

What explains this interest in one-

shots'.-' What can the advertiser get

out of them? Here are some impor-

tant answers:

Audiences: One-shots can get tre-

mendous audiences. It was too earl)

for national rating figures on the GF
show at sponsor's presstime but a 10-

city overnight Trendex rating came to

66.5, about nine points over the 10-

city Trendex for the Ford show last

year and roughK equivalent to an 80

Nielsen rating. The national four-net-

work audience was estimated at about

70 million viewers.

The Nielsen six-minute ratings on

the Ford show last year were as fol-

lows; 54.5 or more than 10 million

homes on CBS I V and 10.6 or more
than eight million homes on NBC TV.
Since there «;i- undoubtedl) a certain

amount of tuning back and forth be-

tween the two networks then- is some
overlapping in the above figures. It

has been conservativel) estimated that

at leasl 16.5 million different homes
watchi il the Ford show and the com-
pan\ figures thai between 55 and 60
million people saw the show.

Of course, these audiences cosl plen-

t\ of monej . which is one reason win

one-shots leave some admen cold. Take

the Rodgers & I [ammerstein show.

I Ini e is hardhj anj question hut that

GF's 25th anniversary extravagance

was the most expensive single enter-

tainment effort in the history of show

business, sponsor estimates that GF
sank close to SI million into the hour-

and-a-half spectacle. This includes

everything: time, talent, agencv com-
mission, pre-emption costs, fees for the

use of R&H material as well as pay-

ment to the famous duo themselves

and the normal odds and ends of cost

thai are involved in this kind of super-

showcase operation. The Ford show,
handled 1>\ Kenyon i> Kckhardt. came
in for about $500,000.

That means the cost to GF and Ford
to reach each home was not low. Even
assuming ever) t\ bome in the country
i 2') million i watched the Rodgers &
Hammerstein Cavalcade and putting

the show's cost at $900,000, the cost-

per-1,000 homes would come to more
than $30. bsuming 80$ of the homes
limed in. the cost COmeS to neail\ - ;<i

In the casl id Ford, if we take the

10.5 million homes figure and divide

ii into $500,000 the cost-per-1,000

homes comes to $36.

• • ourse, in compare lliis cast fari-

l\ with normal shows which arc more
apt in be 30-minute length we might
reduce these costs-per-1,1 to half

hours. (Thai i~. divide the number
mI hall hours the -how is ,,,, the air

iniu the cost-per-M.) Now the figures

come down to earth. The Ford cost is

$9 and the GF cost is $13. This is not

exactly cheap, either, hut if you'll look

at last year's Fall Facts issue I 13 JuK

1053 i you'll that of the nine half-hour

tv program categories whose average

cost-per- 1.000 were listed, four were

above 89. They were: general drama.

GENERAL FOODS: The Rodgers & Ham||M
stein spectacle sponsored by GF on its 25th .

versary was put on to make consumers familiar

the variety of GF brands. A post-show survey

cated effort was successful. B3low: Rosemary C

ney, Ton/ Martin, who cang on show

-



.01; "other music," $10.74; inter-

view, $12.04, and variety-music,

$13.83. (The figures are Nielsen's.)

Nnone of these dollar comparisons

take into account the extras, byprod-

ucts or pluses accruing to Ford and

GF for sponsoring their extravaganzas

—but more about that later. And,

finally, in talking about advertising

costs we mustn't forget to ask: What
income tax bracket are you in? Ob-

viously the higher your profits, the

less your advertising dollar costs you.

When talking about such giants as GF
and Ford, that is no minor considera-

tion.

Here are some other examples of

one-shot audiences. Most of them are

sports, special events or holiday pro-

grams. These, rather than the anni-

versary shows, make up the bulk of

sponsored one-shots:

First take some New Years Day
football bowl games. The figures are

from Nielsen and are tv only—radio

was not reported by the marketing

firm that day. Gillette sponsored two

of the games.

Starting at 1:45 p.m. I New York
time I the sponsor collared 13,446,000

homes viewing the Orange Bowl game
on 98 CBS stations. That represented

a rating of 54. Starting at 4:45 p.m.

Gillette got a whopping audience of

15,590.000 homes watching the Rose

Bowl game on 130 NBC stations. The

equivalent rating was 58.5.

The Texas Co., a Kudner account,

which sponsored coverage of the Col-

Ion Bowl game on 76 NBC stations,

was able to reach 8,121,000 homes
with its message. The rating was 36.5.

And. not mi incidental!}. F. W. Wool-

worth's sponsorship of the Tournament

of Roses I'arade on New Year's Da)

gave it an audience of 11.81)7.(1011

homes and a 45.5 rating. Lynn Baker,

Inc., bought the time.

Second, take the audiences for the

t\ coverage of the Coronation of Queen

Elizabeth II on 2 June 1953. The fig-

controversy

ures here are especially interesting

since the hours of coverage were ir-

regular an ddidn't span the best view-

ing periods. Those who remember the

harried hours of U. S. tv's Coronation

coverage will recall the confusion not

only among the networks but among
listeners, who were not sure when

they could view the Coronation. Nev-

ertheless, the audiences were impres-

sive. Again, the figures are Nielsen's

and cover homes viewing six minutes

or more. The hours shown below in-

clude only sponsored time.

On NBC General Motors reached

4,72().(i()(i home- (20.7 rating) be-

tween 5:30 and 10:00 a.m., 7,704,000

homes (36.8 rating) between 3:45 and

6:00 p.m. and 9,006,000 homes I
1 1.4

rating i between 10:30 p.m. and 12:10

a.m. On CBS Willys reached 1.166,-

000 homes (23.2 rating) between 4:35

and 5:35 p.m. and 3,946,000 homes

(21.7 rating) between 11:05 p.m. and

12:05 a.m. i Willys reached an addi-

tional 1,656,000 homes (3.7 rating)

on CBS Radio between 10:15 and

1 1 :0() p.m. \genej : Ewell & Thurber.

It seems prell\ safe I" saj thai well

over half of all the t\ homes in the

counln were watching the Coronation

during the hour before midnight.

Just a few more figures to nail down

the point: General Motors Motorama

telecast on 20 January 1954, a 45-min-

ute show starting 10:00 p.m.. attract-

ed 10,959,000 homes. The show was

on 102 CBS stations and garnered a

40.8 rating. Miller Brewing's year-end

tv show, Backbone of America, bought

via Matthison, lured 10,182,000 homes.

It was an hour show presented on a

Tuesday night (29 December 1953)

at 8:00 p.m. on 153 NBC stations and

got a 39.9 rating. Gillette's sponsor-

ship of the Kentncky Derby last year

netted it 7,334.000 homes, a rating of

32.7. Oldsmobile got 14.953.000 tv

homes to tune into its Academy Award
telecast on NBC in March.

tO\ATIOIV: Despite lack of definite

Juling of tv film, large audiences were cor-

i by sponsors. Below: In keeping with the

nation atmosphere, NBC announcers Henry
dy, Merrill Mueller and George Hicks (left

ght) pose in breeches

II \>ll I'l: Although two-hour version of Shakes-

peare's play was part of Hallmark's regular show,

extra promotion put it in the one-shot category.

Same was true of "King Richard II." Included in

cast of "Hamlet": Sara Churchill, Maurice Evans,

below

INAUGURATION: Auto sponsors of this

one-shot got lots of commercial exposure (three-

and-a-half to five hours) during day but did not
use full commercial time. General Motors used
crowd shots of its "Motorama" exhibit for com-
mercial



S'nrr«M/ results of 1953 consumer study conducted by Sinclair

showed radio overwhelming favorite among media. Over 1,200 motorists

were questioned after Power-X spring campaign about the source of

their Power-X information. In towns with heavy Sinclair advertising,

results were 338 to 115 in favor of air media compared with print

Mow Well DottTf* Advertising Work?

*fi

\\ liy spot now gets W% of Sinclai

For the first time, in 1954 air media will get half of Sinclair's advertising bud?

J he executives in the picture above

are seated under a chart which asks

the oldest of the ad world's old peren-

nial questions: *'ll«>\v well does the

advertising work?"'

The smiles on some of their faces

are one indication they have found an

answer. The answer takes the form

of an "impact survey" which the Sin-

clair Refining Co. and its agency,

Morey, Humm and Johnstone, con-

ducted last year. The survey sought

Radio and tv are important in promoting deal-

ar relations. Below, P. C. Spencer, Sinclair

president, on tour, addresses Atlanta dealers

to determine where consumers had

heard about Sinclair's new gasoline.

Power-X.

When it was finished radio and tv

emerged clearly as the biggest source

of impact on gasoline buyers.

For this among other reasons the

Sinclair Refining Co. this year has

decided to spend 50% of the firm's

SPON'SOR-estimated over $7 million ad-

vertising budget in spot radio and tv

—double the radio-tv expenditure in

L952. For the first time in Sinclair

historj the company will spend more
in air media—primarih in radio

—

than in newspapers.

I he impad surve) was conducted

bj Sinclair during summer 1953 after

the firm's new I'owerA Gasoline was

introduced. People who bought Power-

\ at Sinclair stations in 122 cities were

asked. "\\ here did you see or hear

about tlii— new gasoline?"

The answers proved thai Sinclair's

local radio and l\ ranked first in im-

pact value of all media used.

\IhmiI 1,200 motorists were inter-

viewed in three categories of Sinclair

cities: those cities with greater than

,i\ei aire advertising impact, smaller cit-

ies with average Sinclair advertising

32

impact and a small group of towns

where Sinclair advertising impact is

below Sinclair's average. In the first

group radio and tv outranked news-

papers by 338 to 115. In the second

category of cities the air media out-

ranked print by 190 to 103. And in

the small group of cities with below-

average frequency of Sinclair adver-

tising radio-tv still got a vote of two

to one.

Sinclair executives consider this sur-

vey indicative of the pull of the air

media. The survey combined with Sin-

clair dealer reaction to spot radio and

tv inlluenced their decision to boost

the percentage of the budget that is

going into these media in 1954.

There is nothing unusual about Sin-

clair - use of spot radio and tv. Most

major oil companies in fact use an-

nouncement campaigns or else buy

five,- 111- or 15-minute news, weather

or -port- programing on local stations.

In fact, during the past three or four

years, the trend in the oil industry has

been to increase air media appropria-

tions.

Here are some of the reasons Sin-

clair's advertising manager. Jim De-

lanev. cites for his company's choice

SPONSOR



»<l

dl'Vrtising («»<tl»i: (Left to right) W. L. Wernicke

gency radio-tv mgr.), S. F. Ellsworth (agency v. p.,

e), P. B. Utiger (ass't ad mgr.), S. M. Morey (agency

es.), J. J. Delaney (ad mgr.), R. Girdler (Sinclair

•. and ad dir.), L. B. Van Doren (agency exec. v. p.)

, iping any other medium

of spot radio and tv (they apply equal-

ly well to many another oil firm ) :

1. "Sales vary from market to mar-

ket."

Sinclair's distribution changes from

market to market. In certain cities and

areas (e.g. Chicago and some Midwest-

ern states) the firm has very strong

distribution through many dealers. In

other markets it has thin distribution.

In 12 states Sinclair has no distribu-

tion whatsoever. With spot radio and

tv Sinclair can avoid waste circulation

and regulate its advertising impact ac-

cording to its distribution pattern.

2. "Commercials must vary in dif-

ferent markets."

Sinclair's products must be sold dif-

ferently in different areas. For exam-

ple, climatic conditions might make

one month particularly suitable for mo-

tor oil advertising while heavy vaca-

tion traffic in another area dictates

concentrated gasoline selling.

Sinclair also sells other products:

fuel oil and burners. Sales of this

secondary line differ from market to

market. During winter months in

Northern states fuel oil is an important

secondary source of revenue. On the

other hand few fuel oil sales derive

3 MAY 1954

from Southern cities. Bui even in the

North the buying pattern varies from

market in markel since Sinclair has a

franchise lor General Electric burners

in some areas, other brand burners in

other markets.

3. "Gasoline and motor oil require

weekly or daily advertising."

A consistent ad\ertisin« impact is

essential in the highl) competitive oil

industry. Though the amount of ad-

vertising varies from town to town,

each Sinclair market does have a regu-

lar year-'round schedule, varying from

one five- or LO-minute show a week to

a dozen announcements weekly.

Because of the consistency of its an-

nouncement and program schedules,

Sinclair has carved out desirable time

franchises on local morning radio and

nighttime tv. These spots, in main in-

stances, have been Sinclair time slots

for a period of years and have become

constantly more valuable as a result

of audience accumulation. As the sea-

son or the selling strategy changes

commercials are rotated in these time

segments.

Local budgets are worked out for all

markets by Sinclair's advertising exec-

utives after consultation with district

sales managers. The allocations I usu-

ally made in October for the following

year) depend, of course, upon local

sales as well as future sales expectancy :

upon the prospect of new stations be-

ing opened in an area; upon the com-

petitive situation in the market. Dis-

trict sales managers help in the selec-

tion of local radio and tv programing

case history
muni

thai will fit into these budgets.

A vcr\ \ iial factor in advertisi

location and program oi a hedule se-

lection arc the Sinclair dealer-. In or-

der to gauge their reaction to Sinclair's

advertising effort, Jim Delaney and S.

F. Ellsworth, agenc) account executive,

travel throughout the 36 Sinclair states

in January of every year. They spend

approximately two days with each dis-

trict office, talking to dealers as well

as with the district sales manager. In

this way, they feel, the national Sin-

clair advertising reflects dealers' needs.

Sometimes Delaney takes one or more

trips to the district offices besides the

regular annual junket to keep abreast

of local-level needs.

This stress upon good dealer rela-

tions is also not unusual in the oil in-

dustry, since 99% of the gasoline sta-

tions in the country are independent

businesses. These fall into two major

categories: stations owned by a gas

company and leased to a dealer on a

one-year or longer contract and in-

dependent gas stations whose owners

sign a contract to sell a particular

brand of gasoline. Only 20% of Sin-

clair's 25,000 stations are compam-
owned. It is possible for the owners

of the other 20,000 stations to decide

to change affiliation upon termination

of their contract. Sinclair's advertis-

( Please turn to page 68)

Sinclair entered radio in 1931 with "The Greater Sinclair Minstrels," (pictured below) over

the Blue Network. Eighteen years ago the firm switched to spot radio, increasing its

budget steadily until 1954 when radio emerges as Sinclair's single most important medium
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HI. PSYCHOLOGY OF ME III

This may shock you—it should make you think. Part 22 of 25-art

I lw cause of if till: Dv. .Si*/inmid Freud

You think peoph take a bath becausi they want to

get clean? Drink beer becausi they like tfa tastef

sin!,- lo th( sana mah of cat becausi it satisfies themf

'I'll i n g wn. Sinct Fi i ud
I

l
s ">ii L939 i opt m d

Pandora's box of subconscious, psychologists haw had

//. 1,1 day dist o\ i i ing u hy pi opli "< t u ay th y do. Now
om oj them, Dr. Ernest Dichter, also I

turned spotlight on adman himself. What do )
<>(' thmkf

by Ray Lttpira

The editors of SPONSOR feel that this

ai tide may prove to be one of the most

controversial on the subject of media

ever published in any trade paper or

book on advertising. Ttvo previous ar-

ticles on the psychology of media re-

ported what the laboratories had pro-

duced in sigh t-vs.-sound-testing during

the past 20 years (SPONSOR, 5 April

L954) and what psychologists said

about the psychological values of me-

dia (sponsor, 19 April 1954). This

article turns the spotlight on the adman
himself—what makes him tick. Your

reaction— pro and con— is therefore

welcome. Remember: SPONSOR didn't

create these findings -— it uncovered

them. If they contradict your pet ad-

vertising theory, you might do one of

two things: (1) Reexamine your the-

ory in the light of what the psycholo-

gists say; (2) see your psychoanalyst!

* * *

./Msk any adman why he buys the

media he does, and he'll probably give

you these reasons:

1. Cost. It's the cheapest per thou-

sand persons reached.

2. Coverage. It covers the territory

I want best.

3. Impact. It seems to help make
the reader or listener remember longer.

4. Prestige. It carries more weight

with the customer.

Now along come some psychologists

who sa\ this thinking may not only be

costly but dangerous.

Their reasoning: The above are su-

perficial criteria admen fall back on to

do their thinking for than; what is

needed, instead, is research to deter-

mine these three factors before any

media choice is made (note that all

three are psychological I :

• \\ hat are my product's under-

lying emotional appeals to the con-

sumer?
• How will he react to the media

I use to express these appeals?

• Which media can express these
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hi admen buy what they do
1 >l«'«li.i Siuclv shows that fear often motivates admen

appeals with greatest effectiveness?

Note the order: Media selection is

the third step. The message, the ap-

peal, is all-important.

One of the leaders in this thinking

is Dr. Ernest Dichter, president of the

Institute for Research in Mass Moti-

vations, Croton. N. Y., member of

sponsor's All-Media Evaluation Ad-

visor) Board and a trained lav anal-

yst. Dr. Dichter has been applying

psychology to solving advertising prob-

lems in the United States for nearly

20 years. In a study made in 1949

for a major publication he reversed

the usual technique and instead of

depth-interviewing consumers figura-

tively put 200 admen on the psycho-

analytical couch in New York and

Chicago.

His findings, summarized in this ar-

ticle and published here for the first

time, deserve widespread circulation

and study. They should also stir up

a hornet's nest among those whose pet

theories his research has challenged.

However, the result may well help all

advertising if it enables admen to un-

derstand more clearly why they do

certain things.

What Dr. Dichter found was that

fear (insecurity)—and not what is best

for selling the product—is one of the

prime motivating factors in the selec-

tion and use of media among all ranks

of agencymen and advertisers.

SPONSOR'S findings: sponsor has

now interviewed more than 200 admen
on the subject of media evaluation

(between August 1952 and April

1954) . Its findings tend to support

those of Dr. Dichter. One of spon-

sor's major "discoveries" was this:

Admen give one list of "reasons"

DO YOU BUY MEDIA FROM FEAR?

SPONSOR found five conscious or subconscious factors often influence

admen in choosing media. None has anything to do with selling product:

J. Adman's background. He tends to stick with what he knows best.

2. Job security. Insecure adman takes no (dinners, follows leader.

3. Personal bias. Adman who hates commercials may boycott air media.

4. Desire to impress. Adman may plan big splash just to get attention

5. Desire to get n> w business. Agency may do same to win new clients.

Dr. Ernest Dichter found agencymen are often driven by fear and

insecurity because they can't measure exact results of advertising. As

result they fall back on these substitutes for creative thinking:

1. Drive toward mass coverage. "If you shout loud enough,

someone is bound to hear."

2. •'Unit-circulation-cost" concept (cost-per-M). Buy the cheapest.

Make your competitor outspend you.

3. Make campaigns fit budget instead of accomplish specific objectives.

4. Sell "prestige" instead of products for client, as well as self.

5. Depend on some sensational aspect of product to *<ll it. Look

for "seals of approval" from media giving them.

6. "Just keep drumming." The mathematical concept of repetition.

Depend on size and frequency to get your message across.

7. Expediency: Stick to a successful combination. Follow the crowd.

Please dealer and let HIM sell the goods. Don't risk a new medium.

WHAT SHOULD YOU DO INSTEAD? Please see the article for details.

for using the media they do when it's

for publication. But "off the record"

or unwittingly, many will reveal an

entirely different list. And these more-

or-less hidden reasons, some conscious,

others unconscious, stem from the ad-

man's own personality and character

and have nothing to do with the physi-

cal or psychological qualities of the

various media.

That this penalizes intangible and

harder-to-use media like radio and tv

is self-evident. It also leads to great

waste of talent and money.

What are some of the "real" reasons

that sponsor found motivate admen

in their choice of media?

1. An adman s background. He
tends to use what he knows best, is

familiar with, has had success with in

the past. Print being older, he obvi-

ously thinks first in terms of print,

rarely in terms of sound (radio) or

sight-and-sound (tv), even though the

air media may have superior advan-

tages in some respects.

SPONSOR'S All-Media Advisory Board

George J. Abrams
Vincent R. Bliss ...

Arlyn E. Cole

ad director, Block Drug Co., Jersey City

executive v.p., Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago

president, Cole & Weber, Portland, Ore.

Dr. Ernest Dichter pres., Inst, for Research in Mass Motivations

Stephens Dietz....v.p., Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York

Ben R. Donaldson ad & sales promotion director, Ford, Dearborn
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Marion Harper Jr president, McCann-Erickson, Inc., New York

Ralph H. Harrington— ad mgr., Gen. Tire & Rubber Co., Akron

Morris L. Hite..—— president, Tracy-Locke Co., Dallas

J. Ward Maurer ad director, Wildroot Co., Buffalo

Raymond R. Morgan pres., Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood

Henry Schachte v.p., Sherman & Marquette, New York
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What
SPONSOR

left out

'ili, /, an 3,000 titles on the < tfects oj mass media alone. 80 obviously

sponsor had to omit a little from its thra part series on "Psychology

oj Media" in the All-Media Study. H< n an the most important

aspects "i,nit' 'I which you might want to pursue on your own:

1. Limitation* <>/ English language in communicating
,,/, .... Example: "

I like this." Wha of liking

is meant! Sound radio and Bight-and-sound (tv) can

convi shades of meaning than cold print. Per

bapB tin- explains effectiveness of a Godfrey. Se< lee

ture "Thinking through Language" bj Professor Ed

11 ati 1 of [Jniyeraitj ot Toronto. Poi Lm

portance of feedback in communication, Bee "Notes on

Communications for the Caledon Seminai " bj J. M. Ham.

2. lion to influence people. Should you use "fear

arousing" appeals 1 Should you stimulate or relieve

emotion and tension in your tups' What part does

bilitj play—of message and commentatoi I See

Communication and Persuasion, bj Car] I. Eovland,

[rving I.. Jams. I I.-.rol-l II. Kelley, Sale U. Press, 1953,

and Experiments <>n Mass Communication, Vol. 3 of

Studies hi Social Psychology in World War II, by Carl

I. Eovland, Arthur A. Lumsdaine, Fred 1>. Sheffield,

Princeton U. Press, 1949. Sample finding: Effect de

pends en intelligence of auditor. And you aeed to use

differenl appeals to reach the three basic groups.

3. The effect <»/ the changing American character

4,n mass media. Americans are turning into "other

directed" personalities, as againal the "inner-directed"

characters of tli.ir forefathers. The shrewd adverl

wants i" be aware of tins change. See The Lonely
.i

bj David Biesman with Nathan Glazer, Beuel

Denney, copyrighl 1950, 1953 by Vale ('. Press.

/. Hon- tv run he made more effective. Educators,

the armed tun-is arc uncovering a lol of valuable data.

Keep abreast of it- See i Study <« Learning and Be

tention (8DC Report 176-02-3) and Tin Compart

oj Instruction by Television, Tel*

"Recordings, and Conventional Classroom Procedure (Six'

Report 176-02-2), both by D". S. Navy Special Devices

Center, Port Washington, .V V.; also four issues pub-

lished to da!.- of Audio-Visual Communication !:

National Education Assn., Washington. Spring 1953

number has fine summary, "Television and Education:

A Review of Research," )>y James D. Finn. Lucinda

Crile also prepared excellent summary, Sonu Findings

from Television Studies, for TJ. S. Dept. of Agriculture.

2. Security in jot'. An adman fol- lar campaigns to win prestige for them-

lows set formulas if he's new, inexperi- selves, without much regard for what

enced and insecure in his job; more the product needed. Agencymen, on

likel\ to strike out in new paths if he's the other hand, have similarly master-

an old hand, has a commanding posi- minded expensive campaigns either to

don in his agency or company and get new business or just to impress

knows hi> job doesn't depend on the clients with their "activity."

Buccess <>r failure of one particular

campaign.

3 Personal bias. Many media de-

. isions, SPONSOR found, are based on

an advertiser's or agencyman's per-

sonal preference for a specific maga-

zine, nr network, or a particular form

of entertainment. If he's a music fan.

he nmj buj a symphony program. If

he hates commercials, hell subcon-

9i iousl) boycott radio and t\.

There are many more reasons, such

as an ad managers desire to "take

things easy" ... an agency's desire to

cut overhead . . . the influence of a

fast-talking media salesman on a

younger, impressionable ad manager

nr agenc] media buvcr.

How media can be and are used b\

at least one advertising executive to

keep from being fired was shown in

"Ad managers: 4 ways t<> avoid tbe

4. Desire to it in recognition \or a \ when sales dip," SPONSOR, 5 \pril

neu business). Some ad managers,

sponsor found, have planned spectacu-

THIS WE FICHT FOR

SPONSOR fights for a realistic ap-

praisal of all media in which scien-

tific data are the only criteria for

media selection. As this article

points out, other yardsticks are used

too often—to the detriment of ra-

dio and tv—and the advertiser.

. -.
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One might even go so far as to ((in-

clude: Media toda) are rarek bought

on the basis ,,f their merits, and even

when yardsticks are used, most ol them

are meaningless like cost-per-thou-

sand.

The fundamental reason? Vppar-

entl\ inability and failure In measure

advertising results.

Dr. Dirlitrr's conclusion*: Dr. Dich-

ler is the first psychologist, to SPON-

SOR'S knowledge, who has devoted a

major study to this problem of why
admen act the way they do. Here is a

summary of his conclusions:

"'The advertiser's I meaning both cli-

ent and agencyman) feeling of inse-

curity pushes him toward a numerical

and mechanical way of calculating the

problems of adequacy in advertising.

"The average advertiser is inclined

to think in terms of 'coverage,' 'unit

circulation cost,' lines remembered,

'prestige' automatically drummed into

peoples minds, markets to he 'con-

quered' and competitors to be out-

numbered in space I and time!. He
tends to neglect the deeper appeals of

his product and the real needs of his

customers, "data" which no statistics

and no conventional tests can reveal."

(Please turn to page c\2\

NEXT ISSUE

This article concludes three-part

series on psychology of media with-

in the All-Media Study. Next issue

Part 23 will discuss "Sales effective-

ness of radio and tv." Old adver-

tisers and new ones will tell what

they learned by trial and error.

siik/i; it ill '>< published in book form. \\ rite in noir to reserve copy SPONSOR



SpwOifife

High-cost battery gets

charge out of radio

Market research, unique copy gimmick, cold weather

radio help Span-O-Life crack Lehigh Valley market

M t s a new auto storage battery and

on top of the fact that very few people

have heard of it. it costs about 20%
more than other batteries on the mar-

ket. That's one hurdle.

"Another is that there are no less

than jour competitive storage battery

manufacturing plants right in my sell-

ing area—and they employ several

thousand local people. How can I put

my product over profitably in the face

of all this?"

These might have been the words

used by Donald Holtzman, franchised

dealer in Pennsylvania and New Jer-

sey for Span-O-Life batteries, as he

outlined his sales problem to Alfred

F. Wilcox, commercial manager of

WHOL. Allentown, Pa.

This conference took place last De-

cember. After research into the prob-

lem, the creation of commercials and

the mapping of a test campaign, Span-

O-Life advertising was launched on

WHOL on 22 December. It was backed

only by point-of-sale displays at re-

tail outlets.

Results? After five weeks and a to-

tal expenditure of $1,500, dealer Holtz-

man had shipped about 3,500 batter-

ies to distributors (some retailers

stocked Span-O-Life only due to mo-

torist demand for the product stem-

ming from the air campaign.) This

case history

meant that some 3% of the car own-

ers in Lehigh and Northampton Coun-

ties (total cars there, 115,810, accord-

ing to WHOL) had purchased the pre-

viously unknown battery in a few short

weeks. The Span-O-Life battery retails

for $32.

The cost per unit of this advertising,

market research showed, was less than

that of another battery which had been

advertised in newspapers and maga-

zines for over 40 years.

How did the new, high-priced stor-

age battery manage to crack such a

tough market so quickly?

The answer: a happy marriage of

market research, an original commer-

cial idea and saturation radio at stra-

tegic times.

Span-O-Life auto storage batteries

are manufactured by the Lifetime Bat-

tery Corp. in New Braunfels, Tex. They

are distributed through franchised

dealers in various parts of the country.

The two franchised companies in

Pennsylvania and New Jersey operate

(Please turn to page 94)

Span-O-Life battery had a real sales problem in WHOL market

not only was it high cost, but four competitors had factories in area.

After success of campaign, sponsor Donald Holtzman (below I.) and

WHOL's Wilcox prepare to expand Span-O-Life radio efforts in Pa.
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How far out does a tv stall
,

iii

,fi \t-r since some radio station pio-

neer hark it) the 1920s thought of

mapping where hi> mail came from,

broadcasters have looked for a way to

prove coverage.

I ]> until several months ago. how-

ever, it" one had tried to take the sta-

tion coverage bull 1>\ the horns and

discover bow far out a station sells in-

stead of how far <>ui it's heard. \ll the

coverage studies (BMB, SAMS, NCS)
measured listening.

But the basic yardstick of a ~t m I

\

now under wa) in \\ iscotisin is sales

For probahl) the first time in broad

casting history, I oiversitj i>l Wiscon

sin researchers arc seeking to measure

ho* sales effectiveness varies as you

^ci further awa) from a station.

OnK one station, \\ B \
,

> -T\ . < Jreen

Bay, W is., i- under stud) . Bui the

test has these implications "I interest

In biiyer- and -ellers of time e\er\-

where:

38

by Miles David

'• It may help establish more firm-

l\ that a tv station can cover an area

far beyond its own home city. On this

concept hinges life or death for the

many small-market stations which

cant survive unless the\ charge the

sponsor for reaching a whole area.

2- The test ma) result in more area

studies based on sales. A new form of

research report may be headed for a

place on the timebuyer's desk, i Hut

beai in mind that sales tests like the

\\ isconsin stud) could onl) be done

given careful control, money, the right

< onditions.)

3. I be siud\ i- symptomatic of the

broadcaster's desire to substitute -ales

for the old yardstick of listening. Ten

years ago a station would have been

more likel) to unlet a phone sui \ e)
In! one week. Now with deemphasis
"I ratings, radio broad< asters, for ex-

ample, bave been eager to ti\ sales

tests like those of Advertising Research

Bureau Inc. lARBIl. Some tv and

conceivably even some radio stations

might therefore turn to a form of cov-

erage study based on sales.

4« That the studv is being undertak-

en at all is a reminder tv needs—but

does not furnish—two basic tools for

timebuyers: a regular quarterly count

of tv sets: an annual report on cover-

age. If it had these industrywide mea-

surements, the station wouldn't need

its own studv.

•>. Out of the WBAY-TV stud) mas

come these byproducts: (a) facts on

bow good mail maps are as a measure

of where a station sells: (b) indica-

tions of how a program's rating ties

up with its abilit) to sell. It's impossi-

ble to say, of course, whether the at-

tempt at correlating sales and rating-

will add up. A researcher never knows.

i \ good one never -a\s in advance

—

-n remember the possibilities listed

here in which the word "m;n" is used

SPONSOR
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Map of WBAY-TV area will help show you what test is all about. Note 11
cities shown by black dots. These are test cities where sales for new
product will be recorded. Test cities are at varying distances from sta-

tion, ranging from Green Bay where transmitter is located to Iron Moun-
tain in upper Michigan. (Iron Mountain is 85 miles away from Green
Bay.) New product is advertised only over WBAY-TV. Control city,

Eau Claire, is thought to be outside station's zone of heavy influence.
Sales from there will be checked against sales growth in 11 cities to see
if it is really from tv. The six cities in white squares are where mail bal-

lot and phone studies will supplement sales data. Sheboygan is "spare."

SUiniilvunvv of Wisconsin .sfiicfi/ goes

beyond proving oii<» station's salt's zone

1. University of Wisconsin won't take research

project which just benefits company paying for

it; project must have significance Tor oilier firms

in an industry. For example, WBAY-TV study

may help establish how Car away tv can sell, bol-

stering position of other stations seeking to sell

on basis they effectively cover big area.

2. Wisconsin test is a "first." There's never

been organized study, to knowledge of the Wis-

consin researchers, of sales power in relation to

distance from station. Studies of this type by

more stations anxious to prove they cover whole

area could follow. But studies require careful

control, the right conditions, money.

3. The study is symptomatic of the broadcast-

er's desire to get away from measurements of

listening or viewing and replace them with stud-

ies of sales. But studies of how well advertising

sells are difficult. Every test like this one adds to

the researcher's knowledge of what tests can and
can't do. Results will be published early in '55.

if Wisconsin study seeks to find answer by

lying sales of new product advertised on tv only

as the qualifier are from SPONSOR.)

6- Whether the Wisconsin study pro-

duces any correlations at all or not,

it will be useful to advertising. The
field of advertising's effects on sales is

still almost unexplored territory for

researchers. Everything one test re-

veals, even if it's only that a certain

attempt at correlation won't work,

helps keep the next group of research-

ers out of the quicksand. Though the

study is paid for by WBAY-TV with

the hope it will gain from the results,

the research is kept on a "pure" or

academic basis: You can't slant what
the professors do.

Ijt's because of these six points and

others which make the Wisconsin study

important that sponsor presents the

detailed report on these pages. This

sponsor observer spent a week in Wis-

consin, interviewing everyone connect-

ted with the study, attempting to get

the broad picture of its significance

and trying some of the product whose

sales are being tested—a specialty gro-

cery item which cannot be named here.

You'll find it easiest to get the pic-

ture of the study if you stop reading

after this paragraph and look up above

at the Wisconsin map. Then when you

pick up the story again you'll be ori-

ented without the need for lengthy de-

scription to plow through later on in

the article. The article itself, you'll

find, divides into these topics: How
the idea for study was born; the test-

ing technique in non-technical lan-

guage; a description of how WBAY-
TV programs so as to try to appeal to

its whole area; a short resume of where

the big national coverage services are

getting in plans for another nationwide

coverage study (in a word, nowhere) ;

and last a paragraph or two on how
some broadcasters of the Twenties and

early Thirties attempted to show area

sales—using fortune tellers.

ffoir it began: Actually it was spon-

sor which may have started the ball

rolling toward the study.

For several years SPONSOR had

been seeking an opportunity to study

an advertising campaign in one mar-

ket, giving a blow-by-blow report of

actual sales results. Then at a fishing

party thrown by radio station WBAY
two years ago sponsor Editor-Publish-

er Norman Glenn and Haydn Evans,

the station's general manager, dis-

cussed the scheme.

That lake-side chat up in the trout-

rich Green Bay backyard helped crys-

tallize Haydn Evans' thinking about

the present study. Evans had long

wanted to show sponsors that through

the right kind of programing a station

in one city can sell goods in dozens of

other cities and towns within its area.

Evans now began to think in terms of

getting an advertiser to cooperate with

him in revealing the sales results of a

WBAY air campaign.

But it wasn't until after Evans and

WBAY plunged into television on -St.

Patrick's Day last year that he began

to plan for a sales effectiveness study.

Agencymen, station representatives,

station managers alike will recognize

[Please turn to page 108)
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THIS": what they

mean to radio sponsors

C
1

ii in ii Ia live rating's. I'aniilinrlv called "eonies,9' are an

intlex of your show's ultimate abilitv to reach total U.S.

Top brass unveiled new NBC Radio pitch re-

cently which uses multi-set homes, cumulative

ratings, low costs as sales arguments. Other

networks are using similar pitches. Top to

bottom: Bill Fineshriber Jr., v. p. in charge of

NBC Radio; Ted Cott, network's operating

v.p.; Fred Horton, NBC Radio sales director

40

M on II hear these two words more

often from now on:

"Cumulative rating."

For vears this has been the re-

searchers term for the fact that pro-

gram- pile up huge unduplicated audi-

ences over a period of time which go

far beyond the audience size of a

single show. I The researchers often

abbreviate the term as "cume"—rhym-

ing with "Hume."
I i tit this fall cumulative radio rat-

ings are due to become something of

a household word in advertising cir-

i Ii-. Manx an adman who has only

a nodding acquaintance with what

the) arc and what the) mean will face

them repeated I \

.

NBC Radio, for example, has just

completed a new presentation. Mode!

House with 117.000,000 Rooms, that

uses cumulative ratings in a lot of the

sales arguments for that network's fall

lineup of availabilities, i Examples of

NBC Radio's sales strategy based on

cumulative ratings will appear later

in this report.)

CBS Radio uses cumulative ratings

widrU in making pitches to individual

advertisers and plans to use a lot of

them in its upcoming stud) on the

values of daytime network radio. ABC
Badio and Mutual u-c them in their

-air- tactics. The Broadcast Advertis-

ing Bureau has compiled a scries of

i inc reports on cumulative ratings 1>\

-how l\|)cs and other factors and has

more similar research plan- in the

works for the remainder of 1954.

\. C. Nielsen Co. is alread) provid-

ing a long list of major advertisers

including P&G, Colgate, Lever, I . S.

Steel, G. I .. Borden's and Miles Labo-

ratories and virtuall) all of the top

ad agencies with cumulative figures,

Nielsen researchers, in addition, ex-

pert to <zet more calls for special cumu-
lative data this fall than they have

ever had before.

In the field of spot radio and tv

A. C. Nielsen also plans to provide

local and regional cumulative audience

figures in its upcoming Nielsen Sta-

tion Index rating service. Starting this

October, Nielsen will be measuring

and reporting the four-week cumula-

te < audiences of local radio and t\

shows, with the results appearing in

each report. The Nielsen firm has al-

ready compiled an analysis of cumu-

lative ratings in spot radio for the

BAB which shows that nearly half of

the families in big television cities are

reached an average of three and a half

times each through a radio schedule

of onl) 20 announcements in just 36

hours.

\\ hat brings about this upsurge of

interest in a measurement concept

which has been an industry tool for

years? What are cumulative ratings

exactly? How are they derived? What

do they mean? How can they be used?

SPONSOR is aware that such ques-

tions are being asked today by many
advertisers and ageix v men whose pre-

vious experience with ratings has cen-

tered mostly on the question of "How
mam people did we reach last night?"

SPONSOR therefore presents this review

of the often-fascinating mathematical

mechanics of cumulative rating- as

well as a preview of some of the top-

level sales pitches due to be based on

tin- research measurement.

\- William I'ineshriher Jr.. v i< e

president in charge of the NBC Radio

Network, stated re< end] :

"In an) medium advertisers must

consider their impact over a period of

SPONSOR
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slrpr: Memos similar to that above are probably being

in many ad agencies currently. Major radio networks, and
stations, will be using "cumulative ratings" in most sales

pitches to show advertisers how radio today can reach a large un-

duplicared audience over a period of time. Radio's cumulative

ratings build rapidly due to huge home base, audience turnover

time. And the cumulative coverage of

radio is one of its greatest values."

Cumulative ratings—and related re-

search terms like "unduplicated home
impressions'' and "audience turnover"

—are concepts pioneered by A. C.

Nielsen Co.; Nielsen first introduced

them to researchers about 11 years

ago with the start of the Nielsen Ra-

dio Index.

In its simplest form a definition of

cumulative ratings might be:

The cumulative rating is the total

number of different homes which

caught one or more of vour shows, over

a stipulated period. It is not the num-
ber of homes which dialed vour air

vehicle on any one night nor is it the

average number of homes dialing it

during the stipulated period. To get

cumulative ratings you must keep

making audience measurements in the

same sample over a long period of

lime to find out how many undupli-

cated homes are tuning. Once \ ou

change the sample— as do Pulse.

Hooper. Trendex and to lesser extents

ARB and Videodex—you break the

mathematical chain and your undupli-

cated audience cannot be measured.

research

1 hat s wh\ onl) Nielsen issues cumu-

lative ratings for periods of four weeks

and longer. ARB furnishes them for

a maximum of one week's time.

Once you start to calculate how
main different homes have been

reached in a period of time by a show

—even though the rating may be the

same from week to week—you notice

an interesting fact: You never hit ex-

actly the same audience every week.

You lose part of your old audience;

you gain a new audience.

This fact gives rise to another re-

search term which goes with cumula-

tive audience the way ham goes with

I Please turn to page 102
I
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11 lii sponsors hate to leave the

Barn Dance :::
auclick iic*<ks. low talonl prices, sales

s make "folk" shows a top buy

J* oi millions of Vmei ican radio li -

tenera Saturday night i- Barn Dance

Night. Inila\ you'll find one or more

live barn dance radio shows in virtual-

ly ever) major I .S. market, excepl for

a few sections of the Northeast. (See

box at ri-ilit. i

A "\\ bo - \\ lin of air advertisers,

both consumer and farm-product spon-

sors, are caching in ever) week on this

national appetite for tin- li\el\ blends

of country music, folks) humor and

hillbill) vaudeville served up b\ these

show-.

I he>c advertiser.- include names like

these, among main others:

Miles Laboratories. Bristol-Myers,

progra ming

Phillip- Petroleum, R. J. Reynolds,

(I (nu. R. C. Cola, Kingan Meats, Gen-

eral Motors Trucks, Keystone Steel &

Wire. Warren Taint-. St. Joseph's As-

pirin, llolsum Bread and Dr. LeC-ear s

\ etei inar) Medicines.

Barn dance programs are a keystone

in the current multi-million dollar

craze for American folk music. Rat-

ings of these shows, in both city and

rural areas, are eye-opening. Frequent-

l\ Pulse or Hooper averages come to

10 or more rating points and scores

21 YEARS
Kendall McKee of Miles Laboratories, whose

sponsorship of "WLS Barn Dance" began
in 1933, watches show star "Arkie" present

druggist with membership in Bactine Boosters

16 YEARS

el 15 or better are not uncommon.

Barn dance stars like Homer and

Jethro, Jimm\ W akely. Ernest Tubb,

Edd) Arnold. Bob Atcher and many
others have fallowings as large, or

larger, than do other popular -infers

like Bing Crosby, Eddie Fisher and Jo

Stafford. Last year the top folk music

artists grossed an industry-estimated

$7,500,006 from records, radio, per-

sonal appearances and sheet music-

sales.

Although only the larger stations can

afford to build and maintain a sizable

live bam dance -how. the barn dance

type of show is solidly entrenched in

local programing, sponsor's recentK

John Warp (right), half of Warp Bros., en-

gages in a friendly test of strength of his

Flex-O-Glass product with "WLS Barn

Dance" comedy star Red Blanchard



published Program Guide shows that

65% of the radio and 47% of the tv

stations in the U.S. schedule folk music

programs. No fewer than 236 stations

air more than 20 hours a week of hill-

billy, polka and country music and

seven stations devote their whole sched-

ule to it.

Among these folk-music showcases,

none is older or more popular than the

WLS National Barn Dance which cele-

brated its 30th anniversary on the big

Chicago outlet 24 April.

Barn Dance is big, successful—and

typical.

Since what is true of this veteran

program is largely true of all the oth-

ers in the same category, SPONSOR has

selected it for this closeup look. Ad-

men can learn many useful lessons

from Barn Dance which they can put

to use in their own spot radio plans.

(A round-up of tips for successful

barn dance sponsorship appears later

in this report.)

The first salient fact that will strike

any agencyman or advertiser who ex-

amines the WLS National Barn Dance

is that—for a 30-year program—the

list of different sponsors who have

used, or are using, the show is surpris-

ingly short.

The reason is simple. Advertisers,

for the most part, get on Barn Dance

and nothing short of a drastic re-

alignment of advertising revenue will

get them off. Just look at the record.

On 14 January 1933 the Keystone

Steel & Wire Co.—makers of farm

fences and other steel products—start-

ed sponsoring a segment of Barn
Dance. Keystone is still on the show.

A month later Miles Laboratories

—

makers of Alka-Seltzer, Bactine and

other drug products—joined the Barn
Dance sponsor list. They continued un-

til 1946, dropped out, and then re-

turned in January of 1952 and are

still on.

Warp Brothers, a Chicago firm that

makes plastic window materials, went

on the show 8 October 1938 and is still

on. Phillips Petroleum, one of the

largest regional oil firms, signed on the

Barn Dance 16 September 1944 and is

still continuing. The d-Con Co., mak-
ers of rodenticides and insecticides, is

the newest of the crop, having joined

the sponsor ranks on 11 January 1951.

Sponsor casualties have been few.

One of the pioneer Barn Dance adver-

tisers was the Mantle Lamp Co. (Alad-

( Please turn to page 104)

There"s a barn danee show in most markets"'

Below is a sampling of well-known bant dance pro-

f/nuns as well as a partial listing of major clients.

WSM, Nashville's Grand Ole Opry

is a 29-year-old show with long

client roster, including : E. J. Bey-

nolds, E. C. Cola, Warren Paints,

and Fortune Feeds.
* * *

Veteran show is Jamboree, WW-
VA, Wheeling, 21 years old. Spon-

sors include: Bristol-Myers, Mail

Pouch Tobacco, ABC Chicks, SSS.
* * *

Barn dance fans in mid-South

regularly dial WEVA, Eichmond's

Old Dominion Barn Dance; WSB,
Atlanta's Barn Dance; WAVE,
Louisville's Pee Wee King; Old

Kentucky on WHAS; WMC, Mem-
phis' Slim Bhodes; WNOX, Knox-

ville 's Barn Dance. Among cli-

ents: Kingan Meats, Bristol-My-

ers, Flex-O-Glass, Wallrite.
* * *

Music of bayou land is aired on

Louisiana Eay ride show on Shreve-

port's KVYKII and Arkansas

Troupers on WWL, New Orleans.

Sponsors range from P&G and

Bristol-Myers to regional .lax Beer.
* * *

Texans delight in barn dances

such as Big "D" Jamboree and

Saturday Night Shindig on Dallas'

KELD and WFAA; Curly Fox
and Texas Ruby on Houston's

KPBC; Rodeo, WOAI, San An-

tonio; Curly Pryor, KTBC, Austin.
# # #

Bristol-Myers, country's biggest

multi-market user of barn dance

shows in spot radio, covers the

Pacific Coast with a Saturday

night country music show featur-

ing Jimmy Wakely. It's heard on

11 Columbia Pacific radio outlets.

Buralites, city dwellers in the

North Central states are regular

listeners to barn dance shows

like Saturday Night Party on

WCCO, Minneapolis, and the vet-

eran Missouri Valley Barn Dance

on Yankton 's WNAX in South Da-

kota. Sponsors include Phillips Pe-

troleum, Bristol Myers and others.

* * *

In Great Plains and Eockies, audi

ences flock to see and hear Den-

ver's KOA Western Stampede

;

KMBC, Kansas City's Brush Creek

Follies; Barn Dance on WHO,
Des Moines; Kansas Roundup on

Topeka's WIBW; Jamboree on

WOW, Omaha; Merle Lindsay on

WKY, Oklahoma City.

• * #

WLW, Cincinnati's Midwestern

H ay ride ; Cincinnati's WCKY Jam-

boree ; WJE, Detroit's Big Barn
Frolic are favorites with Mid-

western fans. All three shows

are on Bristol-Myers' air list.

Other famous local barn dances

include: Little Oscar on KELO,
Sioux Falls; Arthur Smith, WBT,
Charlotte; Hayloft, WAPI, Birm.

SPONSOR'S li-t above or live radio barn dances is not intended to be complete.
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\NEwVIDICOk
RCA's Superior

For

MULTIPLEXING,
or direct use!

RCA's TK-2 I Vidicon Film Camera
can be used with RCA's Multiplexer,

TP-II, for multiple picture inputs

(see illustration opposite page).

Or, it can be mounted directly on

any of the RCA TV Projectors—
such as the TP- 1 6, TP-35, or TP-6A

(see above).



film

camera
camera chain

DEVELOPED HAND IN HAND with the new RCA-6326
VIDICON tube, RCA'sTK-21 Film Camera does for film

picture quality what the RCA Image Orthicon Camera has

done for "live" picture quality.

"Live" picture sharpness!

For unsurpassed picture detail, choose the RCA Vidicon film

camera! It's the only film pick-up system with enough signal

output (and low enough noise in the signal) to use aperture

response correction. Aperture response correction brings picture

detail to maximum sharpness (detail resolution, 100% at 350
lines) while holding a high signal-to-noise ratio. Benefit: You
produce finer film pictures . . . with a quality you get from

your studio camera.

"Live" picture contrast!

The RCA Vidicon adds "studio" realism to your film pictures.

The gamma characteristic of the Vidicon tube is ideal for film

reproduction . . . 0.65, constant over a dynamic range of 150

to 1. Benefit: You get more realistic film pictures than ever

before possible.

Low light source requirements!
The high light sensitivity of the RCA VIDICON film camera
enables you to reduce projection lamp voltage, reduce heating,

increase lamp life substantially.

Edge-lighting, shading eliminated!

The RCA VIDICON operates entirely without edge-lighting,

electrical shading, and any other form of supplemental light-

ing. Benefit: You adjust "wall focus" and "beam" from day to

day . . . then this camera virtually runs by itself.

RCA VIDICON Film-Camera Chain TK-21 includes:
I VIDICON Camera Ml -2602 I

I RCA-6326 VIDICON Tube MI-2667 I

I Control Chassis Ml -2606 I

I Deflection Chassis MI-2608

1

1 Remote Control Panel MI-2624 I

2 WP-33B Power Supplies MI-26085-B

I TM-6B Master Monitor MI-26 1 36-A
I Master Monitor Kinescope MI-26655

I Master Monitor C-R Tube MI-26665

I Blower MI-26S79-B
I Console Housing MI-26266-B

I Camera Cable & Connectors MI-267 25-AIO

For the finest TV film reproduction you've ever seen, specify

an RCA VIDICON film-camera system. Ask your RCA Broad-

cast Sales Representative for technical details. In Canada,

write RCA-Victor Ltd., Montreal.

RCA PIONEERED AND DEVELOPED COMPATIBLE COLOR TELEVISION

RADIO CORPORATION
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DIVISION



YOUR TV

COMMERCIAL

REALLY COMES

w , TO ,/,

f.

motes

. . . when

RKO PATHE
professionals

put it on

film!

P

RKO PATHE . . . the organi-

zation of experts who get

everything you hoped for

on the screen . . . experi-

enced talent ripened in a

background of 31 years of

successful film-making. . .

.

RKO PATHE . . the com-

pany with the know-how

. . . with physical facilities

to make your TV commer-

cials right. . . .

RKO PATHE . . . service as

near as your phone ... for

anything from a spot to

a feature!

RKO
PATHE,

INC.

''The Professional

Company"
625 Madison Avenue,

New York 22, N. Y.

Phone: PLaia 9-3600

A„

111 Ml!
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TPA jjImiis la release six neiv

film properties bu entl of "."> I

Television Programs "I America's

expansion program got underwaj thi>

month when the firm moved into new

quarters at 477 Madison Vve.

rPA's newest property, Lassie, has

been sold to Camj»ln-ll Soup. Michael

M. Sillerman, executive v.p. in charge

< > f sales, lias announced. The show will

be aired in 70 markets over CBS TV,

Sundays at 7:00 p.m. It is available

for local or regional sponsors in the

markets not covered bj the Campbell

lineup.

The syndication firm's oldest film

show. Kumar of the Jungle, is now

running in over 100 markets. Other

shows now being syndicated 1>\ the

firm include Edward Small Features

and ) our Star Showcase.

Now in production are Ellery Queen,

to be available later this month: Las-

sie; Halls of Ivy, available 1 August.

Later in the year the firm plans to re-

lease The Family Next Door I first

soap opera to be available for syndi-

cation, sav- IT \ i : Secret Files of the

French Police, and Captain Gallant of

the Foreign Legion.

The firm, which began operations

eight months ago, will have spent an

estimated S8 million on its oroperties

b\ the end of '54. Milton Cordon.

president, reports. • • •

f.ni/ii Films readies 'l.iberaee'
shttw for radio gynMcai ion

Liberace, first Guild Film show to

be produced for radio syndication, will

he available I September, according

to Reub Kaufman, president.

Guild has reversed the trend From

radio to tv syndication l>\ launching

a new department to syndicate shows
for radio, h plans to release 39 half-

hour Liberace -how- for radio, com-

pletely different From the tv versions.

If reaction to the fn-t radio pack-

age is lav orable it W ill adapt other of

it- tv -how- probabl) the musicals

to radio. * * *

( iiiiimIii Mrij ImiUls fret* carton
promotion ci round ' lnni«' Oakley'

"Annie Oaklev will buy \ ou a free

carton of Canada Dry Cinger Ale!"

That's the keynote of a new six-

week merchandising campaign the soft-

drink firm launched last month built

around its Annie Oakley t\ film show.

I he firm, which sponsors the -how

in 70 market-, designed the drive

around insert card- which < lip onto

ginger ale carton-.

In addition to merchandising the

offer the cards explain how consumers

• an get the carton for nothing and

provide a tear-off tab which can be

mailed in for a refund. To get the

free carton, a customer must buy one

at the regular price, then send in the

six bottle caps to Canada Dry with

his name and address. The company

then refunds the full purchase price,

less bottle depo.-it.

1 he campaign is being promoted hv

tv commercials featuring Annie Oaklev

and radio announcements. The com-

pany has also taken a full-page color

ad in Life and a series of newspaper

ads to plug the drive. In-store mate-

rial to support the campaign includes

window posters, shelf talkers, stand-

sleeves.

This free carton offer is the first

major promotion involving the Annie

Oakley show. Last year, when it spon-

sored Terry and the Pirates on film.

Canada Drv staged a nationwide com-

ic-book giveaway campaign in connec-

tion with the program. * * *

Insort cards clip onto cartons, plug show.

Firm gave comic books away in 1953
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The show must goon..

And this sponsor's show will—even though the star does
seem to be tied up for a while. Someone, you see,

had the foresight to SHOOT IT ON EASTMAN FILM.

For complete information—what film to use, latest

processing technics—write to:

Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

Rochester 4, N. Y.

#•
£>^

% t

n

Coast Division Midwest Division

342 Madison Ava. 1 37 North Wabash A
Now York 17, N. Y. Chicago 2, III.

West Coast Division

6706 Santa Monica

Hollywood 38, f-

Agonts for tho distribution and tale of Eastman

Professional Motion Picture Films:

W. J. GERMAN, INC.,

Fort Lee, N. J.; Chicago, III.; Hollywood, Coliforni



Tv film shows recently made available for syndication
Programs issued since January 7954. Next chart will appear 31 May

Show name Syndicator Producer Length Price Range' No. in series

ADVENTURE

Seeret Flit.

U.S.A.

Stories of the

Century

Official Fllmt

H.illvwood Tv
Service

Arthur Dreifuti 30 mln.

City Tv 30 min.

Prod.

on request

CHILDREN'S

Bobo the Hobo

Junior Science

3!;;py Je»»

Superman

Natl T.I. him

MPTv

Kling Studios

Natl. Telefilm

Fantasy Features 15 mln.

I S nunJu»tor Science
Inc.

Kling Studios

Natl. Comics

30 min.

II min.

Health & Happi-
ness

Tv Exploitation
Co.

Tv Exploitation
Co.

Jack Schwartz 4 mln.

Natl. Video 5 mln.
Prod.

DRAMA. MYSTERY

Capsule Mysteries

Damon Runyon
Theatre^

Douglas Fairbanks

Presents

Charles Michel-
son

Screen Gems

Interstate Tv

E II. ry Queen TPA

TelefilmFabian of Scotlanc

Yard

James Mason
Show

Mr D A

Paragon Playhouses

Paris Precinct

Sherlock Holmes

Tho Ethel Barry

more Theatre

The Falcon

The Passerby

Vltapix Feature

Theatre

Your Star Showcase TPA

Natl. Telefilm

Ziv Tv

NBC TV Film

MPTv

MPTv

Int.r.tate Tv

NBC TV Film

Natl Telefilm

Vltapix

Charles Michel- 5 min.
son

Srrn n Gems 30 mln.

Dougfair Prod. 30 mln.

Norvln Prod. 30 mln.

Trinity Prod. 30 min.

Portland Prod. 15 min.

Phillips H. Lord 30 mln.

Sound Masters 30 min

Etoile Fred. 30 min.

Sheldon Rrynolds 30 mln

Interstate Tv 30 mln.

Federal Telefilm? 30 min

Ely Landau 15 min.

Princess Picture* 53 mln.

65-80 min.

on request

EDUCATIONAL

Find a Hobby

John Kleran's

Kaleldescope

Natl. Telefilm

ABC TV Film

Houston Color

Film Lab

Intl Telefilm

Prod.

20

26

39

13

16

104

130

39

26

39

52

39

26

39

39

39

39

13

39

26

26

M

Show name Syndicator Producer

HILLBILLY

Town & Country Official Films

Time*
Byron Prod.

MUSIC

Telerc-mlcs Natl. Telefilm Natl. Conn 30 min
15 mm

52

168

The Amazing Tale!

of Hans Chris-

tlan Anders, n

Interstate Tv Interstate Tv JO mm. 26

The Birth of the
Sandman'

Foundation
Films

Telorama Prod. 15 mln. on request 13

COMEDY

DOCUMENTARY

Florlan ZaBach Guild Films
Shows

Frankie Lane Guild Films

Shows

Horace Heldt Geo. Bagnall

Shows

Nickelodeon G.o Bagnall

Series^

M"li( of the Natl. Telefilm

Masters

Guild Films 30 mln.

30 mln. Guild Films

Horace Heidt 30 mln.

E'irnal Films 15 min.

NEWS

QUIZ

Pantomime Quiz

Sands of Time

Viz-Quiz

Natl. Telefilm

Natl. Telefilm

Natl. Telefilm

Donlevy Prod. 30 min.

Transco Tv 15 mln.

Vldeoplx 5 mln.

RELIGIOUS

Layman's Call

to Prayer
Natl. Telefilm Transco Tv

Man's Heritage Natl. Telefilm Ely Landau

5 mln.

SPORTS

Bill Corum Natl. Telefilm

Sports Show

Great Guys and United World

Goats

Post Time. U.S.A. Tel Ra

Sports Mirror Geo. Bagnall

The Big Playback' Screen Gems-

Tv Baseball Natl. Telefilm

Hall of Fame

Vitapix Champion- Vltapix Corp.
ship Wrestling

Ely Landau 15 min.

Zach Baym 3 min.

Tel Ra 15 min.

Wickham Films 15 min.

S-'ecn G ms 15 min.

Tele news

James Harris 15 min.

Val. I. Llnd- 60 mm.
berg 30 min.

Tv Kitchen Kling Studios Kling Studios 30 min.

Length Price Range 1 N

on request

'Where price range is not given, it has not yet been fixed, or syndicator prefers to mvc it only on request Available 1 |une Avulable in color. 'Available
1 September Ethyl Corp. has showm 55 markets Rest available for local sponsors. Carter Products rns 20 markets. Samscnitc Luggage has 35 markets.

*"SOR invites all tV film SvnHiratn S tn crnA infnrmil.nn nn nnUj f.lm .

i scprcmDcr. ctnyi i_orp. nas snow in 33 marners hist avauamc tor local sponsors. Carter Products has 20
Rest available for local sponsors SPONSOR invites all tv film syndicato s to send information on new films

48 film notes, page 16 SPONSOR

VARIETY

Eva Gabor
Show

Natl. Telefilm Ely Landau 15 min.

WESTERN

The Tim McCoy
Show

MPTv MPTv 15 min.

WOMEN'S



THIS IS A
TIME CLOCK . .

.

We present it as a practical symbol of the vast industrial

momentum that makes our part of the nation so important.

Throughout 116 active counties in five states— all served by WSAZ-TV—
you'll find thousands and thousands of time clocks. Day after day,

they record the working hours (and earning powers) of people whose skills

have helped make this Ohio Valley the veritable industrial heart of America.

Here's a market of jackpot dimensions— in area... in number of

families ... in annual income ... in buying power (and inclination

to buy) ... in rate of growth. Many of the nation's best-known

industrial names swell its prosperity with their payrolls, adding

to a total income that now tops four billion dollars a year!

Only one television station commands all this vista, reaching into

its homes with a persuasive influence on buying habits that is

wondrous to have working for you. Many top advertisers have dis-

covered the selling power of WSAZ-TV. It can work as well for you.

WSAZ
T E L E V
Huntington-Charleston, West Virginia

Channel 3-100,000 watts ERP-NBC-CBS-DuMont-ABC
Affiliated with Radio Station WSAZ.
hawrence H. Rogers, Vice President & General Manager, WSAZ, Inc.

Represented nationally by The Katz Agency
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businessmen. Millions of extra listeners

millions of extra sales. Storer Stations

have been voted "most list

'£

lffv
55 E

¥*

STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY
WSPD • WSPD-TV WJBK • WJBK-TV WAGA • WAGA -TV
Toledo, Ohio Detroit, Mich. Atlanta, Ga.

KGBS • KGBS-TV WGBS WWVA WBRC • WBRC-TV
San Antonio, Texas Miami, Fla. Wheeling, W. Va. Birmingham, Ala.

NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS:
TOM HARKER, V. P., National Sales Director BOB WOOD, Midwest National Sales Mgr.

118E. 57th St., New York 22, ELdorado 5-7690 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1 , Franklin 2-6498



4 ways you can use this

valuable SPONSOR feature

In ever) issue of si-onsou utu will find the handy,

up-to-date listing of new ti station grants which appears
below. Here's lioic this compilation can help you.

1. } on can plan campaigns jar in advance 6) check-

ing on-air target dates given in chart.

2. Names of permitee, manager and rep for each

neu c.p. and station make it easy to get atlditional dat

3. List of all stations newly on air with commerci
programing during two weeks preceding issue is handy
reference list to update timebuyers.

4. Box score at bottom of page is succinct summary

of tv's status. Includes total number of U.S. stations.

\<»ir viiiiimiv on «iir

CITY & STATE

BEAUMONT, TEX.

DES MOINES, IOWA

EUGENE, ORE.

HONOLULU, HAWAII

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

SEDALIA, MO.

POWER (KW)*
CALL CHANNEL ON-AIR

LETTERS NO. DATE AURAL
NET

AFFILIATION
STNS I

SETS IN
nil aid MARKET*0N * IR

I (000

1

PERMITEE 1 MANAGER

KBMT 31 2 May 18.6 10

WHO-TV 13 25 April 316 191

KVAL 13 15 April 56 34

KULA-TV 4 19 April 26 14

KARK-TV 4 15 April 100 50

KDRO-TV 6 15 April 16 8

NBC

NBC

ABC, Du M

NBC

MCA Television Bestrs. Int.r " J. A. Ne*torn Jr.. pres.

N. D. Williams, sec

John Rossiter. gen. mgr.

47 vrl f
WHO-TV
Col. B. J. Palmer, pres.
Ralph Evans, exec, so.
P. A. Loyct. v.p.

O. D Palmer, v.p.-trta;.
W D Wagner, sec

NFA Eugene Television Inc.

Robert P. Booth, pres
C. H. Fisher, v.p
Lu P. Bishop, treas.

Thomas Winn. see.

53 vhf Pacific Frontier Bcstg
Herbert l_ Pettey. pres.
Jack A. Burnet, exec. v.p.
Hugh Ben La Rue. slv

v.p.

hi FA Arkansas Radio & Equip.r,r ** ment Co.
T. H. Barren, pres.
T. K. Barton, v.p.-gtp.

mgr.
David Grundfcst. v.p.

NFA Milton J. Hinleln. sole
owner

Herbert W Brandes. gen.

„
mgr.

It. \ew construction permits

CITY & STATE

BUFFALO, N. Y.

FAYETTEVILLE, N. C.

GASTONIA, N. C.

LEXINGTON, KY.

MARQUETTE, MICH.

MUSKOGEE, OKLA.

SAN JOSE, CAL.

SEATTLE, WASH.

CALL CHANNEL
LETTERS NO.

DATE OF
GRANT ON-AIR

TARGET

POWER (KW)"

VISUAL
STATIONS SETS IN
nu aid MARKET*0NAIR

! (ooo)
PERMITEE 4 MANAGER

WGRB

WFLB-TV 18

8 April

13 April

100

98

48

WLEX-TV 18

7 April Summer '54 14

13 April 171

KTVX 8

11

20

7 April

8 April

15 April

7 April

Oct. '54 24

316

178

200

50

54

7

92

13

158

99

100

395 vhf

NFA

NFA

NFA

NFA

NFA

NFA

345 vhf

Niagara Frontier Amuse-
r"ent Corp.-

Grorge F. Goodyear. pres.
Byron Kirk. v.p.

Paul A. Schoellkoof Jr

treas.

J. F. Schoellkopf IV. sec.

Fayetteville Bestrs. Inc.
H B. Stein, pres.
N A Currie Jr.. v.p.
W M K. Bender, set-

treas.

Air Plx Corp.
Coit M. Robinson, pres.
W. C. Blvins. v.p.

Central Kentucky Bcstg
Co.

J. D. Gay. pres.

H. Guthrie Bill, sec -

treas.

W B. Gess. v.p.

Peninsula Tv Inc.
Jerome Sill. pres.
Ethel SIM. v p
Herbert R. Hcriberg.

see. -treas.

Tulsa Bcstg. Co.
(KTUL. Tulsa.
licensee)

John T. Griffin, pros.
Bryan Co'e. v.p.

John Esau. v. p. -gen. mgr.

Standard Ralio & Tv Co
A. T. Gillilar.d. pres.
P H. Peabody. v.p.
Fnd J. Fletrher. sec.

Seattle Construction Co.
E. J. Schneider, pres.
W. G. Clark, v.p.
F J C.ipretto. sec treas

BOX SCORE
l s'. stations on nir. incl.

Honolulu "'til ilaska

April •:>.)

\larl.ct\ i 0\ Wed
.17 I

23J

Post-freeze • .p's granted {ex-

cluding 28 educational grants;

23 Ipril '54

Grantees on air

H'.lllngb

Hollmgber

Head ley -

Reed

Petry

RADIO
REPI

Hradley-
Rerd

Forjoe

..38

zee

Tv homes in I .>'.
| 1 Jan.

'54) 27.500.000$
- homes with tv sets (1

Jan. '54) 60% $

'Both new c.p s an) stations folnc on the air lilted here are those which occurred between
1 1 or on »i .

- •

eoniTdered to bo on the air when commercial operation nam. ••Power of c.p.'t li thai recorded
application! and amendments of Individual grantees, t Information on the number of ten

In markets "here not designated as being from NIK' It | estimates from the

stations or reps and must be deemed approximate. {Data from NTtC Research and Planning
Percentages on homes with sets and homes In tr coverage areas are considered approximate I in

must raies. the representative of a radio station which Is granted a e p. alio represent! the ne»

i-e.n?l. fiPnv««t,*,
1
.

Dre"Ilra* -« '» Mnerallj- too early to confirm tv repreientatlon. of a

hI!S ^V bP0
J
,SOR »»-« ">• "P» of Ihe radio stations in thli rolutnn (when a radio station

^??,,
S ''''

!*
Kr * n"' NFA: No n «*ur" "»l'»ble at presstlme on sets In mar?

£2" n the air . AVI

ind win i
• s

vVHLD to comply



FIRST in the United States

with 316,000 watts

and 1,000' A. A.T. tower

WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids,

Michigan, on April 17, was the

first TV station, anywhere in

the United States, to deliver

316,000 watts from a tower

1,000' above average terrain.

For the best in technical

equipment, plus top local and

network programming,

select Grand Rapids' only TV
station, WOOD-TV.

WOOD-TV
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

GRANDWOOD BROADCASTING COMPANY
NBC. BASIC. ABC. CBS, DuMONT. SUPPLEMENTARY. ASSOCIATED WITH WFBM-AM AND TV. INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

WFDF. FLINT. MICH.. WEOA, EVANSVILLE. IND. • WOOD-AM. WOOD-TV. REPRESENTED BY KATZ AGENCY
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« forum on questions of current interest

to air advertisers and their agencies

How con sponsors net the most out of the video

portions of f licit* television <*o»mnc»rc*iciI.v

THE PICKED PANEL ANSWERS

/;, >iii-nt\ ELLIOT, BlUot-Vngw-BlUol Motion

/'iriuf.v Van York

The producer of

i\ —
|
»*

» i commer-

cials has a verj

Bpecific job to

do : He must take

a written script

and make pic-

ture- in go along

with spoken
word-. The first

time the film

maker sees the

script is when the agencv presents it

to him for bid purposes. By that time,

the script has been finalized by the

client and by the agencv. It has been

rewritten man} times and finally ap-

proved. The film maker must now

take this script and add whatever qual-

ity ta>te and -tvle he can lend to it.

We must remember that we arc in-

vited into people's homes. Our film-

are viewed by families. To violate

this invitation bv crudity or garish-

ness i- a sure waj to lose sales accep-

tability. The picture that we bring

into the future customer's house should

be just as beautiful, just as pleasant,

and just as elegant as we know how to

make it.

The video portion of a film com-
mercial forms the retained image of

the sale- message. The specific words
• it a message maj be forgotten by the

viewer hut if the video has been suc-

cessfullj done, the after image will

• .iii-i' the gist "I that message to he

remembered. I he filmed commercial

i- usuall) part ol an organized cam-

paign. I lie film i- seen Several time-

in the course "I it- advertising life.

I li.it |iii hue should he ol such quality

ie, lini< all) and of Buch a pleasant na-

ture estheticall) that the viewer wel-

< omes the commercial.

Technically, we trv to make our

film- "high key." High key lighting

avoid- heavj shadow areas and lends

a mood of lightness.

Since a performer is frequently the

center of attention in a commercial,

one can appreciate the problem of

casting. It is the producer's job to

submit to the agency those people he

deems best for the role to he played.

Manv of our clients are in the soap

and cosmetic field, and we find that the

fashion magazines provide the type of

face most suited for our needs. Our
feeling is to never "trade down."' \\ e

trv to avoid the "corny" type of pretti-

ness in selecting girls. Elegance and

refinement of bone structure and con-

tour are what we look for. Make-up
should he restrained and laid on light-

lv. Fingernail polish should be a light

pastel pink.

It is essential to keep abreast of the

latest fashions in dress so the film will

not go out of style due to the vagaries

of fashion. \ good stvlist is indispens-

able. Here, too, fads and extreme-

must he avoided. Conservative good
taste should be sought.

\it work and lettering should be

de-igned to go with the "high key"

quality. Transitions should be smooth

and optical effects for the sake of

effect must he avoided like the plague.

Optical nonsense can wreck smooth

pa< ing and the intent of the advertiser

can he lost in the resulting hurly hur-

Iv. Effects should he used sparingly

and uiilv when thej serve a -pe< ifi<

I

hi t pose.

It i- to all our mutual advantages

to have commercial messages welcome
in our home-. I he video after-image

should he a lasting impression of good

taste ami ^ Iwill on behalf of our

< lients.

/;* » 11 (.lis t fill JH.. production eoordimm-
lor, I „.,,„!. Pietmrmt <>/ California, //..//. ,•„••<!

T here are no

hard and fast

uie- w hich would

apply to all ad-

vertiser-. Each

product presents

its specific prob-

lems which mu>t

be solved on an

individual basis.

Mr. Paul In general,
however, video

must achieve the same two objectives

for all sponsors. It must gain and
hold the visual attention of its viewers.

Vnd it must present the essence of

the sales story in pictorial terms. Both

these objectives must be achieved if

the advertiser is to receive full effec-

tiveness on television. If the video is

weak, viewers will trek to the ice box
when the commercial begin-. \nd if

the sales message does not come
through in visual terms, regardless of

how interesting the video may be, the

advertiser has lost the pictorial possi-

bilities the television medium affords.

He is back to talking about his prod-

uct instead of showing it.

\ careful balance of visual factors

must therefore he achieved. Special

effects and animation can be wonder-

ful tools. But if properly used thev

can attract so much attention in them-

-elves that thev actually detract from

the sale< story. We are all too fa-

miliar with the gimmicky commercial.

^ ei special effects can he used to su-

perb advantage if thev stem from the

product it-elf.

lot example, in a recent commer-

cial Dial Shampoo emploved an un-

u-ual 'diamond" effect. A large dia-

mond appeared to come out of infinity

ami grew till it filled the screen. Then

the head of a prett) girl with glisten-
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ing hair appeared within the diamond.

For Dial Shampoo, the sparkling high-

lights of the diamond provided dra-

matic visualization of an important

product benefit, and was therefore a

well integrated special effect. How-

ever, that same optical illusion would

be completely out of place in a

commercial for a breakfast cereal or

cigarettes.

The most successful approach to ef-

fective television selling is to lay out

a sequence of pictures which tell the

products story in a way that can be

understood by the eye alone. Then

coordinate the audio copy so that it

punctuates and embellishes the pic-

torial action ; relates the fine points

the video alone cannot carry. In all

cases, care must be taken to correlate

voice and picture so that they simul-

taneously present a single thought.

Even a well-staged, carefully produced

picture will lose its effectiveness if

coupled with intrusive, poorly corre-

lated narration.

This is not to say that a good com-

mercial could be made without any

audio at all. That would have more

stunt than sales value. But the picture

is the prime factor and copy should

be designed to suit its mood and

tempo.

REX COX, Sarra, Inc., Neu> York

Some people say

they can get just

as much out of a

television com-

mercial with

"their eyes
closed." If this

is true, then the

full visual poten-

tial of tv is not

being used prop-

erly. Because, af-

ter all, television is a "picture medi-

um," and if you can screen a televi-

sion commercial without sound, and

it still tells the story, then youve got

a good tv spot. Then it will be a spot

that will stand on the merits of its own

visual impact. Why use television as

an advertising medium if you don't get

the most out of the "picture story?"

Naturally, the sound, be it words or

music, is important, but why use tele-

vision like radio? The big difference

between radio and tv, of course, is that

{Please turn to page 107)

LOWEST COST

MAJOR STATION BUY

IN THE

DETROIT

J. £. Campeau, President

Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc.

National Rep.

Guardian Bldg.

50,000
WATTS
K 800 KC.

w
Detroit 26
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First in the field with an

ALL NEGRO TV film show.' /

Essex Films, Im\ presents

I

26 must erfnil) produced quarter-

hour TV documentaries detail-

ing the American Negro's contri-

bution to our culture.

IIbIu* : n ... ... aJ * ^ — L-mr T W«ilitimt<m *—«- —— Ala

A series that sets forth the achievements of

the American Negro in twenty-six fields of endeavor.

A truly impressive series <>l television programs, portraying

on-the-spot close-ups of outstanding Negroes in the many varied fields of

American activity. No expense was spared in travelling cameramen and

producers from coast to coast to secure on-the-spot studies of Negroes

whose leadership in theii respective activities makes an

absorbing and vital documentary series.

A prestige show for those who want to reach the

great purchasing power of 1 5,000,000 Americans.

Whethei you're selling a single market, oi the nation, you are bound to 1><-

interested in this great segment of American buying power. I ENTH OF A

NATION is a program that will appeal to the Negro's self-pride . . .

to his inherent desire foi recognition. Here's a program that will sell the

American Negro, because it's a program oj and about the American Nemo.

that will awaken in him a great sense of appre< iation of the sponsor

who is first to approach him with a show ol his own.

Here are the 26 subjects dep

ing the Negro's march of prog re

in each complete program

10
1 1

12

13

1

.

Science

2. Achieve-
ments

3. Civic Affairs

4. Parade of

Progress
5. Arts

6. Farming

7. Sports

8. Baseball

9. Social Life

Youth

Religion

Women's
World

Pioneers

'

1 4. Armed Fort

1 5. The Press

1 6. Education

1 7. Science am
Industry

1 8. Milestones

1 9. Newsmake
20. Business

21. Honored
22. Colored

America

23. Internation

24. Medicine

25. The Natio

26. Special
Report

produced by The only newsreel company in

America serving more than

-10(1 Negro theatres coast-to-coast.

VMERICW NEWSREEL

SERVING OVER 400 NEGRO THEATRES EACH WEEK

TENTH OF \ NATION was produced

veterans in the field of Negro film product

The American Newsreel enjoys wide res'

and acceptance by the Negro theatres

America.

Its record ot continuous service for more t

12 years in supplying a weekl) in wsreel to tl

tin atn 5 sp< akv foi itself.

The wide contacts which American Nevn

maintains among Negro leaders from 10.1s

coast have made this si ins possible.



distributed exclusively by

SS&J6 FILMS, Inc
222 E. 46th St. • New York, N. Y. • Phone Murray Hill 7-2913

producers and distributors of quality television programs for the

SHIRT SLEEVE" audience.

Todav. television is a mass medium, and shows designed for a

mass audience are the ones that sell. Essex shows are geared to

the great mass or "shirt-sleeve" audience, simple, direct, down-to-earth,

built to attract and hold the people who buv your product or service.

TWO OTHER GREAT NEW ESSEX TV FILM SHOWS

!

PROVEN HILLBILLY SUCCESS

AUNT BUNIE
|'Iy starred on VVSM's
i Ole Opiy" as Sarie

lie and Sally."

UNCLE NED
The TV version of the radio
character heard on more than
twenty- five stations.

Juniper
Tuncfion

starring EDDIE HILL

Featured "GRAND OLE OPRY" STAR
(26 half-hour shows)

"The best hill-billy show I've seen on tele-

vision" ... so savs Charlie Grisham of WLW-
A, Atlanta, speaking of JUNIPER JUNC-
TION, U.S.A.

W PULLING TOP RATINGS . . . ONE OF THE VERY
/ REALLY GOOD RURAL TV SHOWS.

COMEDY SMASH SERIES

Judge Wilberforce J. Legal
summons you to

k

TELEVISION

COURT
26*sessions of mirth. music,

/ and merriment *t3 completed,

<» — > 13 in production

With Kt-lly Rand, formerly with Vincent Lopez, as the court at-

torney . . . Vera Massey, formerly featured vocalist with ABC, as

court stenographer, TELEVISION COURT is one of the fastest

moving, funniest shows ever to hit television

BUILT TO ACCOMMODATE SIX COMMERCIAL BREAKS

There are four complete cases on each thirty-minute television

show. Each case is followed by music, or a musical or singing

performer, with a fade to black at each point if so desired for

commercial mention.

ESSEX FILMS
222 E. 46th St.

New York, N.Y.

Gentlemen: I am
further details

into

D
ested in receiving, without cost or
an audition print of

Tenth of A iNation

obligation

Check one, two,
or all shows.

D Juniper Junction, U.S.A.

Television Court

|MAMF. TITI.F.

l OMPAMY

PITY ZONE STATF



\ iv iHrhm salesmen receive tips on sulvs technique*

The clinic was conducted l>\ sales

consultant I red Palmer, and attended

bj staffers "I the five Diehm station-:

\\ \/L Hazleton, Pa.; WHLM.
Bloomsbure; \\ HOI.. Mlentown:

Salesmen f«»r tin- five \ i< I tiehm

radio -i.iin.n- -..t pointers and ideas

<>ii improving sales techniques at a

special two-daj < lini< 1
«
-1 « 1 recently in

Bloomsbure, Pa.

Here are the 19 salesmen (and saleswomen) from Vic Diehm stations who heard Palmer

Hood neighbor policy cornea to Madison Avenue

Sophisticated Madison Vvenue not

the small-town neighbor!) touch re-

cent!) when Compton Advertising

moved to new, Larger quarters in the

new building at 2(>1 Madison Ave.

Compton was greeted bj a block-

long message from its neighbor agen-

cy, Cunningham & Walsh, located

across the street at 2(>u Madison.

Spelled out in three-foot nigh letters

pasted on C&\X window- was the leg-

end: "Hi neighbor. Welcome Comp-
ton! C&W." Compton immediately

erected a thank-vou note on its win-

dows: "C&W, jrou satisfy!!!" (A ref-

erence to < \\\ 's Chesterfield account.)

C&W followed through on its win-

dow welcome by sending over several

< ases of beer and some baskets of

fruit and Bowers. * * *

And from across the street came this answer from Compton: "C&W. you satisfy!!!'

\\\1)\. Boston, and WIDE, Bidde-

ford, Me.

Pictured below ilcfti -landing (L to

r.i : Pal Campbell,WHLM; Carl Swan-

son, WIDE; James Towle, WVDA;
\nhur Deters, mgr. WIDE; Fred Pal-

mer: Joseph Dooley, WHLM: Thom-

as Tito, WAZL; Bob Williams, mgr.,

\\ HI.M: Harrj Hartman. WVDA; Lou

Long, WHLM. In hack of the group

are Al Wilcox, WHOL, and Lambert

Beeuwkes, m^r.. WVDA.
Seated ' I. to r. i Fran Saunders,

WHLM: Kitty Kahler, WAZL: Ger-

trude La-linan. WIDE; Kay Rowan,

WVDA; Dorothe Krueger, WHOL;
Vic Diehm: Len Hornshv. WVDA;
James Chambers, mgr.. WHOL: Jav

Bechtel. WHOL. * * *

Electric clock, booklet
keep liiiiclMii/cr.v up to date

WCAI . Philadelphia, is keeping 500

advertiser and agencj executives up-

to-the-minute on radio facts with the

help of a Telechron electric desk clock.

The station recently mailed the desk

clock to admen 'round the country

with tags reading, 'it's the time to

bu) WCAI Radio. . . ."

In a follow-up mailing the station

released a new 36-page manual titled.

"This is WCAL" Radio—January

1954."

The manual contains general facts

on U.S. radio today as well as specific

market data on the WCAI area. It

points up that the station delivers 1.-

043,060 radio families in the eight-

county area it serves including Phila-

delphia, for $631.22 1 20 announce-

ments a week based on an average rat-

in- of 5.0). Cost-per- 1,000 to the ad-

vertiser: 61c.

WCAU covers 53 counties with a

total of 7,491.300 people, the booklet

report-. * * *

'Shop at your drugstore*
campaign on S.C. tr outlets

\ South Carolina wholesale drug-

gist, the Geer Drug Co., and other

leading drug manufacturers have

bought schedule- <>n two t\ stations

to plug the 1.000 drug stores in the

station-' < "\ erage areas.

They are sponsoring a half-hour

weekly dramatic program, Druggists
3

theatre. Sunda\ afternoons over

W 1 BC-TV, Greenville. Geer has also
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Drugstore windows plug shows on tv stations

bought 12 five-minute weather shows,

six on WFBC-TV and six on WCSC-
TV, Charleston.

Commercials on the shows credit the

drug trade as sponsor, play up the ad-

vantages of shopping at "your favorite

drug store," plug seasonal items. Mer-

chandising includes banners, ads. ***

K/Vl/Z-TV telecasts program
front English fighting ship

Probably the first live telecast from

an English fighting ship took place

recently when KNUZ-TV, Houston,

took its tv cameras and equipment

Program aboard ship inaugurates tv series

aboard the H.M.S. Sheffield.

Shortly after the ship docked the

station initiated a new program series,

About Town, 8:30-9:00 p.m. Wednes-

days. The show highlights prominent

people and current events in Houston.

It is conducted by Bill Crawford. ***

Briefly . . .

News staff members and correspon-

dents for KDYL-TV, Salt Lake City,

average more than 2,000 miles a month
traveling to cover news stories, accord-

ing to the station. The station has a

six-man local news staff and a corps of

"stringers" throughout the state.

( Please turn to page 111)

what

channel

do you view

most?

this question asked by

American Research Bureau, Inc.

the answer

CHANNEL 10
WSLS-TV
ROANOKE 96% for channel 10

LYNCHBURG 86% for channel 10

DANVILLE 61% for channel 10

a metropolitan market of 356,200
population

SHENANDOAH LIFE STATIONS, INC.

1VSLS AM-FM-TV
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA

Represented Nationally — Avery-Knodeh Inc.
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MATTRESSES

results

PLASTIC TOWELS

SPONSOR: Midwesl Distributing I o. \(.l Nl
,
i : Direct

( VPS1 II i VSE HISTORY: During a two-week period

In-.! yeai (30 \ovember-15 December 1953) the Mid-

west Distributing Co. offered five plastic towels plus a

chemically treated dust cloth postpaid for $1. The offer

tins made in 22 announcements used mi unions home-

maket slums oirr KM.-l. I lie com pain reports it re-

* en cil 1,464 outers for the merchandise, at a cost-per-

Ordei ol 20c. This COSt Was "l'\ lai the lone-/ nj am
rndiii station used in this campaign" the sponsor reports.

K M \. Shi nandoah. I I'lJi ii
. I! \ M : Announcements

FLOWERS

\\( II v ( harleston PROGB Wl \m ncements

SPONSOR 51( i p hi- Mattn VG1 HC\ I
1

• VPSI l l i VSE HISTORY This iponsoi proved ra-

dio's effectiveness with a -pa ml test offer. I loam latex

pillou would be given free to anyone buying a s /<-<-/<-

lattress who taid they'd hei.nl ulxmi the offei on

radio. The "Ijcr lias made foUl times in a llnee-das

period on tin Johnn) Forrest Show, aired 7:00 to 9:00

a.m. across-the-board. Sleep-aire sold 1800 math of

mattresses at a total < <w <</ $40.

Kill Seattle PROGRAM: Vn ncements

-

r

SPONSOR: Idkins Flowers \».l N< "» Direct

| VPS1 ll i VS1 HISTORY: Radio tool ovei when

newspapers failed for /Ins West Virginia florist. The

spun sin had been advertising on a weekly basis in the

local papers with fail results. " hen the newspaper tailed

In print his ad inie n eel. he challenged radio tO produce

results. In,, announcements were ran the next nccl, at

a total cost "l $15 advertising a "special" offer. Result:

the sale ni 300 dozen roses, tdl.ms nou has a Si-week

con trad with the station.

FLOUR

SPONSOR: Purit) Flour Mills VGENl ^ :
F. II. Hayhurel & Co.

i VPSl I i « VSE HISTORY ; This advertise! had to dou-

ble his si !> I. oj Purit) Flour on I (incomer Island to

meet the demand alter two weeks of radio sponsorship.

The flout was advertised on a five-minute </uiz program,

III the Dough, broadcast three times a mud. at 1:05 p.m.

The five-minute segments cost Purity Floui \ldls s 10.80

per slum. 81-time rate. 'I he sponsor is now a regular

an mil ertiser.

i III B, Nanaimo B. < I'BOt.K Wl: l„ the Dough

EXCURSION TRIPS

SPONSOR: Nickel Plate Road VGENCY: Direct

( VPSULI i VSE HISTORY: One weekend >)'-><) people

caught the travel bug as a result of radio. Nickel Plate

Road, a Veu York, Chicago and St. Louis railroad com-

pany, decided to use radio alone to promote their week-

end excursion trip from Chicago to \ iagara Falls. They

bought 1
•"> announcements on ll \l UJ. sold 950 trip

tickets. This represented a 3,000$ return on the adver-

tising investment. Says the railroad: "This response is

certainly a fine testimonial to the effectiveness of your

handling of the announcements"

\\ \l VQ, ( hicago l'K()(.KAM : Announcements

MOTEL OPENING

SPONSOR: Winding Brook Lodge VGENCY: Direcl

i VPSULI ' VSE HISTORY: Virtually the whole town

turned out \or the open house at 11 inding Brook Lodge

after the new motel advertised the event on radio. Two

hundred people passed through the motel during the first

houi alone: a total of 10.000 in all attended the event.

Radio advertising heralding the open house included a

series oj announcements and a 30-minute show. Yankee

Hometown Food Show, which originated from the motel.

\\K\I . Keene, N. H. PROGRAM: Yankee Hometown Food
^li.'w : \nnoiinrcm> ntB

TYPEWRITERS
SPONSOR: Heaps Typewriter Clinic VGEN< Y: Direct

i VPSULI < VSI HISTORY: Edward C. Heaps had used

two other radio stations and. says he. "I WOS frankly

dubious as to whether I could sell my products and serv-

ices ovei the air alien the Kill'/, account executive ap-

i roached me. . .
." ll dl. Heaps did sign the KRIZ con-

tract and ".
. . after the first week of my campaign

ol one announcement daily, I had rented seven typewrit-

ers and received hair overhaul jobs as a direcl result of

KRIZ. . .
." Cost oj Heaps' radio campaign is $13.50

Weekly, tar less than cost ol previous air efforts.

KKI/. Phoenix PR( >GR \M : Vnnouncements



84.2% FIRSTS

WKRC
the King in the

10% FIRSTS

| 2.9% FIRSTS

I 2.9% FIRSTS

NO FIRSTS

CINCINNATI

WKRC RADIO reigns in

Cincinnati in Quarter Hours

Monday through Friday *

Kenneth W. Church

National Sales Manager
Radio Cincinnati, Inc.

All top ten daytime and nine of the ten top night

time shows are heard over WKRC-Radio*

** Based on 70 one quarter hours daily 6 A. M. 'till midnight. Two
quarter hours showing tie ratings not included.

January-February 1954 Pulse.

REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY- CBS RADIO NETWORK
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Somebody
say something?

Been some talk about

who's biggest in Chicago radio.

Here are the facts:

For a long, long time.*

WBBM has always been the

big station— the top

performer— in Chicago. And

still is, day and night.

Daytime: WBBM delivers

an audience 43.2%

larger than that of Chicago's

next station . . . larger than

that of the third and

fourth stations combined.'*

Nighttime: WBBM's average

audience is 27.3% larger than

that of the next station . .

.

68.0% larger than

that of the third station."1

"

Xuff said?

WBBM RADIO
Chicago's S/iowmanship Station

50.000 watts . CBS Owned

Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

* Pulse of Chicago

+ Pulse of Chicago. Jan.-Fdb. 1954



WJHP-TV
CHANNEL 36 IN JACKSONVILLE

WJHP-TV HAS TOP NETWORK (ABC,

NBC, DuM) AND LOCAL PROGRAM-
MING . . .

WJHP-TV HAS VIEWERS . . .

(estimated 42,600 sets — national

research survey soon . . .)

. . . AND WJHP-TV HAS

CHOICE AVAILABILITIES!

Network co-ops, local shows, and
top spot adjacencies in all time

classes.

For further information and rates,

call 98-9751 in Jacksonville; in

New York dial MU 7-5047.

WJHP-TV
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA

276,000 watts
on Channel 36

Represented nationally l>\

Jnhn II . I'< ! i
|

|i«» ;/;/' I

£&?<

agency profile f>ct rid J. Hahoney
President

David J. Mahoney Advertising, New York

Thru-- ,i Madison Wenue -tor\ about a young man -who de-

cided to go into advertising upon graduating from "i ale. So he

bought himself a Brooks Brothers suit, a Cavanaugh hat and went

t<> work in an agenc) mailroom at |25 a week. Within a year he

rose to be assistant a e, a e. account supervisor, until, one day.

tin- president oi the agency called him in.

"Young man," quoth he. "We've watched \our progres- with

amazement and pleasure. Because of \our value to the agency

we're making \ on a \ .p.

The young man beamed. '"Thank \<>u. dad.'" he said.

Dave Mali sy's rise from $25-a-week mail clerk to $25,000-a-

year v.p. within two years at Kuthrauff \ R\an was more spectacu-

lar since he"s not even vaguely related to R.S.R management. And.

further proof that his success was not a fluke: Today, at 31. Ma-

hone) has hi> own agency, with $2,500,000 in 1953 billings.

"Oui agency i- pretty unique in its high percentage of sj>ot radio

and t\ business," Mahoney told SPONSOR. "Over 8595 of our 1953

billings wen- in radio and tv."

\n example "l Mahoney's strong belief in the impact of -pot radio

and t\ i- hi- handling ol the White Rock account. Last \ear the

firm divided it- budget approximately evenly between newspaper and

air media. In January 1954 Mahoney acquired the account.

"We converted all the newspaper money into spot radio, and the

president of White Rock tell- us that his business for this time

of the year is at an all-time high."

Mahoney - radio philosophy i- interesting for all spot users.

"We don t feel that the time of day or night of a firms radio

commercials needs to relate to the firm- product: shaving cream

during the morning, t"i example. When you buy spot radio, you're

buying circulation and type ol audience. The thing that -ell- your

product i- • 1
i conviction of message and i2' frequency of ad im-

pressions."

1 insequently Mahoney - media men have been staunch supporters

of nighttime radio when they've found it to he a good and (heap

buy. Add- Mahoney about the integration of hi- agency setup:

"We value oui media buyers just a- much a- our copy chief. Neither

< an function perfectly without the other." * * *



in the heart of OKLAHOMA
Yes, Oklahoma's heart beats to the tune of Primary Counties (NCS 50-100$ ) served by

WKY Radio! Check its Pulse and you'll see. WKY, Pulse showed WKY with a larger share
WKY has just had a check-up. A total of of radio listeners morning, afternoon and eve-

8,200 interviews were conducted January 4-24, ning, than all other Oklahoma City stations com-
1954, by Pulse, Inc., New York City. In the 42 bined

'

Bear in mind, the area surveyed

in the new Pulse study involved

only WKY's primary market

of 42 counties. But, the station's

influence extends to an area of

68 Counties populated by

1,713,600 . . . with more than

half-million radio homes!

TOP 10 EVENING SHOWS^
and

TOP 10 DAYTIME SHOWS
are ALL on WKY!

EVENING

/ —Dragnet

2 —Truth or Consequences

3 —Father Knows Best

—Rocky Fortune

5 —Bob Hope
O —Oklahoma's Front Page

7 —Roy Rogers

o —News of the World

y —One Man's Family

10 —Eddie Cantor

DAYTIME—5 a week
/ _WKY News (7:30 AM)
2 —WKY News (7:00 AM)
' —Anthony Avenue

4 —Wiley & Gene
5 —WKY News (11:00 AM)
6 —WKY News (5:00>M)

7 —Riders of the Purple Sage
o —Kitchen Club

9 —Choosing Up Sides

t0 —Road of Life

RADIO SETS IN USE

6 AM to NOON NOON to 6 PM 6 PM to MIDNIGHT

24.3% 23.4% 19.8%

SHARE OF RADIO AUDIENCE

DAY TIME PERIOD WKY Sta. B Sta. C Sta. D Sta. E Sta. F Sta. G MISC.*

M0N.

thru

FRI.

Morning (6-12 Noon) 34% 12% 9% 3% 1% 1% 1% 39%

Afternoon (12 Noon 6PM) 36% 11% 7% 2% 2% 2% 1% 38%
Evening (6PM-12 Midnight) 41% 14% 8% 5% X X X 33%

* Includes oil other local stations in 42 county area in Oklahoma, plus out-of-state stations received.

No one station has more than about 2%.
X Not on air.

Owned and operated by The Oklahoma Publishing Company: The

Daily Oklahoman — Oklahoma City Times — The Former-Slockmon —
WKY-TV . . . Represented by KATZ AGENCY

Put The P'O-W-E-n Of WKY into Your Advertising Program!
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,

WSJV-
TV
is we

AFFILIATE

SOUTH BEND
ELKHART

AN EXCLUSIVE UHF MARKET
WITH MORE THAN 118,000

UHF SETS IN USE

H-R TELEVISION MAN
For rates, availabilities and market data

WSJV-TV
ELKHART, INDIANA
ABC DuMONT NBC

John F. Dille, Jr. President

John J. Keenan, Commercial Manager

i Continued from page LO)

frey. Somebody had enough faith in these two products to

give them a chance i<» catch up.

I hate to see numbers used so often as a refuge for dullards

and a defense again-t thinking. They're far too easy a way
out oi imagination and too great a delusion for wisdom.

Until statistics can give us reliable criteria about such

things as how important integrated copy is vs. disintegrated

commercials and how many rating point- it'- safe to trade

to achieve same; until bar graph- can point the way to what
goes on inside the so-far uncharted mind of a prospective

customer, let's keep them where they belong. In left field.

I ran into a beaut la-t week. 1 -aw what, in my opinion

and that of a dozen others, was ju>t about the worst com-

mercial I've as yet been exposed to. It was long, dull, obtuse

and uninteresting in every aspect.

To my amazement I later saw some charts proving this

copy was great. This myth was based on the fact thai the

people tested (who had seen the epic) all (or almost all I

were able to recall the point the commercial was trying to

make. "Great recall,*' the account group went around mut-

tering sagely.

\nyone who couldn't have recalled the point laboriously

depicted over and over in this three minutes of drivel would

have to have been a cretin. So people got the drift. But

did they believe it? Did the) sympathize with the adver-

tiser, gain re-pect for him. feel kindlier toward him

—

which was the real aim of the copy slant? I doubt it. In

fact, it"- my belief they -aw clearly what was being held up

to them, but went away from it saying Buncombe!

All of which lead- me to say once again—I'm yours, Hill,

for the pitch if it can be kept chaste of charts.

^1 ours for much bundle- and constant intuition.

BOB FORKM \\

* • •

Letters to Bob Fovemon are welvomeii
Do \oit always agree with the opinions Bob Foreman ex-

presses Ifl
" IgenC) it! Libs"? Bob an<! the editors of SPON-

SOR tiouiil be happy to receive anil print comments from

readers. Iddress Hob Foreman, c o sponsor, 10 E. 49 St.
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T. I story board
A column sponsored by one of the leading film producers in television

SABRA
NEW YORK: 200 EAST 56TH STREET
CHICAGO: 16 EAST ONTARIO STREET

The highly competitive subject of Personal Loan Servke is given refreshing treat-

ment in sparkling 20-second spots for Chase National Rank. The entertainment
value of animated cartoons keeps the eye amused while a pleasant, persuasive "audio"
background tells the complete story of Chase service in a down-to-earth conversational

style. Mr. Average Wage Earner and his wife have their readily recognized problems
. . . and the solution Chase offers is strongly identified al the finish. One of a series by
SARRA produced for Chase National Rank through Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc.

SARRA, Inc.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

Introducing a new food product calls for quick package identification and strong "in

use" demonstration. More than an "entering wedge" for brand new, wedge-shaped
Cracker Rarrel Cheese by Kraft is presented in each 20 seconds of sell in this series

of TV spots by SARRA. Appetite-appealing shots of the new product, associated

with familiar favorites like apple pie and crackers-and-cheese, add visual appeal to

the voice-over assurance that Kraft's Cracker Rarrel Cheese is more than worthy of a

trial. Stop motion close-ups practically put the package in the viewer's hands, to

clinch sales in this series of 20-second TV spots produced by SARRA for Kraft

Foods Co., through J. Walter Thompson Company.

SARRA, Inc.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

This series of I -minute and 20-second TV spots for D-X gasoline, reaches its selling

climax like a high-powered car. There's quick pick-up, steady power, and no "pulling

off the road" because the story of extra mileage, extra anti-knock, and extra power is

stripped to its bare essentials. A catchy jingle sign-off at the end of the spot is syn-

chronized with "blinker" emphasis on the exclusive new "UCL-PLUS" feature of

the product. No waste motion in proving that there are "hundreds of gasolines but
only one D-X." Created and produced by SARRA for Mid-Continent Petroleum
Corp., through R. J. Potts-Calkins & Holden.

SARRA, Inc.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

The proof of a TV commercial is not how the master print looks in the projection

room, but how it gets across on home screens. To make sure of brilliant home recep-

tion from every print made of its TV productions, SARRA has its own especially

equipped and staffed laboratory for processing TV film. Here SARRA's VIDE-O-
RIGINAL prints are custom-made. These duplicates faithfully reproduce the sparkle

and clarity which twenty years of experience in advertising production put into the

original film. Thus the advertiser is assured diat every time, on every screen, his

commercial will give a fine performance.

SARRA, Inc.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street
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SINCLAIR OIL
>< ontinued from page 33)

ing, therefore, must lulfill a dual fun* -

tion : (1) sell the brand, I 2 I Bhow the

dealei thai the i ompanj is standing

behind hira with heavj promotions

aim\ i r i
.

-
1

« handising.

"•in I. in Refining < o., which ranks

seventh in <>il industr) -al<» (behind

I sso and ii~ Bubsidiai ies, I exas < o.,

S j . Shell, Standard "I Indiana,

Standard of < alifoi aia, and Gulf >

.

will spend a SPONSOR-estimated ovei 17

million in 195 1. I his advertising bud-

proportionate to Bales, also ranks

approximate!) seventh in the industry.

sponsoh estimates that Sinclair's

L9S I budgi i represents a 2(V - increase

ovei 1952 spending b) the firm. In

L952 Sinclair's emphasis was u | >< >i

newspapers. Here's bow tlic budget

broke down then:

Magazines: 1315,339; newspapei

supplements: $8,046; newspapers (fuel

oil): $25,254; newspapers (gas & oil) :

$1,305,570.

I )in ing thai \ ear, —
j

* » » t radio and t\

KTVH OPENS
STUDIO IN WICHITA

Windy's jumping with joy—because NOW, your

televised sales message may originate from down-

town Wichita ... right from KTVH's new studio in

the centrally located Hotel Lassen. NOW, you can

choose your point of origination as well as sales

office. Sell your product to the vast Kansas TV
audience by contacting a KTVH facility in Wichita

or Hutchinson. Howard O. Peterson, Gen. Mgr.

CHANNEL

12 KTVH
HUTCHINSON -WICHITA

VHF
240,000
WATTS

CBS BASIC -DU MONT -ABC
REPRESENTED BY H-R TELEVISION, INC.

COVERS CENTRAL KANSAS

mnted for approximately 2.V , ( .f

. M estimated total 16,500,000 budget.

In 1953 newspaper spending remained

undei $1.5 million. Magazines account-

ed foi $534,490, newspaper supple-

ments foi $56,500, and radio-rv com-

bined foi close to $1,250,000. In 1954

.in estimated $3.9 million will go into

the ait media.

Meres how Sinclair's air budget is

i spenl

:

Currentl) Sinclair's announcements

oi programs are on 1~>1 radio stations

in KM < ities. Sinclair t\ announce-

ments <>r programs are on 2 (
) t\ sta-

tions in 2~ cities. In terms of dollars

approximately 70', of t lie air budget

i- in radio.

Hill Wernicke, manager of Morey,

lluiiini i. Johnstone's radio-tv depart-

ment, explains Sinclair strateg\ 1 1 »
i

—

ua\ :

"in most instances Sinclair uses an-

nouncement schedules or brief new-.

weather and sports programs. On ra-

dio, generally speaking, schedules are

placed during breakfast time. On tv

we like evening announcements or eve-

ning new-, sports and weather pro-

grams."

Agenc) timebuyer on the account i-

Ka\ Shanahan.

\dds Jim Delane) : "In Chicago

we re sponsoring a part of the major

league radio baseball broadcasts which

have incidentally, proven to be a grand

help in building dealer relations."

Both Sinclair;- programing and their

announcements are aimed at a predom-

inant male audience—about 85$
male, in fact. This strategy is further

illustrated by the male-appeal film the

firm sponsors in the one market where

Sinclair has a dramatic program: re-

run- of Racket Squad, Sundays 7:00-

7 :30 p.m. in Atlanta.

\\ ith the exception of Chicago, a

verj active Sinclair market, the bulk

of Sinclair gas sales comes from towns

with populations undei 100,000. In

see pages 56,57

68
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The newest, IALLLjI
wonder in fabulous
SOUTH FLORIDA...

POPULATION
Served

1,055,700

FAMILIES Served

327,

TOTAL

Retail Sales

$1,356,382,000

"w^ms

MITVJ now telecasting

a 100,000 watt signal

From its new 1,000 ft.

tower.

Florida's First TV
Station, delivering

the maximum VHF
signal to 1,055,700

year 'round residents

in the Billion Dollar

S. Florida market...

Gel the complete
story from your
Free and Peters

colonel - or write

to Mitchell Wolfson,
Pres.WTVJ, Miami.

TOTAL NET
EFFECTIVE

BUYING INCOME

$1,749,287,000.

Retail Sales
by Class of Outlet
FOOD $284,464,000.

GEN. MERCH. $105,796,000.

FURN. RADIO $86,282,000.
AUTOMOTIVE $248,935,000.
DRUGS $57,871,000.

OTHERS $573,034,000.

MIAMI
Sales Management 1954

p»

Channel 4
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Buch markets Sinclair has had consid-

erable -ii< <
<•— with dealer co-op adver-

tising as a Bupplemenl to their nation-

al effort. Tin- cooperative effort cur-

rend) pa) - l"i Sinclair announcements

o] programs ovei some 100 small-town

radio and i\ Btations.

For its co-op advertising, Sinclair

provides dealer- with 50-second an-

nouncements and pays 50'
i of the time

i OSt. The dealers then add a 10-second

dealer identification. In markets where

there are onl) three <m four dealers,

commercials rotate dealer tags. Sin-

< laii ha- fmind it more difficult to pro-

mote co-op advertising in larger mar-

ket- since dealer- prefer to pay only

ib] advertising that actuall) mentions

name-.

\ notable exception to this rule is

( bicago when- individual dealer tags

are impossible. Chicago has been con-

-i-ieniU active in dealer co-op adver-

tising w i 1 1 1 more than 1 1 10 dealers

signed.

One of the biggest factors in favoi

of radio in Sinclair's Strategy has been

the growth in out-of-home listening.

WDAY
(FARGO, N. D.)

IS ONE OF
THE NATION'S

MOST POPULAR

STATIONS!
An independent survey made by stu-

dents at North Dakota Agricultural

College among 3,969 farm families in

a 22-county area around Fargo proved

this: WDAY is a 17-to-l favorite over

the next station— is a 3'/2-to-l favorite

over all other stations combined!

NBC • 5000 WATTS

970 KILOCYCLES

FREE & PETERS, INC.

Exclusive National Representatives

70

Says Delane) : "Some 70% of U.S.

can are radio-equipped. And. of

course, a man in his car is our ideal

Sinclair audience."

A typical minute radio announce-

ment advertising Power-X Gasoline il-

lustrates Sinclair's hard-sell technique:

"Mi. Car Owner! (trumpet fanfarel

If you want power (trumpet fanfare)

If \oii want power i trumpet fanfarel

Power up with POWER-X! You'll feel

the difference \vith new Sinclair POW -

ER-X gasoline. I trumpet fanfare) Pow-

er-up with POWER-X!
"Sinclair Power X—the first of the

modern superfuels—is still the cham-

pion of em all. New stepped-up Sin-

claii POWER-X Gasoline offers a com-

bination of features unmatched by any

other gasoline— pre-ignition control

—

70% less piston ring wear! RD-ONE
NINETEEN for patented anti-rust pro-

tection! And most important—top

knock-free power for fast getaway and

long mileage. See your Sinclair dealer

and- power up with POWER-X.
i trumpet fanfare! Power-up with

POWER-X!"
Sinclair entered the power gasoline

race with its introduction of Power-X

in March 1953. It was followed short-

ly thereafter by Shell's TCP campaign

which broke in June 1953. and by end

of September every major oil company

was advertising new gasolines with

varying additives designed to revolu-

tionize the gasoline, industry.

Current tv commercials illustrate the

power of Power-X by showing a speed

car racing past the finish line on a des-

ert stretch. Newspaper ads i mosth in

spring and fall I and national maga-

zines -how photographs of this same
car. Heavj merchandising to the deal-

ers further plays up the Power-X cam-

paign.

This heavy advertising investment

paid off in a V) 1

( increase of Sinclair

premium gasoline sales during 1 March

through 31 December 1953, compared

with the same period in V)s2.

Resides the advertising push behind

a new or improved product. Sinclair

frequently bins heavy radio and tv

schedules to herald the opening of one

or more new Sinclair station- in a mar-

ket. \\ hen the firm increases its distri-

bution in an entire area, rather than

one specific market. Sinclair buys

schedules on regional networks. e.g.

Id stations of the Inter-Mountain Net-

work i Idaho. I tali. Wyoming) with

i /'lease turn la page (">()
I
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Television in Los Angeles

gets more different every day -

-and the difference is KTTV
Until you read this you wont believe what an independent

television station can do in a 7-station market.

1 . KTTV not only leads in ) station a 68
f Station B 57

quarter-hour firsts— but has more than > station c 35
I Station D 20

the next two stations combined! ) station e 16
Station F 4

2. Of all programs seen in Los Angeles j
sheriff John .... 13.5

. f News— George Putnam 11.7

five times a week— network or local, live or film > Ramar of the jungle . 11.2

i Time for Beany . . . 9.6

— all of the top five are on KTTV. 1 Thunderbolt .... 9.4

KTTV 484
l Station A 458

3. KTTV leads all Los Angeles (
stationB 446

& \ Station C 382

stations in national spot accounts. (
station d 339

^ 1 Station E 310
/ Station F 301

KTTV gets ratings like these: merchandising and promotion leadership you'd

arb hooper expect from the Los Angeles Times station, and

badge 714 35.1 28 you get a partial picture of KTTV's amazing
life of riley 25.6 22 position. Knowing the whole story is worth your
waterfront 24.3 19 while—and Blair-TV, like anyone with real news

annie oakley 21.6 is
tQ te^ is 5urst jng w jtn information. Make a date

Add to audience facts such as these, the now with the Blair-TV man.

T7' r I 1 r I 1 "X T Channel Eleven

1^ \t Los Angeles Times TelevisionIV A A Y 5746 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

Represented by BLAIR-TV

Sources: I. ARB, March '54. Hooper shows KTTV first, too. 2. ARB, March '54. Hooper shows KTTV first, too. 3. Rorabaugh Reports, 1953 total listings.
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FRINGE BENEFIT

A.iil Buper pov er t'> Sal ten ain; add
moth al rt oi [owa view i

ability to ]

a fringe benefit lhal makes W.M'I TV
unique: effectivi I i

well beyond the usual physical limital

are al least 217,000
• ithin our 0.1 n»

WMT-TV
CHANNEL 2 100,000 WATTS

CBS for Eastern Iowa

Vail addi •
I • da i Rapids

National Reps The Kal/ Agem J

11 SPONSOR



m e 3 May 1954

SUNDAY

TV COMPARAGRAPH OF NETWORK PROGRAMS

iAY WEDNESDAY

I >r'-'trinline .Mr.nyi
JWT *U wlii

Nigh' Editor
iUTen Copper:

PB il.r 113.000

jNT m-r L

Mara* i left

THURSDAYESBB
Nighttime 3 May 1954

FRI DAY I SATURDAY

network No nelwort

Ciptmin Vldp.

Seed. »10,CH»
1

T
'~»p" in

4S .hr
U

$IS.000

DuPoM

JBD0 $35,000

Camel Nwi Cirvn
B .1 OuoOUm Too

Eity $t7.S00

John Dily Newt

Captain VldM

No networlr. C-E 113.000

programing
°T*J ReynSST

E?ty'
("*

The Goldberg.

Milton lerli

?' n Vldia
No
S5K

-Vi^."l

s «
s,
s.

No network. i'i'r..'i'i

NT m-r L

What 1

. Ult Story?

Cotgile Cam.dy

run a: l My Little Margi*

JMS.OOO B„ ln,

B4B II3.00O

,
SSCB_»0.Q

. CAP 113.500

Fireside Thea

due. 'lTory"t(

60Bj

Compton J20.

: Th Bl Pie U
p 63NY

Eity

L

18500

S«
Kra Food.

*m
^SShS

l

8«r,tI've Got a 49NY

Pliyhoun " '

r*p^i.coi» co^
BfJI£$.

m

B.cr, 123,500
Eity

tynol.-li-

I Clf.

117,000

FC*B "
tVeba?)

B9NT
U*

•f Btlra

P
JlrlL

;;;:; Qardntr 111,000

Show or Stir,.:
Martha Ray. Sh-

L Erty SB.IX

nran iv -
. '»" n/,wu — - ~—.—;r^r- ••

Theatre nio Tnn n ui «
Kr.fl Pood.: i*' , VTn" Ford Theatre

0ur M " B^*,' , Campbell
heeie. food pre ,|T.d%.wa'e' Ford Molor Co: Who', the B«»7 ."l^ i . , n" Soundita.

"Vso
L tl,,orod« l '

53n""'
,ruck ' lWi"" r Kl"- b^l«Ve InS fdi

N ° ",work
jInt"*

11 ?

RA.R m.ooo <

M &
d Prod

M E

eum^NaJ,

W6.0 ;

Batei 128.01

Eity 126.000

No network
-•"

Bennett 14.000

L nolle)- Die. Aim
o;ny >it »kj L

and e.vpI«iii«ii)Mix fo help ijou use thi* vhart
1

' '
'

' i" " " ""!» ^" ""i lurliidp rommercl.l. or time charge*

5- Hill llililini.i,, Ph. Clilr.cn. lie. Hollywood; NT. Net? York: Tar.

TU.V to l,t mi „t,] liM m „ ln , ,i, , .tti'lont', orlfl-

MIC TV T a »m ,

Sponsors i ; Mni (ifpfiuoclii-cillu with agency mtd lime on air

Eeit. Saulhoa.1 and MldwcU Th*

. Co.. FCAIl; ABC. !! F <

I Prod... Grey NBC. M 7:3

I Feed., i,., i:.- i.ntuKi 0B8,

»n, B.lei: CBS.

Choeebrough. Cylini NBC. F 10:30-45 ptn

'

Nile! \v (' ; tn-iTpm
Chrytler. B:

Colgate. F.g|

;ongotcum. MH'um Ft
I nnt.fvntBl Bk .

Bui
Converted Rite. l*-o I

3 30 [.ro: NBC. Bun

-., ., , ....
m

panic 10-1030 pro

Hoover -.0. !* HLj.n.ti fl!H M 1 :1J-2 pm
Hitoolnl. inc.. Mmon ,Mtr. ell P 8-«:30 pm
Uwll Howt Co., I> I-' S MIC. S.t 9-10:30 Dm
Int'I CullucDttiin. KCM1 CHS M - Th 10 15-30 am

,.i \ .limi-9 MIC. M M:a0-0 pm

[IRIiii I/IIS Sun 9930 pm: Th
S. C. Joho.on. M.ill '

MIL-'. »ltM H ;«.i-10 3U pm
,

«" ' M ' /V
(

.

l

',,

,

1,KNBC
B

Suri
°* B,

,.i„

,

.

J

"M"f.' 'I." Til r, .!" 1'! [»ri

""'

1.' -*!,.,. h- : .:"• [»>.. I'DS, M-P Kratt Food.. JWT: NUC. W 9-10 pm : ABC, Th

7 j". !-. rui.; Frloldalre. FC&b'
Lever'Brm ; JUT rils Tli i'-'J M pm ; McCann

P'Ariy: NBC. W 3 JS-4 pm; Tli Liggett S Mnn, funrui^-li-in 4 Wolsli: CBS, M.

. CM; CTia, F 1030-11 pm Man. Int.. l>«. Burnett: ABC, Sun 5:30-6 pm 1

: CBS.' M 9-9:30 pm; all Th

olor Prodi.. Deeptre

CampbeU-Mlliiur.

Ui CBS. alt w 8:30-9 pm;

Prudential In... Celhlni & Holdrn. Carlock. Me-

Rolilen.P.irinii; ii.nln,-, ARC S.t 11-11:30 am
>i.„ Ki.i 1*, ii'.,^. A 1...I.: CBS. M

RCA. JWT: NBC. M 9-9:30 pm
Stoltelty. Caikln. A BoMsii: CBS, Th 1:45-8

Remlnglen Rend. YAH' CBS. ill Sun 10:30-11 Salmon. I.uditln Alir ill Tu I0 3H-1I urn

Bwllt, JWT: CHS W. Th 1;30-J5 pm; NBC.

fttvljn, WHntreub: NltC, Tu 1n.ii) 11 pm Sylvanla. Ceell A Preihiey : CBS. Sat 7:30-8

fl. J. Reynold.. Etii t.'BS » » 3D 1» pm :
*" (-S0- Tld. Wetor Oil. LAN DTN. Th B30-B p

flr-ynotdi Mttnli. Mevdt NBC, Sun T :S0-8 pm

U.S. Sttel. BR1»0: ABC. all Tu 9:30-10:30

U.S. Tobatto, Kudntr: NBC. Tti 10-10J0 pm

Wnun Oil, Flt/CTjI.j MIC W. ! 11' 15-30Seeman Bros,. Wolnlr.ub CBS. Th '-3:15 pm
S'lfetttr Pen ^'''''.^J

1 '' ,""„',-
'J

,!"t,° i^'fi B nm
Welti nabouie. M.C.nn-Cilcl<.i.n CSS, U 10-11

: NBC. Sat 9.30-10 pm;



CONSULT PULSE FOR TV MARKETS

After long preparation

we now announce new

U.S. PULSE TV

covering 60 markets

rural & urban monthly!

MINIMUM-SAMPLE

MON.-FRI. DAYTIME
PER V» HOUR

NIGHTS — 6,000
PER PROGRAM

MINIMUM TOTAL

NO OF INTERVIEWS

25,000

42,000

67,000

U.S. PULSE TV will be published

every month ,for the same 60 markets,

thus providing by far the largest

and most reliable television reporting

in the industry. Now being distributed.

#
1 issue, APRIL

Write for details, or phone Judson 6-3316

folate *£

INTERVIEWS
it t6e

H0ME\

PULSE, Inc., 15W.46lhSi.,Neu>York36

THE SERVICE WITH THE MOST SUBSCRIBERS

Daytime 3 May 1954

SUNDAY I MONDAY

Arthur Godfrey*

TV COMPARAGRAPH OF NETWORK PROGRAMS

DAY I WEDNESDAY I THURSDAY

Daytime 3 May 1954

Godfrey*
H. Burnett
, 10-10. IS

Inn Cellucotwo

FRI DAY

Strike It Rich

Minn. Mining
8 BOO
m.w 10-10 :15

1j.1I Cullm-mion
FUB Iviiuuiiirf

Mogul all .i.ii jj netno

m.w 10:30-45 til «k

Rhoadei A o.iv

Arthur Godfrey"

tu.th 10-10:15

tnt'l Cellucolton

Arthur Gedfrey*
Leror: pi'psmlcii

Hebann-Erltku

47NT
OFS hr

n
*Tt0.i^in

,

Lo\' of Life

Blow J8500

P.VO : Jnyt

Blnv. SB inn

Bride A Groom
Jerseni Co

52NY m.w.f U

i 4 Mir-
S5500

Valiant Lady

IJNT tu.lh L.

ftJSSS!

Bride & Groom

An^Hon^'pr

ill m-f I

8

m™£*H
Betty White

Show
Hy m-f L

Guiding Light

Comply

Brighter Oay

Cornpton

Y&R

PAO: linry. du
m-f

Complon

IbrUt

CM 14 hr $3038

Garry Monro

41NT J'

At Itiue

IM Atrronjkyl
I Wish . I

No network pr do tnnnn

Plll.bury Mlllir

I9Hy m-lh t
LB >4hr J40H0

Btg Payoff

rhlnmnhrll tth-

BTNY m.»-,f l]

No network
Erty JB50O.

lonahue A Cm Whr 13500

American Forum

(From Bin Beit

47NY
T1

6IC1) ti

tit m -1:15-30

DFS tthr jiaoO

On Your Account

1WT S400O

rmrllr: flwi F<1i

tire krliplest

4BNY 41
LB dee bel>

BAtM 14OJ » 1 60O

Bride & Groom

SATURDAY

Tonl Co
tu.th dee tu

Leo Burnett

Guiding Light
PAG: Itott duit

Beit FM*.: H
ihlnoU

54NT

ielOtk _ \ tWOrt

$~».
Life

s

"Trl
„v'i

Guiding

Com d toll**

Lldhl

Brighter Day
PAD

Cornpton

Port Is f «(

Y4R
m

'

5 LIU

Brtty Whl

Hy nTf

Coleme

Etty

Valiant Lady

OFS, K-R
Love trf III-

Amu Home Pr

No network

Cornpton

Brighter Da*
PAO

Comoloa™

Portia Facet Life

INT
L -^ '

d'a--,

Mntik 1

f 1 45-*
HINT

Ayor 114.000

G«er«l 1MI)
whMUet. kli

DFS Hi.00

Plllibury Mlltl

BBDO ',hr S3I0Q
***> i»Ul (3500

Campbell- Mlthrni

S-8fl Baseball Game

Bob Crotby

Burn ett 3 30 4

*M0 14 nr: 13500

Robert Q

Barker Bill'

Cartooni r.-5

tt..., Ml. iiitfj

BJNT w.f _
Eily '4lir S40t 1

Btnton A Bovlet

Pinky Lm

rnrk

Inn

Howdy Ooody
Continental Bks:

,
Robrrt Q

Nr m-f ~. ........

Blll'i Pinky Lee
5 5:18 Hy m-f

EUy Vjlir S400Q



Latest honor won by WXYZ's Fred Wolf is the James Stewart-Glenn Miller Gold
Record. The award was made as the result of a popularity vote by local listeners.

Fred spins top tunes over WXYZ each weekday morning, 6:15 to 9:00 AM, from
„ the unique Wacky II igloo. On Saturday mornings, 7:00 to 9:00 AM, he also

| interviews outstanding guest from the Knotty Pine Wigloo in his own home.

FRED WOLF voted Detroit's most popular disc-jockey

the
broadest to W\^k

SINGER Joni James J^ 9̂* '—
-=—*-^m^^- ^^^ / « ^AI /

loins Fred Wolf at the ^^•ESSr ^r THE KNOTTY PINE WIGLOO
Knofry Pine VWo/oo. Angela Feature Editor of iTftSSW^ mP* Si

a special in,erview

explained,
actu

'MAJOR Jim Scott"

:onducts show.

AIR BASE #7 rated tops after one month
^actual and authentic information about all phases of jet aircraft—plus an ex-

iting film serial—has won WXYZ's Air Base #7 top rating in the 3:30 to 4:00

•*M period, Monday through Friday. "Major Jim Scott" bridges show with calls

rom "ready room" to "tower". He also answers questions on jet aircraft from
lis young viewers. /

--"-OFF fc>r~. u

° re
explained.

^presented Nationally by Blair-TV, Inc., and John Blair & Company
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GEO. W.
.CLARK

CO.
New York

Los Angeles
San Francisco

Chicago

SINCLAIR OIL
[t ontinued from page 70)

three weekl) evening newscasts. In

L951, with the opening of eight new
Sinclair stations in Kansas City, Sin-

clair boughl 30 minute announcements
weekl) foi L3 weeks.

Sinclair i- no newcomer to radio.

The firm's earliest radio effort was
sponsorship of The Greater Sinclair

Minstrels, a half-hour musical show
over the Blue Network (now NBC)
between 193] and 1936. This program
represented 25'

j of the firm's advertis-

ing budget dm ing those years.

As radio's coverage increased, Sin-

clair decided to move into spot radio

in order to avoid waste circulation and
-lick (loser to its distribution pattern.

I hej have been in radio consistentlv

over the past 15 years, usualK with

25% of the over-all budget. This year

is the first year that the firm has

increased its spot radio budget to 35 r «

of the over-all national spending—
spot tv will get 15%.

Generally the firm's strategy has

been to aim for a broad male audience.

Therefore, timebuyer Kay Shanahan

". . . Tin* problems of advertising man-
agement have now clearly beeome so
significant and so varied that they need
to 1m- subjected increasingly to the same
kind of scientific analysis which has
been found so effective in factory man-
agement ; yet with the need to devise,
special techniques appropriate to this
particular managerial work, fully recog-
nizing both its special characteristics
and its differences from factory or other
functional management tasks."

HAROLD F. SMIDDY
lice President

General Electric Co.

avoids placing saturation schedules on

one station onl\ in multi-station mar-

kets. Some 90% of Sinclair's radio

programs and announcements are in

the breakfast hours. Exceptions are

mai i il \ special sport events. Of course

local listening patterns dictate the time

buying approach. For example, in De-

troit, where factor) shifts quit at 3. 4

and 5 p.m., Sinclair announcements

carrj over into the mid- and late-after-

noon adjacencies.

Better than ( ).V , of Sinclair's radio

and t\ announcements are minutes,

because the firm feels thai it needs thai

amount of time in order to put across

its stress on qualit] and performance

of its product. In placing nighttime

t\ minutes, Ka\ aims for 7:00 to 10:00

p.m. adjacencies. Sinclair curfew rings

at 10:15 p.m., because the firm feels

that the smalltown areas which are

Sin* lair's biggest sources of revenue

are early-to-bed-and-early-risers.

\liout one-fourth of Sinclair's radio

-lation schedules are in five-. 10-. and

L5-minute news, sports and weather

programs. In t\. on the other hand,

close to 50', of the schedules are

weather and local news programing.

\lo-t schedules arc bought on a 52-

week basis, with commercials rotated

in these Sinclair time slots.

General!) speaking Sinclair's com-

petitors are also hea\ \ spot radio and

tv advertisers. Among the oil giants,

however, network sponsorship is not

unusual. Texas Co.. for example, spon-

sored The Milton Berle Show, NBC
l\. Tuesdav 8:00-9:00 p.m. until the

weekl) production cost was hiked from

$110,000 to $150,000 in June 1953.

This firm still sponsors The Metropoli-

tan Opera over MBS.
Gulf Oil sponsored Bill Bendix in

Life With Riley, a half-hour situation

comedy, over \BC TV. Sun Oil Co.

I Sunoco I sponsors 15 minutes of

news. Three Star Extra, NBC Radio,

Monday through Friday. 6:45-7:00

p.m.

Sinclair Refining Co., a relative

latecomer in the oil industry, was

founded in 1916 by H. F. Sinclair,

who'd been a successful independent

.oil producer in his native Kansas. To-

da) more than 100.000 people are Sin-

clair stockholders. The company's in-

terests expand into Canada and Latin

America. I The firm uses radio and tv

advertising in Cuba, incidentally, i It

lias more than 13.000 miles of pipe

lines, operates seven refineries, em-

ploys over 23,000 people.

In 1953. for the first time, the com-

pany became one of the two dozen or

fewer billion-dollar enterprises in the

U.S. •••

see pages 56,57
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THANK YOU from the National Barn Dance

SPONSORS SINCE

KEYSTONE CO. 1933

WARP BROS. 1938

MILES LABORATORIES 1933

PHILLIPS PET. CO. 1944

HANK you—to Midwest radio homes for thirty years

of consistent and responsive listening. Thank you, too, to the

many fine companies that have used this feature as a welcome

guest to introduce their products into those homes.

The four companies listed here alone represent seventy

years of combined sponsorship of this popular program.

During the next thirty years we will do our best to justify the

continued confidence of these and others like them—and of

the host of listeners in whose homes the National Barn Dance

is a Saturday night must!

Mow 4*M ^ime.

.

.

.

gtasiti+Uf On* 3iit Ife&i

890 K. C. 50,000 Watts ABC Affiliate
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PITTSBURGH

Your Best

Buy to Sel

The Rich

Pittsburgh

Market

Every day more and
more advertisers are

learning it's good
business to sell
America's eighth
largest trading area

through WKJF-TV—
Pittsburgh's pioneer
UHF television sta-

tion. That's because

WKJF-TV offers its

ever-growing audi-
ence outstanding net-

work shows plus
strong local pro-
gramming.

In case you're look-

ing for a way to get

more than your share

of the 2 '
| billion dol-

lar Pittsburgh market,
you'll find it pays to

use WKJF-TV. Want
proof? Contact our
national representa-

tives, Weed Televi-

sion, or write us
today.

WKJF-TV

PITTSBURGH

Nat. Rep. WEED TELEVISION
N

OUTSTANDING
NBC PROGRAMS

PSYCHOLOGY OF MEDIA
(Continued from /«/£<' 36)

On the other hand, Dr. Dichter dis-

overed thai the attitudes <>f the adver-

tise] "1 nt i a \ themselves in his adver-

tising and that llit* reader "reads" his

intention, as it were, behind tin* lines

(.1 the ads and reacts accordingly.

"I nconsciousl) the reader experts

inure of the advertiser than just to he

'covered' and 'reached.' True, he wants

to be 'sold'—but sold something more

than just merchandise. He expects u>

be gratified in his real needs by the

emotional appeals of the products; he

will led in the ad the reflection of the

medium's mood. Automatic repetition

<an convey indifference or contempt

for the consumer; it certainly does not

often make for the kind of emotional

'involvement which produces pur-

chases. On the other hand, if the read-

i[ feels the intention of familiarity be-

hind repetition and frequency, if he

senses the -pint of permanency, lie will

readiK adept the product and its mak-
er among his long-term friends."

How did Dr. Dichter come to these

conclusions?

He began by wondering why adver-

tisers think primarily in terms of read-

ers and listeners and markets to be

"conquered" rather than ask them-

selves these two questions:

1. What quantit) and impact of ad-

vertising is necessary in order to

achieve the psychologically correct

goals needed to sell my product?

2. How can I capitalize on the per-

sonality and mood created in the con-

sinner's mind by the various media?

He found that for many products

one of the primary tasks is to create

acceptance, to reduce resentment, to

lessen people's fears and so on down
a whole gamut of psychological goals.

Each calls for a different procedure.

To determine what kind of procedure

took up the hulk of the work in the

study.

In addition Dr. Dichter made this

important discovery

:

"In talking to thousands of typical

newspaper and magazine readers and

radio listeners we find that advertising

in it- most modern form has ceased to

lie a magic form of mass influence.

The average \mcrican has become COn-

- ious thai there is a person behind

the ad \s Ik > attempts to reach and in-

fluence him. No longer will the reader

i or listener ' be a naive subject of mass

suggestion. He has learned to recog-

nize why the advertisement talks to

him, and he attempts to understand the

intention behind the sales message."

If the advertising field is regarded

as composed of three dimensions—the

reader, the product and the medium

—

then "intention" emerges as a fourth

dimension, Dr. Dichter sav-.

\\ ith this as the background, he

then broke up the major portion of

bis stud) into two sections: (1) What
make- advertising effective to the ad-

vert i-er: i2i what makes it effective

to the reader.

An examination of the first problem

led to the discovery of the numerous

"myths," "shibboleths" or "rule-of-

thumb" criteria by which most admen
live. Here's how Dr. Dichter explains

it:

"Ever since advertising became an

important factor in the evolution and

progress of our civilization, adverti-' -r-

have tried to arrive at some valid rules

on how to control the effects of their

advertising on a quantitative basis."

For example:

• \\ hat media would turn the larg-

est number of readers into customers?

• How large should the ads be, or

how long the commercials, and how
often should thev he repeated and

changed?

• How manv campaigns in a year

should be conducted to result in the

highest possible return on the adver-

tising dollar?

"Research departments and polling

organizations busied themselves mak-

ing surveys," Dr. Dichter says. "Sta-

tisticians developed reader tests. And
psychologists conducted independent

experiments by exposing reader groups

to series of ads of various sizes and

in various intervals."'

The results?

"For various reasons, neither media

research, experiments on memory nor

sales research could provide the ad-

vertiser with a basic set of rules or any

criteria of general validity. In the

field of adequacy today the advertiser

has as little to which he can hold on

as he had 20 years ajj

Agencymen. ranging from media di-

rector-, ao i Hint executives and v.p.'s

to presidents of large agencies, have

told Dr. Dichter frankly time and again

that "their knowledge of what makes

an advertisement or an advertising

campaign succeed or fail is more than

limited." SPONSOR has had the same
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in Program "Firsts"

PULSE RATINGS

August—September, 1953

125

PULSE RATINGS
October—November, 1953

143

PULSE RATINGS

January—February, 1954

148

We've scored a new, record-breaking high! Month after month, KQV has led

all other Pittsburgh stations in program "firsts". Despite the fact that we
already had a two-to-one lead over our nearest competitor, we've managed

to climb even higher—and top our own record-breaking totals. But that's not all.

Six out of the first ten top nighttime shows reached Pittsburgh through KQV.
And KQV led the daytime field with eight out of the first ten top-rated shows as well.

It all adds up to one simple fact: If you want to sell the dynamic Pittsburgh market

most economically, your best radio buy is Pittsburgh's dynamic pace-setter—KQV.
Total Va hours measured—330, Monday through Friday

CBS Radio in W&D-S16I

National Rep: PAUL H. RAYMER Co. New York • Chicago • Detroit • San Francisco • Hollywood • Atlanta • Dallas

3 MAY 1954



KcWoxv

and PROCESSED BY

MOVIELAB

V *

FOR THE FINEST FILM PROCESSING \H

THE EAST -FILM MEN WHO KNOW

SAY "IT'S MOWE1AB"

Here— at MOVIELAB . . . efficiency and perfec-

tion are the rule. Producers, directors and tech-

nicians have at their fingertips the very best

in up-to-the-minute equipment necessary to

modern FILM PROCESSING techniques.

ROUND THE CLOCK SERVICES

Negative Developing • First Print Department

f|& • Ultra Violet & Flash Patch Track Printing

i f4 •16mm & 35mm Release Printing

|k • Quality Control • Title Department

'4 • 22 Cutting & Editing Rooms.

FOR COLOR

619 West 54th Street, New York 19, N. Y. JUdson 6-0360

experience.

"\ large majority of them," he re-

< alls, "eithei explicitlj or implicitly,

coiisiiiU'-h or quite unconsciously, ad-

mitted that thej have verj little safe

ground to Btand on us far as adequacy

i- concei ncil.

\\ liai was Dr. Dichter's major im-

pression gathered from the stud) ?

"Thai the average advertiser, be he

a company man or an agencyman, is

bewildered and confused."

"The client approaches tin- agency-

man for expert guidance and help,"

he -av-. "but the agencyman, con-

scioul) or unconsciously, knows only

one thin^ for sure: that he mas not

know m u< h more than his client. In

bis frank moment- be often admit- it

quite bluntly." An example is this re-

mark of a media din-tor of a New

^ ork agenc)

:

"\\ hat of the adequacy of advertis-

ing ? If I could answer that. I'd he

a millionaire!""

Here then are -i\ wav- in which Dr.

Dichter found the agencyman tries to

"overcome his feeling of insecurity and

prove not only to the client but also

to himself that he is an expert—that

he does know the -moothest path- \><

success :

1. Drii-e toward "coverage." This

is based on the seemingly logical idea:

"If I only reach enough people, I am
bound to sell something. . . . If >ou

scream loud enough, some one is

bound to hear."

Of this reliance on sheer weight of

numbers, Dr. Dichter says: "It is the

outcome of insecurity and fear—and

fear is bound to leave the marks of its

destructive influence.

Specifically how ?

"A man who is afraid tends to do

too much and lose sight of the real

goal. Since he has too little confidence

in himself and his cause, he cannot act

economicallv and feels compelled to

overdo. Fear tends to make any effort

wasteful, and some advertisers are well

await- nl it.

For example, a media director had

this to -a\ on mass (overage and over-

spending

:

"It you scream loud enough, some-

one is going to hear, but for all you

know, after a big blazing campaign,

the actual adequate message was some-

thing \ou almost overlooked putting

forth. Hut I will make this generaliza-

tion, and a lot of advertisers would
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tell you the same if they were honest:

The great fault of advertising is the

amount of overspending involved, the

amount of wandering from one medi-

um to another without trying to really

check results, the matter of overstock-

ing on space, heing wasteful with the

number of insertions. In a nutshell,

you can sum it up by saying that most

campaigns in advertising are done too

quickly, with too much spread over too

many media, so that the most expen-

sive campaign and often the most suc-

cessful doesn't show what caused the

success. I don't believe that it is a mat-

ter of blanketing, of mass coverage."

The fascination of numbers— the

frantic effort to "cover,'' "reach" or

"hit" — often causes an advertiser to

neglect the personality of a medium,

its functional qualities and their effect

on the reader or listener. Dr. Dichter

found. Even criteria like "economic

level" of the audience—a formula ac-

cepted as a convenient yardstick—are

overshadowed by the conception of

numbers, as can be seen by this remark

of a Chicago agency v.p.

:

"The reason the (newspaper) is

good is not because they got a better

class of readers, but because they have

so many."

Additionally the "idol of circula-

tion" blinds many advertisers to the

vital question: "Does this particular

medium produce an attitude in the

reader or listener favorable or unfavor-

able to the medium's advertising?"

A co-owner of a New York agency,

whose thinking is more searching than

the average, showed how advertisers

continually confuse the vehicle with its

advertising value. The example he

used was that of an advertiser buying

an hour-long network radio show

whereas he needed local impact. The
agency partner's conclusion: "You are

paying to be ignored."

To Dr. Dichter "unit circulation

cost" is another "illusion":

"In his general uncertainty about

effectiveness and sales results of his

advertising, the agencyman looked for

some formula that might help him to

make up his mind in selecting and at

the same time provide him with a con-

venient tool in selling his choice to

the client. The media men readily

sensed the need on the part of agencies

and clients, and thus the unit circula-

tion cost formula was born. We found

that this formula is accepted by most

agencymen as a convenient yardstick

IN RADIO!

IN TV!

exas:
CBS AND DuMONT

TELEVISION NETWORKS

Wichita QJalls cfeue vision.
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with

Phoenix?

looiooo
TV Sets Soon!

*

Somebody's looking!

•

LOOK AT

KTYL-TV
Channel 12

NBC Affiliate

•
Call Avery-Knodel

which relieve- them of the necessity

Ini qualitative research."

One of the leading agencies execu-

tives in the country publicly called the

trend "dangerous.

\- a New ^i ork agency partner sum-

marized the reliance on mass coverage:

"There i- that tendency For adver-

tisers t<> look For the most, the com-

pletest, the i beapest, according to some
formula. It is the way any sucker does

his buy ing and planning."

2. Fitting campaign* to budget.

This is anothei "illusion" Dr. Dichtei

found. He explain- it thu-lv : "'Our

research showed that unit circulation

cost has assumed it- predominant place

in the thinking of agemymen because

of the particular way advertising is

financed and budgeted I based on earn-

ings of previous year or share of sales

or some fixed mathematical formula l

.

The average agencyman appears to ac-

cepl that method without question.

This pleases those who need a rigid

"corset" in order to feel secure. How-
ever, the lack of flexibility produces

a routine which in turn either forces

the agencymen with funds left over to

"buy space (or time) just to get rid

of the funds—or the system hits him

the other way 'round—he won't meet

the sudden new demands of the market

by changing his budget."

Of course there is a revolt against

the static view of business on the part

of some progressive agency leaders.

One said, for example:

"We measure advertising expendi-

tures not against the actual sales but

against the actual resistance to sales.

3. Force of expediency. The static

budgeting svstem used in most adver-

tising was found to be a factor which

tends to increase the agency's "natu-

ral" bent toward expediency. "Trying

to fit the budgets that we work with"

takes most of the energy of advertising

men on the executive level and "makes

them easy prey to convenient formulas

and rut thinking."

\\ hat'> the result?

For several reasons, expediency

seems to move the agenevmen in the

direction of big magazines. First.

magazines seem to be preferred from

the point of view of money. One

agency man put it thi- wav :

"As far as money goes, you make
much more monev from magazines . . .

the agency gets more money from
magazine ads."

Magazine advertising al-o seems to

make for easier going. Concentrating

-everal accounts in a few big maga-
zine- help- to Bimplify the "general

program" and the setting of office

deadlines.

Another expedient Dr. Dichter found

was the "herd reaction—do what the

other fellow i- doing." He calls it

"keeping up with the Joneses in the

trade. As an example, he quotes a

Chicago agency president, who said:

"If field- uses the Tribune or the

Sews consistently, we know that it

must be pretty good because th>

getting a ie-ponse to their ads or they

wouldn t place them there.''

A third expedient is to use media

to -ell the product to the dealer rather

than to the public, partlv because of

the general feeling of insecurity about

ad effects: "If my ads don't sell, then

at least the dealer will, and 1 mav get

the credit for it."

A fourth expedient is to avoid anv-

thing new. Here is what an agency

executive who looks more closely at

the roots of attitudes than most of his

colleagues told Dr. Dichter about tv

CBS
IN THE LAND

MILKandl^NEY

WBAY
GREEN BAY

5,000 WATTS
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as a new medium and why agencymen
often tend to stay in a rut:

"The man who knows how to juggle

so many media may look pretty good,

but he rant make a practical approach

to really advertising in a new medium.
He thinks only of the added costs and
complications, and he will lament the

loss of his old formulas, and the work
is harder. It is like tossing a man
something else to juggle. He can't han-

dle one thing more. If he could only

stop and call a halt to the whole proc-

ess, he feels he could juggle that extra

thing too. But in reality nobody gets

an opportunity to stop dead and think

things out and get set."

4. "Prestige"''' as escape. To Dr.

Dichter "building prestige" is one of

the most hackneyed formulas common
among agencymen. To understand the

role the phrase plays in the agency-

man's attitude toward advertising ade-

quacy, you should keep in mind that

as a rule "neither he nor the client

knows much about the direct selling

effect of their advertising," Dr. Dich-

ter says.

As a result, some agencymen—in an
effort to relieve themselves from a

strained situation of responsibility- plus

uncertainty—will begin to say, "We
don't want to be common salesmen."

They are building prestige for the cli-

ent instead.

Others admit that they are influ-

enced by the desire to build prestige

for the agency too—so they plan big,

expensive, striking campaigns to at-

tract potential new clients at the ex-

pense of present ones. This thinking

may be conscious or unconscious, but

it is real, for some clienls have a ten-

dency to switch agencies with alarm-

ing rapidity.

Because they feel magazine-- have
more "prestige."' many admen favor

conspicuous and expensive space in

see pages 56,57

them, notwithstanding possible lack

of any sales results. One said, for

example:

"It is uneconomical to adverti>e in

Life . . . but it is essential if you want
to remain a leader."

That magazines have more "pres-

tige" than newspapers is, to Dr. I )i< li-

ter, one of the most overworked
phrases among admen. He calls it a

"doubtful formula" at best.

5. "Playing up sensation."'' Unable
to find security in markets and media,
the adman turns to the product for

his security, Dr. Dichter found. "If

his product is something new, if pos-

sible something obviously sensational,

he feels he is on the safe side because
such a product will do the trick by
itself."

Additionally admen look for "seals

of approval." "Just as they want sen-

sation delivered to them ready-made,

so they love to ride on the safe back
of "guaranteed quality'— which in

terms of media choice frequently

steers them toward the vehicles which
grant such seals." To quote one agen-

cy exec:

"The ideal advertising situation is

to get the approval of one of the seal-

ing agencies, such as Parents' Maga-
zine, Harper's Bazaar or Good House-

keeping. You can cut loose anywhere

with the backing of that kind of a

seal. Of course it is human that you
want to sell something and plan to

build up something that will sell."

Dr. Dichter's reaction to this type

of thinking: "Naturally agencymen
will not admit and are hardly aware

of the fact that they prefer guaranteed

quality to creating adequate appeals

themselves. Instead they prefer to in-

troduce an ethical note to justify their

quality claims." An example:

".
. . No product can be sold with

advertising that couldn't be sold with-

out it. A product has to be good."

But, he notes, the trend among pro-

gressive thinkers is the growing be-

lief that "you must sell more than mer-

chandise, that you may not know ; II

about the product to sell it. but you do

have to know its psychological ap-

peals."

6. "Just keep drumming." The

same "mechanism of escape"' which

drives an adman to use numerical

formulas on coverage and cost per

thousand also steers his thinking on

space and repetition, according to Dr.

Mt&ei:

I CrlVE. em
MOSTEST OF THE

BE9TEST!"
* LISTENERS fi

VIEWERS

JIM WOODRUFE JR GEN.MGR..

COLUMBUS, GEORGIA

WHBF-TV
ROCK ISLAND, ILL.

CBS FOR THE QUAD-CITIES

is favored by location

in a 4-city metropol-

itan area, surrounded

by 10 of the most pro-

ductive rural counties

in the nation. Over
95% of all families in

this area now have TV
sets. (250,000)

Les Johnson, V.P. and Gen. Mgr.

whbf ::
TELC0 BUILDING, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS

Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.
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latest

KING-TV is Seattle's

favorite television station

—

"morning, noon and night,"

—according to the latest

Monday through Friday

Telepul.se. lor March, 1954.

Morning until noon

KING-TV 52%

Second Network Station. .34%

Third Network Station. 14%
(Tacoma)

Independent Station 0%

Noon until 6 p.m.

KING-TV 49%

Second Network Station 24%

Third Network Station . .24%
Tacoma

Independent Station 3%

6 p.m. until 12 midnight

KING-TV 41%
Second Network Station .31%

Third Network Station. .25%
Tacoma)

Independent Station 3%

P.S ' -> '/ i /.'/; and h ebruary
BOOP1 i; thou hi \<, TV on
too '

l nyu •"/ «<•" '""' at U h I \ G
,.. r,,,i in ii , Pi

BL

Channels ABC 100,000 Watts

Dichter. Here's him he puts it:

Ti<< isel) because agencymen feel

that the) know little about the effects

and effectiveness of their advertising,

thej like to appear as 'scientists.' In

tlieir search for some tangible criteria,

ihe) eagerl) embrace all kinds of me-

chanical calculations and superficial

statistics thai offer them pseudo-se-

curity. The) confuse blind reliance

on numbers and tables with 'objective'

54 ientific procedure."

Here's an example of how one

agencj man feels:

".
. . Ihe wax we choose media is

completer) objective. . . . There are

certain places where \ou get the most

per advertising dollar, and that's

when- \oii place \our ads. We buy

space like a doctor prescribes medi-

cine. He prescribes what is good for

the patient, and it has nothing to do

with what he thinks about it at all.

It's almost a mathematical formula

for the advertising man."

Dr. Dichter comments wr\l\: "This

l\|>e of thinking would indicate that

it is a doctor's job to get his patient

the most medicine at the cheapest

price." He goes on to say that there

are other "doctors'
5

in advertising

who consider the individual person-

ality of the "patient" most important.

Another example of "the blind alley

into which mathematics can lead ad-

vertisers when they are in its grip over

a long period is the following re-

mark of a veteran agencyman:

"After \ou'\e been through it for

15 to 20 years, all you tr\ to do is

beat \otii competitor for less money.

Make him spend more.

This same mechanism of escape, re-

liance on blind statistics, makes ad-

men depend on "readership tests" and

"product ^identification without any

further investigation as to what kind

of appeals, feelings and emotional

processes underlie the individual re-

actions that are tested. Dr. Dichter

says.

Here's another mathematical atti-

tude toward space and time from a

different agencyman: "Getting a larg-

er-sized ad helps them see it— more

of them see a big ad than will see a

small one. The larger the ad the bet-

ter the impression. It is like waving

a Bag."

Dr. Dichter demolishes this falla<\

with the following observation: "Nu-

merous psychological experiments have

demonstrated that we <ml\ see what

SPONSOR



we want to see and something that

meets some need in us which would

make seeing it a satisfaction. Enlarg-

ing something indifferent or unpleas-

ant only makes it worse. And if the

flag is the wrong one, no frantic wav-

ing will help."

Space, time and repetition by no

means play the dominating role in the

complex psychological process of "re-

membering" or "recalling," according

to scientific investigation of the emo-

tional factors which influence and or-

ganize memory.

In addition memory, recall and

recognition cannot be considered the

only factors in buying decisions.

In the light of these findings. Dr.

Dichter says, cut and dried adequacy

formulas like the following can have

only one merit: "They make the ad-

herents feel fine."

This is what the v.p. of a Chicago

agency told him:

"It is a sort of basic philosophy

that no newspaper ad will be remem-

bered more than 24 hours. . .
."

It is only one short step from mathe-

matical formulas of repetition to the

belief common among most admen
that if you only repeat a message often

enough
—"drum it into their heads"-

you will get it across regardless of

the message. An example:

"You just keep drumming the name
into a customer's head so they will

automatically ask for that when they

need that sort of item."

And a media director of a New
York agency carries this tendency to

overrrate mathematics and underrate

the message to its logical if absurd

conclusion, as seen in the following

remark in which his contempt for the

message is matched only by his con-

tempt for the customer:

"The message is not very important

in advertising. Don't take it so hard.

I know people like to talk about being

persuasive. But the customer is some-

body you don't know. He doesn't care

a damn for your ads, your product or

your business. . . . You get him into

motion by holding something in front

of his face. He grabs according to his

own makeup. ... In advertising repe-

tition and size are far more important

than any contents of messages. In

fact you could drop most messages

and talk in pictures and space."

But the leading men—a handful

—

give the message its due:

"The main thing we have to do is

3 MAY 1954

Radio KING, American

Broadcasting Company

affiliate in Seattle, is tops

in daytime listening in the

Pacific Northwest, accord-

ing to the most recent

Pulse, Inc. survey.

Radio KING captured 63.5%

of all quarter-hour periods

between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m.

(Monday through Satur-

day) , according to the Pulse

Survey made in November-

December, 1953.

Here's the actual breakdown:

KING 63.5%

Second Station 23.9%

Third Station 19.7%

Fourth Station 4.1%

Even in Tacoma, the

latest Pulse report for that

city shows KING leading

all Tacoma stations all

day, Monday through

Friday.

JOHN
BLAIR

Radio KiNG

HiqhMan

50,000 Watts ABC
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determine the appeal. Ever) so often

il ia an emotional appeal of some type.

Then we determine the advertising

strategy. . . . The choice of media i-

strictl) Becondary."

V> quantitative statistical research

can, in theii opinion, help to discover

those appeals. As a New ^oik ac-

count executive said:

"Field research in itself i- Mind. It

will fool you e\t'r\ time because it in

itself gives (inl\ one factor of testing

at one time. . . . You i an he a vshi/

at calculating how main of the < iti-

zen- will he reached by an appeal.

Hut it i- better to know what \ou want

lo -a\ and then decide who is to hear

the appeal.

The progressive view is aptly sum-

marized l>\ a leader in the advertising

field, a partner in a New York agency,

w ho said

:

"The problem is to find the most

appropriate background for the ad.

This follows from the principle of cre-

ating a message and then looking for

the proper framework. The meaning

ol the advertising expression is the

Hotter than a four-alarm fire are

WGR's new highs in audiences

throughout Western New York,

Northwestern Pennsylvania and

nearby Ontario. It's the mos

listened-to station in Ihe area

CBS
Radio

Network

BROADCASTING
CORPORATION

RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N. Y.

National Free & Peters, Inc

most important factor in advertising.

And if \ou have a firm central basis,

a strong logical and emotionally mean-

ingful message, you think of a frame

for it. The specific medium is then

selected because it provides the ade-

quate background for the meaning,

not because it has a certain reach.

Ihe number of media or the extension

in one medium can always be in-

creased, hut the priority goes to what-

ever jiives a definite choice for the

meaning as conceived."

Ad effectiveness and reader: In the

last decade the public's attitude has

<hanged toward advertising— it now
considers the intention of the adver-

tiser a- well as the message. Dr. Dich-

ter found three important factors in-

fluence the effectiveness of advertising

in a consumer's mind: il i the adver-

tiser's choice of media: (2l his use*

of size, repetition and frequency, and
i 3 i the decree of emotional involve-

ment. He explain- these three factors

as follows:

1. How readers interpret the adver-

tiser's choice of media. Dr. Dichter

emphasizes that he did not set out to

prove the superiority of one medium
over another. If any judgment could

he derived from his research, he savs,

it would he the truism that "one me-
dium is as good as another but that

each of them serves different pur-

pose." However, it is the public, and

onlv the public, whose feelings, im-

pressions and often subconscious in-

terpretations decide upon the effective-

ness of each medium and whether the

advertiser's ideas in this direction are

right or wrong.

He found readers reacted in five

ways to an advertiser's message:

a. "Do they really want me to hin .'"

It seems that the typical "institution-

al" ad which is often identified with

magazine advertising in general pro-

duces in nianv readers a kind of re-

sentment and sarcasm which can be

seen in the following remark: "That

\\ hat~ ;

t ad here in life what do

thev advertise? In a newspaper you

see righl awaj what thev want to sell.

\o guessing there."'

/(. "Do they mint me to hurr\
'.'"

As between magazines and news-

papers, Dr. Dichter found people get

the impression from a paper that the

advertiser wants them to hum. hut

from a magazine ad to take their time,

i The same generalization might be
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ASK

YOUR

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE

You're on the verge of a decision, and a problem.

What business papers to pick for your station promotion?

It's no problem to kiss off, for your choice can have a telling

effect on your national spot income.

But tohere to get the facts?

The ansiver is simple. Ask your national representative.

He knows. His salesmen get around. They learn which business

papers are appreciated, read and discussed by buyers of broadcast time.

His is an expert opinion. Don't overlook your national representative.

SPONSOR
The magazine radio and tv advertisers use
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made aboul network and Bpol radio

ami u. especiall) il the network com-

mercial la< 1m-<I urgencj and Bp» ifi-

. ality. I

c. "Do they want me to feel that

the product is close at hand?" News-

papers and >]".( aii media ui\c thai

feeling; magazine ads and network

. ommercials Beldom do.

</. "Do they want me ti> dream

or to act?" Advertisers agree thai

thej use magazines t<> "glamorize"

their products w iih the help of color,

ulo-»\ paper, beautiful arl work <>i

glamorous models. Hut one of the

psy< hological effects of "beautiful"

ads i- the frequent impression of read-

ers thai the) are invited to dream

i a hei than to act. Magazine I
and

possibl) i\ in this connection") lack

the realitj of newspapers and radio.

Lack of realism maj lead to the ad-

vertisement's rejection. a~ illustrated

lis the remarks of a New York jiirl

who feels thai she i> cxpcctc-d "to

Iniik just like the model" and appar-

ent! \ resents being put to the test. So

the girl will prefer a drawing of a

m "THE VOICE

OF LONG ISLAND"

DOMINATES
Year in, Year out

THE MAJOR LONG ISLAND MARKET

Share of Audience:

Morning Afternoon Entire Survey

WHLI 27.7 29.9 28.9

STATION "A" 22.0 18.8 20.2

STATION "B" 12.3 17.5 15.3

STATION "C" 10.1 12.5 11.4

STATION "D" 13.3 8.1 10.3

ALL OTHERS 14.6 13.2 13.9

WHLI has a larger daytime audience in

the booming Major Long Island Market

than any network or independent station

Represented by Rambeau

WHLI
HEMPSTEAD
LONG ISLAND. N Y

PAUL GODOFSKY. Pros.

AM 1100

FM 98 3

iktwuof

dress in a newspaper or possibly a

desc ription of it on the radio to seeing

a beautiful model wearing it in a

magazine or on television.

e. "Do they really mean me2"
Most people seem to wait for a spe-

cific bargain, and most people expect

the ads to help them to be "smart."

Dr. Dichter found that a reader view-

ing a newspaper ad or a listener to a

local radio program more readily

credits the advertiser with speaking

to him as an individual and with offer-

ing him a bargain than when reading

a magazine ad or listening to a net-

work program originating from a dis-

tant citj

.

2. How readers interpret size, repe-

tition and frequency'. To Dr. Dichter

asking how often an ad or commercial

should be repeated in order to be ef-

fective is like asking how many grains

of sand are needed to make a sand

heap a "sand heap." The answer is

that \ou have to create the impression

of a sand heap and you'd better not

count the grains.

All findings of modern psychology

point to the fact that the effect of a

series of ads or commercials is very

different from the sum total of all the

effects of the single ads, Dr. Dichter

points out. In other words, a single

ad gains quite a different meaning and

status when seen or heard in context

of a whole series. Modern gestalt psy-

chology has established the fact that

people learn basically in units and in

bits. Koffka. one of the founders of

the gestalt school, stres-es the point

that a second experience is not only

quantitative!) but qualitatively differ-

ent from the first. I See his Principles

of Gestalt Psychology, Harcourt, Brace

Co., New York, 1935, page 549.)

Other factors to consider under this

point: The same reader or listener

tomorrow is "another person." Fre-

quenC) tend- to make a product "per-

manent'" in the public's mind. Too

small an impact upon an\ audience is

wasteful. One of the few extensive

newspaper campaign tests confirmed

this—that of the H. J. Heinz Co. in

1945, quoted h\ SationaL Advertis-

ing in Newspapers, Borden, Taylor

and Hovde, 1946.

A. Memory requires emotional in-

vohement. Advertising must net the

reader or listener involved. In some

wa\ or other he has to meet his emo-

tional strivings. Dr. I). Rapaport,

bead of the- psychology department at
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PULSE OF SYRACUSE -FEB., 1954

15-Min. periods,

6 a.m. to midnight

WSYR FIRST in 54 periods

WSYR SECOND ... in 18 periods

72
(that's all there is)

WSYR FIRST in 15 periods

WSYR SECOND . . . in 1 period

16

15-Min. periods,

6 p.m. to midnight
WSYR FIRST . in 24 periods

(a clean sweep!)

And, of course,

the last Nielsen

and SAMS story

still stands:

NIELSEN SAMS
WSYR FIRST WSYR FIRST

by 47# to 212# by 29.8# to 239#

ACUSE
570 KC

NBC Affiliate • Write, Wire, Phone

or Ask Headley-Reed

WSYR-AM-FM-TV — The Only Complete Broadcasting Institution in Central New York
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the Menningei < linic, confirms this as

follow-, in his book Emotions <"i</

Memo} \

:

".
. . 1 { «

~- ii 1 1 — oi asso< iation expei i-

ments, reintegration experiments, anal-

ysis of errors, Blips in recall, bIiom that

the emotional influence has nol onl)

a quantitative effect on facilitating or

inhibiting reproduction, but also a

qualitative effa i in organizing it.

Repetition tnaj be useful, but repe-

tition of what? Dr. Dichter asks. Nei-

ther size in itself n<>r repetition alone

turn readers oi listeners into i ustom-

ere. This is confirmed by housewives

who ^a\ : "I lm\ their recipe hook hut

I don't use tlu-ir flour." Adding up

zero a hundred times, Dr. Dichter Bays,

can never make the total greater than

zero; repeating a name without get-

ting the reader invoked can hardly

evei Bell a product.

Even when an ad or a product is

remembered, the process may stop

short of buying or the memorj effect

ma\ even work the other way around.

He adds:
" ^gain no reliance -hould be placed

SELL MORE IN THE

SOUTH'S No. 1 State!

You Hook

Market

a BJ&

With

c- "Affiliate m&'

#

The current Pulse Report shows
WSJS, the Journal-Sentinel Sta-

tion, FIRST in the morning

—

FIRST in the afternoon—FIRST
in the evening! For the finest in

AM FM coverage, it's WSJS
in Winston-Salem.

Represented by: HEADLEY-REED CO.

HOMt

NMttSBWf
SMtS of

$43,002,000

in

wNST0N-SM-EM'
S

15-COVJH^

n»s
, Sates M*"»<3

er
?
e " power

l953
Survey

on statistical surveys and mechanical

ratings based on superficial direct

questioning. Again only the real, that

is, the psychologically evoked reac-

tions of the reader or listener can dis-

close the emotional undercurrent set

in motion by the particular ad effects."

• * *

Summarizing his findings on the ad-

man's point of view. Dr. Dichter says:

"It seems evident then from our study

of the agenr yman's philosophy that a

large group among them admit openly

their ignorance. The less intelligent

ones among them try to hide the fact

by a claim to having formulas or at

least searching for them. The more

alert and forward-looking advertising

men accept their responsibility for

original thinking and fresh starts with

each new assignment." * * *

Do you agree or disagree tcith Dr.
Dichter? Your frank opinion is tcarm-

ly welcomed. A summary of divergent
opinions trill be published in an earlv

issue of SPONSOR.

SPAN-O-LIFE
( Continued from page 37 i

as one, are headed by Donald Holtz-

man. Thev are called the Span-O-Life

Battery companies of Pennsylvania and

New Jersev. respectively. Holtzman's

headquarters are in Allentown. His

arrangement with the distributors per-

mits him to control all advertising

plans in these two states. The manu-

facturer allows him 2 r '

f of sales for

advertising purposes.

The batteries were first placed on

the market in June 1953. Some use of

tv was made by dealers elsewhere in

the country but with unimpressive re-

sults. In the late summer and fall of

1953. WHOL attempted to sell Span-

O-Life batteries for sponsor Holtzman

via a sports strip on that station, but

this. too. was far from successful.

see pages 56,57
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Big Mike is the physical trademark of KFAB
Nebraska's most listened-to-station

^*"%*~l~

Big Mike is not challenging Oklahoma and
Texas (yet, that is) but he is ready to tell the

world that oil production is being added to

Nebraska's wealth! During 1953 production
in gas and oil more than doubled . . . exceed-
ing six million barrels of oil and six and one-
half billion cubic feet of gas. 1954 will be
much Greater! Monthly production has reach-
ed an all time high, and more than 300 new
wells will be drilled this year. Much of the

activity will be in a big, recently discovered
field in the central part of the state. The smart
advertiser with things to sell is quick to realize

that this new multi-million dollar oil industry
makes the Midwest Empire Market, served
best by Big Mike-KFAB, an even more valu-
able market. Free & Peters has more of the
details on this BIG market and how the people
listen most to KFAB; or, get the facts from
General Manager, Harry Burke.

\ \ \ \ \ \\ I
' / / / /

^̂

3*000 WATTS OMAHA cBS Radi o
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PROGRAM GUIDE
// is yours FREE
with your subscription

to SPONSOR

One year $8—three years $15

writt SPONSOR
40 E. 49 St., New York 17, N. Y.

When Holtzman returned to W HOL
to • onsull with W ilcox, it was with the

Feeling thai whal he needed was a new,

special!) geared approach in his highl)

competitive maiket—one that would

make Span-O-Life Btand out despite the

four rival batter) plants all located

within a 25-mile radius of Ulentown.

I hi- time \\ HOI, commercial man-

ager W il< ox took the Span-O-Life sales

problem to the \drian Bauer Advertis-

ing \jriic\ in Philadelphia for an

anaij sis and some pertinent market re-

search. (Wilcox was formerl) copj

• hie! nl thai agency and the agency

works with him on a consulting basis. I

The agenc) unearthed several useful

la. I-:

• I ru iniitni i-i- lm\ a batter) until

tin- old one has gi\eii up the "host

i ompletel)

.

• When thc\ do buy they tend to

buj either the cheapest one available

or a well-known, established brand.

• Car ow ners don't care one hit how

the batters is made—all they are in-

terested in is whether it will start the

car.

• Buying peaks occur in both ex-

tremely cold and very hot weather

—

the extreme temperatures obviously

contributing to batter) failure.

I hese facts provided the basis for a

practical plan: Create hard-hitting sales

impact at times best calculated to coin-

cide with periods of peak battery fail-

ure. Since it was winter the logical

times would he when temperatures
dropped below freezing.

It would also be at such times—on
i< \ mornings when he is gnashing his

teeth over a just-deceased battery

—

thai a motorisl might he most receptive

to Span-0-Life*s chief selling point and
slogan: "Guaranteed for the life of

your car."

From the standpoint id econom) and

flexibility it was decided thai brief ra-

dio announcements would be best. The
\\ HOL creative -tall went to work and
developed a series "I 25-second e.t.'s

built around Span-O-Life's big stock-

in-trade, it- longevity. The product

name wa- also a "natural" for brand

identification. The pitches contrasted

the battery's long life with that of

short-lived insa t-
| such a- the cri< ket,

the caterpillar, the bumblebee and the

firefly) and incorporated the Span-O-

Life "Guaranteed . .
.' slogan.

To test the memorabilit) of the com-

mercials, (he \\ HOI. Staff
I

das ed them

at several so< ial gatherings in the area

in the guise oi a contest. The tran-

scriptions were played over public ad-

dress ss stems in the places where the

gatherings were held. Small prizes

were awarded to those who could re-

peat most or all of the recorded copy.

The groups were inno< en I of the real

i opy-testing purpose of the whole thing.

All they knew was that they were being

offered prizes for being able to repeat

"something which was broadcast over

the loudspeaker. The "test" of the

commercials was how well the) could

lie remembered.

The commercials having prosed sat-

isfactory, the sponsor then made ar-

rangements with YVHOL for saturation

schedules on the air whenever the mer-

curs dropped below freezing, with spe-

cial emphasis on the earls -morning

hours (the most frequent time of bat-

ters failure I. The 25-second e.t. alone

would he used for chain break-: for

one-minute announcements, live tags

were composed to run along with the

transcriptions. Here is a sample live

portion of one commercial:

"W by keep on bus ing one batters af-

ter another when noss sou can install

Span-O-Life. the only batters uncondi-

tionally guaranteed for the life of your

car? With Span-O-Life sou get a real

guarantee . . . no pro-rata adjustment

gimmick. If your Span-O-Life should

fail during the life of sour car. you

a ness one without any additional cost

And remember, todas practically esers

dealer svill deliver that new car of

yours all set to go with a Span-O-Life

batters
."'

Based on the research finding that

most battery-buyers are not interested

in the construction of the battery but

onls in what it can do, the cop) was

purposel) kept non-technical. Thecam-
paign, says Wilcox, was planned for

drivers especiall) female-- -who onl)

become aware of the batters in their

cars when the) base to buy a new one.

The market covered by this test cam-

paign on \\ HOI. was the Lehigh \ alles

in Pennsylvania. According to WHOL,
there are 145.720 radio homes in this

area. In addition. 7H.7' , of the 115,-

iilO licensed passenger automobiles (or

81,877) in the section are equipped

with radio. Since the heaviest advertis-

ing ssas done in the early-morning

hours, it reached car owners while they

were still at home getting reads to

leave for the das. and while thes were

dris ing to ssork.

\t any rate -ales results began to be
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SPONSOR The magazine radio and tv advertisers nse

SPOXSOR builds on a solid basis. Our policy: turn out useful issues and the

advertising will follow. This common-sense approach to tv and radio trade

paper publishing has appealed to station advertisers increasingly since

our first issue in November 1946. Our promise for 1954: new, improved

use departments, more use articles for buyers of radio and television.
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apparent after the first two weeks of

the campaign. Additional distribution

.imoii^ gas -i iit i cii~. car dealers and

auto parts -}i< >j»- was forced by de-

manda of motorists for the battery.

Final results aftei five weeks liave been

cited earlier in this article.

Spurred b) the Buccess of the \\ HOL
sound-off campaign, Holtzman i< now

running additional tests, using the same

technique, on four other stations in his

territory: WCA1 .Philadelphia; \\ U.K.

Wilkes-Barre; \\\\l'\. Williamsport;

and \\ III'. Hani-lung. These runs

started on 22 and 29 March, will con-

tinue through the middle of June. If

sales justify, additional radio runs will

start. Holtzman has plans in the works

for extending the campaign to seven

additional stations in Pennsylvania and

four or five in New Jersey.

These campaigns are aimed at sell-

in" the batteries at an advertising cost

of S2.00 each or less. Holtzman is

projecting bis expenditures on the basis

ol selling batteries to 39? of the car

owners in the new areas—the same

»»ll is likely that our electronic age
will produce some techniques which will

enable u- to measure all of radio lis-

tening rather than the something less

than total we now know. W hen this IS

done, it is very probable that we 'will

inn! new ways of using radio to adver-
tise. So far in our history, we have ad-
vertised largely to America at home.
The future of radio advertising must
include America in motion."

DAVID P. CRAM
Director of Media Coordination

Benton & Bowles, 'Seir York

percentage sold in the Lehigh Vallej

following the initial campaign.

Other Span-O-Life franchised deal-

ers, for instance the ones in New

York and Connecticut, have exhibited

eager interest in these air experiments,

says \\ HOL. Should results continue

to prove fruitful, it i- entirely likely

thai the same radio technique ma\ be

adopted throughout the East.

The Adrian Bauer organization has

been retained as the agency for the

Span-O-Life companies in Pennsyl-

vania and New Jersey. \ If red Wilcox

of \\ HOL acts as liaison between spon-

sor and agency, works with Holt/man

in the planning of campaigns on other

stations. I he Span-O-Life advertising

continues on \\ HOI., will no doubt try

tn capitalize on the hoi weather much

the wa\ it did on the cold spells. * * *

NETWORK ONE-SHOTS
[Continued from page 31 i

A facet of one-shots that should in-

terest advertisers is the effect of holi-

day programing on tv viewing. Niel-

sen delved into this Bubject two years

ago.

Hen- what was done: Sets-in-use

figures for New Year's Day 1952,

which was on a Tuesday, were com-
pared with sets-in-use the same day the

following week. Here's what was dis-

covered: SetS-in-use figures were high-

er than "normal"'—higher than the

Tuesday following New Year's Day

—

during the da) but lower than normal
during the evening.

For example: From 1:00 to 2:00
p.m. New York time (during the Tour-
nament of Roses Parade) sets-in-use

averaged 45.3%. The following week
the figure was 13.9. From 5:00 to 6:00
p.m. New Year's Da\ (during the

Rose Bowl game I sets-in-use averaged

55.3%. The following week the fig-

ure was 38.1%. However, from 9:00
to 10:00 p.m. New Year's Day. when
there was no special programing, sets-

in-use averaged 65%. The following

week it averaged 74.1%.

Nielsen also looked into the New
^ car's Eve picture. A similar compari-
son showed below-normal viewing un-

til 10:00 p.m. and then above-normal

viewing after that until 3:00 a.m. Ex-

planation: New Year's Eve program
pickups across the countr) as well as

parties at home kept tv tubes lit.

Prestige: One of the industry's

top time-buying executives had this to

saj about the GF and Ford shows I he

was not involved with either of them i :

"There are some factors in advertis-

ing \oii can't measure. One of these

is the compan) name. To what ex-

tent a company name affet ts sales no-

bod) know*. But nobody doubts that

the compan) name is one of the most

powerful factors in selling. Once you

gel that firml) in \our mind, uiu can

understand wh) it was worthwhile for

Ford and General Foods to spend so

much mone) on their one-shots.

"'The names of both these firms are

priceless. Once it was decided to put

on an anniversar) production, it had

to be a uood one. To have cut corners

in production costs would have done

more harm than good. i OU don t want

to associate a tinm production with a

good name. \nd once you decide to
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spend a lot of money, you might as

well reach as many people as you can

since your production costs are al-

ready fixed. That, of course, explains

why the two firms bought more than

one network."

While the Ford show was pure pres-

tige, the GF show was sprinkled with

commercials. But here, too, the factor

of prestige entered. At Young & Ruhi-

cam, which handled the Rodgers &

Hammerstein show, an executive told

SPONSOR:

"General Foods' prime purpose in

putting on the show was not just to

sell the GF name. It was to point

out that there are a great number of

products made by GF. The result

is a little more complex than you might

think. The good things associated with

General Foods rub off on a number of

its products. But in some cases, the

good things associated with a number
of products also rub off on General

Foods. And—in addition—the good

things associated with one GF product

can rub off on another GF product.

We know, from a survey we took af-

ter the show, that a lot of people never

knew that certain products were made
by General Foods."

The consumer survey is one of the

ways the one-shot sponsor meets the

difficult problem of how to gauge the

effect of prestige. General Motors, an

active one-shot user, has its own con-

sumer research division, prefers to do

consumer research itself, rather than

turn the job over to its agency, Kud-

ner. In addition to those already men-

tioned ( Oldsmobile's sponsorship of

the motion picture Academy Awards

on NBC TV and Radio; GM's spon-

sorship of the Coronation on NBC
TV), here are the other one-shots

bought by GM and its divisions this

year and last:

• GM put its Motorama on 102

CBS TV stations 20 January this year

and 37 NBC TV stations 16 January

last year. The giant auto firm added

appeal to the showings by having a

giant air personality—Arthur Godfrey

—as m.c. The Motorama also gets lo-

cal air exposure as it tours the coun-

try. Besides New York the Motorama

has appeared in Miami, Los Angeles,

San Francisco and Chicago in 1954.

• GM sponsored partial coverage

of the Presidential Inauguration on

NBC TV and Radio 20 January last

year. It did not sponsor coverage of

the Inauguration Ball as some spon-

THE TIME?

Well, It's Time to Utilize

WFBG Television Coverage

IF YOU ARE NOT ALREADY DOING SO!

• Television Families, 418,798 • Retail Sales $1.9 Billion

• Tower Height, 990 Feet Above Average Terrain

The Only Station You Need to Cover the Rich Pennsylvania

Area Between Pittsburgh and Harrisburg

-^^i^cr: UV

PITTSBURGH v,' J \ ^JSP"*/. /. '>/ > >"^

~i*V *. //" LA
.S,
CASTER fPHHADELPHIAaa

The Gable Broadcasting Co.

ALTOONA, PA.

ABC NBC DU MONT
Bepresented Nationally by H-B Television, Inc.
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SELL THE

OolDcn niarhef

#710 AMERICA'S

NEGRO POPULATION

WDIA--
50,000 WATTS

Here is a new "golden market"
of 1,466,618 negroes! 37% of the

total area population . . . one-
tenth of the entire negro popula-
tion of America! And it cant be

reached except with WDIA, the

first and only 50,000 watt station

to broadcast exclusively to the

rich negro market.

TOP HOOPER AND
PULSE RATED STATION

IN THE MEMPHIS MARKET!

WDIA—MEMPHIS, TENN.

REPRESENTED BY

JOHN E. PEARSON CO.,
DORA-CLAYTON AGENCY, SOUTHEAST

J

/nKatisaS

Don Davis, Pres.

John T. Schilling,

General Mgr.

WHB

WHB-TV

•P'***«»*d N«>> *2k

Sales

Swing in

Line
on

Channel
Nine!

bow did, however, and coverage of the

actual Inauguration ceremonies was

nol Foi Bale. It is interesting to note

thai GM used remote shots of the

Hotorama as commercials during its

sponsorship ol the Inauguration, a

kind ol double one-shot. The nearest

thing to tin- double impact was Gil-

lette's sponsorship ol two Football

games on New Year's Da) this year

and last.

• I he I ishei Bod) dh ision, a Kml-

nei account, has been sponsoring on

both radio and tv its Craftsmen's

Guild Scholarship Award Dinners for

a liu years now. and they are right

in the middle of the summer. Last

m.ii the awards were broadcast 18

bigusl on 44 NBC TV and 193 NBC
Radio stations.

• Two one-shots last year, spon-

-ored |i\ two of the CM di\isions.

were sponsored on radio only. Chev-

rolet presented the Soap Box Derby

on 9 August over 101 NBC Radio sta-

tion- and Cadillac got in some licks

dining the Army-Nav) football game

on 28 November, also on NBC Radio.

The agencies arc respectively. Camp-

bell-Ewald and MacManus, John &

Adams.

• Buick's new car announcements

on network radio this year were more

or less a series of one-shots. The auto

company, through Kudner. bought

nine programs on all four am net-

works. Of these, seven were bought

for a single shot. What made this pur-

chase a saturation buy is the fact that

the announcements ran during a short

period, from 3 through 8 Januarv .

Aside from the Buick buy and pos-

sibly the Cadillac football sponsorship

ever) one-shot bought by CM and its

divisions was a prestige vehicle. Since,

as was noted previously, public reac-

tion to lhe>e i- continual!) tested b)

CM. the auto firm is obviousl) satis-

fied that the one-shot pays off. Inci-

dental fad: CM can judge local inter-

est in the WotOrama b) public at-

tendance. This has been high, \boiit

500,000 attended the Los Angeles

showing tin- year, for example.

Sponsors of one-shot- often receive

a lica\\ mail response, which gives an-

other indication of whether the pres-

tige vehicle is worth it. \ good part

of the mail comes liom stockholders,

many of whom express pride thai the

linn in which the) invested i- engaged

in presenting programs of public in-

terest. One CM adman -aid. however,

that an occasional letter come- from

the type oi old lad) who criticizes the

firm foi permitting little boys to push

each other around in football game-.

Promotion mid tiicrclitiiictixiiig:

I he one-shot program offers as much
land sometime^ morel opportunity

foi promotion and merchandising as

a regular program. To gel the most

out ol one-shots, sponsors must take

advantage oi these opportunities. (See

also, "ONE-SHOTS: when and how to

use them.'' SPONSOR, 11 January

L952.)

Promotion and merchandising for

one-shots is aimed at the dealer as

well as the consumer. \ crv often the

primarv purpose of the one-shot is to

make the dealer feel that the firm is

active and aggressive in its advertis-

ing. In the case of prestige vehicles

the dealer's pride is an important fac-

tor. The use of window and display

pieces to promote a one-shot is not

onl) an effort to call the show to the

attention of the consumer but to arouse

the dealer to a higher pitch of sales

activity for the product being pushed.

(This is particularlv true when the

retailer is not an exclusive, franchised

dealer, i This higher sales activity can

involve tie-ins. special store displays,

and special sales.

\t NBC, where merchandising is

stressed, network clients get strong

support for one-shots. In the case of

Old-mobile's sponsorship of the Acad-

em\ Awards, merchandising depart-

ment people contacted regional sales

executive-. ke\ dealers as well as NBC
affiliates. Before Hall Bros.' recent

two-hour production of "King Rich-

ard II" on Hallmark Hall of Fame
NBC's merchandising men not only

urged department stores to displav tie-

in material but aroused interest among
schools. Boards of Education were

contacted, letter- were written to

see pages 56,57
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school principals, posters were dis-

tributed.

While "King Richard II" is not

strictly considered a one-shot (it was

two hours long, while other Hallmark

Hall of Fame productions are an

hour long), the special promotion

gives it a close relationship to a one-

shot. Evidence of this special effort

was cited by the agency, Foote, Cone

& Belding, in a letter to NBC express-

ing praise for the merchandising job

done for the Shakespearean play. The

agency said it had reports from ".
. .

all over the country on the magnificent

operation conducted by the network's

merchandising division, and, in par-

ticular, by the local representatives.

We know how valuable this kind of

work is to our client."

One-shots also get program promo-

tion support from the networks. Alex

Kennedy, who heads this department

at CBS TV, said:

"In addition to on-the-air promo-

tion announcements, the important

one-shots are promoted to affiliates

with the same kind of program kits

sent out on regular programs. These

regular program kits are sent out once

a season. In other words, the one-shot

gets just as much help along this line

as a program on for a full season."

The kits contain ad mats, biogra-

phies of featured personalities, exploi-

tation ideas, suggested announcements,

publicity releases, slides, film trailers

and photographs. The network backs

this up sometimes with newspaper ads

in cities where it has owned-and-oper-

ated stations.

Much of the publicity for a one-shot

comes to the sponsor gratis. The ex-

citement generated by such events as

the Presidential Inauguration, the

Coronation and the Kentucky Derby

would exist without any effort by ei-

ther sponsor or broadcaster. These

events are written up in the press, dis-

cussed by word of mouth. Newspapers

<;ould hardly avoid mentioning, for

example, that the Coronation would

be seen and heard on radio and tv.

In addition the hoopla surrounding

the contest between NBC and CBS to

bring back first Coronation films by

fast plane resulted in reams of pub-

licity for the sponsors.

Repetition vs. the one-shot:
A top radio-tv executive told sponsor:

"Our agency frowns on one-shots

—

for selling. We don't think a one-shot

•can sell verv much because it doesn't

NEW!
greater-than-ever

COVERAGE
better-than-ever

RECEPTION

1

The only half-wave... and

the most efficient radio

antenna in Memphis!

r~

y~*

Producing 65% more efficiency over the typical quarter-

wave antennas operated by other stations in Memphis.

It is equivalent to 8,300 watts used on a typical quarter-

wave tower.

WMC MEMPHIS
Wt^M Iwl ^81 NBC — 5000 Waffs — 790 K. C.

National representatives, The Branham Company

W^MCF 300 KW simultaneously duplicating AM schedule

WMCT First TV station in Memphis and the Mid-South

Owned and Operated by The Commercial Appeal
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have enough impact. There's nothing

like advertising frequency for moving

goods.

'Ann. I don'l -as thai General

I oods didn't gel some uice in-titu-

tional advertising out of it- Rodgers

S Hammerstein Bhow. Of course, it

did. I he Bame goes for Ford. Vnd

maybe the) even Bold Bome goods.

I'.ut there are cheaper ways "I Belling

ods than spending a half to one mil-

lion bucks "D a Bingle Bhow.

"When I -a\ one-shots don'l have

enough impact, I'm not just theoriz-

ing. \\ < have looked into one-shots

—we'd 1"- foolish it we didn't and

we've found, through Btudies, that the

average person's mei \ of whal was

-aid dm ing tl 'in se "I adi ertising

"ii .1 one-shol i- quite low. They'll

remember a name, perhaps. Bui sel-

dom a sales point."

One answer t" tlii- from the pro-

ponent- of one— hot- i- that the spon-

sor of the single effort isn't always

trying to move goods—except in the

long run. This is particularly true of

the prestige Bhow, where the firm's

name is all that is being sold.

Furthermore, it is pointed out, the

Radio Station WJPS is a MUST if you
want to reach the farm families in the

three-state trade area served by Evans-

ville, Indiana.

"Chuck" Muller, WJPS Farm Director,

conducts two Big Farm Shows daily.

WJPS is the only station in this area that

employs a full time farm director, and
Chuck is out on our Tri-State farms every

day.

Does Chuck get RESULTS? Just ask Purina

Mills of St. Louis. Every farm family in

the Evansville area listens daily to—
"HOME ON THE FARM"

Monday thru Saturday

Robert J. Mcintosh, General Manager
MniMNTtO IT

The George P. Hollingbory Company

"A RADIO IN EVERY ROOM"

Evansville, Indiana

advertiser normally doesn't depend

jusl "ii one shoM to put across a spe-

cific Bales point. Most one-shot spon-

sors have othei programs on the air,

as well as other advertising.

Gillette, Im example, sponsors Cav-

alcade of Sports ever) Frida) night on

NBC T\ Btarting at 10:00. Last year

Gillette, through Maxon, sponsored

four one-shots besides the World Se-

ries on the networks. This year, be-

sides the tv\<> howl games, Gillette is

sponsoring three important horse races,

tin Derby, Preakness and Belmonl

Stake-. To Gillette, these one-shots are

considered pari of the Cavalcade of

Sports.

One of the clinching arguments for

one-shots is that such a variet) "f ad-

vertisers can find use for them. Here

• •••••••
»»ln our considered opinion, if more
and mor<- advertisers would 'sign their

names' to the many public service mi'-
.a»c. lhal thej carrj every month of
«\<tv Mar. llii- would amount to ihe

greatest public relation- campaign ever

devised in behalf of advertising and
American business."

CORDON C. KINNEY
Director of Radio & Tr
The Advertising Council

rVew York

• •••••••
is a list of 1953 network one-shot

users not previous!) mentioned: the

source is PIB:

On tv: Handmacher Vogel (women's

-nit- and coats) ; Goodall-Sanford

("Palm Beach** suits); Barker Pen;

Technical Tape; Schick; Falstaff Brew-

ing; National l)air\ Products; Lon-

u i m~-\\ ittnauer; I . S. Time Corp.;

Admiral: General Electric: Philco;

RCA; \ His Chalmers (tractors and

power equipment); \\ill\-: Packard;

American Oil Co. < Not included in

this list are advertisers who bought

into existing -how- with single ad

bursts. I

On radio: Main of the t\ clients

mentioned included network radio in

their one-shol efforts. That is. their

one-shots were simulcasts. Others, how-
ever, used onl) network radio. Here
an- son f them: Grolier Society;

Republic Van & Storage Co.; Reynolds

Metals; State Farm Mutual V.uto In-

surant e ( ".: Life; I ravelers Insur-

ance Co.; Murine: \\ ildrool : Pabsl

:

Quakei I fats; < rosle)
; Holland Fur-

Pepperell; Stanle) Home Prod-

ucts; Plymouth; Continental Mfg. Co.

I batteries '

; General Tire and Rubber.
• • •

CUMULATIVE RATINGS
I Continued from page 41 I

eggs : audience turnover.

I he audience turnover, in Nielsen

reports, i- figured as the relationship

between the cumulative rating (usu-

all) the four-week figure) and the

average size of the audience per-broad-

cast. It work- out like this. Let's say

your average -how reaches a million

homes. But \our four-week cumula-

tive figure i- 2,500,000 unduplicated

homes those you've reached at least

once. ""i our turnover figure is 2.5. That

i-. you've "'turned over" the audience

two-and-a-half times in a month on

the basis of giving each home at least

one program impression.

With it- huge media base I 117,-

000,000 sets in 46,600,000 radio

homes, according to NBC Radio's lat-

esl estimates) radio's cumulative au-

diences multipl) faster land show
higher turnover figures I than do tv

shows. I hat s because t\ -hows usu-

all) have higher ratings than do radio

shows—measured on a smaller base

of sets in the nation. I here is there-

fore less room for turnover. In fact

the top tv shows like / Love Lucy and

Dragnet hit so many tv homes each

week that there is practically no room

left for turnover. Over a period of

time radio's cumulative audiences of-

ten pile up to the point where they

closely rival those of big tv shows in

number of homes reached.

Here, for example, are three recent

examples of cumulative audience "pile

up" from the files of CBS Radio Re-

search. All the ratings are based on

corrected Nielsen data covering the

period October 1952 through March

1953 — last major radio season for

which such data are available.

1. Jack Benin had a weekly aver-

age rating of 15.4' < of the nation's

radio homes tuned in. But. due to the

turnover in the show (3.0) the cumu-

lative audience of homes reached once

or more in 12 weeks (average number

of episodes: four) the Jack Benny

cumulative rating was W.2%.

2. In 12 Nielsen-rated weeks Lowell

Thomas got an average rating each

week of 5.6. However, due to the turn-

oxer factor in the new- -how i 7. 1
I

the cumulative rating in the 12-week

period climbed to 1 1 .3'
i .

3. The radio version <>f Our Miss

Brooks, a situation comedy, Liot a

week!) average ratine of 10.3. The
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average number of episodes heard in

the total unduplicated audience was

3.8; the turnover was 3.2. At the end

of 12 weeks the CBS Radio show came

up with a cumulative figure of 32.0.

Generally speaking radio network

shows that have select, loyal audiences

or which have a strong bond of con-

tinuity between shows—soap operas

are a good example—have a low turn-

over and a cumulative audience which

is not too much larger than the aver-

age audience for any single broadcast.

On the other hand shows which

lack continuity or which are made up

in such a way that the audience often

"samples" portions of the show but

doesn't always tune regularly—musk-

shows, newscasts, many quiz shows

—

have a high turnover and a big cumu-

lative audience.

Now once you get a cumulative rat-

ing what does it mean and how do

you use it?

Primarily the cumulative rating is

something that is used in analyzing

the effectiveness of a show or a group

of shows. Subscribers to the A. C.

Nielsen "Complete Report" can order

special tabulations of the cumulative

(unduplicated ) audience for a num-

ber of shows—including those which

the advertiser may be thinking of add-

ing. Such an analysis will show the

advertiser who wants to spread his

sales message over as wide an area as

possible whether or not he will be

reaching more different homes during

the course of a time cycle or just

reaching the same homes more often.

This process, incidentally, is fol-

lowed by many of radio's top adver-

tisers. It's actually the backstage ex-

planation of why some advertisers

suddenly drop a show which seems to

be well rated, or why they may add

a show. One of P&G's many evalua-

tion yardsticks, for example, is to look

at sets of four-week cumulative audi-

ence figures in order to see how many
different homes have been reached

during the course of a month by a

combination of shows which are carry-

ing the banner for such P&G products

as its best-selling Tide. Cumulative

ratings are also used by P&G to help

plan product rotation schedules be-

tween network radio shows, as well as

show purchases and cancellations.

Other advertisers view cumulative

ratings as an index of a certain kind

of advertising efficiency. Some adver-

tisers hunt for shows which have

"No, the weight

isn't EQUALLY distributed!"

Measure Kentucky's economic dimensions and you'll find the

big Louisville Trading Area alone accounts for 55.3% of the State's

total retail sales . . . 51.3% of its food sales . . . 59-8' < of

its drug sales!

5000-watt WAVE delivers this tremendous market intact—
covers it (plus a quarter-billion-dollar chunk of Southern Indiana)

thoroughly, without ivaste circulation. To reach the rest

of Kentucky, you need many of the State's 50 other stations.

Let NBC Spot Sales give you all the facts on WAVE—the station that

really pays off in Kentucky.

5000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE

WAVE
LOUISVILLE

NBC Spot Sales, Exclusive National Representatives
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_- loyalt) and a low turnover.

I hrough them, the) feel, thej are con-

stantl) hitting the same audien< e,

again and again, with the sales mes-

Othei advertisers like those

who sell a high-priced prodi* t, an in-

stitutional idea "i w ho have a « om-

manding lead in then -ali~ field maj
look for shows which have lots of

tin nover, thus enabling them to Bprin-

k\<- theii mes sa - albeit more thin-

K i >>\ i'i ;i w ide audience area.

Some e: amples ol the shift in sales

strategy toward cumulative ratings i an
I"- found in the recent NBC Radio
present tion, 1/" lei House u ith 1 17.-

,000 Rooms:

The half-how show: "In the eve-

ning, based on I ut a 25*
! share of

audience, an NBC Radio program cj n

delivei
j oui sales messages to more

than 3,500,000 different listeners wi h

•in average ol two and a half sales

messages delivered to evei« listenei . In

12 weeks an NBC Radio evening half-

hour show is re hing II 1 - million

differenl homes 22 million differenl

listenei s an undupli< ated covej ige of

one "Hi ol evei \ four hom - in the

nation."

Covet Cenffst

Mksoufi uM>

Ri .n li this central Missouri mai

kel with 186, (23 radio Families'

and .1 i onsumei ini omi ol J698
ni .1 thirt) county,

foui city, 1 1
1
v area i overed

bj kl \l

-Uh-

KFAL 900 KC • 1000 WATTS
FULTON, MISSOURI

The daytime strip: " \ daytime >t rij»

advertise] who gets a 2.V, -hare of

audience will reach ovei 5,300,000

different listeners per week. During

tin irse "I a campaign a 15-minute

Monday-through-Friday Btrip saturates

youi market. In just 12 week-, sou

reach nearly 17 million homes or bet-

in than one out of c\ i-i
j three fami-

lies in the counti

j

in addition to promoting the above

"basic buys with cumulative ratings,

NBC Radio is currently applying the

same strateg] to the selling of network

participation shows.

Spearheading NBC Kadio's >ales ef-

fort in this field is that network's

"Three Plan."

One week ol minimum participation

in "Three Plan" ($7,475 for one par-

ti' ipation in each -how
| w ill find the

advertise] - commercials reaching over

5,000,000 different listeners, NBC Ra-
dio calculates.

"Within a four-week period," says

NBC Radio of the 'Three Plan," "12

commercials will be heard by nearly

Pi million different listeners in nearl)

seven million difTerent homes."

Another \BC sales plan "which

capitalizes on audience turnover for

heav) cumulative coverage" is the two-

hour Sunday-afternoon show Week-
end. The program is primarily a de-

luxe version of the local participation

show with which spot radio advertis-

ers are thorough!) familiar. Adver-

tiser commercials arc spotted next to

various editorial features (sports,

fashions, music, news) much as print

media sells preferred positions.

In making the Model House presen-

tation. \. P. Bill Fineshriber summar-
ized the "new look"" in radio sales

strategy and the place of cumulative

audience measurement in radio buy-

ing today thusly :

'"It can no longer be said that one
radio make- a radio home. Likewise

one commercial dor- not equal an ad-

vertising campaign. To advertisers,

the expansion of radio listening

throughout the house and throughout

the day dictates new selling strategies

tactics that emphasize the need for

around-the-clock circulation, cumula-
tive coverage of million- of different

homes, frequent j or the repetition of

the sales message over and over to the

same people, name" talent promoted
at the retail level." * * *

BARN DANCE ON RADIO
{Continued from page 43)

din kerosene lamps I which bought the

first liarn Dante segment back in PJ28.

Mantle Lamp dropped out in l'Jll—

a

< asualty of rural electrification.

Murphy Products Co., manufactur-

ers of a line of herd and flock feeds,

joined the Bam Dance sponsor li-t in

January L936, Four month- later, -ale-

had quadrupled. \Iurph\ remained a

sponsoi until 29 May L953. During

thi- period, Murphy expanded its dis-

tribution to cover nearly a dozen Mid-

western states. Then, with the need for

selling new dealers ha\ ing Lessened*

Murphy switched to a heavy WLS spot

program and announcement schedule.

What- the great secret? Why do

sponsors like to stay on Barn Dance,

and the other shows of a similar na-

ture, for years? Win do thej hate to

leave?

\.gain, the answer is simple. Barn

dance shows have a loyal following

which is growing, rather than dimin-

ishing. The loyalty of the listeners is

invariably translated into continuing

sales for barn dance sponsors. And

program prices are attractive.

For an adman's opinion of barn

dance program-. SPONSOR turned to R.

K. Van Nostrand, advertising manager

for the Bristol-Myers product group

that includes Sal Hepatica. Although

Bristol-Myers is not a sponsor of the

// LS \ational Barn Dance I for one

thing because there are no choice avail-

abilities left in the show t. the big drug

firm has had plenty of experience with

show- of this sort.

Currently Bristol-Myers is sponsor-

ing live barn dance programs in 26

major cities. In addition B-M sponsors

a Saturday-night barn dance radio

-how. Jimmy II a/.ely. on 11 stations

of the Columbia Pacific Network.

sponsor estimates that Bristol-M^ -

annual time-and-talent bill for these

programs comes to well o\er $500,000.

Said adman \ an Nostrand

:

"On a dollars and cents basis, it is

possible to nab an audience at lower

cost w ith some other form of radio pro-

graming as compared to barn dai

I hat i-. you can reach more pairs of

ear- at lower cost. But we feel we have

an excellent advertising buy in our

barn dance programs. Our -ales show

us that we are reaching the right kind

of people with the right kind of sales

message for our product
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"Barn dance shows give us a unique

opportunity to use top live talent at

reasonable cost, often averaging as lit-

tle as $10 a head even though there

may he 40 or 50 people on the pro-

gram. That's because most barn dance

programs perforin before live audi-

ences who have willing!) paid as much
as a dollar apiece to get in. These gate

receipts help reduce the talent cost of

the show to an advertiser substantial-

ly In many cases, barn dance pro-

grams are constantly touring a station's

coverage area during the week, playing

to overflow paid audiences.

"Out ratings show us that radio barn

dances are steadily increasing their

popularity in both rural and urban

areas, despite plenty of radio and tv

competition. Our sales show us that

our policy of using live commercials

b\ the performers or well-known an-

nouncers who have been with the shows

for years brings wonderful results.
'

Added the Bristol-Myers adman:

"Our current list of barn dance pro-

grams was carefully hand-picked by

our advertising executives and time-

buyers. Therefore, I'm quite familiar

with the WLS National Barn Dance.

We're not on it only because the pro-

gram has been a sell-out during the

year and a half during which we have

been big-time barn dance sponsors."

Bristol-Myers' high opinion of barn

dance shows is shared by many an-

other barn dance sponsor, veteran and

newcomer alike.

Take the cases of Keystone Steel &

Wire Co. and d-Con Co., oldest and

newest sponsors respectively on the

WLS National Barn Dance.

Keystone started on WLW 1 March

1929 with two 10-minute shows a week,

expanding the schedule to half-hour

shows in 1930. In 1933 they moved

over to the Barn Dance.

"Uncle Ezra," who later starred in

network shows for Alka-Seltzer, was

the first comedy star of the Keystone

Barn Dance Party, the firm's segment

of the famous show. Other stars, like

Arkie, the Arkansas Woodchopper, and

Lulu Belle & Scotty have been featured

personalities of the Keystone folk-mu-

sic show.

In January of 1953 Keystone cele-

brated its 20th anniversary on the

show, at which time most of the stars

who had appeared in the Keystone por-

tion were on hand in the big Eighth

Street Theatre in Chicago where Barn

Dance originates. From Peoria came
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the top executives of Keystone, includ-

ing the president, Reuben Sommer, to

visit with the cast of the show.

l'odav Kev stone allots an estimated

one-fourth of its annual SI 00.000 ad

budget for Barn Dance spoii-or>hip on

WLS. Savs the station: "'This sponsor-

ship has been more than a business ar-

rangement between companv and Na-

tion, it has been a friend worki;:^ with

friend, neighbors in Peoria visiting

each Saturday night with neighbors in

Chicago."

Unlike the long-term Keystone asso-

ciation with WLS (25 years on the sta-

tion; 21 on Barn Dance), the d-Con

Co. has only been on the program for

about three and a half years—but with

excellent sales results.

In October of 1950, a young bus-

inessman named Lee Ratner started to

sell a product which contained the

anti-rodent formula, Warfarin. He
bought a modest spot schedule on \\ LS

in early evening time. Ratner told

WLS: "Radio, in my opinion, is the

best way to introduce a product."

At about the same time, Ratner start-

ed buying other evening and early-

morning time slots on other stations,

using mail-order tactics in his commer-

cials for the then-unknown product.

During this mail-order phase, as many
as 400 stations were used to reach the

rural market with sales pitches for

d-Con.

In January of 1951 d-Con switched

its WLS schedule to the Barn Dance

and began buying half-hour segments

in other famous radio barn dance

shows, like Old Dominion Barn Dance

(WRVA, Richmond) and Grand Ole

Opry (WSM, Nashville I. Also Ratner

switched his sales approach from mail

order to retail channels.

(For further details on the early ra-

dio dav s of d-Con, see "America's Pied

Piper," sponsor, 1 January 1951, page

24.)

Today, with a second WLS show

carrying the ball for a newer d-Con

product, Fli-Pel insecticide. Ratner is

spending a weekly radio budget of

some S75.000. A sizable slice of this

goes into the WLS National Barn

Dance.

Behind the success of Barn Dance

with both its sponsors and the public-

is an interesting storv of how a sta-

tion has managed to launch and devel-

op a program which in turn has start-

ed many of the nation's top folk music

artists on their road to success.

HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA
SERVING 3 STATES I

TO REACH

THE HOUSEWIFE
AND

AUTO LISTENER

THE HOUR

DF STARS"

..

5:00-6:00 PM

MON.-FRI.

PARTICIPATIONS

NOW AVAILABLE

NO PREMIUM RATE

WSAZ
Contact: C. Tom Garten

or

The Katz Agency, Inc.

5,000 WATTS DAY
1,000 WATTS NIGHT

930 KC

TELEVISION AFFILIATE

WSAZ-TV
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY



\- ex« utives <>f \\ LS and its parent

company, Prairie Farmei men I ik«-

Jamea E. Edwards, president; Glenn

Snyder, manager and lii-t \.\>. of \\ I S,

Inc.: Harold \. Safford, program di-

rector; and Herb Howard, assistant to

v .ill"nl recall the Barn Dance Btory,

it goes like till-.

I be -Ik'u bad it- beginnings in a

tin\ mezzanine Btudio "I WLS in Chi-

- Shei man Hotel on 1- April

1924 the nighl the station went on

the air for the firsl time. Alternating

with the limbic (it [sham June-" orches-

tra from the College Inn was an old-

time fiddling session, Featuring \\ il-

liain S. Hart and the songs of Grace

\\ ilson.

More than 2")0 telegrams lauding the

old-time songs were recei\ed during

that fii-t -how. Next Saturday night

the -how was renamed Ham Dance

and -tailed out <m a cycle of broad-

casting which has never ended. Ac-
<

curdiii" to WLS, the show is the "long-

e-t continuoush hroadcast program in

radio."

The popularity of the show never

slackened, and the audience grew as

WLS went to 5,000 watts in L925 and

a clear-channel 50,000 watts in 1931.

KWJJ
Chief of Independents

Makum War on Slow Sales!

The Indians sold New York for a

string of beads. But KWJJ, big

chief of the Northwest Inde-

pendents, will sell you the whole

Oregon country for just a little

wampum. The chief can deliver,

too. "KWJJ plenty powerful . . .

cover much fine country

. . . givum advertiser

big bargain."

National

Representative

BURN SMITH CO., INC

So man) listeners clamored to come
and see the -how that \\ LS became the

firsl radio station in the I .S. to build

a live audience theatre.

In 1932 the Btation moved the Bhovi

into the sizable Eighth Street Theatre

in Chicago for a four-week stint—just

to get rid of the ticket backlog. It nev-

er moved OUt. Since then, more than

2,350,000 people have paid (current

scale: ')'>< for adults; 50c for kid-
I

to

see the -how on Saturday nights.

In it- 22-year Btand al tin- Eighth

Street Theatre, and in the eight years

prior to 1932, a star-studded roster of

personalities has been featured on the

show. These include: George Gobel,

the comedian known as "The Littlest

Cowboy"; Bradley Kincaid; Smiles

Burnette; Jim and Marian Jordan, bet-

ter known as "Fibber McGee and Mol-

ly"; Pat Buttram; The Hoosier Hot-

shots; Louise Massey and the Western-

ers; Pats\ Montana; the Dinning Sis-

ters; Henry Burr; Eddie Allen, the

Dixie Harmonica King; Win Strake;

George Hay. who started the Grand Ole

Opry; Ford and Glenn; Red Blan-

< hard: Arkie, the Arkansas Woodchop-
per: Lulu Belle and Scotty; Grace \\ bi-

son; Jack Holden; Homer and Jethro;

»»In order for vuu to achieve specific

objectives in advertising you must eval-

uate your advertising's requirements in

your market, and >ou -In m Id then plan
Mnir campaign logically and ^.cientifi-

calrj based on the modern marketing
methods which are available! Then you
-hould follow through with consistency
throughout all of your merchandising
and advertising, -electing themes and
appeals with care and filling them to-

gether into an interlocking pattern."
ALBERT J. WOOD

A. J. Wood Market Research
Philadelphia********

the Beaver Valley Sweethearts; Cap-
tain Stubb) and the Buccaneers—and
main other-.

This is not to say—and WLS would
be the first to admit it—that the Prai-

rie I- ariner station has a monopob on

developing barn dance talent. Stars

like Rosemary Clooney, Roy Acufl.

Red Foley. Pee Wee King and others

all came up on the ham dance circuit

on other stations. However, WLS' list

is perhaps longer and more star-stud-

ded than anyone else's.

Even though barn dance shows
throughout the U.S. can show almost

all of the attributes necessary for a

good radio huy—audience loyalty, star

talent and -ales results—many ad\er-

tisers are still unfamiliar with them.

Man\ others do not have an extensive

background ol hot* to use these shows,

and how to get the most out of them

as advertising vehicles.

Accordingly SPONSOR talked to ad-

vertisers, agency men. station officials

and reps to seek their advice on using

barn dance programs. Reduced to a

set of advertising tips, this was the

the consensus:

1. Setwork vs. spot: Although barn

dance show- like WLS National Ham
Dance, WSM's Grand Ole Opry,

\\l!\ V- Old Dominion Bam Dance,

and ( l'\ - Jimmy Wakely are, or have

been, aired on networks as well as on

the originating stations, the barn dance

show is essentially a local or regional

show. Like the best disk jockey -hows,

morning shows and newscast strips,

barn dance programs tend to develop

special appeals within a particular

area. A show which is a sensation in

Texas, for instance, would not neces-

sarily click equally well in Kan-as or

Kentucky. Best bet: Buy barn dances

market b) market.

2. Commercial policy: Admen told

sponsor, without exception, that the

live commercial handled in a friendly

manner by the show's talent seems to

bring the best results on barn dance

shows. Again, this is a matter of local

loyalty. Audiences are more inclined

to buy a product because a well-loved

star of a barn dance show tells them to

than if an announcer on an e.t. is voic-

ing the sales message.

3. Talent policy: Sponsors will find

that most barn dance shows perform

live before paying audiences. This is

a moneysaver since it helps reduce the

cost of show talent and at the same time

affords great opportunities for mer-

chandising, promotion and product

display. The costs of any big live barn

dance show would skyrocket if the

sponsor insisted on the talent working

for him alone or from a tape. * * *

see pages 56,57
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SPONSOR ASKS
{Continued from page 55)

in radio you have only "words" with

which to paint the picture, and in tele-

vision you have the benefit of the pic-

ture itself, and the words should sim-

ply supplement the picture, not tell

the whole story. In other words, the

"picture" should do your "talking."

Of course, the element of time, or

really the "lack of it," is your basic

tv spot problem. The worst commer-

cials are those with lots of "yak-yak"

and no picture story. Such a presenta-

tion is definitely radio technique and

not television.

It is true you can cram a lot of

words into the allotted time, but that

doesn't mean you can put "picture"

to all those words.

To sum it up as briefly as possible,

the best visual selling commercials are

those designed simply, with not too

many scenes or too many words. If

you must have a rule to go by: Dont
put "too much" in "too little" time,

and let your picture do the work and

tell your story.

By BEI\ GRADl'S, president, IMPS, Inc.,

iVeic York

How can the

sponsor get max-

imum effective-

ness from the

video portion of

tv commercials?

At IMPS, we

have observed,

and been part of,

the trends in tv

commercials. In

the early days,

budgets called for simplicity, direct-

ness, even austerity. Later, with ex-

panding audiences and therefore ex-

panded budgets, we became more

grandiose in concept and execution:

The spots had story lines, teasers, gim-

micks, massive sets and new scenes

every three seconds.

The Schwerin and other tests put

almost an immediate stop to all that.

The new theory was that complete

simplicity was the most effective ap-

proach. In its most basic form, you

placed an announcer in front of a

gray drape, let him introduce himself,

showed the product and taught the

audience something about it. We have

no argument with this technique; for

Mr. Gradus

some needs it is the most sensible ap-

proach.

But, let us examine both ends of the

scale in terms of the ideal results of a

tv commercial:

(1) It attracts immediate interest,

so that the audience wants to see what

will follow.

1 2 1 It sustains interest throughout

—this interest can be arrived at

through the introduction of something

new for the audience to contemplate,

something pleasant to view (or, as

Mr. Hill would have it, something ir-

ritating).

(3) It creates interest in and de-

sire for the product.

(4) It results in a definite, long-last-

ing remembering of the product's: (a)

name, (b) qualities.

It follows from the above that the

video cannot be divorced from the ba-

sic concept of the spot. The spot is

an entity; the video portion relates to

the entire concept. The concept should

grow from the decision as to how the

particular statement about the partic-

ular product could most surely reach

those ideal results. It is too over-sim-

plified to suggest that animation, or

lavish sets or simplicity is better, or

suggest any single catch-all generali-

zation. We can only advise that the

picture should not be merely illustra-

tions of words or be isolated scenes,

each depicting a separate thought. In

designing the video portion of the tv

spot as part of the whole, these fun-

damentals should be faced squarely:

(a) does it attract immediate interest,

lb) does it sustain interest, (c) does

it guide that interest to a desire for

the product, (d) will it be remem-

bered?

As an aside, let us add this:

To arrive more surely at these an-

swers, it is suggested that the pro-

ducer of the film is supposed to be an

expert in attention-getting and holding.

He should be used more by inviting

him in for consultation much earlier

than he is today.

sponsor invites its readers to sub-

mit topics for discussion in its forum

feature, "sponsor Asks." Topics should

be of general interest to advertisers

and agencymen concerned with air ad-

vertising and should involve some cur-

rent problem. Address questions to

"sponsor Asks," 40 East 49 St., New
York 17.

Thomas D'Arcy Brophy

(Chairman)
Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc.

LIKE MOST

"Newsworthy"

ADVERTISING

EXECUTIVES

MR. BROPHY'S

LATEST

BUSINESS

PORTRAIT

IS BY...

feat IQae&una

Photographers to the Business Executive

565 Fifth Avenue, New York 17—PL 31882
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TV SIGNAL
i ( ontinued ii<>m page 39 i

the situation which prompted Evans to

entei into the costl) study. 'I he sta-

tion will Bpend 15,000 i ash, $16,000 in

free time given i<> the tesl product in

retui n foi its Bales figures, i l\ ans

was mad as a wet Green Ba) Packer.

It was the <>l<l Btor) "I the station

finding tin- timebuyei and be < I i • 1 not

talk the same langu ij

Evans told sponsor: "Timebuyers

Bhook theii heads when I Baid we were

selling goods ovei I"" mil< - from our

antenna. \n«l I had nothing i" prove

m\ case from an) reseat li Bource.

The Nielsen-CBS Bel count had been

completed a few days before our sta-

tion, a Channel 2 CBS affiliate, in-

creased power from (< kw to I" 1
' kw

and went from a 100- to an 800-fool

tower. I bere was no industrywide cov-

erage stud) t<> look forward to. There

was ii" telling when someone in the

industr) would again make a county-

by-count) census of sets. I was deter-

mined In show timebuyers something

the) could believe in—real evidence.

"All 1 can do right now is maintain

we cover far enough out to reach over

DO YOU WANT

AN EXPERIENCED

CAPABLE

RADIO-TV

STATION

MANAGER WHO

HAS BUILT

A TV-STATION

FROM SCRATCH?

THEN CONTACT

BOX 53
SPONSOR .

MACAZINE ?

190,000 sets while some timebuyers

lop perhaps W I oi thai off. Letters

from counties oi ei 100 miles awa) . in-

di( ations "I su< i ess in selling foi stores

located fai awa) . thai s some ol the

intangible ei idem e I ha^ e. Now I'm

hoping to gel fai more clinching ar-

guments, to give network salesmen and

mil national representative, Weed.'

\i tuall) there are man) stations in

the same boat. I be small-market ra-

dio station operatoi who charges for

circulation in his own market and gives

awa) the outside coverage can't follow

suil in i\ . Tv's economics fori e him
in starl with a higher rate than his

home cit) population might justify,

earn it b) pointing to t\ Bets outside.

Here's why. \\ B \ i . the radio sta-

tion, cosl $35,000 back when the Nor-

bertine lathers of Green Ba\ pur-

chased the original equipment in 1937

and went on the air as WBAY. I The)

had previousl) operated a station at

Green Ba\ since 1922 under the call

WHBY.) W BAY-TV in L953 cost over

half a million to get on the air.

The population of Green Bav itself

is over 55,000, making it far from the

smallest market with a tv station. But

that population alone won't justify an

hour rate of $300 (soon to go to

>.'>.~>0i. \ et with an enterprise costing

over half a million ju-l lo get started

the rate? have to be in this neighbor-

hood, the station feels.

Haydn Evans points out a lot of

post-thaw stations are in the same po-

sition, mam less fortunately situated

than \\I1\VT\ which is already well

into the black after a year on the air.

Kvans feels the WBAY-TV study can

help the cause of other stations which

are seeking to program to an entire

area.

The test itself: Apparently the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin accepts Evans

premise that the stud) can be useful

to the t\ industr) at large. One of the

tenets of the Bureau of Business Re-

search and Service at the I niversit)

i- thai projects it accepts must be use-

ful to more than jn-t the one firm pay-

ing for it.

Here's another wa\ in which the

\\ [& onsin stud) differs from the usual

research project: The I niversit) will

publish results of the stud) whether

WBAY-TN regards them as favorable

or not. I he station's $5,000 giant to

the I ni\ ersit) for the resean h doe-

nut give it control over the study.

\n\ promotional literature which the

Station might want to use ahout the

Btud) when it's completed would have

to be checked 1>\ the resi - for

accuracy, i Studies h\ commercial re-

search firms are placed on the same

basis when the \d\erli-ing Research

Foundation validates the study.)

The I niversit) facult) members di-

recting the Btud) are: J. II. Westing,

professor of marketing and head of

the marketing department in the v
- hool

of Commerce; William I). Knight, di-

rector of the I niversity's Bureau of

Business Research and Service and as-

sociate professor of commerce; I. V.

Fine of the marketing fa< ult\ : S. W .

Dunn of the advertising faculty. Gom-
mittee in charge of the stud) consists

of these fa<uit\ members plus: Ha\ dn

Evans; the marketing specialist of the

firm whose product is being used for

the test; and \. G. Nielsen Jr. of A.

C. Nielsen Go. Prof. Westing is chair-

man of the committee. I For pictures

of some of committee members and

brief biographies see page 38". i

The product used for the studv is a

new type of grocery item. Its name is

being kept secret in this report at the

request of the manufacturer. The Wis-

consin researchers consider the prod-

uct ideal for their test purposes be-

cause:

1. It hasn't been sold or advertised

previousl) in the majority of counties

within reach of the WBAY-TV signal.

2. It is a product which cannot be

stockpiled In -I s.
| he rate of Bales

to the retailer, therefore, indicates rate

of sale to consumers.

3. The compam distributes to re-

tailers directl) through its own sales

force so sales figures come from a cen-

tral source, not from wholesalers.

Sale of the product went under study

22 Februar) when a campaign broke

for it over WBAY-TV. live stud \ is to

continue for six months during which

no advertising will he brought to hear

other than the W B \^ -TV campaign.

The compam was given free time

on the station that would cosl $16,000

in return for furnishing it- sales fig-

ure- and setting up extra distribution.

(Sales figures when the research is

published will be expressed on a per-

centage basis, i

Eleven tesl < ities within and beyond

the \. B. and C zones of WBAY-TVs
coverage pattern were picked as the

geographic guinea pigs. The) range

from Green Ba) itself to Appleton 25
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miles away and Iron Mountain !!."> air-

line miles due north in upper Michigan

(see map page 39 for all cities). The

cities are north, south and west of the

transmitter (not east since Green Bay

is only 25 miles west of Lake Michi-

gan I

.

In some cases cities this far apart

would show variations in consumer

preferences which would make them

react inconsistently to any one test

product. But the University research

team told SPONSOR the area was prob-

ably homogeneous enough to rule that

out as a problem.

The real—and only—variable in the

study, they are hoping, is distance

from WBAY-TV.
As in any good experiment whether

in chemistry or market research, there's

a control. This consists of the city of

Eau Claire, Wis., over 150 miles away
from Green Bay and thought by the

researchers to lie beyond heavy cov-

erage from WBAY-TV. ( The city has

its own tv station, WEAU-TV.)
Eau Claire has distribution of the

test product but it will not be adver-

tised there at all. Sales figures for

Eau Claire and the 11 test cities will

be compared. That will help show
whether the expected jump in the

product's sales is a true result of tv

advertising or is merely due to stock-

ing of the item. Eau Claire, since it

is not exposed to tv pressure for the

product, should lag behind in sales.

Sales figures will also be furnished

the University for Sheboygan, which

lies midway between WBAY-TV in

Green Bay and its closest major tv

station competitor, WTMJ-TV in Mil-

waukee. These figures are considered

a "spare" by the researchers. They

don't know what they'll do with them

but they may help round out the pic-

ture by showing how well product

sales hold up in an area where there is

tv competition; that's as compared
with the area to the north of Green

Bay where there is no direct compe-

tition.

This is not, by the way, a test of

WBAY-TV against any of the stations

in its vicinitv. The three stations clos-

est by (WTMJ-TV, WEAU-TV and

WNAM-TV, Neenah) are not being

compared with each other or with

WBAY-TV as they would be in an

SAMS or NCS study. Only WBAY-
TV has the product to sell.

The fact that WBAY-TV has an

area almost free of other signals to

the north at present makes the sta-

tion ideal for this type of studs, the

I ni\ cisih i. search learn feci.-. Later

on when more stations go on in the

area they feel sales results would be

harder to detect for the purposes of a

test even though the station was Mill

selling far out from its antenna.

The $16,000 allotted by \VH\Y-T\
to the test product is regarded as "av-

erage." Evans says the amount is at

the midpoint among sums spent by

those of his accounts who are on the

station steadily. There are two pro-

grams which sell the product: a quar-

ter-hour segment of the 3:30-4:00 p.m.

Charlie Hanson Show, three days a

week: and three one-minute participa-

tions weekly in another program.

By presstime it was apparent that

sales had risen rapidly in the initial

two months of the test. But it wasn't

possible to start comparison among
the 11 test cities. The fact sales rose,

over-all, of course, was anticipated.

Whether television sells or not isn't un-

der test. The question is how far out.

Actually results of the whole study

may not be known for many months.

The six months of the test campaign

i mi through 22 August. Formal j • u 1
>-

lication o| the slud\ will come aftei

the first of the \ ear.

i In the interim si'OVSOH ma\ be able

to report how the research is proced-

ing if trends that look meaningful

show u|) in the figures. I

The research team isn't sure as yet

on what basis they'll < oin|ian- sales in

the I 1 lest cities. The cities van in

size so you cant just take gross sales

in one against another. Comparison

ma\ he on a per-pers >r on a per-t\

set basis.

Sales wont be the onl\ data thrown

into the hopper when the professors

-ii down to analyze their results.

They'll have a mail ballot stud\ con-

ducted in the 11 cities which will give

them information on tv set ownership

and tv viewing. The mail ballot is

set up like the one originated by

BMB'and used by SAMS—with list

of all stations in the vicinity and places

to check how often the respondent

views. The mail ballot is going to a

sample of 400 in each city taken from

the phone book.

The study of set ownership in Osh-

kosh and vicinity was almost complete

'I'm happy in my Serape"

"I'm happy in my Serape" —"blanketed

with sales made in KCOR's forty live

county area covering 691,000 Spanish

Speaking Americans"

U.S. There are forty other happy

clients likt me

fit * * l*%

Represented by

Richard O'Connell,

Nat'l. Adv. Dir.

40 East 49th St., N. Y.

B. A. Cortez, President

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
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al presstime. It - J i ••%%<•' 1 t\ saturation

in ;i mial < oinitv < m t - i t i» - Oshkosh «a-

,i~ great as in the < itv itself.

A coincidental telepl e Btudj will

be conducted in -i\ of the 1 1 test cit-

ies. For the firsl round of caUs, made

when the tesl product i- on the air,

the usual questions will lit- asked. I Do

j on have a tclev ision Bet? I- it on?

What station are von watching?) Lat-

. i on questions ma) I"- modified to

make them more qualitative, lour call-

er-, preferably Bchool teachers, will be

hired in each < itv

.

There will also be a qualitative stud)

of some kind made in one of the test

cities. This might be to check how lo-

« al vai iations in thai citj are affect-

ing -al>-- results.

Conceivabl) some unanticipated dif-

ficult) in analv/ing the sales figures

will put more emphasis on the mail

ballot and phone coincidental aspects

ol the stud) than was planned at the

outset. In anj case the data will be

there for the committee to use.

A. C. Nielsen Jr.'s presence on the

stud) committee came about because

the Universit) group sought his guid-

ance and that of the companv s vet-

eran marketing researchers. It was at

BMI
MILESTONES

mil introduces a now

series of 1934 program
continuities entitled ".Wi/f-

atones" • • complete half-

hour show-—ready for im-

mediate u«—smooth, well

written continuity f«>r a

variety of use-.

"Milestone*" is serviced to

all BMI-licenaed stations

once each month, four to

-ix weeks in advance of

program date.

"Milestones" for Junes

"One Life to Lose"

Nathan Hale

"Prince of Fashion"

Beau Brummel

"Baseball, U.S.A."

"Broad Stripes and Bright

Stan"

Flag Day

"Father's Day"

"HIUmIoh—" b availalilr for com-

Mi-clal tponutnUp— »<•« r»« r

local >l<Ki<»n Jor detail*

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

TORONTO • MONTREAL

a meeting with Nielsen executives in

Chicago that a test item like the gro-

cer) Bpecialt) was suggested. The Niel-

sen compan) i- Dot participating di-

rectl) in the Stud) and has not l>een

retained to do an\ field work. A. C.

Nielsen Jr. i- participating as an indi-

\ idual.

fioif to program to «ii ureas h-
Haydn Evans' contention that "area

stations" are made, not allocated b) the

FCC. He feels thai from the minutest

detail up to major programing deci-

sions the Btation has to think area.

\t \\ IJAN -T\ newscasters ignore all

but the biggest events in Green Bay,

WBA1 - 1 A home city . Cities and tow ns

")() io 100 miles, Evans savs. get equal

or greater plav. Here are 10 other

vva\s in which \\I!WI\ seeks to at-

tract viewers in a radius of 100 miles-

plus.

1. Community service: This spon-

sor representative attended a dinner

given bv WIIW'R for civic leaders

from the 100-mile-plus circle around

Green Bay. Its purpose: getting all

area communities to unite on a single

kick-off date for their community chest

drives next fall so that WBAY-TV
could back them all up with one big

push. The meeting brought about

agreement on the first coordinated start

of community chest activit) in the

area's history. It also brought togeth-

er a horseback sample of the station's

listeners. Fund raisers from towns as

Ear as 120 miles awav from Green Bav

stated that the station could be a real

factor in helping them raise mone\ for

their drives.

2. News coverage: A newsreel pho-

tographer travels the area, takes pic-

lures of local disasters or events. Ex-

ample: A flash fire burned out a fam-

ily in a town 100 miles away. The
photographer rushed up for shots of

the children in a hospital bed.

3. Amateur show: Kids from far

awa) are on as often as Green Ba\

\ oungsters.

4. During station breaks: Vnnounc-

says "Serving Green Ba) and . .
."

Then picture of main street of one of

surrounding cities Hashes on screen.

5. Traveling players: Station's dra-

ma show travel- area to do live shows.

Signs on their trailer, hilling at thea-

tre- help build station's standing.

(>. Christmas LD's: During station

break announcer wished Merrv Christ-

mas individually to different < itv each

time rather than sticking to Green Bav.

7. Small-town clients: Station

doesn't encourage Green Bay accounts

hut it does want business from even

small cities far outside. Theory is that

like a weekly newspaper which may be

read for its ads. tv station can gain

strength with local community if ads

for local stores are on the air.

8. Localized weather: If it's a bitter

cold day, announcer will add "I'll bet

Mr. and \li-. Wavne of - - don't

mind this cold a bit. They're off to

Florida." The station's news depart-

ment is alert for bits of news like this

to personalize weathercasts.

9. Fishing party: The game warden

of each county in the area selects the

outstanding fisherman who then at-

tends a fishing party for three days

with all expenses paid.

10. Newspaper logs: The station is

listed in over 60 papers, including

weeklies up to 150 miles away. Station

pays for listing where this is the news-

paper's customary policy on radio-tv

page.

\ational coverage services: \t

looks as if there wont be a national

coverage study in radio or tv for some

time. The last studie- were < onducted

in 1952 b) Standard Audit and Mea-

surement Services (SAMS) and Niel-

sen Coverage Service (NCS). Both of

these studies are getting outdated what

with the rush of new tv stations since

lifting of the tv freeze in April 1952.

But neither SAMS nor NCS is likely to

start a new studv before 1955. Some
of the reasons: Badio station business

is holding up well without a new cov-

erage studv : the very tv stations who
need coverage studies most are least in

a position to afford to pav for them.

Fortune tellers: Coverage studies.

whether the) are BMB-type mail bal-

lots. NCS personal interviews, or the

new experimental sales study in \\ i-

consin have come a long wav since their

primitive beginnings in mail maps.

\long the wav man) of radio's veter-

ans among broadcasters and research

men have played a pari. Dr. Frank

BILL POWELL
Specializes in the

NEGRO
HICH SCHOOL & COLLECE

MARKET viaWSO K
NASHVILLE. TENNESSEE
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Stanton, now president of CHS. Inc.

had a hand in coverage studies of the

Thirties when he was CBS research

director. Hugh Beville, NBC director

of research and planning, recalled for

SPONSOR the L930's days when NBC
had a s\ stein of recording all mail sent

to the network's stations on punched

cards.

But the very first "coverage" studies

may have been P.f . deals some stations

entered into with fortune tellers and

astrologers. The stations agreed to let

the star gazers sell horoscopes on their

stations, as Dr. Kenneth H. Baker,

president of SAMS, recalls it. This in

return for the post marks on the let-

ters. It all helped them find out where

their listening was coming from. ( For-

tune tellers have long since been

banned from the air.)

Thus these rough mail order studies

of the Twenties were primitive fore-

runners of the Wisconsin sales study.

But the Wisconsin study should avoid

one pitfall of a "coverage" study based

on mail orders: Frequently response to

mail offers on the air is higher in rural

counties than in the city. Accordingly

high mail order pull from far away

doesn't necessarily mean listening in

that proportion.

In the Wisconsin study the condi-

tions are set up to avoid false re-

sponses, which is what makes the dif-

ference between fortune telling—and

research. * * *

NOTE: // you'd like further details

on the Wisconsin study, sponsor will

be glad to furnish them. Address ques-

tions to 40 E. 49th Street. As men-

tioned in the article above, sponsor's

interest in the Wisconsin study grew

out of its desire to report on a cam-

paign's results while they were happen-

ing, sponsor is still looking for a sta-

tion and a sponsor to work with in

such a blow-by-blow article.

see pages 56,57

ROUND-UP
(Continued from page ~> ( >*

\\ \\\. Annapolis, Md., says it's

the only Baltimore-Washington-Mary-

larid Eastern Shore station which

serves exclusively the area's Negro

market. The station has published a

21 -page booklet, 250,000,000 Negro
Market Coming Up, which was written

for timebuyers and account men who
are interested in merchandising to the

Negro market. Free copies are avail-

able, the station says.

* * *

Showing a smoker enjoying a filter-

tipped cigarette, a recent ad run in a

Los Angeles newspaper by KFAC ad-

monishes, ".
. . but don't filter your

music." The station, which calls itself

"the music station for Southern Cali-

fornia," says listeners should own re-

ceivers that are capable of "reproduc-

ing great music in its full range ami

true perspective." KFAC says the car-

dinal sin "of this hi-fi-conscious era"

is that of "fidelicide" (murdering good

music with a bad radio).

* * *

"Women," said Howard Chase, vice

president of Selvage, Lee & Chase. New
York, "are people in skirts." He made

the observation while addressing a re-

cent workshop meeting of the New
\ork chapter of American Women in

Radio & Television. Another speaker

at the workshop, James L. Caddigan

of the Du Mont Television Network,

said women have a definite place in tv.

He treats women the same as men. he

said, addressing the group as "fel-

lows." Ralph Hardy, vice president of

NARTB, said, "Attitude toward your

work plays a great part in coloring

each day. Without constantly renewed

enthusiasm,"' Hardy said, "one cannot

ever hope for success."

•>:- * *

The BAB's biweekly Radio Adver-

tising Newsletter is helping radio spon-

sors sharpen up their commercial

technique with a new feature. "Catch

this Commercial." The feature con-

sists of specific commercial copy and

formulae developed by national spon-

sors for their radio advertising. In-

cluded are production techniques,

complete copy content and suggestions

as to where and when the announce-

ments can be heard. Commercials are

chosen on the basis of originality,

production techniques and attention-

catching qualities.

Sales u| I- redei i<- W . Zi\ < lo.'s tran-

scribed-syndicated Red Skelton Shou

currentlj in production in Hollyw I

for national release are going at a 27 ft

Fastei rate than Ziv's Hour of Stan in

a comparable sales pei iod. I he In si

week following the announcement <>l

the series the program was sold in <17

markets, according t<> John I.. Sinn,

Ziv's executive vice president. Sinn

said the series appears I" be jusl as

popular in t\ markets as in radio-onl)

markets.

* # *

As might be expected, radio stations

now arc giving awa) coffee as prizes.

Coffee—six pounds daily—will be

awarded as consolation prizes to those

who miss the Philco radios offered as

fir-t prize on the Fred Fiske show con-

test over WW DC. Washington. The

<oiitest involves a mystery tunc listen-

ers are asked to identify.

One of the largest long-term radio

contracts in the Quint City area was

signed recentl) by RCA Victor Corp.

and l\f \l A. Davenport, Iowa. The con-

tract calls for 24 announcements a day

every day of the week for a period of

one year—a total of 8,736 announce-

ment-. The announcements will varj

from 20 seconds to one minute in

length, will plug various RCA prod-

ucts.

S^' 9*

1 Reasons Why
^5 The foremost national and local ad

^ vertisers use WEVD year after

i^B year to reach the vast

S Jewish Market^ of Metropolitan New York
I. Top adult programming

^_ 2. Strong audience impact

l^^a 3. Inherent listener loyalty^V 4. Potential buying power

Send for a copy of

"WHO'S WHO ON WEVD"

HENRY GREENFIELD
Managing Director

WEVD 117-119 West 46th St.

New York 19
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SUMMER

TIME
is

SELLING

TIME
IN COASTAL CALIFORNIA

* More People

it More Money

-A More Sales

KEY-T covers California's

largest single station market

with programming from all 4

major networks

CBS * NBC

ABC * DU MONT

LOW COST PER

THOUSAND

LARGE UNDUPLI-
CATED AUDIENCE

BEST OVER-ALL
PROGRAMMING
IN AMERICA

TO COASTAL
CALIFORNIA

KEY-T
channel 3

Video power 50,100 watts

Audio power 25, 100 watts

Antenna 4,2 I I H. above sea level

Represented Nationally by

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY
COMPANY

KEY-T

Dotl Davit, after 32 years in Kansas City, is

ending up right across the street from the location

of his first job there as publicity man for the

American Hereford Association at 11th and Central

Streets. Davis now is president of WHB-AM-TV,
owned by Cook Paint & Varnish Co. Hut pending

FCC approval CP&V—and Dai is will buy

KMBC-AM-TV and nunc into that station's million-

dollar studio building at 11th and Central. To
avoid duopoly, CP&) sells W'HH to Robert and Todd
Storz o) KOU II. Omaha. II HH-Tl will be deleted.

Stuart IVohofiif. assistant vice president of

The Borden Co.. WOS elected i hairman of the

hoard of The Advertising Council at its annual

meeting in New York recently. He succeeds Philip

L. Graham, publisher of the Washington Post &
Times Herald {WTOP-AM-TV, Washington, and

WMBR-AM-TV, Jacksonville). Peabody has been

a director of the Council since its inception in 1912.

Last year, the Couneil reported American business

contributed more than $100 million worth of public

seniic advertising for curious oauses.

Charles If. Crutchfield, executive vice presi-

dent of the Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co.

and general manager of WBT and WBTI , Charlotte,

V. C, has two big construction jobs under his

supervision. He's heading the building of a new tv

station in Florence, S. C, which probably will go

on the air in August or September (call letters

II I1TII . Channel 8). And he's overseeing construc-

tion of a new $1 million studio and office building

to house WBT and If BTI . located in a Charlotte

suburb. It's scheduled for completion in October.

Knbvrt K. Itivhards. administrative vice

president of NARTB, said in a speech recently thtit

radio has an opportunity, and therefore an obliga-

tion, to lie a Voice of the people. He said this is

necessarj to give all viewpoints proper em/ihasis.

Radio is being thought of more and more as a

medium which in 'onus reliably and fairly, said

Ri<hards. because of the diminishing number of

daih newspapers. He ud</< d this is no reflection upon

the ingenuity of newspapers, but rather on the

economy, which has forced newspaper mergers.

n; SPONSOR



General Clay
answers the questions everybody

is asking about

RADIO FREE EUROPE

General Lucius D. Clay, former U. S.

Military Governor in Germany, and leader

of the Berlin Airlift, was first Chairman
of the Crusade for Freedom.

General Lucius D. Clay answers nine

vital questions about an organization

which needs your dollars and your
support—Radio Free Europe.

RFE is important to you and to

millions of freedom-loving people be-

hind the Iron Curtain, who are our first

line of defense against Soviet aggression.

General Clay tells why:

Q. What is "Radio Free Europe"?

A. Actually, it is 6 stations in Western
Europe broadcasting TRUTH through
the "Iron Curtain" to the people of 6

captive countries in their own tongues

and in the voices of their own known
and trusted exiles.

Q. What is the difference between

Radio Free Europe and the Voice

of America?

A. The Voice of America is run and
paid for by the Government. Radio
Free Europe is operated as an inde-

pendent American enterprise by a com-
mittee of private citizens. It is people

talking to people— Poles telling the

truth to Poles, Czechs and Slovaks

telling the truth to Czechs and Slovaks,

etc. It is not bound by diplomatic

limitations.

The Voice of America broadcasts to

many countries and can only devote a

limited amount of time each day to any
one country. Rut Radio Free Europe's
"Voice of Free Czechoslovakia", for

example, broadcasts about 20 hours
each day to Czechoslovakia alone.

Q. Who supports Radio Free Eu-
rope?

A. Millions of American citizens like

yourself, through voluntary contribu-

tions of millions of dollars! More than
1,000 carefully screened people man the
stations. The management is American,
but the staff is largely composed of
editors, reporters, teachers, clergymen
and entertainers who have come from
behind the Iron Curtain.

Q. What countries does Radio Free
Europe reach?

A. Czechoslovakia, Poland, Romania,
Bulgaria, Hungary, and Albania with a
total of 70,000,000 population.

Q. How does Radio Free Europe
get its news?

A. Radio Free Europe monitors most
Communist broadcasts. Every program
is analyzed by nationals of the captive

countries who know the truth. Volumi-
nous information from many sources is

compiled and evaluated constantly by
exiled experts. New exiles bring out
new truth daily—and they bring it to
RFE.

Q. Are more transmitters needed?

A. Yes. More transmitters and still

more transmitters are needed now to

let truth speak louder than ever to

those captive people. Transmitters in

new locations are needed too—as added
insurance that this "Voice of Freedom"
will never be stilled. Each new trans-

mitter insures a new listening position

on a captive radio dial.

Q. How much is needed now?

A. At least $10,000,000. But, as im-
portant as the money, the WIDEST
POSSIBLE PARTICIPATION— to

communicate the truest possible feeling

of FRIENDSHIP FROM MILLIONS
OF AMERICAN PEOPLE IN ALL
WALKS OF LIFE.

Q. How much should one individual

give?

A. All he can ... A "truth dollar" is

suggested.

Q. Why is Radio Free Europe so

important to me?

A. Because it is devoted to the single

most important job in the world—to
help keep World War III from happen-
ing. If 70,000,000 people in the six Iron
Curtain countries continue to resist

Soviet tyranny, the Kremlin is kept
off balance in one of the most strategi-

cally sensitive areas in the world.

This transmitter at Holzkirchen, Germany, is the largest of Radio Free Europe's
21 outlets. It has brought protests from angry Communists in Czechoslovakia
where it is beamed 20 hours a day.

RADIO FREE EUROPE supported by CRUSADE FOR FREEDOM
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The face of fear

I )(> you buj from fear or \\ hat s l>e-t

for the product?

I

I

\ mi re to believe oui article "111.

Psychology of media wh) admen bu)

w liai the) <l"." page 3 1, feai and the

des ire l"i sei m itv arc possibly the

mosl important factors in some agen-

\ men's choice "I media.

Psychologists have uncovered the

fact that the harassed agencyman re-

-'M t- to all sorts of de\ ices to make his

burden easier. Some of them voull

recognize:

1. He lm\ - tangible i print i rather

than intangible media (air) because

it gives him a comforting, reassuring

feeling t" have something in his hand

to show the client, or lor the latter to

-how the president.

2. He uses cost-per-1,000 figures,

Nielsen ratine- oi Starch readership

scores under the mistaken belief that

the more people you reach the more

you'll BelL < Then why not -tick to the

Sen York Daily Sews?)

3, He buys what the leaders are

|,in ing, "i what his competition i.

using, on the theory thai if they're

-ii i essful, he \\ ill be, too, just bv

cop) ing them.

Then- are man) more. One major

agency executive told SPONSOB the)

switch media from time to time out

ol boredom. \n agen< \ president - lid

he gets new business b\ convincing a

client he should be using Borne other

medium or media combination.

How fear, expediency, boredom and

other irrelevant factors punish an hon-

est, factual appraisal and use of ra-

dio and t\ should be ob\ ious.

If the article seems to bear down

heavily on agencymen, we (|uote the

words of an advertising manager (who

spends over $2.5 million a year) to

-bow that there i- little difference on

iiher side of the fence:

"An ad manager always wants to

have an out. So he likes to follow the

agency's advice. Then if it doesn't

work, he can always fire the agency."

This media article should prove to

be one of the most controversial we

have ever published. Your views there-

fore will be welcome.
» * *

An Index for Spot

National spot advertising, both radio

and tv. has made its steadv climb to

big billing in almost unnoticed fash-

ion. Whatever impact it has made on

advertisers has been accomplished not

b) ballyhoo, but by tangible values.

To most sizable advertisers, except-

ing those who have used it as their

bask: medium, spot has long been

identified as the "dribs and drabs" of

the ad budget after requirements of all

the "'important media had been met.

Even today, when spot radio billing

has outstripped network, the advertiser

hear- little about spot on the publicit)

front. Perhaps the number one rea-

Bon i- thai national -pot hilling, un-

like new -papers, magazines, farm pa-

per-, network and other divisions of

advertising, cannot be accuratel) cal-

culated. No workable method has

been de\ i-ed to show the ups and

down- of national spot I radio and t\ i

on a month b\ month or \car by year

basis. For example, the useful McCann-
Erickson Index of media gain- pub-

lished monthly in Printers" Ink. and

widel) disseminated, excludes spot.

Included, however, are network radio

and tv. along with magazines, news-

paper-, outdoor and business papers.

This publication hopes to establish

a valid method by which periodic gains

and losses of national spot, both radio

and t\. can be measured. Such an in-

dex will be a valuable sen ice to all

advertisers. We welcome suggestions

from readers.
• * •

At last: a TvAB
Following SPONSOR'S article. "Should

there be a Television Advertising Bu-

reau'.'''" (30 November L953), 2.i sta-

tion- from coast to coast have now laid

the ground work for such an organiza-

tion to be known a- TvAB. Dick

Moore, genera] manager. KTTV, Los

\ngeles. head- the organizing commit-

tee. First formal meeting will be held

later this month in Chicago,
|
robabl)

at the \ARTB convention.

Applause
Arthur Church's 33 years

In these days of radio and t\ up-

heaval main a market i- witnessing a

radi< al < hange.

\lier 33 years Vrthui B. Church,

founder and owner of K\1BC and

k \ll!< I \ . has decided t" retire from

the broadcasting business "for reasons

of health."

'I he industr) won t seem quite the

same w ithoul Vrthui Chur< h, although

during the past year <m two he has

been le— active than heretofore. Near-

K 20 years ago he was inviting vi-iim-

114

to his flourishing television school on

the I'M" floor of one of Kansas City's

skyscrapers. Bui when the tv era

ame along he was caught in the freeze

and onl) recent!} emerged with a half-

time granl which will now be consoli-

dated vsith the remaining half under

the full ownership of the Cook Faint

& Varnish Co., whose broadcast oper-

ation- are headed bv Don Dai IS.

\rthur Church has been a pioneer

man) time- over. Besides his televi-

sion pioneering, hi- KMBC i- one of

the firsl and foremost CBS affiliates;

his Brush Creek Follies i- a Midwest

institution which plays to capacit)

crowds ever) Saturda) night. A few

years back he bought a mammoth
building which is a radio and t\ land-

mark in the heart of Kansas ('itv. Not

man) years ago he added KFRM to

provide service and coverage of the

K.MI!(' varieiv to Kansas listeners; he

pioneered in radio syndication. These

are ju-t a lew of hi- achievements.

Vrthur Church won't be far re-

moved from the broadcast scene. His

son. Vrthur Jr., intend- to -tav in ra-

dio; and son-in-law Fete Peters of

I ree & Peters < an keep him posted too.

SPONSOR

.



here in the Heart of America!
In accordance with that grand old tradition, The
KMBC-KFRM Team and KMBC-TV of Kansas
City is out hanging May baskets again this year.

But our May basket is more than just that. The
KMBC-KFRM - KMBC-TV "May" basket is a
"MARKET BASKET" — the market basket of

the Heart of America, equally well known as

the great Kansas City Primary trading area.

And this year's "basket" is a mighty interesting
one and extremely important. Last year, the

Heart of America experienced another happy
increase in population, retail sales and in buying
power. In fact, buying power increased almost
400 million dollars in Kansas and Missouri in

1953 over 1952. Of this increase, the Kansas
City Metropolitan Area enjoyed 10%. HOW-

EVER, 67.7% of the total increase in Retail
Sales in the two states occurred in Metropolitan
Kansas City—proof of the tremendous pulling
power of Kansas City as a major trading center!

And, according to that same old May basket
tradition, it is the custom for the recipient of
the token to pursue the giver and bestow a large
buss upon his cheek. Casey, Kansan and Chan-
nel 9 are blushing wildly at the pleasure of
being able to hang this "May basket-Market
basket" combination on the door of KMBC-
KFRM - KMBC-TV advertisers. Call the
KMBC-KFRM Team, KMBC-TV, Kansas City,

or your nearest Free & Peters Colonel today, so
that we can hang the Kansas City Market Basket
on your doorknob.

KMBCTVl«
,channelBASIC AFFILIATE CBS TELEVISION NETWORK . . SHARING TIME WITH WHBTV

KANSAS CITY, MO

W> KWIBC-KFRM^«
CBS RADIO FOR THE HEART OF AMERICA
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IN MUSICAL COMEDY

"OKLAHOMA"

IS THE CHOICE

OF OKLAHOMA

IN TELEVISION

KWTV
IS THE CHOICE

OF OKLAHOMA CITY KWTV WOMEN'S EDITOR

BROOKE LORING

BROOKE LORING, KWTV Women's Editor,

is a rare combination of a tremendous pro-

fessional background mixed with an out-

standing ability as a homemaker. She has a

working grasp of all phases of homemaking
and women's activities. She has attended

Julliard School of Music, American Academy
of Dramatic Art, USC and UCLA. Her experi-

ence includes appearances with the Los

Angeles Civic Light Opera, CBS and NBC in

Hollywood, and work with the Los Angeles

Guild Opera. At KWTV she does the

"Brooke Loring at Home'' show—another

example of showmanship that's helped make
KWTV-9 the choice of Oklahoma City!

EDGAR T. BEU, Executive Vice-President

FRED L. VANCE. Salej Manager

KWTV goei lo 316.000 wotti ERP with a 1572-fool lower in loler »ummer 1934.

J&
AFFILIATED MANAGEMENT K M A CBS

REPRESENTED BY AVERY-KNODEL, INC.

1



Ratings while

show is on air

Major car firms

boost air budgets

Hot issues up

for NARTB

Execs debate

'huckster" case

Ratings while tv show is still on air: This becomes reality with
electronic device Pulse unveils soon. Pulse calls system DAX (data
accurately cross-checked). It would be set up in New York first with
400-set sample. Pulse has equipment perfected, will install devices
in sets if industry steps forward to pay for it. Phone lines connect
sets to electronic calculator. Dr. Sydney Roslow, Pulse president,
says device won't supplant personal-interview technique of Tele-Pulse
because it can't yield data on wh o listens.

-SR-

What's happening in Detroit may make advertising history. Big auto
companies making (and selling) fewer cars. (Last week in April car &
truck production was 156,754, against 194,610 year ago.) Yet despite
fewer sales, lower profits (Chrysler's first quarter earnings dropped
68%) , advertising budgets are being increased. Tv, radio now being
used by every major car maker. Tv network budgets up about 67% for
auto industry as whole this year; radio up more than 77%. Taking cue
from Detroit, thousands of independent dealers throughout country
turning to air media—many for first time. Full story NEXT issue.

-SR-

Hottest topics for NARTB Convention's corridor clinics? SPONSOR
survey of leading 250 stations shows following will be discussed in

and out of Palmer House sessions in Chicago 23-27 May: (1) Whither
uhf? (2) network spot carriers; (3) Television Advertising Bureau;

(4) a "federated" NARTB; (5) color tv ; (6) fm radio; (7) film syndi-
cation. For explanation, see "NARTB convention preview," page 41.

-SR-

There may be some "hucksters" (purveyors of misleading advertising)
in AAAA, but what group is entirely free of "quacks" and "shysters"
and how would you actually enforce ethical practices? That seems to

be consensus of BBDO President Ben Duffy, 4A's Chairman William Baker
Jr. (of B&B), Victor Ancona, American Machine & Foundry ad manager
who represented advertiser's view. Trio commented on Fairfax Cone's
statement before recent 4A's convention that "hucksters" should be

thrown out of association. (For full comments, see page 86).

108 tv pioneer stations honored

Curtain-raiser at the NARTB Convention will be the first tv pio-
neer dinner at which about 175 pre-freeze station owners and man-
agers, top net execs, presidents of national representative firms,

FCC commissioners and industry association leaders will be pres-
ent. Commemorative plaques will be awarded to the 108 pioneer tv

stations. Host at the dinner and donor of the commemorative
plaques is SPONSOR. Harold Hough, general manager of WBAP-TV,

Fort Worth, veteran broadcaster whose homespun philosophy has
entertained many an industry gathering, is toastmaster. Earle
Ludgin, outgoing national chairman of the 4A' s , and president of

Earle Ludgin Co. since 1927, will be the guest speaker.

SPONSOR. Volume 8. No. 10. 17 May 1954. Published biweekly by SPONSOR Publicatii I- al 3110 Kim Ave., Baltimore, Ml Bwsi tlw E II rial, Advertising, Cir-

culation Offices 40 E. 49th St.. New York 17. S8 a year In XI. S. $9 elsewhere. Entered as second class maner 29 January 1949 at Baltimore. Sid. poatofflce under Act 3 March 187B
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BBDO opens doors

to SPONSOR

Macy's pleased

with radio test

Radio soapers

1 3 cost of tv

Sponsors step up

use of air media

Miller named by

TVAB as aide

2 unusual air

case histories

Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn billed $137.5 million last year,

1:35 million in tv, $14.5 million in radio. It leads not only in air
billings, but its people fee l it is tops in U.S. billings too . In any
case, its operation is unlike that of any other agency in business.
To find out why BBDO is both big end different, SPONSOR sent Al Jaffe
to spend week there. Part I of his "inside" story starts page 46.

-SR-
BAB sold Macy's, world's largest department store, on using "heaviest
concentrated radio campaign in history of retail advertising" to pro-
mote major spring event, "Largest Sale on Earth." Store used 642
announcements on 7 New York stations week of 22-27 March. Estimated
27 million family impressions were made at cost of 50p per 1,000.
SPONSOR estimates Macy's sp ent §25,000-530,000. Results, according
to Macy executives: "Highly satisfactory."

-SR-
Costs of 11 tv soap operas (15 minutes across-the-board) currently
running range from $8,500 to $10,030 weekly for talent and production
alone. Average radio soaper runs to $2,850 weekly. P&G sponsors 4

tv soapers, 11 on radio to lead pa ?k. These data from SPONSOR'S
Comparagraphs. For Radio Comparagraph, see page 111.

-SR-
66 advertisers spending $178,000,0J0 a year answered SPONSOR'S 2

questionnaires on business and media trends. Of these, 47 spend

$45,000,000 on radio and/or tv. Significantly the more air they use
the more en thusi astic they se em to be about b oth media . For example,
Nabisco 's George Oliva says he's stepping up his multi-million-dollar
budget by 20% this year—but the increase for air alone is 60%. For
other views on "Do radio & tv move goods?" see page 56.

-SR-
At SPONSOR presstime newly formed Television Advertising Bureau named
Neville Miller, former NARTB president, onetime Louisville mayor, as
TVAB's special legal consultant. Miller, senior partner in Washington
law firm of Miller & Schroeder, is communications law specialist.
Richa rd A. M o ore, TVAB chairman, s ays membersh ip now total s 5 9. For
more discussion of TVAB, see NARTB Convention story page 41.

-SR-
Metropolitan Life, world's biggest insurance house, spends $1.5 mil-
lion of $3.2 million budget on radio, s ell s no in surance via air
(only health)

.

Good Humor, ice-cr^am firm, spends 100^ of its $225,-
000 budget on 8-week saturation ca^aign in 8 major markets. Break-
down is 60% tv, 40% radio. For details of these 2 unusual air opera-
tions, see page 52 for Metropolitan, page 44 for Good Humor.

IVeto national spot radio anrf tv business

SPONSOR PRODUCT AGENCY
Contircnfil Oil Co.

Pon:a City Okl.i

Thorn's | Upton.
Hobokcn

Thomas J.

Hobokcn
Thomis |

Hobokcn
Thomas |.

Hobokcn

Upton

Upton,

Lipton.

John Morrcll & Co,
Ottumw.l Iowa

Conoco r.is and oil

Upton's Frostee
r'esscrt

Lipton s Frostee
dessert

Upton's iced tea

Upton's iced tea

Red Heart Dog Food

Benton & Bowles. NY

Y&R. NY

Y&R. NY

Y&R. NY

Y&R, NY

N W. Aycr, NY

STATIONS-MARKET

55 Ccnoco radio mkts

1 50 radio mkts th-u country

•15 tv mkts thru country

100 radio mkts th-u country

50 tv mkts th-u country

150 tv mkts thru country

CAMPAIGN, start, duration

R actio : min anncts. 7:00-8:00 am. 40
to 60 per stn weekly: 7 June: 2 wks

Radio: dayti min anncts: 7 |unc: 6 wks

Tv: dayti min anncts in mkts with mo-c
than 100.0C0 sets: 7 June: 6 wks

Rad>o: min anncts: 1 June in Deep South:
15 |unc elsewhere: 6 wks

Tv: dayti min. nightfi 20-sec anncts; 1

June in Deep South. 15 June elsc-

whee; 6 wks
Tv: min. chnbrks for kid audience: 1

July: 2-3 wks

SPONSOR



P' vU y 9 CI I O Svl ICv— active, responsive participation in all worth-

while public service projects is an outstanding principle of the WGAL-TV

operation. The eight Channel 8 programs shown on this page are only a

small part of the continuing series of programs and projects designed to en-

lighten, strengthen and support the best interests of the many people living

in the WGAL-TV, Channel 8, extensive service area.

17 MAY 1954
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New York Los AngelesM E E K E K V / n C . Chicago San Francisco
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ARTICLES

Preview of the VARTB Con rent' ion

SPONSOR presents rundown of hot convention topics, gives results of station

survey which asked what stations would like to see convention do. Among
suggestions: separate Mdio and tv sessions instead of lumping both together

Why Uood II it nun- ust's radio a nil tv

Ice-cream firm spends all of its $225,000 budget on a seasonal air saturation

campaign in eight major markets. Musical jingles on radio and animated car-

toons on tv run for eight weeks starting mid-May

i week at It it litI

For a week a SPONSOR ed'tor lisfened to heartbeat of the top agency in

radio and tv billings. How does it generate ideas, create commercials, dele-
gate responsibility? Here is behind-the-scenes story

What you should know about musical libraries

Music library shows play larger role in national advertising than many admen
think. Here is how they directly concern the radio client

Metropolitan's radio results come in 1074
Since the aim of this insurance firm's big radio spot and network campaign is

longer life for po'icyholders (via hoalth-prornoting booklets), results are long-
range rather than immediate. Company's '54 radio budget: $1.5 million

Can you use these SPONSOR reprints?
"Can I get reprints?'' is a question frequently asked with regard to SPONSOR
stories. Here is rundown o,i what SPONSOR articles and other special material
have been made into reprints or booklets, and how much they cost

Do rutlio antl tv move yoods?
Part 23 of SPONSOR'S All-Media Evaluation Study chronicles sponsors' ac-
counts of what air media they are using to sell their products and the broad-
cast techniques they employ to get results

Kill Tv Pioneers: "then-und-now" chart of growth
Here is a useful chart compiled from data collected for the recent pioneer
stations section. Chart traces sets-in-market, rates, billings, other basic sta-
tistics, from early days to present

11

It

Ifi

50

52

5 1

56

\il

COMING

Tea Council bets a milium dollars on tv

For the past two years the Tea Council has been devoting virtually all of its

over-$l million ad budget to spot tv with an eye to boosting tea consumption.
Has it paid off? SPONSOR looks into the results 31 >!«!/

Who tire the radio «nrf tv "hucksters?"
Biggest controversy in the ANA and 4A's today is what to do with "hucksters"

and "weasels." Who are they? What can agencies, advertisers, media do?
How are they harming radio and tv? SPONSOR is rounding up data, opinions

11 hat ugeneynten team to know about color tv

Leading admen have posed questions they consider important on color tv to

the broadcasters. CBS Stanton and Van Volkenburg, NBC's Weaver and
RCA s Joe Elliot' step forward and supply answers
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THS HELPS

ARKANSAS

FARM BUREAU

to GROW
.ndGROW!

V_/X June 2. 1953, the Arkansas Farm Bu-

reau Federation and its affiliated service agen-

cies started sponsoring the Jirvt radio adver-

tising campaign in its history, aimed pri-

marily at securing new members.

Station KTHS was selected. Each morning

at 6:05 a.m., our Farm Service Director, Mar-

vin Vines, brings reliable market and weather

reports to thousands of farm families in every

one of Arkansas' 75 counties.

Now notice how Farm Bureau membership

grew in 1953, with just six months of KTHS
sponsorship

:

Margin Vines, KTHS Farm Service Director, interviews

John Scott, State FFA winner in 1953 Dairy Efficiency Contest.

1951 — 49,019

1952 — 50,016 — Growth, 1.9%

1953 — 55,718 — Growth, 10.2%

In commending KTHS for its part in the Bu-

reau "s growth. Mr. Waldo Frazier, Executive

Secretary of the Federation, writes:

"We feel that this and other services of your Farm Serv-

ice Department are making great contributions to the

progress of agriculture in the whole State."

Thanks, Mr. Frazier. We knew it would be

this way. when our 50,000-watt, CBS power-

house was "turned loose" to do a job for you.

50,000 Watts . . . CBS Radio
Represented by The Branham Co.

Under Same Management as KWKH, Shreveport

Henry Clay, Executive Vice President

B. G. Robertson, General Manager

KTHS
BROADCASTING FROM
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
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RADIO STATIONS ARE MAKINtl

WITH THE RED SKELTONS

i

Sponsors jump at the chance to get Skellj

WQAUf PHILADELPHIA, PA., SAYS: WVLlX/ LEXINGTON, KY., SAYS: l\jWU (

V

PHILADELPHIA, PA., SAYS:

"One of t^e prices of leadership is the

ever present challenge to keep your pro-

gramming "i*al, 'ively and fresh enough

to stay on top. We have had very good

success, rating wise, with Ziv shows, and

we think that the Red Skelton Show will

do a job for us right now."

WXLW,

LEXINGTON, KY., SAYS:

"Red Skelton Show sold in half-hour seg-

ments to: De Boor Laundry; Lowenthal

Furriers; Mayflower Moving & Storage;

Van Doran Hardware Co. (Appliances);

Emmert Packing Company of Louisville

(Sausage Makers) The Red Gold Can-

ning Co of Louisville also wanted in the

show but arrived too late."

LAWTON, OK

"All 5 half-hours of the R<

Show sold to: Popular Furni

pany; Appell's Jewelers; The

tional Bank; Kennedy & Com
Fred Harris Appliance. It toe

utes with each to sell."

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., SAYS:

"Red Skelton Show sold as a spot car-

rier to: Sniders Studebaker Agency, Cas-

sidy Home Insulation; Little Davids; Rich-

ard E. Daniels Insurance Agency; Pilgrim

Laundry; Ozman Hotpoint Dealers; and
Downtown Hotpoint Dealer. Could have

sold the entire show to Hotpoint Dealers."

KPRC,

WHEC,
HOUSTON, TEXAS, SAYS:

"Three half-hours of the Red Skelton

Show sold to the Lewis and Coker Super

Markets."

ROCHESTER, N

"Rochester Gas & Electric Cc

ing Red Skelton 5 days per

weeks firm."

WXYZ,
WMIE,

WTAR,
MIAMI, FLA., SAYS:

DETROIT, MICH., SAYS:

"Three half-hours of the Red Skelton

Show sold to the Frankenmuth Brewery."

"Radio Station WMIE is very happy to

schedule the Red Skelton program on a

five time per week basis for Jack's

Cookie Company."

NORFOLK, VA

"Red Skelton Show sold to c<

sponsors: Certified TV Sales;

reau Mutual Insurance; Servic

(Mobilgas distributor). Happy

that it took only 8 presentatic

three-fourths of the program."

WE'RE LOADED WITH ENTHUSIASTIC REPORTS LIKE THESE FROM MORE STATIONS
THAN CARRIED SKELTON ON THE NETWORK.

I

GET IN THE MONEY-MAKING SKE



STATIONS, SPONSORS,

WTNTT
all tell

the same

happy

story.

.

KELTON
SELLS

LIKE MAD!
P.S. MR. ADVERTISER, MR.
AGENCY MAN: Ask your local

station for availabilities on f

fastest-moving show on radio

«££m»
Wm*m%

^Mb^

Haatt

**m

!S»«4D,
C'»CI**ATI t

\ Wire or phone for the facts on your market today I

»ourw,



SAW:
20%UP TO

BUY THE JOHN POOLE

BIG IMPACT STATIONS

New Group Discounts

are now in effect

In Central California

KBID-TV
FRESNO
Channel 53

POWER BACKED 470,000 WATTS

COVERAGE OF THE WHOLE
CENTRAL SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY

KBIF
The Valley

Music Station

900 KC • 1,0 00 WATTS
1117 "N" STREET, FRESNO

In Southern California

KBIG
The Catalina

Station

740 KC • 10,0 00 WATTS

The Giant Economy Package

of Southern California Radio

Your Advertising Dollar

Buys More when you buy

the "B I" Stations

Save up to 20% with

combination discounts

For details ask any

John Poole station salesman

or Robert Meeker Man

JOHN POOLE
BROADCASTING CO.

KBID-TV • KBIF • KBIG

6540 Sunset Boulevard

Hollywood 28, California • Hollywood 3-3205

Charles ,1. Teller, p.p., Guenther-Bradford

A < a.. Chicago, tells SPONSOR that the (.h>.i a^o

Television Council is working on standardization o)

station practices in thai market. "Our attempt."

says he, as chairman oj the Council committee in

charge <>t this effort, "embraces such subjects as

placement o) station logos, types and sizes oi slides,

standardization of rate cards." He explains that the

Chicago effort to help timebuyers has set a precedent

tin a nationwide "Agency Poll for Standardization"

lo rase the load oi paperwork latin ft timebiners.

.Joint 1. Slsh Jr.. .11 Paul Lefton, \eu ) ml..

considers early-morning radio a good buy for

seieral reasons. "\ot only do we reach a maximum
mixed adult audience earl) mornings" he explains,

"but also, out-of-home listening, particularly in

i his. is heavy at this time." He adds that early-

morning radio gives an advertiser a psychological

advantage since he can urge the listener to go out

and bu\ his product that same day. Further he's

reaching an audience that is still fresh and has

no! been subjected to numerous outside influences.

Orrin Christy, media director, Horse Inter-

national. Sew York, lil.es daytime n tor family -use

products that are generally bought by housewives.

"There's one main Question that advertisers usually

ash about daytime tv," Orrin continued. "That

is. hou much distracted viewing is there during the

day when women are busy with housework? We
haven't conducted any direct consumer tests yet.

Still, our feeling is that daytime tt serials

with strong personalities or personality shows

get good i urn filtrated attention."

l.Uiinv Schuehne, Entil Mogul, Neu York,

sins that she believes, as the agency does, in satura-

tion radio bins. "That is. lie like to bin at least

20 announcements weekly tor a client, bemuse we

icel that radio can then do its most effective lob.

she told sponsor. "Another basit belief heri

that often a 52-week advertising effort with seasonal

frequency cycles following advertisers' sales cut

brings best results. For ManischewiU Wines, for

example, wi go heavy before Christmas and Ec

but in most mar Lets we stay on the air all year.

SPONSOR



FRIENDS
are the biggest asset

of this county bank

rfn/ty /*/ts, folks who bought their first home through

Monroe County Savings Bank's friendly services have beaten

a path to the bank for more than a century. WHAM con-

tinues to spread the message throughout the area that this

is the bank where a spirit prevails as friendly as a hand clasp.

The bank's many services are spearheaded by the theme,

"purposeful saving," to reach the mass of people in Western

New York on the hometown station. This homespun down-

to-earth atmosphere pays off in humanizing the bank's

business to its customers and contributes to its steady growth.

In good times or recessions, peace or war times, Monroe

has never missed paying dividends to its

depositors for more than 100 years.

LET WHAM RADIO SELL FOR YOU

The STROMBERG-CARLSON Station, Rochester, N. Y. Basic NBC • 50,000 watts • clear channel • 1180 kc

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY, National Representative

17 MAY 1954



SOLID

. .
.
would he appropriate symbol to dramatize

Greater Cleveland's bonanza-like boom in

business activity.

And with good reason. Monthly car loadings (that

vital index of a market's industrial health) are

today peaking 80.000-with Cleveland-made

products worth multi-millions moving out to all

parts of the world. In return. Clevelanders are

taking home attractively bulging pay envelopes.

For Cleveland is geared to America's industrial

might and WXEL, the action TV station, is geared
to Cleveland.

There's a special vitality behind WXEL's program-
ming, zip and appeal that is building an always-bigger

audience among Greater Cleveland's TV families.

For a solid gold Midas touch, let WXEL tell them
about what you have for sale. It pays off (as

other advertisers are discovering) in carload lots.

^^^^ Ask the Katz agency for details.

Courtesy o\ Association o] American Railroads

Channel 8 Cleveland

10 SPONSOR



New and renew
17 MAY 1954

/Veic on Television Networks

2.

3.

SPONSOR AGENCY

Ammens Medicated Powder
(Bristol-Myers), NY

Best Foods, NY

Helenc Curtis Ind, Chi
Diamond Crystal Salt, St

Clair, Mich
Int'l Harvester, Chi

P. Lorillard (Old Colds),
NY

Packard Dealers, Detr
Paper-Mate Pen Co,

Culver City, Cal
Quaker Oats Co, Chi
Toni Co, Chi
Wynn Oil Co, Azusa, Cal

Doherty, Clifford, Steers

& Shenfield, NY
Dancer- Fitzgerald -Sample,
NY

Earle Ludgin, Chi
Benton & Bowles, NY

Leo Burnett, Chi

Lennen & Newell, NY

Maxon, Detr
Foote, Cone 6 Belding, LA

Bryan Houston, NY
Tatham-Laird, Chi
BBDO, LA

STATIONS

CBS TV 65

CBS TV

NBC TV 65
NBC TV 49

CBS TV 40

NBC TV 96

ABC TV 38
ABC TV 68

ABC TV 56
NBC TV 125
NBC TV 49

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Carry Moore; T 2-2:15 pm; 4 May; no. wks not
available

Robert Q. Lewis Show; W 4:45-5 pm; 5 May;
no. wks not available

Top Plays of 1954; T 9:30-10 pm; 1 June; 13 wks
Today; M-F 7-9 am; 12 partic; 6 May; 8 wks

Morning Show; W, F 7:50-55 am; 15 May; no.

wks not available
Truth or Consequences; T 10-10:30 pm; 18 May;
new show in slot

Martha Wright; Sun 9:15-30 pm; 18 Apr; 52 wks
Stu Erwin Show; alt F 7:30-8 pm; 14 May; 22 wks

Breakfast Club; T, Th 8:45-9 am; 1 June; 52 wks
Tony Martin Show; M 7:30-45 pm; 26 Apr; 52 wks
Today; M-F 7-9 am; 52 partic; 1 June; 52 wks

Renewed on Television Networks

SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS

American Home Prods, NY
Coca-Cola Co, NY

Colgate-Palmolive, Jersey
City, N)

Gillette Safety Razor, Bost
Hotpoint Co, Chi

Biow, NY
D'Arcy, NY

Ted Bates, NY

Msxon, Detr
Maxon, Chi

CBS TV 54
NBC TV 101

NBC TV 116

CBS TV 100
ABC TV 67

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Love of Life; M-F 12:15-30 pm; 3 May; 52 wks
Coke Time with Eddie Fisher; W, F 7:30-45 pm;

28 Apr; 9 wks; also 25 Aug for '54-'55 season
Colgate Comedy Hour; 3 of 4 Sun 8-9 pm; 19

Sep; 39 wks
Preakness; Sat 5:30-6 pm; 22 May only

Adventures of Ozzie & Harriet; alt F 8-8:30 pm;
2 July; 52 wks

(See page 2 for New National Spot Radio and Tv Business)

Advertising Agency Personnel Changes
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION

Robert S. Aitchison
Arthur Booth
Mel L. Brink

Barbara Brooks

Eileen Cummings
Harold F. Davis
Wm. M. Englehaupt
Franklin S. Forsberg
John J. Hanselman
W. ). Haughey
Edward D. K.ihn

Michael M. Karlan
Peter Arnold Krug

|os. H. Langhammer
Si Lewis
Sydney Loewenberg
James L. Lothian
Hal Mathews
George P. MacCregor
James W. McCandless
Harry Wayne McMahan

Robert J. Noel

Timothy J. O'Leary

Edgar E. Peck
Dan Potter
John Rigor
Arthur R. Ross
Harold Sieber
Earl M. Willhite
Dr. Joseph W. Wulfeck

Saunders, Shrout & Assoc, Chi, vp
Sterling Adv, NY, exec vp
M. B. C. Adv, Kans City, partner

Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce, NY, coord
bdest activities

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, NY, timebuyer
Ward Wheelock, Phila, acct exec
Helene Curtis Ind, Chi, div sis mgr
Forsberg & Church, NY, mgmt cons
Hanselman & Clenaghen, Portland, partner
Ingalls-Miniter, Boston, vp
Victor A. Bennett, NY, exec
Joseph Katz Co, NY, prod mgr
Hicks & Creist, NY, hd radio-tv dept

Head own agency, Omaha
WPIX, NY, acct exec
Joseph Katz, Bait, acct exec
Erwin, Wasey, LA, copywriter
N. W. Ayer, NY, tv prodr-dir
Kenyon & Eckhardt, NY, vp, supvr fd accts
Ayer, Detr, dir Plymouth news bur
Five-Star Prodns, Hywd, pres

Campbell-Mithun, Chi, radio-tv dir

William Esty, NY, radio-tv timebuyer

Look Mag, NY, circ prom mgr
Benton & Bowles, NY, vp media P&C acct
Fuller & Smith & Ross, NY, acct exec
W. B. Doner, Detr, radio-tv creative stf

Kenyon & Eckhardt, NY, print buyer
KMO-TV, Tacoma, Wash, gen sis mgr
Tufts College, Medford, Mass, asst prof of psychol

NEW AFFILIATION

Fensholt Adv, Chi, vp

Same, dir plans bd
Warner, Schulenberg, Todd & Assoc, St Louis, acct

exec, memb plans bd
Whitebrook Co, NY, space & timebuyer

Hicks & Creist, NY, timebuyer
SSCB, NY, acct exec
Earle Ludgin, Chi, mdsg dir

Sterling Adv, NY, vp, gen mgr
Blitz Adv, Portland, Ore, assoc

Same, vp, gen mgr
Same, vp
Whitebrook Co. NY, gen mgr
Calkins & Holden, Carlock, McClinton & Smith.

NY, dir radio & tv

Ralph Sharp Adv. Detr, vp

Product Serv Adv, NY, hd radio-tv dept
Same, vp chg NY office

Mogge-Privet, LA, vp 6 copy chief

Y&R, NY, tv comml dept
Biow, NY, vp, supvr Philip Morris acct
Grant Adv, Detr, dir pub rels

McCann-Erickson, NY, vp, memb copy plans bd
chg radio-tv commls

Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chi, creative stf, tv-

radio dept
Calkins & Holden, Carlock, McClinton b Smith,

NY, radio-tv timebuyer
Grey Adv, NY, acct exec
William Esty, NY, tv dept
Grey Adv, NY, acct exec
Campbell-Ewald, Detr, radio-tv creative stf

Same, media coord
Hunter Adv, Hywd, partner
Reingold Co, Boston, consulting dir of research Numbers after names

refer to New and Re-

new category

In next issue: New and Renetced on Radio Networks, Na-

tional Broadcast Sales Executives, New Agency Appointments

Viler A. Krug
Mel L. Brink
Edward D. Kahn
Robert J. Noel
Si Lewis

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)
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5.

6.

Sponsor Personnel Changes

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Cory D. Clark )r

Stanley C. Fisher

John S Frietsch

Raymond B. Ceorgc

William C. Cray

Ceorgc Hennessey

Ralph R. Jugo

Leo L. Lindamcod

Lee Moss

Bernard C. Swis )r

Carnation Co. LA

Landers. Frary & Clark, New Britain, Conn, sis

mgr clcc hswares div

Philco Corp. Cinci distr rep for appliances

Philco Corp, Phi la . vp mdsg

Carnation Co. LA, asst adv mgr Albers Milling

rubsid

Storecast Corp. NY. exec vp

Landers. Frary & Clark. New Britain, Conn, sis

mgr chg South Amer export bus

Tidy House Prods, distr sis mgr Indpls

Landers, Frary & Clark. New Britain, Conn, sis

mgr vacuum cleaner div

Tidy House Prods, territory slsmn, Cinci

Same,

Same,

adv mgr cereals prods

vp

Same, adv mgr radio div

Same, dir adv all consumer prod

Same, adv mgr Friskies Dog Food

divs

E. L. Adclman

Same, vp

Assoc, Bronxville, NY, pa

Same, Shenandoah, la home off > . asst to

Same, vp

Same, distr sis mgr, hq Cinci

station Changes (reps, network affiliation, power Increases)

CHEX-TV, Peterborough, Oat, new rep All-Canada Tv

CKDA, Victoria, BC, frcq change from 1340 to 1280 kc;
power incr from 250 watts to 5000 watts

KCRI-TV, Cedar Rapids, la, new natl rep, Venard, Rintoul
& McConnell

KDEF. Albuquerque. NM, new natl rep. McCillvra

KIMN, Dtnver. natl sis rep. Avery Knodcl

KOLN-TV, Lincoln. Neb, to be primary intercon affil CBS
eff I June

KPIX. SF. purch by Westinghouse Elec Corp

KTTV. LA. power incr from 31 kw to 110 kw visual, from
15 kw to 68 kw aural

WABT. WAPI. WAFM. Birmingham, Ala, to be NBC affils eff
July; prev CBS affils

WAIM, WAIM-TV. Anderson, SC, new natl rep, Headley-Reed

WBKB, Chi, visual power incr from 114 kw to 200 kw eff
20 May

WBTW iTV>. Florence, SC, to be primary intercon affil CBS
TV eff 1 Aug

WFMY-TV, Crcensboro, NC, power incr to 100 kw visual eff

Sept, coupled with completion of new enlarged bldp

WCRB 'TV i. buffalo, new natl reo. Headley-Reed ; basi

NBC TV
WGKV, Charleston. W Va, purch by Huntington bus

including officers of WSAZ. Huntington, from Ka
Valley Bdcstg Co

WHBQ. WHBQ-TV. Memphis. Tenn. purch by Cen Tel

from Harding College, Searcy. Ark

WHKC. Columbus, purch by Hulbert Taft Jr. ores
Cincinnati, from United Bdcstg Co, Cleve, for S258

WKNB-TV. Hertford, Conn, power incr from 20 kw f

kw visual 'ch 30

1

WLOS TV. Asheville, NC. new natl rep, Venard, Rinl
McConnell

WLW-C. Columbus, switched from ch 3 to ch 4: powe
from 26 kw to 100 kw visual, from 13 to 50 kw aui

WNBK, Cleve. switched from ch 4 to ch 3; power ia

100 kw visual

WTVJ. Miami, now primary basic affil CBS TV
WUSN. WUSN-TV, Charleston. SC. southeastern reo.

S. Ayers. 812 Glenn Bldg. Atlanta, Ca.

fteu? Firms, New Offices, Changes of Address
Bryan Houston Inc. NY, new name o* Sherman & Marquette
agency

Dcnnison's Foods. Oakland, Cal. purch by Amer Home Foods

Roy S. Durstine, new address, 655 Madison Ave. NY 21 phone
TEmpleton 8-4600; prev 730 Fifth Ave

KPOL, LA, new address, 4628 Wilshire Blvd. LA 5 phone
WEbstcr 8-2345: prev 5087 Huntington Drive, LA

Sherman & Marquette. NY. name changed to Bryan Ho

John Sutherland Prodns. new NY studios at 404 Fourth
NY

TVR Prodns, new tv n-odn co at 9929-A Young Drive. H
Allan A. Buckhantz. prcs chg prodn. formerly dir K
Hywd

Venard. Rintoul & McConnell. NY address. 444 Madison
'radio-tv stn reps)

i

lumbers after names
refer to New and Re-
new category

(,. I'. I/,;. G
Harold A. D
R S. litchisoi

J. I anghammei
J. II

. \h ( andless (3)

Ralph R
S G I

I |
, 1/"N^

Leo I i dai

I I.

I I)

Hi

I
|.
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WHO-TV BRINGS
WHO'S RADIO STANDARDS

TO TELEVISION!

\

Now en the air with TOP SHOWMANSHIP-
TOP PUBLIC SERVICE-

TOP AUDIENCE REACTION!
WHO has been preparing for WHO-TV for years ... as to facilities,

personnel and talent programming.

Operation-wise/ our transmitter building, remodeled in 1948, was designed to

include TV facilities. Our special vertical directionalized radio antenna, erected

in 1951, was designed to carry all possible forms of high-gain TV antennas.

Personnel-wise, over the years we have accumulated people talented in radio

showmanship, as well as having intimate knowledge of stage lighting, acting,

and all other components that are necessary for outstanding television

production, too.

Program-wise,our large talent staff has been signed with a special eye toward

TV as well as radio. Like our Barn Dance, much of our radio programming has

been planned with built-in video potentials.

We are now on the air. WHO-TV pledges you that in television as in radio,

the highest standards will be maintained, resulting in the same audience

preference and advertising results for which WHO is known throughout the

Middle West.

WHO-TV
CHANNEL 13 • NBC

DES MOINES

Cel. B. J. Palmer, President

^^ P. A. loyet, Resident Manager

FREE & PETERS, INC.

'vv '

J
National Representatives
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. . . read as they will (or canJ most people still find it easier to listen
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Once upon a time, the world was a much smaller

place. And whenever someone had something t<> say
,

all he did was speak up.

But soon people began to get out of earshot.

And Communication became more and more difficult.

Till one day one man sat down on his stone,

and chipped out something called writing. Then

someone else passed along, decoded this sculpture,

and reading came into the world. Lo! The primitive

one-step process of talking and listening had been

replaced with something more complex.

But it wasn't replaced after all. For read as they

will (or can) most people still find it easier to listen.

And people who want to get a message across still

find it easier, and more effective, to talk. v

Especially now that one medium of communica-

tion can carry a message to everyone: Radio. In

115 million places. The easiest, yet most forceful

means of selling everybody that's ever been devised.

Radio is intimate, personal, persuasive. And

when it's the voice of an old friend, people respect

what they hear.

Radio is rhythm, music, sound effects — all the

things that are fun to hear over and over. Things

that are hard to forget.

Radio, in short, is sound. And being sound, radio

moves one

step

at

a

time. As soon as the entertainment

comes to a stop, the sales message immediately begins.

The message is hard to miss. And since radio moves

one group of words at a time, the sales points can't

be skipped over.

Today, there's one place in radio where sound

sells best, and that is CBS Radio. Presenting more

of America's top programs . . . over more of the

nation's best stations . . . CBS Radio is heard by-

bigger audiences than anywhere else in radio.

And offering the lowest cost for every sales mes-

sage delivered, it's CBS Radio where more of the

top national advertisers are heard. So many, with so

much to say, that CBS Radio leads all other networks

in billings for the fifth consecutive year.

CBS Radio Where America fi Listens Most



"NO OTHER TOWER,
ANYWHERE!"
WDAY-TV is the only TV station in Fargo,

North Dakota's TOP market.

In fact, in all the fabulous Red River Valley,

WDAY-TV is the only television station.

(The nearest on-the-air station is more than

200 miles away— the nearest grant for a

station-to-be is more than 50 miles away!)

RED RIVER VALLEY

FARGO WDAY-TV
m

FARGO, N. D. • CHANNEL 6
Affiliated With NBC • CBS • ABC • DUMONT

FREE & PETERS, INC., Exclusive Motional Representatives

16 SPONSOR
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WTRF-TV'S WELL-BALANCED

ASSETS, BIG MARKET-IMPACT

IDEAL FOR ALL ADVERTISERS

The stor) of WTRF-TV, Channel 7, Wheeling, is, basi-

cally, the storj of a station's phenomenal growth; one, as

an instrument of influence in its coverage area and second-

ly, as an effective medium of sales and service to the

advertiser.

The term "well-balanced" looms large and vivid in this

story.

WTRF-TV started off with these enviable market ad-

vantages: (1) a highb industrialized economy that was ex-

ceptionally well-balanced and stable: i2) a retail sales total

of $1,368,678,000 for its coverage average and 1 3 1 a

metropolitan trading area that in terms of buying power

ranked it among the first 48 such areas in the countrv.

Using these market advantages as a foundation, WTRF-
TV has. for a station but six months on the air. built an

extraordinary record of achievement—plus a handsome
opportunity for the advertiser.

The two things that have contributed most to WTRF-
TV's fast and decisive growth have been a well-balanced

local programing structure and a conspicuouslv promotion-

conscious management. The end results of \\ TRF-TV's

local program creation have been (a) a tremendous impact

on the viewing habits and good-will of the people in the

area (b) very high ratings for local shows and (c) a su-

perior level of set penetration.

For the advertiser, the end results of all this have been

maximum penetration of his message and imposing sales.

Read the next seven pages and you'll agree that \\1RF-T\

is where the BALANCE is in the XDVERTISER'S FAVOR.

This presentation was researched on the scene and prepared
in its entirety by SPONSOR PRESENTATIONS. INC.. under the

supervision of Ben Bodec. for WTRF-TV, Wheeling, W. Va.
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WTRF-TV
WHEELING. WESTVIRGINIA

market
SB

'WU
Auto Starr"

KAISER MOTOR CORP.. SHADYSIDE, 0.

fe££3l

ay Processed chlorine caustic-soda

ALLIED CHEM. & DYE. MOUNDSVILLE, W.

—I

4
World-famed dinnerware

HARKER POTTERY CO.. CHESTER, W. VA.
Most modern galvanizing line in the world

WHEELING CORRUGATING, MARTINS FERRY, C

f

»

WELL-BALANCED, STEADFAST ECONOR
Though great steel fabricating center, market contains hundred

Here are seven prime reasons why

more and more national advertisers

are including the market served by

WTRF-TV in their television cam-

paigns:

1. The market represents a highly

industrialized economy that's excep-

tionally well-balanced and stable.

2. Because of the intense diversifi-

cation of industry, the economy of

the area is not subject to booms and

depressions.

3. Employment has steadih expanded

in recent years as a result of (a I the

sharp growth of the chemical industry

in the area and (b) enormous capital

investments made for plant moderni-

zation and expansion.

I. The rale of employment and aver-

age wage earning have held up remark-

al>l\ well throughout the area.

5. The 1 ,2 14,000 people in the WTRF-
TV area have $1,368,678,000 a year

to spend on retail goods. This retail

spending averages out to s'i.900 per

household in the WTRF-TV coverage

area, compared to an average "I $3,677

for the COUntT) .

(i. There's $1,980,000,000 in buying

power anion- ihe 351,640 families in

the area, an average of $5,631 per

household. The countrywide average

is I >,27 1 per household.

7. The penetration of television sets

in the area has been uncommonly
rapid. I his. plus the intense degree

of viewing i see Feb.-Man h Pulse for

\\ heeling area I assures the advertis-

er maximum audiences for his sales

message.

What significantly characterizes the

\\ ["RF-T\ market in term* of >ize is

the closeness and densitv of the pop-

ulated areas and industries. Take the

Wheeling Metropolitan Area alone: in

it are .H.i citie- and towns and

diversified industrial plants.

Following are some salient economic

facts and factors about \\ FRF- 1 \ -

coverage area

:

• New industries entering just the

Wheeling Metropolitan Area over the

last In \ears have represented an in-

vestment of over $130,000,000.

• Industrial expansion over the past

three years in this area—covering

modernization and increased produc-

tion capacity—has represented an out-

lav of $55,000,000.

• Of the 173 metropolitan districts

in the I niled States the Wheeling Met-

ropolitan area 1>\ it-elf rank- as 18th

in term- of consumer spendable in-

come, i See l
( ).")ii Census.

'

• In manufacturing employees the

Wheeling Metropolitan Area ranks
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WTRF-TV'7
WHEELING. WEST VIRGINIA 1

sARACTERIZES WTRF-TV'S ENTIRE COVERAGE AREA
nts manufacturing widest variety of consumer goods; site of growing chemical industry

among the first 40 of such areas in

the country. One company alone.

Wheeling Steel, paid out a total of

$85,288,816 in wages and salaries dur-

ing 1953. The average wage earned in

this area was $72.38 for an average

37.5 hour week, the second highest for

any area in West Virginia and appre-

ciably above the national manufactur-

ing average.

• Natural resources are in great

abundance. They include the huge

beds of crystal rock salts that have

contributed largely to the fast devel-

opment of the chemical industry in

the area, and massive deposits of coal,

oil, gas, clay, shale and sandstone.

• Outstanding among the area's

rich water facilities is, of course, the

Ohio River—in terms of both trans-

portation and plant supply. It is esti-

mated that in 1953 over 50 million

tons of cargo passed along the Ohio

River in the section falling within

WTRF-TV's coverage area.

• Among the more recent big capi-

tal investments in the WTRF-TA area

are Columbia Southern Chemical, Na-

trium, $60,000,000; Kaiser Motors,

Shadyside, $5,000,000; U. S. Army
Chemical Div., near Natrium, $3,000,-

000. Monsanto Chemical is also com-

ing into the area.

• Shifts in factories generally occur

7 a.m., 3 p.m., 11 p.m. Much of trans-

portation to work is b) private car.

• Nationally known manufacturing

companies located in Wheeling indus-

trial area include:

Bellaire Enamel Co.

Block Bros. Tobacco Co.

Cleveland Graphite Bronze Co.

Columbia-Southern Chemical Corp.

Continental Foundry & Machine Co.

Cook-Waite Laboratories

Eagle Manufacturing Co.

Follansbee Steel Corp.

Fostoria Glass Co.

General Glove Co.

Hammond Bag & Paper Co.
Harker Pottery Co.

Hazel-Atlas (ibss Corp.

[mperial Glass < !orp.

Kaiser Motors I lorp.

Louis Marx Toy Co.

National Analine Div. of Allied Chemi
cal & Dye ( '"<

i

Ohio Ferro-Alloj a
( lorp.

Solvaj Process Div. of Allied Chemical
J. L. Stifel & Sons textiles

S;. h .hi i.i Elect i Lc Product s, Inc.

Triangle Conduil & Cable Co.
('. s. Stamping Co.

Valley Manufacturing Co. (plastics)

Watt CaT & Wheel Co.

Weil-inn Steel Co.

Wheeling Bronze Casting Co.

Wheeling Corrugating Co.

Wheeling Machine Products Co.

Wheeling Metal Products
Wheeling Stamping Co.

Whe< I Steel Corp.

Wheeling Tile Co.

Here's what the Wheeling Metropolitan Area alone delivers

County Population Families Retail Sales Spendable Intome

Ohio
BELMONT 84,700 25,850

27,410

$65,187,000

96,180,000

$117,679,000

JEFFERSON 95,800 164,260,000

West Virginia
BROOKE
HANCOCK
MARSHALL
OHIO (Wheeling)

25,800 7,200 17,327,000 40,080,000

35,300 9,200 26,641,000 100,029,000

33,500 9,530 22,769,000 42,796,000

71,900 22,030 103,628,000 170,341,000

METRO TOTALS 347,000 101,220 $331,732,000 $635,185,000

SOURCE: SRDS' 1954 Consumer Markets
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market

FactitaI data on the M^TRF-TV market

OHIO
Itrlmonl
< ;u roll
<'oliiiul>i.-iii:i

('OfllOflOII
<pii«'niM'>
Harrison
Jefferson
>lonroi>
Noble
I iiscai-;i\\ Bfl

\» asliin^loii

omio ioivis

'OVULATION RETAIL SALES FOOD SALES DRUG SALES GENERAL MDSE SPENDABLE IN

84.700

19.600

102.100

31.300

38,300

18,600

95,800

14.100

10,700

70.800

44,700

25,850

5,740

30.810

9.990

I 1.720

5.690

27,410

4,290

3,250

21,770

13,800

$65,187,000

25,874,000

124,534.000

31,876,000

33,688,000

16,322,000

96,180,000

7,412,000

8,805,000

83,171,000

44,574,000

$21,581,000

5,560,000

32,026,000

6,802,000

7,901,000

5,660,000

26,350,000

1,425,000

1.438,000

21,924.000

10,805,000

$1,104,000

368,000

3,019,000

743.000

567.000

215,000

2,190,000

126,000

I 10,000

1,975,000

920,000

$4,095,000

2,485,000

10.744,000

3,598.000

3.824,000

936,000

8,245,000

1,106,000

1,238,000

8,344,000

7,715,000

18,830

4,173

25,482

3,372

6,625

2,844

24,380

1,360

872

17,427

6,619

$1 17,679,0

20,616,0

161,520,0

49,160,0

47,564,0

20,736,0

164,260,0

9,979,0

9.267,0

107,231,0

56.903,0

530,700 150,320 $537,623,000 $141,472,000 $11,337,000 $52,330,000 111,624 $764,915,

C

rr.wsi i.vwi \

Fayette
Greene
Washington

l»l>\. TOTALS

186,700

45,500

55,300

51,750

12,650

14,590

287,500 78,990

$184,042,000

31,256,000

215,067,000

$430,365,000

$46,461,000

9,490,000

60,938,000

$3,819,000

567,000

5,019,000

$27,795,000

4,083,000

24,461,000

41,833

7,243

51,490

$183,449,0

43,393,0

294, 814, C

$116,889,000 $9,405,000 $56,339,000 100,566 $521,656,0

WEST VIRGINIA

ItiiioLr
Doddridge
Hancock
Harrison
Marion
Marshall
Monongalia
Ohio
Pleasants
Ritchie
Tyler
Wetzel

WEST VA. TOTALS
>l MtKl l TOTALS

25,800

7.800

35,300

81,000

68,200

33,500

59,000

71,900

5,900

10,800

9,200

18,200

7,200

2,140

9,200

23,520

19,910

9,530

15,940

22,030

1,690

3,180

2,760

5,230

$17,327,000

4,073,000

26,641,000

86,207,000

58,762,000

22,769,000

50,903,000

103,628,000

4,737,000

6,076,000

4,975,000

14,592,000

$5,629,000

1.214,000

9,440,000

20,813,000

15,851,000

9,766,000

14,036,000

21,831,000

1,353,000

1,641,000

1,784,000

4,225,000

$357,000

49,000

856,000

1,836,000

1,290,000

583,000

1,265,000

2,372,000

64,000

152,000

143,000

313.000

$717,000

438,000

1,300,000

9,660,000

9,538,000

1,090,000

5,618,000

18,216,000

310,000

904,000

42 1 ,000

916,000

4,611

130

6,001

6,402

8,538

3,822

7,231

15,039

438

915
780

1,604

$40,080,01

5,140,01

1 00, 029,0'

119,909,01

96,692,0'

42,796,0)

84,156,01

170,341,0

4,192,0

7,851,0

7,422,0

14,926,0

426,600 122,330 $400,690,000 $107,583,000 $14,131,000 $49,128,000 55,511 $693,534,0

1,244,800 351,640 $1,368,678,000 $365,944,000 $34,873,000 $157,997,000 267,701 $1,980,105,

MM l<< \ .

-

>..il ~. .i Ha
Bellairc A

It Its |<>.-. i ( „,

'53, Id Ull
Martini Ferri

i. .,,r Markets.
IS and Jan. T.

It) LMOM I ; E.

\pril I. T> I estimates based <>n <HS-
CiUea in these COUNTIES: OHIO—

I.iMi-i I. (1)1.1 Mill \\\: Cambridge,

GUERNSEY) StenbenvUle, JEFFERSON i Marietta, WASHINGTON. PENNSYLVANIA

—

Uniontown, FAYETTE. WEST VIRGINIA—Welrten, HANCOCK 1 Cktrkattars, II VRRI-
SON; Fairmont, MARION; Monndsville, MARSHALL; Wheeling, OHIO.

WHEELING RETAIL HUB

OF BUSTLING MARKET

The core of WTRF-TV's coverage area

along tin- Ohio River has something quite

in common with the Providence metropolitan

area: tin- towiw air strung so closel) together

.mil -ii ilii< k I \ populated tli.it it's hard t<> tell

when you're in "iic in nut ill the other, [his

concentration of population has made \\ heel-

ing, for a < it\ <>f il- size, tin- higgesl ilnllar-

wise trading center in Vmerica. \- the hull

of an aica that has known neither boom nor

depression, Wheeling demonstrates a con-

stant, linn stability on the retail Bales level.
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Kloss Inn: Bob Kloss (inset) includes on the Saturday afternoon in-

stallment of his disk jockey program a dancing session among invited

highschool couples which draws 'em to the WTRF-TV screen—both

young and old— like a magnet. Feb.-Mar. Pulse gave this a 29.5 rating

HIGH RATINGS ACCRUE FROM WTRF-TV'S

WELL BALANCED LOCAL LIVE PROGRAMS

The people in the WTRF-TV area

are predominantly homebodies, down-

to-earth and neighborly. In its six

months on the air WTRF-TV has dem-

onstrated handsomely that television is

the ideal medium of entertainment for

penetrating to these people.

A great deal of effort is made to ab-

sorb that neighborly spirit into WTRF-
TV's local programing. Three basic

rules guide this effort:

1. Try to get a minimum of 200

faces of people living in the area on

WTRF-TV's screen each week. And
make sure that at least 50 of them

are before the "Calling All Carrs"'

cameras. ( How well this rule has paid

off for "Calling All Carrs," particular-

ly, was attested by the 14 rating it

got in Feb.-Mar. 1954 Pulse.)

2. Maintain an air of informality

by talking with the people on your

shoiv and not at them. Treating our

viewing audiences as though the cam-

eras were located on the other side of

their livingrooms.

3. Meet the challenge inherent in

the diverse population within our cov-

erage area by creating a quality of

programing which has relationship to

the lives they live and the things they

like in entertainment and information.

The people in the WTRF-TV area

are singularly music conscious. \\ TRF-

TV carries as much as 12 hours a

week of live local programing contain-

ing music of all types. WTRI -T\

was but a few weeks on the air when

Music Editor Dr. Paul N. Elbin wrote

in the Wheeling News Register:

"It's evident already WTRF-T\ is

determined to offer a balanced pro-

gram schedule . . . balance in a pro-

gram schedule means something for

everybody, and something for evtr\-

body, as WTRF-TV exemplifies it.

means music both low-brow and high-

brow."

Of the 107 hours of programs tele-

cast weekly in April by WTRF-TV,
41' , were network originated, 2!!' ,

were local live and 31%, film. Local

live originations added up weekly to

43 programs and 25 1
1
> total hours.

Calling all Carrs: Bob and Jan Carr (left of baby), with rare

"neighborly" touch, zoomed this daily matinee event to 14 Pulse

Kitchen Camera: Food and other advertisers find way Esther Sam-

uel and Marjorie Lee dish up commercials and lecipes a surefire buy
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p r o g r a m i n g

Movie Marshal: (top) has within but several months not only

reached top ratings for kid shows in an area but captured the enthu-

siasm of parents; show's also among WTRF-TV choicest mail pullers

and is effectively merchandised at points of purchase

Uncle Harry's Kiddie Corner, a novelty that's as clever as it's

captivating, caters to the same audience as "Ding Dong School ";

it's chockful of mail appeal and also merchandising possibilities

and assures maximum returns at minimum cost-per- 1 ,000

These local shows deliver topnotch ratings

Calling All Carr-: Onlj three months on the air and thi- youth-
ful husband and wife team Bob and Jan Can pulled a 11 av-r-

rating (Feb.-Mar. 1954 Pulse). They're endowed with all the
qualities thai build nnnh loyal audiences and build saturation

foi the advertiser. The < an-' formal in essence: a wide
variet) oi human ami humorous interviews with the verj people
who live in the area ami gimmicks that blend in perfectly with
ihe day-to-da) interests and characteristics "I the ana. The gim-
micks include tin- Can Hah*. ..f tin- Week, picked by mail vote;
studio quilting parties; garden hint- from experts on camera:
household hint- from viewers; hobb) exhibits bj invited guests;
haii ami fashion style demonstrations and information about pets,

with tin- ( an- Ending a home each week lor a puppy from tin- local

animal shelter. Schedule: 3:15 t" 1 p.m., Mon. thru Fri.

Kl<>>» Inn: Another meteoric buci -- 'hat ha- emerged from
WTRF-TV's six-months' existence. Bob klo--' dynamic personality,

urceful showmanship and familiarit] with tin- nation's top re-

cording stars were tie- main ingredients that got this dailj disk-
playing session «.lf to a fa-t -tan. It'- perhaps one oi tin- f<-\%

programs in broadcasting historj whose format «a- revised Jbecause
of it- spectacular popularity. It began as a record-request-via-tele-

phone idea Tie- deluge oi request calls telephone officials report-

ed 10.212 calls were counted in a three-hour period not onlj Beri-

oii-l> hampered regular telephone service in wheeling bul tied up
the trunk lines to man] outlying communities. The record-playing
i- interlarded week-days with interviews oi local personalities and
various types ol area and national celebrities, while on Saturday - \

high-choo] ton jil< - are in\ited to Klo-- Iim for a darning party.

Schedule: 1:30 to 3:00, Mon. thru Fri.: 6 to 7 p.m., Sat The Feb.-
M i. Pulse gave thi- -hou a week-da] a\erage of 10 and 29.5 for

Sal in day.

Kitchen Camera: Esther Samuel and Marjorie Lee Smith, for-

mer hone service representatives for leading appliance maker- and
who an- known !i> housewives throughout the area, have an exciting

way of presenting the cooking-type pro-ram. With families of their

own, the pair put the emphasis on practical and economic meal
preparation. Added to their home economic- background i- a know-
how to selling a product. Schedule: 1 to 1:30 p.m., Mon. thru Fri.

Pp. ded b] the Bettj White Shot* (NBC); Klo- Inn follow-.

Movie Marshal: The Ft 1,.-Mar. l'ul-e ga\c thi- daily kid -how
an average rating oi 21.6. all of -ix point- ahead of it- predecessor
on WTRF-T\ schedule, fiowd] D I\. Bud Schenk, with a terrific

Following in the area, fill- the Movie Mar-h.il ro]i-. Format: On
each show the Marshal and seven of hi- boj and -z i r 1 "deputies"
gather in his "bunkhouse" to observe birthdays (with the program
sponsors' own cake, milk and candy a- part of the part] spread)
and view cartoon-. Mon. thru Fri. 6-6:30.

I nele Harry's Kiddie Corner: A daily quarter-hour for the pre-

school-ager. A distinct novelty. Ha- enthusiasm of mother-: prom-
ises to match rating of it- schedule-mate, Ding Dong School; lend>

sell to lots of merchandising; big mail puller. Format: "Lncle
Harry" plays children- records and draws amu-ing cartoons of

characters and -cine- mentioned in songs.

Amateur Spotlight: Features amateur talent from all sections

of tri-State are:;. Program i- fenueed h\ WTRF-T\ *8 Program
Manager, Judith Law/ton. Saturday, 10:30-11 p.m.

\\ TKI'-TY VcM.vrooin stresses

quick, complete area coverage

Area coverage is the key word in the oper-

ations of the WTRF-TV newsroom. The staff

is geared for instant coverage of a news

story within a 75-mile radius, including cov-

erage by still or sound motion pictures.

George Diab, news editor, Del Taylor and

Jim Moore are all old hands in the gather-

ing, writing and P'esenting of news in this

area, while Paul Howard holds top rank

among sportscasters up and down the Ohio

Valley. Each has long sponsorship records.

V<1 Taulor

yL

Paul Howard George Diab Moore

Js%\fjsm%



public service & promotion

Tv College: Exemplifies the topnotch type of well-balanced edu-

cational-public service fare on which WTRF-TV has set its sights;

viewers are made to feel that they're actually part of classroom

SCHOOLS, PRESS PRAISE

WTRF-TV SERVICE PROGRAMS

WTRF-TV tailors its public service programing accord-

ing to a preconceived, affirmative philosophy. It does not

succumb to the easily obtainable and produceable. It has

marked out certain fields which the management disco-

ered out of its radio experience are of uppermost interest

to this specific area and, after scouring the area, it has

slotted as regular features ideas, people and techniques

that were best representative of these fields.

The management's approach to public service program-

ing has brought it such encomiums as . . . "West Lib-

erty State College is pleased that our local television sta-

tion is in the hands of men who have proved their de-

votion to education" (College President Paul N. Elbin),

and . . . "the wonderful way you treated our Junior Choir

on the telecast of March 14 makes it most gratifying to

us adults to know that such fine people were behind the

scenes of tv" (a Sun. School Supt.).

The three public service shows that have made an espe-

cially deep impress in the WTRF-TV area are:

Tv College: A professor and group of students conduct class in

the WTRF-TV studio. The setting, atmosphere and camera treat-

ment contribute to the ultimate in mental stimulation. A Pittsburgh
tv editor, commenting on all this and the flexibility of he pro-

gram's format, wrote . . . ''this is educational television as it

should be presented."

Town and Country: A project of the Agricultural Extension
Service in the area which covers a great variety of better living

for people in both urban and rural areas. Its participants include

agricultural and home demonstration agents from nine counties

and 4-H Club members.
Children's Tv Chapel: Youth choirs from 26 counties in WTRF-
T\ 's coverage area appear in this heart-warming Sunday afternoon

series. It gathered a 20 rating in the Feb.-Mar. Pulse.

yvatts Where the balance is in your favor...
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PRIZE-WINNING PROMOTION

• •ni- <>! ill,' ii,,,-i promotion-minded stations in il ntry,

WTRF-T\ lii- dread) \ several prizes awarded b) national ad-

vertisers I"! "iii landing promotion. It- latesl recognition was the

first prize in the "Big Story" contest. Jusl the week befon thai

\\ I RF T\ '- pi n md lising dep

ol the top li prizes fur the "Bob Hope Show" promotion.

WTRF-TV's bases it- merchandising ami promotion services not

on expenditures foi timi bul mi the Bpecifii situation.

WTRF-TV's I" "ii"i rchandising services include:

ON-TIIK-MK courtesj am ncements starl before first br<

ami continue through the life of tin program.

PROGRAM LISTINGS—in 53 newspapers in Wesl Virginia, Obi,,

and Pennsylvania (with a combined circulation "f more than

2,145,000) and T\ Guide.

DISPLAY ADVERTISING—in tin- Wheeling News-Register, the

Wheeling Intelligencer ami the Martins Ferry-Bellaire (Ohio)

Times-Leader. Sponsor's name and/or product is included in ad.

NEWS RELEASES—mailed weekly to 160 newspapers.

MERCHANDISING MAILINGS— b> an ingement, to food, drug,

appliance, or gas ami nil retailers in WTRF-TV Grade A & B areas.

DISPLAY MATERIAL—by arrangement, for point-of-pm

and floor or window • 1 i — j > 1 ;i >

.

PERSONAL CALLS on retailers, wholesalers and jobbers to de-

termine advertiser's distribution.

ADVERTISERS are invited to use the WTRF-TX letterhead and

signature for dealer and jobber mailings.

REPORT of merchandising and promotion acthities sent to ad-

vertisers and their agencies regular!*.

Audience promotion: As do all of WTRF-TV's staff talent, here

are Bob and Jan Carr attending by invitation a neighborhood fete

WTRF-TV promotes ^«p^_
i„i mmMtk WiiniMwss

at point-of-purvhase

9
^ iim * milt

With the program's
'

fe* JIM
^ MOOREpersonality himself Amaking some of the

rounds, over 1,000
&

' FRONT PAGE NEWS
of these handsome EDI NM 1100-. C22SB
foam-plastic displays

«ON°*r S]
were placed among

fBIOAY

taverns in the area



anagement & staff

WTRF-TV'S WELL-BALANCED SERVICES

WIN APPROVAL OF ALL RANKS IN AREA

Nothing pleases a broadcasting sta-

tion as mu< h as the discover) thai the

policies mix I obj» lives i" which it has

geared itself have been quickl) and

expli< iil\ ic- ognized bj the \ iewers.

Having been Bingularl) successful

with radio in tin- same area. \\ ll!l-

I \ 'a management has extended to tel-

»-\ i - i < • 1 1 the same basic credos thai dis-

tinguished it- radio service. It astute-

K applied tin- principle that tin- me-

dium belonged t" ever) cultural stra-

tum <>f the area or communit) and that

the tastes ami preferences ol all ele-

ment- 1 1 1 n-t he accorded a place in the

week's program schedule. WTRF-TV,
now in it- -i\tl nth ol operation,

ha- carried out this concept ol well-

balanced programing with imagina-

tion, resourcefulness and a keen sense

of showmanship.

\ml it wasn't long before W'l'RF-

I \ found out that tin- \ iewers in its

coverage ana were deeply aware of

the management's programing philos-

ophy. Increasingly, viewer < :orrespon-

dence had something to say about it.

Like this quote from a letter that came
to \\TI!I-T\ March 21. 1954 from

Cambridge Ohio, and was signed.

"George \\ . Duncan and family":

" \ll of us appreciate the tremendous

job you have accomplished in such a

short time in bringing to your viewers

the finest in le\e\ ision v lewing.

"Your programing is well-bal-

anced and furnishes viewers \>ith

a diversified selection of programs
covering everj interest."

\\ I l!l - I \ - "Ian mail" ha- been

somewhat novel to tin- extent al-<>: it

ha- included letters from man) busi-

nessmen's organizations officiall) ex-

tending congratulations to the station

for. a- one ol tin' letter- put it. "your

e\< ellere e ol pi o- i ,i ill-. -< ope ol na-

tional and local new- coverage and

general progress.

Tin' tempo ami degree of this prog-

ress < .in he largel) credited to the sum
total of WTRF-TN management's ex-

perience and record ol -ei \ ice, to both

audience and advertisers, in the broad-

ea-t media. It is the onlv station in its

• overage area with complete broadcast

facilities tv. am and fm.

Here's a pertinent note on the own-

ership of WTRF-'H :

The controlling stock is divided into

three basic groups. The News Publish-

ing Co. (publishers of the Wheeling

News Register and the Wheeling In-

telligencer i owns 3095 of the stock.

Another 30?? of \\TKI-T\ stock is

owned b) a competitor of the News
Publishing Co. — the Dix brothers

1 publishers of the Martins Ferrv-

Bellaire Ti mes-Leader I . The balance

of the stock is owned b) principals of

Bloch Bros. Tobacco Co. and Mail

Pouch Tobacco Co. The competitive

situation in the Wheeling area—mass

media-wise—is extremely active and

vigorous, with no concentration of

power or control. Tri-City Broadca-t-

ing Co. owns and operates the above

single tv-am-fm property and has no

expansion ambitions other than to pro-

\irle the people of the Wheeling-Ohio

Valley area with the finest possible

service on these three facilities.

Concerning color. W TRF-T\ —a pri-

marv network affiliate of NBC and

a secondar) of ABC"—will have RCA
transmitting equipment delivered in

the fall and expects to broadcast NBC's
color programs 1>\ September 1. It

will be the oiilv station in the Wheel-

ing area with color t\ this year.

B\ it- policies and record to date

W I l!l'-T\ has gained the high regard

of opinion leaders in it- coverage area.

It considers the kindl) relation-hip

that exists between itself and the press

throughout it- coverage area as one

of it- proudest achievements.

National Representatives: George P. Hollingbery Co.

NEW YORK CHICAGO ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANCELES

Thl< present. I

In 11^ SPONSOR Ciil.-I \ r V Tli. \- INC, unjer tlio

write tv Wheel ii W. Vi

t
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Kofwrf H'. I <•»•»/ 11.son
/ ice President X Gen. \fgr.;

only top exet in area with

newspaper, radio, ti back-

ground; made each transi-

tion with complete ease

II. \ ft'ilh a 111 Sin if fi

Sales 1/A'f. experiem e

in Imili radio-tt included
II S II, Cincy, WBNS-TV,
Columbus; also tales mgr.

of lug manufacturing firm

Judith I mi 1 mi

Program Manager; on

creative side of pro-

graming in radio, tv for

17 years; was Peabody
Award Winner in 1946

II okm 11/ Ihi 11 in- 11 ill ci/c r

Chief Engineer; seven

years with If TRF; fifteen

years radio, ti : super-

vised planning, construc-

tion oj II 7 HI II

Frank Curtis

Sta. Mgr. WTRF-Radio;
assists in If TRF-TI . of

which he was original /"<<-

gram mgr.: <dso grounded
in production, sales

James Knnioleon
Production Mgr.: received

muster's degree in ti

from Syracuse I niver-

sit) : also U.S. from
I 11 1 1 111 College

C. (irvq \ mi Camp
Promotion director

;

six ) ears in radio, to,

including Armed Fours
Radio Seriiie: audierne

building .>/'<'' iulist

Albert M. iotu-s

Merchandise Manager.
1 ears in radio, n . ad

agencies, including II \ /\.

Yankton, S. I).: creator of

point-of-sales ideas

fivarav IHtih

\ i 11 <• Ihre, lor :

sei en v ears 11 ith If 7 HI .

has had wide newspaper.
radio liai I. ground as

reporter, editor

II iffinm >im;

Film Dire, tor
; sixteen

\eurs in commercial

film and tr In.

mi lading film-making
in I .S. .\ ai \



V^ Supei

1 the FBI. Get

;rman. Order one of

those electronic brains to think

this out. Do something -- this

chaos gotta go !

"

Thus spake many a station

manager when tv first reared its

pretty, turbulent head. Ours was

no exception.

"FBI man? Righto, I'll—"
'

' Give me a calm guy, one who 's

got nerves like a train dispatcher

so he can feed copy on time. Give

me a diplomatic guy who can

coax words out of writers, scripts

out of agencies, okays out of spon-

sors. Give me a guy who can edit,

a guy with an ear. Gimme a stout-

hearted man. .
.

"

"Rose Marie went thata way—

"

"Don't interrupt. Give me a

guy young enough to have been in

service. This is war."

"Okay, H.B., I'll—"

"Gimme a guy old enough to

have a family. This takes ma-

turity.
'

'

"I'll go right to work on—

"

'

' He shoulda been an announcer

so he knows his way around

fluffs."

"Anything else?"

"Yeah. Need him tomorrow."

WFBM

PS. He Had the Job

If you think that conversation

ever got said, we'll take up docu-

mentary writing mafiana.

But it could have, and Earl

Johnson could have been the guy

our personnel office turned up. It

didn't and he wasn't. He was

here already—in Production. He
had been in Film and Traffic. He

WFBM-TV
INDIANAPOLIS CBS

Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency

Affiliated with WEOA, Evansville; WFDF, Flint; WOOD AM & TV, Grand Rapids

had been an announcer. He spent

a spell on a destroyer. He had

been with the FBI. He was mar-
ried and had a family.

Earl Johnson's responsibilities

include the care and feeding of

scripts and commercials for local

advertisers, the utilization of copy

provided by agencies (like having

it where it ought to be when it

ought to be there), and stretching

an eight-hour day so far into the

night that he sometimes wonders

if he isn't back in the Navy on

the dog watch. He's not, fortu-

nately. We need him more than

the Navy.

17 MAY 1954 25



Selling

Whether you're selling panties or

peanuts— dog food or dishwashers . . .

KSDO tells the most people all

about it in San Diego's

billion dollar market.

Measured by the HOOPER yardstick..

KSDO is first in San Diego

. . . delivers the most audience.

May we prove we can sell something

for you in San Diego?

KSOO
"TIT 5000*M«

Dai

YJo\l
\-oVe

Los
kngele*

IIC

J M.

by Boh Foreman

Having had a working t\ color set at home for 48 hours,

I wil] follow the pattern so firmly established in the medium
and qualify myself as an expert, from the rich depth- of

my experience you ma\ henceforth expect pronouncements

of economic and aesthetic import. In fact, since I've seen

one shot* telecast in color (at home) so Ear, I'll begin at once.

In the first place there i- a difference in quality in what

you view at home and what you get on-the-line over a monitor

at the station (where I've seen any number of colorcasts).

It could be that the added difficulty of sharp-tuning color

plus the normal loss of quality in transmission make- the

difference. But let me hasten to add that the set I'm watch-

ing on has no outdoor aerial, only those antler-. However,

it's still mighty fine to -it by.

What puzzles me most are the strange hues that the black-

and-white pictures give off. They are not gray like those

from a regular black-and-white set. Not sepia either. The\

seem to have a bluish cast, not disturbing in the lea>t. but

which has added depth gradation and definition a- well as

warmth to the total effect.

But all this is trivial. What's most fascinating i- that my
family is now experiencing once more all the wonderments

as well as annoyances that took place when black-and-white

television first made it- appearance in the home. Remember
those days? The few who owned sets ('"giant. life->ize 10-

inch screens") were famed in their neighborhood. Friends

and near-friends and even casual acquaintances came by to

see the -ighl> and drink your liquor, trample your children

and complain about your dog.

\\ ell here we are again. As the huge carton reposed in

our dining room, before installation, and another giant box

which contained tin* tube sat in the bedroom, neighborhood

gossip spread like wildfire. The elevator man told the door

man. The door man told the other tenants. Tenant- told

neighbors. The kid- told their schoolmates. And. of course,

I shot my mouth oil. too. So the new- was out. I've ordered

-i\ cases ol scotch and am constructing bleacher -eat- right

now to accommodate the overflow.

Bui back to some pronouncements. \- mentioned. I >aw

one -how Kraft Theatre on NBC. The color was fine but

i Please turn to page 83 I
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February 1951, Movie Stars Parade Magazine

acclaims Robin Seymour youngest of winning

disc jockeys.

Billboard, bible of show biz places

Seymour in nations top 10 platter

spinners.

Hit Parader, national song sheet rates

Robin the Bobbin man 3rd in the entire

nationl

Here's your opportunity to drop a real bomb on

the Detroit Market! Bobbin with Robin is nation-

ally acclaimed the number 3 disc jock show . . .

your sales message on this top program reaches

the tremendous Detroit-Wayne County billion

dollar market—and it's a fact, "Almost everyone

in Detroit listens to VVKMH."

J^ </\rv^ Michigan s

77°/o of the buying power of Michigan,

almost 6 billion dollars yearly, lies

within reach of the "Golden Triangle"

formed by Detroit, Jackson and Flint.

Cut yourself a big slice of this market.

It's ready to serve! Come and get it!

Look at these figures—radios in nearly

100% of the homes—over 85% of the

automobiles. A package buy of these

three strategically located Michigan

stations offer you maximum coverage

at minimum cost.

WKMH
DEARBORN
5000 WATTS

1000 WATTS -NIGHTS

Golde

PRESENTED

HEADLEY REED

WKHM
JACKSON
1000 WATTS

WKMF
FLINT

1000 WATTS



d from **
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starring HUuH MARLOWE, with Florenz Ames as Inspector Qu

^r-r
tpea
sales

builder
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Here's a new TV show that's as reassuring as money in the bank ... a first-run series

that's hacked by a 25-year habit of success.

A SUCCESS IN EVERY MASS MEDIUM
In print ... on the screen ... on the air—"Ellery Queen" has consistently spelled "box-office".

On TV live—on a handful of DuMont-cleared stations—"Ellery Queen" demonstrated an amazing

ability to dominate its period, without any "inheritance" . . . against any competition.

Now, specially filmed for TV . . . starring the man who created the radio role, "Ellery Queen"

is marked for new highs.

A TREMENDOUS READY-MADE AUDIENCE
The readers who made "Ellery Queen" a 30,000,000-copy best-seller . . . the movie goers . . .

the former listeners and viewers—these are the people who give this new series a ready made,

multi-million audience. Marlowe fans who have enjoyed his work on stage and screen

("Voice of the Turtle" . . . "Twelve O'Clock High" and many others) will swell the figure.

And top production—all down the line—will win and hold new viewers for this series.

A SHOW THAT CANT MISS

To the proved commercial impact of mystery shows, "The Adventures of Ellery Queen"

adds the power of a great name . . . the prestige of fine dramatic programming. Call, write or wire

for the full story, and for franchises in areas where you need a show that can't miss.

^elevision f^rogiams of *mmenca, ir

477 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, N. Y. • 1041 N.FORMOSA AVENUE, HOLLYWC

^^mm^K^m
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SHREVEPORTS
MOST INTENSIVE
LISTENER SURVEY-

Over 27,000 calls in a 2-week

PROVES:
• KTBS
• KTBS

• KTBS

• KTBS

• KTBS

period

Leads in overall listeners.

Leads in the $10,000 to $25,000 a year

Economic Group.'

Leads in the $4,500 to $10,000 a year

Economic Group.'

is a close Second in the $2,500 to $4,500

a year Economic Group.'

is Second in the Economic Group earning

under $2,500."

These Figures extended into the KTBS primary Service Area of 401,502'

Radio Families—give KTBS the lowest Cost per Thousand in the Market.

1 Radio-Television Ratings

2 Economic Area Breakdown was
made by Centenary College

Commerce Department.

.3 Computed according to NARTB
and AAAA Standards.

4 SRDS Consumer Markets 1954.

See Your
Petry Man
For Details

10,000 Watts Day

5,000 Watts Night

710 on the Dial

Shreveport La.
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im MADISON
sponsor invites letters to the editor.

Address 40 E. 49 St., New York 17.

RATING SERVICES

Some time earlier this year, one of

your issues carried a very complete

and educational story on the various

rating services and how they compare

with each other ["What's wrong with

the rating services?", 28 December

1953].

I found it such an interesting arti-

cle that I routed it to a number of peo-

ple within the office, with the result

that I can now no longer put my hands

on it.

I would appreciate it very much if

you could send me two copies of this

issue so that I can have it as a perma-

nent reference.

Robert E. Mangan
BBDO, San Francisco

The December 28, 1953 issue of

SPONSOR carried an article entitled

"What's wrong with rating services?"

We would like to obtain six reprints

of this article, if they are available.

Barclay Hallowell
The Aitkin-Kynett Co.

Philadelphia

Your reprint of the 28 December

1953 "What's wrong with the rating

services?" is most enlightening. May
I have three more copies?

F. D. Wieden
Director of Radio & Tv

Joseph R. Gerber Co.

Portland

I would appreciate receiving 10 cop-

ies of your reprint entitled, "What's

wrong with the rating services?"

Please reserve for me an All Media

Evaluation Study which, I understand,

you are publishing in book form

shortly.

Fred E. Farr

Account Executive

Lannan & Sanders, Dallas

• Single reprints of "What's wrong with the
rating services?" eost 20c apiece. Quantity prices
on request. The 25-article All Media Evaluation
Study will be reprinted in hook form this sum-
mer. You may reserve a copy now by writing
to 40 East 49 St., New York 17.

EXTRA COMPARAGRAPHS

If extra copies of your Compara-

graph are available at no charge to

subscribers, will appreciate you put-

ting me on the list for three such

copies each month.

Ewart M. Blain

Sales Director

WEEU-TV, Reading

• Extra copies of SI'OISSOH's Tv Compara-
i_- 1 iph . arc available at no cost to subscribers.

SPOT CHECK

Thanks for helping me locate a de-

pendable spot radio check service. I

was able to contact them immediately.

Also, may I add that I am an ardent

defender and promoter of the excel-

lence of your magazine.

Paul K. Abrahamson
Advertising Manager

Borden's Instant Coffee

The Borden Food Products Co.

New York

• SPONSOR'S Readers' Service Dept. referred

Mr. Abrahamson to Radio Reports, a radio spot

check organization.

PROGRAM GUIDE

A truckload of congratulations to

all at sponsor for the 1954 Radio-Tv

Station Program Guide.

This type of publication has long

been desired in the field, particularly

in the ever-growing niche known as

Spanish-language radio.

The section devoted to Mexican-

American programing is the finest

thing of its kind ever published and is

sorely needed by agencies and clients

alike.

Richard O'Connell

President

Richard O'Connell

New York

• SPONSOR'S Program Guide is available free

to subscribers. Extra copies cost *2 apiece

DRUGCASTINC

We are deeply appreciative of your

wonderful article about WWDC-FM
Drugcasting in the April 5 issue of

sponsor [page 46].

In giving you information for this

article, we inadvertently listed Wild-

root Cream Oil as one of our Drug-

casting sponsors. Wildroot has been

one of our substantial advertisers on

our am station but they have at no

SUMMER

TIME
is

SELLING

TIME
IN COASTAL CALIFORNIA

* More People

^ More Money

ir More Sales

KEY-T covers California's

largest single station market

with programming from all 4

major networks

CBS • NBC

ABC * DU MONT
LOW COST PER

THOUSAND

LARGE UNDUPLICATED
AUDIENCE

BEST OVER-ALL
PROGRAMMING
IN AMERICA

THE KEY
TO COASTAL
CALIFORNIA

KEY-T
channel 3

Video power 50,100 watts

Audio power 25, 1 00 watts

Antenna 4,2 I I Ft. above sea level

Represented Nationally by

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY
COMPANY

KEY-T
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agencies, advertisers are

saying about tin

1954

PROGRAM GUIDE
it is yours Finn:

with your subscription

tn SPONSOR

One year $8—three years $15

irriti SPONSOR
40 E. 49 St., New York 17, N. Y.

••••••••••••••e«oaee«aca«

lime used WWDC-FM Drugcasting.

Since we apparentl) inadvertently

embarrassed a sponsor, we would aji-

preciate youi running a correction.

Hi \ Stroi -i

/ ire President

WWDC, Inc.

Washington, I). (..

LETS SELL OPTIMISM

Enclosed you will find a picture of

ui\ little daughter depicting, I think, a

Vd \ clever idea |
-re below l .

If you wish, you may pass it on.

Someone may have an idea for its use

that would boost our morale a little.

D. L. Craddock
President & Treasurer

WLOE, Inc.

Leaksville, N. C.

a Nine-year>old leanninc Craddock i- pacing
<>ui "Business i* Good" bnttons. He* costume
i- rn\orrd «ith hundred'. <>f lioo-lrr Billion-.

STORYBOARD SAGA

I read with interest Bob Foreman-
storyboard saga [8 March 1954, page

H>|. \- a producer we are up against

the same situation with loth agencies

and clients. Inasmuch as t\ commer-
cials COSl dough, we now have a new

approach which we hope w ill work.

\\ e have the agenc) ait department

pre are artwork thai i- better than the

storj I oard t\ p . \\ e combine this with

photos of the action and film the arl

and photos on 1(> mm. film timed to

the length of the spot.

W e nexl nuke a tape recording of

the audio pari and use it a- a mean- of

transferring the sound to the film

which has been cut This film is mag-

nastriped and the tape transferred. The
net result is a film containing sound

and picture in the rou^h which cor-

re ponds to the storyboard.

This method gives the agency and
client a more or less visual idea of

what the film will contain. It also

gives us a good ^uide to work with

in cutting and filming.

I hi- maj not be the real answer but

to me it- better than a storyboard

presentation. The costs involved are

nominal. I lit the) can be absorbed in

the overall price.

Jack Lewis

Jack Lewis Studios

Richmond

ANTELL AIR TECHNIQUES

I am in urgent need of gathering

material on the radio techniques used

to -ell Charles Antell products a vear

or two ago. Undoubtedlj your maga-

zine covered this story in at least one

of its issues. Could you please send

me tearsheets or back issues contain-

ing whatever articles you might have

on this subject?

It is essential I have these as quicklv

as possible. If they are available,

please send them to me air mail and

bill me for whatever charges are in-

curred.

Nellene Zeis

Librarian

Krupnick & Assoc.

St. Louis

• SPONSOR h=.
history artirlf and
% ertislne.

it- one fult-lrneth ease
J'.-, on Antell's air ad-

RADIO SET SALES

The January 25 article on radio set

sales is certainly interesting and use-

ful information and of great general

help to the industry. It confirms once

again the fact which most of us have

come to learn in the past 24 months

—

the fact that the re-urgence of radio

now seems to be complete and it has

taken it- rightful place, in maturitv.

as a mighty sound cost-per-1,000 ad-

vertising medium.

HOW Mil) \\ . M\-( 1IMEIER

Isst. Sales Manager
II I II.. Philadelphia

« Reprint*) «»f * Radio id mI*m IraH i* by 69*^-
in bt| I* marXe*-." are BTailabla at 5c each. Quan-
I i » pril <- ire furnished on rrqur-I

.
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IN INLAND CALIFORNIA (and western nevada)

DELIVERS MORE EOR THE MONIES

These five inland radio stations, purchased as a unit, give you
more listeners than any competitive combination of local

stations . . . and in Inland California more listeners than the

2 leading San Francisco stations and the 3 leading Los
Angeles stations combined . . . and at the lowest cost per

thousand! (SAMS and SR&D)

Ringed by mountains, this independent inland market is 90

miles from San Francisco and 113 miles from Los Angeles.

Beeline listeners here spend more than $2 billion annually at

retail. (Sales Management's 1953 Copyrighted Survey)

WOATOW BROADCASTING COMPANY
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA • Paul H. Raymer Co., National Representative
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1100

LEADS

5 DAYS

!

iV«*ir developments on SPONSOR stories

1100 LEADS FOR A
$118 ITEM with no bonus

offers, prizes or other

gimmicks . .

.

TOM FRANDSEN
did this for one of his

participating sponsors on

"FRANDSEN'S FEATURES"

1-2:15 p. m. Mon.-Fri.

late" date

at the movies"

1 1 :20-sign off Mon.-Fri.

•

Let Tom sell for YOU!
Call KNBH Hollywood

or NBC SPOT SALES

St'<»: *'Tartan"- summer strategy : beauty
.mil radio"*

Issue-: 9 April 1951, page -10

V (ill it't'tj Seasonal prodnel promoted wiili air

media

Here -lie i-. men, the Tartan Buntan lotion girl (see below I. She'll

be on your i\ w reena in a few days a- Tartan begins it- two-month

Bummer selling < 1 1 i \ <• using beavj t\ and radio campaigns.

Tartan lias an even shorter season than most seasonal products.

It- season is June and J nl \ : before June, it- too cool in most parts

of tli<' country to go sunbathing, and after July most people seem

to hang on to the simian lotion they've already bought.

For Tartan's hi^ push tin- year Bpol television announcements

will be used in some in market-. Agency: Ellington ^ Co. Supple-

menting tin- will be sjiot radio (Tartan uses short weather reports),

newspapers. Total budget: a SPONSOB-estimated over $600,000.

First t\ and radio campaign this year—to start this week or nertl

—will run for six week- in 15 Eastern, Southern and Pacific Coasl

cities. Nighttime t\ f.D.'s and daytime radio will he used. * * *

Sot*: "How spot belped build Paper-Mate
22 February 19.it. pap.- 40

Is.MIC: lo No. 1 ball point*'

Sllhjd't: Paper-Mate is upping over-all budget
to add network tv

In five years Paper-Mate Pen Co. grew from zero to a multi-

million dollar company selling more than 67,000 $1.69 hall-point

pens ever) <la\

.

For three years spot radio and tv have been used, built around the

same theme all this time—the well-known Paper-Mate jingle.

Now Paper-Mate is adding network television—but its keeping

its $2.8 million spot radio-tv budget intact The tv program. The

Stu Erwin Shoic. which will cost abrtut SI million, won't cut into

current advertising; the budget is being increased to $5.5 million.

Starting last week, Paper-Mate began alternate-week sponsorship

of the Stu Erwin Shoiv (ABC TV, Friday. 7:30-8:00 p.m. i

.

One other change in Paper-Mate strateg) has been reported. The

jingle is being given an "American Calypso" treatment. * * *

Tartan uses spot television, spot radio (and this girl) to sell suntan lotion
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ON-TARGET TELEVISIO

KUDNER AGENCY, INC.
NEW YORK DETROIT WASHINGTON SAN FRANCISCO
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p*( Continuous film movement. No inter-'

mittent action. Optical immobilizer '

eliminates claws and shutterS /

\/

\
Sensitivity of system / ^. ^^^
faithfully reproduces all tonal ^st^J ^^Ĵ j
gradations through ^J?\iK^v4**5
gamma-corrected

amplifier.

Excellent color fidelity. Special Masking

Amplifier plus overall quality of system

results in/superlative reproduction.

Film may be run forward or backward.

Stopped at any point. Speed may be varied.

No shading adjust-

ments necessary. Picture

free from edge flare and /

shading. Completely /

automatic from /

remote panel. /

/

/

/

/

_
/

7 Entirely new standard of operating

/ economy for both color and

/ monochrome operation.

/

ou Mont
\

D \
\



IMIIIiimM with the

WMOMOMMUM-MER
Here is the one system that puts you years ahead . . . whether for monochrome or

color. The Du Mont Color Multi-Scanner permits you to be ready for the day -you

start color broadcasting, and at the same time provides a means of monochrome-film,

slide and opaque pickup surpassing all other systems in quality of performance, oper-

ating economies and dependability. Yes, sir . . . anyway you look at it . . . you're

years ahead with the Du Mont Color Multi-Scanner — the only continuous-motion

scanner now IN PRODUCTION!

FOR COLOR

COLOR TRANSPARENCIES

'T$0-

16 mm. FILM

MONOCHROME

Permits the average television station to prepare for color now, without the large

investment required in specialized color equipment. The cost of the system may be

amortized over both current monochrome broadcasting operations and future color

operations.

The Color Multi-Scanner eliminates registration and other technical problems inherent

in triple pick-up tube camera designs. The single scanning tube along with the

unparalleled sensitivity of the Du Mont Multiplier Phototube results in a color signal

source far surpassing that of other systems.

FOR MONOCHROME
The Color Multi-Scanner can go right to work on monochrome transmission. Utilization

of the same equipment provides fine quality black and white reproduction. At the

flick of a switch—your choice of color or monochrome— it's as simple as that!

The Color Multi-Scanner is basically the same as the famous Monochrome Multi-

Scanner with the exception of a light-splitting mirror system and additional unitized

channel amplifiers. All operational advantages and economies have been retained.

MONOCHROME
TRANSPARENCIES

MONOCHROME OPAQUES

. . AND OTHER DUMONT COLOR EQUIPMENT
Incorporated in the Du Mont Color Multi-Scanner and available as a separate unit

for improving other color signal sources, the Du Mont Color Masking Amplifier adds

new realism to color signals. It permits compensation for dye and filter deficiencies

and adds new qualities to any color setup.

Get details on the complete line of Du Mont color transmitting accessories. As always

... in color or monochrome . . . it's Du Mont to be first with the finest!

TELEVISION TRANSMITTER DEPARTMENT ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC. CLIFTON, N. J.



CFCF GROWS!
Local business is up

424% in the past

five years.

(February, 1949-

February, 1954).

MONTREAL

1

IN US -WEED
IN CANADA-AIL CANADA

I (Iwin Ebel

Director of the Corporate Marketing Office

General Foods Corp., White Plains, N. Y.

Ed Ebel. General Foods" director of the corporate marketing office,

is an old-time agencyman. In the Thirties he worked at Calkins and

Hidden and at Pedlar \ Ryan. During World War II he served as a

major in the Subsistence Division of the Army. But despite this

rugged schooling in handling sizable budgets, problems and crises,

he feels sure that March 1954 was a particularly unusual month.

He's referring, of course, to the work and planning that went into

General Foods' 2r>th Anniversary Show telecast over 255 stations on

all four tv networks on 2o March I through Young & Rubicam I

.

"I live in Chappaqua. New York, with my wife and four kid-."'

he told SPONSOR. "But for a while there I thought Id never see home

again. The company was moving to White Plains from .New V>rk

just at the time when we were working on the anniversary show. . .

\nw that the show is a thing of the past, he can sit back for a

breather and consider whether this SPONSOR-estimated ?1 million tv

one-hot was worth all the money and effort.

Over $10,000 per minute on the air may sound like steep spend-

ing, but Ebel remarked almost apologetically, "The show really

didn't cost so much when \ ou stack it up to our annual budget."

General Food- network shows now on the air include six tv pro-

grams and nine radio programs, placed through the three GF
agencies: Y&R, Benton iv Bowles, and Foote. Cone \ Belding.

Despite this heavj and continuous advertising barrage. Ebel feels

that the anniversary show produced the desired results for GF. "Pub-

lic response after the show has ahead) shown us that a lot of people

learned about a number of products we make that they had not

previously asso< iated with General Foods." According to Nielsen the

program reached 21,060,000 different t\ homes—largest audience

in t\ history

.

Besides, he added, if he ever recall- the Ides of March with an

overwhelming weariness, he need onl\ flip through some of the

thousands oi letters from consumers that came streaming in to

Genera] Foods, to feel thai it was worth it.

He then pointed to a letter from a viewer in Tulsa. Okla.. who
wrote: ".

. . I hank \oii for the Rodgers and Hammer-tein show.

... I won t Forget it on mj next trip to the grocerj -tore."' * * *
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The Fishins GOOD...

and the big ones are biting

when you cast your line on Detroit's Channel 2

in the rich Midwest market.

Use results as your guide, and you'll buy

the full-power station . . .100,000 watts, 1,057 foot tower

WJBK-TV, DETROIT

Catch 'em while they're watching

top CBS, Dumont and local programs

and reel off your own success story

to match the hundreds in our files.

\
!

\ ^ \ 1

Represented Nationally

t
i

taii u*ni/rn 11a c v I. to nnnntnn c uan



On an average day she sees
41 TV Commerc/a/s

Some make a

bigger dent

than others

YOUNG & RUBICAM, INC.
ADVERTISING • New York Chicago Detroit San Francisco

Los Angeles Hollywood Montreal Toronto Mexico City London
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Preview of the
J_ n the annals of NARTB convention history 1954 may
well go down as the year of the "Corridor Clinic."

The number of these informal bull sessions in which

broadcasters and admen hash over their current problems

with other broadcasters will probably be of record pro-

portions.

That's because a record number of major headaches,

problems and unresolved puzzles confront the radio-tv in-

dustry as the 32nd Annual NARTB Convention gets ready

to roll at Chicago's giant Palmer House next week.

Whether they plan to attend the convention or not, ad-

men will do well to take careful note of the subjects due to

be discussed at these "Corridor Clinics."

Like a mirror held up to the industry, they reflect the

doubts and fears as well as the latest plans and proposals

of the nation's broadcasters from the largest and oldest

radio stations right down to the newest uhf tv outlets.

As the general manager of a Midwestern am-tv outlet

17 MAY 1954

Convention
told SPONSOR recently

:

"What's decided at this convention, on and off the

agenda, will affect this entire industry for years."

What will be the hottest topics of corridor confabs?

What do the estimated 2.500 broadcasters, admen, exhibi-

tors and reps who plan to attend the convention hope to

see accomplished? What effect will the convention ulti-

mately have on the day-to-day buying of radio and tv by

SPONSOR at NARTB: here's where

Agencymen, advertisers and industry executives attending

the 1954 NARTB Convention at Chicago's Palmer House,

23-27 May, are invited to stop in at Room 825. There

they will find SPONSOR-ites Norm Glenn, Bernie Piatt,

Bob Mendelson, Ray Lapica, Ed Cooper, Wally Engelhardt

and Homer Griffith on hand to discuss convention topics,

industry activities. SPONSOR to pioneer dinner on 23 May.
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Top-level executives of NARTB have planned agenda for 1954 con-

vention in Chicago which will tackle topics ranging from color tv to

labor relations. Seen above, left to right: Harold E. Fellows, NARTB

president; Robert K. Richards, administrative v. p.; Thad H. Brown,

tv v.p. and Tv Board counsel; Ralph W. Hardy, v. p. of NARTB's

Government Relations Dept.

President Fellows told SPONSOR he felt the upcoming NARTB
Convention to be especially significant to timebuyers and agency-

men since the meeting will mirror "in conversation and in tangible

exhibits the complete story of the factors that give radio and tele-

vision their continued command on listener and viewer habits and

desires. Now, the timebuyer can understand the current problems

and opportunities confronting the entire broadcast industry, and

the individual licensee."

In the past year, NARTB said, it has achieved many goals, including:

( I ) a positive public relations program for broadcasting, particularly

through its Tv Information Committee; (2) met with NCAA to dis-

cuss problems and costs of sports broadcasts; (3) worked with vhe

AMA and ADA in cleaning up too-liberal use of "dramatized" medi-

cal blurbs; (4) sparked new air wage laws to aid industry.

advertisers and agencj men?
Knowing that the 1954 \ Mill! Convention will lie one

ol the most crucial in the trade group's history, sponsor

has sought the answer to these questions for nearly two

months. Some 250 radio and television stations in all parts

i I the I ,S. were polled in a special postcard surve) (see

top ol facing page) to determine whal the) would like to

see accomplished at the convention ol a constructive na-

ture. In addition. \ \M I IS officials, admen, reps, equipment

makers, film and transcription companie- and research

firm- were queried on their convention plan- and problems.

Heir are the half-dozen topics which are therefore likely

to be hottest at the 1954 Chicago meeting of the \ M\TB:

1 M: I hi' t\ Btations are fighting mad. Main feel that the)

are nol getting a square break, thai on the one hand the)

h»i Kevin Sieeeneif. president

ISroadvast Xilvertisinff fiiir<»<iii

Radio and BAB have both changed a great deal

since the NAB convention three years ago when a

i ewly-hatched BAB was introduced to the broad-

casters as one solution to their growing sales

problems.

Radio has since proved what everyone was then

nervously hoping—that it has vitality enough ;o

meet any competitive challenge.

During the last three years Americans have testi-

fied to that vitality by putting down close to

$1,400,000,000 at retail just to buy new radio sets.

Certainly, that's proof beyond the whisper of a

doubt that radio broadcasters are offering some-

thing that Americans are willing to pay for.

i Please turn t<> page I I- '

face obstacles and that on the other new- of their difficulties

has been exaggerated so that all uhf stations are marked

bad.

"I've jiot everything—a good signal, a high rate of uhf

conversion, a good network affiliation—everything hut

business," a uhf station owner in a Southern market told

SPONSOR. "I can't fi<:ht this battle any more by myself. I

need advice and help from the N MM I!. Mid. I need it

right now !"'

So far. the biggest stumbling block for uhf operator- has

been agency acceptance, particular!) if the station is tele-

casting in a market which is a mixture of uhf and vhf

teles ision.

What <an the NARTB do'.' Uhf-men have a number of

ideas which they intend to present, officiall) and unoffi-

cially. These range from persuading the NARTB to set up

special sales clinics for uhf or suggesting a second "freeze"

to recommending to manufacturers that the\ do longer

make \ hf-onl) sets.

Network spot carriers: \ s admen are fully aware the

sales pattern- of network radio and to some extent tv have

( hanged radically during the past two or three seasons.

Network- are trviui: to sell more show- to the small adver-

tiser, the seasonal advertiser and the client who wants a

short-term campaign. This has meant an increase in the

number of programs sold on a "participating" basis, and

the emergence of packaged availabilities with names like

"P) ramid Plan.'" '"rower Plan." "Three Plan" and the like.

Mam a network affiliate and station rep have obj<

strongl) to these network developments, feeling that the)

.Me "poaching" on -p ( >t radio and t\. Accordingly, top net-

work executives will be on hand to explain to stations the

reasons lor network "spot carriers."

\ top-ranking network executive who plans to attend the
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TO GAUGE PRE-CONVENTION STATION SENTIMENT, SPONSOR SURVEYED SOME 250 OUTLETS (SEE TYPICAL POSTCARDS ABOVE)

convention summed up much of the networks' corridor

strategy when he told sponsor: "Network radio as we've

known it in past years just doesn't exist any more, particu-

larly at night. New sales plans must be developed to meet

changing conditions, and stations must realize the role they

have to play in these plans if we are to have network serv-

ice at all."

At the same time, a number of broadcasters attending

the convention hope to use their free time at the convention

to rally opposition to these network plans. The radio af-

filiate groups of both NBC and CBS Radio networks, for

example, plan to have caucus sessions at the NARTB meet-

ing concerning "spot carriers." The CBS Radio Affiliates

have already gone on record as saying they would "vigor-

ously oppose" any move by CBS to set up spot announce-

ment schedules on the network. In addition a number of

leading radio reps told SPONSOR they plan to have similar

informal huddles with their stations to oppose network spot

plans.

The TVAB: With competition for the spot tv dollar in-

creasing because of the general rise in tv overhead and the

influx of additional tv stations since the freeze, the recent-

ly founded Television Advertising Bureau is sure to make

NARTB news, on and off the convention floor.

More than a year ago, according to NARTB officials, the

trade group started to gather material and map out tenta-

tive plans against the day when an NARTB tv promotion

bureau, along the lines of BAB, might be established. ( See

"Should there be a Television Advertising Bureau," SPON-

SOR, 30 November 1953.1 Appointment of a committee to

get the project started has been under study at NARTB for

several months and the subject is definitely scheduled for

consideration at the June Board Meeting of NARTB.
I Please turn to page 108

1
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NARTB Convention exhibitors

Exhibits at the 1954 NARTB Convention will range
from color tv and audience research to screenings of

new tv film properties. List below, gathered at press

time may have some omissions.

NEWS SERVICES: The Associated Press; tnternational News

Service, Tv Dept.

RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS: A. C. Nielsen Co.

SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS: Keystone Broadcasting System,

Inc.; Standard Rate & Data Service, Inc.

TELEPHONE: American Telephone and Telegraph Co., Long

Lines Dept.

EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS: Allied Radio Corp.; Altec

Lansing Corp. ; Ampex Corp. ; Andrew Corp. : Blaw-Knox

Equipment Div., Blaw-Knox Co.; Century Lighting, Inc.;

Collins Radio Co.; Continental Electronics Mfg. Co.;

Dage Electronics Corn.: Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories,

Inc.; Television Transmitter Div.; Electro-Voice, Inc.;

Elgin Metalformers Corp.: Federal Telecommunication

Laboratories, Television Branch; Federal Telephone &
Radio Corp.; The Gabriel Co., Electronics Div.; Gates

Radio Co.; General Communications Co.; General Elec-

tric Co.; General Precision Laboratory. Inc.; Gray Re-

search & Development Co.. Inc.: Graybar Electric Co.,

Inc.; The Houston-Fearless Corp.: Huehey & Phillips,

Inc.; IDECO Div., Dresser-Stacey Co.; International

Business Machines Corp., Time Div. ; Kalbfell Labora-

tories, Inc., Kliegl Brothers, Universal Electric Stage

Lighting Co.; Machlett Laboratories. Inc.: Musicolor,

Inc.; Phelps Dodge Copper Products Corp.: Philco Corp.,

Government and Industrial Div.; Presto Recording

Corp.; Prodelin, Inc.; Radio Corp. of America. Enci-

neering Products Div. ; Raytheon Mfg. Co., Communica-

tion Equipment Sales; The Rust Industrial Co., Inc.:

Paul Schafer Custom Engineering: Standard Electronics

Corp. ; Teleprompter Corp. ; Tel-Instrument Co., Inc.

Tower Construction Co., Television Specialty Co., Inc.;

Willys Motors, Inc., Electronics Div.

(Pien.te turn to page 108)
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Why Good Humor went front

Firm holds load position against nou competition

through seasonal saturation announcements

MB uring tin- hoi months the Good

Humor mail is as familiar a sight on

mam i itj streets as the mailman. The

sound of the bell on his truck repre-

sents multi-flavored Good Humor pop-

-i. les t<i kid- in < it\ neighborhoods.

But to the Good Humor Corp., it rep-

resenta over 30 years of growing

profits.

Strangel) enough the firm's success

was achieved without advertising.

Then, three years ago Good Humor's

management alio- ated a 8100.000 hud-

gel for a summer campaign. This year,

Good Humor is putting it- entire $225,-

(tun hud <_'<>t into an eight-week satura-

tion radio-t\ < ampaign < through Da-

\ id J. \I lll"IH\ I
.

What are the reasons for this rever-

sal of management polic) ?

( ompetition. Prom it- birth in 1928,

Good I lumoi < "i p. fa< i d competition

from Btore-Sold i e I nam. I hen in

case history

the Thirties a number of well-estab-

lished ice-cream manufacturers like

Borden's began selling their ice cream

through trucks on a franchise basis.

Hut Good Humor maintained its su-

premacy among street-vending ice

creams throughout the war.

Since World War II. however, a

large number of local and regional

street-vending ice-cream operations

have grown up in competition with

Good Humor Corp. Like Good Humor
the) concentrate in large and well-

populated metropolitan centers.

Howard Johnson, for example, be-

gan operating a fleet of trucks with

the well-known Howard Johnson trade-

mark about tour years ago. Toda)

Howard Johnson has aboul 400 such

trucks 80 to 100 in the New i ork

area, which is Good Humor's own besl

market: ."ill to 75 trucks in New Eng-

land, where Good Humor has no dis-

tribution at all. However, when Good
Humor expands it- distribution, the

firm will have advertising experience

thai will be invaluable with estab-

lished < Ompetitors in new market-.

Iii New \ork alone independents

like Bungalow Bar and Judy Ann ice-

cream vendors vie for the kids' 12c.

Price, incidentally, poses another com-

petitive problem for Good Humor:
Good Humors cost 15c each.

Some 9b" < of Good Humor sales

come from street-vending vehicles

—

truck-, carts, tricycles. The bulk of

these sales comes from eight large

metropolitan center- onlj : New York,

New Haven. Philadelphia, Baltimore,

Cleveland. Detroit. Chicago and Los

\ngeles. Good Humor has radio and

tv advertising in each of these cities.

In summer 1953 when Good Humor
first put lot)' < of its ad budget into

the air media (through David J. Ma-

honej I, about 40', of the $175,1

budget went into radio. 60' [ into tv.

The 1954 campaign follows approxi-

mately the -ame pattern, with a 30','

budget im rease as the onlj major dif-

fere:

Here's how Dave Mahoney, presi-

dent ol the agency as well as Good

Humor account executive, explains

' lood Humor- strategy :

"I ssentially, we use t\ to get the

kid audience, radio for mixed adult

listeners.

*'(>ur t\ commercials are placed ad-

jacent to kid -how- during weekdai
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MAY WE SERVE YOU AGAIN?

ICE
\

''ALMOND.'

I

With advertising Good Humor maintains No.

One position against postwar competition. Satura-

tion radio-tv announcements during short summer
season stress identifiable bells on Good Humor
trucks as well as quality, cleanliness and service

Ivertising to $225,000 on air

afternoons and on Saturdays. But,

though the entire tv effort is geared

to kids, with some live, but mostly

animated commercials, we also reach

a sizable housewife audience.

"Our primary reason for using ra-

dio is to get the out-of-home listening

audience. Good Humor's radio com-

mercials are therefore concentrated

over the weekend to cover adults in re-

sort areas or driving along the high-

ways."

Since the two air media are being

used to reach two distinctly different

audiences in different atmospheres, the

buying pattern has been the following:

Tv commercials, both 20- and 60-

second animated cartoons, are seen in

children's participation programs,

Western films, adjacent to space ad-

venture shows or films with kid appeal

during mid- and late-afternoon on

weekdays. Saturdays, and to a lesser

degree on Sundays, they're scattered

through the kiddie programing block.

Young viewers are generally snack

conscious while glued to their tv sets.

Tv commercials are supposed to key

them to the sound of the bell on the

Good Humor truck when it passes by.

Radio commercials, one-minute long

combinations of musical jingle and

hard sell, are concentrated on Satur-

17 MAY 1954

days and Sundays when adults may be

listening to their sets on beaches or

out in the country. They're also placed

adjacent to sports and newscasts dur-

ing the late-afternoon hours on week-

days when people are driving home
after work, as late as 8:00 p.m., when
they may be out for a refreshing drive

after dinner. Since Good Humor
trucks are rarely on the highways or

streets after 8:30 or 9:00 p.m., no com-

mercials are placed after that hour.

Since close to 60% of Good Hu-

mor's sales come out of the New York

metropolitan area, the air campaign

is most concentrated in the New York

market: From the end of May through

July Good Humor commercials will be

heard over eight New York radio sta-

(Please turn to page 122)

i^HH

"Friendly Good Humor Man" appeals to

adults in musical radio jingles, to kids in

animated tv cartoon commercials

Dave Mahoney uses the two air media to appeal to two distinctly different

potential Good Humor consumers. Radio commercials are aimed at a mixed

adult audience. They're concentrated during the weekend to reach adults

at beaches or out in the country when they're listening to car radios or

portable sets. Radio announcements are also scheduled during late afternoons

and early evenings when people may be driving home from work or out for

an after-dinner drive along the highways. Good Humor's tv advertising is

geared to the youngsters: animated cartoon commercials are bunched into

the kiddie programing blocks on weekday afternoons and Saturdays, as well

as adjacent to Saturday adventure or Western film programs with kid appeal.
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A week at BBDO

46

SPONSOR editor goes behind doors of

nation's top air agency to see what makes

it tick. First part of 2-part series

BBDO President Ben Duffy shows appointment book to

sponsor's Jaffe as secretary Rita Fitzgerald looks on
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by Alfred J. Jaffe

Jl he week was over.

It was 5:30 p.m. when I walked to

the hank of elevators on the sixth

floor of 383 Madison Ave., New York

City.

It could have been almost any other

of the nine floors occupied by Batten.

Barton. Durstine & Osborn, Inc. They

all look pretty much alike: a forest of

five-foot glass and metal partitions

framed by a belt of offices.

I looked back for a moment. It was

quiet. BBDOs working day ends at 5.

A giant replica of a pack of Lucky

Strike poked up above the partitions

as if it were waiting for midnight to

come alive and start dancing or what-

ever giant cigarette packs would do at

midnight. A near life-size cardboard

photograph of Dorothy Collins seemed

to be telling me I should go out and

get a pack of Luckies right away.

There were a few vague sounds of

activity. I recalled a paragraph from

a booklet BBDO gives to all new em-

ployees: "Because BBDO is a friendly

place—and an extremely busy one

—

people sometimes hang around after 5,

even come in on an occasional Satur-

day. There isn't any law against it

—

if there's a rush job that has to be

done."

It actually wasn't much quieter than

during working hours. There is a

quiet, intense hum about BBDO at

work, a sense of everyone doing his

job in a business-like, unspectacular,

unselfconscious way. The sixth floor

could almost be the accounting office

of a large, impersonal corporation

I minus machines), though BBDO is

anything but impersonal when viewed

from the inside.

There was little to indicate among
this forest of partitions that BBDO
bought nearly $140 million worth of

advertising last year or that it is first

in radio-tv billings and is up to its neck

in glamorous video.

I was trying to sum up BBDO.
Is it a large, efficient advertising

machine? Yes. BBDO men and wom-
en turn out 10 du Pont advertisements

for print alone during every working

day.

Is it an informal, creative advertis-

ing group? Yes. Its "brainstorm"

sessions are free-wheeling affairs where

rules are thrown out the window,
where even the screwiest ideas are

encouraged, where suggestions gush

out like water from a fire hydrant

turned on full force in the hope that

some diamond ma\ be found among
the dross.

Does that sum up BBDO? There

was still more to it. I remembered
Charlie Brower telling me: "BBDO has

no classy front. Some people may
think of us as country bumpkins com-

pared to other agencies, but our cli-

ents can relax with us. We are honest

to the point of naivete." Brower, who
is executive vice president in charge

of creative services, wasn't trying to

kid.

Corny? Maybe. But then there's

that one hundred and forty million

bucks.

myseri bucking up against the superior

logic of getting things done. Some-

times, when I (I a^k someone for his

title, lil onlj get a blank stare or a

confused mumble from an adman try-

ing to be helplul but not knowing how.

Vnyhow, I thought I had some of

the answers.

On the wa\ to the elevator. I passed

a cigarette dispensing machine. I took

out a quarter and looked for my
brand. There was a long line of cig-

arette labels—all Lucky Strike. I

shrugged and put in a quarter.

Sp fp «p

You can t call any single department

the "heart" of BBDO. But there's no
better ua\ to get a good look at radio-

Assigned to a BBDO cubicle, man -from SPONSOR, Alfred J. Jaffe, writes radio commercial

And then ni) eye fell on an uncom-

pleted partition of glass blocks. Still

expanding. The sixth floor was being

renovated as part of a shifting around

of offices with the acquisition of new

space. BBDO's growth seems almost

relentless.

A week before I had come to BBDO
to find out something about the rea-

sons for this growth, to see how the

agency ticks. I talked to people,

watched wheels turn, did some adver-

tising work myself. I looked at some

organization charts, found them a lit-

tle helpful, a little misleading. In my
anxiety to set up a simple, logical de-

scription of the organization, I tried

pigeon-holing everything. But I found

tv advertising at the nation's top radio-

tv agency than by going behind the

doors of the radio-tv copy and art

department.

Top man there is Art Bellaire, a

friendly unassuming chap who, when I

walked in. had one leg draped over the

arm of his chair, displaying green

socks with a blue suit. He was talking

with commercial writer Hal Longman
about some orchestral effects for some

new radio commercials.

When Longman left. Bellaire ex-

plained: "You can do an awful lot

with radio commercials nowadays that

you couldn't do in the old days. Re-

cording techniques and better record-

(Article continues next page)
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BBDO BILLINGS

1929 $32.6 million

1930 31,4 million

1931 26.6 million

1932 17.3 million

1933 14.8 million

1934 16.2 million

1935 15.7 million

1936 19.4 million

1937 20.3 million

1938 17.5 million

1939 20.2 million

1940 21.7 million

1941 23.5 million

1942 25.2 million

1943 27.6 million

1944 33.7 million

1945 43.0 million

1946 50.4 million

1947 59.1 million

1948 71.3 million

1949 81.4 million

1950 87.4 million

1951 104.1 million

1952 118.0 million

1953 137.5 million

ing ih.ii - one <>f the big reasons.

^ <>u can use a I Irpiece orchestra and

make it BOIind like 50. It'- onl\ a

tnattei of putting together identical

Bound iii' ks. Even Bound that j ou

(Imi'i |>la\ around with sound- better.

N ou'd be amazed al Bome of the tech-

I ii i< k- \ on can do."

The com cr-aliori \ eered around to

Bellaire's department.

He thought for a moment. ''Let's

Bee. I've got about 30 radio-tt writers.

Then there's about a dozen art people

undei Larrj Berger who work on com-

n iti < ials. 5 ou might lie interested in

this -ii\ Kill Mo»erman. He's in m\

department and he's scientific adviser

on all accounts. He helps the space

people, too. Yes, he writes some com-

mercial copy, too. Works on industrial

institutional accounts like du Pont.

I
v Steel, General Electric. He's a

lot of help when the commercial writ-

ers \ i-it a Factor) to pick up informa-

Bob Foreman, right, v. p. in charge of tv at

BBDO, shows SPONSOR'S Jaffe list of 24 vid-

eo network shows now used by agency clients

tion. Bill can talk to the technical and
research people at the factory on their

own level and then explain things to

the writers on their level."

Bellaire started as a space writer.

was in that job two years, then trans-

ferred over to the radio writing depart-

ment under Bob Foreman. When Fore-

man became head of the t\ depart-

ment. Bellaire moved into Foreman's

job.

"'I like a man with -pace background
in m\ department. The experience is

important. You can teach the tech-

nique of radio-tv commercial writing,

but advertising background takes time

to acquire. We have space and radio-

t\ writers work together as much as

possible. I guess you < an sa\ the space

people bave < reated more campaigns

in the past, but the radio-h group is

doing more in the wa\ of initiating

campaigns as the) gel more experi-

ence. Don't forget there are about

three times as many space writers as

radio-l\ writers. Space writers as a

group have been around longer.

They've got five \ ice presidents over

there. We don't haw am.
"Don't get the idea that radio-tv

commercial writing is just an exten-

sion of space writing. Not at all. When
you do something like t\ animation,

you've got something entirely differ-

ent. ^ ou 11 see what I mean in a cou-

ple of minutes. We're got three guys

here who work on Lucky Strike com-

mercial-. I'm having them come in to

bat around a few ideas for some new
commercials for Royal Crown Cola."

The trio came in a few minutes later.

There was Gran Burland, 27, stocky,

bouncy, with expressive features; Bob
Kroll, 31, husky, with cropped blond

hair and a cigar tilted at an angle in

his mouth; Dick Mercer, 30, thin, me-

dium height, who walked in imitating

Red Buttons.

Bellaire explained the problem.

"We've done some RC commercials

with a barn dance theme. They were

basicalh simple and direct.

"Animated?" asked Burland.

"Yes," answered Bellaire. "I'll get

you some stor\ boards so you can see

what they were like. The new ones

are to be animation, too."

Someone walked in swiftly, wrote a

note on Bellaire's pad. whispered some-

thing in his ear and walked out.

"Point of order. Mr. Chairman,"

said Mercer. "I think we should all

see that message. \\ e cannot let in-

sinuations confuse this hearing."

Bellaire grinned and continued:

"The new commercials should be more

sophisticated. You know the teenagers

—and that's who we're trying to reach

—are prett\ hep nowadays. They're

exposed to a lot of stuff on tv and a

lot of good tv commercials.

"Now. you don't have too much to

sa\ about a cola drink but you've got

a minute to sa\ it. I don't have any-

particular ideas. Anything goes, as

long as it's good. ^ ou can start from

-cratch if you want, except that we've

got a jingle theme that should be

worked in. You can modernize it. if

you want to.

Burland. the piano-playing member

of the trio, asked: "What about the

music?"
" \11 we've got i- a sound track of

voices singing the jingle with a cal-

liope effect." said Bellaire. "1 ou can
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use that if you want to."

"Can we use an orchestra?" asked

Mercer.

"If you have a good reason for us-

ing one, use one," said Bellaire. "You

can simulate music, if you want. For

all I care, you can use a comh and

toilet paper."

, Burland put in: "In other words, so

far as cost goes, the sky's the limit

but there's no money."

Bellaire ignored the crack. "One

last thing. Don't get the idea we're

only after teenagers. The commercial

should be interesting enough to at-

tract adults.
'

Burland said: "I get it. Roughly,

from 6 to 60. It's practically on the

air."

After a little more discussion the

trio decided to meet that afternoon at

3:00 p.m. in commercial writer Joe

Hornsby's office, where there is a

piano.

fp ff> tfr

We gathered on the dot in Horns-

by's office. I had met Hornsbj at a

brainstorm session that same morning.

"What you don't know," said Mer-

cer, "is that Joe Hornsby is Mr. Mu-
sic of Madison Ave.'

'

Hornsby works on jingles for all ac-

counts. He also writes copy for RC
and Wildrool. Together with Ray-

mond Scott, conductor of the Hit Pa-

rade orchestra. Hornsby worked out

the "Be happy, go lucky" theme, as

well as those now used for Crosley and

Schaefer. Hornsby. who does copy

as well as music, has been a BBDO

man lor L5 years. He had jusl collab-

orated with Boh Foreman on a m»ii»

.allcl. "The Wrestler's Polka."

"Mind if I watch you animation

geniuses?" asked Hornsby.

We'd love it," said Burland. "We
work besl in front of an audience.

"Hey, we need you," Kroll said.

"How does that RC jingle go?"

Hornsby, who wrote it. bent over the

piano and sang soft!) :

RC makes you feel like new.

Feel like new?
Feel like new.

RC's best by taste-test, too.

Get Royal Crown Cola today.

The session started off, after a little

groping, when Mercer said: "Hey,

here's something. You see a juke box.

{Please turn to page 136)

Three men on a commercial: Senior Editor Jaffe watches

as trio from rad ; o-tv copy department work on animated tv commer-
cials for Royal Crown Cola. The trio are, left to right, Gran Burland,

Bob Kroll, Dick Mercer. During creative session pictured they talked

continuously, bounced ideas back and forth until they hit on some-

thing they liked. Description of what went on will be found in story
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Music libraries: what do you kno
>lu<li misunderstood, libraries today are source of high-quality radio shows, s

r i

NEEDED: New name for "music libra-

ries." Once they were, as sketch above
implies, collections of music transcrip-

tions for radio stations. Now they are

services which aid stations in selling;

provide complete programs. But con-

fusion results since no one has coined

new name which fully describes func-

tions performed by today's libraries. '

I

f^\cr\ week dozens i>f advertisers

use 1 1 1 n -~ i< • library programing on ra-

tlin stations all over the country. Yet

few admen are aw arc <>f the role music

library shows play a- vehicles for their

selling messages. Fewer still are aware

of music libraries—period.

\lu»i< libraries, in fact, are nol even

well understood 1>\ some "I their own

customers, the radio stations.

\\ 1 1 \ are music libraries confusing?

Mainly it's semantics. The term mu-

sic librar) i»r transcription Library i i-

<«ut ol date. Most of the business in

the In-Ill i~ being done today 1>\ com-

panies which are nol solel) music li-

braries.

\ bettei word for them would be

and there's a problem. Nobody bas a

better word. Two of the expressions

used in the field are Bales service and

program Bervice. Neither is adequate

to describe a c pan\ which gives the

station

:

\ transcription lil>iai\ consisting of

aboul 5,000 musical selections plus

month!) pressings of mm songs;

scripts to accompan) the re* «
• r < 1 - : hun-

dreds of recorded jingles to use as lead-

ins for commercials; detailed tips on

-riling radio to local advertisers; mer-

chandising materia] for local adver-

50

tisers; complete programs up to an

houi in length which -~< «nm I as if thej

came from a network studio (these are

Imili out of the library's selections

plus "voice tracks by recording

stars ' : promotion and publicity kits

foi each show

.

Music libraries are ol interest to the

adman who use- radio because of their

role in keeping the medium health) l>\

stimulating local business (see box).

But, more directly, the) can represent

a source of low -cost programing of

known qualit) for national spot and

co-op campaigns.

This report will suggest how \ou can

use music libraries in radio campaigns
even though as an adman you will

never la) down a single dollar to bu)
them directly. Bui fir.-t. to get you
oriented, some background in question-

and-answei -i\ le.

O. It liui i, (,.s the original junction of
music libraries?

A- You couldn't use ordinary phono-
graph records on the air back in the
earl) days. \ soprano sounded like

bid) Devine calling the hogs if you
played a plain wax record. The music
libraries filled the gap by supplying
high-qualit) transcriptions. These were
catalogued for eas) use and kept up to
date periodicall) with new releases.

You got everything from classical to

wait/ to folk music. Plus pop tunes in

arrangements made exclusively for the
stations.

O. // //,;/ are the economics of the
business?

*• Libraries are set up on a rental

basis. I he station signs a contract for

a minimum usuall) of three years. It

pays a monthl) rental fee ranging any-
where from S60 to 1350, depending on
the station, the market and the library.

< rften the library goes to one station in

a < ii\ e* lusivel) though this isn't true
in the larger markets. The libraries

are able to keep then rental fee- down

programing
minimi

and >till make monej because of the

number of station^ thej sell.

O. Who are the companies in the

field?

A. There were originall) six com-

panies which provided big all-purpose

libraries. All six rented on a monthly,

basis. All six issued new disks month-

ly . Their name* (alphabetical (: As-

sociated Program Service, Capitol Rec-

ords. Lang-Worth Feature Programs,

RCA Recorded Program Services

i RCA Thesaurus I. Standard Radio

Transcription Services. World Broad-

casting System.

Today three of the companies con-

tinue in active production of new rec-

ords every month. The other three

companies have discontinued produc-

tion and two of them are selling their

libraries outright.

Lang-Worth. RCA and World are

the companies remaining in active pro-

duction of new monthlv releases.

//on librar'n's soil time

Many stations hare reported they

it ere never able to sell a particu-

larly tough prospect until they used

sales aids furnished by music li-

brary. Libraries give stations re-

corded jingles for variety of spon-

sors. Station can then write and
re, ard copy to fit jingle, go to sell

sponsor with something specific.

Brochures libraries furnish are

something specific to sell with as

well. They give the salesmen im-

pressive art. all the tacts needed to

male load client grasp stature of

clinic. In addition libraries furnish

til<s on radio selling methods. The\

help station do good job for local

sponsors, can help national and re-

gional sponsors as well (see text).

SPONSOR



ImiiiI them ?

s for stations

Associated continues to rent its li-

braries on a monthly basis (at a re-

duced rate) but has no new releases,

or program service.

Capitol and Standard are selling

their libraries out to existing station

subscribers as well as other stations.

Other libraries are: Sesac, C. P.

MacGregor, M. M. Cole. Sesac is a

music licensing firm which sells sta-

tions rights to broadcast music and a

library service as well. Sesac is broad-

er in range than MacGregor or Cole

but is still heavier in religious and

band music than Lang-Worth, RCA or

World. MacGregor is said to be the

oldest of the libraries, dating back to

1928, but concentrates on only a few

shows. Cole is known for folk, West-

ern and novelty in particular. Reflect-

ing the increased emphasis on sales

services, Sesac says it is upping the

amount of sales aids for subscribers.

Q- What are the programs like?

A- They retain the flexibility of local

shows. Disks can be combined to meet

the taste of area listeners. Yet they

have the production values of network

shows.

Here's what a library show can

sound like today.

First there's a theme with smooth

announcement of the show name. Then
the local announcer comes on at a voice

cue to give his opening commercial.

Back to the music with dialogue from

stars of the show to introduce it. Then

frequently throughout the show more
dialogue from stars. The dialogue sets

the stage for the music, adds warmth.

At close there's again smooth produc-

tion and closing theme.

Here are some titles of shows which

suggest the kind of talent available.

Lang-Worth: Rhythm Rendezvous

(Patti Page and Ray Anthony); The
Allan Jones Show; Russ Morgan (do-

ing a d.j. show) ; Mantovani (well

known semi-classicist).

{Please turn to page 132)

VARIED SERVICES OF TODAYS LIBRARIES are illustrated by samples above. (Top) RCA
Thesaurus makes available new merchandising pieces for sponsors of Phil Spitalny all-girl

orchestra. (Next) Lang-Worth merchandising piece is for Allan Jones show. (Then) Note two

brochures of World Broadcasting for programs which get away from music alone and add
variety to programing lineup. Robert Montgomery, Raymond Massey do readings. Library

services go far beyond those shown here, however. Libraries have recorded jingles for use in

commercials, promotion tits for each show, detailed sales tips. Associated Program Service,

for example, has recorded sales course by "Mitch" Mitchell for station.
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Metropolitan's radio results

come in l!)7l :;

iOmger liiV tor policyholders is aim of

firm's spot ami network air campaign

J he Metropolitan Life Insurance

Co. i- tin* longest-range planner among
all the hundreds "I advertisers in ra-

dio. It- objective is nothing less than

the improvement ol health and lon-

gevity among the American public at

large and its 37,000,000 policy-hold-

ers in particular.

I he company is also the most "in-

stitutional
1

<d radin'- institutional cli-

ent-. A word of sell has never passed

through tin- 1 i j > — ol an announcer em-

ployed 1>\ Metropolitan.

^ ct Metropolitan's air advertising

approach has a closer resemblance to

the liard-headedness of a man drawing

up an actuarial table than it does to

the gushing of a do-gooder.

Metropolitan does something feu

companies could afford to do. It buys

newscasts on 72 radio stations and

uses tin- commercial time lor health

talk- to it- policyholders (and anyone

el-e who- listening •

.

I In- company's 1954 radio budget

i- $1.5 million. Magazines get a like

amount and about $200,000 is spent

case history

in other media.

Metropolitan commercials invite lis-

teners to write in for free booklets.

Ihewe cook books, books about vari-

ous diseases—all related to health and

happiness in some way. Requests for

booklets are never used as leads in

selling insurance.

The company has been giving aua\

booklets ever since 1898 (see box)

and they are an important part of its

advertising, though the booklets don't

actually do any more than mention

the company name. The booklets are

well illustrated in order to maintain

interest in the topics. With this ex-

perience in the use of visual ap-

proaches to tell the health story and

with the company s experience in mak-

ing movies for school use, television

might have seemed a natural for Met-

ropolitan.

The company's advertising planners,

however, have never bought a second

of tv time to date. It's surprising but

cost is one factor.

Even though Metropolitan is the

world's biggest non-governmental

MOSt pOpUlar: "Youi Heart." which receives most re-

quests of any booklet on weeks it is offered. Different booklet is

offered each week, "plugged" on all Metropolitan announcements

during week. More than one booklet a second is given away yearly.

About 85'r of Metropolitan policyholders are covered by show lineup

YOUR HEART

LOCal tie-inS: Allan Jackson. CBS Radio newscaster.

airs firm's institutional messages over 22 stations, keeps in close

touch with Metropolitan (he's shown here at top of firm's tower). To

tie in with local Metropolitan agents he occasionally broadcasts from

affiliated stations. Metropolitan keeps agents updated on ad strategy



A FRIENDA
IN NEED

i HINTS T COf

in JMETROPOUTANLiFE
UK INSURANCE CO.

HOME

First booklet was issued 56 years ago

Last year nearly 750,000 radio listeners

requested copies of Metropolitan booklets

on health. Company's first booklet came

out in 1898 (left), was aimed at low-

income families. Metropolitan gives

excerpts from booklets in its radio messages

which are aimed at Metropolitan policy

holders. Eesearch, medical and statistical

clearance are completed before booklet copy is

prepared. Anyone can request booklets

and to build prestige Metropolitan does

not use names as leads. The company puts

nearly half of its budget into radio.

INCORPORATED BY THE
STATE OP NEV YORK

financial agency, it does not have un-

limited sums to spend for advertising.

Its assets are about $12.3 billion; it

has $56.1 billions of life insurance in

force. But it is so limited by law as

to expenses that any substantial entry

into tv would have to come out of its

other advertising expenditures.

Metropolitan is far too satisfied with

results from the radio portion of its

ad spending to consider making radio

money the source of a tv budget. The

company feels it has a format which

continues to yield results in terms of

public education and booklet requests

with no signs of decline.

Metropolitan, through Young & Ru-

bicam, buys early-morning spot radio

on 35 U.S. and nine Canadian sta-

tions. Mostly it's 15-minute local news

that the companj buys with ju>t a few

five-minute news shows.

In the morning Metropolitan also

I. us- I'iuhl CBS Hadio (Pacific Coast)

outlets, sponsoring Dave Vaille News
(8:15-8:30 a.m.). In the evening it

buys a CBS Radio network of 22 sta-

tions for Allan Jackson and the News
16:00-0:15 p.m.).

The same announcements are used

each day on all the spot programs as

well as on the network news. (There's

an occasional exception when local

conditions warrant; more on that lat-

er on in the story.)

The great majority of Metropoli-

tan's programs are confined to the

early-morning hours except for the Al-

lan Jackson news show. But Metropoli-

tan does buy time at other times dur-

ing the day and has no set curfew hour.

The company is interested in any time

at any hour which it feels can deliver

results. (See station list below.)

Once in a while stations are

changed. This happens when the mail

pull from a certain station over a pe-

riod of several months and in rela-

tionship to other stations operating

under similar circumstances indicates

that the particular station in question

has saturated its listening area with

Metropolitan's messages.

(Please turn to page 92)

Metropolitan uses these stations for its network, spot news shows

Local netvs shows are on

44 U.S., Canada stations

STATION CITY LOCAL BROADCASTING TIME

WBAL, Baltimore 8-8:10 a.m., M,W,F, alt T, Th, Sa

WINR, Binghamton 7-7:15 a.m., M-F
WEEI, Boston _ 8-8:15 a.m., M-F
WBEN, Buffalo 7-7:15 a.m., M,W,F. alt T, Th, Sa

WBT, Charlotte 8-8:15 a.m., M,W,F
WLS, Chicago 6:59 a.m., M-F

WMAQ, Chicago 8:45-9 a.m., M-F

WLW. Cincinnati _ 12-12:10 p.m., M-F

WGAR, Cleveland 8-8:15 a.m., M-F

WJR, Detroit _ 5-5:15 p.m., M-F

WHP, Harrisburg 8-8:15 a.m., M-F

WTIC. Hartford 8:15-8:30 a.m., M-F
KPRC, Houston _ 8-8:15 a.m., M.W.F
WIBC. Indianapolis 8-8:15 a.m., M.W.F

WHAS. Louisville 7-7:15 a.m., M-F
WGBS, Miami 8-8:15 a.m., M-F
WTMJ, Milwaukee 8:55-9 a.m.. M-Sa

WWL. New Orleans _....8-8:05 a.m., M-F
WCBS. New York 8-8:15 a.m.. M-Sa

WNBC. New York 8-8:05 a.m., M-F
WOR. New York 7:30-7:45 a.m., M-Sa

WOW, Omaha _ 8-8:15 a.m., M,W,F
KYW. Philadelphia 8-8:15 a.m., M-F

12:10-1 p.m., M-F*

WCAU, Philadelphia. _ 8-8:55 a.m., M-F*

KDKA, Pittsburgh 8:30-8:45 a.m.. M-F
WPRO. Providence 8-8:15 a.m., M.W.F
WRVA, Richmond 7-7:05 a.m., M.W.F

•Metropolitan has participations In show.

STATION CITY LOCAL BROADCASTING TIME
WHAM, Rochester 9-9:15 a.m.. M-F

WHBF, Rock Island 7-7:15 a.m.. M-Sa

KGBS. San Antonio 7-7:15 a.m., M,W,F

KNBC, San Francisco 7:15-730 a.m.. M-F

WGY. Schenectady 8:05-9:15 a.m., M-F»

7:10-8 a.m., T, Th'

WARM, Scranton 6:35, 7:35, 8:35 a.m., M-F

WFLA. Tampa 7:45-8 a.m., M-F

WILK, Wilkes Barre 730-7:35 a.m., M-Sa

CANADA
CBF, Montreal 7:55-8 a.m. (Fr.)—M-F

CJAD, Montreal 1030-10:40 p.m., M-F

CKAC. Montreal 8-8:05 a.m.. M-F (Fr.)

CBO, Ottawa. _ 7:55-8 a.m.. M-F

CHRC, Quebec 8:55-9 a.m. (Fr.) M-F

CBL. Toronto 7:55-8 a.m., M-F

CFRB, Toronto 12:20 p.m., M-F*

CBU. Vancouver 7:55-8 a.m., M-F

CBW, Winnipeg 8:45-8:50 a.m.. M-F

Two shows on limited

networks carried bt/ CBS

ALLAN JACKSON
Monday-Friday 6:00-6:15 p.m.

STATION CITY

WGAU ATHENS, GA.

WAG A ATLANTA
WEEI BOSTON

STATION CITY
KSUB CEDAR CITY. UTAH
WBBM CHICAGO
KV0R COLORADO SPRINGS
K RLD DALLAS
KLZ DENVER
KID IDAHO FALLS
KMBC ... KANSAS CITY

WREC MEMPHIS
WCC0 MINNEAPOLIS
WLAC NASHVILLE
WCBS NEW YORK
KJRL P0CATELL0, IDAHO
KMOX ST. LOUIS
KSL SALT LAKE CITY

KOPO TUCSON
WTOP WASHINGTON, D. C.

K F R M CO NCORDIA. KAN.
KOOL PHOENIX
WFBL SYRACUSE

DAVE VAILLE NEWS
(CBS Pacific) Monday-Friday 8:15-8:30 a.m.

STATION CITY

KNX _ _ LOS ANGELES
KOIN - PORTLAND
KCBS SAN FRANCISCO

KIRO SEATTLE

KLAS LAS VEGAS
KCMJ PALM SPRINGS. CAL.

KG DM STOCKTON, CAL.

KFIR NORTH BEND, ORE.
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Q. ,

a Television

IiIwtInii!! Bureau?

WIDE RANGE OF SPONSOR ARTICLES AND SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS ARE AVAILA

Can yon use these^S^ reprints
\

Many oft' M'0\ >OK \ articles arc available as low-cost reprints. In addition

specially prepared radio-television data can be ordered in booklet form

Ever) weeh /<< sponsor'^ headquarters come dozens oj letters and phone calls

asking questions about /<</-/ and future articles. Irticles are eagerly sought by

agencymen and advertisers for use in guiding decisions, to provide informa-

tion on some specific aspect of radio-to, for idea stimulation. One oj the most

frequently asked questions is. "(.an I i^ci reprints.'"

On these pages you'll find the answer as to what SPONSOR articles and other

special material have been gathered together as reprints or booklets. Ill of

SPONSOR'* currently available reprints and other special booklets are described

I, clou it till prices. Many reprints hare special prices for quantity orders.

I Illicit, however, are in short supply and cannot be ordered in quantities. To

ordet reprints address a card or lettei to sponsor Services Inc., I<> East 1
(
)

St.. Veu ) ml. IT. V ) .

CASE HISTORIES

Dr. Pepper prescribes radii* phone

giveaway* Soft-drink firm's Bpol ra-

,li,, show in ~>" markets i auses Bales

increases up to 500' !
' 5 Octobei

L953). Price: LO each.

Hon to put out a regional beer.

Falstaff, regional beer, competes with

national, local prodw ts with help "I

|2 million aii effort, mainl) radio

sports June 1952). Price: LO .

54

LONGIISES: radio's biggest watch

advertiser. One of top I . S. watch

firms spends S3 million annuall) to

blanket l"> million t .»« I i <
> homes daiij

h itli one "i more broad* asts I 5 April

L954 I. Price: 10c each.

U h\ oil II banks in Kingston use

radio. Personalized selling, premium

offers, emotional appeal arc new trends

in bank advertising (30 November
195 1 1. I'ii- e: single opies, 20c; 10-

"in copies, 15c each; 100 <>r more.

l(i< each.

Why Morton Salt likes nighttime

spot radio. After four years on night-

lime radio firm finds impact increas-

ing, especially in established tv mar-

kets i 1(1 August L953). Price: single

copies. 20c: 10-50 copies. 15c each;

100 or more. 10c- each.

12 bit: spot <lirnts: how they use

the medium. Tart I includes six ra-

dio case histories, gives 10 ways that

spol brings advertiser flexibility i 14

December 1953). Price: single copies,

2<>< : 10-50 copies, L5c each; 100 or

more. 1<>< each.

12 hi f> spot clients: how they use

the medium. Part II includes -i\

u case histories showing how tv spon-

sor gets flexibility plus visual impact

(28 December 1953). Price: -ingle

copies, :2t < : 10-50 copies, L5c each:

Inn nr more. 10c each.

SPONSOR



PREPRINTS. TEXT BELOW GIVES COMPLETE LIST OF AVAILABLE REPRINTS, PRICES

COMMERCIALS

DonH JIISX your JINGLE. Robert

Sande, president of Song Ads Co.,

Hollywood jingle firm, tells how to

avoid pitfalls in planning singing com-

mercials (22 February 1954). Price:

15c each.

So you think you own your own
jingle! ASCAP claims performance

rights to many jingles, duns stations

for airing them 1 5 November 1951 I

.

Price: 10c each.

You can't sell a product you don't

know. Veteran radio and tv announcer

tells advertisers, agencies how to im-

prove commercials I 8 March 1954
I

.

Price: 15c each.

FILM

Tips for beginners on how to

make good tv commercials. Tv

veterans and novices alike will enjoy

agencywoman's anecdote-packed arti-

cle on how to get most for least 1 22

February 19541. Price: single cop-

ies, 20c; 10 or more copies, 15c each:

100 or more. 10c each.

157 million feet of stock tv film:

Are you getting most from it? How

to use stock film footage in tv shows,

commercials. Includes sources, prices

(14 December 19531. Price: single

copies, 20c; 50 or more copies. 15c

each: 100 or more. 10c each.

IN DUSTRY DEVELOPMENTS, PROBLEMS

Should there be a Television Ad-

vertising Bureau? Includes blue-

prints of objectives, budgets for such

a group, describes operation of simi-

lar groups in other media (30 Novem-

ber 1953). Price: single copies, 20c;

50 or more copies, 15c each; 100 or

more, 10c each.

W hat sponsors can learn from
RMI clinics. Advice given at "53 BMI
sessions can be applied by admen to

local-level sponsorship 1 2 November
19531. Price: 15c each.

Why don"t radio salesmen ever
come to sell me? Veteran radio-tv

(Please turn to page 104

1

I i- dii'tionari/ hantlbook

ilefines medium's rot'fibtifnrt/

Booklet contains ABC's of tele-

vision. Present edition is avail

able free to subscribers; extra

copies, $2 each. 19.14 version

now in preparation. Includes

definitions of more than 900 terms

plus tabular data, translations

of tv's "sign language." Hand

book was prepared by Herb True,

assistant professor of advertising,

University of Notre Dame.

Radio-tv Program Guide

includes station profiles

sponsor's L954 Program Guide,

just off the press, has programing

profiles of 1,568 radio, 273 tv

stations. Subscribers get free

copies; extra copies, $2 each.

Guide includes directories of

specialized programing plus sta

tion breakdowns into number ot

hours devoted to various cate

gories. Lists key advertisers who

program to special segments.
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Do radio and I v move goods?
Part 23 of SPONSOR'S 25-artiele All-Media Evaluation Study quoits 47

heavy air advertisers on results of broadcasting' campaigns

gg o\s \mII ilu radio anil l\ -ell'.''

\\ li.ii aie the reasons foi their abil-

ii\ i<> move goods?

How tin the) rate in relation i" print

and outdoor?

I [ave j on |u t>\ etl iii j qui ow n satis-

faction thai using radio and u has

made a difference in your Bales?

I hese are the four basic questions

SPONSOR senl the 200 leading adver-

Lisers and some 50 new air advertisers.

In addition another questionnaire was

mailed separately, to most of the same

advertisers regarding business condi-

tions and whether they were stepping

u|> in trimming their advertising bud-

get-, including radio and t\. tlii- year.

\ ti.ial id (id advertisers responded

to the two questionnaires. Of tlie-c 17

use radio and or tv. The 66 will spend

$178 million this year, nearrj $50 mil-

lion of it on air media.

How did the) answer the four lead-

ing questions? Here is a summar) ol

tlit! i comments:

1. T\ is the hottest medium in the

history of advertising. But anyone

overlooking ratlin, which is both pow-

erful and cheap, is going to lose out.

2. Radio moves goods because it

• an project the persuasiveness of the

human voice . . . lets the listener listen

v. bile he or she is doing something else.

Tv sells because it dominates two of

the Eve sense organs simultaneousl)

|im the fir-t time in the bistor) of

advertising.

i " \iier i uliir. I expe< i the next big

development in t\ will be smellevision,
1

h famuli- research director of a lead-

ing agent j told sponsor. I le was re-

minded that George Orwell had in-

vented "feelies" transmission ol touch

sensations foi Iii- movies in 1984.

Thinking tlii- over, he Bnall) i

marked: "Well. I guess we ahead)

have -melle\ ision. Bui wait till the)

-lart transmitting torn li and ta te sen-

sations into the home!" •

.'5. Most big advertisers like to keep

tlieir budgets fairb balanced between

by Ray Lapica

air and print The) therefore find

even medium useful and would rather

lose an arm than one of the basic me-

dia, including outdoor. The tendenc)

tu use more air. however, in relation to

print seems clear, especiall) with the

growth ol tele\ i-ion.

4. Few maim advertisers have been

able to correlate specific media and

sales but almost all agreed they had

satisfied themselves that radio ami t\

have boosted their sales — or they

wiiuldn I In- using them.

Richard Dunne, media research di-

nt tor of Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &

Bayles, gave us access to a recent me-

dia study from which we are using

two charts. The first chart (on this

page i gives a clear indication that tv

has reached major stature in a rela-

tivel) short time. The chart on the

following pai'i- -In. us that despite the

marked increase in the use of tele-

\ i-ion, most of the million dollar ac-

i mini- use t\ in varying degrees. The

implication that can be drawn from

thi- i- that as of the present t\ is re-

garded by sponsors as a more impor-

tant medium for some products than

it i- for others.

This article will summarize the com-

ments of leading advertisers on how
the) feel about the air media. Details

of three recent tests showing the sales

effectiveness of radio and tv, two of

I In in sponsored by NBC, and a full

report on Dick Dunnes confidential

agency survey of media trends and

u-aue will be published in future issues

of SPONSOR.

What food advertisers say: Re-

turn- to the radio and tv questionnaire

were divided into 10 categories. Biji-

Bigger you are the more radio, tv you use
Million-Dollar

All Advertises Advertisers D
S

|>
CB

(2500 natl.) (224)
Billings

TELEVISION 19.4% 26.7% 35.6%

RADIO
"""

17.7% 19.9% 16.9%

MAGAZINES 30.8% 27.2% 16.7%

NEWSPAPERS 26.9% 26.1% 30.6%

OUTDOOR 5.2% Unavail. 0.2%

SOURCE: Media Research Department, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, based on 1952

figures published in "Printers' Ink Annual" 1953.

Above chart, prepared by SSCB's Dick Dunne, shows that all national

advertisers, as a group, lend to use less tv and radio than print hut 224

million-dollar advertisers split budgets almosl equally among four major

media. SSCB itself has 52.5$ of its total billings in air media, with tv

Ear ahead. Agency, founded in 1946, is in the over-$20 million class.

56 Sludu trill he ouhlished in hook lortii. 11 rile in now to reserre eopu SPONSOR



gest was foods and beverages. In this

group two food companies spending

some $22 million a year on advertis-

ing between them summarized the

thinking in the field on radio and tv

perhaps as well as anyone could.

The ad manager of the first, which

spent $12 million last year, one-third

in radio and tv. and stepped up its total

budget by 6% this year, said:

"Both air media are highly effective

but not necessarily together. Radio

complements print advertising—it may
be listened to while doing other things.

Tv moves goods because it supplies the

strongest possible combination of im-

pulse factors—sight plus sound. Ra-

dio, tv, newspapers and outdoor all

have more local flavor than magazines.

But radio and tv lack the color oppor-

tunities of the others. We have proved

in part that air media have made a dif-

ference in our sales. While radio and

tv especially have shown immediate in-

ci eased sales results, other factors may
have contributed."

The other advertising manager, who
spends some $10 million a year, said

this about the air media:

"I have a good opinion of radio and

tv's sales effectiveness. I feel they

move goods because the spoken voice

on radio and the voice and image on

tv are convincing and personal. I feel

all the media are good—it depends on

the job to be done. Generally 1 would
say tv is the hottest medium today. I

have proved to my own satisfaction

that using radio and tv has made a

difference in our sales."

The ad manager of a food company
spending $3 million says: "Tv's sales

effectiveness is excellent, but the me-
dium is too expensive. Radio is still

a powerful sales medium which should

never be overlooked in planning ad

campaigns."

This executive attributes air's abil-

ity to move goods to the fact that it

has a "captive" audience.

A San Francisco food company re-

sponded as follows: "Both air media
can be very potent if properly used for

the right products, under the right con-

ditions—a statement which would ap-

ply equally well to almost any adver-

tising medium! We feel tv particu-

larly can move goods because it can

demonstrate them. As for rating the

media, we pick tv, radio and news-

papers for immediate action at the lo-

cal level (also outdoor when so used).

We like magazines more for the long

haul."

Arnold C. Graham Jr., advertising

manager of the Goebel Brewing Co.,

says sales effectiveness of radio and tv

is high when the program, the com-

mercial and the time are right. He at-

tributes their ability to move goods to

Francis (Frank) Minehan, v. p. and media di-

rector (left), and Richard Dunne, media re-

search director, follow media trends closely

for SSCB. Charts below from Dunne's study

radio's exclusive appeal to the ear and

tv's to the eye and ear, which, in both

cases, can be more compelling because

of the projection of personal persua-

siveness. This he finds more difficult

to do in print.

Rating the media depends on too

many factors, he says, but in general,

"outdoor gives supplementary product

impression, newspapers and magazines

involve a longer process of first stimu-

lating attention and then commanding
appraisal, and radio and tv are more
immediate but must impress the audi-

ence on an instant basis.
'

Graham has found a correlation be-

tween air media and sales. "At periods

v. hen our radio and tv programs are

at a peak concentration, there is a

visible effect on sales which can only

Most

—

but not all—"millionaires" use air heavily
Auto Mot.

Chems. Acces's. Pics.

Group
Total PertMt

45
$310
27.5

42
$243
21.6

9
$1 16

10.3
$103
9.1

26
$98
8.7

16
$74
6.6

"Figures adjusted to include production and talent costs.

14 13

$33 $27
2.9 2.5

SOURCE: Printers'

5 12 9
$27 $24 $15
2.3 2.1 1.3

Ink Annual 1953 PIB.

$14
1.2

StO
0.9

4
$10
0.9

3
$8
0.7

$7
0.7

2
$3
0.3

<1»

4 radii

<mags

papers

Bureau of Advertising of ASPA.



NEXT ISSUE

What SPONSOR s distinguished 12-

man All-Media Advisory Board

thinks of media evaluation. Article

— 24 in 25-article series will tie se-

ries together, cover what SPONSOR
omitted. Series willl end with our

summary and conclusions 14 June.

in pari I"- attributed t" seasonal de-

mands.

Goebel Brewing i- spending the bulk

of it- budget on football, racing and

baseball on more than 1" radio and

u stations in addition to dramati< t\

programs and am-ti announcements.

Another major food an<l grocer]

pi mlu, t company . which Bpenl 16. i

million last year, is planning i" step

up it- use of i\ t in- rest of this 5 e

\ soft-drink company told sponsor

i' -how- it- Faith in radio l>\ spending

.'ir , ,,l it- SI million-plus budget on

it. \- for tv, ii is doubling its usage

,,l \ ideo Ii "in V , to 10%.

i reorge < >li\ a, National Biscuit Co.'s

advertising dire* tor, is another strong

believer in ail media. Nabisco's multi-

million budgel went ii|) 20' - this yeai

H itli L5* i of it going Into radio and

'.i i'
I

into t\ an increase for air of

ovei a year ago. Oliva expects

l""i I to I"- a re ord sales year.

\ Midwestern Iced manufacturer,

who used some radio and t\ last year,

liked the media so much lit- says he's

stepped ii|> the air budgel l>\ ">(>', tlii>

year V , ol the total budget going

I, dio, I for t\.

\nd a Midwestei n i anned food

manufacture] not onlj increased his

.id budgel from $1.5 million to $2. I

million, but boosted his t\ allotment

l>\ nearlj IV I to the point \\ here

video now takes over (>'>' of the bud-

get. The sponsor uses no radio at the

moment.

Pmfi A toiletries: These are .il~<

>

among the leading air users, and you d

i xpecl them to be enthusiastic about

;.ir media. I he) are

Here are Bome Bample < omments:

OUvei B. CapeUe, advertising mono-

Wiles Laboratories: "The last rec-

ord I saw indicated that our company
i- -omen (mii- near tlie eighth largest

n-ei of network radio in the I nited

States, bo natural!) we think highlj of

it and know that it increase- our sales.

\\ e are also investing more monej eat Ii

yeai in television and we expect that

our L954 budget for holh radio and

television will he larger than in L953."

George J. Abrams, advertising direc-

tin. Block Drug Co.: "I\ i- the most

effective advertising medium for dem-

onstrable products and radio the most

omi< al medium for almost anj

product." i \hram- i- spending some

S6.5 million this year, 7.V ; of it on

ladio and l\ .
i

/'/ manager oj a pharmacal house

spending $600, > a year, 2.V , of it

on ail media: "Both air media strike

the listener or viewer dramatically

when the\ do -hike. Radio and t\

work fast but have no stick-to-it-

iveness. Magazines are solid, long-

lasting for impressions <>n the buyer.

We've proved air makes a difference in

i in sales when we've used both in

l-sized numbers."

Id director of another pharmacal

house: "'Radio and tv are tops for our

I

roducts. I'll tank t\ and radio over

newspapers, magazines and outdoor.

We've run special test campaigns ana-

lyzed b) Nielsen to prove that the air

media have made a difference in our

sales. \\ e spend one-sixth of our bud-

get on spot radio, one-fourth on tele-

vision. \t the moment were running

a hea\\ campaign on the air in metro-

politan New York. The preliminary

sales figures look good."

/ ./). and advertising director oj a

cosmetics /muse: "Radio is fine, tv e\-

< client. Id rank t\ first, newspapers

second, radio third and magazines

fourth for our products. We've stepped

up our budget 1»>'< this year; 22', of

ii i- going into spot t\. but we hope to

bu) a national t\ show this summer or

fall."

Len Colson, Mermen Co.'s advertis-

ing director: He supervises a multi-

million-dollar budget, com cntrates the

air portion on spot radio and t\ "Both
do a strong selling job if used prop-

THIS WE FICHT FOR

We fight for greater dissemination

of information about radio and tv

among advertisers and agencies.

SPONSOR'S survey of radio-tv sales

power brings out into the open
indications of success which are

too often marked "confidential."

erly," he says. He has found that their

use has resulted in constant sales in -

creases.

R. /'. Breckenridge, {croup advertis-

ing manager, Pepsodent: "We are

working for increased sales during the

current year. We are budgeting some-

\ hat higher advertising expenses, more

than sufficient to merely oner in-

creased advertising costs. We shall

continue to divide our budget approxi-

inateK 2-V; in radio. 1"V ', in print

ami ">U', in t\ . 'I his indicates a slight

increase in t\ over the previous \ear."

J'. Ward Maurer. advertising direc-

tor, liih/root: He is spending Borne

1 3.2 million this year, sa\s he'll con-

tinue apportioning about 3o c
/c of it to

radio. He is testing t\

.

fias A oil: The oil companies seem to

he increasing their use of air media.

especially -pot. judging from the an-

-wers to SPONSOR'S questionnaire. For

example, James J. Delaney, advertis-

ing manager of the Sinclair Refining

Co., told sponsor his company is

spending half its multi-million-dollar

budget on spot radio and tv for the

first time this \ear. The decision was

made after a survey showed more peo-

ple heard about their new gasoline be-

cause of radio and t\ than because of

print advertising. (For complete story,

see "Win spot now gets 5(1'; of Sin-

< lair Oil budget." SPONSOR, 3 Mav
L954.)

SPONsni! e-timates Sinclair spends

i ver $7 million a vear on advertising.

The 509! air expenditure (70$ radio,

t\ • i- twice the l')"i2 ratio.

R. M. Gra\. manager of advertising

ami -ales promotion of Esso Standard

Oil. calls both radio and tv "excellent"

1 Please turn to page 120 1

SPONSOR'S All-Ma ia Advisory Board

George J. Abrams ad director, Block Drug Co.. Jersey City

Vincent R. Bliss executive v. p., Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago
Arlyn E. Co/c president, Cole & Weber, Portland, Ore.

Dr. Ernest Dichtcr pres., Inst, for Research in Mass Motivations

Stephens Dietz v. p., Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York

Ben R. Donaldson ad & sales promotion director, Ford, Dearborn

Marion Harper Jr.

Ralph H. Harrington
Morris L. Hite
J. Ward Maurer
Raymond R. Morgan
Henry Schachte

president, McCann-Erickson, Inc., New York

ad mgr., Gen. Tire & Rubber Co., Akron

president, Tracy-Locke Co., Dallas

ad director, Wildroot Co., Buffalo

pres., Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood

senior v. p., Bryan Houston, New York
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How ioprepare

The indispensable equipment guide

What's in

the Color Edition

• The RCA Color TV System

• What Color TV Means to the
Broadcaster

• Television Transmitter
Operation with Color Signals

• How to Plan for Color TV

• RCA Color Studio Camera,
TK-40A

• RCA Color Slide Camera,
TK-4A

• RCA Color Film Camera,
TK-25A

• RCA 16mm Color Film
Projector, TP-20A

• RCA Color TV Monitor, TM-10A

• RCA Colorplexer, TX-1A

• Test Equipment for Color
Television .

• RCA Color Sync Generator
Equipment

• Video Amplifiers in Color
Signal Transmission

for every TV Station

planning color operations
This special 80-page issue of RCA
Broadcast News has been prepared

specifically for the TV station man
who is getting ready to work with

color. Filled with authentic informa-

tion not found in its entirety any-

where else, this issue includes im-

portant facts you'll want to know
about color Now . . . such as general

operating theory of the color telecast-

ing system, how to plan studios and
stations for color, types of equipments

and systems required, how to make
equipment changeovers for color.

Copies of this special color issue of

Broadcast News may be obtained

from your RCA Broadcast Sales

Representative. Or write Section 503,

RCA Engineering Products, Camden,
New Jersey.

The only 100%
engineering-operations journal

for station men
Read by broadcasters and telecasters longer than any tech-

nical magazine of its kind in the industry, RCA Broadcast
News is prepared specifically to keep station men up-to-

date on equipment-and-station operations. It includes
straight-to-the-point facts on planning installations, testing

and operating station equipment—newsy stories about sta-

tions from the stations themselves—interesting articles on
"how-it-works" and "how-to-do-it" for the everyday job

—plus equipment information you can find in no other periodi-

cal. RCA Broadcast News is published every other month.
Ask your RCA Broadcast Representative to put you on the

list to receive it regularly.

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DIVISION CAMDEN. N.J.
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.
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4 ways you can use this

valuable SPONSOR feature

/// ever) issue oj sponsor you will find the handy,

up-to-date listing <>i ncu tv station grants which appears

below. Here's //<><<' this compilation ran help you.

1. ) on can plan campaigns jar in advance bj check-

ing on-air target dates given in chart.

2. Names of permitee, manager and rep for each

nru c.p. and station make it easy to get additional data.

3. List of all stations newly on air with commercial

programing during two weeks preceding issue is handy

reference list to update timebuyers.

4. Box score at bottom of page is succinct summary

of ti's status. Includes total number of U.S. stations.

I. ><*«• station* on air*

CITY & STATE

ADA, OKLA

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

ERIE, PA.

KINGSTON, N. Y.

BOVVER IKWI'
CALL

LETTERS
CHANNEL

NO
ON AIR
DATE

NET
AFFILIATION

STNS.
ON Al R

SETS IN
MARKET*

'OOOi
PERMITEE &. MANAGER

KTEN 10

WDEF-TV 12

WSEE 35

WKNY-TV 66

28 April

25 April

25 April

15 May

251 141

105 63

170 85

21 11

ABC

CBS, NBC,
ABC, Du M

CBS

ABC, CBS,
NBC, Du M

1 160 vhf

NFA

208 vhf

NFA

Eastirn Oklahoma Tv Co.
Rev. C C Morris, ores

Bill Hoover, v p gen
mgr.

Brown Morris sic -trtas

(Same (roup Identified
with ownership of

KADA. Ada. and
KWSH. Wewoka.
Okla.

)

WDEF Bestg. Co.
Carter M. Parham. pres.

John P. Gaither. v. p.

Edward Finlay Jr., see.-

treas.

Great Lakes Tv Co.
Jacob A. Young, pres.

A. R. Minadeo. v. p.

Charles E. Oenny. v. p.

B W. Stnnett. treat.

WKNY-TV Corp.
Joseph K. Close, prev
Robert M. Peebles, v. p.

George W. Smith, treas.
Robert Sabln. pen, mgr.

Vernard.
Rentoul &
McConnell

Avery-
Knodel

II. Y«»ir construction permits*

CITY 4 STATE

ST. LOUIS, MO.

CALL
LETTER'

CHANNEL
NO

DATE OF
GRANT ON-AIR

TARGET

POWER <KW)' SETS IN
MARKET!

I 000)
PERMITEE & MANAGER RADIO

REP1

KWK-TV 21 April 100 50 621 vhf

Iff. \dtlenda to previous listings

Sine i sponsor's 22 \|>iil L954 li>t. fi\<- more stations have had tlieir C.P.'s void- the FCC t<> 69. In addition, one Mexican

more television station grantees have left ed bj the FCC. Tlii> raises the number and one Cuban station have suspended

the .in 1'iit retained theii permits. Six of stations which have returned C.P.'s to operations. New deletions are:

OFF THE AIR

ATLANTIC CITY. N. J.. WFPG-TV, u hf ch. 46

(began operatinq 21 Dec. 1952; suspended op-

erations 17 May).
BATTLE CREEK, Mich., WBKZ TV, uhf ch. 64 (be-

gan operating 15 May 1953; suspended opera-

tions 23 April).

FLINT. Mich.. WTAC-TV, uhf ch. 16 (began op-

erating 26 Nov. 1953; suspended operations

2 May).
LOUISVILLE. KY., WKLO-TV. uhf ch. 21 (began

operating 7 Sept. 1953; suspended operations

20 April).

ST. LOUIS (FESTUS), Mo., KACY, uhf ch. 14

(began operations 31 Oct. 1953; suspended op-

erations 2 April).

C.P.'S VOICED

BIRMINGHAM, Ala., WSGN-TV, uhf ch. 42
(grantee requested c.p. cancellation).

BRIDGEPORT, Conn.. WSJL, uhf ch. 49 (FCC
cancelled c.p. for lack of prosecution).

CHATTANOOGA. Tenn., WOUC. uhf ch. 49
(grantee requested c.p. cancellation).

FORT WORTH, Tex., KTCO, uhf ch. 20 (grantee

requested c.p. cancellation).

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind., WJRE, uhf ch. 26 (grantee

requested c.p. cancellation).

LAWRENCE, Mass., WGLM, uhf ch. 72 (grantee
requested c.p. cancellation).

MEXICO. CUBA
MATAMOROS, Mexico, XELD-TV, vhf ch. 7 (pre-

freeie station—on air since 4 Sept. 1951—served
Brownsville, Tex., area).

HAVANA, Cuba, CMTV, vhf ch. II (began testing

May 1953).

BOX SCORE
/

,

s'. ttatioru on air, int I.

Honolulu and Alaska (7 l/">

.1.

Markets covered

:t7:t

Post j's granted • ea

eluding 28 educational grt

: u,/«

Grantees <>n air

Tr homes in t'.S. i 1 Jan.

'54) JT.rtOO.OOOl
.».'{.*>

/ .>. homes with n sets (]

2«.l Jan. '54) 60%§

•Both new r p ' and stations golni on the air limed here are those which occurred I

.' i \

considered to be on the air when commercial operation starts. "Power of c.p.'s li that recorded
in lii •pplteatlona sn<l I ' Individual

I
I umber of sets

In merk Ifnattd as belnc from N3C H -t« of estimates from the
stations Of iris ami must be deemed approximate. il'ata fmm NBC Ilorarch and Planning.
! . \ilth sels and bomtvl In tf overate areas are considered tpprOXlBIU lln
most rata*, the representative of a radio station which Is framed a e p. also represents the new
tv optrll tl presitlme It Is fcnerally too early to confirm tv represent al Inns of most
(ranters BPOK80B llsis the raps of tht radio stations In this column (when a radio station bat

. ven the tv arann. NKA No flrures available «t pre«>tlme «- «ets In market-
KW K KXOK and Missouri

1

Si Louie GlobsvDeooi rat
'

bj K\(H\ I KSTP
\ n ' • KSTP AM TV

KXOK lii> iMu-i ,U\,~:
SOU

iimbat In lu trho hue or who
Mi
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THREE MIGHTY
that add up to one of the most outstanding advertising opportunities in America

!

THE MARKET...
an industrial dynamo of 116 counties, five states wide

and a-hum with the manufacturing tempo of plants

and mills, mines, factories, transportation webs, and
wide-awake communities where many of the

nation's most successful businesses have chosen

to locate their multi-billion industrial investments

!

THE MONEY...
which flows soundly via pay envelopes into the

comfortable homes of skilled workers throughout

this Ohio Valley region . . . money that stems

from the prosperity and progress they have helped

build for this bustling market where incomes

are higher, sales are brisker, and buying power has

the potent wallop of four billion dollars a year!

THE MEDIUM...
is the one remaining element needed to complete a

perfect climate for exceptional sales. That, too,

is here. It's WSAZ-TV, the one television station

that commands this entire market . . . and exerts a

welcome influence upon the ways so many of its

prosperous families spend their money. Nothing sells

so marvelously here as WSAZ-TV ! Ask America's

top advertisers. The giant opportunity they've found

is mighty enough for more to share.

Huntington-Charleston, West Virginia

Channel 3-100,000 watts ERP-NBC-CBS-Du Mont-ABC
Affiliated with Radio Station WSAZ.
Lawrence H. Rogers, Vice President & General Manager, WSAZ, Inc.

Represented nationally by The Katz Agency

17 MAY 1954



juSI ratiip A flip s

Chart covers half-hour syndicated film pro

Rink Pitt'
n rink

3 2

1 1

.1 I

6

7 7

8 r
8 8

10 8

Ri-I
MW

p»«f
rtnk

f 2

2 I 4

r; i«

8

B

10

10

Top 10 shows in 10 or more marketi

Period 1-7 March 1954
TITLE. SYNDICATOR. PRODUCER. SHOW TYPE

Favorite Story, Ziv (D)

I Led Three Lire*, Ziv |D)

CUCO Kid, Ziv (W)

Supermotl, MPTV, R. Maxwell (K)

Citg Detective, MCA, Revue Prod. (D)

Willi Kill Blefcofe, W. Broidy (W)

Kir Crirxoit, MCA, Revue Prod. (W)

lt*«ii<;.' Riders, CBS Film, Flying "A" (W)

Foreign Intrigue, JWT, Shel. Reynolds (A)

Badge 71 t, NBC Film (D)

Average
rating

2.1.7

22.1

21.7

20.7

20.:;

20.1

20.2

J .*>..•>

10.2

18.3

7-STATION
MARKETS

70.2 70.3

72.5 8.4

72.9 74.7

ft nhl
I 00pm : DOpn

76.4 76.0

8 :09pm 8:30pm

3.9 72.2

«Plx knit
10:00pm

77.0 70.7

until kibo tv

:00pm

77.7 75.0

vcnbl

:00pm
kibc-t?
7 :30pm

72.2 8.5

wnbt knit
: 00pm

77.4 72.9

wnbt knbh

8.5 76.5

kttv
7:30pm

4-STATION MARKETS

Bolton Mpls. Seattle St. L. Wash.

79.5 27.5 78.0 48.0 70.9

king tv k<l tv

m 9:30pm 10:30pm

20.3 70.5 79.0 78.5

9:30pm
kjtp '<•

9 80pm
ktnt-tv
7 :30pm

77.0

74.3 72.7 9.8 79.0 32.3 73.4

wnac-tv
•; 30pm

ubkb
4:30pm

wrro-tv
5:00pm

korno-tv
: 00pm

ksd-tv
4 :30pm

wnbw
6:30pm

74.8 76.4 9.0 25.5 28.8 72.2 23.3 78.3 47.0

5:00pm
weeo-tv king tv k*d tf wnbw
5:00pm 6:00pm 5:30pm 7:00pm

wtb-tv ubal tv ubon-lv
7:0Opm 7 09pm " 00pm

5.7 73.8 77.5 32.8 7.4 9.5 38.8

vrbkb
8:30pm

wrco tv klngtv ksd-tv wtop-tv
19:00pm 10:30pm 10:15pm 3:00pm

wma'-tv wben-tr
11 :0Opm 10:30pm

8.8 76.2 25.8 27.0 26.0 78.2

> :00pm
ul.kli

1 :30pm
WCCO-tV
5:30pm

king-tv
6:00pm

k"l-tv
1.' '"in

wnbw
7:00pm

75.3

wnac-tv
6 :00pm

20.3 27.8

king tv bd-tr
2:30pm

27.0

uh/-tv
7 :00pm

72.8 76.8

wran-tv
7:00pm

komo-tv
7 :00pm

70.5

wtop-tv
7 :00pm

27.3 75.0 27.5 76.3 20.8 74.5

wgn-tv kstp-tv
'.' 80pm B 00pm

ksd-tv
11:00pm

wnbw
10:30pm

75.8 72.7

wnac (v

2:00pm
wgn-tv
8:00pm

25.0

king-tv

76.9

wnbw
7 :00pm

3STATI0N MARKE

Atlanta Bait. Buffalo

76.0

1 1 1 | V

7.5 76.0 52.3 29

wlw-a Mii.il tv wban-ti
"urn 9:30pm

70.8 77.3 42.5 20
i tv wben-tv wrpo

i 7:00pm 7:00pm 6:00i

75.5 72.8 30.3 77.

wab tv whal tv wben-tv wlw
5 :30pm 7 :00pm 1 :00pm 5 :30|

75.8 72.0 26.0

wlw-l vvmar-tv wben-tv
fi :00pm 6:00pm 3:00pm

9.8

waga-tv
7:00pm

6.0 77.

wbuf-tf
s.oopra (• 30;. _

77.5 75.0

wlw-t wbal-tv
9:30pm 10:30pm

74

16:30|,

Top 10 shows in 4 to 9 markets

Crown Theatre, CBS Film (D)

lour i77-.Nfur Theatre, Screen Gems (D)

llopalong Cassidg, NBC Film (W)

C raig Kennedy, L. Weiss, A. Weiss (M)

tiene liiirw. CBS Film (W)

Cowhog fi-Men, United Artists (W)

!><•<( i7i \ alleg Dags, McCann-Erickson (W)

/imos *n' Andy, cbs Film (C)

Captured, NBC Film (D)

Abbott A Contello. TCA (C)

Reefcy tmiiet, United TV, Roland Reed (A)

2«.«

I0.2

18.8

18.1

10.7

10.2

ir,.a

I 1.8

12.

12.1

12.1

9.9

kttv

:00pm

72.4

knit
5 :30pm

3.7

72.7 79.0

knit

3.5 8.5

kttv
•

i

72.2 6.9

kttv

7.5

knit
""pm

8.4

ubkb
10:00pm

74.3 35.3

0:30pm
k-1 tv

10:00pm

73.0

wnbw
10:30pm

77.5

wbz-tv
6:30pm

27.8

wrco-tv
6:00pm

74.7

wnbw
7:00pm

2.3

wgn-tr
7:30pm

7 7.2

wbbm-tr
8 SOpto

76.8

klng-tv
3ii|itn

74.3

weeo-tv
2 :00pm

27.8

ks.l tv

12 30pm

27.3 5.3 7.2

klngtv wtvl wttg
i 10:00pm 7:30pm

9.5

I\|17. tv

11 l.'.pm

26.0 5.8 72.4

komo tv wtvl wtop-tv
7 oopm 7 :00pm

3.5

wgn-tv
8:30pm

30.5

king tv

74.5

wnic-tT
8 OOpn

27.0

king tv

; mipm

4.0

whkb

76.5

king tv
' '"'I'm

7.2

Wttf
30'»m

38.3

wben - tr

4:30pm

20.3

wmar-t*
$ :00pm

75

WCPO-
1:30|

7.3

waam
10:30pm

6.8

wmar-tr
GJOnm

Show type symbols (A) a.l\cniure; (C) comedy: (D) drama: 'Ki kl I show; (Ml mystery;

(W| u.it.rn r"l1m« llitr.l are tyndlolfd. half hour length, braadeul in tour or more mar

km Tiie average rating Ir an unuclghted aieracr f in. In I lutl market ratings listed above.

niank spare* Indicate dim not broadcast In this n-a-kct as of 17 March 1 9 ."> 1 WM 4
"

work thowt arc fairly stable from one month to another In the markeu In which ta>

thli Ii true to a much letter extent with syndicated shows This should be borne



3-STATION MARKETS

27.0 20.5 24.3 72.3 79.5

whlo-tv wjbk tv ivtmj-tv wrau-tv kron-tv
6:00pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 7 :00piu 10:30pra

!0.

Dayton Detroit Mllw'kee Phlla. S. Fran.

76.0

wjbk-tv
10:30pm

70.0

kco-tv
7:0Opm

25.8 37.5 20.5 22.3

wxyz-tv wtmj-tv wcau-tv kron-tv
7:00pm 4:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm

70.8 77.5 28.3 24.5 73.3

wlw-d
6:00pm

wxyz-tv
6:30pm

wtmj-tv
4:00pm

wcau-tv
7 :00pm

kgo-tv
6:30pm

77.8 75.3 77.5

whlo-tv
10:30pm

wjbk-tv
10:30pm

kron-tv
10:30pm

;

73.0 20.8 23.5 76.2 78.0

wlw-d
j :00pm

wxyz-tv
6:30pm

wtmj-tv
12:00n

wptz
6:30pm

keo-tv
6 :30pm

77.8 7 7.3 38.3 79.3 78.8

wlw-d
6:00pm

wjbk-tv
6:00pm

wtmj-tv
4:30pm

wptz
6:30pm

kron-tv
4:00pm

76.5 72.8 77.3 26.3

wxyz-tv
7:00pm

wean-tv
7:00pm

wptz
6:00pm
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79.0 38.8
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lyzlng rating trends from one month to another In this chart,

to last month's chart. If blank show was not rated at all In

or was in other than top 10.

Precision

Stints
YOUR PRODUCTIONS
BEST REPRESENTATIVE

CLOSE CHECK ON
PROCESSING

Picture and sound results are held
to the closest limits by automatic
temperature regulation, spray devel-

opment, electronically filtered and '

humidity controlled air in the dry-

ing cabinets, circulating filtered
j

baths, Thymatrol motor drive, film

waxing and others. The exacting
requirements of sound track devel- /

opment are met in PRECISION'S •

special developing machinery.

YOUR ASSURANCE OF
BETTER 16mm PRINTS

16 Years Research and Specialization in every phase of 16mm processing,

visual and aural. So organized and equipped that all Precision jobs are of the

highest quality.

Individual Attention is given each film, each reel, each scene, each frame —
through every phase of the complex business of processing — assuring you of

the very best results.

Our Advanced Methods and our constant checking and adoption of up-to-

the-minute techniques, plus new engineering principles and special machinery
enable us to offer service unequalled anywhere!

Newest Facilities in the 16mm field are available to customers of Precision,

including the most modern applications of electronics, chemistry, physics, optics,

sensitometry and densitometry — including exclusive Maurer-designed equip-

ment—your guarantee that only the best is yours at Precision!

Precision Film Laboratories — a di-

vision of J. A. Mauret, Inc., has 16

years of specialization in the 16mm
fieldyConsistently meets the latest de-

mands for higher quality and speed. PRECISION
FILM LABORATORIES, INC.

. 21 West 46th St.,

New York 36, N.Y.

JU 2-3970
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REAL ESTATE SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

SPONSOR: Yariou* Norfolk realtors AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: WVEC-TV recently began

a new program series celled T\ Real Estate Guide on

Sundays, 12:30-1:00 p.m., with seven real estate brokers

participating. Five of the brokers reported they got in-

quiries on Sunday afternoon—right after the first pro-

gram. The station says so many more realtors have

signed for the show that it was extended from 30 minutes

to an hour. Each participation costs $51.75.

WVEC-TV, Hampton-Norfolk PROGRAM: T\ Real Estate

Guide

SPONSOR: Cit> National Hank VGENCY: Direcl

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Children in Alaska are a
thrifty group. During its recent five-minute participation

in KFIA's children's program, the City National Hank
announced it would open a special window for children

depositors every Saturday morning. The first Saturday

126 neiv children's savings accounts were opened—results

which far exceeded the sponsor's expectations. A five-

minute time segment (26-time rate) costs $36.10.

KM \. Vnchorage PROGR \M: Hi links

FIELD SEEDS

TV
results

SPONSOR: Callan Field Seeds AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY : Farmers do too watch tele-

vision! Ed Callan, who owns the Callan Field Seeds

firm, bought a one-minute participation announcement

in a half-hour local show every week [one-time one-

minute Class A rate is $40), u rote to KELO-Tl thusly:

"/ just wanted you to know how successful my television

promotion has been. The new business I fiave received

. . . already has raid for over half of the contract and

it has only been o:i once. The ad was seen in [several

towns] and as a result 1 have obtained many new ac-

counts which I could not have reached otherwise . .
."

KELO-TV, Sioux Falls, S. D. PROGRAM: Participation

CAP OPENER AUTOMODILES

SPONSOR: Aunt Jane Pickles AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: On 26 January Ruth Lyons

offered a cap opener for vacuum-sealed jars. The cap

was offered for 10 cents—and from late January to early

March more than 15.797 dimes rolled in for the opener.

Top day's mail was 28 January, when more than 1,666

requests came in for the device. A one-minute live par-

ticipation in the 50-50 Club is $230; the program is tele-

cast 90 minutes daily over WLWT , Cincinnati, WLWC,
Columbus and WLWD, Dayton.

WLWT, WLWC, WLWD PROGRAM: 50-50 Club

SPONSOR: Roy Stauffer Chevrolet \<;ENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY : Three nights a week Roy

Stauffer Chevrolet sponsors Life With Elizabeth on

WARM-TV . On every program the sponsor shows a

different car. At the end of the first three weeks of spon-

sorship, the sponsor reported that he had sold nine out

of nine cars shown. In each case the buyer had asked

to see—and bought—the car advertised on television.

Program cost is $128 per half-hour show.

WARM-TV. Scranton PROGRAM: Life With Elizabeth

BEDS FOOD WRAP
SPONSOR: Autry Bros.. Inc. AGENCY: Dire

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Roch Ulrner. the staff m
of Star Time, recently delivered two commercials for tl

12:15-12:30 a.m. segment of the program in a flann

nightshirt and sleeping cap as he relaxed on the spo

sor's Sleep-E-Z bed. But he didn't put the audience

sleep—not right away, anyhow. During the next thr

days $5,400 worth of Sleep-E-Z beds were sold and tl

sponsor's field supervisors attributed 75% of the sto

traffic to Ulmer's relaxed sell. Cost of 15-minute Cla

C time segment ( 26-time rate) is $190.

WHB-TV, Kansas City PROGRAM: Star Th

ct
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SPONSOR: Dow Chemical Co. AGENCY : MacManus,
John & Adams

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: For three years Doiv

Chemical uas marketing Saran Wrap—but customers

didn't buy it. Before withdrawing the plastic film wrap

from the market, however. Dow consulted with its agen-

cy, ran a media test, and—as a result of the test—sank

$1.2 million into a 26-week campaign on three "\BC 7/

shows. Distribution of Saran Wrap in. the areas exposed

to tv demonstrations went up from 20,000 cases a month

to 169.000 cases I that's about 4 million rolls) in four

months on television.

NBC TV (67 cities, PROGRAMS: Today, Kate Smith
Hour, Yonr

Show of Shows



From the files of Scotlon

stories of the man hailed by:

mtttS f

*K7*>
hurchill in "4 A.M. PHONE CALL"

4
'THE SAMBA CASE"

=c«i i L
r
i= i : k i

;

TIME MAGAZINE
"...'THE GREATEST DET

WORLD'. . . he flashes enough intuitive

genius to hold his own with the best of

the fictional homicide squad—HOLMES,
MAIGRET, PHILO VANCE and NERO
WOLFE".

0MHIB00K
"... he is one of the MOST FAMOUS
DETECTIVES OF OUR TIME".

PAGEANT
"...a real life SHERLOCK HOLMES".

T
1 A

• ii^'Il mm, i i:ii

(portrayed by Bruce Seton)

RADIO DAILY-TELEVISION DAILY says: "It is fast paced, well doc-

umented . . . FAR SUPERIOR to the majority of "whodunits" a

present cluttering up our screens".

Filmed on location and paced for American television audiences, this

series is designed for:

1

.

Sponsors who are weary of the stereotyped "Private Eye''.

2. Sponsors who demand strong product identification.

At last here's a show whose unique format provides a

POWERFUL MERCHANDISING FORCE to help video-wise

advertisers sell goods!

:v3 k T
*'

4 .

e Seton in "THE GOLDEN PEACOCK" BERY IN THE MUSEUM'

Scmift from FABIAN Of SCOT'



A BEST SELLING BOOK'.

€

Now being synd-coed in W-". -»

pop.rslhrougnou.lh.U^S.c^**
P

::mb,ed reOde*of over25,000.0
M

people!

THE NEW YORK TIMES soys: "There is

rmth in it and no hysteria, no

human warmth in

no sensationalism.
It has

^ bitterness, no sensa

11^ not laid on with a heavy trowel

H;m!r^oo--iud
icio-PO^ noMa,C,

Here's something really brand new and exciting in television fare-

fascinating documented CASE HISTORIES from the files of FORMER
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCOTLAND YARD, ROBERT FABIAN, Britain's

counterpart of America's J. Edgar Hoover!

FABIAN OF SCOTLAND YARD is available to National, Regional and. Local advertisers who want

a FIRST RUN TV PROGRAM with all the prestige and promotional values reserved for premiere

presentations—at a price that will please the most budget conscious sponsors!

BRAND NEW HALF HOUR FILMS NOW
READY FOR FIRST RUN IN ALL T MARKETS

WRITE, WIRE OR CALL TODAY FOR FULL DETAILS!

lefilm
enterprises

38 East 57th Street, New York 22, N. Y. • PLaza 8-3360
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AREA COVERAGE THAT COUNTS

Population 806,400

Buying Income $857,900,000

Retail Sales $653,091,000

TV Sets 59,600 (est.)

James P. Walker
Ceneral Manager

KA1V

Bruce Compton, Sales Manager
100 Williams Road. Pine Bluff. Ark.

ABC
TV

John Fugare, Manager
Little Rock Studios

AVERY -KNODEL, Inc. — NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES



agency profile Albert Wilfrid Reibling

Manager of Radio-Tv Department

Kudner Advertising, New York

"When you tell a client that his show's going to cost him $30,000

a week, and then you sock him with a $50,000 bill, he's liable to

get understandably irate," Kudner's Al Reibling told sponsor.

"In this agency we've developed production cost procedure esti-

mates that are usually within 2 or 3% of actual cost as much as a

whole year in advance. In fact we've never been more than 5%
off on time and talent combined."

Such close figuring comes naturally to Reibling whose business

career began with 12 years in a New Rochelle Bank. There he rose

at a relatively fast clip (for bankers) to become an officer (treasurer)

at $52 a week. Further calculations convinced him that he could

not afford such a rate of advancement much longer and he soon

joined NBC.
It was in NBC's television department that Reibling initiated his

production cost procedure estimates, the format of which is still

being used by the networks. His association with the then Texaco-

sponsored Milton Berle Shoiv made Reibling's switch to Kudner a

natural move. He went there in 1949 as business manager of the

radio-tv department (he is now manager of the radio-tv department).

"Since then our air billings have risen to $18 million in '53."

At Kudner Reibling works closely with Myron Kirk, agency v.p.

in charge of radio and tv and originator of such shows as The

Admiral Broadway Review with Sid Caesar, The Texaco Star The-

atre and U. S. Tobacco's Martin Kane.

For Kudner clients whore heavy spot tv users Reibling worked

out a similar cost estimate that pins down commercials expenditure

for a whole year in advance. SAG re-use payments have somewhat

complicated this procedure. However Reibling solved this problem

by hiring a man who works exclusively on film costs.

"Color tv is beginning to worry me," Reibling told SPONSOR. "Of

course it's still just a little early but several questions come to mind.

For example, will the networks boost their camera rehearsal time

costs to make up for the initial high investment on color equipment?"

These problems, however, don't follow Reibling to his new West-

chester home. His main concern there is keeping his 12-year-old

son off the new tractor that he bought to farm the four acres around

his house. * * *

WCOV-TV
Montgomery, Alabama

"CRADLE OF THE CONFEDERACY"

PROGRAMS
WCOV-TV is a primary CBS

affiliate but we also

carry top flight programs

from ABC, DuMont & NBC.

34 live studio shows are

featured weekly on WCOV-TV.

VIEWERS
We're 85 miles from the

nearest TV competition. 98.4%

of the homes are UHF homes

according to latest survey

figures. Set ownership in

the market is 38.2%.

AVAILABILITIES
We'll have to admit that

the spot next to "I Love Lucy"

and the "Pabst Fights" are

gone but we still have some

choice ones left.

ASK ANY RAYMER

OFFICE FOR DETAILS

17 MAY 1954 79
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Champion of the people,

defender of truth, guard-

ian of our fundamental

Rflm •Jllej

thd pursuit of happiness.
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THE INSPIRED NEW SERIES THAT OUTSHINES

THEM ALL FOR ORAMA, ACTION. REALISM!
Every action scene is authentic,

staged in real honest-to-goodness

locations . . . inside a real crime lab-

oratory, a real detective bureau, a

real communications center, a real

interrogation room, a real court-

room, even real fire ruins when the

script demands.

With Mr. D. A. you get superior en-

tertainment . . . superior selling

power. Every attention -arresting

half-hour holds five golden oppor-

tunities for sponsor salesmanship.

Already winning sales for adver-

tisers in over 50 markets, Mr. D. A.

is truly a dramatic selling force!

ZIV-COLOR BRILLIANT, COMPATIBLE!

//
*
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Half-Hour a Complete Story .

NICAL SUPERVISION THROUGH THE

DERATION OF THE LOS ANGELES

LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES

ZIV TELEVISION PROGRAMS, INC.
1529 MADISON ROAD, CINCINNATI, OHIO
NEW YORK HOLLYWOOD



before its own doors open

When you're soliciting business "on faith" . . . it's mighty helpful to

be offering a program of proved quality.

That's what happened recently in the case of Television Station

KTEN, serving in eastern Oklahoma, near Ada. Before going on

the air for the first time (60 days before, as a matter of fact) KTEN
had already sold four major AP newscasts. At first the four sponsors

understandably were cautious of the untried . . . but when KTEN
offered Associated Press material, combined with The AP's latest

contribution to picture journalism — AP Photofax* — the road was

paved for quick acceptance.

Not only that, but the modest premium asked of the sponsors

for AP Photofax service as a talent charge very nearly was

sufficient to pay KTEN's total costs for this service.

If your station is not yet using Associated

Press service, your AP Field Represent

tative can give you complete information.

Or write—

82

Here is what Vice President Bill

Hoover concluded from this experi-

ence: "Every station has occasion to

sell 'on faith'. Faith plus hard work

can accomplish wonders. Because of

our affiliation with AP, we find we

have doors opened for us even be-

fore our own doors have officially

opened. It seems to me that's a tre-

mendous dividend to enjoy from pro-

gram material that costs so little."

;fc PHOTOFAX is AP's new facsimile picture unit

which works directly off the famous Wirephoto net-

work. Designed especially for TV stations, it is an

example of AP's continuing development program

on behalf of its members.

Those who know famous brands . .

.

know the most famous brand in news \sJP

SPONSOR



{Continued from page 26 I

I must admit I didn't get the plot, since I spent so much

time, unnecessarily as a matter of fact, fiddling with a won-

derful new knob called "Hue." I could make the leading

man's hands turn from red to blue. Think of that!

Ahhh, the commercials! What a treat! Even at nine o'clock,

half an hour after dinner, they made you hungry. My wife

was constantly exclaiming, "That's just what the Cheez Whiz

label looks like" . . . "Look at that slice of tomato" . . .

"Gives me an appetite all over again." And so the commer-

cials did!

Great as Kraft has always been in black-and-white, with

color enhancing their tv copy, there's all the difference in

the world. As the cheese was spread over cauliflower, as the

tomato slices were added, as the dissolves to finished dishes

were accomplished, no one could fail to lick his lips.

And the color was true. "Just like life" as they say in

the dog-and-boat schools of art. But shucks, this isn't art.

It's selling. And what marvels the hues of nature can do for

us on television to whet appetites for products. If I sound

a bit excited, it's because I am. Just wait till a few hundred

more of these sets get around in bars!

For some time to come—and this means long after there

are worthwhile numbers of color tv sets in circulation—pros-

pective customers will be fascinated by the true-to-life

appearance of the most commonplace labels and cartons and

bottles. Things they see daily in stores (and magazines)

without noticing will take on new interest and a compelling

novelty. So what? Well—any advertising medium that can

create such attention for the products it is attempting to sell

is little short of miraculous. And miraculous, indeed, is

color television! •*•

Letters to Bob Foreman are welcomed
Do you always agree with the opinions Bob Foreman ex-

presses in "Agency Ad Libs"? Bob and the editors of spon-

sor would be happy to receive and print comments from

readers. Address Bob Foreman, c/o SPONSOR, 40 E. 49 St.

WHICH

DOYOt/LIKE?
We've Got
'em All I

CBS NBC ABC
DUMONT

Yes, for over a year,

WAFB-TV has furnished

the only TV programing

to the rich BATON ROUGE
TRADE AREA. This rich

petro-chemical market

responds to your sales

messages over WAFB-TV
because the viewers are

among the highest paid

workers in the country,

with ample free time to

spend their money as you

tell them to! To cover

almost a half million

potential customers, buy

the only TV station in the

capital of Louisiana . . .

WAFB-TV
Channel 28
Baton Rouge, La.

TOM E. GIBBENS
Vice President & General Manager.

Represented nationally by

ADAM J. YOUNG, Ji.
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important, new

«" i

For the first time anywhere in Radio, a group of

stations represented by NBC Spot Sales offer full-scale,

local community service announcements for listeners

to live by . . . for advertisers to sell by.

Virtually every vital service that people need and want
is now broadcast on a regularly scheduled basis.

To acquaint listeners with the exact times of broadcasts,

these stations have printed and distributed over

5 million pocket-size service time-tables to the people

in their service areas. (Send for one and see how
your product can use these cards for merchandising.)

WWIS

Advertisers can now do a better selling job by
identifying their products or services with specific,

related community services. Now, your product can be
related with those services that Radio does best

and at extremely low cost. For instance:

Farm Service announcements in a midwest market
deliver over 4 million weekly impressions at only
38 cents per thousand.

Commuter Train Service in another major market . . .

over a million listener impressions each week . . .

at 44 cents per thousand.

Weather and Traffic spots in a third market . . .

Over a million and a half listener impressions
weekly . . . 35 cents per thousand.

To saturate markets covering almost ' .'•. the nation's
retail sales with service announcements that people are
already living by, call your NBC Spot Salesman.

7



Can the people who dial in any of these services
buy your product:

Traffic & Weather
Commuter Trains

Home maker's Service

Flight Service

Ocean Liner Service

School Closings

Farmer's Service

Community Bulletins

Blessed Events

Lost & Found Pets

Ski Service

Mariner's Service

Beach Temperatures

Fishermen's Service

Pollen Count

Scholastic Sports

Shopper's Service

Civil Service Information

If your answer is yes, ask your NBC Spot Salesman
for all the details today . . . you can be on the air
tomorrow.

Chicago

Detroit

1m*cl
Cleveland

\
SPOT SALI Washington

San Francisco

m f U
' 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 2 0, X. Y.

Los Angeles

Charlotte'

Atlanta'

'fttmar L/ni-ranc: 1

representing TELEVISION STATIONS: representing RADIO STATIONS:

WNBT New York WNBK Cleveland WNBC New York

WNBQ Chicago KPTV Portland, Ore. WMAQ Chicago

KNBH Los Angeles WAVE-TV Louisville KNBC San Francisco

KSD-TV St. Louis WRGB Schenectady-Albany-Troy KSD St. Louis

WNBW Washington KONA-TV Honolulu, Hawaii WRC Washington

WTAM Cleveland

WAVE Louisville

KGU Honolulu, Hawaii



ii forum on questions of currcnl interest

to uir advertisers and their agenries

At AAAA convention Fairfax Cone suit! "hucksters"

vlioiifd hf voted out of the 1/1 \*. \\ hut tlo you think

Mr. Duffy

THE PICKED PANEL ANSWERS

,/ (. Dltfy, ,„.:,.l.„l. MUX). \v„ \i.rk

Asking whethei

01 not the "huck-

sters" -hould be

\otcd out of the

1 V- is like ask-

ing whether the

"-In sters" should

1 e ba i red from

law, or the

"qua< k- from

medicine.

The answer is

most surel) yes and .ill that remains

to be done is to decide who is guilty,

lion guilt) he is, how often he is guilty,

and whether <n not he can be reformed.

In other words, what is a "huckster?"

Recently, I know, there was an effort

made to take an agen< \ "s \\ nieinher-

-li
i

|
> away from it because of a certain

campaign thai was generally thought to

be in violation of all good taste. The

Bgenc) pleaded that the client insist-

ed upon this kind of advertising that

he could not be changed that another

i \ agent \ was reads to take the ac-

count -hould the agenc) being ques-

tioned resign the a< i ount.

This excuse was accepted, and then'

was Bome merit to the excuse, but you

i an see how diffi< u It it be< omes to con-

-ider throwing out othei offending

lembers. \n\ agen< \ < an offei the

Bame an use in the future.

^i\ I think the "hucksters" Bhould

he throw n out.

86

Hut I also think that we sometimes

tend to emphasize tin- bad at tor- in

our husiness so much that we forget

what a wondeilull, line business it is.

(tin "hucksters" maj he hum-, hut

the) are not criminals. The had actors

in law and medicine go to jail, as the)

-hould. for all degrees of crime.

I honestl) think the advertising busi-

ness has better ethics than most profes-

sions or businesses. Don't get me
wrong—I'm for cleaning it up -hut

I'm for remembering that it's prett)

dai n clean right now. too.

II U Ultam K. ttakrr Jr., chairman of thr hoard.

Hcnlon X- Houles. Inc.: chairman. ttii. V ).

I.a-t week in mv

opening remarks

w hen accepting

the chairmanship

of the 1 V- lor

the coming \ ear.

I complimented

mv fellow crafts-

men in advertis-

ing, in distribu-

tion a n d i m -

proved product
planning. \t the same time I sug-

gested that if there were an) "huck-

sters" in the room (hat the) might

withdraw. M\ sentiments are clear, but

the problem of improving advertising

content is long-range and difficult.

This is especiall) true since the

weight of some <>f our "half truth" ad-

vertising seems to pa) off for adver-

tisers. Client a- well a- aiicni \ mu-t

Mr. Baker

-hare in the responsibilit) for content

In the last analysis an agenc) i- only

doing what the advertiser permits or

mav even instigate.

Speaking as an individual only, I

think that we ought to consider being a

little tougher on offending memhers of

lie r Vs. rather than risking the loss

>l some of our fine associates who feel

disturbed and chagrined at what a

number of fellow memhers continue to

do. in spite of earnest efforts on the

part of our Association to correct the

situation.

Iti l itlor lmi.ua. advertising manager, American
Machine &• Foundry (o„ .Yen- York

I had assumed all

along that what-

ever qualifica-

tions an agencv

had to have Foi

membership in

the \ \ \ \. one

of them would
certainly and

natural!) he the

Mr. Ancona ethical conduct of

the applying
agency. Fairfax ('one'- remarks at

the 36th annual meeting, thai "we have

hucksters in our own association"

' imc a- a surprise, simpl) because I

had such a high regard for the 1 \ -.

It lake- leadership for anyone like

Mr. (one to come forward and -peak

the truth. 1 have little hope that the

guilt) agencies will repent if expelled

from the association and I am sure Mr.

SPONSOR



Cone deplores the huckster in or out of

the AAAA. The moral and ethical

fihres needed for the conduct of a per-

sonal or business life do not come

about through policing methods. We,

advertisers and agencies alike must

search our own souls and act accord-

ingly. Education of the young at

home, school and in apprenticeship will

help, but more importantly, a social

climate that rewards the practitioners

of the Good Life is the only incentive

that will stamp out the huckster in ad-

vertising as in any other life endeavor.

To cry out indignantly because our

fellow men have erred is a natural re-

action. It momentarily clears the air.

it disassociates us from the guilt)

ones, but it rarely cures the causes.

We must dedicate ourselves to the

one herculean task of proving that it is

not good business to mislead people.

Only if each of us is determined to

practice and radiate truth in advertis-

ing can we polarize the thinking and

actions of others to this concept and

thus make it a universal reality.

Any questions?

SPONSOR welcomes questions from

readers for use in this feature.

Suggested questions will be eval-

uated for their interest to other

readers and. if found suitable,

will be submitted to the most ap-

propriate authorities for answer-

ing. Upcoming questions include:

"How can sponsors take better

advantage of cost-saving tv pro-

duction techniques?". "How do

you use cumulative ratings in

considering radio buys?" and

"How can the local advertiser

use tv successfully?" Answerers

of these questions will include

advertisers, agency personnel,

station representatives and spe-

cialized consultants. Frequently

readers submitting questions have

found the answers are helpful

guides in the solution of industry

problems. Questions can be eith-

er of general interest, or related

to some specific air advertising

problem.

THE POSTMAN
IS ALWAYS
RINGING
^KCEN-TV
...Bringing Letters of

Praise from a Vast, Re-

sponsive Audience

The Rich Temple-Waco Market
Listeners write from every
county and town in the Heart

of Texas area, expressing
enjoyment of KCEN-TV programs
and reception, and even from areas
far beyond engineers' original cal-

culations of coverage. Your sales'

story covers a radius of over 100
miles . . . and a population of over

a million people.

KCEN-TV
P. 0. Box 188, Temple, Texas

Phone—3-6868

George P. Hollingbery Co.—Noll Rep.

Clyde Melville Co.—Texas Rep.

AUSTIN ' ^"UJ
, BASUOP "« _-^-

i
-*-" 833-Foot Tower

830 Feet Above Average Terrain
(Tallest tower in Texas, south of Amarillo)

JH INTERCONNECTED

Advertisers Now Reach All-

the Temp/e-Waco Market
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i\iio-i \ films evacuation of

\\ hat does a < il\ look like when its

Leiiifi evacuated in time of emergenc) ?

For the first time Civil Defense

workers across the country Boon will

be able to see how a city reacts to the

"Red \l<-rl" from a film made b\

KHQ-TV, Spokane.

bate la>t month Spokane Civil De-

fense officials Staged "Operation Walk-

out"— the fir»t emergenc) evacuation

of an entire > it\ in this <it\ of 180.-

000. From three locations KHQ-TV
cameras recorded different phases of

the evacuation.

While KHQ-TV was making the

film, tv viewers at home and KHQ
radio listeners saw and heard a de-

scription of the evacuation.

Nerve center of the air operations

was the KHQ-TV mobile unit at How-
aid and Sprague a main artery of

pedestrian traflie. Atop the mobile

unit a camera followed the progress

of workers in -tores and office build-

ings as they left the buildings and
went to the evacuation points where,

in time of an actual emergency, city

Spokane for Civil Defense

buses would be stationed to take them

out id the city.

More than 11,000 workers were evac-

uated from the city's downtown area

in eight minutes.

Another camera was atop the nine-

Btorj Spokane & Eastern Bank Bldg.

at Riverside and Howard, heart of the

< it\ and its busiest intersection. This

camera picked up nurses as the) left

the Paulson Medical Dental Bldg. for

pre-appointed posts at <it\ schools

de-ignated as field hospitals.

One camera, equipped with a tele-

photo lens, showed viewers the jet

interceptor squadron from nearln Gei-

ger Field as it swept over the < it\ to

intercept the bombers. A few moments

later the bombers appeared, dropped

leaflet "bombs" over the city—also

recorded h\ the camera.

Meanwhile, in the Spokane Air De-

fense Filter ('enter. KHQ-TV cameras

televised CD workers plotting the

course of "enemy" bombers on the

Filter Center's map. Announcers ex-

plained operation of the Center. * * *

KHQ TV camera in Air Defense Filter Center follows plotting course of "enemy" bombers

WTOP-AM-TV compromises
on split am-tv operations

WTOP-AM-TV. Washing'on, I). C.

ha- come to a compromise on the

problem of whether to have separate

am and t\ staffs or whe'her to oper-

ate as a -injde entity with the staff

members assigned dut\ on ho'.h

stations.

Last month the Capital City station

set uj) the radio and tv stations as

separate organizations. But the non-

competitive units — engineering and

general ser\iees—are centralized and

operated as a unit of WTOP, Inc.

"In setting up our radio and tele-

vision stations as separate organiza-

tions." John S. Hayes, president of

WTOP, Inc., told sponsor, "each is

given the opportunity to concentrate

on and develop its particular advan-

tages in a free, competitive spirit.

"We think we have found a wa\ to

allow constructive competition plus

freedom for each medium to develop

its own unique powers," Haves con-

cluded.

Heading the radio division is Lloyd

Dennis who will be vice president for

radio. He s been with WTOP since

1937. was formerly vice president in

charge of programs for WTOP-AM-TV.

George Hartford will be vice presi-

dent for television. He has been with

\\ TOP since 1948 and vice president

in charge of sales for radio and tv

since 1951.

Clyde Hunt, with WTOP since 1932,

former vice president in charge of

engineering, becomes vice president

for engineering.

Director of general services lac-

counting, administrative, etc.) is Lau-

rence F. Richardson who has been

with \\ TOP-TV (then WOIC) since

1950. * * *

=—-
••"""

- Briefly . . .

Omaha's first locally-produced all-

nighl telethon. On Stage for Cerebral

Palsy, produced an estimated $135,000

for residents of Eastern Nehraska and

Southwestern Iowa, according to John

Dickman, national telethon chairman

for I nited Cerebral Pals) Association

and Mrs. Ben Cowdery, president of

the Omaha chapter. WOW-AM-TV
aired the telethon which featured Ben

\le\ander, Dragnet star, and Toni Gil-

man, radio-tv actn SS.

SPONSOR
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t> u,uenson gives check to UCP poster boy

Meanwhile, in New York, Leonard

H. Goldenson, president of American

Broadcasting - Paramount Theatres,

Inc., is shown (above) presenting a

check to Charles Stohlberg. The check

represents Cerebral Palsy contribu-

tions from 100% of United Para-

mount's personnel. Stohlberg, this

year's Cerebral Palsy poster child, ac-

cepted the check for the United Cere-

bral Palsy drive, being held this

month. Nearly all the nation's radio

and tv stations are helping the CP
campaign in various ways.

Add this to your list of special

events: Pancake Festival. Yup, there

was one recently in Carlisle, Pa. Dur-

ing the three-day flapjack frivolities

(a money-raising project for Carlisle

charities) Aunt Jemima appeared on

VJBj
ill

Aunt Jemima gives WTPA viewers pancake tips

WTPA, Harrisburg's Look What's

Cooking program and discussed the

finer points of making pancakes with

Charles Shwarz of Quaker Oats and

Pauline Cooper, WTPA home econo-

mist (above).

{Please turn to page 143 I

ALWAYS
A JUMP
AHEAD

KSL-TV's merchandising service puts

more cash in any advertiser's pocket.

Every effort is made to let everyone

know what's doing advertising-

wise, and our Personalized

Service insures full cooperation

between local distributors

and retailers.

What's more, letters in the

KSL-TV files prove that our

merchandising activity forces

distribution in the Intermountain

area. For more information,

call CBS Television

Spot Sales, or

KSL-TV
SALT LAKE CITY

Serving 39 Counties in Four Western States
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here are the facts

Effective September 1, 1954.

^BC SPOT SALES will represent the Crosley Group

stations on the Pacific Coast and in Detroit.

THE CROSLEY GROUP Sales Offices will represent

ill the NBC Spot Sales radio and television stations in

Cincinnati, Dayton and Columbus.

There is no change in representation of Crosley Group

Rations by Crosley Sales Offices in New York, Chicago,

Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus, Atlanta.

I

. . and no change of station ownership or management



METROPOLITAN
i Continued from pagt

Metropolitan has found thai in some

- returns from a parti* ular sta-

tion do tend t<> fall <>iT. About the only

waj in reall] tell if tin- market bas

been saturated is t<> ii j the same time

cm anothei outlet II returns from the

new station pick up, it indicates that

it i- reaching a "fresh audience. Met-

ropolitan emphasizes that it- no dis-

grace foi s station to be dropped from

the si hedule.

There is no set time limit and Met-

ropolitan bas no formula for determin-

ing when and if stations ought to be

changed in a particular market.

It all stations air the >ame announce-

ments. \\h\ doesn't Metropolitan buy

onlj network?

The company likes Bpot radio for

two reasons.

In the morning i when there's not too

much television competition) people

want to hear the local news, the local

weathei report. Did the school hoard

vote teachers higher salaries? Where

was the (ire lasl night? Should I wear

a coat to tlie office? Then, too, some

/ « »*

Women almost fought to buy!

• 5 announcements exclusively on WBAM on Sunday,

March 7, 1954 drew an estimated 6 to 8 thousand

women to Montgomery's Largest Department Store*

on Monday, March 8, to buy 720 pairs of hose!

• Advertiser was forced to buy 5 more announcements

to apologize to customers who could not be served!

*Name of store on request.

740 KCWBAM 50,000 W
MONTGOMERY, ALA.

&Ut &Ultct |ra Leslie-WBAM National Sales, Birmingham 6-2924

RADIO REPRESENTATIVES, INC. • NEW YORK, CHICAGO, HOLLYWOOD

local newscasters have a more loyal

following than a "name" network an-

nouncer.

2. Local radio lets Metropolitan co-

operate with authorities in times of

local emergency. For instance, several

\ears ago there was a polio scare in

one section of the country. Metropoli-

tan was able to cancel the scheduled

health messages in the affected cities

and substitute information on polio.

Last year the Red Cross wa» anxious

to enroll civilians in its student nurse

courses. A limited number of an-

nouncements brought far more appli-

cants than bad ever been received.

\\ hen a tornado ripped through Mas-

sachusetts last year scheduled copy was

killed and information about the tor-

nado substituted.

Metropolitan almost makes a point

of not selling insurance in its an-

nouncements. It's a huge company

with a lot of prestige and it wants its

advertising to reflect that prestige.

This explains its preference for 15-

minute news programs.

It could buy two five-minute shows

with what it pays for one 15-minute

program. Or the company could save

still more money by using participa-

tions.

But Metropolitan sticks to the 15-

minute news programs because it be-

lieves that type of program offers a

public service in a dignified manner.

It feels you need 15 minutes for both

world and local news, weather, and

the two health and welfare messages.

About 85% of Metropolitan's pro-

graming is in the early morning. Be-

sides time periods, other factors Met-

ropolitan looks into include station

coverage, power, cost-per-1,000—in

short, the same facts most sponsors

want.

Since insurance is a business found-

ed on statistics you"d expect Metropoli-

tan to have great piles of qualitative

radio research to back up its reasons

for huving what it does. Outside of

the usual time buying data, however,

the compam has relatively little sta-

tist ical information. For one thing

the company is selling good health.

This is a long-range proposition, and

only the actuary tables for years from

now will help show how successful the

good health messages have been.

Some measure of a stations vitality

can be measured by the number of

requests for booklets that it produces.

But company officials don't take these
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STRIKING AUDIENCE
with Billions' to Spare

WNAX-5V0 has just completed its 5th Annual

5-State Bowling Tournament, the largest

sports promotion ever undertaken by an American

red o station, with prizes of $27,000 in cash

and $6,000 in merchandise.

9195

9,195 male bowlers scattered pins all over

Big Aggie Land. Regional tournaments were held

in Fargo and Bismarck, North Dakota; Aberdeen

and Sioux Falls, South Dakota; Columbus, Nebraska;

and Sioux City, Iowa. 168 finalists went so far

as to fly, drive or walk a total of 61,214 miles

to take strikes at top honors in Sioux Falls.

SO?

So we think it's important to advertisers.

The Tournament demonstrates our vast coverage,

shows that when you set up commercials in our

alley, the Big Aggie Land audience (potential ove'

2 million) gets out and does things.

Spare a moment to talk to the Katz Agency.

•Effective Buying Income (Sales Management est.): $2,918,419,000

WNAX-570
Yanlcton-Sioux City

CBS
Represented by The Katz Agency

WNAX-570. a Cowles Station, is under the same manage-

ment as KVTV-Channel 9. Sioux City, the tv station reach-

ing 31 farm-rich counties in Iowa. Nebr. and S. Dak.

with 556,500 population and S653 million in '52 retail sales.
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figures a- ili-- final answer. Pari of a

station's success depends on the popu-

larity of the I klets offered. I hen,

t'"p. the region a station ii in is .<

la< li'l . \ Inn ik abl 'III I III- ' ' 'MINIUM

• "III w ill be "I more interesl to Boston

and New ^ "ik listeners and i Iks would

respond in fai greatei numbers than

would listeners in Miami.

During 1953 almost . 10,000 r<

qui sts i"i booklets < ame direi tl\ from

radio stations. ^ el ilii- doesn't tell

the whole Btorj because an unknown
uumbei of people, aftei hearing aboul

the booklet on the radio, asked theii

Metropolitan agents foi copies.

I In- first booklets t" be issued li\

the ' ompanj - I lealth & \\ elfare Di-

\ ision came out the same yeai 1 1 1<

division w .i - set ii|>. 1909. Since then

more than one booklet ever) second

has been distributed. During 1953

it only takes a
to reach '/2

IJMAC
HOWAID W. DAVIS, Owntr

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

5000 WATTS
ON 630

The Biggest Buy in the Biggest State!

ATIONS
the peome

nLUS
HOWAID W. DAVIS, Pr.t/W
CIENN DOUGLAS, Mgr. ^
HOUSTON, TEXAS

5000 WATTS
ON 61

Ask the Walker Representation Co., Inc.

the total number of booklets given

aw as was about 31 million—consider-

abl) more lliun one-a-second average

(then- are 31,536,000 seconds in a

year i

.

The 1" in"-i popular subjects of

booklets (in alphabetical order): Al-

lergies, arthritis, cookbook, Food for

the Family, Overweight <%.- Under-

weight, Preparing to Make the Most of

Oldei ige, rules for good health, tak-

ing < are of patients at home, I nder-

Uanding ) out Child, ) our Henri.

Least popular: How's ) our Driving?

Metropolitan reasons people are inter-

ested in things that affect them closer)

their own health, their children's

proper growth. (Driving is not as

close to listener interests, it seems, as

health, i

Cost of the booklets is borne entire-

l\ l>\ the Health X Welfare Division.

I his division writes the booklets and

a-H»ts in checking the health hints of-

fered in Metropolitan's radio an-

nouncements.

Cop) for the radio messages is draft-

ed b) Y&R. with Henry Geyelin. Met-

ropolitan's advertising manager, assist-

ing. After it's written, cop) usually is

checked not onl) with the Health &
Welfare Division hut also with special-

ist- on the particular subject.

Ever) piece of radio cop) contains

these three elements:

1. Information about the symptoms
and/or facts related to a common
cause of death or a problem such as

safety.

2. A hopeful note such as informa-

tion related to the advances made and

being made by medical science.

3. Stress on the importance of con-

sultation with a doctor.

Preparation of copy takes much

longer than copy for tangible prod-

ucts, such as soap or cigarettes. Here's

a rough outline of the steps followed

in preparation of cop) :

First, research. Intended to uncov-

i-i an) new treatments or helpful in-

formation that might Kenefit the pub-

lic

Se< oinl. medical clearance. Metro-

politan medical men are consulted as

well as specialists. This is an exacting

job because the compan) must have

the opinions of the most prominent

men in each field to obtain the latest.

the most helpful and accurate infor-

mation.

I bird, further research. This may
Involve the reconciling of opinions of
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all interviewed. Rewrites are the rule

rather than the exception.

Fourth, statistical clearance. Metro-

politan's statistical department is con-

sulted and outside sources also may
be contacted.

After all this \ou might expect the

copy to sound like paragraphs from a

college medical book. But it doesn't.

Here's a recent opening and closing

message:

Opening: "Authorities say that our

greatest hope for the cure of cancer

is early diagnosis and exact diagnosis.

Fortunatel) . this hope is being realized

in a substantially larger number of

cases each year. Patients can do much
to accelerate this progress. So, here

is today's GOOD HINT FOR GOOD
HEALTH from the Metropolitan Life

Insurance Company: Learn cancer's

early warning signals and go to your

doctor promptly should you notice any

of them. These signals are listed

—

ropolitan's booklet What You Should

Know About Cancer. If you send a

post card to , Station ,

a free copy will reach you promptly

by mail."

Closing: "The reason why cancer is

often called 'a silent sickness' is be-

cause its early symptoms may be hard-

ly noticeable. Moreover, it may cause

no pain or discomfort at the start.

Yet, there are certain warning signs

to which we should all be alert. Some
of these are persistent indigestion, per-

sistent hoarseness or cough and any

sore that does not heal, say, within

two weeks. Do you know the other

signals which may mean cancer? If

not, then we suggest that you follow

today's GOOD HINT FOR GOOD
HEALTH from the Metropolitan Life

Insurance Company: Learn cancer's

early warning signals and go to your

doctor promptly should you notice any

of them. Metropolitan's booklet.

What You Should Know About Can-

cer gives a complete list of possible

cancer signs. It also contains many
reassuring facts about the chances of

cure when cancer is diagnosed and

treated early. Simply send a post card

to , Station , and a free

copy will reach you by mail."

During the week that the cancer

messages were used, there were six

different "good hints for good health"

about the disease. While these six

health hints are almost pure "public

service," Metropolitan is the first to

admit that they also help sell insur-

ance. Jerry Crowley, who is Metro-

politan's advertising promotion man-
ager, puts it this way:

"Our advertising is planned to in-

< lease the prestige of the company and

the acceptance of its agents. The cam-

paign is an educational program de-

signed to benefit everyone it reaches

as well as the company.

"Advertising, therefore, must be

closely related to selling. I think you'll

agree, for instance, that if an agent

representing the Metropolitan and an

unknown compan) approached a pros-

pect, the man from the unknown com-

pany would have b) far the mosl dilli-

< nil time.

"The basic objectives of our adver-

tising program were set in I 'J22 and

have been adhered to ever since. Ha-

ley Fiske, who was then president,

wrote in explaining the reason for the

beginning of the advertising cam-

paign that it was promoted by 'a de-

sire to spread widely the knowledge

of health and the ways of conserving

it, that people may live longer, hap-

pier lives'."

(Please turn to page 98 )

1IMI Far Service in TV
Service continues to be one of the basic theme

songs at BMI. Not only are its facilities offered to

its TV licensees, but to producers, advertising agen-

cies and their clients, TV film distributors, music

conductors, directors, and everyone in TV con-

cerned with music and programming.

This service is apparent in the day to day activities

of BMI and is provided in many forms, such as:

® Assistance in the selection or creation of music

for theme, background, bridge, cue or incidental

mood music

® Aid in music clearance

• Help in protecting music ownership rights

• Answers to questions concerning copyrights,

music right for future residual usage and help

in solving all other problems concerning the use

of music in TV

Let BMI give you the

TV Music Story today

Call or Write BMI TV SERVICE Department

BROADCAST MUSIC, inc.

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO • MONTREAL
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CONNIE B. GAY'S

TVS FIRST AUTHENTIC HILLBILLY EXTRAVAGANZA
This jumpin* Jamboree called TOWN AND COUNTRY TIME cur-

rently appears regularly on over 1800 radio stations throughout the

country. And hillbilly music fans don't just listen— they're loyal to

the core! They can't wait to see Jimmy Dean, the Texas

Wildcats, Mary Klick, Pete Cassel, and Quincy Snod-

grass on TV. (On a recent local broadcast the listening

audience was asked casually whether they would like to

Bee TOWN AND COUNTRY TIME on TV.-A flood of

mail inundated the studio. We'll show you the letters!)

What an astute sponsor can do with this powerful mer-

chandising Bet-up should make his sales force jump and
sing "Bimbo." We've got Jimmy Dean records, Jimmy
Dean autographed photos, Jimmy Dean personal ap-

pearances and a host of other sales-compelling plans up
our sleeve

Why not call PL 7-0100 today and get the whole story

and an audition print on your desk tomorrow.

->.

PAIWINS

!
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$700,000,ooo4fo?A&y/
Last year, hillbilly sheet music and record

sales topped seven hundred million dol-

lars. . .hardly alfalfa !

There are over two thousand disc jockeys, selling

in every major area of the United States, who play

hillbilly tunes regularly. (No wonder TENNES-

SEE WALTZ, COLD COLD HEART, CANDY
KISSES, GOOD NIGHT IRENE, and ON TOP
OF OLD SMOKEY, are among the all-time best

sellers in the music industry and RICOCHET,

CROSS OVER THE BRIDGE, CHANGING
PARTNERS and SECRET LOVE are current

whistling favorites with the populace.)

It has been estimated that 50% of all popular

records sold are hillbilly songs.

Astounding?

Not to CASH BOX which in a recent issue devoted

exclusively to the hillbilly selling rage, declared:

"America's regional music has become America's

national music!"

The deeper a city slicker gets into the hillbilly

phenomena the faster his head swims in thousand

dollar bills. One "country music" singer has ped-

dled 19 million records in the last 15 years. In 1953

a group of eleven hillbilly artists grossed just under

$8,000,000. A local hillbilly radio show charges ad-

mission to see the program broadcast and turns

away thousands every Saturday night! (A portion

of the show is carried on a network to a national

radio audience estimated at ten million.) A leading

tobacco company has been a hillbilly sponsor for

over 20 years. One popular hillbilly performer even

ran for Governor!

Radio's Fabulous Hillbilly Variety Show
Currently Appearing on 1800 Radio Stations!

JIMMY DEAN AND THE TEXAS WILDCATS - Handsome Jimmy Dean,

star of TOWN AND COUNTRY TIME, is one of the top country music

artists in America. His recording of "Bumming Around" hit the list of

top tunes for 17 consecutive weeks in 1953!

America's Leading Distributor of Quality TV Films

O FFICIAL
FILMS,INC.
25 WEST 45th ST., NEW YORK 36, N.Y. • PL 7-0100

<
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I lii- -.iinr philosophy explain- whv

requests !"t booklets aren i used as

leads i" iii-ui. in. e prospects.

" Admitting thai <»ui desire is i" in-

crease life expectancy, l"i both busi-

ness and -.» i.il n-a-.ni-. then ii follows

thai the program would nol be com-

pletel) effective unless it resulted in

.li-ii ibution ..l a maximum aumbei oi

pamphlets. I am Bure the requests !"i

pamphlets would fall far below the

present level if the) were used as sales

leads.

"
I lii- i- rather obvious.

"I know I don't write l.>i a pam-

phlet man) times because I think that

the next morning Bomeone will be try-

ing I., -ill me the producl advertised.

There is .1 great public relations value

in being in a position to give some-

thing without immediatel) asking for

something in return. Certain!) the

prestige "I the compan) and it- agents

i- increased because we are in a posi-

tion strong enough to follow the prac-

tice."

In the case ..I Borne offers made over

the air b) certain advertiser it has

been found that most responses came
from people in the lower socio-eco-

-r

FERTILIZER
FOR
SALES
4

* /

Last year, Kansas farmers fertilized their fields and

harvested more wheat than any state in the union

—

worth over $77 million! You too can harvest a bumper

crop of Kansas sales— but you've got to fertilize!

How? With advertising;— WIBW radio advertising

that gets right to the roots of Kansas farm life.

You see, Kansas is a state of farmers. And the best

way to fertilize em is to put your selling message on

the radio station they listen to most — WIBW.

K.insjs Radio Audience '53.

WIBW-CBS Radio, Topeka, Kansas

Ben Ludy, Gen. Mgr. WIBW, WIBW IV. KCKN
Rep.: Capper Publications, Inc.

nomic levels. The middle- and high-

brows seem to take a cynical attitude

toward offers and aunt s active with

their pens.

This doesn't hold true for the Metro-

politan booklet offer*. The insurance

compan) official* explain that the\

have as man) requests coming from

high-income as from low-income

-roup-. The) attribute this to the fact

that everyone is interested in himself,

in hi* own health. The president of a

giant manufacturing enterprise is just

as concerned — possibly more con-

cerned about, Bay, bis heart as the

lowliest laborer employed h\ him. So
the president will write in for the

booklet that promises him helpful in-

formation.

Metropolitan promote- it- advertis-

ing, explains to agents and employees

win it advertises the way it does and

how agents can take advantage of the

campaign.

Crowle) a- advertising promotion

manager sends out 600,000 leaflets

ever) four month- publicizing the lo-

cal broadcasts. The leaflets list the sta-

tion and time of the company-spon-

sored newscasts and usuallv are re-

distributed b) the local agent- t<> tfn-ii

policyholders and prospect-.

Even the network broadcasts are

hrought down to the local level by hav-

ing the programs originate from \ari-

ous cities at different times of the vear.

Some event of national interest in the

< itv is usually the basis for the broad-

cast. For example, when Detroit cele-

brated its 250th anniversarv. Allen

Jackson originated his broadcast from

that city. The district manager

recognition for the local broadcast of

the network -how-.

In Rock Island recentl) the person-

nel of the Metropolitan office were in-

vited down to the station's studios to

watch the 7:00-7:15 a.m. news show.

(The compan) served breakfast after-

ward.) Crow lev -av- the result- weir

exact!) what he had hoped for. It

made the personnel feel as if thev were

on the inside thev knew what it was

all about. So successful was the Hock

Island promotion that Metropolitan

plans to use the idea in other cities.

The current Metropolitan radio cam-

paign began in June I'M** on 37 Na-

tion- and with a budget of $0.50.000.

It followed an 11-vear hiatus from ra-

dio. Now Metropolitan is on the air

v ear-round: as much time is bought

in summer as during the winter.
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ONE PROGRAM OFFER OF THIS PHOTO
BROUGHT OVER 3000 REQUESTS!

Three announcements on a 7:15 Sunday morn-

ing WFAA broadcast offering this photo of The

Early Birds netted in excess of 3000 requests.

Mail pull was from 589 towns. 90.14% were

post-marked from outside "sleeping-in" Dallas

and Fort Worth. 38.5% bore rural route or box

numbers. For the advertiser reaching for a rural

market this Early Bird Sunday show is an extra-

ordinary value at Class C rate.

Quaker Oats' Aunt Jemima sponsors The Early

Birds in three quarter-hour segments a week.

92,700 cards received in an Aunt Jemima drawing

ALEX KEESE, Station Manager
GEORGE K. UTLEY, Commercial Manager

EDWARD PETRY & CO., National Representative

Radio Services of The Dallas Morning News

show The Birds' weekday pulling power. Pulse

rates The Early Birds first in every quarter-hour.

The Early Birds are the oldest breakfast vari-

ety show on the air. March 24, with their 7670th

consecutive broadcast, WFAA celebrated the

beginning of The Early Birds' 25th year.

// you'd like to know more about how Texans

love and listen to The Early Birds — just ask a

Petry man.

One of a series: WFAA's established leadership in the Southwest

WFA A
820 • 570
50,000 WATTS 5000 WATTSDALLAS
NBC • ABC • T G N
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\ 1 < 1 1 >
• j

> < 1 1 1 1 a 1 1 ~ first radio campaign

began <>nl\ three years aftei ii started

ii- ti i -i national advertising campaign.

In l''2~> a> ilic lii-i insurance firm to

use radio Metropolitan 1 « < > 1 1 ^ 1 1 1 early-

morning radio. Reall) earlj morning

it was, too: 6:15 a.m. It was a pro-

gram of setting-up exert ises i onducted

l>\ Ailluir li.iu'li !) fmiii ,i studio in the

Metropolitan Tower ;tt I Madison

Wenue in Nen \ ><ik.

The exercises were broadcast over

\\ I \l i dom W NBC) and two other

I a-! ( oa>l -tations l"i an annual < tost

-.1 Slllll.OOO
I magazines got $603,000

in those <la\-: now magazines get the

Bame amount as radio). J>\ 1935 the

program was carried on eight stations,

cost $904,000. The compan) thought

i Ik- <

.

.-t ol continuing it would be pro-

hibitive and ><>. from 1935 to 1946,

most of the ad budget wound up in

magazines.

Theme of the radio campaign is

-till Bel l>\ the magazine schedule, at

least in part. Each month, the Metro-

politan printed ads take up some

health and welfare subject— sa\ child

care. During one of the four weeks in

that month, the radio campaign will

"Je>><t
ou9

*L
re$ut<>s+ 99

it SHOWS at HOME
They know at home! In Topeka, WREN does

the selling job. That's because WREN offers

BOTH a powerful signal to wealthy Eastern

Kansas farm folk, plus foremost listenership

with Topeka's metropolitan audience. Survey-

wise and sales-wise, there's plenty of proof that

more people listen more hours to WREN than

any other station in Topeka.

TOPEKA, KANSAS

5000 Watts—ABC Weed & Co.

stress < liild care also and offer child

< are booklets.

Now in It national magazines, Met-

ropolitan runs 13 ads yearly in the

weekl) publications |
Saturday Evening

I'ost. for example) and 12 ads yearly

in monthlies (such as National Geo-

graphic, Ladies' Home Journal, etc. i

.

Metropolitan spends less than $200,-

000 annualK in newspapers. The only

newspaper advertising it does is the

publication of its annual report and,

in small town papers, notices—like an

agent's change of address.

"Metropolitan doesn't have a closed

mind toward television," says Ad Man-
ager Geyelin. "We accept it as a pow-
erful medium and in fact are constant-

ly looking for the right program. We
have not found a program format that

in the opinion of all concerned would
be suitable for us. There is, too, the

question of budget as undoubtedly tele-

vision would require a drastic revision

of our present media list."

The company is visual-impact con-

scious even without tv, however. The
Health & Welfare Division has a large

catalog of films and these are offered

to tv stations for showing. Last vear

they were shown to a total audience of

20 million—and 14.4 million of this

was a television audience. A School

Bureau arranges for film showings in

classrooms and before P-TA's.

The first Metropolitan film, called

One Scar or Many'/ was made in 1926.

Metropolitan officials point out that

the] consider the Health & Welfare

activities as public health education,

not as part of the company's adver-

tising program. They add that Metro-

politan engages in many forms of

health promotion. The Group Divi-

sion, for instance, distributes health

and welfare material for use on indus-

trial bulletin boards.

Metropolitan offers three basic kinds

of insurance service: ordinary, indus-

trial, group.

The industrial and group services

sometimes are confused by laymen.

Industrial insurance includes nearly

all life insurance policies of $1,000

and under bought by individuals. The

oame given to tlii- t\pe of policy stems

from the fact that most of the policy-

holders are industrial workers. Premi-

um- arc paid weekly to a Metropolitan

agent who calls at the home of each

policyholder to collect; the weekly

premiums are small, average about 25c.

i Please turn to page K»l
I
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WSM Wins Top Programming Award

THE CITATION
"There's gold in them thar hills, and out of

music of the hill country, WSM has mined itself

a mint of billings, and an 18-carat position

among radio stations of the nation. More than

that, a solid-gold niche in the pop music busi-

ness, as a maker of hits, a discoverer of talent,

and proud pappy of country-style music that's

such an important ingredient on the air every-

where, and in jukeboxes coast-to-coast.

"WSM's unique position is no accident. It's

the result of its continuing conviction that radio

is healthy and important, and backing up of that

conviction with year-after-year investment in

live programs, live talent. The Nashville Story

which has made this southern city one of the

major pop music centers of the U. S. A., is

largely the WSM story.

"This is the station that today has on its

talent payroll 241 — count 'em — 241 per-

formers. This is the station that last year fed

nearly 1,000 individual programs to the net-

works. And this is the station that not only

programs coast-to-coast via its flock of network
feeds, but also, in a sense, programs hundreds

of indies all over the country, through the hun-

dreds of disks cut each year on dozens of labels

by its big battery of talent.

"More and more, AM stations are giving up
their roles of discovering and developing new
talent — except for an occasional WSM which

finds and builds stars like Snooky Lanson, and

when it loses them to New York or Hollywood,

goes right out, scouts the hills and towns, and
comes up with new ones.

"Institutions like 'Grand Ole Opry' are just

a small part of the WSM operation. In fact,

while country music is the mainstay of WSM's
programming, it's not so widely known that

WSM also does a fine job in programming other

types of music — jazz, standards and even

classical.

"Disk jockeys and turntables are a necessary

and important part of AM broadcasting in era

of video, but in the WSM story there's a mighty

moral for some other bigtime stations. Maybe
the small stations can't afford it, but there cer-

tainly are a couple of dozen other big-city sta-

tions in this country that would find themselves

winning new audiences and bigger ratings by

going in for the big sound, the live sound. Their

battle-cry could well be: bring 'em back alive."

VjJI
*. which

e excePtions a!?-S
r *«*wfli Tr,, i

WSM Nashville

Clear Channel 50,000 Watts
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AMERICA TO YOUR SALES

+

+

+

+

Here are four of the most effective

tools ever designed for the most

effective vehicle in all advertising.

No other network can match any

one of these tools—yet Mister PLUS

operates all four of them for

clients of the MUTUAL Network.

STATION-PLUS

A network of 570 radio stations,

far and away the largest of all

—to bring your sales voice closest

to the most people in the

most markets in all the 48 states.

MARKET-PLUS
A total of 328 markets where no other

network has a station, where

other media penetrate but sparsely—

and where Mutual is a home-town

neighbor to 8,000,000 radio families.

SPONSOR-PLUS
A steady rise in client endorsement-

more and more stations per

hookup (up 34%, '54 vs. '51), more

and more dollars in program-

time billings (up 10%, '53 vs. '52).

VALUE-PLUS
A steady decline in cost-per-thousand

(lowest of all networks in average

evening commercial)—with

actual delivery of more radio homes

than Top-Ten programs reach.

MUTUAL
the network for

radio. . . . PLUS

New York LO 4-8000

Chicago WH 4-5060

Los Angeles HO 2-2133



Iln- agent who < oll« ta the industrial

premiums baa his own debit (insur-

.MM i- < ompan) word meaning "roub

B) personall) collecting the premiums,

the Metropolitan agent knows when

poli< j holders might be read] to buj

more insurant e. He also keeps tal>« on

the famil) welfare, bands out t li<-

Health S Welfare Division 1 klets

iluit policyholders request.

i .1 oup insui .11 m «
• i- bought 1 •

> com-

panies usuall) manufacturing com
panies foi theii employees. I he i om-

pan) paj a the premiums.

( Irdinai j life insurance isn i alw a)
-

"ordinary." Nor is it always straight

life. It frequently is an endowment

policy, annuit) polic) or Borne othei

kind. Ordinar) life includes insur-

ant e pi otection ]>aid for liv indi\ idu-

als on policies of more than $1,000.

["here's no uppei limit; \ <>u can bave a

SI million "ordinary" life policy. Pre-

miums usuall) are paid at fixed inter-

vals from monthl) to yearl) b\ mail.

( M the |56. 1 billion worth of in-

surance in force with Metropolitan,

$26.2 billion is ordinary, $18.6 bil-

lion i- group and $ 1 1 .2 billion is in-

dustrial. During 1953 Metropolitan

wrote $4.2 billion worth ol new insur-

ance. This new insurance is about

equal to the total amount of all Insur-

ance in force bj America's 1 2t li-larg-

esl insurance company.

In the industrial insurance field,

Metropolitan ha* these competitors:

l'i udential i with $8.1 billion in in-

dustrial insurance); John Hancock

($2.9 billion); NL&A ($2.2 biUion),

and American National ($1.3 billion).

In spite of their large Bize, not man)

insurance companies use network ra-

dio oi i\

.

Prudential lias used both; at the

present time Bponsors on alternate

week- ' Uv TV's ) '"/ Are There (Sun-

day, 6:30-7:00 p.m. I. Prudential also

sponsors the dail) five-minute Jack

Berch Show on \BC Kadi,,
|
12:23-

12:30 |i.m.i.

Mutual of Omaha sponsors John

l)nl\ and the News on Monda) and

Wednesday, ABC TV (7:15-7:30

p.m. i

.

Few other life insurance companies

use network radio-tv. State Farm Mu-

tual Milomobile Insurance Co. of

Bloomington, III., uses network radio

and i- testing t\. (Also see, "Can ra-

dio and t\ move goods?", page 56.

1

• • •

SPONSOR REPRINTS
(Continued from j>age 55)

agenc) executive Bays radio is missing

chance to persuade him (22 February

1951 i. Price: Bingle copies, 5c; 100

or more copies, 3c each.

104

MEDIA

How to use the 21 articles on Me-
ilia Evaluation. Includes digests of

articles, suggestions on how admen

can adapt material for practical use

(25 January 1954). Price: 10c each.

Reading vs. Listening. Results of

stud) b) Dr. Paul F. Lazarsfeld, di-

rectoi ol Columbia's Bureau of Ap-

plied Social Research i 2(> September

1949). Price: 10c each.

The psychology of media. First of

three-part series on psychology of me-

dia summarizes current testing. 20

\ears of pre-h experiment- (5 April

1954). Price: single copies, 20<-: 50

or more copies, 15c each: 100 or more,

Id. each.

MISCELLANEOUS

Can your agency use a West Coast

office? Specialized radio-tv services

now offered on freelance, fee basis

max start trend (9 March 1953).

Price: 10c each.

Do your agency's presentations

put you to sleep? Agencywoman

gives impressions of research man's

soporific, the presentation (20 Octo-

ber l')52i. Price: 10c each.

How to get most out of an inde-

pendent station. Members of Asso-

ciation of Independent Metropolitan

Stations give tips on technique (28

December L953). Price: single copies,

25c: 50 or more copies, 20c each; 100

or more. 15c each.

How to sell a candidate: 1952.

Television can make or break a candi-

date: do's and dont's of political tele-

casting arc given (21 March 1952).

Pri< e: 10c each.

U hy sponsors heliuve the reces-

sion is over. SPONSOR poll of national

advertisers reveals strong note of opti-

mism I 19 \piil 1954). Price: 10c

i ach.

SPONSOR

.



KOLN-TVtowers 1000 FEET above

LINCOLN-LAND
NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET!
The map below shows Lincoln-Land— 34

counties with 182,982 families. (The city

population of Lincoln is more than 100,000

people— in the same bracket with Columbia,

S. C, Madison, Wis., Lancaster, Pa., Topeka,

Kan., Schenectady, N. Y. or South Bend, Ind.)

Actually, theKOLN-TV tower is 75 miles from

Omaha; Lincoln is 58 miles. With our 1000-

foot tower and 316,000 watts on Channel 10,

effective June 1st, KOLN-TV will reach over

100,000 families who are unduplicated by any

other station . . . Ask Avery-Knodel, Inc.

CHANNEL 10

316,000 WATTS

j
WKZO— KALAMAZOO
WKZO-TV— GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WJEF— GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN— LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
KOLN-TV— LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

Associated with

WMBD— PEORIA, ILLINOIS

DUMONT

Avery-Knodel, Inc.

Exclusive National Representatives
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CONQUISTADOR .

"conquering" Spanish

sales in forty five counties of

Texas with a population

of over 690,000 Spanish

speaking consumers

II Y have hi i i i ni I ii nl In r

• ' conquistadoi -
" daily on

I, {. Cori - I '

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
. i, u d by

Richard O'Conncll. Vat'l. Adv. /'

40 Fail 49th St., New York 17, N. Y.

PLaza 5-9140

LOS ANGELES — SAN FRANCISCO

international radio ami tv: /'/">.'{.

Includes 1,500 Facts on 58 commercial

radio-ft • ountries • 20 June 1053
1

.

Price: Bingle copies, 25c; 50 or more

copies, 2iir each; loo or more, 15c

ea< Ii.

RADIO

in ex-magazine man looks at

radio. Network executive, formerly

magazine ad director, telle wh) he

think- radio is being undersold 'I"

Vugusl 1953). Price: Bingle copies,

20c; LO-50 copies, L5c each; 100 or

more, LOc each.

Foreign-language radio: 79;>.'i. Na-

tional advertisers are pouring more

mone) into it, with business especially

good in Texas (26 January 1953).

Price: single copies, 20c; 10-50 copies,

I Ii each : 100 or more, 10c each.

Hon is radio doing in tv markets?

Politz stud) fur 11 Christal stations

shows radios "round-the-clock al>ilit\

to Follow people everywhere makes it

indispensable ill December 1953).

Price: single copies, 20c; 25 or more

copies, L5c each; 100 or mure. 10c

each.

Special report on nighttime radio.

Latest research on nighttime radio

shows win a dozen pet ad theories are

fallacious ill) August 1953). Price:

single copies, 25c; 2.") or mure copies,

20c each; 10<> or mure. 15c each.

What pulls 'em in? ARBI technique

gives dollar-for-dollar comparison of

newspaper vs. radio selling impact in

retail -tore- i 10 June 1950 ' . Price:

LOc each.

\\ hat should radio know about

selling retailers? Joe Ward, presi-

dent of \RBI, lambasts industry for

1>.:<I copy, poor salesmanship, glamor-

boj announcer- (22 October 1951).

Trice: LOc each.

M hy are radio rates low? Too
mam fear- made broadcasters miss

opportunit) to raise rate- right after

World Wai II (8 February L954).

Price: single copies, 20c ; L0-50 copies,

1 5 ea< Ii : 100 01 more. LOc each.

) on need both. \KI!I point-of-sale

media tests -how retailer- need radio

and print (23 February 1953). Price:

single copies, 2o<: LO-50 copies, 15c

each : lOO or mole. 10c each.

I .'i questions retailers ask most
often about radio. AKBI President

Joe Ward gives answers based on

coast-to-coasl Btudj (9 March L953).

Price: Bingle copies, 20c: 50 or more
copies, 15c each; LOO ur more, LOc

each.

M hat a media director urote cli-

ent about nighttime spot radio.

Memo ^i\e- agency's thinking on rela-

tive advantages of nighttime vs. early-

morning radio in 22 tv market- (21

September 1953). Price: single copies,

20c; L0-50 copies, IV each: L00 or

more. LOc each.

RESEARCH

Are you making this mistake in

ranking tv markets? Sponsors who
use Standard Metropolitan Area fig-

ures maj be overlooking set count out-

side I . S. Census-defined zone (2 No-

vember 1953). Price: lo< each.

Beware of these misuses of Starch

tv figures. Researcher Hugh Beville.

W'A.. -how- pitfalls of new Starch

Stud) : Jack Boyle, of Starch, replies

( 30 November 1053 1. Price: single

copies, 25c; 10-50 copies. 20<- each:

loo or more. 15< each.

Big tv problem: counting the sets.

\ arious segments of the industry are

applying own yardsticks, hut there's

no unified effort i 22 February 1954).

Price; single copies, 20c; LO-50 copies,

L5c each; 100 or more. Kk each.

Htnv the different rating sen-ices

vary in the same market. Ward
Dorrell, of John Blair, station reps,

shows researcher- can he as far apart

as 200', in Local ratings i 25 January

105-1 1. Price: L5c each.

Radio set sales lead tv by 69% in

big tv markets. \ (IBS Radio Spot

Sales stud) shows radio set saW up

28.59 compared with '52 i25 Janu-

ary 1051 1. Price: single copies, 5c;

1 mi or more, 3c each.

W hat's wrong with the rating ser-

vices? SPONSOR'S ideal svstet md

106

how the existing services compare (28

December L953). Price: single copies,

20c; "in or more copies, L5c each: KK)

or more. LOc each.

SPONSOR



in good
company

good
products

belong in

good company

WWJ helps maintain those profitable associations for leaders in all fields

who must reach the vast Detroit market.

For instance, Studebaker, a WWJ program sponsor since 1951, presents

Harold True's outstanding newscasts at 6 P.M., in the good company

of Texaco products' sportscaster, Budd Lynch, at 6:15 P.M.

Here is notable evidence of the selectivity exercised by major

advertisers in planning their Detroit campaigns. They have a

definite preference for the large and loyal audience—both at home and

behind the wheel—consistently delivered by WWJ . . . and

for the good company shared by all WWJ advertisers.

Behind-the-wheel

audiences in the De-

troit area are the

largest in the world,

all day long. Keep

them in mind when

you want complete

^Detroit coverage.

YOUR PRODUCT BELONGS IN

THIS GOOD COMPANY. SEE YOUR

HOLLINGBERY MAN. UIWv
AM
FM

Associate Television Station WYVJ-TV

Basic NBC Affiliate

AM-950 KILOCYCIES-5000 WATTS

FM-CHANNEL 246-97.1 MEGACYCLES

WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION • Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS • National Representatives: THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
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SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS

/*>."»/ Program Guide. Programing

profiles ol 1,568 radio and 273 t\ sta-

tions; specialized dire* t"i ies "l sta-

tions with programing foi specific in-

terests .iinl tastes. Available free to

-nil-. M 1 ere; extra i opies, 12 ea< b.

Radio lr Directory. 1954 edition

out this month includes New ^ ork, Chi-

cago, I.. \. addresses, phone numbers

of kr\ advertisers, agencies, reps, net-

works, news, film, music and trans-

scription services, hotels. Available

free to subscribers; extra copies, $2

each.

Radio liusits. Important data on set

counts, listening habits, circulation, ad-

vertising costs, billings. Price: single

copies, -!i»< : 24 or more copies, 20c

ea< h: 100 or more. L5c each. L95

1

edition will be included in Fall Facts

Issue, out 12 Jul\

.

Tv Basics. Important data on set

< ounts, listening babits, circulation, ad-

vertising costs, billings. Price: single

copies. 'MU-: 25 or more copies, 20c

each; 100 or more, 15c each. 1954

edition will be included in Fall Facts

Issue, out 12 Jul\.

Radio Results. Compilations of case

histories in various product categories

c lensed from the biweekl] issues

of SPONSOR. Available free to »ul>-

scribers. Extra copies: single copies,

|1; L0 or more copies, 75c each; 2")

or more. ."ilk- each; 100 or more, 35c

each. I'J">1 edition out 1 July.

Tv Results. Compilations of case

histories in various product categories

condensed from the biweekl) issues of

SPONSOR. Available free to subscribers.

Extra copies: single copies, SI; 10 or

more copies, 75c each; 25 or more,

50 each; 100 or more, 3.5c each. 1954

edition out 1 July.

Tv dictionary/handbook for spon-

sors. (Concise definitions and techni-

cal data in easy-to-grasp form consti-

tute point-by-point summary of tele-

vision. Available free to subscribers.

Kxtra copies: S2 each. 1954 edition

now in preparation. * * *

SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA'S (JtfUtee/l RADIO STATION

Most people in Western Virginia listen to

WDBJ NEWSCASTS because we employ:

• Two competent, full-time News Editors

• Direct AP AND UP presswire services

• Tape recorders, police and fire department monitors, tele-

phone "beep" system, etc.

• Full reportorial services of both morning and evening

Roanoke newspapers (including some 50 string corre-

spondents in our coverage area)

• 46 complete, locally-produced, practically spaced news-

casts weekly

• 1 1 complete farm shows weekly

AND, we've been steadily serving, steadily improving,

steadily promoting these services for almost 30 years.

Established 1924 CBS Since 1929

AM • 5000 WATTS 960 KC
FM . 41.000 WATTS 94 9MC

ROANOKE. V A
Owned and Operated by the TIMES-WORLD CORPORATION

FREE & PETERS. INC., National Representatives
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NARTB CONVENTION
[Continued from page 43)

Hut in recent weeks some two dozen

leading t\ outlets have themselves set

up such an organization. Already an

additional do/en or so stations have

announced the) would like to be in on

the organizing Bession which is planned

to be held at the time of the NARTB
Convention although there's no connec-

tion 1.etween the two.

"We're not trying to compete with

the \ UtTB or to split that group,"

Dick Moore, v.p. and general man
of Hollywood's KTTV and TVAB or-

ganizing committee chairman told

SPONSOR. "Our organization, although

designed primarily to promote spot

television rather than all television,

was started spontaneously by stations

who felt they needed such a group."

\i-\erlheless a number of broad-

casters and admen have been disturbed

by the idea of a TVAB which will be

devoted almost exclusive!) to the pro-

motion of spot tv. Such a group, these

executives feel, should be aimed—as

BAB is aimed at selling radio—at sell-

ing all tv, not just part of it.

\\ ill the NARTB trv to set up a rival

T\ Mi? Will NARTB set up one for

network only? Will NARTB try to

absorb the new group into its organiza-

tion if enough members want it in?

Will N VRTB give its official blessing

to the new "roup/

As SPONSOR went to press, nobody

(Please turn to page 118)

EXHIBITORS
(Continued from page 43)

NETWORKS: ARC Television Network: CBS Tel-

evision Network: I>u Mont Television Net-

work: Mutual Broadcasting System, Inc.: Na-

tional Broadcasting Co., Inc.

FILM AND PROGRAM SERVICES, TRANSCRIPTION

COS.: ABC Film Syndication: A-V Tape Li-

braries, Inc.; CBS Television Film Sales;

ral Teleradio, Inc.; Harry B. Goodman

Productions; Guild Films Co.. Inc.: Harri-

' scope, Inc.; Lang-Worth Feature Programs,

Inc.: ('. P. Ma. (iregor Co.: Motion Pictures

for Television. Inc.: National Broadcasting

NBC Film I>iv.; Official Films. Inc.;

Radio Corporation of America, RCA Record-

ed Program Services; Radioxark Bnterpi

Inc.; Screen Gems, Inc.; SESAC. Inc.: Ster-

ling Television Co., Inc.; Television Programs

.if America,, Inc.: United Television Programs,

Inc.: Unity Television Corp.; World Broad-

r _• System, Inc.: The Frederic W. Ziv

Co.; Xi\ Television Programs, Inc.

STATION REPRESENTATIVES: John Blair & Co.

and Blair -TV, Inc.; The Branham Co.: Henry

I. Cliristal Co.; Harrington. Righter & Par-

sons, In.. ; H-R Representatives, In
1' Hollingbery Co.; The Katz Agency. Inc.;

Robert Meeker Associates, Inc.; Edward Petry

tnc : Weed 1
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He scores with buyers in Northern Ohio

If you want buying action, you want McColgan!

Northern Ohio's ace sportscaster, Bill

McColgan, knows the score. He knows what

sports fans want to hear

—

and he knows how to

move them to action. When he's "Speaking of

Sports" nightly on his three fast-paced sports

roundups, he produces the type of listener

response that rings cash register bells.

One feature alone of Bill's program, his

"Athlete of the Month" listener vote, draws over

5,000 cards and letters monthly! Response like

this helps explain why WGAR is Northern

Ohio's most-listened-to station.

Bill's voice is a familiar voice to millions. In

addition to his sports roundups, which feature

interviews with top sports personalities, Bill

does the play-by-play announcing for the

Cleveland Browns football network.

Giveyour sales a boost by letting Bill McColgan

speak for you when he's "Speaking of Sports",

5:05 p.m., 6:10 p.m. and 11:10 p.m. Get the facts

now from your nearest Christal representative.

THE STATION WITH

41/2 MILLION FRIENDS
IN NORTHERN OHIO

CBS—Cleveland—50,000 Watts

The Peoples Broadcasting Corp.

Represented by The Henry I. Christal Co.

In Canada by Radio Time Sales, Ltd., Toronto
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Don Lee IS Pacific Coast Radio
...the only network designed to serve .it the local level. Strong local

stations in 45 important Pacific Coast markets make Don I ee the big

network with the local flavor . . . the nation's greatest regional network.

DjOJ^ LEE;
RADIO

Dt>n Lee Broadcasting System,

Hollywood 28, California,

Represented nationally by

fl-R Representatives, Inc.

I: A



Ni ghttime 17 May 1954

•
RADIO COMPARAGRAPH OF NETWORK PROGRAMS

TUESDAY | WEDNESDAY | THURSDAY

Represented by Gill-Pema, Inc.,

New York, Chicagn, Los Angeles, San Francisco

'.oi Commeiit»ry oriciniir (Tubintteo 4M1

lir»« p|ln: Swand Ctian*
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VOYALf

ULL,YS5!
Pardon our yapping . . . but we're top dog in Central

Ohio! We carry the 20 top-rated programs both day

and night. Our faithful followers number more
listeners than all other local stations combined!

IBS for CENTRAL OHIO

dm^^m^gig^ I ASK

(radioradio
COLUMBUS, OHIO

Daytime 17 May 1954

MONDAY

RADIO COMPARAGRAPH OF NETWORK PROGRAMS
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Daytime 17 May 1954
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WMAR-TV
now originating

COLOR
SUNPAPERS TELEVISfO
BALTIMORE • M A R Y L
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MOST POWERFUL TV SIGNAL IN MARYLAND

HANNEL 2 SUNPAPERS
WMAR TV

I S I O N BALTIMORE. MARYLAND

17 MAY 1954

Telephone MUlberry 5-5670 • TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Repre»ented by THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc. New York, Detroit, Kansas City, San Francisco, Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, Los Angele*
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Saii Francisco:

INDEPENDENT •

AUDIENCE POWER
BEATS NETWORK
KILOWATT POWER

/ / // /
why pay for

50 KW when
lower-cost KYA
has the audience?

PULSE
(Februory—Out of Home

Audience)

NARTB CONVENTION
< ontinued from page 108)

knew. Said an N VRTB tv official:

"Oui organization tries to serve all

broadcasters, and we have no real pro-

t ision foi .1 broadcaster group that

serves a specialized interest to join.

luii I'm -in.- mil Board will certainly

discuss the new I \ \l! officially, and

the tA members will certainlj discuss it

mformall) among themselves.

1 "Federated" \ 11MB: Of late,

there have been man) rumblings

among stations thai the competitive

differences between radio and tv—ex-

cepl l<n genera] legislative, labor and

censorship problems—necessitate split-

ting the N \BTB into two trade groups:

one for radio, one for television.

It was just such a feeling in all prob-

abilit) that lay behind these typical

comments from veteran radio station

broadcasters:

"There are man) more radio stations

than tv stations. The NARTB conven-

tion must avoid overshadowing of ra-

dio in preference to tv. Make the ra-

dio sessions purely radio, and of a

workshop nature," said the chief ex-

ecutive of a St. Louis station.

"Split the sessions between radio

and tv right down the middle on pro-

graming, sales and engineering. Only

combine sessions on subjects of legis-

lation, costs, etc.," said a Wichita,

Kansas station manager.

"Kick out all the tv members. Or
kick out all the radio members,"

snapped a radio station operator in

San Antonio.

Some broadcasters, of course, are

extreme in their feeling and would

( nl) be happy with a complete separa-

lion of radio and tv in the NARTB. But

man) in the "let's-split-up" camp urge

caution, and want only a partial sepa-

ration.

"The Fellows administration at the

NARTB has positively demonstrated

ihat more legislative and public rela-

tions advantages can be gained b\ the

broadcasting media working in unison.

It would be a backward step to destro)

this cooperation," pointed out a vet-

eran broadcast official.

It's doubtful in an\ case that the

1954 \ \KTB convention will be the

scene of an electronic Civil War with

the radio broadcasters firing on tv's

I mi Sumter. But you can count on

!u ai big the idea of a federated N \RTB
principal!) one joined at the top

level for purposes of legislative lobby-

ing and industrj public relations—dis-

cussed freely in the convention corri-

dors.

Color tv: Television in color has been

a hot topic wherever tv men gather.

And the N \KTB meeting will be no

exception, b) all indications.

Chiefly, broadcasters are concerned

about two problems in color tv:

1. The high cost of color tv equip-

ment.

2. The high prices of color tv re-

ceiver.

"I want to know bow much mone)

I'm going to have to sink in color

equipment, bow soon III get it. and

how I can persuade the average tv

( wner in inv market to lay out $1,000

for a color receiver," the general mana-

gei of a California tv outlet stated.

"Believe me. I'll have plent) of ques-

tion- to ask at the NARTB session."

He, and others like him, will have

tvery chance. Due to be on hand at

the convention next week will be rep-

resentatives of all the leading color tv

equipment makers, like RCA, Du Mont.

GE and Philco. At the convention ex-

hibits i which will feature color tv

strongly i, and later in informal ses-

sions a host of sales executives, techni-

cians and program men will discuss

color tv problems with broadcasters

and admen.

Actually, how soon advertisers may
expect to find outlets for their color

tv shows may depend, to quite an ex-

tent, on the direction taken officially

and unofficially regarding color tv by

the 1954 NARTB Convention.

A good advertising listening post,

incidentally, will be the color tv ex-

hibits at the convention. Because of

the great interest this \ear in color,

more station managers are expected

to attend the tv engineering exhibits

than ever before to discuss costs, pro-

duction, studio problems, film trans-

mission in color and receiver distri-

bution of color tv. The NARTB has

asked a number of the country's top

color experts to attend the convention

to answer the many questions sure to

arise on this topic.

Tin Radio: Like uhf television, fm is

having its problems. Several fin sta-

tion operators, particularly those in

tv markets with new uhf channels, are

prepared to come to the convention to

do diplomatic battle for their exist-

ence.
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A Good Reporter

"Gets Around

Like KCMO's radio and television newsmen,

for example. Their specialty is first-person

coverage of all the important Kansas City

and Mid-America newsbeats. And KCMO's

complete facilities make it possible for them

to give daily coverage to the "offbeats" too —

the fresh, human stories that don't come in

over the wire. Trained journalists all, they know

how to get the news, write, edit, and deliver

it via KCMO radio and television with that

fresh, bright, "I -was-there" approach that

builds impressive audience response. If you're

pounding a sales -tjat in the Kansas City

market, why not hire these experts in complete

coverage of Mid -America— the KCMO
radio and television news staff.

KANSAS CITY
"It's a Meredith Station"

17 MAY 1954

TV-Channel 5

Radio-810 kc.

affiliated with Better Homes and
Gardens and Successful Farming
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THE CLOVERLEAF

STATION

MONTEREY

SALINAS

SANTA CRUZ

WATSONVILLE

FAST

GROWING

MARKETS

THE

5000 WATT

VOICE THAT

SELLS 74,428

RADIO HOMES

r

ft
SALINAS
CALIFORNIA

REPRESENTED BY WEED & CO.

Reason: It wa- recently suggested to

the FCC and to Sen. Charles E. Pot-

ter's Communications Subcommittee

iliat fm channel- which presently oc-

cii|>\ three potential \hf i\ channels

between 6 and 7 ou t\ dials I be

given hack to t\ in order to provide

more \hf channels Bince fm has "not

been a success.' This drew an imme-

diate howl from fin radio operators.

"I've been fighting for five years to

uet into the black with a 'good music
1

fm service," a New England station

manager told SPONSOR. "Now that the

public, through the purchase of hi-fi

equipment, is coming to appreciate

\.hat we have to offer. I'm in no mood
to quit. 1 want the NARTB to step

in and end these proposals. Sure, we
serve a minority audience. Hut there

are a growing number of advertisers

who want to reach that audience and a

move to end fin would cut off one of

their best media approaches."

Other fm operators are almost cer-

tain to discuss the recently developed

ideas of "multiplex" fm signals, where-

! \ as man) as three separate programs

can be fed through one station's fm
channel. "Multiplexing" has alreadv

been proposed by the FCC and has

been given the blessing of NARTB as

£n extra income-producer for fm sta-

tion-, since it can serve to air a varied

I

rogram for one advertiser, Muzak-
like music, or binaural hi-fi broad-

< asts.

The half-dozen topics summarized

above will in all probability be the

hottest when broadcasters and admen
congregate at the 1954 NARTB Con-

vention next week.

There will he others, too. Here are

ju-t a few :

Film Syndication: Film syndicators,

largely frozen out of network opera-

lion- as a ~ 1

1

1

»

| >I > source for programs,

will provide plent) of conversational

material at the NARTB Convention.

\ irtuall) all of the leading film firms

will be on hand to talk to tv station

men. and to show off their newest film

properties. !'><< ause of the anticipated

burst of convention-time sales activity

on the part of the film industry, admen
ma] find even more stations this fall

offering timebuyers Borne well-rated

film packages aired locally. These

same film executives, incidentally, are

expected to work closel] and toward

the Bame genera] goal with the newly

formed T\ \H during the convention

pei iod in Chii ago.

Research: The continuing problem

<f getting accurate set-count data in tv

markets is likely to be a feature at some
of the Corridor Clinics. This is par-

ticularly true of new uhf markets, and
markets where vhf sets are being con-

vened to uhf. Agency estimates of the

number of receivers in these markets,

many stations feel, are short of the

mark. Although the subject may come
up official!) on the convention's agenda

(see page 122 1 man) stations plan to

discuss the problem with reps, network

executives and research firms. A. C.

Nielsen, admen will be interested to

note, will have a staff on hand at the

convention to talk about the Nielsen

Station Index, the research firm's new
radio-tv area rating service which

starts this fall.

.Sales ideas: Few station executives

are averse to receiving good business

tips, and many will be on the lookout

for them at the convention. As a

Cleveland station manager told SPON-

SOR: "I'd like to see the NARTB come
up with some good income-producing

ideas." It's expected that many sta-

tion operators, particularly in the radio

field, will buttonhole NARTB and BAB
officials to seek ideas which they can

bring home with them.

Radio-tv sportscasts: As George

Higgins. v.p. of Kansas Citv's KMBC
and the chairman of NARTB's Sports

Committee told SPONSOR: '"Sport- events

need radio and television and by close

cooperation our industry as well as the

.'ports industry can prosper." How-
ever, manv a station manager—par-

ticularly those with such sports-minded

air clients as the beer and cigarette

< ompanies on the waiting list—is wor-

ried about the increasingly high cost

of sports rights. It's expected that

there'll be lots of convention-time talk

about how to deal with ball clubs,

schools, colleges and sports associa-

tions who feel that a high dollar price

is their only protection against radio-

tv devaluation of their box office.

So far. sponsor has reported the un-

official side of the upcoming NARTB
Convention. But what of the conven-

tion itself'.-' What doc- the trade group

plan to tackle on its official agenda?

As might be expected, NARTB ex-

ecutives—notably President Harold E.

Fellows: Convention Chairman Ken-

yon Brown: \dministrative V.P. Rob-

i it K. Richards; and Tv Board Chair-

man Robert D. Swezey—have mapped
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"Iff/ Ideal Rep

"

says HELEN THOMAS of STREET & I I \M .1 .

"doesn't forget the account after the contract is

in. lie continues servicing t he account by suggest-

ing improvements in schedule when they become

available and therefore helps maintain the

Itest possible schedules for the client."

JEPCO

stands for service before and after the sale is

made. The Pearson man is continually calling

on his agencies with up-to-the-minute

information about his stations.

JEPCO
knows

how

the wind

blows

John E. Pearson Company
RADIO AND TELEVISION STATION REPRESENTATIVES

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • MINNEAPOLIS • DALLAS • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO



Your sales weel grow
HOT like chili

when you advertise over KIFN
. . .the full-time Spanish-language
station that taps a 20-million-

dollar market!

Join the profit-wise

merchants who report

results like these . . .

Samuel R. Schenk, owner, United Auto Supply
Company, 438 E. Washington St., Phoenix . . .

"In the short space of time we have been
advertising over KIFN, results can be summed
up in one word - EXCELLENTI"

Mr. M G. McCreight, owner, Double Seven
Meat Corporation, 912 Grand Avenue, Phoenix
— "Results are quicker and better among Span-
ish-speaking people by using KIFN than any
other media."

Mr. Frank Yim, Manager, National Dollar Store,
Mesa, Arizona — "Before we started advertis-
ing over KIFN, our Spanish-speaking business
was only 20% of our total business. It has now
jumped to 60% of our total business. This in-

crease we attribute to KIFN."

Remember, amigo . . .

if you sell in Arizona,

you should sell in

Spanish! Reach this

rich market over KIFN,
Central Arizona's only
full-time Spanish-
language station!

J*&&

ft

$20
5&°°°

ASK THOSE YANQUIS ABOUT KIFN!
NATIONAL TIME HARLAN G OAKES

SALES AND ASSOCIATES
17 E. 42nd St. 672 Lafayette
New York, Park Place
New York Los Angeles, Calif.

KlfN
860 Kilocycles • 1000 Watts

REACHING PHOENIX AND
ALL OF CENTRAL ARIZONA

out an agenda which spotlights main

ol the topics which will be features oi

the < onvention's Con idor Clinics.

Membership meetings, panel ses-

sions and woik-hop-. have been lined

up to discuss a wide range of topics

which will include:

• < olo] ft and ulil.

• f in radio problems.

I \ spol films.

Radio-ft Bports.

\in-h standards of ethics.

Radio-tv's "freedom of the press."

Sales problems.

( )| these, the first two w ill be taken

up mi the afternoon ol Monday, 24

\la\ at the tv membership meeting and

lin sessions. Color video will also be a

Feature of the Management-Engineer-

ing session on the afternoon of the

following da\. Tuesday, with a session

(.11 ft films to follow. William S.

Paley, CBS board chairman, will de-

liver the ke\ note speech on Tuesday.

On Wednesday, 26 May, the sports

question will be taken up by a panel

presided over l>\ Sports Committee

Chairman George Higgins of Kansas

City's KMBC.
For the first time in YARTB con-

vention history, the BAB has been in-

vited tn conduct a special two-hour

radio sales clinic on Thursdav after-

noon. 27 may. BAB i- expected to

review man) ol it- sales presentation-,

as well as to point out new sources of

i ad in revenue. * * *

GOOD HUMOR ON AIR
{Continued horn page 45 i

tions -( >me 1 55 times a week: tv com-
mercials will be shown on six New

\ ork t\ stations some 52 times a week.

I)a\id .1. Mahone\ timebuyer Roger

Bum-lead also placed the campaign in

the other seven lug Good Humor mar-

ket-. Generally, he buys time on all

the stations in a market for blanket

coverage. No Good Humor <it\ gets

fewer than 50 radio and .'i~> t\ an-

nouncements a week.

Both radio and t\ commercials stress

quality of the product, identification

nl the truck. Here's a typical minute

radio announcement (the opening jin-

gle i- Bung to a cat< In tune thai wa-

in the public domain '
:

(Bells)

Children: "Hey Mom, here comes the

( food I lumoi Man !"

Jingle: "'! m the friendly man who sells

Good Humor
The ice cream that kids all fax or

Made with pure sweet cream and

fresh fruits only

For 1 1 iiit creamy-tasting, real Good
Humor flavor."

Children: "Oh, boy
!'"

Announcer: "Everybody loves Good
Humor ice cream. And have you
ever tasted Good Humor ices and

sherbets? They're the coolest, most

delicious treat- you ever put in \our

mouth.

Child - voice: "Good Humor ices are

good for \ou. too!"

Vnnouncer: "^nu bet Good Humor
ices are good for you—because

Good Humor uses only luscious tree-

fresh fruits and pure, wholesome

fruit juices. Good Humor's fla\"i-

come from fresh cherries, jui< \

limes, plump oranges and delicious

raspberries."

Child's voice: "Good Humor ices taste

so good!"

\nnouncer: "That s right. But remem-

ber, buy only from the clean white

truck with the big Good Humor on

the side. Just ask . .

."

Jingle: "'The friendh man who sells

Good Humor
For the ice cream with that real

Good Humor flavor."

Children: "Good Humor—oh hoy!"

The agency has made some half a

dozen different radio recordings, some
of them plugging a different "special"

Good Humor, such as chocolate cake

coated Good Humors. Under agency

supervision, Shamus Culhane. a film

company, produced four animated tv

cartoons, two of them direct hard-sell

20-second announcements, two of them

plugging specials.

None of the commercials mention

price. Actually Good Humors are rela-

tive!) high-priced. Commercials stress

quality, service and cleanliness.

Essentially the air advertising is in-

tended to build a Good Humor habit.

Good Humor trucks operate on strict

schedule. In other words, on a partic-

ular city block people become a • us-

tomed to looking for the Good Humor
man perhaps around a quarter to five

and then again at 5:30 p.m. Since the

Good Humor Corp. today operates a

fleet oi some 1,600 trucks and an equal

number of carts and tricycles each, the

various sections of markets in which

Good Humor has distribution can ex-

peel relatively frequent and regular

sen i< inc.
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The locals in one part of Bavaria have an unusual way
>f determining whether the local beer is up to snuff,

rhey pour a batch on a bench and have several prom-
nent citizens apply their leather-covered posteriors

o the puddle. If (he bench sticks to them when they

irise, the batch is declared a success and all hoist a few

teins in celebration.

*ersonally, we aren't advocating the system, and besides

\/e prefer our lager with a head on it . . . but it makes

a good example of how tastes vary. Local tastes in radio

fare vary too, and that's what makes America's strong

independent stations such a good advertising buy. Only

the independents program exclusively for the folks in

their areas . . . give the home folks just what they want.

A satisfied audience is a buying audience—and that's

the result your selling message will get on any of na-

tion's strong independents listed below. Write any of

them for the fac's.

INDEPENDENTS PROGRAM EXCLUSIVELY FOR THEIR AUDIENCE!

WCUE —Akron, Ohio WMIL
WCOP — Boston, Mass. WKDA
WDOK — Cleveland, Ohio WAVZ
KMYR — Denver, Colorado WTIX
KCBC — Des Moines, Iowa KBYE
WIKY — Evansville, Indiana KOWH
KNUZ — Houston, Texas KXL
WXLW — Indianapolis, Indiana KITE
WJXN — Jackson, Mississippi KSON
KLMS — Lincoln, Nebraska KYA
WKYW — Louisville, Kentucky KEAR
WMIN — Minneapolis—St. Paul, Minn. KOL

- Milwaukee, Wisconsin
- Nashville, Tennessee
- New Haven, Conn.
• New Orleans, La.

• Oklahoma City, Okla.

Omaha, Nebraska
Portland, Oregon

- San Antonio, Texas
• San Diego, California

San Francisco, California

San Mateo, California

Seattle, Washington

They are all members of AIMS— Association of Independent Metropolitan

Stations— each the outstanding independent station in a city.

KREM — Spokane, Washington
WTXL — Springfield, Mass.

KSTN — Stockton, California

KSTL — St. Louis, Missouri

WOLF — Syracuse, New York
KFMJ — Tulsa, Oklahoma
KWBB — Wichita, Kansas
WNEB — Worcester, Mass.

CKXL — Calgary, Alberta, Canada
CKNW — Vancouver, B. C, Canada
CKY — Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

O 5, Of,

V

Urn for BULL'S-EYE results...with the AIMS GROUP

x
o

°*OUTAH*^
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REPRESENTED NATIONALLY

BY JOHN E. PEARSON CO.

Good Humor trucks operate within

to 50-to-70-mile radius <>f the cities

where Good Humor has plant-. Trucks

are loaded each morning and in the

evening tin* Good Humor men return

to the plant to check in, give an ac-

counting of their Bales. They work on

a commission-only basis, general!) for

five Hi -i\ months of the year.

In the late Thirties, Good Humor
had built a lar^e following among
youngsters with it- "luck) Btick" offer.

\n\ youngster whose Good Humor
contained such a "luck) -tick" was

entitled to a free Good Humor. How-
ever the government forbade this

"luck) stick" olh-r because it claimed

that the offer constituted a lottery.

Since thai time Good Humor has

made no giveawa) offers, hut -ticks to

stressing qualitj and service as a jus-

tification for the higher price. Part

of this service, foi example, takes the

form of special napkin- with holes for

the Good Humor stick, to prevent an)

chocolate drippings on clothing. Fur-

thermore, Good Humor usually offers

a particular!) wide -election of flavors,

plus a special ol the week.

Good Humor Corp. first became ad-

vertising-cons* Lous in 1951, when a

large number ol independent ice-cream

manufacturers introduced street-vend-

ing operation-, particular!) in New
York. At this time Joe Ylcehan. presi-

dent of Good Humor, and Mortimer
Moriarty. advertising director, decided

to allocate a $100,000 budget for ad-

vertising. Grey Advertising handled

the account.

'Phis budget was -pent KM)', in

t\. Sale- not onl) held up against

competition, hut rose over 1950. The
l

1 '")-' budget showed an increase over

IT, |.

When David J. Mahone) agenc) was

appointed earl) in 1953, Dave Ma-
hone) decided t" convert the firm's

entire budget into air media. Sales in-

- reases in 1953 over 1952 have proved
hi- tlieoi \ right.

Good Hut '- direel competitors in

street vending of ice cream aren't near-

ly -o air- oi advertising-* on- [ous as

Good Humor i- today. Part of the rea-

son foi ilii- lack of advertising compe-
tition i- the fact that Good Humor is

hitter able financial!) to support a

real adi ertising push.

I hi- do.>- not me, in that « ompetition

< an hi- ignored.

/ ikimo Pie Corp. (through Buchan-

an \ Co.), for example, is a heavy air

User in it- promotion of Eskimo Pie

ice cream. However, the Eskimo Pie

Corp. does not generally manufacture

and distribute it- <>wn product, hut

rather franchises other manufacturers

to do -o. Some of these franehised op-

erator- do -ell Eskimo Pie on trucks.

Eskimo Pie ice cream is advertised

via radio and tv announcements in 50

to 60 market-, though none of the an-

nouncement- ur<ie- listeners to look for

"an Eskimo Pie truck." Generally,

Eskimo Pie buys 100 radio announce-

ments for a 30- to 60-da) period in

the hot season, 30 to 50 tv announce-

ment- for 30 days. On the West Coast,

where Eskimo Pie is particularly pop-

ular, the product »ets eight weeks of

advertising, with some 200 tv an-

nouncement-.

Bungalow liar Corp.. Btrictl) a New
York metropolitan area Btreet-vending

operation, has been in business for

some 30 years. The firm operates 249

trucks for some five to six months of

the year, uses little advertising, and

has no agen<\ . W hen Bungalow Bar

does advertise, it is generally in the

form id two or three radio announce-

ment- a week on one New York station.

Judy Ann, another Eastern street-

vending ice-cream firm, sells principal-

ly in Nassau and Suffolk counties. The

firm operates some 75 trucks. Lntil

this vear. their major form of adver-

tising, also placed direct, was skywrit-

ing. This year, Oscar Hoenig, presi-

dent of Judy Ann and its advcrti-iiii:

strategist, has decided to try radio.

For eight weeks this summer Judy Ann
announcements will he heard twice a

day, during the day. over W HLI. Long

Island.

Honard Johnson (through N. W.

\\<n entered the street-vending field

onl) recently. None of Howard John-

son- advertising push is directly be-

hind the firm's fleet of 400 trucks, how-

ever, George Reese. Howard Johnson

account executive at N. W. Vyer, feels

that there is a transfer from other

Howard Johnson advertising to the

street-vending operation as well.

To date. then. Good Humor Corp.

is the biggest advertiser of the street-

vending ice-cream manufacturers. This

advertising may bring Good Humor
two t\pes of "fringe benefits'' beside

the actual sales boost. The first one is

the fact that Good Humor's intensive

air campaigns in its current eight dis-

tribution centers will make the firm an
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experienced advertiser. Good Humor
i- now contemplating expansion into

several othai metropolitan centers. It-

.id experience will put it a jump ahead

ol competition.

The second bonus advantage <>f air

advertising maj I"- it- effect upon a

urn distribution setup thai <> I Hu-

mor initiated ahoul nine months I

vending machines. Good Humor rents

.")i)ii ice-cream vending machines From

vending machine manufacturers on .1

commission basis. Since each machine

hold- oiil\ 17.") Good Humors, servic-

ing becomes a problem. To date these

machines have contributed onl\ a lit-

tle over l'< l<> Good Humor's, total

sales. However, air advertising ma\

build the popularity of these machines

more rapidly. Company management

feels that machines maj eventuallj be-

come one waj of overcoming the sea-

Bonal aspect of their business. They're

u-u.ill\ placed in bus and railroad ter-

minal-, large industrial plant-. big of-

fice buildings. Still, the fact that each
•

machine holds so few Good Humors
and the consequent necessary servicing

indicates the machine age maj never

replace the Good Humor man. * * *

HAVE YOU HEARD

WEPrompier has <

big, new station deal!
NEW $60 WEEKLY

STATION RATE GIVES YOU:

2 Prompters

2 Camera mounts

Floor stand & mounts

1 Power unit

Change kit

Cable
PLUS:

VideoTyper that

types letters this size

E
5,000 sets

VideoBond paper

An all-electronic basic Tele-

PrompTer unit gives your sta-

tion everything you need for

better "live" commercials, news-

casts, political addresses, musi-

cal and dramatic shows. And at

only $60 weekly for this basic

unit, TelePrompTer is more
than ever a "must" for your sta-

tion. You owe it to yourself to

get all the facts now on how
TelePrompTer can help you do

things better and make more
money!

During N.A.R.T.B. Convention, see
TelePrompTer in action at the

G.f. exhibit, and visit Suite 707-8
at Palmer House to see what
TelePrompTer can do for you.
• Trndr Murk Reglateied.

Trlrl'romt.TiT U S. I'»l. No. 2636373. other, r><-ndinir

IELePrOMP/ER national sales corporation
NEW YORK CITY
Herbert W. Hobler, Gen. Soles Mgr.
270 Park Avenue
MUrroy Hill 8-8715

PHILADELPHIA
Jamei Blair

City and Monument Ave.
GReenwood 7-8300

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Neal Roach
1346 Connecticut Ave.

COIumbus 5-3161

LOS ANGELES
George Kane
6151 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood 9 6239

CHICAGO
Raymond Hagen
177 North State

FRanklin 2-8826

TORONTO
S. W. Caldwell

447 Jarvls Street

WAInut 2-2103

MEDiA STUDY
[Continued from j>age 58)

sales vehicles and has used them to

launch new products successfully. He
i- spending about 14% of his budget
for radio and 1 .V ; for tv this year.

I he total is more than last year's.

insurance: More insurance com-
panic- -eein to be using radio than tv,

bul those using either to an appreci-

able degree are enthusiastic. For ex-

ample, the State Farm Mutual Auto-
mobile Insurance Co., of Bloomington.
111., had its greatest year in history

lasl year a gain of over 35$ in vol-

ume or $50 million over 1952—and
this year is even better. It i- a heavj
radio advertiser and is now testing tv.

Of radio R. I). Bischoff says:

"Radio is effective when used con-
sistently and often. It's relatively low
in cost yet seems to do a good job for

us. I \ i- most effective for demonstra-
ble products. Even for institutional

messages, though, it is unequalled in

effectiveness. This edge may moderate
as audiences mature in their aware-
no- of tv and its place in their lives."

Bischoff attributes radio's effective-

ness to its "repetitive impact." "The
-ame message drummed consistently

into the listener's consciousness has a

< umulative effect." he says. "It's en-

hanced by radio's compatibility with
other activities—driving or riding,

household chores, various forms of re-

laxation. Tv gets the message across

bj both eye and ear. It holds the com-
plete attention of its audience and has
the unequaled advantage of visual dem-
onstration. I ndoubtedly it is the most
effective advertising medium known to

man."

I lie companj uses the Mutual net-

work (Jack Brickhouse, sports, and
Cecil Brown, news), no spot radio.

!t> primar) advertising objective i- to

i onserve it- present booming business.

For this it has found some strong in-

dications that radio is "a \erv effective

medium for our particular problem."
Since auto insurance is purchased an-

iiualK <ii semi-annually, the average

policyholder or prospect is considered

to be interested in car insurance about

30 days, around renewal time, per

year. 'I his means only one-twelfth of

the "eligibles" (car owners) at am
given time are present or potential pol-

icyholders. To State Farm Mutual this

argues for great frequency "which our

radio efforts certain!] have, when com-
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YOU MIGHT GET A 1600-LB. BULL MOOSE

BUT .

CRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO HOOPERS
January, 1954

Share-Of-Television-Audience

MON.-FRI.
7 a.m.-

12 noon

MON.-FRI.
12 noon-

5 p.m.

SUN.-SAT.
6 p.m.-

12 midnight

WKZO-TV 80%f 85% 62%

B 31 %f 15% 38%

tAdjusted to compensate for the fact that neither station

ivas on the air all hours.

NOTE: Sampling was distributed approximately 75% in

Grand Rapids area, 25% in Kalamazoo area.

WKZO— KALAMAZOO
WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WJEF — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA

Associated with

WMBD — PEORIA, ILLINOIS

YOU NEED WKZO-TV
TO BAG TV AUDIENCES
IN WESTERN MICHIGAN!
January .54 Hoopers, left, show how thoroughly WKZO-TV
dominates the Western Michigan television market, morning,

afternoon and night!

WKZO-TV is the Official Basic CBS Television Outlet for

Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids. Its brilliant Channel 3 picture

effectively serves one of the nation's great television markets

—27 densely-populated Western Michigan and Northern

Indiana counties—a far larger television market than many

major cities can boast!

(80,000 WATTS—CHANNEL 3)

WKZOTV
OFFICIAL BASIC CBS FOR WESTERN MICHIGAN

Avery- Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

*F. D. Fetherston and D. G. MacDonald got one this size on Magnassippi River, Quebec, in 1889.
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For The

In A

TOP
MARKET

A

IT'S

WKJF-TV
CHANNEL 53
PITTSBURGH

Looking for an economical way
to sell the rich 2' 4 billion dollar

Pittsburgh market—America's

8th largest trading area? If so,

it will pay you to know what
WKJF-TV has to offer. For the

complete story, contact our na-

tional representatives, or write

us today.

OUTSTANDING
PROGRAMS
Your Show of Shows

Hallmark Hall of Fame

Mr. Peepers— Kraft Theater

Dinah Shore— Milton Berle

Kate Smith— Boxing

Bob Hope— TV Playhouse

— and many others

WKJF-TV
CHANNEL 53
PITTSBURGH

NAT. REP.— WEED TELEVISION

'•'•'

pared with print.

\- a result of tin- buge expansion in

business, the ad budget has been in-

creased over ."><)';. with a proportion*

ate big "lice going into radio.

One of the giants in the insurance

business, which incidentally spends

over three times as much as State Farm
Mutual on advertising, devotes .")<)'<

of the budget to radio, network and

Bpot. Il- business is up \~>'/t this year.

Prudential Insurance, which is also

a multi-million-dollar advertiser, de-

votes most of it-, budget to the air

media, network radio arid tv, with fully

"ii', of it jjoing to television. H. M.

(Ty) Kennedy, advertising director,

IiikI- both media effective from the

-ale-, standpoint, especially in combina-

tion with newspaper supplements.

i Ihi ,i case history on the Metro-

politan Life Insurance Co.'s use of ra-

dio, see pa-ie 52. I

ihvmh-ttls: M. H. Straight, advertis-

ing manager of the Spencer Chemical

< o., informs SPONSOR that he is using

radio to a substantial degree for the

first time this fall because he thinks

it is an excellent sales medium. He has

tested it. The firm will push its

ammonium nitrate fertilizer on radio.

Its ad budget is up substantially this

year.

A manufacturer of a dry cleaning

fluid, although buying no radio or tv

direct, thinks enough of them to sujtjdv

il- licensed drj (leaner- with e.t.s and

announcements for radio and filmed

20-second commercials for tv. It

estimates that some one-third of it?

1,500 licensees use radio, about 100

use t\.

.Soaps: All indications point to the

[act that P&G, Lever Bros., Colgate-

Palmolive, and other soap manufac-

turers, are stepping up their use of air

i ledia. P&G, lor example, told SPONSOR:

"'We do not release figures on our

advertising expenditures nor give de-

tailed breakdowns even the percent-

ages i oncerning our use of the

various media. We can tell you in

general, however, that we expect our

business to staj good. Uso, since our

highl) competitive industry ha- become
even more competitive with the cntn

of the large chemical companies into

the synthetic detergent held, you 'an

expect aggressive advertising to con-

tinue to l>e an important part of our
I usiness."

\n advertising exe< utive who used

to work for 1'i.G as product manager

told SPONSOR this giant among the air

advertisers spends more than $8"0 mil-

lion a year on advertising, most of it

on radio and tv.

\utos: This \ear has seen not only

most of the big car companies stepping

up their use of tv, hut a surge into

radio that has interested many observ-

ii-. Ford, for example, has bought

l.il Murrow and the Xews on CBS
Radio. When SPONSOR a-ked why, it

was told that Dr. Cerhart \\ iebe, CBS
Radio psychologist, and Harper Car-

raine, CBS Radio research director,

had convinced the auto firm that it

did not have to show the car in order

to bring people down to the showroom.

Historically car companies have not

used radio to any appreciable degree

because the) felt their product had to

be shown. Perhaps the trend in the

other direction has begun, (sponsor

will report this trend in detail in the

next issue, 31 May.)

Appliances: Westinghouse Electric

(dip. -pent $6.5 million of its

$34.2 million ad budget last year on

(( levision programs and their pro-

motional support (Studio One on CBS
l\. two other commercial shows and

pro football i . It's jioing to keep Studio

One this fall hut other plans are

indefinite. With all this t\ experience

it is an enthusiastic supporter of the

video medium. A company spokesman

told SPONSOR:

""'I here is no doubt in the company's

mind about the -ales value of televi-

-ion. We believe it does an excellent

job.

'The chief advantage of television is

that it makes possible demonstration

of the product, and demonstration is

the best wa\ to sell such things as

appliances and television sets. I \ i-

the first real mass demonstration

medium.

'"We have no waj of comparing the

-ale- effected b) radio and television

with sale- brought about b) magazine,

newspaper and outdoor advertising.

We believe all of these combined pro-

vide a well-rounded advertising pro-

gram.

"While it i- impossible to measure

tl\ how much t\ has contributed

to increased -ale-, and it i- true that

Westinghouse ha- been expanding, it

i nonetheless interesting to note that

the sale of Westinghouse appliances

and television sets from 1
( )4 (

) through
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Our eyes are on the

.A.R.T.B. convention!
t

\

\
TV GUIDE . . . the eyes, ears and news of the television field . . . extends

its best wishes on behalf ofmore than 2,000,000 TV families to N. A. R.T.B.

Because of this fine organization, and its excellent work, television has

today become a leading medium for both entertainment and education.

\ Congratulations! S
N vx AT THE CONVENTION ,''

***.^ be sure to visit TV GUIDE .. . „+
•»*. fc in Suite 856, _ - -

""•^ The Palmer House ^ -*

%
I

I

I

f

I

Now 22 editions. Serving

104 of the 162 Standard

Metropolitan Markets.

ADVERTISING OFFICES:

To put more eyes on your
TV show, follow the leading

advertisers who have stepped

up ratings successfully through

advertising in TV GUIDE . . .

the Nation's leading TV
magazine!

(Ask your nearest representa-

tive, listed below)

\

NEW YORK
488 Madison Ave.

PLaza 9-7770

CHICAGO
6 N. Michigan Ave.

WAbash 2-0366

PHILADELPHIA

333 S. Broad St.

Klngsley 6-0807

LOS ANGELES
1540 N. Vermont Ave.

NOrmandy 2-3101
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!').").i in. reased ~

Dealer aftei dealei tells Westing-

house thai he can always expo t several

ii ajo] appliance Bales on a I uesdaj

morning as .1 result of Studio One
commercials the night before "Man)

-I ecifi< demonstrations have had re-

markable h-~iii.ii-.- .mil have proved

the Belling power of television," the

compan) Bays.

\\ estinghouse also used tele^ ision foi

a new product .1 dehumidifier dur-

ing the political conventions of I

\liri tin- second announcement the

commercial had to be withdrawn be-

. use "dealers were complaining thej

were sold out.

Other goodat Scott Papei Co. will

spend $7.5 million "n advertising this

year, S I million of it on tv. $7,000 on

radio. Harry Pardee, assistant v.p.

Imi advertising ami -ale- promotion,

Bays that "'for products thai can be

demonstrated effectivel) in the home

Buch a- napkins, towels. Facial tissue

ami wax paper we find t\ just about

the greatest medium ever available to

the advertiser.

In tin- past three vears Scott Paper

Affiliated with

*
ARB

NBC — DUMONT
Full Time

Network Facilities

PROGRAMS OF OTHER NETWORKS
ACCEPTED ON THE BASIS OF AVAILABILITY

Marcn-April UHF-VHF Penetration Re-

port states that Tulsa is the first dual

market in any ARB study to have a con-

version as high as 17.7% before going
on the air. Also the first market to have
a conversion as high as 25% after less

than one month's operation.

CCE B

K0UIH(r
CALL

Represented By

THE BOLLING COMPANY
New York — Chicago — Boston — Los Angeles — San Francisco

I. a- sponsored lour network tv pro-

11-. including CBS TV's Omnibus.

"Sales have reflected this new superior

wa\ to influence consumers," Pardee

Bays. He will Bponsor Omnibus again.

The company's tv budget is up
$800,000 to $4 million this year.

I hat a pot of gold does not lie at

the end of ever] tv rainbow is shown
bj the experience of a $2 million

advertiser who used television for

Belling a new kitchen device. The ad
manager recalled ruefullv :

"Tv moved more goods in a specific

area than any national medium we
evei used before, but we lost $7 on
each $2.95 retail item we sold!"

I he compan; cut its tv budget in

half as a result.

(Maybe this is the kitchen appli-

ance Dr. Wiebe told SPONSOR a manu-
facturer couldn't sell, so he turned to

the psychologists to find out why. They
discovered the housewife wasn't buving

it because it looked '"cruel." The man-
ufacturer remodeled the device, and
sales promptK soared.)

Once you've proved a medium moves
\our goods, is it a bed of roses for

you from then on? The answer must
be no. An example from an advertising

director who bad considerable success

with video:

"\1\ answers to vour questionnaire

would only confuse you. That is

because I am still confused mvself.

Last year we had all television. This

year we have no television and until

our Board of Directors tell me bow
much dough we have, we don't know if

there will be am."
\\ bat motivates Boards of Directors?

Perhaps an explanation lies buried in

the preceding article in this series,

"HI. Psychology of media — Why
admen buy what the) do." (See

sponsor, 3 Maj 1954 1

But more advertisers than ever are

depending on one or the other air

media to help them move goods

—

especially if sales have sagged. For

example, one manufacturer of textiles

told SPONSOR that sales are down from

last \ear. What did he do?

Uthough the ad budget remained

the same, be doubled tv"s share—to

50 .
•••

Dick Dunne's analysis of media
trends for SSCB ami idverlesl's

lesi of a Life ad vs. a segment of
Show of Shows for NBC trill be

published in an early issue.
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Once again this season, WCCO-TV is bringing exclusive telecasts of Minneapolis and St. Paul

American Association baseball to the fabulous Twin City market. Vivid sports telecasts are a traditional part

of the WCCO-TV schedule—for WCCO-TV ... in sports as in everything else ... is the familiar

"other member of the family" to 2H million men, women, and children in our 62 county home area.

With this red-hot sports audience

A hit reaches 760,000 homes

Each game is a sell-out

Every pitch counts

WCCO-TV's year-round sports schedule offers a

chance for a smart sponsor to slide safely into

the real home base—that family circle reached

best in the Northwest by WCCO-TV. Call Free

and Peters for the complete line-up.

1VCCO-TV
The other member of the family

Minneapolis— St. Paul
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COVE*
NORTH

CAROLINA'S

RICH, GROWING*

"GOLDEN
T#IANGJJE"

INSTO
SALEM

National Representative

The Headley - Reed Company

132

MUSICAL LIBRARIES

(Continued from page ~>\ <

l!< \ Hiesaurus: The Hour ofCharm
(Phil Spitalny's all-girl orchestra);

The Samm) l\a\r Show; \lusi< Hall

Varieties (featuring great names of

the <..t\ 90's) ; Date in Hollywood

(with Cloria |)i II. urn. Fddie Fisher,

Hugo \\ interhalter i

.

World: The Lyn Hurray Show < in-

cludea guest stare); Forward America

(Waltei Huston in dramatic readings

surrounded 1>\ orchestra and chorus)
;

Freedom Is Our Business (dramatic

readings bj Robert Montgomery with

music li\ David Bose>: Chapel by the

Side of Road (with reading <>f the Bi-

ble l>\ Bav mond \lassev i

.

Wipi Id as jrou maj note has shows

which arc based as much on readings

as on music. It i- also giving its sub-

scribers shows completer) divorced

from music. To wit: You Win, a quiz

which station builds locally using a

manual of questions and format fur-

nished b) World: Whose Birthday Is

This?, a show for announcement of

local birthdays with format and con-

tinuity furnished in a World manual.

<}• Hou's business?

A. The libraries ran into changed con-

dition- in the post-war \ears. Before

i\ came along record companies start-

ed hurting the libraries l>\ giving rec-

ords awaj to stations. I Modern rec-

ords can he played on the air. i

Record companies found that get-

ting their disks on the air meant big

sales and fought to interest the disk

jockey. It- reached the point where

the record c panies furnish records.

scripts for use in show-, even voice

tracks with performers introducing

numbers. (Some have branched out

iniii charging a small fee. Ihus they've

conic full circle in acluallv competing

u ith the libraries.)

I v made things tougher. Economy
wave- meant some stations with sev-

eral libraries cut down to one. Other

stations dropped libraries completer)

and relied on n- ords.

The fact that only three companies

w ith a bi oad re ord sele :tion continue

in the original mode of Library opera-

tion i- a reflection ol these conditions.

But business for the three i- good.

B) adding extra services and convert-

ing theii operations into a sales serv-

11 e foi stations W oi Id, II' \ and I >ang-

Worth have kept moving ahead. W <u Id

and RCA probably have more hillings

than at anytime in their history.

\— o< iated Program Service reports

that in the past 18 months it has had a

higher net than at any time in its his-

torv. Reason: \PS operates at mini-

mal cost, selling it- service via direct

mail.

I he APS approach is based on

monthly rental of 162.50 to all stations,

regardless of market. The station gets

the basic APS library plus sales aids

including a series of recorded sales

talk- by "Mitch" Mitchell in which the

former BAB head advises -uhscribers

on Belling method-.

World. RCA and Lang-Worth, of

course, can afford to go much further

in extending sales aid because they

charge more. They add to their serv-

ices rcjiularlv . You'll hear about some

of the additions during the NARTB
Convention: new shows, new merchan-

dising aids, new ideas. All companies

agree sales aids are vital. World calls

its operation a "'sales and program

sen ice.

<h Hate (idlertisers ever used library

shows for multi-market campaigns?

A. Frequently. However, the big pat-

tern in lihrarv show sponsorship is

local. Usually the station goes out to

sell a local retailer, including of course

dealers for nationally advertised prod-

ucts. Or in many cases shows carry a

number of announcements including

e.t.'- of national advertisers. But li-

brary shows have been used effectively

on a regional basis.

The La Salle Wine Co., big indepen-

dent winery in Michigan and distribu-

tor for Manischewitz wine-, started

with RCA Thesaurus' Hour of Charm

on one station. WDMJ, Marquette. Af-

ter 90 days the company went to four

other RCA-subscribing stations and

bought the show. Following a 1"

sales increase, La Salle blanketed their

trade area with the -how hv going to

a total of 1<' stations.

The Michigan Bell Telephone Co.

covered the state continuously for

three years with W orld's The Lyn Min-

im Show, \iivn. v : N. W. \ver.

I he agency for Silent-Glow oil burn-

er. Charles W. Ilovt. came to Lang-

W mill several years ago and selected a

show for testing, Cote Glee Club. It

was on 23 New England stations for

18 months hv the time the campaign

got into full sw ing.
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According to FCC curves, WAVE-TV
now effectively reaches 85.5% more
square miles than previously . . .

54.6% more people . . . 51.5%
\inore Effective Buying Income —

|

gives you far greater coverage than

any other TV station in this area!

V**.*3^_

HEIGHT
COUNTS MOST!

WAVE-TV Delivers:

66.7% GREATER COVERAGE AREA
than any other television station

in Kentucky and Southern Indiana!

36.1% GREATER CIRCULATION
than the area's leading

NEWSPAPER!

761.0% GREATER CIRCULATION
than the area's leading

NATIONAL MAGAZINE!

Newspapers in dozens of cities 80 to 120 miles

from Louisville carry WAVE -TV program

schedules— proof that WAVE-TV really "gets

through" to fringe areas. Here's why:

WAVE-TV's tower is 525 feet higher

than Louisville's other VHF station!

WAVE-TV is Channel 3— the lowest

in this area!

WAVE-TV's 100.000 watts of radiated

power is the maximum permitted by

the FCC for Channel 3—is equivalent

to 600,000 watts from our old down-

town tower on Channel 5!

Ask your local distributors about WAVE-TV's
superior coverage, here in Kentucky and

Southern Indiana.

LOUISVILLE'S

WAVE-TV
FIRST IN KENTUCKY

Affiliated with NBC, ABC, DUMONT
NBC Spot Sales, Exclusive National Representatives
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IN RADIO!

^"Texas!
CBS AND DuMONT

TELEVISION NETWORKS

Wichita cyans television, Sine.

H- lion can national or regional ad-

vertisers moke better use of library

slum s'f

*• rhere is no Bimple answer. It's

almosl a matter of ingenuit) in seek-

in- the approach t" fit \<>ur needs. In-

centive for going to the trouble? Li-

l>rar\ -how- can give \<>u national-

level production values at tiny cost.

Talent Fees of 15 a Bhov* aren't un-

usual I'H programs using top-cost tal-

ent. \ml the bald case i- Bome sta-

tion- charge nothing for library shows.

Here are some ways \ou might buy

librar) shows:

'• If \ou have regional advertising

l>\ various companj divisions, \ou

could stud) Bhows furnished 1>\ each

of the libraries. ^ ou might draw ujj a

li-t of a dozen suitable show-, several

I loin each library. Regional offices

could take it from there.

The advantage of this approach?

Your state or regional office could co-

ordinate its effort- better using a -iiif.de

-bow in all it- cities. It could tie the

whole campaign together with uniform

merchandising and promotion pie i

-

At low cost a radio campaign could

be built around star names. ^ ou

might go a lot further toward exciting

retailers that way. Phis approach, too,

could be used in a co-op campaign

where the national company pays part

of the cost and dealers pay the rest.

2. Even if your advertising is placed

from one point only, \ou should keep

an eye on library shows. Some of the

-bows furnished are ideal for specific

types of accounts. \\ orld, for exam-

ple, has a show called A Bundle of Joy,

which i- a musical salute to newborn

babies. A babj food company might

well tell timebuyers thai participations

in this -bow are worth looking out for.

\\ ithout special briefing the time-

buyer is rareh aware of library shows

b\ name. He is apt to go b\ them on a

program li-t with no realization these

are nationally produced -bow- with

top production values.

•'*• Probablj the sponsor who's a

natural for librar) -bow- is the one

who has to spread his money over a

lot of market- at low cost \n adver-

tiser with a new product or one with

a budget problem might be able to

build a whole campaign using one li-

brar) -bow in all bis market-.

Ever) time a new librar] show i-

announced agencies here and there

will write in to inquire about it. Some-

times agencies are confused about the

nature of libraries and think that the\



can buy a library show individually to

put on any station they want. It

doesn't work that way of course. Each

new library show announced is avail-

able only to the library's subscribers

—though the station an agency has in

mind may be a subscriber.

4. You can inquire in advance

about new shows going into produc-

tion. That might actually be the easi-

est job. If you went to the libraries

and found a particular show scheduled

for fall release, you might be able to

pick 30 stations from the list of sub-

scribers and clear time with them in

advance of the show's release.

If you got up into a list anywhere

near that long, chances are you'd get

cooperation from the library in build-

ing merchandising and promotion ma-

terial.

Q. Have libraries ever tried to sell on

a national level?

-A. Lang-Worth made a brief effort

several years ago. It sent a series of

brochures to agencies listing its sta-

tions and pitching specific shows. It

was a short campaign and results were

few.

Associated Program Service under

former BAB Director "Mitch" Mitchell

had plans several years ago for an

audition room national advertisers and

agencies could use. But APS, too,

dropped its national effort after a short

time.

<?. What are the difficulties in na-

tional or regional sale of library

shows?
A. You'd think library shows are a

cinch to sell to national or regional

clients. Star names, production values,

low cost—it adds up to a good sales

story. But the big handicap is that

the advertiser who wants a certain

library show has to give up some free-

dom of station and time choice. He
can only get a show on those stations

subscribing to the library which sup-

plies the show in question. And un-

less he picks a new show he cant be

sure it won't already be sold in some

of the markets he wants. (One answer:

stations frequently move a local ac-

count to get a national client on.)

Another obstacle : National represen-

tatives can't work hand in hand with

the libraries. Rep A will have a sta-

tion which subscribes to World in one

market; then in the next market his

&<?&£

Ill

up
the norfolk market
with a one station buy

Now, more than ever, WTAR-TV vastly

dominates America's 25th metropolitan

market by phenomenal program ratings

and maximum VHF facilities. With its new

1049 foot tower and 100,000 watts power

WTAR-TV is the only station that delivers

your sales message to all of Tidewater, the

entire eastern half of Virginia (including

Richmond) and northeastern North Carolina.

I®
\6j^£«*i^^c4«c&7tf<id*t-

Represenred By Edward Perry & Co., Inc.

channel 3
NORFOLK
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HALLE-

LUIAH/
Salvation is here again

for summer advertising!

*

Operation

Dynamic $100,000 summer
sales promotion for

Crosley Group Advertisers

WATCH FOR THE BIG

ANNOUNCEMENT

Btation h ill bave l! ( !A. So the rep

doesn't Bell tin- lil>iar\ pet -<•- onl)

specific Bhowa on lii- stations.

<}• h there uu\ nu\ to solve lite prob-

lem ?

\. Here's one suggestion based on

sponsor's look al the field. Some- Form

,,l unified selling might be worked out.

Ml the libraries toda) bave li-t- of -tar

name Bhows. The advertiser who wants

light relaxing music, for example, will

find that ea< li librai 5 has a good show

in that i ategoi \ . He might put to-

gether a group ol Beveral dozen mar-

kets using three Bhows of this type

from different libraries. That would

give liim more choi< e since in Bome
- all three libraries would bave

station subscribers in lii- markets.

I onceivabl) a catalogue listing

shows ol all the libraries in one place

would stimulate buys like this. Such a

hook might go to agencies and adver-

tisers foi use in building radio cam-

paigns. National advertisers might also

use it as their manual for showing

dealers how to use librar) show- in

co-op campaigns.

<e- Sounds great what's the draw-

back?
A. \side from the normal difficulties

ol pulling an) group in an industry

together there- this: The libraries are

usuall) reluctant t<> have li-ts of their

station -ul>-c i ihers published. Such

li-l- would he needed in a catalogue or

other unified effort. But the attraction

of being able to tap national radio

budgets might overcome this resist-

ance,

\\ hether it lakes the form of a cata-

logue or direct call on national adver-

tisers eventually some wa) of bringing

large numbers ol national and regional

advertisers and the "libraries" together

w ill probabl) be found. * * *

WEEK AT BBDO
{Continued from page 19)

^ on know how the) are. All kinds of

colors and things moving and Bway-

ing and thin-- going on inside. May-
he we could do something with a hot-

tie coming out of the juke box."

Kroll: Yeah, Bomebod) drinks some

RC and the joint i- jumping.

Burland: I've got it! It's a small

-iuok\ room. Its 1 a.m. Everybody's

pooped. One -u\ i- playing lazily.

i He -it- at the piano slumped, a

aretle dangling from hi- lips, finger-

ing the piano to illustrate the idea. I

\ gu\ take? a sip of RC and the tune

starts getting 1 i\ <-l \

.

\leicei : Before things pep up. e\er\-

bod) look- bleary-eyed, hushed, no

energ) . I he) reall) look crumb)

.

Hornsby i the older conservative vet-

eran ' : I- that good stuif for kids?

Mercer: Kids are crazy about jam

sessions.

Burland: Well, we (ant make the

people look disgusting or anything like

that.

Kroll: How about something at

school. Healthy-like scene. A dormi-

tory room. A student union scene.

^ on know.

Mercer: This is animation. It s got-

ta he adaptable to animation. We're

not going to shoot live stuff.

Burland: Here- BOmething else. Mi

RC bottle—it looks like a bass fiddle.

\ gu\ comes over, plucks it like a bass.

'Silence, while everybody thinks, i

Burland: Listen to this! A mailman

i- coming down the street. He drags

along. The mailbag pulls him down.

He's reall) heat. He comes to a mail

box. He reaches into the mailbox,

pulls out a bottle of RC. A voice in-

side the mailbox says, '*RC makes you

feel like new." No! This is it! The

mail box has a face, sways back and

forth, with a big smile and sings, "RC

Put Action In Your TV Slides!

BURSTS!
vymMW//&y////////////////

ANIMATED SLIDES
SPINS! PLASH WORDS! WIPES!

IDIOM IHO»0(»M FILMACK STUDIOS i326S.wabash Chicago, ill
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Care to say a few words?

WGY

It's a long wire that leads from that WGY microphone. It stretches

into 878,130 homes in one of the richest market areas in the United

States. They're homes of factory workers and executives, suburbanites

and farmers of central New York and Western New England. The

recent Politz survey proved the inseparability of radio and the Ameri-

can family. Let a Christal representative tell you about the power of

your voice over the WGY microphone.

A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION, SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK
Represented Nationally by Henry I. Christal Company

NEW YORK— BOSTON— CHICAGO — DETROIT— SAN FRANCISCO
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RING AROUND A ROSY
A pocket lull of poiies

Last one down's a crybabyl

The KMBCKFRAA Team has

welded a ring around the

"rosy" Heart of America. And
the pockets full of posies are

the nice green-backed kind that

always look good in the

pockets and purses of

advertisers who use The Team.

If your sales are down and
you feel just a little like

weeping, call KMBC-KFRM,
Kansas City, or your nearest

Free & Peters office, for time

availabilities on The Team.

The folks who can fil

your pocket with posies in the

great Kansas City Trade Area
aren't crying— they're too

busy buying the things

they hear about on
the radio station they

listen to most . . .

5 RADIO FOR THE HEART OF AM**
X

WE COVER THE SUBJECT

TMOAOLY/

ur subjects

v and radio

Paper-Mate

ocbuck, Dr.

and Gallo

th our easy

plan. Call

Hollywood 28. Calif.
Hollywood 5-618 1

makes \<mi feel Jik<- new."

A roll: ll<'\ . \ "ii > "iiU do a l<»f <>f

tin-in like thai

!

Her* ei i
I hat's good. I here's the

< op en tin- heal . . .

Kroll: . . . Gal coming home from

shopping, M-. k hes into ice box . . .

Mercer: How about animals? \ sad-

looking hound dog drink- R.C, looks

happy, runs around with a big -milt-.

Burland: Yeah, the hound dog

drinks l!< . lui M- into a whippet. Is a

whippet a <!<>g?

Men ei : ( !ome to think <>l it, I <lon t

know about tin- d<>g» liimmirk. We're

ti \ ing in -'-II I?' • to people, noi dogs.

Burland: Dogs watch . . .

Mercer: . . . t\ . I know. I -till like

that juke box idea. Maybe \\<- could

do something like that.

Burland: Stop the presses! This is

it! You see the nickel rolling la/iK

down in the slot. Even the buffalo

look- down-in-the-mouth. Ih - let's

see now. Somehow, as soon as the

nickel bits something or other, maybe

a bottle of KC. everything starts j umjj-

ing, tin' buffalo, the juke box. the peo-

ple, the whole place.

Mercer: Say, how about a Dr. Jek\ll

and Mi. Hyde kirk? Dr. Jek\ll drinks

RC, turns into Mr. Hyde.

Kroll: It'- the other wa\ around.

Mercer: Well, anyhow . . .

(A few more basic ideas are ex-

plored, then Mercer sits down and be-

gins listing all the ideas that wen-

brought up.)

Mereer explained to me: "This is

just a rough approach. Well deride

on the best ideas, put them into for-

mal script form and then discuss ani-

mation with the artists. Of course, the

commercials go through many hands.

It's hard to sa\ what it'll look like."

* * *

Ail-t .-r-liB-inj; %rt tit mtj.»i<

r,i-/.-.. .,,.,/ 7 1'

I here are five dates of importance

in BBDO's hi-tor>.

1891 The George Batten Co. was

founded. The firm started out as a

space broker for religion- papers but

soon became an "advertisers" agency.

Batten's fii-t account was Ma< Beth

lamp chimneys. His first male em-

ployee, William II. John-, was taken

on in 1892 foi $10 a week. Batten

died in L918.

1919 Barton, Durstine & Osborn

was founded. The principals were

Bruce Barton, who. like John-, i- a

minister's -on: Roj S. Durstine, who
helped Barton direct puhliciu for a

YMCA-Salvation Army fund-raising

campaign during World War I. and

Uex Osborn, a Buffalo agencyman.

Though Barton had no agency experi-

ence, he was well known as an editor

and writer. Tin- mw firm hired an of-

fice boj that year by the name of Ber-

nard Cornelius Duffv.

1928—The Batten Co. and BDO
win- merged into one firm employing

600 people and boasting billings of

^_!7 million. Barton became chairman

and Johns, who was a founder and

first president of of the 4A's, became

chief executive officer. Arthur Pr\or

Jr.. who wa- hired b\ BDO in 1927,

headed the radio department in ]
()M.

1939—Durstine left to form his own
agent \ . With the shifting around of

management reins, new policies were

put into effect which I 1 l started the

big switch that turned BBDO from an

institutional advertising to a packaged

goods agency, i2i widened employee

ownership—there are now 221 stock-

holders and 1 3 1 expanded research

and marketing services. Johns (who

died in 1944 1 and Barton switched

posts and Osborn took over as man-

ager with the title of executive vice

president. Billings: S20.2 million.

-<r
KRBC-TV Abilene
Will SELL Your
PRODUCTS

in 17 Rich, Texas

Represented nationally by

JOHN E. PEARSON TV Inc.
ABILENE
TEXAS
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1946—A younger group of execu-

tives took over under the leadership

of the new president, 44-year-old Ben

Duffy. Barton became chairman and

Osborn vice chairman. A team of ex-

ecutive vice president- was set up to

take care of day-to-day operations and

help Duffy prepare for the postwar ad-

vertising battle. Billings: $50.4 mil-

lion.

This is BBDO toda> : Its physical as-

sets include 14 offices in 13 cities,

four of them service offices. Its New-

York headquarters takes up six floors

at 383 Madison Ave. and three floors

at 385, the twin buildings owned by

Webb & Knapp. probably the biggest

landlord of advertising agencies in

New York Citv ( and headed by real

estate's wonder boy, William Zecken-

dorf ) . BBDO's real assets are more

than 1,700 employees, of whom about

1,200 work on Madison Ave. Billings

in 1953: $137.5 million.

The men and women who turn out

BBDO's advertising are grouped un-

der four executive vice presidents.

I There are 59 just plain vice presi-

dents besides.) They are Charles H.

Brower, who, as mentioned before, is

in charge of creative services: J. Davis

Danforth, in charge of client relations;

Fred B. Manchee, in charge of opera-

tions, and John C. Cornelius, who runs

the five Western offices in Minneapolis.

Chicago and California.

Cornelius, who will retire this year

was a merchandising pioneer and is

closely identified with Minneapolis. He
was sent there in 1933 to shore up

BBDO's office in that city after Ralph

Campbell and Ray Mithun walked out

with practically every account there.

He did a crackerjack job. rebuilding

the office until it was the largest agen-

cy in Minneapolis.

(In a somewhat different way. Os-

born is identified with Buffalo. He
just likes the town and his heart never

left it even when he ran the reorgan-

ized BBDO during the war. He visits

New York regularly now but spends

most of his time in his native heath

paying closer attention to the Buffalo

office. The brainstorm session idea is

LEE DORRIS
SELLS THE BIC

NEGRO AUDIENCE
MORNING-NOON-AFTERNOON

ON

W SO K
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

1000 WATTS

Osborn s child. His interest in creative

thinking has resulted in such hook- as

) our Creative Power, Wake Up Your
Mind and Applied Imagination.

The four executive vice presidents

have spent their entire working lives

with BBDO or its two predecessors.

This is no coincidence. It is a reflec-

tion of BBDO's policy of promoting

from within, of hiring young men who,

if they have the ability to grow, v\ill

grow with BBDO.

Let it be said now in all honesty

that BBDO does not lavish fancy sal-

aries, not even on hot-shot admen.

This applies to those pushed up from

the inside as well as the rare case of

-nmeone brought in from the outside.

But, by the same token, neither does it

exert the cruel and relentless pressure

that inevitably goes with being a $50,-

000-a-year account executive, not to

mention those Purple Hearts of civil-

ian life, the ulcer and the heart attack.

The result is a kind of working de-

mocracy, a camaraderie, a de-emphasis

of status. There are other factors, too.

There's an air of stability about BBDO.
As agencies go, it's no youngster. ( Yet.

there's no evidence of corporate stuffi-

ness.) There's also an air of success

about BBDO, and obviously good rea-

son for it. The average BBDO er is

constantly reminded that he belongs

to a group. This is partly due to the

way BBDO is departmentalized and

partly due to the family atmosphere.

BBDO seems, to one observer, at

least, free of office politics. The fact

that a number of agency people vol-

unteered this view is not, in itself,

proof, since it was told to an outsider.

But it is certainly strong evidence.

H* V 'r

"DUFFY, Bernard Cornelius, adver-

tising exec.; b. New York, N. Y., Jan.

21, 1902; s. Bernard and Margaret

(Connelly) D.; ed. parochial schs. of

NewT York City; m. Marion Edna

Brutton, Apr. 26, 1930; children

—

David Edward. Miriam Margaret. Of-

fice boy, Batten, Barton, Durstine &

Osborn, Inc., 1919-20, space buyer,

1920-25, head of media dept., 1925-

1935, vice pres. in charge of media,

marketing and mdsing., 1935-38, dir.

since 1938, exec, vice pres. of six East-

ern offices, 1943-45, gen. mgr. since

1945, pres. since Feb. 1946."

Who's Who in America doesn't shed

any light on why Ben Duffy rose to

the top at BBDO. Duffy can't shed

Before you complete

your summer

ad plans, get the facts about . . .

"

Operation

Dynamic $100,000 summer
sales promotion for Croslcy Group\

Advertisers
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1,000,000 ACRE

MPMlOr
"Heorl of the Cty ha* made J'm Oune \ Grand Trav-

pur Auto Company in Traverse City the heart of the

Northern Michigan tned car martft

Jim reporli WWTV, the fif»l and only single-coverage

medium in Northern Michigan, immediately expanded

hit used cor trading area to a 70-mile radius

SPARTON BROADCASTING CO CADILLAC, MICHIGAN

» Ij^tf ^^LW*

TWENTY* FOB A

PEN

PeachTwenty Ffeople
U/
/fdr a Penny on

Regional Radio WOW

Average hourly time periods,

morning thru night (Monday—
Saturday) used as base. Cost

per 1 ,000 computed using

SAMS survey, times WOW
Pulse area rating, divided into

rate.

mil' li light "ii it eithei oi < I < »« -i i i

want i".

\\ hen I Spent -"inc lime w ilh liim

mi the ni"i ning "I I Ma) I suggested

thai In- ii-'- was due i<> Buper-sales-

manship. I had heard that someplace.

Dulh denied ii.

"] spend \'i
j little time soli< ii ing

new business," he Baid. "Maybe five <>r

six days a year. Vnyway, it's not sales-

manship ilia! brings new clients i<>

BBDO. It's "in organization. We've

i ^ I "i ganization. 1 1 I hung up

i shingle saying 'Ben Duffy,' I'd be

jusl another office on Madison We.

I'm- hern h iili BBD( ) a long time. The

organization helped make me.

"( llients rail ii- up. i"". il"n t turret.

\iiil -(inn- ol mil best salesmen are

"in < lients.

I asked what ii would cost t<> bin

BBDO.
DiiIT\ smiled. "1 guess you could

figure some kind ol formula, if you

wanted to. What air the figures the)

use? Something like In or 14 times

net earnings. Hut that's silly. You're

talking about bin ing people. You
can't bu) an agenc) an) more than

\"ii ran hu\ a good doctor. We have

no inventor) and no expensive ma-

chine tools. \\ hen we work on a new

campaign, we re-tool our minds. Our

machine tool- arc what God gave us."

We got t" talking about Duffy's in-

fant - wear business. He owns a con-

trolling interest in the Modella Manu-

Fa< turing ( >.

"'If- a good thing for an advertis-

ing man to get interested in a business

like that. " l)ulf\ said. ""It teaches me
a lot. It's a challenge. The business

wa- -tailed in L951 and i- getting bet-

tei year In year. If I gave you figures

mi the increase in business it really

wouldn t he a lair thing because the

business is so new. But if you really

want some figures you can sa) that

business ha- increa-cd .'500', in three

years. We make two item-, a sleeping

bag called 'Sleepy-bye and water-repel-

lanl cotton bab) pant- called 'Sleepy-

drye. We ha\ e national distribution

ill !.( Iltlels. . . .

*".
. . I'm ha\ ing lun< h w ith Paul

llahn (president "f American Tobac-

co), Damn Thomas and Bob Kintnei .

Jusl -oi i.d. Luck) - alread) renewed

the Danny Thomas Show, ["hen I have

an appointment w ith Tat \\ eaver at

0. It - a good thin- it'- not earlier.

I his kind of lunch can take time. . . .

".
. . \\ h\ don't we _'" aftei foreign

business? Bruce Barton once answered

that question at an agenC) meeting.

It wa- asked b) one of the employees.

He -aid something to the effect that as

long a- he could look out of hi- office

window and -ee the name of some-

hods we could he servicing and aien't

then- - no reason to go abroad. . . .

".
. . \\ hen I look at an ad I don't

like. I sa) that the pej-on who wrote

that wasn't desperate when he wrote it.

I he l>e-t ad- are written from despera-

tion."

?f* *f* if.

When I was lining up photographic

-hot- for the BBDO rtory, Robert L.

Foreman. \ ice president in charge of

television, suggested he he photo-

graphed in hi- oilier talking to people

in the program business. "That- typ-

ical of m\ work," he said.

It certainl) wasn't typical of the da)

I -pent with him. If he spent five min-

utes in his office at one time, it was a

lot. I had hardl) walked in his office

when he brushed quickl) by, (ailing

over his shoulder, "C'mon, I'm going

down to screen a new show."

I ran down the narrow aisle- flanked

b) the ubiquitous BBDO glass and

metal partition-. W hen I caught up

to him. he explained: "It's a new Fred

2,181,504

com
and

LOTS OF PEOPLE, TOO!

Cows that help produce an in-

come of over $3.4 billion, and

people who spend over $2.7

billion of it at the retail level—

That's the profit picture of

WKOW's 53 county market.

For more facts on this low cost

coverage see your Headley-

Reed man.

WKOWCBS
MADISON, WIS.

Wisconsin's most
powerful radio station

Represented nalionolly by

HEADIEY-REED CO.
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Allen show. Lorillard hasn't renewed

the Fred Allen show, Judge for Your-

self. I think the last program is a

week from tomorrow 111 May). NBC
has Fred Allen under contract, so thc\

had Goodson-Todman package another

quiz show."

The new show is called Take Your

Choice and features, besides Allen, his

wife, Portland Hoffa. This is the for-

mat: Allen interviews a pair of con-

testants. Then one contestant asks the

other one questions. There are five

sets of three questions each, which are

displayed, one set at a time, on a big

board. The contestant who asks ques-

tions picks one of the three. The ob-

ject is to pick questions the other con-

testant can answer easily. The part-

ners get $100 for each question an-

swered correctly. If they answer all

five, they get $5,000.

The first two contestants were a

female farmer and a college professor.

They answered the first four questions

correctly.

"I hope they're not going to give

them $5,000 for a pilot film," Foreman
muttered.

The college professor, who was an-

So you want

to sell

K.C.?

KUDL
is the place to

I/ft do it!

rP Why?

l°t Here's why!

KUDL delivers as many
listeners* as NBC, more than ABC,
and even more than the other in-

dependent.
Let Forjoe show you the April

Hooper.*

swerinjj the questions, was tripped up

on the last one. He didn'l know thai

the Ryder Cup was a golf trophy.

After 10 minutes of the half-houi

show, Foreman got up. "Looks prel-

t\ good," he said. "We've got a cou-

ple clients interested in it. Goodson-

Todman let us see it first because we're

so active in network tv."

Back at his office. Foreman dialed a

number. "Roy," he said tersely into

the mouthpiece, "it looked good. Show
it to them."

He leaned back in his chair and

took a deep breath. "I have to watch

out I don't spend all my time at screen-

ings. As it is, I have to screen stuff

at home. too. I have a sound projec-

tor at home. The general run of films

goes through the program department.

You might say they screen the screen-

ings."

Foreman explained his bailiwick in-

cludes programing, film and live pro-

duction, commercials and commercial

art. He is chairman of the Radio-Tv

Plans Board, one of the top decision-

making groups at BBDO. Besides

Foreman, the board consists of Brow-

er, Pryor. who is vice president in

charge of the radio-tv department;

I and was ill during my week at

BBDO I ; Don Row e. business manager

of the tv department; Hiram Brown,

who has film background and is top

man on the du Pont tv show, Caval-

cade of America; Fred Barrett, vice

president in charge of media, Her-

minio "Travie" Traviesas, radio-tv ac-

count executive for Lucky Strike, and

James S. Bealle Jr., in charge of new

program development. Also sitting as

a member of this plans board is Vice

President Carroll P. Newton, who acts

as an assistant to Duffy in tv matters.

Before I could get the titles of the

plans board members straight we were

off again. This time downstairs for a

(confidential I discussion of Camp-

bell's tv policy.

When we returned I asked about

what BBDO was doing in the way of

show production.

"Well," he said, "Your Hit Parade

is client-owned and produced by

BBDO. It's the only show which you

might say we package. We also have

script control over Cavalcade of Amer-

ica, Armstrong Circle Theatre and

Campbell Soundstage. We pay produc-

er Marc Daniels on the latter show,

also. But all the shows our clients

THE MIGHTY "MIKE"OF
SAN ANTONIO

250,000 Milliwatts

fciww
National Time Sales—New York

Gene Grant & Company

Los Angeles — San Francisco

Within 50 miles of the WJPS antennae

there are 1 39,860 radio homes. This con-

stitutes the primary coverage of radio

station WJPS.

Month after month during the past year,

Evansville has been a HIGH SPOT CITY

as published by Sales Management. It is

the leading HIGH SPOT CITY in the state

of Indiana.

Dominating coverage in a HIGH SPOT

MARKET means SALES. Let us prove our

worth to you.

Robert J. Mcintosh, General Manager
REPRESENTED IT

The George P. Hollingbery Company

<ZJ
"A RADIO IN EVERY ROOM"

Evansville/ Indiana
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The only ° c

station in the

rich KANSAS
CITY metropolitan

market . .

.

. . . beamed

exclusively to

KANSAS CITY'S

118,000
Negro

Market

1,000 Watts

1590 Kc

KPRS
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Represented Sationally by

JOSEPH HER SHE Y McGILLVRA, INC.

60 KW-TV in July

GARDENING
is a popular hobby
IN WESTERN MONTANA

You Can Sell

What They Need
with a

SPO program

93% LISTEN TO

A.M.—Radio

SEEl
1290\5kw Day & Night

MISSOULA, MONTANA
Reps: GILLPERNA— NY. LA. SF & Chi.

sponsor involve Bome kind <>f super-

vision, even aside from commercials.

\\r are, after all, the client's represen-

tative and we musl make Bure hi- pol-

i. \ is adhered t<>.

I asked wh) BBDO wasn't more

heavily involved in program packag-

ing.

i ,,, a m-i\ good reason," answered

Foreman. "T>\ keeping awaj from

packaging we have the whole wide

world to choose from- l>\ n<>t produc-

ing "in own shows we have a freer

hand. We can be more detached if

we aren't financial!) involved in a

Bhow. And if we are more detached

the client will trust our judgment

IlllilC

"Then, nine we start hiring our own

programing people, we would tend to

do things the same way, not to men-

tion the problem of overhead. Suppose

the agencj put illustrator Norman

Rockwell on its payroll? There'd be

too mam of our ads with a Rockwell

imprint." T>\ lids time Foreman was

starting for the door on his wa\ to

Lunch. "We'd be typed. We wouldn't

have enough variety. Get it?"

lie was halfway down the hall when

he said, "Besides I have enough head-

a< lies." * * *

i Part II next issue I

SWEENEY
i Continued from page VI I

As an advertising medium, radio, during the

same period, has proved its capacity (
I ) to

grow despite terrific competition from other

media by increasing its billings from adver-

tisers by $79,000,000 annually; (2) to change

by uncovering new sources of revenue when

the time-honored ones dried up.

In those three years BAB's growth has

paralleled and in many ways spurred the

growth and change of radio advertising. Three

years ago at convention time BAB had a bud-

get of $112,000 and six full-time employees.

Its customers were almost entirely those NAB

members who were willing to gamble a per-

centage of their NAB dues on the vision of a

separate association to sell and promote radio

as an advertising medium.

Now, BAB has a $687,000 budget, a staff of

35, and is working for 810 stations all four

networks, and virtually all the station repre-

sentatives.

Three years ago radio had no central source

through which to inform advertisers, no one to

call on them to tell radio's story. Today, BAB

is presenting radio's advantages to 300 adver-

tisers every month and servicing dozens of

advertisers and agency requests every day.

Radio's selling and promotion problems are

a long way from being solved. In four areas.

which BAB has elected to tackle this year,

there are multiple opportunities to develop

the volume of business that a medium like

radio deserves. The areas are:

• Our industry has not properly re-sold

nighttime.

• We have not developed the tremendous

potential of local advertising properly.

• We have not as yet eliminated the "road-

blocks" to the wider use of radio by national

advertisers.

• We have not manned our stations with

enough highly-trained salesmen.

These four problems will occupy most of

BAB's time and budget in the 1954-55 year.

At the convention BAB's program Thursday

afternoon will marshal the type of evidence

that we need most to substantially increase

radio's volume—the testimony of important

local and national advertisers in all types of

businesses that radio rings the cash register

as well or better than other media.

BAB's policy is to continue to marshal the

best evidence we know to boost radio adver-

tising toward the billion-dollars-a-year total

—

the testimony by advertisers that radio reaches

more people and sells them better dollar for

dollar than any other promotional force they

can buy.

For the first time in SARTB convention

history, the BAH has been invited to conduct

a special tuo-hour radio sales clinic on

Thursday afternoon, 21 War. BAB is expect-

ed to review many oi its sales presentations,

as well as to point out new sources oj radio

revenue.

1 WithinI5fc

^e greatest
concentration of
ouyirjg powerserved
<>Yany Molestation

anywhere/

-Ask \
41al Taiwan Co.

•for -the proof

- 5 ••'»*. w?*
JANESVILLE

• BELOIT
-5000 WATTS AT 1380

"BASIC

INDEPENDENT"
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ROUND-UP
{Continued from page 89)

Specialty programing is new to tele-

vision. For example, sponsor's 1954
Program Guide lists 374 radio stations

(about 25' '( of those responding to

questionnaires) with Negro program-

ing—but only eight tv stations report-

ed Negro programs. Apparently an-

ticipating more Negro television pro-

graming, Essex Films, New York, has

announced a 26-program series de-

scribed as "the first all-Negro tv film

show." The series, called Tenth of a

Nation, outlines in quarter-hour seg-

ments the progress of the American
Negro in all fields of activity—science,

medicine, sports, arts and letters, na-

tional affairs and other subjects. The
films, done in a March of Time style,

were produced by American Newsreel

which serves more than 400 Negro mo-
tion picture theatres with weekly news-

reels.

Most popular booth at Tulsa's

"Made-In-Oklahoma" Manufacturers

Exposition was that of the Tulsa

Broadcasting Co., according to KTUL

Must be good reasons why
27 national advertisers like

Coca-Cola -Old Gold-
Wildroot— Carnation Milk-
General Mills and Folgers use

KOWL regularly. One main
reason is KOWL's loyal

audience of over 1,000,000...

the Negro, Spanish,

Mexican-American listeners.

Don't overlook KOWL's
selling power... ask for

our "sales pitch!'

and its sister station KTVX I newly

granted vhf Ch. 8 tv outlet). Popu-

larity of the booth was attributed lo

Tulsa Broadcasting's "see yoursell on

tv" exhibit. The stations used a small

Uage tv camera which picked tip visi-

tors and flashed I heir pictures on the

KOWL
Sales Office: 4128 Wilshire Blvd.. Los Angeles

NATIONAL REPS:
FORJOE & CO.. INC.. New York. Chicago.
Dallas, San Francisco
DORA-CLAYTON. Atlanta. Ga.

screen of a nearby tv set. While the

cameraman (above) focuses on visi-

tors, a KTUL-KTVX girl hands out

candy sticks with KTUL and KTVX
call letters through the cores. Con-

struction of KTVX—which will have

its transmitter atop Concharty Moun-

tan, midway between Tulsa and Mus-

kogee—is due to begin soon.

* * *

When WKY-TV, Oklahoma City, re-

cently telecast its first color television

program (it was NBC TV's Paul Win-

chett Show) , the local newspaper—the

Ohlahoman—obligingly sent over a re-

porter to cover the event. There was

only one difficulty: The reporter was

completely color blind.

* * *

Gotham Audio Development Corp.

is the name of a new firm which will

design and manufacture custom-built

recording equipment for broadcasters

and other professional users. The new

company is a subsidiary of Gotham

Recording Corp., New York. First cli-

ent of the audio development firm is

Reeves Equipment Corp.. for which

Gotham will design a high-power driv-

ing amplifier for use with BBC Gram-

pian disk cutting heads. Reeves will

distribute the product.

* * *

The fourth annual edition of St.

Louis Job Guide has just been issued

by Westheimer & Block, St. Louis ad-

vertising-public relations agency. The

guide lists prospects in the Greater St.

Louis area for those seeking employ-

ment in advertising, public relations

and journalism. About 600 firms are

listed. Westheimer & Block estimates

KWJJ
"Oregon Country
Happy Hunting Ground
for Smart Advertiser."

Take it from KWJJ — Chief of

the Northwest Independents —
there's good hunting for adver-

tisers who want buyers with
"plenty wampum". Advertisers

plenty smart who use KWJJ for

spot announcements with "big

sell" in "big" country. SS\rr\

National

Representative

BURN-SMITH CO., INC.

1011 S.W. 6th Ave.

PORTLAND 5;

OREGON

. . . ihe Story Remains

the Same in Danville

WDAN is a MUST buy if you want cover-

age in East Central Illinois' and Western
Indiana's rich market. WDAN gives you
more listeners than all other stations com-
bined!

February 1954

CONLAN
SURVEY
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Before you complete

your summer

ad plans, get the facta <ii><nit . . .

Operation

i

i

'Sagebrush Serenade"

"Western Requestin"

"Lee Nichols Show"

THE MART STORES
"For the first time we had

volume sales that could directly

be attributed to our advertising."

DOUGLAS OPTICAL
"We attribute a Rood share of

our traffic to the terrific impact of

our KWBB spot announcements

I

I

WICHITA 1 IAOIO ACTIVI STATION

ili.it the guide has helped incur than

I Si 1 applii ants find jobs dm big the

pas) i"in years.

• • •

I ele\ ision had its sei ond biggest

\r.n in terms "I set growth in L953

with a total ol 6,4 12,000 Bets installed

during tin- 12-month period, Btates

Hugh M. Beville Jr., director -if NB(

resean d and planning. I he estimated

mini!" i ol i\ installations in tin- I nit-

ed States on I January 1954 was 27.-

i i66,l - I he 1 953 set increase was

topped onl) in the peak i\ year of

L950, when <>.o million Bets were in-

stalled. Some 11 \ of the 1953 in-

i ase was in post-freeze t\ markets.
• » *

w'STV-TV.Steubenville, Ohio, which

began operating lasl month, has the

highest tower in the Pittsburgh-Wheel-

ing-Steubenville area, according to the

station. The new t\ tower is located

i ii Utamont Hill north of Steuben-

ville, i- 2,041 feet above sea level,

. ml transmits 2!u kw i \ isual i . Con-

struction i osl was approximatel)

8160,000.
• * »

\ full-page newspaper ad picturing

the kc\ staffers and giving details of

it- history helped celebrate KOTN,
Pine Bluff, \ik.'- twentieth anniver-

-ai \ recently. Feature articles gave

highlights of the station's history, in-

cluding it- power increase in 1
'> 1<

•

from 100 to 250 watts and its affili-

ation with MBS in L941.

• * •

Vcademj Pictures, Inc. has opened

offices and studios in New \ork at

588 I ilili Vve., Edward L. ( iersham,

president, and Mora\ Fautz, v.p., an-

nounced recently. The New York of-

fices will serve as Eastern -ales and

production headquarters for the mak-
ing of color ami b&w film commer-

i ials. I he companj w ill also produce

industrial, educational, training films.

• • •

kWKII. Shreveport, La., last month

sponsored a one-da) dairj conference

lm dair) farmers in the Arkansas-

I exas-Louisiana area. v
> ven dairj ex-

perts spoke t<> more than 300 farmers

h ho attended the • onferem e. Jack

I immons, k\\ Kl I faun director, or-

ganized the < onfereni e be ause milk

pri< >•- in the area -< rved bj k\\ kll

were dropping while production costs

lined constant, cab hing the dain

farmer in a pi i< e squeeze.

WKY-TV, Oklahoma City, beat its

own deadline recentl) when it launched

it- ln-t locall) originated color telecast.

The color telecast came three weeks

earliei than the unofficial "target date"

foi the event, according to I'. A. Sugg,

genera] manager. The program fea-

tured I., k. Gaylord, owner of the

Wk^ Radiophone Co., in a dedica-

tor) message highlighting the pioneer-

ing achievements ol Wk^ as the first

radio station west of the Mississippi

and of WKY-TA as the first rv sta-

tion in Oklahoma, WkVI\ i- now

on the air with a regular weekl) sched-

ule of live studio color programing

and NBC network shows.

• • •

WSB and WSB-TV, \tlanta. re-

ceived their second dual award for

"outstanding regional public service*
1

recent 1\ from the George Foster Pea-

bod) Wards committee. This marks

the first time an) station has received

two dual awards. J. Leonard Reinsch,

managing director of the stations, ac-

cepted the awards at a luncheon in

New ^ ork last month.

• • •

When a starling temporarily dis-

continued television programing by

\\ TAP. Decatur. III., over 1,000 peo-

ple called the station and the local

paper- to inquire about the difficulty.

The small bird had plucked a circuit

144

breaker open on the main power line

feeding the station just before the Don

\l< Ye/// Breakfast Club show was to

be telecast. The program was not car-

ried, but t\ service resumed immedi-

ate!) alter, \1ki\c \\ . L. Shellabarger,

president of \\ TV P, hold- up the show-

obstructing bird.

• * •

\ Spanish-language programing

block three anil a half hours long on

television has been launched b) kill I
•-

T\ . Fresno, Cal. The program, Ben

Ramirez \ Sus Imigos, has been tail-

ored especiall) foi the 200,000 Span-

ish-speaking people in Fresno and Cen-

SPONSOR



tral Sati Joaquin Valley. Stars of the

show are Ben Ramirez and his Latin

American band and Juan Mercado and

his orchestra. The show also includes

a half-hour feature film.

* * #

"Miss Inside Advertising of 1054"

is Joan Mullen, advertising senior at

Butler University. Miss Mullen was

named "Miss Inside Advertising" dur-

ing the New York Association of Ad-

vertising Men & Women's fourth an-

nual Inside Advertising Week. She

was one of 55 top advertising students

who participated in the week of con-

ferences and tours of New York ad-

vertising organizations.

* * *

Repetition, says Avery-Knodel, Inc..

builds reputation—and "only radio is

priced right to give advertisers suffi-

cient frequency to get continuous im-

pact." To get its point across, the

station representative sends out a

colorful booklet illustrating — among
other things—how drop after drop of

NEW ARRIVAL!
...BIG CHANGE
AT WVET

sm
Yes, the station with more local

accounts than any other THREE
Rochester stations put together
has joined America's livest net-

work! Result:—improved pro-
gramming . . . ever increasing
audience . . . better-than-ever-

buys for advertisers in the rich
Rochester - Western New York
market!

^_ 5000 WATTS • 1280 KC.

Change
To
WVET
Now

IN ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Represented Nationally by
THE BOLLING COMPANY

calcium carbonate dripping from the

rool of a cave builds up a big stalag-

mite. The repetition angle as a radio

selling point now being emphasized
b\ the rep.

* » #

Robert L. Landry, managing editor

ol / ariety, former publisher of Space

i\.- 'I line and columnist for si>o\s<>ii.

will direct New York I Diversity's L9th

annual Summer Workshop in Televi-

sion & Radio for six weeks from 28
June. Nine instructors will give 14

courses, including three dealing with

color tv. Six guest lecturers will ad-

dress the participants.

» * •::•

WJNO-TV, Palm Beach, Fla., Chan-

nel 5, will be on the air sometime in

August of this year, it has announced.

The station is an NBC affiliate and is

represented by Meeker Tv. Studios

will be located in the Palm Beach

Playhouse building, will include one

outdoor studio.

* -::• *

Nobody moved a muscle when Stew-

art Granger, Paul Douglas, Jan Ster-

ling and Grace Kelly swept into a

Miami cocktail lounge and sat down at

one of the tables, a WTVJ informant
reports. But a few minutes later, when
Ed Lane of Olin's Used Cars ( a WTVJ
sponsor who does his own commer-
cials I came in. the waiter and several

other people rushed over to say.

"We've seen vou on television!"

"You're Ed Lane of Olin's." "We
watch you all the time!"

* * *

There are 368 major manufacturers

offering cooperative radio advertising

funds to their dealers, according to

the Broadcast Advertising Bureau, New
York. BAB sent members details about

10 additional companies which have

radio co-op budgets. Major business

categories for the 368 companies, and

the number of companies in each

group, include: appliances. 81: cleans-

ers, household items, paints. 71: air

conditioners, heaters, 46; cosmetics,

toiletries, drugs, 43; men's clothing,

shoes. 37: food, groceries, beverages.

34; radios, tv sets, records. 28: auto-

motive. 24. The category showing the

greatest gain in the past year in

amount of radio co-op monev is air

conditioning and heating manufactur-

ers. * * *

WANT TO SELL

CANADA?
One radio station

covers 40% of

Canada's retail

- sales

CFRB
TORONTO

50,000 WATTS, 7010 K.C.

CFRB covers over 1/5 the homes in

Canada, covers the market area that
accounts for 40% of the retail sales.
That makes CFRB your No. 1 buy in

Canada's No. 1 market.

REPRESENTATIVES
United Stales: Adam J. Young Jr., Incorporated

Canada: All-Canada Radio Facilities, Limited

San Francisco Bay Area's

3,000,000 people are

Foreign Language Speaking!

They multiply, add, subtract and
divide; THEY THINK! THEY BUY!
in their own language! Sell them
with KLOK, the station that reaches

them all. KLOK's specialized pro-

gramming guarantees your message
attention-getting IMPACT!

• SACRAMENTO

San Jose Studios San Francisco Studios

P. O. Bo. 967 Hotel Lankershim

San Jose, Calif. San Francisco, Calif.

Represented by John E. Pearson Co.
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.CLARK

CO.
New York

Los Angeles
San Francisco

Chicago
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tl iff i«f»i It. Baiter Jr.. < hairman of the

board of Benton & Bowles, New York, is the

newly elected president of the American Association

of Advertising Agencies. Baker succeeds Earle

Ludgin, president of Earle Ludgin & Co., (hi/ago.

Henry G. Little, < hairman of the board of Campbell-

Ewald Co., Detroit, was elected nee chairman and
Robert Grove, executive v.p. of Ketchum-MacLeod
& Grove, Pittsburgh, is new secretary-treasurer.

Frederic R. Gamble was reelected \A's president,

marking his 2Sth year with the association.

t.U-nn Snydvr has been elated vice president

i>t WLS, Inc., parent company which owns WLS,

Chicago. He is general manager of the station,

now operating lull-time following its merger with

II F.\R. II LS. under terms of the merger, is 50%
owned by the Agricultural Broadcasting Co. (The

Prairie Farmer) and 50fi by American Broadcasting-

Paramount Theatres, Inc. Before the merger II LS

and WENR shared time. New WLS programing

features include news every hour. Western Jamboree

{already sold), and Country Junction.

flri/fin Houston is president of the agi

bearing his name—successor in New ) ork to

Sherman & Marquette. Houston joined Sherman

& Marquette lour years ago as head of its New ) ork

offices. Farmer associations hate been with Lennen

& \fitchell {now Lennen & Newell), Pepsi-Cola Co.,

Young & Rubicam, Standard Oil of Ohio

and Tide Hater Associated Oil Co. His agency

opened 3 May with about $20 million in

billings. Houston says it's so modern it uses

IBM machines in its media department.

Todd Storz. general manager of KOff H.

Omaha, with his lather Robert Storz will assume

ownership of Willi. Kansas City, pending FCC
approval. The Stones pay $100,000 cash for the

10 kw. station on 710 fee.

—

one of city's oldest

stations, founded in 1*>22. Storz bought KOff H
five '•ears ago, bought ff'TIX. New Orleans, last

lugUSt. HUH deal made possible by that station's

t < o<d. I'aint & Varnish buying KMBC-
iM-Tl . Kansas City for about $2.6 million. Robert

Storz is r.p. of Storz Brewing Co.. Omaha.

SPONSOR
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ANOTHER "FIRST" FOR WKY-TV!
Local "live" color was first introduced

to Oklahoma TV viewers in a five-minute

telecast at 6 p.m. on April 8

by E. K. Gaylord, president of the

Oklahoma Publishing Company and

WKY Radiophone Co.

Now, with two complete camera chains

n operation, WKY-TV is nation's first

independent station to have a regular

schedule of local "live" color programs.

Far-sighted planning made it possible

for WKY-TV to receive the first color

cameras delivered to any independent

station in America! This same foresight

has been characteristic of every phase of

WKY-TVs operation. That's why

WKY-TV is FIRST in black and white

television*— as well as COLOR!

Pulse 29-County Audience Survey,

Hooper Oklahoma City Audience

Survey of January, 1954, and ARB,

March, 1954. See your Katz man.

WKY • • • FIRST Radio Station in Oklahoma

WKY-TV FIRST Television Station in Oklahoma

WKY-TV FIRST Station with Color TV in Oklahoma

WKY-TV FIRST In Popularity in Oklahoma

17 MAY 1954

WKY-TV
CHANNEL 4
OKLAHOMA CITY

Owned and Operated by
The Oklahoma Publishing Co.

The Doily OHahomanOklohomo Cily Times

The Former-Srockman — WKY Radio

Represented by The Kalz Agency, Inc.
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They'll talk about this in Chicago

Ju-i in i ase \ ou're stuck tor things

to talk about at the \ MM I! ( Conven-

tion in Chicago here are a i<*\\ ideas.

I hese are hoi subjects i with a word or

two nil each) that \% i 1 1 be discussed in

meetings, along the corridors ol the

Palmei House, and in countless smoke-

filled rooms.

I . Uhf: a real problem subject, w ith

man) a sympathetic ear. Those who
understand the uhfers' dilemma know

thai something must be done to 1
1<

-1
j

•

buyers realize thai uhf is not an in-

ferioi brand ol television and that a

nlil outlet with proper programing and

sufficient set conversion is a good ad-

vertising vehicle. I hfers will come to

this < onvention to urge help and un-

derstanding and quick from the

\ MM B, from the FCC, from the net-

works and from timebu) ei s.

2. Vetwork spot carriei controver-

sy; I In- w ill In- a chief Bubjei t of con-

versation, with thoughtful broadcast-

era debating methods which will keep

radio nets from encroaching on na-

tional spot while allowing them to grow

and prosper. Most affiliates will rec-

ognize that radio networks are in a

particularl) difficult period and need

their help in solving the problem ol

expense vs. income.

3. Federated \ IRTB: Man) radio

broadcasters want something equiva-

lent to a federated N MM I!. The)

contend that too much of top level

thinking and action of the Association

goes to i\ : iadio consideration is min-

imized. The new radio department of

I lie \ MM I! hasn't yel convinced man)

thai it fills the bill. There will be much
talk ol a Strong radio setup within

NARTB.

4. Color tv: How fast and how far

will color t\ move in 1954 and 1955?

This is anybody's guess—and there

will he |)lent\ ol gues-es. Present at

the Convention will be exhibits and

-ah- n galore to give substance to

the color conjecturing.

5. TVAB: Shall there be a television

advertising bureau, as recentlv organ-

ized, in addition to an industrywide

l\ M! presentlv being planned h\ an

\ MM I! committee? This is a hot sub-

ject.

Can radio and tv sell?

Odd question, isn't it. for circa 1954.

i it not so odd when \ ou consider

tlii- aspei t ol it

:

For two years researchers have been

telling u- during our All-Media Eval-

uation Stud) that \ou can't Isolate the

influence of one medium on sales—un-

less you use a new product in a fresh

market and advertise in only one me-

dium. Even then the results might he

due to other factors, such as a com-

petitoi Buddenl) raising his price.

Advertisers, too, when pinned to the

mat. would admit the) couldn't point

to a specific medium and give you dol-

lar-return figures.

^ i I the)—and we— know that radio

and l\ sell, sell SO well in fact that to-

da\ the) account for virtual]) half the

national advertising business.

So to get around this seeming para-

dox, we went to 200 national advertis-

ers and some "ill regional or local ones

with one basie question:

"What do you think of radio and

n ?"

Supplementary questions sought to

establish win thev felt this way,

whether the) had been able to prove

radio and t\ made a difference in sales.

and finally, this block-buster in effect:

"How much are v ou spending on ra-

dio and tv this \ear against last?"

The answers are printed in detail in

"Can radio and l\ move goods'.''" (ar-

ticle 23 of Media Stud) I, page 56.

Applause

Inside America's great agencies

^ mi expect the unusual from I'dilH).

I nal - one of the i easons 1

1

h \ re on

top in air billings.

So we weren i sui pi ised w hen we

sounded out Ben I'ulh about the pos-

sibilit) "I doing out s« ond arti le in

"in "Inside \nn-i ica's I Ireal Kgem ies"

series on I » I J I >< > to gel immediate word

back :
"'W id 1

•• delighted to welc

one ol youi wi iters .d\A pla< e at his

disposal all available information

about BB1 >'
•

'- "i ei ations, partii ulai l\

the radio and t\ field."

So we sent one oi out two senioi

editors, \l Title, down to 383 Madi-

son We. to spend a week at BBDO.
Here is a rough idea ol w hal he did:

Talked at length with about two

do/en people, including Dulfv : watched

a rehearsal of Campbell Soundstage

with M Ward. radio-h exec on the ac-

count, and a rehearsal "I Nylon com-

mercials mi /Ionic: sat in on a typical

BBDO "brainstorm" session (subject

and client confidential); watched the

si reening ol new -bow- and new com-

ials; wati bed three mad< aps cre-

ate a new animated commercial;

looked at charts oi organization;

wrote a radio c mercial (which Ra-

dio and I \ Cop) ( hiel \it Bellaire

said was prett) good '

; bun bed w ith

BBDO personnel; -topped in at

BBDO's test kit. ben. and generall)

-naked up the BBDO atmosphere.

\- Ihitfv bad promised, door- were

open to M. Everybod) was friendlv

—from top to bottom. I See Al's -ton

page 46. i

sponsor expresses its deepest appre-

ciation to BBDO and Ben Duffy, to

other agencies which have expn—ed

theii willingness to open their doors

to us. and to Jack Cunningham and

Cunningham \ Walsh, whose own ad-

vertising inspired this agenc) series

and whom we have alread) \i-ited.

These agencies are not onl) giving

our reporter- a valuable insight into

agenc) work, which will result in bet-

ter stories in the future, but the) are

also helping to break down thai iron

wall ol secrec) thai used to surround

most advertising operation-, prevent-

ing the interchange of new ideas.
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IN DAYTIME PERIODS

KEX dominates mornings (7 a.m. -12 noon) WITH LEAD IN 16 OF 20 QUARTER HOURS

• KEX tops in total daytime (7 a.m. -6 p.m.) WITH LEAD IN 23 OF 44 QUARTER HOURS

KEX has 10 of the top 12 daytime programs

* ? 9-coun/y Portland Area Pulse — includmg-4-county Metropolitan Portland. Jan-Feb 1954

Only KEX reaches the BIG PORTLAND market
See Free & Peters or KEX Sales for details

m WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.
KDKA • WBZ • WBZA • KYW • WOWO • KEX • WPTZ • WBZ-TV KEX

PORTLAND
Oregon's ^W^ 50,000 Watt Station



In Washington, D.C it's

...and give this

girl a big hand!

Scandia Sales, Jan. 1954,

Up 68% over Jan. 1953

Hazel Markel, a long-time star on WWDC, rings

the bell again. Last year we were proud that

Scandia Cosmetics did more than $5,000 worth of

business in the one month of January, using only

the "Hazel Markel Show" with only one outlet-

Julius Garfinckel & Company.

This year, using Hazel again, Scandia sales hit

$8,448—a 68% increase.

Says Jackson Lee O'Leary, President of Scandia

Cosmetic Corporation:

"Our account has been continuously supported by

Hazel Markel . . . our sales have grown month by

month and far beyond any volume either we or

Julius Garfinckel & Company could have hoped

for. Whoever says there is a general let down in

business evidently has not had the benefit of the

sales force of Radio Station WWDC."

WWDC can help your sales in the Washington

market, too. Let your John Blair man give you

the whole story.

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY

i
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Bigger Audience,

Lower Rates! *fCf/^

IF you're gunning for sales, here are two weapons thai never mi--.

The first, KOWII, winch has a share of audience which sur-

passes her nearest competitor by a full twenty point-! 35 quarter

hours weekly collect 5095 or mure of the radio audience available!

And remember—with ratings of over 50%, your spots on KnWII
often reach more people than if you had purchased equal time on

all the other Omaha, Council Bluffs stations combined!

But for a real surprise, check those low rates!

Represented Nationally

Bv The ROLLING COMPANl

50* per copy» $8 per year

HOW TO GET Rl

IOF
HUCKSTERS

page 21

o manufacturers

turning en masse

to radio and tv

page 30

tan't Aim This at Anyone . . . ITS LOADED!

IF you're shooting the works in New Orleans, pull the trigger on

WTIX

!

First by a wide margin of the seven independent-.. WTIX has come

a long ways in just seven months under new manage t. One net-

work station rates higher in the morning, and two in the afternoon

. . . by a small margin; but they didn't build Home in seven months

either.

But man. those rates! On a cost:
per-thousand basis, WTIX is al-

ready the best buy in New Orleans! Check your Boopers, and

you'll want to check with WTIX's
National Representatives

ADAM J. YOUNG JR.

Bigger Audience,

Lower Rates!

1 1

1

1 1 1 1 1

1

1

THE NEW

Wtixi
NEW ORLEANS 16, LA.m i

ll

II

A week at BBOO:

Part II of behind-

scenes story

page 33

MEDIA BOARD'S

CONCLUSIONS

page 36

New way to buy

radio-tv : as a

Sunday supplement

page 38

,1

say ratings

are opinions

Joe Ward

page 40

Tv Comparagraph

reflects changing

network schedules

page 65



BALTIMORE
the city of row houses. i.

Baltimore's miles and miles of row houses

are just one thing that makes this city dif-

ferent from every other big city market in

America.

ITS A COMPACT MARKET!

More than 1 ]
.>, million Baltimoreans are

packed into an unusually small geographical

area. You don't have to pay for a powerful,

expensive radio station to reach these people

effectively. W-I-T-H will do the whole job

for you at a fraction of the cost. Because

NIELSEN SHOWS WITH FIRST IN

BALTIMORE CITY AND BALTIMORE COUNTY

The latest Nielsen Coverage Service proves

chat the weekly daytime circulation of

W-I-T-H is greater than any other radio or

television station in Baltimore City and

Baltimore County.

That's just one fact in this amazing sur-

vey. A call to your nearest Forjoe man will

bring you the whole story.

IN BALTIMORE

TOM TINSLEY, PRESIDENT REPRESENTED BY FORJOE & CO.



4 ways to lick

air hucksters

Detroit Council

includes radio

Station off air,

ratings stay up

SPONSOR honors

108 tv pioneers

Billings abroad

reported rising

SPONSOR conferred with industry leaders concerning problem of huck-
sterism, especially in radio, tv. Here are 4 ways you can cooperate
to eliminate practice: (1) If you're agency, work with 4A*s Inter-
change which seeks to eliminate objectionable advertising; (2) if
advertiser, live up to your industry code; if no co de , get one writ-
ten ; (3) if broadcaster, follow radio and tv codes; (4) all 3 groups:
support Better Business Bureaus. See article page 27.

-SR-

Sign of times: Detroit Television . Council has just unanimously voted
to change name to Detroit Radio & Television Council. Win Holden,
JWT, Detroit, radio-tv supervisor, is president. Council's sponsor-
ing survey by 2 universities of housewives' opinions of tv commer-
cials. Preliminary results: opposite to critica l report s Edward L.

Bernays uneart hed. Meeting voting name change heard SPONSOR'S Edi-
torial Director Ray Lapica speak on "To hell with ratings."

-SR-

Speaking of ratings: Tv station manager told SPONSOR other day he
was off air 3 hours one evening during previous winter and all 3

local rat ing servi ces h e uses gave him high ratings. He also types
up schedule of all his shows and lists highest of 3 ratings. Then
when "rating-happy" sponsor or agency insists on seeing rating, he
can legitimately show him one—a good one. For why ARBI's Joseph
Ward thinks ratings are "opinion," see article page 40.

-SR-

108 tv pioneer stations honored at SPONSOR dinner eve of NARTB con-
vention in Chicago. Commemorative plaques were awarded. Toastmaster
was Harold Hough, WBAP-TV, Fort Worth, general manager. Guest speaker
was Earle Ludgin, ex-4A's chairman, president of Earle Ludgin Co.

of Chicago. Nearly 200 person s attended.

-SR-

Intl. Advertising Assn. survey of 3,450 execs in spring showed 1954

international ad expenditure would be higher than 1953 's $280 million.

Average has been 1.9% of international sales volume. Larger share of

'54 b ill ings expe cted to go into r apidly growing air media abroad.

SPONSOR will detail international air picture 28 June issue.

Talent costs of soap operas on network tv average $9,570 weekly

Out of the II daytime soap operas (15 minutes across-the-board)

currently on network television, nine are sponsored (four of them by

Procter & Gamble, radio's lion among soap opera sponsors). Seven of

the sponsored strips are on CBS, two on NBC. Costs of tv soapers

range from $8,500 to $10,000; the average cost is $9,570 weekly. The

average cost of a soap strip on radio is $2,850 per week.

Sample listing of some tv five-a-weeks with typical talent costs ap-

pears at right. Listed by time of day, a complete roster of all shows

on the four tv networks along with costs, sponsor, agency, other data,

appears in the Tv Comparagraph on page 65.

Valiant Lady $10,000

Love of Life 8,500

Search for Tomorrow 8,500

Guiding Light 10.000

Brighter Day 9,000

Portia Faces Life 10,000

SPONSOR. Volume 8. No. 11, 31 May 1954. Published biweekly by SPONSOR Publications. Inc.. at 3110 Elm Ave.. Baltimore. Md. Executive. Editorial, Advertlsine. Cir-

culation Offices 40 E. 49th St. New York 17. $R a year in U. S. $9 elsewhere. Entered as second class matter 29 January 1949 at Baltimore. Md. postoffire under Act of 3 Match 1879



It ISPORT TO SPONSORS tor :t I >lav 1954

Weekend radio

keeps growing

Car advertising

up to $636 mil.

$1.2 million set

by tea for tv

Toni steps up

air campaigns

All 3 films

O.K.'d for tv

6 media advisers

offer conclusions

More attention will be paid by advertisers, networks, stations to

radio audience in cars this summer than ever. BAB expects 28,500, 000
radio-equipped autos on roads mid- 1954. NBC Radio will again air
"Roadshow" and "Weekend," multi-hour participation shows aimed at

motorists. CBS Radio will feature "On a Sunday Afternoon." Many lo-

cal stations, especially indies, stepping up weekend service program-
ing, preliminary returns to SPONSOR survey show. Full report 14 June.

-SR-
Add $415 million auto companies (and dealers, through co-op funds)

spend, plus $221 million dealers spend on their own, and you get

$63 6 mil lion go ing into car advertising this year—more and more into

air. Examples: Olds will pay about $3.6 million for NBC TV's upcom-
ing fall spectaculars (once a month). Chrysler's buy of CBS TV's

hour-long Thursday night extravaganzas next fall considered just be-
ginning. Chrysler wants more tv, also interested in radio. Ford
may buy another show, has "Ford Theatre" on NBC TV. Four auto com-
panies using Keystone. See story page 30.

-SR-
Tea Council's 100% all-tv iced tea campaign gets under way tomorrow
(1 June). Council's upped annual ad budget by 33%, will spe n d 51. 2

million on spot t v on new, all-year- ' round basis (through Leo Burnett,
Chicago). Heretofore it dropped out between seasons.

-SR-
Toni entering cosmetic field with first non-hair product, Viv, new
lipstick with copy theme, "Never before a lipstick so red." W ill

devote major part of $5 million Vi v ad budget to radio-tv. Toni, Gil-
lette division, now has 19 shows. By July will have 14 radio quarter
hours weekly, 15 on tv ; by October, it will have 22 radio quarter
hours weekly, 21 on tv. Agencies: Weiss & Geller, Tatham-Laird,
Leo Burnett.

-SR-
SPONSOR reporter saw all 3 leading color film processes in sequence
on tv screen with execs from 27 agencies at first closed-circuit
telecast of 55 commercial products at NBC New York studios. His
report: Each process—Kodachrome, Eastman, Technicolor

—

gives your
product de sirable pic ture. M. Peter Keane, technical director of

Screen Gems, which filmed products, conducted session.
-SR-

Six of SPONSOR'S 12 advisers for All-Media Study do some concluding
in media article page 36. Last 6 will speak next issue. In "Do

radio and tv move goods?", Part 23, 17 May, invention of "feelies"
was attributed to George Orwell, author of "1984." It was Aldous
Huxley in "Brave New World." Stevg Dietz o f HOBM caught this one.

\>m* National spot radio and tv business

SPONSOR

American Brewing Co,
New Orleans. La

Du Pont. Wilmington.
Del

I H Filbert.

Baltimore

Polaroid Corp. Boston

Polaroid Corn Boston
Simonn Co. Chi

PRODUCT

Regal beer

Zeronc, Zero

Mrs Filberts
mayonnaise

New camera

Wfw camera
Simoniz non scuff

floor wax

AGENCY

Tracy-Locke Co,
0*11*1

BBDO. NY

SSCB. NY

BBDO. NY

BB-X). NY
SSCB. NY

STATIONS-MARKET CAMPAIGN, start, duration

50 radio stns in 3 southern states Radio; Musical jingle by Phil Dayis:

mid-lune: 13 wks
Tv: 15 mm football prediction film

show, one-a-wk; Oct: 10 wks
Radio: min anncts: end of May: 6-12
wks

Radio: min anncts: chn-brks; 14 June:
2 wks

Tv mm -mntts. chn-b'ks:l J lunc. 2 wkt
Radio: min anncts. chn-brks: end of

June : 1 1 wks

117 tv mkts

25 eastern radio mkts

15 major mkts

15 laree tv mkts
12 scattered radio mkts

SPONSOR



5879

is a lot of

kings and queens

JUNIOR CARNIVAL size

\jNE mention of a free comic book offer on Junior Carnival, Sunday—
May 2, 1954 from 5 to 6:00 PM, brought 5879 postcard and letter requests. Here is the county

breakdown:

NEW YORK NEW JERSEY
BRONX
KINGS
NASSAU
NEW YORK
ORANGE
QUEENS
RICHMOND ....

SUFFOLK
WESTCHESTER

FAIRFIELD

CONN.

675
1392
464
455

5

868
93
175

146

4273

146

BERGEN
ESSEX

HUDSON
MERCER
MIDDLESEX...

MONMOUTH
MORRIS
PASSAIC
SOMERSET
SUSSEX
UNION

TOTALS
NEW YORK .4273 + NEW JERSEY 1460 CONN. 146

245
376
230

9

113

83
30
107

9

5

253

1460

5879

. . for availabilities — phone or write

in new york BArclay 7-3260 in new jersey Mitchell 2-6400

WdtVchannel 13
TELEVISION CENTER

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

REPRESENTED BY WEED TELEVISION CORP.

31 MAY 1954
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ARTICLES

1

DEPARTMENTS

M'lio are the radio and tr "huchgters?"

Biggest controversy in the ANA and 4A's today is what to do with "hucksters"

and "weasi'ls.' What can agencies, advertisers, media do? How are they

harming radio and tv? SPONSOR presents round-up of opinion

Cars on the u\r

Auto companies are making cars almost as fast as they were year ago—but

they're having a harder time selling them. For the first time, car manufacturers

are turning en masse to radio and tv. Here's industry picture

A week at It ItHO
In Part II of behind-scenes visit to top agency in air billings, Senior Editor

Jaffe sits in on "brainstorm" session where everyone says what he thinks on

client's problem, visits tv commercial rehearsal of "Home" show

27

30

33

TIMEBUYERS
NEW & RENEW
AGENCY AD LIBS

49TH & MADISON
MR. SFONSOR, Terry Cunningham

P. S.

NEW TV STATIONS
TOP 20 TV SHOWS
RADIO RESULTS
AGENCY PROFILE, Bryan Houston

SPONSOR ASKS
ROUND-UP
TV COMPARAGRAPH
NEWSMAKERS
SPONSOR SPEAKS

f. Jtetlia Advisory Board tlrates conclusions

Six of 12 admen on SPONSOR'S Media Advisory Board contribute opinions and
conclusions about media series, cover topics omitted, submit their own -thinking

on media evaluation problems

IVetc way to hay rutlio-tv: as a Sunday snpplement
Travel advertisers saturate New York area economically with 144 hours of

programing in one weekend. New trend in local radio may be underway

I say ratings «r<» opinions: Joe Ulanl
President of ARBI examines differences bstween media measurements based on
ratings and those based on sales, asserts advertising has not kept pace with

marketing developments in the use of scientific methods

COM INC

Should talent sell?

This controversial question will be the subject of a lively debate between Vic

Ancona of American Machine & Foundry and SPONSOR'S Bob Foreman.
Comments from some talent will also be included

*\hy Wiltlroot puts over SI milium in spot radio
Of its $3.3 million ad budget, Wildroot spends 35% on spot radio. Here are

details on the initial tests, the results and air technique employed

How to use Lids to sell adults

Leo Burnett agency is furn's'iing facts and figures for article on how appeals
to children have successfully been used on radic-tv to sell goods to adults

36

38
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The latest Standard Station Audience Re-

port shows that, in these daytime counties,

KWKH reaches 22.3% more people than

all other Shreveport stations combined.

M 21 I

) /
I If."

I
In Shreveport itself, the Jan.-Feb. 1954

Hooperatings show the following Shares

of Audience:

TIME KWKH STATION 1 STATION C STATION D STATION E

MON. thru FRI.

8:00 A.M. - 12:00 Noon

MON. thru FRI.

12:00 Noon - 6:00 P.M.

SUN. thru. SAT. EVE.

6:00 P.M. - 10:30 P.M.

38.1

44.3

54.6

19.5

21 .2f

1.2

9.2

11.2

MJ

4.1

8.5

19.5

19.4

24.0

|
Adjusted to compensate for (he fact thai Station 8 signed off at 5.30 P.M. in January and a P.M. in February.

50,000 Watts • CBS Radio •

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station

I TEXAS

SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA
The Branham Co., Representatives Henry Clay, General Manager - Fred Watkins, Commercial Manager I ARKANSAS
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Nof. Rep. MEEKER TV, INC.

II iffitim Crousduli'. \. IT. .-/icr. \<<i< York,

feels ifint the accumulated market knowledge time-

buyers acquire is too often wasted because time-

buyers are so rarely tailed into lire-campaign

meetings with mi aunt executives and clients. "We
ought t<i gel together more often with the programing

people, too, before the length and format of a show
is decided," Bill told sponsor. ''That way we
i mild help guide derisions about a campaign before

it begins. Maybe a participation in a half-hour

cooking show would be better than a film show."

>fi<-Jlfl<»f James. Ted Hates. Veu ) ork, com-

plains that he's too busy to go home since 25 April.

"Ti stations just don't seem to be able to get

together on the meaning of daylight sating time."

says he. "For example ice bought on a 52-U>eek basis

for one client in order to keep a 9:00 p.m. time

franchise. H ell, some stations shitted us to 8:00 p.m.

with the same adjacencies— which was O.K. with us.

Hut other tv '•lotions kept us in the 9:00 p.m. slot,

right next to a network show sponsored by our

client's competitor. I'm still reshuffling schedules
!"

Ware tl'nani. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, .\<u

) ork, claims that, in many instances, the high cost of

IV has seasoned air advertisers to spend more

money in radio as well. "They've learned that

radio's rieic plate in advertising can be as important

OS its pre-ti place had been," Date adds. "On a

cumulative basis ol several weeks radio can deliier

more audience nationally than tv does— thai is. in

terms of audience turnover." Date feels that an ad-

vertiser can capitalize on radio only when he under-

stands the neu spei tally medium that it has become.

Hill Vftirphij. Benton & Howies. \ <•;< York, has

a griiie against "insufficient and unscientific re-

search." As he puts it, "pseudo-research in

circulation is a continuing problem. Reliable research

is r. direct road to more effective media buying."

Hill feels that the Advertising Research Foundation

utters agencies the opportunity to get good and

standardized research data, be it station coverage

figures or program ratings. He urges that agent .• I

support ARF in its attempts to standardize research

"to put rnt,.;: research on its proper si untitle basis.'

SPONSOR



84.2% FIRSTS

WKRC
the King in the

10% FIRSTS

2.9% FIRSTS

2.9% FIRSTS

CINCINNATI

WKRC RADIO reigns in

Cincinnati in Quarter Hours

Monday through Friday *

Kenneth W. Church

National Sales Manager
Radio Cincinnati, Inc.

All top ten daytime and nine of the ten top night

time shows are heard over WKRC-Radio*

•* Based on 70 one quarter hours daily 6 A. M. 'till midnight. Two
quarter hours showing tie ratings not included.

* January-February 1954 Pulse.

*

REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY- CBS RADIO NETWORK
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ANGLE BELOW HORIZONTAL

Vertical Field Pattern of new RCA TF-12BH SO-kw

antenna. Note complete absence of vertical nulls. Operated

in conjunction with an RCA 50-kw TT-50AH transmitter, this

antenna will "saturate" your service area with strong signals.

RCA SO-kw VHF transmitter. TT-50AH Now in

regular production, this transmitter is the ultimate in high

power for channels 7 to 13. P.A.'s operate with standard

power tetrodes (obtained from any RCA Tube Distributor).
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RCA's new 50-kw VHF transmitter, and an RCA TF-I2BH

Superturnstile antenna, will "flood" your service area

with strong signals— dose in AND far out !

Tailored to "consultants' specifications," RCA's 50-kw
antenna-transmitter combination is your answer for maxi-

mum ERP and "saturation" coverage on channels 7 to 13.

"Rain" your signals in all directions!

No need to "beam" to reach specific areas. You get satura-

tion everywhere—close in and far out. Reason: RCA's
TF-12BH high-gain antenna delivers two to three times

the required field strength—even in minimum signal areas.

And it makes no difference whether you use an extremely

high tower—or one of average height. This is the one
transmitter-antenna combination that develops 316 KW
ERP

—

with power to spare!

Antenna System takes full 50-kw Input!

RCA's TF-12BH high-gain antenna and antenna compo-
nents will take the full output of the 50-kw VHF trans-

mitter—with a high factor of safety. Designed for pedestal

or for tower-mounting, RCA antennas withstand windloads
of 110 miles, and more. A unique switchable feed system
enables you to switch power from one part of the antenna
to another QUICKLY—an important advantage that will

keep you on-air during an emergency.

A 50-kw VHF System—completely matched!

RCA can supply 50-kw systems matched precisely for peak
performance— from antenna, transmitter, transmission
line, fittings, tower, r-f loads, wattmeters, and diplexers—
to the hundreds of individual components required by the

carefully planned station plant.

Qualified planning help is vital!

For experienced assistance in planning a transmitter-

antenna system that will literally "blanket" your service

area with strong signals, call your RCA Broadcast Sales

Representative. He knows systems-planningfrom A to Z.

RCA PIONEERED AND DEVELOPED COMPATIBLE COLOR TELEVISION

CORPORATION of AMERICA
i PRODUCTS DIVISION _ CAMDEN. M.J.



YOU MIGHT SWIM THE CHANNEL
#A 12 HHS., 43 MENS.*—

It I I

CONLAN RADIO REPORT
METROPOLITAN GRAND RAPIDS

NOVEMBER, 1953

Morning Afternoon Night

WjEF 29.6% 30.8°o 33.1%

B 26.3 22.8 28.6

Others 44.1 46.4 28.3

*-">

*

J
T/t <> >

J
J></'<' t SPtafit j t >

WKZO — KALAMAZOO
WKZO TV — GRAND RAPIDSKALAMAZOO
WJEf — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEPFM — GRAND RAPIDSKALAMAZOO
KOLN — LINCOLN NEBRASKA
KOLN. TV — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA

Allocated »<th

WMBO — PEORIA ILLINOIS

YOU NEED WJEF RADIO

TO SET RECORDS

IN GRAND RAPIDS

WJEF is tin- Number One station in Metropolitan Grand

Rapids Western Michigan's Number One market.

There are L16,870 radio homes within WJEF's Metropolitan

Grand Rapids Area. Gonlan figures, left, show that WJEF

gets \'l.u'< more morning listeners than the next station.

.!">_", more afternoon listeners and ').(>', more evening

listeners. Ind " JEF costs less, morning, afternoon and night!

WJEF
CBS RADIO FOR GRAND RAPIDS AND KENT COUNTY

Avery- Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

*Thu women's record lor the English Channel was jel by Brenda Fisher <>/ England, in 1951.

10 SPONSOR



New and renew
3 1 MAY 1954

1.
\<*ir on Radio

SPONSOR

Bridgeport Brass Co,
Bridgeport, Conn

Carter Prods, NY

Eversharp Inc. Chi

General Foods, NY
Ceneral Mills, Mpls

Gillette Safety Razor Co,
Boston

Merit Greeting Card Co,
Newark, N)

Miles Labs, Elkhart, Ind

Pan American Coffee Bur,

NY

ReaLemon-Puritan Co, Chi

Safeway Stores, Table
Prods Div, SF

Networks

AGENCY

Hazard Adv Co. NY

SSCB, NY

Biow, NY

Benton & Bowles, NY

D-F-S, NY
Maxon, Detr

Louis F. Herman, Newark,
NJ

Ceoffrey Wade, Chi

Cunningham & Walsh, NY

Rutledge & Lilienfeld, Chi

Hoefer, Dieterich &
Brown, SF

STATIONS

MBS 504

ABC 100

CBS 205

CBS 118

ABC 170

CBS 205

ABC 105

MBS 473

MBS 504

ABC 330

ABC 84

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Multi-Message Plan; M-F 8-8:30 pm; 22 June,
thru summer

Martin Block Show; M-F 2:35-4 pm: one-min
partic in M, W, F shows; 3 May; 22 wks

Arthur Codf.ey Digest; F 8:45-9 pm; 28 May;
4 wks

Galen Drake; Sun 8:55-9 am; 18 April; 37 wks

Silver Eagle; T, Th 7:30-55 pm ; 1 June; 52 wks

Belmont Stakes; Sat 4:30-5 pm; 12 June only

Martin Block Show; M-F 2:35-4 pm; one-min
partic in M-F 3:30-45 pm seg; 26 Jul; 13 wks

Break the Bank; M-F 12-12:15 pm; 3 May; re-

places Curt Mcssey Show

Multi-Message Plan: Mickey Spillane, T 8-8'30

pm; Official Defective; Th 8-8'30 pm; 4 May.
52 wks

Breakfast Club; T, Th 9-9:15 am seg; 1 June;
52 wks

No School Today; Sat 10-10:30 am; 15 May;
52 wks

2.

3.

Renewed on Radio Networks

SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

American Tob Co, NY SSCB, NY NBC 200 Big Story; W 9:30-10 pm; 8 Sep; 39 wks
Ceneral Mills, Mpls D-F-S, NY ABC 170 Lone Ranger; M. W, F 7:30-55 pm; 28 May; 52

General Motors, Frigidaire

Div, Detr
FC&B, Chi CBS 200 Arthur Godfrey; T, Th. alt F 10:30-45 am; 3 June;

52 wks

Gillette Safety Razor Co,
Boston

Maxon, Detr ABC 342 Gillette Cavalcade of Sports; F 10 pm to concl;
thru June '54

Liggett & Myers Tob, NY Cunningham & Walsh, NY NBC 200 Dragnet; T 9-9:30 pm; 28 Sep; 52 wks

(See page 2 for New National Spot Radio and Tv Business)

National Rroadcast Sales Executives

NAME

A. N. Armstrong )r

Jon W. Barkhurst

Lynn Barnard

Wade Barnes

Ralph M. Baruch

Joseph Carleton Beal

Frank Browne

Jack L. Brumback

Robert W. Cessna

Don L. Chapin

Keith Culverhouse

William E. Daley

John W. Davis

Harold Dedrick

Ralph Dennis

Harmon Duncan

Ceorge R. Dunham
H. J. (Jim) Eells

William Finkeldey

FORMER AFFILIATION

WCOP, Boston, gen mgr

ABC Western Div, Hywd, dir radio prom &
publicity

H-R Tv, NY, acct exec

Consolidated Tv Sales, acct exec Chi office

Consolidated Tv Sales, NY, eastern sis mgr

Own tv prodn bus, NY

WJTV, Jackson, Miss, comml mgr

Ziv Tv, SF, acct exec

WFYC, Alma, Mich, vp, gen mgr

Tri-State Net (WKRC-TV, Cinci; WHIO-TV,
Dayton; WTVN, Columbus*, coord dir

WABC-TV, NY, asst mgr sis devel

WTCN, WTCN-TV, Mpls, acct exec

Blair-Tv, mgr Chi office

WKY, WKY-TV, Okla City, assoc farm dir

Katz Agency, NY, acct exec

WTiK, Durham, NC, head

WCBS-TV, NY, gen sis mgr

Los Angeles Drug Co, LA, nat sis mgr

C3S TV Film Sales, NY. acct exec

NEW AFFILIATION

WEAN, Providence, Rl, gen mgr

KCO, KCO-TV, SF, dir prom, publicity, mdsg for

radio & tv

ABC, NY, 3crt exec radio net sis

Gen Teleradio, Film Div, Chi office, acct exec

CBS TV Film Sis, NY, acct exec

World Wide Bdcstg System iWRULi. NY, mgr
new public serv div

KBMT, Beaumont, Tex, comml mgr

UTP, hd new SF office

WSAM. Saginaw, Mich, vp, gen mgr

Same, dir natl sis. hq NY

WPIX, NY, dir sis presentation

Same, sis mgr

Same, vp

Same, farm dir

H-R Tv. NY, acct exec

WTVD, Durham, NC, pres

WNBF. WNBF-TV, Birghamton. NY. gen mgr

TPA, NY, acct exec mtn states, hq Denver

Cen Te'erariio Film Div. NY office, acct exec

In next issue: New and Renewed on Television (Network) ; Advertising Agency Personnel

Changes; Sponsor Personnel Changes; Station Changes (reps, neticork affiliation, poxcer increases)

Numbers after names
refer to New and Re-

new category

J. W. Barkhurst

Harold Dedrick
(i)

Robt. W. Cessn-:

R. H. Gedney
Don L. Chapin (3)
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3. \fifiou<i/ Broadcast Sales Executive* (cont'd.)

4.

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Joseph C Fisher

John Donild Foley

Richard H. Gcdney

Al Godwin

Gene Grant

Riy Grant

Muuay Cross

Robert P. Hardin

Elihu E Harris

B | Hauser

Richard E. Jones

Peter B. Kenney

William Kreitner

Patt McDonald

Harry K McWilliams

Arch L. Madscn

Howard W. Masch-
mcier

Conald N. McClure

Daniel Miller

R. E. Misc ii- r

Charles E. Morin

Ceorgc Nickson

Thomas S. O'Brien

| William Quinn

Peter M. Robcck

John Rossitcr

Robert W. Schellenberg

Charles E. Seitman

Frank Shakespeare Jr

John J. Signor

Henry T. Sjogren

Warren Stcibcl

D. C. Summerford

Ray Wild

WENR-TV, Chi, gen sis mgr

WCBS Radio, NY. prom mgr

Consoliditcd Tv Sales, western mgr

Ziv district rep southeast div

Kb D TV Fresno Cal. sis mgr

KB!F Fresno, Cal. acct exec

CBS Radio Spot Sis. NY, copywrtr sis prom dept

ABC. LA. publ dept

Treai Dot US Savings Bonds Div. natl dir adv

b prom

MBS, NY. vp chg coop prog dept

Large mfg concern, sis mgr

WKNB. WKNB-TV. Hartford. Conn, gen mgr

NBC Spot Sis, NY. res supvr

WHHM. Memphis mgr

Screen Ccms, NY. chg proml activities

KOVO. Provo. Utah, vp, gen mgr; also BAB bd

of dir

WFIL Phila, asst to gen sis mgr

McCann-Enckson, NY, dir radio-tv prodn

KCOP, Hywd. hd sis serv dept

James Lovick Adv, Toronto, acct exec

Consolidated Tv Sales. LA. acct exec

KBIF. Fresno. Cal. mgr

NBC O&O Stns. NBC Spot Sis, NY, asst div bus
mgr

WBTV. Charlotte, NC, prog supvr

Consolidated Tv Sales, NY, gen sis mgr

WJTV, Jackson, Miss, gen mgr

WTOP Radio, Washington, DC, acct exec

World Bdcstg, NY, acct exec

CBS Tv Spot Sales. NY. acct exec

Phi la Distribs, Phila. adv & sis prom mgr

NBC O&O Stns. NBC Spot Sis, div bus mgr

Y&R, NY, mdsg plan writer

WKLO, Louisville, Ky, tech dir

UTP, Dallas, Tex. mgr

-

KHOF. Stockton, Cal. 3en sis mgr

CBS-owned Tv ?tns. NY, dir prom services

MPTV Film Synd Div, NY office, acct exe

MPTV. Film Synd Div. Atlanta, southeastci i

Same, dir sis

Same, sis mgr

WCBS Radio. NY. prom mgr

Same, dir prom & publicity. ABC Western .

KABC. LA

Screen Gems. NY, dir adv & prom

Same, vp chg devel div

KXLY, KXLY-TV, Spokane, Wash, sis mgr

Same, exec vp

WNBC Radio. NY, acct exec

CKNW. New Westminster, BC. mgr & tv 4

sultant

Air Programs, NY, prcs. gen sis mgr

BAB, NY, dir memb service

WFIL, WFIL-TV, exec asst to gen mgr

Bonded Tv Film Serv, NY, gen sis mgr

Same, acct exec sis dept

CFCF. Montieal, asst mgr

Gtn Tcleradio, Film Div, LA office acct exil

KBIF, KBID-TV, Fresno, gen mgr

Same, bus mgr

WBTW. Charlotte. NC. mng dir

Cen Telcradio, Film Div. NY, sis mgr

KBMT, Beaumont, Tex, gen mgr

Same, sis mgr

WINS, NY. acct exec

WCBS-TV, NY, gen sis mgr

KYW, Phila, adv & sis prom mgr

WMAQ, WNBQ, Chi, asst gen mgr

NBC Film Div, NY, asst mgr adv

Same, gen mgr

Same, southwest rcgl mgr

New Agency Appointments

SPONSOR

Aladdin Prods. Chi

Fred Astaire Dance Studios, NY
America's Future, Inc. Cinci

Duff Baking Mix Corp, Newark, N|

Ccneral Baking Co. NY

Ccncral Electric Air Cond D'V, Bloomfield

NJ

Fred Koch Brewery. Dunkirk. NY

Pearson Pharmac3l. NY
Pearson Pharmacal. NY

•<, Elccti ic . NY

PRODUCT (or service) AGENCY

Aladdin Cleaner

Fred Astaire Dance Club plan

Non-partisan educl fdtn for prom of apprec
of US Covt

Pie and cake mixes

Adv, sis p.om of new Spartanburg. SC. plant

of co (makers of Bond breadl

Home Heating & Cooling. Comml Prods, and
Weathertron depts

Koch's Golden Anniversary 8eer. Lager Beer.

Pilsner Beer, Deer Run Ale

Ennds Chlorophyll tablets

Eyc-Cene eye lotion

B-oil-Quik infra-red broilers

Roberts. MacAvinche & Seni
Chi

Sterling Adv. NY
Ralph H Jones. Cinci & W
Doherty. Clifford, Steers &

Shenficld. NY
Henderson Adv, Greenville. S<

Ruthrauff & Ryan. NY

James C. J. Wells. Buffalo, r-

Donahue & Coe. NY
Al Paul Lefton. Phila

Hicks & Creist. NY

Numbers after names
refer to New and Re-

new category

i

II. II Mast him
\liimn GrOSS

Joseph ( .
Hi al

II. k \l. II Uliam

Elihu E. Harris

h \ \l ( lure

Struble

John Rosi
/ ruiil. /•'

// / /' '
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nothing "Works l*ike Wantmanship
"Wantmanship is as inside as an urge. It's the Crosley Group's dynamic new dimension in

selling. Typical of the Group, WLW-A, Atlanta, not only creates the wants but also

merchandises with you to the point-of-sold. 1/Vantmanship explains why the Crosley Group

makes more sales faster, at less cost, than any other medium or combination.

WLW RadioWLWA Atlanta

WX.W-C Columbus
WLW-D Dayton

WI.W-T Cincinnati

CROSLEY GROUP
Exclusive Sales Offices:

New York, Cincinnati, Dayton,

Columbus, Atlanta, Chicago, Hollywood

c-tfA It-PF?2-

©1954, The Crosley Broadcasting Corporation



THE SUGAR PRODUCER

'<~"**r^

250 million pounds of sugar — that is the annual

production of Nebraska's sugar refineries. The mil-

lion tons of sugar beets grown every year put the

state fourth in the nation's sugar production. The

beet sugar industry is a rich bonus to Nebraska's

corn, wheat and cattle — and the multi-million dol-

lar sugar industry is a valuable extra in Big Mike's

Midwest Empire. Nebraska's farms and factories de-

pend on Big Mike, the 50,000 watt KFAB, for service

and entertainment all over this vast area. For the

Big Mike story, talk to your Free & Peters representa-

tive, or contact Harry Burke, General Manager.

"S
\\\\\\\

lid

Big Mike is the physical trademark of KFAB

Nebraska's most listened-to-station



by Bob Foreman

If, in normal life, it is true that familiarity breeds con-

tempt then the most abnormal form of life yet discovered,

television, is achieving much more varied and complex re-

sults. Familiarity works both for and against us in television.

By "us" I refer to talent as well as advertiser.

At first, familiarity is much to be desired. A new piece of

talent, a new situation comedy format, a new quiz game all

suffer in differing degrees until they "get established." This

simply means until folks become sufficiently acclimated to

them to know where they are located, to look forward to them
each week and to put out the welcome mat for them. There-

fore, if the show is to be a success, familiarity is highly de-

sirable; in fact, it's essential.

For this reason alone, the situation type of program gen-

erally will outpull the anthology show. Only minor excep-

tions to this principle are apparent in the medium. The an-

thology or disconnected series of dramatic fare gives the

viewer no opportunity to become familiar with anyone or

anything. Thus the appeal of novelty and change-of-pace

each week proves to be not as potent as familiarity of face

and format.

Some anthology series attempt to solve this problem by

employing an on-camera narrator; a host, as it is called.

This chap (or Femmcee) goes part of the way in providing

the continuity which the series lacks. As such it is a help.

It also provides (assuming the host or hostess to be "name"
talent) someone who can be billed in the newspapers, in pub-

licity, or by word of mouth. Another asset. However, the

narrator often becomes a crutch for a weak story. Always,

he steals valuable time which drama, in the half-hour length,

can ill afford.

Anyhow—familiarity is well worth achieving no matter

what the technique. And for weeks, months, even years, it

is one of the biggest assets a property has to offer. Then

something happens.

How long this something takes, I can't say. I wish research

had some answers but it is doubtful that any generality on

this subject would be valid; each show probably differs.

Somewhere along the course of its life span, however, famil-

iarity starts to spawn contempt, to turn on its friends and to

produce just the opposite effect it previously had. Instead of

(Please turn to page 52)
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WENATCHEE

WASHINGTON

In step

with

PROGRESS
inammFFOMFiFZ

KPQ's N.C.S. AREA
GIVES YOU

2

3

states

income]

mT/ijon

retail

$ales_

Columbia Basta

and increasing

farm rnarKer.

5000 WATTS
560 K. C.

WENATCHEE
WASHINGTON

Reg. Rep.- Hugh Felt-is, Seattle, Wash.

Natl Rep.- Forjoe t» Company, I tic .
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12 announcements on WIS

8,0$] Posters each individually de-

signed and built , . . came to us in response

to L 2 announcements.! he announcements
were made on the \\ LS School Time Pro-

gram ... time l : i
*> u> 1.30 P.M. ... during

three weeks from March 26 to April 16.

Each Poster represents many hours ol

mm and study . . . and the combined ef-

forts ol entire school grades or classes . . .

reflecting interested afternoon listen-

ing .mil action on the part ol close to

100,000 students.

But, thai kind of responsive action is

not unusual with \\ LS listeners. As a mat-

ter oi fat t. ii is quite typical and indicative

ol the results you can expect from WIS
advertising.

We'll welcome the opportunity to show
you more fa< ts and figures. A test campaign
will provt what WLS can do for you. Call

us or see \our Blair man . . . today!

Josephine Welzler, WLS Educational Director, surrounded by some of the

8,051 Posters entered in the WLS "Good Health" Poster-Slogan Contest.

y^ Radio reaches everyone, everywhere. WLS does so

consistently, throughout midwest America.

For example:

w- Ten WLS announcements bring one advertiser 2,451

requests for a booklet offered.

"J^"
One WLS announcement brings 1,286 requests for a

"do-it-yourself" instruction sheet.

~y^ One WLS mention of a six-year-old Hebron ( 111. ) girl

with polio brought her 5,060 cards and letters.

Now Full Time . . . with more
than 30 years conscientious service to

Midwest Radio Homes

890 K.C. . . . 50,000 WATTS . . . ABC AFFILIATE

16
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REPRESENTED BY BLAIR
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MADISON
sponsor invites letters to the editor.

Address 40 E. 49 St., New York 17.

ALL-MEDIA BOOK

Please reserve this agency two cop-

ies of your forthcoming hook. Media

Basics.

This is a noble service to the adver-

tising industry and should strengthen

the scientific use and resultfulness of

the several media.

Congratulations on your continuing

good work in this field.

Reid Webber
President

Webber Advertising

Grand Rapids

• The last article in the 26-part All-Media
Evaluation Study will be published 28 June. The
entire series will be reprinted in book form soon.
\ oil may reserve a copy now bv writing* to SPON-
SOR, 40 East 49th St., New York 17. Extra cop-
ies of issues containing individual articles in the
series cost 50c each.

I would like to place an order for

the first 13 of your published articles

in your All-Media Evaluation Study

and for the book containing all 26 ar-

ticles.

David L. Hackett
Assistant Advertising Director

The Emerson Drug Co.

Baltimore

We would appreciate very much if

you would have my name included on

your list to receive two copies of your

All-Media Evaluation Study which will

be published in book form. Would
you also invoice me accordingly.

In the meantime, if copies are still

available, I would appreciate very

much receiving a copy of the article,

"What's wrong with the rating serv-

ices" which appeared in the Decem-
ber 28 SPONSOR. . . .

H. F. Chevrier

Canadian Broadcasting Corp.

Toronto, Ont.

Have found your media study both

invaluable and elusive—seems every-

one has found a use for it. The prob-

lem in our agency is that only I tore

the series out of the magazines when
it appeared.

31 MAY 1954

Would you be good enough to send

me a reprint of the entire series which
I could file with our media informa-

tion for general agency use—then

maybe I'll get to use mine once in a

while.

James A. Boyce
The Mautner Agency
Milwaukee

Your media study is wonderful

!

Please put our name on the reser-

vations list to receive this study in

book form when it is reprinted.

Jo Anne Rebstock
The Armand S. Weill Co.

Buffalo

TV COMMERCIALS
A client of ours who makes a con-

sumer product and sells through retail

stores has asked the rather impossible

question, "What is the most effective

type of tv commercial to use, assum-

ing that you must use it over and over

—and what does a tv commercial cost

to produce?"

We would therefore appreciate any

help you can give us with the follow-

ing questions:

Is there any research that indicates

the relative effectiveness of (1) slides

with staff announcer; (2) filmed live

action with lip synchronization; (3)

filmed live action with narration be-

hind film; (4) animated cartoons?

If there is no research on this sub-

ject, have you ever published anything

about the personal feeling of large tv

spot advertisers as to the effectiveness

of these various types of commercials?

Can you give us any relative com-

parison of costs of production of vari-

ous types of commercials? Do you

have any information that indicates

whether any one certain type of com-

mercial wears better after repeated use

than other types?

H. S. Valentine Jr.

Valentine-Radford Advertising

Kansas City
• SPONSOR has published numerous articles on
IV commercials, the most recent of which, "Tips
tn beginners on how to make good tv commer-
< ials,*' appeared 22 February 1954. Reprints
cost 20c each, quantity prices on request.

SPONSOR REPRINTS

Will you please send me price on re-

prints of the article, "Radio set sales

bad tv by 69 r
r in big tv markets"

l January 25, 1954, page 30). May we

KJEO-TV
FRESNO, calif.

S»rvo» an

EXCLUSIVE
UHF MARKET

ALL stations in the Fresno Trade Area
are UHF stations. Los Angeles and San

Francisco cannot possibly get into this

area. The flat Valley topography, sur-

rounded by mountains/ and the 4400
ft. height of the KJEO transmitter

gives UHF every natural advantage.

yd.

i LOS ANGELES J&

cana
channel(4t)
ABC-TV AFFILIATE^

GREATER Coverage
SUPERIOR Reception

Powerful new 12 KW transmitter

now in operation with E R P of

444.000 WATTS
Covers ALL Central California's

rich BILLION dollar market.

106,558 sets

March 1954

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY

THE BRANHAM COMPANY
Offices In Leading Cities

O'NEILL BROADCASTING CO.
FRESNO. CALIFORNIA

P. O. Box 1708 Phone 7-8405
J. E. O'Neill. President



Francisco

INDEPENDENT

AUDIENCE POWER
BEATS NETWORK
KILOWATT POWER

/////
why pay for

50 KW when

lower-cost K YA
has the audience?

also hav< three copies oi "Radio and

\ . 1 1 1
1

. torj ' I understand these are

Free oi i bai ge to sub» i ibers < and one

copj "I the article, "W hat a media di-

n i"i wrou his < lienl about nighttime

Bpol radio" (September 21, 1953, page

34)

.

"i ou mentioned in a recent issue that

you bave man] articles available on

the Bubjei t of radio's \ italirj in t\ mat -

kets. Will you please give the names
.I ,i few nl these?

Bi m R. Ross

WCOL
Columbus

• \ eomplete li-t »! available reprlnta end
nlln r Rpeelal I Lli-t-. Mitli |iriri--. appear! in the
17 Maj 1954 irtlelc entitled, "Can rou nae theee
SPONSOR reprint*?"

BACK ISSUE

Could we bave a copj "I sponsor,

August 10, 1953? We are willing to

pa) tin- normal "hack issue" charge.

(»ur regular subscription <opv has van-

ished !

\. I). L. Dyer
MacLaren Idvertising Co., Ltd.

Toronto, Out.

• Extra copies ..f back bunco of SPONSOR,
v» h iii avaUablei eoel 50c eaeh.

TV RESULTS

\I a\ we ask v our help?

W <• arc trying to obtain fairl\ cur-

rent case histories of success stories

mi sponsors of television programs.

We are particularly interested in

facts that show how sales have in-

creased through the use of television.

\l-o. we would like to know the cost

factors invoked, if possible—perhaps

expenditures on television or costs per

v iewer.

\nv information you might have on

this subjecl would be most helpful.

Mil l.i i v-

Honig-Cooper Co.

Seattle

• I In- 1954 edition i.f "Ti Reanlta" contain!
eapsnled M raccest itorlea, *»ill be odI 1 Jul\.
It i. arattable free oi charge to rabacrtbere. I a«

Iro eoplei I -! * I eaell

PROGRAM GUIDE

I he I'lil Program Guide is a use-

ful. 1 • :
i - i

< referent e materia] of real

value to everyone in broadcasting and

advertising.

I am glad "it i- the tii-i of an an-

nual series and expect even more sta-

tions will in.ike sure their data are in-

cluded in forthcoming issues by fur-

nishins same to sponsor.

Thanks again to sponsor for pub-

lishing the guide which 1 have already

put to use.

\1. s. Kellner
Radio Sales Manager
1 he Katz Agency

Sen York

• SPONSOR'! 1954 l'r„ K,am Cui.tr, ju..t off ,hr
in-.---, i. available free to BoJbeerfbere. r.xtra

coplei coal - ' -I'

I waul io congratulate vou on the

issuance of the 1954 Program Guide.

The < ontents are so all-inclusive that

I have -ecu fit to order 15 additional

copies which I am sending to NAM'S
divisional and regional offices across

the country. I know that the staff in

each office will be able to refer to it

often and find it most useful.

(',. \\ . Johnstone

Director Radio & Tv Public

Relations

Sational Association of Man-

ufacturers. New York

Before the release of your helpful

program directory . determining indi-

vidual station programing structures

was a tedious task. The practice of us-

ing three or four different source- was

not uncommon. The sponsor Program

Guide provides all relevant material

under one cover. Congratulation-!

Mi i. Ti;\i NER

Supervisor of Market Research

Information

MBS, Inc. \eu York

18

I think vour radio and tv Program

Guide is well done and fills a real need.

The material should constitute a band)

reference <j.u\dc for the industry.

You erred, however, in listing the

number of weekl) hours KTOE devotes

to farm programing. The approximate

daily hours of farm programing are

two. On a weekl) basis, 12 hours of

farm programing for KTOE would he

correct.

KTOE employs a I niversit) of Min-

nesota Vgricultural school graduate as

farm director. KTOE has several dailv

farm pro-ram- featuring our farm di-

rector. KTOE broadcasts exclusive!)

in Southern Minnesota Farm ami Home
I (>l>ic Time, a 15-minute dailv livestock

information program. . . .

D<>\ I.IMIKK

/ ice President

KTOE, Mankato, Minn.

SPONSOR
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If your product is used by house-
wives, this fellow is YOUR BOY.
He whispers things in ladies' ears

that makes them go buy some-
thing.

His mid-afternoon show bursts
with fcatjres including "pop"
music, celebrity interviews, con-
tests, listener phone calls and
minute spots from shrewd adver-
tisers.

J «ij. tint, tan art u/) t<> twice the
Milwaukee audience i»t dollar of
r;/i> network station h\ uting
II / HP. ( nil Headley-Reedl

' /.'.i w ,i an i,, i, ti , Pulst

and SRDS rates.

WEMPWEMP-FM
MILWAUKEE

HUGH IOICE. JR.. G«n. Mqr.

HEADLEY-REED. Nail. Rap.

HOURS OF MUSIC. HIWS. SPORTS

Terry P. Cimniiiyhtim

Director of Advertising and Sales Promotion

Sylvania Electric Products, New York

Terrj Cunningham, Sylvania's director of advertising, bears a

strong resemblance to Julius Caesar on one score. Caesar was able

to dictate two letters simultaneously. Cunningham can watch two

tv shows at the same time, or so one i- led to believe from the two

Sylvania t\ sets that statu! side by side in his rather cavernous office.

Another similarity, in Cunningham's own words, is that he "'pi<ks

up camp rather frequently." He is currently a Manhattan apartment

dweller with his wife and baby girl.

He could write a Gallic Wars about the decade-old advertising

war he's been waging l"i Sylvania against giant competitors like Gen-

eral Electric and RCA. His is the problem of Ur-iim a $12 million ad-

vertising budget to counter much bigger budgets of the competition.

"One of our answers to this competitive situation has been to put

the one-third of our budget which is allocated to air media into one

tv show and stick with it for four \ears" Cunningham explains.

The show to which he refers i> Beat the Clock. CBS I \ . Saturdays

7:30-8:00 p.m. through Cecil & Presbrey.

"We began sponsoring this Goodson-Todman and CBS package

in October 1950, when both its production cost and its viewing

audience were extremely low. Since that time the program's Nielsen

rating ha- risen from 1.5 to 31.5. The total weekly production tab,

bowever, is still only about > ( ).(hh).'*

\clds Cunningham: "The biggest single thing I've learned from

this show is the value of sticking with one program over a period of

time. The program began to pa) off in real coin for us after we'd

been on the air with it for two \ears on a 52-week basis. Bv con-

tinuing our sponsorship of it. we've established identity with the

program. We don't have to expend time and monej to build either

viewer or dealer Loyalty, but can concentrate on direct sell."

Sylvania's bistor) of earnings backs up Cunningham's advertising

strategy: In 1949 Sylvania's net income was 13,052,840. In 1950

the tii in in. reased it- ad budget 1>\ ~>n', to buj Beat the Clock. By
1953 Sylvania's net income had risen to $9,536,181.

Cunningham Bays be came close to the limelight recently when
eager press photographers invaded his apartment building. Their

purpose? I" photograph his neighbors, the Georgescus, whose boys

had just been released from Communist Rumania. * * *
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WSPD-TV ^mm 'Zowi
Sells a rural market ranking 4th in TV set saturation

1

Jim Nessle

The FARM HOUR is an early afternoon program
geared directly to the WSPD-TV rural audience.

The show consists of national and state news as

it affects the farmer; daily market and weather

reports in our area; interviews, relative to farm-

ing, featuring specialists in agriculture; and re-

laxing music.

Jim Nessle as emcee is a natural. He lives on a 56

acre farm which gives him first hand experience

with the problems of his audience. Through
group meetings with county agriculture agents,

Jim keeps abreast of information needed by the

farm population. This enables him to keep a

well planned, custom-tailored show.

As local authority, Jim handles hundreds of letters

from listeners, who request information on almost

every phase of agriculture.

Lola Smith, veteran organist with WSPD, sup-

plies music at intervals throughout the show giv-

ing additional pleasure and personality to the

format.

*Telenews Productions Survey, April, 1954

The Farm Hour is a top show with top saturation.

It can sell your product in the Toledo

area — a top test market.

-AM-TV
TOLEDO, OHIO

Storer Broodcovtmg Compony

TOM HARKER NAT SALES DIR 1U E 57th STREET NEW YORK

Represented Nationa

by KATZ
Tally
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STORER

LEADS

Based on years of successful experience, advertisers have come to

expect top coverage, top ratings and top returns

in all of the markets which are served by Storer

radio and television stations.

Remember that Storer produces still more dollars for you

through intense, aggressive merchandising support.

THREE SHEET POSTERS

MERCHANDISING I

TOO!
COUNTER DISPLAYS

POINT OF PURCHASE DISPLAYS



CONSUMER SURVEYS

m \2l C< [Cm

H %rrMl
^r^F* ^ .^^HI^^'^tI^H

Em* *J i 3 Am^m • ^ / f>-- ^ ** rv jfwn

Hyrsi >«^-^-, ',^ v
.

WINDOW DISPLAYS

STOCK CHECKING

The Adventures

of Kit Caiirson

WJBK-TV
Y TUESDAY 6:00 PM
lY IHI OtUOIt

POSTERS

ADDITIONAL MERCHANDISING SERVICES

INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING: *

Personal calls on retailers, wholesalers, etc.

Truck signs

Distribution checkups

Product exploitation

Publicity

Mailings to retailers, jobbers, brokers, wholesalers etc.

Newspaper advertisements

On-the-air promotions

Sales meetings for dealers, jobbers, distributor salesmen

Car cards

Client follow-up reports

Promotion consultation service

Window streamers

House organs

Sales bulletins

Illuminated billboards

Ads in drug and grocery publications

Personal appearances by station personalities

Easel displays

Use of products on give-away shows

Booths at fairs

Sampling

Airplane towing

^ For further details contact your nearest Storer office

STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY
WSPD-TV WJBK-TV WAGA-TV KCBS-TV WBRC-TV
Toledo, Ohio Detroit, Mich. Atlanta, Ca. San Antonio, Texas Birmingham. Ala.

WSPD WJBK WACA KCBS WBRC WWVA WCBS
Toledo, Ohio Detroit, Mich. Atlanta, Ca. San Antonio, Texas Birmingham, Ala. Wheeling, W. Va. Miami, Fla.

NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS:
TOM HARKER, V. P., National Sales Director BOB WOOD, Midwest National Sales Mgr.

118 East 57 Street, New York 22, ELdorado 5-7690 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago I, FRanklin 2-6498



'•.*V.Vv-.;V,T New developments on SPONSOR, stories

Mcelroy

at

SUNSET
From the studio and

From the street . .

.

6:00-6:45 PM
Monday through

Friday on TV

MUSIC and MIRTH

WEATHER and

SPORTS -NEWS
and INTERVIEWS

Guest stars and

JACK

Mcelroy
with his gang at

Sunset & Vine!

For participations contact

KNBH, Hollywood or

NBC Spot Sales

24

See: "Longines: radio's biggest v»atch ad-
verli-er"

hue! ") \(»ri! 1954, page 32

Sullied: Bulova usea raxde-dazde airsclling

on new watch

The country's largest watch firm, Bulova, is currently in the

tnidsl of what it calls "the largest and most complete advertising

program ever undertaken bj the Bulova Watch I o. or anyone else

in promoting a Featured watch: the new Bulova "23."

This -li<k new timepiece, a Belf-winding 23-jewel waterproof

model, is being promoted with a heavj Bulova radio-tv spot cam-

paign which began on some 2.~>(> radio-tv outlets late last month.

In addition. Bulova i- including local dealer radio and tv commer-
< ial- (20-second. minute, two-minute films and e.t.'s) in its co-op

advertising and dealer aids. One or more jewelers in every major

t\ market is using the l?ulo\a "2->' dialer spot- in his own air

vehicles, both radio and t\.

Unlova calculates its extensive tv and radio schedules (the bal-

ance is heavil) on the video side; perhaps 859? or more of Bulova's

air advertising is t\ i will reach a huge audience. States the watch

firm: "This combination of radio and television stations will be the

mightiest in the hislorv of tele\ ision advertising, and is expected to

reach over 30 million person- each night." The campaign was placed

via the Biow agency.

Such "barrage" tactics are in direct contrast to the approach taken

by Longines-W ittnauer, a watch firm which gives Bulova some real

competition. (Longines-Wittnauer is estimated to be in third place

in national sales, i Bulova prefers to put an all-out, razzle-dazzle

promotion behind a particular model, using tv widely and frequently

to get across the visual selling points. Longines prefers to build a

trade name over the years via semi-classical music, news commen-
tate and occasional tv "spectaculars." Both firms, however, feel

they have the formula that's right for them.

See: -what nartb, bab, bmi do for
advertisers"

Issue: 20 April 1953, page 29

Sllllject: Report on first round of BMI clinic*

BMI. the industry's own radio-tv music source, is convinced that

the work done b\ industry trade group- pays off in improved local

programing and fresh ideas for air advertisers.

Carl Haverlin. BMI president, recently traveled the U. S., Canada
and Hawaii in connection with the 1954 series of Program Clinics,

which have so far been attended by more than 2,500 broadcasters.

According to Haverlin, the "most important impression" he

brought back was the conviction on the part of broadcasters today

particularly in the radio field—that "cross-pollination of program-
in- ideas from one part of the countrj to another" was bringing new
vitality to radio. I hi- y/ss not. however, just a case of exporting

idea- from one ana to the next \t the clinics, Haverlin says,

"speakers took with them as main ideas or more than the\ brought."'

I'uo interesting trends spotted by Haverlin in his swing around
the radio circuit were the great interest evidenced by broadcasters

in: ili new angles of "service" programing, such as BMI's Book
Parade series of book review scripts, and (2) programing of concert

and classical music, particularly in rating case histories which show
that i lassical musk has lately built excellent audiences.

SPONSOR

J



Remember ?
. . . this scene from the first television drama ever produced,

"The Queen's Messenger", in 1928 by the General Electric

Company's experimental television station? WRGB's smooth
and efficient programming today is a result of this first exper-

iment and 26 years of television experience. With this back-

ground, WRGB brings the finest service to advertisers and
audience through 366,300 sets in WRGB's 14,000 square

mile area.

A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION, SCHENECTADY, NEW YORKm Represented Nationally by NBC Spot Sales

New York • Cleveland • Chicago • Detroit

Hollywood • San Francisco

THE CAPITAL DISTRICT'S ONLY FULL-TIME TELEVISION STATION
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Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company
W B T W B T V

A ( KARLOTTE, \'()HTH CAROLINA

'
c^^ /^v^t^ • OFFICE COMMUNICATION

f«. LAjlc/. (/U4X&i4-ce&C 4-25-&A

6/hU-/2M —44%
/tM- kP/h- £oVo

* User ^*<u*is /o-//
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Don't just

tear your hair

j

objectionable

Advertising

Do something about it!

One of practical ways admen can combat campaigns which give all advertising black eye is through Intarchange a'.

4A's. Poster above goes to agencies as reminder to report object :onable commercials, ads to 4A's

taukstors: whatp can do about them
Advertising men themselves are taking lead in attaeks €»n hucksters:

here are practical ways you can help root them out

by Miles David

Mm ucksters have been lambasted more these first five

months of 1954 than in almost any other recent period.

The attackers aren't starry-eyed longhairs, old maids from

welfare leagues or retired academicians. Members of the

advertising business—working members—have taken the

lead (see quotes next page).

Why are admen so critical of the minority of hucksters

in their midst?

You could conclude it's because hucksters are doing

more than ever before to break down the faith of the

public in all advertising. Or, listen to this opinion from a

man who made a major talk on public acceptance of ad-

31 MAY 1954

vertising at the ANA spring meeting. David Ogilvv. presi-

dent of Hewitt, Ogilvv, Benson & Mather, told SPONSOR:

"It's not that there is more hucksterism toda\ . I here i~

less. But there is more searching of souls. Todav's gen-

eration of advertising men is more intolerant of what is

left of hucksterism.'

Television particularly has been associated with toda) -

soul-searching by advertising leaders. As Earle Ludgin,

president of Earle Ludgin & Co., put it at the 4A"s annual

spring meeting in April: ".
. . television is advertising'

to many people; with tv "\ou have to see the advertising.

The focus on television, and to a lesser degree on radio,

27



Quotes from admen show heat of anti-huckster spirit

l.arlf f (((/(fill, /ii r\i(/riif . f <i rf <•

f (((/(/ill iV < (».. t /li C(|(/(l «lf I \ *.S (llllllld/ llM'C/iilff

»»M\ ba caused bj the fact that advertising

Even where we have been the mosl effec

tive we pected of chicane. The public who b

products at our invitation is re than apl to !"• questioning

it' i .! of our in. u.i- it

tlir.
i

! ,t the ' fatigui ability.

'

• I that tin- i i
r - 1 tenet of our faith ahould be to make ad

sing believable. I that bas once been Btrained

i- i .t' again, ami affects not onlj tin- advertising

which caused it. but all advertising that is seen and heard."

ituvlti Oglivy, president, Hewitt, Oglivy,

Benson «v fiather, at i\ i spring meeting

• •ii.'- pi.. i.Km i- to make tin- public believe tin- limits we say.

I' - ao use telling tin- truth it' peopli don't believe you. So,

how .an we copywriters make our ads more believable t Will, we
ran start bj turning our backs on the weasel, The kind of weas-

els which still disgrace so much advertising tor toothpaste, i

-. detergents ami low calorie beer. Tin' kind of weasels that

depreciate the whole currencj of copy. Verbal weasels ami

typograph col weasels. Most of us on tin- creative Bide are

connoisseurs of the weasel. Par more than the public we
comprehend tin' villainies of the weasel merchants."

Fairfax Rff. C'o»u». president, Foote, Cone A

Ki'MiiKj. mi I v.v (iiiiiiki/ meeting

MWe have hucksters in our own association and we should

throw i lniii out. We have hucksters among our advertisers and

we should weed them out. We all know magazines that fail en-

tirelj to censor copy for the mealy, weasel words that make it

at once both legally truthful and utterly dishonest. And we
should iin'1 some better place for decent words. . . . We all know
radio and television stations that make a mockery of allowed

commercial time on local programs. And we should remember
that these violations an- labeled advertising too. Thus, they

are part of the responsibility of each of us."

Cli€irlvs II. Itroiver, «'x<*euiir«» r.p. I'harge of

creative services, Itltlto. at I.X's annual meeting

• •on.- brewer discovered that he could make Bales by claiming

that his beer was less fattening than others. The rush for the

quick I-"' 1. The fact that the caloric difference between

beers was so small that the government, through the Alcohol and

Tobacco Tax Division of Treasury Dept. tried to stop t

claims, did not stop the gold rush boys. Today millions of dol-

lars are being spent calling people's attention to the fact that

beer in general is fattening, but certain fortunate beers arc less

fattening. . . . When today's dollar is earned at the expense of

tomorrow's two dollars, sales figures may be no guide.'9

is an indirect tribute to the air media a reminder of their

impact. But it'a also a reminder t<> advertising men who
make use of tv and radio and to broadcasters that their

responsibility is all the mine acute.

How tin \i>n live up to the responsibility?

\sidc from what each advertising or media man does

personally, there are four approaches to raising standards.

All are practical. All work behind the scenes. All have

a< omplished more than even must advertising men realize.

1. The i Tv Interchange'. It fights objectionable adver-

tising. Vgencymen can cooperate l>\ reporting campaigns
thej feel give all advertising a black eye.

2. The Better Business Bureau: It fights false advertis-

ing in particular. Agencies, advertisers and broadcasters

can help !>\ membership; b) consulting the Bureau as to

acceptability of claims thej are about to make or claims

the) are about to carr) on the air.

3. Industry advertising codes: Vre you living up to

your industry's code? If there isn't any, win not propose

one .ii the nexl meeting of your trade association?

1. //(- radio and tv codes; These provide ground rules

for acceptabilit) oJ cop) and length of <opv . \re \ou as a

broadcasts following the regulations youi own industn
committees wrote? \n- you as an adman pressuring Bta-

tinii- I., lake « op) ih ii in i possil I lit in allowed lime.'

These an- not the onl) facets ,,f anti-hucksterism. The
Advertising Council has shown the nation bow healths a

force advertising can he ami the less,,,, bas not been l"st

on admen. Advertising's leaden bound the huik-ins ,,,,,.

Btantly. Bui the four approaches ticked off hen- are the

day-to-da) things that can he dun.'.

This report will dwell on these* practical approaches

rather than on the criticisms of advertising.

If you think "practical"' is a strong word to use in con-

nection with methods of moral suasion, note this: Several

dozen of last year's more controversial campaigns were

changed following pressure from within advertising.

Among them was a cigarette campaign which dealt with

"fear. ^ ou 11 find this and other examples of specific copy-

points which were pulled off the air and out of print in

the part of this article dealing with the Better Business

Bureau. SPONSOR researched this article over a period of

months, spoke to dozens of advertising practitioners. The
feeling that progress in ethics is being made was almost

universal.

The critics of advertising outside it. in fact, would prob-

ahlv retire with shattered illusions if they realized the de-

gree to which advertising people today fight hucksterism.

David Ogilvv interrupted a busy day working on more of

the iikiii-w ith-the-beard and man-with-the-eye-patch ads for

which his agenC) is famous to try and trace reasons for the

tisino interest in ethics among admen.
"I've been asking myself," he said, "whether it could

I e a symptom ,,f a general sharpening of civic conscious-

ness in a || walks of American life."' He feels, however, that

il - mi, re a matter of the natural evolution am business

gin's through.

""I he pioneers in an) industr) lend to he buccaneers.

Oil. banking, railroads had their men who said "let the pub-

lic he damned.1

Those who come afterward, sons and

grandsons of the founders, have been entirely different

people. It has worked the same wav in advertising al-

though of course it doesn't follow that all of advertising's

pioneers were buccaneers. Many of the men who built
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the best agencies had the highest standards of morality.

"The present interest in ethics is part accident. It just

happens that we have a band of highly articulate and

thoughtful men in high places in the agency business who
are extremely conscious of their public responsibility.

Sig Larrnon, Earle Ludgin, Fax Cone and others."

Like many other agencymen Ogilvy thinks the dangers

to advertising from hucksterism are frequently exaggerat-

ed, important though it is to eliminate the hucksters.

"Boredom is a worse danger than rascality," he said. He
feels that low public attention to advertising follows from

poor craftsmanship. "Honest bores drive away more peo-

ple than all the hucksters."

sponsor encountered variants of Ogilvy's point of view

elsewhere. This paragraph from a statement Ben Duffy,

BBDO president, gave sponsor recently is another ap-

praisal of hucksterism which seeks to keep the problem

in perspective.

"I honestly think the advertising business has better eth-

ics than most professions or businesses. Don't get me
wrong—I'm for cleaning it up—but I'm for remember-

ing that it's pretty darn clean right now, too."

Among the advertising world's leaders in the cleanup

process is Fred Gamble, president of the 4A's. His years

of campaigning for standards have shown him over and

over again that hucksterism is rarely a black-and-white

matter. These are some of the complexities he sees in

judging hucksterism:

"Sometimes advertising is objected to not because of

the advertising itself but because people find mention of

the product itself objectionable.

"Sometimes the advertising one agencyman finds offen-

sive to good taste seems perfectly agreeable to another

equally experienced man. Objections to advertising are

based on opinion in as many cases as they are on fact.

"Actually criticisms of advertising tend to overshadow

the fact that only a small fraction of all advertising is

objectionable. . . . This country has more rules and more
stringent rules against advertising abuses than any other

in the world."

The situation has so many aspects Gamble calls it

"three-dimensional." The paragraphs that follow on the

4A's Interchange will tell you how the nation's agencies

have worked together to find judicious solutions for their

three-dimensional huckster problem. You'll also find be-

low evidence of the rising tide of feeling among 4A"s

members that huckster agencies should be shown the as-

sociation's door.

The Interehtmge: Any agency can participate in the

Interchange, whether it's a 4A's member or not. Here's

the way it works.

Suppose you see a television commercial which strikes

you as objectionable to the public and therefore harmful

to all advertising. It may be a commercial in which sex

is used flagrantly as an eye-catcher, or one in which some

trick is used to focus attention on just a few words in

the copy, creating a lie by emphasis.

You jot down the name of the product, some details

about the copy, the station and time you saw the commer-

.
lrfiiM'ii more nirarc of abuses than public?—
"Television advertising is neither ae strongly approved

Lisapproved by the public as many of it- defendi

or critics maintain," says Schwerin Research Corp. i

Schwerin has jusl completed stud} in which sample of

152 people representative of nighttime audienci •as

asked to rati t\ c ireials for 11 major products.

Note tli.it more people though! eigaretti commercials

were 'good' or Man' than thought thej were 'j"" ,r -' !

Per ci nt ol audience

rating commercials:

Good Fair Poor

AUTOMOBILES 62 32 6

TELEVISION SETS 54 36 10

HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES 49 35 16

BEER 44 40 16

FOOD PRODUCTS 41 43 16

CICARFTTES 40 29 31

SOAP PRODUCTS . . 39 42 19

CO-FEES 37 42 21

TOOTHPASTES 33 42 25

CASOLINES 31

23

48

46

21

DRUG PRODUCTS 31

AVERAGE FOR ALL -41% 39'. 19%

cial. Then you explain why you think the advertising is

objectionable. If it's a printed ad, you can skip the de-

scription and send a tear sheet. (Because it's easier to

send in tears than it is to recall the details of the commer-

cials, the 4A's gets more complaints about print than

broadcast advertising.)

The place to send your complaints to is Interchange of

Opinion, American Association of Advertising Agencies,

420 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y.

After you send a complaint to the 4A's, it's routed to

the agency placing the campaign, provided : I 1 I There is

an agency, and (2) your complaint is based on bad taste

(Please turn to page 90 I

Attaching competitors drags down believability of all advertising.

But today's hucksters can't match British advertiser of '90s who
made his soap with vegetable fat, assaulted users of animal fat

Dutton & Co.
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I aril's onl (rant in first quarter 1954 production. Ford says it will

maintain lead it lost 23 years ago. Air media are important part of Ford s

sales strategy; it sponsors big network tv, radio shows, spends millions in spot

Chewy had hi'vn So. I for 2'.i uvars. is behind Ford in

so far this year but says if will overtake and out-sell Ford by the

year. Chevrolet uses network tv and radio plus recently intensified spot

i! ii (I io-l v coming up fast I

Sales squeeze puis cm pilosis on air media: use of net radio up 77 %t ip

00 I all the barometers "I American

business, none i- more closelj watched

than tin- automobile industry. \nd a

lot's been happening in Detroit to keep

economic Forecasters bus)

.

• \nici companies are producing al-

most as fast .1- the) were a war ago

—

hut they're having a harder time sell-

ing.

• Ford t i;i- • > it t ~< > I< I traditionally

first-place Chevrolet in the first quar-

tei "I this \ eai

.

• Buick in the first quarter <>f 195

1

has broken into the rank- of tin- "Top
Hiree," displacing tradltionall) third-

plat e I'lv mouth ' Buick almost made it

in 1950).

• Nash and Hudson final!) merged,

in. (kin- tin- se< ond wedding <>f a car

• ouple \\ itliin a yeai
I Kaisei ami \\ il-

lv - merged in earl) 1953 I.

• I In- Justii '•
I repartmenl Bays it's

investigating the auto industrj t" see

il monopol) i- rearing it- uglj head.

Veteran auto industry observers, how-

ever, don't -rem worried. The)

claim the possibility of investigation

was raised t>> keep the "independents"

pacified. Tin- independents ami

( Ihrysler have l"-t a lot of ground to

f.M and Ford in the past 12 months.

30

• I or the first time auto companies

are turning—almost en masse—to con-

certed air advertising. This is new.

In the past auto firms used air adver-

tising, but some people suspected it

was more for institutional or prestige

reasons rather than to make immedi-
ate sales. Not so todav . Everyone

from the biggest manufacturer to the

village auto dealer is using tv and
radio as hard-sell media.

Companies will sometimes cut hack

on advertising when sales dip. In De-

round-up

iioit it's been jusl the opposite. Look
at the Publishers Information Bureau

figures.

During the fir-t three months of

L953, auto firms spent a I 'out > 1 million

foi network television and $1.5 mil-

lion for network radio. Here are Jan-

nan -March 1954 figures: 16.7 mil-

lion for network television and $2.6

million for network radio. That"- a

t\ and radio increase of mole than

I 1.7 million $2.6 million more for

tv, $1.1 million more for radio. \uto

companies, b) the way, were one of

the very few product groups listed by

1MB to increase '54 radio budget-.

During the first quarter of 1953. De-

troit turned out about 1,519,000 cars.

aeeording \<< U aril's Automotive Re-

ports. The first quarter this year

showed a drop of more than 91.0(10.

down to 1. 127.000 cars.

I hi- mean- :

During first quarter 1953. for ever)

car that rolled out of the factory about

$3.67 wa- -pent in advertising on net-

work television and radio.

During the first quarter this vear.

more than $6.53 per car was spent mi

network t\ and radio.

Figured on an industry-wide basis.

this i- a heft) per-car increase of

$2.86. But even this doesn't begin to

reveal the full extent of the picture. It

doesn't include any spot. Every ma-
jor manufacturer and nearly all the

independents have used saturation ra-

dio and tv spot campaigns, usuallv to

introduce new models. The amount
auto firm- spend on spot can only he

conjectured hut it's known to he in

the million-.

Take Ford. In earK January it used

1,300 t.. 1,400 stations in about 800

SPONSOR



uick displaced Plymouth for third first quarter '54 with Berle

major net tv effort. When new models come out, for extra push, Buick sup-
paments Berle with heavy one-time buys of network shows plus spot radio, tv

etroit's big auto race
up 67% over last year. Spot up too

markets. This cost an estimated $1.2

million. Spreading the cost of that one

spot campaign over Ford's entire first

quarter output of about 370,000 cars,

you can figure a per-car average of

more than $3 spent for spot.

Chevrolet, of course, has been any-

thing but idle. Its heavy saturation

campaign broke a few weeks before

Ford's. In mid-December, Chevrolet

ran a heavy radio and tv campaign

and the Chevrolet Dealers of America

in mid-February signed for nightly

participations on MBS' Multi-Message

Plans.

Ford and Chevrolet both have net-

work programs, too.

On network television, Ford spon-

sors Ford Theatre (NBC TV, Thurs-

day, 9:30-10:00 p.m., 53 stations).

On network radio, Ford recently be-

gan sponsorship of Edward R. Murrow
three nights a week (CBS, 7:45-8:00

p.m., 121 stations)

.

Chevrolet, on television, sponsors

Dinah Shore two nights weekly ( NBC
TV, 7:30-7:45 p.m., 62 stations I

.

Chevrolet also sponsors Dinah Shore

two nights weekly on radio ( NBC.
8:00-8:15 p.m., 195 stations), plus

participations on Mutual's Multi-Mes-
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sage Plan already referred to.

In the case of Ford and Chevrolet,

increased advertising follows increased

production. It's this race between

Ford and Chevrolet that's putting the

squeeze on other auto makers which

have to advertise partly out of self-

defense to sell the reduced number of

cars they are making this year.

Again comparing the first quarter

of 1953 with the first quarter of 1954,

you'll see that in 1953 Chevrolet made
about 350,000 cars; first quarter of

For ear-by-car production rank,

radio-tr u*<>, see chart next page

this year it made 360,000. Ford, dur-

ing the 1953 first quarter, produced

247,000 cars: this year it turned out

an amazing 370,000.

Now add up the first quarter pro-

duction of Oldsmobile, Mercury,

Chrysler, Dodge, Cadillac, Studebak-

er, De Soto, Nash, Lincoln, Packard,

Hudson and Kaiser-Willys—and you

get 366,600 cars. That means that

Ford alone turned out more cars than

a dozen other makes. Now add the

Buick, Plymouth and Pontiac produc-

tion figures to the bottom-dozen, and

you get a total of 697,600 cars. Yet

the production of these 15 different

makes doesn't equal the combined

Ford-Chevrolet production of 730,000.

Now what does the Ford-General

Motors production look like when
translated in terms of percentages?

Compare once again first quarter

production totals for 1953 and 1954.

In 1953 General Motors (all five au-

to divisions) had 45.5% of the mar-

ket, according to Ward's.

Chrysler was second with 22%.
Ford was third with 21%.
The five independents had a total

of 11.5%.

First quarter 1954 shows a much
different picture.

General Motors is still far ahead, of

course, but it's increased its lead to

nearly half the market—49.5%.

Ford shoved Chrysler out of the

number two position, now claims

32.8%—more than a 10% increase.

Chrysler dropped down to 12.9%.

(Please turn to page 72)

rr

Network hillings per car are racing ahead in 1954: To get per-car break-

down SPONSOR divided 1st quarter production figures into PIB network auto expenditures*

Racing car shown here is General Motor's experimental gas turbine model, the XP-21 Firebird

1st quarter '53 $3,67 per car
|

1st quarter '54 $6.53
|

a 56% increase

*Spot would make the inereasc even larger. Spot radio-tv billings aren't in.

eluded here because no source of dollar volume figures is available in spot.



All 17 American cars use some form of radio-tv this year

NO CARS 1ST QTR

•

HIGHLIGHTS OF RADIO AND TELEVISION USE BY CAR COMPANIES

1. FORD 370,000
(FORD MOTOR)

NBC T\ |..m. Tl,.: Ed I B8 Radio, 7:45-8 p.m. M.W.F.;

Mardi Graa, l' Mai V. Bpot: Estimated 11.2 million buy on 1,300-1,400

! i\ station! earlj Jan. Loeal dealer groups f i > i n ^ saturation campaigns in

tnosl major markets. Agency: -l. Walter Thompson.

2. CHEVROLET 360,000
Ml HAL MOTORS)

3. BUICK 132,000
(GENERAL MOTORS)

I TV, 7:3ii ,":;:. p.m. T.-Th.; sain,. NBC B - - 1". p.m. T.F.; 33

participations in MBS "Multi-Message Plan" in Feb., Mar. Bpot: Heavy buys in

major markets in nil I
>. .-. mi i..t tor new model. Dealer groups buying radio tv in

major market tra push. Agency: Campbell-Ewald.

Milton Berlt Show, NBC TV, 8-9 p.m. T. (now 2 weeks out oi 3; aext fall alt. weeks);

boughl In network programs on 1 to." time basis in Jan., .Mar. Spot: Saturation

radio tv campaign itnration campaign on 4(55 radio

early April for •'' days. Agency: Kudner.

4. PLYMOUTH 100,000
(CHRYSLER CORP.)

5. PONTIAC 99,000
(GENERAL MOTORS)

6. 0LDSM0BILE 91,000
(GENERAL MOTORS)

That's My /' TV, 10-10:30 p.m. Sal tobert Trout 5-minute newaeaata,

CB8 Badio (Maj only); NBC "3
I

Boadshow participations, NBC
Maj only). Spot: Recently Bigned for 5 announcements weekly, "»2 weeks,

major markets; dealer groups using spot. Agency: Ayer.

Vavi Garroway, NBC TV, B-8:30 p.m. I'.; last fall (besides sharing with other <i.M

in NCAA football game sponsorship) boughl Football Scoreboard following NCAA
games. Spot: Dialer groups ose tv, radio, Imt confine most activity to new model

introduction, Agency: MacManus, John & Adams.

Douglas Edwards, CBS TV, 7:30-7:45 p.m. M.W.P. Beginning next fall will sponsor

il of t Saturdaj night spectaculars, NBC TV, 9 LO p.m. Spot: Using about

20 t\ markets, 150 radio markets; dealers groups using about 400 radio markets for

introducing new models. Agency: D. P. Brother.

7. MERCURY
(FORD MOTOR'

With Lincoln, shares Toast of the Town, CBS TV, 8-9 p.m. Sun. Bpot: National spot

86,000 activitj on radio-tv outlets when new models introduced; regional dealers groups, par

ticularly on East Coast, currently using extensive radio-tv in major markets. Agency:
Keii\on & Eckhardt.

8. CHRYSLER 31,100
(CHRYSLER CORP.)

Beginning next fall will sponsor hour extravaganza, CBS TV, 8:30-9:30 p.m. Th.
Mine, programs monthly to be high drama, one program monthly to be musical-

variety '. Chrysler sponsored Medallion Theatre, CBS TV, until last April Spot:
Some radio, tv for new models. Agency: McCann Krickson.

9. DODGE 31,000
(CHRYSLER CORP.)

10. CADILLAC 25,500
(GENERAL MOTORS)

11. STUDEBAKER 25,000
iSTUDEBAKER)

Ifofci or Daddy, ABC TV, 9-9:30 p.m., T. (alt. weeks); Break the Bank, ABC
TV, 10-10:30 p.m. Sun.; Roy Soger* Show, NBC Radio, 8-8:30 p.m. Th. ; bought 3

MBS showe for 3 to 6 times in Feb., Mar.; participations in MBS "Multi-Message
Plan." Spot: Radio-tv for new models. Agency: Grant.

Only General Motors car not now using either network radio or tv ; last fall (besides
sharing with other (l.M ears in NCAA football game sponsorship) with GMC Trucks
bought Army Navy football game 28 Nov. Spot: Bought approximately 300 radio
market- in Feb. Agency: MacManus, John & Adams.

network tv or radio now. Bought NBC TV's All Star Bcvue four weeks in March
(to introduce new model). Spot: Most active when new models introduced;
radio in all major markets except New York, Chicago; uses tv in most major

mark. y : Roche, Williams & Cleary.

12. DESOTO 21,000
(CHRYSLER CORP.)

Bel You\ 1 NBC TV, 8-8:30 p.m. Th.; same. NBC B ':30 p.m. \Y.

Spot: Every major tv market, about 150 radio markets bought last Nov. to introduce
new model. Dealer groups buying some radio-tv spot campaigns in scattered markets
for extra sales push. Agency: BBDO.

13. NASH 20,000
(AMERICAN MOTORSt)

Danger, CBS TV, 1" 10:30 p.m. (alt. Th. from 13 Mar. for 13 telecasts). Spot:
"sive thr. Juration campaign on every commercially operating

r s television station in mid-March. Uses some radio when new models introduced
via dealer croups. Agency: <•. Hudson below.

14. LINCOLN 13,000
(FORD MOTOR)

With Mercury, shares roost of CBS TV, B-9 p.m. Sun. Spot: National spot
activity on radio tv outlets wfa models introduced; regional dealers groups,
particularly on Bast Coast, currently using extensive radio-tv in major markets.
Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt.

15. PACKARD 12,000
(PACKARD MOTOR)

16. HUDSON 6,000
(AMERICAN MOTORSt)

Martha Wright, ABC TV, 9:15-9:30 p.m. Sun. During past two years has sponsored
variety of short term tv and radio network programs including Presidential Inaugura-
tion over CHS TV. Spot: From Jan. 1 2 1 s used saturation radio, tv spots in about
150 markets for new modi '

No network radio or tv now. Sponsored • on ABC TV for several weeks in

195] V possibility Hudson and Nash might share
rk program next fall. Bpot: Last fall used 400 mark.-- Lgency:

Brooke, smith. French & Dorrance.

17. KAISER-WILLYS 5,000
(KAISER-WILLYS)

Lowell I 15-7 p.m. M r. shared - and Willys, hand
through two I ast year Willys sponsored Philharmonic bro

... through 28 Dec. Bpot: Both used radio in mid March. '•

,
: Wein

trnuh. Willys agency: Ewell-Thurber.

•Flmirw iro production, nol mIh. »<«,.» Waid'l Aul.unolltr II tCompanr (ormrd from merger o( N»h and liudinn
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The girl who ties the strings: BBDO's Claire Hanlon

talks to man from SPONSOR about numerous details involving air

ads which keep her hopping. Miss Hanlon works on account service

for radio-tv dept., which means she is N.Y. liaison for out-of-town

clients. While half of BBDO's billings originate outside of New
York, much broadcast advertising must be channeled through N.Y.C.

I week at HIIIIII

Final article on nation's top

air agency digs into inner workings

jl he story starting on the next page is the sec-

ond of two articles on Batten, Barton, Durstine

& Osborn as seen through the eyes of a "man
from sponsor." It is part of a series in which

members of sponsor's staff spend a week work-

ing at advertising agencies and advertising de-

partments of sponsor firms. (The 22 March issue

contained an eye-witness view of Cunningham &
Walsh at work.)

In the first part of the BBDO story last issue

the man from sponsor gave a first-hand account

of the birth of a tv commercial, reported on a

conversation with Agency President Ben Duffy,

gave a short history of the agency.

In winding up the BBDO story in this article

writer Jaffe digs a little deeper into the inner

workings of the nation's top agency in radio-tv

billings.

He finds out what Lucky Strike thinks aboul

alternate-week tv sponsorship and what the to-

bacco firm will do with .lack Benny next season

(he will be on alternate weeks in the fall).

He learns why "brownies" on television can't

lie hiown and what color "white" cake should

lie for color television.

He <its in on a confidential "brainstorm ses

sion" where everyone is encouraged to come out

with whatever is on hi< mind about a client's

problems.

He hears some hints that BBDO may be No.

( me among all agencies in U. S. advertising bill-

ings from one of the agenev's executives.
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Hair BBDO f/t'ls ttetC Clients: J. Davis Danforth, exec. v.p. in charge of client re-

lations, tells editor Jaffe that BBDO has no new business department, is often approached

first by advertiser. BBDO won't offer speculative presentations, stresses its facilities

by ilfn-d /. Jaffe

g Ik populai version oi an advertis-

ing agenc) goes something like this:

\ group of handsome young men
in Brooks Bros, suits assemble in a

room with glass block wall-, molded

plywood chairs ami eonrealed fluores-

cent lighting. One man (who ma\ or

ma) mil look like James Stewart) sud-

denl) gets up, takes off his jacket,

opens hi- collar and \ ells excitedl) :

"'I ve gol a len iln idea ! It'll sweep

the • OUntT) ! \\ ell -ell million- ol

< akes oi soap! This i- the idea: \\ e

vet ,i prett) dame t<> use oui soap ami

i all her the &\ erage biei i< an lmi I

!"

I here are ci ies "I appro al. \noth-

ei man (who ma\ 01 ma\ not look like

Petei I aw ford i breaks in w iih

:

"\\ hadya sa) we km>rk off foi co< k-

lad-
"

There i- a rush foi the dooi result-

ing in injuries i" three vice presidents.

Net dless t" Bay, Batten. Barton, Dur-

-tine & Osborn, Inc., doe- no1 fit this

stereotype. Advertising i- a lot of hard

Work and a lot of fat t- anil figures.

Rut the above little scene, like all

Folklore, has a ^erin of truth to it.

Gathering market ami -ales figures

does take week-: a good copj theme
ran blossom in a fraction <>f a second.

I lie point is that creative advertising

operates on a different level from oth-

er agencj activities, i- hard to describe

and haul to put your fingei on.

• onsciousl) oi hip ons iousl) . HHDO
recognizes tin- fait in organizing its

• native services separatelv. I hese ser-

vices are under one of HHDO'- three

functional executive vice presidents,

Charles II. Brower (the other two are

ovei operations ami client relations
I

.

Brower i- a tall ex-basketball coach

who take- hi- work i hut not himself)

seriously. He beads up all copj and
..it work, the ratlio-tv department and

public relations.

We talked about a speech be gave

before the I \ - last month. It was

called "'Who- Having \nv Fun?" and
took as it- text :

" \ man who spendeth

his life gathering gold for the I nited

States Treasury Department and bas

no fun i- a Bounding ass and a tinkling

idiot."

In discussing fun Brower was not

talking about holding a glass of cham-

pagne in one hand and a blonde in

the other, though he recognizes the

appeal of both. He was talking about

people who don't enjov their work.

"I had in mind." he said, "the kind

of people I come across. The radio

and tv people, the publicity people,

the advertising writers, the art dire

tors. Some don't reallj enjov their

work ami I think one reason the) don't

is that they've been indoctrinated to be

suspicious of anv advertising that

they're proud of.

"I was told the same thing when I

wa- younger. If I liked a piece of

copy, it was a had sign. The publi .

I was told, wouldn't like it. Win ?

b\ ause the public was supposed to !><

on one level and the advertising man.
a- a person, on another. We were BUp-

posed to be writing to the common
man. Hut the common man is not as

common as some people think.

"In other word-. I'm talking about

people who sa) you can't turn out well-

written -luff and have anv 'sell' in it

at the same time.

"
I hat s a lot of nonsense.

"Now. I'm not saying that just he-

cause a piece of copy reads well it will

-ell goods, ^i ou've gol to know adver-

tising. \nd. of course, there are three

or four mothers and six or seven fa-

ther- working on a commercial so the

result cannot be pure inspiration. But

that's no reason for a writer to hold

himself back.

"Yes, our writer- know I feel this

way. I hev know I like the creative

approach . .

."

\Iv conversation with Brower
touched a lot of other things.

Brower on radio: "... I think v on

might sav that BBDO is getting re-in-

terested in radio. We haven't done as

well hv radio as we should. We've
been too fascinated hv tv. . .

."

Brower on ti commercials: "... 1

think a lot of tv commercials are bor-

ing, ["here's not enough thought put

into them. Some advertisers tend to d"

the safe thing in a new medium ami

the result i- not always good. . .

."

Brower on double-spotting: "... I

Sometimes wonder whether it's worth-

while to put so much thought into tv

commercials. The stations crowd bo

man) of them together. Hut I don't

know how that problem will be solved.
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The stations have to make money. . .
."

Broiver on copy formulas: ".
. . We

don't have any high-sounding copj

formulas. We just push our writers

into more creative effort. Every prod-

uct and every firm is a different prob-

lem. Take Campbell. They have such

a large percent of the soup market,

we can say that soup is a fine thing

and let it go at that. But we're trying

to say it better. . .
."

Brower on brainstorm sessions:

".
. . The brainstorm session is an ex-

cellent way of getting ideas, though it

has its limitations. The brainstorm

session is a lot of little candles, rather

than one, strong searchlight. . .
."

Brower on Brower: ".
. . Because of

my background, I'm mostly interested

in and directly concerned with adver-

tising copy. I'm not a negotiator for

tv talent, or anything like that. But

they had to put some departments un-

der somebody, so they picked me. I

don't try to handle everything, but I

try to understand everything so peo-

ple won't think I'm a half-wit. . .
."

It itItO s rail 1/ start in tv: "Don
Howe'.''" repeated the 1 ltli floor recep-

tionist at BBDO. "Well, you go

through that door on your left, then

turn left, walk down to the second

aisle, turn right, go to the end of I lie

aisle, turn left, walk past a couple of

offices until you see his name."

This was on my first day at BBDO
and I felt like asking the receptionist

if she'd ask Rowe, who is business

manager of the tv department, to come
out and lead me to his office. (By the

end of the week at BBDO I was walk-

ing through the maze of cubicles as if

I owned the place. I

When I finally reached Rowe's of-

fice, I found a youngish man (there

are a raft of young men and women
in BBDO's radio-tv echelons). Rowe
told me he got into television as a cam-

eraman at WPTZ, Philadelphia, seven

years ago though he had no experi-

ence. He is assistant to Bob Foreman,

head of the tv department, and has his

finger in a lot of pies, creative as well

as administrative.

{Please turn to page 78 I

A tV commercial gets polish: Arlene Francis, left, "editor" of NBC TV's daytime
show, "Home," takes breather from du Pont commercial rehearsal to talk to Marge Fowler, who
wrote commercial, and SPONSOR editor Jaffe about gadgets used in du Pont's video plug

BBDO air clients in 1954

AMERICAN RADIATOR rs

AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR rs

AMERICAN TOBACCO rn. rs. tn

ARMSTRONG CORK tn

BARCALO MFC rs ts

BOSTON FIVE CENTS SAVINCS BANK rs

BURNHAM AND MORRILL rs

CALIFORNIA OIL rs, ts

CAMPBELL SOUP tn

CONSOLIDATED EDISON N. Y. ts

CONSOLIDATED COSMETICS rn

CREAM OF WHEAT rn. rs. ts

CROSLEY rs. tn, ts

CURTIS CIRCULATION rs. ts

DE SOTO rn, rs, tn. ts

DETROIT-MICHIGAN STOVE ts

DOUCHBOY INDUSTRIES rs

DU PONT rs. tn. ts

EASY WASHING MACHINE rs. ts

ETHYL CORP. ts

FARMERS & MECHANICS SAVINCS BANK ts

FEDDERS-QUICAN tn, ts

FIRST NATL BANK BOSTON rs, ts

FORT PITT BREWINC rs. is

E. & J. GALLO WINERY rs. ts

GEMEX tn

CENERAL BAKINC rs. ts

GENERAL ELECTRIC rn, rs. tn. ts

CENERAL MILLS rs, tn, ts

GENERAL TIME rs, ts

B. F. COODRICH rs, tn

HAMILTON WATCH rs

HORMEL rn, rs, ts

INTL MINERALS & CHEMICAL rs. tn

IRON MINING INDUSTRY OF MINN, ts

LEVER BROS. rn. rs. tn, ts

LIBBY, McNEILL & LIBBY rs, ts

LIBERTY MUTUAL rs, ts

M. |. B. CO. rn, rs, ts

MAINE SARDINE INDUSTRY rs

MARINE TRUST CO. WESTERN N. Y. rs, ts

MINNESOTA MINING & MFC. rn, tn, ts

MURINE rn. rs. ts

MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS MASS. rs. ts

NATL CITY BANK N. Y. ts

NATL GYPSUM tn

NEHI rn, rs, is

THOMAS NELSON & SONS rn. ts

J L. NEWKIRK rs

N. Y. STATE DEPT. COMMERCE ts

N. Y. TELEPHONE rs. ts

NIACARA-MOHAWK POWER rs

NORTHRUP KING rs, ts

NORTHWESTERN BELL rs. ts

PACIFIC TEL. & TEL. rs. ts

PENICK & FORD rs. ts

PFEIFFERS FOOD PRODUCTS rs. ts

POLAROID CORP in, ts

READERS DIGEST ASSN. rs. ts

REXALL DRUC rn. ts

SCHAEFER BREWINC rs. ts

IACOB SCHMIDT BREWINC rs. ts

SCUDDER FOODS PRODUCTS rs. ts

SEA BREEZE LABS ts

SHREVE. CRUMP & LOWE rs

SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND TEL. rs, ts

STANDARD OIL OF CAL. rn. rs. ts

R. H. STEARNS rs

TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING rs

TREESWEET PRODUCTS ts

TWA rs. ts

UNITED FRUIT rs. ts

U. S. STEEL rs, tn

VICK CHEMICAL vs

VCA LABS rs, tn, ts

WESTERN CONDENSINC rs. ts

WHITE SEWINC MACHINE ts

WILDROOT rn. rs, ts

|. R. WOOD rs. ts

WYNN OIL rs. ts

ZENITH rs

*EXPLAIVATIOil :

rn means radio network (including

regional), rs means radio spot, tn means

television network, ts means television spot
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Editorial Director

Media article 2 1: Conclusions

by Advisory Board :::

SPONSOR advisers comment on

es 26-part series omitted

SPONSOR'S All-Media Advisory Board

George J. Abrams ad director, Block Drug Co., Jersey City

Vincent R. Bliss eiecutive v.p., Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago

Arlyn E. Cole president, Cole & Weber, Portland, Ore.

Dr. Ernest Dichter pres., Inst, for Research in Mass Motivations

Stephens Dietx v.p., HewiH, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York

Ben R. Donaldson ad & sales promotion director. Ford, Dearborn

Marion Harper Jr. president, McCann-Erickson, Inc., New York

Ralph H. Harrington ad mgr., Gen. Tire & Rubber Co., Akron

Morris L. Hite president, Tracy-Locke Co., Dallas

J. Ward Maurer ad director, Wildroot Co., Buffalo

Raymond R. Morgan pres., Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood

Henry Schochte senior v.p., Bryan Houston, New York
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Letter at left went to all L2 members of sponsor's All-Media
Advisory Hoard from Editorial Director Ray Lapica. In essence
Hoard was asked to summarise, interpret, comment on or refute
previous articles in tin- 22-month series. You'll find opinions oj

six advertisers starting below and continuing on page 86. Remain-
ing six will be published next issue. Sum man/ and conclusions by
sponsob will appear 28 June. Study will be published in book later.

1.

Choice of media is

only part of ad

problem as a whole

Mr. Dietz

After you have interviewed all of

the experts on the subject of choice of

media, you have many statements and

few conclusions. Why? Because choice

of media is not a whole problem in

itself, but only a part of the total ad-

vertising problem.

Briefly stated, the advertising prob-

lem is: "How do we sell the most

goods with this dollar of advertising

monej ?"

No medium sells; it can only de-

liver an advertising message. So, obvi-

ously, one must consider the message

in choosing media. But so must one

consider the many other aspects of

the total advertising problem men-

tioned in this series of articles—such

as distribution, type of product, con-

sumption patterns and so on.

These series of articles have done

much to illuminate the complexities of

media evaluation. They should encour-

age all media people to take a much
broader view of their jobs and chal-

lenge them to obtain the last ounce of

information on the total advertising

problem of each of their products.

STEPHENS DIETZ
Vice President

Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather
New York

2.

Why advertising,

direct sales

are different

"Is advertising necessary? Or can

you do better with salesmen, etc?"

One basic ingredient differentiates

advertising from all Other form- of

sales effort. It is integrated with means
of communication embraced by the

potential customer. It is the differ-

ence between selling l>\ ringing the

doorbell and being invited to dinner.

Radio, television, magazine and

newspaper advertising are accepted hv

the consumer, lie initiates the sales

circumstance by turning on the radio

or television set or buv ing the maga-

zine or newspaper. I he consumer is

there. While he may be irritated by a

poor commercial or a poor product,

he is receptive to the opposites. Touch
the consumer where he is interested

and you have the opportunity to cre-

ate a preference for the product you

offer him on the radio program, the

television screen, the magazine or news-

paper advertisement. His mind is more

free of other entanglements when he is

enjoying these media.

However, this may not be true when

he answers the door bell.

All forms of sales effort have their

place in the over-all sales program.

There is no distinct line of cleavage be-

tween various types of sales effort,

sales promotion, point of purchase dis-

plavs. direct by mail, publicity and so

on. But their place is in conjunction

with advertising and not to the exclu-

sion of it.

BEN DONALDSON
Advertising & Sales Prom. Dir.

Ford Motor Co.

Dearborn

3.

"Mmgaxine-ot-air' 1

tv concept raises

some problems

Mr. Abrams

We hear increasing talk of future

television costs being so high that Mr.

Average Advertiser will buy program

advertising much as he buys magazine

advertising today.

This basically is the "magazine-of-

the-aii • on< ept.

For the advertise] this i\ program-

ing technique raises a numbei <<{ in-

teresting (|ue»tions and problems.

It i- difficult li.i <i n \ advertise! i"

compare equitably the "magazine-of-

the-air" concept with anything he has

previous!) done. Merelj having been
a "participating sponsor" in a Shou o)

Shows <>r km,' Smith or Today isn'l

the same thing. Foi a time "magazine
of the air" will more careful!) -elect

it- \ iewers than w ill other show i\ pi--.

At the same time Mr. \\erage \d-

vertiser is certain to compare maga-
zine- in print vs. "magazines of the

air." Each will now offer him inser-

tions at a cost of "X" dollars per

thousand, either for a black and white

or a color ad. How to compare?
I- a $25,000 black-and-white page

placed in a magazine of 3.000,000 cir-

culation the equivalent of a $25,000

minute announcement reaching an au-

dience of 5,000,000 (measured) homes.

Obviouslv thev are not that easilv

compared

!

There are questions of impact, of

message retention, of advertiser identi-

fication, of total audience and sales.

These questions will lead to others.

For example, what frequency is nec-

essary and at what frequency does the

advertiser reach the point of dimin-

ishing returns? What is the cumula-

tive audience after 13 announcements

as contrasted with 13 insertions? (Re-

member Life talks of a cumulative au-

dience of 73,050,000 people after 13

issues ! i

Most of us who have used television

marvel at its impact—the speed with

which this new medium can produce

action by the consumer. Here, too, is

an area of research of extreme interest.

The ' niagazine-of-the-air" concept is

a fascinating one. And just as fasci-

nating to the advertising professional

will be the research and results of this

medium within a medium.

GEORGE J. ABRAMS
Advertising Director

Block Drug Co.

Jersey City

i flea.se tarn to page 86 i

NEXT ISSUE

Part M of "Conclusions by Advisory

Board." SPONSOR quotes six of

12 ad.Tien who have been helping

it maintain a high level of interest,

accuracy in the 26-article All-Media

Evaluation Study. Final article will

run 28 June. Boole out soon.
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lew way to buy local railio-lv: asi
Travel advertisers saturate V Y. arts* economically with 111 hours of progranii**

THURSDAY MAY 6th

EUROPEAN

TRAVELCADE

10 djy annct. drive heralded "Travelcade'

j he Sunda) supplement ( oncept has

..in.- i.. [oca] radio and telei ision.

Sunda) newspapers have long used

special sections built around a single

topic iia\ el l"i example. But the spe-

cial Sunda) supplement section j
> r » » 1 >

-

abl) had nevei been \i^n\ on tin- aii

until members of the European Travel

|

< ommission bought 1 11 hours of pro-

grams on W \1'.( W NBT, New York,

during tin- 6rst weekend in May.

I he w hole i oncept breaks an old

radio-h rule: Never pul messages "I

two competing i lients in the same pro-

gram. Hut \\ MlC-W MIT were • • 1 1 1 to

attract man) advertisers who could

never afford t<> use radio and t\ be-

fore. Putting commer* ials ..I • am-

panies in the same business togethei

helps split up the cost. \nd ii prob-

abl) builds interest in the i ommercials

b) giving the travel shoppei some-

thing i mpare.

I Ii.- spei ial section idea was con-

ceived ..i iginall) b) the stations a- a

U.>< k on iia\ el ever) when- and an) •

H Inn- in tin- world.

I ntei 1 ludson Me) ei . exe utive \ \*
<•

president ..I i aples Co. (w ln< Ii is the

agent \ foi the I urn |.ran I ravel < !om-

mission representing 21 count]

Meyei was the first adman a

proached b) W M'-t WNBT. He sug-

gested restricting the scope "( the first

Sunda) supplement to I uropean trav-

el. He also suggested the stations

mighl plan supplements dealing with

othei aspei ts ol tra\ el, and get into

additional topics, I ack-to-school, etc.

I In- Bpe< ial section on the air hears

a close resemblance to the "magazine

concept" as applied to network radio

and television. Both formats provide

I.. i a numbei of advertisers buying in-

sertions in a given block. Hut the

WNBC-WNBT experiment ma) n-pre-

-t nt the f i i — t time stations have used

"spe< ial section" advertising.

Because the operation was a sales

-ii . ess it - likel\ other stations will

want to keep an eye on the approach.

Advertisers and agencies, too. ma)

-pirad the concept to other local sta-

tions b) suggesting the) create sup-

plement- of this type.

\\ NBC and \\ NBT aired the pr<

dent-breaking European Travelcade

programing block during a total of

144 hours (combined radio and t\ fig-

ures l on the weekend of 7-9 May.

\\ NBC and WNBT are now planning

one weekend supplement a month on

topics ranging from back-to-school to

winter sport-. Bi< hard M. Pack, di-

rector of programs, told sponsor.

Travel advertisers are so < loselv

identified with print advertising the al-

liance had almost come to be accepted

a- inevitable b) man\ broadcast, i-.

Here are the problems James Barn.

\\ \BC-W Mil account executive, faced

when he approached Hudson Meyer:

1. Foreign countries todav are no-

|S7lor(-U'ni'«* «-omill«»rc'i«l.v: Bill Berns. WNBC-WNBT news director, made world tour,

ired highlights, commercials en route. Below, he buys checks from sponsor, American Express
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iinday supplement
hhmk- wcokond. Mow trend on the way?

Hudson Meyer (I.), exec. v. p., Caples Co. (European Travel Comm.
agency), helped convince other sponsors to buy "special section of

the air." Dick Pack. WNBC-WNBT prog dir. (r.), plans one a month

toriously short on funds for non-essen-

tials like advertising. Each dollar al-

lotted for publicity is as carefully ap-

portioned as a five-year-old's 10c week-

ly allowance. Budgets are planned far

in advance, are generally inflexible.

2. Because budgets are small and

because many newspapers (and some

magazines | furnish editorial support

for travel ads in the way of special ar-

ticles, 99 r
/( of travel firms have had

little contact with air advertising. It's

easier to stick to a tried-and-true meth-

od than to experiment with the un-

known.

3. Travel is a long-range proposi-

tion. People don't pick up the phone

and order two plane tickets to Paris

the way they call the grocer for a

pound of butter. Many veterans in the

travel field are convinced the only way
to sell travel is through a policj <>f

consistent, low-key advertising. Would
the one-shot be palatable as a sales

vehicle?

The European Travel Commission

represents 21 member countries which

jointly work to further international

goodwill and economic prosperity

through travel. The commission acts

in an advisory capacity for each of

these countries individually as well as

representing them as a group.

Hudson Meyer, exec. v. p. at the

Caples agency, was sold on the idea

of sponsoring a three-day program-

Tl'nrel intervie 11's: Regular weekend programing got international flavor through spe-

cial interviews with travel experts like Denmark's Mogens Lichtenberg, shown with Tex and Jinx

ing block devoted t" European travel

because he fell it was a cheap, ef-

fective way to saturate an area pro-

viding a huge number of international

travelers. I According to the U. S. De-

partment of Commerce some 35* - ol

the pa»|iorl- applied for and renewed

last year were l>\ residents of the New
York area. I Dick Pack, \\ MK-W Mil
IM'ojjrain director, Meyer and Joseph

I <m \ . Caples radio-tv director, origi-

nated a variety of programs pointing

up many aspects of foreign travel.

Many shows regular!) scheduled on

weekends over the two stations were

slanted to the travel theme 1>\ the use

ol special guests and topics.

The package was designed so that

eight members of the European Travel

Commission split the total cost for

both radio and tv. The entire 114

hours cost a total of $16,000; Pack

says future special sections will be sold

for about $25,000. Each sponsor got

10 one-minute participations in 10 dif-

ferent radio programs and nine one-

minute announcements in nine differ-

ent tv shows for about $1,650.

WNBC-WNBT news and special

events director, Bill Berns, made a

'round-the-world trip in 10 days,

broadcast live commercials for a tenth

sponsor, American Express (agenc) :

Benton & Bowles I from various parts

ol the world. Taped interviews and
special reports by Berns via short wave
were included in the programing
block. Cost: $2,500.

The eight members of the European
Travel Commission sponsoring the spe-

cial section included: the British Trav-

el Association I through Hewitt. Ogil-

\ j . Benson & Mather ) ; Cunard Lines

I Charles \\ . Hoyt and Kell) Nason)

;

the French Government Tourist Office

( Benton & Bowles I : the German Tour-

ist Office (Stephen Goerl Associati

i Please turn to page 62)

case history
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/^ I say ratings are opinion

llll] j •! I 1 I (M Onlv r«-;tl media im-.tsinriiMMil

1 1 IF I llll I i J ability to soil, savs Vltltl s Ha

is

Joseph B. Ward

^1 -i .'ml Industrial Revolution ia

sweeping I .S. marketing. Machines

are replai ing men .1- salesmen, as traf-

fic • lei ks, .i~ inventoi \ plannei s.

In < nun ,i-t to the new Bcience "I

business operation, advertising meth-

ods remain a mattei ol "opinion.'

Iliat. summarized, is 1 1 < > w J

<

>^«-( >h H.

\\ aid Btarted ;< talk to Canadian adver-

tisers <-.nK tin- month. Bj "opinion"

Joe Ward means an) form "I rating »r

othei measure "I advertising based on

< irculation.

Mir scientific measure of advertis-

ing, Bays \\ .ml. is abilit] to sell.

Ward i- in a unique position to talk

aboul both science and advertising.

He's a successful West Coast industrial

engineering consultant; he is also pres-

ident ol Vdvertisine Research Bureau

I11. .
1 \KI5I 1 . Seattle research firm

which measures media results in terms

ol sales. \KBI tests generall) com-

pare radio with newspapers, hut they

have been used a- well to compare ra-

dio with television. (A previous arti-

. Ie mi \KI5I appeared in the () Man h

1953 issue.)

From his position astride science and

sales research, Waul delivered some

stimulating predictions mi the future

of radio advertising and retailing.

I ^ mill find them summarized on this

page; see also "Robot Retailing" 23

March 1953). Ward also explained in

detail how \l!lil is able to measure

advertising on the basis of -ales.

SI'O.VSOK presents some of Wards
idea- to stimulate advertisers and agen-

cymen in theii thinking about the sig-

rcl

nificance of ratings. SPONSOR has long

urged a more realistic view of ratings;

has fought lo extend knowledge of

their strengths and weaknes-e-.

^ mi II fmd five topics excerpted and

summarized in the article helow :

1. Difference between fact, opinion.

2. Sales effectiveness results of -Mi HI

radio vs. newspaper tests.

.'•i. Interview technique.

4. Relationship of ratings to -ale-.

."). Difference between radio- and

newspaper-influenced customers.

I. The advertise} who wants to make

money must know the difference be-

tween fact and opinion: Let's get down

to case-. It is a fact that the Audit

Bureau of Circulations, can, w ith a high

degree of accuracy, measure the paid

Ward predicts robot retailing will make pre-selling by radio-tv vital:

1. I he name <>f the force canning fundamental changes in

marketing i« known as "cybernetics" or automation.

2. Ilic engineering principles being applied are based on
-diiikI scientific analysis. Some of these principle- were de-

veloped from electronic knowledge learned during and after

World War II. These principle- are felt bj man* lo con-

stitute ilic second Industrial Revolution. Whereas the fir-i

revolution substituted the machine lor man's arm, the see-

Ond one i- substituting the machine for man"- mind.

... This machine thai "think-"' i» freeing man of monoto-
nous «ork, permitting greater leisure.

I. "-iicIi machines an- applicable not onlj to industry Inn to

wholesaling and retailing, and in the next feu yean "ill

liring the rapid growth of giant wholesalers and retailer-.

.">. Distribution practices are being given thorough stud) to-

daj t<> prepare for ma-- distribution it ma-- production.
Whit i- HOW called BUM product ion will lie a "trickle" com-
pared with the potentialities ol real ma-- production. Our
ereakj and wasteful distribution methods have failed before
to handle the flood of manufactured good-— notabli in

1929. Distribution now i- where manufacturing was in I 'J 10.

(>. Impersonal Mmass selling*
1

i- the term given todaj to a

trend long underwaj and accentuated l>» World War II. The
efficient, personal selling of retail clerk- has suffered.

40

7. We are entering an age of hrand con>ciouMie>»>. the like

of which we have never seen before* \d\eriising of national

brands on a hitherto hit-or-mi>« basis will ha>e to Iwar the

whole responsibility for pre selling the cu*tomer.

Jt. Evidence of impersonal -clling i- prevalent in food super
market* where the purchasing In customers i* robot-like*

The elapsed time in the -tore ha- been cut radically* As one
observer says, "In practical!} all of the -tore unit- of our
large-l retailer- ... we see a mechanization of the public's

-hopping function which even in it- pre-ent earl} >tage rep-

resents a total revolution in buying."

9. \- another observer put- it. "The whole trend of the new
ma-- retailing era will In' in the direction of putting the

selling burdens on just two media: one i- advertising; the
other i- interior displa)— ill an cntireh new form."

10. Mechanized, electroni/cd lloor and counter displays will

lei the shopper give herself a competent demonstration of
an item b} simpl} pressing a button or turning a dial.

11. From the engineer'- viewpoint the new industrial dis-

tribution developments must go hand in hand with communi-
cation ol messages either lo an individual or to a large group.

12. Ma-- communication of electronic- (radio and t\ ) i> yet
in it- infanc) and will he mastered b} manufacturer" and
retailer- in pre-selling customers.

SPONSOR



XRBI uses suies as uardstich

Research firm interviewers

in store ask customers

where they found out

aboul merchandise. To

verify facl customer ac-

tually iliil hear <>r read

ad, interviewer next asks

what newspaper or pro-

gram was involved, then

asks what customer re-

members about the ad.

Only responses verified in

this way are used in the

final results. Other ques-

tions asked: "In your

opinion does the store get

better results from news-

paper or radio ads?"

ftffffiu beats newspapers in 201 tests

\i;i:i linn m.ni. 'in

point - of - sale studies
throughout country to test

pull ol radio vs. newspa-

pers. In comparing dollai

volume of purchases b)

customers brought in b)

radio » ith thai of new -•

papers, firm found 39. i'

.

of total dollars spent were

attributable to radio, onlj

23.5^! for new -papers. \|.

so uncovered by firm i-

fact that radio customers

often bu> merchandise

other than that advertised,

newspaper customers tend

to stii-k to test items.

Do liar Volume of Purchasec by Media

39.5#

circulation of a daily or weekly news-

paper or magazine. It is a fact that

the Bureau of Broadcast Measurement

can, within stated limits of accuracy,

measure the number of radio homes

for a given radio station. However, it

is strictly a matter of opinion what

circulation or BBM figures on radio

homes have to do with sales results.

(BBM is Canada's equivalent of U.S.

Broadcast Measurement Bureau, now
defunct.)

An advertiser may have a theory

that if he carried his advertisement in

a newspaper with high circulation, or

if he carries his commercials on a ra-

dio station with a high BBM, that that

will necessarily mean he will get high

sales results. When you take measure-

ments of circulation, or measurements

of radio homes, you get facts—but not

facts about sales results.

Let us take another "for instance."

It's a fact that a readership survey can

establish, within a stated degree of re-

liability, how many people saw and

read an ad and associated it with the

product or advertiser—and how many

people have read most of the reading

matter of the advertisement. It's a fact

that a coincidental telephone survey

can establish with a given degree of

reliability how many people are listen-

ing to a radio program at a given time.

However, it is strictly a matter of

opinion what readership or listenership

to a particular program have to do

with sales results. An advertiser may
have a theory that if he achieves high

readership or buys a program with a

high rating he will automatically get

high sales results. Actually his theory

is simply an opinion.

In radio and in newspapers glamour

has caused a lot of people to confuse

opinion with fact. We can all recall

the days when a local sponsor hired a

soprano because his wife liked so-

pranos. This was opinion working very

close to home, and if the merchant

didn't get any additional business at

the store, at least he might get some
peace of mind at home!

The fact is that advertising is of lit-

tle value if it does not result in sales.

And the place to measure the facts

about sales effectiveness of advertising

is in the store, at a location not far

removed from the cash register. In

business, there is no opinion about a

dollar spent by a customer.

2. Saks effectiveness results of radio

vs. newspapers, as disclosed by ARBI
point-of-sale tests: In establishing a

method of obtaining facts from the

customer at point-of-sale, we had to

find a method that would apply to two

unlike media such as newspapers and

radio. After several months of experi-

mentation we suddenly hit upon the

idea that only dollars were common to

THIS WE FICHT FOR

We fight for better radio and tv

ratings, and a more realistic view

of them. We are convinced that

radio and tv ratings are NOT the

ultimate in deciding whether a

sponsor's interests are being effec-

tively served by his present pur-

chase, nor the ultimate in deciding

what to buy. We work to throw

light on the weaknesses and

strengths of ratings, educate adver-

tisers to their limitations as well as

values in planning air campaigns.

both media. Therefore, all of the tests

that have been made are based upon

equal dollars in whatever media have

been tested.

The advertising in 1 >« >tli media would

begin simultaneously and during a

three-day period trained interviewers

at the point-of-sale would inquire from

the customers how they had learned

about this merchandise. The three

days were selected as the period for

testing the results on the basis that

newspaper advertising has a measur-

able life of three days at the point-

of-sale. Therefore, the period was ad-

justed to the life of a given newspaper

promotion.

Radio announcements were used pri-

marily in these studies since most of

the advertisers with whom these stud-

ies were conducted either were not us-

ing radio at all, or had merely been

spasmodic users of the medium.

Radio programs have been used

where the advertiser has already had

such programs on the air. In such

cases the amount spent for the program

over a three-day period I if it were a

dail\ program I determined the amount

spent for newspaper advertising in the

stud\

.

In some cases participating an-

nouncements have been used on per-

sonality programs, although these were

considered merely premium announce-

ments and charged for as such in re-

lationship to newspaper advertising.

The advertiser in using newspaper

-pace was given free choice to use it

in any way he wished. He could use

one paper or several; he could run his

advertising on one day or over three

l Please turn to page 58 I
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4 ways you can use this

valuable SPONSOR feature

//; every issue of sponsor \ou will find the handy,

up-to-date listing of new tv station grants which appears

below. Here's how this compilation can help you.

1. ) on can plan campaigns far in ail ranee hv check-

ing on-air target dates given in chart.

2. ISames of permitee, manager and rep for each

new c.p. and station make it easy to get additional data

3. List of all stations newly on air with commercia
programing during two weeks preceding issue is handy
reference list to update timebuyers.

4. Box score at bottom of page is succinct summary
of tvs status. Includes total number of U.S. stations.

f. V (»tt* stations on ttir--

CALL
LETTERS

CHANNEL
NO

ON-AIR
DATE

POWER KW i"
NET

AFFILIATION
STNS.
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKET'

0001
PERMITEE 4 MANAGER REPCITY i STATE VISUAL AURAL

MASON CITY, IOWA KGLO-TV 3 29 May TOO 50 CBS, DuM 1 NFA 1 ee Radio Inc.

Lte P. Ltiomiv pres.
Hirbert R. Ohrl. exec.

v.p.

Rogtr Sawyer tn as
Donald G. Harrer. sec.

Weed Tv

PORTLAND, MAINE WGAN-TV 13 1 June 239 127 ABC, CBS 1 NFA Guy Gannet Bcstf. Serv-
icis

Guy P. Gannet. prat.

C. E. Gatehtll. v.p -gen.
mgr.

Avery-
Koooel

SALISBURY, MD. WBOC-TV 16 24 May 12 6 — 1 NFA Ptninsula Bcstg. Co.
John W. Downing, pres.
W. Lee Allen, v.p.

Burn. Smith

If. Yciv construction permits *

CITY & STATE CALL
LETTERS

CHANNEL
NO.

DATE OF
GRANT ON-AIR

TARGET

POWER (KW)'

AURAL
STATIONS
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKET*

1000)
PERMITEE 4 MANAGER RADIO

REP1

ADRMORE, OKLA.

BANGOR, ME.

FLINT, MICH.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

SAN ANTONIO, TEX.

WAUSAU, WIS.

KVSO-TV 12 12 May

2 6 May

14 May

28 14

1.5 0.85 1

316 158 3

NFA

58 vhf

1,140 vhf

WNYC-TV 31 12 May

KCOR-TV 41 12 May

7 12 May

251 135 7

1 Nov. '54 19 9 2

93 55

4,150

191

-hf

rhf

NFA

BOX SCORE

John F. Easley. sole
owner

Albert Riesen. gen. mgr.

Murray Carpenter & As-
<rc iatr s-

Murray Carpenter, pres.
Marie Zoides. see.

C L Landon

WJR. The Goodwill Sta-
tion Inc.

John F. Part. pres.
Frances S. Richards,

part owner
Worth Kramer, v.p. -gen.

mgr.
William Sicbert. see. •

treas.

F. Siblrv Moore, v.p.
George Cushlng. v.p.

The City of New York
Seymour N. Siegel. di-

rector

KCOR. Ine.

R. A. Cortej. pres.
Kenneth R. Hyman. v.p.
R. A. Cortez Jr.. v.p.
W. P. Smythe. v.p.
Ruth Burleson, sec.

Wisconsin Valley Tv
Corp.*

John C Sturtevant. pros.
Gtorge T. Frechette, v.p.
A. F. Berner. sec.

Howard A. Quirt, treas.

' S. stations on air, incL

Honolulu arid 4ln\l.u < 2\ May

Markets covered

;»7«

299

Post-freeze c.p's granted ( ex-

cluding 28 educational grants:

21 Ha)
-

:.)i

Granites on air

r,tr>

2tiH

7Y homes in I .$. (] April
'54) 25, tit.',.000

US. homes uith tv sets (1

April's*) 62",,

*Bolh arm c t> • and stations going on the air listed here are those «th|rh occurred between

euojlilernj to be on U» air when commercial operation sunt. ••Tower of e.p.'i u thai recorded
In WOC applications and amendments of In.llrldual grantees tlnformatlon on the number of sets

In markets »hcrc not designated as helni frnm Nile" Itricsrh. consists of estimates from the
stations or reps and must be deemed approximate I Data from NHC Research and Planning
Pwrrecuage* no homes with sets and himes In it coverage areas are considered approximate flo
moat (MM, the representative of a radio station which Is granted a c p also represent* the new
tv operation since at presstlme It Is generally loo early to confirm it representations of moat
grantees. SPONSOR lists Ihe reps of the radio nations In this column (when a radio Italian baa

market.

42

heen given the tr sr-anti NFA: No figures available at presstlme on leu In
'Mall. in rlaih iesven

• WI.lt/. It*ik-.«r. util h recelvs*
Interest In permitee within .»ie year. (Jrsnt subject to oeulltloai

that Murra> I ar, -of his tntrrevt In W'C.l Y

n .f \Y \TK gOBtlflO, w
DJIinbu lralu.lr. gr.ni. i,,v, ,| nce surrendered their r.p.s <.r who

I I
i

SPONSOR

lOvi

i



Of course flowers can talk!
You can make them do it any time you wish; and you can be sure

of what they're saying, too. These and other stunts are available

in great variety— ready to be used to change pace, or to clinch a

point. Easy, economical, too, when you USE EASTMAN FILM.

Lovely in black and white? Yes! But think of it in COLOR!

For complete information—what film to use, latest

processing technics—write to:

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y.

East Coast Division Midwest Division West Coast Division

342 Madison Avenue 137 North Wabash Avenue 6706 Santa Monica Blvd.

New York 17, N. Y. Chicago 2, Illinois Hollywood 38, California

Agents for the distribution and sale of Eastman Professional Motion Picture Films:

W. J. GERMAN, INC.

Fort Lee, N. J.; Chicago, III.; Hollywood, California
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Chart covers halt-hour syndicated film prori

I

Rant Pair
r» rink

f I

Top 70 s/iows in 70 or more markcti

Period 7-7 A/lorch 7954
TITLE. SYNDICATOR. PRODUCER. SHOW TYPE

Favorite Story, Ziv (D)

Average
rating

•j:i.7

I f <•*. Three Meet, Ziv |D)

Ciceo Rid. Ziv (W)

SiipcriiKin. Flamingo, R. Maxwell (K)

C if., Deteetives
MCA. Revue Prod. (D)

Mild Kill Hiefcofc, W. Broldy (W)

Kit Canton. MCA, Revue Prod. (W)

10

Pait'
rank

Range* Riders, CBS Film, Flying "A" (W)

>:i.:t

21.0

2(i.7

>o.r>

20.1

2U.2

20.1

7-STATION
MARKETS

70.2 70.3

Willi! ktlv

B 00pm

72.5 8.4

" 30pm

72.9 74.7

: 00pm

76.4 76.0

wnot
00pm

3.9 72.2

4 STATION MARKETS

Mpli. Seattle S

3-STATI0N MARKE

Atlanta Bait. Buffalo Cln

79.5 27.5 78.0 48.0 70.9

»-tf krnK-tv ksd tv

vrn B 00pm '1 30pm 10:30pm

20.3 70.5 79.0 78.5 42.0 7 7.0

7 :00pm '.1 30pm IO:0Opu

74.3 72.7 9.8 79.0 32.3 73.4

Uljkb
: 00pm

ksd-tv
4:30pm 6:30pm

74.8 76.4 9.0 25.5 28.8 72.2

:30pm
ubkb

5:00pm
urfo-tv
'. 00pm

klne-lv
I! :00pm

ksd-tv unbw
5:30pm 7 00pm

5.7 73.8 77.5 32.8 7.4

"Hit
3<lj.in

knit
1 pm

77.0 70.7

kabc-tv
:00pm

77.7 75.0

UTllH

S :00pm 7 :30pm

Foreign Intrigue, JWT, Shel. Reynolds (A)

Katlge 711. NBC Film (D)

10.2

18.3

72.2 8.5

knit

77.4 72.9

Wllllt knbh

8.5 76.5

kilt
1160pm

ubkb
9 30pm

WCCO-tT
10:00pm

klnK-tv
10:30pm

Ml p IV

10:15pn,

8.8 76.2 25.8 27.0 26.0 78.2

ubkb woco-lv klng-tv k>d tv wnhv
1:30pm 5:30pm 6:00pm 12:00n

76.0

vaea tv

7 OOpn

7.5 76.0 52.3 29
ivlu Rrbil iv arben-ti

"pm 9:30pm s:30||

70.8 77.3 42.5 20.

ubaliv uben-tv wrpofl
'•:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 6:00|l

23.3 78.3 47.0

artb u ubaltr w>
7 :0Opm 7 :00pm 7 :00pm

9.5 38.8

umar-tv uben-tv
11:00pm 10:30pm

75.3

8:00pm

20.3 27.8

klnK-tv k«d-tv
H :00pm 2:30pm

27.0

wl.z-tv

72.8 76.8

knmo-tv
7 :00pm 7 :00pm

70.5

wton-tv
7:00pm

27.3 75.0 27.5 76.3 20.8 74.5

»ct It k iv ksd-tt wnbw
>pm 9:30pin K :00pm 11:00pm 10:30pm

75.8 72.7

H un-iv
2:mipm 8:00pm

25.0 76.9

75.5 72.8 30.3 17.

»sli It ubal-tv uben tv wlw-
."> :30pm 7:00pm 1:00pm 5:30|

75.8 72.0 26.0

»lu-a umar-tv uben-tv
:00pm 6:00pm 3:00pm

9.8

uaga-tv
7:00pra

6.0 77.

« bul 1

8:0Opm X:30p

77.5 75.0

wnbw wlw-a ubal-tv
7:00pm (0:30pm 10:30pm

74.

wlw
ld:30|

Top 70 snows in 4 to 9 markets

Crown Theatre, CBS Film ID)

lour All-Star Theatre. Screen Gems (D)

ffopalong Cnx.sidu. NBC Film (W)

C rnig Kenneth/. L. Weiss A. Weiss (M)

t.ene Autry. CBS Film (W)

f'oirnou G'MOtl, Flamingo, United Artists (W)

Death Valley Days, McCannErickson (W)

/1 111os 'n' Andy. CBS Film (C)

(aptured. NBC Film (D)

Abbott A Coxtello. MCA TCA (C)

RoefcM lOWeS, United TV. Roland Reed (A)

26.6

10.2

I It. 11

lit.

I

10.7

10.2

15.8

I 1.0

i2.r»

12.1

12.

1

9.9

kltv

72.4

3.7

1 :30pm

72.7 79.0

3.5 8.5

kilv

72.2 6.9

(1 :00pm
ktlv

7.5

knit
^">pm

8.4

ubkb
10:00pm

74.3 35.3

komo-tv ksd-ti
6:30pm 10:00pm

73.0

wnbw
10:30pm

77.5

6:30pm

27.8 74.7

t\ nbvv

2.3

wen-tv
7:30pm

7 7.2

uhbm-tv
3:30pm

76.8

klnK-tv
6 :30pra

74.3

u-eco-tv

2:00pm

27.8

ksd ti

12 :30pm

27.3 5.3 7.2

kh)C tv utv|
9:00pm 10:00pm

9.5

Hi 'pm

26.0 5.8 72.4

u • W wt.li tv

1 7 :00pm

3.5

wen It

30.5

klnK tv

74.5

w-nar-tv

8 00pm

27.0

klnK-tv
" OOpn

4.0

ubkb

76.5

«:00nm

7.2

•rtta

38.3

uben-tv
I 30pm

20.3

winar tv

S :00pm

75

uepo-
130p

7.3

uiara
10:30pm

6.8

umar-tv
6:30nm

type symbols: (A) adventure: (C) comedy; (D) drama: (Kl kid show;

is, is, tan nim II ltd an I.-neth. br»adra»t In four 1

n.r atrraer rallnK If an unwelKhted areraKr of Individual market rallnn

tChart to cover ipril will appeta 14 June issue, ibove chart previously appeared 17 May.

(M) mystery: lllank space* Indicate film not broad t 17 March 19.">4 WW,'

it more mar «<>rk show* are fairly stable from one month to another la the markets In which

Haled above. thl« li true to a much lesser eitent with syndicated shows. Tills should be borne U

tbrk-
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liSlliS
totally made for tv

KEl
3-STATION MARKETS

^JDayton

27.0 20.5 24.3 72.3 79.5

vhlo-tv

'Z :00pm

0.

Detroit Milw'kee Phlla. S. Fran.

76.0

wjbk-tv
10:30pm

70.0

k^rt-tv

T :00pm

wjbk-tv
in 80pm

wtmj-tv
10:30pm

wcau-tv
7:00pm

kron-tv
10:30pm

25.8 37.5 20.5 22.3

wxyz-tv
7 :00pm

wtmj-tv
4:00pm

wcau-tv
7 :00pm

kn>n-tv
7 :00pm

70.8 77.5 28.3 24.5 73.3

wtw d
OOprn

wxyz-tv
0:30pm

wtmj-tv
l:O0pm

wcau-tv
7:00pm

kgo-tv
6:30pm

77.8 75.3

wjbk tv

10:30pm
bio-tv

JO :30pm

77.5

kron-tv
10:30pm

73.0 20.8 23.5 76.2 78.0

via .1

- OOprn

;

wxyz-tv
6:30pm

wtmj-tv
12:0On

wptz
:30pm

kgo-tv
6:30pm

77.8 7 7.3 38.3 79.3 78.8

vlw i.l

. .UIIIHI!

wjbk-tv
6:00pm

wtmj-tv
4:30pm

wptz
6:30pm

kron-tv
4:00pm

Iw-d
_ ii:3 n

75.5

vlw-a
0.30pm

76.5 72.8 77.3 26.3

wxyz - tv

7:00pm
wcan-tv
7:00pm

wptz
6:00pm

kplx
7 :00pm

5.3 74.5 45.5 72.9 8.8

wjbk-tv
9:00pm

wtmj-tv
9:30pm

weau l\

10:30pm
kgo-tv
9:30pm

76.8

wwj-tv
7:00pm

27.0 29.0

wcau-tv
6 :30pm

kplx
9 .OOpra

2-STATION MARKETS

Birm. Charlotte New O.

58.8 52.0

wbtv
9:00pm

wdsu iv

9 30pm

29.5 59.3

w abt
10:301.111

wbtv
8 :30pm

26.5 33.5 27.5

wbtv
ll:00an

wdsu-tv
5:00pm

28.3 37.8 24.3

wabt
:00pm

wbtv
5 :00pm

wdsu-tv
5:00pm

23.3 58.5 33.0

wabt
0:30pm

wbtv
8:00pm

wdsu-tv
10:00pm

27.3 37.5 36.8

wabt
6 :00pm

wbtv
5:30pm

wdsu-tv
3 :00pm

29.3 36.8

wabt
6:00pm

wbtv
5:30pm

32.0 42.3

wbtv
1:00pm

wdsu-tv
6:00pm

24.0 60.0

wbrc-tv
9 :30pm

wbtv
9 :00pm

79.0 49.8 74.3

wbrc-tv
9:30pm

wbtv
10:00pm

wdsu-tv
11:30pm

73.5

wwj-tv
10:30pm

9.9

wfil-tv
5 :30pm

77.0

wjbk-tv
7 :00pm

76.2 8.3

wcau-tv
6 :00pm

kgo-tv
9:30pm

70.6

wcau-tv
5:30pm

72.0

wjbk-tv
1:30pm

75.8

•bio-tv

:00pm

78.2

wcau-tv
10:30pm

78.3

kplx
7:30pm

70.0 76.0 4.9

wwj-tv wtmj-tv wfil-tv
11:00pm 11:30pm 7:00pm

73.9 77.3

wcau-tv kgo-tv
10:30pm 7:00pm

74.3 23.0

wxyz-tv wtmj-tv
6:30pm 10:30pm

74.0

kron-tv
5:00pm

48.3

wdsu-tv
9:30pm

79.0 38.8

wbrc-tv wbtv
6 :00pm 5 :30pm

52.5

wdsu-tv
9 :30pm

28.8

wabt
6 :00pm

alyzlng rating trends from one month to another in this chart,

to last month's chart. If blank show was not rated at all in

•t or was in other than top 10.

open

in the

From hundreds of

the 29 most profitable

television antennas are

arms for WFMY-TVs

No other television station

homes all across this

reality, made up of many
command the viewing

with over 1,160,000
families whose solid

large-scale manufacturing

Take the straight route

successful advertisers

WFMY-TVs influence on

$1,500,000,000 cluster

And it's growing just

Let Harrington, Righter and

arms

Piedmont

thousands of rooftops, throughout

counties of the Prosperous Piedmont,

reaching out receptive

powerful signal.

is welcomed so often in so many
giant market ... a market, in

markets. Only WFMY-TV lets you

attention of an audience

potential customers — high income

buying power is derived from

and agriculture.

into their homes, just as so many
are doing. They've found that

buying habits in this

of markets has amazing power,

as heartily as the Piedmont itself.

Parsons show you the proof.

wfmy-tv
Basic CBS Affiliate - Channel 2

Greensboro, N.C.
Represented by

Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.

New York—Chicago—San Francisco



TIRE SERVICE

SPONSOR Ray's I in Servi VG1 N(
,

i Dir« I

i VPSUU I VS1 1 1 1
—- 1 « > I c "t Ray's Tire Service has been

spending about $100 a week on five announcements daily

m i tl<ns ,i week on II LOl . Ray Heustis, the owner, re-

cently iii>'i<- in the station and said. "It e nam you to

Icnou ihni mil advertising campaign ovei II LOl has been

the most effective promotion that /<< have evet under-

taken. . . . In my 26 years <»/ business, I have encoun-

tered if advertising medium that has served so well.

( kecking my records, I have discovered that II LOl has

just about doubled my business. . .
." Heustis demands

that co-op radio ml campaigns include II l.'H
.

\\ | (il I ouisville PR< ICRAM: Vnnoum eraente

LINOLEUM

GROCERY
SPONSOR: \rn,» Food Market AGENCY: Din!

< vim IK ( w: HISTORY : About 11 months ago. )u<

in Sanchez owner of the Arrow Food Market decide

to buy some ratlin advertising. Since then he's investe

about 1200 a month in radio, which yields 10 participg

lions n week on A 4BQ. Sanchez suspected that his bust

nesi was up somewhat, but he wasn't prepared for th

surprise uniting for him after he added up his books fo

the il-month period. He found that each month of th

entire period business had increased $15,000. Coa
ments Sanchez: "I knou the amount of increase is a litti

hard to believe, because it even surprised us. . .

."

k Mi'.). \ Ibuquerque PROGRAMS: La Mora Mexicai
Latin American S-renadi

THEATRE

SPONSOR: Won Theatre VGENt i : Dn.-c

l VPS1 I I < VS1 HISTORY: The ivon Theatre, in West

Memphis, irk., recently opened its balcony t<> \egroes

tor one week. The miners decided to u.se only one me

diuin It 1)1 t tO promote the new operation. Announce

ments were run ovei a three-da\ period, cost sj.o. Re-

Mills: More than 1,100 Segro patrons which netted the

theatre a total of $600 —or a return of $15 for every dot

Ini in tested. I he sponsor u as "oieru helmed
."

WDIA, Memphis PROGRAM: \>in..nn •-n.-m-

REAL ESTATE

SPONSOR: Halice Venetian lilin.l i o. \(.l \( 'i Direct

' VPSl II < VS1 III- 1
< 'in The sponsor, a one-man

company, hud used II ^<)K to sell Venetian blinds. But

he wondered hou well he would do if he branched out

into the linoleum field, Cautiously he ran a one-week test

campaign using 21 announcements. Budget lor the cam-

paign uas $60. Iftei </ feu </'/\v he was pretty v//<- he'd

dn all right in the flooi < overing business, and by the end
ni the week he mis positive he'd be a success. Telephone

• nils alone coming from the announcements produced
more than $1,500 worth "/ tlnm covering business.

W-nk V.-hvill, PROGR VM: Vnnouna n* ntj

HOMES
SPONSOR R tymond I k. II) M.I \< 1 h

' APSl II CAS1 HISTORY This home buildei was

opening a neu development. He hadn't used any adver-

tising. Then on a Saturday he bought foui announce-

ments al a ens/ ,,l
- ~>i I </v ///, only advertising foi the

development. Before the day mis over, and as a due,/

result ni the II I U announcements foui homes , osimr.

$12,500 each nen- sold. That's an advertising in sales

ratio ni I to 1,000. But m addition to the immediate
•ales that same dm. the buildei dciclopei/ a long piospc, I

h si jot his homes.

WTAC, Flint, Mich. PROGR \M Announcements

SPONSOR G -: • • 8 Son VGENt ^ Direct

< VPSl II < VSE HISTORY: Various advertising media

were used In Gosper & Son— but with no noticeable re-

sult*. Then the firm decided to try 12 announcement!

which cost $297.50. Before the campaign was over, the

sponsor submitted a progress report to WOW. He s,u,t

he'd been deluged with telephone calls between 60 and

75 following the advertising. Hut that wasn't all. T u

direct result of the announcements, four houses were sold

and the realtoi had set era! other prospective buyers. He

says results fai exceeded expectations.

W<>\\ On PROGRAM: Vnn<>iin<-emennj

POISON OAK REMEDY
SPONSOR: Hannah I aboralories VGI M "i : Vbboii kimball Cat

I VPSUL1 i VS1 HISTORY: Hannah Laboratories had

no sales lone, minted to establish distribution of its

poison oal. remedy, So Help Me Hannah, throughout the

Bay iiea. The firm bought three participations weekly

01 K( BS foi $81 a week. Three months later Les Han-

nah, laboratory miner, wrote: "7 spot check on drug

1 slum s that better than ( >.V , stock So Help Iff

Hannah. <>ui sales and advertising cost us the lowest in

the business . . . /,;, less than a ieu high-pressure

men would cost to go out and get initial distribution. . .

."

ki K- San Francis* •> PROGR VM: Waitin' foi tt, ,%<r



i

HILDA SIMMS

in "Tht- Story of Anna Louis

CAB CALLOWAr

in ''It's a Mystery A/jfj"

AMERICA'S FIRST AND ONLY NEGRO RADIO NETWORK MEETS WITH SUCCESS

"Ruby Valentine" portrayed by Juanita Hall has within 13 weeks
become the best known National Negro Radio personality in America.
Some of America's smartest sponsors— PET MILK PHILIP MORRIS
CICARETTES, and WRICLEY'S CUM —who have repeatedly made sales

history by shrewd selection of their advertising media are using National

Negro Network to make sales history again.

The National Negro Network is affiliated with 43 distinguished sta-

tions concentrated in America's major metropolitan trading areas that

reach 85 f
/f of the 15 million Negro consumers. Each station enjoys the

intense loyalty of an established Negro audience who thus far has given

our programming an overwhelming response.

Miss Ethel Waters, Hilda Simms, Juanita Hall, and Cab Calloway are

a few of the nationally known artists whose great talents are dedicated

to quality entertainment on National Negro Network.

The National Negro Network is the gateway to a new sales frontier 1

NATIONAL NEGRO NETWORK, INC.

INQUIRIES ARE INVITED. NETWORK OFFICES

IN CHICAGO AT 203 NORTH WABASH AVENUE, DEARBORN 2-6411

IN NFW YORK AT 7 E. 47TH STREET, ELDORADO 5-7785

WERD Atlanta, Ca • WAUC Augusta, Ca. • WSID Baltimore, Md • WBCO Birmingham, Ala • WBMS Boston, Mass. • WPAL Charleston Z • WGIV Charlotte,

N, C • WMFS Chattanooga, Tenn • WCES Chicago, III • WCIN Cincinnati, Ohio • WJMO Cleveland Ohio • WCOS Columbia, S C. • WPNX '. bus, Ca.

WJLB Detroit. Mich . KWBC Fcrt Worth, Tex. • WESC Greenville, S. C. • KCO H Houston, Tex. « WRBC Jackson, Miss • WOBS Jacksonville, Fla. • KPRS Kansas

City, Mo. • WLOU Louisville, Ky • WDIA Memphis, Tenn • WMBM Miami Beach, Fla • WMOZ Mobile, Ala. • WRMA Montgomery, Ala. • WSOK Nashville,

Tenn • WMRY New Orleans, La. • WOV New York, N. Y. • WRAP Norfolk. Va. • WHAT Philadelphia, Pa. • WHOD Pittsburgh, Pa. • WANT Rid

KSTL St Louis, Mo • KWBR Oakland. Calif. • KENT Shreveport, La. • WEBK Tampa, Fla • WOOK Washington, D. C. • WJIV Savanah, Ca. • KWKW Los

Angeles, Cal. • WAAA Winston-Salem. N. C. • WIVK Knoxville, Tenn • KBYE Oklahoma City, Okla. • KCHI Little Rock, Ark.
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Aiuton)icing a new BMI /- vgram series

THE AMERICA!
From the age of discovery to the age of the (U

CONTRIBUTORS
IRVING A. LEONARD—University of Michigan
LOUIS B. WRIGHT—Director, Folger Shakespeare Library
GEORGE F. WILLISON—Author
RICHARD B. MORRIS—Columbia University
CARL BRIDENBAUGH—University of California
MAX SAVELLE—University of Washington
THOMAS J. WERTENBAKER—Princeton University
WHITFIELD J. BELL— Institute of Early American History and Culture
PHILIP DAVIDSON—President, University of Louisville
BERNHARD KNOLLENBERG—Author
DUMAS MALONE—Columbia University
NATHAN SCHACHNER—Author
IRVING BRANT—Author
CLAUDE BOWERS— Historian; United States Ambassador to Spain, 1933-39
JOHN BAKELESS—New York University
NATHAN MILLER—Columbia University
THOMAS CHILDS COCHRAN— University of Pennsylvania
CARL CARMER—Author
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MARQUIS JAMES—Author
ROBERT SELPH HENRY—Author
ODELL SHEPARD—Author
OLIVER W. LARKIN—Smith College
ARTHUR CHARLES COLE—Brooklyn College
CHARLES M. WILTSE—Historian
HENRIETTA BUCKMASTER—Author
BENJAMIN THOMAS—Author
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DONALD M. BIGELOW—Columbia University
C. VANN WOODWARD—Johns Hopkins University
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ALLAN NEVINS—Columbia Univ.; Pres., Society of American Historians
ERIC F. GOLDMAN—Princeton University
ARTHUR M. SCHLESINGER, SR.—Harvard University
ELTING E. MORISON—Massachusetts Institute of Technology
JULIUS W. PRATT—University of Buffalo
JAMES P. SHENTON—Columbia University
WALTER S. CAMPBELL (Stanley Vestal )—Univ. of Okla.

RAY A. BILLINGTON—Northwestern University
CARL WITTKE—Western Reserve University
HOWARD MUM FORD JONES—Harvard University
JAMES THOMAS FLEXNER—Author
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AGNES ROGERS ALLEN—Author
QUINCY HOWE—University of Illinois

FRANK FREIDEL—Stanford University
FOLA LA FOLLETTE—Author
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IRVING HOWE—Brandeis University
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RALPH NEWMAN—Author

As a positive affirmation of 4

and love for the land in whici

live, this program series has *

conceived and prepared by I

in association with the Sociey

American Historians and j

standing contemporary aun

ities on American History.

Each 15-minute program consists of

gle narrative by a noted historian i|

expert in the period or subject.

Sixty scripts are already in work anc

programs in this continuing series are

scheduled.

These programs are designed for pre

tion by one voice. The music cue sheets

supplied with each mailing, list the cur

available recordings and published mi

be used to emphasize and highlight each

Broadcasters can call upon their

county and state historical societies to

with them in presenting similar progra

local historical interest to parallel "The *

ican Story."

r

The series is available without co:

course, to every broadcaster in the coil

Sample script and full details of

American Story" will be mailed •

BMI licensees shortly. Please I

for this material.

r
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i

"The programs of historical

broadcasts undertaken by the Society of

American Historians and Broadcast Music, Inc. is intended to give

the listening public a better sense of orientation . . . these programs

will throw bright rays of light upon the rich tapestry of American weaving

... to use Daniel Webster's metaphor, the mariners tossed at sea

under long days of storm seize the first moment of calm to get their

bearings from the eternal stars. Once more mankind has emerged from a

fearful tempest. Once more it needs to study the compass and turn its

glasses upon Arcturus . . . these significant pieces of American history,

told with drama, color and expertness by half a hundred leading

historians will illuminate our national record."

Allan Nevins,

Columbia University

President, Society of American

Historians

of the outstanding contributions to radio

casting in the United States . . . must be con-

id a significant step forward in popularizing

y on a high cultural level."

Graydon Ausmus
President, National Association

of Educational Broadcasters

"The American Story" is another important BMI Pro-

gram series which joins such features as the Concert

Music Series, the Book Parade, Milestones and the

other continuities used by hundreds of broadcasters

regularly.

The staff of BMI can think of no more satisfying work,

in the midst of a troubled world, than to play a part

in the restatement, in words and music, of the fascinat-

ing story of our country's origin and growth.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO • MONTREAL



The folks in Northeast Florida arc

"SWITCHING TO 36 at a rapid

rate . . and no wonder!

From these studios in

JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA . .

WJHP-TV
Channel 36

presents 174 weekly quarter-hours

of top network shows

ABC • NBC • DuMONT
plus 160 weekly quarter-hours of

local programs and film presenta-

tions.

Last year, the 454,700 folks in

WJHP-TV's 9-county basic coverage

area spent $445,402,000 for retail

sales.

This year, these folks are spending

more and more of their viewing

hours watching CHANNEL 36 . . .

and more and more of their Effec-

tive Buying Income purchasing

goods and services advertised on

CHANNEL 36.

Just another reason why advertisers,

too, are "SWITCHING TO 36" to

sell this important Southeastern

market.

For the complete story, call Jack-

sonville 98-9751 or New York
MU 7-5047.

WJHP-TV
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA

276,000 watts
on Channel 36

Represented nationally d\

John H. Pern issociates

50

agency profile Sryan Ifon.sion
President

Bryan Houston, New York

Bryan Houston* a big Texan who manages to convert a South-

western drawl into rapid-fire speech. He calls himself "a pot-bellied

old man with heavy brows." and works in shirt Bleeves.

\\ hen he bought out Sherman & Marquette in New ^ ork early

this month. Houston became president of an agencj billing at the

rate of S20 million. \\ itli 15'
< of 1953 billings in radio-tv. Houston

heads one of the top 20 radio-tv agencies!

"We're going to continue growing, too." he assured SPONSOR, re-

ferring to the increased billings S\M chalked up during the past

three years i from $7.5 million in 1951). Bryan Houston accounts

are big spenders, but there are just two of them. His plan is to

acquire new accounts to broaden the agency's base. At the moment

his clients are nine Colgate-Palmolive products and \e-tle Co.'-

Nescafe and \e-tle Instant Coffee.

These clients participate in two major network shows: The Colgate

Comedy Hour. NBC TV, Sundavs 8:00-9:00 p.m and The Jackie

Gleason Show, CBS TV, Saturdays 8:00-9:00 p.m.

"On both programs we often use live integrated commercials to

get the full benefit of the strong personalities. Houston explains.

"After the show Gallup-Robinson frequently check the effectiveness

of our commercials. Their interviewers go into nine cities and report

to us the degree to which our message was remembered."

Houston feels that the cheapness of radio guarantees the medium's

future growth. '* \d\ertisers are beginning to understand the satura-

tion concept of radio. In other words, if a client increases his an-

nouncement frequency from five to 10 a week, he gets far less than

double penetration. But. if he starts thinking in terms of 150 or more
announcement- a week, he gets not only good radio-only home
penetration, but a verj respectable return from t\ home- as well."

He flipped through an agencj booklet filled with impressive charts.

"I can prove a lot of this stuff with mathematics." he told sponsor.

"But, let s face it. Research can't replace judgment in this busi:

\\ e II research the hell out of an idea before we spend heav\ monej
on it. but it's the creative crew that initiates the idea, and it's the

creative people who interpret the research when we get it." He put

the booklet of charts down on the desk and covered it with a new-

Jackie Gleason car card. • * •

SPONSOR



rings the bell

for new station

When a station is new and faced with the job of quickly integrating itself among local spon-

sors, it's a good idea to make use of program material which "needs no introduction."

That's straight-from-the-shoulder advice expressed by Oliver Thornburg, Sales Manager

of WSTN, St. Augustine, Fla. After only a few months of operation, WSTN has carved a

solid niche for itself. Thornburg gives a great deal of the credit to his Associated Press news

sales.

Thornburg knew The AP was firmly established in the minds of listeners while his station

was not. So in his approaches to prospective sponsors, he stressed the long-standing familiarity

that those listeners feel toward AP news and features . . . that this, by association, made WSTN
a friend of good standing in the community.

The station has twelve 5-minute AP newscasts daily (4 presently sponsored); a quarter-

hour newscast (sold); five daily spot summaries (all sold); eight spot summaries on Sunday

(all sold).

AP features are important revenue producers for WSTN. A daily weather feature is

sponsored by a well-known beer; "Sports Whirl" and "Sports Special" are both sponsored by

an auto dealer, who also carries a spot summary in the morning. "Jigsaw News" and "Flashes

of Life" are important segments of an early morning participating show. A bank identifies

itself with the popular "It Happened This Week" on Sunday. "Listen Ladies", "Women's

World" and "To Market, to Market" are all part of a woman's show about to be sponsored

by a well-known dairy.

If your station is not yet using Associated

Press service, your AP Field Represen-

tative can give you complete information.

Or write—

Sales Manager Thornburg, with

a background of 13 yearg ex-

perience in radio and TV, says:

"AP is one of our greatest assets

— it rang the cash register im-

mediately — and that's important

to a brand new station. AP is a

brand name every thinking person

knows and appreciates."

Those who know famous brands

.

.

.

know the most famous brand in news \sJP
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ill i he morning!

in the afternoon!

in the evening!

Winston-Salem
\ oil I II C A II O 1. 1 > A

. . . the hub of a rich, fast-

yrowing 15 county market in

the industrial heart of the . . .

State in the South

Whatever your product or serv-

ice—you will sell more of it

faster to more people when you

use the

STATION

NBC AFFILIATE

600 KC-5 KW
AM • FM

Represented by

HEADLEY-REED CO.

(Continued from page 1~>i

working for the show, it now works agin it. Situations thai

played nicel) and appealed thoroughly tend to pall on the

viewer. People who were welcome become boors. Vsa result,

dialing hands get itch) and fmalK twisl to another channel.

\\ liat causes this change of heart? \\ h\ do old friends

do a Dr. Jekyll? I- ii the carnivorous need for new material

that the medium of t\ imposes on it- writers? I- it over-

working the star caused In the rigor- of a weekly t\ sched-

ule? These factors contribute, to be sure, but basically, it's

VF—viewer fatigue. Folks evidently get plumb sick of see-

ing the same old lace- in the same old situations week after

week, year alter year. Nothing strange about this, though.

Even your best friend becomes Less than a pal toward the end

of a month's fishing trip in the Canadian wilds.

How much sooner, if at all, do rerun- hasten the unwel-

come day? Here"- something worth knowing and if evidence

can be uncovered, it could counterbalance all the statistics

which are now being employed to prove that rerun- do at

least as well as new product. 1 don't -a\ the) hurr) things

at all. Hut they might. It would be nice to know.

What about commercial copy? Doe- this same parabola oi

familiarity-appeal apply here? Yes, ii doe-. For example.

take animation. A jingle done to cell animation must worm
il- wa\ into the mind- oi it- audience. Some do it quicker

than other-. Catehino- of tune and drawing are the speed-

ometers here. Then the commercial i- working. People hum
it. Kid- whistle il and shout it to each other. It click- in the

mind of a prospect a> she sees the product it advertises on her

grocer"- shelf. Maybe she even uses a catch line from it as

she purchases the product. Everything i> going beautifully.

Then the thing happens. The tune get- a little tired. Mom
she reject- it with irritation or force- it further and further

into the rece—e- oi her subconsciousness. At this point wis-

dom dictate- a change in the tune or animation. Nol Scrap-

ping it. by a long shot. But dressing up the video with new

animation. Doing a different musical arrangement peps

thing- up, gi\e- an aura ot newness to the same basic tune

and advertising appeal. For Chiquita Banana, in it- radio

heyday, some do/en different musical arrangements kept the

lad) as fresh as a refrigerated banana.

The more contrived the commercial, the -ooner \F will

set in. But it"- lurking over our shoulders always, and re-

quires constant vigilance and great ingenuit) to dispel it!
***
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1954 EDITION

RESULTS are better than ratings

In 1953 TV Results ivas a constant source of inspiration and

service to advertisers, agencies, and stations who ivanted to know

how TV worked, how to make it sell best, how to reduce TV costs,

haw it ivas being used in varied fields.

The 1954 Edition of TV Results, with its 109 practical

case histories, is the answer to a big need right noiv. Culled and

condensed from the recent pages of sponsor, these examples of TV

advertising on national, regional, and local levels ivill interest the

station sponsor and prospect, whoever he may be.

Your advertising message in the 1954 TV Results will pinpoint

your station as a resultfid medium that appreciates the importance

of the cash-register payoff on advertising. Advertisers and

agencies will appreciate your point of view—increasingly they

comprehend and appreciate results far more than ratings.

Final advertising deadline is 15 June. Use coupon belcnv to

guarantee your participation.

Published

Partial list of categories

Dairy Products

Department Stores

Drugstore Products

Electrical Appliances

)54 TV RESULTS 40 E. 49TH STREET, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

ease reserve following space in the /
L-^7 TV RESULTS.

double truck $780 , half page $220
(7" wide x 5" deep*

full page $390 third page $150
(7" wide x 3" deepi

Apply my earned SPONSOR frequency discount.

\ME

Final advertising

forms close 75 June

?M

(nderstand that I will receive 50 free copies of TV RESULTS
use full page: 20 if I use half-page; 10 if 1 use y3 page.

a»



u forum on questions of I'tirrent interemt

to air advertisers and their agencies

Illicit ore ihr tv networks cfoinc/ fo help
sponsors IttLr bvttrr ffcfrciiiffif/c* of*

cost-saving tv production tvchtriqurs

/I, ;il/|v / ( !/»/</(. IV director ../ programing
and production, l>" Hon! Telmvialon Network,

\ # ii 1 n» A

l)u Mont looks

upon the sponsoi

as a partner. \\ e

feel we are part

^1 his "|" ration

an extension

of his and his

igency's produc-

tion group. \\ e

maintain the pel •

sonnel and plant

(hat no client or

Mr. Caddigan

THE PICKED PANEL ANSWERS "'"" «* «n 6* ** !*» for less

mone)

.

Ml props and costumes are hilled

in the sponsor al cost, as are all I)u

Mont's production facilities.

\nnihei id our methods for saving

the client mone) is in our maintenance

il a sizable catalog of stock scenery.

Quite often an agency's scenic design-

er will plan a set that would send the

show's costs sk\ rocketing. Whenever

possible, we duplicate the set 1>\ re-

doing the -rerun Iron) our own stock-

pile.

We are continuous!) developing oui

rear screen projection techniques, so

that we ran utilize it wherever possible

in-lead of going into the costl) busi-

ness of painting backdrops. We also

have made extensive use of the Vista-

scope, at substantial savings to our

sponsors. Suppose a script calls Eoi a

huge ballroom or great hall. By the

use of a photograph placed in the \ is-

tascope, the shot can be developed for

a 1 1 .11 tion ot the cost ol building a

complete set.

Vlong these same lines, we use the

l)u Mont multiscanner, the onl) device

tli.it i an stop a :tion on a single-frame

motion picture. For instance, in a

n • lit episode on our Captain I i</r<>

-how. ,i group ol actors wen- standing

in front o| a rock when an enemx spa t

ship neared them. It suddenly ex-

ploded, burst into flame, and scat-

tered debris, < ausing the actors to

dm k. \ll this was simulated with ex-

treme realism through the use of the

imilii-i anner.

I>n \lmit - sponsors are charged on-

lain, and we oiler them our services

al the lowe-t possible cost.

\\ e do not operate oui produ tion

la' ilities departments on a profit-mak-

ing polic) .
i < )ui facilit) i ate card is

the best proof ol this, since it i- well

below an) other network, i

\\ e feel thai the longei we hold pro-

ilu ilon i osts ilow ii to a reasonable

level, the longei we help to keep ad-

\ ii tisei - in telei ision.

< me n| the man) phases ol produc-

tion in w hii h we h;i\ e been able to

save clients i onsiderable sums "I mon-
•\ i- in the purchase "I props and cos-

tumes. ' mi facilities depai tment is un-

der instruction to shop for these items,

rathel than to place an order with one

ot the various houses supplying such

articles. \\ e do maintain a competi-

tive buying position with a number of

these prop houses, but mam times we

by-pass them in favor ol small shops

K for expenses incurred on their own
program-. For instance, if a truck i-

hauling scener) for two different

shows, the COSl is split between both

sponsors, rather than billing each for

full haulage.

«, ( /I IHf.r.s t . HOLDEN, ;.r..LTam manager.
UK II . Vn ).,rfc

Since the first

c o in in e re i a 1 1 y

sponsored t\ pro-

gram on Max 1.

L 94 1 , a great

m a n y advances

have been made
which enable the

sponsor to pre-

sent his message

cheaper and bet-

ter. \I\ recollec-

tion ol an earl) attempt at a commer-

cial is ol a giant box of soap Hakes, in

which an illustration of a lad) hang-

ing up clothes slowl) came to life sing-

ing and smiling at the extremel) white

wash she held in her basket. \t the

same time a vigorous quartet of young

men vocall) and vigorousl) presented

a rhythmic eulog) about the detergent.

I hi- whole tiling interrupted a \er\

fine new- -how tor a full minute and

was, I have no doubt, instrumental in

selling quite a few boxes oi product
• V

In transferring selling technique

from radio to telex ision the aforemen-

tioned type of production was fairlx

adequate. However, no t\ production

man todax would concern him-elf with

Hold*
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building a full-size soap box.

There have been developed many

special "rescaling" devices so that the

lady hanging up the clothes can now be

reduced in size and implanted, in effect,

on a normal sized box of soap flakes.

Mat shots, special effects from elec-

tronic generators. "wipes," split-

screens and many other effects that

were impossible in those early days

have now become routine. Specially

constructed studios that lift and twist

and whirl a sponsor's product; that

produce rain and snow to beat upon it;

that demonstrate with a good deal of

assurance its superior qualities are by

now an old story.

The sponsor is quick to take advan-

tage of all the new production tech-

niques that are available. He can pre-

sent his sales pitch in almost any cate-

gory from straight talk to the most

"off beat" fantasy—from an attractive

quiet saleswoman to the ebullience of a

cartooned creature from outer space.

The tendency to integrate the com-

mercial into the performance has made
salesmen of many of our biggest stars.

The sponsors have felt no chagrin at

blending the commercial with the en-

tertainment of the program in such a

way that there is no definite demarca-

tion which can serve as a cue for the

audience to detach itself from the set

and go to the kitchen for a drink of

water. It's not a question of forcing

the audience to listen to the sales pitch

as much as an effort to make the sell-

ing message entertaining in itself.

No one objects to hearing about

something that will genuinely benefit

him. Nobody in television now claims

that we have the whole answer as to

how to sell in this medium. Every

year—every month, advances to better

television programing and better tele-

vision selling are being made.

Because of the close attention de-

manded of the viewers and the oppor-

tunity to visually scrutinize a product,

many techniques that worked out well

in radio have been abandoned in tele-

vision. The whole idea of nuisance

advertising is in disfavor as against an

appeal as simple and as honest as pos-

sible. Better and better shows have

been demanded.

Thus the sponsor has become a tre-

mendous mainspring for the creative

aspect of television. In the free econ-

omy of America we can only hope he

will be around for a long time to come.

I Please turn to page 95 I

one would think we have

no competition

N8C Primary ABC Supplemenfary

REPRESENTED BY HOLLINGBERY

Robt. Ferguson, V. P. and Gen. Mgr.

telephone WHeeling 1177
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Tr .*«•* dealers «**<* l>i« radio

Vmong the si spectacular post-

war retailing groups arc the television

Bet dealers. The) are also one <>f the

est radio advertise! categories

on the local level.

Hi oad< asl Vdvei rising Bureau re-

centlj surveyed it- 800 member-sta-

lions and got 600 case histories involv-

ing hundreds of appliance dealers who

have BUCCessfull) used radio. These

have been capsuled into a 43-page re-

port ami seven-page summary in a new

BAB publication. Tv Dealers Using

Radio Successfully. The report is be-

ing sent to members.

The l!\li report shows that two-

third- of the tv set dealers using radio

successfully divide their budgets be-

tween announcements and programing.

users, 1MB survey shows

I In- average dealer, according to the

report, has used radio three years.

The report, covering both national

and private television receiver brands,

indicates that newscasts, sports and

musical programs are radio- best sell-

ing vehicles lor t\ set dealers. Long-

time radio users claim the highest t\

set sales in their areas.

Dealer- agree that radio penetrates

the entire retail trading area better

than newspapers and that radio

reaches outdoor audiences best.

Saturation radio campaigns are used

1>\ dealers primarily for special pro-

motions, according to the report. Such

saturation drives usually supplement

regular program or announcement

schedules. * * •

( liisvinil him.vie on ratlin c/roic-.v in popularity

hour shows a week. l2i open-endClassical music on radio seems to

be on the upswing.

RCA V ictor announces that since last

Jul\. 650 radio stations have signed

up for its Bed Seal record library ser-

\ ice. \nd 50 stations a month are be-

ing added to the sen ice.

I rider the program. RCA Victor

ships a monthly "musical package" to

radio station- that have been previ-

ously selected For the service by the

compan) - local record distributors.

Stations paj an annual fee of $50 and

get < 1 i suggested scripts for six full-

transcribed interviews with leading

classical artists. (3) 100 RCA Victor

albums yearly, plus timing and clear-

ance data on the recordings, and (4)

occasional "bonus" albums.

In its 1954 Program Guide, SPONSOR

listed 145 stations which program

classical music more than 10 hours

weekly. The Program Guide noted

that about 01', of U. S. stations air

one or more hours weekly of classical,

light classical or pop concert program-

ing. * * *

i\ I lis. i iiih- Hovh. receives gubernatorial recognition

In the suite of Arkansas' Governor i i/
,

-p-

Francis Cherry, !>. G. Robertson

(left), general manager of KTHS,
Little l!<" k. receives a bronze plaque

for the station's program series, Ar-

kansas Land o) Opportunity. Inscrip-

tion of the plaque credits KTHS with
"".

. . distinguished service to the peo-

ple of Arkansas through the broadcast

of the program series, irkansas—
Land of Opportunity." The series of

half-hour programs is produced and

directed l>\ George Moore. KTHS a--

-i-tanl program director. KTHS Mgr. Robertson [I.J with Gov. Cherry

ISr'u-tlu . . .

I he impact of color t\. uhf and hi-fi

on public listening and viewing habits

goes under Cunningham & Walsh's

microscope thi> month as the agencj

conducts it- seventh \ ideotown survey.

The Burveys are designed to chart a

basic profile of the typical American
family and its viewing habits.

* * *

I lie local radio time -ale-man who

transacts the best time sale each month
will win national recognition—and an

award from Broadcast Advertising Bu-

reau. Kevin B. Sweeney, BAB presi-

dent, said the fir-t award will be made
for the best sale during the month of

Jul\. Salesmen of all (500 BAB-member
Stations can enter the contest. \\ inners

will he chosen on a basis of imagina-

tion used in making the sale, obstacles

overcome in completing the sale and
lime involved. A panel of seven judges

will pick the winner. Closing date for

first entries is 15 August.

* » *

Bill Cullen. t\ and radio m.c. of

CBS TV s Place the Face, spends al-

most as much time in the air as on the

air. Place the Face originates in Holly*

wood on Thursday, but his Walk a

Mile show on NBC Kadio is from New
York, along with his CBS TV I've Got

a Secret stanza i both \\ ednesdav

shows I . Right after Secret Cullen hops

into a cab. speeds to the airport, flies

to Hollywood for Place the Face, then

flies back to New York for Roadshou.

aired on NBC Radio Saturday. Of the

00-hour period. Cullen is in the air

about 24 hours. But fhing isn't new

to him: he's a pilot, has logged 5.000

air hours.
* * *

KOL. Seattle, was lauded by Seattle

Detective Division Chief V. L. Kramer
with helping capture a robbery suspect.

The station broadcast the suspect's de-

scription of an 8:00 a.m. newscast.

The same morning two KOL listeners

saw a man fitting the description,

<alled the police and the suspect was

picked up a short time later.

» • •

\ recent rate increase for KDK \.

Pittsburgh, was based on "many
strong-running trends.'* John G. Stilli.

sales manager, told sp<>:\sor. The sta-

tion, which recentl] boosted rates

about 20'. for 11 hours of the broad-

casl daj and increased the cost of one

half-hour period 10(1',. has increased

its audience. Stilli said. He noted that
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g. two audience surveys gave the station

a higher audience.

KFXM, San Bernardino. Cal.. is

sending grocers a bottle cap from Bire-

ley's orange drink—with a dime under

the bottle cap. Station suggests to

grocers they apply the 100 to their

first case of Bireley's "and win more
sales than ever. We tell thousands of

people about Bireley's." says the sta-

tion, "and if you don't have it in stock,

you're missing sales—and who can af-

ford that?" Idea has been successful

with grocers, says KFXM. which points

out that a dime discount doesn't sound

like much ''until you realize that the

individual grocer and small dealer

deal in small discounts.'"

* * *

New rate card of WCBS-TV, New
York, just out, lists Class A one-time

one-hour rate at $6,000; Class A one-

time 20-second station break costs

$1,500. Craig Lawrence, general man-
ager, says new rates are based on in-

crease in set circulation, increase in

hours of tv viewing per family, in-

crease in WCBS-TV share of audience.
* * *

Harlan G. Oakes. of Harlan G.

Oakes & Associates Advertising Repre-

sentatives, Los Angeles, says there are

more than 35 "blue chip" West Coast

and national advertisers using Spanish

radio and tv in the Southwest. At the

same time, Oakes announced organiza-

tion of a Mexican Quality Network of

three 5 kw. radio stations— KALI,
Pasadena, XED, Mexicali (covers Im-

perial Valley and part of Riverside

County) and XEAC, Tijuana (covers

San Diego-Orange Counties).

* * K

Keystone Broadcasting System is

sending major agencies and advertis-

ers a KBS station list of 715 affiliates,

(Please turn to page 95)

Correction

In the WTRF-TV, Wheeling, spon-

sor Presentation, carried in the 17

May 1954 issue of SPONSOR, the popu-

lation and family figures for Washing-

ton County, Pa., were underestimated.

These figures appeared in the chart

captioned, "Factual data on the WTRF-
TV market." The correct figures for

Washington County are: Population

—210.300; Families—60,350.

This adjustment raises the Market

Totals to: Population - 1,339,000;

Families—397.400.
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and PROCESSED BY

MOVIELAB

FOR THE FINEST FILM PROCESSING IN

THE EAST- FILM MEN WHO KNOW

SAY "IT'S MOVIELAB"

Here—at MOVIELAB . . . efficiency and perfec-

tion are the rule. Producers, directors and tech-

nicians have at their fingertips the very best

in up-to-the-minute equipment necessary to

modern FILM PROCESSING techniques.

ROUND THE CLOCK SERVICES

Negative Developing • First Print Department

v

• Ultra Violet & Flash Patch Track Printing

16mm & 35mm Release Printing

• Quality Control • Title Department

22 Cutting & Editing Rooms.

* FOR COLOR

^fcfiov

MOVIELAB FILM LABORATORIES, INC.

619 West 54th Street, New York 19, N. Y. JUdson 6-0360
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/ui! S. Durstine

(President)

Roy S. Durstine, Inc.

LIKE MOST

"Newsworthy"

ADVERTISING

EXECUTIVES

MR. DURSTINE'S

LATEST

BUSINESS

PORTRAIT

IS BY...

Photographers to the Business Executive

565 Fifth Avenue, New York 17—PL 31882

RATINGS ARE OPINION
i Continued from page 1 1

i

days; he could use color oi black-and-

white. The "iil\ requirement was thai

the amount spent in his newspaper ad-

vertising, both space and production

costs, would be equaled b) radio -|)<>t

announcements.

Based upon 2<>| studies which are

directl) comparable, 61$ of the peo-

ple who showed an interest in tin- mer-

chandise at point-of-sale were influ-

enced directl) \>\ the advertising. Cus-

tomers who show an interest in the

merchandise are defined a* those who
while passing through the store or the

department stop and -how enough in-

teresl to give some indication it is

more than just a casual attitude.

Results for 201 ARB1 studies bv me-

dia -how customers influenced bv ra-

dio onl) amounted to 27.')', while

those influenced bv newspaper adver-

tising onlj amounted to 25.5%.

This is based. \ ou must remember,

on equal dollar- Eor the particular me-

dia being used. So in this case, il the

newspaper advertising is worth SI to

the advertiser, certainl) the radio ad-

vertising, based upon equal dollar-, is

worth at least SI or a little more to

the same advertiser.

We also found that radio must be

used in a substantial manner in order

to compare favorabl) with other me-

dia. The first dav. when a relativel)

small percentage of the radio time had

been used, the results show 22.5' <

were brought in b\ radio. Bv the sec-

ond da) this had risen to 30.5$ and

by the third day, to 33.2$ . This

shows the cumulative effectiveness ol

repeated impacts of the radio an-

noum ements during the three-da) pe-

riod of the studies.

On the other hand, the newspaper

general!) has it- most effective da) di-

rectb following issue of the paper. The

first day showed '.\.\:1'
, were brought

in by newspapers, the second, 23.9$

and the third day. 18.1$

Vnother consistent factor which has

been noticeable is almost ever) stud)

conducted shows a higher dollar vol-

ume of purchase- b) radio customers

than b\ newspaper customers. The cu-

mulative percentage for the 2ol studies

i- 39.5$ for radio. 23.5$ for news-

paper-.

\nothc! major and consistent factor

throughout all of these studies has

been the small amount of people who

have been influenced by both media

simultaneously

.

\t the end of 50 studie- the per-

centage of the customers who had both

heard and seen the advertising wa-

T.<">' i . On the basi> of 201 studies this

total i- 7. 7', consistent within 1 lw

of 1%. The conclusion for advertisers

can onl) be then that if \ou wish to

reach your whole market. \ou mu-t

use more than one advertising medium.
•i- Here is intervieu technique: Inter-

viewing of customers i- begun on the

da) following the advertising and i-

carried on continuousl) during store

hour- until the close of -tore hour- at

the end of the test period.

The interviewer contacts and inter-

view- customers -bowing an intere-t in

the test merchandise. Each interview

is made as the customer is on the

point of leaving the department or the

-tore.

The interviewei introduces herself to

the customer bv saving. "We are mak-

ing a -urvev to find out customers'

opinions.' I he interviewer would then

a-k questions to find out whether or

not the customer had ever shopped in

the store before, and when. While thi-

provides some basic information to the

advertiser, it is also helpful in "break-

ing the ice" to the customer before

asking the pertinent question of "How
did you find out about thi- merchan-

dise?" Now. if the customer sav> that

she was reading the newspaper the

night before and happened to see a re-

frigerator offered at a special price,

she -till has in mind that she was look-

ing at the newspaper and that it

prompted her to look at refrigerators

while going through the store on this

particular day. Therefore the inter-

viewer will check on the questionnaire

the space marked for newspaper. For

complete verification the interviewer

will a-k her in what newspaper and

what she remember- about the adver-

tising. ARBI onl) includes in the final

result- those answers which are com-

pleter) verified.

Since there were two media being

used, the interviewer then checks to

see if there were any other ways the

customer had learned about these re-

frigerators. If the customer said that

-he had been listening to the radio that

morning and heard an announcer talk-

ing about these refrigerator-, then the

interviewer verifies what station, about

what time and something about the

• (intent of the announcement Onlv
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those radio results which can be veri-

fied are used in the final results.

We ask other information of the

customer in order to be of assistance

to the advertiser and to furnish some

material for cross-tabulation. For ex-

ample, we ask this question: "In your

opinion do you think the store gets

better results from newspaper adver-

tising or radio advertising, and why?"
In many cases where the customer has

come to the point-of-sale and shown an

interest in the merchandise, we try to

determine why the customer did not

purchase the merchandise.

Other data shown on the question-

naire includes residence in the city and
outside of the city; whether or not the

lest item itself was purchased; the

amount spent; the occupation of the

chief wage earner, the sex and esti-

mated age of the respondent.

4. Often there is no relationship be-

tween ratings and sales results: Dur-

ing the past 15 years the radio indus-

try has been trying its darndest to put

itself out of business by all kinds of

listening surveys which are generally

called "ratings." All too often these

ratings have been used by timebuyers

to sell or unsell an advertiser on a sta-

tion or program.

Actually, in our studies we have

found some significant results which

have nothing to do with ratings what-

soever. Time after time in the United

States we have found that programs

with a reputedly high rating have

shown poor, often insignificant results

at the point-of-sale. On the other hand,

many programs with ratings which

a timebuyer would coldly dismiss with

a wave of his hand have shown their

ability to produce results equal to or

better than the newspapers which the

same agency is convincing the advertis-

er he should buy. Ratings have very

little to do with the ability of a station

to produce results at the point-of-sale.

"No marketing and advertising re-

search can take place without investigat-
ing consumers' motivations. On the
other hand, it would be a drawback to
look at motivations that are the subjec-
tive causes as if they were the only
causes governing the phenomena of
marketing. The material causes and the
subjective causes are independent.
Both have to be understood before de-
cisions can be based on the investiga-
tion."

ALFRED POLITZ
President

Alfred I'olitz Research
New York

I have just recently been studying

stations which in the United States are

called "good music stations." These

stations play 60 to 75% of their music

in the range known as classical, "high

brow" or "long hair." Such stations

have been regarded by advertisers for

a long time as poor prospects for sell-

ing merchandise. However, even on

the basis of ratings, these stations show-

that they have significant power not

only to gain listeners but to sell mer-

chandise in tremendous quantities. To
our way of thinking, the loyalty of the

audience and its quality are much more

important than rating numbers of peo-

ple who are inclined to be "free rid-

ers" on populai programs.

5. Difference between radio and news-

paper customers: Radio customers will

very often decide nol to buj the test

mi m handise bul instead Inn something

else iii the department or the Btore.

On the other hand, newspapei custom-

ers are much inure likel) to purchase

the test merchandise than they are to

purchase other items in the store.

In trying to determine why tli i - i-

so, in a limited number of cases we

have talked to customers in the store

and in their homes. The customer

will often state that when she sees an

item advertised in the newspaper, par-

ticularly fashion merchandise, she will

decide then and there from the illus-

tration whether or not she is actualh

a prospect or prc-sold.

On the other hand, radio customers

have told us many, many times that a

persuasive announcer can make them

see in their mind what the merchandise

looks like, enough so that they are

willing to go into the store and look

at it, and if it doesn't measure up. the)

are at least in the store and available

to store personnel.

Another factor worth noting is that

in suburban and rural areas surround

ing an urban center, the number of

people responding to the radio adver-

tising is somewhat greater than the

number responding from the urban

center itself. It may be that the people

coming in from the suburbs and rural

areas are likely to purchase more at a

given time than those people w ho ha\ e

ready access to the stores every da\

of the week. • • *

of the San Francisco Bay area's

3,000,000 people are foreign

language speaking!

They multiply, add, subtract and divide; THEY THINK! THEY BUY! in their own language!

Sell them with KLOK, the station that reaches them all. . . . KLOK's specialized programming
guarantees your message attention-getting IMPACT! •

SACRAMENTO

KLOK
5000 WATTS — 1170 KC

SAN
FRANCISCO

San Jose Studios
P. O. Box 967
S"jn Jose, Calif.

San Francisco Studios

Hotel Lankershim
San Francisco, Calif.

Represented by John E. Pearson Co.
|Q.5Hv>i| • FRESNO
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CA vfkmm Variety Show!

MiNUTES OF BIG-NAME

ADIO SH0AV3IAi\SUIP|

1 5 riMES weeMy

Johnny
Desm»nu Fr„„ WaTren

Art Van Damme
June ValU

Ho?tk S„oW

odore Paxson *** °fthe t»'
(at the piano) 'one*

HERE'S the HIT

of the CONVENTION!

'PENTHOUSE PARTY" the BIG

NEW RADIO SHOW that had every-

one talking at the NARTB Convention

in Chicago—
(May23toMay28).

HERE'S AN EASY-TO-SELL THESAURUS
VARIETY SHOW THAT WILL MAKE MONEY
AMD BUILD AUDIENCES FOR YOU
"Penthouse Party," starring your host NELSON EDDY,
is a great showcase for sponsors' products.

In millions of homes all over the nation, NELSON EDDY
means top entertainment for every member of the fam-

ily. With big-name stars such as Eddie Fisher, Gloria

DeHaven, June Valli, Hank Snow, concert violinist Joseph

Fuchs and Johnny Desmond appearing as guests, "Pent-

house Party" will give top commercial impact for any

product or service.

NELSON EDDY, the host and star of the show, started a

whole new film musical tradition with 19 fabulously suc-

cessful movies . . . sold millions of phonograph records . . .

today he's breaking attendance records in night clubs from

coast to coast . . . some of the biggest names in American
business sponsored his network shows. And now, with all

of this popularity and prestige, NELSON EDDY joins the

money-making roster of sure-selling Thesaurus big-name

stars.

That's why, whether you go after one sponsor or seven,

you'll find this informal variety show will practically sell

itself.

"Penthouse Party's" network quality production is com-
plete with NELSON EDDY voice tracks, introducing all

his big-name guest stars; opening and closing themes,

lead-ins, pre-broadcast and on-the-air audience promotion

announcements.

SELL ANY OF THESE THESAURUS SHOWS
AND YOUR LIBRARY PAYS ITS OWN WAY!

Phil Spitalny's "Hour of

Charm"
"Date in Hollywood"

(Eddie Fisher and
Gloria DeHaven)

"Music Hall Varieties" (Joe

E. Howard and Beatrice Kay)
"The Melachrino Musicale"

"Hank Snow and his

Rainbow Ranch Boys"
"The Sammy Kaye Show"
"The Freddy Martin Show"
"Music By Roth"
"The Wayne King Serenade"
"Quickie-Quiz"
"Baseball Today"

And many more— complete with sponsor-selling brochure,

audience-building promotion kit, sales-clinching audition disc.

Write, wire, phone today: DEPT. S-5

recorded

_pJ0Qroaram&i.X.*_"

services
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA RCA VICTOR DIVISION

630 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y.-JUdson 2-5011

445 N. Lake Shore Drive, Chicago 11, lll.-WHitehall 4-3530

1016 N. Sycamore Ave., Hollywood 38, Cal.-HOIIywood 4-5171

522 Forsyth Bldg., Atlanta 3, Ga.-LAmar 7703
1907 McKinney Ave., Dallas 1, Tex.-Rlverside 1371
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SUNDAY SUPPLEMENT
(( ontinued from page 39)

Pan American World Mrways (J. Wal-

t*-i I hompson I : tin- Italian State Tour-

isl nil,,,- (Kellj Nason) ; KLM Royal

Dutch Airlines (Charles \V. Hoyt),

and I nitiil States Line- i J. Waller

rhompson). The ninth sponsor was

the European Travel Commission it-

self i Laples Cm. i .

\ttii YIever derided he liked the

package, he had to sell eight member
countries and carriers on the idea.

'"The job was actually much easier than

I'd anticipated," he told sponsor. " V

tually, I think I could ha\e sold five

I i 1 1
1« - as man) advertisers on the idea

if there had been room for tliem. I

felt that the programs repre-ented

about $100,000 worth of publicity and

that we were getting a real buy."

Meyer is enthusiastic about the po-

tential of radio and television in pro-

moting travel because, "Both media

are warmer and more personal than

print. Television can actuallv take the

viewer to Foreign lands and show him

exactly what he's going to find there.

It's much more exciting and stimulat-

ing than just a cold page of print. And

radio is geared to the mind's eve. \

voice describing a place can stimulate

the imagination, can be much more

persuasive than a few paragraphs in

a newspaper."

YIever predicts that main other sta-

tions will follow the path blazed In

\\ NBC and \\ NBT in providing a con-

centrated and coordinated form ol

travel promotion. To get the most im-

part lie believes travel must either be

sold on a regular basis (through week-

Is programing), or through a solid

block of programing on the topic.

"Since most countries can't afford to

sponsor regular shows," he sn>. "sat-

uration is the <mlv practicable solu-

tion. I know we'd all be interested in

a repeal performance of the European

Travelcade idea."

\\ NBC-WNBT decided to schedule

the first supplement on a weekend be-

cause the sponsors were aiming their

travel messages at the entire family.

I bev fell the) bad a better chance to

catch the whole familv listening or

viewing then. Uso fewer network

programs are scheduled over the week-

end- so it - easier to clear time for a

long programing block. V < ording to

Pa< k the combined radio and tv sched-

ule ieai bed over four and one-half mil-

lion people.

To stimulate interest in European

Travelcade and to merchandise the idea

of a Bpecial 8© lion. Yv NBC and \\ NBT
ran a heav) schedule of chainbreaks

and 1.1)."- for 10 davs preceding the

Travelcade weekend. These announce-

ment- < o-i the advertisers nothing.

WNBC ran 56 20-second breaks and

159 10-second break-. WNBT ran 38

20-second break-: 14 10--econd breaks,

and 54 I.D.'s.

Specific programs and countries

weie promoted as well as the idea of

travel in general. Here's a sample tv

announcement

:

"Did you know that in .Madrid.

Spain between Ylav Tenth and Sev-

enteerith—there's a colorful Festival of

Saint Isidro celebrated with pr<

-ion- and bullfights? TR \\ I.I. will,

us to Spain and all of Europe as

W\BT brings you EUROPEAN
TRAVELCADE—vour television guide

to the Continent. See El ROPE W
II! \\ I li \I)E tomorrow at 2:00 p.m.

when vour favorite WNBC-WNBT
stars will tell vou about their vacation-

in Europe."

"For the next special section."' savs

Dick Pack, "we're planning to run an-

nouncements for 10 davs or so after

the supplement a- well as before. The
post-supplement announcements will

discuss what ha- been covered and
will sell the idea of a monthl) series

of special sections.

"We feel this will deepen the impact

of each individual section as well as

stimulate intere-t in the series as a

whole."

Pack says he's learned man) other

lessons about producing and promot-

ing this novel form of programing.

For example, in the future sponsors

will probabl) be limited to three or

foui because multiplicity of agencies

and advertisers creates "fantastic"

production problems. \l-o in the in-

terests of simplicity he'll trv to limit

special section programing to fewei

hours each da)

.

Proposed topics for future special

-(• lion- include summer living, back-

to-school, tbrift travel, winter vaca-

tions in Latin Vmerica, winter vaca-

tions in Southern I . S., winter sport-.

fashion parade. American travel. The

next supplement, scheduled for mid-

June, will tentative!) (over the subject

of North American travel.

European Travelcade demonstrated

i /'lease turn to paize 72 I
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^We'^e got the Facts

,

just the Facts..

WftD 5215

(...about KQV's popularity

outside of Pittsburgh!)

THE CASE: Since last August, KQV has led all other stations
in program "Firsts" in Pittsburgh according to Pulse Surveys.
This KQV leadership in top-rated local and CBS shows con-
tinues to grow each month. And now, a new Pulse Survey of our
Half MV-M area covering all or parts of nine counties ... and
including 25 stations . . . shows that KQV's ratings outside of
Pittsburgh coincide almostperfectly with KQV's high Metropolitan
Pittsburgh ratings.

THE VERDICT: KQV not only "gets out" into the rich
suburban counties of the Pittsburgh market ... but actually
leads in listener preference there almost as predominantly
as it does in Metropolitan Pittsburgh. So if you want to sell
allot the dynamic new Pittsburgh market, your key is KQV!

CBS Radio : : in Pittsburgh
National Rep: PAUL H. RAYMER Co. New York - Chicago - Detroit . San Francisco • Hollywood . Atlanta - Dallas
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"Not another t\ station!"

me one.

"Same as what ?

"
J.s //ir /a.v/ time //i/.v art woj used."

"How come the artist jjets his name

in the ad?"

"Biff man—the Paul Rand of the

trade press.''

"How about the cop) writer. Who he?

"Name of Anon."

"Never heard of him."

"Pit) r

"When do \<mi get into the commercial?

"I'm on vacation. Just remember this:

It 1/7-'/'/ is CHS for Eastern Iowa.

which it rovers more of than am other

Nation: is the only tv outlet that provides

primary service to Cedar Rapids and

// ale) loo: that the primary area con-

tains 820,000 pop, with si billion

Inc. and ii ell ovei 100,000 Sets."

'} <m leli out the national reps."

''Right. It's Rat: the Rat: igency"

Vnon.

i
•

..,.
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Band. TAR: CBS. alt Sun 10.30-11

mn 'si

1,

','.';..

irr

M
, * Vy„

Pm
NRC Bun • 8.30 pm

VI..F1. W .-l-.tr -.»,l, NBC. Tu 10 ,10- U [ m

m. Ludgln: ABC. I

t Sat »St-10 pm ' 1I*M. >>-r

YOU GET 1,083,900* TELEVISION HOMES

YOU PAY FOR 399,400* TELEVISION HOMES

YOUR BONUS 684,500* TELEVISION HOMES

PITTSBURGH
|

CANTON

1 Y0UNGST0WN

WSTVtv
JfHF- Channel 9 ,iw^tf%\

CBS Affiliate

Key to the

Biggest Bonus Market

There's never been a TV buy like this!

Powerful WSTV-TV offers you rates based

only on the Steubenville-Wheeling mar-

ket, 52nd largest in the country. But you

get a bonus of the 9th largest market —

because WSTV-TV beams a clear, primary

signal right into Pittsburgh! Right into

Canton and Youngstown, tool

WSTVTV's

bonus market

alone is.

BIGGER than MILWAUKEE
IwilK 644,973 lelsl)

BIGGER than WASHINGTON, D. C

(will, 580.000 lelsll

in TV!

NOW!

FULL POWER
(230.500 WoltjJ

from our

881 ft.

MOUNTAIN-TOP

TOWER

|f-TV STEUBENVILIE-WHEELINGJ

ANOTHER AVERY KNODEL REPRESENTED STATION

NBC. Sat 1:8(1-11. 1



CONSULT U.S. PULSE TV— NEW!

Buying any daytime TV?

Pulse minimum samples are many rimes larger

than maximums of other services

U.S. PULSE TV— DAYTIME:

Pulse

printed

roster

interview

Maximum statistical fluctuation

onh/ 3/10 of 1 per cent!

verified interview measurements cost far less than

cost-cutting substitutes *

* A* Utile at sum ,i month fot full-Pulsi subscribers

—minimum total sample in May Issue from total V. S.

ion population areas comprising 38,966^)00 TV

as well as iirhan— •!!"
„f the nation,

rY
.**.*&> 7

„, phone /

PULSE, Inc. 15 West 46th Street. Nev fori



Gives you more total

audience— more audience per

dollar invested— than any

other Atlanta TV outlet,

because WSB-TV is

The great AREA station

o-F the

A reception index study of the Southeast was made in

February, 1954 by American Research Bureau. Findings were combined

with figures from the CBS survey, "U.S. Television Ownership

by Counties", of November 1953. In Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee,

North Carolina and South Carolina, WSB-TV covers 18% more

counties than Atlanta station B ; 106% more counties

than station C. In the out-lying 25-74% effective coverage area,

WSB-TV delivers 63,235 more families than station B,

137,782 more than station C. We or Petry will be happy to

show you supporting statistical evidence in full.

Get more for your money— get on WSB-TV.

wsb-fv
Atlanta, Georcia

Channel 2 with 100,000

watts from 1002 ft. tower.

Georgia's only

full NBC service.

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution
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HALLE-

LUJAH
Sulfation is here again

fur summer advertising!

Operation

Dynamic $100,000 summer
sales promotion for

Crosley Group Advertisers

WATCH FOR THE BIG

ANNOUNCEMENT

COMPLETE BROADCASTING

INSTITUTION IN

f\icfimoncl

W M B G "

W C D -

WTVR-
First Stations of Virginia

WTVR Blair TV Inc.

WMBG The Boiling Co.

72

SUNDAY SUPPLEMENT
[Continued from page (>2)

a Btation can adapl it- regular sched-

ule to a given theme. While \\ NBC
;iinl \\Mil aired some special pro-

grams in conjunction with the event,

many were regular programs given a

European tra\el Blant.

European Travelcade was officially

launched I hursdav. (> May. with the

broadcast of the European Travel

Commission banquet (celebrating the

organization's filth anniversary!.

The radio programing included the

Faye Fmerson Show, with special for-

eign guests; Coy's Corner (another

regulai program, which featured mu-

sical travel tips and a report from

Kern-, titled "Berns Roams"). A Man
and His Music, Skitch Henderson's

regular show, highlighted continental

songs and Skitch's travel reminis-

cences. Another WNBC standby, the

Tex and Jinx Show, featured travel

experts including Esquire's travel edi-

tor. The Allyn Edwards Show came

up with a discussion between a KLM
official and a group of students plan-

ning a trip abroad; Folk Music of

Europe subbed for Music of America.

Stan Freeman's All-Night Show, at that

time a regularly scheduled program,

highlighted songs from European mu-

sicals and light classics.

Among the specially scheduled

broadcasts on radio were European

Music Calendar, a preview of music

festivals in Europe, and a special trav-

el quiz, So You Think You Know
Europe, with Ben Grauer as m.c.

On television, the Josephine McCar-

thy cooking show was adapted to the

European theme simply by featuring

European dishes. '"Mr. Weatherbee"

described general climate conditions

for travelers abroad and Richard \\ il-

lis, fashion and beauty expert, con-

cocted a European travel wardrobe for

the working girl on Here's Looking at

You. Other regular!) -<heduled pro-

grams given European slants for the

weekend were Today in New York

with Gene Ray burn, the Morey Am-
sterdam Show and the Herb Sheldon

Show.

Spe< i.il programing on t<l<\ ision in-

cluded Travel Film Festival which fea-

tured -lint- of tourist highlights in va-

rious countries; lacation Roundtable
ami Celebrity 'Irani Time, in which
various star personalities described

their trips. • • •

CARSON THE AIR
[Continued from page .'SI i

And the independents have lost more

than half they're down to only 4.8%
of the market.

To put it another way: East year

Chrysler and the independents had

more than a third of the market. This

\c.u the) have much less than Chrys-

ler alone had last year: they share

onl) 1 7.7' < in Bales thus far.

Cars on the networks: Last fall, an

even half-dozen cars were reportedly

looking for good television vehicle*

(sponsor, lo November 1953, page

43). The) were: Plymouth, Dodge,

Nash, Packard, Oldsmobile (it spon-

sored CBS I \ 's Douglas Edwards and

the WeW3 thrice weekl) but wanted an

additional show ! and Studebaker.

Since then five of the sextet have

found programs. Onl) Mudebaker
failed to find anything on any of the

four network-. \- SPONSOR went to

press the Oldsmobile pun base of NBC
T\ s Saturday night extravaganzas had

just been announced. Other big net-

work buys were pending but uncon-

firmed. They are: Ford Motors spon-

sorship of another NBC TV program

(in addition to Ford Theatre)
; possi-

bility that American Motors (formed

after Nash-Hudson merger I might buv

NBC TV program; further network

buvs by Chrysler Corp., possiblv on

MBS; sale of ABC TV's NCAA football

coverage to big auto manufacturer.

These are the auto independents

not using tv: Studebaker, Hudson and

Kaiser-Willys. Only one of GM's divi-

sions is not using network tv—Cadil-

lac. The rest of GM, Ford and Chrys-

ler all are represented on the tv logs.

Network radio presents a different

picture.

Only one independent—Kaiser-Wil-

lys— is on network radio.

Among the majors. Chevrolet. Ford,

Plymouth, Dodge and De Soto use net-

work radio. The Ford, Plymouth and

Dodge buys were made since last fall.

The reason for the Ford radio buy

(Edward R. Murrow i is an interest-

ing one: it was disclosed in sponsor's

article last issue, "Do radio and tv

move goods'.'" (17 May 1954, page

56).

CHS Radio Psychologist Dr. Gerhart

W'iebe and CBS Radio Research Di-

rector Harper Carraine convinced

Ford that it did not have to show the

SPONSOR
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'

R • • • and if you're a KCMO radio and television £
1/ _ ^} newsman . . . you've got to do a lot more. D D

(-J KCMO's news department has won
just about every award in the book for

o ,_ ,_...

ft £s £? doing "a lot more." The big reason? D

o

9

o

They're all trained reporters . . . journalism

ty/~P school graduates. Besides pounding regular

Kansas City news beats to get the news,

they know how to write it, edit it, and
s^p rp> Q deliver it from the all-important v

Mid-American angle. And complete KCMO
9\ facilities make the job that much more

effective. If you're pounding a sales-beat

in Mid-America, you can't go wrong in e
a

hiring the best news department in
<tc~"}

Mid-America . . . KCMO's Radio and ^
«c— Television news department. O—s (J

OtO CO cP^ ov- ^T °

8 »
* '

a

•5
o

KCMO
OlD 4

Cp KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI £
a
Q Radio -50,000 Watts §

TV- Channel 5 :.,
:'

^> r\ D Nat' 1 - ReP- : THE KATZ AGENCY A C^o ^S
° v "/f's a Meredith Station" c

S> ex ft. o^^^rf> .

lM mi I Will MIIH lilil! in ill in Hi
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CBS
IN THE LAND

MILKandljpNEY

WBAY
GREEN BAY

5,000 WATTS

HALLE,

LUJAH
Salvation is here again

for summer advertising!

I

«****••-'
Operation^

7 '/?

Dynamic $100,000 summer
sales promotion (or

CrosUy Group Advertisers

WATCH FOR THE BIG

ANNOUNCEMENT

i Mi in ordei to brinji people down t(j

the -how i (Him-.

I ii the past, lli«' in tii It- observed, car

Companies ha\e not used radio to an\

appreciable degree because they felt

their product bad to be shown.

Vnothei explanation for why auto

companies are using more radio and

television came From an executive of

a New ^loik advertising agency which

has an automobile account.

I In- agencyman •-aid the reason is

twofold

:

1

.

I here are too man) < :ars. Umost

everybod) who wants one has one, so

sales naturally are dropping oir.

2. The dealers seem to think news-

paper advertising is to blame. They

trj radio and t\ on the local level, get

comments from customers about hear-

ing the air announcements. The deal-

ers then demand that the factory also

use air media.

As a "typical example," the agency-

man told of one New York auto dealer

he knew of who had been investing

$3,000 weekl) in newspapers. Results

fell off; the dealer turned to radio and

l\. now invests the full amount in air

media and apparently is 2ettin<: good

results.

\\ lit*re the iiiihm'I) vomes from:

In many cases it's the dealers who
also pay for the national advertising

whether the) personally approve of the

media choice or not. although theo-

reticall) dealers are supposed to ap-

pro\e am cooperative spending.

Just who pays for automobile ad-

vertising is a subject all unto itself.

Everj auto manufacturer has some

kind of co-op fund, although it may
not he called that.

Sometimes dealers pa) for national

advertising through their dealer asso-

ciations Chevrolet and Ford for ex-

ample.

The SI. 2 million Ford saturation

bu) in earl) Januar) was paid for by

the Ford Dealers Association. Ford

dealers also pa\ for Ford Theatre on

NBC TV. Lincoln-Men m \ dealers

fool the bill for Ed Sullivan's Toast

of the Town.
\.. two co-op fund- work the same

way. But lure'.- how ii typical plan

operates

:

Sa) you're a Stallmore Six dealer.

You'll order an $1,800 (net) Stall-

more v i\ from the factor) but when

the bill comes it's foi $1,825. That ex-

tra $25 i- for the CO-op fund. The fac-

tor) tells the ad agenc\ to credit you]

account with $25 in the co-op fund. \

record of \<>ur "deposits" and "with-

drawals
9

i- kept, just like a checking

account.

The $25 you have in the fund won't

buy much radio <>r t\ time. Hut -a\

you're one of the 15 or 20 Stallmore
v i\ dealer- in your area. Your $25

goes into a fund for use in \our aici.

Then one da) you hear from the agen-

cy. The agenc] says that, with youi

O.K. and an O.K. from the factor \ . it

will tun ii spot campaign in your city.

Probabl) the factor) will contribute

about $10 for everj $25 \<>u and the

other dealers have in the fund.

J he agency prepares the copy or

film, sends it to the stations, pays the

station, hills the factory for the cost

of the campaign and "•withdraw-" the

$25 from your account.

Stallmore Six dealers get a state-

ment on their balances two or three

times a year—or whenever requested.

Some factories allow dealers to draw

on their accounts for special cam-

paign-.

Detroit automotive observers say an

average of $32 a car is spent on co-op.

There were about 6.1 million cars

made last year, which means the co-op

ad budgets totaled around $195 mil-

lion. Auto industr) admen estimate

that last year's factory spending

amounted to about $52 million.

The cooperative advertising paid for

b) the dealers (like the Ford and

Chevrolet groups i probabl) conic- to

$145 million.

Institutional advertising b) the cor-

porations i- thought to run about %2l

million.

Add all this up and you get S14")

million—and many Detroit ad people

think that's a prettv conservative fig-

ure. The) add the dealers own adver-

tising which boosts the total over the

half-billion mark i more on that latei

in this stor) i

.

Studebaker doesn't contribute an\-

thing to the dealers' co-op fund. Other

manufacturers contribute from $3 a

car (for Plymouth and Ford, where

the dealer- kick in $10 and $15 re-

spective!) I to SIS I for the Cadillac

75, where the dealer pays $45 into tin-

fund i

.

Becau-e of the fad that co-op mon-

e) is so closel) tied to actual car pro-

duction, observers are beginning to

wonder ju-t where the new television

and radio mone) i- coming from

—
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What can you do

with $260?

It all depends. Friend of ours would probably lose it

fast, playing five-card stud. A small boy might

invest in ten thousand lollipops. You or we might

pick up the check for a lot of highballs!

ON WOAY, $260 will buy 52 one-minute spots!

WOAY, Oak Hill, is West Virginia's second most

powerful station!

WOAY is 1 0,000 watts— covers 2 I counties!

WOAY delivers a total Nielsen audience of 102,200

radio homes!

WOAY delivers an average daily Nielsen audience

of 51,320 radio homes!

Write direct for full details, including availabilities.

WOAY
OAK HILL, WEST VIRGINIA
Robert R. Thomas, Jr., Manager

10,000 Watts AM-20,000 Watts FM

WEST VIRGINIA STATION COVERAGE DETAIL

Radio

Homes
in Area

NCS Area

No. of

Coun-

ties

DAYTIME

4-Week Cum. Weekly Average Day

NCS Circ. %* NCS Circ. 0/ * NCS Circ. % *

20,370 FAYETTE 1 18,490 90 18,220 89 10,150 49

18,190 GREENBRIER 3 15,490 85 15,130 83 6,720 36

66,940 KANAWHA 1 10,310 15 7,180 10 4,410 06

14,570 LEWIS 4 3,110 21 2,280 15 1,680 11

18,260 LOGAN 1 2,780 15 1,960 10 1,020 05

19,440 MERCER 1 8,000 41 6,480 33 3.990 20

14,290 NICHOLAS 3 11,450 80 11.0S0 77 6,620 46

23,930 RALEIGH 1 20,220 84 19,610 81 8,540 35

12,290 ROANE 4 2,720 22 1,990 16 1,460 11

16,750 WYOMING 2 9,630 57 8.610 51 6,730 40

225,030 10 TOTAL 21 102.200 92,540 51,320

*—% of Radio Homes in Area



The only station

in the rich

KANSAS CITY
metropolitan

market...

••°oo*ATT0

,B»0 *c

...beamed

exclusively

to KANSAS

CITY'S 118,000 )

Negro Market I /
KPRS (
KANSAS CITY, MO. '

Represented Nationally by

JOSEPH HER SHE Y McGILLVRA, INC.

A Radio Station that has good News
Coverage is a Radio Station that has

listeners.

Because of our vast news coverage both

locally and nationally, Evansville, In-

diana, listeners make it a habit to tune to

WJPS for the NEWS.

WJPS is a station of specialized pro-

gramming — NEWS — SPORTS —
FARM — MUSIC, along with a merchan-

dising department that has all of the

answers. A live wire station — with live

wire programming and live wire ideas.

Let us prove our worth to you.

Robert J. Mcintosh, General Manager
iniSINTIO tv

The George f. Hollingbery Company

particular!) in view of the lower pro-

duction figures of most makers.

It might be thai some of the t\ and

radio monej is coming from uewspa-

pi rs, espe iallj in \ ievv of Borne ap-

parenl dealer dissatisfaction.

Last January, al 1 1 1 * - National Ad-

vertising Executives Association con-

vention in Chicago, delegates were told

ili.it auto manufacturers must he re-

!-e»lcl on newspapers "as their basic ad-

vertising medium." The American

Newspaper Publishers Association's

Bureau oi Advertising, which made the

statement, hinted that newspapers al-

ready were feeling the effects of tv

and radio.

The A\I\V> ad bureau told the

N \l.\ convention that "automotive

advertising continues to he the top tar-

get for every medium."

Ironically, at the same time the

WPA was telling NAEA members
that auto makers would be a target

from other media, Dodge Division of

Chrysler announced it had bought one

radio and two television programs.

And it was only three months later

that Plymouth began sponsorship of

its largest network tv show to date.

That's My Boy, on CBS TV. Plymouth

also ran a heavy spot radio drive this

month: it started 3 May and was orig-

inally planned to run two weeks but

later was extended for another two

weeks.

Packard and Nash also have bought

network television since the NAEA
convention. Packard bought the Mar-

tha Wright Program on ABC TV:
Nash signed for alternate-week spon-

sorship of Danger on CBS TV. Nash

placed a three-day announcement

schedule on every tv station operating

commercially in the United States 18-

20 March.

One of the most spectacular televi-

sion buys by an auto company is the

recently announced Chrysler purchase

of an hour every Thursdav night 8:30-

9:30 next fall on CBS TV. Chrysler

had sponsored Medallion Theatre on

CBS T\ until it gave up the time slot

110:00-10:30 p.m. Saturda) | for Ply-

mouth's sponsorship of That's My Boy.

The Chrysler series will consist of

three dramatic shows ever) month.

Once a month there will be a "musical

or variety extravaganza" at high cost.

Bretaigne \\ indust, who will pro-

duce the program, directed the Broad-
wax production Life With Father,

whi< h had a record run of 3.213 con-

secutive performances.

L. L Colbert, Chrysler president,

said his company decided to sponsor

the new programs after a thorough
study "to find the most effective ways
in which Chrysler Corp. might use tel-

ex ision to interest a wide audience by
offering outstanding entertainment."

Buick uses it- Milton Berle Shout as

a stead) advertising effort. Then, from
time to time, Buick will bu) a group
of cither network programs on a one-

time ba-i- or else a large number of

station- on a spot basis. Aim of both

types of buys apparently is to jiet in,

hit hard and gel out. One-time buys
of show- are to launch new models as

well as for added sales pressure after-

wards.

For example to launch it- models

earl\ in January Buick sponsored

—

on a one-time basis—10 network ra-

dio programs on the four networks.

About the same time Buick also ran a

saturation campaign in Southern radio

market-.

From January to March Buick

didn t do much on a spot or one-time

basis. Then on 31 March the car com-

pany bought a one-time network show
[Heart of the Sens on NBC Radio)

and ran announcements on 465 radio

stations for three days.

Loral campaigns: sponsor suspects

diat the number of local car dealers-

who have turned to radio and tv ad-

vertising i- considerably higher this

year than last. But only a careful poll

of all the radio and tv stations in the

country would indicate the exact per-

centage of increase or dollar volume.

Even without a station-by-station sur-

\e\. however, there are a number of

indications of increased auto dealer

sponsorship.

One of these is the tally of local ad-

vertisers which are using network co-

op programs I a network co-op show

is a program that goes over network

lines nationally for local sponsorship

at affiliates carrying the show!.

At MBS. where co-op programing

has developed into a flourishing art,

the number of local auto dealers which

have signed for Game of the Day

broadcast- i- up about 8 to 10' i over

last year. Sponsorship of Game of the

Dm i- about 20'
, higher than it was

a year ago, so the increase in number

of auto dealers sponsoring it has not

gone up as fast as for all sponsors

combined. Nevertheless, it is expected
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Lawrence Cowen, President

of The Lionel Corporation,

writes

:

"The spot commercials
you filmed for us proved

to be extremely successful

. . . The quality of the

photography as well as the

format reproduced beau-

tifully and had fine public

acceptance."

HAS THE ANSWERS ON
TRULY PROFESSIONAL

TV FILM COMMERCIALS!

LiUSllI b'Wu LiJLi . . . the organization that gives every inch

of film the magic touch of visual excitement born of 31 years

of successful movie-making

SCSD [JOJUB ... the outfit with the know-how and

mechanical facilities to meet today's challenge of making

action-impact on eyes and ears tired of the pounding of the

commonplace

LiliSsLI WwlJlillS ... with the advertising grasp to give you

exactly what you hope to get in the visualization of your

selling ideas . . . without question, without quibble, without

worry as to quality.

/

RKOPATHE, INC

"The Professional Company"
625 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Phone: PLaza 9-3600
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THIRSTY FOR A

SALES BOOST?

BAYSHORE PRODUCTS CO.
Traverse City, Michigan

\\ \\ l\ \|,n! 27, L954

( utilise, Mi< h

Sil :

The results "t 1 1 1
«

- Mogen 1 >.i \ i«l

program, "\ Dollai a ^«< < >ntr*, has

been phen snal alri ady. < >ui \|>i il

Bales are 100'
I

"\' i lasl yi ai and the

ball li.i- j 1
1 — t started i II. We are

getting ii' » ai counts dail) and should
li n. inn'

, disl i ibul in a Bhoi

i

time.

People who nevei 'hank wine be-

fore are trying Mogen David. This

linlj provi - thi selling power of

WWTV.
Man} thanks to all i on< 1 1 aed foi

this unexpected and greatlj appre-
l sales I st.

\ i rj iniK yours,

(SIGNED) JAMES B. BENNIGAN
OWNER

JBB:jb

SPARTOM BROADCASTING CO., CADILLAC. MICHIGAN

KWJJ
Chief of N. W. Independents

Help urn Scalp Competitors!

You make friend with this

mighty warrior and before many
moon you much richer paleface.

Chief KWJJ help you capture

Oregon country, plenty big hunt-

ing ground. Send smoke signal

now—and chief tell you secrets

of him powerful

strength.

National

Representative

BURN-SMITH CO.. INC.

KWJJ
1011 S.W. 6th Ave. ,

PORTLAND 5>
OREGON

thai before ilw end of the baseball sea-

Bon < lose to 700 local auto dealers will

have sponsored part of the Game se-

i iea.

\-iili- from the baseball broadcasts,

Mutual has roughl) 1,500 local adver-

tisers buying co-op -bow-. About 270
of these are auto dealers.

Dealer expenditures: The "aver-

age" new car dealer Bold 138.36 cars

lasl year and spi ul S3b*.06 for local ad-

vertising per car, according to the Na-

tional Automobile Dealers Association.

\\D\ says thai last \ear the na-

tion s new car dealers spenl an average

n| $5,266 For their own local adver-

tising. Included in this figure is t\.

radio, newspaper, signs and all other

media and promotion paid for by the

local dealer. It doesn't include dealer

expenditures for factory co-op and

other advertising expenditures of a na-

tional nature.

This means that local auto retailers

imcstrd al m .ut S221 million in local

advertising during 1953—above and

beyond the previously-mentioned $415

million that Detroit insiders figure i-

spenl on other auto advertising. * * *

WEEK AT BBDO
{Continued from page 35)

We got to talking about BBDO's
heft\ s3.~> million in tv billings last

year.

"Top management here was tv-

minded early," Rowe said. "We had

a tv department in 1943. even before

there was commercial tv. The agency

started experimenting with program-

ing and commercials earl) that year.

In July 1943 BBDO presented its first

commercial telecast. It was on \\ RGB,
Schenectady, and the sponsor was Roy-

al Crown Cola. There were other

BBDO clients involved in the early ex-

perimentation and we used both

\\ NBT and \\ \BI>. New York, in

these experiments."

Rowe traced the history of BBDO's
Ersl < mercial program, which start-

ed out as Dennis .lames' Carnival on

\\( BS-TV, New York, in October

L948. It was sponsored bj the Gen-

eral Electric Lamp Division. The pro-

gram ran for one performance under

thai title, then returned to the air two
week- later as The Eyes Have It with

Paul Gallico as m.c. Vfter other for-

mat revisions and title changes, the

show finally emerged as Celebrity

Time, sponsored l>\ B. F. Goodrich,

and ran until October 1952.

Rowe considered the tv department

as informal!) organized but said there

were five distinguishable parte: 1 1 1 t\

copy and art. '2i live and film pro-

duction, (3) new program develop-

ment, (4i administration and •
.">

i ac-

count service. The last-named group.

Howe explained, provided liaison in

New ^ ork for out-of-town accounts.

"1 ou might be interested in know-

ing, said Bowe. "that since the Screen

Vctors Guild contract was signed last

year we've had a full-time girl wink-

ing on SAG problem-.

"I'd Ba) about 90 of BBDO's 150

client- have been or are in radio and

tv. We have 18 clients in network t\

using 24 -hew-, including about a half

a dozen on .NBC TV's Today. Lucky

Strike is our biggest air account.

Campbell, De Soto, General Electric,

General Mill-. 1 . S. Steel, du Pont,

Goodrich and Armstrong are big, too.

. . . Yes. Luck\ Strike will undoubted-

l\ continue with alternate-week t\

shows. There will be Robert Montgom-

ery /'resents and ) OUT Hit Parade.

Mal.i Room jot Daddy will be taken

over b\ Pall Mall. The Montgomery

show was the first tv show sponsored

on alternate weeks by different adver-

tiser-. Luck) Strike gets a lot of audi-

ence dispersion with it- alternate- week

shows. The client is quite pleased with

this technique. . . . Next season Lu< k\

Strike will alternate two shows. Jack

Benin will be on every other week,

alternating with Private Secretary."

9p 2f* 2f»

The girl who ties the strings: \i

that point a livel) young woman came
in.

"l?o\ !'" she said. "Have I been rush-

ing around! I'm really beat!"'

Rowe introduced Claire Hanlon.

"You remember I told you about ac-

count service for out-of-town clients'

he asked. "That's Claires job.

"I'm helping set up some new du

Pont commercials on the Home show.

That- NBC," Mi-- Hanlon explained

breathless!) .

* -,
l ou ought to come o\ ei

and watch. It's \cr\ interesting. I tie

a lot of strings together. 1 get the

clothes we're going to photograph.

check things at rehearsal, all sorts of

things. There'- an awful lot to do.

Lot of interesting accounts, too. Take

Fedders-Quigan. They sell air condi-

tioning appliance-. The) started on
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Today during the winter with one an-

nouncement a week. Now they're up to

four a week. They're out to develop

national distribution and I hear they

moved a lot of merchandise during

the winter. The dealers like the Today

announcements because Fedders uses

local cut-ins with their names and ad-

dresses. I think it's some kind of

co-op deal."

She suddenly bounced up. "How
would you like to see our test kitch-

en? While I've got a few minutes

I'll take you over there."

On the way over, Miss Hanlon said,

"BBDO is a swell place to work.

Everybody's friendly, nobody puts on

airs, there isn't any office politics. I

started here as a typist on probation,

then I went over to publicity for a

while."

BBDO's test kitchen is located in a

corner of the eleventh floor. It was

completely equipped— a housewife's

dream. I noted a Crosley refrigerator,

General Electric freezer and Detroit

stove, all of them appliances adver-

tised by BBDO.
I met Grace Manney, a motherly-

looking home economist with blond

hair plaited in a tiara over her head.

She was wearing a house-dress and
was bending over a pan of small,

square, coffee-colored cakes.

"They're brownies," said Miss Han-
lon. "Grace is famous for her brown-
ies."

"They don't look like brownies to

me," I said.

"Oh, they're going to be on a tele-

vision show," said Miss Manney. "You
can't make them dark brown. They'd
look black. I'm working on a cream
sauce for a tv show now. I think I'll

make it blue."

"They test all kinds of things here,"

said Miss Hanlon. "Tell him about

the hot dogs."

"A couple of years ago," said Miss

Manney, "I tested a hot dog made out

of tuna fish. Some New England firm

was trying to find some way of using

up fish, I think. Howard Johnson

bought it, but I haven't come across

it recently."

"We're still working on color tv

problems in the test kitchen," Miss

Hanlon said. "Early this year we shot

a white cake made out of Betty

Crocker cake mix. It had a 'bloom'

when it came over the color tv set.

You know how something real white

looks on black-and-white tv. Well, we

"It's not genuine—

but ain't it BIG?'
1

When it comes to radio coverage of Kentucky, it's easy to go

overboard on "bigness". Kentucky is big, all right— so big that

you need many of the State's 50 radio stations to reach it all.

5000-watt WAVE offers you a smarter tack—concentration in the

big Louisville Trading Area, exclusively. This densely-populated

market accounts for 53-9% of Kentucky's retail sales, 50.8%

of its food sales, 59-2
r
r of its drug sales— and you get it

all with WAVE alone!

Ask NBC Spot Sales for all the facts.

5000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE •

WAVE
LOUISVILLE

NBC Spot Sales, Exclusive National Representatives'
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. you complete

your summer

ad plans, net the facts about . .

.

'//&'

"
Operation

Dynamic $100,000 summer
sales promotion for Crosley Group\

Advertisers

PARKVIEW

REXALL DRUG

STORES

LOVE

KUDL

KC
Parkview Rexall

Drug Stores chose

KUDL as the ex-

clusive station in

Kansas City when
they launched their

firsl radio campaign

in Is years.

for details!

painted it grey, using regular paint.

\\ Inn we «;m it nn .1 t\ set during re-

hearsal it looked like a lump of Blush.

We fin.ilK painted it with coffee, li<|iii(l

offee. W e -nil (i| (mi: lied it ll|i and

ii looked lint'. Now, when we want to

shoot a 'white cake for color t\ com-

mercial experiments, Grace hakes a

coffee-colored < .ike. It's reall) cafe-au-

lait. For black-and-white tv, we make
a u bite cake

1

pink."

*r *r ^r*

Ben Duffy's ciliiui matvr: Ben Duf-

l\ worked 1 1 i — waj to tin- presidency of

BBDO via the media department. He
spenl 15 years there and another three

,i- vice president of media, marketing

and merchandising. No one at BBDO
suggests (hi- gives the department a

superior -lain- or that media buying is

over-emphasized at the expense of oth-

er agencj functions. But you can bet

your bottom advertising dollar that

neither is it considered just another

department.

First stop in m\ media department

tour was the office of Vice President

Fred Barrett, director of media. \

soft-spoken man. Barrett has been in

the media business 34 years, more than

11 of them with BBDO. He is a mem-
ber of the radio-tv plans board as well

as the BBDO plans board, top plan-

ning group at the agenev. i Members
of the latter group are. beside Barrett:

Duffy, the three executive vice presi-

dent- in New ^(irk and Boh Foreman.

\nother member, Arthur Pryor, vice

president in charge of radio-tv and a

pioneer in broadcast advertising, died

25 May.

Barrett told me the media depart-

ment had been reorganized earlv this

year. One important result was to

group spot radio-t\ buyers i there are

11 in New York) with newspaper and

magazine buyers. The print and spot

broadcast buyers had previously been

in separate media groups. These were

joined into three super-groups, each of

which i- almost a complete media de-

partment. Cordon Vanderwarker su-

pervises one of these new groups, Lou
Millot and Vustin Brew (both men
with more than 30 \ear-" experience

at BBDO) head the second and Bill

Borchert the third. Brew is a news-

paper, Millot a magazine expert.

I here i- also a network buying

group with Frank Silvernail, the sen-

ior member, and Tucker Scott sharing

most of the important buying and fa-

cilities problem-. Transportation and

outdoor buying i^ under Dan O'Orady.

"There are actually two ways of

looking at how media planning and

buying are -et up here," said Barrett.

"'1 just gave \ou the administrative

setup. The media department is al-o

organized b) clients. Each client has

a media supervisor, either Vander-

warker. Millot. Brew or Borchert. The

supervisor has a media plans hoard

composed of experts drawn from vari-

ous pari- of the media department

And he ha-, of course, buyers for each

medium the client uses. These buyers

are specifically a—igned to the ac-

count."

The reason for the reorganization?

"\\ ell. it'- easj to see that throwing

the space and timebuyers together will

help them learn more about other ad-

vertising media." said Barrett. "But

don't get the idea that they work to-

gether constantly. It hasn't been that

much of a change. They still spend

most of their time in their own media.

I don't want timebuyers to become

space expert-, or vice versa, over night.

"There s another reason for the re-

organization, too. With competition

getting tougher, with advertising mon-

ey getting tighter, the client is demand-

ing more justification for spending

money. In other words, we've got to

plan better. Integrating print buying

and spot time buying helps us do that.

Television ? ".
. . Tv is the great

'awareness" medium. It has tremend-

ous impact, though it is not always

the most effective in all situations. .
."

Radio'.-' ".
. . A great local service

medium. Local radio has the same im-

pact as a newspaper. X^Tiile network

radio has suffered from the inroads of

tv. especially at night, it is potentially

as powerful as ever. I think advertis-

er- ha\e underestimated the impor-

tance of multi-set and out-of-bome lis-

tening. But they are beginning to real-

ize their importance. . . . We do not

consider radio a supplementary me-

dium. . .

."

Media and copy/ ".
. . The agency

attaches a great deal of importance to

copy. More and more we buy accord-

ing to the kind of message we are try-

ing to put across."

I.r audiences'.'' ".
. . We try to pin

down specific audiences for radio cli-

ents. It's getting easier to do this with

radio. Take an auto client of ours

who wanted to put across a safe-driv-

ing theme. What hetter way than to

!>u\ earlv -morning and late-afternoon
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radio to reach men driving to and

from work? . .
."

From my conversations with Barrett

and others in the media department, I

found a general inclination to turn

thumhs down on media comparisons

—especially of the cost-per-1,000

kind. BBDO mediamen believe each

medium exists because it does a cer-

tain kind of advertising job well and

because it has certain advantages. A
medium is picked not because it

reaches the greatest number of peo-

ple at the lowest possible cost but be-

cause it reaches the greatest number

of right people at the lowest possible

cost.

Though the cost-per-1,000 measure-

ment offers a certain security in that

it is something the media buyer can

put his finger on. BBDO resists the

temptation in favor of a more difficult

kind of measurement: that of influ-

ence.

The network group in the media de-

partment consists of six beside Frank

Silvernail and Tucker Scott. There

are also two secretaries who sometimes

are called upon to pitch in on the

time buying chores.

Silvernail told me the problem of

clearing time on radio networks is

sometimes almost as hard as clearing

time on tv.

"I've been told by station men," he

said, "one reason for the situation is

this: When a new tv station comes in-

to a market, local advertisers get very

excited and begin buying time right

away. After a while these advertisers

find that tv costs are too much for

them. But they've been bitten by the

broadcast bug and so shift over to ra-

dio. When a radio network advertiser

begins clearing stations he finds a lot

of time slots tied up by local people."

The growth of tv and the complica-

tions caused by uhf have made net-

work planning and buying a complex,

time-consuming task. The network

group not only keeps close tabs on sta-

tion facts but tries to learn as much
as possible about station personnel,

such as managers, to get some indica-

tion of what policies the station will

pursue in its drive to attract audiences.

Often, new station personnel call on

BBDO people for advice. The network

group makes up bulletins on the chang-

ing patterns of tv, network lineups and

time clearance analyses to send to ac-

count men. Grace Stewart, a buyer,

screens new tv stations, works with re-

search people to click overlap and the

soundness of the station- figures on
coverage, audience and uhf conversion.

%• 2f> >f-

Well-tempered brainstorm: [ n hjg

book. Applied Imagination, Alex Os-
born points out ".

. . the crealnr
power of the individual still counts
most. .

." but adds in a later chapter:
"Properly organized and run, a group
can be creatively productive to an ex-

traordinary degree."

Osborn has in mind particularly the
brainstorm sessions, which he first or-

ganized at BBDO in 1939. While there

is verj little in tin- waj of rules Eoi

-ii: h sessions, Osborn laid oul four

basic guides:

"I. Judicial judgment is ruled out.

Criti cism o| ideas musl Ik- withheld

imlil Liter.

"2. "Free-wheeling" i» url<<>med.

The wilder tin- idea, the I ><-t t «*i : it is

easier lo lame ('own than to tliink up.

'"A. Quantity is uanted. The greater

the number of ideas, the more the

likelihood of winners.

"4. Combination and improvement

are sought. In addition to contribut-

ing ideas of their own. participants

i""""
l: " il1 1"" 11" " Nl111 " 1 mm«™ imimiiiiiiii miiiiiniinmmnnnni iiniiiiiiiiiii nun « i m iiiihmi minimi minimum iivg

Interested in the BIGGEST Radio (

I
bargain in New England?

Then try WICH the 250 watt Goliath in

Eastern Connecticut.

WICH

WICH

delivers a whopping share of the radio

audience morning, noon and night.

is in the heart of a population coverage

of 206,580 souls.

ffllUH is in a retail sales area totalling

$258,209,000.

WICH has 368 FIRSTS in a survey of 378

quarter hours in its coverage area.

Here are more statistics:

CONLAN SHARE OF RADIO AUDIENCE

MON. thru SUN.
WICH
250 w.

B

50,000 w.

C
50,000 w.

D

50,000 w.

E

50,000 w.

F

250 w.

ALL
OTHERS

6 a.m. - 12 Noon 39.4 19.2 10.5 9.6 7.8 5.9 7.6

1 2 Noon - 6 p.m. 38.1 16.1 17.2 6.4 9.2 4.5 8.5

6 p.m. - 10:15 p.m. 30.9 18.2 22.0 7.3 8.0 6.2 6.7

WICH is one of the three most powerful

local channel stations in all New England

WICH NORWICH, CONNECTICUT

Call our representative, Grant Webb at Murray Hill 8-4254.
He'll be glad to give you the detailed facts.

In i iiiiiinii ii minimi nniiiimiiiiii iimiii imiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiii mi niinnmiinniiinnn iimnim iiiimiiiiiii iiimiiiiiiiiiiiiuiimniiimi mini in M
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should suggest how ideas of others

i an I"- turned into better ideaB; 01

how two "i more idea- can be joined

into -till another id(

Rules are .1 Blave, nol a master at

l!|!l)(t. so the brainstorm session I at-

tended wasn't exactl) typical. \rt Bell-

aire, who was running the session,

explained to me:

"We bad been holding brainstorm

meetings on a variet) "I problems re-

\ oh inu around radio and t\ commei -

cials almost ever) daj from August

until last nth. We've gotten hun-

dreds oi idea- out of them. Now vve re

not holding them so often just i\ ing

up some loose strings, you might >a\.

\\ bile we usual!) don't criticize ideas

.it .1 session, at this point we are doing

so."

I asked Bellaire how a "wide open'

session operates.

"Well," he said. "You get a group

of people sitting around a table. The

leader of tlie discussion explains the

problem at hand. There's a secretary

to take down all the idea- suggested,

good or had. That's ahout it. The

people ju>t throw out ideas. Some-

time- \ ou ma\ o e t 1() completely dif-

ferent ideas, one right after the other.

SELL THE

GolDen lllarhef

#710 AMERICA'S

NEGRO POPULATION

WDIA--
50,000 WATTS

Here is a new "golden market"
of 1,466,618 negroes! 37% of the

total area population . . . one-

tenth of the entire negro popula-
tion of America! And it can t be

reached except with VVDIA, the

first and only 50,000 watt station

to broadcast exclusively to the

rich negro market.

TOP HOOPER AND
PULSE RATED STATION

IN THE MEMPHIS MARKET!

WDIA—MEMPHIS, TENN.

REPRESENTED BY

JOHN E. PEARSON CO.,
DORA-CLAYTON AGENCY. SOUTHEAST

\l othei times, someone will suggest

an idea and others will keep on im-

proving or adding to it. Sometimes

someone completely unfamiliar with

the problem will be invited bo we get

a fresh approach."

\1\ piici- of admission to the hrain-

storm session was a promise thai noth-

ing Confidential would be revealed and

that no names would be mentioned in

connection with suggestions. The latter

precaution was imposed because ol i li<-

lear that tho-c present would either be

inhibited hv niv presence or would be

|ii-l the opposite. That is, there might

he a tendency to show oil. The meet-

iu» was held in the screening room.

Since a good deal of the session had

to do with Confidential matters, it can-

not be reported in detail. Some fails.

however, maj be of interest.

The group was brought together to

discu— l\ commercials for the I)e Soto

Groucho Marx show, You Bet Your

Life. One of the problems discussed

was how to identify the star of the

show more close! v with l)e Soto

dealers.

Besides Bellaire and a secretary,

there were ahout a do/en people pie--

i lit. Among the group was Si Costa,

a copy group head who worked on

De Soto print ads. Most of those

present, however, did not work on De
Soto at all. This cross-fertilization of

ideas that results from such mixtures

of people is one of the characteristics

of the BBDO brainstorm sessions.

Bellaire started things off by ex-

plaining the problems. Then two De
Soto recent commercials were shown

on the screen. As soon as the lights

went on, the ideas started flowing. In

the beginning suggestions hewed close-

Is to the commercials just seen. As the

session warmed up, new paths were

charted.

There was nothing hectic about the

meeting. Nobody got up and waved
his arms about in excitement. All

hand- were relaxed and there was no

problem of six or seven speaking at

one time. At one point. Bellaire

brought the discussion hack after it

had wandered oiT into point-of-sale

material. When an idea that had been

mentioned at a previous session was

brought into the discussion 1>\ some-

one who had not attended, Bellaire

mentioned the idea was not new and

the meeting quickly tinned to explore

new avenue-. However. Bellaire al-o

asked the group two or three times

not to be too negative.

The session lasted a little less than

an hour. When it was over I counted

the number of suggestions I had listed.

There were 22.

V 3r *r

ItltlHt |ir.sl in biffin/;*'.': SPONSOR

figures on total agencj hillings last

veai (as reported in the 2!! December

1953 issue) put BBDO third in total

billings among all agencies. J. Walter

Thompson was first with $16] million.

Young & Rubicam second with S140
million. The JWT and i

- &R figures

include international billings, ol which

BBDO has none.

I- red Manehee, treasurer as well as

executive vice president in charge of

operations at BBDO, said he thought

it safe to -av the agency's billings

topped ^ Mi's I . S. hillings. He told

me with a smile: "I've heard it said

that our billings were greater than

J. Walter Thompson's U. S. billings.

I'm just telling vou what I heard.

"Anyway," said Manehee. 'who
would want to he first? There'd be no

place to go."

Manehee also told me:

Nine clients spent more than $1 mil-

lion on air advertising last year.

\hout half of BBDO's clients bill

less than 8350,000.

The agency has added 57 clients

since the end of W orld War 11.

Since the war 50$ of BBDO*s in-

creased hillings has come from the

growth of present accounts.

Total magazine hillings last veai

were $40.8 million.

Total newspaper billings last veai

were 829.1 million.

\nd here's how radio-tv billings

have grown in recent years to reach

the $49.5 million figure last year:

1948. 820.0 million; 1949, 823.8 mil-

lion: 1950, $29.7 million: 1951. $37.5

million: 1952. $41.3 million.

Fred Manehee, treasurer as well as

executive vice president in charge of

operation-, holds reins attached to a

wide variety of service groups. He
might be called the executive vice

president in charge of services. W hile

about half of BBDO's advertising (in

term- of billings) is handled out-of-

town, ahout three-quarters of its ad-

vertising (in terms of billings) de-

pends on services based in BBDO's
New i oik headquarters,

I nder Manehee is the media depart-

ment, marketing, merchandising and

research; finance, office management.
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personnel, print advertising produc-

tion and forwarding. He assumed the

post of treasurer after the death in

November 1952 of Robley Feland, an

old-time BBDO'er. (Feland joined the

George Batten Co. in 1910 and during

his heyday as a copywriter had 12 ads

in a single issue of the Saturday Eve-

ning Post.)

It was under Manchee during the

'ICTs that the marketing and merchan-

dising activities of BBDO assumed

greater importance as the agency was

making its successful bid to convert

itself from a heavily institutional ad-

vertising agency to a packaged goods

house. Now in direct charge of re-

search and M&M is Vice President

Lyle Purcell. Under him are two super-

visors, Neal E. Tonks, in charge of the

marketing department, and Paul E.

Mathias, in charge of the research

department.

Marketing: BBDO's marketing ser-

vices are widespread and the agency

goes to extra lengths to urge advertis-

ers to use them. The scope of these

services can only be suggested by this

summary: (1) promotional planning

and programing, (2) trade calls and

contacts, (3) sales or buying incentive

programs, (4) packaging, (5) drug

"rack" operations, (6) Negro markets,

1 7) retail store audits, (8) publica-

tions and trade relations, (9) presen-

tations to college graduate and under-

graduate groups and (10) sports con-

tact.

Research: The department is divided

into four parts—consumer, radio-tv,

copy and sales and media. The con-

sumer research section gets informa-

tion from three panels, the National

Panel of Consumer Opinion, a 3,000-

family cross-section of U. S. popula-

tion; the Onondaga panel, made up of

1,000 families in Syracuse and Onon-

daga County, N. Y., and a panel made
up of BBDO's more than 1,700 em-

ployees. Radio-tv research evaluates

information from eight services to

which the agency subscribes.

Except for special jobs, marketing

and research facilities are free to

clients.

Manchee is closely involved with

research. He said his prime extra-

curricular activity was his job of vice

chairman of the Advertising Research

Foundation. Regarding the soon-to-be

released ARF report, "Recommended
Standards for Radio and Television

Program Audience Size Measure-

ments," Manchee said:

"The Deckinger committee report

will do more than just shed light on

the differences in rating systems. It

will enable agencymen to understand

better why two different research

groups get two different ratings for

the same program. You can over-

emphasize these differences. I think

the main purpose of research is to

measure trends, anyway. You'll find

a good degree of correlation among
various research groups when trends

are measured.

"I think it terribl) important to

measure auto listening. The lark of

such measurement tends to underrate

radio, 'i rue, it i- expensive to mea-

sure considering ii ^ives you a frac-

tion of the radio audience. I suppose

Ioi practical, economic reasons auto

listening will have to be measured

periodically. I would like to see multi-

set radio figures for the home kept up

to date as much as possible, but here.

too, the ideal has to be brought to

earth and practical economics taken

into account."

m "THE VOICE

OF LONG ISLAND"

DELIVERS

BIG, BOOMING. RICH NASSAU COUNTY

POPULATION 966,841 140% increase since '40

BUYINC INCOME
Total $2,046,485,000

Per Family ___$ 7,582

Greater than 77 states

4th among U.S. Counties

RETAIL SALES $1,003,784,000

Food Store $ 287,760,000

Auto Store $ 176,988,000

Household $ 55,045,000

Greater than 14 states

14th among U.S. Counties

72nd among U.S. Counties

j't among U.S. Counties

Sales Management, May 1954

WHLI has a larger daytime audience in the Major

Long Island Market than any other station. (Conlan '54)

Represented by Rambeau

WHLI• STRONG LOCAL PROGRAMMING!

• ADVERTISING ACCEPTANCE!
HEMPSTEAD

• COMMUNITY RECOGNITION! long island, n. y.

PAUL GODOFSKY. Pres.

AM 1100

FM 98.3
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Manchee started with BDO in 1926,

fresh "Hi "I Pi inceton's Bummer place-

ment bureau. Regarding his rise and

i:i;|)( >'g poli< j ol promoting from

within, he -aid:

••
I here are two waj - <>f getting

.

: people,
N "ii can gel them from

\,,im own "i . anization, 01 you - an gel

ihem from outside. IJ«>tli methods have

tli, -ii advantages. But it's not good to

ini\ them. 1 think our record shows

that "iir polii \ has Keen good for the

agem j
. < tui clients Beem to like the

Waj we operate, Ibe average tenure

of Bervice of BBDO accounts is 12

yeai s.

if. jft 2f*

lion- mtno get* new clients:

\\ hen it got out that we were getting

Campbell soup," said Dave Danforth,

"at least 50 well-known agencj people

wrote in explaining \\h\ the} were

the onlj ones in the world who knew

how i" sell -"iip. It was the same when

we got the Luck) Strike account about

five years ago. It took us two or three

week- to -tall the Campbell account.

\\ e hired onlj one outside man."

The executive vice president in

charge of client relations gave a short

shrug. "\\ h\ should we hire outside

men when tin- client picked u> because

of our brains? \ new man takes time

to break in. He has t ient himself.

Obviousl) some of the men who wrote

in were not happj about their jobs.

Maybe the} wen- in dead-ends, faced

with some kind of office politics or

some other personal reason.

"People like t" work for BBDO be-

cause wen- considered a hot agency.

We've been in business more than 60

years and we'll he in business 60 vears

from now. We have stability. We're

not dependent on any one account.

We have a big varierj "f accounts.

We're getting beavirj into packaged

g I- hut we're still open for many
lines in the f"<>d and drug fielil. W

C

have no toothpaste, no motion picture

account. I'm not Baying we'd want a

motion picture account. Hut I want to

show then-'- l"t "f room for ii- to

expand even more, even though as an

agency grow- it cannot use products

competitive t" it- present < lients."

^^ MORNING AND AFTERNOONw* k JOHNNY SHAWw 3PINS THE GOSPEL RECORDS

dS ~> FOR THE MID STATE

%, f NECRO AUDIENCE
m- * ' VIAM WSOK

^ nashviue tenn

Danforth ran down the 1953 hill-

ing- percentages bj product category.

Packaged good- represented 54%.
I rider that ~> 1'

< . it was broken down

as follows: food, 11%; beverages, to-

bacco and candy, 19^5 j
drug- and

cosmetics, 7'.
;

jewelry and clocks,

1'
, : publu ations, 3' < ; department

-t"iev. w ,
• miscellaneous, 7%.

In the category "other consumer

goods," the total came to 2!!','. Under

that 1'iV , the breakdown was auto,

12'
, : insurance and finance, 2%,

home appliances and furnishings,

|ti',
: transportation, 2%, miscellane-

ous, 2',
.

The non-consumer and institutional

category, once BBDO's strong point,

totaled 18%. That includes U. S.

Steel, du Pont, General Electric,

among others.

"'In a way," said Danforth, "De
Soto can be considered under the

packaged goods category. So can ap-

pliances, like Crosle\

.

"How do we go after new accounts?

Well, we avoid speculative presenta-

tions. We talk facilities, experience.

We show case histories and urge the

prospective client to talk to our cus-

tomers. We show BBDO commercials.

the cheap ones, the expensive ones, the

in-titutional ones, the hard-sell ones.

If the account really gets serious, he

can talk to the people who will work

on the account. That's important.

1 hat s something we couldn't do if we
hired outside people after we got the

account. But we don't have a new

business department."

In the New York office alone. Dan-

forth has 20 account groups, each un-

der a supervisor. Du Pont, Campbell.

Lucky Strike are account groups by

themselves: otherwise, the supervisors

average about three accounts in their

groups. Lnder the supervisors are ac-

i "inn executives, junior account ex-

ecutives, copj art and production con-

tacts, etc.

*'Du Pont is real big account," said

Danforth. "There are 35 different

product advertising budgets and du

Pont wants a written plan on each one

every vcar. The advertising plan on

synthetic fibers alone \\l"n. Dacron
and Orion was M)0 pages long. W'e

turn out for du Pont 2. (><•(> individual

a.l- in (>nu publications everj year.

That's just for print That's about 1<)

ail- every working da)
."

I remembered Claire Hanlon telling

me about du Pont'- campaign on \BC

T\ - -how Home and decided Id take

a look.

*r ^f* *f*

\t "Hews" ivith tin l*«>n«: 1 walked

into Home's world of bewildering gad-

gets earl] in the morning of 1 May.

Home's home i- large, circular studio

described b) a perimeter of blue cur-

tains and blue canvas. There was a

complete Croslev kitchen in one cor-

ner, some mysterious machinery hang-

ing from the ceiling, four NeccbJ sew-

ing machines Mattered around, a toy

phonograph, a gardening box, Arlene

Francis and a lot of cameras and

people.

I sidestepped a cart of what looked

like deviled eggs being wheeled

around. I I found out later they uere

deviled egg-, i On the other side of

the cart I found Claire Hanlon talk-

ing over a Nylon commercial with

BBDO'er Marge bowler, who wrote it.

"This is a fashion and home furn-

ishings commercial." Miss Fowler ex-

plained. "We're advertising men's,

women's and children's clothes made
from Nylon; also, Nylon sheets

—

these are new—and Nylon rugs and

curtains."

W e walked over to the set for the

\\l"ii commercial. There was a bed

with its covers neatly folded back, dis-

playing Nylon sheets. The most inter-

esting part of the set was a large up-

ended black box with Nylon products

attached on all four sides and black-

board-type cartoons drawn on it. The

box was hung from an hydraulic rig

—called a "spiral pickup"—which

not only moved the big, black box up

and down but revolved it.

\lso on hand to watch the commer-

cial were Robert Zintl, du Pont ad

manager for Nylon; Jock Klliott. ac-

count executive for Nylon: Russ Ho-

ban. BBDO tv artist, who designed

the set. and Russ Norris. also from the

agency. Norris said he was a sort of

market and fashion expert on Nvlon.

but, like many BBDO'ers. was rather

hazv about his title. He explained he

was concerned with the end uses of

Nvlon and with what was going on in

the fashion and home furnishings

market-.

Klliott briefed me: "Du Pont doesn't

-ell the products we're advertising. It

-ells yarn to manufacturers, who turn

it into various kinds of products. But

du Pont is interested in expanding the

uses "f Nvlon. This is the first in a

-erii-- of 1
'.\ commercials which will
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run into June. This is a new campaign

for Nylon, so far as air is concerned.

We've had ads in fashion and women's

service magazines and some Nylon ad-

vertising on Cavalcade of America.

But this stuff on Home has a more

direct consumer approach than the

Cavalcade commercials. I'm not talk-

ing about Nylon stockings now. Im
talking about the newer end uses of

Nylon like sheets, curtains, men's

slacks and so forth."

We went into the control booth as

Miss Francis began rehearsing the

Nylon commercial. The BBDO people

crowded in behind three NBC men

seated in front of a line of nine moni-

tor screens. Miss Francis was talking

about the different uses of Nylon.

". . . like this beautiful dress I'm wear-

ing. (SHE STANDS IP AND MOD-
ELS DRESS i It's a Nylon mat jersey

—one of the verv newest fabrics of

du Pont Nylon. (DISSOLVE TO
SPIRAL PICKUP WITH LINGERIE
DISPLAY: NIGHTGOWN AND
BLOUSE, i And then, of course. I've

discovered Nylon in so manv different

things beside beautiful lingerie and

blouses. . ." (DISPLAY REVOLVES
TO REVEAL LITTLE GIRL'S

PARTY DRESS AND BOY'S SHIRT
AND PANTS i

Garth Dietrick. one of the directors

of Home, gave terse directions to the

cameras: '"Dolly up: go back: switch

now: dissolve to number three (cam-

era )
." As the spiral rig began revolv-

ing, Dietrick called exeitedly. "Slow

it down ! Slow it down ! What's the

matter? It's going too fast!"'

"We had a lot of trouble with that

thing yesterday," Miss Hanlon whis-

pered Ln my ear. "I thought thev final-

ly set the right speed."

Miss Francis stopped talking and
on a monitor screen I could see her

looking around inquiringly. A man
came into view on the screen. He had
no mike and bent down to talk into

the mike around Miss Francis' neck.

"Garth, the speed is set on the spiral

pickup," he said.

"Can't you slow it down?" asked

Dietrick.

"Somebody will have to climb up
on the rafters and fix the gauges."

said the man talking into Miss Francis'

mike.

"Well. O.K. then."

"Shall we do it now?"
"Well, we have to get this thing re-

hearsed," said Dietrick.

\\ bile the .-peed of the spiral pickup

was being adjusted. Elliott -bowed me
around the studio. He pointed to a

large, blue metal box suspended high

over the studio. "That's the rain ma-
chine. It also makes fog and -now.

On order. I think thev use ice cubes."

High over the middle of the- studio

was a long metal arm. "It's called a

'monkey ami.' They're going to at-

tach a tv camera to it. It'll lie remote

controlled. There are still a few other

things here not finished. There will

be elevators all over the place. The

center of the Boor will come lip, lor

example.'
1

\ht i the ~piral pickup was adjusted,

the commer< ial rehearsal continued

without a hitch.

"Well. that'- it." said Elliott.

"Looked good."

"I ve gol to run. ' -aid Miss Hanlon.

"I have to pick up three garter- for

a stocking displa\ tomorrow. The

garters will frame the denier number

of the stockings. Gee. there are so

many details to a i\ commercial!"
• * *

WDAY
(FARGO, N. D.)

IS ONE OF THE NATION'S
MOST POPULAR STATIONS!

Despite local competition from three other

major networks, WDAY* consistently gets

a greater share of Audience— Morning.

Afternoon and Evening— than all other

stations combined, in Fargo-Moorhead!

NBC • 5000 WATTS

970 KILOCYCLES

FREE & PETERS, INC.

Exclusive National

Representatives
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MEDIA STUDY
i Continued from pag<

4.

V/ildroot found

one ad budget

wasn't enough

Mr. Maurer

\ lot i'i time has been spent on the

evaluation of media. Nom thai jrou

have it evaluated, ti« >w do we use it?

Let's ju-t stick with one phase of

tlii-. Should we bu) all of our adver-

tising on a national basis; should we
buj it all on a local basis, or should

we bu) some oi each?

I "i manj years the biggest part of

tli'
1 Wildrool budget has been spent

aationally. We, like everybody else. I

believe, have had some difficulty in lo-

MINOTTV

W.you forget!

52 COMPLETED MR.

SITUATION COMEDIES

FIRST RUN AVAILABLE IN

YOUR LOCAL AREA NOW!

•Sold .n Ajiooolion v».lh MPA & Umlrd F.lmi Sorv.Co

calizing oui national advertising. We
also had the problem of trying to <!<-

termine how much we Bhould spend, or

Could spend, in each oi our local mar-
kets, and we fell sure that in some
markets we were overspending while in

othei markets we were underspending.
In an effort to analyze this situation

we broke the country down into 100
markets. We did this by county defi-

nition (you will see in a minute why),
and there was no overlapping. This
job look hundreds of man-hours be-

cause we had to be sure that we could
trace our sales with a reasonable de-

cree of accuracy in each of these 100
markets every month.

When the 100 market breakdown
information was finally completed, we
were able to do just this—gather sales

figures on a monthly basis for each
of the markets. At this point, we broke
down our advertising expenditures into

each of these 100 markets. This was
possible, because, as mentioned above,
we set it up bv county definition.

As v ou know, all newspaper and
magazine circulation is available by
counties, and the radio coverage was
carefully figured out by the use of ra-

dio coverage maps and B.M.B. figures.

The other media—such as car cards.

billboards, college newspapers, and so

on—fell into the local market picture.

After this was completed, it became
clear that the only way that each of

the 100 markets could receive its fair

share of the Wildroot advertising dol-

lar was to have two advertising bud-

gets: one for national advertising and
one for local advertising. Further an-

alysis of the problem encouraged us

to try and employ the strictly local con-

cept. We started this in September
1953 and our budget for 1954 is 89%
local and ll r

,' national.

Here is what has been accomplished

:

1. For the first time we have been

able to give each of our 100 markets

the proper allocation of advertising

dollars.

2. 1 he advertising presentation used

bj each of our salesmen is strictly lo-

cal, and this is something they like

verv much.

3. I he dealers like it and tell us

that their salesmen have been able to

make better use of our material than

evei before.

1. I he Wildroot management likes

it because we have shown substantial

sale- m. reases each month since this

plan went into eife< t.

Flight now. we are working on a fur-
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ther refinement which looks verv en-

couraging. By employing a group of

factors, we are able to set up poten-

tials for each of the 100 markets, and
we are now firmly convinced that we
will be able to come closer to the an-

swer that everybody in advertising has

been Beeking, for vears. That is, just

where does the law of diminishing re-

turns -d in?

I he above has not been written to

deride national advertising. I am mere-

ly trying to point out that when we
look at the problem on a market hv

market basis, it becomes apparent that

a combination of national and local

advertising is the onlj thing that makes
sense.

J. WARD MAURER
Director of Advertising

Wildroot Co.

Buffalo

5.

Out-ot-home

radio audience

often overlooked

Mr. Harrington

In the past 18 months there has been

a strong swing to more use of radio

and television advertising by our deal-

ers in their local advertising. Recentlv

the dealers' use of radio has continued

upward, while local television has de-

clined.

My observation is that a balanced

combination of television and radio at

the local level is extremely effective;

tv to demonstrate a feature of the

product or dealers service, radio to

reinforce the urge for immediate ac-

tion. It is my opinion that radio pro-

duces more store traffic dollar for dol-

lar than television.

I don t think media men give enough

consideration to the out-of-home radio

audience, probably because there are

no audience rating figures available.

There are some 28 million automo-

biles with radios, and if you try to go

anywhere on Sunday vou will swear

every one of them is on the road. \\ e

recentlv bought a Sunday afternoon

sports round-up program on the Mu-

tual network especially to catch this

huge rolling audience, plus the porta-

ble sets at the beaches and other Sun-

dav recreation spots.

We recommend radio to our dealers

between the hours of 7 to (
> a.m. and
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5 to 7 p.m. weekdays to reach the auto-

inohile commuting audience, as well

as the at-home morning audience while

people are dressing and eating break-

fast and the evening audience before

the big tv shows come on.

RALPH H. HARRINGTON
Advertising Director

General Tire & Rubber Co.

Akron

6.

70 questions

to consider after

buying time

Dr. Dich+er

The headaches begin after you've

bought time on radio and tv. How-

ever, it needn't be that way. If the en-

tire team involved in the time-buying

operation—from ad manager through

agency executives and media people

—

were to get the answer to 10 basic

questions, the entire purchase-and-use

process would be simplified and made

more efficient.

1. What are we really trying to say?

Do we expect the consumer to "go out

and buy" right now? Do we expect

the shopping process—such as the pur-

chase of an appliance or automobile

—

to take some time? Do we expect the

consumer to think about us when, as

and if he is going to buy? Do we want

to develop a hunger in the consumer
for our product?

( Check the answer for the initial

guide as to whether you want or need

a saturation campaign, programing

and so on.)

2. Hoiv do we really feel about the

product we are selling? Do we want to

talk about the pleasure the consumer
will have in using the product? The
thrill of purchasing the product? Do
we feel our product is necessary for the

well-being of the consumer? What do
we think the purchase and use of the

product will do for the consumer?

(We start to shape the frame of ref-

erence for the commercial. We can

make effective decisions if we know
what the product really does for the

consumer—psychologically as well as

materially.)

3. What kind or what kinds of peo-

ple are we selling? Are our customers

buying the product because it gives

them a feeling of security? Power?

IN RADIO!

in Wichita Falls

exas!
CBS AND DuMONT

TELEVISION NETWORKS
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[Vichitd^QJalls cJelevisi'on, SJnc.



Social Btatufl? Wha\ are the different

needs "I \ ai ioua kinds of people h ho

are oui potential customers?

i Instead oi j u~t accepting the fa< i

ili;it oui prodw t Bells to women, men

ovei in. Mini so on. understanding of

the psychological tvpe- of oui custom-

ers enable us to select jusl the righl

mood loi the commercial a- well as the

kind "I lime segments we want to buy.

It helps ii- make creative decisions in-

stead "I run-of-the-mill decisions that

in. is give ii- onl) run-of-the-mill re-

sults. I

1. H Inn does th<- consume) think

about when he decides to buy our prod-

uct ? Does be recall "'Mom's ice

cream"? Does be a--ociate the prod-

uct with the pleasures of the future?

I- be looking for something sleek and

modern? I- be worried when be pur-

chases a product like ours'.-' Is be con-

fronted l>\ conflicting claims that In*

cannol evaluate and therefore faced

with the "misery of choice"?

i H\ understanding the kind of prom-

ise we have to make to the consumer

in relationship to our product, we also

know the kind of promise the consumer

will believe. I Ids involves not onl\ the

for quick, easy reference

to your copies of

SPONSOR
get the durable new

Sponsor binder

looks like a million

costs only

$d

SPONSOR
40 E. 49th St.

New York 17

] $4 one binder

] S7 two binders

Please send me Hinder holding 13 issues and bill me later.

Same

< it\ Zone >ta!e

commercial itself but decisions as to

whether to buy an individual program,

use participating shows or to bu) spots

—and where all these should be lo-

cated, i

.">. H hut might interfere with the

Inning of our product between the time

ue deliver our sales message ami the

time purchase takes place.' Is the con-

sumer likcK to hear or see a lot of

other commercials of competing prod-

ucts? \re the other appeals as good as

or better than ours? Is our concentra-

tion giving us the *"la-t election eve"

broadcast so that we are most effec-

tive before the moment of purchase?

Is there a psychological link between

the commercial land program l and
the sale- apparatus at point of pur-

chase?

i Here we test the commercial for

three basic criteria: [a] degree of con-

sumer involvement in the commercial:

[b] degree of positive emotional reac-

tion developed; [c] degree of mental

rehearsal of purchase and use devel-

oped.)

6. What have we got that the com-

petition hasn't, taking into considera-

tion that their product may be as good

as ours? What are the special attri-

butes of our product and brand person-

ality? Does our brand name have

special significance? Do we develop a

greater feeling of trust and sincerity

than other products?

i In addition to affecting copy and

plans board, the answer to this ques-

tion provides insight into the type of

adjacencies that are desirable or un-

desirable. All this comes under the

heading of "protecting the investment."

You have to be sure that you are real-

ly selling from strength, either strength

vou alreadv possess or can acquire

through program and station associa-

tion or through the tvpe of commercial

used.

i

7. How can we make certain that

the consumer will not confuse our

brum! with a competing brand that

spends as much as or more than we

do? What have we done to prove that

we understand the consumer better

than do others? Have v\c reallj sep-

arated our product, psychologically

speaking, from other- ill the field? Do

we reall) know where we stand in the

< onsumer's rating of products? Do we

know whether we want to break the

"
i onditioned reflex" thai associates the

tvpe of product mainlv with the first

ranking brand, <»r do we want to fighl

oil the efforts of other- to displace us
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if we are the first ranking product?

(Research has shown that you may

be selling the other fellow's brand if

you are not aware of how the consum-

er feels about other brands in your

field. Similar commercials, similar

programing and so on naturally tend

to confuse the consumer in favor of

the leader. The key to individuality

is not ju-t being "different" but being

correctly different. For instance, a sec-

ond ranking product might actually

ask the consumer to join in the fun of

discovering "our" brand.

)

8. Do ive make our product sound

like all the consumer wants it to be?

Does it meet his "level of expecta-

tion"? Do we come "dressed up" in

the manner expected of us?

(There is a "level of expectation" of

media, time, program and product. By
understanding the mood and the con-

sumer's appreciation of your intention

as shown to him by what you buy, we
enhance the sales message. Many a

good commercial has lost effectiveness

because it was placed in the wrong
spot.)

9. Are we missing anybody because

of the time chosen or the kind of com-

mercial used? Are we mistakenly lim-

iting our market? Are we aware of

all the different kinds of people who
buy our product?

(The revolution in marketing needs

to be recognized in the use of air me-

dia. Food packers now know that men
participate in family shopping—often

spending more than women because

they buy delicacies and foods the

woman would not dare to buy for fear

or being accused of wasting money.
In a study for an oil company we
found women represented an important

market for gas and oil. In selecting

shows and time slots, be sure you are

not "including out" portions of the

market that may be of value.)

10. Does the program selected or

the time chosen for spots build the

mood for the commercial? If your

product is in the self-indulgence cate-

gory (soft drinks, cigarettes, for exam-

ple), is your audience in the mood to

"let itself go"? If you are a personal

security product (soaps, cosmetics), is

your audience in the mood to be con-

cerned about itself?

(Too often spots and programs are

bought on the basis of ratings rather

than on the basis of the mood required

to -'II a pinduct. We have seen lower-

rated shows do a better job for a spon-

soi than a previous show that had a

higher rating because the new audience

was more receptive to (he commercial.

While ratings offer a sometimes use-

ful guide, it should not be the ultimate

one. For instance, a program that of-

fers a "community feeling" might be

better for drug products where there is

a high degree of personal contact be-

tween the druggist and customer than

a higher-rated, impersonal network

program broadcast into the area from

another city.)

Getting the answers to the above 10

questions may tell you whether you

want to use the "hard" sell or "soft"

sell, the big claim or the little claim,

the sincere announcer or the animated

approach. It will also serve as a real-

istic guide to the budget makers and

timebu\ers and provide standards-in-

depth on which to base time buying

decisions.

DR. ERNEST DICHTER
President

Institute for Research in Mass Motivations

Croton, N. Y.

. . . keeps viewers tuned to

KMJTV
FRESNO • CHANNEL 24

the FIRST TV station in

California's San Joaquin Valley

KMJ-TV pioneered television in this important inland

California market. The strong pull of top local pro-

gramming plus NBC and CBS network shows continue

to make it this area's most-tuned-to TV station. KMJ-

TV is your best buy in the Volley.

Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
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SUMMER

TIME
is

SELLING

TIME
IN COASTAL CALIFORNIA

* More People

it More Money

* More Sales

KEY-T covers California's

largest single station market

with programming from all 4

major networks

CBS • NBC

ABC * DU MONT
LOW COST PER

THOUSAND

LARGE UNDUPLICATED
AUDIENCE

BEST OVER-ALL
PROGRAMMING
IN AMERICA

THE KEY
TO COASTAL
CALIFORNIA

KEY-T
channel 3

Video power 50,100 watts

Audio power 25,100 watts

Antenna 4,2 I I Ft. above sea level

Represented Nationally by

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY
COMPANY

KEY-T

ADVERTISING HUCKSTERS'
(Continued from jhi^c 20 i

• i trickerj or anything objectionable

in the public lnr an) othei reason.

Questions ol fact arc left i<> govern-

men) bodies and 1 1 *
«

- Better Business

Bureau.

^ mi are nevei identified t<> the agen-

c) whose campaign you complain

about. \111l what the agencv does

alioui your complaint is it- nun busi-

ness. \'i pressure follow- from the

I \ -. Many agencies, however, write

to the 1 \ - i" -av the complainl led

them to change the offending cam-

paign. In other cases, Vugusl Nelson

told sponsor: "The campaign ma) be

withdrawn soon after hut its hard to

-av whether it had run its natural

course or whether the complaint was

a factor."' Nelson is 4A's senior staff

executive charged with responsibility.

1 1 u Interchange matters.

Six months ago the 4A's added this

feature: Agencies which get complaints

are offered the opportunity to ^zet the

individual opinions of a committee of

topnotch agencv people on the com-

plaint.

Thus far agencies have elected to

receive comments from the committee

in seven cases of complaint. Five of

the complaints were disagreed with

b) most of the 15 members of the com-

mittee. The two products where com-

plaints were agreed with are a well-

known toothpaste and a whiskey, spon-

sor learned. Complaints about these

two were agreed with In the commit-

tee on an overwhelming basis.

Agencies which receive opinions

from the committee are in effect get-

ting free consulting service on whether

or not their efforts are likely to offend

the public. Opinions from committee

members have been thorough and

thoughtful." August Nelson sa\s.

The 1 \ s stimulates cooperation with

the Interchange by periodical!) mail-

ing invitations to agencies to partici-

pate. Agencies which report the) wish

to cooperate receive monthl) remind-

ers i" write in plus forms on which to

list complaints. Individual offices of

agencies participate separately. Within

each cooperating office one executive

i- designated to make monthl) reports

to the 1 Vs.

Reports i ome in ai the rate of 20-

30 a month. Of these 15-20 are ac-

tuall) suitable for forwarding. You
• .in gel a bettei idea of the degree of

activity among agencies from these

figures:

Agencies which belong to the 1

\ '-

have a total of 400 offices; 281 of

these member offices or about 57'
<

participate in the Interchange current-

ly. I here are 1 36 offices of non-mem-

ber agencies participating.

If von are interested in helping the

Interchange, you can do two verv tan-

gible things: 111 Find out if your of-

fice is receiving the complaint forme

from Interchange. (2) See to it that

everyone in the agenc) knows about

Interchange and who has the com-

plaint form-. To "merchandise" Inter-

change the 4A's has bulletin board

posters like the Anderson & Cairns-

produced piece shown at the head of

tin- article. \uu can get these on

request

One agency several years ago came
close to being asked to leave the 1

\ '-

following a series of Interchange com-

plaints about ads for one of it- clients,

SPONSOR learned in conversation with

admen.

I he agenc) was sent so manv com-

plaints about the ads that it finallv re-

fused to receive them. Discussions

were held in 4A's board meetings over

whether the agencv should be ushered

out. It was decided instead to first dis-

cuss the matter with its executives.

After conferences with TVs Presi-

dent Fred Gamble, the agencv agreed

to do its best to modify the offending

ads. The agencv made the point that

it was not to blame for the type of

campaign lit was dictated by the cli-

ent) and that even if it resigned the

account no change would follow in the

offending campaign. Since the con-

ference several years ago. there ha\

e

been only a few complaints.

Bernard ('. Duffy, president of

BBDO, told SPONSOR in a forum con-

ducted last issue that the agencv in

question had claimed "another 1 \

agencv was read) to take the account"

if it resigned it. "I hi- excuse was ac-

cepted, and there was some merit to

the excuse," said Duffy, "but vou can

see how difficult it becomes to consid-

er throwing out other offending mem-

bers. \n\ agenc) can offer the same

excuse in the future" (sponsor, 17

Mav 1954, page 86).

David Ogilvy, too, feels this excuse

i- a poor one. "This excuse is like

that of the man w ho sav s if I dun t

steal someone else will, he told spon-

sor. Ogilv) feels it's time stricter

"'-auction- were imposed on offend-
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cis. including "excommunication

from the 4A's.

The chairman of the 4A's this year.

William R. Baker Jr.. chairman of the

hoard of Benton & Bowles, said this on

the subject of removing 4A's members

(in the previously referred to spoiv

SOR forum) : "Speaking as an individ-

ual only, 1 think that we ought to con-

sider being a little tougher on offend-

ing members of the 4A's rather than

risking the loss of our fine associates

who feel disturbed and chagrined at

what a number of fellow members con-

tinue to do, in spite of earnest efforts

on the part of our Association to cor-

rect the situation."

Fairfax Cone, president of Foote,

Cone & Belding, told the 4A"s meet-

ing in April: "We have hucksters in

our own Association and we should

throw them out.*'

The Better Business Bureau: The

only non-governmental organization

which devotes virtually full time to po-

licing national and regional advertising

is the National Better Business Bureau.

With a $200,000-plus budget raised

from membership fees paid by media,

national and regional advertisers and

other business elements, the Bureau is

a formidable opponent of false adver-

tising. ( On the local level individual

Better Business Bureaus function sep-

arately against retail and other local

advertisers who get out of line.

)

The Bureau concentrates on false

claims in advertising and selling. If

the public or a competitor complains,

or if a staff member spots something

suspect, the advertiser is asked to show

proof of his claims. Most frequently

advertisers quickly change their copy.

Last year 211 advertisers voluntarily

cooperated; only 15 refused. That's an

average of 93 out of 100 cooperating.

Facts developed in seven of the 15

cases were turned over to the FTC.

Says the Bureau:

"Some indication of the importance

of this work can be found in the fact

that the companies involved expend

more than $300 million for advertis-

ing annually. They include 21 of the

country's 100 leading advertisers."

Many advertisers and agencies work
with the NBBB on a "preventive" ba-

sis. They come to NBBB to seek ad-

vice about propriety of copy claims

in advance of broadcast or publica-

tion. During 1953 more than 400 re-

quests were received from advertising

peared indicated thai the claim was

agencies for advance reading of copy.

Kenneth Willson. president of th<

NBBB. told SPONSOR: '"Main adver-

tisers or agencies come to sec us when
there is some doubt in their mind-
about a piece of copy. The) want In

know in advance if it conforms to our

standards. Our standards encompass
government rules as well since we
make them in keeping with govern-

ment precedents. We're familiar with

government regulations and can help

the advertiser live up to them."

Willson feels more advertisers and

agencies could profitably work with

the NBBB on this preventive basis.

This is actually the approach the NBBB
prefers. All of the non-government

organizations which police advertising,

in fact, prefer to work quietlv and in

a cooperative spirit with advertisers

and agencies.

Because of its desire to foster close

cooperative relations with advertisers,

the NBBB never reveals the names of

companies from which it has obtained

voluntary cooperation in changing a

campaign. But here are some exam-

ples of specific campaigns the NBBB
has acted on with identification of the

advertisers omitted.

Detergent: Vfter citing the advan-

tages ol hi- product, the advertise]

added, "That's not just advertising

talk." NBBB pointed out the damag-

ing effects of such copj <>n all advei

-

tising, including hi- own. Copy with-

drawn.

Automobile: \ company used ra-

dio. I\. magazines and newspapers to

ad\ i'i i i-c achiev ements ol cars in an

endurance race. "Since these claim-

were true only as to one di\ ision of the

race, we requested that this fact be

disclosed in future advertising, and the

company cooperated." -a\s NBBB.

Two other auto companies made claims

which were mutual!) contradictory but

eventually withdrew the claims.

Motor oil: A leading manufacturer

agreed to cancel a newspaper, maga-

zine and radio campaign which "rep-

resented a guarantee as covering more

territory than was actually the case."

Ballpoint pen: \ manufacturer dis-

continued a series of newspaper ads

which represented the particular pen

as the only one "approved ' by certain

authorities "when NBBB investigation

in several cities where this copy ap-

peared indicated that the claim was

Local interest?

J-U^UUU Greater Worcester

people visited or participated in

local shows in last seven months!

Represented nationally by Paul H. liaymer Co., Inc.

WWOR*TV
WORCESTER • MASS. ^j "\

There's more to be seen on channel
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contrary to the facts.

Wahh: A compan) withdrew adver-

tising its watches under a Lifetime

guarantee when tin- NBBB pointed out

n<> . ompany toda) "is in a position to

commit it- management <>f the distant

future in irrevocable adjustment prom-

ises i>m which that management ma)

latei have to welsh."

Cigarettes: One compan) agreed to

drop use of a "'fear"' theme which im-

plied that -inokei- could use it > brand

without au\ possibility of harmful ef-

fects.

Another cigarette discontinued a

campaign which implied the brand

would have beneficial effects OH diges-

tion and not irritate the throat.

The \BBB has done more than work

with individual cigarettes in its effort

to raise standards of advertising. It

also recommended a code for all cig-

ai eties to follow in mid-December

1953. The NBBB published these

standards ''because of growing evi-

dence that the general public bitterly

resents the use of deceptive 'health'

claims in cigarette advertising."

The NBBB believes there has been

substantial improvement in the believ-

abilitv of cigarette advertising during

NOW. .

.

A
WICHITA
STUDIO!

NOW, a studio in Kansas' largest metropoli-

tan center . . . another convenience offered

to advertisers by localizing shows and pro-

duction for participation and dealer co-op.,

in the Lassen Hotel, downtown Wichita.

Covers over 50% of central Kansas families.

See your KTVH sales representative today.

CHANNEL

12 KTVH
HUTCHINSON -WICHITA

VMf
340 000
WAfTS

CBS BASIC -DU MONT -ABC
REPRESENTED BY H-R TELEVISION, INC.

COVERS CENTRAL KANSAS

the pa>t lew years. Kenneth Willson

pointed out: "The big three today are

not using medical or scientific claims

whereas several years ago all had cam-

paign- based on some form of medical

claim."

The cigarette code was developed

by NBBB in cooperation with the com-

mittee on national-local advertising of

the Association of Better Business Bu-

reaus I which represents all the bu-

reaus, local and national I. Other joint-

ly developed codes NBBB has pub-

lished in cooperation with all local bu-

reaus include recommended standards

for automatic vending machine adver-

tising and trade-in advertising of tv

sets and major appliances.

\\ hen advertisers fail to cooperate

with NBBB in either producing proof

of claims or withdrawing them, the or-

ganization issues a bulletin to media

and others. Bulletins are issued as a

last resort only and after ever) other

means of obtaining voluntary coopera-

tion is explored. The bulletin which

got the most attention in the recent

past was the NBBB's blunt condemna-

tion last February of a Chesterfield

campaign. The campaign "implied

that smoking Chesterfields, without

qualification as to the health of the

smokers, is not harmful. NBBB said.

Another recent bulletin of the NBBB
covered the Garden Guild of America.

This is a company which uses tran-

scribed radio pitches a full program

in length to get mail orders for what

it calls the Rose of Shangri-La.

The rose in question is a shrub rose

bush known botanically as Rosa Mul-

tiflora. It is a small rose with main

blooms per bush. The Dept. of Agri-

culture has recommended it for use on

farm land: it is not recommended for

city and suburban home lots.

Nonetheless the Garden Guild built

a mail order pitch around the imagi-

nary discovery of the rose in the Him-

alaya mountains of China and its vain

as a garden rose. I he copy is a collec-

tor's item for students of the rococo.

Here's an excerpt to roll over your

tongue:

"The Rose of Shangri-La . . . the

very -aine rose discovered in a hidden

village lost in the vast peaks of the

Himalaya Mountains of China ... a

strange unusual rose unlike an) rose

ever developed in America . . . legend

has it that it all started BOme time bark

when an \merican mining expedition

suddenly found themselves trapped

and blinded bv a raging blizzard in

the treacherous peaks near the Hima-

laya Mountains of China. Their pack

horses vanished in the 10-foot drifts

of snow. A superstitious guide mum-
bled something about forbidden terri-

tories and ran off. And when all

seemed lost, this small desperate group

of brave adventurers suddenly round-

ed an icy bend in the mountains . . .

as they rounded this bend . . . there

before their unbelieving eyes they saw

cradled in the mountains, protected

from wind and snow what looked like

a modern Shangri-La, thousands and

thousands of rose bushes surrounding

an entire village. . .
."

Other transcriptions from the same

company ^i\e equallv fantastic but

completely different accounts of the

"discovery." But the NBBB states "the

Multiflora Rose has been known and

used in this country for 90 years."

SPONSOR asked NBBB officials to

comment on radio and television com-

plaints in general. These were some

of the reactions from Allan Backman,

executive vice president, and \ an Mil-

ler, the NBBB specialist in mail order

advertising.

From Backman: "Tv is a relatively-

new medium. The people responsible

for determining the acceptability of

the advertising are not yet fully ex-

perienced. Their background is not

vet adequate for judgment Of course

this is not as true for the networks

—

their carefully set up radio depart-

ments supplied personnel for tv. In

general as the industry matures ex-

cesses will probablv decrease.

"There seem to be more radio com-

plaints now than there were before tv.

This may be due to the fact that radio

can't afford to be too choosy in select-

ing advertisers. Mail order, bait and

switch and phony trade-in offers are

more frequent in complaints about ra-

dio than in pre-tv davs.

From Miller: "Mail order promoters

are manufacturers of advertising. I -u-

allv thev do not manufacture the item

they are selling. It's harder to get

them to live up to a code therefore

than it is with the advertiser who be-

longs to one industry. We try to get

the mail order promoter to live up to

the code for the product he is selling.

One problem we've had frequently is

with the type of mail order item which

is sold on radio through five- 10- or

L5-minute transcribed 'talks.' Now
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^l\ore than ratings, more than popularity polls, more tlian

coverage analyses—actual advertising results put the finger on the

true value of an advertising medium.

Radio is great because radio proves out great. Over 100 examples

(123 to be exact) of radio's greatness in moving people to buy

are contained in the 1954 Edition of radio results. All appeared

during 1953 in the bi-weekly issues of sponsor. Each is arranged
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man) "I the mail ordei people bring

ii- iImh i opj in ;iil\.in< c to go over.

Bai km. in and Millei told how lack

,,i ( ..n< fin h iili advance planning foi

advertising -t tndarda had hurt the

growth ol an entire industry. Soil

i onditionei advertising went hog w ild

\>-. entlj . the) said, due to claims ol

.ill the companies ti 5 ing to crash into

the field following success ol a few pio-

neers. The NBBB tried to set up a

standard-setting conference but failed.

I inall) the FTC stepped in and -aw

that standards were set, Bj this time

the public had lost faith in -<>il con-

ditioners, and the legitimate companies

had lost headwa) with their products.

Hi.- NBBB feels it all could have been

avoided had standards foi advertising

been set early.

Industry advertising codes: Fre-

quentl) when advertising ethics in an

industr) touch bottom, leaders of the

industr) will get together to restore

decent conduct. They'll set up a code

through their industr) association

which provides for minimum stand-

aid-. These will covei attacks against

competitors and how far product

claims can legitimately go. Copies of

fFhafs
with

Phoenix?

looiooo
TV Sets Soon!

•

Somebody's looking!

LOOK AT

KTYL-TV
Channel 12

NBC Affiliate

•
Call Avery-Knodel

"'!
I

the < ode will then be foi warded to

media to guide them on acceptabilit)

..I advertising from members of the

industi \

.

One of the latest to adopt a code is

American Association of Nurserymen.

The plant business has been troubled

with misleading advertising, particu-

larl) l>\ mail ordei companies like the

Garden Guild. Recentl) the head of

the nurserymen's association, Richard

\\ hite. came to F red Gamble ol tin

1 \- with the problem. Gamble made

suggestions and the) adopted a code

which the I \ - later forwarded t<> me-

dia for them.

The Bettei Business Bureau is a fre-

quent "referee" in helping industries

draw up codes. One code current!) be-

ing worked on i- for retail furniture

sellers all over the ( .S. This follow

-

main complaints about the qualit) of

heavil) advertised low-cost furniture.

One of the industries which the Na-

tional Better Business Bureau felt

could benefit from a code was ciga-

rette-. Cigarette makers, however,

said the) were afraid to hand together

for fear of anti-trust action; the indus-

try had been subjected to government

action which had left a lasting fear of

cooperative activity. Accordingly the

NBBB drew up a code and offered it

to individual members of the cigarette

industr) las mentioned above I

.

A code alone, of course, isn't

enough. It has to have teeth. NBBB
will act as an) industry's impartial ref-

eree in enforcing a code. If vou want

further details, write to Kenneth \\ ill-

SOH at NBBB. fO.i Lexington Ave..

New ^ ork, N. Y.

T/u» radio niid ti'levision codes:

I he radio code of the NARTB was

brought up to date earl) this year. It

provides, like the more-often-men-

tioned tv code, for standard- of adver-

tising acceptance; desirable length of

commercials; good ta-te.

Ml radio station members of the

N \li IT, receive copies of the code, and

it was adopted on the ha-is of agree-

ment among members oi a committee

ol broad< astei -.

The t\ i ode goes a step further in

that t\ stations must subscribe to the

( ode - pro isions before the) can be-

come eligible to displa) a seal of mem-
bership in the code. The seal nun be

withdrawn on indication members are

not fulfilling their obligations.

Here are so i\ code highlights:

"A commercial tv broadcaster should

refuse the facilities of his station to

an advertiser where he lias good rea-

-on to doubt the integrit) of the ad-

verli-er. the truth of the advertising

representations, or the compliance of

the advertiser with the spirit and pur-

pose of all applicable legal require-

ments."

Commercials featuring "statements

l»v doctor-, denti-t-. nurses or other

professional people" should either in-

volve bonafide authorities or he tagged

as dramatized.

In Class A half-hour -how-, com-

mercial time should OCCup) three min-

ute- only. Participations should be

spaced five minute- apart at the lea-t.

Station Imak- -hould he 30 seconds.

The tv code was in the public eve

a few months ago when it insisted that

dramatized commercial- in which ac-

tors plav doctors or denti-t- he la-

beled dramatization-.

The code has helped see television

through an era in which it wa- severe-

Iv criticized for low necklines even up

to the halls of Congress. N \RTB be-

lieves that while the code does not

work perfectl) it has a high percentage

of adherence from subscribers.

I he problem of compliance with

-nod standards grows most a< ute

where competition is greatest. Stations

which badly need the business are

mo-t tempted to carry questionable

commercials or to double and triple

spot. I he rationale is: '"If we don't

others will."

A network president told SPONSOR:
"\\ e reject copy only to see it used

on stations." His remark is a re-

minder that the problem in radio and

tv is local as well as national. \\ itli

more tv stations coming on the air.

with increased pressure on radio sta-

tions, more active campaigning for

adherence to the broadcast codes is

in< reasingl) important. Said an agen-

evman: "And what about color? Think

of the nauseating possibilities.

Despite the concern of advertising

people, it"- probable that the public is

less conscious of advertising abuses

than vou might believe. I he late-t sur-

vev which tends to support this con-

clusion i- hv the Schwerin Research

Corp. fsee figures page 2 (
> i

. It -how-,

for example, that a majorit) of view-

ers rate cigarette tv commercials as

"good" or "fair." Man) admen would

have anticipated a more antagonistic

reaction.
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To those fighting advertising's pub-

lic relations battle, surveys which show

the public is essentially friendly are

sometimes cold comfort. Periodic

eruptions of attempts to get anti-adver-

tising legislation are warnings of what

cotihl happen.

Bills to limit tobacco and liquor ad-

vertising, for example, are up for

hearings in Congress currently. I'n-

constitutional? Probably. Unpopu-

lar? Certainly. But assurance none-

theless that advertising's self-policing

efforts are in the class of practical

necessity. • • •

ROUND-UP
[Continued from page 57)

a KBS primary coverage map with

KBS supplementary stations and a

sponsor reprint ("How to reach small-

town America," 22 March 1954). Ac-

companying the material is a letter

from Edwin R. Peterson, KBS vice

president, outlining advantages of us-

ing the network.

* * *

A newly revised 27-page study of the

Baltimore, Washington and Eastern

Shore of Maryland Negro market is

being mailed sponsors and agencies by

WANN, Annapolis. The study gives

income breakdowns, population, occu-

pation breakdowns and other figures in

"the $250 million Negro market."

* * *

Storer Broadcasting Co. has finished

moving its national headquarters to its

own three-story building in Miami.

The new headquarters is designed

solely for the administration of Storer

Broadcasting—said to be the largest

single broadcast entity apart from the

networks. The building is located at

1177 Kane Concourse, Miami Beach.

* * »

Friend-Reiss-McGlone Advertising,

New York, announces that its radio

and television department has in-

creased its billings 500% in the past

12 months.

New president of the Radio & Tele-

vision Executives Association of New
England for 1954-55 is Benjamin Bart-

zoff, executive vice president and gen-

eral manager of WVOM, Boston. He
has been in radio 32 years. Six years

ago Bartzoff was one of the group who
originally founded the association.

SPONSOR ASKS
{Continued from p.age 55 I

By lit I <:. DE LUMEN, manager «>/ cott control,

Ira G. DeLumen

CBS Telovit aductioni, iVeu York

So much atten-

tion has been

given to televi-

sion extravagan-

zas, and their

high talent and

production costs,

that it might not

be amiss to re-

mind ourselves of

the other 95%
of television, the

regularly scheduled programs that you
see week after week, carefully pro-

duced and budgeted—the custom-made
jobs produced with assembly line tech-

niques.

Production and rehearsal facilities,

the so called "below-the-line" elements,

which are considered by many to be
television's major problem, are just as

susceptible to quality control and cost

control as any manufactured product.

To give the advertiser the most and

the best production for his dollar, we
have established at CBS a flexible as-

sembly line procedure of entering re-

quirements, designing, estimating, re-

vising where necessary, building and

procuring and delivery, which gives

the advertiser control of quality and

cost.

As with any assembly line, the tim-

ing of each operation is important.

Maximum efficiency and economy can

be achieved only when there is suffi-

cient time to process the job in order-

ly fashion. Under these circumstances,

we produce shows within the adver-

tiser's budget, and give them an esti-

mate of costs that for all practical pur-

poses are actual costs. Naturally when
requirements are received so late that

it becomes a race with the clock to de-

liver on time, the effectiveness of our

rssembly line procedure is reduced.

While we attempt to produce as eco-

nomically as possible under all cir-

cumstances, the plain fact is that it

costs more to do the job on overtime

than on straight time. But given half

a chance, and by that I mean require-

ments entered in reasonable time, and

enough flexibility in requirements to

use the most economical production

elements including new effects which

are being constantly developed, our

production controllers can bring your

show in at a low cost.

For The

SHOWS

VI

IT'S

WKJF-TV
CHANNEL 53
PITTSBURGH

Looking for an economical way
to sell the rich 2y« billion dollar

Pittsburgh market—America's
8th largest trading area? If so,

it will pay you to know what
WKJF-TV has to offer. For the

complete story, contact our na-

tional representatives, or write

us today.

OUTSTANDING
PROGRAMS
Your Show of Shows

Hallmark Hall of Fame
Mr. Peepers— Kraft Theater

Dinah Shore— Milton Berle

Kate Smith— Boxing

Bob Hope—TV Playhouse

— and many others

WKJF-TV
CHANNEL 53
PITTSBURGH

NAT. REP. — WEED TELEVISION
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RADIO STATION

HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA

SERVING 3 STATES

SUCCESS
LATE NITE

Excellent Sales

Job for me . . .

Sponsor Quote*

600

T-SHIRTS
SOLD

IN A TWO-DAY
PERIOD AND

ADVERTISED
only

ON THE LATE SHOW

VtSAZ
DELIVERS

THE AUDIENCE!

National Representatives

THE KATZ AGENCY

5,000 WATTS DAY
1,000 WATTS NIGHT

930 KC

TELEVISION AFFILIATE

WSAZ-TV
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY

It. V. \\ . (•'\vison" ) Harris, the man who
changed the hairdo habits of millions oj women

with his Tom Home Permanent, will invade the

>7l) million lijisti<h market in mid-August. Harris,

president "' Toni, stated: "We (ire entering this

mar Let uith a product I iv

—

that meets the highest

Standards and we are supporting it uith the same

aggressive sales, advertising and merchandising

that have made Toni the undisputed leader." Bark-

ing Tom's \ u it ill be a $5 million ad campaign,

oi which 7.V , will go into nearly 20 network tv and

radio shows, as well as extensile sjiot drives.

Difli 1Ioor<». i .p. and general manager oj Los

Angeles' KTTl , has been piloting the infant Tele-

vision Advertising Bureau through its organizing

dins. Moore, a former ABC TV executive, was

named as temporary chairman of the TVAB, was to

preside at the group's first big meeting in Chicago

at the Palmer House a week ago. By presstime

more than S0 (/( of tv stations in all parts of the I ..V

had actively supported the TVAB, a promotional

bureau roughly similar to ANPA's Bureau of Adier-

Using in the newspaper field. "Our job now will be

to gain lull ret ognition lor spot tv," says Moore.

Hoggio Svhuvbvl, one of radio-tv's best known

lady executives, now heads her own agency con-

sultant firm: Reggie Schuebel, Inc. Former partner

Jack Wyatt uhe firm was called JTyatt & Schuebel)

has severed his connection with the consultant

firm as well as with the National \egro Network,

oi which lie was a !./<. Reggie, formerly radio-tv

director of the Biow and later the Duane Jones

agency, continues as an executive v. p. of the ^egro-

beamed % N \ . I nder the Reggie Schuebel, Inc.

banner she'll continue to serve as the New ) ork

radio-tv office of a number of regional ail agencies.

Joseph I*. II ilfciltSOn, president oj Texas'

Wilkinson, Schiwetz & Tips. Inc. oj Houston will

merge his agency with McCann-Erickson. The

transition phase, during which the Texas operations

ol the two linns will he coordinated, started in

mid-May. Among the WS&T accounts being trans-

ferred to the McCann-Erickson combination: Humble
Oil X- Refining; Anderson Clayton & Co. yiege-

tnbli oils); Texas Rice Promotion: Foh

Department Store. Wilkinson and Kern Tips,

Veteran sports: aster, heroine Mi-Cann-Erii hson v.p.'s.

Ml of the agency's his accounts are radio-tv users.

SPONSOR



Decide on the Network that Protects Your Time

DECIDE ON

DuMont

There's no costlier television

experience than to lose your

investment in a program or time

... or both ... at your contract's

expiration. This doesn't happen to

Du Mont sponsors ... it wont

happen to you. The Du Mont

Television Network has always

protected sponsors. When you

decide on Du Mont you have a

time franchise.

• LOWER TIME COSTS
You save regionally or nationally on the

Du Mont Network. For example, in the 5

largest U. S. markets alone, other networks

cost as much as 12% to 41.5% more!

• LOWER PRODUCTION COSTS
Your savings at Du Mont on production

facilities result in more money available for

time buys.

IT'S TIME TO DECIDE ON THE

NO "MUST-BUY" PROGRAMS
Du Mont availabilities let you

<f
buy" or

build and become the sole sponsor of a

program that meets your selling needs.

OUMONT
TELEVISION NETWORK

515 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. MUrray Hill 8-2600

435 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago II, III. MO 4-6262

A Division of The Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc.
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Hucksters and weasels

Anyone who has attended the recent

meetings of the 1

\
'- and the ANA or

talked with their members will know
that never has the advertising profes-

sion been as concerned \\ith the prob-

lem of "hucksterism" and "weaselism"

as ii is today.

And ironically enough, all of spon-

sor's findings show, never has the pro-

fession been on as high a standard,

reached as high a level of public ac-

ceptance or operated with fewer "huck-

sters" and "weasels" than today.

How to explain this seeming para-

dox?

The impact of television seems to be

one answer. A slight exaggeration or

departure From the literal truth may go

unnoticed in print, hut spoken, pictured

and demonstrated on tv, it is instantly

noticed.

Another explanation might be the

growth of ethics in business generally.

Ibis is reflected in the desire of the

advertisers and their agencies to raise

Applause
SPONSOR'S All-Media Advisory Board

For 22 months 12 leaders in the ad-

vertising profession have been helping

SPONSOR maintain a high level of inter-

est and ao iu a< j in it- 26-ai tide Ml-

Media I \ aluation Stud)

.

The 12—George J. Vbrams, Vincent

H. Bliss. \rl\n E. Cole, Dr. Ernest

Dichter, Stephens Dietz, Hen K. Don-

aldson, Marion Harper Jr., Ralph H.

Harrington. Morris I.. Hite, .1. Ward
Maurer. Raymond R. Morgan and

Henry Schachte- spend some $200
million a year on advertising.

98

their Standards tOO. Leaders ,,( this

movement the Ben Donaldsons, the

Fairfax Cones, the Earle Ludgins, the

Ben Duffys, the David Ogilvys, the

Paul Wests, the Fred Gambles and
man) man) others—are working hard

to do just this, backed b) the N \RTB
and it- tadio and t\ codes.

\ third reason might be more per-

sonal. One agenc) president told

SPONSOR: "I never thought too serious-

l) al out it until I asked in\ son one

da) uli\ he wasn't interested in getting

into advertising and he told me: "\\ hat,

be a huckster!

Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary

defines "huckster" as "one whose busi-

ness is advertising for commercial cli-

ents, especially preparation of adver-

tising programs for radio broadcast-

ing; usually implying meretricious

show manship."

And "meretricious" means "of, per-

taining to, or characteristic of being a

prostitute," Fairfax Cone pointed out

at the recent 4A's meeting, protesting

the definition.

\\ hat can be done?

SPONSOR has come up with some in-

dustry answers in the article "Huck-
ster-: what you can do about them,"

starting page 27. Don't miss it.

* * *

The anti-uhf curtain

An account executive told sponsor

recently: "Our people don't buy uhf

an) more, if they can help it. Too much
trouble. If there's a choice, they're in-

structed to buy V."
In words of one syllable, the agency

exec was saying his shop has stopped

thinking and is now operating by rote.

True, five uhfers have closed in the

past two months. True, 60 of the 72

They include a chairman of the ANA
(Ben Donaldson), a chairman of the

Advertising Research Foundation

'Marion Harper Jr.), a v. p. of the

Traffic Audit Bureau and member of

the ANA Outdoor Advertising Steer-

ing Com. (Ralph Harrington), an ex-

\\\ chairman (Ward Maurer) and

an ex- \BF chairman t Henr) Schachte).

For nearl) two years they've been

reading each article in the media series

ever) other week, commenting on them,

often supplying supplementary data.

\\ li\ did the) submit to this "labor

of love ' w hen each is so bu-\ ?

1 I'- returned since April 1952 have

been for "us." True they're having

hard sledding.

But the biggest handicap has been

the attitude of the agency and the ad-

vertiser.

We thoughl about Will M-'l \ i Oh.

Ol i in Beading. Pa., where four edi-

torials telecast the other week by John
Deegan brought in 20.000 letters and

cards.

We thought of \VD\k-T\ (Ch.28),

Columbus, Ga.. which boasts it carries

a majority of local advertisers. \nd we
remembered a long letter from WOW
TV (Ch. 25), Milwaukee, quoting

ABB to show how many of its pro-

grams lead in town.

What does all this show? Good pro-

graming attracts audiences, whether

it's uhf or vhf. National advertisers

and their agencies who ignore the "u"s"

may be losing a good bet.

Watch for SPONSOR'S provocative re-

port on uhf 28 June.

• • *

Salute to Ogilvy

Not long ago David Ogilvy, presi-

dent of Hewitt. Ogilvy, Benson &

Mather, was looking for a tune to use

in a radio jingle for a grocery product.

The tune which best fitted the words

was Greensleeves—which is hundreds

of years old and one of the loveliest

and most haunting melodies ever

written.

If he had taken Greensleeves and

put it to work for his grocery product,

he would have been guilty of destroy-

ing one of the greatest musical trea-

sures of the western world. But he re-

sisted the temptation.

W e salute David Ogilv) .

The response of one member per-

haps summarized the thinking for all

when he said at the beginning upon
being asked to join the Advisory

Board: "Yes, I think I will. Media

evaluation is a subject that deserves

much more stud\ than it's getting. I

think you'll help advertising. And I'm

sure III learn a lot myself!"

SPONSOR, the broadcasting industry

and the advertising profession in gen-

eral owe these 12 advertising experts a

profound vote of thanks.

I 01 six of the board"- conclusions

on the series, see article page 36.

SPONSOR
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There have been many "Famous Figures" come from
the Heart of America. They have played important
roles in government, in literature, in show business,

in science and in progress.

To an advertiser with a product or service to sell in

the great Kansas City Trade Area, few are more
important than the figures who symbolize The
KMBC-KFRM Team—Casey and Kansan.

For years, they have been turning in the top per-
formance in Heart of America radio—program-
wise, promotion-wise, facilities-wise and most im-
portant, SALES-WISE! Yes, indeed, Casey and
Kansan, famous figures are producing "Favorite

Figures" (sales figures) for many happy advertisers.

Another famous figure which has sky-rocketed to

the top is that big figure 9—with the CBS television

eye. It's KMBC-TV backed with the same know-how
that has spelled dominance for KMBC and KFRM.

Any way you figure, you can hit a new figure with
an advertising campaign on The KMBC-KFRM
Team, KMBC-TV or both. Write, wire or phone
Midland Broadcasting Company, Kansas City, Mo.,

or your nearest Free & Peters colonel today.

Use the "Famous Figures" who can make your
product into a "Famous Figure"!

KMBC TV
BASIC AFFILIATE CBS TELEVISION NETWORK . . . SHARING TIME WITH WHB TV channel

KANSAS CITY, MO.

fi KMBC-KFRM^
CBS RADIO FOR THE HEART OF AMERICA
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magazine radio and advertisers use

|e Big Show's on the road

in Kansas City....

"5.S'"if

)W! All Together Under the BIG TOP!

he BIG TOP
CHANNEL 9 BASIC CBS AFFILIATE

See Back Cover for the Facts!
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20 Mule Team — early method of transporting Borax out of Dsath Valley, California
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birth "i "Death V'alle) D»ys" on 1

PACIFIC BORAX CO. DOES COMPLETE J B

SO DO HAVENS AND MARTIN. Inc. STATIONS
WMBG
WCOD
WTVR

.«-»*•

«

Maximum power

—

100,000 wafts at Maximum Hcigr.t-

1049 feet

The "Old Ranger" and his associates in the

"Death Valley Days' show on television feature

the virtues of 20 Mule Team Borax and Boraxo.

20 Mule Team Borax — to speed and sweeten all

laundry, diapers, and for housecleaning.

Boraxo, powdered hand soap — tackling dirt plain soap

can't wash . . . works gently and quickly in cold water.

From one pioneer to anofrher . . . Havens & Martin, Inc.

doffs its hat to Pacific Borax Co. and the "Old

Ranger." Pioneers build, and WMBG, WCOD and WTVR
continue to build audiences and sales results

for advertisers. Join the other advertisers using

the First Stations of Virginia.

WMBG am WCOD « WTVI
FIRST STATIONS OF VIRGINIA

Havens & Martin Inc. Stations are the only

complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.

Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.

WTVR represented nationally by Blair TV, Inc.

WMBG represented nationally by The Boiling Co.



Fall trends in

rates, programs

CBS Radio cuts

rates, NBC acts

Some broadcasters

upset by cuts

Spot radio, tv

trends for fall

20 radio network

shows go off air

5 tv outlets on,

6 off during May

SPONSOR foreign

radio-tv report

Fall trends: Preliminary survey of vast amount of data SPONSOR has
already compiled for its upcoming Fall Facts issue (12 July) indicates
following trends already underway: (1) Price war between CBS, NBC
Radio networks will enable sponsors to get 15 to 20% discount on
nighttime rates sometime after 25 August. Nets also planning more
music-and-news low-cost programing after 8:00 p.m. weekdays and
during weekends with latter emphasizing out of home listening. (2)
Tv network rates will go higher—due to networks' growth, possible
AT&T cable charge boost. Likely result: more co-sponsorship, net-
work development of participation-sold shows, stress on daytime tv.

-SR-
CBS Radio nighttime rate reduction due to strictly economic reasons.
All network sales reported down this year compared with last. Adver-
tisers refusing to renew in some cases because Nielsen figures show
continud downward curve in nighttime listening. NBC Radio followed
suit to keep competitive. ABC, Mutual plan no changes.

-SR-
Broadcasters disturbed at continuing net rate cuts while aware of net
operating problems. Feeling has been expressed radio nets eventually
may be reduced to program service available for fee.

-SR-
Fall trends in spot radio field: Stations will make all-out efforts
to sell more nighttime, more weekend radio, often with packages of

announcements offered at special discounts up to 50%. In spot tv,

stations may close ranks (via new Television Advertising Bureau) with
tv film syndicates, which now frozen out of network time for most
part, to pitch spot to tv clients. (For TvAB article, see page 31.)

-SR-
Summer hiatus has begun. Some 20 sponsored radio shows have gone off

air past month with more to follow. SPONSOR'S Radio Comparagraph
page 87) reflects their departure. Only new sponsored show added:

General Mills' "Silver Eagle" on ABC. Only new sponsor: Bridgeport
Brass, which bought into Mutual 's Multi-Message Plan 8-8:30 nightly.

-SR-
Six tv stations went off air during May; 5 went on. Two leaving air

were vhf operations—KOY-TV, Phoenix, KDZA-TV, Pueblo, Colo. Phoenix
outlet merged with KOOL-TV ; both had shared Ch. 10. KDZA-TV told FCC

it shut down for equipment repair. Four uhf * s went off air for eco-

nomic reasons. All 17 CP's relinquished during month were uhf 's.

Total commercial tv stations on air end of May, 376; 122 are "u's."

-SR-
How and why advertisers are using more air media abroad will be shown

in SPONSOR'S International Section 28 June issue. Six case histories

will cover major international advertisers using radio-tv in such mar-

kets as Cuba, Mexico, Panama, Puerto Rico, Bermuda. Charts will list

market data, radio-tv set counts, sample rates in 58 countries.

SPONSOR. Vr.lume 8. No 12. 14 June 19-"4. Published biweekly by SPONSOR Publications, Inc., at 3110 Elm Are.. Baltimore. Md. Executive. Editorial. Adrertlsine. Cir-

culation Offices 49 E 19th St.. New York 17. $* a year in U. S. $9 elsewhere. Entered as second class matter 29 January 1949 at Baltimore. Md. postofflce under Act of 3 March 1879



HIPOIM TO si*4»\SOI(S lor If Juno 1954

Tv owners compare

cars and animals

WNEW bans free

pop song plugs

Hires prints

time-buying tips

Movie theatre

approach for tv

New publications

for sponsors

Network offers

$4,000 show free

New experimental study in motivational research: 32 tv set-owners were
;i^ked by psychological consultant Ernest Angel to identify 3 types of

autos—Ford, Cadillac, Nash Sport—with 3 animals of their choice.
Most compared Ford with working horse, family dog or cow. Cadillac
was identified with lions, tigers, race horses, "luxury dogs." Nash
Sport reminded viewers of gazelles, greyhounds. Moral: Don't use
selling personalities or programs which clash with such views.

-SR-

Pop recordings plugging products have been banned on WNEW, New York
indie, by owner-manager Richard D. Buckley, for sake of paying spon-
sors. One tune which especially aroused his ire: Cadence's Julius
LaRosa record "Me Gotta Have You" mentioning Burma Shave, Adler Shoes,

Toni, Halo, Swift Bologna, Smith Bros. Cough Drops.

-SR-

National firms with yen to teach dealers how to use radio-tv can fol-

low lead of Charles E. Hires Co. It sent booklet to 300 franchised
bottlers with time-buying tips (prepared by N. W. Ayer). Stations
will welcome idea, but may raise eyebrows at some of tips. Among
them: Ask station for free merchandising help in form of "jumbo post
card mailings ; station letters to the trade ; calls on the trade . . .

supplying window streamers . . . o r anything else that occurs to you."

-SR-

Cumulative rating concept, now growing as net radio sales tool, is

being used to sell tv as well. WOR-TV, New York, is promising equiv-
alent of 70 rating for new feature film package. How? Films play
twice nightly, 7 days weekly. Cost: $250,000 for 30 weeks. Movies

are new General Teleradio film division's package of 30 features.

-SR-

New publications of use to sponsors: (1) "Television Bibliography,"

sponsored by Chicago Television Council, compiled by Earl Silvers un-

der direction of Dr. Charles L. Allen of Medill School of Journalism
(Northwestern), 47 pp., $1 ; write to Pat Banks, WBKB, Chicago Tv

Council, 20 N. Wacker Drive, Chicago 6; (2) "Directory of Organiza-

tions which Conduct Motivation Research," Advertising Research Foun-

dation, 11 W. 42nd St., New York 36, 127 pp., listing 82 orgs.

-SR-

Highlighting economic problems of major radio networks: One recently
offered major advertiser $4,000-$5, 000 weekly show FREE if he just

paid for time. What this does to rate structure can be imagined.

> «•»• national spot radio and tv business

SPONSOR PRODUCT AGENCY STATIONS-MARKET CAMPAIGN, start, duration

General Foods. NY

Pcnola Oil Co, NY

Penola Oil Co, NY
Procter & Gamble.

Cinci

Procter & Gamble,
Cinci

Sccman Bros, NY

Seeman Bros, NY

Maxwell House coffee Benton & Bowles. NY
(regular)

Flit insecticide McCann-Erickson, NY

Flit insecticide

Fluffo shortening

Fluffo shortening

McCann-Erickson.
Biow, NY

Biow, NY

NY

White Rose Rcdi-Tca Cecil & Prcsbrey, NY
'instant tea)

White Rose Redi-Tca Cecil & Prcsbrey, NY
instant tea i

NY, Boston, LA

7 tv mkts: Columbus. Denver,
Kansas City, LA, Okla City,

St. Louis. Hutchinson. Tex.

SF. Springfield, Mo.
Cinci, Dayton. Columbus. Lima,

Zancsvillc. Portsmouth
10 small Ohio mkts

NY, New Haven, Wash

NY, New Haven, Wash

Radio: 25-40 dayti min. stnbrks a wk;
2 Jun: 4 wks

Tv: anncts, 4 a wk: 14 )un: 6 wks

Radio: 5 min anncts a wk: 14 |un: 6 wks
Tv: dayti, nightti min, 15 a wk: 7 Jun:

52 wks
Radio: 10 dayti min: 7 Jun: 52 wks

TV: dayti min partic; 10 Jun; 10 wks

Radio: dayti min partic: 10 Jun; 10 wks

SPONSOR



they buy it here

WDEL-TV screen-to-store plan gives your sales

message a follow-through that really pays off!

WDEL-TV

sWilmington,
Delaware

Steinman Stat

When you advertise on WDEL-TV, your product is seen again

and again by people who spend over one billion dollars a year in

the retail market. And your product is displayed dramatically,

prominently in 178 R.G.E. stores—the largest retail grocery

chain in the area! It's a terrific new television-station-and-retail-

store tieup that assures results—that gives your advertising

dollar great new value. Be first to seize this opportunity. Write

or phone for availabilities on WDEL-TV, the television station

that has a standing reputation for successful selling.

Represented by

14 JUNE 1954

MEEKER TV, Inc.
New York

Los Angeles

Chicago

San Francisco
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ARTICLES

What do advertisers want from the Tv.AB?
Now that the Television Advertising Bureau is set up, what do advertisers expect
from it? Special SPONSOR survey shows admen want a continuing circulation
study of tv, rate card standardization, indices of tv usage by product and time

Three radio va\e histories
Here's report by three big users of radio time—who have achieved big results
given to broadcasters under the auspices of BAB at recent NARTB Convention

Weehend radio: Part I

Are you overlooking a good advertising opportunity? Facts and figures behind
evolutionary changes in weekend radio which is more and more beamed at
nation's 28.5 million car radios and 14 million portables

Salute to tv pioneers by Earle Ltulgin
In his address at the SPONSOR dinner honoring the 108 tv pioneers at the
NARTB Convention, Earle Ludgin took memorable look at the past, summed up
growth of tv from his vantage point as head of a pioneering agency

II. Media Advisory Board draws conelusions
More candid opinions by SPONSOR'S Media Advisory Board on the now-con-
cluding media series. Six of the 12 board admen fill in gaps, submit some inde-
pendent thinking of their own on media evaluation problems

Tea Council pours 100% of budget into spot tv
Since 1952 all of the Tea Council's $1 million-plus ad budget has been devoted
to spot tv. Here's why the Council selected this medium and why it is uppinq
its tv allocation 33% this year for a new all-year-'round campaign

Radio makes big-city friends for the farmer
When milk price rises occur, the Inter-State Milk Producers Cooperative pre-
pares the consumer via radio (WCAU, Philadelphia). General commentary
show with homespun approach makes good vehicle for public service messages

!.*>.» I Itadin and Tv Direetory
Six-page foldout chart lists leading Chicago and New York sponsors agencies
reps, research services, tv film firms, hotels, other organizations complete with
addresses and phone numbers

DEPARTMENTS

COMING

\\ eehend radio: Part II

What programing fare do leading stations and networks offer advertisers on
weekends to aid them in reaching large out-of-home audience?

SPONSOR'S conclusions on lledia Studg
Final article in the 26-part All-Media Evaluation Study will consist of SPON-
SOR s own summary and conclusions

If <iit* to sell a trailer via tv
After a New Jersey trailer firm took to using tv, it found video was responsible
for drawing 50% of its prospects to its sales lot
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PRESENTED TD

saris

GOVERNOR FRANCIS CHERRY

IISTWGUISHED SERVICE TO THE
JEOPLE OF ARKANSAS THROUGH
THE BROADCAST OF THE PROGRAM

SERIES.

Aransas ITancl (fi)f Opportunity
SYMBOLS

OF

SERVICE

On April 12, 1954, KTHS received an honor never

before bestowed on any radio station in Arkansas—
Governor Francis Cherry presented KTHS with a

bronze plaque for "distinguished service to the

people of Arkansas through the broadcast of the

program series, 'Arkansas— Land of Opportu-

nity' "—a Friday-night half-hour show, high-

lighting Arkansas' growing social and economic

potential. Because of KTHS's 50-KW regional

Clear-Channel coverage of the Central United

States, the program puts particular emphasis on

the State's appeal to new industry and business

of all kinds.

Radio's first duty is service. KTHS is proud of the

great confidence placed by clients, listeners and the

State's government itself, in our capacity to serve.

50,000 Watts . • . CBS Radio
Represented by The Branham Co.

Under Same Management as KWKH, Sbreveport

Henry Clay, Executive Vice President

B. G. Robertson, Genera! Manager

KTHS
BROADCASTING FROM
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS



B aseball

I n

r resno

Mutual has chosen KBIF, the John
Poole music-news station in the cen-

ter of the Fresno radio dial, to bring

Major League Baseball's "Game of

the Day" to the Central San Joaquin

Valley . . . America's Wealthiest

Farm Market.

Half of the game has been sold to

FalstafF Brewing Corporation. Avail-

able are a few between-inning an-

nouncements and adjacencies.

Now, with an intensive barrage of

baseball promotion via radio, tele-

vision, newspaper, transit and outdoor

advertising, all availabilities in music,

news, and baseball are more valuable

today than ever.

Bl F
900 KC. 1,000 WATTS

1117 "N" Street,

Fresno

Fresno 6-0791

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.

KBID-TV • KBIF • KBIG
6540 Suniet Blvd., Hollywood 28, California

Telephone: Hollywood 3-3205

National Representative

Robert Meeker & Associates

Inn Junotvivz, Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather, Sen York, feels that the broadcast industry

could make her job easier by promoting itself more

efficiently. She suggests that the internecine

struggle among the various rating sen ices has

tended to discredit oil of them in the eyes of many
advertisers, thus making it harder for a timebuyer

In bark up her decisions itith a uniformly accept-

able set of figures. "Set circulation figures

are a case in point'' Ann concludes. "He haven't

accepted any soiine for them iis beyond reproach."

Larry WoillllO. Kenyan & Eckhardt, New York,

is putting finishing touches on radio and tv baseball

schedules for National Breuing. "We use radio

extensively both in tv and non-tv areas to assure

maximum exposure to our message" he told SPONSOR.

"Although we're heavy tv users, radio is very

important in baseball coverage. Heai-y summer

out-of-home listening, particularly on weekends,

adds to total audience. We're also using baseball on

several uhf stations in markets ithere network pre-

emption oi i hi lime may have upset our telecasts."

Pat l.attattzl. William II. W eintraub & Co-,

New York, ieels discouraged about placing

announcements on a 52-week basis with the idea of

getting better schedules as the year progresses.

"All too often stations proceed to give the better

adjacencies to short-term advertisers in order to

pull in their business, figuring that the 52-week

advertiser is already assured,'' /'at told SPONSOR.

lie added it would help the timebuyer to

I. now not only time changes but station

program changes affecting his adjacencies.

I rank McCann, Ted Bates. Veu York, likes

the audience that Class A ti tune delivers. "You

get the broadest possible mixed adult audience

when you but next to a top network show."

Frank explains. "Not only is the audience compo-

sition perfect for a mass product, but the size

makes Class A time a good buy despite its high cost.

Also, we believe that the viewing audience

during the 7:30 to 10:30 p.m. period is in the most

favorable frame oj mind lor receiving a commercial

message though this attitude can't be measured."

SPONSOR



Fleischmann's

"thrifty three's"

are making

a big hit!

FLEISCHMANNS FLEISCHMANNS FLEISCHMANNS

...and ft ImAjfl /s helping to put 'em over/

Ever since Fleischmann's introduced new "Thrifty Three's"

in Rochester last February, they've been going over big with

homemakers. And one big reason is weekly radio commercials on
Station WHAM! It's become a habit with Rochester women to keep

their dials tuned toWHAM—that's why Fleischmann's called on us

to reach women who bake at home. And we've really helped

put over the new "Thrifty Three" package of Fleischmann's

Dry Yeast. It's the kind of success story that's

becoming an old story here at WHAM.

LET WHAM
The yeast prize-winning cooks depend on

RADIO SELL FOR YOU

The STROMBERG-CARLSON Station, Rochester, N. Y. Basic NBC • 50,000 watts • clear channel • 1180 kc

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY, National Representative
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SHERM FELLER .... WVDA
Nationally known ai a music composer and having

several Kits to his credit, Sherm handles the lata

show from I 1 : 05 P. M. to 1 : 00 A. M. Evan at thasa

hours tha studio is filled to overflowing, because

Sherm's easy style, friendly manner and outstanding

work in civic and humanitarian drives has won him

friends ranging from newsboys to potentates.

BILL SCMMEER .... WAZL
Bill's the boy who wakes up this region with his

MUSICAL CLOCK program starling at 6:00 A.

M , and for two solid hours he spins records, news,

time checks, weather forecasts and plenty of mer-

chandise selling to miners, housewives, bankers,

store clerks, farm hands, etc. Bill's number two show

is AFTERNOON BALLROOM a popular pop

record show that is gaining a tremendous audience.

BILL PETIT .... WIDE
Early morning gloom just goes flying

. . . when Bill "Wide Awake" Petit

gets going on his WIDE AWAKE
CLUB every morning. Bill's just

naturally on the sunny side . . . dis-

position-wise and music-wise. Local

news, weather, time signals and lots

of light, bright music spin the web

that pulls listeners to WIDE.

"TUT" PERRY .... WHLM
TUT'S TOPS IN POPS show

is a favorite of housewives, fac-

tory and office workers, motor- ,t»

ists and farm folks and his TP's

WIGWAM, a daily two-and-a-

half hour show has something to

offer every age from 6 to sept-

uagenarian.

ARNIE KUVENT WIDE
Saturday night is the dancingest

night of the week! There's a hey-

day of dance music for happy feet

atArnie'sTURNTABLE BALL-

ROOM. Recorded bands beat

out everything from the waltz to

the Charleston . . . two-and-

one-half hours of wonderful

entertainment.

JIM DOUGHERTY .... WHOL
Jim wakes up Lehigh Valley with a

fast moving, witty MORNING
SHOW heard Monday thru' Saturday

7:15 to 9:00 which includes music

in the morning mood, time-check and

weathercasts. This show can sell

anything.
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VIC DIEHM Says: /

I

Ikete Diic Jockey

WM Detiuefr CUuf

Oudmvce Uou Won
H .

I
I
ere are sixteen platter spinners who can sell any pre

your client desires .... deliver any audience you wish and i

all have outstanding super-salesmen records. We have <

you a miniature story of each of these fellows, but to gJ

big story of their ratings, sales successes, sponsor respo

testimonials et cetera, just write to me, Vic Diehm, care o

market; I'll send you all the information you need.
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BOB MARTIN .... WVDA
Known as THE ROBIN Bob Martin's show, daily 5 to

6 P. M. is spun from Storyville, Boston's top Jazz Club.

It's absolutely a must show for teen-agers, and Bob

does a whale of a selling job with jazz. Bob "The

Robin" is also a correspondent for Down Beat

in this country and The Musical Express in England.

HAL SWANEY .... WIDE
The patter's at a minimum . . . platters at a maxi-

mum . . . when MATINEE MELODIES takes to

the air. The tunes are alwavs tops, with latest

releases prominently placed alongside hits of today,

and the hits of yesteryear. Judging by the daily

deluge of mail, Hal's MATINEE MELODIES pro-

vides just the late afternoon lift the listeners like.

x J

L
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om Be Bop to Bach!

m Basin Street to Beethoven!!

ijm Hep Cat to Chopin!!!

13m Eddie Fisher to Figaro!!!!

r K1-.
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WVDA WHIM
. 1

1 Boston, Mass. ABC Bloomsburg, Pa.

(Represented by Paul H. Raymer Company)

I WIDE WAZL
4iford-Saco, Me. MBS-Yankee Hazleton, Pa. NBC-MBS
/I (Represented by Paul H. Raymer Company)

WHOL
Allentown, Pa. CBS

(Represented by Robert Meeker Associates

led and Operated by Harry L. Magee

•X-

BILL CAMPERSON WHOL
Studio facilities for the teen-age audience that

daily join THE BILL CAMPERSON SHOW -are

never large enough. This it an after school show

playing the tops in pop music and features a daily

poll of local music stores to get the top three tunes

of the day.

RAY CALABRESE WHLM
Ray is an accomplished musician in his own right, and

has disc jockeyed shows here since the opening

of the station five years ago. At present he has three

I shows daily . . . MEMORIES, CONCERT HOUR, and

AFTERNOON VARIETIES. His "Concert Hour" is

used as a required subject at Bloomsburg State

Teacher's College, Music Appreciation Course.

EARL GYNAN .... WVDA
Another d. j. in Boston who has two

high rated weekly shows: STAR
THEATRE Mondays at 9:30 P. M.

presenting highlights from a musical

comedy or operetta and CONCERT
HALL, 11:15 'til midnite featuring

classics, light classics and operatic

excerpts selected by Earl, who also

produces and narrates the show.

PAUL CERULA .... WAZL
There's lots of fun, folk songs

and music every Sunday after-

noon on POLKA CAPERS
when Paul d. j's, m. c's, and

bilinguists this exceptionally

popular program. Week days

his RECORD SHOP is the

outstanding housewife audience

program in this area.

GEORGE FRIARY . . WIDE
George's thirty years in show

business is the trick that turns

an ordinary D. J. show into

the 1400 CLUB. It's easy-

going, entertaining . . a natu-

ral" that just naturally makes

his housewives brigade listen

in every day.

KEN MALDEN . . . WVDA
From 3:05 to 5:00 P. M., Monday

thru Friday, it'sTHE KEN MALDEN
SHOW in Ken's relaxed, informal

style, he spins the latest pop records,

while doing a superb selling job. His

late show is called KEN'S KORNER.
It's at the intersection of Mood
Street and Music Avenue with Ken

weaving a pattern of love, philosophy,

poetry and music.

DAVE DUNLAP WHOL
Music hath special charms at the dinner hour on Dave's

DINNER DATE Show, extremely popular in the homes,

restaurants and cafes through out the Allentown-

Bethlehem trading area. A perfect spot show for many

a product.

JOHN SCOTT .... WVDA
One of New England's best known record-spinners,

John Scott handles three shows and all three are

top rated: DIAL QUIZ, JOHN SCOTT SHOW
and DINNER DATE. John's easy style, pleasant

voice, good humor and full knowledge of what will

appeal to youngsters, middle-agers and oldsters is

why he is so popular.



Higher Tower, § Higher Power

add 10,000 sq. mile

coverage area

Tower: UP Now 1019 feet

Power: UP Now 100,000 watts

Households: UP 37.5%*

Farm Households: UP 50.4%

Tv Homes: UP 30%

Retail Sales: UP 33%

Farm Income: UP 50.4%

Food Store Sales: UP 35.5%

Drug Store Sales: UP 22%

Counties Covered: UP 46%

For topnotch national and local

programming, topnotch facilities,

topnotch signal and a topnotch market,

see WFBM-TV.

* Data, based on Nov. Nielsen,

compares new A & B coverage area

nith coverage prior to

power-tower increase.

WFBM-TV
Indianapolis • CBS

Represented Nationally by the Kat,: Agency

Affiliated with WEOA, Evansville; WFDF, Flint; WOOD AM & TV, Grand Rapids



MADISON
sponsor invites letters to the editor.

Address 40 E. 49 St., New York 17.

WEEK AT BBDO

My heartiest congratulations! I

thought the first part of Al Jaffe's se-

ries on BBDO in sponsor ["A week

at BDDO," 17 May 1954, page 46]

was an excellent piece of reporting and

writing. I can think of no tougher as-

signment than this story and I think

Mr. Jaffe discharged it nobly.

My hat's off too to the photographer

and layout man who created such a

nice set of pages.

Ralph H. Major Jr.

Director Public Relations

BBDO, New York

RADIO/TV DIRECTORY

I want to acknowledge the receipt

of your Radio/Tv Directory.

Furthermore, I want to ask for a

few extras, because we certainly can

use them. I've used mine no end al-

ready. If you can spare a half-dozen

more, we would appreciate it very

much.

Anita Stark
The Katz Agency

New York

• The 1954 Radio/Tv Directory, just off the
press, is available free to subscribers.

RADIO RATES

We should like to obtain 250 re-

prints of the article, "Why are radio

rates low?" appearing in the February

8, 1954 issue of sponsor [page 29].

Will you inform us if reprints will

be available. If not, may we have per-

mission to reprint locally?

Congratulations on a forceful and

detailed study of this vital question.

Edward E. Bishop

Vice President

WGH, Norfolk

• Reprints of "Why are radio rates low?" cost

20c each. Quantity prices on request.

Many thanks for the story, "Why
are radio rates low?" Your organiza-

tion has done a wonderful job assem-

bling this information and making it

14 JUNE 1954

available to your subscribers. II avail-

able, we would appreciate receiving

six additional copies of the story.

0. L. Smith
Commercial Manage

i

W\<>\. Knoxville

RATING SERVICES

You shouldn I print letters in your

"Letters" column from people who re-

member such articles as yours of last

December 28 on rating services

"What's wrong with the rating serv-

ices?" page 34] because, invariably,

you will call this to the attention of

people like myself who read the article

and who will write you another letter

(as I am doing now) and ask you to

send me a reprint of the article!

George Anthony
Media Director

Strornberger, LaVene, McKenzie

Los Angeles

• Reprints of "What** wrong with the rating
services?" cost 20c each. Quantity prices on re-

quest.

TV PIONEERS

We have just received a copy of your

Pioneer Tv Stations Growth chart (17

May 1954).

In it you credit KMTV with 230,000

sets; WOW-TV with 112,400. Our set

figure should read the same as theirs

since we have the same coverage area.

Looks as if you picked up January

1952 total for WOW-TV which was

112,400.

Since this sheet has wide circulation

to important people, could you correct

our set total to read 230,000 for Janu-

ary 1, 1954? It would be very much
appreciated.

Robert Seitzer

Promotion Manager

WOW-TV, Omaha
• SPONSOR apologizes to WOW-TV and to its

readers for its boner. Correct figures, as con-

tained in the TV PIONEERS Section of the 19
April 1954 issue are:

WOW-TV On air: 9 July 1949 CHA\XEL 6

When 1 Jan. 1 Jan.
Started '52: '54:

Set circulation
Eve. Class A hr. rate

% bus. local adv.

% bus. nat'l spot

% bus. net adv.

% hrs. net shows
% hrs. local live

% hrs. film shows
Number hrs. on daily
Number employees

J.OOO
S20O
57%
31%
12%
28%
21%
51%
10
25

112.362
S40O
31%
45%
24%
76%
15%
9%
13
67

230.000
$650
27%
46%
27%
56%
23%
21%
i5y2
71

After reading through the April 19

issue of SPONSOR I could not help but

reflect upon the outstanding job you

and your staff have done in just a

few short years.

Just Out !
most -

complete ever*

Like Advertising itself

the new 1954 STANDARD
ADVERTISING REGISTER is bigger,

better than ever before — filled with the

facts you need for hard competitive
selling.

Imagine — 14,000 leading advertisers

with their 60,000 executives listed by
title — the advertising agency handling
the account — media used — amount
spent—13,000 brand names! Yes, they're

all there ready for you to use in the new
1954 "Red Book".

Better get the facts by dropping us a
line on your business letterhead now.
We'll take it from there and send you
full facts fast!

• The Advertiser, • Advertising Agency
Address, Handling Account
Capitalization • Account Eiecutives

• Products with • Advertising Media
Trade Names Used

• Corporate Executives • Advertising
• Advertising Manager Appropriations
• Sales Manager • Character, Extent ot

• Printing Buyer Distribution

THE AGENCY LIST
Standard source of informa-
tion about 3,000 U.S. and
Canadian advertising agen-
cies with data on their recog-
nition, personnel, and over
30,000 clients. Issued three
times a year — the AGENCY
LIST is part of STANDARD'S
complete service or may be
purchased separately.

T *ao Write for colored il-

rfCG lustrated booklet giv-

ing full information about
the STANDARD ADVERTISING
REGISTER and Supplementary
Services. It's yours for the
asking.

NATIONAL REGISTER PUBLISHING CO., INC.

130 West 42nd Street 333 N. Michigan Ave.
New York 36, N. Y. Chicago 1, Illinois

11
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WCOV-TV
Montgomery, Alabama

"CRADLE OF THE CONFEDERACY"

PROGRAMS
WCOV-TV is a primary CBS

affiliate but we also

carry top flight programs

from ABC, DuMont & NBC.

34 live studio shows are

featured weekly on WCOV-TV.

VIEWERS
We're 85 miles from the

nearest television competition.

Conversion is practically 100%
and set ownership is almost

40%.

AVAILABILITIES
We'll have to admit that

the spot next to "I Love Lucy"

and the "Pabst Fights" are

gone but we still have some

choice ones left.

ASK ANY RAYMER

OFFICE FOR DETAILS

The \pnl 1'^ issue, with its special

attention to tin- earlj days <>f post-war

television "
1A PIONEERS," page

1 I . will have future \alue as a ref-

erence l'<">k as well as current interest

,i- an excellent report on the develop-

ment <>f the indu-ti \

.

Congratulations, best wishes and

keep ii
|

* the good work.

George M. Bi rba< a

General Manager

KSD, KSD'Tl

St. Louis

RADIO SET SALES

That's a fine stor\ for radio in \our

Januar\ 2."> issue. I'm referring to

"Radio set sales lead t\ by 69^5 in

big tv markets'" [page 30].

I had photostated this page and sent

It to about 15 key adverti»ers and

agencies here in Oklahoma City. Now
that I see you have made reprints, I

am wondering if \ou have a sharp fig-

ure on about 500 of them?

R. E. Chapman
Commercial Manager
WKY. Oklahoma Cii)

• Reprint* of "Radio set sale* lead tv by <><*",

in bis tv market"-" ro*l 5c each. Quantity price*
on request.

POCKET RADIO

In the "P.S." department of your

May 3 issue, you pulled somewhat of

a blooper [page 23]. You ran a pho-

tograph of a kitten standing alongside

the Emerson pocket radio, a radio

which we introduced last July. The
caption calls for the "new seven and

a half ounce Emerson vest pocket

radio."

In other words, you used an old

photograph to illustrate a new stor\.

Michael Ames
Director of Public Relations

Emerson Corp.. \ew ) ork

SUBSCRIPTION RATE

It is my understanding that there is

a special >1 educational subscription

rate to SPONSOR, therefore I am enclos-

ing a check Eoi %A Eor renewal of m\

subsi ription. For several years I have

been renewing at this educator's rate.

I've been using the 1953 hall Facts

Issue as a supplement to the regular

text in the radio and television adver-

tising < ourse which I teach here at the

I oiversit) oi Uabama, and frequently

use regulai sponsor articles as the

basis for lecture material. I get more

information to supplement the regu-

lar textbook from SPONSOR than from
am other trade publication.

Don C. Smith
Asst. Professor Radio and Tv
I nitcrsity of Alabama
I niversity, 11a.

• ^1 u.l. in -ul,-. ri|,li..M- lu SPONSOR co> i SI.
rrtular -ul» -< r i|.l i £8 annually. The 1954
fall hart* I Hue Mill be out 12 Jul>.

REPRINT PERMISSION

We distribute a weekly news bul-

letin to our clients containing informa-

tion about the film and television in-

dustry.

Increasingly, we have found items

in SPONSOR we would like to quote.

Have \ou any objection to our quot-

ing your most respected magazine

—

with proper credits, of course?

H. G. Lewis
Leu is t< Martin Films

Chicago

• Information appearing in SPONSOR can be
reprinted provided permission h reanseated in
**rilin« and rrt-tlil i- ci\i-n.

PROGRAM GUIDE

Thanks a million for the Program
Guide. I think you've done a terrific

job and are to be congratulated. \

compilation such as this has been need-

ed for some time In the industry.

Probably its greatest use will be as

an aid to timebmers for a quick digest

of iinliv iclual station's programing for-

mats. I for one, however, have found

it useful already in determining the

national advertisers who have used

classical music programs and who
would be prospective buvers for some
of our client stations. I know I'll be

using this digest further. . . .

Hi SSELL R. GAUDREAU
George P. Hollingbery Co.

Sew York

I would be most appreciative if you

would send me tear-sheets of any arti-

cles you may have run within the last

two years on the subject of Good Mu-
si< Radio Stations. . . .

Ax Paul Lefton Jr.

Al Paul Lefton Co.

Philadelphia

• Tbc 1954 P> off nun Goiiate, ju,t publi~li« .1.

li-t- BtatloiU |in>i: riming- llii* t>|»«' ol mu-ir and
dvertisera *»!»<> u-r it. Cepim .rrc -mi free to
-uh-rrilier- ; extra eopie* eoM $2 eaeh.

[Please turn to j>age \\'2>
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"HALF A MILLION WATTS FROM HALF A MILE IN THE SKY"

Channel 36

with grade A coverage of

SACRAMENTO

STOCKTON

and

MODESTO CALIFORNIA

nation s most powerful—

525,000 watts of ON THE AIR power

now affiliated with

NBC-TV
with the best of live network

Represented by GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY

14 JUNE 1954 13



SPOT SALES
SO Rockefeller Plaza, New York to, N. V.

Chicago Detroit Cleveland Washington

San Francisco Los Angeles Charlotte* A
*B»mar I^nrrancc A

4

represt wting TV STA 77' )NS:

wnbt WewYork WNBK
WNBO I | ago KPTV

KNBH LosAngeUa WAVE-TV
KSD-TV St. /.fin's WRGB
WNBW it. hington KONA-TV

i lev* Imid

I'nitlii nd. Ore.

illc

Schenectady -Albany-Troy

,
Ha wait

representing RADIO STATIONS:
WNBC New York WRC Washington

WMAQ i hieago WTAM I
7. .land

KNBC San Francisco WAVE Louu
KSD St. Louis KGU Honolulu. Ha*

I



are pleased to announce a reciprocal representation arrangement

effective September 1, 1954. NBC Spot Sales will represent

Radio station WLW, Cincinnati, and TV stations WLW-T, Cincinnati,

WLW-D, Dayton, WLW-C Columbus, WLW-A, Atlanta, on the

Pacific Coast and in Detroit. The Crosley Group Sales Offices will

represent all the NBC Spot Sales Radio and Television stations

in Cincinnati, Dayton and Columbus.

The Crosley Group Sales Offices will continiie to

represent The Crosley Ch"oup Stations in New York,

Chicago, Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus, Atlanta

tCROSLEV BROADCASTING. CORPORATION
Crosley Square, Cincinnati, Ohio

Neiv York Chicago Dayton Columbus Atlanta

THE CROSLEY CROUP a£
WLW Radio

WLW-A Atlanta

WLW-C Columbus

WLW-D Dayton

WLW-T Cincinnati



No Trick When

You Know How

It's no trick capturing the largest

share of audience when
you're selling on KSDO . . .

San Diego's music and sports station.

According to HOOPER, KSDO is

first in listeners in this rich,

b/7/ion dollar market.

May we show you how to turn the

trick for your clients on KSDO?

1130 KC 5000 WATTS

Representatives

John E. Pearson, Co. - New York

Oaren McGovren - Son Frontisco

Walt lake - Los Angeles

A

by Boh Foreman

I am now in the process of moving my office. The word
"I" i- used loosel) -ince the real work is being done by

others. What I am performing arc the executive functions

which include going through the accumulations of the years

and sagely deciding what to consign to the wastebasket.

A move such as thi> even though it i> merely transferrin"

to another floor in the same building is good for mind and

body alike. For by requiring inquiry into the clutter which

one has assembled throughout ;t period of time, it i- possible

to look hack on the past with a detached point of view.

The shift of offices mentioned has afforded me the privi-

lege of reviewing columns I wrote for another publication

eight years ago. Sparkling epics they were even in the light

of today, written in the carefree era before television by a

bold youth minus inhibitions, firm in his conviction- and

eager for each tomorrow. Little did 1 know then that the

shiny piece of furniture with the glass window lay over the

horizon like the Minotaur ready to devour it- daily quotienl

of men and maidens.

The columns of those days concerned radio solely. I -pent

several hours wandering through them in -earth of eternal

truths; some precepts that I had set forth which still hold de-

spite the changes in media and the alteration- in technique.

I found very few, indeed.

But differences, there were many. For example, take my
thoughts of December 1947, on the subject of auditory gim-

micks which serve to keep a radio jingle alive and kicking.

It's true that we are still asked how long before a singing

commercial wears out its welcome. Hut what struck me most

forcibly was the big difference today in our approach to tv

copy, not jn-t the musical message. How much more same-

uessweseem to strive for in tv thanwe did in radio back then!

This sameness may be due to the fact that the new medium
tends to be so direct and straightforward and demonstrations

so much an inherent part of it that less ingenuity need be

used in the preparation of commercial ideas. In other words.

in t\ we urci\ not call into play our imagination to the same
degree, since in radio the visual can only be intimated, mere-

l\ suggested and solelj fashioned from sound-. For this rea-

SOn such a device as SonovOX, a long-time radio favorite (the

Bromo Seltzer train i- an example) seems to have dropped
i Please turn to page 56 I
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even on vacation...

families in

KYW land

never leave home
Z&M&teSgsrrs-

• 91.1% of families in the Philadelphia market are home on any
summer day. Radio listening habits change little from December
through summer . . . their habit of buying goods changes even less!

July and August beat national averages in $ sales for any other

month of the year.

• Of the less than 10% who are on vacation at any one time, 54.6%
visit vacation spots within KYW-land's coverage area in Pennsyl-

vania and New Jersey. This means that less than 5% of the families

actually go beyond the signal area, even on vacation.

• 57.4% of families in KYW-land travel by car to vacation spots.

78.1% of these cars are equipped with radios.

• A big share of the 1,800,000 portable radios sold in 1953 alone are

owned by people in KYW-land. Off goes the car radio ... on goes

the portable!

• KYW's complete radio schedule is keyed to the families with

summer spending on their minds.

Radio is the only medium in the Greater Philadelphia area that is

invited into the home to make sales 24 months of the year! So, if

you are looking for the right SPOT to sell your product, dial 1060

. . . your customers do!

WESTINGHOUSE
50,000 watts KYW 1060 on the dial

PHILADELPHIA

14 JUNE 1954 17



OUT-OF-HOME

LISTENING IN ATLANTA

GIVES YOU A WHOPPING

20% BONUS

'"&\

and

WclPci gives you

•* 50% MORE OUT-OF-HOME LISTENERS THAN STATION "B"

—AND TWICE AS MANY OR MORE THAN ANY OTHER

STATION

-#42% MORE QUARTER HOUR FIRSTS THAN ALL OTHER

STATIONS COMBINED

Out of a total of 502 quarter-hour periods Sunday

through Saturday, WAGA had 295 firsts. Station

"B" had 61; Station "C" 57; Station "D" 43;

Station "E" 19; and all others had a total of 27.

Out-of-home or in-the-home—WAGA gives you

more listeners per dollar than any other Atlanta

station! Get the facts and you'll put WAGA Radio

to work for you in the billion-dollar Atlanta market.

Data based on Pulse of Atlanta Out of Home Radio Audience, July 1953

4V
WRITE FOR 'Wi
THIS FOLDER

/

%

Represented Nationally by the KATZ AGENCY, Inc. Tom Harker, VJ>. and Natl Sales Director, 118 E. 57th St., New York 22

Bob Wood, Midwest National Sales Manager, 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago

18 SPONSOR
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New and renew
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1.
New on Television Networks

SPONSOR AGENCY

Amer Chicle, NY

Armour & Co (Dial Soap),

Chi
Associated Prods, NY

Best Foods, NY

Bristol-Myers, NY

Campana Sales Co,
Batavia. Ill

Campbell Soup, Camden,
NJ

Comstock Foods, Newark,
NJ

Cudahy Packing, Omaha,
Neb

Dow Chemical, Midland,
Mich

Ceneral Electric, Syracuse,

NY
Ceneral Electric Major

Appliance Div, Louis-
ville. Ky

Ceneral Mills, Mpls
Cillette Safety Razor,

Boston
Griffin Mfg. Bklyn, NY

Kelly-Springfield Tire Co,
Cumberland, Md.

Lemon Prods Advisory
Bd, LA

Lever Bros, NY

Noxzema Chemical Co, NY

Pharmaceuticals Inc
ICeritol), NY

R. ). Reynolds Tob,
Winston-Salem, NC

Simoniz Co, Chi

Swift & Co, Chi
Van Camp Sea Food, SF

D-F-S, NY

Foote, Cone & Belding,

Chi
Grey Adv, NY

D-F-S, NY

Y&R, NY

Wallace-Ferry-Hanly, Chi

Leo Burnett, NY

Leo Burnett, Chi

Y&R, NY

MacManus, John & Adams,
Detr

BBDO, NY

Y&R, NY

Knox-Reeves, Mpls
Maxon, Detr

Bermingham, Castleman &
Pierce, NY

Compton, NY

McCann-Erickson, LA

McCann-Erickson, NY

SSCB, NY

Edward Kletter, NY

William Esty, NY

Tatham-Laird, Chi

J. Walter Thompson, Chi
Brisacher, Wheeler &

Staff, SF

STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

NBC TV 76

NBC TV 76

NBC TV 64

CBS TV 80

CBS TV 46

CBS TV 48

CBS TV 43

CBS TV 59

NBC TV 76

NBC TV 76

CBS TV 70

NBC TV 76

CBS TV 43

CBS TV 129

NBC TV 76

NBC TV 53

NBC TV 76

CBS TV 16

CBS TV 88

CBS TV

CBS TV 40

CBS TV 43

CBS TV 68
ABC TV 67

Saturday Night Revue; Sat, 10-min seg betw 9:30-
10 rnn: 12 June; 12 wks

Saturday Night Revue, alt Sat 9-9:30 pm; 12
June; 13 wks

Arthur Murray Party; T 8:30-9 pm; 15 June; 14
wks

Robert Q. Lewis Show; W 4:45-5 pm; 5 May; 52
wks

Arthur Codfrcy Time; T, Th 10-10:15 am; 11

May; 8 wks
Arthur Codfrey; Tu, Th 10-10:15 am; 31 May;

5 wks
Abbott & Costcllo; Sat 11:30-12 n; 5 June; 52
wks

Carry Moore; alt M 1:45-2 pm; 21 June; 52 wks

Saturday Night Revue; Sat, 10-min seg betw 10-
10:30 pm; 12 June; 15 wks

Saturday Night Revue; alt Sat 9-9:30 pm; 12
June; 13 wks

Summer Holiday; T, Th 7:45-8 pm; 24 June;
thru 9 Sep

Saturday Night Revue; Sat, 20-min seg betw 10-

10:30 pm for 11 wks; 10-min seg for 2 wks;
12 June

Bob Crosby; M, W, F 3:45-4 pm; 2 June; 52 wks
Belmont Stakes; Sat 4:30-5 pm; 12 June only

Saturday Night Revue; Sat, 10-min seg betw 9:30-
10 pm; 12 June; 15 wks

National Open Coif Championship; Sat 5-6 pm;
19 June only

Saturday Night Revue; Sat, 10-min seg betw
9:30-10 pm; 12 June; 15 wks

Uncle Johnny Coons; Sat 1:30-2 pm; 4 Sep; 52
wks

Person to Person alt F 10:30-11 pm; 28 May; 26
piogs

Two in Love; Sat 10:30-11 pm; 19 June; no. wks
not available

The Morning Show; M-F 7-9 am; 1 June; 2
partic a wk for rest of '54

Carry Moore Show; T 2:15-30 pm seg; 1 June:
5 wks; as of 6 July: F 10-10:15 am; 47 wks

Carry Moore; T 1:45-2 pm; 1 June; 52 wks
The Names the Same; T 10:30-11 pm; 1 June;

52 wks

2.
Renewed on Television Networks

SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Amer Chicle, NY D-F-S, NY Du vlont Rocky King Detective; Sun 9-9:30 pm; thru 27
Mar '55; co-sponsor

Amer Tob, NY SSCB, NY ABC TV 130 Danny Thomas Show; alt T 9-9:30 pm; 6 July;

52 wks
Amer Tob, NY SSCB, NY CBS TV 74 Doug Edwards & News: T, Th 7:30-45 pm; 29

June; 52 wks
Amer Tob, NY BBDO, NY NBC TV 92 Robert Montgomery Presents; alt M 9:30-10:30

pm; 3 May; 26 telecasts

Armstrong Cork, Lan- BBDO, NY NBC TV 67 Armstrong Circle Theatre; T 9:30-10 pm; 31
caster, Pa Aug; 39 wks

Derby Foods, Chi McCann-Erickson. Chi ABC TV Sky King; M 8-8:30 pm; 14 June; 13 wks
De Soto Div, Chrysler BBDO, NY NBC TV 137 You Bet Your Life; Th 8-8:30 pm; 16 Sep: 52 wks

Corp, Detroit

Dodge Div, Chrysler Crant Adv, Detroit ABC TV 124 Danny Thomas Show; alt T 9-9:30 pm; 13 July
Corp, Detroit 52 wks

Dodge Div, Chrysler Grant Adv, Detroit ABC TV 155 Break the Bank; Sun 10-10:30 pm; 4 July; 52 wks
Corp, Detroit

Ceneral Cigar, NY Y&R, NY CBS TV 64 Sports Spot; W 10:45-11 pm; 2 June; 52 wks
Ceneral Electric, Syracuse Maxon, Detr CBS TV 80 Meet Mr. McNutley; Th 8-8:30 pm; 24 June; 52

wks
Roy Rogers Show; Sun 6:30-7 pm: 4 July; 52 wksCeneral Foods (Sugar Benton & Bowles, NY NBC TV 62

Crisp), White Plains,

NY
Ceneral Mills, Mpls D-F-S, Mpls CBS TV 51 Lone Ranger: Sat 1-1:30 pm; 12 June; 52 wks
Ceneral Mills, Mpls D-F-S, Mpls CBS TV 54 Valiant Lady; M, W, F 12-12:15 pm; 31 May:

52 wks
Robert Montgomery Presents; alt M 9:30-10:30S. C. Johnson & Son, Needham, Louis & Brorby, NBC TV 92

Racine, Wis Chi 1 pm; 5 July; 26 telecasts

In next issue: New and Renewed on Television (Network) ; Advertising Agency Personnel

Changes; Sponsor Personnel Changes; Station Changes (reps, network affiliation, power increases)

Numbers after names
refer to New and Re-

new category

Donald H. Quinn (3)

W. Lee Abbott (3)

Elwood Whitney (3)

Gerald Gibson (3)

Jim Flood (3)
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\vn ami renew

20

2,

3.

Itiiu'ici'tl on Television \etworks (continued)

SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS

Lambert Co, Jersey City.

N)
Pepsi-Cola Co, NY

Lambert Fcaslcy, NY

Biow Co. NY

Pillsbury Mills. Mpls Leo Burnett. Chi

Procter Camblc. Cinci Benton & Bowles, NY

Re.iLemon Puritan Co. Chi Rutledge & Lilitnfeld Chi

Russcl M. Seeds, ChiReynolds Metals. Rich-
mond, Va

Scott Paper Co, Chester,
Pa

Scott Paper Co, Chester,
Pa

Sheaffcr Pen, Fort Madi-
son, la

Sunbeam Corp, Chi
Toni Co. Chi
U. S. Steel Corp. NY

| Walter Thompson. NY

). Walter Thompson, NY

Russel M. Seeds. Chi

Perrin-Paus. Chi
Weiss & Celler. Chi
BBDO, NY

ABC TV

ABC TV

CBS TV 96

NBC TV 138

ABC TV

NBC TV 63

NBC TV 62

CBS TV

CBS TV 45

NBC TV 75
CBS TV 135
ABC TV 100

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Ozzie & Harriet; alt F 8-8:30 pm; 9 July; 5252.

4 I.Pepsi-Cola Playhouse: Sun 7:30-8 pm;
52 wks

Godfrey & Friends, alt W 8:30-9 pm; 2 |

52 wks
Lorctta Young Show; Sun 10-10:30 pm; 29 A

44 wks
John Daly and News; T, Th 7:15-30 pm; 1 |

52 wks
Mr. Peepers; Sun 7:30-8 pm; 12 Sep; 39 wk

My Little Margie; W 8:30-9 pm ; 1 Sep: 52

Omnibus: Sun 5-6:30 pm; 17 Oct; partic sp<

for 1954-55 season

Jackie Cleason Show; Sat 8-9 pm; 12 June: 52

Ethel & Albert; Sat 7:30-8 pm; 4 Sep; 39 w
Codfrey & Friends: W 8-8:30 pm; 16 |une; 64
U S. Steel Hour; alt T 9:30-10:30 pm; Oct

52 wks

(See page 2 for New National Spot Radio and Tv Business!

Advertising Agency Personnel Changes

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Abbott
K. Carpenter

W. Lee
Thomas

)•

Herbert V. Coughlin
Sherman K Ellis

Ccoige A. Flanagan
jim Flood
jack Celler

Gerald Gibson
David I Gillespie |r

W. J. Krebs

Henry A. Laughlin Jr

C. W. Mackay
Wright Nodinc
Laurence O. Pratt

Donald H. Quinn
Sy Radzwiller
Clenn Ransom
lames P. Stewart
Robert P. Uhl
Burton C. Wasser

E. C. Weymouth
Elwood Whitney
Lennox F. Wylie

If

Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick. N). prod dir

Kenyon & Eckhardt, NY, exec

Peck Agency. NY, vp
Benton & Bowles. NY, bd of dir

C&W, NY. mgr copy dept
Frankfort Dist, NY. mktg dir

WMCM, acct exec
DCSS. NY, chief timebuyer Borden, Pharmaco accts
Kenyon & Eckhardt. NY. media dept
Potts-Turnbull Co, KC, prcs

Harold Cabot & Co, Boston, acct exec

Stewart Dougall & Assoc, NY, sr assoc

Ceyer Adv. LA. acct exec
BBDO. NY, acct supvr

DCSS. NY, head timebuyer
Krich, N), mdsg dir

WCN, Chi, prodn mgr
Agency, southwest, radio-tv copy & acct work
BBDO. NY, acct exec
Rogers & Smith, KC, exec vp

Colgate-Palmolive, N|. adv dept
Foote. Cone 6 Belding, NY, agency dir

WFBL, Syracuse, sis mgr

SSC&B. NY, acct exec dept
D Arcy, NY, creative stf. copy dept

plansAbbott Kimball Co, NY. vp & member
Raymond R. Morgan. LA, chrmn bd
Same, vp & copy dir

Cecil & Presbrey. NY, vp chg mktg
Weiss & Celler, NY, exec
Same, agency head timebuyer
Same, vp
Rogers & Smith. Potts-Turnbull, KC 'new

cy mergerl. chmn bd
Same, vp
Roy S. Durstinc. Inc.. NY. vp chg res & mk
Ceyer Adv, NY, acct exec

Same, vp
Same, media dir

Crcy Adv. NY, acct exec
Y&R, Mex City, radio-tv dept
Tracy-Locke. Dallas, asst dir radio-tv

Same, vp
Rogers & Smith. Potts-Turnbull. KC I

mergerl, hd opers
Kudner. NY. asst media dir

Same, exec vp

Coe Adv, Syracuse, acct exec

dept

new ai

Sponsor Personnel Changes

NAME NEW AFFILIATION

Walter Hartig
Norman V. Osborn
Dr. Robert Franklin

Prindlc

Charles O'C. Sloane |r

FORMER AFFILIATION

Hoffman Beverage Co, Newark, display adv mgr
Ward Whcelock Co, Phila, mgr plans-media dept
Strong Cobb & Co Cleveland, dir of biochemi-

cal labs

Wesley Assoc. NY. acct exec

Same, adv mgr
Thomas

I
Lipton. Hoboken. media dir

Lchn & Fink, NY. dir of research

Vick Chem Co. Intl Div. div pres & gen mgr

Numbers after names
refer to New and Re-
new category

i

1

.

<). Pratt

K. bert /'. / hi

J. /'. Stewart Jr. 13)
(,/run Ransom (3)

l> J. Gillespu

Si Radzwillei
<

. O'i . Sloane 1
1>

(. 1. Flanagan (3)
u /. knl,s

B t, II r/.s( ;
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WHO
and Get Iowa's Metropolitan Areas.

Pitu the Remainder of Iowa!

TAKE DRUGSTORE SALES, FOR INSTANCE!

7.1% CEDAR RAPIDS

5.1% TRI-CITIES-

13.4% DES MOINES

2.0% DUBUQUE-

5.8% SIOUX CITY

4.6% WATERLOO

62.0% REMAINDER OF STATE

S-DJ MINNESOTA
I S.A.M. D

V^ STATION

aODU!
"IE juI ISddqcji
[jUSBBBl B§jH=
~IBBBBBBEigg3
lBBB^B§lgg

iDDDDuuriPv
UjDuuijEIDERr—

DAYTIME
AUDIENCE AREA

WISCONSIN

ILLINOIS

NEBRASKA

KANSAS
'HPiH§iiilIS i

MISSOURI

THE "REMAINDER OF IOWA" ACCOUNTS FOR THESE SALES ;

(Which You MISS Unless You Cover the Entire State)

67.2% Food Stores

63.2% Eating and Drinking Places

47.9% General Merchandise Stores

57.5% Apparel Stores

61.4% Home Furnishings Stores

65.9% Automotive Dealers

74.9% Filling Stations

80.8% Building Material Groups

62.0% Drugstores

Source: 1954 Consumer Markets

BUY ALL of IOWA-
1'lu.s "Iowa Plus"—with

WHO
FREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives

Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts

Col. B. J. Palmer, President

P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
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THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT NEW ORLEANS...

It stands out as a city with a charm and a culture all of its own.
And WDSU and WDSU-TV stand out with the finest in radio and
television programs- tailor-made to please the distinctive tastes

of New Orleanians. Shown here are some of the members of

the WDSU and WDSU-TV staffs who appear on these programs.
Recruited from north, south, east and west, they are now welcome
friends in most New Orleans homes. Using the specialized tal-

ents of people like these, WDSU and WDSU-TV bring their

listeners and viewers the kind of radio and television entertain-

ment they want - ranging from full scale musical productions,

helpful programs for women, complete coverage of the latest

sports, local and international news to children's shows and spe-

cial feature programs. Maintaining this well-rounded staff and
producing local shows of network calibre is another example of

how WDSU and WDSU-TV, Louisiana's first television station, con-

tinue to serve New Orleans and the nation.
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New development* on SPONSOR stories

' 202,954 Vets asyfcf May
1, 1954 -Art Increase of Over

45,000 Sets ih 6 Months

Interconnected

Television Affiliate

National Representative:

The Headley-Reed Company

Sec: "Radio ael sales lead t\ bj 69% in
hig !\ market-"'

Issue: 23 January 1934

Subject: NBC research find* the higher the tv

el Mtnration ihe more radio- are >old

Mill's Itt'scan h & Planning Department, using Radio-Electronics-

Television Manufacturers Association figures, has found that in area?

where i\ saturation level was over 75%, new radios were purchased

in 2').2'
, of tlif total homes. Where t\ saturation was between 51

and 7595 "I total homes. 28.8'J of population bought new radios.

In these same over "ill', tv-saturated ana-, more radio sets were

-old than t\ sets. The -ale of new radio- during 1953 exceeded tv

set sales in ever) state except Maine. In New York, for example,

which lias 77'
< ts saturation, an estimated 1,396,300 radios were

sold last \ear. as compared with 595,100 new t\ sets. Ihe radio

figure is nearK 30^5 of all home- in the Btate compared with the

h figure of 12. l'< ol the state's t < >t <i I homes.

I!\ comparison, in areas where t\ -et saturation was reported as

50', or lower, onlj 22.3', of the total homes bought new radios.

Set sales to dealers of home, clock and portable radios, reported

IM I \i \. totale.l 7.243.100 during 1953. Now add the 5,165,900

new auto radios which were sold in the same period—and you get

a total of 12,409,000 new radio sets for the year.

This i- nearl) double the 6,656,555 t\ sets sold in 1953.

According to the \HC Research & Planning Department, "The fact

that more than 12 million new radio sets were bought in 1953 is

itself indicative of the importance people attach to this form of

entertainment and information.

Tt" wifnriiiMMi compared triift radio sales

Tv set satura- Total homes* A eto radios "53 \ ew radios as

tion level* Utome, auto) '
( total homes

Over 75', 12.163.900 3.555.800 29.2'
|

5195 to 75', 1 5,975,800 4,601,200 28.8'

,

to 50', 19.051,800 4.252.0(H) 22.3

Total U.S. 17.191.500 12.409.000 20.3 (
\

Source: \. '
. Nielsen, :i~ of 1 November 1953.

>o»': Negro Kadio Section

Issue: 2-t \ugu-t L953, page 63

Subject: New film series reveal- Negro"
trihntion to U.S. culture

24

What is probabl) the first tv film series aimed at Negroes—

a

documentary—has been sold in two market-.

A new 26-part film series. Tenth oj a Nation, documents the Ne-

gro's contribution to \nieri< an culture in such fields as religion.

medicine, business, science and industry, farming, the arts and -ports.

The 15-minute shows were produced 1>\ American Newsreel for

Essex Films, Inc.. of Memphis.

The film series was released 15 March, has been sold thus far in

New York and Washington to the Ro\al Crown Hair Dressing firm.

I sses bases the price for each market on the city's Negro popula-

tion in the l
l, "'H I .S. Census and individual station rate cards.

"Heretofore, people have advertised at the Negro they've talked

down to him," Marshall Lewis, president of Essex, told sponsor.

"This series of closeups of outstanding NegToes in main fields pre-

sents the Negro with dignirj and prestige. * * *

SPONSOR

^L



$7,400 GUNTHER MECKEL MINK

By using America's only "3-state one-station

TV network" you can save the cost of a $7,400

Gunther Jaeckel mink coat in 13 weeks of a

20 second spot campaign. (10 spots per week).

OVER A MILE HIGH
Mt. Washington's more-than-a-
mile high TV station covers most
of the three states of Maine,
New Hampshire and Vermont.
On the air in August.

BAGS THEM ALL

Covers virtually ail the families

local TV stations do. Reaches
thousands of families they cannot

reach. Costs 49% less than the

combination of the 3 TV stations

giving next best coverage.

CBS

Represented nationally by

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, Inc.

Channel 8
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A GIANT

MARKET!
Of Greater Montreal's

total population

(1,395,400), 1,012,410

speak either English

alone or both

English & French.

A GIANT

AUDIENCE!
Within CFCF's

total coverage, there

are well over

one million people

potential audience!

ONTREAL
IN U.S.-WEED

IN CANADA-ALL CANADA

idiiiir
Arnold C Graham Jr.

Advertising Manager
Goebel Brewing Co., Detroit

"'Jack' Graham. Goebel Brewing Co.'s ad manager, got into adver-

tising some half-dozen years ago in order to settle down and quit

"hopping from continent to continent." He found, however that ad-

vertising can involve trans-oceanic travel too: Last winter he spent

four months in Europe to supervise the filming of Goebel commer-
cials I through Transfilm) in Holland.

It's these commercials, rather than Europe, that Jack likes to talk

about. "Even the location sounds kind of picturesque.'" he told

SPONSOR. "They were filmed in Joop Geesink's Dolly wood. Holland."

Joop Geesink is a Dutch film producer who makes stop-motion pup-

pet movies. Having met Geesink through Transfilm. Jack Graham
decided that the Holland technique was just the type of new spark

he was seeking for Goebel commercials. Transfilm was therefore

commissioned in May 1952 to produce a series of 60-second films for

this Midwestern brewer.

Star of these puppet commercials, then as now. is a puppet replica

of Goebels trademark: "Brewster." Goebel's impish rooster. During

the past two years these Geesink commercials have been shown on

some two dozen tv stations on the West Coast and in the Midwest.

"People seem to go wild over the antics of Brewster in these dra-

matic skit commercials." Jack continued. "Every week we get letters

;isking us to continue this series of commercials. Sometimes we gel a

better response from them than from our tv sports events."

The bulk of Goebels ad budget goes into the air media. Jack's ad

philosophy boils down to this: i 1 I year-round, consistent ad impres-

sions; (2 1 identification with top entertainment.

In line with this thinking. Goebel sponsors such tv film shows as

Duffy's Tavern and The Douglas Fairbanks Theatre locallv and, of

course, heavy professional baseball and football schedules.

Supplementing the t\ effort are announcement, news and sports

schedules on over LOO radio stations.

Jack Graham claims that Brewster's cockiness is due to Goebel's

sales record: For the past !."> years Goebel has shown better than a

Ki'
< sales increase ever} single year.

Graham returned to bis Grosse Point, Mich., home from Europe
in time to ki-> bis wife "bell..'" and "good-bye" and to take off on a

trip to Goebel's market- as far a- California tbis time. "Advertising
>ure did settle me down." says he. * * •

26 SPONSOR



impression
Your selling message makes the

sharpest imprint on 915,000 car radios

and in more than 973,000 radio homes

when you take advantage of

the consistent high tune-in

every hour of the day on WJBK. Make

your mark in the rich midwest market with

the station that's tuned in most continuously . .

WJBK, tops in news, music and sports.

WJBK

Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY

National Sales Director. TOM HARKER, 118 E. 57th. New York 22. ELDORADO 5-7690



If You Go By
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PHILADELPHIA RATINGS

20

15

Day and Night,

Monday thru Friday,

WFIL-TV is 7 A Q7
1st and 2nd / T /O of the tinrl

HEAVYRATE CHAMP OF THE AFTERNOOh

Between 3 and 6 PM, WFIL-TV rates

1st - - 83.3% of the time

2nd - 16.7% of the time

AHEAD - - 100% of the time!
Add nighttime to this afternoon supremacy— 3 PM|
midnight, including big-show network competitior

and WFIL-TV is still AHEAD-80% of the tir

Look at ALL the ratings. It's easy to figui

9-10 AM 10-11 AM 11-12 N

ABC and DuMont Networks

Represented by The Katz Agency

12-1 PM 1-2 PM 2-3 PM

HOURS

The Voice of Delaware Valley, U.S.A.
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Meet the original John Kieran

That's Kieran on the left, and as millions of people can tell you, he's a very original

fellow. He has a quarter-hour TV show called "Kieran's Kaleidoscope," which is also

very original, and to watch it, you'd say he knows everything! The other actors on this

program usually don't have names, but they've got plenty of appeal. They're not all

animals . . . sometimes they're bugs, or plants, or planets. They
appear on film in their natural habitat, Kieran ad-libs a witty

commentary, and everyone has a wonderful time. Especially the

sponsors. Over 50 advertisers have used "Kieran's Kaleidoscope"

with exciting results ... one for nearly 250 weeks. You can run

this show almost indefinitely, since there are 104 films in the

series! For availabilities and prices, wire or call collect:

In NEW YORK: Don L. Kearney, 7 West 66th Street, SUsquehanna 7-5000

In CHICAGO: John Burns, 20 North Wacker Drive, ANdover 3-0800

n HOLLYWOOD: Bill Clark, 1539 No. Vine Street, HOllywood 2-3141

•fc Another hit from

ABC FILM
SYNDICATION, INC.

30 SPONSOR
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What admen want from the Tv III

Rapid »ro\v <h of tv makes it complicated to buy so admen wan I all the

information they can gel. Itecfuests range from I lopian to basic

^-Jdmen will soon have an important

new source of information they can

call on to help solve their innumerable

media-buying problems.

It is the Television Advertising Bu-

reau.

Launched with the support of 25 tv

stations on 22 April. TvAB took firm

root at the National Association of

Radio and Television Broadcasters

Convention in Chicago last month. It

now claims 105 members, is rapidly

hardening into permanent form.

No one can describe definitely at this

point what the burgeoning organiza-

tion will provide for the agency and

advertiser. The group has neither a

board of directors nor a directing head

as yet.

However, the nature of the organiza-

tion provides important clues. It is,

like radio's Broadcast Advertising Bu-

reau, a promotion arm for broadcast-

ers. It differs from BAB in thai TvAB
will promote television and will con-

centrate on local level and national

spot tv. Unlike BAB, it will not pro-

mote network advertising.

While the organizers of the infant

I

status report

group prefer not to tie the hands of

the yet-to-be-elected officials by promis-

ing specific aids to agencies and ad-

vertisers, both a TvAB prospectus and

just plain logic point to services simi-

lar to those provided by BAB. It is sig-

nificant, however, that TvAB's budget

target for its first year, $500,000, is

almost twice what I! \l> had when it

started life as an independent group

three years ago.

Because TvAB is still a voun^ sprout

and because it seemed a good idea to

do so, SI'O.Vsok decided to ask admen

what kind of information and sen i< i

•»

they would like from the TvAB.

The speed of TvAB's birth left some
admen breathless. But thev were not

so out of breath thej couldn't answer

the above question. To put it bluntly,

the) asked for plenty. They dumped
practicalh everj burning problem in-

volved in buying tv in the lap of the

T\ \B.

The reasons for this are not hard to

figure out. In the first place, it doesn't

cost to ask. In the second place, the

rapid growth of television has made
the buying of video more complicated

Admen told SPONSOR they'd like to have

# A periodic census of television sets

)An up-to-date county-by-county coverage study

A quick way to estimate spot tv costs

# Standardization of television rate cards

• Dollar figures on expenditures by spot clients

• impact studies on programs vs. announcements

• Audience data by sex, age, socio-economic status

• Effectiveness of spot tv and other media compared
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Capsule description of the new Television Advertising Bureau

lis purpose: To promote and increase national ~i x.t

and local tig, to offei information and services

in member Btal ions and adi ertk

Who can hrlana: \n LJ. S. ti station

Vo. of member*: L05 :it tin- latesl count

Who started il: \ group of 25 television -i;iii"n-

ivhich Be1 up organizing committee under Richard v
Moore, manag< i ..t K'l"l'\'. I. us Angeles

Its status: \ committee is being set up to screen names
for ;i yet to-be-chosen executive director, to be picked by

a yd to be elected board of directors. The L5 membei
board, to be sel up so thai various-sized cities are repn

i, win be elected by mail by all stations who are

members on 30 June. Stations have been invited to submil

nominations. Ballot "ill be conducted bj an accountant

it* aitls to advertiser*: According to TvAB prospec-
tus it will "make h easiei for t In- agency and advertiser
to buy through such services as: (1) film directory, (2)
improved Bales methods, (3) statistical bureau, (4) spot
t\ index, (5) spot t\ estimator, ' 6) general research."
It also promises to "educate agenej and advertising exec
utives in 'In us,- of t\" and to "explore specific adver
i isers' probli ms" in video

its operational structurv: TvAB plans propi

be divided into three parts: < 1 a national spot group
run by a general manager, who will have under him five

salesmen, branch offices, :i service manager, an editor ami
secretarial help; (2) a local Bales group run by a service

manager, who will have under him an editor and staff,

three regional supervisors, and a station Bervice manager;
a joint staff, including a research director.

First year** hutlavt: (500,000

Headquarters: NV« Weston Hotel, New York City

ii minium mini

than anj other medium and an) infor-

mal ic m that will help admen keep up

with the changing patterns of tv is wel-

come. In the third place, there was a

distinct feeling among some agenc)

people that the broadcasting industry

(both radio and t\ i is behind print

media in providing il- customers with

detailed audience circulation and cov-

erage data. What admen want from

Tv \B ranges from the Utopian to the

mosl basic.

The kind of information most fre-

(|uentl\ asked for by admen is cover-

age information, with particular em-

phasis on overlapping ol coverage.

One o! the top time-buying execu-

tives -aid :

"One of the best tiling the TvAB
could do is gel a real honest-to-God

coverage stud) under way. The prob-

lem of coverage is more serious than

evei with all these new stations on the

air. Signals are overlapping more

than ever and we've got to know what

the s,.| duplication is.

THIS WE FICHT FOR

We fight for the prompt establish-

ment of a tv promotion research

bureau comparable to radios BAB
or newspapers' Bureau of Advertis-

ing. (This statement was one of

those listed in SPONSORS plat-

form of principles run in the 9

February 1953 issue. See also

"Should there be a TV BAB?" in

the 30 November 1953 issue).

"I'd also like to see some solid facts

on who's spending money in spot t\

and how much. Sure, the information

won | be eas) to get hut it will help

everybody. It will certainlv help the

l\ \B sell spot tv. I'd also like to see

the TvAB <zct behind a complete local

rating ser\ ice.

"'I know what I ask is going to be

expensive for somebody. The agencies

will shoulder part of the cost but since

this information benefits the stations

lhe\ should be prepared to share a

greater part of the cost of these serv-

ices than the) are now doing."'

A similar group of requests came

from a research e\ecuti\e at one of the

top fne agencies.

"If \ou ask what kind of informa-

tion I'd like to get. here it is." he

-aid. "Our agencv needs good, thor-

ough estimates of how much spot tv

advertisers are spending, what stations

the) are using, how frequent!) the)

are using them and what kind of pro-

grams and announcements the) are

using. Rorabaugh doc- a good job in

giving us some but not enough of that

information. (True, it tells whether an-

nouncements are IDs or whether the)

are longer. Bui it doesn't give costs.)

"We need bettei coverage informa-

tion. Ihc Nielsen Coverage Service

and Standard \udit & Measurement

Service data i- too old. We have uhf

now and all the complications that it

involves. We want to know how man\

home- in Market "V regular!) tune

in on stations in Market B." W ith all

the new television stations this is more

common than it used to be. We'd like

to know what parts of counties can re-

ceive or rcgularlv receive programs

from various television stations. We
still have to use engineering estimates

and that's not enough.

"I find BAB trend data useful. Simi-

lar information from l\ \l! would be

well <ime. Of course, trend data takes

time to accumulate and I'm not asking

for it tomorrow

.

"We all know that television moves
-onds. and I expect that TvAB will is-

sue case histories to point this up. But

I'd like to have more than that. I'd like

to have information on how and whv
television moves goods.

"Then there are questions like this

I'd like answered: If I buv a l.vinin-

ute show with two minutes of com-

mercials for $400, is it better than buy-

ing a one-minute announcement for

$100? In other word-, if I pay twice

as much per minute of commercial for

a program am I getting my mone) -

worth in sponsor identification, dig-

nity, attention or whatever else 1 want

from a program?

"Finally, I want better breakdowns

in mv audience. W 'e get some informa-

tion from \BB and Nielsen, but it's

still not enough.
"1 understand, of course, that any

information we net from a promotion

group will be incidental to the job of

selling the medium. But you asked me
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what kind (if information I'd like from

the TvAB and that's it."

The TvAB is not unprepared for the

hroad requests of the advertising fra-

ternity. It got a good sample of what

admen want from Arthur Porter, me-

dia v.p. of Leo Burnett, who ad-

dressed the TvAB membership rally at

Chicago during the NARTB Conven-

tion. Porter talked about what to some

admen is the holy of holies—a stand-

ard audience measurement method.

"There is one. big. round question

that all national advertisers are ask-

ing today," he told an assembled group

of broadcasters. "It's a pretty simple

question: 'What the hell am I getting in

terms of advertising impressions on

people for raj advertising dollars?'

"The amazing thing about it is how
often this question goes unanswered.

"I can run newspaper ads in a hun-

dred cities and never really know what

percent of the readers noticed my ad.

"I can run radio spots in many,

many cities and never get close to a

rating—except maybe a rating for the

time period that is taken twice a year.

"And I can run television spots in

many cities and find many with no rat-

ings—or maybe, to get as specific as

possible, for the Tea Council campaign
I'm forced to add up ARB's for 15

cities, Pulse's for 25 and Hooper's for

the rest- all prettj unsatisfactory."

Porter went on to sa\ thai "preci-

sion media buying is the ordei ol the

day" and urged the broadcasters to

recognize thai the medium that gets

closest to telling the advertiser uli.it

he is getting for his mone) automati-

cally gets a competitive advantage.

"Sell us with facts," Porter told his

audience and then got to the nub of

his speech:

"Standardize your industry, il you

can, on one best technique for (audi-

ence) measurement. Agree among
\ ourselves and with us what method is

best for measuring spot television.

Then promote it widelj in \oiir indus-

try—in all markets.

"Put us in a position where we can

buy spots based on sound, comparable

ratings in all markets. Then keep us

current by providing subsequent rat-

ings periodically, on a basis that will

enable us to compare what we're get-

ting in New York with what we're get-

ting in New Orleans."

No one in the advertising business

will disagree with the idea that a stand-

ard, reliable, local rating method

would be a good thing, though man)

admen feel that too much emphasis on

il leads in turn to emphasis on an

oversimplified i ost-per-1,000 i\ pe .>l

buj ing thai i ounts heads rathei than

sales pi ospei i-.

Mosl of those interviewed bj spon-

sor tended to doubt thai a waj could

be Found ol centering on .1 standard

audiem e measuremenl method, u ith

"i h ithoul a I \ Ml.

Not all ol the agenc) people made
such broad requests.

One timebuyer said he thought the

I \ \l> could do a lot to standardize

station rate cards, especiall) in such

areas as studio and camera costs and

rate protection.

"I it s say," he said, "that I buj one

announcement in Januar\. another in

March and another in May. On some
stations each announcement would be

considered separate!) in applying the

rate protection clause. In others, all

announcements on the air at the time

of the rate change would be protected.

These differences make life a little com-

plicated for us timebuyers."

A woman timebuyer said that BAB
studies on teenage listening habit-.

who listens at various times of the day

and out-of-home listening have been

very helpful and that comparable data

from the TvAB would also be useful.

Some agency people saw the TvAB as

I /'lease Iurn U> page 1 1<> 1

Shown below are some of the tv executives who met in New York

City 22-23 April to launch TvAB. Standing, I. to r., are Richard A.

Moore, TvAB organizing committee chairman and general manager of

KTTV, Los Angeles; William Kiley, WFBM-TV, Indianapolis; Robert D.

Thomas, WBNS-TV, Columbus; George B. Storer Jr., Storer tv sta-

tions; George Whitney, KFMB-TV, San Diego; Charles Thieriot,

KRON-TV, San Francisco. Sitting, I. to r., are Norman Gittleson,

WJAR-TV, Providence; Ben Berenston, WGN-TV, Chicago; Richard

A. Borel, WBNS-TV; William Quarton, WMT-TV, Cedar Rapids. Men

from 17 stations attended the meeting, support came from eight more



II lii and how we use radio:

Miles Labs., Perfex, Dr. Pepper

\«l managers lor three big radio spenders explain their air

strategy at BAB sales elinie during \ABTB Convention

I In tint i ml managers whost

remarks appear starting at right

qualify as experts on radio. Oliver

B. CapelU of Mil's. for example,

is a rih run ut n company which

today ranks as radio's second

biggest client, sponsor has ex-

cerplnl their frank analyses of

how to list radio from case histories

they presented at the BAB sales

session held during last month's

NARTB Convention in Chicago.

Sext issui sponsor will carry

excerpts from talks by executives

of three local and regional firms

who addressed the BAB session.

Oliver B. Capelle

ad manager, Miles Laboratories

Figures usually do one of two

things. They holster your ego. or they

scare you to death. Experts today can

quote radio figures calculated to ac-

complish either purpose. But certain-

ly, with so many good reasons to feel

happy ahout present-day radio busi-

ness, why should we foster gloom?

One reliable statistical organiza-

tion shows that since August of last

year, the listening of people to radio

in homes which have tv sets has been

stabilized and is even growing. We
are told that since last August, listen-

ing hours to radio have increased an

average of 33 minutes per day. That.

I should say, is one of the cheeriest

signs we could ask for. It shows that

interest in radio at the present time

is strong.

Over the years, our programs have

included every type of personality

from the serious Eleanor Roosevelt to

sparkling Rosemary Clooney. . . .

In all this time, while we have en-

joved the presence of big name talent,

we have not made a fetish of big

names. We never considered it good

business to pay more money for talent

ihan for time. We have tried to steer

clear of temperamental performers.

And although we have sponsored full-

hour shows and many half-hour shows,

our preference has always run to pro-

grams to which the public could tune

at a regular hour, five times a week.

. . We have found that we can do an excel-

lent job with a 3 rating against a competing
station's 8. In other words, we develop with

the personalities of our homemakers . . . listen-

er loyalty ... we can talk to less than half as

many iistene r s and get results."



Shows of this nature, which we are

using at present, include Break the

Ban/,. Carl Massey and Martha Tilton,

Hilltop House, Morgan Bealty and the

News of the World.

We have no magic formula for

radio success. I doubt if anyone has.

It seems reasonable to us that a spon-

sor fares best who sticks to wholesome

entertainment, who appeals to the

greatest possible variety of tastes, and

who edits his own commercials with

care, so that the public will consider

him an honest person. These three

points are a generalization, but they

are good cardinal principles, at least.

Most companies, such as Miles,

don't need your help in getting mer-

chants to stock their products. They

have their own salesmen who do that.

But why not make a list of all the drug

products advertised on your station,

for instance. Perhaps you have pro-

grams featuring Alka-Seltzer, Toni,

Bactine, Gillette blades, Phillips Milk

of Magnesia, One-A-Day (brand)

Vitamins, Nervine, Sweetheart Soap

and other drugstore items. Why not

rig up a display stand of some kind,

featuring your call letters, and lend it

to each enterprising drugstore in your

locality, for the purpose of displaying

a mass assortment of all the products

you advertise! It will show you up

as a real merchandising force in your

community. It will give you greater

prestige. I think it will bring you more

business, too.

If you once start a project like

this, I guarantee that you won't stop

I

Pepper's Caperton
4 want to have an absolute minimum

it of territory where we cannot effec-

m reach consumers to remind them they

I switch ... to Dr. Pepper. No other

Mm seemed to reduce these 'not cov-

areas to that minimum like radio."

Kevin Sweeney, BAB pres. (I.), Kenyon Brown, chairman BAB convention com., open clinic

with drugstore items. You'll figure a

way of getting together a food store

display, on which can be shown the

brands of coffee, cake mixes, shorten-

ings, and other grocery items you are

advertising. All these displays will fea-

ture your call letters. Your station

will come to mean more than it ever

did before. You'll be rendering a

greater service, and you'll take pride

in what you do.

One of our programs has 2% more

listeners today than it had a year ago.

Now, a gain of 2% may not seem

large until you realize that the 2%
represents a total audience of 50,000

families in four weeks' time. If radio

can give us 50,000 more families over

the same stations today than it gave

us a year ago, at no increase in price,

should we feel unhappy?

Also, we find that this same show

is being tuned in more frequently.

This combination of a bigger audience

and greater frequency of listening has

cut down the cost of delivered com-

mercials several cents per 1,000. If

this trend continues, I suspect that this

show will be with us for a long time.

During four weeks' time, our best-

listened-to program reaches more than

10,000,000 families, while our least-

listened-to program reaches 6,000,000

families. Can anyone say that radio,

in the present tense, is not a powerful

medium for us?

We never care where we rank in

comparison with other radio users.

Once a year we pick up a trade publi-

cation and read that we are the second

largest user of network radio in the

country, or something like that, but

we alwavs think. 'What difference does

that make?' We don't use radio to

reach a certain position on a list. \\ e

use it to create sales.

In saying all this, let me assure

you that we have no distaste for other

forms of advertising. We like them

all; over the years, we have just about

used them all. I know first-hand that

in the last 20 years our company has

advertised widely in newspapers, maga-

zines, streetcar cards, posters, alma-

nacs, calendars, booklets, direct mail,

point-of-sale material, road signs,

book matches, streetcar transfers and

television; but in these last 20 years

we have invested more money in radio

than in all these other media together.

(Case histories on Miles advertising

appeared in the 29 January 1951 and

31 July 1950 issues of sponsor, i

Barney Corson

ad manager, Tidy House Products Co., makers

of Dexol, Glosste*, Perfex, Shina Dish and Tyro

It seems to me that we are being

guilty here of that old American cus-

tom of inviting speakers to talk with

us when we know in effect what they

are going to say and that what they

say will be in complete agreement

with our own views. The thought oc-

curred to me that perhaps radio broad-

casters could learn a lot more by

asking people to speak to them who

did not like their medium and do not

use it. because from these people, each

of us might learn a great deal about

the weaknesses we have. From such

a stimulating discussion, I believe

much more could be gained by the

industrv than by having me and the

other speakers on this panel recount

success stories for our mutual self-

I Please turn to page 1<>2
I

case history
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Weekend radio: ire you missing

ail'llllll lllll A ' 'istenei•s-pc»r-.sol iiM-nsiscs 23% on 111

iiUUll 111 I § end; out-of-home listening jumps 10%

tho weelt-

/// the hectic arena oj radio selling,

Saturday and Sunday radio have been

largely neglected. Stations have devel-

oped meagre sales attention to this im-

portant two-sevenths segments of the

broadcast week; reps and networks

have presented feu huts: researchers

have done little, and as <i result adver-

tisers are generally unaware that they

have a powerful opportunity t<> sell

their products by talking to the week-

rml audience. For the past sen-nil

months sponsor has looked into the

weekend picture and now reports (in

the first of tn<> parts) what it has

found.

I'art I of a 2-parl series

jfjs some advertisers see it, one of

the best buys in broadcast advertising

todaj i- weekend radio.

Late last month, for example, Chi-

cago's Admiral Corp. announced that

its sole summertime air vehicle (apart

from dealer co-op plans i would be a

$50,000-weekl) package "f 22 news-

casts heard Saturdays and Sundays on

ABC Radio. Nearl) 350 ABC affili-

ales are airing the newscasts, which

saturate the weekend schedules from

9:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. on the hour.

Admiral's v.p. in charge ol advertis-

ing, Edmond F. Fgcr. explained his

firm's reasons for the big weekend ra-

dio schedule thusK :

"While its generally agreed that tv

has taken some of radio's audience at

specific hours on specific days, radio

has made inroads on t\ s audience over

weekend— particularl) summer.

"Admiral is bound to deliver its

message regarding the jiift of an Apex

vacuum cleaner with the purchase of

its products, during its 20th anniver-

sary, to a huge bonus audience, in ad-

dition to the main families who re-

main at home.
'

\t the same time, a good main ad-

vertisers and agencymen seldom in-

clude weekend radio in their air ad-

vertising plans.

"Agencymen and advertisers agree

with us that the best time to reach

fainih audience or women with jobs

with radio is on the weekend. But in

many cases when we start talking

schedules with them all the\ can sa\ is

'Monday-through-Friday,' *'
is how a

Newest (and biyyest) spender tit

ranks of weekend radio Is Admiral

During its special 20th Anniversary promotion,

Admiral Corp. will spend approximately

$65().()(X) during June-July-August for

air advertising—all of it in weekend radio.

No other air media will he used, except for

local dealer co-op drives, until fall. Schedule

calls for 22 fire-minute newscasts on Sat-

urdays and Sundays on ABC Radio. Commercials

will feature the $79.95 Apex (leaner given

free with Admiral items costing over $195.40.

Admiral adman Ed Eger (seated, left) estimates

newscasts it ill reach "eight million homes each

week, plus out-of-home bonus."' With Eger: J. J.

Ptacin and John Ottman. sales promotion man-

agers of Admiral appliance and tv divisions.
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New York executive of the Edward
Petry rep firm put it to SPONSOR.

Do the facts justify the cold shoul-

der some admen turn on weekend ra-

dio? Are these admen overlooking a

good bet? What are the newest trends

in weekend radio? Where is the au-

dience?

For the henefit of admen who might

like to explore the potential of week-

end radio. SPONSOR presents this re-

port, fir-t of a two-part study of week-

end radio based on a survey which in-

cluded talks with admen, network of-

ficials, researchers, reps and station

executives and a nationwide survey.

Part One will chart weekend radio's

dimensions and economics; Part Two
will explore weekend radio programing.

A thumbnail sketch of weekend ra-

dio today would look like this:

• Rates: Radio, for the most part,

is cheaper on weekends. The major

networks offer price reductions for

weekend morning slots that range from

10 to 22' { below similar mid-week

periods. Stations offer announcements

and programs on weekends at dis-

counts up to 45%.

status report

• In-home audience: On the aver-

age fewer homes are tuned to radio

on weekends than are tuned during

the week. Audience levels, as mea-
sured by Nielsen (see below) are off

an average of 13% on Saturdays, 26'
,

on Sundays. However, this should be

weighed with the fact that, according

to Pulse, there are 25% more listeners

per set in homes on weekends, and
with radio's lower weekend rates.

• Out-of-home audience: More peo-

ple listen to radio outside the home on
weekends than during the week. Re-

cent Pulse studies show that the out-

of-home listening jumps an all-day av-

erage of 10% on weekends, as com-
pared with Monday-through-Fridav

figures. On weekend afternoons, when
the greatest number of the nation's

28,500,000 radio-equipped autos are

on the road, out-of-home listening is

particularly strong (chart, right) with

the figure being over 30% higher. This

serves to further balance the in-home

audience loss.

• Programing: Oldtimers would

scarcely recognize the weekend radio

I Please turn to page 93)

How weekend sets-in-use compare

with weekday, including out-of-home

In preparing chart Pulsi chose these five markets as providing a

cross-section based on size, location, ncailoi variation. Month reported

varies because Pulse checks these markets at different times. "Total"

figures In low are arrived at by adding in-home and oul-ol I sets-in-use.

Note how out-of-home figures help raise total sets-in-use foi weekends, pai

tially balancing in-home sets-in-use loss. Another factor balancing loss:

number of people listening per sel goes up on weekends from 1.6 weekday

average to 2.0, a 25' ', increase. Weekend is peak time for male listening.

G AM-12 NOON 12 NOON-G I'M

In-home Out-home Total In-home Out-home Total

I) PM-12 MIDNIGHT
In-home Out-home Total

NEW YORK (February)

Mon.-Fri. ... 19.9 4.1 24.3 20.9 4.6 25.5 18.2 4.0 22.2

Saturday ... 16.0 4.3 20.3 18.3 5.3 23.6 17.0 5.1 22.1

Sunday .. 10.4 2.8 13.2 16.3 5.0 21.3 14.7 4.4 19.1

MIAMI (March-April)

Mon.-Fri. ... 21.5 3.1 24.6 23.4 3.6 27.0 23.5 2.7 26.2

Saturday .. . 19.1 3.5 22.6 22.9 4.1 27.3 18.7 3.2 2 1 .9

. 10.1 1.3 11.4 21.1 3.5 24.6 20.8 2.9 23.7

SAN FRANCISCO (January-February)

Mon.-Fri. ... 21.9 3.7 25.6 21.6 4.5 26.1 19.7 4.0 23.7

Saturday . .. 18.2 3.2 21.5 18.9 4.5 23.4 17.8 4.4 22.2

. 10.8 2.3 13.1 19.6 5.0 24.6 18.5 1.1 22.9

NEW ORLEANS (lanuary-February)

Mon.-Fri. ... 21.4 3.2 24.6 24.9 3.7 28.6 20.5 3.6 24.1

Saturday . .. 17.1 3.3 20.4 20.6 4.0 24.6 18.2 3.2 21.4

1.4 13.1 19.1 3.7 22.8 16.9 3.3 20.2

ST. LOUIS (January-February)

>Ion.-Fri. ... 20.7 3.5 24.2 21.4 3.3 24.7 16.9 3.5 20.4

Saturday ... 11.4 3.3 17.7 16.2 4.1 20.3 14.8 3.6 18.4

Sunday 8.1 2.2 10.3 17.1 4.3 21.4 14.5 3.5 18.0

SOURCE: Pulse 1954. 'Sets-in-use is tverage one quarter hour homes using radio
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onored guests at a dinner given by SPONSOR

at the NARTB Convention were top executives

of the 108 pioneer (pre-thaw) television

stations. The broadcasters received com-

memorative plaques with the covered-wagon

symbol. Toastmaster was Harold Hough,

WBAP-TV, Fort Worth, general manager.

Address at right was by Earle Ludgin,

president Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago, and past

4A's chairman. It is published at the request of

many who heard it at the SPONSOR dinner.
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Chicago ageneyi

dinner. **A pion

_^B- <mr pioneer to another, I -alute \ou.

In a way it is fitting that I should. I go hack a long

way, bark to the time when the air was stuff to fly kites in.

There have been three great stages of modern life. They

< an he characterized by Television, which followed Radio,

which followed Silence.

My connection with television goes back to its early

stages. I am here tonight because of that fact. 1 have a

mission to complete, and this is the perfect place to com-

plete it.

In the days when Captain Kdd\ ran a television station

called W2X-something, in the State Lake Building here in

Chicago—the experimental station that later became WBK.B
and then \\ BUM back in those days, Captain Eddj sent

a message to me through a friend. I guess I was awfully

busy at the time and never got around to answering. I d

like to answer Captain Kdd\ tonight

\\ hat he said was that he would give us free time on his

station if we would fill it. All we had to do was to provide

the program and he would provide the facilities. A camera

*/ camera—the studio, the crew and the air would be

put at our disposal. Free.

I have come here to tell Captain Edd) that I am now

read) to accept his generous offer.

w'2X-something also offered to let our creative people

come over for an intensive course in television techniques.

Two of our best men spent night after night in the studio.

Soon all means of communication was lost between them

and us. The) used a language we couldn t understand.

The) panned up and panned down. Thej dreamed of im-

possible things like two or even three cameras on a ~et.

The) wrote experimental scripts full of MCI - and BCl 'a,
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|s pre-thaw broadcasters at SPONSOR NARTB Convention

«* man with a mind open at one end . . ."

Frankly we didn't know what they were talking about.

Nice guys, both of them. But they had to eat lunch all by

themselves because they had nobody to talk to.

My own connection with pioneer days was even closer

than theirs. A friend of mine in the retail business called

to tell me about a television program which his company
was sponsoring. It was so good, he said, that it deserved

to go national.

I asked him for the name of the show. "Take it down,"

he said. "It's very unusual. It's Kukla, Fran and Ollie."

"It's what?" I asked.

He spelled it for me.

"Listen," I told him, "with a name like that, they'll

never get anywhere."

That goes to show you that some pioneers can be righter

than other pioneers. And vice versa.

We got smarter later. If we hadn't, someone else would

be saying a few words here tonight. Probably it's because

we latched onto What's My Line? when it was an unknown

sustainer, and we had a pioneering client in Dr. Mon-

tenier. that improved our record. And I'm happy to re-

member that we pioneered in daytime tv as one of Garry

Moore's first sponsors. And we were instrumental in keep-

ing the format of his show intact when there was a plan

to change it. And we were among the early agencies to

use spot tv extensively.

We had one client who always said, "Pioneers have

callouses on their hands. That's not for me. I want my
hands to be pink and dainty."

He never pioneered. He always waited to see what some-

one ebe did. and then he copied them. He thought it \\a>

safer that way. In other ways he was a nice guy, but he

never got the zest and satisfaction that other men around

14 JUNE 1954

him got from doing new things, breaking new trails, set-

ting new industries on their way. And yet he was always

breathless. He got breathless from running to catch up.

A pioneer is a man with a mind open at one end. And
with will power that has its own built-in motor.

This great country of ours wasn't built by timid men.

It was built by men like yourselves, who believed, who
risked, who went forward.

By the opening of a vast new industry, you were given

an unexampled opportunity. But you took it. There were

risks and headaches and calloused hands. There were

losses, uncertainties, doubts and misgivings. There were

nights when you didn't sleep, when you wondered why
you had ever gotten yourself involved in this waking

nightmare.

Yet you are here, the leaders of an industry that has

grown to amazing proportions, and whose future extent

neither you nor I would dare to gauge.

You by your courage helped to bring it to fulfillment.

There are problems ahead, lots of them. Every man has

problems. Every industry has them. The nice thing about

yours is that they are likely to change frequently. I pity

the man who has to sit and look at the same problems

year after year. He never gets a change of scenery.

^ oull have color to consider and to master. Maybe
you'll have pay-as-you-see tv as a problem or a help.

You'll handle them both, I know.

Whatever the future brings—go on pioneering. Don't

stop for breath, don't be satisfied with where we are

—

go on pioneering.

America still needs courage, still reveres it, still rewards

it. So does your great and growing industry.

Go on. go on pioneering! • • •
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Media article 25: Conclusions

m he l_' members of sponsor's All-Media A.dvis-

orj Board were asked to provide their summa-
tion now ilia! the All Media study is nearing an

end. sponsob Editorial Director Ray Lapica

gave them carte blanchi to interpret, commenl
mi or refute previous articles in the 22-month

series. Comments Prom half the Board appeared

lasl issue and the remainder are heard from

starting below. The admen whose statements

appeared last issue were: Stephens Dietz, vice

president, Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather;
Ben Donaldson, advertising and sales promotion
director, Ford Motor Co.; George .). Abrams,
advertising director. Block Drug Co.; .1. Ward
Maurer, advertising director. Wildroot Co.;

Ralph II. Earrington, advertising manager, Gen-

eral Tire *v. Rubber Co.; Dr. Ernesl Dichter,

pres.. Inst. Tor Research in Mass Motivations.

7.

One man's judgment

held most important

in media selection

In spite of admirable efforts from

many sources, we will never replace

"the one-man survey" in media selec-

tion. Cost-per-1,000 readership stud-

ies, audience ratings and so on som-

as helpful guideposts. Hut finallv

the right or wrong decision will de-

pend upon someone's ability to judge

the measurable and immeasurable as-

|n< t- of a media combination. In ad-

vertising, as in all business, good judg-

ment is the greatest asset to success.

Today's trend attempt- to replace judg-

ment with slide-rule formulas. Manx

executives scurry to the protective

sheltei of these formulas when asked

to stick their necks out.

We have learned that the time -pent

with the lowest < o-t-per-1 .000 fre-

quent!) results in the highest < o-t-per-

inquiry on premium write-in offers.

We have learned that the media

combination which moves one producl

frequently fails to budge another.

W i- need all the guideposts that can

he devised. Nevertheless we must re-

meinher that the medium is the gun

and sales message is the shell. A 22-

calibre shell can't gain added impact

h\ being fired from a 4o-calibre pistol.

The basic sales idea comes first. Me-

dia must he chosen to deliver this sales

idea to the most likely prospects at the

lowest cost per call. The sales idea

often dictates the media.

The longer I study and practice ad-

vertising and selling the less difficult

it becomes for me to understand the

Inner who sa\s: "My mind is already

made up. Don't confuse me with the

facts."

MORRIS HITE
President

Tracy-Locke Co.

Dallas

8.

Force, not size, is

called more vital

in ad effectiveness

Mr. Morgan

The best sales managers "fly 1»\ the

seats of their pant-." have a feeling;

for advertising. You can't analyze it.

Hut they ha\e come up the hard way

.

I liev have pounded the pavement-.

They have taken the beating of the

years. I hey know the aches of Bleeper

jumps. The nightmares of commission

selling. I he horror of the lonesomest

thing in the world, a product on a

grocer's shelf that nohodv wants.

Mavhe it's extra-sensorv perception.

But these men usually come up with

an-wer- faster and better than those

the smart boys in most media depart-

ments turn out.

Besides, there are so many varia-

tions in each medium that it seems

stupid to me to wave a flag for any one.

What the advertiser wants is a force

to sell his stuff. Bexause his market

and his customers and his conditions

are constantly changing, his problem

is to find the medium or media that

will generate that force for him.

Penicillin is a great drug. But it

makes some people sick.

Philip Morris in l°.i2 had the top-

rated tv show called / Love Lucy. I'M

sales dipped 1 V < . That doesn't mean

the next cigarette advertiser should or

shouldn't use tv

.

There are seven tv stations in Los

Vngeles. Only two in New Orleans.

Naturally each market would show a

different tv reaction. So I -av find the

formula that will furnish the force and

the media will take < are of it-elf.

SPONSOR'S All-Media Advisory Board

George J. Abrams ad director, Block Drug Co., Jersey City

Vincent R. Bliss executive v. p., Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago
Arlyn E. Cole president, Cole & Weber, Portland, Ore.

Dr. Ernest Dichter pres., Inst, for Research in Mass Motivations

Stephens Dietz v. p., Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York

Sen R. Donaldson ad & sales promotion director, Ford, Dearborn

Marion Harper Jr. president, McCann-Erickson, Inc., New York

Ralph H. Harrington ad mgr., Gen. Tire & Rubber Co., Akron

Morris L. Hite president, Tracy-Locke Co., Dallas

J. Ward Maurer ad director, Wildroot Co., Buffalo

Raymond R. Morgan
Henry Schachte

pres., Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood

senior v. p., Bryan Houston, New York
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isory Board
In Part 2 of conclusions six SPONSOR advisers

comment on topics 26-artic*lc series omitted

So many scream size. So many tout

cost-per- 1,000. Hell! That's like say-

ing that because a prize fighter is big

he's good.

I remember seeing Camera and Max
Baer fight in New York. Camera was

big. He was a giant! But Max Baer,

half his size, knocked him out of the

ball park.

RAYMOND R. MORGAN
President

Raymond R. Morgan Co.

Hollywood

9.

Four basic questions

raised about future

of video medium

Mr. Bliss

In your list of advantages of tele-

vision (see Media Basics II, sponsor,

18 May 1953) you overlook one ele-

ment which I think is just as strong in

its bearing on television impact as

"sight plus sound plus motion."

This is the element of personal per-

suasiveness, which can under the prop-

er circumstances be put over by the

television salesman or performer.

When you think of Garry Moore or

Arthur Godfrey, this needs no elabora-

tion. This point. I believe, deserves

separate inclusion under your tabula-

tion of advantages for tv.

In addition to the above, the follow-

ing comments occur to me:

1. The medium is at present suffer-

ing from many abuses regarding pro-

graming and the handling of commer-

cials b\ both stations and networks.

2. Strictly local program material

is very difficult to obtain because most

small cities, or even most cities out-

side the primary originating areas like

Chicago, New York, Los Angeles and

one or two others, appear to be in-

capable of producing satisfactory local

television stuff—both due to cost and

talent and sometimes due to facilities.

In looking at the long-term situation

on television, I think there are four

considerations which every thoughtful

advertising man will be concerned

about:

1. Will excessive talent and pro-

gram costs strangle the medium?
2. Will excessive cost put the me-

dium beyond the reach of more than a

few giant advertisers?

3. Will the cost element make nec-

essary the use of a new or different

scheme of timing and cycling to re-

place the one-a-week or more patterns

which have developed in radio?

4. Is there a chance that commer-
cials are being done to death by sta-

tions which permit excessive commer-
cial time, triple spotting and other

abuses to such an extent that they will

arouse a really serious public reaction

against television?

VINCENT R. BLISS

Executive Vice President

Earle Ludgin & Co.

Chicago

10.

Cumulative effect,

ad psychology called

important factors

Mr. Harper

Some scattered views:

The articles on inter-media testing

do a very comprehensive job of out-

lining both the requirements and the

difficulties in this field of research.

(See "Can you set up an 'ideal media

test?", sponsor, 22 February and 8

March 1954, and "How Block Drug

tests media," 22 March 1954.)

I agree with many of the comments

reported by you on the difficulties of

setting up the controls required for ac-

curate inter-media tests. However,

most tests involve very specific deci-

sions, where media alternatives are

limited by the nature of the product

and by the character of its market.

STUDY IN BOOK FORM

SFONSOR's All-Media Evaluation

Study will be published in book
form in the summer after the re-

maining articles in the 26-article

series appear. Price will be $4 a

copy, and you may reserve one now.

Just send a card to SPONSOR.

This means that main of the objec-

tions which are quite valid when we

think of, sa\, a full-scale comparison

of the selling power of radio and tele-

vision, become manageable in practice

when the problem is narrowed down.

One point which perhaps is not

stressed sufficiently is that adver-

tising may have a cumulative or de-

layed effect which becomes apparent

only over a period of time. Inter-

media testing is all too often carried

on under pressure of a need for fa^t

results required to make advertising

plans. In such cases, the advantage

may rest with the medium which sells

goods most quickly, rather than with

the one that produces the most sub-

stantial long-range effects.

As for the "Psychology of media"

threesome I see SPONSOR. 5 April, 19

April and 3 May 1954), I think some

of the most exciting frontiers of media
research lie in this area.

I found your last article of the three

I

"\\ h\ admen buy what they do")

most fascinating, probably for the

same reason that any patient is inter-

ested by a clinical diagnosis of his own
behavior. It"s easy for us in advertis-

ing to become preoccupied with con-

sumer motivations to the point of neg-

lecting our own.

There are certainly many fortuitous

i Please turn to page 81)

»

NEXT ISSUE

What SPONSOR learned from 22-

month All-Media Evaluation Study.

Last of 26 articles will summarize
findings and draw some controver-

sial (we're quite sure) conclusions.

Out 28 June, with book out later.
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Was Tea Council I v liudgi

"§ he birth ol the tea bag in 1904

u;i« ,im accident.

\\ hen Ni-n Yorl tea merchant

rhomas Sullivan gave lii- customers

-ilk baga containing Bamplea of tea,

he didn'l know these customers would

l>otii hoi watei ovei the bags and make
tea that wa) . Bui the) did and Btart-

ed something big.

Ili i — \ eai is the < Jolden ^universal \

of t lie Tea Ban. It also marks the most

golden time the tea industry has had

in this country in 50 \ears:

• Tea consumption in the I .S. has

risen 20 million pounds in the past five

years. Last year it reached an all-time

high of L03.3 million pounds.

• Retail tea -ales rose 7% in 1953

on top of a 6' < gain in 1952.

• Tea packer sales for the first

quarter of 1954 were 25.3$ ahead

of 1953.

The Tea Council feels this is no ac-

cident.

It has been promoting tea—hard

—

in the U.S. for the past four years and
it feels these are simply the happy re-

sults. Since 1952, it has been taking

all the money in its advertising pot—

a

cool SI million a year—and steeping

it in spot television for two separate

campaigns—Hot Tea in the winter,

Iced Tea in the summer.

Though the Council admits that bal-

looning coffee prices have no doubt

helped to intensify interest in tea, it

explains that increased use of tea was
<-\ ident long before coffee prices made
headlines. It point- to an upswing in

ANNlVERSARy ., &

by I.Ha Lederman

coffee prices in 1951, a period during

which their was no increase in tea

consumption. The Council believes

that its effort- to disseminate informa-

tion on the proper brewing of tea have

sold more people on the merits of tea.

For it- l951-'55 campaign, the Coun-

< il i- upping its ad expenditure 33%,
will use spot tv on a new. \ ear-round

basis. Previously, the Council had

dropped off the air completely between

its October-to-Man h push for Hot Tea
and its June-July campaign for Iced

Tea. I rider the new plan. 10 major

markets will carry the tea pitches 52

weeks a year; 19 additional markets,

largely Southern, will support Iced Tea
only for seven weeks each summer;
two additional markets will help put

a fire under Hot Tea during the chilly

season.

This plan, worked out in conjunc-

tion with the Leo Burnett Co., enables

the Council to buy time at maximum
discounts as well as obtain better spots

ilUl

case history

Americans used 10 billion tea bags last year.

R. B. Smallwood celebrates bag's 50th birthday

for its 20-second and one-minute filmed

commercials, according to Anthony

Hyde, executive director of the Tea

Council. The Council will spend more
than SI,200,000 for time alone to put

this plan into effect.

The Iced Tea campaign got un-

derway on 1 June in 29 cities. These

markets cover 71% of America's tv

homes and account for 52' } of U.S.

retail food sales.

Spot tv is ideal because the tea mar-

ket is not a national hut a selective

one. The Council concentrates its ad-

vertising effort for the most part on

already-high tea consumption areas.

No. I tea area i- New England where

per capita consumption is double what

it i- for the rest of the country. Second

in consumption are the Middle Atlan-

tic states o! New ^ nrk. New Jersey and
Pennsj Lvania.

The Council -ells hard and in depth.

During the seven-week summer cam-
paign, Iced Tea commercials will be

Tea Council will stay on air all year 'round.

Exec. Dir. Anthony Hyde promotes tea theme

telecast on an average of 119 times in

each of the 29 cities. Backing the tv

effort is an intensive merchandising

and sales promotion drive to increase

impact at point of sale, plus a strong

publicity push aimed at all media in-

cluding radio and tv. Iced Tea recipe

promotion ties in with 26 major food

companies.

The total tea industry expenditure

for advertising comes to between SI 1

and S12 million a year, according to

the Council. The industry faces about

S250 million worth of advertising com-

petition from other beverages: beer

gets about S100 million: soft drinks,

$75 million: coffee. $51 million: milk.

S27 million.

In the face of this formidable bar-

rage of competitive beverage adver-

tising. Americans are consuming over

3,000,000 more cups of tea today than

a year ago.

To get a clearer picture of tea's po-

sition today, lets take a backward

glance at tea consumption in the I S.

During the 1800"s. per capita tea con-

sumption went up till it reached a high

of 2 1
/i pounds for everybody 15 years

or over annually in the 18*S0's. Periodic

sharp dips in imports caused 1>\ wars

and embargos did affect consumption

somewhat, but it managed to survive

setbacks and remain at a high level till

about 1905-'06 when it started down
i shortly after the birth of the tea bag,

ironically enough i . Though it under-

went minor fluctuations, consumption

did not significantly rise again till the
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fli 1. decision ?
Kcvsults are so good, Conncil is lipping

$l,000,000-plus spot tv badge! 33% this year

summer of 1952 when the Council con-

siders that the real swing back to tea

in the home began. A rise in the res-

taurant market for tea started in 1949,

has since boosted the out-of-home mar-

ket from 18' ; to 24' , of the total.

Per capita consumption of tea to-

day is calculated at .91 pounds for

individuals 15 years or over—still a

far cry from the 2*4 pounds of the

1880's but then there are a lot more

people around today. By comparison,

Great Britain consumes an average of

15 pounds per capita, Canada, four

pounds per person.

The Tea Council was formed in May
1950 for the sole purpose of increasing

I .S. tea consumption. It was estab-

lished as a corporation in January 1953

and is now owned jointly by the gov-

ernments of Ceylon, India and Indo-

nesia and the Tea Association of the

U.S.A. (the U.S. tea industry's volun-

tary trade association which has rep-

resented tea interests since 1899) . The

three tea-producing countries have

six representatives and the Tea Asso-

ciation also has six representatives on

the Council's Board of Directors.

Chairman of the Tea Council is Rob-

ert B. Smallwood, president of Thomas

J. Lipton, Inc. Most frequent spokes-

man for the organization is Anthony

Hyde, executive director of the Coun-

cil. Public relations consultant is

Fred Rosen. At Leo Burnett, Chicago,

Edward Thiele is account executive.

How is the Council supported? The

producing countries in aggregate con-

tribute more than $800,000 annually

to its fund. Contributing membership

is open to all U.S. firms and individ-

uals having anything to do with the

tea industry. Tea packers pay a month-

ly contribution of lc per pound of tea

sold in the previous month. Importers

pay in the same way, but at the rate

of l/10c per pound. Other firms which

have a more limited interest in tea

make voluntary contributions in quar-

terly or annual payments. The contri-

bution of the U.S. trade was tentatively

set at $567,000 for 1954 but due to in-

( Please turn to page 76)
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Charles Shaw's news commentary radio program spreads milk co-op's

public service theme. At Inter-State's annual banquet (I. to r.) are

E. W. Gaumniti, exec, secy., Natl. Cheese Inst.; O. H. Hoffman

Jr., qen. mgr., Inter-State; A. R. Marvel, Inter-State president;

John W. Newlin, Inter-State's assoc. counsel; Shaw; Miles Horst,

Pennsylvania secy, of agric; Donald W. Thornburgh, pres., WCAU

Radio makes big-city friends for

dairy farmers
When prices rise. Inter-State

milk co-op prepares the consumer

ff adio l- helping farmers ol lour

states make friends in the biji < it\.

The [nter-State Milk Producers
1

Co-

operative, of Pennsylvania, New Jer-

sey, Delaware and Maryland, is using

ra<li<> to solve a serious public relations

problem in a 'sold market.

I wo years ago, \ irtuall) ever) resi-

drill ol [nter-State's area was a paying

customer for it- milk and other dair\

products. Bui the dair) industrj was

cul oil from the main stream ol com-

munit) life. ('il\ folk- knew when

milk prices rose 01 supplies were short,

all right. Bui t fi»*\ didn't know why.

[nter-State's problem was to estab-

lish rapport with the consumer—to

make him awair ol the farmei as .1

person: his problems, his role in the

community. \ml. mosl important, it

wanted to encourage the use ol milk.

[nter-State signed Lamb & Keen, a

Philadelphia agenc) mow \rmlt. Pres-

ton, Chapin, Lamb & Keen 1 in L952.

Account executive is John Ellington.
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It bought Charles Shaw's As I See It

—a general commentary show—over

WCA1 . Philadelphia, to put across its

public service theme in a good |)art of

its sales area. The show represent- a

$31,200 annual expenditure — or vir-

tually all of Inter-States advertising

budget.

Today, two years after the first

broadcast, [nter-State pronounce- it-

radio effort an unqualified success.

Inter-State can't measure success in

terms "f -ale- and doesn't have to.

But the organization's executives do

know that thej have received far few-

er letters of complaint about high milk

prices since the broadcasts started.

I here ha- been a -harp drop in the

numbei of such letters in local news-

papers, loo. (In the positive -ide. the

sponsor ha- received man) favorable

I

case history

comments and letters about the show.

During the two-year period of Inter-

Mate sponsorship, Shaw has built up

an average audience of more than 88.-

(>2.~> people per broadcast, according

to Pulse figures for March-April 1954

\nd 0. H. Hoffman Jr.. general mana-

ger of Inter-State. sa\ 5, "'For the mone\

invested, this program has given con-

sumers a \er\ maximum of acquaint-

ance with our organization and the

aims of its membership."

Other milk cooperatives can adapt

Inter-State- technique to their own

areas to solve their particular public

relation- problem-.

Here- win Inter-State i- spending

almost e\er\ penn) of its ail budget for

the twice-weekl) (Tuesdays and Thurs-

days, 7:30-7:45 p.m. 1 program:

1. Inter-State wanted to make its

messages palatable, wanted to avoid

high-pressure commercials, fo make
it- low-ke\ messages effective, it was

{Please turn to page 1001
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Come
Mich

Golden

77% of the buying power of Michigan, almost 6 billion

dollars yearly, lies within reach of the "Golden Triangle"

formed by Detroit, Jackson and Flint. Cut yourself a big REPRESENTED RY
slice of this market. It's ready to serve! Come and get it!

Look at these figures — radios in nearly 100% of the HEADL EY REED
homes — over 85% of the automobiles.

A package buy of these three strategically located

Michigan stations offers you maximum coverage at

minimum cost.

WKMH WKHM WKMF
DEARBORN

5000 Watts
(1000 WATTS - NIGHTS)

JACKSON

1000 Watts

FLINT

1000 Watts



t ALL THI
n<\

POWER
root

First again . . . ! with RCA's new high power equipment .

WBRE-TV radiates 225,000 watts over Northeastern Penn-

sylvania . . . higher than any other station as reported by FCC*
and in the Fall WBRE-TV will be the highest powered station

in the Nation with over 500,000 watts.

As a Time Buyer, the step by step performance of WBRE-TV
has been presented to you in as dramatic a way as we know

how, and we are sure you'll be interested in the following

statistics:

1 . . . Set Saturation . . . bb rk in Luzerne and Lacka-

wanna Counties I Population 649,637).

2 . . . May I, set count in Northeastern Pennsylvania . . .

157,000 . . . ALL UHF

3 . . . Leads in 121 of 140 nightime quarter hours; 14 of

16 daytime quarter hours.

Station WBRE-TV
Station B

Station C
Station D

Station E

AUTHORIZED OPERATING NOW

1,000,000

170,000

178,000

13,000

151,000

225,000

170,000

178,000

13,000

15,200

WBRE-T
Channel 28 Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

GD G3 G9 ^at' ™ 1 Representative The Headley-Reed Co.



IICAGO
PLEASE SEE OTHER SIDE FOR NEW YORK LISTING

Representatives

RADIO - TV DIRECTORY

221 N. USalls

75 E. Wocler
410 N. Michigan

20 N. Woclrjr

2714 Enoch. Zion

666 Lalrrj Shore

2756 Pino Grove
2425 Main, Evonstoi

3860 W. Ogden
6601 W. Diclens

20 N. Wecler
230 N. Michigan

4000 Washington
2708 Washington
441 N. Michigan

3350 S. Kediie

400 N. Michigan

230 N. Michigan

1230 W. Washingto

March. Ma Pla

153 Institute Plaia

2201 Oalton St.

408 S. Oak PI. Oal
2400 W. Madison

188 W. Randolph

578 Bdwv. Gary Ind

RA 6-1932

FR 2-0660

WH 4-6000

AN 3-0800

ZION 521

MO 4-2400

EA 7-6860

UN 4-4606

CR 7-4100

BE 7-7500

AN 3-0800

FR 2-3885

NE 2-2240

SA 2-1700

SU 7-0100

TO 3 6305

WH 4-2170

ST 2-5466

MO 6-9700

SU 7-8300

Ml 2-1570

GR 5- 1 590

PI VI 8-5760

MO 6-9060

AN 3-6767

GARY 9171

Robert Meeker
Meeker TV
NBC Spot Soles

John E. Pearson
John H. Perry

Edward Retry

Radio-TV Reps
Wm G. Rombeou
Paul H. Raymer Co.
Alex Rosenman
Scheerer

Scars & Ayer
Burke Stuart
Venard, Rintoul & McCoi
Walker
Weed, Weed TV
WLW-Cincirrnoti
WOR & WOR-TV
Adam J. Young Jr.

Representatives

64 E. Lake

lei 400 N. Michigan

I 75 E. WacUr
228 N. LaSalla

520 N. Michigan

520 N. Michigan

360 N. Michigan

360 N. Michigan

307 N. Michigan

cations 333 N. Michigan

pot Sales 410 N. Michigan

t Sales 410 N. Michigan
nstol 333 N. Michigan
:iork 333 N. Michigan
Clark 35 E. Wacker
Radio Sales 228 N. LeSelle

ke 228 N. LeSalle

360 N Michigan
V Spot Soles 435 N. Michigan
Kinney 400 N. Michigan

435 N. Michigan

ers 230 N. Michigan
75 E. Wacker

nl 612 N. Michigan

.soc. 360 N. Michigan
Righter & Porsons 43S N Michigan

' Hollmgbery
.on Co.
i sentotivcs

Nrl United Newspapers

lenhey McGtllvra

730 N. Michica,

307 N. Michigan
360 N Michigan
35 E. Wackor
228 N. LaSalla

25 E Joel on

228 N. LoSalle

307 N. Michigan
185 N. Wabash

FR 2-0961

WH 4-2170

AN 3-4710

ST 2-5096

SU 7-8659

MO 4-4327

DE 2-5277

CE 6-S726

CE 6-4437

CE 6-5977

WH 4-6000

WH 4-6000

CE 6-6357

CE 6-2B84

ST 2-1663

FR 2-2095

ST 2-5096

ST 2-6693

MO 4-6262

SU 7-9052

DE 7-1874

FR 2-6373

CE 6-2420

SU 7-8177

CE 6-7553

WH 4-0074

FR 2-4686

DE 2-6060

FR 2-0016

RA 6-6431

ST 2-5096
WE 9-7260

ST 2-5096

CE 6-7343

ST 2-5282

333 N. Michigan
333 N. Michigan
Merchandise Mart
333 N. Michigan
122 S. Michigan

400 N. Michigan
75 E. Wacker
333 N, Michigan

435 N. Michigan

192 N. Clark

35 E. Wacker
612 N. Michiqan

333 N. Michigan

35 E. Wacker
360 N. Michigan
203 N. Wabash
360 N. Michigan

435 N. Michigan

55 E. Washington

Agencies

Americon TV Institute 0* Tech.
Aubrey, Finloy, Morley &

Hodgson
N. W. Ayer
BBDO
Wolter F. Bennett & Co.
Lee S. Biespicl Adv.
Leo B. Bolt
Bozell a, Jocobs
Burton Browne
Buchen Co.

Leo Burnett
Calkins & Holden, Carlock,

McClinton & Si

Campbell-Ewald
Campbcll-Mithun
The Copies Co.

Compton Adv.
Dancer-Frtigerald-S

W. B. Doner & Co.

rh

St, r'

Dore
Erwin. Wo-ey & Co
First United Broader
M. M. Frsher Assoc.
Food Research * Adv.
Foote, Cone & Belding
Albert Eronk-Guenther Law
Jones Fronkel
Fuller « Smith ». Ross
Glenn-Jordan, Stoetzal

Goodkrnd. Joice & Morgan
Phi! Gordon Agency
Grant Adv.
Gray-Schwartz
Edw. A. Gross field & Assoc.

Herbert Summers Hall
George H. Hartman Co.

Henri. Hurst. & McDonold
Ivan Hill

The Kaops Co.

H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.

Kenyon & Eckhardt
Abbott Kimball Co.

Kuttncr S Kuttner

Al Paul Lefton

Eorle Ludgin
MocForland, Aveyord & Co.

Malcolm-Howard Adv. Agency
Mo«i In

McCann-Erickso
McCarty Co.

Arthur Meycrhc
C. L. Miller
C. Wendell Mu

5050 Broadway

230 N. Michigan

135 S. LeSalle

919 N. Michigan

20 N. Wacker Dr.

605 N. Michigan

64 E. Jackson

205 N. LeSalle

619 N. Michigan

400 W. Madison

360 N. Michigan

333 N. Michigan

230 N. Michigan

1024 Palmolive Bldg.

225 N. Erie

141 W. Jackson

221 N. LaSalla

203 N Wabash
208 S LaSolle

230 N Michigan

701 N. Wells

134 N. LaSalle

159 E. Chicago
155 E. Superior

N LaSolle

180 N. Wabash
105 W. AdamsW N. Michigan
919 N Michigan

23 E. Jackson
919 N. Michiqan

278 N. LaSalle

1020 N. Rush

30 N. LeSalle

307 N. Michigan

121 W Wacker
49 E. Superior

64 E. Lake

75 E. Wackor
620 Market

520 N. Michigan

646 N. Michigan

435 N. Michigan

121 W. Wacker
333 N. Michigan

203 N. Wabash
644 N. Rush

318 S. Michigan

20 E. Huron
410 N. Michigan
333 N. Michiqan

75 E. Wacker

Agencies

CE 6- 1 742

CE 6-1742

SU 7-B300

ST 2-7494

HA 7-8085

WH 4-0011

Fl 6-0982

AN 3-5566

SU 7-4473

Fl 6-5450

ST 2-7942

SU 7-8177

CE 6-2884

ST 2-5260

AN 3-5771

RA 6-7730

ST 2-6693

SU 7.5109

AN 3-5448

UP 8-6300

Fl 6-1600

RA 6-3456

SU 7-9200

FR 2-1131

DE 7-4190

HA 7-9 1 B7

CE 6-0870

SU 7-7700

RA 6-9305

CE 6-5959

RA 6-3831

CE 6-1946

DE 7-7533

SU 7-6016

HA 7-6935

Fl 6-4700

DE 2-4676

CE 6-9132

RA 6-4952

RA 6-7800

CE 6-1610

SU 7-6664

SU 7-4800

DE 2-6424

DE 2-5745

AN 3-5041

ST 2-8927

SU 7-6747

HA 7-2103

SU 7-6500

RA 6-7760

DE 7-6868

ST 2-0670

ST 2-0055

FR 2-9180

SU 7-3116

ST 2-0460

CE 6-5331

RA 6-6470

Ml 2-0300

SU 7-7940

SU 7-9511

AN 3-1888

RA 6-9360

AN 3-0022

WH 4-1676

WE 9-3701

SU 7-1847

DE 7-7860

CE 6-1640

Fl 6-3481

Mve
rrby

Agcy
Needhom, Lours & B

Olion & Bronner

O'Nell, Larson & McMohon
J. R. Persholl

Presba, Fellers & Presba

Praebstring, Taylor Inc.

Rerncke, Meyer & Finn

Fletcher D. Richards

Robertson, Buckley & Gotsc

Roche, Williams & Cleary

Rocklin, Irving & Assoc.

Ruthrautf & Ryan
Saunders, Shrout & Assoc.

Frank B. Sawdon
Schoenfield. Hubcr & Greer

Schwimmer & Scott

Russel M. Seeds Co.

John W. Shaw
Sherman & Marquette
Charles Silver & Co.

Simmonds & Simmond:
Glenn Jordan Stoetzel

Tothom-Laird
J. Wulter Thompson
Turner Adv.

C. J. Ulneh

Geoffrey Wade
Weiss 8, Geller

Wherry, Baker & Tild.

Young & Rubicons

330 S. Wells

135 S. LeSalle

35 E. Wacker
230 N. Michigan

105 W. Adams
360 N. Michigan

100 E. Ohio
520 N. Michigan

221 N. LaSalle

57 E. Jackson

136 S. LaSalle

32 W. Randolph

360 N. Michigan

22 W. Monroe
75 E. Wackor

t 520 N. Michigan

75 E. Wacker

919 N. Michigan

716 N. Rush

Wherry, Boker & Tilde

737 N. Michigan

201 N. Wells

307 N. Michigan

64 E. Jackson

410 N. Michigan

101 E. Ontario

3253 Irving Park

20 N. Wacker
400 N. Michigan

919 N. Michigan

333 N. Michigan

HA 7-6828

ST 2-5151

ST 2-3381

AN 3-4470

FR 2-8440

CE 6-7683

WH 4-1051

WH 4-7440

Fl 6-3585

HA 7-0654

RA 6-9760

RA 6-2324

Fl 6-1833

DE 2-7089

DE 2-0826

WH 4-0818

DE 2-1815

WH 3-2133

MO 4-6322

)

SU 7-6625

AN 3-6645

ST 2-8927

HA 7-3700

SU 7-0303

Ml 2-6426

JU 8-6545

ST 2-7369

DE 7-1124

DE 7-6000

Fl 6-0750

Advertisers

Admiral 3800 W. Cortland SP 2-0100

American Dairy Assoc. 20 N. Wacker ST 2-4916

American Hair & Felt Merchandise Mart SU 7-7252

Armour Union Stock Yards YA 7-4100

Bauer & Black 309 W. Jackson WE 9-7100

Borg-Worner 310 S. Michigan HA 7-3463

Consolidated Cosmetres 30 W. Hubbard DE 7-7000

Curtiss Candy HOI W. Belmont Bl 8-6300

Dad's Root Beer 2800 N. Talman IN 3-4600

Derby Foods 3327 W. 47th PI. VI 7-4400

Ekco 1949 N. Cicero BE 7-6000

Florshcim Shoes 130 S. Canal FR 2-6666

Greyhound Corp. Bd. of Trade Bldg. Fl 6-5000

Hoover 20 N. Wacker RA 6-9478

Hotpoint 5600 W. Taylor MA 6-2000

Household Fmnn e Corp. 919 N. Michigan WH 4-7174

Illinois Bell Tel. 212 W. Washington OF 3-9300

Intl Cellucolton 919 N. Michigan DE 7-8161

Intl Harvester 180 N. Michiqan AN 3-4200

Walter H. Johns >n Candy 4500 W. Belmont SP 7-2424

Kraft Foods 500 Poshtigo Court WH 4-7300

Libby, McNeill 8 Libby W. Erch. i S. Packi rs YA 7-0240

Mars Candy 2019 N. Oak Pork ME 7-3000

Oscar Mayer Co 1241 N. Sedgwick Ml 2-1200

Jules Montenier 440 W. Superior WH 4-0570

Motorola 4545 W. Augusta SP 2-6500

Muntz 1735 W. Belmont 81 8-8100

Mystlk Adhesive Products 2635 N. Kildare SP 2-1600

O'Cedar 2246 W. 49th LA 3-4700

Pabst 221 N. LaSalle ST 2-7600

Pure Oil 35 E. Wacker ST 2-2100

Purity Bakeries 919 N. Michigan WH 4-6100

Quaker Oats 345 Merchandise Ma t WH 4-0600

Simoniz 2100 S. Indiana DA 6-5577

SOS 6201 W. 65th PO 7-7800

Standard Oil of Ind. 910 S. Michigan HA 7-9200

Sunbeam 5600 W. Roosevelt Rd. ES 8-8000

Swift Union Stock Yards YA 7-4200

Torn Merchandise Mart WH 4- 1800

United Airlines 5959 S. Cicero PO 7-3300

Wine Corp. of Amer. 3737 S Sacramento CL 4-6300

Wm. Wrigley 410 N. Michigan SU 7-2121

Zenith 912 W. Washington HA-l-7474

News Services

Associated Press

International Ne
United Press

160 N. LaSalle ST 2-7700

326 W. Madison AN 3-1234

400 W Madison RA 6-4172

Music & Transcription Services

Columbia Transcri

Manogram-Chicagi
Morton Radio Pror

RCA Recorded Prr

Standard Radio
Hal Tate Prodns

L. S. Toogood Rei

United Broadcast!

8 S. Michigc n ST 2-8289

360 N. Mich AN 3-5394

410 N. Mich WH 4-6000

75 E. Wocke AN 3-7169

360 N. Wac er CE 6-4144

445 N. Lake Shore WH 4-3530

360 N. Mich CE 6-0041

831 S. Wab sh HA 7-3610

221 N, LaSa le CE 6-5275

301 N. Erie SU 7-0114

TV Film Program Sources

ABC Film Synd.

Academy Prodns

Co.<

Du Mont Film Synd
Film Studios of Chicago
Guild Films
Imperial World Films

International Film Bureai
Kling Studios

Lewis & Martin
MCA TV
Morton Prodns
Motion Pictures for Telev
NBC Film Division

RCA Recorded & TV Film

Surra
Walter Schwimmer Prodn
Screen Gems
Telenews Prodns
United Artists TV
United Press Movietone
United Television Prograi

United World Films

Vitopix
Vogue Wright Studios
Wilding Prodns

^pm

20 N. Wacker
123 W. Chestnut

79 E. Adams
228 N. LaSalle

2326 Michigan

410 N. Michigan

65 E. Southwator

646 N. Michigan
135 S. LaSalle

20 E. Jackson

49 E. Oak
5" E Jackson

601 N. Fairbanks

218 S. Wabash
430 N. Michigan
64 E. Lake

820 N. Wabash
Mr chondls "

445 N. Lake

16 E. Ontario
75 E. Wacker
333 N. Michigan
1325 S. Wabash
1301 S. Wabash
400 W. Madison
360 N. Michigan
601 W. Washingto
30 N. LaSalle

469 E. Ohio
1345 Argyle

AN 3-0800

Ml 2-0128

HA 7-4399

AN 3-5672

VI 2-5454

WH 4-6000

DE 2-7676

WH 4-2370

CE 6-8147

WA 2-4146

Ml 2-6200

WA 2-1648

DE 7-0400

WE 9-6434

DE 7-1100

CE 6-4144

WH 3-2600

SU 7-8300

WH 4-3530

WH 4-5151

FR 2-4392

FR 2-3696

WA 2-1525

HA 7-6310

RA 6-4172

CE 6-0041

ST 2-3840

AN 3-2960

MO 4-5600

LO 1-8410

offices

NEW YORK 17 40 E, 49th • MUrray Hill 8-2772

CHICAGO 161 E. Grand • Superior 7-9863

DALLAS 1500 Jackson • RAndolph 7381

LOS ANGELES 6087 Sunset • Hollywood 4-8089

our new address:

477 Madison Ave.
NEW YORK 22, N. Y.

PLAZA 9-1810

moving UP!

lew York

52

Announcing a change of address: our New

York offices are now located in new, en-

larged quarters at 477 Madison Avenue—an

address in the HEART of the industry. This

move follows the recent expansion of our

Chicago offices.

ADAM J. YOUNG Jr., Inc.

ADAM YOUNG TELEVISION CORP.

RADIO and TELEVISION

STATION REPRESENTATIVES

Soston • St. Louis Chicago San Francisco • Los Angeles

SPONSOR



RADIO - TV DIRECTORY

Networks Representatives

USE THIS LIST OF PHONE NUMBERS AND ADDRESSES AS YOUR DESK-GLASS LISTING. POCKET-SIZE BOOKLETS ARE ALSO AVAIL-

ABLE TO SUBSCRIBERS, WRITE TO SPONSOR AT 40 E. 49TH ST„ NEW YORK 17, N. Y„ FOR YOUR FREE COPY

Agencies Advertisers Advertisers

NEW YORK
Film Commercials

PLEASE SEE OTHER SIDE FOR CHICAGO

LISTING AND LOCATION OF SPONSOR'S OFFICES

TV Film Program Sources

Du Mont Tck

dcosting Co. 7 W 66th SU 7-5000

dcost.no System 485 Madison at 52nd PL 1-2345

Ision Network 515 Madison at 53rd MU 6-2600

Icosting System 5B0 Fifth at 47th PL 7-1460

osting System 1440 Bdwy at 40th LO 4-8000

Icosting Co. 30 Rod. Plaza at 49th CI 7-8300

Radio and Tv Stations

WAAT, WATV
WABC, WABC-TV
WABD ITV)
WABF (FMI
WBNX
WCBS, WC8S-TV
WEVD
WGHF (FM)
WGSM
WHLI
WHOM
WINS
WLIB
WMCA
WMGM
WNBC, WNBT
WNEW
WN.lt
WNYC
WOR, WOR-TV
WOV
WPAT
WPIX (TVI
WQXR
WVNJ
WWRL

TV Center, Newark 8A
7 W. 66th SU

515 Madison at 53rd MU
654 Madison at 60th TE

260 E. 161st ME
485 Madison at 52nd PL

I 17 W. 46th PL

10 E. 40th LE

Huntington. L. I- HU
Hempstead. L I. OL
136 W. 52nd CI

28 W. 44th BR

207 E. 30th OR
1657 Bdwy at 52nd CI

71 I Fifth at 55th MU
30 Rock. Plaza at 49th CI

565 Fifth at 46th PL

Newark, N. J. CI

Municipal 8ldq WH
1440 Bdw, at 40th LO
730 Fifth at 57th CI

Peterson. N. J. PE

220 E. 42nd MU
229 W. 43rd LA
Newark. N.J. Ml
41-30 58th. Woodside NE

7-3260

7-5000

8-2600

8-5400

5-0333

1-2345

7-0B8O

8-1100

6-3900

9-6000

9-2720

6-2200
8-1000

7-6300

3-3300

7-6634

3-3600

4-8000

5-7979

6-2945

2-1234
100

Representatives

Alosko Rodio Soles

AM Rodio Soles

A.crv-Knodcl
Hil F. Best

John Bloir

Blair TV
Boiling

Branham
Burn-Smith
Capper Publications

CBS Radio Spot Sales

CBS TV Spot Sales

Caribbean Networks
Henry I. Christal

George W. Clark

Thomas F. Clark
Clark-Windloss-Mann
College Radio
Continental Radio Sale

Donald Cooke
ting

Devney
Everett-McKinney
Forjoe, Forjoe TV
Free & Peters

Gill-Perna

Good Music Broadcasters

W. S. Grant
Melchor Guzman
Arthur H. Hogg
Harrington, Righter & Po
Headley-Reed
H-R Reps
George P. Hollingbery

Hal Holman
Indie Sales

Inter-American Publ.

Interstate

Katz

17 E. 42nd
1657 Bdwy at 51st

608 Fifth at 49th

101 Park at 40th

ISO E. 4!rd

50 E. 43rd

480 Leiington at 46th

230 Park at 46th

19 W. 44th

420 Le.ington at 43rd

SOI Madison at 52nd
•488 Madison at S2nd

200 W 57th

579 Fifth at 47th

1 1 W. 42nd
I E. 54th

205 E. 42nd
14 W. 45th

285 Madison at 40th

331 Madison at 43rd

630 Fifth at 50th

535 Fifth at 44th

40 E. 49th

530 Fifth at 47th

444 Madison at 49th

654 Madison at 60th

229 W. 43rd

33 W. 42nd
45 Rock. Plaza af 51st

366 Madison at 4Sth

589 Fifth after Jul/

420 Le«ington at 44tl

380 Madison at 44th

500 Fifth at 42nd
535 Filth at 44.

h

60 E. 42nd
41 E. 42nd
545 F.fth at 45th

477 Madison at 51st

MU 20813
CO 5-3739

JU 6-5536

LE 2-3783

MU 2-6900

MU 2-5644

PL 9-8150

MU 6-1860

MU 2-3124

LE 2-1250

PL 1-2345

PL 1-2345

CI 5-7433

MU 8-4414

OX 5-2090

EL 5-5666

MU 4-1910

OX 7-0890

LE 2-2450

MU 2-7270

CI 6-1616

MU 7-5365

PL 9-3747

JU 6-3100

PL 1-2700

TE 8-4740

LA 4-1100

BR 9-1374

CI 7-0624

MU 2-8865

MU 8-7050

MU 5-8701

MU 7-3120

BR 9-3960

MU 7-5365

MU 2-4813

MU 2-0884

MU 2-5452

PL 9-4460

Robert S. Keller

A. Lewis King
Joseph H McGillvra
Media Representatives

Robert Meeker
NBC Spot Sales, Radio & TV
No ol Tir Sole

Richard O'Connell
Pan-American Broadcasting
John E. Pearson
John H. Perry

Edward Petry

Radio TV Reps
William G. Rambeau
Paul H. Raymer
Alex Rosenmon
Schepp- Reiner
Sears 8, Ayer
Stars National

Burke Stuart
United Broadcasting
Venard, Rintoul & McConne
Walker
Grant Webb
WCKY
Weed and Weed TV
WGN Chicago, WGN-TV
WLW Cincinnati
Adam J. Young Jr.

72 Barow WA
561 Fifth at 45th MU
366 Madison at 45th MU
270 Park at 47th MU
521 Fifth at 43rd MU
30 Rock. Plaza at 49th CI

17 E. 42nd MU
40 E. 49th PL

17 E. 42nd MU
444 Madison at 49th PL

19 W. 44th MU
488 Madison at 52nd MU
480 Lexington at 47th MU

- 347 Madison at 44th MU
444 Madison at 49th PL

347 Madison at 44th MU
16 E. 43rd MU
295 Madison at 41st MU
400 Madison at 47th PL

270 Park at 47th PL

507 Fifth at 42nd MU
444 Madison at 49th MU
347 Madison- MU
270 Park at 47th MU
53 E. 51st EL

579 Fifth at 46th PL

220 E. 42nd MU
630 Fifth at 50th CI

477 Madison PL

4-6599

2-8276

2-8755

8-4777

2-2170

7-8300

2-0810

5-9140

2-0810

1-3366

7-5047

8-0200

8-4340

6-5940

9-5570

3-7340

2-8540

9-2586

8-0555

3-0542

7-4758

5-1127

9-4700

2-3033

6-1616

9-1810

Agencies

Anderson & Cairns

N. W. Ayer 8, Son
Badger, Browning & Hersey
Ted Bates
Victor A. Bennett
BBOO
Benton & Bowles
Berm'ham, Costlcm'n & Pien

Bla ipsonine-Thoi

ell & Ja
iocher. '

oke. Sit

Buchanan
Leo Burnett
Calkins & Holden, Coilock,

McClinton & Smith
Copies
Campbell-Ewold
Cayton
Cecil & Presbrey
Arnold Cohan
Horry B. Cohen
Compton
Cunningham & Walsh
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
D'Arcy
Doherty, Clifford. Steers &

Shenfield

Donahue & Coe
Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone
Roy S. Durstine

Ellington

488 Madison at 51st MU 8-

30 Rock. Plaza at 49th CI 6

630 Fifth at 50th CI 7

630 Fifth at 50th JU 6

511 Fifth at 42nd MU 7

383 Madison at 46th EL S

444 Madison at 49th MU 8-

136 E. 38th LE 2

640 Fifth at 51st PL 9-

234 W. 44th LO 4
2 W 45th MU 7

3S0 Fifth at 34th BR 9

580C

0200
3 720

0600
-2186

-5800

1100

7550

1717

0800
6710

MOO

52 Vanderbilt at 44th MU 6-1800

1270 Sixth at 50th CI 7-7660

1501 Broadway at 43rd BR 9-7900

677 Fifth at 53rd MU 8-9480

247 Park at 46th PL 5-6900

295 Madison at 40th MU 4-6800

488 Madison af 51st MU 8-3400

Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather

Hicks a. Greist

Hirshon -Garfield
Hilton & Riggio

Huber Hoge
Bryan Houston
Charles W. Hoyt
Hutchins
Duane Jones
Kostor, For.,:ll Chcslcy 8.

Clifford

Joseph Katz
Kenyan 8, Eckhardt
Abbott Kimball
Edward Kletter

Kudner
Lambert & Feasley
C. J. LaRoche
Al Paul Lefton
Lennen & Newell
MacManus, John & Adams
David J. Mahoney
J. M. Mathes
Mason
McCann-Erickson
Emil Mogul
Morse International

Moselle & Eisen

Moss Associates
Needham, Louis S Brorby
Robert W. Orr

Paris & Peart

Peck
Product Services

Fletcher D. Richards
Ruthraulf & Ryan
Ben Sackheim
Sawdon
Scheldeler, Beck & Werner
Sherman & Marquette (see

Sllberstein-Goldsmith
Raymond Spector

St. George & Keyes
SSC&B
J. Walter Thompson
Warren, Jackson & Delane
Warwick & Legler
William H. Weintraub
Weiss & Geller

Young 8, Ruh.com

9 E. 40th

247 Pork at 46th

460 W. 34th

41 E. 42nd
261 Madison at 39th

260 Madison at 39th

347 Madison at 44th

515 Madison at 53rd

W. sey
William Esty

Ewell & Thurber
Foote, Cone & Belding
Albert Frank-Guenther La'

Fuller 8, Smith & Ross
Getschal
Geyer
Gibralter

Grant
Grey
Lawrence C. Gumbinner
Lewin, Williams & Saylor

350 Fifth at

1270 Sixth a

501 Madisor
655 Madisor

535 Fifth at

420 Leiingtc

100 E. 42nd
270 Perk at

247 Perk at

131 Cedar n

71 Vanderbi
49 E. 51st

745 Fifth at

17 E. 45th

655 Madisor
430 Park aft

655 Madisor
40 E. 49th

34th

t 50th

at 52nd
at 60th

44th

in at 43rd

90445
5-2772

8-1275

8-4600

7-4300

2-8700

7-1600

1-2770

8-5000

7-5060

6 5600
9-1132

1-3300

7-7896

8-9393

1-3500

6-1717

6-6200

575 Madison at 56th Ml) 8-6100

420 Leiington at 44th MU 3-9135

745 Fifth at 57th MU 8-8900

4 W. 58th MU 8-4224

699 Madison ai 62nd TE 8-0200

10 Rock. Plaza at 49th PL 7-6400

380 Madison at 46th MU 2-2000

16 W, 46th PL 7-6526

570 Leiinoton at 51st PL 3-4848

LE 2-171 I

MU 8-1234

Wl 7-4700

OX 7-0660

CI 6-2800

MU 3-4900

OR 9-0600

PL 8-2600

400 Madi
488 Madi:

247 Park .

250 Park ,

SI5 Madi
575 Madn

in at 47th

in at 52nd

I 46th

t 46th

an at 53rd

in at 56th

PL 1-1400

60 E. 42nd MU
247 Park at 46th PL

521 Fifth at 43rd VA
380 Madison at 46th MU
444 Madison at 49th PL

122 E. 42nd OX
260 Madison at 39th LE

12 E. 53rd PL

50 Rock. Plaza at 50th JU
250 W. 57th JU
122 E. 42nd OR
522 Fifth at 43rd MU
4IS Lexington at 43rd MU
730 Fifth at 57th PL

4 W. 58th PL
370 Lexington at 42nd MU
400 Madison at 47th PL

10 E. 44th MU
10 Rock. PI

405 Lexingt,

2 W. 50th

480 Leiington ot

487 Park at 58th

Bryon Houston)
16 E. 40th

445 Park ot 56th

250 Park at 46th

437 Fifth at 39th

420 Leiington ot 43r

45 W. 45th

230 Park ot 46th

488 Madison at 51st

6 E. 45th

285 Madison at 40th

at 49th JU
t 42nd MU

PL

if 47th PL

5-7711

6-4340

2-5400

9-3221

7-0460

7-7450

9-7676

6-3400

2-5200

9-4600

2-4939

7-7377

7-0333

9-8050

9-2424

3-0900

7-0204

6-5400

6-6400

1-2200

5-2516

Advertisers

Continental Baking

Dolcin
Esso Standard Oil

Ethyl

General Cigar
Good Humor
Robert Hall
Hudnut
Hudson Pulp & Paper
International Latex
Lehn & Fink
Lever Bros.

Liggett & Myers
P. Lorillard

Langines-Wittnauer
Melville Shoe
Philip Moi
Natio
Natio
National Shoes
Necchi Sewing Machines
Oakite
Pacific Coast Borax
Paper-Mate
Pan American World Air.

Penick & Ford
Pepsi-Cola
Revere Copper & Brass
Rev Ion

Richfield Oil

Riggio Tobacco
Ronzani Macaroni

Adam Hat Stores

American Airlines

American Chicle
American Home Products

American Safety Razor
American Tel & Tel

American Tobacco
B. T. Babbitt

Benrus
Best Foods
Hazel Bishop
Bon Ami
Bond Stores

Borden
Breakstone
Bristol-Myers
Bymort-Tintair
Bulova
Canada Dry Ginger Ale
Carter Products
Celanese Corp of Americ
Chesebrough
Cities Service

Cluett, Peabody
Coca-Cola
Colonial Airlines

665 Bdwy at Chamber
100 Park at 40th

Long Island City

22 E. 40th

380 Madison ot 47fh

195 Broadway
I I I Fifth at 1 5th

366 Fourth

I4S0 Bdwy ot 41st

200 Hudson
I E, 43rd

445 Park at S6th

17 Battery Place

Fifth & 35th

350 Madison ot 44th

45 Hubert
630 Fifth ot 50th

270 Park Ave at 47th

630 Fifth at 50th

100 Park ot 40th

53 Park Place

180 Madison ot 34th

17 Sfate

70 Pine

10 E. 40th

515 Madison at 55th

230 Park at 46th

ol Bis

ol Da

1 9-2500
I 3-2000

6-0350

4-5800

. 1-0900

7-0414

I 9-5000

GR 3-1500

MU 3-9000

ST 4-6900

LE 2-8000

OX 7-3030

EX 3-9600

AL 4-4900

LE 28273
LA 4-6400

WA 5-5500

MU 7-8400

MU 8-7370

WH 4-0089

Wl 7-6550

VA 6-4100

WA 5-3500

PL 7-8500

MU 8-0006

CI 5-7720

IE 2-4300

CO 76400
MU 9-6000

WH 3-9800

HA 2-1600

MU 3-5383

EL 5-5475

MU 98400

Snow Cop
Standard Brands
Standard Oil

Sterling Drug
Sylvania Electric

The Texas Co.
Tide Water Ass
United Fruit

US Rubber
US Tobacco
Vick Chemical
Webster Tobacc
Whitehall Pharr

Brlllo

Ehlers Coffee
Ex-Lax
Fred Fear & Co.
Garrett Wine
Good Humor
Griffin

Howard Clothes
La Rosa Macaron
Liebmann Brewer
Monarch Wine
White Rack

WHITt PLAINS

General Foods

HOBOKEN

Lipton Tea

JERSEY CITY

Block Drug
Colgote-Polmol
Lambert Pharr.

630 Fifth at 50th CI
17 Battery Place WH
34-00 47th | LLC

I
EX

I I W. 42nd LO
683 Fifth at 55th MU
15 W. 51st PL

100 Park at 40th OR
119 W. 40th PE

46-81 Metropolitan EV
1241 Bdwy at 30th Ml
113 W. 18th WA
505 Park at 59lh PL

350 Fifth at 34th LO
445 Park at 56th PL

390 Park at 53rd MU
630 Fifth at 50th CI
119 W. 40th LO
580 Fifth at 47th PL

25 W. 43rd LO
100 Perk at 40th OR
449 W. 14th CH
260 Madison ot 39th MU
595 Gerard, Broni MO
164 W. 25th WA
19 Rector WH
100 Park at 40th LE
752 Broadway AL
135 E. 42nd MU
420 Leiington ot 43rd LE

3 W. 57th MU
230 Park ot 46th

745 Fifth at 57th

542 Fifth at 44th MU
Orinoco Dr. (L.I.) BA
50-02 Northern [LLC.) SA
1639 Third of 93rd TR
440 Washington WA
121 Hudson WA
711 Fifth at 55th PL

50 W. 50th JU
600 Fifth at 48th CI

149 Broadway Dl

445 Pork at 56th PL

S95 Madison at 57th PL

30 Rock. Plaza at 49th PL
1450 Bdwy at 41st LA
1740 Bdwy at 56th JU
135 E. 42nd MU
17 Battery Place WH
Pier 3, North River WH
1230 Sixth at 4Bth CI

630 Fifth at 49th CI

122 E. 42nd OX
486 Fourth LE

22 E. 40th LE

6-2323

40880
2-3000

4-052 I

8-3100

7-1200

9-2000

6-2700

6-4600
9-0900

4-7700

9-7733

3-5000

5-6100

8-6000

6-0500

3-7000

7-8200

5-6500

9-1800

3-8000

6-6100

5-9000

4-7604

3-0940
2-5919

4-4300

6-7100

2-8162

6-4500

9-6800

5-8800

7.1852

7-6100

2-6789

6-5000

5-3864

5-2700

3-1610

6-5000

6-3600

9-1200
9-3610

9-4400

7-3000

4-6400

6-2424

9-7700

4-6000

4- 1 700
7-5000

6-1134

7-3600

2-9323

2-8000

60 John
1300 Flushing

423 Atlantic

Foot of Jorolmn

882 Third

46-61 Metropolit

410 Wlloby
40 Flatbush

473 Kent
36 Forrest

4500 Second
200 Von Dyke

UL 2-4700

EV 6-2000

TR 5-9040

MA 4-7320

ST 6-3494

EV 6-4600

UL 5-3232

TR 5-5000

EV 7-7484

EV 6-6600

ST 8-2340

MA 5-0300

NEWARK
Ballantine

Vitamin Corp of Amer.

57 Freeman
290 Jelliffe

I Aronson So,

274 Lafayette

Ml 3-3000

Bl 8-1005

MA 2-0608

CO 76570

Research & Surveys

h Foundation
search Burec

ng Bu
C. E. Hooper
Richard Manville Resea
A. C. Nielsen
Alfred Politz Research
Psychological Corp.
Pulse

N. C. Rorabaugh
Schwerin Research
Std. Audit & Meas. Sen
Daniel Starch & Staff

Station Representatives
Trendex
Videodex

New Brunswi

I I W. 42nd
551 Fifth at

270 Park at

10 E. 40th

230 Park at

500 Fifth at

270 Park at

522 Fifth at

15 W. 46th

347 Madison
1775 Bdwy at

89 Broad at

Mamaronect,
101 Park at 4

347 Madison
342 Madison

46th

42nd
47th

43 rd

News Services

Associated Press

International Ne
N.E.A.
NANA
Reuters
Telenews Product
United Press

50 Rock. Ploi

235 E. 45th

461 Eighth

229 W. 43rd

220 E. 42nd
630 Ninth at 44th

229 W. 43rd

Horry S. Goodmon
Gray-O'Reilly
Ben Harrison
Hartley
Hankinson
IMPS
Jam Handy
Kenco Prodns
Herbert Kerkow
Loll... 4 Love
Robert Lawrence
Vernon Lewis
Michael Lipperl
Loucks & Norling
MPO Prodns
Owen Murphy
National Screen Sv.

Ted Nemeth
Parsonnet
Pathescope
Princeton Film Cen
Regency
RKO Pathe
Leslie W. Roush

Science Pictures

Screen Gems
Fletcher Smith
Sound Masters
Wilbur Streech
Bill Sturm Studios

TV Films

TV Screen Prodns
Telamerica

150th PL7-IIII Tempo Productions

MU 7-6600 Tronsfilm

LO 35160 Unifilms

CH 4-1690 Van Praag
MU 2-0400 Video Varieties

JU 6-2450

BR 9-8558

CH 7-1564

LO 3-5100

MU 7-3767

MU 8-4020

LE 2-3000

OR 9-2435

PE 6-2850

PL 9-5200

MU 2-2145

JU 6-3316

MU 6-2193

JU 2-4690

WH 3-8390

MA 9-5400

MU 5-4141

MU 4-4328

MU 7-8837

Music & Transcription Services

Roger Wade
Wilding Picl

W.llard Film

ASCAP
Associated Program Service
BMI
Capitol Records
Columbia Transcriptions

Harry S. Goodman
Lang-Worth Feature Progran
C. P. MocGregor
Charles Michelson
Muzak
RCA Recorded Program Svci

Sesac
ng System

575 Madison at 56th

221 Fourth at 18th

589 Fifth at 48fh

1730 Bdwy at 55th

799 Seventh ot 52nd
19 E. 53rd

113 W. 57th

341 Madisor

15 W. 47th

229 Fourth at 191

630 Fifth at 51st

475 Fifth at 41st

488 Madison ot 5

488 Madison at E

MU 8-8800

OR 4-7400

PL 7-1800

PL 7-7470

CI 5-7300

PL 5-6131

JU 6-5700

43rd TW 8-0017

PL 70695
Ith OR 4-7400

JU 2-5011

MU 5-5365

MU 8-4700

MU 8-4700

Film Commercials

257 Cornells

105 Hudson
930 Newark

HE 4-3000

RE 2-1400

CO 7-7010

American Film
Audio Prodns
George Blake
Caravel Films
Chad. Inc.

Charter Oak
Cinemart Internationa

Thomas Craven
Shamus Culhane
Depicto Films

Peter Elgar
Elliot, Unger & Elliot

Walter Engel Studios

Paul J. Fennell

Film Creations

Film Graphics
F.lmwright
G-L Enterprises

1600 Bdwy ot 48th

630 Ninth at 43rd

1 600 Bdwy at 48th

730 Fifth at S7th

18 E. 56th

846 Seventh at S4th

322 E. 44th

35 W. 53rd

207 E 37th

254 W. 54th

18 E. 53rd

130 W. 57th

20 W. 47th

40 E. 40th

61 W. 56th

34S W. 55lh

3 E. 57th

270 Perk at 47th

PL 7-5915

CO 5-6771

CI 7-2264

CI 7-61 I
I

PL 1-071

1

CI 6-2509

OR 9-4430

CI 6-8388

MU 2-8243

CO 5-7621

MU 8-5626

JU 6-5582

LU 2-3170

LE 2-2384

JU 2-3824

JU 6-1922

EL 5-6038

EL 5-9473

ABC Film Syndicolic

Associated Program
Association Films

Atlas Television Fil.

Zach Baym
George Bagnall
Bengal Pictures

Blinkey Prodns
British Information

Byron
CBS TV Film Soles

Cinema Svce.

Comet TV Films

Commonwealth Film

Cornell Film

Clayton W. Cousens
Demby Prodns.

Du Mont Film Syndii

Dynamic Films

Film Network
Flamingo Films

George F. Foley

Fortune Features

Allen A. Funt
General Tclevideo

Horry S. Goodman
Greatest Fights

Guild Films

Hoflberg Prodns.

Hollywood TV Svce.

Hygo TV Films

INS Telenews
International Telc-F

Interstate TV
Kogron Films

Bernard E. Karlen

19 E. 53rd PL 5-6131 Khng Studios 40 E. Slst 14
)ton ot 47th PL 3-1531 Lakeside TV 1465 8a- n

112 W. 89th SU 7-1657 Major TV Prodns 1270 Sixl -

s
20 W. 47th

15 W 46th

515 Madison at 53rd

JU 2-3960

JU 6-0133

EL 5-6620

Mansfield Enterprises

Marathon TV Newsreel

49 E. 53rd

125 E '

515 Mad

H
'-:

1775 Bdwy at 57th JU 2-4060
Masters Prodns U

333 W. 52nd PL 7-8466 vACA TV 598 Ms; '•!

480 Leiington at 46th PL 1-1833 Charles Michelson 15 W. 47- "-)

3 E. 57th EL 5-1382 William Morris Agency 1740 Bdw. 64

418 W, 54th JU 2-5242 Motion Pictures for Televisic n 655 Mad
8-2

71 W. 45th LU 2-1322 MPO Prodns 15 E. 53-; 3-7

525 Leiington at 48th MU 8-0013 NBC TV Film Division 30 Rock. Plaza a! <- M
245 W. 55th CO 5-6974 National Telefilm Assoc. 625 Mao s-8

15 E. 53rd CO 8-7830 Official Films 25 W 4! 7-1

723 Seventh at 48th PL 7-8144 Olio Video 20 E -.
2-i

1600 Bdwy ot 48th CI 6-5700 Paramount TV Prodns 1501 Bd* 1-1

729 Sovonth at 49th CI 5-514 7 Radius Films 310 W z

46-02 Fifth [LLC]
580 F.fth at 47th

ST 4-6163

PL 7-5200
RCA Recorded & TV Film !-5

300 Park at 48th PL 5-0322
Richard H. Rogers 14 E ! S

112 W. 48th JU 2-0274 Sack TV Enterprises 358 W. - 62

625 Madison at 59th PL 9-3600 Walter Schw.mmer 16 E. 41st a
333 W. 52nd CO 5-6430 Screen Gems 233 w ss

200 E. 56th MU 8-0085 Station Distributors 1450 Bo 7J.

5 E. 57th PL 9-8352 Studio Films 380 Ma: '2

233 W. 49th CI 5-5044 Sterling 205 E. -
7-7.

321 E. 44th MU 5-6626 Telecast Films 112 W 65

165 W. 46th PL 7-6600 Telefilm Enterprises 38 E.
:

i-3

1697 Bdwy at 50th JU 2-3816 Telescene : - . i*

723 Seventh at 48th JU 6-1650 TV Programs of America 477 Ma: S-!

155 W. 46th JU 2-3607 TV Screen Prodns 17 E. 45tr :4I

17 E. 4Sth

270 Park at 47th

588 Fifth at 47th

MU 2-8877

EL 5-1422

PL 7-0744

TV Snapshots
J. Walter Thompson
Times Sguare Prodns.

Twentieth Century-Fox TV

50 Pari -

-

145 W. '

M
i-a

64
35 W. 45th JU 2-1400 444 W - 3S-I
146 E. 47th MU 8-9325

Jnifilm 146 E 47 l{
1600 Bdwy at 48th PL 7-2857

United Artists TV ~:- it - S-al

41 E. 50th MU 8-1 162
United Press Movietone 220 E -. :-»

240 E. 39th MU 6-3310
United TV Programs
United World

444 Ms; -n
15 W 48th CI 7-6797

445 Pari !»
385 Madison at 47th PL 9-0854

Unity
V.tapix
W.n.k Film

1501 Bd. Si
45 W. 45th LU 2-0430

509 Ma-
625 Mao

ij

—

»

Ziv TV Programs 488 Ma: :
i

ram Sources

Hotels
7 W 66th SU 7-5000

PL 7-7700237 W. 54th

347 Madison at 43rd MU 5-8573 Mgonquin
ambassador

59 V. - - 't
5 W 44rh MU 7-5535

Park a-
: . S-ll

13 E 37th MU 9-4175
exstor Broad-; s-31

25 Vanderbilt MU 6-7S42
Barbizon-Plaza 101 W.

550 Fifth at 45th JU 6-8856
Barclay
Belmont-Plaza

E 481 . S-8

106 West End TR 3-141

1

Madison

. i-ll

30 Rock. Plaza at 49th CI 6-5100
Berkshire

Biltmore550 Fifth at 45th CI 5-8188

485 Madison at 52nd PL 1-2345
:arlton House Madisor

106 West End

625 Madison ot 59th

TR 3-1-4-1

1

PL 5-8200
Ihothom
:ommodore

J
723 Seventh at 48th CI 5-6456

3 rake .ij
1501 Bdwy at 43rd Wl 7-6650

iMBSt House 160 Ce' :
'4

333 W. 78th TR 35870 G-|

a
-

ds ,one
—

1 14 E. 52nd » i-i

34 E. 51st PL
c
" 5 Gotham Fifth el a

515 Madison at 53rd LE 5-1000 HamDshire House 150 Ca- I
112 W. 89th

853 Seventh at 53rd

TR 3-6221
LeKi

'
,on

J" "°" Lombard,
MU 8-4800 v„Ji sr!n

ll 1 E

-Ml

509 Madison at 52nd

625 Madison at 59th PL 1-1860 New Wes, „
1501 Bd», at 43rd LO 4-5592 New Yorke ,

Park a- -100 Central PI S. JU 65227 park L *J
1440 Bdwy at 40th LO 4-6000 park sh(,„, „ : '-{1

9 E. 53rd PL 5-6131 p ierre • *m
9 E. 40th LE 2-1717 p.

420 Madison ft 48th MU 8 5365 Roo„ve„
362 West 44th

S '-'<"' St. Reo.s Fifth al

740 Bdwy at 55th JU 6-1700 s avov-Plazo Fifth a- :

60 W. 46th CI *«47 She „'a„

Fifth at :

235 E. 45th MU 7-8800 Sherry-Netherland
331 Madison at 44th "U 7-9116 Slo ,| er
1560 Bdwy at 47th PL 7-3070 To(t
4 W. 56th MU 8-0565 Vanderbilt
270 Park at 47th PL 9-3107 Waldorf-Astoria



IN CATTLE THE

HEREFORD

IS THE CHOICE

OF OKLAHOMA

:.™'?^ ;--^*jaraWK.tMWJMH

MARK WEAVER
KWTV ASSISTANT NEWS DIRECTOR

A "nose for news" coupled with broad radio,

television and newspaper experience adds up

to make a seasoned, sound reporter. That's

Mark Weaver! Mark came to KWTV from

KLRA Little Rock where he won the Arkansas

Press Association Award for outstanding

journalism in 1953. He is known to many for

his news feeds to CBS and Edward R. Murrow.

Yes, Mark Weaver is another reason why

KWTV newscasting is choice in Oklahoma

City.

EDGAR T. BELL, Executive Vice-President

FRED L. VANCE, Sales Manager

KWTV goes to 316,000 watts ERP with a 1572-foot tower in early fall 1954.
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WBC W B

eans . ..

WBZ-WBZA—Boston, Springfield—51,000 Watts

KYW—Philadelphia—50,000 Watts

KDKA—Pittsburgh—50,000 Watts

WOWO— Ft. Wayne—50,000 Watts

KEX—Portland, Oregon—50,000 Watts

WBZ-TV—Boston—Channel 4

WPTZ (TV)—Philadelphia—Channel 3

'WBC means sales . . . WBC means audience . . . WBC means audi-

ence-action . . . because WBC stations dominate their areas. Contact

Eldon Campbell, National Sales Manager for rates and availabilities.

Phone PLaza 1-2700, New York.

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING CO., INC.
Exclusive National Representatives: Free & Peters, Inc.

444 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

BO W B O WBC



DOYOt/LIKE?
We've Got
'em All!

CBS NBC ABC
DUMONT

Yes, for over a year,

WAFB-TV has furnished

the only TV programing

to the rich BATON ROUGE
TRADE AREA. This rich

petro-chemical market

responds to your sales

messages over WAFB-TV
because the viewers are

among the highest paid

workers in the country,

with ample free time to

spend their money as you

tell them to! To cover

almost a half million

potential customers, buy

the only TV station in the

capital of Louisiana . . .

WAFB-TV
Channel 28
Boton Rouge, La.

TOM E. GIBBENS
Vice President & General Manager.

Represented nationally by

ADAM I. YOUNG, Ji.

{Continued from page l(n

out of the medium of tv. Echo chambers and the other audi-

tory device- which we worked so hard to develop in radio

are all but forgotten. I can remember many times asking my
employers for money to experiment with sound effect-—no

product or advertiser in mind, no specific commercial prob-

lem either.

The management, thinking we were crazy hut for some
reason willing to humor us. would invest in several hours of

studio time and a small group of u> would hie ourselves to

the studio with a sound man. We would put microphone?- in

the sounding hoard of the piano, have an announcer talk into

a glass of water, through the reverse end of a megaphone or

into what i- known as a flutter hox. One sound man I worked

with got so interested in the creative possibilities of pure

sound that he went home and invented a new electronic de-

vice that would play with highs and lows of various musical

instruments. From this was developed a new set of instru-

mentations; Pyrrhic victory indeed.

All thi> activity, mind you. merely to come up with some-

thing that would set apart one commercial announcement

from another. Don't get the idea that we were only mechani-

cally minded. We realized that if anything were to come of

our sound ses-ions. it would have to he relevanl a- well as

attention-getting.

But. a- 1 say, it seems we have gotten away from much of

this in television. Sound is almost a lost art. so powerful

(or time consuming) is the video side of our copy. Maybe
this i- a good thing as far as adverti>ing goes. However, the

earlv complaint about tv writers—that they were far too con-

cerned with technique rather than advertising content—can

hardly be the case today. Our present copy i- quite straight-

forward. Our demonstrations, similar to those done on the

sales floor. Our optical-, simple and sparser) used.

I regret that we spend so little time today to attract ears

Maybe we are missing something. • • •

E.i'ttors to Bob Foreman ure welcomed
Do von always agree with the opinions Bob Foreman ex-

presses in " Igency Ad Libs"? Bob and the editors of spon-

sor would be happy to receive and ]>rint comments from

readers. Address Bob Foreman. <• <> SPONSOR, 40 E. t
(

> St.

56 SPONSOR



T. I story board
A column sponsored by one of the leading film producers in television

S A R R A
NEW YORK: 200 EAST 56TH STREET
CHICACO: 16 EAST ONTARIO STREET

"Four-hour energy from two Hostess Cupcakes" is the theme of a new series of
60-second cartoon commercials for children's programs. There's plenty of excite-
ment for small fry as engaging cartoon characters compete in childhood games . . .

plenty of sell for the product as the extra energy supplied by Hostess Cupcakes turns
defeat into victory. Appetizing live-action shots of Hostess Cupcakes, with a reminder
to ask mother to buy them, wind up an action-packed, sales-minded minute. Pro-
duced by Sarra for Continental Baking Company, Inc., through Ted Bates &
Company.

SARRA, Inc.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

In a merry minute of full animation the Cat-Tex trademark conies to life and
proves to be a real "hep" cat at selling the sole that's "not rubber, not leather, not
plastic." This frisky feline sings the praises of die product in a catchy jingle,

demonstrates its virtues with amusing antics and provides strong product identifica-

tion throughout. A visual and vocal delight created by Sarra for Cats Paw Rubber
Company, Inc., through The S. A. Levyne Company.

SARRA, Inc.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

To dramatize the theme—"the first floating close shave"—in a new series of 60-

second TV commercials, Sarra floats the new Custom Schick Shaver into view on a

lily pad . . . floats it through the air on a feather . . . floats it up and down on a man's
face. The photographic magic carries over into live-action shots of a man shaving

and leaves the viewer with the desired impression—that the Schick Shaver "floats in

your hands . . . floats over your face." Produced by Sarra for Schick, Inc., through
Kudner Agency, Inc.

SARRA, Inc.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

No dull scientific explanations or lengthy laboratory demonstrations confuse the

viewer in Sarra's series of 1-minute spots for Sylvania Television. By comparing
such things as Photo Power and horse power, Halo Light and reading light. Sylvania's

outstanding features are made crystal-dear . . . and so quickly that there is time left

to close each informative minute with an impressive array of beautiful cabinets.

Created by Sarra for Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., through Roy S. Durstine, Inc.

SARRA, Inc.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street
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SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
•ONSOR: Valle) National Bank \i .1 \i V I. nningi ^^

Thompson

i APSUL1 ' AS1 HISTORY: tftet sponsoring Liberace

fot seven weeks in the spring of 1953, the bank an-

nounced thai those opening savings (mounts of more

than $10 would gel a Liberace record. it the end oj

three programs more than $750,000 in neu deposits had

come in with the average deposit ovei $750, Last Au-

gust tin- bank renewed the Guild Films Co. shou for 78

weeks. Since beginning sponsorship, the bank reports

more than $2 million in deposits has come from Liberace

viewers <it a time and him cost <<t v~>r; ueekly.

Kl'llti l\. Phoenix PROGRAM: Liberace

TV
results

LUNCHEONETTE

SPONSOR: Hi'- Grabeteria AGENCi : Direct

I APS1 1 1 I ASE HISTORY: This small Salt Lake quick-

lunch restaurant advertised a special "Old Times Dm"
[items priced the inn they were 50 \<-urs ago\. The firm

bought six spots on KSL-Tl on the two days preceding

the "Old Tunis Day" for S.'ttiO. If hen the day rolled

around lit it us .'ill March), the Grabeteria scried nearly

(..noil people. It soh/ Olio pounds of beef, 660 meat pies

and nearly 1,000 hull-pints of mill, during the day.

K^l TV, Sail Lake < it) l'K< X .H \ M : \

n

iif mi ii< -•-merits

GOLF CLUBS

SPONSOR: Schindler's Jewelrj Store AGENCY: Direct

I APSl LECAS1 HISTORY : j hindler's promoted a spe-

cial golf club offei using kl II us Us <>nl\ advertising

medium. The offer: I five-club special set priced at

$24.95. The promotion: rue announcements on KVTV.
I he results: Sale of 120 golf club sets including sales to

in members of KVT) s staff uho tell fm their own com-

mercials, tiler three ucel.s. sales arc still booming. Cost

of the announcements was $230.

KVTV, Sioux • PROGR AM: Announcements

AUTO PAINTING

SPONSOR: R&ll Automotive AGENCY: Direct

( APSl IK < ASE HISTORY: The first of 52 one-minute

(lass A announcements costing $54 each produced seven

automobile paint jobs for the sponsor—a firm specializ-

ing in this sen ice for car owners. The announcement

nas telecast Sunday just before a local sports show. It

used a locally produced lilm showing operations involved

in painting a car while a booth announcer described the

action. A slide with the firm's name, address and phone

number i< us shou n at the end of the film, and no special

prices <>> inducements were offered.

WREX-TV, Rockiord, 111. PROGR Wl: Announcements!

JAR LID
SPONSOR: Petei Pan Peanut Butter AGENCY: Needhanu

Louis & Bmrliv . lnr.|

CAPSULE! ASE HISTORY: On L8 February. Ruth L\-

ons, femcee oi the 50-50 Club, told her viewers that they

could get a plastic refrigerator jar lid free. All they had I

to do was send Miss Lyons a self-addressed stamped]

envelope. The next day 1.207 requests for the Peter Panl

lids came into the station: the following Monday there\

were 3,411 requests and by the first oj [larch 5.269

people had written in for the plastic lids. A one-minute\

live participation on the show is telecast over 11 Lit I .

WLWC and WLWD. costs S230.

WI.WT. Cincinnati, WLW( .

Columbus, W L\\ I). Dayton
PROGRAM: .50-50 Clubi

CANDIES

SPONSOR: M&M Candies AGENCY: Roy S. Durstine. Incj

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY : Last November M&M Can-\

dies bought Johnin Jupiter, a half-hour Saturday morn-\

ing children's film program, for national spot sponsor

ship. Seven months later M&M business is up 250' , in

the Vashville area, with jobber orders up as much as

600' i in some cases. The film program is telecast between

9:00 and 9:30 a.m The station's Class C 26-time rate

i not including talent, film and so forth) is $11 1.

WSM-TV, Nashville PROGR AM: Johnny Jupiter

MEN S SUITS

SPONSOR: Sears, Roebuck S Co. AGENCY: Direct

( APS1 I I < ASI HISTORY: The Reno Sears store used

one [Q-minute commercial shou ing a man being me*

sural for a tailor-made suit in the store. As a direct re-

sult of the commercial, 10 suits were sold. 7 hey averaged

$75 in price: the cost of the commercial nas $82.50. The

Store reports, loo. that a number of ready -to-near suits

nisi, were sold to viewers. The advertising-to-sales ratio

for the tailor-made suits tins about 1!! to 1.

K/l\. Reno PROGR \M: Announcemea

A^



BROADCAST

AUDIO
EQUIPMENT

for

AM • FM • TELEVISION

MICROPHONES

CONSOLES

CUSTOM EQUIPMENT

AMPLIFIERS

RACK EQUIPMENT

TURNTABLES

RECORDERS

SPEAKERS

AUDIO catalog for Broadcasters

THIS 146-PAGE CATALOG contains "straight-

to-the-point" information about all RCA
audio equipment and accessories designed for

broadcast and television station operations. The
book covers more than 200 professional audio

items . . . and includes data, specifications, re-

sponse curves, typical station equipment lists,

and studio layouts. It's authoritative. It's com-
plete. It's the only book of its kind in the industry.

For your copy of the RCA Audio Catalog,

ask your RCA Broadcast Sales Representative.

Or write Dept. XX, RCA Engineering Products,

Camden, N. J., on your station letterhead. In

Canada, write RCA Victor Ltd., Montreal.

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DIVISION CAMDEN. N.J.



OOTH YOl n

WAY 1C

SALES wnn

FOUR BIG PLUSSES
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There's no obstacle between you

and 48-state sales that net-

work radio can't smooth out best

— and no network can smooth

your way to sales with earthier

advantages than Mutual's. Examine

the four special plusses shown

here... Mister PLUS at the controls.

. - the ALL-America network for radio . . . PLUS
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u forum on questions of current interest

to air advertisers and their agencies

\\ hut was the best "pttch" c*i*€»r made to you

by a vttdio or television salestnun

Mr. Morgenthal

THE PICKED PANEL ANSWERS

/(, JlWrs HORGENTBAL, account executive,
Grey Uvertlatng l^<d.%. \e« ) urk

The impression I

gel when some-

one makes a

"pitch" depends

(in whether or

not I'm buying

—or in the mar-

ket to buy—the

network, market

en stations that

the salesman is

-riling.

If I'm in a receptive mood for sales

information because of a particular

campaign I'm working on. then al-

mosl an) kind of presentation that fits

mid m\ plan- interests me.

But if I'm nol working on a cam-

paign at the time for which the presen-

tation i> appropriate, then it is only a

pitch.

Time salesmen who have impressed

me most are those who find out what

I'm working on and what I'm looking

for. Then the) show me how their

ideas will help mj campaign.

On the other hand. I've heard sales-

men start their canned pitch like this:

"I hi> i- a natural for . .
." (the) look

up from their 1 k and say 'XYZ
Product' and look back down again)

".
. . and SO you should bu) our net-

work.

The sale-men who have made the

most sense an- those who have reall)

-tudied the account and who didn't

make an) ill-advised rec nendations.

Actually, one of the besl pitches I

evei heard i ame nol from a radio 01

t\ salesman hut From a trade paper

salesman.

We had decided on a campaign and

called up the salesman to come down

and bring along a blank contract; we
wanted to >i^ n up with him.

But when he arrived, he said "Is

that all you want.-
' Then, since he

wa> familiar with both the account and

his own paper, he told us when usinj:

his paper would he most productive.

He told us when we should use half

pages instead of full pages. \\ e were

actually a little amazed at how much

this man knew—and the wav he out-

lined his recommendations. As it

turned out we made a few change* in

our original campaign in order to fol-

low the suggestions of this salesman.

Possiblv I'm not typical, hut 1 gel

fewer calls from radio and tv salesmen

than from space salesmen. Perhaps

the time >ali-nini concentrate more on

the radio-t\ department, while space

salesmen seem to call on account exec-

utives.

I here is one pitch from a time sales-

man that I particularly remember,

however. First of all it was made b)

a man who had made several calls be-

fore. Like the space salesman I re-

ferred to before, this man knew both

the product and the media he was sell-

ing.

Because I knew the man. I called

him: I told him we were planning a

spot barrage lor a Ma\-June gift

event. What did he suggest?

He came back with a ver) carefully

worked out schedule of time, ratings

and a good overall plan. We ended
up buying much of what he was sell-

ing.

Now ii is,, t unique for a time sales,

man to come up with a schedule once
v ou tell him \ on te aboul to buy; hut

this man had made calls before and
he made an intelligent pitch.

I would think thai when a time sales-

Mr. McCorlcle

man found out that a certain advertis-

ei was actuallv a logical prospect for

radio or t\. or wa> planning a cam-

paign, he would see the account execu-

tive. As I said, however, mv personal

experience is that verv few time sales-

men do this.

By JOIIS McCORKlE, iiraflm.fr. SbOImm, S/ou/-

frr. {.ulufll <£- flnWo, \#-u > ttrk

\ »ood pitch
should he like the

^V old storv of the

— man who took a

^ ^W swipe at another

^B± man with a razor.

The victim jeered,

" ^ o u never
tou<hed me. and

the attacker

grinned and said.

"Yeah, just shake

\our head." A pitch is most effective

when it is not too obvious. Because of

this it is difficult for me to recall any

one outstanding sales job.

W hat makes a good pitch? As a

huver I would like to think that I am
influenced only by the comparative

\ allies of stations and availabilities and

hv their suitabilit) for mv client. I he

best pitch from my standpoint is the

one with the most information.

No timebuyer can know all there i~

to know about ever) station and ever)

market. Yet to do an effective job the

buyer should have as much data as

possible at his fingertips or in his head.

Hi- hest sources of information are the

media representatives who call on him.

\ salesman who presents pertinent in-

formation is givini: a uood pitch. Com-

petitive situations change. Stations

< hange programing and talent. Audi-

ences shift. Manv sale* are made when

such changes are pointed out to buyers.
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Miss Stark

When a salesman can present good

"reason why" material he is usually on

his way to an order. And the hest pitch

must obviously be the one that gets the

order.

By }OA\ STARK, chief timrhuyer. II ,11,,,,,, §1.

Veintraub & Co., ISeiv York

Many a radio and

tv sales "pitch"

has been made
and sold, and

many a radio and

tv sales "pitch"

has been made
and lost!

The latter can

be attributed to

certain failures

on the part of the

salesman; namely: (1) failure to sup-

ply the buyer with a complete picture

of ratings and audience composition,

including comparisons with competi-

tion, (2) failure to pitch the right type

of schedule for the prospective client,

(3) failure to give a clear idea of the

local picture, and (4) above all, fail-

ure to look into the long-term aspect

of the schedule whether it be for sta-

tion breaks, participation or programs.

True, a salesman's job is to sell his

station's time, but to sell I or try to

sell) the wrong schedule to the wrong
advertiser defeats his purpose. Also a

lack of faith or belief in what is being

pitched usually passes on from the

salesman to the buyer.

Frankness on the part of the sales-

man who feels he does not have the

right vehicle to sell, or currently avail-

able, does pay off in the long run. By
doing this, the buyer learns to trust the

salesman's knowledge and sincerity on

future proposals. Many times I have

asked the advice of these salesmen who
have displayed this frankness and sin-

cerity, and I have been aided and

sometimes guided by their knowledge.

When a salesman has an established

program to sell and sells it, that is one

thing; but, when he has a new pro-

gram with a brief history or none at

all, and he sells it, he's done his job

and done it well. Such was the case of

a pitch made to me over two years ago.

Tv program availabilities were re-

quested from all the stations in one

of our Kaiser-Frazer Dealer Associa-

tion's markets—and this was a highly

competitive market in respect to the

number of stations as well as the type

[Please turn to page 114 I

UjyA L?

HtLL;Y£5!
Passing lures don't take away our listeners. We stack

up . . . for we carry the 20 top-rated programs, day

and night. And for faithful listening, WBNS has

lasting appeal— a greater tune-in than all other local

stations combined!

CBS for CENTRAL OHIO

tt^M^^rtfflfl ASK

m^TTTj john bla,r

raclioradio
COLUMBUS, OHIO
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7006£Of
For the Carpenter

For the Violinist

For the Ballplayer
For the Laborer

For the Photographer

Sffpfe
For the Journalist

SPONSOR 40 EAST 49TH STREET, NEW YORK 17

Please reserve following space in SPOh St )R's 1954 Fall Facts Issue.

double-truck $780 (one-time rate)

full page

half-page

third page

Firm

City

$390 (one-time rate)

$220 (one-time rate)

$150 (one-time rate)

State

frequency

discounts

apply!

Name

Advertising rf<»cirflinc> 28 June

Extra pr< $s run.'

Extra merchandising!

Extra readership!

Extra practical use!

Extra lone lin !



TyjT^ e're not stretching it. The Fall Facts Issue (this is our

eighth) is invaluable to timebuyers, account executives, ad managers,

radio and TV directors, station executives. Nowhere else can they get

best-buying tips, costs, trends, directories. Nowhere else can they get

1954 Radio Basics, TV Basics, Film Basics. Nowhere else can they learn why this

fall and winter are different and how to cash in on the difference. They get

this (and much more) while they're burning midnight oil making jail and winter

decisions. The 1954 Fall Facts is all meat. It's 100% geared to buyer use .

Anything that doesn't fit the use requirement is out.

That's why your advertising message should be in.
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75,000 viewer* enter II I IL-TY contest in ll(i-duy period

\ contesl i ondu< t<<l bj \\ FIL-T\ .

Philadelphia, drew a total of 75,000

lettei - and cards I rom \ iewers in a one-

month pei tod, the station reports.

I.i entei the i ompetition, \ iewers

had i" estimate the numl ei ol beans

in a sealed i ontainer, and finish the

-i ntence. "I in proud Id he an Ameri-

can because. \ new Nash Metro-

politan was the prize.

I he contesl was publicized on

WFIL-TV's Stop, Looft and Listen au-

dience participation show with Tom
Moorehead. lcleca-l a rross-the-board.

( onstanl visual and aural | > t < > 1 1 1 < > t i • > 1

1

ol th<- new Yi-li Iniill up local demand
for lb*' model. According i<i J. E.

Lam) . Philadelphia z • manage] Eoi

Nash, the contesl helped local dealers

sell all available Metropolitans with-

in llncc da\ s.

\\III.-T\ mail tabulators checked

in mi i ies 1 1 mil more than 10 counties

in tlic Irnn --(ate \\ II l.-'l \ coverage

area. I In w inning enl i \ was -ubmil-

ted l'\ a Pitman, Y I. houses ife, M i s.

William Quiglej Jr., who was jusl two

short of the actual number "I beans

in ilic container.

The contest was promoted In news-

paper ads. announcements and a series

of non-lclc\ i-ed versions of Stop, Look

(iinl Listen in the station's coverage

;l I'M ^ « *

II OHO stays up all night broadcasting liif/fi school prom
\lnnii 2()() teenagers recent!) kept a

50 kw. radio station on the air all

night.

Reason lor the dusk-to-dawn stanza

was the I olumbia Citv i Ind. i annual

junior-senior high school prom. Broad-

casting a prom attended \<\ 200 teen-

agers (Columbia Cit) has a population

..I 5,000 i might seem to lack new- sig-

nify an e lo some people. Hut Carl

\ andagrift, general manager of \\ I >\\ I >.

I'orl Wavne. which broadcast the
1

1 1 < >-

gram, said. "\ ou must be a Hoosier

. . . to he able to understand the (Co-

lumbia Cit) part)

.

The Rural Electrical Membership
Corp. understood it well enough to pa)

$800 to sponsor the show. During the

program—which ran from 10:00 p.m.

Friday to 5:30 a.m. Saturdav—each of

the 200 teenagers at the prom had a

chance to speak on the air. • • •

Announcer Cal Stewart interviews high school senior. Each of the 200 teenagers was on air

FCC 20 yours old lit June,
regnlatet Z.ltOit stations

Tin- Federal Communications Com-
mission celebrates it- twentieth birth-

da) this week i
1 9 June i

.

In Januar) L935, a few months al-

ter the FCC began operations, there

were 623 commercial radio stations

and 30.000 lii-en-ed engineers. Toda\

.

there are .">.!}()< i am. fm and tv opera-

tion- and Til.ooo engineers which

come under it- jui isdi* lion. \ total

of 1,100 employees and an annual bud-

get ol $7.4 million are required toda)

to conduct ECC business: in 1935,

233 employees carried out its work

with an annual budget of v
I .8 million.

I he FCC is composed ol Beven com-

missioners named b\ the President and

approved b\ the Senate. In the realm

of broadcasting the FCC's work i-:

• Selling aside groups of channels

for the various am, fm and t\ services

and assigning specific channels for the

transmissions ol individual stations.

• Making and enforcing rules and

regulation- and engineering standards

as well as setting ui> new policies as

new development- occur. * * *

John J. faiffit! Jr. in

Ratlio Pioneers Hull of Fame
The late John J. Gillin Jr.. pioneer

radio broadcaster, former president

and part owner ol WOW. Omaha, re-

centlv was awarded membership in

the Radio Pioneer- Hall of lame. \

scroll citing his "lifetime of devotion

to the development of radio and tele-

vision in the public interest" was ac-

cepted bv his son, John J. Gillin III.

at a special dinner.

John Gillin Jr. began his radio ca-

reer at the age of 10. -pent 21 of his

20 years in radio at WOW. Starling

out as an announcer, he advanced to

program director, commercial man-

ager, and in 1934 became general man-

ager. In Januar) 1943 he became pres-

ident as well as general manager. He
became a member of the Radio Pio-

neers in 10-10.

\i the age ol 2'» he was elected to

the board ol director- ol the National

Association ol Broadcasters and was

reelected for successive terms totaling

II years. During his tenure in office

he worked to establish sound business

principle- ami high ethical standards

in broad* asting. • • •

' Please turn t<> page 79 •
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Stack displays in 43 big
*

supermarkets serving all of

metropolitan Los Angeles.

Advertiser's product will bear special

shelf or stack markers identifying

it as "A KMPC Value."

Posters throughout all 43

markets publicizing KMPC
as "The Food Station."

Easel boards featuring KMPC
personalities who will be airing the

advertiser's commercials.

Special KMPC badges worn by all

market clerks and check-out girls.

Special reference to KMPC in all

newspaper advertising and Special

Value Sheets of all 43 markets.

Food Special banners featuring KMPC
throughout all of the markets.

tInvestigate today!

KMPC
"The One-Station Network"

710 kc • Los Angeles

* Available to only 13 advertisers having a product already carried

by Thriftimart Food Markets

50,000 watts days • 10,000 watts nights

GENE AUTRY, President • R. 0. REYNOLDS, Vice-Pres. & Gen, Mgr

Represented nationally by A. M. RADIO SALES COMPANY

New York • Los Angeles • Chicago
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w
The 10 county

Coffeyville trade

territory is a major

market of 271,300

people. 50% larger

than Wichita or

Tulsa. Check your

sales potential in

the Southeast Kan-

sas-Northeast

Oklahoma market

and you will be

truly amazed.

KCCF has served

this hometown area

for 24 years. With

10 KW on 690 KC,

KCCF delivers a

primary coverage of

87 counties in Kan-

sas, Oklahoma,

Missouri and Ar-

kansas, with a

population of

2,750,000.

f

(WEED & CO., National Representative*

<if)('iici/ profile F. Kenneth tieivn

President

Biow Co., New York

Ken Beirn. president of Biow, says that he got into advertising

through chemistry.

"When i was a chemistr) major at Yale I was impressed by the

seedy appearance of my prof's assistant—a meek, shabb) little man
in a worn ure\ suit who might have been making $25 a month!

Horrified by this prospect, Beirn quit chemistry and got into ad-

vertising, onl) to see a picture of the "shabby little man" in the

papers a couple of \ears ago: "He'd ju-t discovered plutonium!"

Philosophically Beirn draped his large, athletic frame over the

arms of a deep, print-covered armchair in his office. "I guess I'm

doomed to be a hairshirt," sighed the executive head of Biow. "I m
the worrier of this organization.

Beirn's worn is steering an agenc) with more than $50 million

in hillings. Biow Co.. with (>()' , of its total hillings in t\. ranked

fifth highest among air media agencies in 1953 hillings, i For i2< >

top radio-t\ agencies see SPONSOR, 2!! December PJ.i/5. i

"The purpose of Biow management, Beirn explains, "is to adapt

agencj management to the creative men who"re essential to our

business, giving them all the freedom the) need, but channeling it.

"I nlil about six vears ago Milton Biow might have said 'the

agcnc\ in the last analysis is the length and breadth of m\ shadow.

Since then he not around himself a fairl) strong group of opera-

tors, a group of characters, let us say, who have track records of

their own. This group ha- helped us keep the balance between

showmanship and sound husiness.

Beirn walked over to his desk, picked up a pack of Philip Morris

and ripped oil the cellophane with a sweeping gesture. Hie silver

foil snapped open. Beirn grinned.

"We're heavj in i\ becau e this agencj believes in hard sell

—

and demonstrating a product on t\ i- probabl) the mosl effective

haul sell. \>>t thai one medium can replace another, but todaj do

national package goods advertiser can afford to staj off tv.

"Color will make t\ even more Indispensable.

Beirn walked over I" the window and spun the globe resting on the

sill. It's there as a reminder to him oi hi- abortive career a- a dei k

hand on an Isthmian Steamship freighter thai took him around the

world righl aftei he quit being an undergraduate chemist. * * *
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WNCT
GREENVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA

CHAMEL 9

Primary |j]fj Affiliate

The only VHF station covering the rich Eastern Carolina

market FULL TIME (7:00 A.M., through) with 100,000 watts.

RETMA SET COUNT, MAY 1, 1954

57,032
. . . and growing every day!

Indicating important audience— and advertiser — acceptance, WNCT
was one of the Nation's fastest stations to go on full-time operation.

3 months after opening, WNCT was able to start full-time schedule

beginning at 7:00 A. M.every day.

Its 874 ft. tower is the tallest in the Carolinas.

WNCT GREENVILLE, N. C.

A. Hart-well Campbell, General Manager

JOHN E. PEARSON CO., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

JAMES S. AYERS CO., SOUTHEASTERN REPRESENTATIVE
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4 ways you can use this

valuable SPONSOR feature

In rrrry issue of si'o.nsoh \ou will find the handy,

up-to-date listing of new tv station grants which appears

below. Here's how this compilation can help you.

1, You can plan campaigns far in advance by check-

ing on-air target dates given in chart.

2. Names of permitee, manager and rep for each

new c.p. and station make it easy to get additional data

3. List of all stations newly on air with commercia
programing during two weeks preceding issue is handy
reference list to update timebuyers.

4. Box score at bottom of page is succinct summary
of tv's status. Includes total number of U.S. stations.

f. \ ew stations on air*

CALL
LETTERS

CHANNEL
NO.

ON-AIR
DATE

POWER (KW)"
NET STNS.

I

AFFILIATION 1 ON AIR
8ETS IN
MARKETt

<0O0>
PERMITEE L MANAGER REPCITY 4 STATE 1

v SUAL AURAL

CORPUS CHRISTI, TEX. KVDO 22 15 June 20 11 1 7 vhf C*a lal Bend Tv Co.
Gabriel Lozano. pres.

A. 0. Lerma. v. p.

E. E Mlrf !e». ik.
M. L. Ramirez, treat.

Young

ENID, OKLA. KGEO-TV 5 10 June 100 50 ABC 1 40 vhf Streets Electronics Pearson
George Streets, pres. and

oen. mgr
Bruce E Wallace, v. p.

Robert M. Greer, tec.
W. P. Scheffe. treat.

GRAND JUNCTION,
COLO.

KFXJ-TV 5 30 May 1.3 0.7 ABC, Du M, 1

NBC
NFA Western Slope Bcstg

Rex G. Howell, pres.
Laura Howell, v.p.

Ruth G. Howell, tec.-
treas.

E. A. Thomas, exec, v.p

Holman

If. New construction permits

CITY 4 STATE CALL CHANNEL DATE OF
LETTERS NO. GRANT

ON-AIR
TARGET

POWER (KW)'
STATIONS
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKETt

(000)
PERMITEE & MANAGER RADIO

REP1

OAK HILL, W. VA. WOAY-TV 2 June 1 Sept. '54 25 15 NFA Robert R. Thomas Jr.,

sole owner

Since sponsor's 17 Maj 1954 list, four

more television station grantees have left

the air l>ut retained then permits. Eleven

OFF THE AIR

ELMIRA, N. Y., WECT, uhf eh. 18 (began operat-

ing 30 Sept. 1953; suspended operations 26

May).
MONROE. La., KFAZ, uhf ch. 43 (began operat-

ing II Aug. 1953; suspended operations I May).
PHOENIX, Arii., KOY-TV, vhf ch. 10 (share time).

Station merged with KOOL-TV (began operat-

ing 19 Oct. 1953; authorized to merge 5 May).
PUEBLO, Colo., KDZA-TV, vhf ch. 3 (began oper-

ating March 1953; suspended operations 21

April).

C.P.'s VOIDED
BECKLEY, W. Va., WBEY. uhf ch. 21 (FCC can-

celled c.p. for lack of prosecution).

Iff. Addenda to previous listings

more stations have had their c.p. 8 voided

h\ the FCC. This raises the numher of

stations which have returned c.p.s to the

COLUMBIA, Miss., WCBI-TV. uhf ch. 28 (grantee

requested c.p. cancellation).

GOLDSBORO, N. C, WTVX, uhf ch. 34 (grantee

requested c.p. cancellation).

GREENWOOD, S. C, WCRS-TV, uhf ch. 21

(grantee requested c.p. cancellation).

MARSHALL, Tex., KMSL, uhf ch. 16 (FCC can-

celled c.p. for lack of prosecution).

MERCED, Calif., KMER, uhf ch. 34 (FCC can-

celled c.p. for lack of prosecution).

NEW BRUNWICK, N. J., WDHN, uhf ch. 47
(grantee requested c.p. cancellation).

PADUCAH, Ky., WTLK, uhf ch. 43 (FCC cancelled
c.p. for lack of prosecution).

FCC to 80. During Ma\ -i\ t\ Nation?

went off the air; only five stations begai

operating during the month.

PHILADELPHIA, Pa., WIP-TV, uhf. ch. 29 (grante.

requested c.p. cancellation).

SPARTANBURG, S. C, WSCV, uhf ch. 17 (grante.

requested c.p. cancellation).

TRENTON, N. J., WTM-TV, uhf ch. 41 (FCC can

celled c.p. for lack of prosecution).

CORRECTION
I rider ""New construction permits" in SPON

sor, 19 April, page 120, WUSN-T\ i

listed with the tv representathe incorrect

l\. Southeastern representative for the sta

lion will be James S. \\>-r< Co.. \tlanta

No national rep has been appointed.

BOX SCORE
U. S. stations on air, incl.

Honolulu and ilaska ' I June
•54)

Markets covered

.176*

23J

Post-freeze c.p's granted [ex-

cluding 30 educational grants:

t June '5 !

'

Grantees on air

Tv homes in I JS. 1 1 April

'54) 2.9.J.9.>.0005
~» Hi V.S. homes uith tv sets (1

268 April '54) 62",,

'Both now c.p.'t and ttattooj going on the air listed hero are those which occurred between
-1 M.i\ 10 I : I . :.ng aro
eonsliered to be on the air when commercial operation ttartt. "Power of D.p.'l It thil recorded
In IrXSC applications and amendments of Individual grantees tlnformatlon on the number of lets
In mtrkeu where not designated as being fmm NBC Research, consists of estimates from the
stations or repa and must be deemed approximate. (Data from NRC Research and Planning.
Percentages on homes with sets and homes In tv coverage areas are considered approximate tin
moat cases, the representative of a radio station which Is granted a c.p. alto represents the new
tv operation since at nresstlme It Is generally tno early m confirm tv representations of moat
grantees SPONSOR lists the reps of the radio stations In this rolumn (when a radio station baa

been given tha tv grant) NFA: No figures available at presstlme on sett In market.

Waller Thomi • >Ms In ihc IS a- of 1 Jan. 19J4.
i ur.TM \ figures.

ad | Beckli . IH I i

'Grant mail. -al M cotnpeUUn U Smith J

E) 1 ' foe actual eipatiSM In pn
Smith rim. all for four years to purcha

rl R. Thomas Jr

which th, c p amuld ba trar.>tem 1 GbguB I I

imbet tnolodeg grants to perrntl ad their cp.'s or who have

had the by FCC
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They Sing A Prosperous Song

Dovetail bits hum about payrolls and profits as they work for the

growing furniture industry in the South's Prosperous Piedmont.

Industry and agriculture team-up to make the mighty Piedmont
section of North Carolina and Virginia one of the fastest comers in

the nation. And WFMY-TV is the Prosperous Piedmont's most
viewed station.

The 1,700,000 people in WFMY-TV's 31-county area have over 2 bil-

lion dollars to spend . . . and they're ready, willing and able to spend it.

Let your H-R-P man tell you the success stories of flourishing products

sold over WFMY-TV in the Prosperous Piedmont.

Team your product with WFMY-TV and you'll sing a prosperous

song, too. Call your H-R-P man today.

Basic Affiliate

GREENSBORO,
Represented by

Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.

New York— Chicago — San Francisco
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Owe in Hiswy!

$100,000 PROMOTION
FOR CROSLEY GROUP

>^i

Dynamite summer sales! With a

steady barrage of hot programming, dynamic-

contests, a great new merchandising plan, that

makes every summer day a sizzling selling

day for Crosley Group advertisers.

/7-

c<
A Capture Summer Audiences

!

Intensified programming retains top shows right through the

summer, builds fresh, new shows. Exciting, electrifying contests

loaded with irresistible prizes

—

stimulate viewer-listener

incentive, make 'em watch, listen, go out and buy!

Move The Product

!

An unusual boxtop-label premium oiler will promote all

Crosley Group advertised products. And only those advertised

products will be eligible for the special oiler. Each identified
I

merchandised as the key to an exciting Operation Sunburst

premium— in all major retail outlets, including super

markets, drug, hardware and jewelry stores,

leading department and variety stores!
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Chart covers half-hour syndicated film prira

I

•taut p»»f
rank

Top 10 shows in JO or more markets

Period 1-7 April 1954-

TITLE. SYNOICATOR. PRODUCER. SHOW TYPE

Average
rating

7-STATION
MARKETS 4-8TATI0N MARKETS 3-STATI0N MARK S

NY L.A. Boston Chi. Mpls. Seattle St. L. Wash. Atlanta Bait Buffalo C'| ,.

I 2 I Led Three lAves, Ziv |D) 2.7.7
13.4 8.4

wtibi lube ti

LO 30pm

79.3 9.9
"I'll tv

20.3
kstp-tv
1 pa

76.8 44.3
k»l tv

] pm

6.5

UtOP tv

8.0 19.8 53.0 3:1

wlw-a wbal-lv when iv u 1
1" BOpm 10:3Oi>m 9:30pm 8:0'I •_

2 I Favorite Story, Ziv (D) 22...
70.4 9.9

kilv

20.5

10 OOpm

18.3 27

pm

20.3 44.8

8 :00pm

77 2

rtop-tf
10:30pm

75.3

7:00pm

3 7 Kir Carson, MCA, Revue Prod. (W) 21 .5
74.7

kabc iv

7 :80pm

74.5 22 3 30.5

ksd-tv
im - 80pm

76.8 70.5 26.5

mIu a winar-tv when tv

6 tin,,,-, 6:00pm 3:00pm

4 :» Cisco Kid, Ziv (W) 20,:t
7 7.0 73.9

nmbl
li :00pm 7 :00pm

76.5

wnac tf
i; lupin

15.4

cvbkb

9 3

5 :00pm

78.3 33.3

komo-tv ksd-tv
7:00pm 4:30pm

72.4

wnbw
6 :30pm

72.8 75.3 2

»a(« tv wbal tv v,i]

7:0Opm 7:00pm 6:(

1 i Superman, Flamingo, R. Maxwell (K) 20.3
75.5 75.7

wnbt k.ih iv

6 :00pm

77.0 77.2

wbkb

8.3

5:00pm

23.5 28.8

6 mii 5:30pm

73.5

wnbw
7:00pm

22.5 77.0 41.0 li

wsb-tv wbal tv wben-tv wkr
7:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 6:0

6 .> City Detective, MCA, Revue Prod. (D) 19.9
4.5 77.5
Wpll kn\l

i pm

78.8

trbi ti

LO 30pm

5.5

wtkb
B 30pm

75.3

»'"p tv

10:00pm

20.3

10 15pm

9.5

4:30pm

9.8 40.3 2

umar-tv wben-tv wkr
11:00pm 10:30pm '.< '3

7 10 Badge 714, NBC Film (D) 19.8
70.7 77.7

wor-tv kitv

9:00pm 7:30pm

74.5

tnuc tv

2:00pm

72

cvgn-ti
8:00pm

30.3

k i i it- iv

30pm

20.2

wnbw
7 :00pm

75.3 78.8 li

wlw-a wbal-lv w)
9:30pm 10:30pm 10::

8 » Foreign Intrigue, JWT, Shel. Reynolds (A) 17.7
75.9 5.2

wnbt knbh
10.30pm 7:00pm

20.3

wbz u
10:30pm

75.7

n nbq
9:30pm

27.0

K -
1

1 , u
;i ::0|im

75.8 20.0

klnc-tv kad-ft
8:00pm 11:00pm

73.5

wnbw
10:30pm

70.3 6.5

«aga-tv ubuf tv

7:00pm 8:00pm

8 8 Range Riders, CBS Film. Flying "A" (W) 17.7
77.7 70.7

knbt knxt
6:30pm 7:00pm

7.8

6:30pm

8.3

5:00pm

78.8

komo-tv
7:00pm

JO
1

Raniar of the Jungle, TPA, Arrow (A) 16.4
6.0 70.4

wplx kttv

6 :00pm 6:30pm

9.3

tvbz ti

12noon

77.2

Wbkb
4:00pm

75.3

wcco- tv

2:30pm

9.3 30.0

ktnl tv

6:30pm 2:30pm

70.7

6 :30pm

8.3

wbuf-tV
Ipa

Rink Part'
rank Top 70 shows in 4 to 9 markets

I I Craig Kennedy, L Weiss, A. Weiss (M) 20.9
7.9

khj-tv
7:00pm

2
|

1

Victory at Sea, NBC Film (Doc.) 19.9
8.4

knbh
10:30pm

76.3 48.3

komo-tv ksd-tv
6:30pm 9:30pm

3 >Ir. District Attorney, Ziv (A) 18.1
9.7

webs-tv
7:00pm

7.4

wmal-tv
10:30pm

J.

10:

4 1 3 Hopalong Cassidy, NBC Film (W) 18.0
70.4 70.5

wnbt kttv
11:45am 7:00pm

73.3

uh/ tv

6 :30pm

29.8

WCCO* tv

6:00pm

76.5

komo-tv
6 :30pm

75.5

wnbw
7 :00pm

«"» 2 lour All-Star Theatre, Screen Gems (D) 17.5
7.5

wjar tv

7 :00pm

72.5

wnbw
10:30pm

37.0

uUn-lv
4:30pm

6 Heart of the City, UTP, Gross-Krasne (D) J 6.8
7.5

komo- It

9:00pm

7.

wk

7 6 Cotrhoy fi-Hen, Flamingo, United Artists (W) 11.6
2.9

wabc-tv
1 1 5pm

72.0

wcco- tv

2:00pm

28.8

k<,l tv

12:30pm

1-
:

12

8 8 Into* 'n' Inrfi;. CBS Film (C) 1 1.3
73.0 77.7

m bi 'v knit
10:30pm -

7 7.0

wb« tv

11 :00pm

23.8 6.5

komo-tv ut . i

8:30pm 7:00pm

77.5

ntop-ti
7:00pm

9 1

i

Joe Palooka Story, Guild Films (A) 13.8
3.0 2.9

: 00pm ' OOpm

77.8

komo tv

72.7

wnbw
7:00pm

23.0

wben-tv
10:00am

1

10 Waterfront. UTP, Roland Reed (A)

i

I.J.

7

72.9 3.7

wbkb
10 iMipm

79.0 39.0

king u
9:30pm 10:15pm

6.2

wtop-tv
7 :00pm

\> adventure: (C) comedy: (Doc) documentary: (D) drama: (K) kid thow:
(Ml mjitary; IW) Wi torn *tlmi U halt houi length brotdcaal In
more markeU . rating li an unweighted average of Individual market ratings listed

Itlarik space Indicates film not broadcast In this market 1-7 April 1954. \\~b\lt

!,ri> ittbla rron one month to aruKJicr In the market* in which they ar* tM
• .-r extent wltji syndicated shows. This should be borne In mind wtB
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i stows
illy made for tv

i

3-STATION MARKETS

ayton Detroit Mllw'kee Phi la. S. Fran.

7.8 15.8 47.0 15.0 22.0

lo-tv wjbk-tv wtmj-tv wcau-tv kron-tv
Opm 10:30pm 9:30pm 7:00pm 10:30pm

75.0

wjbk-tv
10:30pm

6.3

kgo-tv
7 :00pm

7.3 11.8 38.0 17.0 20.8

Iw-d wjbk-tv wtmj-tv wptz kron-tv
Wpm 6:00pm 3:00pm 6:30pm 4:00pm

25.0 38.0 27.7

1:1

UXYZ (V

7 :00pm
wtmj-tv
5:0Opm

wcau-tv
7 :00pm

II
).3 7 7.0 27.5 27.4 72.8

11

j-d
Opm

u\\/,-t\

6:30pm
wtmj-tv
l :00pm

wcau-tv
7:00pm

Utro-tv

6 :30pm

2;
\.o 70.3 38.3

ita

U

O-tV
Iplll

wjbk-tv
10:30pm

wtmj - tv

0:00pm

II
.0 22.3 79.0 27.2 27.0

a
p

d

"I'M!

wwj-tv
7:00pm

wian-tv
9 '30pm

wcau-tv
li:3upm

kpix
9:00pm

72.3 9.3

wjbk-tv
9 :00pm

kgo-tv
y:3Upm

2-STATION MARKETS

Birm. Charlotte New 0.

32.5 57.3 52.3

wabt
9:30pm

wbtv wdsu-tv
8 :30pm 8:00pm

57.0 50.8

wbtv
9:00pm

wdsu-tv
9:30pm

27.5 35.3

wabt
.; inipm

wbtv
5:30pm

34.5 27.0

wbtv
1 I 1111

wdsu-tv
5:00pm

76.0 74.5 76.3 27.5

wxyz-tv wcan-tv wptz kpix
7:UUpm 7:uupm 6:UUpm 7:0Upm

75.3 27.8 70.3 7 7.8

wxyz-tv wtmj-tv wfil-tv kgo-tv
6:30pm 12:30pm 6:00pm 6:30pm

28.0 34.0 25.0

wabt
<; iiiipin

wbtv
5:30pm

wdsu-tv
5:00pm

22.3 57.0

wabt
9:30pm

wbtv
8:00pm

22.5 52.3 75.0

wbrc-tv
9:30pm

wbtv
10:00pm

wdsu-tv
11:30pm

23.0 58.5

wbrc-tv
9 :30pm

wbtv
9 :00pm

42.3

wdsu-tv
6:00pm

37.0 36.8

wabt
6:00pm

wbtv
6:00pm

-
70.0 77.0

wjbk-tv wcau-tv
7:00pm 6:00pm

54.5

wdsu-tv
9 :00pm

72.5 34.5 72.2 77.0

wwj-tv wtmj-tv wtil-tv kron-tv

6:30pm 5:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm

.0 77.5 2 7.3 8.2

>-d wwj-tv wtmj-tv wptz
Opm 10:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm

54.5

wbtv
8:00pm

9.3

wfil-tv
5:00pm

78.3 38.3

wbrc-tv wbtv
o:oopm 5:30pm

72.3 77.3

wxyz-tv kron-tv
7:00pm 10:30pm

39.3

wdsu-tv
10:00pm

72.5 9.0

wjbk-tv kgo-tv
1:30pm 6;00pm

76.8

kplx
7 :30pm

36.8 6.3

wtmj-tv kplx
5:00pm 4:30pm

8.8

kgo-tv
9:00pm

rends, from one month to another In thl
rt. If blank, show was not rated at allOD 10.

s chart. •Befers to last
In last chart or was In
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Brecision

Prints
YOUR PRODUCTIONS
BEST REPRESENTATIVE

CLOSE CHECK ON
PROCESSING

Picture ana sound results are held
to the closest limits by automatic
temperature regulation, spray devel-
opment, electronically filtered and
humidity controlled air in the dry-
ing cabinets, circulating filtered
baths, Thymatrel motor drive, film
waxing and others. The exacting
requirements of sound track devel-

/
opment are met in PRECISION'S
special developing machinery.

YOUR ASSURANCE OF
BETTER 16mm PRINTS

16 Years Research and Specialization in every phase of 16mm processing,
visual and aural. So organized and equipped that all Precision jobs are of the
highest quality.

Individual Attention is given each film, each reel, each scene, each frame -
through every phase of the complex business of processing — assuring you of
the very best results.

Our Advanced Methods and our constant checking and adoption of up-to-
the-minute techniques, plus new engineering principles and special machinery
enable us to offer service unequalled anywhere!
Newest Facilities in the 16mm field are available to customers of Precision,
including the most modern applications of electronics, chemistry, physics, optics,
sensitometry and densitometry — including exclusive Maurer-designed equip-
ment—your guarantee that only the best is yours at Precision!

Precision Film Laboratories — a di-

vision of J. A. Maurer, Jnc^ has 16
years of specialization in the 16mm
field, consistently meets the latest de-
mands for higher quality and speed. PRECISION

HIM LABORATORIES. INC.

21 West 46th St.,

New York 36, N. Y.

JU 2-3970
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TEA COUNCIL
i < ontinued from page 13 I

, reased Bales, ii tnaj fai e* eed that.

oi ii- total current funds (about

$1,600,000), the Council spends ap-

proximate^ 75 1

i
"ii advertising -all

in spot i\ and the remaining 25* -

mi merchandising, sales promotion,

public it) . resean h and operations.

Before plunging wholeheartedl) into

spot i\ in tin- fall of 1952, the Council

had tried othei media. Mot Tea was

promoted via full pages in Life plus

newspaper supplements on the local

level; Iced Tea also had Life Buppori

plus billboards in 33 ke\ markets. Hut

the I Council wasn't satisfied. It was

looking l"i a less expensive medium

thai would meet ii- specialized needs.

It was during the L951-'52 Hot Tea

season that the Council backed a spe-

cial t\ advertising test in Syracuse. It

was conducted 1>\ Dr. Hans Zeisel, then

research din-dor of the erstwhile lea

Bureau (now Tea Council research di-

rector) in cooperation with the Leo

Burnett research department. The ac-

tual field work was done 1>\ the Elmo

Roper resean 1 1 organization.

iliated with

ARB

NBC — DUMONT
Full Time

Network Facilities

PROGRAMS OF OTHER NETWORKS
ACCEPTED ON THE BASIS OF AVAILABILITY

Marcn-April UHF-VHF Penetration Re-

port states that Tulsa is the first dual

market in any ARB study to have a con-

version as high as 17.7% before going

on the air. Also the first market to have

a conversion as high as 25% after less

than one month's operation.

*M<& '""If!

KCEB
Represented By

THE BOLLING COMPANY
New York — Chicago — Boston — Los Angeles — San Francisco

The test ran 20 weeks from 15 Oc-

tober 1951 through L5 Vpril 1052. A
saturation schedule of l."> announce-

ments a week based on the theme

"Take tea and see" appeared on

WHEN (now WIII.V'IS i and \\ SYR-

IA . The object was to measure the

actual tea consumption of two groups,

one of which was exposed to tv adver-

tising, and another control group

which was not.

\monii the results recorded at the

end of the test: In tv homes, tea con-

sumption showed an increase of

12.V < : in non-t\ homes, a decreast

of 6.3%. \i dinnei only, consumption

was up 20.2' , in tv homes, up onlj

0.2'/ in iion-t\ homes.

This was enough for the Council.

It was t\ full -team ahead with no

less than 100', of the advertising hud-

get. And it's heen that way ever since.

The Council considers Hot Tea and

Iced Tea as two separate products re-

quiring two different campaigns. It

found that people drink an iced bever-

age for entirely different reasons than

they do a hot beverage; in fact, the

two compete. Of total tea consumption

in the U.S.. (>r>
(

i is consumed as Hot

Tea. 35', as Iced Tea.

Under the new year-round policy,

the Iced Tea commercials will run for

as long as the weather stays warm,

and as the weather turns chill) in in-

dividual markets the Hot Tea pitches

will he substituted.

The Hot Tea approach is aimed at

educating people to brew tea properly

and at developing more people who

drink tea as a matter of habit. The

Council found that 40' v of people

never drink hot tea. 51% drink it

sometimes and 10', drink it everj da\

as a matter of habit. This 10', uses

7595 of the tea.

The Council's theor; is thai when

tea is made properh with one bag or

spoon per cup and not less— it lead- to

greater liking and satisfaction and pro-

motes tea-drinking, especiall) in com-

petition with coffee.

There is no question of the availa-

bilitj of tea in the home. It i- on 86*
I

of all pantrj shelves. The problem is

to get it off the shelf and into the tea-

pot. The Hot Tea commercials lure

viewers to take such action bj promis-

ing a real "'pick-up" and stressing the

"hot and hearty" qualities of the bev-

erage. The <op\ in a typical 20-second

animated-cartoon commercial run-:

1 /'lease turn to page 80
|
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Here are the newspapers carrying

our weekly TV schedules in the
M

Land of Milk and Honey

WISCONSIN

Denmark Press

Berlin Shopping News
Berlin Journal

Plainfield Sun

DePere Journal-Democrat

Markesan Herald

Clintonville Tribune-Gazette

Marion Advertiser

New London Press-Republican

Weyauwega Chronicle

Antigo Daily Journal

New Holstein Reporter

Waupaca County Post

Kiel Record

Oshkosh Daily Northwestern

Oshkosh Shop-O-Gram

Green Bay Press-Gazette

Green Bay Farmer's Friend

Door County Advocate

Algoma Record-Herald

Sheboygan Press

Manitowoc Herald-Times

Oconto County Times-Herald

Oconto Daily Reminder

Stevens Point Daily Journal

Wisconsin Rapids Daily Tribune

Marinette Eagle-Star

Shawano Evening Leader

Waupun Leader-News

Iola Herald

Milwaukee Sentinel

Milwaukee Journal

Ripon Press

HAYDN R. EVANS, Gen. Mgr.

Rep.: WEED TELEVISION

14 JUNE 1954

Twin City News-Record (Neenah)

Portage Daily Register

Plymouth Review

Little Chute Tattler

Montello Tribune

Wausau Record-Herald

Ripon Commonwealth

Fond du Lac Commonwealth Reporter

Green Lake Reporter

Vilas County News-Review (Eagle River)

Beaver Dam Daily Citizen

Wisconsin State Journal (Madison)

Baraboo News-Republic

Princeton Times-Republic

Mauston Star

Brillion News
Marshfield News-Herald

Rhinelander Daily-News

Waushara Argus (Wautoma)

Fond du Lac Times

Sheboygan Co. News (Sheboygan Falls)

Appleton Post-Crescent

MICHIGAN
Iron Mountain News
Frankfort Patriot

Traverse City Record-Eagle

Escanaba Press

Cadillac News
Manistee News-Advocate

Menominee Herald-Leader

Petoskey News Review

Benzie Record (Beulah)

Ludington News
Muskegon Chronicle

Manton Tribune-Record

Hart Journal

Crystal Falls Diamond Drill

Marquette Mining Journal

Stephenson News
Gladstone News
Benzie County Patriot (Frankfort)

lOOOoo
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Pulse Again Proves February 1954)

KVDD IS YDUH BEST BUY

in Oklahoma's No.l Market
THE PULSE, INC. 100% YARDSTICK THE PULSE OF TULSA

Radio Station Audiences by Time Periods February, 1954

M O N D A Y - F R I D A Y

Station

KVOO
"B"

"C"

"0"

ii r "

Misc.

Total Percent

6 AM - 12 Noon 12 Noon - 6 PM 6 PM - 10:30 PM

33 38 45

21 18 23

20 21 15

5 5 5

9a 10a *

9 5 6

3 3 5

100 100 100

Average Va hour

Homes using radio 17.9 20.4 20.0

a Does not broadcast for complete six hour period and share of audience is unadjusted
for this situation

* Not on air

By every measurement of audience size, audience response, audience loyalty, KVOO always leads.

Since 1925 KVOO has been the dominant Voice of Oklahoma and this latest Pulse report shows KVOO
still in front.

KVOO alone blankets the important Tulsa Market Area, which is the No. 1 Market in Oklahoma by

all factual ratings, and in addition provides concentrated coverage in the rich adjoining counties of

Kansas, Missouri, and Arkansas.

See your nearest Edward Petry & Company office for details of time availabilities.

RADIO STATION KVOO
50,000 WATTS

NSC AFFILIATE '

EDWARD PETRY AND CO.. INC. NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

OKLAHOMA'S CREATEST STATION
TULSA. OKLA
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ROUND-UP
( Continued from page 66

)

WRGB, i.l . honor Reagan
with reception, dinner

WRGB, Schenectady, recently held

a reception and dinner for movie star

Ronald Reagan, who will host a new

dramatic series, the General Electric

Theatre, beginning next fall.

The program will be telecast over

120 stations on the CBS TV network,

according to the sponsor. GE an-

nounced its forthcoming sponsorship

The Mayor (I.) and Hanna with Reagan (c.)

of the show at the dinner, given by
WRGB, GE's tv station in Schenectady.

Above, Archibald C. Wemple (left),

mayor of Schenectady, and Robert B.

Hanna Jr., GE's broadcasting station

dept. mgr., congratulate Reagan. * * *

Music and interview format
on WPEIV's all-night shows
WPEN, Philadelphia, has revamped

its nighttime programing schedule to

provide for an all-night music-and-in-

terview block 10:00 p.m.-6:00 a.m.

The all-night lineup begins at 10:00

p.m. with the station's new Mambo
Dancing Party, with M.C. Art Ray-

mond. The Steve Allison Show, a pro-

gram of commentary and informal dis-

cussion, comes next. Allison also acts

as co-M.C. of the After Hours show,

which begins at 2:00 a.m. Bob "Biff"

London, theatre and night club singer,

is the other M.C. on the show. After

Hours, which runs until 6:00 a.m., in-

cludes interviews with show people

and talent, as well as romantic music.

The new all-night programing block

is part of WPEN's expanded opera-

tion. The station has enlarged its phys-

ical setup to include a studio seating

300 people. • • •

Briefly . . .

There are 469,120 radio families in

the Washington metropolitan area, ac-

cording to Sales Management 1954,

(Please turn to page 116)
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TEA COUNCIL
i Continued from pagt 16)

Ih mis just too tired t<> touch ///•>

food!

So the brought him TEA . . .

• liiinu,''! his altitude!

\\ hat a pick-up!

I akt I • a and See
'

Beltei foi you!

I nl.r I in and St

Mule it hefty, hot (mil liriuty . . .

Take I in and See!

The one-minute commercials also

open with a cartoon sequence, but in-

clude brewing instructions (live ac-

tion) as well. I Ik* four "Golden

Rules" l"i tea brewing, which the

( oun< il also Btresses in it- supporting

promotion and publicity, are:

1. Al\\a\ - ibc a teapot.

2. Use one lea hag or teaspoon of

tea for each cup and one for the pot.

A. I Be Fresh, furiouslj 1 » < • i I i r i ^ wa-

in.

1. Brew three to five minutes by the

clock. Slir and serve.

Fhe Hot Tea commercials will run

DOMINATES
THE IMPORTANT

:?*«2*E2a
IN OMAHA

!

m
Of the 196 weekly quarter hours

between 5 p.m. and 12 p.m.

WOW-TV places ahead in 106*.

WOW-TV also has eight out of

the top ten multi-weekly pro-

grams. Five of these eight

progrc,™ a re I.col."

American Research Bureau, Feb. 1954

**Pulse Inc., March 1954

in a dozen markets during the L954-'55

Beason. The I" thai arc being used bj

the Council on a 52-week l>a-i> are:

Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland,

Detroit. I."- \ngeles. New N • .1 k . Phil-

adelphia, Pittsburgh, Washington, 1).

C. The two additional market- that

will carry Hot lea pitches are San

Francisco and Providence.

\\ iili Iced Tea. the over-all objective

of Council advertising i- to position it

in tlie consume] s mind a- "The (ireat

Vmerii an Mjmniertime Beverage." The
two major t In-mo which form the copy

base an- the promises of a "pick-up"

(again) and "refreshment.'
1

The basic

slogan of the campaign i-. "I lie Bum-

mertime refreshei that doesn't leave

you thirsty."

The -i\ different one-minute com-

mercials, each adapted to 20-second

versions, also have a cartoon open-

ing and "live" instructions. Sample:

On a hot summer day . . . into

flumes lie'il burst!

Then she scried him Iced Tea . . .

really quenched his thirst!

II hut a pick-up!

) <ni need the summertime refresh-

er!

A glass of Iced Tea!

Doesn't leave you thirst) .'

Refresh tilth Iced Tea!

There are two versions of brewing

instructions, a Northern and a South-

• •\\ <• don't believe in standing on our
heads to gel attention. Neither do we
believe in hiding our light under a

bushel of stodgineos, when it nmio to

spending advertising dollar-. I ndistin-

guished advertising i» poor advertising.
Dull advertising i- wa-tcd ad\crti>ing.**

CARLTON H. ASIIKR
Advertising Manager
James Lees & Sons

II ridgeport. Pa.

ern. in deference to the popularity of

tea hags in the North and loo^e tea in

the South. The commercials also stress

the points that Iced Tea is: non-filling,

non-fattening, economical.

These commercials will he telecast

an average of \\ l
) time- thi- summer

in 29 cities. The) will he seen on an

average of more than 1 5 time- 1>\ each

t\ family, according to calculations bj

Leo Burnett. In addition to the 10

basic 52-week market- (mentioned

above), these 1'' cities will earn Iced

Tea messages tor -even week-: \tlan-

ta. Birmingham, Buffalo. Charlotte,

Cincinnati. Dallas-Fort Worth. Greens-
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boro. Houston, Indianapolis, Louis-

ville, Memphis. Miami, New Orleans,

Norfolk, Richmond, San Antonio, Man

Diego, St. Louis, Providence.

The hetween-meal heverage market

in the summer is dominated by colas

and soft drinks (47' \ I with tea com-

ing in fifth. However, the Council

feels that Iced Tea, once it's properly

positiotied, has a "boundless sales ho-

rizon/'

The Council points to the fact that

iced tea sales in restaurants have

climbed 239$ in the past five years.

This is largely due, says the Council

to the introduction of a special for-

mula to restaurants enabling them to

make and handle bed Tea easily.

Which brings us to a mention of the

out-of-home market for tea. This mar-

ket accounts for 20 to 25% of tea

sales. Of the out-of-home market, near-

ly 60' ', is made up of restaurants and

cafeterias (other outlets include hospi-

tals, clubs, camps, hotels).

Restaurant enthusiasm for the serv-

ing of Iced Tea far outstrips that for

Hot Tea. The reason is that the aver-

age restaurant finds hot tea more diffi-

cult to make and serve than hot coffee

and other beverages. Tea is a produc-

tion, with bags to be fumbled with,

pots, hot water jugs, lemon to be han-

dled, and personnel don't like to serve

it. As a result, restaurant consump-

tion of tea is half what it should be,

according to the Tea Council.

In order to solve the big restaurant

problem—that of making tea more
available to customers—the Tea Coun-
cil has made a research grant to the

National Restaurant Association to

work on the development of a tea urn

for installation in restaurants. When
experimental urns were set up in 12

cafeterias making tea easy to get. tea

drinking increased an average of 89' , .

Possibilities of tea in vending ma-

chines are also being investigated and

look promising. Its success here de-

pends on the development of a stable

concentrate of good quality.

All in all. the Council feels that half

of tea's battle in every situation is

competing for attention. Tv is the

most powerful weapon in its all-out

effort to make people think more about

tea. The Council's theory is that more
people will drink tea if they think tea.

• • •
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MEDIA STUDY
[Continued from page 41

1

and accidental factors which shape ad-

vertising decisions apart from the rule-

book, and even apart from unconscious

motivations like fear and insecurity.

To the extent that we recognize the

existence of these non-rational influ-

ences on our own thinking, I think it

becomes more nearh possible for us to

select media objectively and wisely.

MARION HARPER JR.

President

McCann-Erickson, Inc.

New York

I

11.

Media buying called

not as haphazard as

article implied

VdKkT
Mr. Schachte

The third article on the psy< hology

of media (SPONSOR, 3 \la\ L954), i~.

I think, dangerous.

You are presenting quantitative in-

terpretations of qualitative research.

Relatively few agencymen were inter-

i Please turn to page 85 I

J-Jots of perfectly respectable ad men learn show-

business from the office copy of Variety. But not

Vic Seydel, Anderson & Cairns' Vice-President in

charge of Radio and Television. Vic learned show-

business in show business ... as performer, director,

producer. Vaudeville, Hollywood, Broadway and

dozens of big cities, where he directed Junior

League shows, were stops along the way. (He even

spent a year at Macy's, teaching demonstrators

how to demonstrate.) When Vic got into radio via

the old Blue Network, nobody had to tell him

what Americans will laugh at, cheer for, like and

buy. He's a big reason why radio-TV is the fastest-

growing wing of our business.

If you're in the market for an advertising

agency, dial Mrs. Street at MU 8-5800 and

arrange a visit to Anderson & Cairns.

^iJVDERSOJV & CAIRJVS, IJVC
ADVERTISING

I>88 Madison Avenue • New York 22, N. Y.

Canada: Anderson, Smith & Cairns, Ltd., Montreal
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WHO SUBSCRIBES TO SPONSOR AT TH

l'f HAS been proven that a handful of advertising agencies place

about % (

/( of the national spot radio and tv billing.

But within this handful of agencies (generally numbered at

20) are hundreds of important timebuyers, account men, and other

key executives who make the individual decisions vital to you.

Several years back SPONSOR checked and discovered that it

averaged 10% paid subscribers at these leader agencies.

In 1954 we have just completed a similar analysis of SPONSOR
subscribers at top advertising agencies—but with a difference. The

difference: included are (1) the top 33 ad agencies in radio and tv

billing, (2) the names of individual subscribers at each agency.

Today SPONSOR averages 17 paid subscribers among the top

20 agencies; 13% among the top 33. Even more important, you'll

find virtually every decision-maker (for your station) included*

The 33 advertising agencies are: Aver, Bates, BBDO, Benton

& Bowles, Biow, Burnett, Campbell-Ewald, Cecil & Presbrey, Comp-

ton, Cunningham & Walsh, D-F-S, D'Arcy, DCS&S, Erwin Wasey,

Esty, Foote, Cone & Belding, Fuller & Smith & Ross, K&E, Kudner,

'(•Play this fascinating game. Jot down 10 names

of the most important (to you) ad agency

decision makers. Then check the SPONSOR list. If you

find more than 1 names missing SPONSOR will pay you $70.



S TOP-BILLING ADVERTISING AGENCIES?

Lennen & Newell, Maxon, McCann-Erickson, MacManus, John &
Adams, NL&B, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Sherman & Marquette, SSCB,

JWT, Wade, Warwick & Legler, Ward Wheelock, Weintraub, Y&R.

SPONSOR — the use magazine— stands alone in the field it

serves. It is the one and only magazine 100% devoted to radio and

tv while pin-pointed at key agency and advertiser readers. 7 out

of every 10 copies of SPONSOR go to the men who foot the bills.

Every magazine has a story to tell. But only one magazine can

top your trade-paper list. Consider these facts. SPONSOR is (1)

exclusively devoted to air-advertising, (2) exclusively edited for

key agency and advertiser readers, (3) the accepted magazine that

agencies and advertisers use, (4) the magazine of minimum waste

circulation, (5) read not only by timebuyers, but also by account

executives, agency principals, ad managers, and company heads,

(6) number one in paid circulation among radio and tv buyers.

If the foregoing interests you with respect to your 1954 trade-

paper planning, please write and ask for a full look at SPONSOR'S

subscribers at the 33 leading advertising agencies.

SPONSOR the magazine that radio and tv advertisers use



AS

OUTDOORS-

AND IT ALL BELONGS TO ME!"

WDAY-TV is the only TV station in Fargo, North

Dakota's TOP market.

In fact, in all the fabulous Red River Valley,

\& DAY-TV is the only television station. (The

nearest on-the-air station is more than 200 miles

away—the nearest grant for a station-to-be is more

than 50 miles away!)

UD RIVER VALLEY

• '--» - N^»* '. -C

i^4:*i

FARGO WDAY-TV
FARGO, N. D. • CHANNEL 6

Affiliated With NBC • CBS • ABC • DUMONT

FREE & PETERS, INC., Exclusive National Representatites
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viewed, and from this general—and

rather damning— conclusions were

drawn.

The agency business—like business

generally— is not a democracy. All

votes do not have equal weight. It is

obviously wrong to give the same im-

portance to opinions about media, re-

gardless of their source. If the pur-

pose of your article, as seems the case,

is to show what really controls media

buying, you must find the people

whose opinions actually decide media

problems and interview them.

Since the first part of the article pre-

sumes to outline problems and the sec-

ond part offers solutions, perhaps then

this second part offers solutions to

problems that don't really exist.

Your general conclusions seems to

be that media men (and copywriters,

too) don't base their thinking on what

the product will do for the user.

I contend that they do, and have for

years, and that it is not a new idea just

because you now call it "emotional

involvement."

This idea is at least as old as John

Caples' first book— probably much
older.

Some years ago Tony Geoghegan

wrote a book on media (for Young &

Rubicam's internal use I , and the \<i\

first idea he expressed was—approxi-

mately, since I'm working from mem-
orj : "The basic fact that controls all

media selection is—how can we most

forcibly bring the promise of the prod-

uct to those most likely to buy?"
I think you do advertising a dissci \ -

ice by talking about the preoccupation

of agency people with "numbers—cov-

erage—ratings" without first admit-

ting:

1. That, before any media work is

done, good advertising starts first with

research to find the strongest, the

broadest appeal justified by the prod-

uct that will turn potential users into

actual users.

2. That the media assignment is to

bring this strongest story most effec-

tively and least expensively to the mar-

ket, whether it be the total present

market or the heavy users or the in-

frequent users or the never users.

3. That, after basic media decisions

are made, such facts as dealer influ-

ence are valid considerations when re-

garded in proper perspective.

I am not pretending that media buy-

ing is perfect or unbiased.

But I certainly will never agree that

it's as dark as you make it.

If It were as Unreasoned and ill-

planned as you indicate, how could ad-

vertising have become the most efli-

cient, most effective means yet devised
to move goods, as it has?

So, please don't make media buying

sound so hapha/aitl beeau-e it isn't.

HENRY SCHACHTE
Senior Vice President
Bryan Houston, Inc.

New York

12.

Ratings are not

enough by which to

judge advertising

Mr. Cole

Should excellent and higher-than-

average readership ratings create con-

tentment in evaluating the effective-

ness of advertising? Not always! In

carefully watching the results from

keyed and couponed magazine and

newspaper copy, we find a wide varia-

tion between readership ratings and

actual coupon returns.

Copy which rates well in the "read

most" and "read all" columns of read-

{ Please turn to page 93)

Adapted from the outstanding best-seller of our time.

Eagerly awaited by millions offans.

THE ADVENTURES OF ELLERY QUEEN

In its 25-year existence, Ellery Queen has proved itself a success in every mass

medium—in print, on the screen, on the radio and on TV live. The new series

of half-hour programs especially filmed for television, will write a brilliant new

chapter in this unbroken success story.

For the show has a ready-made audience of millions. These, plus the Marlowe

fans won by his work on stage (Voice of the Turtle) and screen (Twelve

O'Clock High and other great pictures) assure a tremendous audience

"core" for the sponsors of this new TV series.

Production is in keeping with the property. Edward Small, whose sure

instincts for mass entertainment have given his features a gross of over

$100,000,000, has over-all charge of production. Scripts are supervised by

Ellery Queen. And all down the line—direction,

casting, settings—the series carries the quality of fine

dramatic programming.

This is a series that can't miss. It has the commercial

impact of mystery ... the prestige of rich drama . . .

history of box-office. While markets are still

available, call, write or wire for complete details.

14 JUNE 1954
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Here is a simple buying and merchandising plan

which has been proven successful by just about

ever) profit-making store in the USA!

Perhaps the best way to examine it is in the words

of the President of one of Americas largest and

most successful stores.

Mi- stated recently:

"We recognize the mam advantages of. ..brands

in oui <la\ -to-da\ nu'ic handisins.

"We know that it is much easier to sell branded

merchandise because the advertising has presold

the product to the consumer.

"We know that self-service and self selection are

possible with brands, thereby cutting selling costs.

"And in a business with a close margin of profit,

we are constantly looking for just such was- t..

cut selling costs without changing the character

of our operation."

The consumers of tmerica favor manufacturers

brands by eight to one. Seed we say more'/

Z/bunda&>n>
INCORPORATED

A NON-PROFIT EDUCATION tl FOl YDATI Oft • .17 WEST 57 STREET. NEW YORK 19. N.T,
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585 out of 700 Daytime Minutes

All of the 300 Nightime Minutes

From 7 A. M. to Midnight no station can

challenge the dominance of WTAR with a

powerful line-up of the full CBS schedule

and established local personalities. Pulse

proves this conclusively showing WTAR

first in 82.1% of daytime minutes and

100% at night. Profit by these facts -

choose only WTAR, for radio in Norfolk.

* Th. Norfolk Polio Survoy. February, 1954.
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"It Is Amazing" . . .

WPEN's sales results constantly make new advertisers

react as if they've discovered a new Klondike.

One of the latest* had this to say:

"Gentlemen:

IT IS AMAZING!

I would never have believed that a radio
program in such a short period of time could do so

much business as Steve Allison has done for us

in the past two weeks.

On Wednesday morning, we had a line of

people waiting to come in our store from the
announcement Steve made on Tuesday night about
our dress sale.

On Friday of the same week, the reaction
toward our suit sale, from just one announcement
on the previous night, was well beyond our
expectations."

Represented nationally by Gill-Perna, Inc.

New York Chicago San Francisco Los Angeles



MEDIA STUDY
{Continued from j>age 85)

ership studies at times shows a small-

er direct return than other copy which

does not rate as high in readership.

Often there is no direct correlation.

Catching people at the right time in

the right mood makes a hig diflerence

in gaining actual motivation as against

mere attention and readership. Moods,

habits and processes of planning

change with periods of peace, war, in-

flation and high taxation. In travel

advertising, for example, what worked

successfully in 1947 couldn't be a pat-

tern for 1950, and by 1953-'54, an-

other set of conditions had to be taken

into consideration.

Readership studies alone could, un-

der certain circumstances, give com-

fort to an agency and advertiser when

they are the only measurement being

used. In the case of keyed and cou-

poned advertising an opportunity ex-

ists to measure not only direct returns

but "total sales" as well as readership.

Surprising things come to light in

the process.

A. E. COLE
President
Cole & Weber
Portland, Ore.

WEEKEND RADIO
(Continued from page 37)

programing beamed at listeners today.

Networks are busily airing multi-hour

blocks of music and news designed to

appeal particularly to the out-of-home

audience, such as ABC Radio's High-

way Frolics, CBS Radio's On a Sun-

day Afternoon, NBC Radio's Road

Show and Weekend. Stations are also

concentrating on music and news, plus

commercially sponsored "service" fea-

tures which range from traffic bulletins

to apartment-hunting tips.

Here is the weekend radio research

picture in greater detail:

In-home listening: On a national

basis, the Nielsen Radio Index shows

that weekend in-home listening usual-

ly amounts to 75% or more of the

Monday-through-Friday NRI level.

Last August—before the NRI sam-

ple was adjusted to reflect the correct

proportions of multiple-set radio homes

in the U.S.—the picture shaped up

like this:

1. In the morning (6:00 a.m. to

noon) on weekdays the "Homes Using

Radio" figure in the U.S. was 10.4.

For the same time period on Satur-

day the figure was a '>.'i'>: for Sunda)

il was 0.7.

2. In the afternoon (noon-6:00

p.m.) during the week the "Homes
I sing Radio" figure was a 15.4. The

Saturday afternoon in-home figure of

li-tellill-. aeroidillli to Mil- \u^!U-t

report, was a 14.3: for Sunda) it was

a I/S.2 onl) a point or two less than

the weekday average.

3. In the evening (6:00 p.m.-mid-

night) on weekdays the "Homes I sinjj

Radio" figure was a 12.1. On Satur-

day evenings in the same time period

the figure stood at 10.8 in U.S. homes;

for Sunday it was 8.4. Again, the fig-

ure was lower than weekday averages.

The weekend radio position is bet-

ter in the height of the winter radio

season, according to Nielsen—partic-

ularly now that the sample has been

adjusted to reflect more of the listen-

ing done on multiple-sets. In the Jan-

uary-February 1954 NRI report, latest

available study as this issue went to

press, the situation shaped up this way :

1. On weekdaj mornings in Jan-

uary -February the "Homes Using Ra-

dio" figure (corrected for multiple-set

homes i stood at 13.9. On Saturday

mornings the comparable home listen-

MULTIPLE
IMPACT

Here's audience power with force and volume seldom available

to TV sponsors:

A name that's familiar to everyone an advertiser wants to reach

—Ellery Queen. A program format with proved commercial

appeal—mystery. A star whose performance on Broadway (Voice of

the Turtle) and Hollywood (Twelve O'Clock High and other great

pictures) has won him millions of fans—Hugh Marlowe. A producer

whose master showmanship and knowledge of mass taste have given

his pictures a gross of over $100.000.000—Edward Small.

These are the elements that can't miss building audiences and sales

for the sponsors of

THE ADVENTURES OF ELLERY QUEEN
starring

HUGH MARLOWE
This is a new first-run series of half-hour

programs specially filmed for television.

It's a series that will write a brilliant

new chapter in the success story

Ellery Queen has established in its

rich 25-year existence—in print ... in

the movies ... on the radio and in TV.

This is a show that can't miss . . . it's a

show you don't want to miss. For full

details, call, write, or wire.

JLVD HOLLywoOD
3 8, CALIF.
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According to FCC curves, WAVE-TV
now effectively reaches 85.5 r f more
square miles than previously . . .

H.6% more people . . . 57.5%

I

more Effective Buying Income —
gives you far greater coverage than

any other TV station in this area!

HEIGHT
COUNTS MOST!

WAVE-TV Delivers:

66.7% GREATER COVERAGE AREA
than any other television station

in Kentucky and Southern Indiana!

36.1% GREATER CIRCULATION
than the area's leading

NEWSPAPER!

761.0% GREATER CIRCULATION
than the area's leading

NATIONAL MAGAZINE!

Newspapers in dozens of cities 80 to 120 miles

from Louisville carry WAVE-TV program

schedules— proof that WAVE-TV really "gets

through" to fringe areas. Here's why:

WAVE-TV's tower is 525 feet higher

than Louisville's other VHF station!

WAVE-TV is Channel 3— the lowest

in this area!

WAVE-TV's lOO.OOO watts of radiated

power is the maximum permitted by

the FCC for Channel 3—is equivalent

to 600,000 watts from our old down-

town tower on Channel 5!

Ask your local distributors about WAVE-TV's
superior coverage, here in Kentucky and

Southern Indiana.

LOUISVILLE'S

WAYE-TV
FIRST IN KENTUCKY

Affiliated with NBC, ABC, DUMONT
NBC Spot Sales, Exclusive National Representatives

94 SPONSOR



ing figure was 11.0; for Sunday, 7.6.

2. In the afternoon 17.6% of the

I .S. radio homes were using their ra-

dios during this winter period. On
Saturday the figure was 15.9; on Sun-

day the level stood at 13.8.

3. In the evenings weekend radio

again showed real strength when
matched against the Monday-through-

Friday figures. On weekday evenings

the "Homes Using Radio" figure was
14.7. On Saturday in the same time

period the figure was 13.4; on Sundav
it was 12.6.

When comhined these figures show
that in January and February of this

year the "Homes Using Radio" figure

for Saturday and Sunday amounted to

87 r'r and 74% respectively of the

morning-to-midnight average through-

out the rest of the week. Even dis-

counting out-of-home listening these

figures by themselves show a good au-

dience potential for radio on weekends.

Another not-to-be-overlooked factor:

According to Pulse, the number of

listeners-per-radio-set jumps noticeably

on weekends from an average of 1.6

listeners during the week up to 2.0

listeners on Saturdays and Sundays.

This means a 25 r
f average increase

in the number of people listening in

each I .S. radio home on weekends.

Ou(-of-fiom<* /(MciiiiK). According
to Pulse, which has been measuring

outdoor and out-of-home listening

since 1949, this form of radio listening

has been getting bigger every year and
is becoming a more important adver-

tising factor. During the winter of

1954, for instance, out-of-home listen-

ing was 14% higher than it was in the

same period in 1952, a 21-market studs

by that research firm showed recently.

Stated Pulse's Dr. Sydney Roslow:

"If these results are projected nation-

ally, the out-of-home audience during

the past winter added an average of

1,750,000 families to the listening au-

dience in any given quarter hour."

This out-of-home audience, however,

isn't spread evenly throughout the sev-

en days of the week. It rises to a peak

on weekends.

According to Nielsen Coverage Ser-

vice, which checked out-of-home listen-

ing patterns in the spring of 1952, the

largest out-of-home audience occurs

on Saturday and Sunday afternoons

in the 3:00-4:00 p.m. slot.

The figures: For Saturday and Sun-

daj combined, NCS showed thai the

out-of-home listenin» for tin- above af-

ternoon slots amounted to 31.5% of

the level of in-home listening done
dining these time periods. In other

words, for every 1.00(1 people who are

counted as listening on Saturday and

Sundaj afternoons an additional 315
people arc listening outside.

How this compares with the rest of

the week can be judged by the fact that

on weekday mornings the out-of-home

listening tabulated b\ NCS represented

IV , or less of the level of in-home ra-

dio dialing, or about 150 people for

every 1,000 in homes. On weekdaj

nights it dropped as low as <>'
, .

This upswing of out-of-home listen-

ing on weekends, according to Pulse,

has been building ever) year for the

past several seasons.

A series of winter-season checkups

by Pulse (for details, see chart, page

37) show that the out-of-home week-

end gain is independent of the calen-

dar in many ways.

In the New York metropolitan area

during February 1954 for instance,

the out-of-home "plus" i the percent-

age of homes reporting out-of-home

listening l was noticeably higher on

k
BIGGER
THAN BERLE...

BIGGER
THAN EVER

f

As a radio show, Ellery Queen established some audience

records that indicate the basic appeal of this famous

detective.

Item: In March '43, Hooper found that Queen
amassed a 46.7% share of the audience . . . had a

rating that topped a long varied list of programs.

Among the shows that Queen out-rated were:

Milton Berle-Elsa Maxwell Show . . . Gene Autry . . .

Mr. District Attorney . . . Gangbusters . . . Duffy's

Tavern . . . Ralph Edwards . . . National Barn Dance

. . . etc., etc.

This performance on the radio is a sample of what's in

store for the TV sponsors of

Tllli ADVENTURES OF ELLERY QUEEN

14 JUNE 1954

This is a new first-run series of half-hour

programs specially filmed for television.

It's a series that will write a brilliant

new chapter in the success story

Ellery Queen has established in its

rich 25-year existence—in print ... in

the movies ... on the radio and in TV.
This is a show that can't miss . . . it's a

show you don't want to miss. For full

details, call, write, or wire.

Velevi

T

MARLOWE

««« Program of

^TZtZT-^o^
Wwa, inn

'ENGA 8LVD.
"OLLVVVOOD

N. y.

38. CALIF.
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63 personalities
who put the "SELL" in Chicago's WBKB!

Get full information from

WBKB T
CHANNEL *

20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, III.

Telephone AN dover 3-0800

ABC TELEVISION NETWORK
TELEVISIONS FIRST EXCLUSIVE
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE



Saturday and Sunday afternoons and

evenings, as compared with weekday

afternoons and evenings. Average

New York out-of-home gain, week-

ends vs. weekdays: about 15// . This,

remember, was during February when

the New York climate is hardly balmy.

The same pattern holds up in other

Pulse-checked markets, like Miami,

San Francisco, New Orleans and St.

Louis. In some cases (as in St. Louis I

the weekend gain in out-of-home lis-

tening over a comparable weekday pe-

riod ran as high as 30' { . It seldom

drops below a 10% gain, and rarely

falls behind the weekday level. At the

time of the study (January-February,

1954) climatic conditions in these

markets ranged from bitter cold to

subtropical warmth, and the socio-eco-

nomic picture from busy metropolitan

areas to vacation areas.

Auto radio listening: Why the big

spurt in out-of-home listening on week-

ends? The chief reason—apart from

the fact that people often spend week-

ends at the beach or country where

they are in reach of radio, but not tv

—is that a large part of the radio au-

dience takes to the roads on weekends.

In the \CS ^tinU mentioned above,

some 23% of the weekend out-of-home

listening wa> done in aulos. In sonic

market studies, Pulse has found thai

as much as 50', lor morel of the out-

of-home listening is done in autos.

Although the \CS stud\ is now two

years old, there's no reason to feel that

the figures have dropped off. Reason:

There are more autos equipped with

radios now on the highways than ever

before, and the number grows daily.

By BAB's latest estimate (an infor-

mal projection of (heir earlier figures,

based on installation figures) there are

now some 28,500.000 radio-equipped

cars in the nation today. Last year,

that figure was estimated by the Joint

Network Committee (the research de-

partments of the four big radio net-

works) to be 26,200,000. Back in

1946, by way of contrast, the NAB
(now NARTB) estimated the number
of cars with radios to be only 7,500,-

000.

In fact, auto radios are one of the

biggest single factors in the whole ra-

dio retailing business. Last year, ac-

cording to the Radio, Electronics &

Television Manufacturers Association

a total of 12.409.000 radios were sold.

Of this figure, according to Hugh
\1. Beville, chief of NBC's Research

and Planning Department, some 5.-

165,900 sets were car radios. That

means that neaiK 12' , of the total

I .S. business in radio receivers is in

auto radios.

These radio sales, l>\ the way, are

b) nn mean- confined to areas with

partial or no t\ coverage. Again ac-

cording to NBC Radio, which prepared

a special analysis of the annual

HI! IMA figures last month, in areas

where the tv saturation was over the

75', level, some 29.2^? of the total

homes in the area purchased new ra-

dios. In areas where the tv saturation

was 50% or less, only 22.'/, of the

homes purchased new radios. In both

cases, the ratio of auto radio pur-

chases to total receiver purchases was

essentially the same (see P.S. page 24)

.

Further evidence of this boom in

radio set sales in general, and in auto

receivers in particular, can be found

in a recent study, Keeping Tabs on 14

Major Markets, published by CBS Ra-

dio Spot Sales. All of the 14 markets

—which range from Birmingham to

Washington, D. C.—are big tv mar-

kets. In each of them, CBS Radio Spot

A READY-MADE
AUDIENCE
OF MILLIONS

Few programs come to the TV screen with the ready-made

audiences provided by Ellery Queen.

Consider this: In print, Ellery Queen is the outstanding best seller

of our time . . . one of the all-time best sellers in publishing

history. Over 30,000,000 copies of Ellery Queen books have been

sold ... 12 titles are well over the million-mark in sales.

In addition, Ellery Queen magazines, comic books, and

anthologies have also developed sales reaching into the multi-millions

These book-buyers and readers are the substantial audience core

which awaits the sponsors of

THE ADVENTURES OF ELLERY QUEEN
starring

HUGH MARLOWE

This is a new first-run series of half-hour

programs specially filmed for television.

It's a series that will write a brilliant

new chapter in the success story

Ellery Queen has established in its

rich 25-year existence—in print ... in

the movies ... on the radio and in TV.
This is a show that can't miss . . . it's a

show you don't want to miss. For full

details, call, write, or wire.

T
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Sales represents a leading radio outlet.

According to the CBS study, there

was an increase of 25.3% over-all in

the total number of radio sets sold (to

dealers I between 1953 and 1952 in the

14 markets. The total figures: 3,849,-

169 for 1953 as against 3,070,948 sets

in 1952, including both auto and home
sets (see 25 January 1954 article, page

30 )

.

However, the increase in auto sets

alone was striking. Between 1952 and

1953 dealer orders for car radio sets

in the 14 CBS spot markets went from

990,164 up to 1,342,065 per year—an
increase of 36.5%.

(As might be expected, the increase

in the number of radio-equipped cars

on the roads has meant a series of

striking changes in the weekend radio

program philosophy of both networks

and local stations. For details of these

new programs and a discussion of the

latest trends in weekend radio pro-

graming see Part II of this study which

will appear in the 28 June 1954 issue

of SPONSOR.)

Other weekend factors: In addi-

tion to the substantial amount of in-

home audience, the greater number of

listeners-per-set, the increased amount

of out-of-home listening and the boom
in auto radios, there are several other

factors worth noting about weekend

radio:

.1 . Weekends are the time to reach

men and women just after they've col-

lected their weekly pay checks and en-

velopes. A study prepared a few sea-

sons ago for the National Industrial

Conference Board, and quoted in a

1951 Petry study called The Pay-off's

on the Day Off, showed that 52', of

the nation's salary earners and 70'

<

of the wage earners are paid on Fri-

day. Most of these families proceed

to do the bulk of their weekend food,

drug and household shopping on Sat-

urdays, often commuting to the mar-

kets in their cars. And, there's a de-

cided trend toward the huge "shop-

ping center" in the suburbs where fam-

ilies can shop for all their weekly needs

and have no difficulty parking their

cars.

2. You can reach more men per

1.000 homes with radio on weekends

than you can during the week—often

at considerably less expense. Last sea-

son, an 18-market Pulse study for the

Katz agency showed that the peak pe-

riod I'M the entire week in male radio

listening was not weekday morning*

but Sunday nights at 8:00 p.m. Ilii-

weekend time slot attracts 48' ,' more

male listeners than does the Monday-

through-I* rida\ 7:00 a.m. slot.

3. You can reach almost as man)

women in terms of sheer numbers with

weekend radio as you can with radio

during the week. The Pulse stud) men-

tioned above also showed thai the

number of women listening to radio

on Sunday nights (8:00-9:00 p.m. i

was 90% of the number tuning to ra-

dio during the week at the peak listen-

ing period of 10:00-11:00 a.m. In ad-

dition, there are several million work-

ing women and career girls who can-

not be reached during the usual work-

ing week with radio, and who are

available for the most part only on

weekends. Food, drug, toiletry, cos-

metic and other advertisers who ap-

peal largely to women with their radio

commercials, however, seldom attempt

to build weekend radio schedules. ***

Part II of "Weekend Radio" in the 28
June issue will explore weekend pro-

graming on local stations and the net-

works. Article will he based on an ex-

tensive survey of network officials, re-

searchers, reps and station executives.

SELF-POWERED
AUDIENCE
APPEAL

Ellery Queen is a magnet that literally pulls audiences out of thin

air—regardless of market . . . regaidless of type or popularity of

the programs which precede it.

Here's the record written on a small DuMont hookup as reported

by Videodex in 1951. In New York in June, it won a 16.9 rating

—30 times the rating of the preceding musical variety. In Cleveland,

in October, Queen's 41.8 was more than double the "inheritance"

from a leading comedy show. In Washington, in February, it's rating

of 25.9 was 12 times that of the preceding mystery.

These records are the assurance of big audiences, fast, for the

sponsors of

THE ADVENTURES OF ELLERY QUEEN
This is a new first-run series of half-hour

programs specially filmed for television.

It's a series that will write a brilliant

new chapter in the success story

Ellery Queen has established in its

rich 25-year existence—in print ... in

the movies ... on the radio and in TV.

This is a show that can't miss . . . it's a

show you don't want to miss. For full

details, call, write, or wire.

starring

HUGH MARLOWE

tefevisl°n Program.
f
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MILK COOPERATIVE
linued from page 1 1

1

looking l"i a prestige show with a

[oj .1! audiem e. Shaw . news directoi

,,i \\ ( \l Bince L952 and a Btation

commentator for eighl years, had built

u|i Buch a following hut the j ears.

2. General messages aboul the fai fli-

er's role in the American communit)

would lit smoothl) into a program

which discussed such topi*- as com-

munism and democracy, Abraham

Lincoln - philosophy and the meaning

ol religious freedom.

3. Since milk drinker- aie found in

virtually ever) age group, Inter-State

wanted to reach a general audience.

Shaw's -In >w bad the general appeal

needed to attract ever) member <>f the

famil)

.

The commercial portion of the Bhow,

aboul two and a hall or three minutes

in each quarter-hour program. um>

whal I lull man calls the "reverse Eng-

lish" approach. That is. the messages

have public service themes, avoid hard

sell. He reports that listeners rate the

commercials as highh informative.

\er\ superior to the general run of

but...

it takes only 2 STATIONS
to reach '/2 the sets

[jjVIAC
HOWAID W. DAVIS, Owntr

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

5000 WATTS
ON 630

KLBS
HOWARD W. DAVIS, Frti. Wj
GLENN DOUGLAS, Mgr. ^
HOUSTON, TEXAS

5000 WATTS
ON 61

The Biggest Buy in the Biggest State!

Ask the Walker Representation Co., Inc.

i ommercials. I he messages are planned

to acquaint listeners with the daily ac-

tivities, communit) spirit and commu-
nit) value of Inter-State's 7,000 pro-

ducer-members.

Commercials also help explain dair)

mdustr) developments of communit)

interest as the\ occur, price changes,

for example. Price fluctuations are

announced on the program before they

in actuall) put into effect. Explana-

tions are given for increases due to

seasonal fluctuations or other factors;

in the case of decreases, the public i-

reminded that milk i- now a more eco-

nomical buv than ever.

Shaw's promotion ol goodwill for

the rural population is not alwavs lim-

ited to the commercial portions of the

show, however. He places the farmer

—and agriculture generally— in a larg-

er context of local, national and global

affair.-, emphasizing their role in so-

ciet) toda) and especially in Ameri-

can democracy

.

For example, in discussing the prob-

lem:- of a Communist as against a free

society Shaw told the following story:

"1 talked with a Greek Communist

and tried to convert him to democracy.

'Democracy?' he asked. 'Can you eat

it. can you wear it. can it give you

shelter?" What he was asking was

whether democracy was the product of

agriculture*—was it food that comes

from our farms, clothing that comes

from animals and plants, hou>es that

come from our woods?
" 'No,' 1 replied, '"l mi cannot be

physicall) fed, clothed and sheltered

by democracv. nor can you be by com-

munism. Hut you will come to realize

that you can obtain more of these ma-

terial things "I life even if that's all

you're interested in- from those coun-

tries in which the fanner produces

with greatest freedom and dignit) .

Shaw has 22 \ears" experience as a

newspaperman and radio-ft commenta-

tor. His appeal is based on a down-

to-earth analysis of the news and cur-

i tii t controversies in terms of the peo-

ple involved. This approach permits

the listener to become personall) iden-

tified with the issues under discussion,

heightens interest

The commercials themselves ma) be

devoted to -mil general topics as the

food value of milk and health benefit-

derived from dair) products; or. the)

mav explain how Inter-State's staff of

fieldmen vi-it- thousands of dairv

farms annuallv niv ing advice on how

SPONSOR
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gets Results!

"REX" INCREASES SALES VOLUME FOR
BUTTER-NUT . . .

"We have just compiled our sales figures for the

first three months of 1954 and find that our sale)

volume in the Rockford-Madison area has in-

creased over 200% compared to the same period

in 1953.
"It was just a little over three months ago that we
purchased the 10:00 o'clock weather show on
WREX-TV so naturally we attribute our increase

to the sales impact of your television operation."

R. W. Jacobscn, Gen. Sales Mgr.
Paxton and Gallagher Co.
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"REX" EXPANDS DISTRIBUTION FOR
BUTTER-NUT . . .

"We are sold on the consumer impact of TV, and
especially the "Wallop" WREX packs in our market
area. We find that products advertised by you
move from our shelves faster than others.

"To pin-point that statement, you may be inter-

ested to know that because of your 10 PM weather
program, sponsored by Butter- nut Coffee, we have
had sufficient demand for Butter-nut to stock it in

all of our super-markets."
B. P. Kramlich

Piggly Wiggly Midwest Co.

47,000 WATTS E. R. P.

NETWORK AFFILIATIONS C(M) • ABC

CONS INC. NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES FOR DETAILS
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to improve milk quality and thus bene-

fit tl nsumer. Ul commercials have

the tagline, "fines! possible milk at the

-i
|

» < — ible price."

Is I See It represents onl) t w < of

Shaw's HI Bhows a week; lie does two

dail) newscasts and a Saturday news-

• asl in addition to his dail) anal) Bis

-.1 The // mill Today. He has been di-

rectoi «>i W ( \ I b new- bureau since

L952. During the wai In- was > ( I5S

Foreign i "i respondent L943-19 Id.

The Inter-State Milk Producers' \--

sociation was organized in \')\(> to fill

the need of dairy fanner- for a com-

mon voice in meeting problems cre-

ated b) rising < osts during \\ orld \\ ar

I. In 1936 Inter-State was reorganized

as a non-profit farmers' cooperative i<>

sell the milk produced 1>\ it- 7,000

members. Members are guaranteed a

market Foi their milk and payment for

the milk marketed for them.

Inter-State handle- about 800 mil-

lion pounds of milk annuall) or about

three million quarts of fluid milk

daily. Approximately another million

quarts a da) of milk are sold as cream,

ice cream and fats. I hi- milk is mar-

keted by 75 di-triliutors in Philadel-

in the b NASSAU-SUFFOLK m

Within y2 Millivolt Signal

Retail Sales— $4,223,214,000*

754,215 families with spendable

income more than $4,000*

382,826 families with spendable

income more than $6,000*

Within Nassau-Suffolk

Saturation Area

More retail sales than 18th

ranking Metropolitan Market
($1,200,175,000)*

More food sales than 17 com-

plete states or the District of

Columbia ($364,062,000)*

«
arket

740 kc " c«>
1000 WATTS

379 NEW YORK AVENUE

HUNTINGTON, L. L N. Y.

TIMES IHE POWER OF US
NEAREST COMPETITOR . . .

The Only Long Island Station

That REALLY SATURATES

The Market . . .

WGSM— is first in morning audience**

WGSM— has more afternoon listeners than

the combined audience of 3 of

the 4 New York networks**

WGSM— is the independent with the low-

est cost per listener in the largest

"Home Owner" market in the

world — Nassau - Suffolk - West-

chester -Fairfield, and New Haven

counties.

WGSM— rates are based on local value . .

.

yet the advertiser receives a

bonus coverage of over 5,000,000

New York Metropolitan market

dwellers— in Bronx, Queens,
and Kings counties.

Represented by

Robert S. Keller Inc.

*SRDS Consumer Markets (1954 1 "Hooper

phia, AJtoona, Lancaster, Trenton, At-

lantie Citv. Camden and Wilmington.

A staff of Inter-State fieldinen ((in-

sult- with members on problems in-

\ol\ed in the marketing of milk, rang-

ing from bow to check weights to run-

ning a Idl club.

Special deductions from Inter-State's

compensations to it- members for theii

milk are channeled into a special ad-

vertising fund.

Inter-State members also are taxed

to support two other public relations-

type organizations. The fir-t is a na-

tional organization devoted to publi-

cizing the dairj industry, the Ameri-
can Dair\ \ — >>< iation. The ADA uses

radio, television and magazine adver-

tising for it- public service messages.

It continuall) conducts research on
the most effective means of promoting
dairy products, makes this research

available to members.

Inter-State also has supported the

Philadelphia Dairy Council for 34
years. The Council is an educational

organization which promotes better

nutrition through the use of dairv

products. Representatives speak in

schools and before women's clubs and
other service organizations. * * *

BAB CASE HISTORIES
i Continued from page 35 I

gratification.

The -torv of Tidv House Products

Companj is the storv of successful ra-

dio advertising. The two founders of

the company are ex-radio people. Mr.

Kapp being one of the reallv old-

timers in the business having held the

original license for KSOO, Sioux Falls,

and doing the engineering and secur-

ing the license for a radio station at

Atlantic. Iowa, and also a station in

Shenandoah. Iowa. He held every po-

sition in the operation of a radio sta-

tion and served as general manager

for P-> vears before resigning to devote

his full time to the growing corpora-

tion he owned jointl) with Al Ramsey.

\l had been in the commercial end

ol radio for man) years, but had

served as general manager of W \lM\

in Fairmont, \\ . \ a. before coming

we-t.

Actually, their going into business

al all was more or less a tluke since

the owner >! one ol the products which

Was being advertised on the station

developed ill health and was forced to

102 SPONSOR



YOU MIGHT GET A 14 1/2-LB. BROOK TROUT
KIT

PULSE REPORT— 100% YARDSTICK
KALAMAZOO TRADING AREA — FEBRUARY,

MONDAY-FRIDAY
1953

6 a.m. -12 noon 12 noon-6 p.m. 6 p.m. -midnight

WKZO 59% (a) 59% 48%
B 21 14 23

C 5 (a) 4 6

D 4 4 4

E 3 4 7

MISC. 9 14 12

(a) Does not broadcast for complete six-hour period and the

share of audience is unadjusted for this situation.

WKZO— KALAMAZOO
WKZO-TV— GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WJEF — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEFFM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA

Associated with

WMBD — PEORIA, ILLINOIS

YOU NEED WKZO RADIO
TO LAND SALES
IN WESTERN MICHIGAN!

If WKZO. Kalamazoo, isn't part of your Western Michigan ad-

vertising—believe us. you're letting the big one get away!

Pulse figures, left, prove WKZO's dominance, morning, after-

noon and night. On a quarter-hour. 52-time basis, WKZO gets

181.0% more morning listeners and 321.4% more afternoon

listeners than Station B

—

yet costs only 35.3% more money!

Nielsen figures confirm WKZO's superiority. They credit WKZO
with 181.2% more daytime radio homes than Station B!

I.'t Wery-Knode] give you the whole WKZO stm\

CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO
AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN

Avery- Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

*Dr. W . J. Cook caught a brook trout this size on Nipigon River, Ontario, in July, 1916.
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-i\r ip bis business. He asked the

fanl .-ii' price ol 820, foi the busi-

bul im.ilK agreed to turn ii >>\ ei

to the boys for 11,000 cash and a

royalt) agreeraenl foi In years. As

an ex-radio man myself, I have the

advantage "l the two gentlemen who

are speaking with me, in thai I bave

Bold theii products "n the radio and

therefore I < an < laim a pari ol what-

evei success the) report <>n their radio

operation.

I id) House Products began a- The
Pel fex < panj just I I years and two

months ago with no working capital

ami with an item thai was — < » 1 < i In mail

"M radio with a few specialt) sales-

man agents whom the owners had in-

berited in their purchase. From the

beginning, with one radio Btation, it

has grown ti> quite a sizable operation

in which we now use some (>!! radio

station- pin* several television stations.

Inasmuch as most of the people in-

volved in our compan) are radio peo-

ple, il is quite natural that this would

be the one medium in which we would

pla< e our major emphasis since we

Some guys are always

thinking- of WOMEN !

INCLUDING WREN
CHOICE OF TOPEKA WOMEN

When you're talking about women—that's a subject

we're expert on. Year after year, WREN's daytime

ratings surpass those of any other Topeka station—

and by a good margin. Local and network programs,

tailored to the tastes of Eastern Kansas housewives

make WREN tops with the ladies all day long.

Rep. by Weed & Co

5000 WATTS ABC TOPEKA, KANSAS
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are foolish enough to believe that we
know something about radio and how

to use it. I think perhaps that the

point of greatest strength in our or-

ganization as far as our advertising is

concerned, i- that our intimate knowl-

edge of the wax radio works gives US

tin- advantage o\er our competitors:

We do not expect miracles nor do we

expect phenomena] results in a short

period of time. It is rather common
knowledge in the trade that our major

advertising vehicle i- our own Kitchen

(.luh program, a I 5-minute homemaker

type ihin^ which we have used from

the beginning with what we believe t<>

be a certain amount of Buccess. If

we had any se< ret formula for radio

advertising. I certainly wouldn't di-

vulge it to this grouj). of all people,

since I have ne\er known a good radio

man who wouldn't pick the hrains of

anyone who was being BUccessfuL If

there is a secret, it probabl) i- that

we fundamental!) believe radio to he

the most economic medium we have

for reaching large groups of people.

The growth of our company has

been phenomenal to outsiders, but to

us it seems only the natural and logical

result of anticipated planning if you

ma\ use such an expression.

We do have a rather general yard-

stick which we use in choosing radio

stations and that is that we are more

inclined to pick a wide coverage sta-

tion which is dominant in its area,

because we are buying for the long

pull. Here is another criterion which

we use and which you station men
should give serious thought to. We
are nearh as interested in the manage-

ment of the stations we use a- we are

with their frequency and power and

their position in the market. This

dates back to our own days in the ra-

dio business because it has been our

experience that a smart radio man
with a second-rate station can do more

in a given market than the station with

better facilities but poorer manage-

ment. Rather than confuse you with

that term management, let me spell it

out a little more clearh. I think con*

trol of a radio station as to its pro-

grams and policies, it- cooperation to

get a job done, its merchandising and

the -landing in the community or area

as reflected h\ the men operating it

all add up to something which can he

as potent an advertising tone as the

position on the dial. In other word-.

we like to do business with our kind

SPONSOR



of people and we are more inclined to

judge a station by its management

policies and results rather than by its

ratings alone. Ratings are jut fine

and dandy as a standard to judge an

audience or to resolve your expendi-

tures in terms of cost-pcr- 1.000 listen-

ers, but we have found that we can

do an excellent job with a 3 rating

against a competing station's 8. In

other words, we develop with the per-

sonalities of our homemakers a type

of listener lo\ ally which many stations

do not have for their personalities. It

it because of this that we can talk to

less than half as many listeners and

get results because they do what they

are asked to do.

We have a continuing premium pro-

motion on our program, one during

each quarter of the year on each of

the four products we have in general

distribution. We have always used

self-liquidating premiums for a couple

of very sound reasons. In the first

place, we feel that we can attract new

users to our products by offering an

attractive premium, and secondly, our

old users look upon our premium poli-

cy as a bonus for their good judgment

in using our products. Our sales de-

partment, consisting of approximately

68 men on the road, merchandise each

of these premiums as they come up

with point-of-purchase material, with

tie-in ads and with special displays.

We are getting back to the days when
our salesmen are now selling our ad-

vertising instead of our products in

most of our marketing area because

our products themselves are well

known.

The results of premium response

are kept by radio stations and are

broken down very carefully by cost-

per-response based on the cost of the

station itself. There are at least 10

stations I could name for you who
told us flatly that they could not draw-

mail at the time we put our program

on. I could also tell you that two of

these stations now rank among the

first 12 on our list in total number of

returns. In other words, we have

proven to them that they can be mail

stations if they program for it.

A year ago when many of you sit-

ting in this room were willing to sell

radio short because you began to be-

lieve the press notices of competing

media, particularly television, we at

Tidy House were expanding our mar-

keting operation with the addition of

The
Lion's
Share

KSL-TV is now five years old!

During the past five years we've really

grown. So has the vast Intermountain market

we serve. So have our ratings and billings.

In fact, we have the lion's share, with 73% of the

average daytime audience and 62% of the total

TV spot advertisers using local facilities.*

To get the lion's share of sales, use

KSL-TV SALT LAKE CITY

serving 39 counties in four western states

Represented by CBS-TV Spot Sales
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ifjjh
HOOPER!

We've been told your
recent Hooper-rating
says KIFN has many
English-speaking
listeners, too!

Of -ourse, we knew KIFN
was reaching 85,000 Span-
ish-Speaking people . . .

but iT was a happy surprise

to learn that KIFN's good
programs and lilting, toe-

tapping music have such a

big English-speaking aud-
ience, too! A "bonus aud-
ience" our advertisers get
"for free"

!

This "bonus audience" we dedicate to our

honored friends, our rosier of clients!

Si, Senor Businessman
. . . your advertising
over KIFN should now
be still more profitable!
Your sales message wil'

be reaching a wider
more varied group o
potential customers
You'll share in a better
than-S20,000,000 market
by using

KIFN Central Arizona's only ful

time Spanish-language station!

ASK THOSE YANQUIS ABOUT KIFN!
NATIONAL TIME HARLAN G. OAKES

SALES AND ASSOCIATES
17 E 42nd St 672 Lafayette
New York, Park Place
New York Los Angeles, Calif

KIFM
860 Kilocycles • 1000 Watts

REACHING, PHOENIX AND
ALL OF CENTRAL ARIZONA

radio stations because we believed in

the medium and we believe in it today.

We do not use. nor have we ever

used, radio on a short-term basis. Our
contracts are 52-week contracts and

when we find a Btation thai h ill do tin-

kind of supporting job ne feel is uec-

essar) t<> establish and develop our

program, we dun i change. ^ mi might

be interested to know that the first Bta-

tion \\f ever had on our list is Mill

on the li-i I I years later.

We believe that llii- continuit) of

our advertising is a pari of the answei

i" whatever marketing success we

have achieved.

Tlii< personalis type of selling

which we use is dependent in large

measure on the personalities selected.

We have two of the best women in

radio and I make no exceptions. . . .

We also have used with some suc-

cess local personalities on radio sta-

tions which have established themselves

and have built their own audience

over a period of years. \\ e also use

and have used quite successfully news-

casts.

We are inclined to make personal

friends of all people who handle our

commercial copy and give them a com-

plete fill in on our products and what

they do. We believe it is as true of

radio sales people as of any salesman

that if they don't know their product,

they can't sell.

Now I would like to take you to

task somewhat for your failure as a

group to keep abreast of the change in

marketing which has come about in

food store merchandising. \ou are

nol doing \our medium a bit of good

among the influential people in the

grocery business when \ou fail to call

|
on them personally to tell them your

story and to demonstrate the successes

you have in their field. Believe me.

gentlemen, the newspapers are in there

even daj selling their successes to the

men w ho count in the large chain

operations and the cooperatives. I am
in a unique position in that I can

make sales < alls on all of our account-

and talk with the buyers in their own

language. Whenever I go into a mar-

ket, m\ lii-t contacts are with the

buyers, merchandising men and adver-

tising men of the outstanding food

outlets in that market. 1 continue these

conta< ts bei ause I can learn more

from ihf bincr- and the merchandis-

ing men about a market than I can

learn from talking with media people

THE CLOVERLEAF

STATION

MONTEREY

SALINAS

SANTA CRUZ

WATSONVILLE

BUY
FAST

GROWING

MARKETS

SERVING

300,000

LISTENERS

5000
WATT

f
i

SALINAS
CALIFORNIA

REPRESENTED BY WEED & CO.
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and this I think, is wrong. I have yel

to ask for suggestions from these mer-

chandisers and buyers and have them
recommend a radio station. 90', of

them will suggest the dominant news-

paper as the best medium, about ID'
i

will recommend television. Your pub-

lic relations in this field need some
serious attention. You are going to

say that they recommend newspaper

because that is the medium they them-

selves use and can check its effective-

ness in moving merchandise. Whose
fault is that? I can remember in my
own radio days when we sold a small

grocer on the advantage of using spot

radio and saw him develop into a 12-

store chain which dominated his mar-

ket and his advertising was in radio

100',

.

This 1 can tell you—radio is less

effective now than it was in the old

days. By the old days 1 refer to the

period immediately preceding World
War If. Not only do you have more
radio stations competing for the listen-

er's time, but with the growth of tele-

vision, you have other competition.

But. gentlemen, you still have the

greatest mass medium of them all and
it is up to you to work all of the angles

to increase its effectiveness by what-

ever means you can. Perhaps it is a

sign of old age, but I do not believe

the old college spirit is in evidence in

your stations today to the extent it

used to be before World War ff. In

those days the station personnel took

a personal pride in getting a job done
and done well and there was still the

old fascination and novelty that never

quite wore off. Too many of your
staffs look upon their job as just an-

other job and seem to get little or no
personal kick out of being a radio per-

former. If this is true in your own
station, you had better consider it a

serious problem because if a person

has no enthusiasm for what he is do-

ing, he is certainly not going to impart

any enthusiasm to the sales messages
he is putting out to influence people,

and I believe very firmly that the pub-

lic is still smart enough to spot a

phony by the sound of his voice or

the manner in which he handles him-
self in front of a microphone.

Instead of worrying so much about

what television is going to do to you.

why not put your house in order and
make sure that you are doing every-

thing you can to make your station

the best in every department. You
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TAKES TOP TV RATINGS
OVER TOUGHEST RIVALS!

Joe Palooka Show

Immediate Success

April VIDEODEX ratings in New
York, San Francisco and Washington

establish JOE PALOOKA as the high-

est rated TV program in its time slot —
in some cases topping established net-

work favorites.

But there's more than ratings to earn

PALOOKA a place at the top of your

"spot TV buy list" — results, too,

have been out of this world. Happy
PALOOKA sponsors in nearly 40 mar-

kets have found that JOE is the buy

to "move the goods."

Check now and discover how this great

all-family impact show can go to work for

you! Many choice markets still available . .

.

but only if you hurry. Write, wire or phone

GUILD FILMS today!

GUILD FILMS
Company, Inc.

420 Madison Avenue New York 17, N.Y.

Producers & Distributers of

LIBERACE LIFE WITH ELIZABETH

FRANKIE LAINE FLORIAN ZABACH

WBEN
is now basic

CBS RADIO
in Buffalo

Buffalo's No. 1 radio station. WBEN. has proudly

joined the nation's No. 1 radio network, CBS.

to serve and sell New York State's

second largest market.

J©
GET THE FULL STORY from HENRY 1. CHRISTAL

Netc York • Detroit • Chicago • Boston • San Francisco

BUFFALO EVENING NEWS RADIO STATION
HOTEL STATLER • BUFFALO 2, N. Y.
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SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA'S f^CCUteeA RADIO STATION

Most people in Western Virginia listen to

WDBJ NEWSCASTS because we employ:

• Two competent, full-time News Editors

• Direct AP AND UP presswire services

• Tape recorders, police and fire department monitors, tele-

phone "beep" system, etc.

• Full reportorial services of both morning and evening

Roanoke newspapers I including some 50 string corre-

spondents in our coverage area)

• 46 complete, locally-produced, practically spaced news-

casts weekly

• 11 complete farm shows weekly

AND, we've been steadily serving, steadily improving,

steadily promoting these services for almost 30 years.

Established 1924 • CBS Since 1929

AM • 5000 WATTS 960 KC
FM . 41.000 WATTS 94.9 MC

ROANOKE, VA.
y the TIMES- WORLD CORPORATION

FREE & PETERS. INC., National Representatives

WANT TO SELL

CANADA?
One radio station

covers 40% of

Canada's retail

sales

CFRB
TORONTO

50,000 WATTS, 1010 K.C.

CFRB covers over 1 5 the homes in

Canada, covers the market area that
accounts for 40 3

o of the retail sales.
That makes CFRB your No. 1 buy in

Canada's No. 1 market.

REPRESENTATIVES
Unittd Slate! : Adam J. Young Jr., Incorporated

Canada: All-Canada Radio Facilities, Limited

iWithinl5Mik

I of/thistower

wesihe greatest-

°uv'Ng powerserved

4

-Ask

•Hal tiolmati Co.

for -the pro©?

"*£l
*oek

'«»'«. ,,r* *r 0l

JANESVILLE

• BELOIT

'°'K W;

-5000 WATTS AT 1380

"BASIC

INDEPENDENT"

should <lo it a» a point of pride: \ou

must do it because of competition.

i mi can t do it if \ou don't believe in

\our medium yourself. If there were

a revival meeting being held for radio,

I would earnest!} recommend \ou all

attend it and ^et \our faith restored.

A. H. (Cape) Caperton

ad manager. Dr. Pepper Co.

Kevin Sweene) invited me to tell

you, in about !"> minutes. \sh\ and

how Dr. Pepper LB using radio as our

most important advertising medium
this \ear. He mentioned in hi- imi-

tation that if 1 would accept, he would

see to it that m\ trip up to Chicago,

except for the 1 5 minutes on the plat-

form, would all be fun. Well. 1 would

like to make this 15 minutes fun too

because am successful program is fun.

The first thing he asked me was

how Dr. Pepper seasonal sales patterns

varied throughout the country. Well.

about three-fourths of our Dr. Pepper

business conies out of an area south

of a line from Baltimore to Albuquer-

que, and as is the case with am soft

drink, the June. Jul\. and August vol-

ume is about double the Decemher.

January, and February \olume.

Norm Nelson also asked, "W hat is

vour radio formula?" Our regional

distribution does not permit us to

make the best use of am network. Our

experiences we have had with regional

networks or special hook-ups of alhli-

ated stations have not been as succt

—

ful as local spot radio. So our formula

is one of Ia\ing down a spot satura-

tion coverage over areas where we

have adequate availability of Dr. Pep-

per and where actual sales today, and

potential sales of the future, j list i f

\

sucb an investment.

\notber question was, "How do you

tie-in \ our advertising with \our mer-

chandising?" Here's a good example:

This spring we bad our third annual

free offer of a 15<- packet of Vaughn -

Flower Seeds on each carry-home car-

ton of Dr. Pepper. It was announced

to the public nn a special series of ra-

dio spots . . . followed bj a straight

pitch b) the familiar voice of Del Shar-

butt, telling about this free Bower seed

offer.

To Nelson's question, ""Do \<>u tie-

in radio with am of uiur other adver-

tising?", the answer is \ es. with till

other advertising, even point-of-sale.

Another question. "How often do
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RADIO STATION

YOU TOO

can be a

CONQUISTADOR .

"conquering" Spanish

sales in forty five counties of

Texas with a population

of over 690,000 Spanish

speaking consumers

We have over forty other

"conquistadors'' daily on

E. A. Cortez, President

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
Represented by

Richard O'Connell, Xat'l. Adv. Dir.

40 East 49th St., New York 17, N. Y.

PLaza 5-9140

LOS ANGELES— SAN FRANCISCO

you change cop) ?" The present theme
was introduced in January of L953

and we are hitting it harder today

than ever. We propose to keep dninj

it so long as it keeps selling more
Dr. Pepper.

Another question, "Have you ever

conducted tests to evaluate sales effec-

tiveness of various media?" Yes in a

limited way.

But—these are more important

things I'd like to mention as to why
radio is our number one medium. One
of these is that we have a primarj

market—the Youth of America! I

mean that group under 20, that con-

sume, per-capita, about twice as much
as any other age group. Such a mar-

ket is always on the move, and as all

of you know, a moving target is harder

to hit. We picked radio so we'd be

sure to hit 'em and here's where the

increasing millions of portable and

automobile radios add to the impor-

tance of the radio medium in reaching

this market that we want.

Another important consideration in

our choice of radio to do the major

job for Dr. Pepper is the lady of the

house. We believe that if we can sell

her on picking up cartons of Dr. Pep-

per, it will find its way into her famih

refrigerator. Once it's there and thor-

oughly chilled, everyone in the family

will be drinking Dr. Pepper; so we
try to reach her as she does her work

by concentrating our schedules on

Thursdays. Fridays and Saturday

mornings. We believe that if we talk

to her often, on these days, we will

have a better chance of getting her to

refill those empty Dr. Pepper bottles

and perhaps pick up some extra car-

tons or cases of Dr. Pepper.

Another important reason why we

like radio (as has been reported in

the trade press) is the enthusiastic co-

operation we get from Dr. Pepper

bottlers across the country. These are

our local distributors—our salesmen.

Our program was presented to our

bottling organizations in a series of

meetings in January of this year. Our

heaviest spot schedules began in early

February. Local bottlers immediately

began supplementing our saturation

schedules with radio spot schedules of

their own, not only on the stations

which we had selected but on other

stations in their franchised territory.

As of this date a record number of

Dr. Pepper bottlers are investing a

record number of their own dollars in

HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA
SERVING 3 STATES i

ANOTHER
EXAMPLE
OF TOP

WSAZ
PROGRAMMING

a
LITTLE

LEAGUE
BASEBALL"

MONDAY
THRU
SATURDAY
8:55 PM

SCORES AND LEAGUE

INFORMATION OF ALL

LITTLE LEAGUES IN THE

AREA SERVICED BY

WSAZ-RADIO . . .

WITH SPORTSCASTER
COLEY COWAN

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
THE KATZ AGENCY

5,000 WATTS DAY
1 ,000 WATTS NIGHT

930 KC

TELEVISION AFFILIATE

WSAZ-TV
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY



Jl In A

TOP
MARKET

IT'S

WKJF-TV
CHANNEL 53
PITTSBURGH

Looking for an economical way
to sell the rich 2y« billion dollar

Pittsburgh market—America's
8th largest trading area? If so,

it will pay you to know what
WKJF-TV has to offer. For the

complete story, contact our na-

tional representatives, or write

us today.

OUTSTANDING
PROGRAMS
Your Show of Shows

Hallmark Hall of Fame
Mr. Peepers— Kraft Theater

Dinah Shore— Milton Berle

Kate Smith— Boxing

Bob Hope—TV Playhouse

— and many others

WKJF-TV
CHANNEL 53
PITTSBURGH

NAT. REP. — WEED TELEVISION

ihi~ -aim- radio spol saturation idea.

I hi- combination of Dr. Pepper bot-

tlers dollars ami Dr. Pepper * ". dol-

lars invested in radio i- providing a

frequency "I competitive, hard-hitting

spot copy. This fact alone is reason

enough foi our enthusiasm for radio.

There i- anothei good reason why

we like radio. We want to have an

absolute minimum amount of terri-

t..i\ where we cannot effectivelj reach

onsumers to remind them thej -Mould

switch from that -aine old thing to

Dr. Pepper. No other medium seemed

to reduce these "'not covered" areas

lo that minimum like radio.

So, il jrou will gel out your Geiger

countei as you "W \kl. LP YOUR
I Wl I . \ou'll find Dr. Pepper is

reall) "Radio Active!"

(A case history on Dr. Pepper ap-

peared in the 5 October 1953 issue of

-l'.l\s()|{. I • • •

TVAB
{Continued from page 33 >

a way of standardizing station billing

procedures. Others asked for specific

-tudies on how many homes an adver-

tiser could reach in a typical campaign
in the top 25, 50 or 100 markets.

W bile t\ coverage information and

complete rating data pre-suppose the

r\i-tence of an accurate set count, a

number of those queried by SPONSOR
specifically pinpointed the need for a

periodic set census.

The question of what information

agencies and advertisers will actually

i:et from TvAB is another matter.

SPONSOR asked admen what thev want-

ed from a TvAB, not what they ex-

pected to get. In giving admen free

reign to discuss what kind of tv infor-

mation was badly needed, sponsor felt

it could pinpoint the needs of the ad-

vertiser as well as elicit suggestions

which might guide TvAB's formative

plans. TvAB itself can't be sure ex-

actly what it will do first so far as

-mice to the advertiser is concerned.

\t the \ \KTB Convention the few ad-

men present were buttonholed by Tv-

\l> people for suggestions along this

line.

Probably the best way to guess what
\\ \l! will do for the advertiser is to

take a look at the BAB. The latter's

lii-tor\ will no doubt provide a num-
ber of precedents for the young tv or-

-.mi/ation.

of the

San Francisco Bay Area's

3,000,000 people are

Foreign Language Speaking!

They multiply, add, subtract and
divide; THEY THINK! THEY BUY!
in their own language! Sell them
with KLOK, the station that reaches

them all. KLOK's specialized pro-

gramming guarantees your message
attention-getting IMPACT!

SACRAMENTO

SAN
FRANCISCO

San jose

FRESNO •
Iojiiii

^
-

5000 WATTS — 1170 KC
San Jose Studios San Francisco Studios

P. O. Boi 967 Hotel lankersnim

San Jose, Calif. San Francisco, Calif.

Represented by John E. Pearson Co. ^^___

MEMO FROM p EE R|VERS —

™ Alltime-buyers
Please call

Bernie Howard

Stars National

400 Madison Ave.

Plaza 8-0555

so that he can

tell YOU-ALL what

WEAS
and its new

50,000 watt

Westingkouse transmitter

on its same old frequency

1010
with its same old

non-directional antenna

is going to do in

GEORGIA

AUGUST 1, 1954
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Here are some of the activities BAB
has been carrying on in the way of

service to the advertiser (For further

information, see "Are you getting the

most out of BAB's aids to advertis-

ers?" sponsor, 25 January 1954)

:

Information supplied to advertisers

by BAB can be grouped under two

headings, ready-made and tailor-made.

Much of the information is in the

form of presentations to advertisers

and agencies. During the fiscal year

ended March 1953 BAB made 860

major presentations. Besides this it

filled 1,650 requests for information.

( Keep in mind that BAB by then was

spending about 50% more than

TvAB's projected budget.)

The ready-made information con-

sists of such material as research stud-

ies, success stories, digests, a news-

letter, reprints, product information

sheets. BAB's 1953 index of its mate-

rial listed nearly 6,000 reports on ra-

dio's audience and its ability to sell.

For example: BAB's cumulative au-

dience studies show the advertiser what

size audience he can expect over a pe-

riod of weeks with disk jockey shows,

soap operas and newscasts. The prod-

uct information sheets are one-page

summaries containing highlight facts

about such products as toothpaste and

electric blankets. While they were made
up for station salesmen, agencies out

for new business have found them
helpful.

While TvAB has mushroomed into

being, it still has a way to go before it

will be in BAB's league. Here's where

it stands at present:

It is functioning under the leader-

ship of a temporary executive commit-

tee headed by Richard A. Moore, gen-

eral manager of KTTV, Los Angeles.

Aside from members that's about all

there was to it at sponsor's press time.

Moore was authorized by the execu-

tive committee to appoint three work-

ing committees to carry on necessary

activities until a permanent Board of

Directors is elected. Now working on

this is Richard P. Doherty, who
served as a consultant to TvAB's or-

ganizing committee and will be re-

tained in that capacity on a permanent
basis. Doherty is a former vice presi-

dent of the NARTB.
SPONSOR sought Doherty out at the

headquarters of the TvAB in the New
Weston Hotel, New York, in between a

busy schedule. He explained he is

rounding up people to serve on the

three working committees.

In New York...
v An address of traditional distinction betwee
^v Fifth Avenue's smart shops and

[j. Broadway's gay white way.

Sh

TIMES

SQUARE

Choice of particular

travelers as (he ideal

home-away-from-
home! Singles from
$4.50 per day. Also,

doubles and suites.

Many suites

have kitchen-

ettes.

Celebrated
"International

Room"
Air-Conditioned

"Fiesta Bar"

RADIO CITY

1 1

1

TjTi
il'.i

ifthe C0?**!

FIFTH AVE.

H 1

500 Rooms,

all with bath

Television

if desired.

CARNEGIE
HALL- *

PL
KSSBffifc

HOTEL

Ttl. Circle 7-1900 &
GREAT NORTHERN
118 WEST 57th STREET * NEW YORK

Stan E.

Johnson

LOVES

KUDL
Says Mr. Johnson
". . . many interest-

ed inquiries as a re-

sult of your adver-

tising."

See FORJOE for de-

tails of how to sell

$16,000 homes by

use of radio.

*Mr. Johnson is

President of Stanton
Construction Co.,

Kansas City,

Mo.

THE MIGHTY MIKE
SAN ANTONIO

250,000 Milliwatts

IMww
National Time Sales—New York

Gene Grant & Company

Los Angeles — San Francisco
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1

• AIRS 13 NEWSCASTS
DAILY
Mond.iy thru Saturday
News on the hour, every hour

• KWBB NEWS BUREAU
Assisted by 5 KWBB staff

cars equipped wi . h short wave
transmitters and receivers

• KANSAS ASSOCIATED
PRESS NEWS
COVERAGE AWARD
An award each month for the
last 6 months First place
three of these months. 2nd and
3rd place two other months

• UNPARALLED LOCAL
NEWS COVERAGE

I

I

i

tefeBtl'

"I &1VE 'EM

M0STE9T OF TnE

BESTEST!"
* LISTENERS

I iic three i ommittei - an-: i
I i .1

planning and organizing committee,

which is expected to meet this week.

1 2 1 a membership committee, < on-

i-i mil. i,i i mil se, h itli the all-impor-

t.uii task of getting more stations to

Bign up and < 3 I a » reening commit-

tee.

I he la~i committee w ill examine

names <>l nun suggested f<u the posi-

tion "f executive head ol the bureau.

I In- group will probabl) redu< e the

numbei "I suggested names to two <>r

three, "in- o\ w hich h ill I"- named b)

tin- Hoard <il Directors.

Member stations have been invited

in Bubmil names <»l eligible directors.

\ nominating committee will choose a

slate from among these names and a

ballot l>\ mail will In- conducted b) a

certified public accountant. All Ma-

lum- who air members a- ul 30 June

will he eligible to vote.

The -lair will he chosen so as to as-

sure representation from cities of va-

rious sizes. The 15 directors to be

elected will be distributed as follow-:

five from stations in cities of more

than 500.000 population, five from sta-

tion* in cities of 150,000 to 500,000

population and five from stations in

cities of less than 150,000 population.

Dohert) said a skeleton staff is ex-

pected to be operating by the middle

of July. The ultimate size depends, of

course, on the number of members

and the mone) collected for running

the organization. The hope is that b)

the end of the year, the organization

will he spending money at the rate of

$500,000 a \ear.

The present plan is for dues based

on the station's highest Class " \

quarter hour rate in the regular edi-

tion of SRDS. There has been some

talk, however, of basing dues on sta-

tion income. • • •

49th b MADISON
(Continued from page 12 i

ADMENS MOTIVATIONS

The article, "HI. Psychology of me-

dia: \\ li\ admen buy what the) do"

3 \la\ 1954, page 34], wa- both pro-

vocative and much-ado-about-nothing.

It was provocative in that it re-

mind- copywriters and researchers to

pa\ attention to the message. It is

this advertising message that fathers

"the psychological!) evoked reactions

of the reader or listener." These re-

action- result in the sale. It is pro-

vocative, furthermore, in emphasizing

that choice of media ba-ed on cover-

age alone, or budget alone, and so on,

ignores the best medium for the cor-

rect message.

I find Dr. Dichter's analysis much-

ado in the following quotation: The

average adman "tends to neglect the

deeper appeals of his product and the

real need- of hi- customers, 'data'

which no statistics and no convention-

al tests can reveal."

Here is the crux. The advertiser has

endeavored to junk such intangible

methods as "let's just be creative in

this next campaign." But have Dr.

Dichter's "deeper appeals of the prod-

uct " and customers' needs been sus-

ceptible to indisputable investigation.'

Dr. Dichter would admonish the ad-

man to relv on depth psychological

lesearch. I am sure no alert adman

is anti-depth research. But how pre-

cise, how practical is depth research

at this point?

The whole article was somewhat

overstated. Anv cop) or media person

who follows one or two mechanical

rules-of-thumb— and is blissfull) satis-

fied— is obtuse. On the other hand,

one cannot eliminate cost-per- 1.000.

experience of competitors, and so on

becau-e ol some extreme examples of

SWITCH FROM STILL SLIDES!
Start V-iinf

SLIDES FILM
FULL OF ACTION! THEY ZOOM,
FLASH, SPIN. ROLL and BURST!

FILMACK STUDIOS
13 31 So. Wabash Chicago, III.

6.

.,
SKV " US A

TRIAL Ofilippi
i
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misuse thereof in this article. It seems

hard to believe that a client exists,

given reputable agency services, who

would "buy an hour-long network ra-

dio show, whereas he needed local

impact." If such people do exist, and

they spend money, they should un-

questionably read Dr. Oichter!

Otherwise, the overstatement in this

article was less instructive than it was

much-ado.

George Tichenor

Assistant Buyer

D'Arcy Advertising

New York

Can you send me a copy of sponsor

containing the article, "Why admen

buy what they do"? If there is any

charge for this, please let me know.

John J. Schwed
Advertising Manager

Kinsey Distilling Corp.

Linfield, Pa.

• Extra copies of the 3 May 1951 issue con-
taining the article. "III. Psychology of media:
Why admen buy what they do," cost 50c each.
The article is part of the All-Media Evaluation
Study which will be reprinted in book form this

summer.

OPTIMISM ON RECESSION

I recently ran across a copy of the

reprint, "Why sponsors believe the re-

cession is over" [19 April 1954, page

38]. I'm very much interested in

spreading this word around among
our clients and prospective clients.

I'd appreciate your sending me about

100 copies of this folder.

Richard B. Long
O'Leary Advertising

Rockford, III.

• Reprints of "Why sponsors believe the re-

cession is over" cost 10c each.

REPRINT PERMISSION

We are interested in reproducing the

article published In you on page 34

of your May 3, 1T>I i~sue, "Psychol-

ogy of media." Your publication will

receive full credit on the reproduction.

We would appreciate your authori-

zation to do this. Also, would you be

good enough to send us two copies of

the same article.

Lillian Benjamin
Sande Rocke & Co.

New York

• SPONSOR permits reproduction of material
which Appeared in the magazine providing per-
mission is asked in writing and credit is given.

Our sincerest thanks for permission

to reprint the SPONSOR article, "The
agency wife" [9 March 1953, page

34] . Enclosed are several copies of

the issue containing this reprint.

S. A. Waterman
Editor

Publishers Digest

Chicago

WBAY-TV STUDY

Was very much interested in the

story in your May 3 issue about the

survey the University of Wisconsin is

doing for WBAY-TV ["How far out

does a tv station sell?" page 38]. This

type of survey, if it proves out, would

be verv helpful to a station such as

WMT-TV.
To reach Iowa's 2.7 million people,

coverage is all-important, and we must

prove in some such survey the effec-

tiveness of our WMT-TV coverage

which is the greatest of any TV station

in the state.

In talking to prospects in the agen-

cies back East, we find practically all

of them think of tv markets in terms of

If you need sales
NOW . .

.

You NEED
KRBC-TV
ABILENE

There's more to Wisconsin

than Milwaukee

Cover the Dairy State with your sales

message through the low cost medium

of Wisconsin's most powerful radio sta-

tion. WKOW's 53 county mail-response

area accounts for 61% of the state's

total income and 63% of the state's to-

tal retail sales. Call your Headley-Reed

man for the facts.

WKOW-CBS
MADISON, WIS.

Wisconsin's most
powerful radio station

Represented nationally by

Headley-Reed Co.

ff .

That's our business. Buying radio time is

one thing — Getting results is another.

WJPS maintains a planned Merchandis-

ing Service that guarantees RESULTS.

WJPS has a plan to fit any pocketbook.

Our Merchandising and Promotion De-

partment won 2nd PLACE in THE BILL-

BOARD competition this year — How

good can you get?

Let us prove our worth to you.

Robert J. Mcintosh, General Manager
REPRESENTED 1Y

The George P. Hollingbery Company

Represented nationally by

JOHN E. PEARSON TV Inc.

ABILENE
TEXAS

<ZJ
"A RADIO IN EVERY ROOM"

Evansville, Indiana
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CEN-TV
The Only Station

Providing TV Coverage

of ALL Of The

Temple-Waco
and Central Texas

Market

* Maximum 100 KW On
VHF Channel 6

* 833-Foot Antenna Height

* NBC-TV Interconnected

For More Information Writ*

KCEN-TV
P. O. Box 1 88, Temple, Texas

National Representative:

George P. Holllngbery Co.

Texas Representative:

Clyde Melville Co.. Melbo flag., Dallas

CBS FOR THE QUAD-CITIES

is now operating

on 100,000 watts

•
This maximum power

covers the Quad-Cities

and the surrounding trade

area ... a total of 264,-

800 TV set owners.

Les Johnson, V.P. and Gen. Mgr.

whbf ;:
TEIC0 BUILDING, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS

Represented by A»er,K»odel, Ik.

big < ities. This ia to be expo ted, Eoi

in nearl) all Btates one or two or three

large cities control a great majority

of the buying power. Nut bo in Iowa.

The metropolitan area oi 1 1 1 * - -i\ larg-

esl cities accounts for onl) one-third

State. Bui Cedar Rapids and Waterloo.

iii the minds of the guys back East,

an m'i big markets even though the

buying power in llie area compares

verj favorablj with such cities as Tul-

sa, Richmond and Miami.

\\ H.I.IWI F>. Ql LRTOM

(general Manager

WMT-TV
Cedai Rapids, Ion a

RADIO ARTICLES

I read with a great deal of interest

the article bj Ufred Jaffe in the April

1') issue of your magazine, "The New

Radio"
|
page 31]. I found it to be

very informative and thought-provok-

ing. In fact, I thought so much of it

that 1 dipped excerpts from it and

have them here before me now.

In the article, a passing reference

was made to an article that appeared

in an earlier SPONSOR issue. I missed

that earlier article, and would like to

get a reprint of it if it is available.

The article was entitled, "What 44,000

listeners told a station about radio."

This appeared in the March 22, 1954

issue of sponsor [page 48].

Will vou please send me a reprint

of the article or the entire March 22

issue, which ever is more convenient.

William R. Balch
Radio Program Director

KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo.

• Ex-ra copies of the 22 March 1954 issue
e'n- 1 .">Oc each. No reprints of the article cited
above are available.

SCRIPT INFORMATION
I need lists of sponsors who want

fantasy, domestic situation, mystery or

horror tv scripts and their specifica-

tions as to program length—and ta-

boos, if out of the ordinary. If "they

are short of scripts" I hope to be able

to help them out. Please send me any

information that you can. If there is

an) charge I will gladly pay it. Time
is important.

Robert L. Gergins

Director, CARE
Pittsburgh

• SPONSOR*! I> Comparacraph. published al-
c.n.ii, laraee, fivea iponaora and agrncir* for
..I] network program*. Morr ipoelfia information
can bi obtained bj •rritlna la the icrnrir. in-
> .1.

SPONSOR ASKS
i Continued from page 63)

of client product I was not onlj at-

tempting to associate our client with a

male-appeal -how. ^u<h as newscast,

Bportscast, and/or the like, hut also

with an endorser, whether it he in the

form of a personality oi the -how it-

self. I had to dud something that I

could real!) -ell to the client.

Pitches wen made on all the sta-

tions, hut onlj one had been sold to

me. It was a live sportscast. \lthough

the personality was rather newh estab-

lished in the market on the local pic-

ture hut doing quite well, this new pro-

gram and time that was pitched was

virtually unestablished, having only a

three-month history—during the sum-

mer months of June, July and August.

Even though the time period was at a

slightly earlier hour than is usually

considered uood for male listening, the

-hort rating history showed merit. Rat-

ings had grown consistently through

this three-month summer period as had

the male portion of the audience.

1 he cost factor was naturallv of

great importance. The cost-per- 1.000

114 SFONSOR



KEDD
WICHITA KANSAS
NBC ABC

97% OF THE

WICHITA TV

AUDIENCE SEE

TELEVISION AT ITS

BEST ON KEDD

WH

m KEDD

CHANNEL

'-'.

WICHITA

KANSAS

STANDI M DURWOOD

REPRESENTED BY

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

had grown lower, while the time and

program remained unchanged. I But

not for long, as is usually the case. I

The commercial aspect of this buy

also showed good promise. Not only

could film commercials be integrated

into this show, but the live commercial

picture of openings and closings, to-

gether with the personality endorse-

ment, were what we were looking for.

This was the type of show that could

be promoted well by the dealers in

their showrooms.

All the information necessary to a

good sales pitch was given, not only

in the facts and figures above, but

also with respect to future value and

acceptance of the program.

In September I bought this show on

a 13-week contract, which was later

renewed for 26 weeks.

That is, in my estimation, a good

pitch, sold well by the salesman.

Any questions?

SPONSOR welcomes questions from

readers for use in this feature.

Suggested questions will be eval-

uated for their interest to other

readers and, if found suitable,

will be submitted to the most ap-

propriate authorities for answer-

ing. Upcoming questions include:

'"How do you use cumulative rat-

ings in considering radio buys?"

and "How can the local advertis-

er use tv successfully?" Answer-

ers of these questions will in-

clude advertisers, agency person-

nel, station representatives and

specialized consultants. Frequent-

ly readers submitting questions

have found the answers are help-

ful guides in the solution of in-

dustry problems. Questions can

be either of general interest, or

related to some specific air ad-

vertising problem.

The next issue of SPONSOR will

feature this question:

"How can advertisers best use

radio and television abroad?"

This discussion will be part of

sponsor's annual international

radio and tv section. Answerers

will include experts in interna-

tional marketing and advertising.

k3
SATURATION / /

in Central C^V
KANSAS
Yes...5^2 out of every 10 families

within KTVH's .01 mv. signal own
TV sets. KTVH advertisers enjoy a

concentrated loyal viewing audience,

established by well-planned promo-

tional efforts and top programming.

See your KTVH Sales Representative Today!

CHANNEL

12 KTVH
HUTCHINSON - WICHITA

VHf
240,000
WATTS

CBS BASIC -DU MONT -ABC
REPRESENTED BY H-R TELEVISION, INC.

COVERS CENTRAL KANSAS

THIRSTY FOR A

SALES BOOST?
Look 1

BAYSHORE PRODUCTS CO.
Traverse City, Michigan

WWTV April 27, 1954

Cadillac, Michigan
Dear Sir:

The results of the Mogen David
program, "A Dollar a Second", has

tteen phenomenal already. Our April

sales are 300% over last year and the

ball has just started to roll. We are

getting new accounts daily and should

have 100% distribution in a short

time.

People who never drank wine be-

fore are trying Mogen David. This

certainly proves the selling power of

WWTV.
Many thanks to all concerned for

this unexpected and greatly appre-

ciated sales boost.

Very truly yours,

(SIGNED) JAMES B. BENNIGAN
OWNER

JBB:jb

SPARTON BROADCASTING CO CADILLAC, MICHIGAN
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"RESULTS"
STATION

in Washington

Eeprcitntid Nationally by John Blair & Co.

ft ft. V&
r .r^

FOB A

ReachIwenty Homes
• /for a Penny on

Regional Radio WOW
WOW's cost per thousand

homes reached is the lowest in

the area.

8 Sec. Chainbreok Minutes

Radio WOW $ .17 $ .48 $ .59

B Station .51 1.01 1.01

C Station 1.17 2.33 2.33

For more information contact John Blair,

Rep — Bill Wiseman, Sales Mgr., 200 In-

surance Bldg., Omaha, Nebraska, or Phone

WE. 3400.

116

ROUND-UP
[Continued ii<>m page 79)

the Washington Radio Circulation

Committee has announced. This rep-

resents a (>.!'# in< rease <>l 28,050 ra-

dio homes ovei last year's metropoli-

tan area figure.

\\\1<:\. New York, lia^ resumed

round-the-clock broadcasting after a

five-year hiatus. Ii- new Night Watch
s1k.\n i> bein» broadcast Tuesday

through Saturday, from 2:00-6:00 a.m.

It features lias Carroll with records,

weather, news, time cheeks, dail\ fish-

in » reports.
* « »

The Alaska Broadcasting System rc-

cently celebrated 30 years of broad-

casting during which it has grown
from a §2,000 gross business annually

to a $4.5 million enterprise. ABS in-

cludes KFQD, Anchorage; KFRB.
Fairbanks: KIBH, Seward; KINY, Ju-

neau: KTKN, Ketchikan, and KIFW,
Sitka. \\ illiam J. Wagner is president

and founder.
* * •

Over 40 products have used WNBCs
"Chain Lightning" merchandising ser-

vice since the system was first inau-

gurated three years ago. according to

Max E. Buck, director of merchandis-

ing for the station. The merchandising

plan provides point-of-sale displays in

1,600 super markets in Metropolitan

New York.
* * *

WG1L. Galesburg. 111., lets its teen-

age listeners double as part-time d.j.'s.

By virtue of membership in the sta-

tion's "1400 Club" (named for the

stations frequency!, high schoolers

ran appear on the hour-long after-

noon d.j. show and spin a few records.

Vmong the club's special activities: a

Balloons with WGIL call letters were -favors

jam session held in a Galesburg hotel,

featuring top musicians and broadcast

ovei the I 100 Club program. 1 figh-

light of the session was the introduc-

tion "I "I he W iggli . a special dance

step i omposed for the oa asion. First

BMI
Service In

Concert Music
Typical oi BMI "»ervice" is

il„ complete kit of "Concert

Music" man-rial used by

broadcasters daily . . scripts

and data which help BoWe

many music programming

needs.

[nclnded in BMI- Concert

Musk Service arc:

CONCERT PIN-UP SHEET—
A monthly listing of m-w re-

cordings, contemporary and

standard.

YOUR CONCERT HALL — A

series of half-hour scripts for

use with phonograph n-.-onl-

of contemporary and standard

classics.

TODAY IN MUSIC — Dates

and farts about the important

music events ol the month.

BMllicensed stations —
AM, FM and TV—can be

depended upon for com-

nlete senile in music.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

TORONTO • MONTREAL

*©«* MtOOOCT

«£»-««—"fr?
/
Carve your product on

the consumer's mind
with a Song Ad like

Paper-Mate Pens—Sea-

board Finance — and

Mode O'Day Dresses.

They started with our

sensible $75.00 audi-

tion plan. Call or write

today.

l./.irr-rij-ifij: Ml l<> mu-HC

c d »r»«t^
6000 Sunset Blvd.,

Suite 203
Hollywood 28 Calll

Hollywood 5-6181

SPONSOR

.



prize winners of a contest to determine

who had learned the step best were

awarded clock radios; runners-up got

gold mike pins engraved with the sta-

tion's call letters.

» # *

The Charles E. Hires Co. is helping

its 300 franchised bottlers buy radio

and tv time for co-op announcements

with a new eight-page booklet, "Hires

Tv and Radio Time Buying Guide."

Hires recently made one-minute and

20-second radio and tv announcements

available to local bottlers. The book-

let is designed to help bottlers utilize

these announcements to the best advan-

tage. The booklet advises: (1) ask

stations for local and package rates;

(2) get competitive bids and availa-

bilities from all stations in town; (3)

see that coverage conforms to sales

areas; (4) spot 20-second announce-

ments before high-rated network tv

shows; (5) use diversified schedule;

(6) ask station for merchandising

help.

* * *

For its "outstanding public service

in fire prevention during 1953" WBZ-
TV, Boston, won first place award
from the National Board of Fire Un-
derwriters. It's the second consecutive

year that the station has received the

award.
* * *

Sponsors now can get their com-
mercials recorded in 3-D. Stephen F.

Temmer, vice president of Gotham Re-

cording Corp., New York, says his

firm's new studio is "the first true

stereophonic sound recording studio

in New York." The studio, recently

renovated at a cost of $20,000, is

equipped with a control room console

capable of mixing 14 microphones and
two echo chambers. Equipment can
be placed in any combination, in two
general groupings, and recorded on
two separate sound tracks to repro-

duce 3-D sound. The new Gotham
studio is large enough to accommodate
a 70-piece orchestra or band.

* * *

When WTAR-TV, Norfolk, switched

CLOCKS ARE SET IN THE
NEGRO MARKET
EVERY MORNINC WHEN
CHUCK MITCHELL

HITS THE AIR VIA

WSOK
NASHVILLE. TENN.

1000 WATTS

to vhf Channel 3, WVEC-TV, Norfolk-

Hampton, sent out jumbo post cards

to all appliance dealers in the Tide-

water area. "When you're changing

sets to Channel 3," the post card said,

"sell all-channel or converters to Chan-

nel 15." It worked, too. According to

WVEC-TV, a spot check shows "a big

increase in uhf sets."
* * #

A bright Navy-blue tie (with three

brilliant sunbursts on it), a recorded

tape message and poetry are all being

sent out to advertisers and agencies by

the Crosley stations: WLW and
WLWT, Cincinnati; WLWA, Atlanta;

WLWC, Columbus and WLWD, Day-

ton. The poetry goes:

Tie the tie and pull the string

And you're sure to know about

the zing

In the all out attack to increase

those sales

While summer's hot and all else

fails.

That's Operation Sunburst the

greatest we've created

To make selling sure and not de-

bated.

You've got the point so let's wind

up this ditty—But

Remember, it's not the heat

—

It's just the timidity.
* # *

Phonograph records which "plug"

commercial products or services can

no longer be played on WNEW, New
York. Richard D. Buckley, owner-

manager, doesn't think listeners ap-

preciate hearing records over the sta-

tion which contain lyrics referring to

commercial products ranging from a

shave cream to cough drops. From
now on, Buckley said, WNEW plans to

avoid excess commercialism. * * *

jOOOOOOO

08
000

°°

Got a yen to sell

space for SPONSOR?

•

Like to travel down South?

Do you know stations

—

and have a proven sales

record?

If the answer is "yes" write

SPONSOR, 40 E, 49, NY 17

>o The only

r station in the

°ooo
oot
oc

rich KANSAS
CITY metropolitan

market...

. . . beamed

exclusively to

KANSAS CITY'S

118,000
Negro

Market

1,000 Watts

1590 Kc ft

KPRS
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
Represented Nationally by

JOSEPH HER SHE Y M.GIILVRA, INCinc. ml

They're going

FISHING
in WESTERN MONTANA

now!
ARE THEY USING YOUR

July

KCVO-TV
60 kw

•
•
•

TACKLE
BOOTS
CAMP-
CEAR?

in the

Heart of

vacation land

ALWAYS
93%

LISTEN TO

A.M.—Radio

KGV0
1290 \5kw Day & Night

MISSOULA, MONTANA
Reps: GILL-PERNA— NY, LA, SF & Chi.
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Must be v* >< )il reasons why
27 national advertisers like

Coca-Cola -Old Gold -

Wildroot—Carnation Milk-

General Mills and Folgers use

KOWL regularly. One main

reason is KOWL's Im.ial

audience of over 1 ,000,000 . .

.

the Negro, Spanish,

Mexican-American listeners.

Don't overlook KOWL's
selling power. ..ask for

our "sales pitch!'

KOWL
Sale* Office: 4128 Wilshire Blvd.. Los Angeles

NATIONAL REPS:
FORJOE A CO.. INC. New York. Chicago.
Dallas. San Francisco
DORA-CLAYTON. Atlanta. Ga.

KWJJ
CIVIUM ADVERTISER
BIG BARGAIN
"How" you say to KWJJ, Chief of

Northwest Independents . . . and

he tell you "how". He trade you

whole Oregon country for little

wampum . . . with plenty strong

smoke signals. He show you how to

scalp competitors . . . with no reser-

vation! Join Chief KWJJ's tribe of

happy warriors. C^,

National

Representative

BURNSMITH CO., INC

Rod.a S'o< oro

J. F. Wolfram. i.p. of General Motors and

ral manager of Oldsmobile Div., on 2 June signed

with NBC TV as first sponsor of next falTs color tv

"spectacular/' (as first predicted in sponsor, 31 May,

"Detroit's big auto race," page 32). Olds will spon-

sor 13 shows (one out of every four) Saturdays, 9:00-

10:30 p.m. Following contract signing, Wolfram told

SPONSOR that "Oldsmobile, which [/rides itself in set-

ting the pace in auto styling, is delighted to be first

to become associated with the 'spectaculars,' which we

feel sure will set the pace for future tv programing."

Kui/iiioiirf Diaz, national program director of

ABC Radio, is changing the network's nighttime

programing from a conventional network-type of op-

eration to a pattern highlighting the new concept of

music and news produced with network showman-

ship. Last month ABC launched Just Easy with Jack

Gregson, Monday-through-Friday evenings. Early

this month he announced another change empha-

sizing net's music-and-neus programing: Jimmy

Nelson's Highway Frolics Sunday evenings. Coupled

with news shows. Frolics will run 5% hours.

John F. Meagher, general manager of EYSM,
Mankato, Minn., tomorrow (IS Junei formally joins

\ IHTB to fill the new post of vice president in

charge of radio. The position was created at last

Januarys \ ARTB board meeting. Meagher is serv-

ing his third term as District 11 director on the

trade association's board a post he has held since

I'MT. He's chairman of \ARTB's Standards of

Practice committee and one of the best-known radio

station managers in the country. He will report

directly to \ ARTB President Harold F. Fellows.

Robert K. Richards, administrative vice

president of \ARTB. is leaving the association to

buy into two radio stations and establish his own

public relations firm. Richards joined ,\ ARTB tthen

\ ill' in 1947 as head of the public relations de-

partment. Before that he was assistant to J. Harold

Ryan, assistant director of censorship tor Iroad-

( asting. during World War II and. later, was edi-

torial director of Broadcasting. Richards and Walter

I'atterson, general manager of WKHM, Jackson,

Mich., are buying WKYR. Knser, W. Va., and
till I A'. Clarksburg, ti. (,;.. trom Glacus G. Merrill.
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ASK

YOUR

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE

You're on the verge of a decision, and a problem.

What business papers to pick for your station promotion?

It's no problem to kiss off, for your choice can have a telling

effect on your national spot income.

But where to get the facts?

The answer is simple. Ask your national representative.

He knows. His salesmen get around. They learn which business

papers are appreciated, read and discussed by buyers of broadcast time

His is an expert opinion. Don't overlook your national representative.

SPONSOR
The magazine radio and tv advertisers use



TvAB and the moon

\\ hat would advertisers and agencies

like to ^<-t from ili*' now-being-organ-

ized Television Advertising Bureau?

Each adman has hi- own li>t. si'ON-

SOR found in researching the subject

(see page 31). Hut Leo Bogart, Mc-

Cann-Erickson's manager of media re-

search, summed ii up possibly as well

a- anyone could. Here- what Leo sug-

gesta the IN \B give HIM:
1. Estimates of how and how much

~.|int l\ is used by different sponsors.

2. I p- to -date coverage (circula-

tion i data.

3. I a i more detailed data on the

kinds of people who make up particu-

lar tt audiences. "Broadcast media lag

t.ii behind magazines in this."

I. Qualitative Btudies of t\ viewing.

Example: "Whal i- the relative value

oi a -pot announcement and a com-

mercial on a sponsored show?"
.">. Moif real research on tv's Bales

effectiveness, compared with other me-

dia "not ju-t case histories."

"i know it's reaching for the moon,"

I .eo -,i\ -.

si'onsoh doe-n't think so.

« #

Weekend radio: forgotten medium?

m'iinmik has just spent a month ex-

amining all aspects of weekend radio

(see article page 36). Its several find-

ing- and conclusions can be boiled

down to one main point:

To many advertisers and agencies,

if not most, weekend radio has become

the forgotten medium. Yet it has such

powerful arguments in its favor that

no wide-awake adrnan should overlook

it. For example:

1. Rates are cheaper weekends, for

the most part.

2. In-home listeners-per-set figures

are swelled by an average 25 r
v because

more people are at home.

3. Out-of-home audiences, mostly

on wheels, are bigger weekends than

during the week.

I. Networks and -tations are now
programing Bpeciall] to weekend listen-

ers, especially out-of-home.

\nd don t ignore these other point-:

i ou can reach more men weekends

than you can during the week. You
ran reach almost a- mam women.

\nd both groups have more money
weekend- because of Friday payday -

Moral: Reexamine \our weekend ra-

dio schedule.

* * »

Judgment and Time Buying

\Iorri- rlite, president of Trar\-

Locke Co., Dallas, Bays in tin- issue's

media article < Bee page U) i :

"In advertising, as in all business,

good judgment is the greatest asset to

success. Toda\ "s trend attempts to re-

place judgment with slide-rule formu-

las. Mam executives scurry to the

protective shelter of these formulas

when asked to stick their necks out.

We have learned that the time spent

with the lowe-t cost-per- 1,000 fre-

quently results in the highest cost-per-

inquiry on premium write-in offers."

Don't abandon judgment when bu\-

ine time.

Applause
NARTB Convention Highlights

The 1954 N \RTB Com cut ion in

Chicago wa- noteworthy not only for

its record-shattering attendance, re-

markable displays of tv equipment

(especially coloi I, big turnout of time-

buyers, numerous < orridor clinics on

uhf. network spot < arriers, color tv

and other hot topics. High on the list

of events to remember land com-

mend i were the following:

1. TvAB meeting a well-planned.

fast-moving -'--ion attended by a full

house. It explained the fledgling t\

bureau designed to promote and -ell

the concept of national -pot and local

advertising on television; helped bring

well ovei 100 stations into the fold.

2. Talk b) Ufred Stanford this

perceptive tormei head of the Bureau

of Advertising ol \M'\ gave high-

lights of the Politz study, pointed out

that radio's job today, (as was news-

paper's 1 5 years ago > i- to improve

the medium \ 1.1 real i\ e BellinS and

better programing—not cutting rates.

3. BAB sales clinic—featuring fac-

tual talks by six advertisers who have

profited with radio, this "results" ses-

sion was a real highspot.

4. Sports clinic—a big contribution

to sane thinking on the subject of

sports rights. George J. Higgins,

chairman of NARTB Sports Commit-

tee and managing director of KMBC
and KMBC-TV, read a statement by

Bert Bell, National Football League

Commissioner, stating that press, radio

and television coverage had made a

45% increase in NFL paid attendance

since 1945 possible. The Reverend Fa-

ther Edmund P. Joyce, executive vice

president of Notre Dame, said it wa-

in- < ontention that television sells foot-

ball, contrary to the NCAA concept

that radio stimulates interest and tele-

\ i-ion satisfies interest

>. labor clinic—a practical and

high!) useful exchange of ideas on
"How to negotiate a labor contract"

moderated l.\ Robert Swezey, WDS1

and WDSl -TV. New Orleans.

6. FCC roundtable—frank commen-

tary b\ FCC commissioners revealing

the thinking that goes on behind closed

doors regarding radio and tv broad-

cast regulation.

7. Keynote talk by William Paley

—

in an impressive, thought-provoking

address the CBS chairman spoke out

courageousrj on the responsibility of

the broadcaster in guiding public

thought along right lines: he conclud-

ed that if the industry expects to gain

the freedom and prestige of the press

it must speak out forthrigbtly in "the

significant field of news and public

affairs."

8. Television Code Review Board

report—Chairman John Fet/er. \\ KZO-
l'\ . reported that the Television Code

has received some 600 comments on

television programing and advertising

practices: has acted on many. Hi- n

port stressed the urgency for an en-

Lightened program <>f self-regulation

by component parts of the industry.
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President, bTNg

Board, Nationa
Chairman of the

rers, says:

"We've always been proud of Grand Rapids' achievements:

furniture capital of America . . . among the nation's highest in

home and car ownership . . . one of the top ten in general busi-

ness increase. And we're also proud of our television station,

WOOD-TV . . . now one of the country's most powerful . . .

which renders outstanding service to the entire greater Grand
Rapids area."

WOODIand-TV is big territory!
In the prosperous WOODland TV area, you'll

find the finest furniture manufacturers of

America, of which Sligh Furniture is typical.

But the furniture industry is just one of the

many industries which make WOODland TV
the rich manufacturing, industrial and agri-

cultural center that it is today. In metropol-

itan Grand Rapids alone, there are 694
plants with an estimated annual payroll of

$182,000,000.

And your rich, WOODland-TV market in-

*April 17, 1954

eludes all of Western Michigan: the primary

Grand Rapids market, plus Muskegon . . .

Battle Creek . . . Lansing . . . and Kalamazoo.

All of these markets are expertly served by
WOOD-TV . . . first television station in the

country * to deliver 316,000 watts from a

tower 1000' above average terrain.

For tops in coverage, technical equipment,

local and network programming . . . select

WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids' only TV station!

WOOD-TV
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

GRANDWOOD BROADCASTING COMPANY

NBC. BASIC: ABC. CBS. DuMONT. SUPPLEMENTARY. ASSOCIATED WITH WFBM-AM AND TV. INDIANAPOLIS. IND
WFDF, FLINT. MICH.. WEOA. EVANSVILLE. IND. • WOOD-AM. WOOD-TV. REPRESENTED BY KATZ AG1
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the road

in Kansas City
The purchase of Midi

Broadcasting Company, opera I

of KMBC-TV, by the Cook Paint and Varr|

Company, operators of WHB-TV, has been approved by I

Federal Communications Commission. The two stations have bn

sharing Channel 9 and the CBS-TV network in Kansas City. The rl

single-station operation has adopted the call letters KMBC-TV. The chansl

will continue to be the full-time CBS-TV basic affiliate in the Heart of Amen

THE BIG TOP IS

GOING UP!
The tallest tower in the Heart of

America is under construction. From
a height of 1,079 feet, KMBC-TV will

transmit with full 316,000 watts

power by late summer. Newest type

RCA transmitter equipped for color,

using BIGgest power and TOP-height
tower, will make KMBC-TV the Big

Top Station . . . dominating the na-

tion's 18th largest metropolitan area

by its top coverage of the rich Kan-
sas City market.

r .

STARRING THE CBS-TV NETWORK!
Full CBS-TV network programming—the big, top television she

of America, carried exclusively on KMBC-TV, basic CBS-TV stau

FEATURING KANSAS CITY'S

GREATEST TALENT!

The biggest personalities, the top local ; i

programs of the two stations are now ex-
dusively on the Heart of America's Big ilj
Top Station, KMBC-TV! ' '

*

III

r;

r
f%uA-

KMBC Building

11th and Central Stj.,

Kansas City, Mo.

THE "COLOSSAL-COVERAGE
RADIO TEAM—KMBC-KFRM!
Now under "Big Top" direction is also the great radio team, ^

KFRM, covering the Kansas City and Kansas radio markets as no (

Kansas City station can. It's CBS Radio, of course, on "The Team!"

DON DAVIS
Vice President

JOHN 1. SCHILLING
V. P. & Gen. Mgr.

DICK SMITH
Director of Radio

GEORGE HIGGI
Sales Manager

MORI GREINER.
Director of Teleris >

M
it I

HENRY GOLDENBERG, Chief Engineer

Represented Nationally by FREE &

BIG TO
KMBC Radio, Kansas City, Missouri - K F R h'- - R.idio, foi (he State of Kansas u
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What's

outside

WITHtown?

RECEIVED

JUL 61954

WITHtown is what we call the area cov-

ered by W-I-T-H. It's Baltimore City and
the heavily populated parts of the sur-

rounding counties.

Outside WITHtown is some of the most
beautiful farm land in America. But mighty

ifew people. Mighty few prospective cus-

tomers.

Inside WITHtown are 375,000 radio

il homes. No other station in Baltimore

—

[regardless of power or network affiliation—

can offer you substantially more than that,

because network affiliates overlap each other

in coverage.

At W-I-T-H 's low rates, you get more

listeners-per-dollar than from any other

station in town.

We'd like you to hear the whole story

about W-I-T-H and its dominant position

in the rich market of Baltimore. Just ask

your Forjoe man.

WITHIN BALTIMORE

TOM TINSLEY, PRESIDENT-REPRESENTED BY FORJOE & COMPANY
JP

MEDIA STUDY

CONCLUSIONS
page 29

Advertisers ignoring

weekend radio are

missing good bet

page 33

Ihould talent sell?

Admen, producers,

performers air views

page 36

Three big local

sponsors tell h
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page 38

Trailer firm find

tv draws 50%
prospects to lot

page 40
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'

/I0 "ND TV
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accesses abroai

page 45
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Put TV'S SMASH HIT

to work FOR YOU!!!

Li

ROD CAMERON

CITY DETECTIVE'
1

Now in production

. . . Another full season

of America's top-ranked

syndicated film show!

Doing a bang-up job

for sponsors in over

150 markets!

* Consistently top rated in Sponsor-Telepulse list

of ten leading syndicated film shows!

(Average rating: 21.2)

* Latest top ratings—32.6 (ARB) in Dayton; 20.5 (Pulse)

in Boston; 23.2 (ARB) in San Francisco; 30.9 (ARB) in

Cincinnati; 28.3 (ARB) in Minneapolis-St. Paul!

* Renewed by Falstaff Beer in 52 markets, for another

great selling season!

* Promoting Procter & Gamble's GLEEM toothpaste

with spectacular ratings in leading TV cities!

* Available in many key markets!

Phone...wire the MCA-TV office nearest you!

MCA-TV

... And now, a complete TV film distribution service for all of Canada

for agencies, stations and sponsors:

MCA (CANADA) LTD. TORONTO. ONTARIO. CANADA: 111 Richmond Street

gte

NEW YORK:
SSI Madison A»enue
PLaia J 7500

BEVERLY MILLS:
S370 Santa Monici Blvd.

CRestview 6 2001 or

BRadshaw 2)211

ATLANTA:
SIS Glenn Building

Lamar S7SO

BOSTON:
45 Newftury Street

COplCY 7 5130

CHICAGO:
430 North Michigan Avenue
DEIawire 7-1100

CLEVELAND:
1172 Union Commerce Blip,.

CNerry 1(0)0

CINCINNATI
37*1 barduer Avenue
SYcMerc 1149

DALLAS:
2102 North Akard Street

Prtspect 75»

DETROIT:
137 Book Totter

WOldward 2 2*4)4

LH

SAN FRANCISCO:
IBS Montfomr
1 » kr ook 7 IS;

J

StAT'i

71S 10th North

Miner 5534

ROANOKE
3110 Tardier I

ROantke 2 4IS7

NEW ORI
5405 South I

UNiversity 5184

1



K&E buys 3 more

tv shows for fall

AIMS members
raise radio rates

TvAB set to get

rolling tomorrow

SPONSOR'S 3rd

foreign section

Disneyland gets

3 sponsors

Within weeks K&E jumped from one tv show on air ("Toast of Town") to
4. Other 3, starting in fall

:

(1) new Leland Hayward "spectaculars"
once a month in color on NBC every 4th week (RCA Victor and Ford
to split $200,000 bite)

; (2) Sid Caesar's new show on NBC (RCA
Victor), to run 3 times monthly at estimated talent-production cost
of $50,000 weekly; (3) "Your Hit Parade," now costing $32,000 to pro-
duce, for Richard Hudnut , which will share sponsorship with American
Tobacco through BBDO. K&E execs delighted with sudden tv surge.

-SR-

With 2 of 4 radio nets cutting rates (CBS, NBC) Sherman Marshall,
chairman of Assn. of Independent Metropolitan Stations (AIMS), presi-
dent of WOLF, Syracuse, points out 80% of 36 AIMS members have boosted
rates past year—some twice. "Business is that good," Marshall told
SPONSOR. "And each station is in major market."

-SR-

TvAB's executive committee meets with new planning committee in New
York tomorrow (29 June) to "get TvAB off ground," in words of Richard
P. Doherty, consultant. New bureau confident of having 175-200 tv

station members early July. On planning committee: Robert Hanna,
WRGB, Schenectady; George B. Storer Jr.,Storer Bcstg. Co. ; George
Coleman, WGBI-TV, Scranton ; Jack Harris, KPRC-TV, Houston; W. D. Rog-
ers, KDUB-TV, Lubbock; Frank Schreiber, WGN-TV, Chicago; Payson Hall,

Meredith Stations. Director will be named in July.

—SR-

Causation or correlation? Campbell Soup's highest per capita con-

sumption is not in U.S. but in Bermuda where, significantly, most of

budget goes into radio. For other fascinating data on radio, tv in

61 countries, see SPONSOR'S 3rd International Section, page 41.

-SR-

Walt Disney's new weekly tv show "Disneyland," to be filmed in his

Burbank (Cal.) studios, will be sponsored over ABC TV starting 27

October by American Motors (half hour) , American Dairy Assn. and Derby

Foods, which will alternate other half hour. Show scheduled for

7:30-8:30 p.m. Wednesdays, w ill appeal to adults and children.

titiittrii Fall Facts issue <*o»ii»t« up next

Issue out 12 July will be SPONSOR'S 8th Annual Fall Facts. It will be buyer's

guide to highspot trends in radio and tv. Industry is covered in four sections:

(1) network and (2) spot radio; (3) network and (4) spot tv. Big features of

issue are fundamental statistics of radio and television, well known as Radio

Basics and Television Basics. This year for first time SPONSOR adds statistics

on films for tv, Film Basics.

SPONSOR. Volume 3. No. 13, 28 June 1954. Published biweekly by SPONSOR Publication. In.- . at 3110 Elm Ave
. Baltimore Ire. Editorial. Advertising. Cir-

culation Offices 40 E 49th St.. New York 17. JS a year in U S. $9 elsewhere. Entered as second class matter 39 January 1949 at Baltimore. Md. nn*tnrTJce tinder Act • 3 March 1879
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Lyn Brown heads

ARF media study

Media researchers

dispute Y&R chart

Radio wins ARBI
Sacramento test

Tip on how to

hold tv costs

Canadian, U.S.

researchers join

Vitapix offering

"film network"

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample's Lyn Brown heads Advertising Research
Foundation's new committee to develop design for audience studies of

major media "on integrated basis." Brown dislikes statistical inter-

media comparisons, likes to compare media with farming. "Whether a

farmer should plant a given field to wheat, corn or alfalfa is not

matter of superiority of any one grain over another, but rather his

analysis of characteristics of his field against characteristics of

products, all tied in with an appraisal of his own business situa-
tion," he told SPONSOR. "What we need in media is more good farming
sense." Case you haven't guessed, Lyn has own Minnesota farm (beef).

-SR-

Speaking of media, SPONSOR'S 2-year All-Media Evaluation Study winds

up with novel feature this issue. Y&R's media rating chart—showing
magazines 1st, radio 2nd, tv 3rd, newspapers 4th, outdoor 5th—is run

with SPONSOR'S own survey of media-research directors. They rate

tv 1st, radio 2nd, magazines 3rd, papers 4th, outdoor 5th—quite a

difference! See page 32 for charts, page 29 for "Conclusions."

-SR-

Advertising Research Bureau, Inc. (ARBI) of Seattle just completed 10

surveys in Hale's Department Store, Sacramento, sponsored by 4 sta-

tions to determine how many customers newspapers bring in as against
radio. Results reported "outstanding succ esses for radio."

-SR-

Ed Sullivan's "Toast of Town" (Lincoln-Mercury through K&E) , now in

its 7th year, is running at $34,000 talent-production cost weekly,

which is low. Annual budget time and talent: S5,600,000. Sullivan
and Producer Mario Lewis hold costs down by NOT ma intaining expen s ive

stable of stars. Show began at around $7,500 in 1948. In comparison
"Colgate Summer Hour" costs $70,000; Milton Berle S70,000; 90-minute
"Show of Shows" ran to $90,000 (all figures talent only).

-SR-

CORE Communications Research, Toronto, headed by Albert Shea, and
Alan C. Russell Marketing Research, New York, headed by Alan C.

Russell, have established working affiliation to serve clients in

both countries. For recent CORE study, see page 97.

-SR-

Aided by strong tv-station coalition, Vitapix, station owned film
syndicator, now offering some New York agencies "first film network,"
consisting of Class A time on 32 top stations. Program is 30-minute
Hal Roach package. SPONSOR predicted such development 11 January.

Veir national spot rarfio and tv business

SPONSOR PRODUCT AGENCY STATIONS-MARKET CAMPAIGN, start, duration

American Chicle Co. Dcntync D-F-S, NY Non-tv mkts in Western Mt. Radio: mostly min. some 20-sec anncts:
NY states. Southwest. Southeast 1 |ul: 26 wks

Falstaff Brewing Corp, F.iKtiff Beer D-F-S. NY 30 stns in Crcat Lakes area Radio: 5-min sports shows: mid-|ul: 26
St Louis wks

Ford Dolors Detroit 1953 Ford
I Walter Thompson,
NY

50 stns in Phila area Radio: 5-6 min, 20-sec anncts a day: 12

Jul: 2 wks
Loews MCM NY 'Cone with the Wind" Donahue Cr Coe. NY 25-30 mkts. throughout country Tv S 20-sec tilm anncts a day: 30 Jun-

7 Jul: 3 da

SPONSOR



Time to use Thirteen

The First local TV station in the

Metropolitan NY-NJ Market

"Billings, Ratings, and Responses,

Match audience increase

*VARIETY MAY 26

CHANNEL watv

TELEVISION CENTER, NEWARK 1, NEW JERSEY
National Representatives WEED Television Corp.

28 JUNE 1954
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ARTICLES

/ hv Ill-Media Study: SPONSOR9* conclusions
Final article ir series looks back at major findings in two-year study, stresses

that admen must keep evaluating media continuously to keep pace with con-

stant changes: also that air media are greatly underrated •"

\\ eekend radio: Are you laissiny a yootl bet?

8etween Friday night and Monday morning, the program emphasis in radio is

still primarily ' entertainment' but "service" shows are a major trend •#•»

Should talent sell?

Should the main characters in an air show also do the sales pitch? SPONSOR
rounded up views on this question from admen and producers, as well as per-

formers themselves. Consensus: believability is the important thing •»*»

Three big local clients tell radio strategy
The advertising managers for three local and regional radio spenders—Glenn
Motor Co., Peoples Drug Stores and Citiiens & Southern National Bank—ex-

plain the why and how of their firms' successful radio use lilt

Tv draws .>«% of prospeets for trailer lot

When Smith Trailer Sales of Linden, N. J., began using tv to attract customers,
it had no idea its business would rise I5 r

r inside of 9 months 10

INTERNATIONAL It AIIIO AMI TV SECTION
A comprehensive guide for export advertisers covering the 61 countries outside
the U.b. in which commercial radio-tv is available to sponsors:

1. Over-all report: Foreign market conditions, radio-tv trends abroad, export
advertising philosophy, tips to U.S. sponsors planning foreign air campaigns I I

2. International markets chart: market data, plus radio-tv set, rate picture 13

3. Foreign stations and sales reps (a listing) / f

4. Case histories: five capsuled stories of air successes abroad l.">

COMING

1954 tail laets Issue

Every summer. SPONSOR goes all out to gather a large fund of basic informa-
tion it feels admen will find helpful in solving the broadcast buying problems
of the coming year. This valuable compendium will constitute the next issue of
SPONSOR. It includes fundamental statistics in the form of Radio Basics
and Television Basics. Coming up for the first time: Film Basics 12 lllllj

DEPARTMENTS

TIMEBUYERS
49TH & MADISON
AGENCY AD LIBS

NEW & RENEW
MR. SPONSOR, C. F. Rork

P.S.

NEW TV STATIONS
NEW TV FILM SHOWS
FILM NOTES
RADIO RESULTS
AGENCY PROFILE, Irwin Vladimir

SPONSOR ASKS
ROUND-UP
TV COMPARAGRAPH
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SPONSOR SPEAKS
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toH'T
uPICK BLIND''

N SHREVEPORT!

]

ook at KWKH's HOOPERS!

KWKH is a 50,000-watt station —
reaches out far, far beyond Metro-

politan Shreveport. Even so, look

how the hometown people like us,

as proved by Hooper!

JAN.-FEB., 1954— SHARE OF AUDIENCE

TIME KWKH STATION E STATION C STATION D STATION E

MON. thru FRI.

8:00 A.M. - 12:00 Noon
38.1 19.5 6.2 16.0 19.5

MON. thru FRI.

12:00 Noon - 6:00 P.M.
44.3 21.2 9.2 6.1 19.4

SUN. thru SAT. EVE.

6:00 P.M. • 10:30 P.M.
54.6 11.2 8.5 24.0

ook at KWKH's SAMS AREA !

KWKH reaches 22.3% more people, daytime, than all other

Shreveport stations, combined! Cost-per-thousand listeners,

however, is far, far less than any other station in the area.

Ask The Branham Co. for detailed data!

$0,000 Watts • CBS Radio
'he Branham Co., Representatives

(enry Clay, Genera/ Manager

red Watkins, Commercial Manager



big iMmcn

5,256 pieces of mail to a single

address—CHANNEL 53—on a sin-

gle day ! The biggest amount of

mail ever received anywhere in

Central California had U.S. postal

authorities asking Fresno's Chan-
nel 53 if audience promotion

contest could be ended ahead of

schedule. The Post Office wanted
to get back to normal!

Chalk up still another BIG IMPACT
for John Poole Broadcasting's

Channel 53, KBID-TV.

Get your Impact with Channel 53

in Fresno, the Pacific Coast's No. /

per capita buying area!

Nat. Rep. MEEKER TV, INC.

Itohvrt If. Schubert, W. I). Lyon Co., Cedar

Rapids. Iowa, maintains (Ins* A tv time inn be

highly effective tor farm-product advertisers in the

Midwest. "Certainly there is a lot of waste city

i in vlation" Rob saj s. "Hut if full-power stations are

selected and vehicles with demonstrated rural ap-

peal chosen, the response can be excellent." Alter

testing this theory lor a year he reports clients

well satisfied and the following programs most suc-

cessful: Western (hint e hand programs m.C.'d by

the station's RID. market reports, weather shows.

Ted WaUower, MUX). New York, says three

factors control his time-buying decisions: <1)

shopping habits in the market; <2» distribution and

merchandising setup of the sponsor in the area: (3)

availability. "Tale \Iy-T-Fine puddings, for ex-

ample." Ted told sponsor. "Naturally, we're after

a women's audience. But, I also try to split the

commercials between those aimed at the weekend

trade, that is during mid-afternoon Thursdays or

Fridays, and those (limed at the daily trade, that is

heiii ceo 11:00 and noon, before women go shopping."

Art llvmsteud. Benton & Routes. New York,

sins timebuyers need to be thoroughly acquainted

with the products they bin for. "Sure, it's important

for US to know media." he told SPONSOR. "Rut it's

equally important tor us to know the marketing

objectives of the brand, extent of distribution.

local market problems. Market research can tell

a Inner who bins his product, where it is pur-

chased. These facts can then be used effectively

to determine the best bin lor the client. Competi-

tion makes it necessary to look beyond media only."

ftifn O'.S'uIIii'dii. Ben Sackheim, New York,

feels that correct and reliable set (aunts would help

her in her job more than any other time-buying

guide. "If hen xou bin from a Vew Yorh desk and

not in the local market" she told sponsor, ") ou hare

to hate reliable sources. This is even more lital

when you're trying to cover a maximum numbi

markets with a limited budget. Yet there's no stand-

ard saline lor set penetration. If e lust lune to use

our judgment in (housing from the station's, the rep's

and trade press figures to airhe at our own."

SPONSOR



THE VIEW

You'll find a lot of attractive scenery here in the industrial

heart of America. But it's made up of much more than
natural wonders alone. Few markets in the nation can spread
such a panorama of expanding industry before the eyes of

eager advertisers.

Today, from the tip of WSAZ-TV's lofty tower, you can send
your sales message ranging across a prosperous region of

116 counties. Here live close to half-a-million TV families,

many of whom count exclusively on WSAZ-TV for television

pleasure. For their livelihood, they count on some of

America's biggest, busiest plants where production of goods
(and plump payrolls) continues at an accelerating pace.

WSAZ-TV's viewers shared heavily in the nearly four billion

dollars of buying power earned in these 116 counties

during 1953. Retail sales hit a record of almost two-and-a-half

billion. Prosperity in 1954 shows no abatement.

Like this great market itself, WSAZ-TV's popularity also

keeps growing. This warm welcome in so many high-income
homes (with so much extra money to spend) is being
shared profitably by advertisers who recognize WSAZ-TV's
persuasive sales power. The outlook for you — and what
you sell— is wonderful, too. Get the facts from The Katz
Agency. They can lead to happy changes in sales curves!

Huntington-Charleston, West Virginia

Channel 3-100,000 watts ERP
NBC Basic Network -Affiliated ABC & Du Mont

Affiliated with Radio Station WSAZ.
Lawrence H. Rogers, Vice President & General Manager. WSAZ, Inc.

Represented nationally by The Katz Agency
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Everybody

knows
the troubles

they have.

I

VIVIAN SMM.CN at

"Our Gil Sunday"

12 45 to I 00 EOT

SANOV gCCXCK at

"Younf Or Malona"

I 30 10 I 45 COT

JOAN TOMPKINS at

"Nora Dralw"

J 30 to 2 45 EOT

VIRGINIA PAYNE at

"Ma Ptrtint"

I 15 to I 30 EOT



T„he stars of our daytime serial dramas are all set to go on . .

.

from the looks of tilings, forever.

For these fourteen people have become the best-loved matinee idols in

America. Month after month their ups and downs draw a box-office

of 760 million.

Take their dowager, Ma Perkins. Homemakers of two generations have

made her show the longest-run hit in dramatic history. Over 5,000

episodes already, and the plot continues to thicken. "It's like peanuts,"

a lady once wrote. "Once you get started, you can't stop."

Peanuts, perhaps, or emeralds.

Because over the years the serial drama has kept more women company

than any other invention of our times. And it's taught them a lot on the side:

How to keep up the house. And, at the same time, their good looks. How to

make dinner come out of the oven. And out of the bureau, clean shirts.

In short, health, vitality, attractiveness. Which are sold under some

three-dozen brands on these programs. And offered in three-dozen packanev

by seven of America's best-known advertisers.

Along with CBS Radio's other daytime sponsors, these companies are

getting the greatest media value in advertising today. Frequency. Impact.

Big audience. Low cost.

Of all the programs the homemaker spends her day with, the line-up

she likes best is the one on CBS HADIO

0** ^
v
<t*

If

^M
fS

1
; JOHN LARKIN 35

"Perry Mason"

2:15 to 2:30 EOT

m
AGNES YOUNG as

'Aunt Jenny"

12:15 to 12:30 EDT

FLORENCE FREEMAN as

"Wendy Warren"

12 noon to 12:15 EOT

VIRGINIA KAYE as

"Rosemary"

11:45 to 12 noon EDT

M
". " '.

JUL SMITH as the JULIE STEVENS as

Rev. Richard Dennis in •Helen Trent"

The Brighter Day" 12:30 to 12:45 EDT

2:45 to 3:00 EOT



in the morning!

in the afternoon!

in the evening!

Winston-Salem
MMini CAROLINA

. . . the hub of a rich, fast-

growing 15 county market in

the industrial heart of the . . .

State in the South

Whatever your product or serv-

ice—you will sell more of it

faster to more people when you
use the

N TAT I OX
RfiPM l"L AFFILIATE

600 KC-5 KW
AM FM

Rcpreicnted by

HEADLEY-REED CO.

l

MADISON
SPONSOR invites letters to the editor.

dddreu 40 E. 49 St., New York 17.

ONE SHOTS

\ shorl time ago sponsor carried

an article on "one shot" i\ Bhowa

which outlined some of the back-

ground "ii a few of the recent exam-

ples "I this t) pe of promotion [3 May

L954, page 29]. I find that in\ copj

of that issue has been misplaced and

was wondering if you could supply

me w ith another.

Charles P. Johnson

{'resident

Chas. R. Stuart Advertising

San Francisco

• Extra copiea of tin- .') May 1954
,.\ RllabK .ii 50i »-a<'h.

FOREMAN ON BANANAS

Bob Foreman must be suffering

from "CF"—critic fatigue. I know if

he bounced his brain back to the

woids of the Chiquita Banana com-

mercial I a BBDO product I he'd re-

member they told us we should never

keep our bananas in the refrigerator.

His observation that the different

musical arrangements "kept the lady

as fresh as a refrigerated banana"

[31 May 1954, page 52] might indi-

cate that his suggested research should

also include some probing into the

depth and length of the sales message

impression as it relates to the famili-

al it) -appeal.

I'd also like to say Mr. Foreman

doesn't need to worry about reader

fatigue. His column is terrific!

Lee Hart Teegarden
North Hollywood, Cat.

PROGRAM GUIDE

As the largest agemx specializing in

mail order accounts, we are of course

interested in being able to pin down
which stations have programs appeal-

ing primarily to specified groups of

listeners. We find your Program Guide

recently published to be a great help.

However, I should like to suggest

that your next issue contain informa-

tion on shows appealing i<> the chil-

dren in the audience, particularly if ii

would be possible to list separately

the teen-age appeal -hows and the pre-

school group-, ["his information would

probabl) be of inestimable help, too,

to such advertisers as General Mill-.

Kellogg. Peter Paul and others with

high appeal to kid-.

^ Oil and your staff are doing a won-

derful job, and we all read \our mag-
azine regularl) with much interest.

Janet Richards
/ imebuyer

I trior tt- Richards

Vea York

1 understand that \our 1954 Pro-

gram Guide i- available at $2. Would
you please advise whether or not this

Guide specificall) lists stations which

specialize in the block programing of

hillbilly music.

H. K. Simon

//. A. Simon Advertising

Pelham, Y. ) .

• The 1954 Program Gutd*t ju-t pmblkhed,
Ustfl xariou- -.jn( iuh it-- oiTfri-H h\ station-, in-
eluding hlllbJllj music* Coplea were teal frt-. t«.

subscribers. Extra copies eoal S2 each.

RATINGS

I have enjoyed verj much reading

the article by Joseph B. Ward. "I -a\

ratings are opinions, not facts'" [31

\la\ 1954, page 40].

1 d like to have about 2"> copies of

this article should you ha\e suflicient

requests to justifv reprints.

Cecil B. Hoskins

General Manager
Wll \( . isheviOe

O SPONSOR baa nut U >et reprinted the ar-
tlcle by Mr. Ward. Extra eoplei «f the 31 \|.,*

10.V4 i-sue are 50c each; special prices for
quantity orders «»" teojuoat.

MEDIA BOOK

Please reserve for me two copies of

the \11-Media I. valuation Stud\ when

it is published later in the year.

E. G. Wei \im tm Jk.

Idvertising Department

Colgate-Palmolive Co.

Jersey City

Please reserve a < opj of the forth-

coming media book for the writer as

-.inn as the bonk i- published.

II UtOLD S. RlEFF

/ cecutive I ice President

The Frederick-Clinton Co.

^ etc ) ork

10 SPONSOR

ll



Clair McCollough, President

Steinman Station

Represented by

M E E
New York

Los Angeles

K E R
Chicago

San Francisco
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And no wonder: throughout this vast area, he's

listened-to during the week by two out of

every three of these families!

If you'd like to make giant sales strides in the

Northwest, ask us or CBS Radio Spot Sales about

Cedric Adams or some of the other fast-stepping

personalities on WCCO Radio.

THE NORTHWEST'S 50,000-WATT GIANT MINNEAPOLIS - ST. PAUL WCCO RADIO
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales



I v\ish \<>u would reserve a copy of

Miur All-Media Evaluation Study. As

I told you before, the articles were

most interesting and informative, and

1 would like to have the permanent

hook form for my own library.

William N. Davidson

Asst. Gen. Mgr. & Dir. of Sales

WTAM, WTAM-FM, WNBK
Cleveland

NARTB CONVENTION

sponsor's round-up of the NARTB
Convention highlights ["Preview of

the NARTB Convention," 17 May
1954, page 41] was so good that I

hesitate (only briefly!) to point out

one omission. Somewhere along the

line, coverage of the Freedom of In-

formation panel discussion must have

slipped off a galley and into the hell-

box. So how about a stick or two of

free space to record the fact that there

was a Freedom of Information discus-

sion under the capable chairmanship

of Ed Kobak, who is also chairman of

NARTB's Freedom of Information

Committee.

You might mention, for example,

that Larry Spivak, of Meet the Press,

was a sharp, provocative and intensely

interesting moderator. You might

mention that the panel consisted of

Buddy Sugg, of WKY; Judge Justin

Miller; Dick Harkness, of NBC; Vic

Sholis, of WHAS; Basil Walters, edi-

tor of the Chicago Daily News; Gerald

W. Johnson, of WAAM. Me, too. You
might boil the discussion down to this

kind of a kernel : That the broadcasters

were not completely in agreement

among themselves as to how far radio

and tv should go in demanding full

news coverage rights, with the ma-

jority for assertion of the principle of

complete access to all public events

and others for something a little less.

You might point out the extremely in-

teresting fact that Editor Walters, who
originated and fathered the ASNE's
Freedom of Information doctrine,

heartened everyone by fully support-

ing the viewpoint that, wherever a

newspaper's reporters might go with

paper and pencil, there also should be

allowed the radio reporter with a mike
and the tv reporters with a camera

—

the equivalent tools of the broadcast

reporter's profession.

You might mention Vic Sholis' ar-

28 JUNE 1954

ticulate advocacj of moderate goals in

the fight for success; Dick Harkness

enlightening points, some of which

came straight from the McCarthy

Army hearings he was covering; Bud-

dy Sugg's actual experience with mikes

and cameras inside legislative and

court rooms; Judge Miller's usual

clean-cut logic and Ken Carter's vigor-

ous contribution.

But then, I suppose you might just

print this letter and let it go at that.

At any rate, man) thanks for sewing

up a little hole in the good blanket

coverage of the convention by sponsor.

E. R. Vadeboncoeur
President

WSYR, Inc.

Syracuse

ED PEARSON

Ed Pearson, who was a copywriter

with our agency up until a year ago,

died suddenly of a heart attack at his

home May 14. I felt Ed's many friends

in the advertising business should

know of his death.

Ed was so well-liked and so well-

known in the business that there isn't

much I can say to add to the informa-

tion given below.

Edward Hale Pearson died at the

age of 64 at his home. 8 Ferncliff

Road, Scarsdale, N. Y. He was trained

by the late Claude Hopkins, and was

tor 13 years a copy supervisor at Lord

& Thomas (Chicago and New York).

At this agency Mr. Pearson was crea-

tive head of such accounts as Colgate-

Palmolive, Kotex, American Tobacco

Co., Anaconda Copper, Schenley, New
York Central and many others. Mr.

Pearson's other agency copy connec-

tions include J. Walter Thompson, Mc-

Cann-Erickson, Lambert-Feasley. Cow-

an & Dengler, Huber Hoge & Sons,

J. M. Hickerson and Jos. Richards.

Mr. Pearson was born in Northfield,

Minn, in 1889. He was educated at

Oberlin College, A.B.; Wabash Col-

lege, A.M. Prior to entering advertis-

ing, Mr. Pearson was a college in-

structor. He is survived by his wife

and three grown children. He was a

member of the Radio Executives Club

and the American Legion.

Thomas H. Moore Jr.

Cowan & Dengler

New York

Newest Southeast

Kansas—Northeast

Oklahoma survey

covering 1

1

county Coffeyville

trade area (256,000

people i reports:

KCCF HAS BIG-

GEST AUDIENCE

IN 45 OUT OF 52

MONDAY THRU

FRIDAY '4 HOUR

STRIPS! (6:00

A.M. to 6:30 P.M.)

KGGF with 10

KW on 690 KC

delivers primary

coverage to a total

of 87 counties in

Kansas, Oklahoma,

Missouri and

Arkansas.

/WEED & CO., National Representatives „

I

- *> !
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the producers of THE LI

THE

FRANKIE
LAINE show

4**>

WITH

CONNIE HAINES

It's "Mr. Rhythm" himseli — America's #1 re-

cording sensation . . . now starred in his own

tuneful TV musical revue. Featuring the songs

of lovely, vivacious Connie Haines, and the

nation's top dance stylists.

Lavish Settings Glorious Songs
Both shows produced with the same GUILD FILMS

"know-how" that has put The L1BERACE Show in more
than 180 TV markets!

AND GREATER SALES IMPACT!

all for immediate delivery!

JOE PALOOKA

§Al
Ham Fisher's great charac-

terizations brought to life

by an all-star Hollywood

cast.

7

•

m
^—

YoWmwk
^^T S COAfAA/Vr /»

420 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK 17, N. Y.



WO NEW HALF-HOUR MUSICAL TREATS

Television's Great New Musical Personality!

--^
,

XA
V

THE

FLORIAN
ZABACH

SHOW

There's a new star on the TV horizon— FLOR-
IAN ZABACH and his fabulous violin that

"talks." A sensation in theatres and clubs from
coast to coast . . . his recording of "The Hot
Canary" has sold more than a million copies.

Now . . . GUILD has built an excitingly different

"personality musical show" around this great

entertainer!

FOR HIGHER RATINGS•••

Check on these current GUILD half-ho' hi'

LIBERACE
(For Radio or TV)

LIFE WITH
ELIZABETH
Sparkling situation com-

edy, starring lovely Betty

White.

TV'e

radio

Septe

lit. New
.mailable in



WENATCHEE

WASHINGTON (B^£>

I'milillKSS
inatnwFgOMf/EZ

KPQ's N.C.S. AREA

1
GIVES YOU

states

3

ml
retail

Slumbia Basin
testes*

^row>nq

and increasing

farm marker.

50OO WATTS
560 K. C.

WENATCHEE
WASHINGTON

Reg. Rep.- Hugh Felt-is, Seattle, Wash.

Natl. Rep.- Forjoe t Company, Inc

.

by Boh Foreman

Recently there came into my possession a hook which rep-

resents, from the standpoint of tv evolution and development.

a- much import as the Gutenberg Bible in it- field. A Niel-

sen-Rating pocket piece for tv—vintage of April 1950.

In a business where we are continually looking into misty

horizons and where tomorrow is usually as different from

today as yesterday was to a year ago. it can be comforting

to look backward; comforting and perhap- revealing.

This dissolve to the past unfolds the fact that Milton Berle

was Number One in the good hook. Godfrey both Two and

Four; the two half hours of Stop the Music rated Six and

Seven and a Sunday afternoon item known as The Star Span-

gled Revue was in the Number Three slot.

Other programs which may evoke memories include Bon-

ny Maid Varieties (30.9). Candid Camera (33.3). and The

Aldrich Family (35.5). Daytime programs were listed right

along with nighttime epics for the simple reason that such

works as Howdy Doody were getting ratings in the high 30's.

But, as is so often the ease, the numbers themselve- are

misleading, especially in relation to today's sweepstakes, for

Milton Berle's 1950 rating put him into three and a half mil-

lion homes whereas this April's Nielsen gave him a 47 which

was the result of his reaching almost 12 and a half million

homes.

What is even more interesting is the fact that Berle todav i-

on 121 stations covering almost 94 r
, of the I .S. tv homes

as against only 38 cities in 1950.

Stimulated this way by Nielsen, I sought out other litera-

ture of the era and. after some trouble, obtained the April

1950 issues of Variety. Again, it was an interesting adven-

ture to wander through medieval television.

On \|nil 5, an article stated that Ethel Merman had ap-

peared in a newly sponsored vehicle by the title of This Is

Show Business hearing with her the problem ot whether tele-

\ i-ion would put an end to musical comedy. In light of what

Mi-- Merman ha- done of late to bring musical coniedv to

television ("Anything Goes,") this is a fascinating turn of

events.

The late trend to big one shots had its counterpart in such

singletons as the Easter Parade, sponsored that year on three

different network- 1>\ three different advertiser-.

Prophetic headline: T\ rate hike 25- 10'
J

. Thi- piece went

i Please turn to page 62

16 SPONSOR



BRUCE MAYER
late hour music-

of-yesterday

year around • > •

DETROIT TURNS TO WWJ
FOR ITS RADIO FAVORITES

ROSS MULHOUAND
many-years favorite

with records
BOB MAXWELL

6:30-9 AM record
M.C.
A "^

KIRK KNIGHT
morning newscaster

FRAN HARRIS

midday show
for homemaker

DETROIT'S CIRCLE OF RADIO FAVORITES . . .

the voices of WWJ, as dependable and authori-

tative as the ticking of a fine clock. They are the

choice of Detroit, for their resources and for

their unerring ability and showmanship. They

make WWJ consistently the top selection of

listeners and of sponsors.

Join the circle . . . your product

belongs in this good company.

p
FRAN PETTAY

breezy evening
record shows

BUDD LYNCH
veteran

sports reporter

AM—950 KILOCYCLES—5000 WATTS

FM—CHANNEL 246—97.1 MEGACTCLES

CARL CEDERBERG
complete daytime
news, twice daily

FAYE ELIZABETH

afternoon
classical records

JOHN MERRIFIELD

farm news and data
for early risers

Basic JQQ Affiliate

Associate Television Station WWJ-TV

WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION • Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS • National Representatives: THE GEORGE P. HOLUNGBERY CO.
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The Red

River Valley's

rich black

top soil is

16 deep!

WDAY
& FARGO, N. D.

• 5000 WATTS • 970 KILOCYCLES

FREE & PETERS, INC.

Exclusive Sational Representatives

HERE'S a story you ought to know about the Red
River Valley—a story that explains why peo-

ple here are among the Nation's top buyers!

Don't take our word for it. Here's what the Encyclopedia
Britaunica says:

"This \ alley I the Re<] River Vallej | was once the bed of a great

glacial lake. Its floor is covered by the rich, silt y lake deposits,

coloured black by decayed vegetation, which makes it one of the

most fertile tracts of the continent. Being free from rocks, trees

and hills, its wide areas were quickl] broughl under cultivation

by the pioneer, and the valle\ has continued to he one of the

most famous grain-producing regions of the I oited State-."

But the Britaunica fails to add that grain accounts for onh .'W '<

of the Valley's farm income— and that hogs, lambs, dairy

products, beef cattle and other crops account for the other 70' ',

.

Fargo is on the hanks of the Red River, the center of the old

Vallev. Our deep, deep top-soil makes deep, deep pockethooks.

The twenty-six counties in the Fargo Trading Area have a

population of 483,700 people. The average per-famil) sales of

these people is $4164, annually, as against $3584 for the rest of

the nation.

The average farm in this area produces a gross income of $9518

as compared with the average national farm income of $6687.

You avaricious advertisers grasped the situation a long time ago.

and started pouring money into Red River \ alley media. And
you poured it rifiht!

HERE'S a story you ought to know about how
and why you advertisers choose WDAY al-

most unanimously (and now WDAY-TV, too)!

From its very first day, in 1°28, \\ DA'i set out to run the

goldernedest radio station in America.

< hit in the farms and hamlets where the Fierce-Arrows. Cadillacs

and Studebakers often got mired down in the winter barnyards,

people began at once to listen to \^ D \^ .

Vlso in the prosperous towns. Also in roaring Fargo itself.

Years later, other stations, and all the networks, came into the

area - but \\ \) W w as miles and miles ahead and Still is. A ear

in and year out. WDAY racks up some of the most amazing
mail-order Btories you ever heard of! . . fan mail pours into

\\ D\^ at the rate of 100 letters ;i day. including Sundays and

holidays! . . More than 10.(10(1 families have taken paid sub-

scriptions to "Mike Notes". WLIAY*s montbb newspaper.

Let \our Free & I'eters Colonels gi\e you the whole WilAl
sior\. It's really something!



SNISII
New and renew

2 8 JUNE 1954

1.
New on Radio Networks

2.

3.

SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Admiral Corp., Chi Erwin, Wasey, Chi ABC 348 Admiral Weekend News; 9 am-11 pm on the hr;

22 5-min newscasts Sat & Sun; 29 May; 13 wks
Campana Sales, Batavia, Wallace-Ferry-Hanly, Chi CBS 206 Arthur Codfrey Time; T, Th, alt F 10-10:15 am;

III 31 May; 52 wks
Firestone Tire & Rubber, Sweeney & James, Cleve ABC 267 Voice of Firestone; M 8:30-9 pm; 14 June; 52 wks
Akron, (simulcast)

Cillette Safety Razor, Maxon, NY MBS 567 1954 All-Star Baseball Came; 1:15 pm to concl;
Boston, Mass 13 July only

Cillette Safety Razor, Maxon, NY NBC Cillette Cavalcade of Sports; F 10 pm to concl
Boston, Mass simulcast; 3 Sep; no. wks not set

Liggett & Myers, NY Cunningham & Walsh NY CBS 205 Cunsmoke; M 9-9:30 pm; 5 July ; 52 wks
Mytinger & Casselberry, Dan B. Miner, LA NBC The Nutrilite Show (Dennis Day); Sun aft, 1/2 hr,

LA start mid-Sep; details not set
A. E. Staley Mfg. Decatur, Gardner & (ones, Chi CBS 206 Arthur Codfrey; M-F 10-11:30 am; 15-min seg;

III (Sta-Flo liquid 19 July; no. wks not available
starch)

Toni Co, Chi Leo Burnett, Chi CBS 191 Romance of Helen Trent; M, W, alt F 12:30-45
pm; co-sponsor with Amer Home; 31 May; 52
wks

Toni Co, Chi Leo Burnett NBC People Are Funny; alt T 8-8:30 pm; 5 Oct; no.

wks not set

Toni Co, Chi Weiss & Celler, Chi CBS 206 Juke Box Jury; Sun 7:30-45 pm seg; 30 May; 52
wks

Renewed on Radio Networks

SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS

American Home Prods,

NY
American Home Prods,

NY
Amer Oil Co, Bait

John F. Murray, NY

John F. Murray, NY

Joseph K.itz Bait

CBS

CBS

CBS

193

191

83

DeSoto Div, Chrysler
Corp, Detr

Ccner.il Mills, Mpls

BBDO, NY

D-F-S, NY

NBC

ABC

208

320

Ceneral Mills, Mpls D-F-S. SF ABC

General Mills. Mpls BBDO, NY ABC 330

Gospel Bdcstg Assn, LA R. H. Alber Co, LA ABC 280

Theo. Hamm Brewing,
St. Paul, Minn

Lever Bros, NY

Campbell-Mithun, Mpls

BBDO, NY

CBS

CBS

17

187

Pillsbury Mills, Mpls Leo Burnett, Chi CBS 205

Pillsbury Mills, Mpls
Procter & Gamble, NY
Procter & Gamble, NY

Leo Burnett, Chi
voung & Rubicam, NY
Biow, NY

CBS
NBC
NBC

205
188
163

Procter & Gamble, NY Benton & Bowles. NY NBC 175

Procter & Gamble, NY D-F-S. NY NBC 166

Sterling Drug, NY
Toni Co, Chi

D-F-S, NY
Leo Burnett, Chi

ABC
CBS

260
206

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Romance of Helen Trent; M-F 12:30-45 pm; 31

Mav; 52 wks; co-sp M, W, alt F with Toni
Our Gal Sunday; 12:45-1 pm; 31 May; 52 wks

Edward R. Murrow & News; M-F 7:45-8 pm;
East only; 28 June; 52 wks

You Bet Your Life; W 9-9:30 pm; 15 Sep; 52 wks

Betty Crocker; M, W, F 5 min at 8:55 am; 2:30
pm, 4:25 pm; 31 May; 52 wks

Sam Hayes News; M-F 12:30-45 pm (PDT); 31

May; 52 wks
Whispering Streets; M, W, F 10:25-45 am; 2 June;

52 wks
Old Fashioned Revival Hour; Sun 4-5 pm: 13 June:

52 wks
Edward R. Murrow & News; T, Th 7:45-8 pm;
midwest onlv: 29 June; 52 wks

House Party; M, W, F 3:15-30 pm; 31 May; 52
wks

Arthur Codfrey; M-Th; alt F 11:15-30 am; 1 June
52 wks

House Party; M-Th; 3:35-45 pm; 1 June; 52 wks
Backstage Wife: M-F 4-4:15 pm; 28 June; 52 wks
Welcome Travelers; M-F 3-3:30 pm; 28 June; 52
wks

Pepper Young's Family; M-F 3:30-45 pm: 28 June

52 wks
Right to Happiness: M-F 3:45-4 pm; 28 June:

52 wks
My True Story; M-F 10-10:25 am; 5 July; 52 wks
Tennessee Ernie; T, Th, F 7-7:15 pm: 9 June; 52
wks

(See page 2 for New National Spot Radio and Tv Business)

National Broadcast Sales Executives

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NFW AFFILIATION

Sidney P. Allen MBS, NY, admin mgr net sis Same, sis mgr Fastern Div
Joseph C. Amaturo Headley-Reed. NY, sr slsmn NBC Snot Sis, NY, radio acct exec
George W. Armstrong WTIX, New Orleans, mgr WHB. Kansas City, mgr
Ben B. Baylor Jr KEDD-TV, Wichita, exec WINT-TV, Ft Wayne, Ind, vp & gen mgr
Fred Berthelsen WTIX, New Orleans, sis mgr Same, mgr
Norman Blackburn Head, own tv prod co Screen Gems. NY, exec dir

Lester H. Bowman CBS Radio. CBS Tv. Hvwd, di tech opers Same, dir physical opers
Albert Boyars Robert S. Taplinger, NY, pub rels Transfilm, NY, dir pub rels

Robert Bruce KCAE. Salem, Ore. gen mgr KSJO. San Jose. Cal, gen mgr

In next issue: New and Renewed on Television (Network) ; Advertising Agency Personnel

Changes; Sponsor Personnel Changes; Station Changes (reps, network affiliation, power increases)

Mir*

\umbers after names
refer to New and Re-

new category

Ben B. Baylor Jr. (3)

Frank P. Fogarty (3)

Richard E. Mason (3)

G. H. Robertson (3)

Gene Riesen
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An* mtil rvnvu 3 Nd(i««ii(t/ Broadcast Sales Executives (continued)

NAME

.Ml- I E Burk

Richard C CahiT
Lloyd E Cooncy
Harold Danson

Robert E DeHavcn

Charles E Denney )r

Willard L. Dougherty
Alfred L. Dupuis
H. C "Jock ' Fearnhcad
Frank P FoRarty
Lee Fondrcn
Robert B Forker
Wally Foxal
Robert W. Fricdheim
Clenn Gilbert

Richard Coldcn
James E Goldsmith
Dave Cnmm
Robert E. Head
| E Henderson
Sheldon B. Hickox Jr

John H Hicks Jr

Edward Hochhauscr Jr

Robert Hoffman
Joseph A. Jenkins
Broaddus Johnson Jr

Cil Johnston
Richard W. Jolliffe

Cy Kaplan
William Laffey
Herb Landon
Robert H. Lclcr

Edward H. Macaulay
Mary L. McKcnna
Edward J. McKernan
Jerry McNally
James V. Melick
James A. Mount
Robert C. Murdock
William R. Murray

Richard E. Nason
Frank Nesbitt
John T. Quinlan
A. Frank Reel
Cene Riesen
Thomas B. Roach
Clen H. Robertson
Joyce Selznick
Virgil Sharpe
Robert E. Shelby

J. Clen Taylor
Dudley Tichenor
Paul Tiemer
William D. Walsh
Bill Whiting

Harry W. Zipper

FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Foxal Studios.

World Bdcstg.
WCAR. Cleve.
NBC Spot Sis.

WBAL. Bait, sales stf

WBBM TV, Chi sis div

Blue Cross. Salt Lake City pub rcls dir

Adler Communications Labs. New Rochclle. NY.
adv prom exec

KYSM KYSM FM. Mankato, Minn, hd comml
dept. asst to stn mgr

ABC TV. net sis exec Western Div

WSRS. Cleve sis mgr
Coca-Cola Bottling. Syracue, mgr
KYA. SF, gen mgr
WOW, Omaha, gen mgr
KLZ. Denver, natl sis mgr
WCAR. Cleve, sis s»f

Mindcn. Neb. hd
NY, vp:also Ziv, mgr NY office

slsmn
NY, mgr sis devel & res

KWK. St Louis, acct exec
Shaw Walker, Newark, sis mgr
WLW-D Dayton, 0, prog mgr
KWK. St Louis acct exec
NBC. NY. stn rels dir

Burrus Mills. Dallas, adv mgr
Muzak Corp, NY. vp
TPA, Chi sis m«r
WKJF-TV, Pittsb. comml mgr
Y&R, NY, prog dir & acct exec
CBS Radio Spot Sis, NY, Chi, acct exec
KNX, SF, sis scrv mgr
Cen Tcleradio. Hartford, Conn, sis mgr
Forjoe. NY, sis stf

Kcnyon & Eckhardt. NY, publicity dir

Fleetwood Co. Chi. gen mgr
KNBC, SF, sis stf

Benton & Bowles, NY, timebuycr
Capper Pubis, sis rep Detr area
CBS TV, NY, net sis dept
CBS Radio, CBS TV. Hywd, exec asst to mgmt
KXL, Portland, Ore, sis mgr
US Air Force, pub rels. pub info officer

WSAZ-TV. Huntington, W. Va.. Charleston regl

mgr
Booth Radio & Tv Stns, Detr, exec
CBS Radio, NY, dir si presentations
KLPR-TV, Oklahoma City, prodr, publicist

AFTRA, NY local, exec secy
KWTV, Okla City, slsmn
Ziv-World. NY, chg all mfg opcrs
KVLC, Little Rock, mgr
Columbia Pic. NY. special Eastern Prom rep
KOWH, Omaha, sls-prog dir

NBC, NY, dir color tv systems
Cen Tcleradio, & MBS. NY, vp
KLZ, Denver, local sis mgr
Bertha Brannan. Boston, sis exec
Weed & Co. Bost, mgr
Consolidated Tv Sis. LA, gen mgr

KNXT, SF. bus mgr

Same, local sis mgr
ABC TV. Chi. tv net acct exec
KSL-TV Salt Lake acct exec
Natl Screen Services NY dir adv, publicity C|

Same, mgr

TPA. acct exec. Boston
WDOK. Cleve vp chg sis & opers
WSYR-TV. Syracuse acct exec
Same vp
Same, vp & gen mgr ' incl WOW-TVI
Same, gen sis mgr
Same, sis mgr
KHOL-TV. Kearney. Neb. acct exec
Ziv Tv, NY, vp, & bus mgr
Katz Agency, Detr office sis stf

CBS Radio. NY. dir net sis presentations

Same, tv sis mgr
Robt Meeker. NY, sis dept
Same, sis stf

Same, radio sis mgr
Same. Hywd. dir stn rels Pacific Div
Paul H Raymer. Dallas office, mgr
Same, chg mdsg, prom, adv
Same. Midwestern Div mgr
WSTV-TV Steubenvillc. Pa, sis rep

Paul H Raymer, NY. radio slsmn
CBS Tv Film Sis. NY. acct exec
KNX-CPRN. acct exec
TPA, NY, acct exec eastern sis

WATV, Newark, acct exec
Central Telefilms. Peoria, III. pres & gen
TPA Chi office, acct exec
NBC Spot Sis SF. radio acct exec
WNEW. NY. dir res & sis devel

WIBW. WIBW-TV, KCKN. Topeka. asst to gen
Blair Tv. NY, acct exec
Same, dir prodn admin
KCW. Portland. Ore. gen mgr
KSL. Salt Lake City, prom mgr
Same, also WCKV, gen mgr

WKJF-TV. Pittsb. gen mgr
Same, dir sis devel
KCMB-TV. Honolulu prom dir

Ziv Tv. NY, opers mgr
KOMA. Okla City, sis mgr
Ziv Tv, sis serv mgr
KLRA. Little Rock. Ark. gen mgr
Screen Cems. NY, exec chg exploitation and n

Same, mgr
Same, vp & chief cngr
Same, exec asst to pres Cen Teleradio
WFBR. Bait, dir sis

Mt Washington Tv. Bost office, mgr
WEEI. Bost. sis rep
Official Films, chg new West Coast office. Bev

Hills. Cal
CBS Radio, & Tv, Hywd. exec asst to mi

Yrir Agency Appointments

SPONSOR

-

Colgate-Palmolive, NY
Herlihy Bros. Somcrville, Mass
Lever Bros, NY

Lever Bros, NY
Natl Biscuit Co. NY

Purex Corp. South Catc, Cal
Ralston Purina Co. St Louis
A. C. Spalding & Bros. Chicopee. Mass
Sunhinc Industries, Zccland, Mich

Welch's Wine Div, Welch Crape Juice Co,
Westfield. NY

WFMY-TV. Greensboro. NC

PRODUCT (or service) AGENCY

Colgate Instant Barber Shave
Milk, cream, dairy prods
Cood Luck Cream Sauce Mix, other new food

prod
Vim detergent
Cereal & dog food adv incl Ranger Joe

cereals)

Purex Liquid Bleach
Ry-Knsp i Pacific Coast'
Sporting goods
Nu-Life Lawn Mower Automtatic Honing

Attachment
Welch's Wine

Tv station promotion

Lennen & Newell. NY
Reilly. Brown & Willard Bost

Footc. Cone & Belding, NY

SSCB. NY
Kcnyon & Eckhardt. NY lef

Jan '551

McCann-Erickon. LA
Cuild. Bascom & Bonfigh. SF

Young & Rubicam. NY
Assoc Adv. Cinci

Kcnyon & Eckhardt NY

Hcgc. Middlcton & Ncal.
boro. NC

Crec

Numbers after names
refer to New and Re-
new category

Dudley In
I I/..

,

/.. 01

I I II.,,,!, rson .'•

II I
. Dougheri

i

Sharpe
Berthelsei

II i, Fean keen

l
,

II,., hht

/1<C
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IT'S HERE! IT'S HERE!

THE NEW 50,000 WATT

THE FACTS:

WDM
IN MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

WDIA, the Golden Station of the

Golden Market of the South

I

Always first of all (see latest Hooper & Pulse) in the vast and

most profitable Negro market in the South: Memphis, Tenn.

*i A A station that intensely and profitably covers a market that is

l/10th of the entire Negro population in the United States!

Intensely merchandises "The Golden Market" populated by Negro
1 consumers; a market greater than that of Pittsburgh, Baltimore,

Los Angeles - larger than that of Detroit. New York, Cleveland

and other great consumer markets.

There's a golden chance for greater sales waiting for you in •'The

Golden Market" covered by . . .

- First of all in Memphis

» ^

. JEPCO knows how the wind blows

John E. Pearson Company
radio and television station representatives

\<>ir York Chicago Minneapolis Dallas

Los Angeles San Francisco



More news—more local—more
often than any other Milwau-

kee station . . . that's the prod-

uct of the WEMP news staff

directed by Don O'Connor.
Emphasis is on local news
and community events,
though national and world

affairs are fully covered.

That's another reason why
Milwaukeeans prefer
WEMP, the 24 hour a day
music, news and sports

station.

National and local advertisers,

who have the facts, are buying

WEMP, where you get up to

twice the Milwaukee audience

per dollar of any network sta-

tion.* Call Headley-Reed—get

the facts!
" Bated on latest available Pulse ratings
and SR <V DS ralet.

WEMPwEMP-FM
MILWAUKEE

HUGH IOICE, JR.. 8«. Mqr.

HEADLEY-REED. Nail. Rtp.

HOURS OF MUSIC. NEWS, SPORTS

km Export Sales Manager

The Elocfri- Auto-Life Co., Toledo

(.liirk Rork, sales manager export division ol I he Electri< Auto-

Lite Co., decided to go into the export business while in high school.

The reason? The Reverend from his hometown church in Idaho

had been in India. Rork determined to go to India too. Less than

Id \ears later he arrived in Calcutta, and e\entuallv became assis-

tant to the managing director of the I nion Carbide \ Carbon Corp.

India affiliate.

With The Electric Auto-Lite Co. since World War II. Rork has

continued his travels around the world in order to l>oth supervise

the advertising effort and the distribution of his firm - produ* ts

""We're advertising in 17 markets all over the world." Rork told

SPONSOR, pointing to the map of the world that hangs on the wall

opposite his desk. Various color pins scattered all over this map
keep Hoik up to date on Auto-Lite's distribution centers.

"We have been using both radio and t\ in a do/en or more coun-

tries. All our export advertising is handled 1>\ National Export

Advertising Service. Of course we work closel) with them.

Thi> is geographical!) feasible since the agency is located a lew

flights below Rork's own New York office.

In two overseas market- Auto-Lite's air strategy has duplicated

the firm's domestic advertising. In both of these markets— Hawaii

and the Philippine Islands Auto-Lite sponsors a tape of it- I .S.

radio network show. Suspense. \ local announcer does commercials.

"In some markets we use announcement schedules only, Rork

Continued. "We ke\ them to the time when car owners are driving

thai is, usually between 1 : 15 and 2:(*;i p.m. in Cuba, the Dominican

Republic Guatemala, Mexico and Puerto Rico. We also use radio

in Iran and \ enezuela.

In Venezuela the firm sponsors occasional baseball games as well

as a 15-minute traffic information show three times a week.

Auto-Lite's budget has quadrupled since 1946. This year radio

and tv get IV, of the over-all budget, compared with less than 1"'<

i ighl j eai - ago.

The firm's exporl sales during the firsl part ol 1954 have shown a

20r
/i in rease ovei the comparable months of 1953 an increase

achieved in a market that has grown from 10,275,000 cars outside

ol the I . S. and Canada in 1947, ... 23, 105, ars, 1954. * * *

( ><•«• f iKiTMurioiiof Katl'ut'Tv £<•<*( ion. p«o<» II )

11 SPONSOR



WSPD-TV 'Panm *%<wi
Sells a rural market ranking 4th in TV set saturation

*

Jim Nessle

The FARM HOUR is an early afternoon program
geared directly to the WSPD-TV rural audience.

The show consists of national and state news as

it affects the farmer; daily market and weather

reports in our area; interviews, relative to farm-

ing, featuring specialists in agriculture; and re-

laxing music.

Jim Nessle as emcee is a natural. He lives on a 56

acre farm which gives him first hand experience

with the problems of his audience. Through
group meetings with county agriculture agents,

Jim keeps abreast of information needed by the

farm population. This enables him to keep a

well planned, custom-tailored show.

As local authority, Jim handles hundreds of letters

from listeners, who request information on almost

every phase of agriculture.

Lola Smith, veteran organist with WSPD, sup-

plies music at intervals throughout the show giv-

ing additional pleasure and personality to the

format.

*Telenews Productions Survey, April, 1954

The Farm Hour is a top show with top saturation.

It can sell your product in the Toledo

area — a top test market.

^AM-TV
TOLEDO, OHIO

Storer Broadcasting Company

TOM HARKER NA! SALES DID 118 E 57th STREET NEW rORK

Represented Nationally

by KATZ

28 JUNE 1954 23



IN PROMOTION...
Winner of 1st prize for the best

promotion of The Big Story and
1 of top 12 prizes for best pro-

motion of the Bob Hope Show.
WTRF-TV program schedules art

published regularly in more than

50 newspapers, including 3 daily

and 2 Sunday Pittsburgh news-
papers. Complete promotion co-

operation given all die

No doubt about it—

IV station in the rich important

Wheeling and eastern Ohio market is

WTRF-TV
NBC Primary • ABC Supplementary

represented by Hollingbery

Robert Ferguson. V. P. & Gen Mgr.

PHONE WHEELING 1 1 77

Radio Affiliates WTRF & WTRF-FM

New development s on SPONSOR stories

"Hudson paper"

2 1 September 1951, pace 28

A *|>nt radio user, IIih1>oh >p«-nt

hulk of I *>.">! budget in t>. then it

returned to -i»«»t radio plna spot tv

Hudson I
* u

1 1 * S Paper Co., which has used nearlj every form of

air advertising (including network tv), current!) is using Bpot

—

both radio and tv.

Now in 47 markets. Hudson uses a combination of the two air

media in some markets, while in others it has onTj radio or tv cam-

paigns. It* liii^r-i recent bu) was in New York, where a fortnight

ago the firm -igned a 52-week contract with \\ NBC and WNBT
• Hudson has no summer hiatus; .ill it- campaigns run a year). The

New York bin involves an estimated $1 million. I nder the deal

with the two NBC O&O stations, Hudson will gel live announcements

made by the stars of various personality shows, plus transcribed

commercials by the stars for use around the clock.

Hudson Papers ad budget has come up from $600,000 in 1950

to a SPONSOR-estimated $1.5 million this year, with 30^{ in radio,

65' c in tv. * * *

See: "Summer >i-lliiiK section: 1 93V

I.SSUC: « March 1954, page 39

Subject: How th<- battle against a summer
hiatlU has progressed

Humor as well as hard facts are being used to sell ad\ertisers

summer air campaigns. A few weeks ago the Crosle\ stations sen]

sponsors and agencies details about its hot-weather promotion,

called "Operation Sunburst." A necktie, tape recording and poetry

accompanied the offering t see Round-up, 14 June 1954. p. 117).

One of the latest summertime radio promotion pieces is from

KDK\. Pittsburgh (see cut). In an effort to prove that summer

is just as hot as winter when it comes to radio advertising. KI'K \

published findings of a mock survey made among advertising men.

FTrr'-rr'

riT-iy^
ANNOUNCES RESULTS OF FIRST NATIONAL SURVEY

FOR KDKA OF ADMEN'S SUMMER HABITS

PttSuWT OF HIATUS, IVC

Dr Elm*r ScKfrwgaldwrgU

INTERESTING SUMMER FACTS

ABOUT AOURTISING PEOPLE

Advertising Executives Eat, Bathe,

Drink/ Spend in Summer'

A Frank Statement by the Prrsident

i ! r

U* Ml cwt of Uum
"la bnrf. av ttwdt nh*v if I wanmj it. taat ad rana—t piepk

bum in the o/ttct bdt-AiWL \» tk» »twdv pro/wlinaiHt. ihrrr u pr

CMWKhrablr apanduiff di*nr.# »«rm mlbit and ad>wiM«n otay b» •

advtrtiat tain I kr»» Lhu w a r» i rliilinaarj reawpC and an t fao*> »t»
it caa CD back mhurt Ihry sMkt (rata."

/> CW ftt.v^M.Tl.. nai

DON'T
give tour sales

a vacation!

Tier wr ww "tin

PEOPU SPEND

IN SUMMER!

24 SPONSOR



What can you do

with $561?

You can do lots of things with $561. You could take

a large group of friends wining and dining, in elegant

style. Or buy about eight shares of General Motors.

Or have a disastrous afternoon at the races!

ON WOAY $561 will buy 26 quarter hours!

WOAY, Oak Hill, is West Virginia's second most

powerful station!

Its 10,000-watt signal covers 21 counties—
delivers a total Nielsen audience of 102,200 radio

homes —
delivers an average daily Nielsen audience of 51,320

radio homes!

Write direct for all tbe facts.

WOAY
OAK HILL, WEST VIRGINIA

Robert R. Thomas, Jr., Manager

10,000 Watts AM-20,000 Watts FM

WEST VIRGINIA STATION COVERAGE DETAIL

Radio

Homes
in Area

NCS Area

No. of

Coun-

ties

DAYTIME

4-Week Cum. Weekly Average Day

NCS Circ. %* NCS Circ. %* NCS Circ. %*

20,370 FAYETTE 18,490 90 18,220 89 10,150 49

18,190 GREENBRIER 15,490 85 15,130 S3 6,720 36

66,940 KANAWHA 10,310 15 7,180 10 4,410 06

14,570 LEWIS 3,110 21 2,280 15 1,680 11

18,260 LOGAN 2,780 15 1,960 10 1,020 05

19,440 MERCER 8,000 41 6,480 33 3,990 20

14.290 NICHOLAS 11,450 80 11.080 77 6,620 46

23,930 RALEIGH 20,220 84 19,610 81 8,540 35

12,290 ROANE 2,720 22 16 1,460 11

16,750 WYOMING 9,630 57 8.610 51 6,730 40

225,030 10 TOTAL 21 102.200 92.540 51,320

% of Radio Homes in Area



If we had good sense, we'd raise our rates i

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC @® WBZ-*ITV



e summer

ITEM:

ITEM;

ITEM

ITEM:

ITEM:

4 to 5 million vacationists bring a billion dollar bonus
into New England for WBZ-WBZA advertisers.

Poconos and Atlantic seashore jammed from June to
September with extra KYW listeners.

July, August and September retail sales beat Jan-
uary, February and March in big KDKA market.

WOWO blankets Indiana and Michigan vacation-
land

. . . delivers huge car radio audience at cross-
roads of the nation.

Most people vacation at-home in KEX Pacific West.
800,000 in-coming summer vacationists are almost
100% plus audience.

AND because radio is so fast, any or all these bonuses can

be yours with a phone call to the stations or to Eldon

Campbell, WBC National Sales Manager, at Plaza

1-2700, New York.

ITV, Boston; KYW • WPTZ (TV), Philadelphia; KDKA, Pittsburgh; WOWO, Ft. Wayne; KEX, Portland, Oregon

Represented by Free & Peters, Inc.

444 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.



NVARKET

1
New VorW

2 Chicago

3 philadelp*"

A Los
Angers

5 Detroit

6 Boston

7 San
Francisco

8
Pittsburgh

9 Cleveland

, St.
Loots

\,
CHARLOTTE

, 2 Atlanta

n New Haven

^4 Ba\t>mor-

15 P fOV
dence

A6
rA.lv/aoWee

,u
c» Pool

^7 pAinn.-^-
r

A8
Washing*00

>0 Cincinnati

•.ngton

poPU»-AT»or

5 447,800

7 436,200

6 28A,A00

5793,^00

5 132,600
••• 4'783,700
••••" 4027,600

3 969,900
•••••• 3936,^00

3083,800

3 035,000

2 738,100

2 696,300••• 2 683,400

2 635,400-••
2 565,^00

2 365,400
••••' 2 246,700

2,095,200
...•'

2i
094,600

n television potential

March, 1954 data from Television Magazine ranks

American markets according to population in the coverage

area of the most powerful television station in each market.

Charlotte stands 11th in line, outranking such markets

as Baltimore, Minneapolis, Buffalo, Kansas City,

Washington and Atlanta.

Only Charlotte and Atlanta among southern cities

make the first 20, and Charlotte's rank is a move upward
from 12th in 1953.

The signs of Charlotte are signs of a market far more
important than city size indicates. Ranking only 72nd
in the nation in city size, Charlotte is 55th in 1953
construction, 36th in wholesale sales and 4th in

emplaned air passengers per capita.

Equally outstanding are Charlotte's great area stations,

50,000 watt WBT and top power WBTV, 100,000 watts on

Channel 3, deserving the first appropriations of any
advertiser doing business in the Carolines.

WBT-WBTV
CHARLOTTE, N. C.

(?oa&UKfe to- McUcit tke Market
Represented Nationally by CBS Radio and Television Spot Sales

The Radio-TV Service!

of the Jefferson Standard

Life Insurance Company
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SPONSOR'S 10 CONCLUSIONS
1 Media evaluation today lags far behind copy, market and product testing,

^^ Much money is being wasted in non-scientific, "rule-of-thumb" practices,

3 Lack of research in many of the vital aspects of advertising is appalling,

^^ On the other hand, uncritical acceptance of many new "tools" is equally bad,

5 The refusal to experiment in copy, programing and new uses of media is notorious,

^^^ Methods of choosing media, especially (or new products, are often quite primitive,

7 Much of the research to prove one medium "best" is useless, should be discarded.

C^ It is possible to set up an accurate inter-media test, especially on local level,

9 Reasons some advertisers give for not using radio and television are incredible,

\j!^ Psychology, especially motivation studies, has important place in media evaluation.

The Ill-Media Study:

26th and last article of series shows how SPONSOR found

air media greatly underrated., media research lacking

rmi
M- his article summarizes two \ ears

of work.

At the start we quoted Jack van

Volkenburg. CBS TV president:

"One of the foremost challenges in

marketing today is to find a yardstick

by which media effectiveness can be

measured. Broadcasters, agencies, ad-

vertisers and research organizations

have been trying for some time to find

a formula that works—and the man
who finalh finds it will make historv."

28 JUNE 1954

by Ray Lapica

sponsor found no yardstick.

In looking back over the two years

of media research and writing in-

volved in this series, we can, however,

point to one inescapable conclusion:

The advertiser, agency or broadcast-

er who stops trying to find a better

method of evaluating media will fall

behind.

The reason is obvious: Media evalu-

ation is a continuous operation. W hat

is true todav will not be tomorrow.

The medium found cheapest, most ef-

fective today may not be next week.

The adman who stops tr\ ing to find

which medium <>r media combination

is best for his product will not he able

to keep up with those who do.

Because media evaluation must be a

continuous study—and the media

themselves are ever changing SPON-

SOR agrees with William James that

"there is no conclusion, at least so far

as this subjeel is concerned. For any

29



HELPFUL TIPS ON EVALUATING MEDIA: These suggestion* grew out of SPOHsho

I. Test youi media. Set aside certain ' oj rout K. D youi tales are en a rut, try switching media 1. You're in jar better position than

budget to intermedia testing. It may save you even without testing. Some media, like some copy test media. Try to build in some form of /k

wasting money. Hut don't forget: Media change. themes, seem to have an exhaustion point. A test into every product using more than <|

So don't depend forevei mi u one-shot test. switch, especially to air. may surprise you. ilium. Convince 'Hints it's vital.

'J. Determine foi yourself, via media tests, which

media youi customers look at, listen to and read.

Don't take the nor, I oi tin- media. In an\ case

youi customers mil diffei from others.

7. Ibove proves that each medium has u junction

and mi audience oi its nun or ii wouldn't exist.

Ind within each medium the product category has

its nun audience. Find out what that is.

2. Discourage use oj cost-per-1,000

advertisers use them to CUt rules, media ii. \

lor promotion and, coupled with rain.

, e -hem in prove anything you want.

:t. Build youi tests into your regular marketing

plan (switching media and regions year by year,

lor example) in older tO store up bat l.log of

data anil also make tests self-liquidating.

8. Don't ash tor cost-per-lflOO circulation fig-

ures. And ilon't use ratings us definitive whether
air or print. I sing ratings to determine COSt-per-M

circulation only is necromancy and useless.

Ii. Don't permit \our reseanli data to lie i\

competitive media tor promotional purpost]

do share ar,\ information that u ill help all l\

use advertising to l>est advantage.

I. Recognize that top researchers lime few an-

swers Inil ure tr\ing to learn more to help you. s "

share your information as much as possible, for

each product preselects its own customers.

ii. Instead determine where your rustomers are,

which media they use. then hou much it costs you
to reach them. And don't feel that one medium is

best for all objectives; it may not be.

I. Don't let your print or air Inn hur mint

stall setup or even subconscious factors Hi

or desire lor prestige influence < hoii e of

Male sure \our choice U best lor job.

."». On other hand, refuse to accept current stand

of some agencies and researchers that media can't

be compared. Find OUt for yourself. Some son ml

media-comparison methods are emerging.

10. Don't accept media tests based on matching
i ariahles. Insist on measuring sales before and
niter advertising. Don't close your mind to media
evaluation. Constant change is a media law.

.>. Don't go niter new business in ritliiulit

rent agency's choice of media. On other h.

it is ignoring such mass media as radio <

shou client hmc their skillful use an /mi

conclusions drawn todaj ma) be dis-

proved 1»\ new research facts tomor-

row.

Yet the temptation to conclude from

a given body of facts is irresistible.

That SPONSOR has accumulated a few

cannot be denied. For example:

The stu<l\ involved interviewing per-

sonally some 200 of the leading adver-

tising experts in nine < i t it-. It meant

14 trip-. It required 11 separate mail

surveys, one of them alone covering

1,000 ad\erti-ers and 1,000 agencies.

It meant surveying the literature on

media <>\er a 10-yeai period. Forty-

one books on advertising were read.

\ foui -'Ii awer filing cabinet was filled

with media data (some of il -till un-

used I . \ml over 22 month- wen- ili-

voted to reseanli and writing the se-

ries.

Therefore some conclusion- may be

in order. An effort will be made to

cite only those that have a reasonable

chance of standing up next \ear as

well as this. To hope for more may
be illusionary in such a kaleidoscopic

field as advertising.

Here then is a sununarv of what

sponsor tried to do in this series

—

what was actuall) accomplished—and

what coin lu-inn- it has drawn from

each step of the study. (For tips to

the three groups in the indu-trv most

concerned with media evaluation -the

sponsor, the agenev and the broad-

caster- see above and i" right.)

f . Goals to determine whether media

evaluation is important.

Findings: One $10,000,000 ad-

vertiser showed how he chose media

the wa\ he would a wife: it depends

on what you want either for."' Main

advertisers were found to be using one

of fiv e methods for selecting media : (a)

Spinning bottle- or flipping coins: >1>i

seeking non-expert opinions like those

of the wife: (c) following the found-

er's practices: id i leaving well enough

alone; (e) following the competition,

lew were using sound research.

Agencies were not much better nlf.

One was found to he using a com-

pletely unsound statistical comparison

for determining whether to huv news-

papers or radio in a spot campaign.

SPONSOR'S All-Media Advisory Board

George J. Abrams ad director, Block Drug Co., Jersey City

Vincent R. Bliss executive v. p., Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago
Arlyn E. Cole president, Cole 4 Weber, Portland, Ore.

Dr. Ernest Dichtcr pres., Inst, tor Research in Mass Motivations

Stephens Dictz v. p., Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York

Sen R. Donaldson ad & sales promotion director, Ford, Dearborn

Marion Harper Jr.

Ralph H. Harrington
Morris L. Hite
J. Ward Maurer
Raymond R. Morgan
Henry Schnchte

president, McCann-Erickson, Inc., New York

ad mgr., Gen. Tire & Rubber Co., Akron
president, Tracy-Locke Co., Dallas

_ ad director, Wildroot Co., Buffalo

pres., Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood
senior v. p., Bryan Houston, New York
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year Ml- VIalia E ctthmtum Study (Some were printed at the start of series 20 April
1953. They are now revised and brought up to date)

",ENCY FOR THE MEDIUM 1 1 v Hi-

tter

Advertisers tend to stay in rut more than do
neies. ) our biggest function < an lie to show
nts how the) can more profitably use media,

ead of following same old beaten path.

Don't send emissaries around country to beat

n media prices. This not oul\ cuts a medium's
'at, but reflects on all advertising. Fight to

serve health of all media: you need them.

1. Don't use ratings or test media on superficial

basis to prove only that you are "best." Do lest

to find out hou youi medium can be used best.

Such te hniques will be helpful, welcome.

'J. Sell your medium tc advertisers by stressing its

uniqju qualities. Don't weaken it by emphasizing
cost and circulation data. Every mass medium
provides ante circulation at fair cost.

&e scrupulous in your copy. Average advertiser
\

•'». Don't waste lime "stealing" business from a

accept almost anything you put into it. There- . competitor. Do spend time and money on research

you can do more than advertiser or medium
\

to show the '''''< of I milium U.S. businesses

increase advertising believability. . which don't use air media how best they ran do so.

Agencymen seem convinced copy themes are far I 1. Surprise .our advertisers by showing them.

e important than media. That is why they're ' through sound tests, what media combinations may
ed 10 times more often, sponsor believes both

important. Do you regularly test each?

be best for them. Must tests show that a second

medium frequently increases sales from first.

ti. Support sound m arch, such a-. IfiF's.

ivoid stiiitU promotional ballyhoo. It you land
sponsor with phony figures and his campaign flops,

all media and advertising lose financially.

7. Demand that radio and ti industry start match-
ing INP t's Bureau of [advertising and 1/ Ill's I'll!

11; 1, ilte: turn of valuable Jala of use In all adver-
tisers. Support efforts made in this behalf.

it. Worh on each of thesi 3 methods by which you
ran help advertisers appreciate media and increase
sales: (1) improving programs; (2) impn
copy (3) curbing multiple spotting, "hucksterism,"

ti. Avoid rate-cutting as you would the plague.
I very advertiser assumes \ou have already squeezed
out the water, given him true value tor dollar

received. Rate cutting is poor business.

Look into both psychology of media and what
mates consumers. Both fields have been vir-

ly ignored by admen. Close study of each can

big dividends, improve your advertising.

5. Hon ever, intermedia tests on sales basis are

fair game. So don'' ignore ARBl technique for

testing an media VS. newspapers locally. Tests to

dale prove the client needs print AND nil.

10. Respect other media, fot they have made it

possible for you to e.xisl. just as in depression days
radio enabled hundreds oj turns to surviw
in one medium always helps the others.

\nother (Young & Rubicam ) had

worked out a rough media rating guide

which air media experts said severely

underrated radio and television—al-

though Y&R ranks near the top in

use of both media. (For how sponsor

survey of 60 media experts compares

with Y&R's guide, see next page.) A
third agency, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sam-

ple, was found engaged in 42 active

research projects, none of them test-

ing media. Few agencies were found

to be systematically evaluating media

on an inter-media basis.

Conclusion: Media evaluation is

seriouslv underrated by both advertis-

ers and agencies. Not only are testing

techniques primitive, but few syste-

matically check on one medium against

another as to results. Reason given:

"It's too hard." Yet the use of the

right media was found in many cases

to make a difference in the company's

growth. ( See "Why evaluate ad me-

dia?," sponsor 20 April 1953.)

2. Goal: To determine the "basics"

of each major medium.

Findings: Eight major media

were examined (in order of billings) :

newspapers
—

"king of media ; direct

mail—a $1 billion industry: radio

—

"princess of media" with national spot

growing faster than print: magazines
—"queen of media." which leads the

national advertising parade: television

—"prince of media." rapidly headed

for first or second place: business pa-

pers—backbone of industrial ad cam-

paigns; outdoor—the lowest-cost me-

dium from standpoint of impression-:

transit—smallest of the "majors" vet

distinctive enough to warrant separate

treatment.

All eight media were found to have

these in common: (a) Huge audi-

ences; (b) great impact when used

continuously; (c) a long list of ad-

vertising titans who have run up tre-

mendous sales records using them. All

eight were found to have unique ad-

vantages and disadvantages, to wit

:

Newspapers only exclusively

"news" medium. \et cost of truly na-

tional campaign prohibitive.

Direct mail—can pinpoint each cus-

tomer, yet is enormouslv wasteful and
expensive.

Radio—only exclusively "ear" me-

dium (enabling you to listen while do-

ing something else) yet is badly han-

dicapped by lack of eye appeal.

Magazines—only national "color"

medium. \et is woefully weak in local

coverage.

Television—only medium combin-

ing appeal to two senses (eye and

i Please tarn to page 'Ml i

STUDY IN BOOK FORM

SPONSOR'S All-Media Evaluation

Study will be published in book
form in August, we hope, now that

the 26th and last article has been
completed. Format will be same as

SPONSOR'S. Price will be $4 a

copy. Just send card to reserve one.
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HOW MEDIA EXPERTS RATE THE MEDIA

(1 rating equals best performance; 5 equals poorest)

12 TANGIBLES

1. Cost-per- 1,000

2. Cost of national representation (campaign]

3. Selective coverage of prospects

I. Circulation tonnage*
."». Frequency of advertising impact available

8a Year-round effectiveness

7. Life of advertisement

8. News value or timeliness

H. Flexibility as to budget control

10. Flexibility as to copy
11. Presentation of appearance of product

12. Presentation of features of product

MAI, A

ZINES RADIO
TELE-
VISION

NEWS
PAPER

3 INTANGIBLES

1. Prestige building

2. Consumer friendliness

3. Merchandising value

/

3

OUT-
DOOR

3 2 r, 4 1

i 2 r> 3 4
i 3 2 i r>

3 J ."» 2 i

."> 2 3 1 i

1 3 4 2 r*

'»
r* 1 3 J

I i 2 3 .1

1 2 3 i .»

4 f 2 3 .u

1 .7 3 4 2
2 4 J 3 .">

Iveroge: 2.66 2.80 2.931 3.001 tl.fiO

terenl pcopli- SPONSOB not v.\U. averaced these

<
Is Young &
Rubicam right?

This table i- from Y&R's Evaluation

anil I se oj idvertising Media, 5th

edition, for use bj it- clients and em-

ployees. B\ averaging columns, you'll

discover UH rank- magazines first,

radio second, i\ third, newspapers Ith

and outdoor 5th. Air media experts

told SPONSOB ^\H obviousl) under-

rates radio and t\ in the chart because

it omits such powerful tangibles and

intangibles in which thej rank high.

Examples: motion as exclusive trait of

t\. publicity value of shows, psycho-

logical impact and penetration, persua-

siveness of human voice, f >t h*-r- ques-

tioned Y&R's rating? for points bated

a- well. However, ^\R itself cautions:

"Obvioush there can he no formula."

(1 rating equals best performance; 5 equals poorest)

15 TANGIBLES MAGA-
ZINES RADIO

TELE-
VISION

NEWS-
PAPER

I.

3!
I.

.».

U.
7.

8.
9.

10.
I I.

12.
13.
f I.

15.

Cost-per- 1,000
Cost of national campaign
Mass national coverage or universality

Selective coverage of prospects

Circulation tonnage (non-duplicated audience)
Frequency available

Year-'round effectiveness

Life of message
News value or timeliness

Flexibility as to budget control

Flexibility as to copy
Presentation of appearance of product (inc. color)

Presentation of features of product

Appeal to more than one sense organ

Enables consumer to do something else while ab-

sorbing message

5 INTANGIBLES

J. Prestige building

2. Consumer friendliness

11. Merchandising value

I. Personal salesmanship opportunity

.7. Publicity value of vehicle or medium

\vvruttv:

1.0 1.0 :i.i

OUT-
DOOR

3.9 in 4.2 J.O 1.5
1.5 1.8 4.4 3.6 3.7
:t.:i 1.2 4.3 2.8 3.4
1.1 3.2 2.r> :i.:i 4.9
3.S 2.7 4.0 2.7 2.1
I. ft 1.7 3.6 3.3 1.8
1.0 3.5 3.4 2.2 i.:i

1.6 /..«> 3.0 2.0 1.6
I.I 1.7 2.2 '* •» J.8
3.8 2.0 :t.r» 1.1 1.6
1.2 1.3 2.1 2.3 1.8
I.I .1.0 3.0 3.6 2.3
2.2 1.2 J.O 3.3 J.

3

2.3 f. 1 f.O 3.6 3.S

:t.8 2.»

1.7 li.H f.f 3.2 1.8
2.8 2.1 f. 1 3.6 1.8
3.1 3.7 1.9 1.7 1.5
3.2 2.3 1.3 :i.i .1.0

2.8 3..T I.I 2.U .1.0

2.82 2.81 2.f»5> 2.3 I 3.75

4
SPONSOR'S survey of

experts disputes Y&R

To find out how other agencies rate

media. SPONSOB surveyed 60 leading

media and research directors. Net-

work- were included for contrast. Five

point- wen added to table to ;:i\e air

media slight!) hetter break. Thirteen

media and research director- respond-

ed, including three from broadcast me-

dia. One respondent was research di-

rector of major corporation using all

media. Radio-tv threesome were tabu-

lated separatel) from others. Here is

bow tlie In media-research directors

ranked the media: tv first, radio -

ond. magazines third, newspapers

fourth and outdoor fifth. Table i-

composite of their reports, omits three

air researchers. The latter ga\e media

same rankings hut thej understand-

abrj rated radio and television much

higher. For example. t\ researcher

gave t\ 2.1 rating, radio 2.2. maga-

zines 2.9, newspapers (.5, outdoor L6.
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Satisfied C*U»K Customefs

BOSTON HARDWARFS #

"POMMW

Weekend radio: Ire

yon missing a good bet ?

Program emphasis is still primarily "entckrtain-

mcnlM but "service" shows are major trend

Part 2 of a 2-part serif's

Between Friday night and Monday

morning Hex one of radio's neglected

opportunities in recent years: weekend

radio. For the most part, atlvertisers

have been given only meager informa-

tion on its dimensions—particularly

regarding out-oj-home listening. Sta-

tions, networks and reps have, until re-

cently, devoted only minor sales atten-

tion to the Saturday-Sunday periods.

In this article, the second of two

parts, SPONSOR reports on its months-

long research into weekend radio. Sub-

ject: weekend radio programing.

increasingly, weekend radio is play-

ing a dual role.

On one hand, Saturday-Sunday ra-

dio performs its traditional stint as the

weekend entertainer for millions of ra-

dio families.

But, at the same time, weekend ra-

dio is being groomed by stations and

networks to be an informative, relia-

ble outdoor traveling companion to

millions more.

Let's look first at weekend radio's

track record as the nation's most far-

reaching weekend entertainer.

According to the 4-10 April Nielsen

Radio Index, six of the "Top 10" ra-

dio programs are weekend evening

shows—and all are basically entertain-

ment vehicles. In order, they are : Jack

RESULTS:
Dozens of house-hunting families flock to sub-

urbs to view model homes as result of "Open

House" on WKY, Olcla. City (top). "Polka

Party" of WAZL, Haileton, Pa. is called "best

form of advertising" by local Caloric dealer

28 JUNE 1954

Benny, Amos 'rC Andy, Bing Crosby,

Our Miss Brooks, My Little Margie

and Charlie McCarthy.

Weekend daytime shows are also

topped by "entertainment"" programs.

According to the above NRI report,

the top Saturday daytime show—Car-

nation's Stars Over Hollywood—is a

dramatic program featuring light com-

edy romance. The top Sunday day-

time show, The Shadow, is a veteran

mystery drama. The two shows rank

15th and 14th respective]} among all

NRI-rated programs.

Actually, the bulk of Saturday-Sun-

day programing is still built along tra-

ditional lines. Saturday mornings the

networks still feature juvenile shows,

dramas aimed at housewives and work-

ing women and bouncy music shows.

Saturday afternoons are still fdled with

sports, classical music and news. Sat-

urday nights are the time for quiz pro-

grams, low-price dramas and an in-

creasing number of that popular Amer-

ican musical phenomenon, the radio

barn dance program (see "Why spon-

sors hate to leave the Barn Dance,'

sponsor, 3 May 1954)

.

Sundays are still programed primar-

ily with religious broadcasts, music

and public service in the daytime, with

star-name shows at night on the nets.

But a parallel trend in programing

is now clear.

A national >ur\ey of Saturday-

Sunday radio on the top networks and

over i00 radio station- b) SPONSOR

reveals

:

• All four major networks arc now

making or planning full-scale efforts

to program on Saturday and Sunda\

afternoons and evenings for the na-

tion's 28,500,000 radio-equipped cars
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and the III I M l-estimated ! UHMl.OOO

poi tables now in use.

• Local stations, independents and

network alliliates alike, are also pro-

graming weekend blocks of music,

news, traffic and weathei information

and a boBl of sen ice features designed

to cateli the ear of listeners on the go.

• Sponsors and agencies are be-

coming imna-ingly aware of and ac-

tive in weekend radio. Recent addi-

tions to the ranks oi Saturday-Sunda)

advertisers include names like Admir-

al Corp., < bevrolet, RCA, Dr. Scholl's,

Genera] Motors, Camel, Nestle, S. (..

Johnson, Pepsi-Cola, Bristol-Myers,

Mutual of Omaha, Van Camp Sea

Foods, York Air Conditioners and a

u lowing list of local and regional ad-

\ ntisers.

• Weekend radio, particularly in tv

areas, bas become a mobil outdoor

i ompanion of gigantic proportions.

Pulse, for instance, shows that out-of-

liome listening (mostly in cars) jumps

|(i', ..I mine on weekends. (See Part

One of this report, sponsor 14 June

1954.) Certainly, a good many of

these listeners look to radio for sheer

entertainment since a family rolling

along a super-highway or sunning at

a beach is— for the moment—a non-tv

home. Rut many depend increasing

upon radio to provide them with every-

thing from weekend news and weather

to airline cancellations and shopping

advice.

Here are some more highlights of

weekend radio today:

Networks: As mentioned earlier, the

hulk of weekend network radio pro-

graming, from Saturday morning

through Sunday night, is cast in the

Four iavts you should know uhout u-twhi'mi radio

J b
Tn-homt audience: According to Pulse, there are some
-'>'

, more listeners-per-set on weekends than during real

of week, offsetting traditional dip in audience l<

2. Out-of-honn tuning: Due to huge number of I B ear

radios and portables in use, non-home Listening .jumps

according to Pulse and Nielsen research, 1<>', on weekends.

3. Weekend rates: stations today often offer announcement

packages on weekends with substantia] discounts; networks

offer time slots from 10 to 22% below mid-week prices

4. Wakind proymms: Traditional weekend "entertainment"

shows still top rating lists, hut stations and networks now
beam many "block program" segments, service features:

traditional forms of the air medium.

But the four major networks are

also making an increasing pitch to

reach to out-of-home audiences on the

road and in public places. Three of

the four big radio webs are carrying

multi-hour programs designed for the

most part to catch the attention of out-

of-home listeners, particularly motor-

ists.

ARC Radio on 6 June instituted

Highway Frolics, aired from 5:00 to

10:30 p.m. Sundays and featuring disk

jockey-ventriloquist Jimmy Nelson.

CRS Radio takes the three-hour, 2:30-

5:30 p.m. period on Sundays and pro-

grams On A Sunday Afternoon. NBC
Radio airs Roadshow, a potpourri of

news, music, contests, weather and

road information for motorists on Sat-

urdays, 2:00-6:00 p.m. and Weekend,

0UT-0F- . Weekend out-of-home radio audience is target for many
a new radio features. (L. to r.) NBC Radio O&O outlets

a somewhat similar show I although

featuring news more heavil] i on Sun-

days from 4:00-6:00 p.m. Mutual L<

currently considering a Sunday music

and-news show aimed at the weekend

audience and is now airing a long

string of news, travel and commen-

tary shows on Saturday and Sunda)

afternoon and evenings

Stations: Around the I .S.. station-

are stepping up the "service" aspects

of their weekend programing and are

also vying for the attention of the out-

of-home listener, in addition to their

regular weekend sho\>s.

Some top-notch advertising results

are being achieved by local stations

with this technique. Here are some

examples of the sales effectiveness and

program originality of local weekend

radio shows as gathered in SPONSORS

feature traffic bulletins, touring tips; KYA, San Frar

airs "Car Tunes" from Golden Gate Bridge; Cedar

CAR RADIOS 2*500.000

POPTABliS 1*000000
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recent survey of Saturday-Sunday ra-

dio on some 100 radio outlets, both in-

dependents and network alii Hates.

OAT, Des Moines: In recent

months, this CBS Radio affiliate has

stepped up the music-and-news empha-

sis of its weekend radio programing,

adding three new music programs in

Sunday daytime periods and an in-

creased news schedule.

Reason, as the station voices it:

"These moves have been made in the

rather new realization that Sunday ra-

dio audiences are large and significant,

and perhaps are on the move more

than ever before. But whether on the

move or not they are receptive to sales

messages if given the right programs

to attract their Sunday ear."

A new addition to the Saturday

lineup is Srnokey Smith and His Polk

County Playboys, an hour-long local

show featuring live hillbilly artists

aired from 12:30-1:30 p.m. The pro-

gram is sponsored by a local used-car

dealer who, from the first broadcast,

reported "excellent results."

A record show, in which the local

best-sellers are reviewed by d.j. Don
Bell, has been slotted for an hour on

Sunday mornings, along with two five-

minute newscasts sponsored by York

Air Conditioners. Another music pe-

riod on Sunday morning is aired for

Friedman Motors, a Chrysler-Plymouth

dealer.

On Sunday afternoons, there is an

hour-and-a-half d.j. show aimed from

1:30-3:00 p.m. at motorists who are

house-hunting. A local realtor, Clark-

son Realty Co.. sponsors a half-hour

portion, plugging new model homes.

WNEW, New York: Weekend radio

designed to catch the ear of motorists

and out-of-home listeners as well as

WMT stresses o-o-h radio in big listener contest;

,
Philadelphia has special summer o-o-h features

Th0re's Summertime Pleasure

'Hound the Clock on Station WIP

WIP IS ON THE AIR 34 HOURS DAKY with music . . . news
. . . Phillies 6: Athletics baseball and other sports . . .

temperature and weather reports for Philadelphia and
surrounding resort areas . . . traffic information , . . and
a full schedule of popular Mutual Network programs.

Here's a partial timetable :

P
6:00 TO 9.00 AM—"START THE DAY RIGHT"
with Philadelphia's most popular disc jockey

—

Mac McGuire. Here's a perfect woy to s»-vt the day
'h popular <omo<js P^.fl

DDflMATBAM* KTUL, Tulsa, stages annual "Shorts Day" radio shopping stunt (top).

nUIVIU I iUll. Wheeling's WTRF put live band in super market on Saturday a.m.

stay-at-home audiences is an old story

to this New York independent outlet.

As far back as 1946, WNEW began to

slant weekend d.j. periods to car lis-

teners, and in 1949 ordered the Pulse

to make its original survey of out-of-

home radio.

Currently, the station is entering its

seventh straight year of "Summer Ser-

vice" programing on weekends for the

motorists, and claims the title of being

the "first station to give regularly

scheduled traffic condition reports in

key motoring areas to its listeners."

Starting Friday afternoon at 4:00 p.m.

and continuing until 9:30 a.m. on Mon-

day morning. W NEW airs 38 sched-

uled one-minute bulletins from the New
York AAA and local police, as well as

features like Travel Time, a Sunda)

evening (8-8:30 p.m. I special round-up

of music and motoring news. Regular

newscasts are aired on the half hour.

"Summer Service" schedule is again

sponsored by the General Motors Ac-

ceptance Corp., and the baseball score

service on weekends by Pepsi-Cola.

GMAC, incidentally, sponsors the sta-

tion's traffic bulletins and "where-to-

go" announcements on a year-'round

basis.

GMAC, according to WNEW's sales

executives, is delighted with the results

of its weekend campaign. Last sum-

mer, for instance, during a six-week

period GMAC offered WNEW listeners

a free booklet on places to go in the

New York area. The sponsor original-

ly had 5,000 copies printed, feeling

this was sufficient. However, the de-

mand far out-stripped this, and a se< -

I Please turn to page 82 i

THIS WE FICHT FOR

SPONSOR fights continuously to

point out neglected opportunities

for effective air advertising. Among

them is weekend radio which has

long been underplayed by the seller

as well as buyer of broadcast ad-

vertising.
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LUCY' STARS ARE BEST-RATED TALENT //HO SELL. BIOW V. P. CLYNE SAYS STAR PITCH IS O.K. IF IT COMES AT SHOWS END

Should talent sell?

Here's wide range of views on subject from admen,

producers, as well as performers themselves

In mil oj his recent sponsor columns, Robert Foreman

expressed tin view that talent on tv should do tin

selling even ow( it to tht sponsor to do so (22

March 1954, pagi 11 i. This column drew so much

comment pro and con sponsob decided to print other

opinions. Though thi views vary from "No!" to

"Positively yes!", they all boil (hum to this:

Believability is th< important thing no matter who

U selling, sponsor's round-up includes talent,

agency and advertiser executives and producers

not necessarily in that order. Talent: Gertrudi Berg

{Molly Goldberg); Ed Sullivan; Eddu Fisher.

Rosenzweifi, BBDO. Advertising managers:

Agency executives: Terenci Clyne, Biow; Saul

Victor Amu, i, l. Ann lit mi Mm Inn, (£ Fnundnj:

Edmund Kelly 'assistant a.m . Schaefer Brewing.

Producers: Wilbur Stark, Stark-Layton

;

Yiiimii Clark, Gross Krasne.

36

Talent should deliver closing pitch onfi;

TF.RK\< h CLYNE, tmior v.p. i„ chm-g* rmdio-tv. Hi..,, f ...

"We have always felt that it's important both to the

show and the sponsor to have the artist (s) gi\e a closing

endorsement to the product.

"We consider a recommendation from an artist who is

heloved by the public as a basic element in the support

of a product on the air. and have always endeavored to

work this practice into our shows. / Love Lucy, sponsored

1>\ Philip Morris, is the biggest case in point; others are

Racket Squad and My Little Margie.

"We have never run into anj complications with talent

a> regards the doing of the commercials. However, we

do feel very stronglj that the talent's endorsement should

come at the end of the show onlj — never at the beginning

or the middle. In this way. the continuity and illusion

of the show remain unbroken, >et the Btars and product

are linked together at the end for the final impression in

the \ iewer's mind."

SPONSOR



Star must believe in the product to do good job
CERTRl HE BERG, "The Goldberg;" Ih, Mom

"Doing the commercials for nn various sponsors always

came very, naturall) to me because I never had a product

I didn't approve personally. Since I honestly feel that the

product is fine and worthwhile, the whole situation of

endorsing it and talking about it enthusiastically is very

real to me. Sanka coffee, Necchi sewing machines, the

Ekco line of household products. Rybutol—all these are

products I can sell because I believe in them.

"Happily, this has paid off in a commercial sense. Many
people have written in to say that thev have purchased

this or that product because I have given it my support.

Therefore, in my view, talent on radio and tv should do

the commercials on their programs—but only when they

really believe in the product and can honestly and sin-

cerely back it up."

Star's personality must go with product
SAVL ROSESZWEIG, charge railio-tr. Vitamin Corp. of America

"The Vitamin Corp. has long felt strongly in favor of

having the star or central character in whatever show
they were using do the commercials. Just a glance at the

record tells the story : VCA pitches over the past year

have been delivered by Gabriel Heatter on Mutual. Paul

Dixon on Du Mont. Kathy Godfrey on ABC TV and

currently by Molly Goldberg on The Goldbergs (Du
Mont). We prefer this commercial method because it

lends authority to the message, it ties in first-rate talent

with our product, it helps integrate the commercial into

the show and costs practically no extra money, in fact, it

keeps commercial costs down.

"We also pick our air salesmen on the basis of whether

we feel they would be good representatives for our vita-

min and health products. Molly Goldberg, for instance,

with her vigorous, cheerful personality, is ideal for selling

Rybutol. We are so sure of this that we are investing

over $5 million in her show over the next two years.

"

1 on build identity with show if star sells

H>MI \/> KEl.lt. ant. u.l mgr., I. W. Sehaa/er ("Favorite s,„r,.- u \/i; ,

"When we lii-i bought Favorite Story to run on \\ M!'l

two years ago, we realized thai we had a valuable prop-

erty in Menjou and wanted to associate him directly with

our product (Schaefei Beer I . Therefore, ween^ajied him

to make a set of film commercials foi the show so that

he is now host, star and salesman for us. In this way, we

feel we have increased our franchise not onl\ in the show,

but in Menjou as well. We would have been doing <>ui-

selves an injustice if we had been content to let Menjou

act as show-host only, and thrown in a separate announce]

to do the commercials.

"Although, as indicated, we feel it is definitely desirable

to have air talent associated directly with the product,

when it is done on film it sometimes leads to certain in-

conveniences. When we map out a new campaign, for

instance, since we can't have Menjou incorporate the new
commercial, we must resort to live commercials utilizing

other announcing talent. Currently, Dick Clark is han-

dling the live commercials in a special 'debunking cam-

paign' about calories and sugar in beer. Menjou still

opens the show, but Clark does the middle and end com-

mercials. We feel, however, that by now we have buill

up sufficient identification with Menjou to do this sort

of thing."

Ifl.C.-pitchman is more believable than star

ED SULLIVAN, host, 'Toast of the Town," CBS TV

"As of June 20th. I started in\ seventh year with Lin-

coln-Mercury on Toast of the Town. I feel there are many
advantages to my doing the commercial and to being as

closely associated with my sponsor as I am.

"First of all, it's a lot easier to keep the continuity of

the show unbroken when you don't have announcers or

other people entering from left field just to do the com-

mercial. It is a smoother and more natural transition

I Please turn to page 88 i

Schaefer Brewing had Adolph Menjou, star of "Favorite Story," make M.C. Ed Sullivan does commercials, also goes on tour for sponsor

film plugs, felt not to do so would have been "injustice" to Schaefer Lincoln-Mercury. Guest talent on show rarely take part in commercials
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I FreeZerS (Glenn Motor Co.)

"Although our advertising was concentrated on

International Harvester home freezers, sales in

other departments picked up dramatically at

the same time—an unexpected bonus that be-

came more and more important as time went
along. Albert Glenn, president

Drug chain (Peoples Stores)

"Wc use radio's audience selectivity to good
advantage . . . cigars . . . can be scheduled in

early morning or evening spots . . . items ap-
pealing to women are concentrated from late

morni.ig to mid-afternoon. Accurate pinpointing

'tie with news." C. R. Sander;, ad dir.

rto big local clients tell:

Why and how we use radio

Executives of three local and regional radio spenders explain

their air strategy at BAB sales elinie at IYABTB Convention

Tin Hint local iiml regional firms

whost radiocast histories start ai

right ham found how effectively

radio <<m work. For example, •/. /'.

Furniss, Citizjpfis & Southern Natl.

Bank, Atlanta, reports radio In I /nil

sell $13,000,000 worth of savings

certificates in 1<> months when tin

bank < rpected to sell only $6 million

m-i i ,i i\, n, '$ I ,,in
. SPONSI IR

cerpted thest thret analyses oj how

in a m radio from cast histories pre-

s, nted at tin BAB sales session In hi

during tht NARTB Convention, Chi-

cago. Previous issm sponsor excerpt-

1 1 1 lull, s by thre< national ad execs

who addressed tin BAB sales session.

38

lames P. Furniss

asst. v.p.-ad manager, Citizens 4 Southern

National Bank, Atlanta

i <ui ladies and gentlemen who work

in radio often talk about your unseen

audiences. Thanks to radio, we are

seeing more and more of vour unseen

audiences in our hank, opening ac-

counts.

For a hank, we bin a lot of radio

in Georgia. This year we have bud-

geted $50,000 for this purpose. Rela-

tively speaking actual radio expense

accounted Eor about M>' i of our total

budget for external media last
J
ear

—

more than an) other single medium.

Radio didn't reach this position v\ith

ii- bj accident. When I became adver-

tising manager of the Citizens & South-

ern Banks in Georgia in November

1952. we ran a special surve\ in At-

lanta which showed us several inter-

esting facts about our market.

First, we found a lot of people

owned radio sets. For instance. 90 out

of 100 who had no bank account did

own radio sets and 98 out of 100 who
had bank accounts had radio sets.

Another thing we found was that at

least seven out of 19 people whom we
talked with listened to radio on one

of two consecutive da\s. In the case

of people who had no hank accounts

at least twice as mam listened to radio

as watched telei ision.

\nd we found that of 199 people

who read the newspapers, onrj 35 had

seen any bank advertising at all. and

there was pleritj in the paper.

Another interesting fact was that of

married people, the lad] of the bouse

SPONSOR



Ilk (Citizens & Southern Natl.)

Compared with other media, production

on radio were next to nothing. . . . Banlc-

; based on confidence and it seemed . . .

itimacy, directness ... of the human voice

:ould help build confidence. . . . Also, ra-

lad flexibility. . ." J. P. Furniss, asst. v. p.

did the family banking in 27 cases out

of 100, she took part in the banking

in another 40 cases. Thus the woman
was in our picture at least two-thirds

of the time.

With this survey as a background

we could see certain things. Radio was
still a good medium in the face of tele-

vision. And it was a good way for us

to reach people who had no bank ac-

counts.

Beyond that we saw certain other

things about radio. First, radio was

a good buy at the prices it was being

offered in Georgia. Another thing

—

compared with other media, produc-

tion costs on radio were next to noth-

ing. Then there was a certain qualitv

about radio that the printed word did

not have; that was the sincerity and
warmth of the human voice. Banking

is based on confidence and it seemed
to us that the intimacy, directness and
inflections of the human voice on radio

could help build confidence in our
bank. Also radio had flexibility—we
could swing into a campaign in a mo-
ment's notice. Still another fact was
that if people were listening to radio,

they'd have to listen to our commer-
cials if they were any good. Thev
couldn't skip over our message as thev

can when it is presented to them in

printed form. As a result of this think-

ing, we concluded that we would use

radio. But the next question was how.

To give you an idea of how we use

radio, let me give you some idea of

what kind of a bank we are. When I

left Atlanta, we had 21 offices and

affiliates in Georgia. We've gol irons

in the fire thai can change this num-

ber upward by the time I gel back.

We serve 12 Georgia communities
ranging in si/e from Thomaston with

6,000 people to Metropolitan Atlanta

with over 700,000. As a bank, we en-

joy a pretty broad range of customers

both in type and in number. Actually

miii ol everj five dollars on deposit in

banks in Georgia, one of them is on

deposit in the Citizens and Southern.

Spread out as we are, we try to keep

ourselves decentralized as far as au-

thority goes. Each officer in charge of

a bank or office can make his own de-

cisions without having to touch base

with headquarters in Atlanta. Doing

so means that the local bank can gear

its banking service better to local

needs.

Following this same reasoning, we
reorganized our advertising setup and

appointed an advertising officer in each

office throughout the C&S system. Un-

der our plan, this man was to have all

contact with local media. He was to

have authority to gear his advertising

and promotion efforts to the peculiar

needs of his own office. The advertis-

ing department in Atlanta was set up

as a service office, giving the local

man the tools he needed and helping

him learn how to use them.

Although under this new setup it

was more difficult for the local man
to have to sit down and schedule his

own advertising, we felt it would force

him to think about what he was doing

and choose the advertising that tied in

best with his office's objectives. Three

times a year, we hold a meeting of

all these advertising officers and re-

view procedures and ideas. We ac-

quaint our people with the reasoning

case history

behind <>in suggestions on media.

( )nl\ in rare cases do we a< lualK or-

der something done. \\ e Feel it i- bet-

ter to suggest. This feeling has

worked oul in fad as we suspei ted.

\\ itli this kind of background about

our bank. Iiere is how we have han-

dled radio at the Citizens & Southern.

First, our agency, Burke Dowling

Adams, prepared a rail ol -pots on

every conceivable banking subject. We
have added a lot to them since then

and we now have over 300 spots in it.

One copy of our spot book goes to

each radio station we use and another

copy goes to each local advertising

officer. The spots are keyed by bank

service and identifying numbers. From
this book the adman can select spots

he would like to run and can schedule

them in advance locally.

Second, we worked out certain pro-

gram ideas. One of these is Cavalcade

of Song. This is a half-hour musical

memory program, prepared in Atlanta

by our advertising agency. It consists

of popular tunes of various years to-

gether with a capsule account of what

was happening during those \eai>. We
use it in five cities so that it blankets

the state.

We also prepared a format on a hill-

billy show called Record Rodeo. This

is a half hour of top folk music tunes

of the day selected by the local radio

station which follows the format we
prepared but selects it- own records

and chit chat.

Then we prepared what we call one-

(Please turn to page 100)

Clinic planners were R. David Kimble (left) and J. Norman Nelson, BAB local and national

promotion directors, respectively. See SPONSOR, 14 June issue for national case histories
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Tv draws 511% of prospects for

trailer lot
Oho of low trailer ilcilciv to use television

reports business is up 15% in nine months

i^ miili Trailer Sales is one of the few

I .S. trailer dealer- -j

x

mi-»>i i
n

<j a tele-

\ ision program.

Tlie Linden, V J., mobile homes

firm first began it- t\ advertising last

September. Hark in it- pre-tele\ ision

days, like the 20 or so competitors

within a 30-mile radius of its location.

Smith got most of its customers l>\

chance. Car owners who frequented

Route One would sometimes be curi-

ous enough about the trailers to stop

at Smith's lot and inspect them.

Through chance, word-of-mouth rec-

ommendation and trade paper "cou-

pons. Smith says sales totaled a com-

fortable s llin.l Hill last vear. give or

take a few dollars.

Hut Herb Smith Jr.. owner, isn't a

man to fall asleep at the steering wheel

when the trip goes smoothly. He was

convinced thai the right advertising

would attract main more prospects to

his lot, and result in main more sale-

Today, just nine months after tlie

first Harmony Ranch show was telecast

over WATV. Newark, Smith reports

over 5095 of his lot traffic is attribu-

case history

table to television. Although be says

it's too earl) to gauge exact sales re-

sults from the medium, monthly sales

have been averaging about 15 r/< over

the 1953 figures, and Smith adds that

television is doing "even more of a

job than the immediate sales figure-

indicate."

Here are the problems Smith faced

in selling trailers on television:

• Trailers are expensive, durable

items, purchased onlj after months

—

sometimes even years—of shopping

around and deliberation. They repre-

sent a cash outla\ of between $2,000

and $6,000, with the most popular

model- going for about $4,500.

• Even though trailers were first

introduced over 20 years ago they're

still considered something of a novelty

b) main would-be purchasers. \-

Smith puts it. "When \ ou advertise

a toothpaste or a cigarette, all you've

got to do is convince the public your

brand is better. Our problem is to

convince people the) want a mobile

home, in the first place."

• Because of the necessity to edu-

i ['lease /urn to page 7.' I
I

Mitidle-elass itinerant
worker is best truiier prospect

Herb Smith Jr., owner (with camera), draws families

to his lot with Western music television show. Lot

i isitors get souvenir picture free as memento

later. Commercials show interior.

maneuverability <>n the road.



International radio

and tv: 1954

From Hong Kong to Surinam: SPONSOR**

guide for export advertisers through

61 commercial radio-tv countries

M n 1953 Ll.S. firms spent

lion for export advertising.

Although this figure represents a

substantial increase over 1952 export

advertising expenditure, seven out of

eight executives surveyed by the Inter-

national Advertising Association from

a list of 3.450 U.S. companies said

that their export advertising budget

this year will be equal to or even great-

er than last year's.

The softening of the domestic mar-
ket for a cross-section of products has

made U.S. firms already engaged in

the export business more conscious of

the importance of overseas markets.

But, despite this new awareness, few
I .S. companies spend proportionately

as much in export advertising as they

do in domestic advertising.

Only toiletries and cosmetics manu-
facturers, for example, spend over
10'

< of their export sales in export

advertising. Food, beverage and to-

bacco firms lag far behind with an av-

by Evelyn Konrad

erage 4.5$ of sales allocated to ad-

vertising. Automotive and drug firms

spend less than 2.5% of previous

v ear's sales in advertising overseas.

This article will discuss market con-

ditions, trends in radio and television

abroad, the export advertising philoso-

phy of some American firms as well as

the advertising philosophy of foreign

advertisers abroad and tips to U.S.

sponsors planning to go into foreign

air media.

I. Jflarket: Last vear's International

Advertising Convention opened with

the theme
—

"International advertising

in a competitive market." The 1954

convention stressed "International ad-

vertising—kev to world markets.

This change to a more positive

theme does not represent a loosening

of the world trade situation, nor a

softening of foreign competition. It

does show, however, that American ad-

vertisers have weathered the transition

from selling to a world seeking \mer-

ican products during half a decade af-

ter World War II to a world jealou~l\

guarding the interests of growing for-

eign industry.

It is significant, too, that two speak-

ers at the 14 May International Adver-

tisers Convention spoke about sales

possibilities on two continents where

both economic and political national-

ism have steadily encroached upon the

sales opportunities for American man-

ufacturers. Walter Schleiter, v.p. of

\luller & Phipps, Ltd., New York, dis-

cussed "How to get vour advertising

stor) over in the Far East": Jan Fel>.

v.p. of Smit's Advertising Agency in

Holland, spoke on "Are you missing

any bets in the European market?"

\n appraisal of Vsia and Europe

shows not onlv that opportunities for

expansion of distribution and profits

exist in manv markets but also that nu-

merous American firms continue to

penetrate and grow in these areas:
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CUBA: Programing on CMQ-TV, Cuba's five-station tv network,

closely resembles American tv technically, has local programing flavor

PUERTO RICO: From the Blue Network's flagship WlAC, San Juan,

originates mostly live programing like "Star Vaudeville Show" above

India: This is a countr) chronicall)

plagued 1>\ < < < > 1 1 » n 1

1

h and social prob-

lems. Despite the obstacles coupled

with the ethnic harrier of more than

_'oo languages within this nation, many
manufacturers continue to sell profit-

abl) ii> thi> teeming market, which is

< .iji i in raise its standard of living.

\ ilal in reaching this area is Radio

Ceylon, a L00,000-watter which broad-

casts in several languages. According

to executives of J. Walter Thompson,
Rombav. this i> "a medium with tre-

mendous impact and vital importance

to the advertiser in India."

Other means of reaching India with

sales messages are i I i newspapers,

7u', \l!<: audited: (2) billboards;

i
.'}

i direct mail.

Pakistan: Hen-, too, Radio Ceylon

has a substantial listening audience,

with approximately one radio set per

1.000 listener-. 1ml community-set li~-

tening habits. \ mountainous coun-

try, Pakistan i- not onl) divided b)

two religions hut i> current!) under.

going political <li\ ision a- well.

Prominent among successful \mei i-

.in ad\ ertisers in this countrj i- Bui

•

n ill Shell lo. Shell X-100 Mot,,, Oil.

< ' \ Ion \\ itli a population ol close

to eight million, thi- count i \ has been

an excellent mat ket lor such blue chip

advertisers >- Nestle, Gillette, Tan

Vim 1 1' .in. T\\ \. Standard \ acuum
and numerous others. Strongest me-

dium in thi- market i- Radio Ceylon,

with a penetration of -even sets per

1.

1

ii in.

The Philippine Islands: \\w- market

with a population exceeding 20 mil-

lion has long been one oi the major

outlets for American products in Asia.

There are 12 radio stations that reach

well over 200,000 radio sets. Tv,

though a newcomer in the area, al-

ready reaches 25,000 tv set owners

—

generally that segment of the popula-

tion with the highest purchasing pow-

er.

I he list of long-time advertisers in

the Philippines includes Colgatc-Palm-

olive International, Sterling Drug,

P&G. Quaker Oats Co.

Thailand: This country, with close

to 20 million inhabitants, is another

active market, principally for Ameri-

can soft drink and drug manufactur-

ers. It can be reached through all me-

dia except tv.

Hong Kong: Though small I popula-

tion oi two and a quarter million I.

this is a sophisticated international

market with 60,000 radio sets tuned

in both to Chinese and to European

programing over the privatelj owned
Wired Redistribution -ervice and Ra-

dio Villa Verde in Portuguese Macao.

Europe: Here the I .S. advertise]

will find a market of o\er 275 million

people ethnical!) divided into a dozen

groups. But it i- a richer market in

terms of per capita income than an\

other outside of the U.S. and hence

worth the advertising dollar invest-

ment. The combined income of West-

ern Europe i> more than two-thirds

that of the 1 .S.

In Europe, almost more than any-

where else in the world today, it is

important for the American manufac-

turer to guard against stepping upon

national pride or forcing cultural bar-

rier- with home-made strategv or slo-

gans. Europe is an amalgamation of

highlv individual, touchy, but poten-

tially profitable markets.

Latin America: This continues to be

i Please turn to page 68 '

FRANCE: Radio Luxembourg's self-liquidating merchandising includes "Radio Circus," a travel-
ing circus which performs nightly in a different town throughout the station's coverage area
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RADIO AND TV ABROAD: THE MARKET, SET AND RATE PICTURE

COUNTRY
(1953)

POPULATION

(1953)

NATIONAL
INCOME
(mil.)

NO. RADIO
STATIONS

NO. RADIO
SETS

SAMPLE RADIO NIGHT
RATES

NO. TV
STATIONS
ON AIR

NO. TV
STATIONS
BEING
BUILT

NO rv
SETS

SAMPLE TV
NIGHT RATES

7. Andorra' 1 6.000

2. Angola 4,130,000-'

3. Argentina 18,379,000
4. Australia ..... 8,829,000

5. Bahamas __ 83.000

6. Barbados 215,000
7. Bermuda 42,500

8. Bolivia _1 3,089,0001

9. Brazil 55,772,000
70. British Guiana 429,000!
7 7. Canada 14,781,000

72. Ceylon 7,941,000*

73. Chile . 6,077,000

14. Colombia 12,033.000
75. Costa Rica .... 881,000

76. Cuba 5,927,000

77. Dominican Rep. 2,236,000'

78. Ecuador 3,350,000'

79. El Salvador ..„ 2,054,000

20. Fiji Islands 307,000

2 7. Germany (West.) 48.994.000
22. Great Britain .... 50,592.000
23. Greece 7,865,000
24. Guam 85,000

25. Guatemala 2,890,000

26. Haiti 4,000,0002

27. Honduras 1,513,0001

28. Hong Kong 2,250,000

29. Ireland 2,942,000

30. Italy 47,021,000
37. Jamaica 1,457,000!

32. Japan 86,700.000

33. Kenya 5,760,000'

34. Liberia 1,648,0004

35. Luxembourg 303,000

36. Malaya 6,827,000
37. Malta _ 317,000
38. Mexico .. 28.053,000

39. Monaco™ 23,000

40. Mozambique" 5,846,000'

41. New Zealand .... 2,047,000
42. Nicaragua 1,088,0002

43. Panama 864,000

44. Paraguay 1,464.000'

45. Peru 9,035,000

46. Philippines 21.023,000
47. Portugal .... 8,621,000

48. Port. India9 640.000 1

49. Puerto Rico 2,211,000

50. Soar9 965,000'

5 7. Singapore 1,045,000-

52. Sooth Africa .. 13,153,000

53. Spain 28.528,000

54. Sp. Morocco** .. 1,084,0002

55. Surinam 223,0002

56. Tangier** 172,0002

'57. Thailand 19,556,000
58. Trinidad 678,000

59. Uruguay 2,353,0004

60. Venezuela 5,440,000

67. Virgin Islands .... 33,000

$9,389

$7,887

$380'

$13,884

$792

$19,300

$1,958

$2,331'

$192'

$2,123

$330'

$330'

$451

$23,4371

$39,113

$1,261

$453

$1,1351

$12,9791

$2383

$16,353

$250

$159

$"6,0501

$1,810

$1492

$2881

$3751

$1,1991

$2,9831

$1,4681

$3,492

$7,1392

""$423

$1,0503

$779*

$3,135

1

105

55

141

1

l 7

2

26
291

1

156

2

68

98

35

111

20

44

24

1

23

nets

2

1

22

8

9
27

3
31

2

73
1

2

1

2'

297

1

85

28

22

36

6

23

12

9
15

25

2

17

37

39

2
25

1

1

45

47

2

300

9,000

3,000,000

2,010,0005

12,500

9,000

15,500

150,000

3,500,000

35,000

8,100,000

45.101

550,000

500.000

40,000

1,200,000

35,000

55,000

70,000

2,000

11,592,0006

205,000

25,000

61,200

20,000

40,000

60,0007

3,509,3206

45,000

9,519,549

11,000

20,000,000

51,6207

30,0007

1,500,000

3,000

600,0005

509,000°

50,000

110,000

80,000

400,000

211,6946

374,035

350,000
300,0003

9,000,000

30,0007

600,000

604.7466

5,000

50,000

40,000

300,000

250,000

6,000

Radio Andorra

Station CR6AA $28 Ihr)

$14 mo. (15 sec daily)

Radio Bclgrano

3DB, Melbourne—$149
<hr) $6.72 (3 min)
Station ZNS—$34.02 (hr)

Rediffusion—$23.20 Ihr)

Station ZBM-1—$36 (hr)

Radio Nacional—$20 (hr)

Station PRA9—$432 (hr)

Radio Demerara—$30 (hri

CFRB, Toronto—$200 (ft
hr) $40 (15 sec)

Radio Ceylon $165 <hr)

Coop. Vitalicia—$4.47 <20
words) $13.45 full net
Nuevo Mundo—$120 (hr)

Alma Tica, San |ose—$3
Ihr) $.18 (30 sec)

CMQ—Net (7 sta>—$712
(ft hr) $49 (15 sec)

HIN-HI1N—$15 (hr) $.25
(30 sec)

Radio Comercial—$14.40
(hr) $.24 (15 sec)
YSEB—$20 (l/

2 hr) $2.36
(30 sec)

ZJV—$19.04 (l/
2 hr) $2.48

(30 sec)

N.W.D.R.

Radio Athens

KUAM—$100 (hr)

(min)
Voz de Cuatemala $60
(hr) $1 (15 sec)
Station 4VM—$18 (hr)

Radio America $20 (hr)

Rediffusion—$20 (hr)

Radio Eireann

$12

Radio Jamaica $50 (hr)

Radio Tokyo

VQ7LO
Station ELBC—$1 (min)

Radio Luxembourg—$1,429
(hr) $343 (15 min)
Rediffusion—$20 (hr)

Rediffusion—$28 (hr)

XEX. Mex. City—$220
(hr) $7 (30 sec)

Radio Monte Carlo $348
(ft hr) $174 (5 min)

Lourenco Marques—$80.88
d/2 hr) $9.70 (30 words

)

1

5

12

1

1

7

12

Radio Mundial—$28.80
(hr) $1.80 (30 sec)
RPC, Panama—$24 (ft hr)

$1.95 (15 sec)

Radio La Capital—$35 <hr)

Radio Central $20.40 (ft
hr) $1.02 (15 sec)

DZRH, Manila—$250 (hr) 1

Radio Renascenca

Radio Coa—$100 (hr)

WKAQ—$120 (hr) 2

Radio Saarbrucken—$116 1

(ft hr) $43 (20 sec)

Rediffusion—$32 (hr)

Springbok Network—$300 112
(hr) $12 (20 sec)

Radio Internacionale

—

212
$67.50 (ft hr)

Radio Melilla

PZH, Paramaribo—$1.50
(25 words)
Radio Africa—Maghreb

—

$60 (ft hr )$5 (15 sec)

HSK-1 1

Radio Trinidad—$36.75
(hr) $3.60 (45 sec)

Radio Carve—$67.50 (hr)

$.56 (20 sec)

Ondas del Lago—YVMF- 3
YVME—$90.15 (ft hr)

WSTA—$30 (hr)

20.000 Radio Bclgrano

35,000

500 000 Toronto—CBLT—
°

• $900 (hrl $100
(15 sec)

5,000

150,000 CMQ.W N=,,5
stal $216 ft hr)

$32 50 (20 sec)

2,000

Radio Television
YSU

N.W.D.R. '5 stns>

1,200,000

RAI

NHK

75,000

Television—Monte
Carlo (on air: fall,

1954)

25,000

30,000

40,000

1—1952; 2—1951; 3—1950; 4—1949; 5—
Short wave; 6—Licensed receivers only;
7—One wired redistrib. service; privately
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owned in British Colonies; 8—Covers
France, Belgium and big areas of Great
Britain; 9—Major coverage area outside

country; 10—Major coverage area outside

country: South France and North Italy;

11—Covers S. Africa; 12—Experimental.

Foreign stations and their I . S. reps ,



FOREIGN STATIONS AND THEIR U. S. REPRESENTATIVES
1)1— ilium Young international, I. id.. 177 Madison (venue,

Veu York, V. ) .. Plaza 9-1810 < ilso Los tngeles, St. Louis,

i ha ago i

< \l—Caribbean Vettvork, 200 West '>7th Street, Veu York,

\. ) .. Circle 5 7433

to— Chalmers-Ortega, Int.. \16 Fifth [venue, Veu York, \ )

Ml rray 11,11 2-1610

< ll H—Clark-Wandless-Mann, Inc., 205 East t2nd Street, Veu

York, \. ) .. Ml rray 11,11 t-1910

GB—Guy Boiam, I" East t3 Street, Veu York, V. ) ., MUrray

11,11 2-0810

III! -Howard C. Brown Co,, 6059 Melrose ivenue, Hollywood,

<„!.. HOllywood 6045

ANGOLA
lobito < R6 l I (I' I)

AUSTRALIA

tdelaidi i tD (JP)
Brisbane IHk (JP)
II- ,art 7IIT (Jl>)

Melbourne \DB (Jl')

Melbourne 3X1 (Hit)

Vewcastle 2K0 (Jl')

Perth "I \ (JP)
Sydney Amalgamated Wireless

tustralasia Ltd. (8 stns) (PA)
Sydney 21 II (JP)

BAHAMAS
Nassau ZNS ( is I)

BARBADOS
.. town "Rediffusion" ( t) I

)

BERMUDA
Pembroke ZBM-1-2 ( 111)

BOLIVIA

La Paz <
" (M(.)

hi Red Hull, mni, de Radio-

difusion Vetworh (3 stns) (PA)

BRITISH GUIANA
Georgetown, Radio Demerara (A\l)

CEYLON

Radio Ceylon (P I)

CHILE

Radios La Cooperativa Vitalicia

Vetworh (9 stns) (PA)
Santiago CB138 (KO)

COLOMBIA
enia HJt Ml (MG)

Baranquilla III IN-HJ //.' ( Mi.)

quilla IIJ Ik (PA)
Bogota Uikt HJKD-HJK1 (MG)

la HJKJ-HJK1 a WM)
11.11 R -11.11 \ (MG)

Bucaramanga HJGK UK. II (MG)
Cartagena HI if III M (MG)
Cucuta III in ll.Uili (MG)
Manholes HJI D II.I ll: (Ml.)

MedeUin HJDK-HJD1 (Ml.)

Palmira HJEJ (Ml.)

a IIJI l-IIUI (P i)

Pereira III I I HJFR <M(.)

COSTA RICA

Son fosi T1BAS ( i) I >

San Jost III I' (PA)
I ll. I'll. Til. I'll J ( 1)1)

CUBA
( MIH (KO)
i Mil (( M )

< iego de Ivila < MJD (KO)
( ienfuegos < Mil] (KO)
Circuito < MQ Vetworl (CNI)
< MO-TI Vetworh I 5 stns) (CNI)
Guantanamo CMK1 (KO)
Guantanamo ( Mks (PA)
Havana CMBF-CMBF-TV (CNI)
Havana CMCB (CNI)
Havana < Mi F (KO)
Holguin CMKJ (CNI)
Holguin CMKM (KO)
Pinar del Rio < M \Q (CNI)
Sancti Spiritus CMHB (KO)
Santa Clara < Mill) (KO)
Santa Clara < MHO (CNI)
Santiago CMKB (KO)
Santiago t Mkl (CNI)

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Ciudad Trujillo HI \ III I \ (PA)

ECUADOR
Guayaquil III-' IN-Ht 2Dt ((.WM)
Guayaquil HC2BK-HC2BJ (PA)
Quito HCBT (KO)
Quito III IR2-IH IBF (MG)
Quito IICQR (KO)

EL SALVADOR
San Sal , a, In, ) SI (MG)

GREECE

Athens, Ratlin Ithens

GUAM
l.iian, kl 11/

(Pi)

(AM)

GUATEMALA
Guatemala City TGU i-B-C (PA)
Quezaltenango TGQ-TGQ I (PA)

HAITI

Port-au-Prince II BM (PA)
Port-au-Prince II Mil ) 1/ (AY I)
Port-au-Prince 4) ll II Rff ( i) I

)

HONDURAS
Pedro Sala HHI'I (MG)

San Pedro Sula HRQ (I » M)
igalpa UK I (P i)

cigalpa HR\ (MG)
galpa HRQ5 d » M)
igalpa HRLP f IWJ

HONG KONG
K - "Ri ( IYI)

JAMAICA
Roads "Ratlin Jamaica" f HI)

Montego Bay "Radio Jamaica ( i) I

)

JAPAN

IA—Inter-American Publication*. Inc.. II East t2nd Street,

Veu York, \. ) .. Ml rray 11,11 2-0886

JP Joshua II. Potrrrs. Inc.. ',!'> Madison Aierutc. Veil York,

\. ) .. Ml rray 11,11 6-5830

KO—.S. S, Koppe & (i>.. Inc. 630 huh Avenue, Neu York,

\. ) .. Circle 6-1320

MC— Mclclior GuMman l.o.. Inc.. I'> Rockefeller Plaza, Veil

York, V. >.. Circle 7-0624

MR— Media Representatives, Inc.. 270 Park ivenue, Veu York,

\. ) .. Ml rray 11,11 8-4777

VTS— National Time Utiles. 17 East 12ml Street, Veu York,

V.Y., Ml rray 11,11 2-0810

PA—Pan-American Broadcasting Co., 17 ha\t 12ml Street, Neu
York, V.Y. Ml rray Hill 2-0810

LIBERIA

Monrovia ELB( (PA)

LUXEMBOURG
"Ratlin Luxembourg'' (I'll)

MALAYA
kuala Lumpur "Rediffusion" (AYI)
Penang "Rediffusion" (AYI)

MALTA
/ alletta "Rediffusion" (AYI)

MEXICO
Juarez XEJ ... ( \ TS)
Matamoros XEO (STS)
Mexicali XED .. (NTS)
Mexico D.F. XEQ-XEX,
XEX-TI (MG)

Vueva Laredo XEAS (NTS)
Reynosa IEOR (NTS)
Tijuana XEAC (\TS)

MONACO
"Ratlin Monte Carlo" (PA)

MOZAMBIQUE
Lourenco Marques ''Ratlin

Mozambique" (PA)

NICARAGUA
Granada ) \ W ll (AYI)
Managua ) \ Oil ) \ktl (MG)
Managua YNVP-YNVK (Pi)
Managua ) \ ll -) \ ll -I (AYI)

PANAMA
Chitre HOH3
Colon now.
I olon HOF2
David HOI
Panama City HOA (Red Pan-

americana » <2 stns i

HOG
HOF-HOF31
HOHM-HO50
Ratlin C.adcna W

Panama < ity

Panan

Panama < it*

I'm, ami, ( ity

\ etwork < 8 stns i

Rl'i Vetwork (4 stns)

PARAGUAY
ZP9

(CNI)
(CNI)
( i)l)

u VI)

(MC)
(MG)
( tYI)

<( VI)

(PA)
(CNI)

(PA)

Tokyo loi i; (P i)

PERU

Lima OAX41 I \ Ik ( Ml.)

0AX4X -I ll IV t)

Trujillo 0AX2A-B 'Peruana ,lc

Rati, > stns) (PA)

PHILIPPINES

Cebu IJ) HI

Cebu 1»R(.
Manila DZPI

(M
(M
(M

Manila U/.RH-H/.MH (Mi
Mindanao Dl Ul (PI

PORTUGAL
Lisbon "Ratlin Renas, enca I. II" (h\

Porto "Ratlin Renascent a'' (P\

PORT. INDIA

Goa "Ratlin Goa" (P<

PUERTO RICO

Mayaguez WKJB (l<

Mayaguez WORA (M\
Ponce W PAH (I

Ponce ll PRP (M<
s„n Juan ll iP I. « IP t Ti (CM
San Juan ll I II (M<
San Juan ll k 4Q. II k IO-TI (I

SAAR
Saarbrutl.cn "Ratlin Saar-

brutl.en." Telesoar (P

SINGAPORE

Singapore "Rediffusion" (I)

SPANISH MOROCCO
Spanish Morocco / I" / I (P

Spanish Moroi • o EAJ2I (P

SURINAM
Paramaribo P/.f (P

TANGIER

"Radio 1 trit a- Maghreb"

"Ratlin -1 trit a-Tangcr"
"Ratlin International!

(A*

(AY
(P

TRINIDAD

Port of Spain "Radio Trinidad &
Rediffusion" (A)

VENEZUELA

Har.t -In,,,, ) I QJ ) IIJI (M(

Barquisimeto ) I MR) I MQ (M(

Barquisimeto ) I MP) I MO (Ml

Caracas ) I kll) I k< (P

Ciudad Bolivar ) I QD-) I 01 (M(

Cumana ) I QB-i I Q I (M<

Maracaibo )l Ml ) I Ml (M<

Maraiailm ) I IfC-l I Mil (P

Maturin ) I RH) I R I (Mt

San Cristobal ) I OR) I I (Mi

S„n Cristobal YVOC-Yl 01) (P

Tocuyo, Ratlin Tocuvo (P

Trujillo YVOQ '
"'

I alencia ) I LB-1 I I I (Mi



5 INTERNATIONAL CASE HISTORIES

1 SPONSORS General Electric Co.

MARKET: wex,Co

AGENCY: Young & Rubicam, Mexico, S. A. for tv receivers. Grant Advertising, S. A.

for homi appliances, heavy apparatus, av conditioning, commercial
refrigeration and lamps and lighting materials

"Radio and tv are the backbone of our advertising effort,"

Leonardo Garcia Zenil, advertising manager for General Electric

in Mexico, told sponsor. The air media account for 40% of

GE's total annual advertising budget in Mexico, that is, si 1(1,578

out of $276,445.

An old time radio user south of the border, General Electric

got into tv when the medium was born in Mexico some three-

and-a half years ago. And, though tv is a new medium, it has

already proved its strength to the extent of getting 15% of

General Electric 's total budget south of the Rio Grande. This

money is being spent on My Favorite Story, a GE-sponsored

half-hour tv drama that has been dubbed into Spanish by Ziv

International and tv announcements on XEW-TV, Channel 2.

Garcia-Zenil tells this story to show the pull of this tv film

drama in Mexico:

General Electric had had a surplus of GE steam irons for

quite a while. In Mexico these are considered "luxury items''

and therefore heavily taxed. Hence the price of these steam

irons is much higher in Mexico than in the U. S.

The stock of steam irons had always moved slowly in spite

of the dealers' efforts and some space advertising. (Co-op

dealer advertising accounts for 25% of GE's over-all Mexico

budget, or $69,111.) General Electric proceeded to make a one-

minute tv commercial to show the many advantages of the

steam iron.

General Electric then put this commercial for the steam irons

on My Favorite Story, XHTV, Channel 4, and also put it on

once a day on XEW-TV, Channel 2. Within two weeks after

the commercial was first shown on the two stations, General

Electric had run out of steam irons.

Says Leonardo Garcia-Zenil: "Salesmen at our dealers' stores

were surprised that people were asking for demonstrations of

the 'wonderful GE steam iron that we saw on tv last night,'

when before this the salesmen took great pains to accomplish

a sale. '

'

Ziv International's dubbed version of .1/,// Favorite Story is

currently being shown in three other Latin American markets.

Other Ziv films that are being telecast in Latin America, dubbed

into Spanish, include: Mr. District Attorney, Cisco Kid, The

I'ne.rpectid, Hoxton Hhicl.n and Yesterday's Vewsreel.

Ziv International was started in fall 1953 and is headed by

Edward J. Stern. Dubbing is done in Ziv's Mexico City studios

with Mexican stars. During the first eight months of operation

the firm dubbed 221 half-hour films into Spanish.

Ziv is currently making plans for expanding the international

operation, so that dubbed Ziv series will become available for

telecast in Europe as well as in Latin American markets.

The remainder of General Electric 's advertising budget in
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.Mexico breaks down as follows: 17'; tor sales promotion or

point-of-sale; 12% for newspapers; i\' , for magazines.

Most of the dealer coop money goes into space insertions ; M

both magazines and newspapers. In Mack and white General

Electric sticks to providing institutional ads, putting in direct-

sell product ads only when they're specifically requested bj a

dealer on a co-op basis. The lack of a really "national" organ
such as The Saturday Evening Po.sl limits General Elect ric

spending in magazines.

"We still consider radio as our best advertising medium,

reaching more audiences with less money than any other,"

Leonardo Garcia-Zenil told sponsok. Hence 25% of General

Electric 's total budget both for consumer and producer goods

goes into radio.

The bulk of this money goes into I!> vista il< Exitos GE over

XEW, half an hour on Friday evenings. The show is a sort of

Mexican Hit Parade, called by Garcia Zenil "the most popular

musical program in Mexico." General Electric estimates that its

commercial is heard by at least three million ] pie every Friday

night through this show. Further the show gives General Elec-

tric identification with a popular program.

In spring 1954 <!eneral Electric ran a contest on this half

hour musical revue. As a result of the contest the firm pulled

letters not only from every important town and letters from

small villages that can't even be found on the map but also

letters from Central America and from the border towns of

the U. S.

Says Garcia-Zenil: "The results not only showed that we

have a large audience but that the people listened to our message

and were interested enough to write a letter. This type of in-

terest can easily be converted into a General Electric sale

later on."

Through its institutional newspaper and magazine advertising,

General Electric has encouraged the continuation of its repu-

tation as a rather conservative company.

As Garcia-Zenil puts it: "General Electric being a trademark

with great prestige and wide recognition in Mexico, the aims of

our institutional advertising are to keep that prestige up and

to tie in with local projects of general m: irest, both public and

private.

Up to the time when the Mexican peso was ,], tated (18

April 1954>, General Electric sales of home diances were

30% above last year's. The devaluaf American prod-

ucts proportionately more expensive for Mexicans, and although

most of the General Electric home appliances are locally manu-

factured, some of the components are imported. However, Gen-

eral Electric expects that its year- 'round air advertising will

begin to push sales back up again by fall I * * *
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5 INTERNATIONAL CASE HISTORIES

2. SPONSOR! Quaker Oats Co.

IVI/%«%l\t I Colombia, Dominican Republic, Panama, Peru, Puerto Pico

nUCNwl National Export Advertising Service

The export business i- unpredictable. Quakei <>at- has been

Belling in Latin Ameri over two decades. Ami yel both

the company and its agency, National Exporl Advertising Ber

vice, continue to discover radically new fads aboul Quaker Oats'

Latin American markets which make them revise their entire

ad\ ii I 1 — i r i ^; -I rati gj -

After years with announcements the agencj suggested a Latin

American serial drama which was
i Luced originallj in L950

and which is still chalking up Bales results in five Latin Ameri

call 111.11 I

ii.. serial, Do o, is aired for 15 minutes a day, five

i r i
.

i features a complete Btorj each week. Serial

dramas are the backboni of Latin American programing, :ii

oighl as well as during the daytime. Don Quakero is pul into

\ !

:

i
i era] mai kets.

Centra] charactei and storyteller of this serial is Don Quakero,

the Symbol of Quaker Oats as well as the cmhoii inu-nl of linn

estj ami pureneSS. In formal ami audience :i
I
i|(«;i I tin- program

in,, -i closelj resembles Amii Jenny, with Don Quakero taking

mi art ive pari in the storj itsi If

Here's how tin show is put together: s»-ri |>1 s are written in

New York ami submitted to Jim Zea, radio and t\ director of

onal Exporl Advertising Service. He. in turn, sends them

down tn tin local station, (or example, Ondas del Lago in Mara
caibo, Venezuela. The local (Quaker Oats distributor in that

market helps the agency police the local production. However.
tapes ot' tin- shnu are also sent Lack to Jim Zea si, he ean main
tain a check.

A. 8. Ilait. president of Quaker Oats Pan American Co.,

masterminds advertising strategy with Jack Sweeney, National

Exporl accouni executive. He has seen tin- radio -erial help

stimulate constantly rising sales. A- a result of Don Quakero'

s

pel tin mailer iii five Latin American markets. Quaker Oati

allocating an additional $30,000 to its 1953 ;,,| budget to be

put iiitn radio.

Na,\- Jack Sweeney: "In Latin America radio is the only

real waj of reaching a mas- audience."

Bettei than 659? of Quaker Oats' estimated $200,000 budget
t'ur lit.".;; was in radio program announcements ami some tv.

Beyond the pull of the 1><hi Quakero program itself, Jack
Sweenej stresses the merchandisability of Hon Quakero. This

personality i- tied in with press and billboard advertising too.

Quaker Oats is now thinking of putting l><m Quakero into

several English speaking markets as well. Under consideration

are the Philippine [stands, the West In. lie- ami Ceylon. * * *

3. SPONSORS r4ortham Warren Corp.

'fni,., nailpolish nun lipstick, Odorono deodorants

IY1 f\ t\ t\ £, I Barbados, Bermuda, British Guiana, Jamaica, Panama, Trinidad

AGENCY: Robert Otto

When American advertisers go into the Caribbean area, the}

illy think of radio in terms of saturation announcement

dules, often a- man} a- 50 announcements a day. Robert

otto agency, however, found that it could get good brand identi

fication ind increased Bales bj putting Northam Warren Corp.'s

budget into creative programing instead ami at a far lowei

price at that.

Here's how 'ail Seiffer, Robert Otto accouni executivi foJ

nailpolish ami Odo idorants, tells the story:

Both nf these Niiithani Warren Corp. products had been dis

tributed ami Bold in Bermuda for somi with a sn

advertising budget that was split between newspaper ads ami

,,n, or two radio commercials weekly. In January 1954 the

,\ decided t., put 100$ of the firm's budget into radio.

Carl Seiffer got together with Northam Warren ',,i|,

advertising manager, Charles E. Robert, ami with Stevi Mam..

Adam Vnun^ International's accouni executive for ZBM, Bei

mini.,, i,, the mosl efficient way ot' applying the fii

• t,. Be) uimla.

These •'''• -"'in ei the problems that were discussed:

l. 'I'll.- budget permitted onlj tw mercials a week.

i he products had tn be Bold both to the Negro ami the

population in such a • iffend leather segment.

At this point ZBM's manager, Gerrj Wilmot, came up with

a suggestion: How about putting the monej into a five-minute

women 's show?
The idea appealed to the firm ami the agency for several

reasons: (1) the cost of the five minute radio show would be
i re than the cost of two commercials, but it includes more
commercial time; (2) such a program would give the two

products program identification ami prestige which announce
ments alone could not do: i :i i the show could be used in other

markets : i- well.

In January 1954 Gerrj Wilmot and a Bermuda femo
together and wrote and produced Jennifer's Journal, the five

',
I sehold hint show that ha- since been put into live

othei Foreign English-speaking markets: Barbados (Bediffuaion .

British Guiana (Radio Demerara), Jamaica (Radio Jamaii

Trinidad (Radio Trinidad) ami Hoi., the English station in

Panama. The program will shortly be heard in the Virgin
Islands. Malta. India, Pakistan and Burma.

In most market- tin program is aired twice a week during
daytime women's participation show-. The schedules in the

various market- ai. -,. coordinated a- to make it possible for

the tape to lie bicycled from station to station. This, inciden
/'', 08t I urn In /mm 78
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4. SPONSORS Domingo Mcndcz e Hijoi

/,'. galias El Cuna

MARKET: Cuba

AGENCY: Direct

in Cuba the leading cigarette manufacturer, Regalias Kl Cuno,
is among the biggest network tv sponsors. This firm bankrolls

Cabaret Regalias, CMQ-TV, Wednesdays 8:30-9:30 p.m.—

a

variety show that is the backbone of the cigarette company's
advertising program.
Wednesday night lias become SynonomOUS with "tv night"

iii Cuba because of the strong programing Mock on that par-

ticular evening, including a popular dramatic show. So strong,

in fact, is the tv habit in the country on Wednesdays that sev-

eral theatre owners have made it a practice to install tv in the

movie theatres and to feature the fact on the marquee.

In the interior of the island, where set penetration is less

than in the capital, several independent operators have set up

"tv-only" theatres. That is, they buy a tv set, put up several

rows of benches before it and charge the equivalent of 10c

admission to view tv on this set.

Sponsor of Cuban i Rt //alias for the past three years, the firm

has consistently had a better than 60 rating. An estimated

500,000 viewers in Havana alone has justified the firm's spending

80% of its over-all $500,000 budget in the new air medium.
The program itself is a sort of Cuban Toast of thi Town,

featuring name talent not only from Cuba but from the U. S.,

Mexico and the Central and South American countries as well. To

amortize the cost of importing high-priced talent from othei

countries, CMQ-TV usually features the stars on Bacardi's CMQ
radio program as well.

I'.ei'ore advertising on CMQ-TV, Regalias had been Number
Two brand in the Cuban market. Two years ago, lm

Regalias became the Number One cigarette in Cuba and has

continued to maintain this position.

Cabaret Regalia,, takes up aboul 50$ of th< firm's total

budget, or $22,000 for time and talent each month. Supplement
bag this tv effort is Regalia's cosponsorship of Saturday night

boxing matches with Bacardi a heavj weight Cuban advertiser

which spends close to si. 5 million a year in the market.

During the last few seasons Regalias has also been among the

four advertisers sponsoring the baseball games in Havana. This

sport attracts not only record attendance at the ballpark but

heavy tv audiences as well. Both sports events are telecast over

CMQ TV's Havana flagship.

One of the oldest Cuban cigarette companies, formed in the
isiiii's. Regalias reached a sales record of $12 million in L953.

The firm's major competitor in Cuba is Trinidad j Mine, the

company that held Number One place in the Cuban market until

1953. Until that year Trinidad y lino, had also been a heavy
tv advertiser. * * *

SPONSOR : Campbell Soup Co.

IVI/4KI\fc I : Panama, Bermuda

AGENCY: Robert Otto

Campbell Soup's advertising strategy in Panama during the

past five years has reflected the growing importance of radio in

that market, as well as the growing awareness of its strength

on the part of American advertisers.

Until five years ago Campbell Soup's Panama budget was
evenly divided between newspapers and radio. In 1952 began

the firm's swing towards the air medium. This year Campbell

Soup is spending three times as much in radio in Panama as

in newspapers.

Some 70% of this air budget is going into La Carta, a L5

minute serial, over KPC Network, Monday through Friday,

3:00 p.m. This serial, written by a Cuban script writer, and

produced locally in Panama City by KPC, gives Campbell Soup
a merchandisable radio property, as well as three announcements

a day within the show. Campbell Soup has been sponsoring this

particular serial for a year.

"We like the impact and identification a program gives us,"

Dick Battan, Robert Otto account executive for Campbell Soup,

told sponsor. "Aii announcement within a program produces

far stronger results for us than announcements wedged between

those of other sponsors. Peak attention, of course, comes from

commercials integrated into the program. '

'

Campbell Soup also advertises in the two top newspapers of

Panama with 36", 16" and 6" ads. Battan likes the merchandis

bag support the RPC Network lias given to I.a Carta in the

network's program advertising. RPC requested cuts of soup

cans from the agency and put the cut into newspaper ads plug-

ging the program.

Gordon Carberry, Campbell Soup's export advertising manager,

points to an annual 10% sales increase ,,ver the past five years

as an indication of the potential of this market. The firm's

Panama budget has reflected this growth.

Studies of consumer preferences and market data dictate

Campbell Soup's air strategy. "Unlike domestic strateg

feature one soup flavor for a week in eider t,, keep the mes-

sage simple and hardhitting." Dick Battan explain- "The
flavor preferences in Panama reflect the differences ste. In

the U. S. tomato soup is the favorite, whereas pe] rpot -

a spicier flavor—outranks all others m Panama."
Campbell Soup's highest per capita consumption in the world

is in Bermuda. In a total population oi the annual retail

value of Campbell's products sold is $160,1 The firm's adver-

tising budget, mainly in radio, consists of $3,083.60 per year,

which is spent on a daily 15 minute n iver ZBM-1 and

ZBM-2 in Pembroke, Bermuda, at 6:00 p.m., plus a 15 minute

women 's show. ***
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4 ways you can use this

valuable SPONSOR feature

In every issue of SPONSOR you will find the handy,

up-to-date listing of new tv station grants which appears

below. Here's how this compilation can help you.

1. You can plan campaigns far in advance by check-

ing on-air target dates given in chart.

2. Names of permitee, manager and rep for each

new c.p. and station make it easy to get additional data.

3. List of all stations newly on air with commercial
programing during two weeks preceding issue is handy
reference list to update timebuyers.

4. Box score at bottom of page is succinct summary
of tvs status. Includes total number of U.S. stations.

Veil* sKiiioii on air

CITY l STATE

ORLANDO, FLA.

CALL CHANNEL
LETTERS NO.

ON-AIR
DATE

POWER IKW)'

AURAL
NET

AFFILIATION
STNS.
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKET!

1 000

1

PERMITEE & MANAGER

WDBO-TV 1 July 100 50 Basic CBS
Also ABC,
Du M, NBC

NFA Orlando Bestg Co
Harold P. Danforth.

pres -gen. mgr
James E Yarbrough.

v.p -chief engineer
J. Thomas Gurney. v.p

sec

Frank W Reed. treas

Young

ff. \«'»r construction permits

CITY i. STATE CALL CHANNEL
LETTERS NO.

DATE OF
GRANT

ON-AIR
TARGET

POWER (KW)'

VISUAL | AUR
STATIONS
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKET*

(000)

PERMITEE 4. MANAGER RADIO
REPI

FORT SMITH, ARK.

JEFFERSON CITY, MO. KWOS-TV 13

MANSFIELD, OHIO

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

36

12

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. KEYD-TV 9

PHOENIX, ARIZ.

4 June

10 June

4 June

1

1

June

10 June

10 June

50 25

86 52

17 9

251 150

316 158

100 50

18 uhf

NFA

NFA

675 Yhf

427 Yhf

93 Yhf

American Television Co
H. S Nakdlmen. pres.

Edgar E. Bethell. see -

treas.

Dick AMIS. v.p.

Jefferson Television Co.
Betty Goshorn Handy.

pres.
Lenore R. Goshorn. v.p.

Russell L. Rom. see-
treas.

Fergum Theatres Inc.

William S. Skirball.
prts

Jack H Skirball. v.p.

Milwaukee Area Telecast-
ing Corp

Paul A Pratt, pres
Loron E. Thurwarhter.

v.p.

J. Martin Klotsehe. v.p.

Maswell H. Harriott, see.

Rolando Frederick Gran.
gen. mgr.

Family Bcstg. Co.
Henry C. Klages. pres.

Lee. L. Whiting, v. p. -gen,
mgr.

Joseph E. Daiil v.p.

Kenneth E Pettijohn.
sec.

C. Theo. Skanse. treas.

ArUona Television Co.
Ernest W. MeFarland.

pres.

Leon M Novell, v.p.

Ralph E Watkins. v.p..
treas.

Edward Cooper

Sears &
Aytr

Since sponsor's 14 June list, one more

television station grantee lias left the air

Imi retained it~ permit. Two more sta-

OFF THE AIR

KANSAS CITY, Mo., KMBC-TV, vhf eh. 9 (share

time). Station merged with WHB-TV 9 June

Iff. Xildemla to previous listings

lions have had their c.p.'s voided l>\ the

FCC. This raises the number of stations

which have returned c.p.'s to the FCC to

(began operating I Aug. 1953).

C.P.'s VOIDED
JAMESTOWN, N. Y., WJTN-TV, uhf ch. 58

82. During first three week- of June one

h station went oil the air: two began

operating.

(grantee requested c.p. cancellation).

LUFKIN, Tex., KTRE-TV, vhf ch. 9 (grantee re-

quested c.p. cancellation).

U. S. stations on air.

Honolulu and Uasha

J it n, ':>
1

1

incl.

• L8

•2:12

Post-freeze < .p's granted [ex-

cluding 30 educational grants:

IH June ">!' 552
Markets covered Granu es on air 2an

•H"th new c.p i and stations going on the air listed here are those which occurred between
-

. on the air when commercial operation Harts. "Power of c.p.'s Is that recorded
Li i ' ' application! anil n

:
lual grantees. 'Information on the number of ten

In markets when a> being from NBC Rcsean itci from the
• • or tepi and must be deemed approximate. JData from NBC lt'-carch and Planning.

M-rage areas are considered approximate, tin
moat rases, the representative of a radio station which li granted a c.p. also represents the new
tr oper ' at preistlme It Is generally too early to ronflrin tr representations of most

48

Tv
")

1

1

homes in 1 . s. 1 1 l/m

:i v.o ft :i.(too
l.S. homes

5 1

1

with tv sets <

1

grantee* BPONSOB lists the reps of the radio stations In this column (when a radio nation bit

lh« tr grim i Ma No figures available at preistlme on sen In market

WROX lam).
-Tin.

i

i . i
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IN SAN FRANCISCO...

*THEY STILL

DANCE TO

HIS TUNE...

And maybe you danced to his orchestra, for Del Courtney is still one of the big names in music.

You saw him, maybe, at the Ambassador in New York, the Stevens in Chicago, the

Cocoanut Grove in Los Angeles, the Roosevelt in New Orleans or at any of many
great hotels throughout the nation.

Del's still a great band leader, but his first love now lies in the personalities and novelties

of his own TV show. . . San Francisco's highest-rated locally produced program, the only

such program in recent San Francisco history to reach the top ten among all

daytime adult shows, local or network.

Participations are yours at an amazingly low cost per thousand. Remember, in San Francisco,

*they still dance to Del Courtney's tune.

The Del Courtney Show
Monday thru Friday, 1-2 p.m.

Film feature and live

The Del Courtney Sunday Show
Live; 4-4:30 p.m.

Women particularly

kplx
C H A N N s

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

...affiliated with CBS and DuMont
Television Networks . . . represented
by the Katz Agency
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',/ FIRST CHOICE
with Sponsor and Station • • •

With more and more money invested in film,

advertisers are demanding better end better

projection— insisting upon maximum quality at

the tube

—

quickest possible reaction to selling

messages. As a result, they favor stations using

the Eastman 16mm. Projector, Model 250.

Six reasons why the EASTMAN
I6MM. TELEVISION PROJECTOR,
Model 250, rates A- 1 with everyone . . .

1. Variable Transformer permits raising or lowering

level of illumination to accommodate material used.

Tungsten light source— protected by standby lamp.

2. Increased Signal Strength: Optical system allows

use of high red and infrared absorbing filter.

Assures clearer pictures, greater signal strength.

3. Still-Frame Projection: With unwanted radiation

removed, and separate drive for shutter, single

frame of film can be left indefinitely in gate.

4. Refined Sound System with low flutter and
distortion gives optimum results for either emulsion

position.

5. Projection Optics: An f/1.5 optical system

corrected for the 12:1 magnification required by

television provides truly high resolution.

6. Lower Maintenance. Heavy-duty mechanism

designed for long life, trouble-free operation, minimizes

repairs. Model 250 is available for prompt delivery.

For further information address:

Motion Picture Film Department

Eastman Kodak Company
Rochester 4, N. Y.

East Coast Division

342 Madison Avenue

New York I 7, N. Y.

West Coast Division

6706 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood 38, California

Midwest Division

137 North Wabash Avenue

Chicago 2, Illinois



^ikiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu mi iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiKjc

Tv film shows recently made available for syndication
j

Programs issued since February 1954. Next chart will appear 26 July

iiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu I

Show name

_______
Syndicator Producer Length Price Range1 No. in series

ADVENTURE

let Jackson, Fl>

ing Commando
Screen Gems Screen Gems 3D min. 26

lin Tin Tina Screen Gems Screen Gems 30 min. 26

Secret File,

U.S.A.
Official Films Arthur Drelfuss 30 min. 26

Stories of the

Century

Hollywood Tv
Service

Studio City Tv
Prod.

30 min. 26

CHILDREN'S

lobo the Hobo Natl. Telefilm Fantasy Features 15 min. 26

sleepy Joe? Kling Studios Kling Studios 30 min. 13

iuperman Natl. Telefilm Natl. Comics II min. 16

elecomics Natl. Telefilm Natl. Comics 30 min.

15 min.

52

168

"he Amazing Tales Interstate Tv
of Hans Chris-

tian Andersen

Interstate Tv 30 min.

DOCUMENTARY

mpact Natl. Telefilms

enth of a Nation Essex Films

Herbert Breg- 60 min.

stein

American News- 15 min.

reel

DRAMA, MYSTERY

ouglas Falrbanki

Presents

ablan of Scotland

Yard

I nterstate Tv

Telefilm

lines Mason Natl. Telefilm

Show

arls Precinct MPTv

herlock Holmes MPTv

he Ethel Barry- Interstate Tv

more Theatre

he Falcon NBC TV Film

le Heart of Jul- MPTv
iet Jones

te Lone Wolf United Tv Pro-

grams

it Passerby

tapix Feature

Theatre

Natl. Telefiln

Vitaplx

United Tv Pro-

grams

Dougfair Prod. 30 min.

Trinity Prod. 30 min.

Portland Prod. 15 min.

Etoile Frod. 30 min.

Sheldon Reynolds 30 min.

Interstate Tv 30 min.

Federal Telefilm! 30 min.

Charles Irving 30 min.

Gross- Krasne 30 min.

Ely Landau 15 min.

Princess Pictures 53 min.
65-80 min.

Roland Reed 30 min.

EDUCATIONAL

nd a Hobby

n Kleran's

Caleldescope

Natl. Telefilm

ABC TV Film

Houston Color 15 min.

Film Lab

Intl. Telefilm

Prod.

It's Workshop Reid Ray Reid Ray 30 min.

Show name Syndicator Producer Length Price Range 1 No in urn

HILLBILLY

Juniper Junction, Essex Films

U.S.A.

Town &. Country Official Films Byron Prod.

Time*

2H

39

39

39

39

13

39

26

26

26

Jalopy Races from HarrlScope HarriScope 30 min.

Hollywood

j
Post Time, U.S.A. Tel Ra Tel Ra 15 min.

: Sports Mirror Geo. Bagnall Wickham Films 15 min.

The Big Playback 1 Screen Gems- Screen Gems 15 min.

Telcnews

: Tv Baseball Natl. Telefilm James Harris 15 min.

Hall of Fame

VARIETY

Date with a Stars Consolidated Tv Geo. Bagnall 15 min.

Eva Gabor
Show

Natl. Telefilm Ely Landau 15 min.

26

104

26

WOMEN'S

g Tv Kitchen Kling Studios Kling Studios 30 min.

iRyndicators prefer to give you prices on request for specific markets rather than generalize. ^Available in color

show in 55 markets. Rest available for local sponsors. ^The Wander Co., Chicago (Ovaltine) is sponsoring the show nationally under the title. "Captain

scries is available for local sponsorship in markets not covered by Ovaltine. See "Film Notes ." SPONSOR inviics all film syndicators to send data on new films.

28 JUNE 1954 (See film notes, page 54) 51

MUSIC

Florlan ZaBach Guild Films Guild Films 30 min. 39

Showa

Frankle Laine Guild Films 30 min. Gu Id Films 39

Showa

Horace Heldt Consolidated Tv Geo. Bagnall 30 min. 26

Show*

Nickelodeon Geo. Bagnall 15 min. 26

Series

Music of the Natl. Telefilm Eternal Films 15 min. 13

Masters

QUIZ

Pantomime Quiz Natl. Telefilm Donlevy Prod. 30 min. 13

Sands of Time Natl. Telefilm Transco Tv 15 min. 26

Viz-Quiz Natl. Telefilm Vldeoplx 5 min. 260

RELIGIOUS

Layman's Call Natl. Telefilm Transco Tv 5 min. 52

to Prayer

Mans Heritage Natl. Telefilm Ely Landau 10 min. 13

SPORTS

Bill Corum Natl. Telefilm Ely Landau IS min. 26

Sports Show

Great Guys and United World Zach Baym 3 min. IS

Goats

26

52

26

26

90
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through every ?niddlesex,

village and farm . .

.

m



Storer Stations are unparalleled producers of sales, not

only in large cities, but in "every middlesex, village

and farm" in their tremendous coverage areas.

Businessmen know that an investment in Storer Stations

always produces a substantial return.

STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY
WJBK • WJBK-TV WAGA • WAGA-TV
Detroit, Mich. Atlanta, Ga.

WBRC • WBRC-TV WWVA WGBS
Birmingham, Ala. Wheeling, W. Va. Miami, Fla.

NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS:
TOM HARKER, V. P., National Sales Director BOB WOOD, Midwest National Sales Mgr.

118E. 57th St., New York 22, ELdorado 5-7690 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1 , Franklin 2-6498

WSPD • WSPD-TV
Toledo, Ohio

KGBS • RGBS -TV

San Antonio, Texas



'

THE

BEST TV film

commercials

.there's

v .and there's

the PLUS
value that

ATHE
professionals

add!

RKO PATHE knows what can

be done with film. They've

been learning for more than

31 years. . . . And today you

get the bonus in RKO
PATHE know-how and fa-

cilities in anything from an

8-second spot to a feature!

RKO PATHE has a background

dating back to the first si-

It-tit pictures ... and an out-

look born of success that

meets the challenge of to-

daj 's fast-moving and rap-

idly changing advertising

picture.

RKO PATHE ready ... at your

phone call for TV film com-

mercials . . . to do i In job

right.

RKO PATHE, ,nc

" The Professional Company"
625 Madison Ave.. New York 22. N. Y.

Phone: PLaza 9-3600

f.
A

lb

en
•

olli

Ar,

1111 lbHID 1111 111.

Separate titl*>s. same series:

-i reen Gems is shooting one children's

adventure series under two names to

permit the national network Bponsoi

in maintain identification with the

show . I he \\ ander < <> Chicago

i ( )\ altine > w ill -~ | < >i i -<
. i the show a-

( ctptain Midnight over 60 CBS I V sta-

tions this fall. Local and regional

sponsors in markets not covered by the

Ovaltine lineup will bin the show a-

Id Jackson, Flying Commando.

Because both series are shot with

the same cameras at the same time

and using the same cast, production

i .i-i to both the national and local

sponsors is cut down considerably, a<-

cording to Ralph Colm. vice president

and general manager of Screen Gems.
During the shooting, each time the

name "Captain Midnight" is men-
tinned or the name i- shown on the

screen a separate shot will he made
using the name "Jet Jackson."

The Wander Co. has long sponsored

the radio version of Captain Midnight

for Ovaltine. felt it was particu-

larly important to maintain sole iden-

tification with the title. Its agenc} is

Tatham-Laird, Chicago. * * *

II 'hi to hi «(/.<• iil in lonl. lire:

Duke Coldstone. who has produced t\

series like Liberace and Life with Eliz-

abeth for Guild Films, gave these five

tips to sponsor recently on how to

make a film show look live:

1. I ,\c direct recording. In num-

bers with a singer and orchestra, rec-

ord voice and background music si-

multaneously instead oi taping the

singing firsl and then playing it back

while the music is recorded. "Even

though a playback maj result in a

nunc technically perfect film," says

Goldstone, "the effect wiU be stilted."

2. I'lm to the camera. If there's a

studio audience present when the film

is being made, forget about it. The

performer should always plaj to the

i amera.

t. / te oid\ one camera. Mtliou^h

filming time maj be reduced with a

multiple-camera set. best results are

obtained from a -ingle camera. Rea-

son : ^ "ii can'l gel the optimum light-

ing effects Fo! all three camera- simul-

taneously. When there- onU one cam-

era you can light specificall) for the

single lens.

1. I \r clothes and makeup in the

same tone. One reason some old H < »l I \
-

wood film- look poor on t\ i- the stark

black-and-white effect thej produce.

To niiiiimi/r unreal contrast wear light

clothes with light makeup or dark

clothes with dark makeup; don't mix.

5. Gel movement in musical num-
bers. Don't permit the singer to be

motionless. When the film i^ edited a

sudden jump from one static -hot to

the nexl make- the fact that it has

been cut ob\ ious to the audience. * * *

"Jiiitf//*'" item* jiU'rcliMiidi.sc

show: Television Programs of Amer-

ica recentl) launched a two-part mer-

chandising campaign of giveaways and

retail store items to tie in with its

Ramar of the Jungle film series.

The giveaways are self-liquidating

items. Thej are given away by local

sponsors of the show in exchange for

enough to cover cost plus a box top.

These giveaways are announced on the

air, include such jungle-theme items

as:

• A package of 10 jungle-imprint

balloons (25c).

• Safari pith helmet ($1).

• Series of toys and novelties such

as animal inflatables. safari jeeps, par-

akeets, jungle trophy sets (25-50i

• Cut-out and picture books (10-

25c), Ramar comic books (10c).

• Jungle buckles, belts, suspenders

and wallets (25-50c).

The items for sale in retail -tores

run along the same lines, will be dis-

tributed in time for back-to-school pro-

motion. 1 hc\ include:

• Jungle jeeps, tropin animals. Ra-

mar medical set i 25c to >2 i

.

• T-shirts, sweat shirts and safari

juvenile pajamas (79c, 89c, $1).

• Water-color and paint sets and

jungle jewelrj < 59c, 79c, $1).

• Jungle games 1 11.98).

Vccording to TPA 50,000 Ramai
jungle games have alread) been sold

in Eastern Pennsylvania, where the

company has ahead) distributed some

of tin' above items. IP\ is now plan-

ning a nationwide advertising cam-

paign with the nianuta. hirers. * * *
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Decide on the Network with Lowest Production Costs

DECIDE ON

DuMont
DUMONT

The DuMont Television

Network sells time! Rehearsals,

equipment, personnel, sets,

props, film services, art,

makeup, music, scripts,

telctranscriptions and other

special services are hilled to

you at cost, keeping your

budget in line. And the

Du Mont studios in New York,

Chicago, Washington,

Pittsburgh and Los Angeles

offer you the country's finest

facilities.

• LOWER TIME COSTS
You save regionally or nationally on the
Du Mont Network. For example, in the 5
largest U. S. markets alone, other networks
cost as much as 13% to 46.1 c7 more. In
addition the DuMont Network has the most
favorable discount structure.

• NO "MUST-BUY" PROGRAMS
Du Mont availabilities let you "buy" or
build and become the sole sponsor of a pro-
gram that meets your selling needs.

• TIME PERIOD PROTECTION
The Du Mont Television Network has always
protected its sponsors. When you decide on
Du Mont you have a time franchise.

IT PAYS TO DECIDE ON THE

DUMONT
TELEVISION NETWORK

515 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. MUrray Hill 8-2600

435 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, III. MO 4-6262

A Division of The Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc.
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THEATRE

results

SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN.

SPONSOR I irsl Federal Savings

\ I oan Assn.

\( rEN( ^ : Halvorson-Denis

' APSl I I < ASE HISTORY : About In,- months ago the

sponsor bought tin- 6:55 p.m. newscast on k() I six nights

weekly ut a cost of $47.80 per program. In this five-

month period, the sponsor has "enjoyed a full yeai s

growth . . . anil brother, that's successful advertising,"

I . \l. Huh or son. of the agency, remarked. "This pro-

gram," Halvorson said, "pulled immediate inquiries

\and\ caused our client to take a second loo/, at night-

time nidio. .

."

K(i\. Denver PROGU Wl: Newscast

APPLIANCES

SPONSOR R« bi Inc. AG! N<
,

i : Direcl

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY During Roche's "Pioneer

Days" promotion, the shoe sponsored a mystery tune con-

tesl on " s f R. In three days special operators handled

mine than 1,800 contest phone calls. I he tuin-out of

Customers for radios, ti sets and Othei appliances mis

described l>\ the sponsoi as "overwhelming!" Dubious

at lust of the results radio could produce, Rot he nou is

a confirmed and regular " S( R advertiser, according t<>

the station.

51 R, Si banlon PROGR \M: Freddie < hapman

SPONSOR Martina's Waring I

1 AG! N< "i
: Direcl

l APSUL1 I AS1 HISTORY: To advertise Cinemascopt

and The Robe this theatre unlike all others offering the

same shou at the tune (Februar) > bought 1<I announce-

ments on It R N ) and only a \ newspapei ad. The spon-

soi sa\s the jnctuie uus slum n on Thursday night, down-

town night in Rochestei and a "very pom night foi neigh-

borhood theatres" ) el sponsor's theatre had standing

room only and biggest boy office receipts in U ester n \eu

)o/L while other neighborhood theatres played to only

half-filled houses. Cost: $5.70 pei announcement.

WKM VM-FM, Rochestei PROGRAM: Announcements

'**

FROZEN FOODS

SPONSOR: Seiler Foods, Inc. AGENCY: Doremns & Co. I

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: After a jour-month ab-

sence, this advertiser of quality frozen food specialties

'most popular of which is clam chowder) resumed a\

Schedule oj \(> announcements weekly on jour stations, t

ifter the lust week bach on the air. Seiler reported a I

60*
i
increase in railio-udi crtiseil products compared with

a IV, increase in non-adi ertised products. Seder's con- I

centrales copy on one or two items at a time, now uses I

participations ' mostly morning) in programs featuring I

local personalities.

\\ It/.. \\ EEL. \\ 111)11. WNAC, Boston PROGRAM: Participations I

CORN SEED

SPONSOR: Traywick & Traywick AGEN< 'i : Direcl

CAPSULE* W. HISTORY: The sponsor bought a se-

ries of announcements on a 13-week contract to sell 5,000

bushels of corn seed. After eight ueeks, hoicever. the con-

tract was canceled. Reason: The seed was completely

sold out. Radio advertising expenditure was $1,185, and

gross sales totaled $50,600. Traywick & Traywick has

ordered 25,000 bushels of corn seed for next season.

W BT, Charlotte PRO(,K \M : Announcements

STUDENT ENROLLMENT

SPONSOR: Dt-pt. ..I \.i,-rans Affairs,

\ ets Land Act

AGENI \ : Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTOID The sponsor recently ran a

campaign to enroll veterans in a special construction

course. The schooling teas offered at Montreal s Techni-

cal School and was being promoted in various media by

the Department of J eterans Affairs, Veterans Land Act.

Shortly ajter the end of the campaign an official of the

veterans' affairs department urate to the station and said

its objective—enrollment of 2 K> veterans in the course—
was attained through the CKAC campaign.

CKAC, Montreal PROGRAM : Announcements

CANNED MEATS

SPONSOR: Burns ,\ Co., I id. AGEN( ^ : .Kii - I "\ ick & i "..

Toronto

( APS1 I I. < ASE HISTORY : Sponsor signed for 10-min-

ute segments, live times weekly, oj (III B's [rea$uif

Che$t and CJ /' '5 Name the Famous, beginning last Jan-

uary, liter three months at a daily cost oj $8.27 uimel

plus Slit (cash giveaway 1 on (All />' and s~.2 {
) <timei

plus $5 {giveaway 1 on CJAl . Burns & Co. reports that

sales are up 1009? in the \anaimo area and up TV, in

the Port llberni area. The sponsor attributes the in-

< nase solely to the (III li and CJAl programs.

1 III I!. Nanaimo
( J \\. Port Ml., 1.11

PROGRAM: Treature Che$t
Name ilw Famous



If your station is not yet using

Associated Press service, your AP
Field Representative can
complete

information.

Or ivrite—

News

provides QUALITY

that local spoasors Waat!

It's not uncommon that a sponsor asks for a locally-pro-

duced program of network quality. AP newscasts can fill the

bill, leaving nothing to be desired.

WSAZ of Huntington, W. Va., has the proof. Ander-

son-Newcomb, a department store known for its prestige

brands, was in the market for a program. Having used a

network show, the store was skeptical of the quality of a

locally-produced vehicle.

WSAZ proposed a news program. Station pointed out

that its top "news voice" would do the presentation . . . that

everything about the production would do the sponsor credit

. . . that the program would carry Associated Press news.

Sponsor agreed to a contract, with right to cancel if quality

failed to measure up.

That was nearly five years ago. Store is still on the

air . . . still using AP news . . . still happy.

Mr. C. T. Garten, WSAZ's man-
ager, says: "Our ability to offer

the prestige of The Associated Press

helped us to sell this account, and

to reassure the sponsor about high

quality. That's a 'plus' that goes

along with AP membership."

Those who know famous brands . .

.

know the most famous brand in news \sJt
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Why

SPONSOR is FIRST

with Timebuyers

uPONSOR is pinpointed to the work-

needs of timebuyers, account men and ad

managers too* It's readable. It's a practical

aid to the busy buyer from cover

to cover. Any wonder it ranks first in

this (or any other) objective study of

radio / tv reading habits among

national agencies and advertisers?

P.S. A I'K month* hack another broadcaster made an objecti/m survey of ad manag

account executive and tvmebuyer trade paper readership, sponsor teas tht #1 cho

SPONSOR THE MAGAZINE RADIO AND TV ADVERTISERS USE



TO SELL

JACKSONVILLE

(and the rich Northeast

Florida market . . .)

BUY

WJHP-TV
Channel 36

§ § §

53,374 UHF SETS-IN-USE

§ § §

ABC • NBC • DuMONT

Television Networks

§ § §

For rates, availabilities, and oth-

er information, call Jacksonville

98-9751 or New York MU 7-5047.

§ S

WJHP-TV
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA

276,000 watts
on Channel 36

Rt prest riled nationally In

John II . Perrj Issoi iates

agency profile fririn .1. Vladimir
President

Irwin Vladimir & Co., New York

60

Last year Irwin Vladimir, whose agencj »pe< ializcs in inter-

national advertising, traveled for five months out of 12. He admit*

that is a bit more than his usual 20.000 miles a year, but with

the growing importance of export advertising and the growth of

export business in dollar volume, it's not unlikely that \ ladimir

may be off on a third trip around the world shortly.

The major trend Vladimir has noted among his 40 or more inter-

national accounts is the increased use of radio and t\ during the

past two years. "For the first time in the 15-year history "f this

agency, some 35'4 of our total billings are in the air media, he

told SPONSOR. "We're on the air in 14 countries."

Use of air media varies from advertiser to advertiser and from

market to market. But generally, where the budget permits, \ ladimir

recommends sponsorship of programs rather than announcements.

"These programs may be based upon scripts that we send along

but they're locally produced under the supervision of one of oui

65 associate agencies."

These associate agencies do more than just supervise programing

for Vladimir accounts. If an ad is intended for an Arabic news-

paper, for example, it is likeh that the original English copj i written

in the 1 nited States) would be translated by the associate agency.

Since Latin America is. however, the biggest export market for

Vladimir clients, the agencj employs several Spanish copywriters

in New York year-round, to write ads and commercials for such

large international advertisers as Pillsbury, Mennen, Nash. Standard

Oil Co. of California, Internationa] Cellucotton.

*'Ihe spending of international advertiser;- in particular markets

varies tremendous!) From year to year," Vladimir explained. "Be-

sides the usual factors of market potential and distribution, the inter-

national advertise] guides his budget bj government restrictions,

trade control, foreign exchange. The market most recently affected

b) one of these factors i- Mexico, which was one of our most im-

portant markets until the Mexican Government devaluated the peso

\|nil 1!!. This make- it harder, of course, for Mexicans to buj

\inei it an products

Vladimii - favorite leisure-time occupation? Collecting coins from
all ovei the world t" keep the feel of traveling fresh. * * *

(See international Hadia-Tv Section, p*i</<* //)

SPONSOR



JLt'S been a wonderful year—this first year of

KQV's association with CBS Radio. Naturally

our ratings are up—and our "Pulse" beat gets

stronger with each successive report.

Since last August, KQV has led all other sta-

tions in program "Firsts" in Pittsburgh, accord-

ing to Pulse Surveys. This margin of leadership

continues to grow with each survey.

And now, on this happy anniversary, the latest

Pulse Survey of our Half MV/V area—covering

all or part of nine rich, suburban counties—and

including 2 5 stations . . . shows that

—

—KQV's ratings outside of Pittsburgh coincide

almost perfectly with KQV's top Pittsburgh ratings!

Certainly we hope our union will be blessed

with many—happy clients. All you have to do to

share in the bliss is ask a KQV salesman or

your Raymer man.

w
wao5257 ^ CBS Radio in Pittsburgh

National Rep: PAUL H. RAYMER Co. New York • Chicago • Detroit • San Francisco • Hollywood • Atlanta • Dallas
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77

Thomas D'Arcy Broph)

(Chairman)

Kenyon <fc Eckhardt, inc.

LIKE MOST

"Newsworthy

ADVERTISING

EXECUTIVES

MR. BROPHY'S

LATEST

BUSINESS

PORTRAIT

IS BY...

^cok ^aefiwut

Photographers to the Business Executive

565 Fifth Avenue, New York 17—PL 31882

{Continued from page loi

on to state that the luxury price of one hour on NBC's New
York outlet would be jumped from $2,000 to $2,800. The
price today, for those who don't know, is S6.200.

Boh Hope made the plunge into the new medium as a re-

Milt of which theatre exhibitors made a squawk that he was
biting the hand that fed him. An ex-NBC executive was
quoted as saying tin- point of view was >illy—that it was
radio which gave life to Hope, not movies.

Other stories of interest concerned the fact that local sta-

tions were beginning to program t\ during the daytime thus

adding to the rapidly mounting headaches of radio. And a

hig black headline on April 12 proclaimed that the FCC still

liked CBS' color techniques.

However, what was as telling as anything revealed in these

editions of Variety was the list of agency personnel whose
names were stapled to the cover of each issue—folks in those

days who were concerned with broadcast media and to whom
the copies were routed.

Of the 15 names, the top three represented management
interested in all media and still with the company. Of the

next 12 only five are still here, the remaining -even dispersed

as it were to the four corners of the tv map.

This gives at least a clue to one of the advertising busi-

ness' big problems and one which i- -till with u trying to

maintain some semblance of stability in a medium that >eems

to defy it. Some of the good gone guys (on the li.-t) got new
jobs, I recall, at triple their take merely on the basis that the\

knew a barn door wipe from a barn door. But today these

chap-, who took the fastest buck and couldn't back it up. are

in trouble. I hear about them often.

There are others who grew up with the business and en-

hanced their knowledge. These are >till doing fine. Which

proves that life can be beautiful—even on tv.
• • •

Letters to Bob Foreman ore weleomed
Do you always agree with the opinions Bob Foreman ex-

presses in "Agency Ad Libs"? Bob and the editors of SPON-

SOR would be happy to receive and print comments from

readers. Address Bob Foreman, c o SPONSOR, 40 E. 4° St.

62 SPONSOR



You've

Got to

TALK THEIR

LANGUAGE
to

SELL 'EM!
That's why America's top independents are doing

such a good selling job for national advertisers

everywhere. Independent radio stations never

stop catering to local tastes, talking to their

listeners in everyday, familiar terms that sell

more because they are more understandable.

more believable!

If you too wain to achieve better impact for youi

selling message, contact any one ol the top inde-

pendent stations listed below. All are staffed with

powerful local personalities who know their mar-

ket, can put across your story.

These Top Independents Can SELL THEIR HOME MARKETS!

WCUE
WCOP
WDOK
KMYR
KCBC
WIKY
KNUZ
WXLW
WJXN
KLMS
WKYW
WMIN

— Akron, Ohio WMIL
— Boston, Mass. WKDA
— Cleveland, Ohio WAVZ
— Denver, Colorado WTIX
— Des Moines, Iowa KBYE— Evansville, Indiana KOWH— Houston, Texas KXL— Indianapolis, Indiana KITE
— Jackson, Mississippi KSON— Lincoln, Nebraska KYA
— Louisville, Kentucky KEAR
— Minneapolis—St. Paul, Minn. KOL

- Milwaukee, Wisconsin
• Nashville, Tennessee
• New Haven, Conn.

New Orleans, La.

Oklahoma City, Okla.

Omaha, Nebraska
Portland, Oregon

• San Antonio, Texas

San Diego, California

San Francisco, California

San Mateo, California

Seattle, Washington

They are all members of AIMS— Association of Independent Metropolitan

Stations— each the outstanding independent station in a city.

KREM
WTXL
KSTN
KSTL
WOLF
KFMJ
KWBB
WNEB
CKXL
CKNW
CKY

Spokane, Washington
- Springfield, Mass.
• Stockton, California

St. Louis, Missouri

Syracuse, New York
• Tulsa, Oklahoma
Wichita, Kansas
Worcester, Mass.

Calgary, Alberta, Canada
Vancouver, B. C, Canada
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

Aim for BULL'S-EYE results...with the AIMS GROUP

»oi,u*»^
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a forum on questions of current interest

to air advertisers and their agencies

How ttt it ci sponsor bvst utilize*

oversea* radio cmcl tfcft't'i.sioii

THE PICKED PANEL ANSWERS

COMBINE TALENTS, IDEAS

liy Paul Talbot

President} Frentantle Oversea* Umlin &
Television

A sponsor will

assure himseli "I

the besl program-

ing in interna-

tional markets it

he takes advan-

tage of the tal-

ent- available in

export ma rkets

and combines
them with idea- and materials from

the I .S.

In uihei words, he ma) handle his

programing as he doe- his consume]

export items '/ good basic American

product presented in an attractive local

package.

Neither the "everything must be

done locally" approach run a system

b) which a complete "foreign pro-

gram i- Supplied t<> ail export market

i-. iii mj opinion, a satisfactory an-

swer. I) everything i- done on a local

le\el. the advertiser i- needle--lv cut

of! from the talent and experience <>f

the I . S. broadcasting industry. On
the cither hand, there are dangers in

sending a ready-made package from

the States in addition to the obvious

language problem, there are local

tastes and customs to < onsider.

Naturally, feature films, some dra-

matic t\ film show- ami radio Iran—

scriptions < ari be used as the) arrive

from the I . S., hut the high-rated

-how- usuall) have a local flavor. For

example, a su< i essful children - -how

in Mexico emplovs ihe talent- o| a

popular local mistress of ceremonies,

who introduce- and narrate- Ameri-

can cartoons and documentary film-.

64

In Puerto Rico, the top -|iorts qui/ i-

hased on a stateside -how and both

script and -ports action film are sup-

plied from New York, hut the quiz-

master and contestants are local. The

No. I t\ -how in Great Britain i- a

British production of the successful

I . S. program It hat \ l/v Line. \nd

in radio, the most universal!) accepted

U. S. show is Superman, which is pro-

duced with local variations in 18

countries- a good basic American

product presented in an attractive

local package.

USE NATIVE LANGUAGE

By Edward J. Stern

President, Export Division. Zir Tv
Programs

We. of the Ex-

port Division of

Zi\ Television

Programs, Inc.,

have found, after

costl) experi-

ments, that "the

answer to the best

wa\ of using tele-

vision ahroad"

i- met l>\ the use of film television

I

ii ograms.

Take Spanish, for instance. \\ e con-

tacted stations, agencies, local and in-

ternational advertiser- to determine

whether the) preferred entire Spanish

dialogue and sound tracks or merelv

Spanish subtitles. Ihe results: All pre-

ferred entire Spanish dialogue and

were willing to pav the necessaril)

higher (nice. Toda) our programs:

Cisco Kill. Huston Blackie, Favorite

Story, I li<' I nexpected, Mr. District

Utorney, Yesterday's \ewsreel are all

in Spanish and are sponsored b) man)
of the greatest name- in international

advertising General Electric, Ameri-

can Airlines, Borden's, l.uckv Strike

Cigarettes, British-American Tobacco,

Ford, Westinghouse, Pel Milk — to

name a few — and a host of local

sponsors.

I lie sponsor ahroad. a> in the

I nited Mate-, i- vitallv interested in

obtaining maximum re-ults for each

dollar spent in the television medium.

Here is where syndicated film tele-

vision, in the language of the country.

doe- the job. We have found our open-

end foreign language tv series afford

the sponsor an opportunit) to give his

audiences top-budget show-. with

name -tar-, at a price he and the mar-

ket can afford.

Main of the same problems exist

for the foreign tv sponsor a- exist

here. The lack of local talent in most

areas, the high cost of producing live

-how- and the knowhow and cost id

merchandising the program are com-

mon problems to American and for-

eign advertisers alike. The use of Ziv -

proven exploitation material abroad,

in the language of the country, is prov-

ing as successful as it has been in the

I nited States. Included are point of

sale pieces, publicit) releases, mat- and

other items for the sponsor at little

cosl because of the large quantities

that arc turned out.

Television sell- merchandise —and it

i- growing bv leaps and bound- in

manv foreign countries. We found

that television fill- a much bigger en-

tertainment need in foreign markets

than in the I . S.. a- the average \mer-

ican has more opportunit) for enter-

tainment outside of the home than

exists in foreign market-.

It i- interesting to note that today,

after our -how- have been running in

manv overseas market- we find these

stations, agencies and local sponsors

a- well as the local representatives of

international sponsors are most enthu-

siastic about the ratings and results

the-e program- are achieving for them.

SPONSOR

-



KNOW CUSTOMS, HABITS

By A. L. Beyea
Vice I'rosident. Robert Otto & Co.

With the exten-

sive growth of ra-

dio in markets

abroad, more and

more advertisers

have found this

medium can pro-

duce excellent re-

sults. Television,

on the other

hand, restricted to fewer markets and

smaller audiences, can also when prop-

el l\ used produce sales.

Radio—In main markets the usual

tried and true methods of measuring

audience, station and program popu-

larity are available through ratings

based on periodic surveys. Where
these surveys are available provided

within the advertising industry, they

can be used for determining types of

audiences, station popularity and all

other factors to determine the best ra-

dio buy for the advertiser and his

product. It is where these facilities

are lacking that more ingenious means

must be used for evaluating the radio

stations and their audiences. Customs

and habits of the people are helpful

for the indications in most countries

in order to determine their radio lis-

tening habits. Knowing, for example,

the hours of retirement at the end of

the day—and this varies from country

to country—one can determine when
an evening program is timely. One
significant method of selecting stations,

as well as best times of broadcast, is to

stud\ the programing of well-known

advertisers who conduct surveys.

Television—The response to televi-

sion after its introduction into those

countries where it is already operating

has been even more startling than in

this country. Because the cost of tele-

vision receivers is relatively higher in

terms of local purchasing power than

here in the United States, the televi-

sion audience is comprised of the high-

er-income groups.

Of course, the average number of

viewers per set is much higher, but the

householder who controls the pur-

chases can be considered in the wealth-

ier group. An outstanding difference

between radio and television to the

advertiser's advantage is the less

crowded commercial programing. Ad-
vertisers using this medium have found

the results satisfactory and are using

television more and more extensively.

U% »

KcWoxv

and PROCESSED BY

MOVIELAB

FOR THE FINEST FILM PROCESSING IN

THF FAST- FILM MEN WHO KNOW

SAY "IT'S MOVIELAB"

Here—at MOVIELAB . . . efficiency and perfec-

tion are the rule. Producers, directors and tech-

nicians have at their fingertips the very best

in up-to-the-minute equipment necessary to

modern FILM PROCESSING techniques.

ROUND THE CLOCK SERVICES

|f» • Negative Developing • First Print Department

|f|| • Ultra Violet & Flash Patch Track Printing

^;|4 •16mm & 35mm Release Printing

Tltik • Quality Control • Title Department

22 Cutting & Editing Rooms.

FOR COLOR

%,w
MOVIELAB FILM LABORATORIES, INC

619 West 54th Street, New York 19, N. Y. JUdson 6-0360
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Phoenix 1 1' stations band together to survey market

tenins andThe Phoenix market is growing and

changing Fast. According to Consume)

Markets 1954 it's now forty-fifth in

population and retail sales. \ml since

the I a-t census in 1950, population in

the area has increased nearlj one

fourth.

To hml "til more about this chang-

ing population tin- three Phoenix tele-

vision stations KPHO-TV, KOOL-TV
and K li I.- 1 \ organized a Surve)

Committee which worked closel) with

the Arizona State College. During last

January a surve) of the market was

made and results oi the stud) were re-

centl) published li\ the college in a

20-page limiklet.

The report covers not onlj popula-

tion characteristics and television set

saturation Imt also radio

newspapei reading.

According to the report, there were

I 16,000 homes in the Phoenix pri-

mar] i\ signal area on 1 Januarj 1954.

()! these, 84,200 had h sets. However,

about '1'
i of the homes had more than

one mI -ii that then' were an estimated

86,200 t\ sets in the market.

Television program preferences dil-

li-i significantly from radio program

preferences. I \ ow ners like spoi ts

events, corned) and dramatic programs

best. Radio listeners (both i\ and non-

t\ owners) prefer news and music
The survej indicates that ()~'

< of

the homes in the area ha\e radio sets.

with an average number of 1 .83 sets

per home. * * *

Television pioneers put plaques on disphty

Displaying their television pioneer

plaque are Aldo De Dominicis (1.),

secretary and general manager, and

I '.Mink I. (.,,ode. president of WNHC-
\\ . New Haven. The award was one

of l(t!i made to pioneer t\ broadcast-

ers at a banquet given in Chicago l>\

SPONSOR. The inscription on the

plaque read-, "It lake- vision, initia-

tive, courage and backbreaking effort

l<i be a pioneer. The industry, a |
>-

plauds \ on." • * *

l#n )foni FeleCentre has
'largest' studio in East

Du Mont Television Network's 15

million Tele-Centre, containing what

the network describes as the lai

studio east of Hollywood, officialh was

opened a fortnight ago with appropri-

ate fanfare, \liout 200 advertisers,

agencj executives and newsmen were

-i- at a special luncheon at the ded-

ication of the Tele-Centre.

The structure has 2.o million < u 1 >i<-

feet o| space, is completer) air condi-

tioned, is equipped lor live, film, tele-

transcription and compatible color tel-

^u^^jous

De Dominicis (I.) and Goode holding award

Modern TeleCentre rebuilt from Opera House

ecasting. The building is seven stories

high and one of the studio-. No. 5, is

big enough to contain a three-rin<j cir-

cus and "fly" the largest sets ever used

on tv. The big studio measures 1 I
11 i

80 feel and is 40 feet (three stories I

high. A freight elevator, big enough

to hold an elephant or a 20-foot cabin

cruiser, opens directl) onto each studio

which eliminates the necessit) of truck-

in" props and scenerj through corri-

dors. Other features include 10 star

dressing rooms and eight chorus-type

rooms, each room fully equipped.

\t the dedicator) ceremonies, New
York Mayor Robert F. Wagner, Dr.

Mien B. Du Mont and other cit) offi-

cials and ci\ ic leader- spoke.

IcMf.'rmi/ awards \rt Directors medal govs to Academy Protluviions for art commercial

1 he foui pictures below are from a new commercial

which won the New 'toik Art Directors Club "Gold

Medal' award at the association's annual show.

Commercial u-es modern art forms (also see "Modern
.oi comes to a t\ commercial." sponsok. II December

1953, page 12). ll was made for Ballantine Beer & Ale

b\ \. ailenn Productions, New York and Hollywood.

Vgenc) : I. \\ alter Thompson.
In the first picture are three Ballantine bottles. The)

change into the Ballantine three-ring trademark, and the

three rings change into various other forms (pictures two

and three). The last picture represents Ballantine being

poured into a goblet.

There is no talking in the commercial (except at the

\er\ end when Mel Allen reads a brief tag line I . The

Ballantine jingle is sung throughout the film, however.

The commercial is not on the air \et. but plans are being

made tin it- telecasting, possibl) l>\ late summer. * * *



Detroit's H/JBK-AM-FM-TV
buildiMf new stmlios

A new studio and office building i>

being planned for WJBK-AM-FMTY.
Detroit. George H. Storer Sr., presi-

dent of the Storer Broadcasting Co.,

said the new building will be located

across from the New Center Bldg.. near

the General Motor- and Fisher build-

ings. Construction will begin within

a few weeks.

One of the t\ studios will be so huge

that ears and trucks can enter it

through one side of the building, drive

into the studio and leave through the

other side of the building.

The structure will be set back from

the street intersection and the grounds

will be landscaped. Other features of

the building: a diesel-driven generator

which can supprj full power to the

building in event of an outside power

?>%} LIIjLJEm.

WJBK's new home will be in Georgian style

failure, an underground passageway

which will connect the Storer stations

with the New Center Bldg.. Fisher

Bldg. and GM Bldg. and a dining room
and gallev on the third floor. * * *

Briefly . . .

After 22 years since leaving his uni-

versity studies. Bill Neill, head of tech-

nical operations for WFMY-TV.
Greensboro, N. C. is going back to

college. It's part of the station's pol-

icy of keeping its staff up to date in

both programing and engineering de-

velopments. WFMY-TV told sponsor.

Neill will study color television this

summer at Pennsylvania State U.
* * *

When WLW-A. Atlanta, dedicated its

new station earlier this month it held

a four-day open house for Atlanta

viewers. The new building for the tv

outlet has 36,000 feet of space, 50 of-

fices and two extra large studios (one

holds 300 people). Guests (who in-

cluded Georgia's Gov. Herman Tal-

madge ) had a chance to win door
prizes, among which was a new con-

vertible car. by writing a slogan for

the station. • • •

Powered to serve the most
with the best in TV viewing

% Covering 33 Central Ohio counties equalling 14,441

sq. miles.

JfcWith a circulation of 423,000 sets.

sfcOver 2l/
2 billion dollars of effective buying income.

Let WBNS-TV prove their strength by increasing the power

of your sales message in this bigger than ever rich market.

• MATERIAL SOURCE

Sales Management Survey of Buying Power '54

Television Magazine
CBS-TV Nielsen

WBNS-TV
COLUMBUS, OHIO • CHANNEL 10
CBS-TV NETWORK — Affiliated with Columbus Dispatch
and WBNS-AM • General Sales Office: 33 North High St.

REPRESENTED BY BLAIR TV
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INTERNATIONAL
I Continued from page 1-

I

the greatest target foi American ex-

port spending next to Canada. Though

national resentment occasional]) Bares

up in the Form of trade restrictions

01 government-manipulated excha

rates (e.g. devaluation <>l the Mexi-

can peso mi Ill \|n il L95 1
1 . the niai

-

ket potential of Latin America has

barel) been scratched l>\ the majorit)

<il I ,S. exporters, Further, the nation-

al income of most Latin American

countries is strongly on the upswing,

giving these countries increased pur-

i basing powei

,

Ever more important as means of

reaching the Latin American consum-

ci are both radio and t\ . In commer-

cial radio-tt countries of this hemi-

sphere, station operation is generally

nunc like t (lilt in the I ,S. than any-

w lien- else ill the hoi 1(1.

II. Radio: Multiple-spotting has long

been tin' plague of Latin American

radio.

At the third general assembl) of the

A salute to SPDNSDR in

its efforts tn further

a better understanding and

use of Latin-American broadcasting

RPC Network
Panama's only National Network

U. S. and Canadian Sales Office:

Caribbean Networks, Inc.

200 West 57th St.

New York 19, N. Y.
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Inter-American Association of Radio

Broadcasters last June in San Juan,

Puerto Rico, the Standards Commit-
tee took a big step toward solving the

problem: The maximum time allotted

per station break in Latin America,

according to the association, is now
set at three minutes.

While this is still twice the time al-

lowed bj the NARTB, the new Latin

American standard is a significant step

towards uniform station operation. It

furthei insures the \meriean advertis-

er against having his commercial hur-

ied among numerous other commer-

cials, as the case ina\ have hern a few

years ago.

The growth of radio set ownership

in Latin America has continued at

such a rate that an executive of Na-

tional Export Advertising Service call-

radio "the single most important me-

dium for reaching a mass audience in

Latin America."

Most spectacular of new Asian ra-

dio operations is Radio Kl AM in

Guam, which, after three months of

operation. alread\ boasts three times

the revenue anticipated in its state-

ment to the FCC. This market of B.i.-

000 people has a 25.000 set penetra-

tion.

In Europe Radio Luxembourg,

which reaches most < » f France. Bel-

gium and Great Britain, continues to

be a favorite means of reaching these

markets. This station has been SR0
since 1949.

III. Television: One of the newest de-

velopments in Latin \merican tv is the

availability of Spanish-dubbed Ameri-

can film programs to supplement live

local programing. Xi\ International,

which began dubbing seven of its prop-

erties into Spanish some eight months

ago, is now considering dubbing into

other languages for telecast in Europe.

i For stor\ of sales results derhed

from one Zi\ International film, see

ease histon on page 15. I

Another method of exporting popu-

lar American film properties is the

method developed h\ Paul Talbot,

president of Lremantle Overseas Radio

& Television. It is a combination film

and live t\pe of programing, with an

American film narrated 1>\ a local

Spanish, Portuguese, Japanese or Ital-

ian announcer, depending upon the

market. On \IA\-T\. Mexico City,

for example. Philco and T\\ \ sponsor

March of Time, through Lremantle.

SPONSOR



with a Mexican news commentator cut

in live to narrate or combine live in-

terviews with the half-hour film show.

Most interesting aspects of European

television are (1) the recent develop-

ment of Telesaar. a commercial tv sta-

tion telecasting in German now but

planning to telecast in French begin-

ning in fall 1954; (2) the possibility

that British television may go partly

commercial.

IV. Sponsors: The advertising expe-

rience of Monsavon-L'Oreal, largest

French soap and toiletries manufactur-

er, is proof both of the hard-selling

competition the American advertiser

faces in foreign markets and of suc-

cessful use of local air media in a for-

eign market by a foreign advertiser.

Until three years ago Monsavon

ranked third in soap sales in France

behind Cadum and Palmolive. Today.

as a result of a 100% radio and movie

advertising budget, Monsavon is the

leading soap in France, with 1953 sales

exceeding $30 million.

Here's how George Glass, director-

general of Monsavon-L'Oreal, tells the

story

:

Monsavon-L'Oreal is a company with

three divisions: Monsavon, the soap

company, which originated in 1932;

Dop shampoos and toiletry products,

developed in 1935; L'Oreal beauty

parlor products, which date back to

1907. The firm's $3 million advertis-

ing budget for 1953 breaks down this

way: 35% radio (mostly Radio Lux-

embourg) ; 30% movie advertising;

35% posters, point-of-sale and some
newspaper ads.

On Radio Luxembourg alone Mon-
savon-L'Oreal sponsors a half-hour

show and two quarter-hour programs
weekly, plus a 10-minute show each

day.

"Our radio advertising and the

heavy merchandising of it by Radio

Luxembourg can take the main credit

for our growth during the last three

years," Glass told sponsor.

This combination merchandising-

broadcasting effort is Radio Luxem-
bourg's self-liquidating Radio Circus

(see picture page 42), a traveling cir-

cus with 5,000 seating capacity, which
visits a different town in France and
Belgium every day. It is from the

amateur musical show which follows

the circus performance that the firm's

half-hour taped show is taken.

Today Monsavon-L'Oreal has not

only the best-selling soap in Fran* e,

but claims 80$ of the entire shampoo
market of the country.

*• Tip*: In export advertising even

more than in U.S. advertising there is

no set rule for achieving success. How-
ever, beyond the advertiser consensus

that it is essential for an American
firm to work closely with its export

agency, I .S. reps of Foreign stations

and management of these station-

themselves, here's a basic guide to

sound use of foreign radio and t\ :

1. Don t jucl^c Foreign radio and l\

ac< ording to w hat \ on saw on \ oui

last junkel five \<-;u* ago. The Btrides,

particulars) in Latin America, have

I" en tremendous.

2. Think in trim- ul programing

buys. Abroad, like in the I .S., radio

"i h programs give a sponsoi strongei

brand identification.

3. Don't insist upon a blanket com-

mercial theme for all \oni export mar-

kets, or you maj limit the use of you]

product. In Venezuela, for example-.

(Please turn to page T.'li

The first TV station in

Serves Mexico's largest single consumer

market covering an area with

a population of over 4,000,000.

TELEVISION DE MEXICO, S. A.

Plaza de la Reforma 2 Mexico, D. F.
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BUY KTVU

WITH A

3 MARKET VIEW

1

2

3

SACRAMENTO
POPULATION 314,200

STOCKTON
POPULATION 230.000

MODESTO
POPULATION 143,600

nhl) contiguous countu s - presto anothei million plus

market with 100,000 plus UHF homes.

nATIONS most powerful 525,000 watts on the air power.

"Hall a million units from hull n mile in ih< sky"

KTVU
36 NBC-TV STOCKTON, CALIF.

i * * *
/•'</ ' GEORGE P. HOLLINCBERY CO.



Nighttime 28 June 1954

SUNDAY MONDAY

TV COMPARAGRAPH OF NETWORK PROGRAMS

WEDNESDAY I THURSDAY

MMt th- praa*

Nighttime 28 June 1954

SATURDi

M?t» Electric Co. Adr
AysT _ lM» b«U

,vork Prudential Lni

,^jX
k

pU* monly L .

Mara* i Jell

SSCB ah 113.000

P Beynolds To*

Sa*dt t l 9.000

1 Ir.d Wiring Rocky King D*t

' CE Theatr* DF8 n»btU
' cuv^S'"

1 B *f
. Pliartnacwutleali'>MIVY ** BDX, lactlc-l

> BBDO «2.S0v
flBN

*Y L

Wuh L&F

I'll Ifbury MUll

;.,,,„

Hi. **. =•:- pronai o Inj-
No network

prosramlot.

No network Captain Viae*
pruoTamlrul NT »•' L No network

urOLTamtrif TBA

sV'.V'..
Ch ""* Ilf0,

Talent Patrol

BDO {8500

Whit'i th* Story?
Allen B Du Umt

Show BrlMnli Et«ctr

CTnH L SZNT ' ' L

C*P 19000

Stage Show
lop-mr rarieir)

Entarpr.*. USA N (̂

"~",,
r Bryan Houston

Srhlfk o["H id, tt

138,000
City

fVT 120,000

Bad|i

liu rh. Bank _Tf»
***>

.,5^ "
r.

L4N m.ooo

My f vorlt*

BAB $10,000 !

NL4B*" "" ^

,.,'uf.lO "Hke,

tM. OOP Fs.'. 6

I Theatr* 3sHy

. Spottor |li,OQo

86Hy L „

BUM 128. OOP

H*roln*-u>n-Bat)d „

Julea Motiteular: tv Theatre rim.

Earl*
Ludgln fO.500

MeE 130,000

Gayer 11775

Wrsttllna

Sole* and explanations lo help uou u*e (Ms chart Sponsors I*s<«?d alphabeaieafly with agency and time on air

Alcoa, B-ckSckS: CBS. Tj 10:3011 pm

; Oy. Hollywood: NY. Now York: V*r. Am

jv-iiMj t,. janno lor

J* It actually uleca.t tot
**n. <«e iKood hour in but

Amor. Safity Raior. D-F-S: ABC, alt Sui

Amer. Tab.. SSCB: CBS, Tu. Th T 30-

BBDO i lis. Bui

Armour & Co.. FC&B ABC. all F 9-9

Auatlated Proda., Grey: NBC. M I -.30-1!

Bauer & Black. Btimoll: CB9, F 2:45-3
|

Bayuk Cigar. BlhnnUHV ABC. Sal 9-9 45

Haiel Bishop. Sprcior: NBC. W 10 10 30

Bardon Ca..' DC8U: NBC. Th 8:30-8 pm

. Betel: CBS. F 10-10:30 r

Songoleum. Mc-Ctrin-Erlckson: NBC Tu 10:30-11 p
Continental Bkg.. Dales NBC. W 5 .80-8 pm
Converted Rko. Loo Burnrn. PBS F I 30-45 p
Cudahy Parking. V\fl NBC. Sal 10-10:30 |i

Derby Foods. McCruir, FJrl.kv.r.
: ABC. alt M I

OeSolo Malor, BBDO NBC. Th 8-8:30 pm
OodO*. Grant: ABC. Tu 9 -9 30. Sun 10-10:30 |>

Dm. Chemical. Mifilum,, .!,.(,„ A Adamj NBI

General Electric,

General Foods. "

General Mills,. D F- S, Kmn- ll«rc«. TAlhanvL.lr-.l
ABC, Th T:30-8 pin. F T .30-8 rim. t'BS. Ml
12-13 IB pm; CBS, W, F S-5.1S pro: M. «

l-Mlthun; CBS, Tu .

Gruer. McCeTin-F.rlckion: ABC. E

H'.ll Bros. FCAU MIC M,jn r,

Hamm Brswlng. CM; CBS. F

Hoover If Leo Bumeu CBS. M 1 IC-1 pm

"n°c"''iu
T"

i i -,\ 11 il'.-

t F -8 30 pm

2 DJ NBC.

lSI]
1 CHS

T NBC

alt Sat 9:30-10 pm
QC. M, W. F 11-12:15

Th

Lambert P harm. 7-ambot fc F, .ley: ABC, a I F

Lemon" F ttual McCa n-Erlc NBC, 8>t

Lover Bros JW r cbs. Th B-9 30 v d; SIcC

u^'S M,.„ lV-7n ham .1 Wal«h CB8 U.

Longlnaa.
a

">'
11 CBS

0. iM'

CBS, Sun 8

CBS. M I

-,'

HI ,

It i
, :m

B

Mvitlk Tap*. Hirtmafl: CBS. F I"45-J Dm

i. Buroatt: CBS, all W lr30-9 i

t-80 am: M. Tu. W. F S -IS 8

. McHJiA NBC, F 1-B30 pm

& Gamble. DPS. BAB, Blow. Complon:

BCA. JWT: NBC.

levlon. Walntraub: NBC, Tu 10:30-11 pm

teynoldi Matalt. Scedt: NBC. But) T:30-9 I

sinnrr St. | rig.' i .> K i IIS Til !S .

Standard Brand'i. lUies
.' NBC. M !

: NBC, Th in 10.:t« [

Vitamin Corp
.

KFI'.iC PTN Tl

Wine Carp.. WAG: DTN1

. 9un 10

I Zlpaa, Ayac: NBC. Bat 9:80-10 t

the ONLY station that gives you

1,083,900* TV HOMES

for the cost of only 399.400*!

VHF-Channel 9 ^^Ei%:

%.*
^sv ty to the

^C ««sMarKel^
A

f!

No other jfation gives you a TV buy like this! Powerful

WSTV-TV offers you rotes based only on the 399,400

TV homes in the Steubenville-Wheeling market-52nd

largest in the country. But you get a bonus of the 9lh

largest market -684,500 additional homes-because

WSTV-TV beams a clear, primary signal right into

Pittsburgh! Right into Canton, Youngstown and many

other industrial cities in the area, too!

BIGGER than SAN FRANCISCO

(8 12. 1 SO homes)

'.BIGGER than WASHINGTON
(580,000 homes)

*CBS Re

iTEUBENVILLE-WHEELING

NOW!

FULL POWER
(230.500 Wall,)

from our

881 ft.

MOUNTAIN-TOP

TOWER

WSTVtv

ANOTHER AVERY KNODEL REPRESENTED STATION



"The industry's largest, most dependable"

This month

117,000 families are

being interviewed for

next months issue

PULSE, Iru ., 1 > Wi st i6th SL, New York 36 BatM '. i-i/ $5000



crvtuA- hum, OD/lt. U/a^[^MtatavtyTV

*3,900 JAGUAR SPORTS CAR

******* *
*~*

By using America's only "3-state one-

station TV network" you can save the

cost of a $3,900 Jaguar sports car in

fifteen weeks of a half-hour weekly pro-

gram.

VERMONT

NEW HAMPSHIRE

COVERS 3 STATES
Mt. Washington's more-than-a-

mile high TV station covers most
of the three states of Maine,
New Hampshire, and Vermont.
On the air in August.

WHAT A REACH
Covers virtually all the families

local stations do. Reaches thou-

sands of familie- they cannot

reach. Costs 54% less than the

combination of the 3 TV stations

giving next best coverage.

CBS-ABC

Represented nationally by

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, Inc.

Channel 8
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FOREIGN CASE HISTORIES
i Continued hum pag* \6 '

tally, is rmi ill. Bimpli si ol routines,

airplani communical ion bel ween son

the islands is onlj on n twice weeklj

schedu
•| h.-it th< show has been a bucci bs is

I.mi it \<\ tin- immediate Bales boost

' i, I, in Northam \\ rrei ' orp. 's

di odorant, and tins in face of a relativelj

undeveloped deodorant marl

Beiffer: "Wi ling no1 only thi

brand, but the deodorant habit, as well."

Deep • the low eosl [»rogram,

Nbrthani W'.-ii alreadj d

,-i substantial tin first batch o

orders to follow > nn Joui nal. In

fact, the bIiow is currcntlj being

introduce another Northam Warren prod

act into these markets, Cutes Stayfast

lipstick.

I list ribul Mori barn W a

i ,,i p, products lia essed 1 heir sup

port n!' the show bj writing letters to the

company. One Jamaica distributor went

ii :inil made the following

offer aitei hi heard the program for the

first time: The fii n i to call the

..ii after hearing the program and

reporl what products were advertised

would receive a Cutes Club Kit Manicure

prize. The station reported

ills cami in within 15 minutes.

"This show has built recognition for

\mi (ham W.-i ii.ii pj odud - the h aj iso

o i als aevei could hav e," < !a rl

fold - O SOK. + * *

INTERNATIONAL
{Continued from page 69)

Quakei Oats are used as a base for

soup and in "refrescos," a health bev-

erage.

4. Don'l appl) I .S. standards to the

programs you sponsor in foreign mar-

kets. In Latin America, for example,

tin- serial drama is as popular at night

.i- it i- Jin ing the da) and reaches a

mixed audience.

Hen- are some tips about Latin

American radio from Fernando Eleta,

president of the RPC Network, Panama:
1. Consider the Caribbean area as

a unit which, be< ause ol its geographic

proximirj to the I .S., tends to be more

a] so i ll\ than the South Vmer-

ican republics.

2. I he taste in serial dramas in Lat-

in Vmerica is uniforml) for spicier,

sexier and more eventful stories than

those broadcast in the I .S.

3. Joke- based upon housework are

considered taboo.

4. The Lest nighttime shows are

general!) -till serial dramas, because

of the expense involved in importing

sufficient talent to prevent a variet)

-how or situation corned) from becom-

ing tedious. * * *

In New York
v An address of traditional distinction between^

>^ Fifth Avenue's smart shops and

fk^, Broadway's gay white way.

Choice of particular

tra\ tiers as ihe ideal

home-away -from-
home! Singles from
$4.50 per day. Also,

doubles and suices.

Many suites

have kitchen-

ettes.

Celebrated
"International

Room"
Air-Conditioned

"Fiesta Bar"
Ttl. Circle 71900 &

NORTHERN
118 WEST 57th STREET * NEW YORK

TRAILERS ON TV
{Continued from page 10)

cate the public to the advantages of

trailer living, the advertiser can't ex-

I

iii to see immediate results from his

campaign. Buying a home i- a long-

range I usiness, at best, and with trail-

ers lie sales process i- apt to take even

Ii nger. Smith had to be w illing to

sign .i t\ contract with the knowledge

thai it would I"- some time till results

i ere apparent.

"I wanted a program that would

sort ol nudge people and remind them

about trailer-, he said, "and then get

them interested enough to come around

,,i\t\ see how thej look in the flesh.

I didn't expect an) earth-shaking re-

sults right away."

Nevertheless, just as an informal

check on l\ - effectiveness, after Smith

signed the -how he started casually

asking people at the lot what had made
them stop by. "Right after we started

using the program," he told SPONSOR,

"quite a few people told me they'd

heard al out it on television. Toda\

.

i d -a\ ovei 509J of the people who
\ i-it tin- lot come because of t\

."

The nature of the product itself dic-

tated the general outline of the tv

ampaign, Smith explained. You can't

-ell people on a general idea—the de-

sirabilit) of trailer living—with 30-

-•< "nd or minute announcements un-

less thej ii- scheduled \er\ frequently,

Smith felt. He figured that an effec-

tive announcement drive would < "-t

virtuall) the same amount as a weeklv

half-hour show. Hut announcements
would not iii\e him as good an oppor-

tunit) to careful!) develop a series () f

sales points to the audience within a

given time span. The show enables

him to demonstrate main facets of

mobile living within the M\ minutes

that a given audience is tuning in.

Smith picked a Western-musk show

format because of il- broad appeal to

the kind of person who surveys show

i- the best prospect for a trailer—the

member of the middle class. The show

costs him $890 weeklv. or a total of

$46,280 a yeai (assuming that it take-

no hiatus). That- about 859? "f

Smith"- total ad budget The program

wa- boughl through Cornell Advertis-

ing, in West field. V I. \- count exec-

utive i- Jim Kjelmark.

Harmom Ranch ha- the folksv mu-

sic and humor to appeal to the mid-

dle class v iewer. It's I mi It around M.C.-
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Your best buy in one of America's great markets —
continues to build new sales at low cost — delivers

a vast audience devoted to the programming pioneered

by the management of WERD, 1000 watts. 860 on the dial.

and nOUJ under the SM11E mnnBGEmEIIT .

in BBVTOUJn

cniUESTon

and HOUSTOH it

has become as important a voice in the Baytown-Galveston-

Houston area as WERD is in Atlanta. Inspired by its

new leadership, KREL will be a bigger salesman than ever before.

Along with popular new features it will continue to serve the

100,000 Spanish-speaking people who look to

KREL for the specialized programming they enjoy.

Don't overlook your new opportunities at KREL, 1000 watts fulltime.

Radio Division—Interstate United Newspapers, Inc.

Represented nationally by JOE WOOTTON

J. B. Blayron Jr., General Manager
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Announcer Bob Brown, L4ryear-old

singei ( arol Mills, .1 three-piece musi-

. al 1 ..ml... spei ializing in \\ estei n mu-

-i. and a trailer. I In- trailei Bei vea as

a backdrop foi .ill the action during

the cntiic 30 minutes and is also read-

iK a\ ailable E01 more intimate inspec-

1 ion dui ing tin- . ommen ials.

Smith - pi og ram foi mal is based on

BOUnd lea-oniirj. \\ e-tern mu-ie. llir

national folk musi< ..I \mei

been as< ending in populai i(\ in recent

% <-.ii —
: \ growing number ..I populai

tunc- embod) the Western motif, and

man) radio stations have always pro-

gramed live barn-dance (Western-hill-

billv 1 music (see "Wh) sponsors hate

i<. leave the Ham Dame" 3 \la\

1954 I. Smith's besl prosper ts, accord-

ing to surveys bv the Mobile Home
Dealers' National Association, are peo-

ple with incomes about $1,000 above

the national a\erage. Despite their

need for niobililv . thev "re t\ picallv

middle class people w iili a\ erage tastes.

Smith felt that the \\ estern. one of the

in.i-t popular song forms today, would

have sure appeal to this segment of

the population.

\< tuallv the -real majority of trail-

er prospects fall into the class of itin-

TELEVISION

OR

RADIO MANAGER

AVAILABLE

/'/
1 / ious • 1 /" ' it m <

12 years \vwspnuer

/ ."» years Itmlio

2 years Television

2.7 t/i ars with pr< vious > m
]>\mji r. For dossil r with r< f-

1 1
1
in-, s and 1I1 tails writi :

BOX 628

SPONSOR
40 E -)9TH ST.

N. Y. 17, N. Y.

eranl workers in such fields as < on-

struction, road building, theatrical

work, .i~ we'll as military personnel

and retired couples with the yen for

traveL

\\ VI \ 1- now thinking of Irving to

interest othei trailer dealers, not di-

recl < ompel itors of Smith, in using

kinescopes of the -how.

The commercials themselves, done

b) Brown and Mis- Mills, hamniei

home salient points about trailer liv-

ing like mobility (easy maneuvering

on the road is demonstrated as well as

freedom ol movement from one place

to anothei I

; com enience, low rent,

low tax rate, independence and easy

pa) ments.

Each show generall) includes filmed

shots of a trailer on the open highwa\

making sharp turns at corners, going

up and down hills to demonstrate easv

maneuverability. These shots cost the

sponsor only the price of the film; a

WATV cameraman took the pictures.

The show's cast appears in some shots,

others just show the trailer. The films

are used with live narration by the

show's stars because Smith feels "peo-

ple would get awful tired of looking

at just one man and woman standing

there all the time." In addition. Smith
had glossy photographs made showing
various interior features of the trailer.

converted the pictures into slides at a

cost of $3 or $4 per slide to use in the

commercials.

The audience gets another look at

the interior when the performers them-

selves conduct an inspection tour of

the trailer stationed right on the set.

On the tour Miss Mills ma\ step into a

closet to show how much room there

is for clothing. Or. Brown ma) dem-
onstrate the kitchen appliances.

The fact that trailers can be bought
with a down payment is always men-
tioned on the shows, since at least

•
>"'

1 of Smith"- customers bu\ on
time. "We always say that trailers can

be purchased like paying rent," he
says, "with payments spread out over

Eve years. And we point out that at

the end of thai time, you have some-
thing to -how for your money, just

like pa) ing off a mortgage on a home.""

Despite the nomadic habits of trail-

ei purchasers Smith -a\s he's never

had an) trouble getting bank financing

foi these mortgage deal-. "Many
banks have had experience with trailer

financing, and make .1 specialt) of it.""

he -.i\ -. " I hese people don't mo\

e

around .1- often as you think. They're

hard-working people whose occupa-

tion make- travel essential, not a bunch

ol »\psies." The .Mobile Home Deal-

ers group has reported, on the basis

..I several surveys, that verj few in-

stances ol default- in l.ank payments

have been recorded.

Smith has been on both Bides of the

teller - cage. For 2D years, up till

1948, he *\a- in the banking field him-

self. His father started the trailer bus-

iness in 1939, and when he retired the

younger Smith took over.

Back when Smith Sr. Btaked out a

lot on Route One. there was onl) one

other trailer dealer in the state of Jer-

sey. The industry itself was just be-

ginning to be able to stand on its own
four wheels at that time.

I he mobile home industrv developed

out of the depression, with the need

for transportation from place to place

in search of employment, and for in-

expensive living quarters while trav-

eling. The first trailers were crude

structures with no bath facilities and
\er\ little living space. Trailer living

and camping out wen- virtual!) synon-

\ mous.

B) 1940. however, a total of 10,000

units a year were being sold. During

and after World War II trailer busi-

ness began booming with the need to

house families of militarv personnel,

"Because people"- ideas and desires
change there i- no formula for adver-
tising no slide rule. The people who
have products to -ell and we who write
the advertising to make them -ell

—

must know these change- to he success-
ful. We not onl] should know them,
we must be part of them."

JOHN S. WILLIAMS
I ice President & Director

Cunningham <£ Walsh. Nets ) <>rk

and subsequent housing shortages and

high prices. Today, two million people

live in 800,000 mobile home- across

the country, according to Smith.

Todav s -leek aluminum, fullv insu-

lated and complete!) furnished trailer

with it- modern shower and indirect

lighting ranges in si/e from about 23

to .">() ft., i- care full) designed to house

all the essentials of comfortable livin«

in a minimum of space.

Smith, like most of his competitors,

carries a variet) of model- from differ-

ent manufacturers including New

Moon. Schull and Silver Dome trailei-.
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As the Song Might Have Been Written
%**-.

The WLS National Barn Dance celebrated its

30th Anniversary on April 24, 1954. In spite

of pouring rain, the Eighth Street Theatre

where the program is presented each Saturday

night to a paying audience (90 cents for adults

— 45 cents for children) was again filled to

capacity.

That is most gratifying— but not surprising.

Such attendance is an every Saturday occur-

rence. Since the program was moved to the

theatre stage in 1932 more than 2,360,000

people have paid to see the broadcast.

But popular as is the National Barn Dance,

it is only one of the features that have made
WLS a part of Midwest life for all its 30 years.

Its programs entertain and inform— yes, but

they also aid, advise, comfort. Its constant ded-

ication to the interests of every home and every

community has made WLS more than a radio

station — it's made it a part of the lives — in

the homes of these friendly, prosperous and

responsive Midwest people. Ask us to tell

you more.

Now Full Time . . .

with Listener Loyalty

that assures

TOP RETURNS from

Your Advertising Dollar CHICAGO 7

PRAIRIE

FARMER
STATION

lames I Edwards, WIS President, prepares to

cut the WLS thirtieth birthd 15 cake, while \\ LS

M.irs Grace Wilson, Homer andjethro step for-

ward to make sure of their respective portions.

890 K.C. • 50,000 WATTS • ABC A F F I L I AT E - R E P R E S E N T E D BY BLAIR
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\i th< present time the New Moon line

i- fai outpulling the others due to

the i • > i inconsiderable help furnished

bj .1 recent Lucille Ball-Desi \ma/

film. I In- Long, Long 1 1 mill. Smith,

.1- ,i matte] ol fa< i. was qui< k to Beize

In- i han< < Eoi extra promotion. \

New Moon trailer, • oui tes) "I Smith

Trailei Sales, was Btationed outside

movie houses in the New York-New

ferse) area where the film was play-

ing. Signs "ii the trailei promoted the

!rl,\ ision show

.

Smith's onlj othei ail eflEort pre-

vious to the Harmon) Ranch Bhow

< onsisted ol an announcement cam-

paign on a Newark radio gtation sev-

eral years ba< k. I In- campaign did n<>t

produce enough results to warrant a

continued radio effort, Smith felt. He

attributes his lark ol bucccss with ra-

dio to the fact thai the drive was held

loi loo short a time to be effective.

\- I. ii .i- ^milli know-, none of the

2u oi so trailer drain- within a 30-

mile radius of his location are using

live radio or television show-, although

some have sporadic announcement

*».Wftw

There's no stronger

Signal than

11

drives, [he trailer industr) as a whole

in tin- I .

v
. was advertised on televi-

sion about a year ago when the Mo-

bile Home Manufacturers Association

bought participations on NBC I \ -

Today. I raili-r living pet \e was pro-

looted.

One indication that Smith's use of

local television i- unusual in the trail-

er industr] is the fact that a represen-

tative of \\ VI \ . Doe Morris, was in-

sited to attend the \1II\I\ convention

last year after news of the program

had gotten around. Morris was asked

to appeal with Herb Smith at an ex-

ecutive session and describe the pro-

gram's format and techniques.

Most dealers throughout the I ,S.

advertise in industr] magazines like

Trailer healer, or in the classified

page- of local newspapers and tele-

phone books. Manx, in addition, get

leads as a hit-or-miss proposition from

ads in the MUM \ magazine. Each of

these ads is geared to pull queries

through the use of coupons, and the

mail is directed to the dealer closest

to the coupon signer's home. The deal-

er then goe- after the prospect with a

personal call. • • •
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{Continued from page 35)

ond and third printing were necessary.

At the end of the offer. 40.000 book-

ets had been requested by car owners

who had heard the announcement as

part of the WNEW traffic bulletins.

Each booklet contained a solid com-

mercial message for GMAC and re-

sulted in several thousand traceable

business contacts.

WTRF. Bellaire. Ohio and tt heeling.

II . la.: \ lo.al builder of prefabri-

cated home-. Swift Homes. Inc., pur-

chased 10 announcements on a recent

Saturday afternoon and Sunday morn-

ing schedule in order to plug a new

model home being shown.

No weekend newspaper advertising

was used l>\ the building firm.

\- a result of these in announce-

ments, more than 1,200 people toured

the home before 10:00 a.m. on Sun-

da) morning.

WTKF. a 1,000-watl (am) MBS sta-

tion which also has a 2<> kw. separate-

1\ programed fm outlet, has a \aried

weekend radio -« liedule beamed at the

72,048 radio families in its area. On
Saturdays, the station concentrates on

SPONSOR



The South's Golden Dirt

A golden belt of clay and shale crosses the Prosperous Piedmont.

It is converted into payrolls and profits by a growing burned clay

products industry. Enough brick are produced in this area each year

to stretch across the continent 23 times. North Carolina brick are used

to build homes, offices and factories from Maine to Florida.

Modern brick plants help pad payrolls for the 1,700,000 people in

WFMY-TV's 31-county coverage area of North Carolina and Virginia.

Industry and agriculture combine to give people in the Prosperous

Piedmont over 2 billion dollars to spend each year.

WFMY-TV has been selling products in the Prosperous Piedmont

since 1949. Let your H-R-P man tell you the profitable sales stories of

products teamed with WFMY-TV.
You can strike gold, too, in the Prosperous Piedmont. Call your

H-K-P man today.

Basic Affiliate

GREENSBORO,
Represented by

Harrington, Righ+er & Parsons, Inc.

New York— Chicago — San Francisco
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baseball, music, shopping tips, news

.in.! weathei infoi mation and a music-

and-sports schedule on Sunday after-

nOOnS.

On Sundays on it- Em outlet from

I : (0-7:00 p.m. \\ ll!l i arries the

games "1 the < leveland Indian-. Sin< e

no cai radio- and few portables air

Em-equipped, this is a major bid foi

tlw in-home weekend radio audience.

Reported tin- Btation

:

"WTRF promotes the Bale of sets

throughout (lie week. Local displays,

full-page newspapei .i<\~ urge listeners

to buv 'that extra set' for baseball lis-

tening and outdoor a<ti\ ities.

// />'/. Boston: Between lour and five

million vacationists will visit the New

England area this sear, and will spend

approximatel) a billion dollars foi

everything Erom food to gasoline, ac-

cording to the New England Council.

\nd. some 85% of these vacationists

will travel 1>\ automobile.

\i < ordinal v. the -pearhead of WBZ-
WBZA's weekend radio lineup is a

serie- ol some I
1

' •_• hour- of music,

news and information periods grouped

under the title of Hit the Road.

On Friday evenings, the program is

-lotted in between other shows to pro-

The Mid-South's

Most Powerful

V-H-F

— Station^
• • •

The Stars are
Seen on

channel

13
CBS

In Memphis

WHBQ-TV

vide nearl) three hour- of music, tip>

On places to \i-it. weather data, hint-

on how to pack the car for a trip, sum-

maries of special events, dining tips

and the like. On Saturdays, Hit the

Road hit- the airways at 10:00 a.m.,

and continues in a similar vein in va-

rious daytime, afternoon and evening

-lot- for a total of nine hours. On

Sundays, the -how run- lor two and a

hall hour- in the afternoon. Every-

thing from forest fire information to

games in the ear is covered in the

three days.

Participations are package-priced:

8865 lui\- 28 one-minute announce-

ments in a weekend cycle of Hit the

Road. Announcements are a minute

long, but are divided equall) between

summer service information and com-

mercial <op\ .

Adds WBZ-WBZA: "Only with ra-

dio can you keep \our brand name
and advertising message consistentK

in front of these thousands of consum-

ers a- the) break up their yearly rou-

tine and habits with new surround-

ings, new impressions."

WAZL, Hazleton, Pa.: A highlight

of this NBC-MBS affiliate's Sunday af-

ternoon lineup is its Polka Party show.

tailored to local listening tastes and

sponsored by the Boston Hardware

Co. The sponsor uses the show to pro-

mote Caloric gas ranges.

Reported Program Director Bill

Graham:
*'\\ e have taken our tape recorder

and made actual taped interviews of

housewives who have already pur-

chased Caloric ranges through this

program and. in their own words, give

their satisfied result-.

"We have been told by the sponsor

that this Sundav afiernoon show has

brought more satisfying results than

anj other form of advertising thev

have tried."

At other times during the weekend,

according to \\ \XL. the program
-< bedule includes numerous weekend

safetv announcement- from the Na-

tional Safety Council, baseball, music

and news. Adds the station: "\\ e have

one and a half hours of Western mu-

sic programed on Saturday morning

and with the increasing demand For

more ol this ivpe of music we have

plans in the making to produce a late

Salurda) afternoon Jamboree where

listeners h ill I"' inv ited to come and

join in. On this pro-ram we hope to

present some outstanding lo< al talent.

// IS, Columbia, S. C: "Thousands

ol \\ IS listeners are on the go each

weekend." \\ [S Sales Managei Miller

Montgomery told sponsor. "W ith a

mild climate that allow- outdoor gath-

erings the year round, good fishing,

football, hunting, gardening and con-

ventions, this mean- everybod) in

South Carolina < an find a reason for

a ti ip an) time of the year."

\\ l
v carries NBC Radio- Weekend

and Roadshow, and fills in the local

breakawa) periods with local weather.

highwa) tips, water conditions and

other weekend service information.

Popular and folk music i- programed

in blocks on Saturda) nights from

7:00-11:00 p.m., popular music on

Sundav- from L:30-3:30 p.m.

Sav- \\l>: "Commercially, this pe-

riod has been \erv lucrative and two

of the half-hour periods have been

sponsored hv the same accounts for

over five years.

WHLl, Hempstead, Long Island, \ .

> .: Some 8,000,000 visitors, according

to this independent outlet near New

York (atv. \i-it Long Island's bathing

beaches, State parks, golf courses, race

links and other amusement facilitie-

on summer weekends. In addition.

some 250.000 people move out of the

citv into the \\ HLI coverage area dur-

ing the summer.

Accordingly, the station devotes

much of it- program schedule to reach-

ing this transient audience, as well as

the regular audience in its area, and

has achieved some notable success) 5.

Reported \\ lll.l- George Ball:

"Jack Shaw Decorators, one of the

largest decorating and furniture deal-

ers on the Eastern Seaboard and a

WIILI advertiser for the pa^t four

years, added a Sunda) <]uarter hour to

his three other quarter hours sched-

uled, and slanted his commercials to

those persons who were house-hunt-

ing on Long Island.

"He gives them specific driving in-

structions for reaching model home-

that he has decorated. Hi- commer-

( ials feature information about the

model house, the layout, how it a dec-

orated and other items that would in-

terest the person seeking to bu) a new

home
"Gross sales for Jack Shaw have

sky-rocketed 10095 in the four years

since he -tatted on WIILI. He attrib-

utes 30'
i of his gain to hi- summer

weekend programing."

UK). Oklahoma City: This well-
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IN THE GREATER SAN FRANCISCO MARKET
.you cover more on CHANNEL 4

SACRAMENTO

STOCKTON

KRON-TV COVERS THIS BIG MARKET...

• With a population of 3,600,000

• Spending 4 V2 billion dollars annually on

retail purchases

• The sixth largest in set ownership

...SO COVER MORE ON
CHANNEL 4

FREE & PETERS, INC. • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

BECAUSE CHANNEL 4 PROVIDES...

• Maximum legal power operating at 100,000 watts

• Highest antenna in San Francisco at

1441 feet above sea level

• Low channel frequency insuring stronger signal

• Top-rated NBC and local programs

SAN FRANCISCO U
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known Southwestern outlet is anothei

in the growing group ol I .S. Btations

who are taking advertising advantage

..I the la- 1 that Vmei ica is -till in the

midst of a postwai building boom.

Reported tin- NBC affiliate:

"The most important weekend spe-

< ial we have on W k i i- a two-houi

Saturday Bhow, 2:00- 1:00 p.m., called

Open House. This show is designed i"

i atch bouse hunters who are in theii

. .u - ih i\ ing li "in bouse to house in

sear< li "I new homes. \\ e have 1

1

participating realtors and the show is

aimed at both those who an' in theii

cars visiting the various new residen-

tial areas as well as those who arc at

Ik '.

"Hill I ountain, host of Open House.

i n\ i
i«-~ listeners in theii cars and at

home t" \i-it with liim at open houses

in the finest new homes in the cit)

area to be shown Saturda) and Sun-

day. The 1(1 top tunes of the week

plus other easy-going familiar melo-

dies build good listening for the next

two hours. Music i- selected especial-

i\ for an age group from 20 t<> 65,

those we hope are now or will be po-

tential house hunters.

"Opening and closing credits are

WANT THE
BENEFIT OF

LOCAL
APPEAL?
On WWTV you're LOCAL to half

of the Michigan Lower Peninsula

.... through association with

54
LOCAL LIVE SHOWS

PER WEEK and

163Ag
LOCAL ADVERTISERS

IFillOH » O * D < A \ I I N G CO . CADILIAC. MICMIGAI

given all II sponsors and their com-

mercials an- integrated in tin- bod) <>f

ili. Bhow. Through this weekend spe-

cial, when tin- weather i- more < :ondu-

cive to driving, realtor- arc aide to

give a uoid picture of their properties

bo interesting and provoking that more

|>l OSpei I- Stop li\ tlleii new homes l"i

inspection \i-it-. Sponsors report the)

are quite happ) w itli results.

// KZO, Kalamazoo: Like man) a ra-

dio outlet that's in a vacation area.

this CBS affiliate i- making a special

weekend radio effort to reach the vaca-

tioning radio listenei

.

""On Saturda) afternoons," report-

ed the station, "we schedule Make II a\

for Music, from 3-5:15 p.m. This pro-

gram includes popular music, reports

on highways and beach conditions,

plus the latest weather forecasts and

baseball scores. Nestle Instant Coffee

lakes advantage of this participating

program to reach the iced coffee

trade.

The station carries LBS Radio's On
I Sunday Afternoon, and in addition

air- a 15-minute report titled H hut's

Doing in Western Michigan in the

I :
1(1-1 :45 p.m. slot. This last is a

round-up of touring tips aimed at mo-

torist listeners.

On 10 July, a Saturday, WKZO will

air the Soap Box Derby, one of the

big summer tourist attractions of the

area, in conjunction with Chevrolet.

WMT, Cedar Rapids: For the sec-

ond year in a row. one of the big

features of this Iowa outlet- weekend

radio fare is a contest designed to pro-

mote out-of-home listening within the

CBS affiliates listening area.

Listener- arc asked to write 50 words

on the subject, "One way I can use

radio in the summertime \\here\er I

!

go. ' Prizes ini lude 12 portable ra-

dio-. I he contest is promoted with lo-

cal window displays, film trailers, deal-

er tie-in-, new-paper ad- and station

promotions. Last year's contest pulled

nearl) 3,500 entries.

\\ Ml i- currentl) developing a one-

lioui Saturday-afternoon show aimed

at motorists which will have a music-

ami-new- format, phi- tip- on where

lo go and what to do. On Sunda)

nights, as a prelude to Monday-morn-

ing shopping, the station airs a 9:00-

10:00 p.m. program called Merchant's

National Hour which consists of light

concert music and shopping tip-.

// //'. Philadelphia: In addition to

i .oi. ii Mil*- network and its own lo-

cal entertainment -hows, this Ouaker

Cit) outlet reported to SPONSOR that:

"Weekend li-Iener- find continuing

block programing of music, news,

weather, resort and fishing conditions

starting at 6:00 a.m. Saturda) morn-

ing and continuing through 6:00 p.m.

Saturda) evening. This program re-

sumes again at 8:30 p.m. and contin-

ues throughout the night (WIP oper-

ate- 24 hours a day, seven da\s a

week i
. One of the major features dur-

ing this Saturda) programing is W IP's

Gagbusters, Jerry Williams and Harrv

Smith, who incorporate the humorous
approach.

"'
\ special summertime listening

promotion campaign is set to break

during June in < ooperation with a ma-

jor radio manufacturer, promoting

Wll' summertime listening and direct-

ed specifically to the motorist and va-

cationer. Campaign includes full-page

newspaper ads offering complete log

of shows for the motorist and vacation-

er, store window streamers featuring

personalities and shows, as well as

li«a\ \ air campaign.

"W II' ha- for the last two \ears de-

veloped a heav) saturation campaign

sponsored b) General Motor- \ccep-

tance Corp. which <o\ers ever\ week-

end during the summer plus holidays,

giving the motorist weather, time, traf-

fic conditions, resort weather and safe-

l\ driving suggestions.

One of W IP's weekend radio clients

is a large dress shop on a major high-

way leading to Atlantic seashore re-

sorts. The shop, which drops other

air media to concentrate on w ckend
radio during the summer < participa-

tions in the Saturday-afternoon Record
Room show I, reports greatl) increased

weekend husine-s. especiall) from
drivers who have even changed their

routes to the shore points in order to

Stop at the store.

KYA, Sun Francisco: During the

peak commuting hours of 4:1)0-6:00

p.m. on the famous San Francisco-

Oakland bridge, KA \ airs a -pecial

disk jo< ke\ -how from the hridue dis-

patcher's office.

The -how. Car Tunes, works like

this: Bert W inn. k. i \ announcer, con-

trols the program from the dispatcher's

vantage point. \t a moment's notice.

whenever an accident or traffic jam

threaten- the traffic flow. Bert takes to

the air and talks to the motorists who

tune the show. In addition. W inn |>la\s

records and gives frequent highway
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and weather bulletins.

The Friday evening segment i> de-

scribed by the station as being "dedi-

cated for the most part to weekend

travelers: complete highway informa-

tion is provided, as is resort informa-

tion, weather and general conditions

in the weekend vacation areas. People

make a habit of listening for this in-

formation.

Sample result: On Friday evenings,

according t<> local police estimates 15.-

000 or more cars pass through the toll

gate in the peak commuting hour-. \n

average of three persons are in each

car, and 95'
< of the cars are radio

equipped. Recently . B. F. Goodrich

Co. offered on a Friday a free safety

bumper fluorescent tape to anyone vis-

iting one of the six Goodrich stores in

the area. By Saturday noon, the stores

were swamped and the supply ran out.

Added KYA General Sales Manager

Ken Hildebrandt: "Naturally, Satur-

day tire sales were stimulated during

the one-dav promotion."

At other times on yveekends, KYA
programs a schedule of disk jockey

periods alternating yvith Saturday and

Sunday baseball games. Traffic bul-

letins, weather and news are inter-

spersed in the entire weekend roster.

NBC Spot Sales : In recent weeks,

the five NBC O&O radio outlets have

all instituted extensive "service" sched-

ules which place particular stress on

weekend radio. Already, some five

million pocket timetables, showing the

hours of the day at yvhich are slotted

everything from commuter train ser\ -

ice to grain market prices, have been

distributed.

The NBC stations, which are fol-

lowing out a modified form of the

approach taken by many independent

stations, make a practice of selling the

weekend segments of their service

schedule on a Monday-through-Sunday

basis. Weekends are not usually sold

separately. But yveekend schedules of

service announcements, particularly

traffic and weather bulletins, are the

most extensive.

NBC Spot Sales calculates that the

service schedules reach huge weekend

audiences, and told SPONSOR: "On four

stations alone—WNBC. N. Y.; WRC,
Washington: WTAM, Cleveland;

KNBC. San Francisco— it is possible

yvith the weekend service plans to get

5.640.496 listener impressions. In New-

York alone, you can get 3.327.034 lis-

to crow about

We're not counting our chickens before they are

hatched. With a 1049 foot tower and 100,000

watts maximum power, established, dominant

WTAR-TV now reaches 459,000 families, over

1,600,000 people. With a strong signal on

channel 3, WTAR-TV blankets Tidewater, the

eastern half of Virginia (including Richmond) and

all of northeastern North Carolina.

£Wd
®

channel 3
NORFOLK

Represented By Edward Petry & Co.. Inc.
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tend impressions with t
h«

• weekend

set \ i' e pa< ka

l'i ices for the sen \< e schedules, \U<

Spot Sales estimates, can run as low

.1- i V pel -1.000 ini|tressioi)s. In New

^ dik. foi example, advertisers can bu)

some 35 iialli<- and weathei bulletins

M la\ through Sunday (about two-

thirds "I the announcements are slot-

t
>' i on we< kind-

1 for S
1
,750 nel i om-

missionable, and a half package for

-I. Odd.

\rw York's WNBC, in conjunction

u ith its i\ sistei outlet, \\ M! I . recent-

h staged a three-da} weekend promo-

tion which was designed primarily to

bring t>> weekend air advertising man)

advertisers who don't otherwise use

air media. The promotion, European

(.ai nl< tide, was patterned alter Sunda)

newspapei supplements and involved

14-1 hours of '"travel-theme" program-

ing on YVNBC-WNBT. Advertisers in-

cluded firms likr American Express,

KLM Airlines. German Tourist Office,

I .S. Lines and British Travel Associa-

tion. Oilier '"weekend supplements"

covering winter sports, hobbies, do-

mestic travel and other topics are

planned for fall and winter. * * *

The Mid-South's

Most Powerful

V-H-F

— Station

=

• • •

The Stars are
Seen on

channel

13
CBS

In Memphis

WHBQ-TV

SHOULD TALENT SELL?
(Continued from page 37)

for me as mastei "I ceremonies to go

from introducing (In- acts into deliv-

ering the pitch. In that way, I am bosl

not onlj t" the guest i"-i foi mei - but

I.. i the sponsor as well. The fact that

I am a newspaperman i> also an a--«t

foi the commercial— it put- the powei

of the press behind what I -a\

.

"I bave never seen a performei

that is, an identified actor "i comedian

deliver a commercial and make me
believe it. Paul Douglas on tin- \<ad-

cin\ Wards Bhow, for instance, was

ua\ out ol character doing the Olds-

mobile pitches. When Milton Berle

lends a band and tries to jazz up the

Buick commercials in hi> own style, be

is ans thing I. ui nun incing.

"Onl\ rarelj d<> I call on performers

on the -how to lake part in commer-
cial? and then it is onl) insofar as

their talents are appropriate. Recent-

ly, I used I'atli Page to sing a witty

Calypso about Lincoln-Mercury- then

I stepped in to do the straight com-

mercial bit. Her particular talents

fitted in here and aided effectiveness.

For this participation. I'atli received

about 509? extra in addition to her

fee for the show.

"From my standpoint, oftentimes a

person who is not a polished profes-

sional announcer can do a better job

than someone who is too smooth. He
for she) is more believable and ac-

ceptable to the audience who regard

him (her) as one of themselves rather

than as a smug, suave, too-perfect au-

thority. Julia Mead, for instance, who
represents the average Lincoln buyer,

demonstrates the cars and delivers

commercials on sty le points, is ver\

-imple and modest in her manner.

She is the t\pe of personality we want

—there is nothing affected or actress-}

about her.

"As you nun know. m\ services to

the sponsor do not end with my com-

mercials on the show. 1 go on special

promotional lours for Lincoln-Mer-

curj all over the country— 12 lour- a

\en to such cities as Chicago. Cleve-

land, Atlanta, Mobile. Youngstown.

Naturally, I promote each such visit

on the Toast of the Town.

""I also personally keep a finger <>n

how the cars are doing after the) re

sold. W hen people write to me and

say, l"i instance, 'We see you <>n t\

and on your recommendation we

bought a Lincoln ' oi a Men in j I .
Now

we find that it is using much more oil

than \ou had promised. What can we

do?' what I do is contact the dealer

in then area immediately, let him

know about the complaint and tell him

to contact the complaining party. I

also write to the car-owners personal-

ly and lei them know what Bteps have

been taken. \ll this, ol course, helps

coordinate the network t\ effort with

local Bales and i- good |iulili< relations

for m\ sponsor."

i /< /.-»/< mini, ad »i», i,n.; \t.,.h. *

"i>oli Foreman's comment that 'tele-

vision is the most emotional medium1

is a little haul to understand. It i-

not tin medium so much as the mes-

sage thai counts. How man) movie

fan magazines are sold to people who

are interested in e\ ii \ detail of a stai -

life? How man) people respond to

comic -li i|i characters?

""There is no question that television

is a powerful medium, hut like the

theatre, magazines or radio, mo-t l\ i^

watched for its entertainment and

make-believe value. Of course, the au-

dience identifies itself with the situ i-

tion and the characters portrayed in

it. If there were no identification, the

presentation, whether on t\ or not,

w ould be a poor one.

"I claim that any sponsor who put-

on a good tv show (with a high 'Iden-

tity Quotient') will win friends for hi-

company, which will result in increased

sales of his product-. Coupled with

good commercials completer) removed

from the main portion of the program,

hut related to the extent that \ou are

talking to the same audience, this

formula canot he heat (example: Kraft,

U oa).

"Now, by using main characters ol

the program as sale- representatives

—in character—you destro) the ver)

illusion Mm tr\ to create. When I

watch Lucille Ball and De i \rna/. for

example, I love Luc) until Lucy comes

out of character and presents me with

the sales message. When 1 see a show

on Broadway, 1 would rather leave the

theatre than go backstage and see the

actors without theii makeup and act-

ing just like \ou or me.

•

I his is the crux of the problem:

talent i- tOO willing and eager to ac-

i ept mone) to do a commen ial I
that

i-. the same talent appearing on the

program), and both agenc) and adver-

tiser fall for this shortsighted sales ap-
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proach. There is no reason at all, .i~

Robert Saudek, Director of the Tv-

Radio Workshop of the Ford Founda-

tion, says, why name actors and ac-

tresses should not do a one-minute

vignette to be used as a commercial

to sell products. I insist, however, that

they not also be characters in the spon-

sored show.

"My argument stands on a subtle

point, I know, but that's what makes

entertainment with an "Identity Quo-

tient' that I don't want to disturb.

Let the program create the illusion

—

let the advertiser offer the program

and let him sell his products in the

best manner possible to the same audi-

ence watching the show."

VERNON CLARK, v. p., Cross-Krasne (ti> prod.)

"Everyone in television entertain-

ment—the producers, directors and

actors—is in the advertising business.

Television by its nature implies de-

pendency upon the sponsor for sur-

vival, for no show and no talent can

stay on the air without the sponsor.

"Talent has everything to gain and

nothing to lose by the integration of

the commercial into the program and

by the fuller identification of product-

with-character.

"As in tennis or golf, it is the follow-

through stroke which completes per-

fection. Televised advertising gives

both sponsor and talent every oppor-

tunity for the follow-through. We at

Gross-Krasne, Inc., applied this fol-

low-through from the beginning by in-

tegrating commercials for the Lever

Bros. show. Big Town, and by using

stars of the show to sell the product.

"Convinced of the responsibility of

holh the stars and the show to the

sponsor, for the sponsor can continue

a show only when it produces more
sales for the product, we have created

a department to maintain close liaison

with the advertising agency. Through

this department, it is possible to make
the fullest capital of both stars and

motion picture studio facilities and

techniques in the follow-through for

sales.

"Through the wedding of star, show
and product, the sponsor can better

hope to recoup his advertising outlay

through stimulated sales. And the

stars and producers can feel grateful

for the opportunity to share in making
the show worth the sponsor's invest-

ment."

IN RADIO!

exas:
CBS AND DuMONT

TELEVISION NETWORKS

Wickita dfalls television, Sine.



u limit -/ tl(h, Stark'taylan in /•i
I

"I read h itli a greal deal ol interesl

Bob Foreman's i m renl arti< le about

mil greal "emotional" medium. I

think Mr. Foreman has not gone far

e igh in his 'self-identification

theorj

.

"I agree with bim thai television dra-

nuiiii and situation-corned) characters

and situations musl be identifiable to a

greal extent Imi the) have to then go

be) • > 1 1 * I the realm "I not tnal identifica-

tion. Il is when we go beyond, just to

a fine line, the realm "I self-identifica-

tion that our shows air successful. I lie

viewer identifies himself with the situ-

ation or personality but then that per-

sonalis ot situation musl l>c exagger-

ated to the extent that it satisfies the

viewer's Deeds and desires foi an out-

of-the-norm adventure.

"That i- win -how- like I. in \. Joan.

Willie, Peepers, Reilly, Flack, Margie

etc. are so successful. Each .How- a

\ iewer enough identification t<> esc rpe.

vet the protagonists ol these shows

still retain an aura of unreality the)

are still characters to our audience and.

therefore, the audience will not be-

lieve their attempts at selling them a

product for use in theii everyday, real

C^eackeA

MORE PEOPLE
than any ONE advertising medium
in Kansas

KTVH blankets 96,161 square
miles of the rich central Kansas mar-

ket, with over 509? saturation of

nearl) one-half the population of

the entire Btate.

When you huy KTVH, yon buy a

loyal viewing audience.

See Your KTVH Sales Representative Today!

CHANNEl

12 KTVH
HUTCHINSON -WICHITA

VHf
240 000
WATTS

CBS BASIC -DU MONT -ABC
REPRESENTED BY H-R TELEVISION, INC

COVERS CENTRAL KANSAS

world. I In- personalities on theii own

-how- Godfrey, Moore, Crosby, etc.,

an- themselves and can sell the audi-

ence just as other believable person-

alities BUch as l!e\ Mar-hall. Kathi

Morris, Jack Lescoulie, Bert) Furness,

Ed I lei I ih \ . who are always themselves,

• an sell. These last named are also the

type of individual who acts a- cata-

lyst between the viewer and the slight-

K exaggerated character he enjoys.

"On the othei hand, -how- that have

a high percentage of children in their

audience can have the running central

character of the children's show act as

the salesperson because children have

no inhibitions or reservations and do

not differentiate between make believe

and real characters."

EDDIE FISHER, Coke Time, VB< TV, »/«>.

"Twice a week for almost a year

and a half now. I've closed ever) Coke

Time tv show with this line: "And re-

member, whoever you are. whatevei

v ou do, wherever you ma) be, when

ou think ol refreshment, think ol

Coca-Cola. For Coca-Cola makes am
pause the pause that refreshes. \nd

iced cold Coca -Cola is everywhere.'

I've been proud to do it. And happv

to participate in the middle commer-

cials with Fredd) Bobbins, too (un-

i jss the show's songs are especiall) dif-

ficult ones, and I feel I'll not have

enough time to do them right i

.

"
I here's a good reason for m\ will-

ingness to take part in commercials.

It's simply this: 1 believe in the prod-

uct. I\e drunk Cokes since I was old

enough to hold the bottle, and I can't

think of an) sponsor in the world I

would more prefer to sing OR sell for.

"One thing that we do strive for on

Coke Time though is to keep me a

singer and not a salesman. In that

closing 'benediction,' the aim is not

toward hard sell that's the phrase

Bob Kesner of Coke and Paul Lewis

ol D \nv used. I think hut more

'selling liv example. I drink nn ("oke

as I conclude. Vnd in the middle ol

commercials when I'm in them—

I

hold just a lew word- of conversation

with Fredd) Robbins so he isn't out

there alone with PITCHMAN written

all over his Face; and then Fred goes

into the selling.

"I'm filming a series of 20-se ond

spots for Coke soon, to be used !>v lo-

cal bottlers, and not one will be punch-

and-peddle -tutT. They'll all be 'sell-

ing b) example me w ilh inv fav Olite

hev erase.
1 * * *

MEDIA STUDY
< Continued from page 31 i

e.u i. plus motion, but lacks color, is

high-cost, doesn't reach entire I ,S.

Business papers besl read of print

media, hut cosl i- high, coverage low.

Outdoor — can applv ad pressure

continuously, hut copj i- limited.

Conclusion: Each medium can

transmit your Belling message more oi

less successfully. Each has exclusive

qualities which the adman -hould know

as well a- the -ale- figures of his clos-

est competitor. Each has a growth

record (with the exception of transit)

which -peak- well of it- "salesabil-

it\. To ignore an) one. especiall)

air. as so man) advertisers do, mav

give your competitor an insurmount-

able advantage. (See "Media Basics,"

SPONSOR 1 Mav and 1!! Mav 1953.)

3. Goal'. To determine how to choose

media.

Findings: One advertiser chose a

-vmphonv in-lead of a soap opera be-

cause his wife preierred the former,

and the result was disastrous. Most

agencies have more valid systems, for

example:

\. \\ . \ver considers six factors, es-

pecial!} the medium's basic appeal to

people the client wants to reach. Otto

kleppner builds his basic media plan

on his basic marketing plan ( whether

"/one." 'cream" or "national"! and

lets the stage his product i- in ("pio-

neering," "< petitive" or "reten-

tive i help influence media choice.

Tracy-Locke's Morris Hite never ig-

nores distribution, the product or the

basic advertising idea, llenrv Schachte,

ex-Borden advertising director and

now Bryan Houston's senior vice pres-

ident, emphasizes that "the idea about

a product that will make people want

to buv it" i- the most basic point of

all in media decisions. \nd Raymond
R. Morgan, who heads his own Holly-

wood agency, cautions: Don't ignore

coupons and frequenc) in choosing

media.

Some advertisers use a test to deter-

mine their media choice. Chief exam-

ple i- the Tea Council, which tested

-pot radio, spot tv. a national maga-

zine, Sundav newspaper supplements

and outdoor, then decided to spend

all <d it- over-$] million budget on

Spot telev i-ioll.

Vmong the independent re-ear< liei -.

Richard Main die raised this warning
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flag: Don't pick media solely on the

basis of ratings; there is no necessary

correlation between them and sales.

Dr. George Gallup cautioned against

superficial research and told a story

to illustrate how some stars, programs

and even media attract the wrong kind

of audiences for your product.

Albert Shea of GORE, Toronto,

went back into history to show that

all media have increased over the

years because people have more lei-

sure. Dr. Ernest Dichter showed how

the mediums mood, personality, "mul-

tiplicity or singlene-s of communica-

tion" and emotional involvement are

all vital factors in media selection.

Sam Barton of the Market Research

Corp. of America was one of the first

to call sponsor's attention to the fact

that ''what's most profitable for the

agency to handle" often influences me-

dia choices and that this need not nec-

essarily be bad. Reason: If the agency

cant make money, how can it survive?

And Frank Coutant of Fact Finders

Associates, who was the first to tabu-

late the factors that influence sales

results (his list went to some 150).

advised all media to be honest in their

circulation data.

Conclusion: There are as many
ways to choose media as there are

agencies and advertisers. This is proof

that there is no one right way. Yet

it also indicates that many admen have

given up scientific appraisal and let

subjective factors, especially judgment

and experience, dominate media selec-

tion. As a result, choosing media is

often a guessing game. It can and

should be based on research. (See

"How to choose media." sponsor 1

June 1953. 15 June 1953.)

4. Goal: To determine how objective

Life's latest four-media study was.

Findings: Life had Alfred Politz

Research go out and count noses, de-

termine the gross audience (readership

or listenership) of six issues of Life.

three other magazines, one newspaper

supplement I This Week), four leading

radio programs and the five top tv

programs. It then compared the find-

ings and concluded that six issues of

Life had a greater cumulative audience

—60.5 million readers or 50.6% of

the U.S. population 10 years or over

—

than any other single advertising "me-

dium. It also concluded that its "re-

peat" audience for five or six issues

—

10.4 million—exceeded those of the

THE DETROIT AREA'S

MOST POWERFUL

TV STATION

CHANNEL CKLW-TV

325,000 WATTS
JOINS CKLW's '

50,000 WATT AM and FM RADIO

Beginning about Sept. 1

To give you the most economical,

most powerful combination cover

age in the 5th largest market.

This region's

MOST
powerful stations

AM

DIAL 800

TV

CHANNEL 9

Adam J. Younp, Jr., Inc.,

National Rep.

J. E. Camprau
President
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othei three magazines, Saturday Eve-

ning Post, Look and Ladies Home
Journal, and was beaten onlj bj This

II eeh (which This " eeh was < ) u i< k to

exploit in full-page ads). For three

01 loin issues "i programs, ii con-

< eded thai the i\ programs Colgate

Comedy Houi and Shou oj Shou s had

biggei "repeal audieni es.

Foi single issues i oj programs ' the

magazine did show thai it ranked l>e-

bind both programs in total audience,

a- ii did foi two issues <>r programs.

Hut for three issues <>i programs, ii

rose i" second pla< e and foi fouj oi

more, ii jumped to first. The stud)

also revealed thai the audiences "I all

five t\ programs, in< Luding Firestone

Theatre, Red Skelton and Texaco Star

Theatre, and all four radio shows

—

Jack Benny, imos 'n Andy, Charlie

McCarthy and l.u\ Radio Theatre—
were bigger than even the ratings

showed them to be. Jack Benny, the

leading radio show, for example, was

reaching 111 million people wieekly

(1952i.

Bui of the 24 research experts con-

sulted on 1 1 1 i — -lud\ b\ sponsor, the

10 representing the air media quite

bittcrh assailed Life on these counts:

The Mid-South's

Most Powerful

V-H-F

— Station

—

• • •
'I'ltv Stars are

Sevn on

channel

13
CBS

In Memphis

WHBQ-TV

1

I i I hat ii stacked the cards against

radio and u when it sought to com-

pare the audience ol a whole magazine

h iili that of a single radio or u pro-

gram. (2) Thai b) omission Life

Bought to leave the impression thai the

advertiser could reach all of Life's

readers rather than just a small per-

centage (whereas be could and did

reach .ill oi his program's audience in

one form or another on radio or \\ I.

I 3 ' I hat Life made no allowances foi

l\ - tremendous growth dining the

year the field work was underway,

fhus averaging tv's audience- for the

year penalized the medium.

(imclusion: Life's A Study of

Four Media was a far-reaching step

forward in measuring gross audience-

of print and air media. But comparing
;: whole magazine with one radio or

l\ program (which is only a fraction

of an entire network i i- like compar-

ing a house and a room, in the words

of CBS Radio's Research Director

Harper Carraine. \- a result SPONSOR
held that the Life stud] was unfair to

radio and tv and that although the

fieldwork was superb, the comparisons

were regrettable. (See "What spon-

sors should know about Life's new

4-media study," sponsor 29 June 1953,

and "Is Life's media study fair to ra-

dio and tv?" sponsor 13 Jul\ 1953.)

.». Goal: To determine the most com-
mon media research pitfalls and how
to avoid them.

Findings: Having bared the fal-

lacies of Life's media study to its own
satisfaction. SPONSOR turned a critical

eye on 21 years of radio I plus some
tv) research. It found that all of the

tests had two things in common.
whether radio or tv: (a) Each

"proved" that the more you listened

or viewed the more \ ou bought of the

advertised product, (b) Each was ba-

Mcalh specious because it did not con-

sider the important factor of "feed-

hack ' the more of the product you

hu\ nr use the more you'll notice its

advertising.

Four principal methods of testing

radio were examined and each was

di-carded: iai Matching radio owners

vs. non-owners; (b) matching test

areas vs. control areas; (3) matching

listeners vs. non-listeners; i L) using

a pand. CBS' L931 Elder test and its

1940 Roper test were analyzed, as were

NBC's three Hofstra-type studies be-

tween 1950 and 1952. The fourth NBC

test of a similar nature, entitled. "\\ h\

Sales Come in Curves," was discussed

in a separate article and found to be

an improvement. (See "How t\ Btops

brand-switching,'
1 SPONSOR 27 Julv

1953.)

Vlfred Politz, who has pioneered in

the use of -< ientific research in both

print and air media I see "10 basic

finding- of new Christal radio study,"

sponsor 10 August l
(r>o: "Who lis-

tens . . . where . . . when . . . wh\ . .

.."'

sponsor I J Decembei 1953 1, gave

SPONSOR five examples of invalid re-

search. These involved: (a) Misin-

terpreting \oiir finding-: (b) con-

fusing correlation with causation; (c)

believing that one medium i- superior

under most circumstances to another:

id i believing that the medium alone

influences the sale of a product and

therefore the medium's effectiveness

can easil) be measured; (e) believing

you can determine win people buj

thing-, especially bj asking them.

Richard Manville offered seven tips

and charged that mam agency exec-

utives are "afraid" of outside media

evaluation tests because they don't

want to "rock the boat'" on a list the\

have always had approved.

Dr. Darrell Blaine Lucas, author,

professor and the Advertising Research

Foundation'- technical director, cau-

tioned against fai use of spe< ion-

measures and estimates of advertising

audience -i/e-. i h i assuming that a

contact in one medium is equivalent to

a contact in even other medium and

i c i confusing the audience i reader-

ship i of a publication with the audi-

ence of an ad in it.

Dr. Albert I). Freiberg of the Psy-

chological Corp. offered five factors

to consider in making a sales test, in-

cluding "the enthusiasm of the sales

force."

Six other independent researchers,

-i\ ageiicx executive-. -i\ heads of ra-

dio and t\ network- and other media

expert- presented numerous tips on

avoiding research bloopers.

And the Advertising Research Foun-

dation's eight-point criteria for adver-

tising and marketing research was pub-

lished in full in the 2 1 August 1953

issue to help the struggling adman.

Conclusion: Take nothing for

granted in media research. Never ac-

cept the findings of one medium with-

out a careful analysis of the entire

study. Draw up a practical objective

before you start. Give yourself enough
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time to complete the work. Use ex-

perts to interpret the results. Don't let

the findings be misused either by me-

dia or by the advertiser or agenc\ for

competitive purposes. (See "Beware
of these media research pitfalls!".

Farts 1 and 2, sponsor 27 July 1953

and 24 August 1953.)

6. Goal: To determine statistically

how advertisers and agencies evalu-

ate media.

Findings: Seventy-two advertis-

ers and 94 agencies responded to 3,00()

20-question questionnaires sent to

1.000 leading advertisers and 1,000

principal agencies. A tabulation re-

vealed the following:

• Account executives at the agen-

cies and ad managers among the ad-

vertisers have most to say about de-

termining media to be used.

• Agency and advertiser alike con-

sider the market and how best to reach

it the most important single factor in

considering media.

• Both agencyman and advertiser

rank "How well does it cover the mar-
ket" first among the facts they want
to know about a medium before buy-

ing it.

• More advertisers than agencies

listed media or combinations they con-

sidered best for selling their product.

• Agencies depend on Standard
Rate & Data Service as their No. 1

media reference whereas advertisers

count more on their agencies and on
past experience with the medium.

• Advertisers listed magazines,
newspapers, radio and tv (in that or-

der) as first choice for a campaign.
The agency list ran 1 1 ) newspapers,
1 2) magazines. (3) tv. (4) radio. Vir-

tually all cited more than one medium.
• Television has affected the media

use pattern of more than half the ad-

vertisers and more than 60% of the

agencies responding. Chief effect on
both groups: Tv cut other media, in-

cluding radio.

• Agencies test more than advertis-

ers (which is logical, since they test

only for advertisers). But although

both groups depend primarily on sales

results for a method of testing or judg-

ing media, only one in four agencies

and one in five advertisers tested bv
using different media in different cities.

• Of those who tested in different

markets, nearly half of each group

couldn't tell what had happened. Tv
won 30% of the tests run bv agen-

*But is this one

REALLY complete?

If you want to be 100% "thorough" in covering Kentucky with

radio, more power to you —and you'll need plenty!

On the other hand, if you want to reach 51.3% of the State's

total purchasing power, at minimum cost, you can do it

with just one station! 5000-watt WAVE delivers the big

Louisville Trading Area intact— covers it, plus a quarrer-billion

dollar chunk of Southern Indiana, thoroughly, and without

waste circulation. To get the remaining 48.7% of the State's

income, you need many of Kentucky's 47 other radio stations.

Check NBC Spot Sales for full details!

5000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE

WAVE
LOUISVILLE

NBC Spot Sales, Exclusive National Representatives
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« ies, radio L3' - . newspapers 1'
. .

newspaper-radio combination 1%.

• Onlj one-third of the agencies

(24$ ol the advertisers I
Fell the) had

established a correlation between sales

and media used, ^nothei thud had

-Dine- idea. \ Mir |il i-iiiul\ high penent

(36 for agencies, 13 for advertisers)

said thej had been unsuccessful in es-

tablishing a correlation or badn'l tried.

Conclusion: Vgencies seem t" be

more con( ei ned h iili media evaluation

than are advertisers, but neither group

is doing much testing. There is little

<>i no in<li< at inn in the above that ad-

men paj much attention to these three

Factors in evaluating media: (1) Psy-

chological appeal of the product; (2)

psychological qualities of the media

themselves; (3) the people behind the

medium I the management) and their

reputation in the community. How-
ever, the fault might have been the

questionnaire's. I See "How 72 adver-

tisers evaluate media," SPONSOR 7 Sep-

tember 1953, and "How 94 agencies

evaluate media," SPONSOR 21 Septem-

ber 1953.)

7 . Coal: To determine how ONE big

auen. \ specifically evaluates media.

COMPLETE BROADCASTING

INSTITUTION IN

i\i(fimonci

WMBG
WCOD
WTVR

-AM

-FM

-TV

First Stations of Virginia

WTVR Blair TV Inc.

WMBG Ths B° |,!n 9 c°-

Findings: Hen Duffy, president of

Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn,

told his agency's storj himself, t BB-

DO billed $137.5 million in L953, led

in radio and t\ billings.) Duff] point-

ed OUl how media evaluation always

starts with the product it* acceptance,

ii- distribution, which -e\ and age

groups it appeals to. Then the tvpeof

media. < lass or group of media and

finallj the specific medium are consid-

ered. DulTv cautioned that too man)

attempts are made to compare media

statistically but because of the differ-

ences in the media themselves no math-

ematical formula can be employed.

He then discussed the advantages or

unique qualities of each of the major

media. For example, tv can demon-

strate a product, newspapers cover a

market fully, network radio is econom-

ic a I and covers the country, local radio

can reach early morning and other

audiences cheaply and is a must for

reaching people in cars, while maga-

zines not only use color but are selec-

tive by sex, geography and "editorial

climate."

Conclusion: sponsor agrees with

Ben Duffv that a medium attracts an

audience by a special editorial (or pro-

gram) format, that the superior media

man must know what kinds of people

his client wants to reach and what me-

dia should be used to reach them.

(See "How BBDO evaluates media,"

sponsor 5 October 1953.

1

8. Coal: To determine how a smaller

agencv evaluates media.

Findings: The Emil Mogul Co.,

which bills about $5 million, was

found to have worked out a weekhj

check on sales from various local me-

dia— radio, tv and newspapers. The

client: Rayco Auto Seat Covers of

Paterson, N. J. The test, developed b)

Research and Media Director Joel L.

Martin, involved three steps:

i I i Getting a Inner of a Rayco auto

seat cover or convertible top to fill

out a four-question card while wait-

ing for his cover or top to be in-tailed.

On the card he checks off how he hap-

pened to come to Rayco and where, if

anywhere, he noticed its advertising.

(2) Cards are mailed to Emil Mo-

gul bv the !!1 stores in ()(>-odd markets

and tabulated. The agency quickly de-

termine- which medium is drawing

customer- to the store, which is slip-

ping. Ratio between sales and adver-

tising i- lived.

i 3 i The agenc) reports to each store

within lour days. The store, which

pays for the advertising, can see what

the trend is. The agenc) can thus

switch from one medium to another,

or from one newspaper <>r -tation to

another, to bolster sales.

\|o-t interesting findings in the 18

months the -\-lem ha- been operating:

Sales often spurt when one medium i-

added to another: eliminating the

"'weak'' -tation or newspaper and -uh-

l>in^ a stronger to the li-t will boosl

sales; stepping up all media may in-

crease returns from each. Proof that

the system works is the constant rise

in the sales curve. The companj gives

the agencv a -hare of the salt- instead

of a 1-V i commission.

Conclusion: \lan\ products lend

themselves to some such weekrj oi

periodical media check as (he above.

Forget about the theoretical aspects

ol media and set up a system wherebv

you can test sales results. You'll find.

as Emil Mogul has. that media van
from week to week in pull, thai no one

has a marked superiority over the

other, that adding a second medium

often steps up returns from the first

(See "How Emil Mogul tests media

weekl) for Rayco," sponsor 19 Octo-

ber 1953.)

fj. Goal: To determine whv some ad-

vertisers don't use air media.

Findings: To compile a list of

national firms using no air media

turned out to be a major undertaking.

When completed, sponsor had a list

of 199. A detailed mail and phone

check obtained data on .'-51 of them.

(There are. of course, main more,

but these were willing to discuss their

reasons for boycotting the air. i The

answers were then tabulated. Basical-

ly the\ revealed an appalling lack of

information about radio and television

and a great need for experiment. The

reasons for not using the air fell into

these 10 categories:

(a) Product, (b) expense, (c) dis-

tribution, (d) radio and or tv

"flopped," (e) habit: (f) dealers'

lack of enthusiasm: (g) timiditv at

the top: ih i inability to gel good

time or programs or both: (i) cop}

requirements or need for color: ijl

lack of knowledge on how best to start.

Oddest reason (given b\ one de-

partment -tore i
: It felt it was up to

the air media to show the\ could do

better than print. (Most admen feel
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that determining the best medium or

media for a product is one of the

functions of the advertising manager.)

Conclusion: Firms, like people,

rationalize their actions. Only rarely

can they be steered into following an-

other course. Many corporations are

pa\ing heavily for personnel who re-

fuse to consider new ways or new
media. Almost every reason given by

one of these 31 advertisers for ignor-

ing the air media can be answered by

a dozen firms in the same field suc-

cessfully using radio or television.

(See "Why these 31 advertisers DON'T
use air media," sponsor 16 November
1953.)

LO. Goal: To compare the major air

and print rating services and to de-

termine what, if anything, is wrong
with them.

Findings: Six major rating ser-

vices were covered in the first part of

a three-part series on this topic: the

American Research Bureau, Hooper,

Nielsen, Pulse, Trendex and Videodex.

(Conlan of Kansas City was omitted

because the firm surveys on order

and does not conduct a continuous

market-by-market study, and it failed

to provide the data required.)

Each of these six services was found
to suffer from one industry practice:

misuse by agencies, advertisers and
broadcasters, almost invariably for the

purpose of keeping ratings high. None
was found to measure all the listening

in and out of the home to any particu-

lar program. Each fell down in one
respect or another when compared
with sponsor's "ideal rating system"

based on a survey of the field. The
article failed to emphasize one impor-

tant facet of the "ratings"' business:

Each of the six, especially Nielsen,

provides a wealth of data on audiences

that is often more valuable than the

ratings themselves.

Part 2 covered the three readership

services: Gallup & Robinson of Prince-

ton, Readex of Mahtomedi, Minn., and

Starch of Mamaroneck. It was found

that there was as much dissatisfaction

with the readership services as with

the air, for virtually the same reasons:

sample too small, results inconclusive,

lack of enough qualitative data, great

expense. Gallup & Robinson was found

to have greater acceptance; Starch was
severely criticized. But each technique

has contributed to the development of

better copy and advertising techniques.

Pari 3 showed li"\\ four air rating

services supplying local l\ reports

—

\l!l>, Hooper, Pulse and Videodex

could vary over 200', in measuring

the audiences of the same program "i

time period in any given market. \\ aid

Dorrell of John Blair & Co. explained

why other criteria must also be used

in buying time or programs.

Conclusion: Anyone substituting

rating services for judgment and lean-

ing on them to make his buying

decisions without realizing that high

ratings are not necessarily an indica-

tion ol high Bales maj I"- makiri

-'i ioua mistake. You < an gel ratings

in |ik.\ e an) thing. I se them < autious-

ly. Know theii strengths and weak-

nesses. (See "What's wrong with the

i at in- m-i\ i(
. -:'"' sh>\m>h I'A Decem-

bei L953; "What's wrong with print

measurement services?" II Januan
1051. and "How the different rating

services van in the same market,"

25 Januarj L954.)

II. Goal: To determine whether an

"ideal" media test is possible.

ECOPS!

WHEN LOCAL CAMPAIGNS CONCENTRATE ON

WBAM
POLICE OFFICERS MUST CONTROL THE CROWDS

• Jan. 30.—TURNER BROS. GULF SERVICE STATION—3 PATROL-
MEN REQUIRED TO KEEP TRAFFIC MOVING

• Mar. 31-Apr 1 —WOMAN'S DAY SALE AT MONTGOMERY
FAIR—2 PATROLMEN TO HANDLE BLOCK-LONG LINES OF
WOMEN WAITING FOR STORE TO OPEN

• May 3—GRAND OPENING FREDERICKS FURNITURE STORE—
3 PATROLMEN POLICING SIDEWALK AND STREET TO KEEP
TRAFFIC MOVING

™> k
<WBAM GETS RESULTS »<«»•

MONTGOMERY, ALA.

&UI ($oUect |ra Leslie-WBAM National Sales, Birmingham 6-2924

RADIO REPRESENTATIVES, INC. • NEW YORK, CHICAGO, HOLLYWOOD
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/ indingai Most resean hers and

media experts • on< ei rn«i h ith na-

tional advertising and talking in terms

oi network radio and t\ and maga-

zines saj it isn't. Biggest Bingle rea-

son: I an) variables. Bui spon-

sor did work up an eight-point "ideal

tesl which includes the Following: I a I

Base it "ii Bales; i 1 ake it < ontinu-

ous t a s-shol I ; (c) make Bure

it will enable you t" pinpoint results

b) media (newspapers vs. radio,

i,, i example) ; (d) keep it economical

or build it i nt • > \. « . 1 1 1 regular sales ef-

fort; (e) base it on 5 our normal op-

erations, not on laborator) -t\ pe condi-

tions; I
t

I set it up so \"ii can tesl na-

tional media on same basis as local

i this IS a hard one)
; (g) it -hould

help you to check on your competi-

tion; 1 h i it should help you i »--t copy,

position, program and announce] as

well as tlic medium itself.

Impossible'.' Some agencies have

mi< ceeded in doing much "f this, as

have several advertisers. (Emil Mogul

and Raymond I!. Morgan are agency

examples; the Tea Council i- an ad-

\ ertiser example. •

\ sponsor surve) showed that 148

of l<>(> agencies and advertisers re-

The Mid-South's

Most Powerful

V-H-F

— Station

—

• • •

The Stars are
Seen on

channel

13
CBS

In Memphis

WHBQ-TV

sponding to it- questionnaire "test"

media one waj oi another. Hut the

methods vary, and most respondents

apparently base theii decisions on

judgment rather than scientific tests.

Of ")| firms which tested media, the

surve) Bhowed, onl) Hi were able to

establish a correlation between Bales

. 1 1 1 < I the media used.

One advertiser who did: George J.

Vbrams, advertising director of the

i!li" k Drug Co., Jerse) City, who sum-

marized lii- findings in "How Block

Drug tests media," sponsor 22 March
IT, I.

Conclusion: "J « — t media before

\ou spend. \ continuous tesl worked

into your norma] operations is better

than a one-shot, but the latter i- better

than none. Big advertisers tesl >ome-

thing all the time I even media). \ir

media, struggling for tlie dollar, lead

print in test surveys. Once you've

tested, don t be satisfied that "this is

it. Media change in pull from da)

to daj because of changes in coverage

patterns, editorial and program for-

mats, economic condition-, man) other

factors. Maybe the best advice is Sam
Barton's (of Market Research Corp.

ol America): Go over \our sales re-

-ult-. Check \oiir media used. See if

\ou can establish a pattern. The cost?

Some time and a pencil. I See "Can

\ou set up an 'ideal' media test?"

sponsor 22 February and 8 March

1954.)

12. Goal: To examine the psycho-

logical differences of media.

Findings: Originally it was felt

this phase of the All-Media study

would be the weakest link. As it turned

out, it became one of the most chal-

lenging sections in the entire serie-.

Ihree separate articles were needed to

cover the psycholog) of media. The
first part reviewed the sight-vs.-sound

tests of the 20-year pre-tv era end-

in- about L949. The Harvard te-l~.

Frank Stanton - experiments at Ohio

State, Dr. Paul F. Lazarsfeld's surve)

at ( olumbia I niversit) and Joseph T.

[Clapper's findings were examined.

The results indicated that communica-

tion b\ sound I radio i was equal in

effectiveness to communication 1>\

print and in some cases superior.

Four current te-t- were summar-

ized: (a) a I niversit) of Toronto tesl

which showed t\ superior to radio and

print in communicating difficult lec-

ture material: (b) a Schwerin stud)

indicating that radio is equal to t\ in

recall tests when the product is old

but t\ i- superior when new products

are involved; (c) a tesl b) the Adver-

tising Research Bureau. Inc. ' \ltlll .

ol Seattle, of t\ \-. newspapers and

radio showing that when equal

amount- are spent radio produces

more -tore trallic than either of the

two othei media, and fd) an Mil

eye-vs.-ear test of 1.000 housewives

which indicated thai 22'
, more wom-

en were influenced 1>\ ear (radio)

than b) print in choosing one of two

tooth pastes offered as gifts.

Part 2 quoted psychologists, re-

searchers and a philosopher (Dr.

Han\ Mien Overstreet) on what the)

thought of media psychology. Dr.

Overstreet made the point that al-

though media can lai-e the level of

the public - ta-te. the public can raise

the level of the media most rapidly as

it matures itself. K&E's 0. Maxwell

I le discussed wh) he thought air me-

dia were "dynamic" and print media

"static." The William Est) Co.'s Dr.

\\ allace H. Wulfeck pointed out that

radio is non-directional and therefore

sometimes advantageous. Dr. Ernest

Diditer showed win knowing the

""mood" of each medium is important

to copywriters. CBS Radio's Dr. Ger-

hart I). \\ iebe told wh) he felt radio

stimulates the imagination more than

print or t\ . \nd McCann-Erickson's

Dr. Herta Herzog -bowed why moti-

vational research i- important in me-

dia evaluation.

Part 3. the most controversial ar-

ticle of the entire media series, was

based on Dr. Dichter's findings for a

major medium coupled with SPONSOR'S

own research, sponsor found that an

adman's background, his job security

or insecurity, his personal bias, his

de-ire to impress and his desire to get

new business often influence him in

making media decisions that ma\ or

ma) not be the besl for the client and

product. Dr. Dichter found that agen-

cymen are often driven b) fear and

inse< urit) bo ause the) can't measure

the exact results of advertising. \- a

result the) fall back on what he called

these substitutes for creative dunking:

(a) Drive toward mass coverage

(b) use of cost-per-thousand figures;

mi making campaigns fit the budget

instead ol vice versa; (d) working to

win prestige for the client or agenc)

instead of selling the product: iei de-

pending on some sensational aspect
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of the product to sell it: ill depending

on repetition, size and frequency to

gel the message across, and (g) using

expediency, sticking to the tried and

true and refusing to experiment.

Conclusion: The psychological

aspects of media are among the most

important and most frequently over-

looked in the busy workaday adver-

tising world. Find what in the product

appeals to the consumer, then stress

that in your copy and use the media

that can convey the message best to

the greatest number ol prospects. This

requires research.

Kxample: Albert A. Shea, of CORK
I Communications Research) of To-

ronto has just completed a motivation

study on foundation garments. He
found, among other things, that con-

formity and protection are two of the

basic reasons why women wear such

garments. Example of conformity : "I

wanted a brassiere because all my girl

friends were wearing them." Shea's

comment on protection: "For some
women . . . the foundation garment

functions psychologically as a coat of

armour against the menace of a hos-

tile and threatening environment and

gives her a subconscious feeling of se-

curit) in an otherwise frightening

situation."

Meantime don't lei feai 01 anj other

subjective iiilluence destro) your sci-

entific media planning. Perhaps -ome
good advice is tlii^ from the president

ill a sin million agen<\ ;

"I liccanie aware, long ago. that in\

own attitudes to media arc prejudiced

byr my own emotions, conscious or un-

conscious. For example, I suffei from

obscure emotional resistances to Sun-

day supplements, to all Hearst publi-

cations, to bill hoards and to expen-m-

tv shows.

"I also suffer from obscure emo-
tional attractions to The New ) orker,

The New York Times and Life.

"As soon as I became aware of these

irrational attitudes, I abdicated my
presidential prerogative to influence

our agency's media plans. I trust that

our Media Department is relative!)

rational in the formation of its poli-

cies!"

(See "I. The psychology of media,"

sponsor 5 April 1954; "II. Psychologv

of media," 19 April 1954, and "III.

Psychology of media: Why admen buv

what they do." 3 May 1954.)

1.7. Goal: i"o determine whethei ra-

dio ami \\ \e u'""il-.

Findings: sponsor i-ke.l the 200

leading advertisers in the • ounl i
j and

some 50 new aii advertisers just how

well <lo i adio and i\ -ill. < >l 66 who

responded, 17 actuall) use the t wo aii

media. Here is whal the) Baid:

IVIi\ i-iim i- the "hottest" medium in

advertising history, bul radio remains

i heap and powei ful. (b) Radio sells

because ii can project the human \ oi< e

in the ex< lusion ol all othei influent es.

(c) I he big aih ii i isers like to ili\ i< !•-

their ad budgets almost equally among
the I < • 1 1

1 ma joi mi dia. I lowever, the

tendenc) to use more i\ is growing.

i (I i Pro\ ing h hich media sell how

much is difficult, bul almost all agreed

that radio and \\ move goods and

thai is wh) the) are using them.

Conclusion: In the la~t analysis

a corporation uses a medium because

it pays. So notwithstanding the theo-

ries, the tables and the research, an

occasional non-scientific but ultra-

practical glance at the media picture

like the above has its uses. These ad-

vertisers were asked, "Do radio and

l\ move goods?" They answered:

"Yes. (See "Do radio and t\ move

Strong Pull . . . keeps viewers tuned to

KMJ TV
FRESNO • CHANNEL 24

the FIRST TV station in

California's San Joaquin Valley

KMJ-TV pioneered television in this important

inland California market. The strong pull of top

local programming plus XBC and CBS network

shows continue to make it this area's most-

tuned-to TV station. KMJ-TV is your best buy

in the Valley.

Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
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g b?" sponsor IT \l.i\ L954. Foi

SPONSOR \'K isor) Board < on< Lusions,

-.«• sponsor '51 Mav and I I June

L954).
• * •

In BUmmar) : Ii took alrn«»-t two

years to establish the fa< t thai much

of advertising, especiall) in radio and

tv. is Mill iii th>- jungle stage ol devel-

opment. Perhaps tlii- conclusion was

n|.\ ious at the ~i.t 1 1. Bui even a d<> •

umentation <>f ;i truism is sometimes

\ aluable.

sponsor's Ul-Media Evaluation

Stud) revealed or substantiated these

important point*:

1. Media evaluation laj!s behind

copy, market and product testing.

2. An immense amount of money

seems to be wasted in non-scientific

"rule-of-thumb" advertising practices.

Whether the waste is greater than in

other phases ol the production-con-

sumption cycle of business was not

investigated.

3. The lack of research in vital as-

pects of advertising the effect of tele-

vision, for example—is appalling. It

seems as though so long as sales hold

up neither the advertisers nor the agen-

cies care to spend money on basic fact-

BMI
f ele vi s i © »«

S U etvhbook
(A Program Aid)

Timely and practical

working -cripl- for the

presentation »>* songa in

dramatic, comic and pic-

torial fashion.

The verj latesl Bong hitt

a- will as il>c standard

favorite* are developed

into photogenic sketches

which can !»' nsed effec-

ti\.-l% as complete musical

-how-, as production nuiii-

bers in variety programs

(>r ;l > Bcene-setting ><$:-

mini-.

[here arc dozens of

h;i>> in which yon can

adapt tin HMI Skctcliliook

to advantage.

A Monthly BMI TV Service

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

TORONTO • MONTREAL

finding, especiall) if it i- not imme-
diately profitable.

I. On the other hand, the wide-

spread and immediate acceptance of a

new "yardstick," research tool or tech-

nique h ithoul close stud] of it- lim-

itations and often with no understand-

ing ol it- inherent fallacies is like-

wise appalling. Example: The terrible

misuse of ratings on all levels.

5. The refusal to experiment

—

whether advertiser, agencj or medium
—is notorious. This applies to copy,

programing and use of media. It i- a-

though the advertising world has vol-

untarilv placed itself under self-regi-

nientalion. Its dismal concomitant is

equal!) depressing: The rush to copy
and mimic when one adman develops

something new.

6. Methods for choosing media, es-

peciall) for new products, are often

primitive. One agency president (in

Chicago) was not joking when he told

SPONSOR: "Spinning a coin is as good
as any other system." And a media
executive of an over-SlOO million agen-

cy was candidly revealing when he

said a switch from one medium to an-

other was made for a nationally adver-

tised product because "we got tired of

the medium."

7. Research conducted by one me-

dium to prove itself "best" is useless

and should be discarded by advertis-

ers, or at least labeled "promotion.""

Too often sound marketing and audi-

ence-readership facts are buried be-

neath a flood of promotional rhetoric.

I nderstandably some major indepen-

dent research organizations will not

conduct surveys for media because of

this. On the other hand some will

lend their skills to am venture.

8. Setting up a fairly accurate inter-

media test, especially on a local basis.

! is possible. With all due respect to

the expert- who question this, it should

also be possible on a national basis.

Mail pull, audience response, count-

ing customers in stores are but some
of the methods that could be used.

I he experts are looking for the defi-

nitive national test. This. SPONSOR

agrees, will never be found, but work-

able day-by-da) test> are available.

9. Reasons given hv some advertis-

ers for not using air media—or anv

one of the eight basic media, for that

matter often verge on the incredible.

The) tend to substantiate the belief

that not a few have little conception of

their job, or have long since closed

their minds to new media or new prac-

tices or are either jusl afraid or too

comfortable in their ruts.

10. \ el man) advertisers not onl)

use radio and tv and the other me-

dia but know exactl) why, are ar-

ticulate about their reasons and are

willing to be quoted on the subject.

I lie\ are close enough to their work

to know that if the medium is a mass

medium, if it has a huge audience, if

it is a vital part of the daily life of

the people, it can be successfull) used

to sell goods and service-. Radio and

t\ are mass media in ever) sense of

the word. Anv one with a consumer

product who i- overlooking either, one

advertiser told sponsor, "is asking to

have his throat cut bv a competitor."

11. The tools used for measuring

advertising effectivenes rating and

readership services—are not very ac-

curate, complete or conclusive. Too
man) admen and the media themselves

use them for estimating coverage or

buying or selling programs without

i onsidering other factors. ^ et they are

the best means available for determin-

ing air audiences or the readership of

a publication. And used with a knowl-

edge of their limitations, thev can be

of immense service to the adman.

12. Psychology has its place in me-

dia research and evaluation. Few ad-

vertisers or agencies are as vet ready

to turn over their major sales effort

to the psychologist—or psychiatrist

But knowing why people behave in

certain ways and buv certain products

and knowing what effect messages pre-

sented in the different media have on

the consumer are growing in impor-

tance. The live advertiser or agencv -

man will want to keep abreast of the

new field of motivation research if

onl) to save himself from advertising

the one aspect of his product that will

drive people away from using it. I No-

table example: A cigarette, smoked bv

men because it was so strong it with-

ered the flowers on hand-painted ties,

began to advertise it- "mildness

Sale- dropped alarmingl) until the ad

strategv was reversed.)

• • •

\ long time ago in this stud) Vin-

cent R. Bliss, the Earle Ludgin Co. -

executive vice president, told sponsor:

"if all we were dealing with con-

sisted of testing and measurable ele-

ments, we might -afelv leave media

planning in the hands of the media

departments. However, as someone oh-
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How to keep from getting lost

in NEW YORK or CHICAGO

Ever wonder whether Presba, Fellers & Preslm

was on North Michigan or South Wacker? Ever

worry as you pulled out of Grand Central Station

hoiv many important calls you forgot during your

three days in New York? It happens to the

best of us, at the ivorst times.

Next time you re in New York or Chicago make

every minute and call count by using SPONSOR'S 1954

pocket-size, 16-page booklet titled "Radio and TV

Directory of New York and Chicago." Here you 11

find names and addresses, by categories, of key

advertisers, agencies, stations, networks, news

services, representatives, TV film services, music and

transcription services, research firms, hotels.

We'll be glad to send you a Radio and TV Directory

on request—with the compliments of SPONSOR.

P.S.—Don't forget to call on us

next time you're in town.

X- Advertisers

X- Agencies

X Associations

X- Hotels

X- Networks

X- Researchers

X- Repre;

X- Servic

•X Stations

X TV Film Sources

SPONSOR The masazine mdi° ami tv advenisers use

New York 17 40 E. 49th MUrray Hill 8-2772

Chicago 161 E. Grand * Superior 7-9863

Dallas 1500 Jackson * RAndolph 7381

Los Angeles 6087 Sunset Hollywood 4-8089



served dining the last war, the l>i^

inililaiv decisions an- lai too inipoi-

lant td entrust to generals."

The moral <>f this entire Btud) i-

then: Media evaluation IS important.

Don't ignore it <>i leave it solel)

up in the generals oi the media de-

partment.

phases <>f media who contributed tlnii

idea* and theii data, it fjoe- without

sayin» that tin- -tudv would have heen

impossible without their land cooper-

ation.

* * •

t uoftu or APPRECIATION

sponsor wishes to thank the 12

members "I the \d\ isoi \ Board on

the All-Media Evaluation Stud) who.

through their kind < iiti< i-m and sug-

gestions, helped to maintain the high

interest and accuracj ol the series. In

addition virtuall) the entire editorial

-tall of sponsor took pari al one time

in another in some ol the numerous

projects the -tudv entailed. And final-

1\ these former assistants to the Edi-

torial Director must be singled out for

having worked long and hard in the

media vineyard: Edith kravet. l'egj;>

Dell. Muriel Ferguson, Malcolm Roem-

er and Teresa Polychronis, and the

present assistant. Karolyn Richman.

As for the hundreds of experts in all

The Mid-South's

Most Powerful

V-H-F
— Station

—

• * *

I lu> Stars are
Seen on

channel

13
CBS

In Memphis

WHBQ-TV

BAB CASE HISTORIES
* Continued jiain page 39)

minute new- caps. These spots Btarl

OUt with two or three top new- head-

line- and then swing into the banking

new- of the day. They're for use be-

tween regulai new- programs in the

morning or evening.

We al-o suggested that each office

go in pretty heavilv for women's par-

ticipation Bpots. \- the lad\ in charge

ol the program developed familiarirj

with the nu-ssages we had to get across,

we urged our local advertising officer

to let her give the spots in her own
language.

In addition to that, we encouraged

each advertising officer to hunt around

for local programs that would fit his

own local need. For example: in At-

lanta our survey had told us that a

tremendous number of people go home
by automobile between 4:30 and 5:30

in the afternoon. Some of the traffic

jams we could see every day didn't

exactly make the survey necessary—at

any rate it meant that these people

were out of reach of most other me-

dia except radio. So we bought a one-

hour show, Hour of Stars, which is

used every weekday on WGST from

4:30 to 5:30 p.m.

In buying these local programs and

al-o in selecting good times for the

ones that we prepared in Atlanta, we

have relied very heavily on the local

-tat ion manager or his representative.

We figure that if anyone should know

his audience, it should be the local ra-

dio man. Our idea was that we could

get the best time and program avail-

able to do the job we were trying to

do b\ rel) ing on the local radio man-
judgment. From our standpoint, it

ha- worked out much better than trv-

ing to schedule \ aldosta radio from

an office in Atlanta.

Now the question is how has radio

actuall) worked for us? The best wav

to tell sou is to cite a few example-.

One wa\ we tried once to promote

trust business might be compared to

a cold cam a-. We had an excellent

booklet on the subject of wills and de-

< ided to oiler it a- a giveaway, figur-

ing that people who wen- interested in

the subject would a-k for it. So we

designed a new -paper ad offering the

hook a- a giveaway and ran it. We
got nine requests. Then we used the

same amount of monej in radio time

the results were amazing. We had

ovei 100 requests lor the booklet and
had to cut out the spot because we
had run out of oui BUppl) of the book-
let-.

In -pile ol all our arguments, some-

times the head of an office will won-
der whether radio is as good as we
tell him it is. When that happen-, we
ask him to do us a favor and go to the

radio station and give some of the

spots himself. The number of people

who later -av to him: "I heard you on

radio yesterdav." usualK is all the

convincing that is necessarv

.

But the place I like to think of where
radio did a tremendous job for us

has to do with a banking service

known as Savings Certificates. Sav-

ings Certificates are a two-vear inve-t-

ment paying 2 14
r̂

if held until ma-
turity. They are sold in units of $100
or larger. We decided to introduce

them July 1 of last year as a way of

paving people more on their invested

savings as contrasted with the 1' ', we
were paying on regular savings.

Just before kick-off date, we pulled

out all the stops. W e used even medi-

um we could lav our hands on—tv. di-

rect mail, display, outdoor, newspaper

—and of course radio. Radio carried

the brunt of the job. In several areas

we increased spots to a real saturation

schedule. In the first four weeks, for

example, we added 800 spots to our

Atlanta schedule. To the listening

public it wasn't only saturation: it

was pure agony.

The result? It amazed even us in

the advertising department. The bank

tentatively had hoped to sell $6,000.-

000 worth of certificates in the period

of a year. W ithin si\ months, though,

we bad sold over $7,000,000 worth.

\nd in the fir>t four months of this

year, we sold another S6.000.000. Our
total time money, that i- savins- and

LOUISE FLETCHER
SELLS THE

NEGRO B V
HOUSEWIFE

VIA

WSOK $tyg
NASHVILLE. TENN.

'!¥ 1
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savings certificates, in the parent hank

of the C&S system has increased 18%
since the first of last year which any-

one in hanking I think will tell \ou is

a pretty good record.

\\ lien anyone asks me, as many do,

what can advertising do for a hank.

I think of this example as the prize

case. And in this prize case, it was

radio that did the lion's share of the

job.

Going ahead, what will happen in

the competition between tv and radio

for the advertiser's dollar is anyone's

guess. I can give you an answer in

our case.

In the last 12 months, we have ex-

perienced the problem of what to do in

four Georgia cities where tv has just

started. We bought tv time in three

of them and skipped it in the fourth.

And we bought pretty heavily for us

too—about $25,000 worth. In spite

of adjustments we had to make in

other media including radio to pay

this additional amount, our radio bud-

get for 1954 is only $3,000 less than

the year before. The answer for us

has been that we wind up spending

more money when tv comes to town.

And as far as radio goes, it has suf-

fered very little as a result.

(A new BAB booklet, "In Georgia

People Bank on Radio," tells the story

of Citizens & Southern National Bank's

use of radio. It is available free of

charge to agencies and advertisers. I

Clayton R. Sanders

advertising director, Peoples Drug Stores, Inc.,

Washington, D. C.

I speak to you today as an adver-

tising man whose job it is to work
on the everyday problems of selling

more drug store items by attracting

more people into our drug stores more
often. To attempt to speak as an ex-

pert on the use of radio and television

at a convention of radio and tv ex-

perls would be presumptuous indeed;

but I can tell you how we have profit-

ably used radio for the past several

years.

In the selection of advertising me-

dia, public response is the all-impor-

tant gauge. I'm reminded of the lone-

ly-looking man who was sitting by

himself at an amateur musical. The

hostess approached him, and to make
conversation, asked, "Do you play any

musical instrument?" "Not away from

home," he replied. "How unusual."
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remarked the hostess, "Whal instru-

ment do you play at home?" The lit-

tle man answered quietly, "Second fid-

dle!"

We definitely play second fiddle I"

the public's wishes in our advertising

practices. Success or failure of ;m\

medium can only be measured in

terms of customers and sales in our

stores. We cannot very long afford

to continue advertising thai does not

pay its way in persuading listeners oi

viewers to become customers.

Peoples Drug Stores operate:- 154

drug stores in 37 cities and t<>\\n^.

While we do use radio to varying ex-

tents in other cities, I would like to

confine my discussion today to the

Metropolitan Washington market.

where we have the largest concentra-

tion of stores and the greatest use oi

radio advertising.

In this market of 1,665,000 people,

with an effective buying income of

$3,500,000,000 annually, we have 76

modern drug stores with a volume of

over 50% of the total Washington

drug store business. We are constantly

in the process of enlarging or relocat-

ing these stores or opening new stores

to keep pace with population changes.

Similarly, we have no static adver-

tising practices. We are constantly

checking and reviewing our schedules

in an effort to keep pace with chang-

ing public interest.

We use the "task force" method in

our advertising. It is planned to ac-

complish an objective in coordination

with our sales and merchandising ef-

forts. Naturally we have budget limi-

tations, but fundamentally we do not

spend advertising dollars as an arbi-

trary percentage of sales, but rather,

spend them as we feel it is necessary

to do the job—that is, we make an

investment in advertising and sales

promotion to get a return in profitable

sales.

Up to four years ago, our company

had confined its principal advertising

dollars to newspaper space. True, back

in the Thirties, we had a period of sev-

eral years of radio advertising, but its

format was not entirely successful. It

was finally dropped as being too ex-

pensive in proportion to the return

in sales.

Then several years ago it became

obvious that if we were to continue

to grow with the market, we must ex-

pand our advertising plans to effective-

MHire

PeachTwenty Homes
i w a Penny on

Regional fedio WOW
WOW's cost per thousand

homes reached is the lowest in

the area.

8 Sec. Chainbreak Minutet

Radio WOW $ .17 $ .48 $ .59

B Station .51 1.01 1.01

C Station 1.17 2.33 2.33

For more information contact John Blair,

Rep. — Bill Wiseman, Sales Mgr., 200 In-

surance Bldg., Omaha, Nebraska, or Phone
WE. 3400.

REGIONAL RADIO

OMAHA 590NBC Aff.

A Meredith Stotiwi

JOHN BLAIR A CO., Rep.

Kansas City Ad Agencies

LOVE KIM
These Kansas City

encies use KUDL
sell the rich Kansas

ty market:

lo¥

AHmayrr. Fox & Reshkin

Beaumont & Hotiman Inr

Bo/t It & Jacobs Adv.

A gey.. In*.

Bruce 8. Brewer & Co
Cary-HIII. Inc.

Comer & Pollard. Inc.

Eektnroed & Jankus Asso

Edylh Ginsberg Adv. Agcy
Cecil B. Jollcy Co.

Litman Br. m«m & Asso.. Inc

Malap Advtrtising Agency
Jim McQueeny Associate
Merritt Owens Advertising Agcy.

R. J Potts-Calkins & Holden. Inc.

James R. Reese Adv. Co.

Rogers & Smith-Potts. Turnbull

Inc.

Standart &. O'Hern Adv Agcy

Valentine- Radford Agcy.

Roby Adv. Agcy.
Selders-Jones-Covlngton Adv.. Inc

For 1000-wart coverage of Uie

entire Greater Kansas City Mar-

ket, see Forjoe.

HOW rOR thi < ( I1T t:mi
KOMI TOWN COVIIAC.I rO«
OtCATIt KANSAS CITT

lot *xt*G COU4AG?*,

\

CLINTON

-IN THE GREAT KANSAS CITY MARKET
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SELL THE

DolDen lllarhef

/ JO AMERICA'S

IEGRO POPULATION

WDIA--
50,000 WATTS

Here is a new "golden market"

of 1,466,618 negroes! 37% of the

total area population . . . one-

tenth of the entire negro popula-

tion of America! And it cant be

reached except with WDIA, the

first and only 50,000 watt station

to broadcast exclusively to the

rich negro market.

TOP HOOPER AND
PULSE RATED STATION

IN THE MEMPHIS MARKET1

WDIA -MEMPHIS, TENN.

REPRESENTED BY

JOHN E. PEARSON CO.,
DORA-CLAYTON AGENCY. SOUTHEAST

That's the important thing. Ratings, ad-

jacencies, programming, network, don't

mean a thing if you can't increase SALES.

CAN WJPS GET RESULTS?
Here are just a few:

Sterling Beer— Mid-Continent Petroleum •

— Coco-Cola — Purina Mills — Puffin

Biscuits — Hesmer's Foods — Economy
Super Markets — P. W. Burns Insurance

— International Harvester — Red Bird

Gasoline — International Salt — and
many others that we will send upon re-

quest.

We would like to "Ring the Cash Regis-

ter" for you because we have the KNOW
HOW.
Let us prove our worth to you.

J. Mcintosh, General Manager
iniSINTID IT

The George P. Hollingbery Company

<ZJ
"A RADIO IN EVERY ROOM"

Evansville, Indiana

l\ reach more people with <>ur Bales

message. Radio Beemed to offer the

besl opportunity. W*e decided to make

a test, and for the f i
r — t year allocated

$100,000 for this purpose, with the

realization thai you have to use more
than a pebble if you expect to make
much of a Bplash in the pond.

Our next juli then, wa- the -flection

"I an advertising agency. We picked

the W illiani I). Murdock Vgencj and

have continued with them ever since.

Hill Murdock had a thorough back-

ground in Btation management and

sales, and no small part of our success

in radio is due to his wise counseling.

After a considerable amount of re-

search, we derided on using five-min-

ute new- programs as our basic radio

approach. The first venture was with

the then independent station WWDC.
We bought five-minute newscasts from

them, every hour on the half hour. 21

hours a day. It was successful from

the verj start, and although we later

discontinued the all-night section of

it. we have continued these regular

fi\e-minute newscasts up to the pres-

ent. We gradually expanded to other

-tat ions as suitable availabilities oc-

curred, and while experiments have

been made, no other format has proved

as effective for us.

Radio is used to promote our over-

all sales and merchandising efforts,

along with television and newspaper

advertising. We believe there is no

magic in advertising that will over-

come the absence of merchandising at

point-of-sale and so we bring our whole

efforts to bear on promotions. Adver-

tising, window display, signs, interior

displav and clerk support all play an

important part.

W ith radio we tend to concentrate

on a smaller number of items, in con-

trast to our newspaper ads that fea-

ture a greater list of products. The

radio spots give intensive coverage to

weeklv specials, seasonal campaigns

such as film and photo-finishing and

to constantly featuring our prescrip-

tion services.

W e ti \ to keep our commercials sim-

ple and clear, so that no one who

hears them will be in any doubt as to

what we are advertising. They are

however held to a maximum of one

minute. We fullv realize the impor-

tance of keeping our name before the

public but believe that our advertising

must do more than just that. The best

institutional advertising we can do j~

to keep the public informed of the

value- and -erv ices they can obtain at

anv People- Drug Store.

A percentage of our radio and tele-

vi-ion -pot- and new-paper ad- i-

made available to manufacturers and

theii agencies for cooperative adver-

tising. This makes it possible for na-

tionally advertised products to get

rounded-out merchandising Bupport in

oui stores and has proved bighlj ef-

fective. In no case do we attempt to

make a profit on cooperative advertis-

ing as such. Cooperative allowances to

us are an investment to be used for

creating additional sales and to help

keep the cash registers ringing mer-

rily.

We use radio's audience selectivity

to good advantage. For example, cig-

ars and other men- products can be

-< heduled in earl] morning or evening

spots and around ball games, while

items appealing to women are concen-

trated from late morning to mid-after-

noon. Accurate pinpointing is possi-

ble with our regularly scheduled news-

casts. Six to 6:30 p.m. spots can tell

the housewife, preparing dinner, about

our values in glassware, cooking uten-

sils, etc. Youngsters getting ready for

school at 7:ii(i to 7:30 a.m. might hear

about school supplies sold at Peoples.

Fm and Drugcasting spots can simi-

larly take advantage ol the fact that

listeners are right in the store.

Radio is also flexible. Changes can

be made even a few minutes before air

time if necessary, although we try to

give the stations a little more time

—

at least an hour! During big store-

wide sales, there i- usually an opening

dav newspaper ad barrage, but radio-

continues hammering awav until the

closing hours of the closing dav of the

sale. Merchandise can be taken off the

air as it approaches the Belling-out

Stage and -lower-moving items sub-

stituted.

We continue to schedule radio on

a saturation basis, at the rate of (H
newscasts per week, with Monday
through Saturday programing, from

6:30 a.m. to (> :30 p.m. Greatest em-

phasis i- on early-moming time. With

the addition of WW DC-FM which is

also carried bv Drugcasting in our

stores, we have a total of 358 commer-

cials on the air each week. We also

n-<' stations WTIC and WMAL in

W ashington.
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Electronic Buttonhook

There are .1 bunch oi guys in New \ <>\k. Chicago, Los Vngeles,

and maybe even Washington, I). (.., who are doing a prett) good job ol

tm ning din CBS I V programs. We have .1 gadget called a control

panel which, l>\ some kind ol electronu magi< too arcane foi ns salesmen,

buttons onto the CBS TV network.

I-'olks in Eastern Iowa got buttons ol then ow n. < )ne ol the jui< test, ( Ihannel 2,

is pure pearl. By a strange coincidence it's WMT-TV.
Beyond having had sense enough to go CBS in the Inst place, we

claim no ( redit for the excellence ol CBS programs. We just lean back and

feel their Pulse.

End of modesty. We do lay claim to local programming

1'or the Eastern Iowa

trade, which, when added

to CBS network fare, completes

the buttoning operation.

I terewith, some light thereon:

Miss Ruth Anne's School Produced

five days a week by its star, Miss Ruth

Anne's School is a "workshop" for

four-to-five-year-olds. Each week six

or eight children are selected for a

one-week session of classes (finger-

fainting, dancing, table manners,

gamesmanship); on Friday the children

are graduated with diplomas and sighs

of relief. Lion-taming looks easy by

comparison, but Miss Ruth Anne,

armed with nothing but child psy-

chology and a smile, charms children

and viewers, parents and sponsors.

There are enough moppets on the

waiting list to last a full year (sans

hiatus).

Commercial: Program is sold by day

units; sponsors purchase one complete

program at a time. Product identifica-

tion is carried over the full week by

sponsor-mentions on a day-to-day re-

ciprocal tie-in basis. See the Katz

Agency for further details.

28 JUNE 1954

Channel 2 WMT-TV 100,000 watts

( T,S [oi I astern Iowa

Mail address: Cedar Rapids

National Reps: The Katz Agency
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Another Reason Why
Morning Radio PAYS OFF

for WSYR Advertisers

IWSVR Timekeeper,

Elliott Goue

(.< in i 1 1 New Vork's most populai time

kee| < nii.il New N ork's top

rated lo< .>l i ning program. Al li asl

five y< .1 1
s'

( oni inuous sponsorship l>\

i ill. in hall ol ilu |'ii m in spon

sors Participating, Monda) through

Saturday

.

7:05-9:15 a.m.

Headley-Reed, National Rep) esenlatives

ACUSE
570 KC

NBC AFFItlATE

Covet Cental

Miaouti wHh

KFHt

Reai li this a ntral Missouri mar-

kcl with idio fi lies*

and ;i i onsumei im ome "i J698,-

in .i ihirt) county,

foui city, ' niv uvea i overed

b) Kl \l

KFAL 900 KC - 1 COO WATTS
FULTON, MISSOURI
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I his compares with fouj hours of

television pei week on W NMW (a to-

tal "I 24 conimt'P ials i

. 10 spots on

WM\L-T\. and a basic schedule of

nine pages "I advertising in the three

Washington dairj newspapers.

Radio has indeed become an impor-

tant part of our advertising program.

It i- no longer a question with us ol

whethei or not to use radio but onlj

of how I" continue its use t<> our best

,ul\ antage!

[Peoples Drug Stores won BAB's

"Radio Gets Results" first prize for

1953 in the drug store division.)

Albert Clean

president, Glenn Motor & Equipment Co.,

Sitsop, Wash.

For purposes of this discussion, let *

think of "advertising"' in terms of the

"five M's"

—

markets, merchandising,

manpower, media and money.

Markets are complex—made up of

individuals. What appeals to one seg-

ment ma\ bave no appeal whatsoever

For the rest. In our market at Satsop,

for example, main of our prospects

and customers wear white collars while

others work with their hands. All

we're interested in is our ability to

be "I service to them—and in their

ability to buy. In our advertising we

realize we can't he all things to all

people so. instead of using a "shot-

gun," we go hunting for customers

with a high-powered "rifle. I his de-

mands skill, patience and the right

kind of "ammunition because it s

onlj when we choose our markets with

care, stud\ them and cultivate them

I

roperl) that the) hear fruit.

Which leads me to our second "M"
merchandising. Now, I'm going to

skip oxer such things as "qualitv

.

"'price" and "competitive value," he-

cause chances are vou fellows know

more about those Factors than I do.

However, I would like to point out the

power "I suggestion. \ customer who
1 » i j x — a home freezer, for example, is

apt to be in the market for a refrigera-

tor, too. Might even be interested in

a car, or a tractor <>r some other Eai m
equipment, SO when he comes in ur

see to it he's well exposed to all OUl

merchandise.

Now \du see win I iliink "\l Nuni-

ber Three manpowei is so impor-

tant. When Abraham Lincoln was

elected President, his first 1 >i u job was

the selection "I his Cabinet. With the

help of a close personal friend and

advisor he was going over name after

name. sifting out the wheat from the

chaff, when suddenly he came upon

the name of a -tranger. "^ ou don't

want him. Mr. Lincoln," the advisor

-aid. "that man thinks he can run the

government hitter than you can!"

"Good," said Lincoln, "he's in! And
it vou know of an) other men like

him. I want them in mv Cabinet, too!"

"Honest \be" knew that "yes-men"

were a dime-a-dozen in those davs.

just as thev are today. If \ ou're lu< kv

enough to have one good "No" man
in your organization a man with

courage—hang onto him!

He will advise vou bonestrj and

represent vou well before the public.

Having selected our market—matched

it with our merchandise and trained

our manpowei we come next to me-

dia.

Newspapers, outdoor, direct mail,

television, novelt) advertising and

radio all have their own peculiar ad-

vantages. If we had depended upon a

medium that would reach our home

market of 150 people alone, wed have

had to sell four or five International

Harvester Home Freezers to even

man. woman and child in town. Our

problem, therefore, was to reach out-

side the <itv and at the lowest possi-

ble cost. To do this, we chose radio.

Following the success of our 1951

campaign-when we won that trip to

Havana— we decided to make 1952 the

"big year." Our advertising ovei

KXRO -tailed June I5tb and—using
March, \pril and Mav of 1952 as

"average month-. sales jumped

l.iKiti', before the end of June.

2.000' , before the end of Jul\ and

more than 1.000' , hv the end of Vu-

gust. We sponsored both the Repub-

lican and Democratic Presidential

Convention- and used "spots.

Even though we discontinued our

radio advertising at that time. Septem-

ber "">2 was three times a- big as our

March-April-Maj average and contin-

ued to he more than twice as big for

ever) month the rest ol the year. Sales

weie -ome 2.1 1
1'

. aho\e our quota

the highest of an) dealer in the I nited

States. Needle— to -av . we Won the

1052 trip to Bermuda offered b) the

International Harvester's Refrigeration

Di\ ision lor the most -ales.

1953 wa- a vear of adjustment for

SPONSOR
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all of us so we decided to hold up our

Home Freezer campaign until the first

of July. Even so, our March-April-

May average for last year was some
three times what it had been in 1952

—obviously a carryover from our '52

campaign. When our records showed
that June of '53 was about half of

June '52, we started again with KXRO
advertising. Sales took a jump every

da\ until September, which was almost

nine times as high as our March-April-

May average or almost 27 times as

high as the average for 1952. When
we stopped our radio advertising the

drop in sales was immediately felt.

Even so, we were still the highest

above quota in the country and the In-

ternational Harvester Refrigeration Di-

vision gave us a trip to Acapulco and

Mexico City.

A minor portion of our budget has
been spent on newspaper, outdoor and
television advertising, but more than

90% each year has gone to KXRO.
If you have an advertising job to do
that requires saturation of your area, I

need not tell you—use radio! Like

any other medium, however, I would
caution you that radio must be used

right to get the best results.

"Timing" is extremely important.

Because of the unusually late spring

we've had in the Pacific Northwest,

we're not advertising at present, but

when we go back on the air we intend

to do a "saturation"' job with our nov-

elty appeal just as we have in previous

years.

Now there is a fifth "M" to be con-

sidered, too. and that is money! "In-

telligence" has been defined as "a state

of awareness of one's surroundings."

Keeping close tabs on sales and selling

costs is the only way to conduct an ad-

vertising campaign.

To be successful, advertising must
be on a business-like basis. Believe me,
it is possible to reduce your advertis-

ing costs by increasing your advertis-

ing budget. It both 1952 and 1953
our advertising cost per unit was re-

duced 50% below that of 1951 even

though we multiplied our investment

five times over the first year! For the

last two years our home-freezer cam-
paigns ever KXRO have cost less than

\j2% °f our gross sales!

In our radio advertising, we don't

mention price or offer any discount.

We just try to dramatize the idea that

I m so anxious to win those Interna-

tional Harvestej trips I'll make them

"the best deal in Southwest Washing-
ton." And we back that promise with

quality merchandise, excellenl service

and liberal trad«-in allowances for

their old merchandise.

Close teamwork with KXRO led to

copy thai created a picture a picture

of. a small-town merchant out on the

highwav where the cost of doing busi-

ness was less than in the city, and
where there was plenty of free park-

ing space. We made them want to

come out—and they came!

Hadio reaches into the far corners

of our trading area and right into the

homes of our prospects. The general

theme of our copy was, "if you don't

have a car. get a horse, get a bicycle,

take a row-boat, hitch-hike—anything

—but get up to Satsop and get up there

right way for the best deal in South-

west Washington!" So many people

were using this same phraseology and

our sales were increasing so rapidh

we were convinced our radio advertis-

ing was hitting home.

One day a total stranger walked in-

to our store and said, "Well, here I

am! Came from the Humptulips!

Didn't have a horse—or a bicycle

—

but here I am anyway! Show me that

home freezer I've been hearing so

much about, will you?"

Humptulips is some 40 miles awaj

from Satsop. but we've had them come
from the Lake Quinault area 60 miles

away; from the Pacific Beaches, West-

I'ort and many other places.

In both 1952 and 1953 the last day

of our campaign was a madhouse!

Our little store was so crowded it was
like a bargain-basement of a big-<it\

department store and we even made
one sale after midnight!

Although our advertising was con-

centrated on International Harvester

Home Freezers, sales in other depart-

ments picked up dramatically at the

same time—an unexpected bonus that

became more and more important as

time went along. At the end of 1952

we were pleased to see that our total

sales in all departments for that year

were close to one million dollars!

Another bonus, of course, is the car-

ryover results. We're still enjoying

the effects of our previous campaigns

and, as I've already told you, last

year's March-April-May average w as

3009? over the 52 average for the

same months. • * •

KWJJ
Chief of Independents

Makum War on Slow Sales!

The Indians sold New York for a

string of beads. But KWJJ, big

chief of the Northwest Inde-

pendents, will sell you the whole

Oregon country for just a little

wampum. The chief can deliver,

too. "KWJJ plenty powerful . . .

cover much fine country

. . . givum advertiser

big bargain."

National

Representative

BURN SMITH CO., INC

1011 S.AV. 6Hi Ave. ^
PORTLAND 5;-" m

W •JndependtftJ

Radio 5'otiow

w'

The ONLY MEDIA in

Columbus, Georgia,

reaching out to

INFLUENCE BUYING

HABITS
of

600,000 people

with

$670 MILLION

BUYING INCOME!

CBS RADIO cb; televisionmAM'FM

[tk ^
COLUM BUS, GEORGIA
\CaM h OLLIM GF3ER.Y
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For The

I

In A

TOP
MARKET
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IT'S

WRJF-TV
CHANNEL 53
PITTSBURGH

Looking for an economical way
to sell the rich 2>/4 billion dollar

Pittsburgh market—America's
8th largest trading area? If so,

it will pay you to know what
WKJF-TV has to offer. For the

complete story, contact our na-

tional representatives, or write

us today.

OUTSTANDING
PROGRAMS
Your Show of Shows

Hallmark Hall of Fame

Mr. Peepers— Kraft Theater

Dinah Shore— Milton Berle

Kate Smith— Boxing

Bob Hope—TV Playhouse

— and many others

ft

WKJF-TV
CHANNEL 53
PITTSBURGH

NAT. REP.— WEED TELEVISION

Kohcrl IV. Friedheim, vice president of

// orld Broadcasting System division of Ziv, and with

the Zit organization since 1949, has been named

vice president and business manager o) Ziv Tv

Programs, ln< . Friedheim'i nets department in-

i hides sales service, film distribution-control, ex.

ponded merchandising-promotion, contract labor,

administrative functions. John L. Sinn. Ziv Tv

president, said the new department mis necessary

because t<iial film product handled b\ Ziv has

increased \o(Y', in past 18 months.

fieorgv IVoff last week moved into his new

office at Ruthrauf) & Ryan, where he will be vice

president and dire, tar of radio and television. Wolf

sin reeds Tom Slater, who resigned in April. Wolf

has been vi< e president and radio-tv director for

Geyei Advertising since April 1953. For eight

wars prior to joining Geyer he nas director of

radia and tv production for Foote, (one & Bidding.

Big Ruthrauf) & Ryan radio-tv accounts include

American Airlines, Dr. Pepper, Sun Oil, Wrigiey,

Staler Mig. Co. (starch), Frostee 'dessert mix).

S. Joflll St'hUe is the neu president of the

Salt Lake CU) Advertising Club and host to the

Advertising Association of the If est. meeting in

Salt Lake this week (27-30 June), Senile is vice

president and sales director Kl TA and Kl 7 1

and the rim 1. 1 Mountain Bromh listing System. He

told SPONSOR that "ue plan to begin commercial

operation of kl TV on 17 August . . . the Rock)

Mountain Tv Xetwork 'linking Salt Lake. Butte.

I'm niello. Twin Falls and Cheyenne) should be

going b\ 1 .1anion \ 1955."

tfttl'l/ Li >l€'K«»IIIIO has been appointed direc-

tor of research anil sales development tor II \ I II .

New York. She had been with Benton & Bowles

e 1942. Richard li. Buckley, II M II president

and general manager, said Miss l/< Kenna tall

work for greater integration between research

functions and tin spt ds of radio sponsors

through spe, iii! research projects as well as reexami-

nation of research results. "These projects," said

Buckley, "will provide qualitative analyses which will

aid clients in planning the most i flective campaig
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Higher Tower, I Higher Power

Tower

Power

Households

Farm Households

Tv Homes

Retail Sales

Farm Income

Food Store Sales

Drug Store Sales

Counties Covered

For topnotch national and local

programming, topnotch facilities,

topnotch signal and a topnotch market,

see WFBM-TV.

* Data, based on Nov. Nielsen,

compares new A & B coverage area

with coverage prior to

power-tower increase.

add 12,000 sq. mile

coverage area

UP Now 1019 feet

UP Now 100,000 watts

UP 76.1%*

UP 147.3%

UP 59.5%

UP 71.8%

UP 141.1%

UP 74.3%

UP 20.3%

UP 122.2%

WFBM-TV
Indianapolis • CBS

Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency

Affiliated with WEOA, Evansville; WFDF, Flint; WOOD AM & TV, Grand Rapids

28 JUNE 1954
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Media study ends

Nearly two years ago sponsor's pul»-

lisher asked Raj Lapica to make a

"completelj objective" study of all

media ami to take as much lime as

was necessary,

.

Hie joli is (lone.

Il was fell in planning the study that

anj objective analysis of the media

picture would help radio and tv most,

for the air media are relatively diffi-

cult to understand and use as com-

(pared with print.

The stud) lias borne this out.

If you're planning to make a media

evaluation study of your own. this is

what SPONSOR'S entailed:

1. Fourteen trips to nine cities.

2. Personal interviews with over

200 experts in all media fields.

3. Reading of 41 hooks, scores of

pamphlets and surveys, hundreds of

reports and much of the media litera-

ture of the past 10 years.

4. Eleven separate mail surveys in-

volving some 4,000 pieces of mail.

5. The cooperation of more than

loo agencies (billing $850 million)

and over 100 advertisers i -pending

over SI
_
>0 million I .

The -lud\ has run for the past 26

issues m SPONSOR. ^ on won't want to

miss the i on< lusions starting page 29.

\- -(Mm as possible, the 2o articles

will be reprinted in book form. There

will In- approximate! \ 200 pages

(SPONSOR format) containing ahout

130,000 words. The price will be $4.
>

> on maj reset ve a cop) now.

I his is the first such extensive studv

(il media ever undertaken by a trade

paper. The chances are voull not

oiil\ want In read it ill hook form hut

also to keep it for permanent refer-

ence. Just drop SPONSOR a card.

* *

Radio and tv abroad

I . S. firm- will probahh spend $300

million on advertising abroad this

\ ear.

The w ise ones will not stint on their

air budgets. The reason is basic: In

most of Latin America and the Far

East the only truly mass medium is

radio. I In addition there are 7!! t\

stations oversea-.
I

The cheapest medium abroad i- also

radio. For example. Radio Ceylon

costs you $165 an hour. Radio Ja-

maica $50 an hour and Station ELBC
in Liberia $1 a minute. Tv rates are

also quite low : CMQ--TV network of

five stations costs $216 a half hour

with 150.0(1(1 t\ set owners in Cuba.

SPONSOR'S third international radio

and tv section this issue I starting

page 111 will bring v ou up to date

whether you're alreadv in export or

planning to go overseas for the first

time.

Not onl\ will \ ou find an account

of the market, radio and tv situation

abroad, but also a radio-h chart on

61 countries or areas together with

rates, a complete list of foreign sta-

tion- which have U. S. reps and five

excellent case histories of major I . S.

sponsors who have won success abroad

through the air.

For profiles of admen concerned

with overseas advertising, Bee pages

22, 60.

• • *

Misusing coverage services

sponsor has shown how blind depen-

dence on rating- because of the basic

fear factor can hurt you. (See "III.

Psychology of Media - Why admen
buv what thev do," SPONSOR 3 Mav

1 954.

1

Now an equallv bad practice has

been called to our attention.

A major agency, buving spot radio

time for a national advertiser, chose

Station \ over Station B not only bv

blindly using one of the two coverage

services as a rating service, but it ig-

nored a recent independent rating

study made for the market because the

regular rating organization that its i li-

ent accepts does not cover the city.

As a result, it seems that the agency

wound up buying the wrong station,

for not only did the other coverage

service available give Station B the

advantage, but in addition the indepen-

dent rating survey showed Station B to

have a three-to-one average rating ad-

vantage over Station A. (A coverage

service gives you the station's total

circulation; a rating gives you the

audience per program. I

Moral: Blind dependence on ratings

is bad enough. Hut agencies and ad-

vertisers who use a circulation study as

a rating sen ice may be making a cost-

lv mistake.

Applause

A world without sound

\\ I \ \ has opened an unusual ex-

hibit in its Dallas studios entitled

"World without Sound." which depicts

the emotional reactions of man in a

- ompletel) silent world.

The exhibit represents the impres-

sions of Peter Wolf, scenic designer,

.mil Dr. Bernard Hanes. Dallas re-

searcher. It was based on interviews

with numerous deal persons, both

adult and children.

The emotional conflicts of fear,

loneliness, delight in sight, response to

vibrations, the beauty of colors in na-

ture and faith and belief growing from

silent meditation are depicted by mists.

figures, colors and lighting in the ex-

hibit panels.

Whv should a radio station concern

itself with the world of silence?

Wvnona Portwood of \\ I \ \ says:

"Basically, radio is communication.

The problems of these who live in si-

lence should be of interest to all of

us. WFAA feels that the exhibit will

create a greater understanding between

those who live in a world of silence

and a world of sound."

Perhaps you don't have to go so far

as to trv to understand what life would

be like in a world without sound. Just

slop for a moment sometime and ask

yourself what it would be like without

radio.
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1^ WCiyS topresent your commercial

ow— with RCA's new Special Effects Equipment—you can

ave these 12 attention-getting effects right at your fingertips.

You push the button for the effect you want. You swing the

"control stick" (rotatable 360°) and put the selected effect in the

picture wherever you want it. It's simple, inexpensive—requires

no complicated equipment or extra cameras.

RCA's Special Effects Equipment consists of just two separate

units; (1) a TG-1 5A control panel (shown below) and generator,

(2) and a TA-15A amplifier. The Special Effects Panel can be

inserted in any RCA Console housing. The other units can be

mounted in your video racks. Installation couldn't be easier.

For quick delivery, order your RCA Special Effects

Equipment direct from your RCA Broadcast Sales

Representative.

<(~ RCA Special Effects Control Panel—with 12 push-

button selection and 360° rotatable stick control.

RADIO CORPORATION ofAMERICA
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT CAMDEN, N.J.
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